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WELCOME TO AAEE 2017
28TH AUSTRALASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION (AAEE) ANNUAL CONFERENCE
WELCOME MESSAGE FROM THE GENERAL CHAIR OF AAEE 2017, PROFESSOR GRAHAM TOWN
On behalf of the Organising Committee, and Macquarie University’s School of Engineering, it is with great pleasure that I
welcome you to the 28th Annual Conference of the Australasian Association for Engineering Education.
Engineering is a discipline for the 21st century, combining a range of technical competencies and practical skills with a
systems approach to problem solving that enables engineers to shape not only technology, but also society.
The theme of this year’s conference is “Integrated Engineering”. It refers not only to the combination of theory and
practice characteristic of engineering training, and encompasses more than the
well-balanced set of technical skills and professional attributes expected in
modern engineering graduates. The theme also refers to the need to train
engineers who are willing and able to share responsibility for guiding the
world in which they live through the major challenges facing society in the
21st century.
Engineering educators have an important role to play in ensuring
that engineers become more representative of, and more engaged
with, the diverse societies of which we are part - the inﬂuence
of the role models we provide and the patterns of behaviour
we encourage in our students continues long after their
graduation.
I trust that this year’s AAEE conference will again provide
a great forum for sharing ideas and provoking actions so
that we, as engineering educators, can ensure graduate
engineers are well integrated, in every sense of the word.

PROFESSOR GRAHAM TOWN
General Chair – AAEE 2017
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WELCOME
WELCOME FROM THE PROGRAM CHAIRS OF AAEE 2017
Greetings.
This year’s conference is an exciting event for us as Macquarie University is hosting this
conference for the ﬁrst time in the 28 years of AAEE history. Macquarie Engineering
has experienced an accelerating growth in recent years and to continue its growth
in major engineering ﬁelds, the School of Engineering was launched recently.
We would like to express sincere gratitude to the
Faculty of Science and Engineering and the School
of Engineering for continuous support since the
beginning of this journey.
143 full papers are to be presented at this year’s
conference in 27 parallel sessions in addition
to 13 workshops, 3 keynote lectures,
one special guest lecture and one panel
discussion. All papers are varied on a range
topics based on the ﬁve sub-themes (C1, C2,
C3, C4 and C5) and three focus sessions (S1,
S2 and S3).
Thanks to the Program committee for reviewing
more than 200 abstracts and proposals. 14 abstracts
were rejected at the initial stage, and 5 were rejected
at full paper stage. About 20 papers were withdrawn. Thanks to the Technical
Program Committee for providing 283 reviews on about 150 full papers. Thanks to
all the authors, who put up with us and 4000 emails through Easychair.
All keynote lectures are very well aligned with the conference theme. And we are sure
the panel discussion on “Directions for Engineering Education: the Engineers of 2035”
will excite us all.
We would like to thank all the session chairs and focus session facilitators for their time
and effort in planning and delivering their respective sessions. We would like to express
our gratitude to the keynote speakers for taking valuable time off from their busy
schedule and attending this conference to share their valuable insights.
We hope the conference will be a memorable one and we look forward to meeting
you all at the AAEE 2017 at Novotel Manly in Sydney.
Sincerely,

DR NAZMUL HUDA (PROGRAM CHAIR)
DR DAVID INGLIS (TECHNICAL CHAIR)
DR NICHOLAS TSE (PROGRAM CO-CHAIR)
AAEE Conference 2017
School of Engineering, Macquarie University
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER ABSTRACTS
Integrative practice in the making of a 21st century graduate
LINDIE CLARK – Academic & Programs Director, Professional and Community Engagement,
Macquarie University

lindie.clark@mq.edu.au
Universities, graduates, industry and communities face complex challenges and opportunities in a
fast-paced, disruptive, globalized world. Increasingly precarious employment futures, profound digital
transformation, cultural and political fragmentation, and seemingly intractable environmental and social
challenges constitute the dynamic landscape that our students have to negotiate both during and beyond
their time at university. For us as educators, however, the key challenge we face in such circumstances
remains the age-old one: how best can we support students to develop the capabilities that will enable them
to lead meaningful, rewarding and socially productive lives? While the challenge remains the same, the means
through which we address it requires a fundamental rethink. In this Keynote Address I argue that a commitment to integrative practices – the
underlying theme of this 28th conference – must be at the heart of our collective response.
In what sense “integration”? There are a number of dimensions to consider. Universities operate on tripartite missions: research, teaching, and
public service (Furco 2010; Sachs & Clark 2017). Ramley (2014, p. 9) makes the case for the power of engagement – across and between
universities and communities – as ‘a strategy for linking scholarship and learning to the improvement of life in the community’. In other words,
university-community engagement is an integrative force that can unite the three dimensions of a university’s mission and link them to a
common purpose: addressing the multifarious wicked problems that our communities confront. Doing this, Ramley argues, implies a radical
change in the way in which (most) universities work: it requires higher education institutions, students and communities to forge boundaryspanning relationships and work together in partnership. For us as educators, this in turn throws up multiple challenges for our curricular and
pedagogical strategies: How best can we (co-)create rich learning experiences that enable our students to develop both disciplinary depth and
the ability to work effectively across disciplinary and sectoral boundaries? How best can we enable and support our students to engage with,
value and integrate different knowledges; to draw on different perspectives and modalities; and to work effectively with others to collectively
deﬁne and address complex problems and harness opportunities? University-community engagement – as both a strategy for advancing our
raison d’etre as higher education institutions and as an engine of pedagogical change – is thus the ﬁrst pillar of integrative practice that I would
like to consider today.
The second pillar is work-integrated learning. Universities across the world are responding to the expectations of governments, employers
and students for the curriculum to better prepare graduates for work through a fuller embrace of work-integrated learning (WIL). WIL is used
to describe a range of experiential education approaches that intentionally connect the education of students to the world of work through
university-workplace partnerships (McRae 2014). As Cooper, Orrell and Bowden (2010, p. 1) argue, the integrative element of WIL is signiﬁcant
‘because the principal purpose is the nexus of work and learning; each informs and critiques the other’. In other words, WIL is not just our
students learning to work, they’re working to learn. WIL can be a transformative learning experience for students (and indeed community
partners) provided that it is embedded in a rigorous curriculum-enabled learning framework and grounded in tripartite relationships based on the
principles of reciprocity and mutual beneﬁt (Cooper, et al 2010; Sachs & Clark 2017). Done well, WIL not only produces work-ready graduates
who can apply, integrate, consolidate, and challenge theoretical knowledge in practical settings, but (at least) equally importantly, well-rounded
and actively engaged citizens who can critically reﬂect on and advance the public purpose and social impact of their profession. WIL should
thus be integrative in every sense; in turn, ensuring WIL’s integrity requires critical attention to, and integration of, its purpose and the processes
by which it is implemented (Hartley, Saltmarsh & Clayton 2010; Sachs & Clark 2017).
It was with these two integrative agendas in mind that, almost a decade ago, a major curriculum reform and renewal initiative was enacted at
Macquarie University. In this Address I elaborate how, as a research-intensive, comprehensive, metropolitan university, Macquarie responded
to global and local pressures and pedagogical imperatives to develop an undergraduate curriculum that aspires to be distinctive, challenging,
and transformative: one that meets the needs – personal and professional – of students as they transition into a world of complex social and
technological change. In particular I trace the path by which a central plank of the re-imagined curriculum, a community-engaged experiential
learning program called PACE (Professional and Community Engagement) was conceived and implemented across the institution. Founded
on the principles of reciprocity, the aspiration of PACE is for the students and faculty of the University to contribute more deeply and broadly to
the work of its community partners. In this Address I explore key dimensions of the PACE program, including challenges faced in embedding it
institution-wide, with particular attention to how PACE has impacted learning frameworks and experiences in the (now School of) Engineering
at Macquarie.
Some ten years down the track, all Macquarie undergraduates now participate in some form of community-engaged, work-integrated learning
experience through PACE as part of their study programs, but the integrative challenge facing the University is far from over. A range of
quantitative and qualitative evidence suggests that, while PACE has positively impacted the learning experience, engagement, outcomes,
career path trajectories and sense of life purpose of our students, for too many of them PACE comes too late in their degree. (Most PACE units
are taken in a student’s last year of undergraduate studies.) A common refrain from students is that an earlier encounter with practice would
have helped them clarify personal and professional purpose and goals, shaped their choice of major, and more deeply engaged them in their
studies to much greater effect. Similarly, feedback from many community partners suggests that earlier, longer, and repeated WIL engagements
would enable them to better align student placements with their own organizational mission and goals. Which brings me to the third and ﬁnal
pillar of integration I wish to touch on today: the potential power of a truly practice-based approach to education.
What does it mean for a discipline – for a whole University – to embrace a practice-based approach to education? As Boud (2013) argues, too
often this term is loosely applied to all manner of practice-based activities (internships, service learning, practicums, co-op) without sufﬁcient
critical attention to its three key components, ‘practice’, ‘based’ and ‘education’. ‘To be practice-based means more than just a course with
“added practice”’, he observes (2013, p. 56). Boud argues that basing an education in practice requires a fundamental reconceptualization
of core disciplinary (and interdisciplinary) curriculum and pedagogical practice such that practice (rather than theory) is its central, organizing
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feature. Theory is still an integral part of student learning, to be sure, but that learning takes place in the context of theory’s application, not in
a separate academic domain. Adopting an ontology of practice informed by practice theorists such as Schatzki and Gherardi, Boud frames
a practice-based education as one that actively, systematically and ubiquitously engages students in learning that is embodied, materially
mediated, relational, situated, co-created and emergent. Right throughout their course: not just, as with PACE currently, in their ﬁnal year.
As we look to the future of both PACE and Engineering at Macquarie, a key priority is to consider how we can more systematically embrace
such a practice-based approach to education in our program design and pedagogy. This aspiration is based on a ﬁrm, evidence-based belief
that such an approach will better prepare our students for their professional, personal and interpersonal lives. In doing so we seek to learn from
extant examples of integrative approaches to curricular and pedagogical reform that adopt a practice-based approach to education, many
of which are drawn from the ﬁeld of engineering and a number of which will be discussed throughout this 28th Conference of Australasian
Engineering Educators. Trevelyan (2010, p. 175) has described the foundation of engineering practice as ‘distributed expertise enacted through
social interactions between people’. To me this phrase also speaks to the sorts of integrative capabilities and social practices that will enable
21st century graduates in (and beyond) any discipline to lead meaningful, rewarding and socially productive lives.

REFERENCES
• Boud, D. (2013). Problematising practice-based education. Practice-based education: Perspectives and strategies. J. Higgs, R. Barnett, S.
Billett, M. Hutchings and F. Trede, Springer Science & Business Media. 6: 55-68.
• Cooper, L., J. Orrell and M. Bowden (2010). Work integrated learning: A guide to effective practice. London, Routledge.
• Furco, A. (2010). “The Engaged Campus: Toward a Comprehensive Approach to Public Engagement.” British Journal of Educational Studies
58(4): 375-390.
• Hartley, M., J. Saltmarsh and P. Clayton (2010). “Is The Civic Engagement Movement Changing Higher Education?” British Journal of
Educational Studies 58(4): 391-406.
• McRae, N. (2014). Exploring Conditions for Transformative Learning in Work-Integrated Education A Dissertation Submitted in Partial
Fulﬁllment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, University of Victoria.
• Ramley, J. A. (2014). “The changing role of higher education: Learning to deal with wicked problems.” Journal of Higher Education Outreach
and Engagement 18(3): 7-22.
• Sachs, J. and L. Clark (2017). Imagining a Curriculum for an Engaged University. Learning Through Community Engagement: Vision and
Practice in Higher Education. J. Sachs and L. Clark. Singapore, Springer Singapore: 81-97.
• Trevelyan, J. (2010). “Reconstructing engineering from practice.” Engineering Studies 2(3): 175-195.

SPEAKER BACKGROUND
Lindie Clark is the Academic and Programs Director of Macquarie University’s unique Professional and Community Engagement program
(PACE). PACE provides work integrated learning experiences to all undergraduate students at Macquarie as an integral part of their study
program. Prior to taking up this role she was the Director of the University’s Health Studies program, where she ran a PACE unit for many
years. With two other colleagues, she was awarded an Australian Learning and Teaching Council Citation for ‘Outstanding Contributions to
Student Learning’ for efforts in building Sustainable Work-Integrated-Learning programs in the Faculty of Science. Prior to joining Macquarie
University Lindie worked in a range of regulatory agencies in the health, employment and industrial relations ﬁelds. As a Harkness Fellow she
completed a Master of Public Administration at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government in the mid-1990s. Lindie is also a Trustee
of the Dusseldorp Skills Forum, a not-for-proﬁt organisation that works to enhance the opportunities for education, skills and employment for all
young people, particularly those who don’t succeed in the ‘mainstream’. Seeing students apply their university learning in real world settings,
and in so doing realise the valuable contribution they can make to the broader community, is one of the most rewarding Learning and Teaching
experiences Lindie has had in her career. PACE extends such opportunities to all Macquarie students.

Collaborative evidence-based program improvement processes in
Engineering
BRIAN FRANK, NATALIE SIMPER, JAKE KAUPP – Queen’s University
brian.frank@queensu.ca
Students learn by repeated cycles of completing well-designed tasks, receiving feedback, and reﬂecting
on both, where the tasks in the engineering context are often reports, case studies, assignments,
projects, and exams. Generally feedback tends to be both developmental, in the form of speciﬁc written
or oral comments for improvement, and evaluative in the form of marks or grades assigned to assessment
points. These assessments often drive student learning, and can be designed not only to provide feedback,
but if to provide evidence about how students are learning over time.
We are developing a collaborative approach to assessment provides quality feedback about learning, and assessment to inform program
improvement. We have been doing both research and development into effective approaches that will help departments develop collaborative
assessment processes that directly encourage instructors to think about their teaching, and also provide data to leaders to enable decisions
about program changes for improvement. We are a collaborator in ﬁrst and second rounds of Ontario’s Learning Outcomes Assessment
Consortium, where recently completed a four year longitudinal study of student learning in critical thinking, problem solving, and written
communication using both standardized tests and non-standardized assessment of course work using generic rubrics. We are studying how
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER ABSTRACTS (CONTINUED)
the assessment can encourage instructors and programs to think carefully about their goals and learning environment, and how data provided
to them about their own students can improve course delivery.
We have found that asking instructors to articulate how their assessment meets their own (sometimes unstated) learning goals leads to
very useful conversations, and often changes in delivery. The study has produced key principles for sustainable and usable program-wide
assessment, and a rich understanding of our own student development. We are able to measure student learning over a four year span, and
compare the cost and impact of several approaches.
We are using principles from the change management literature to build a community of practice around assessment, including assessment
facilitators who can work with speciﬁc sectors (science, social science, humanities, and engineering) in such a way that their key tasks
deliberately align with their learning goals and can provide data that can be aggregated across many courses and years to understand how
students are learning.

SPEAKER BACKGROUND
Dr. Brian Frank is the inaugural Associate Dean (Teaching and Learning) in the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science. He received his B.Sc.
(1997), M.Sc. (1999) and Ph.D. (2002) degrees in electrical and computer engineering from Queen’s University in Kingston.
Dr. Frank joined Queen’s in 2001 as a Teaching Fellow in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, progressing through the ranks to
Full Professor in 2016. From 2004-2006, Dr. Frank was an Educational Development Faculty Associate in the Instructional Development Centre,
now called the Centre for Teaching and Learning (CTL). In 2008, he was appointed Director (Program Development) in the Faculty of Engineering
and Applied Science, overseeing curriculum development, assessment and outcomes-related accreditation processes, and education technology.
Dr. Frank was awarded the endowed DuPont Canada Chair in Engineering Education Research and Development in 2010.
Dr. Frank is one of the co-founders of the Canadian Engineering Education Association and over the past ﬁve years has coordinated the Engineering
Graduate Attribute Development (EGAD) Project, working with the National Council of Deans of Engineering and Applied Science and the Canadian
Engineering Accreditation Board to develop national guidelines and resources for outcomes assessment in engineering education.
Dr. Frank has been recognized with several awards, including a nomination from Queen’s University for the 3M National Teaching Fellowship in
2016, the Chancellor A. Charles Baillie Teaching Award in 2011, and the 2010 Engineering Society’s Golden Pillar award.

Why do we do engineering?
JAMES TREVELYAN – University of Western Australia
james.trevelyan@uwa.edu.au
Why is it that students ﬁnd it hard to explain the value of engineering?
Why do most engineers ﬁnd it hard to explain the value of their work to employers and investors, even
governments? What’s the social value contributed by engineers?
These are fundamental questions and students don’t learn answers in their studies.
Why not? A lack of theory makes it hard to teach answers.
Working with Bill Williams in Portugal, James set out to investigate value creation in the engineering enterprise
and together they discovered a major gap in business and economics literature. Engineering value creation has
been associated with innovation and entrepreneurs. However most engineers have few if any innovation opportunities so the means by which
they contribute value is unclear.
Using data from their research studies on engineers over 15 years several countries, they identiﬁed many ways in which engineers create and
protect existing value, without any innovation.
Many engineering projects fail because engineers don’t understand how much value is created and protected in seemingly mundane and boring
activities.
In this talk, James will explain their new theory that explains engineering value creation and how educators could make this a part of any normal
engineering coursework.

SPEAKER BACKGROUND
Emeritus Professor James Trevelyan is a practicing professional engineer, engineering educator and researcher with 45 years of experience and
has recently become a start-up entrepreneur. In 2002, he was elected a Fellow of the Institution of Engineers Australia.
He is best known internationally for pioneering research that resulted in sheep shearing robots from 1975 till 1993. He and his students
produced the ﬁrst industrial robot that could be remotely operated via the internet in 1994.
From 1996 till 2002 he researched landmine clearance methods and since 2002 he has researched engineering practice and recently published
signiﬁcant new ﬁndings in his book “The Making of an Expert Engineer” challenging many conventional assumptions among engineers and
educators. Using his research, James helped deﬁne the current professional competency standards used by Engineers Australia.
Professor Trevelyan’s web pages are at:

JamesPTrevelyan.com
www.closecomfort.com
www.mech.uwa.edu.au/jpt
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Multi-disciplinary based learning - Successes of the
Sydney Opera House MADE program
CHRIS ARKINS – Steensen Varming
chris.arkins@steensenvarming.com
The values of combining academic based learning with practical hands on experience particularly for
engineers is well known. The life lessons I was to learn while undertaking the sandwich course offered
by the University of Technology Sydney at the time, provided skills and experience which has underpinned
my career to date.
As a profession the industry has a responsibility to invest in the education and training of students in addition
to their tertiary based studies. Whilst industry based training is valued, for the Built Environment there are clear
beneﬁts to be gained through a Multi-Disciplinary based experience.
The Sydney Opera House is a great example of what can be delivered by a design team from an idea to a monument of engineering and
architectural beauty. The collaborative spirit and pursuit of design excellence between engineers and architects is what provides the foundation
for the creation of great buildings.
Also known as the Multidisciplinary Australian Danish Exchange, MADE is an extra-curricular program established by the Sydney Opera House
in 2013 on their 40th anniversary and is offered to Australian and Danish students of architecture, engineering and design,
The aims of MADE are to;
• Promote international and multidisciplinary interaction between students of architecture, engineering and design;
• Foster cultural relationships between Denmark and Australia; and
• Support the knowledge and understanding of Danish architect Jørn Utzon and the Utzon Design Principles
This presentation will provide an overview of the Sydney Opera House MADE program and the positive beneﬁts and experiences we have seen
with the students in the three years the program has been running.

SPEAKER BACKGROUND
Chris is a Director of Steensen Varming, who enjoys the demands that accompany his role in developing and coordinating the delivery of
specialist low energy and sustainable design services across their global studios.
He has a driving passion for sustainable low energy design and introduces innovative solutions that provide the functionality and technical detail
that complement some of the best award winning architecture both in Australia and abroad.
He began his career at Steensen Varming initially as a mechanical engineer and developed his skills in sustainable design some 20 years ago.
Chris manages the regional operations for both Sydney and Hong Kong studios and leads and coordinates Steensen Varming’s commitment to
sustainable design and is a strong advocate to the company’s ethos of delivering designs that are intelligent, valuable and elegant.
Chris lectures at the University of Sydney and University of Technology Sydney and is a mentor and partner of the Sydney Opera House MADE
(Multidisciplinary Australian Danish Exchange) program.

Directions for Engineering Education: the Engineer of 2035
FACILITATOR: ROBIN KING – Australian Council of Engineering Deans
robin.king@uts.edu.au
CONTEXT
The 2035 graduate cohort will start school next year. School education will prepare them for good citizenship and further study and employment,
including in engineering. A 2015 report on Australia’s future workforce identiﬁed engineering professionals amongst the jobs “least likely to be
automated” and needing the largest additional proportion (11.7%) to meet Australia’s requirements as a competitive economy by 2035.
Such statements and other indicators should challenge thinking and promote action amongst Australia’s engineering profession and engineering
educators. We know that engineering work is both creating and using more and more automated tools and techniques, as well as developing
and using new (and old) materials and energy sources. Engineers – and others who are educated in engineering – are exercising expertise and
judgement in increasingly complex projects across a wide range of areas of the economy. Globalisation offers unprecedented opportunities for
engineering innovation and enterprise.
We also know that the employment rates for Australian engineering graduates have dropped in recent years while employers’ demand for
experienced engineers has increased. The proportion of engineering commencers in the ﬁrst degree domestic total has not grown over the
last decade, and within the engineering cohort, the proportion of women has increased only slightly, to almost 16%. The numbers of Australian
engineering professionals taking up advanced technical studies (as opposed to courses in project management) is quite low.
Past reviews of engineering education in Australia have reported that the system delivers broadly ﬁt-for-purpose entry-level graduates for
professional engineering practice. Over the past two decades Australian engineering education has been improved by having greater explicit
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outcomes-focus and using stronger student-centred pedagogies. At the same time, as noted earlier, low participation of women persists.
Relatively low levels of engagement with engineering practice in many programs probably contribute to employers’ concerns about graduates’
employability skills. Programs remain bound to traditional areas of practice, and offer limited opportunities for graduates to gain interdisciplinary
knowledge and perspectives sought by some employers and commentators. New educational technologies challenge current practices.

APPROACH
The Australian Council of Engineering Deans (ACED) is proposing to undertake a review to examine strategically the challenges and opportunities
for engineering education for “The Engineer of 2035”. This session of AAEE-2017 is a prequel to this review and will provide an opportunity for
Australia’s engineering educators to raise and discuss key issues of concern in shaping the future directions for engineering education.
The plenary session will commence with short statements from each member of a panel of four distinguished engineers, all with industry and
academic experience and high standing in the professional engineering community. This will be followed a Q and A session for conference
participants to raise key issues.

FACILITATOR’S BACKGROUND
Emeritus Professor Robin King is a consultant with the Australian Council of Engineering Deans. He previously served as ACED’s executive
ofﬁcer and led several engineering education projects, including the 2007-8 review of engineering education. Robin is past chair of both
Engineers Australia’s Accreditation Board and the Sydney Accord. Robin practised communications engineering in industry and several
universities, and was PVC for IT, Engineering and the Environment at UniSA during 1997 to 2007. He has been involved with AAEE since 1989,
and is a Fellow of the Academy of Engineering and Technology (ATSE).

PANEL MEMBERS’ BACKGROUND
Professor Ian Burnett has been Dean of the Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology at UTS since December 2014. Specialising
in signal processing engineering, he has worked at GEC-Marconi, Vodaphone and Motorola, and at the University of Wollongong and RMIT.
From 2003-2007, Ian was Australian Head of Delegation at the ISO/IEC standardisation group MPEG, where he also chaired the Multimedia
Description Schemes subgroup. He continues to be actively involved in ISO/IEC SC29, the host committee for the MPEG and JPEG families of
standards. Ian is Deputy President of ACED.
Professor Kourosh Kayvani is Managing Director – Design, Innovation and Eminence, Aurecon. In his 28 years in the industry, he has played
key roles in engineering of many award winning projects across the globe. In 2006, at 39 years of age, he won the prestigious IABSE Prize from
the International Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering for his work on long span structures worldwide. He was listed in Engineers
Australia’s Top 100 most inﬂuential engineers in 2009 and won the prestigious John Connell Gold Medal from EA’s Structural College in 2016,
and was elected a Fellow of ATSE in 2017. Kourosh has held Professorial appointments at University of Sydney and UNSW for the last 10 years.
Mary-Anne Stuart is the Principal Electrical Engineer at H.I. Fraser. Her career has taken her all over Australia in Electrical, Chemical and
Mechanical Engineering and Management. She is passionate about supporting women in engineering throughout their lives and as the Engineers
Australia Women in Engineering Outreach coordinator, Mary-Anne runs the annual Experience It Student Conference for Girls in Years 9-11
with 8 universities in NSW and the ACT She also teaches Leadership and Ethics at UNSW and is a mentor to female undergraduates at UTS
and UNSW. Through EA WIE, she also mentors qualiﬁed engineers. She was recently elected a Fellow of Engineers Australia and is currently
studying a Masters of Engineering Science in Sustainable Systems at UNSW.
Emeritus Professor Elizabeth Taylor is a civil engineer with design and construction management experience. She worked in academe for
many years and presently is a consultant to Charles Sturt University and the Department of Defence. Elizabeth is Chair of RedRAustralia, a
humanitarian NGO, and RedRInternational. She also chairs Engineers Australia’s Accreditation Board and is Deputy Chair of the Washington
Accord. In 2004 Elizabeth was appointed an Ofﬁcer of the Order of Australia. She is an ATSE Fellow.
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Pioneering research.
Visionary engineers.
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GROUNDBREAKING LEARNING AND RESEARCH
Ambitious and talented engineers are invited to join
our innovative masters or PhD research programs.
Specialisations include:

Professor Darren Bagnall
DEAN, SCHOOL
OF ENGINEERING

•
•
•
•
•
•

biomedical imaging and sensing
future wireless networks
optical and photonics engineering
power electronics and electrical engineering
reconfigurable electronics and antennas
sustainable energy systems engineering.
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For information about research and study visit
ask.mq.edu.au
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Engineering at Macquarie University
is entering a new era with the
launch of the School of Engineering.
Focused on cutting-edge programs
and innovation in education,
the school is underpinned by
new state-of-the-art facilities.

10–13 DECEMBER 2017

OUR PARTNERSHIP. YOUR ADVANTAGE
Visit the new School of Engineering to see how your
organisation, as an industry partner, can be at the
forefront of engineering innovation. You’ll have access
to pioneering solutions, as well as the opportunity to
collaborate with leading minds, to develop exceptional
engineers and to facilitate world-class research.
For information about industry partnerships
phone 02 9850 9148.
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DETAILED PROGRAM: SUNDAY 10TH DECEMBER 2017
5.30pm–7.00pm

Pre-conference Registration

Conference Foyer

6.00pm–8.00pm

Welcome Reception

Conference Foyer

DAY 1: MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER 2017
Conference registration and information desk

Conference Foyer

Welcome to Country by Karen Smith

The Grand Ballroom

Welcome by Conference Chair - Professor Graham Town

The Grand Ballroom

Opening by Professor S Bruce Dowton
(Vice Chancellor, Macquarie University)

The Grand Ballroom

Lindie Clark (Academic and Programs Director, PACE, Macquarie University) “Integrative practice in the making of a 21st century graduate”
Chairperson - Professor Graham Town

The Grand Ballroom

Delegate’s group photograph

The Grand Ballroom

9.40am–10.25am

10.25am-10.30am

Keynote
presentation

9.00am–9.40am

Opening Ceremony

Opens 8.30am

10.30am–11.00am

Morning Tea
Parallel sessions

11.00am–12.30pm

Clarendom Room

Norfolk Room

Cutler Room

Parallel session: M1A,
Theme: C1,
Chair: M. Symes

Parallel session: M1B,
Theme: C1,
Chair: AJ. Hunter

Parallel session: M1C,
Theme: C2,
Chair: L. Johns-Boast

12.30pm–1.30pm

1.30pm–3.00pm

5.00pm–5.15pm
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Clontarf Room

Focus session: M1S1,
Chair: Bennet and Male

Workshop 107: Sharing
Intro-Circuits Teaching
Experience for Innovative
Practice - David Lowe,
Roger Hadgraft and Xi Jin

Parallel session: M2D,
Theme: C4,
Chair: C. Whittington

Workshop 73:Planning
Engagement with
Professional Practice
throughout the Program
- Sally Male, Doug
Hargreaves and David
Pointing

Parallel session: M3D,
Theme: C4,
Chair: C. Kutay

Workshop 63: Integrating
Creativity Into Curriculum:
Let Us Listen To Students
- Iouri Belski

Lunch Break

Parallel session: M2A,
Theme: C1,
Chair: M. Jollands

Parallel session: M2B,
Theme: C1,
Chair: J. Swan

3.00pm–3.30pm

3.30pm–5.00pm

Barton Room

Parallel session: M2C,
Theme: C2,
Chair: M. Marcus

Afternoon Tea
Parallel session: M3A,
Theme: C1,
Chair: R. Goldsmith

Parallel session: M3B,
Theme: C1,
Chair: M. Al-Rawi

Parallel session: M3C,
Theme: C3,
Chair: G. Miao
Day 1 Closing

28TH AUSTRALASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION

ANNUAL CONFERENCE

DAY 2: TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER 2017

9.45am–10.15am

Conference Foyer

Keynote
Presentation

9.00am–9.45am

Conference registration and information desk

Professor Brian Frank (Queen’s University, Canada) - “Collaborative evidence-based
program improvement processes in Engineering”
Chairperson: Professor Darren Bagnall

Special
Guest
Lecture

Opens 8.30am

Chris Arkins - “Multi-disciplinary based learning - Successes of the Sydney Opera
House MADE program”
Chairperson: Professor Darren Bagnall

The Grand Ballroom

10.15am–10.40am

The Grand Ballroom

Morning Tea
Parallel sessions

10.40am–12.10pm

Clarendom Room

Norfolk Room

Parallel session: T1A,
Theme: C1,
Chair: B. McBride

Workshop 236: Integrating
sustainability into
engineering education via
project based curricula:
a national sustainability
competition - Michele
Rosanoa, Roger
Hadgraftb, and Sally Male

Parallel session: T2A,
Theme: C1,
Chair: D. Lowe

Parallel session: T2B,
Theme: C1,
Chair: T. Harris

3.00pm–3.30pm

3.30pm–5.00pm

6.30pm–10.30pm

Parallel session: T1C,
Theme: C3,
Chair: I. Skinner

Barton Room

Clontarf Room

Focus session: T1S2,
Chair: G. Cascini

Workshop 90: Resources
for developing a
Management System for
Engineering Education
(MaSEE) - Bernadette
Foley, Edward Palmer,
Tiffany Gill, Bouchra
Senadji and Elisa
Martinez Marroquin

Lunch in Conference Foyer and AAEE AGM in Cutler Room

12.10pm–1.30pm

1.30pm–3.00pm

Cutler Room

Parallel session: T2C,
Theme: C5,
Chair: N. Tse

Focus session: T2S2,
Chair: P. Livotov

Workshop 42: Integrating
Community Engagement
into Engineering ServiceLearning - Jennifer Turner
and Jeremy Smith

Focus session: T3S2,
Chair: L. Chechurin

Workshop 100: Adapt your
teaching: Create Your
Own Interactive Adaptive
Tutorial - Heather
Weltman

Afternoon Tea

Parallel session: T3A,
Theme: C1,
Chair: R. Eaton

Workshop 234:
Professional Performance
in University Education
and Work Integrated
Learning - Ashley Brinson,
Brendyn Williams, John
Nurse

Parallel session: T3C,
Theme: C3,
Chair: S. Daniel

CONFERENCE DINNER (The Grand Ballroom, Novotel Manly)
Day 2 Closing
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DAY 3: WEDNESDAY 13TH DECEMBER 2017

9.00am–9.45am

9.45am–10.40am

Conference registration and information desk
Keynote
Presentation

Opens 8.30am

Conference Foyer

Professor James Trevelyan (University of Western Australia) - “Why do we do
engineering?”
Chairperson: Dr Nazmul Huda

The Grand Ballroom

Panel Discussion facilitated by Robin King on “Directions for Engineering Education:
the Engineer of 2035”

The Grand Ballroom

10.40am–11.10am

Morning Tea
Parallel sessions
Clarendom Room

11.10am–12.40pm

Parallel session: W1A,
Theme: C2,
Chair: A. Goncher

Norfolk Room

Barton Room

Clontarf Room

Workshop 163: “It’s Not all
Workshop 190: Assessing
technical …”: - A pragmatic
practical skills in
approach to ‘soft skills’
Focus session: W1S3,
engineering - Siva
development across a
Chair: Smith and Mazzurco
Krishnan and Tiffany
program - Nicholas Tse,
Gunning
Natalie Spence and Fiona
Jones

Parallel session: W1B,
Theme: C2,
Chair: T. Goldﬁnch

12.40pm–1.40pm

1.40pm-2.50pm

Cutler Room

Lunch Break

Parallel session: W2A,
Theme: C5,
Chair: D. Inglis

Workshop 83: Another Step
Workshop 232: Designing
Towards an InternationallyAuthentic and Effective
Inclusive Framework
Assessments: How can
Characterizing the Impact
this assist in minimising
of Engineering Education
contract cheating - Hazel
Research - Anne Gardner
Jones and Jo Devine
and Jeremi London

Focus session: W2S3,
Chair: Smith & Mazzurco

2.50pm–3.10pm

Afternoon Tea and preparing Grand Ballroom for conference closing

3.10pm–3.40pm

CONFERENCE CLOSING (G. Town)
Presentation of Best Paper and Best Reviewer Awards
Closing Remarks and AAEE 2018 Handover

Workshop 191: How do
we integrate Indigenous
perspectives in
engineering education?
Juliana Kaya Prpic, Tom
Goldﬁnch and Jade
Kennedy

THEMES: The current program will consist of the following themed sessions:
Conference Themes:
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
C2: Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and learning environments
C3: Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process
C4: The role and impact of engineering students and educators in the wider community
C5: Systems perspectives on engineering education
Focus Sessions:
S1: Is Integrated Engineering Education Necessary?
Moderators: Dawn Bennett (Curtin University) and Sally Male (The University of Western Australia)
S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century: integrating thinking heuristics (including TRIZ) into the engineering curriculum.
Moderator: Iouri Belski (RMIT)
S3: Integrating Humanitarianism in Engineering Education
Moderators: Jeremy Smith (Australian National University) and Andrea Mazzurco (Swinburne University of Technology)
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28TH AUSTRALASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION

ANNUAL CONFERENCE

PARALLEL SESSIONS
MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M1A, Clarendon Room, Chair: M. Symes
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time
11.00am–11.10am

Paper # Title and author
115

A ﬂipped classroom with low-stakes assessment to maintain student engagement and integrate theory and practice - Braden Phillips and Michael
Liebelt

11.10am–11.20am

7

Flipped learning not ﬂopped learning - Cat Kutay, Anthony Kadi and John Canning

11.20am–11.30am

16

A new strategy for active learning to maximise performance in intensive courses - Mohammad Al-Rawi and Annette Lazonby

11.30am–11.40am

174

Laboratory Learning: Hands-on versus Simulated Experiments - Fabian Steger, Alexander Nitsche, Cayler Miley, Hans-Georg Schweiger and Iouri Belski

11.40am–11.50am

213

The Importance of Student and Faculty Feedback in Development of Virtual Engineering Laboratories - Ali Altalbe and Neil Bergamnn 166

11.50am–12.00pm

227

Researching reﬂection in an engineering internship program - Alan Parr and Xi Jin
Discussion

12.00pm–12.30pm

Monday 11th December
Session: M1B, Norfolk Room, Chair: AJ. Hunter
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time

Paper # Title and author

11.00am–11.10am

60

Developing three-dimensional engineers through project-based learning - Sally Inchbold-Busby and Rosalie Goldsmith

11.10am–11.20am

70

Developing students’ employability in work placements - Margaret Jollands, Wageeh Boles and J. Fiona Peterson

11.20am–11.30am

17

Engineering Exposure to Professional Practice: Navigating the requirments - William McBride and Bernadette Foley

11.30am–11.40am

157

eLearning initiatives - can their effectiveness really be measured? - Dahlia Han, Melissa Gunn and Rachel Chidlow

11.40am–11.50am

231

An Integrating Teaching Resource for Materials Science and Engineering -Claes Fredriksson and Joel Galos

11.50am–12.00pm

33

Mechanical engineering students’ perceptions of workplace mentoring: A case study at a South African University of Technology - Tiyamike Ngonda,
Corrinne Shaw and Bruce Kloot

12.00pm–12.30pm

Discussion

Monday 11th December
Session: M1C, Cutler Room, Chair: L. Johns-Boast
Theme: C2 - Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and learning environments
Time

Paper # Title and author

11.00am–11.10am

128

The engineering fundamentals are important…but what are they? - Emily Cook and Llewellyn Mann

11.10am–11.20am

126

Engineers learning about Entrepreneurship: The journey through the lens of an engineering academic - Helen Fairweather, Margarietha de Villiers
Scheepers, Renee Barnes, Jane Taylor, Irene Visser and Katryna Starks

11.20am–11.30am

13

An initial step towards developing techno-entrepreneurs in the engineering curriculum - Kourosh Dini and Aaron Blicblau

11.30am–11.40am

226

STEAMpunk Girls Co-Design: Exploring a more Integrated Approach to STEM Engagement for Young Women - Sonia Saddiqui and Maya Marcus

11.40am–11.50am

25

Assessment of Self-Management Skills in a Project-Based Learning Paper - Jonathan Scott, Elaine Khoo, Michael Cree and Sinduja Seshadri

11.50am–12.00pm

135

Cultural Contexts of Learning Preferences: Relative Dominance of Self-Directed versus Other-Directed Learning Styles - Varghese Swamy, Vineetha
Kalavally, Ta Yeong Wu, Alena Tan and Jonathan Li
Discussion

12.00pm–12.30pm

AAEE 2017
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PARALLEL SESSIONS ((CONTINUED)
CONTINUED))
MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M1S1, Barton Room, Chair: Bennet and Male
Theme:S1 - Is Integrated Engineering Education Necessary?
Time

Paper # Title and author

11.00am–11.10am

40

Metacognition as a graduate attribute: Employability through the lens of self and career literacy - Dawn Bennett

11.10am–11.20am

176

Fast-Cars in Schools: a CADET Outreach Initiative - John Long, Simon Cavenett, Jason Steinwedel and Leanne Collins

11.20am–11.30am

89

Developing a Management System for Engineering Education (MaSEE) - Bernadette Foley, Tiffany Gill, Bouchra Senadji, Edward Palmer and Elisa
Martinez Marroquin

11.30am–11.40am

75

The Emerging Suite of Virtual Work Integrated Learning Modules for Engineering Students - Sally Male

11.40am–11.50am

27

Integrated Engineering may be necessary, but perhaps design would be taken more seriously? - Lynn Berry

11.50am–12.00pm

141

Student-Centred Curriculum Transformation - Roger Hadgraft, Rob Jarman, Justine Lawson and Beata Francis
Discussion

12.00pm–12.30pm

MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M2A, Clarendon Room, Chair: M. Jollands
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time
1.30pm–1.40pm

Paper # Title and author
91

The Warman – Looking Beyond 30 Years - Warren Smith, Craig Wheeler, Colin Burvill, Alex Churches and Tim Riley

1.40pm–1.50pm

9

A Study on Integrating Case-Based Learning into Engineering Curriculum - Eugene Tham and Lori Breslow

1.50pm–2.00pm

32

Characterising the learning dispositions of ﬁrst year engineering students - Anne Gardner, Keith Willey and Thomas Goldﬁnch

2.00pm–2.10pm

179

Implementation of Project-Oriented Design-Based Learning in a Second-Year Mechanical/Mechatronics Subject - John Long, Siva Chandrasekaran
and Michael Pereira

2.10pm–2.20pm

220

Understanding Engineering Competencies in Practice and its Educational Implication - Xi Jin and Roger Hadgraft

2.20pm–2.30pm

46

Implementing MUSIC Components to Enrich Engineering Capstone Projects: The Students’ Perspective and the Instructors’ Standpoint - S. Ali
Hadigheh and Daniel Dias-Da-Costa
Discussion

2.30pm–3.00pm

MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M2B, Norfolk Room, Chair: J. Swan
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time

Paper # Title and author

1.30pm–1.40pm

225

Running an Open MOOC on Learning in Laboratories - Alexander Kist, Hannah Campos Remon, Lindy Orwin, Andrew Maxwell, Ananda Maiti, Peter Albion
and Victoria Terry

1.40pm–1.50pm

213

The Importance of Student and Faculty Feedback in Development of Virtual Engineering Laboratories - Ali Altalbe and Neil Bergamnn

1.50pm–2.00pm

127

Visualising Student Satisfaction - Samuel Cunningham-Nelson, Mahsa Baktashmotlagh and Wageeh Boles

2.00pm–2.10pm

94

Deviating from traditional lectures: Engineering students’ perception of active learning - Subeh Chowdhury

2.10pm–2.20pm

20

Designing and Using Self-Paced Tutorials: Lessons from the Pilot - Sasha Nikolic and Raad Raad

2.20pm–2.30pm

87

Students’ social and behavioural factors inﬂuencing the use of lecture capture technology and learning in engineering education - Anisur Rahman,
Mohammad Aminur Rahman Shah and Sanaul Huq Chowdhury

2.30pm–3.00pm
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28TH AUSTRALASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION

ANNUAL CONFERENCE

PARALLEL SESSIONS (CONTINUED)
(CONTINUED))
MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M2C, Cutler Room, Chair: L. Johns-Boast M.!Marcus
Theme: C2 -Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and learning environments
Time

Paper # Title and author

1.30pm–1.40pm

168

Creating shared value: An industry project framework - Jennifer Turner and Llewellyn Mann

1.40pm–1.50pm

116

A Problem Shared is a Problem Halved: Beneﬁts of Collaborative Online Engineering L&T Content Development - John Vulic, May Lim, Stefan Felder,
Shaun Chan, Jesse Jones and Lorenzo Vigentini

1.50pm–2.00pm

31

Enhancing Technical Writing Skills for Undergraduate Engineering Students - Beverly Coulter, Roslyn Petelin, Justine Gannon, Kate O’Brien and Corrie
Macdonald

2.00pm–2.10pm

182

The Immersive Learning Laboratory: employing virtual reality technology in teaching - Jacqueline Thomas, Kiran Ijaz, Benjy Marks and Peter Gibbens

2.10pm–2.20pm

22

Making sense of Learning Management System’s quiz analytics in understanding students’ learning difficulties - Antonette Mendoza, Harald
Sondergaard and Anne Venables
Discussion

2.20pm–3.00pm

MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M2D, Barton Room, Chair: C. Kutay
Theme: C4 -The role and impact of engineering students and educators in the wider community
Time

Paper # Title and author

1.30pm–1.40pm

167

Grounded by values: An emergent engineering practice - Timothy Smith, Alicen Coddington, Jennifer Turner, Llewellyn Mann, Enda Crossin, Emily Cook,
Sivachandran Chandrasekaran and Andrea Mazzurco

1.40pm–1.50pm

185

Inclusive engineering education: making engineering degree work for more students - Marina Belkina

1.50pm–2.00pm

146

Engaging prospective students with Mechanical Engineering - Ashlee Pearson, Scott Wordley, Jiachun Huang, Stephanie Duggan and Christopher
Meikle

2.00pm–2.10pm

51

Moral Development of Students Entering the Civil Engineering Bachelor - Andrea Mazzurco, Homero Murzi and Ilje Pikaar

2.10pm–2.20pm

3

Aboriginal Engineering - technologies for an enduring civilisation - Cat Kutay and Elyssebeth Leigh

2.20pm–2.30pm

72

Towards integration of the Māori world view and engineering: A case study on student design projects for the Koukourarata community, Aotearoa/
New Zealand - Matthew Hughes, Ricardo Bello Mendoza, Manaia Cunningham, Kendra Sharp and Richard Manning
Discussion

2.30pm–3.00pm

MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M3A, Clarendon Room, Chair: R. Goldsmith
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time

Paper # Title and author

3.30pm–3.40pm

125

The use of threshold exams to change students learning culture and provide assurance of learning - Keith Willey and Anne Gardner

3.40pm–3.50pm

71

Student Experiences of Threshold Capability Development in a Computational Fluid Dynamics Unit Delivered in Intensive Mode - Jeremy Leggoe and
Sally Male

3.50pm–4.00pm

11

Mapping the Integrated Research Landscape on Gender and Teamwork in Higher Education: 2000-2016 - Kacey Beddoes and Grace Panther

4.00pm–4.10pm

97

Role of Experiential Learning in PM Education - Louis Taborda, Li Liu and Lynn Crawford

4.10pm–4.20pm

80

Engineering as a “Thinkable” Career for Women - Bronwen Cowie, Margaret Paiti and Janis Swan

4.20pm–5.00pm

AAEE 2017
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PARALLEL SESSIONS ((CONTINUED)
CONTINUED))
MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M3B, Norfolk Room, Chair: M. Al-Rawi
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time

Paper # Title and author

3.30pm–3.40pm

82

Explicitly teaching teamwork and written communication within a problem based curriculum: Development of a generalised framework - David
Holmes and Michelle Lasen

3.40pm–3.50pm

37

Integrating Professional Practice in the Engineering Curriculum: BE/ME Chemical Engineering Students’ Experiences in Industry Placements Homero Murzi, Andrea Mazzurco and Beverly Coulter

3.50pm–4.00pm

117

Through the Looking Glass: Visualising Design Details with Augmented Reality - Nicholas Yee Kwang Tee, Hong Seng Gan, Andy Huynh, Veronica
Halupka and Jonathan Li

4.00pm–4.10pm

119

Transformation in Engineering Education – A Case Study of Remote Learning experiences in China - Van Thanh Huynh, Siva Chandrasekaran, John
Long, Yufei Guo and Ian Gibson

4.10pm–4.20pm

88

Intensive Mode Teaching for the delivery of engineering content to students at a Chinese university - Peter Doe, Seeta Jaikaran-Doe, Sarah Lyden,
Ming Liu, Bingzhong Ren, Peng Yang and Sally Male
Discussion

4.20pm–5.00pm

MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M3C, Cutler Room, Chair: G. Miao
Theme: C3 - Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process
Time
3.30pm–3.40pm

Paper # Title and author
92

Evaluation of a redesigned Engineering degree founded on project based learning - Mark Tunnicliffe and Nicola Brown

3.40pm–3.50pm

26

Integration of Applied Research in Polytechnic Engineering Education - Hossein Askarinejad and Matt Ramezanianpour

3.50pm–4.00pm

93

Ethics problems found challenging by research students - Iain Skinner

4.00pm–4.10pm

68

Understanding Capacity in Creativity and Problem Analysis among Engineering Students - Dorothy Missingham, Antoni Blazewicz, David Strong, Mei
Cheong and Harry Lucas

4.10pm–4.20pm

10

Comparing Students and Practicing Engineers in Terms of How They Bound Their Knowledge - Grace Panther and Devlin Montfort

4.20pm–5.00pm

Discussion

MONDAY 11TH DECEMBER
Session: M3D, Barton Room, Chair: C. Whittington
Theme: C4 - The role and impact of engineering students and educators in the wider community
Time

Paper # Title and author

3.30pm–3.40pm

224

Integrated Pathways: Connecting the Disconnected - Trudy Harris, Johnny Gordon, Bandana Kumar and Paul Price

3.40pm–3.50pm

153

History and Philosophy of Engineering - Rod Fiford

3.50pm–4.00pm

114

Changing Role of Modern Engineers and Social Responsibility - Sangeeta Karmokar

4.00pm–4.10pm

104

STEM for Women and Ethnic Communities in Aotearoa (New Zealand) - Chris Whittington and Sangeeta Karmokar

4.10pm–4.20pm

49

STEM Intervention Strategies: Sowing the Seeds for More Women in STEM - Miranda Ge and Jonathan Li

4.20pm–5.00pm
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE

PARALLEL SESSIONS (CONTINUED)
(CONTINUED))
TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T1A, Chair: B. McBride
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time

Paper # Title and author

10.40am–10.50am

96

Mixing Teaching Approaches to Maximise Student Learning Experiences - Charles Lemckert and Amir Etemad Shahidi

10.50am–11.00am

105

Towards an informed course design - Bill Collis, Chen Wang, Gerard Rowe, Elizabeth Rata and Graham McPhail

11.00am–11.10am

120

Pointers to Conceptual Understanding - Samuel Cunningham-Nelson, Andrea Goncher, Michelle Mukherjee and Wageeh Boles

11.10am–11.20am

44

Tangible Teaching Tools: The Use of Physical Computing Hardware in Schools - Jarred Benham, Jonathan Li and Linda McIver

11.20am–11.30am

219

The Correlation between Practice Time and Student Improvement in Mathematics - Nigel Shepstone

11.30am–11.40am

53

Refocusing Marking Practices to Enculturate Learning: Developing a Practice Architecture - Alison-Jane Hunter, Dorothy Missingham, Colin Kestell
and Linda Westphalen
Discussion

11.40am–12.10pm

TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T1C, Chair: I. Skinner
Theme: C3 - Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process
Time

Paper # Title and author

10.40am–10.50am 74

Using Narrative Research Findings as Student Voice for Providing Insights into Transition Experiences in Engineering Education - Luke Alao and
Llewellyn Mann

10.50am–11.00am 95

We Built It and They Came: An Adaptive eLearning Experience - Heather Weltman, Furqan Hussain and Nadine Marcus

11.00am–11.10am

23

What can we do to better support students in Thesis? - Guien Miao, Lynn Berry and David Lowe

11.10am–11.20am

66

Future-Proof Engineers with Transformative Calibres - Serene Lin-Stephens, Shaokoon Cheng and Agisilaos Kourmatzis

11.20am–11.30am 106

Self and Peer Assessment of Teamwork Activities - Jiachun Huang, Scott Wordley and Ashlee Pearson

11.30am–11.40am 198

Application of Research Skills Development Framework (RSDf) in Sustainable Engineering Teaching and Learning - Poovarasi Balan

11.40am–12.10pm

Discussion

TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T1S2, Chair: G. Cascini
Theme: S2 - Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
Time

Paper # Title and author

10.40am–10.50am

218

Australian electrical engineering curricula and development of creativity skills: How do we rate? - Andrew Valentine, Iouri Belski, Margaret Hamilton
and Scott Adams

10.50am–11.00am

55

Modelling Innovation Process in Multidisciplinary Course in New Product Development and Inventive Problem Solving - Pavel Livotov

11.00am–11.10am

56

The Allocation of Time Spent in Different Stages of Problem Solving: Problem ﬁnding and the development of engineering expertise - Jennifer Harlim
and Iouri Belski

11.10am–11.20am

47

International Student Online TRIZ (Teoriya Resheniya Izobretatelskikh Zadach) conferences: organizational experience and perspectives - Viktor
Berdonosov, Elena Redkolis and Won Young Song

11.20am–11.30am

131

First year engineering students problem solving in different scenarios. - Aaron Blicblau and Andrew Ang

11.30am–11.40am

65

Engineering Creativity – How To Measure It? - Iouri Belski

11.40am–12.10pm
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PARALLEL SESSIONS ((CONTINUED)
CONTINUED))
TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T2A, Chair: D. Lowe
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time

Paper # Title and author

1.30pm–1.40pm

166

Inclusiveness in Australian Engineering Education - Simon Cavenett Replaced!with!paper!176

1.40pm–1.50pm

212

A New Project Management regime - Michael Netherton, Lisa Nelson and Bill McBride

1.50pm–2.00pm

67

A new, common, experiential ‘Engineering Practice’ course - Dylan Cuskelly and William McBride

2.00pm–2.10pm

203

A “MetroGnome” as a tool for supporting self-directed learning - Jim Morgan, Euan Lindsay and Kevin Sevilla

2.10pm–2.20pm

133

Assessing the efficacy of embedding online laboratories in e-learning tutorials to enhance student engagement - James Theodosiadis, Steve Steyn
and Steve Mackay

2.20pm–2.30pm

140

Quantitative Research Design to Evaluate Learning Platforms and Learning Methods for Cyber-security Courses - Kamanashis Biswas and Vallipuram
Muthukkumarasamy
Discussion

2.30pm–3.00pm

TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T2B, Chair: T. Harris
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time

Paper # Title and author

1.30pm–1.40pm

76

Long term study of attendance rates in a civil engineering unit of study - Tim Wilkinson

1.40pm–1.50pm

108

Redeveloping an introductory course in microcontrollers through the lens of educational theory - Bill Collis, Gerard Rowe and Claire Donald

1.50pm–2.00pm

79

Offshore Students’ Perception of Intensive Engineering Subject Delivery: Case Study at an Indian University - Kali Prasad Nepal

2.00pm–2.10pm

184

Constructivist Simulations for Path Search Algorithms - Alan Blair, David Collien, Dwayne Ripley and Selena Griffith

2.10pm–2.20pm

84

Student Expectations: The effect of student background and experience - Brent Phillips, Trudy Harris and Lynette Johns-Boast

2.20pm–3.00pm

Discussion

TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T2C, Chair: N. Tse
Theme: C5 - Systems perspectives on engineering education
Time
1.30pm–1.40pm

Paper # Title and author
165

Defending interpretivist knowledge claims in engineering education research - Scott Daniel, Llewellyn Mann and Alexander Mazzolini

1.40pm–1.50pm

118

A systematic approach to teaching and learning development in engineering - Tiffany Gunning and Siva Krishnan

1.50pm–2.00pm

207

Creativity in Mechanical Design: Exploring Suitable Methodologies for Better Practice - Paul Briozzo, Rodney Fiford and Peter Lok

2.00pm–2.10pm

136

An Engineering Approach to Engineering Curriculum Design - Michael Liebelt, Stephanie Eglinton-Warner, Wen Soong, Brian Ng, Braden Phillips, Said
Al-Sarawi and Matthew Sorell

2.10pm–3.00pm
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PARALLEL SESSIONS (CONTINUED)
(CONTINUED))
TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T2S2, Chair: P. Livotov
Theme: S2 - Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
Time

Paper # Title and author

1.30pm–1.40pm

45

Introducing TRIZ Heuristics to Students in NZ Diploma in Engineering - Konstantin Shukhmin and Iouri Belski

1.40pm–1.50pm

111

What is easier to solve: open or closed problems? - Christoph Dobrusskin

1.50pm–2.00pm

216

Can Idea Generation Techniques Impede Effective Ideation? - Andrew Valentine, Iouri Belski and Margaret Hamilton

2.00pm–2.10pm

21

TRIZ - Trans-disciplinary innovation methodology - Bohuslav Bušov and Vladimír Dostál

2.10pm–2.20pm

36

Teaching creativity creatively - Iuliia Shnai and Leonid Chechurin

2.20pm–2.30pm

69

Prior Knowledge and Student Performance in Idea Generation - Gavin Buskes and Iouri Belski

2.30pm–3.00pm

Discussion

TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T3A, Chair: R. Eaton
Theme: C1 - Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
Time

Paper # Title and author

3.30pm–3.40pm

159

The Self Directed Learning Styles Survey as a Predictor of Success in a Problem-Based Learning Environment - Kevin Sevilla, Andrea Goncher and Jim
Morgan

3.40pm–3.50pm

142

Improving Presentation Skills of First-Year Engineering Students using Active Video Watching - Antonija Mitrovic, Peter Gostomski, Alfred Alfred
Herritsch and Vania Dimitrova

3.50pm–4.00pm

214

Worked Example Videos as a Valuable Blending Learning Resource in Undergraduate Engineering Units - Sarah Barns, Edmund Pickering and Les
Dawes

4.00pm–4.10pm

145

Educats: A Community of Practice - Jiachun Huang, Ashlee Pearson, Nathan Sherburn, Thanh Huynh Nguyen, Tony Vo and Veronica Halupka

4.10pm–4.20pm

160

Mining students work experience reports - Dorian Hanaor, David Airey and Peter Café

4.20pm–5.00pm

Discussion

TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T3C, Chair: S. Daniel
Theme: C3 - Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process
Time

Paper # Title and author

3.30pm–3.40pm

194

A systemic approach to improving tutor quality in a large unit - Peter O’Shea and Philip Terrill

3.40pm–3.50pm

121

Staff competencies/capabilities required and challenges faced when delivering project based learning courses - Nicola Brown and Mark Tunnicliffe

3.50pm–4.00pm

169

Effective use of Zoom technology and instructional videos to improve engagement and success of distance students in Engineering. - Abu Shadat
Muhammad Sayem, Benjamin Taylor, Mitchell Mcclanachan and Umme Mumtahina

4.00pm–4.10pm

183

Towards the development and delivery of sustainable assessment in foundation engineering studies - Benjamin Taylor, Lois Harris and Joanne
Dargusch

4.10pm–4.20pm

215

Case study based teaching of process economics in the context of Chemical Engineering - Meng Wai Woo
Discussion

4.20pm–5.00pm
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PARALLEL SESSIONS ((CONTINUED)
CONTINUED))
TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER
Session: T3S2, Chair: L. Chechurin
Theme: S2 - Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
Time

Paper # Title and author

3.30pm–3.40pm

110

A scientiﬁc framework for testing creativity enhancing techniques - Niccolò Becattini and Gaetano Cascini

3.40pm–3.50pm

150

Developing student capacity for Start Up through integrating engaged, action and threshold learning models with a design thinking framework. Selena Griffith

3.50pm–4.00pm

223

TRIZ Education in Mainland China - Lixin Wang

4.00pm–4.10pm

54

Developing a simulated Work-Integrated-Learning (WIL) program to improve problem solving skills of young engineers -

4.10pm–4.20pm

217

Analysis of Usage for Two Digital Format Ideation Templates - Andrew Valentine, Iouri Belski and Margaret Hamilton
Discussion

4.20pm–5.00pm

WEDNESDAY 13TH DECEMBER
Session: W1A, , Chair: A. Goncher
Theme: C2 - Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and learning environments
Time

Paper # Title and author

11.10am–11.20am

177

Generating an architectural brief for a twenty-ﬁrst-century engineering education working and learning environment - Alicen Coddington and
Llewellyn Mann

11.20am–11.30am

129

In-Class and Asynchronous Student Response Systems: A Comparison of Student Participation and Perceived Effectiveness - Lokesh Padhye and
Marion Blumenstein

11.30am–11.40am

18

Embedding Authentic Practice Based Learning in Engineering Undergraduate Courses - Chris Whittington, Tim Anderson and Andy Conner

11.40am–11.50pm

151

Motivating diverse student cohorts with problem based learning in undergraduate control engineering - Felix H. Kong, Brian K.M. Lee and Ian R.
Manchester

11.50am–12.00pm

15

Interdisciplinary Collaborative Teaching in Project-Based Learning Approach - Anna Lyza Felipe, Thanh Chi Pham, Minh Xuan Nguyen and Edouard
Amouroux

12.00pm–12.40pm

Discussion

WEDNESDAY 13TH DECEMBER
Session: W1B, Chair: T. Goldﬁnch
Theme: C2 - Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and learning environments
Time

Paper # Title and author

11.10am–11.20am

139

Attitudes Towards Software Engineering in Industry - Catherine Watson and Kelly Blincoe

11.20am–11.30am

188

Towards a framework for evaluating diversity in STEM outreach programs - Sam Cheah and Christopher Browne

11.30am–11.40am

235
Integrated Engineering – Implementation and Transition G. Town

11.40am–11.50pm

197

What Difference Do the Differences Make: Cultural Differences as Learning Resources in a Global Engineering Course - Yun Dai and Ang Liu

11.50am–12.00pm

230

Teaching Advanced Computing Technologies to Managers, Engineers and Other Professionals - Ljiljana Brankovic, Stephan Chalup and Mark Wallis

12.00pm–12.40pm
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PARALLEL SESSIONS (CONTINUED)
(CONTINUED))
WEDNESDAY 13TH DECEMBER
Session: W1S3, Chair: Smith and Mazzurco
Theme: S3 - Integrating Humanitarianism in Engineering Education
Time
11.10am–11.20am

Paper # Title and author
64

The Rise of Humanitarian Engineering Education in Australasia - Jeremy Smith, Nick Brown, Alison Stoakley, Jennifer Turner, Bianca Anderson and
Alanta Colley

11.20am–11.30am

78

Evaluating Humanitarian Engineering Education Initiatives: A Preliminary Literature Review - Andrea Mazzurco and Homero Murzi

11.30am–11.40am

99

Making a difference: creating opportunities for undergraduate students to contribute to humanitarian engineering projects - Fiona Johnson, Stephen
Foster, Carla Frankel, Sam Johnson, Stephen Moore, Richard Stuetz and Jacqueline Thomas

11.40am–11.50pm

186

Lessons learned from the design and delivery a new major in Humanitarian Engineering - Jacqueline Thomas, Petr Matous, Peter Cafe and Abbas
El-Zein

11.50am–12.40pm

Discussion

WEDNESDAY 13TH DECEMBER
Session: W2A, Chair: D. Inglis
Theme: C5 - Systems perspectives on engineering education
Time

Paper # Title and author

1.40pm–1.50pm

39

Engineering Student Use of Facebook as a Social Media ‘Third Space’ - Stuart Palmer and Tiffany Gunning

1.50pm–2.00pm

98

Professors’ Discourses on Why Underrepresentation Matters - Kacey Beddoes

2.00pm–2.10pm

233

Retention in the School of Engineering of the Universidad Pontiﬁcia Bolivariana Medellín-Colombia - Bibiana Arango and Ana Maria Tamayo Mejía

2.10pm–2.20pm

109

Does ‘just in time’ design thinking enhance student interest and appreciation of customer needs in the design of machine elements? - Huaizhong Li
and Sushila Chang
Discussion

2.20pm–2.50pm

WEDNESDAY 13TH DECEMBER
Session: W2S3, Chair: Smith & Mazzurco
Theme: S3 - Integrating Humanitarianism in Engineering Education
Time
1.40pm–1.50pm

Paper # Title and author
171

Integrating Social Impact throughout an Engineering Curriculum - Scott Daniel and Llewellyn Mann

1.50pm–2.00pm

81

The role of a humanitarian focus in increasing gender diversity in engineering education - Alison Stoakley, Nick Brown and Sarah Matthee

2.00pm–2.10pm

162

Development of Global Competencies through Humanitarian Engineering Experiences - Andrea Goncher and Josh Devitt

2.10pm–2.20pm

196

What can be learned from the humanitarian successes and failures of Thomas Edison - Peter O’Shea
Discussion

2.20pm–2.50pm
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EXHIBITION
EMONA INSTRUMENTS

The exhibition is located The Gilberts Room on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the Novotel
Sydney Manly Paciﬁc.

BOOTH 1

EXHIBITION OPERATING HOURS:

Emona supplies Australia’s most comprehensive
range of engineering teaching and research equipment
from the world’s leading manufacturers, including Armﬁeld,
Amatrol, Terco, Feedback, Quanser and SMC. Also, suppliers
of 3D printing and additive manufacturing solutions including 3D
PCB printing, carbon ﬁbre composites, thermoplastics, SLS plastics,
as well as metal printing, hybrid metal, electronics and biologics.

1800 – 2000

SUNDAY 10 DECEMBER 2017
MONDAY 11 DECEMBER 2017
TUESDAY 12 DECEMBER 2017

0900 – 1730
0900 – 1700

WEDNESDAY 13 DECEMBER 2017 0830 – 1530

EDUTECHNICS
BOOTH 3
EduTechnics is a division of Australian-owned
and operated Duff and Macintosh Pty Ltd. Duff and
Macintosh Pty Ltd have been in the process instrumentation
market for nearly 90 years.

ELSEVIER

Representing companies for teaching laboratories, including
TecQuipment, Elettronica Veneta, PHYWE, Elabo Training Systems,
Wesemann Laboratory Services Systems, Exago and Schneider Didactic,
we can supply everthing “within the walls”. From Laboratory furniture and
ceiling-mounted services, fume cupboards, to experiments in Engineering and
the Sciences.

BOOTH 2
Elsevier is a global information analytics company
that helps institutions and professionals progress
science, advance healthcare and improve performance
for the beneﬁt of humanity. Elsevier provides digital solutions
and tools in the areas of strategic research management, R&D
performance, clinical decision support, and professional education;
including ScienceDirect, Scopus, ClinicalKey and Sherpath. Elsevier
publishes over 2,500 digitized journals, including The Lancet and Cell, more
than 35,000 e-book titles, and many iconic reference works, including Gray’s
Anatomy. Elsevier is part of RELX Group, a global provider of information and
analytics for professionals and business customers across industries.
www.elsevier.com

FACULTY OF SCIENCE &
ENGINEERING, MACQUARIE
UNIVERSITY
BOOTH 4

From research into wi-ﬁ and robots to wearable antennas for
medical applications and next-generation cellular systems, the
School of Engineering at Macquarie University is where innovation
comes to life.
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MATHWORKS
BOOTH 7
MathWorks is the leading developer of mathematical
computing software. Engineers and scientists worldwide
rely on its products to accelerate the pace of discovery,
innovation, and development.
We strive to be the leading developer and supplier of technical
computing software. Our business activities are characterized by
quality, innovation, and timeliness; competitive awareness; ethical business
practices; and outstanding service to our customers.

CENGAGE
BOOTH 5
Cengage is the education and technology company
built for learners. Conﬁdent students are successful
learners, so we design tools that keep them moving toward
their goals.
We develop transformational, cutting-edge teaching and learning
tools that promote analysis, evaluation, synthesis and application.

LIQUID INSTRUMENTS
BOOTH8
Liquid Instruments makes Moku:Lab, a new breed of
all-in-one devices for test and measurement. Moku:Lab
combines reconﬁgurable hardware and advanced signal
processing with a revolutionary user interface to enhance
student engagement. Come and talk to us about how Moku:Lab
is improving educational outcomes in undergraduate laboratories
throughout Australia.

ENGINEERS AUSTRALIA
BOOTH 6
Engineers Australia is the trusted voice of the
profession, embracing all disciplines of the engineering
team, and offering Knowledge, Recognition and a Voice to
our 100,000+ member community. EA’s Tertiary team support
student engineers and academics to develop their knowledge,
grow their professional networks, and advance their careers.
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SOCIAL PROGRAM
WELCOME RECEPTION
Renew old friendships and make new acquaintances as we welcome
you to Manly in Sydney, New South Wales.
Canapés and drinks will be served in the AAEE 2017 Exhibition at
the Novotel Sydney Manly Paciﬁc.

DATE:

SUNDAY 10 DECEMBER 2017

TIME:

18:00 – 20:00

VENUE:

NOVOTEL SYDNEY MANLY PACIFIC

DRESS:

BUSINESS CASUAL

ADDITIONAL TICKETS: A$73.00
CHILDREN’S TICKETS: $59.00
Please note that the Welcome Reception is included in the
registration fee. Please visit the Registration Desk for additional ticket
purchases.

CONFERENCE DINNER
Don’t miss out on your opportunity to network and dine with colleagues
and friends at the Conference Dinner. Whilst immersed in breathtaking views of the Manly Beach by night, guests will enjoy a sit-down
dinner and drinks.

DATE:
TIME:

TUESDAY 12 DECEMBER 2017
18:30 – 22:30, DOORS OPEN AT 19:00

VENUE:

NOVOTEL SYDNEY MANLY PACIFIC

DRESS:
ADDITIONAL TICKETS:
CHILDREN’S TICKETS:

BUSINESS CASUAL
$120.00 PER PERSON
$35.00 PER PERSON

Please note that the Conference Dinner is included in the registration
fee. Please visit the Registration Desk for additional ticket purchases.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
WIRELESS FACILITIES

CONFERENCE VENUE
Novotel Sydney Manly Pacific

The Novotel Sydney Manly Pacific offers free WiFi services. Coverage extends throughout the venue.
The complimentary service is suitable for email, social
media and basic internet browsing. This is not suitable
for streaming video such as Skype. Maximum bandwidth of
2MBps per user, and limited to one device per individual. The
actual bandwidth will be affected by the number and location of users.

55 North Steyne, Manly, New South Wales 2095 AUSTRALIA
Ph: +61 2 9977 7666

PARKING
Parking is available at the Novotel Sydney Manly
Paciﬁc. The hotel car park can be accessed via
Francis Lane and offers secure underground parking
with direct lift access to the hotel, lobby, restaurant
and Conference rooms. Self-parking and valet
parking is available at the hotel for day delegates and
in-house guests, charges apply. All parking is subject
to availability. Alternatively, local council car parks offer
1200 underground parking spaces, most of which offer
2-hour free parking. The closest car park is located on
Central Avenue, adjacent to the hotel.

INTERNET CODE: AAEE17
CONNECT TO: ‘NOVOTEL
NOVOTEL PUBLIC’
PUBLIC OR ‘NOVOTEL
NOVOTEL CONFERENCE’
CONFERENCE ON YOUR DEVICE
The browser will then direct you to the log in page where you can enter
your code. After you have successfully logged in with your code, you
will have access to Wi-Fi thoughout the hotel.
Should delegates wish to utilise the special internet code from
their accommodation rooms, it is very important that you
log in first from the Conference floor for this to work.

MESSAGES
All messages received during the Conference will be placed on
the Message Board in the registration area. To collect or leave
messages please visit the registration desk.

MOBILE PHONES

PHOTOGRAPHY

As a courtesy to fellow delegates and speakers, please ensure your
mobile phones are switched off during the Conference sessions.

Please be advised that no photography or recording of
presentations is permitted.

NAME BADGES

PRIVACY

Each delegate registered for the Conference will receive a name
badge at the registration desk. This badge will be your ofﬁcial
pass and must be worn to obtain entry to all sessions and social
functions.

Australia introduced the Privacy amendment (Private Sector)
Act 2000 in 2001. The Conference Managers comply with such
legislation which is designed to protect the right of the individual
to privacy of their information. Information collected in respect
of proposed participation in any aspect of the Conference
will be used for the purposes of planning and conduct of the
Conference and may also be provided to the organising body or
to the organisers of future Australasian Association of Engineering
Education Conferences. All those participants included in the
delegate list, which will be circulated post-Conference, provided
their permission upon registration.

REGISTRATION
The registration desk is located in the Foyer on the
first floor of the Novotel Sydney Manly Pacific.

REFRESHMENTS/MEAL BREAKS
REGISTRATION OPERATING
OPERATIN HOURS:
HOURS
SUNDAY 10 DECEMBER 2017
MONDAY 11 DECEMBER 2017

Morning and afternoon coffee breaks, as well as all
lunches, will be served in the Gilberts Room located on
the ﬁrst ﬂoor. Please refer to the program for break
times.

1700 – 1900
0800 – 1730

SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS
TUESDAY 12 DECEMBER 2017
WEDNESDAY 13 DECEMBER 2017

0800 – 1700
0830 – 1530

If you have notiﬁed the Conference Managers of any
special dietary requirements, please take note that this
information has been supplied to the Conference venue
and catering will be provided to meet your requirements. All
catering will be labelled accordingly.

CONFERENCE ACCOMMODATION
Novotel Sydney Manly Pacific
55 North Steyne, Manly, New South Wales 2095 AUSTRALIA
Ph: +61 2 9977 7666
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AAEE-2017 Proceedings
Paper
#
3

Authors

Title

Page
#

Cat Kutay and Elyssebeth Leigh

Aboriginal Engineering - technologies for an enduring
civilisation

7

Cat Kutay, Anthony Kadi and John Canning

Flipped learning not flopped learning

9

Eugene Tham and Lori Breslow

A Study on Integrating Case-Based Learning into
Engineering Curriculum

22

10

Grace Panther and Devlin Montfort

Comparing Students and Practicing Engineers in
Terms of How They Bound Their Knowledge

31

11

Kacey Beddoes and Grace Panther

Mapping the Integrated Research Landscape on
Gender and Teamwork in Higher Education: 2000-2016

13

Kourosh Dini and Aaron Blicblau

An initial step towards developing technoentrepreneurs in the engineering curriculum

45

15

Anna Lyza Felipe, Thanh Chi Pham, Minh Xuan
Nguyen and Edouard Amouroux

Interdisciplinary Collaborative Teaching in ProjectBased Learning Approach

54

16

Mohammad Al-Rawi and Annette Lazonby

A new strategy for active learning to maximise
performance in intensive courses

62

17

William McBride and Bernadette Foley

Engineering Exposure to Professional Practice:
Navigating the requirments

73

18

Chris Whittington, Tim Anderson and Andy
Conner

Embedding Authentic Practice Based Learning in
Engineering Undergraduate Courses

85

20

Sasha Nikolic and Raad Raad

Designing and Using Self-Paced Tutorials: Lessons
from the Pilot

21

Bohuslav Bušov and Vladimír Dostál

TRIZ - Trans-disciplinary innovation methodology

22

Antonette Mendoza, Harald Sondergaard and
Anne Venables

Making sense of Learning Management System’s quiz
analytics in understanding students’ learning difficulties

23

Guien Miao, Lynn Berry and David Lowe

What can we do to better support students in Thesis?

25

Jonathan Scott, Elaine Khoo, Michael Cree and
Sinduja Seshadri

Assessment of Self-Management Skills in a ProjectBased Learning Paper

129

26

Hossein Askarinejad and Matt Ramezanianpour

Integration of Applied Research in Polytechnic
Engineering Education

139

27

Lynn Berry

Integrated Engineering may be necessary, but perhaps
design would be taken more seriously?

147

31

Beverly Coulter, Roslyn Petelin, Justine Gannon,
Kate O'Brien and Corrie Macdonald

Enhancing Technical Writing Skills for Undergraduate
Engineering Students

160

32

Anne Gardner, Keith Willey and Thomas
Goldfinch

Characterising the learning dispositions of first year
engineering students

170

33

Tiyamike Ngonda, Corrinne Shaw and Bruce
Kloot

Mechanical engineering students’ perceptions of
workplace mentoring: A case study at a South African
University of Technology

36

Iuliia Shnai and Leonid Chechurin

Teaching creativity creatively

37

Homero Murzi, Andrea Mazzurco and Beverly
Coulter

Integrating Professional Practice in the Engineering
Curriculum: BE/ME Chemical Engineering Students’
Experiences in Industry Placements

39

Stuart Palmer and Tiffany Gunning

Engineering Student Use of Facebook as a Social
Media ‘Third Space’

206

40

Dawn Bennett

Metacognition as a graduate attribute: Employability
through the lens of self and career literacy

214

44

Jarred Benham, Jonathan Li and Linda McIver

Tangible Teaching Tools: The Use of Physical
Computing Hardware in Schools

222

6
14

37

96
104

112
121

180
188

198

45

Konstantin Shukhmin and Iouri Belski

Introducing TRIZ Heuristics to Students in NZ Diploma
in Engineering

46

S. Ali Hadigheh and Daniel Dias-Da-Costa

Implementing MUSIC Components to Enrich
Engineering Capstone Projects: The Students’
Perspective and the Instructors’ Standpoint

47

Viktor Berdonosov, Elena Redkolis and Won
Young Song

International Student Online TRIZ (Teoriya Resheniya
Izobretatelskikh Zadach) conferences: organizational
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Aboriginal Engineering for an enduring civilisation
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SESSION C4: The role and impact of engineers and the engineering profession in the wider
community

CONTEXT Engineering is a set of practices and principles evidenced in the artefacts of
human cultures. In the 21st century there is growing understanding of the implications of this
for supporting innovation and sustainable practices. This paper specifically considers how
Aboriginal cultures employed engineering principles prior to European arrival. Taking into
account this combination of engineering principles, this paper introduces the next steps
towards a framework for integrating Indigenous knowledge into the engineering curriculum.
The aim is to provide a guide for engineering educators towards establishing and/or
strengthening their engagement with local community knowledge holders to explore the
principles and practices as well as teaching strategies of Indigenous technical knowledge.

PURPOSE Provide guidance in what is involved in developing processes for integrating
Aboriginal/Indigenous engineering knowledge into engineering education, including provision
of resources to contribute to revising our knowledge of AustraliaÕs technological history.
APPROACH Various approaches are being used to integrate indigenous and nonIndigenous engineering knowledges. These include locally sourced projects and
encouragement of Indigenous students to become engineers. Integration of indigenous
knowledge, frameworks and protocols into engineering education is increasing our
understanding of the impact of engineering designed for specific cultures and values. This
work provides engineering educators with an exploration of Indigenous engineering practices
in pre-European times; and introductory work on assisting collaborative efforts between
communities and engineering educators through:
¥ exploring how engineering education might be enhanced by incorporating knowledge
about the civilisation occupying this continent prior to European arrival
¥ identifying sources of evidence for Aboriginal engineering, and relating this to
engineering education to develop cultural sensitivity and sustainability knowledge in
engineering education
¥ considering how such evidence as located in artefacts, concepts and physical
contexts, can be used to expand the scope of engineering education programs
across different disciplines

RESULTS These include protocols for engagement with Indigenous communities and
suggestions for understanding Indigenous knowledge relating to Engineering and IT topics.
We are in the process of developing an app to provide information to universities using
location-based information. We also envisage this may also help tourist groups wishing to
study aspects of indigenous knowledge and technology.
CONCLUSIONS Indigenous and non-indigenous engineering have many features in
common, but until recently Indigenous knowledge has been ignored or denigrated.
Developing ways to link awareness of similarities across engineering practices will provide
practical and enjoyable experiences for students and educators, enabling them to expand
their awareness of issues concerning sustainability, communication and cultural
understanding in a diverse world.

Keywords Indigenous engineering, Sustainability, Community projects
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
The tasks involved in integrating Indigenous engineering knowledge into engineering
education are slowly being developed in a number of contexts: In-community projects; case
studies in class; and indigenous approaches in teaching. Also the process of engaging
Indigenous people in engineering studies includes: establishing scholarships for Aboriginal
students; collecting archival and research material re-examining our knowledge of AustraliaÕs
technological history; and exploration of protocols to connect with local communities on the
basis of sharing knowledge as equals.
In particular the latter activity is integrating indigenous and non-Indigenous engineering
knowledges, including locally sourced projects and encouragement of Indigenous students to
become engineers. Such projects build on community collaboration, while also introducing
and developing the concept of appropriate technologies. Integration of indigenous
knowledge, frameworks and protocols into engineering is providing an opportunity to
examine the impacts of engineering artefacts on various social and environmental conditions
for which they were not designed.
The aim of the enduring Engineering project is to support engineers acquiring knowledge of
Indigenous technology ether at university or through further study, with an app-based
resource. This will, over time, link to indigenous community stories, records of local
engineering knowledge, exploration of Indigenous engineering practices in pre-European
times, and a framework for assisting collaborative efforts between communities, engineers
and educators.

Background and Motivation
It is a troubling fact that many Australian government policies are based on a deficit view of
Aboriginal civilisation, such as ÔClosing the GapÕ and the BasicCard to remove the control of
finances. A direct impact of such positioning is to ignore the depth and scope of knowledge
and capabilities embedded in the fabric of Aboriginal society and culture. This denies the
longevity and complexity of the engineering history of Australia. Rather than considering
knowledge as an opportunity for equal exchange and a meeting of minds, the deficit model is
rooted in a belief that cultures occur as a hierarchy positioning some cultures as innately
superior to others. Thus researchers position indigenous people as less than themselves
(Craven et al, 2016) or than societies which developed the use of metals( Powell, 2008)
To redress the errors of such a belief involves establishing more valid method of
engagement with Aboriginal knowledges. We consider in this paper some examples of what
can be learned by adding Aboriginal perspectives to teaching and designing within the
discipline of engineering. Valuing Aboriginal perspectives, and replacing out-dated
perceptions of cultural inequity with a deeply respectful curiosity, positions Aboriginal
knowledges as equal with, and simultaneously different from, other engineering knowledges,
based on the observational processes used in knowledge gathering (Kutay, 2017).
Enacting this changed perspective helps to reveal that a key cause of the perception
informing that deficit view, is a lack of knowledge exchange between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal cultures. It resides in a general ignorance of Aboriginal beliefs and values, as well
as a widespread lack of understanding of the practices, knowledges and principles
underlying Aboriginal AustraliaÕs enduring civilization (Pascoe 2014, Gammage, 2011). One
way to change this limiting perspective is to acknowledge the omission of Aboriginal
engineering knowledge from current teaching practices, alongside the comparative absence
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students from Engineering classrooms. One method
for achieving sustained change in perspectives will be well informed learning strategies. It is
clear that 17th century Aboriginal engineering knowledge paralleled the engineering known
to Europeans in 1770, and that it was practiced across the entire continent in diverse, yet
fundamentally similar, ways.
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Enduring Engineering
What is now better understand is that when members of one culture are witnessing another
culture in action, their interpretation of the actorÕs culture will be based on assumptions
embedded in the observerÕs own culture. There can be no neutral analysis of what is being
observed. It is in the moment of interpretation, when an author begins to interpret their
observations, that tacit assumptions about superiority/inferiority begin to taint the description.
Consider PascoeÕs (p17, 2014) use of the following passage, written by a European observer
in the late 1800Õs:
As soon as the water began to run back to the river the blacks used to make a fence
across these channels of thin sticks stuck upright, and close enough to prevent the
fish going through, but leaving a space at one side, however, so that when the fish
found they could not get through the fence, they naturally made for the opening. A
black would sit near the opening and just behind him a tough stick about ten feet long
was stuck in the ground with the thick end down. To the thin end of this rod was
attached a line with a noose at the other end; a wooden peg was fixed under the
water at the opening in the fence to which this noose was caught, and when the fish
made a dart to go through the opening he was caught by the gills, his force undid the
loop from the peg, and the spring of the stick threw the fish over the head of the
black, who would then in a most lazy manner reach back his hand, undo the fish, and
set the loop again on the peg.
I have often heard of the indolence of the blacks and soon came to the conclusion
after watching a blackfellow catch fish in such a lazy way, that what I had heard was
perfectly true
In the 21st century more observant and enlightened thinking reveals the range of engineering
concepts in action in what is being described. However the assumptions of this observer,
presented here as accepted truth, demonstrate the absence of any comprehension of
engineering principles. The constant repetition of such ideas helps explain the absence of
more relevant and explicit records about, and respect for, Aboriginal engineering in
Australian history.
Another, equally compelling reason for the low level of recognition of Aboriginal knowledges
of engineering lies in the hardship facing Aboriginal communities in the face of loss of access
to their country. Over time the knowledge went underground, and knowledge holders, those
surviving disease or conflict, found it harder to ensure that what they knew could be safely
passed on to future generations. People found many different ways of avoiding the demise of
their vital knowledges (Skuthorpe and Sveiby, 2006), as Aboriginal Australia was a
knowledge society long before the west recognised such a concept.
Available artefacts demonstrate clearly that the knowledge held in custody by generations of
Aboriginal engineers was diverse, extensive and detailed. It was appropriate to the land and
to the social structure and principles of the knowledge holders. Social and environmental
conditions in Australia have changed with European settlement but this knowledge still can
be applied as it is rooted in a deep understanding of how this country works. For instance
when carp took over the Murray-Darling basin, it was Aborignal people who proposed the fish
could be used as fertiliser (Duncan, 2017, pers. comm. October 6 2017)

Equal representation of ways of knowing
Bringing this enduring knowledge to general consciousness and achieving acceptance is
clearly going to be a complex process. This paper is considering implications, suggested by
the research summarised in Figure 1, of the overlapping segments in the Venn diagram,
within which knowledge is common to various components. For example the overlap
between the two forms of engineering - Aboriginal and Western (dominant) - proposes a
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shared set of relationships in regard to engineering principles and practices. Both forms of
engineering created buildings, constructed roads,
excavating mines (DPI, 2007) and all the other visible
and conceptual outcomes of technical processes that
we employ, occupy and see around us today. While
Western engineering examples are readily
identifiable, Aboriginal engineered buildings,
structures, transport routes and processes, designed
on the principle of sufficiency and collective
processes, are similar in function while quite unlike
the products of Western thinking.
All human societies emerge from specific constructs
having their roots in beliefs and values which created
cultures and behavioural frameworks of immense
variety and specificity. While conventional Australian
history tells us a great deal about western principles
and practices there is much less written about
Aboriginal history and even less about the
Fi gure 1 Aborigi nal and nonengineering. We are identifying and explicating
Aboriginal engineering knowledge, to understand how Aborigi nal knowl edge int ersect wi th
engineering. Leigh et al 2015.
this can have a minimal impact on both land and
people at all times.
Representing this way of knowing, is not simple given the current broad social expectation
that individuals can own and control property without any consideration of the long term
effects on the surroundings. Consider, for example, the loss of water flow in the Snowy River
and consequent damage to the land east of the dividing Range; and the current controversy
and bitterness over efforts to manage the Murray-Darling basin to satisfy land owners who
have different needs and priorities along the course of those rivers.

Knowledge Sharing Process
For student groups to work with community to design technology, we need to consider
knowledge sharing processes and the kinds of engagement that is appropriate. If we want to
share technology with Aboriginal people, we have to share the knowledge with the culture
that is embedded (Mesthene, 1969). Either we are asking the community to enter the culture
that created the technology, or we use engagement in design to change that technology to
suit the culture. The first route involves assimilation and implies that cultural hierarchy of
deficits of knowledge. The second route supports embedding of cultural knowledge in the
new technology, and as the knowledge becomes part of the artefact, so will Aboriginal
people begin to feel affinity with the product.
The protocols of knowledge sharing arise from the relationship between the researcher and
the community. The procedures used in Aboriginal oral knowledge sharing reduce the
potential for incorrect information being inserted into stories. The western concept of open
format sharing of mainstream knowledge, too often creates the experience of invalid
information being shared. Conversely, in functioning Aboriginal societies, information that
should be private will not be shared publicly, and information that belongs to one person is
rarely shared by another as claims of authority must be substantiated.
We need to understand the nature of traditional culture and how its processes remain
relevant to todayÕs values. To introduce students to this culture requires consideration of how
and why processes will differ. What was each/any culture aiming to preserve and to create
within the scope of its civilisation, and what is its understanding of the social and physical
environment and how to live in it?
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Aboriginal culture is based on an observational approach to science which makes full use of
intuition and Ôgut feelingÕ to gather information and understand the world. We consider how
did such a knowledge gathering process maintains its integrity and what influenced and
shapes those processes such that they remained constant and consistent, not changing at
the whim of someoneÕs vision or personal experience. That is, what ensured that the great
range of such stories was worked into a coherent whole. Understanding these processes are
crucial to understanding Aboriginal knowledge and how it is shared

What knowledge is valued
If western science tried to explain fire, the ripples and motion, where it will travel at any time,
how much it will burn, how hot it will get, this would involve more non-linear equations than
our present computer power could manage. An approach which operates by breaking
science down into component parts and then build this up again into models of the whole
system, tends to loose the picture of how things work. Use of the metaphors of clockwork
mechanisms versus living organisms can help to explain the distinction between western and
Aboriginal engineering.
When confronted with a complex problem, western trained engineers will approximate,
reduce the variables, simplify the equations. The aim of such a process is to extract the
patterns in the system, identify the main features and map how things generally interact. It in
in this pattern matching that we start to approach the holistic methods used by Aboriginal
teaching. This approach integrates sustainability from the start of any design or project
(Kutay, 2017). If something is to be altered in any major way, the stories and knowledge
sharing practises allow a long term consideration of consequences for everything involved,
the people, land, flora and fauna.
Clearly if an Aboriginal approach had been applied to consideration of building coal-fired
power stations in Australia, the outcome would have focused on developing clean energy
and the present crisis in energy generation could well have been avoided. Aboriginal
engineering values working with nature, the environment and the people.

How knowledge is taught
Aboriginal people used song cycles to provide contexts within which to remember and
reinforce the knowledge that needs to be told in community meetings. Hence when sharing
knowledge a very general moral story can be used for a context in perpetuity, but the
individual aspects and histories that are provided within this theme will be those that apply to
the present situation (e.g. the season) or the topic chosen (e.g. history at one place). These
stories also retain a link to narratives that are not relevant in the present context, but will
have to be re-told in the future as conditions change. By using existing Aboriginal stories and
relating them to modern themes within the projects being developed with students, we
provide more relevance to the information shared (Bodkin-Andrews et al, 2015).

When and by whom can knowledge be shared
In many Aboriginal languages there are 4th or 5th person pronouns, so if I talk about what
we (you and I did) that is a different authority to talking about what we did (myself and
someone else) or they did (when I did not witness). It is a way of expressing authority over
the knowledge given. So when this knowledge comes over the internet, or on an app, whose
is it and what is the relation to the source? The experience of Aborignal people online
questions a lot of our assumptions about knowledge curation.

Who owns the knowledge
Aboriginal culture is based on relationships, to talk to someone you have to establish how
you relate to them first. When you have a place in the knowledge network, the stories that
relate to this position, such as relating to your totem, can be shared with you, while other
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stories cannot be shared, since you are not positioned to be a recipient. This is a form of
Ôneed to knowÕ sharing, that ensures that information is not misinterpreted.

What will be told to you
Technology co-design activities with communities require knowledge be passed on to
researchers. The experience in developing these projects with community has been that
researchers would be told information based on what they able to understand. However,
sometimes they would be also be told information simply because this provides an
opportunity for its preservation, by passing it on to someone outside the community with no
responsibility and links to the community, allow it to survive until the people are ready again
to use it.
However, in general, sharing knowledge openly for all time is not considered suitable, and
yet this is how modern teaching methods operate, meaning that information could be shared
without assuring that pre-requisites have been covered. This is a concern not only in relation
to Intellectual Property issues and Open Data, but also in relation to having a suitable
process for sharing that also preserves the integrity of the knowledge.

How will knowledge come
An understanding of matters relating to a culture other than oneÕs own, comes through
experience, and through listening, which takes time. Asking a question can imply a demand
to access knowledge that you may not be ready for, or lead to a person answering risking
error by giving an incorrect/inadequate answer to anotherÕs question.
This process is understandable in light of the fact that traditional societies could not afford to
have knowledge holders make errors - food could be missed when throwing a spear or lives
lost when navigating to a new area. There is great shame attached to failures of knowledge
application. Trust comes when these points are respected by researchers.

Protocols
There are existing protocols for research in Aboriginal knowledge (AIATSIS 2012), and the
fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the utilization of genetic resources
(Biological Protocol, 2016), These are especially relevant to knowledge sharing where the
financial benefits of innovation are still unknown.
Before starting a research project with Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander organisations,
there are important issues to consider.. The process of creation of a product is as important
as the final product (see Leigh et al, 2015). Research conducted at Wollongong University as
part of an OLT grant developed and documented clear ideas about how to conceive of, and
plan for, cross-cultural work with Aboriginal communities (Goldfinch et al. 2016)
The 5Rights© protocols include the need to find and develop contacts with the Right People
in the community who can inform and champion the project without becoming overworked by
these demands. These people must be from the Right Place, that is their country must
include the place where the project is based, so that they have authority to speak about it.
Then there is use of the Right Language to avoid offence and convey respect for the
importance of oral history and the perspectives of the community. Then there is the Right
Time as having a community understand the relative importance of new issues that arise
take longer than planned, while other commitments can slow progress. Finally the Right Way
involves incorporating these previous four ideas into a relevant, and appropriately scoped,
project design and implementation plan.
To start this process we also need to prepare academics for teaching the new material in
terms of the experiential, cognitive, affective and conative components of their attitudes to
Indigenous knowledges and cultures (see Goldfinch et al 2017).
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Findings for Future Work
We provide here examples of projects to engage with traditional technology and modern
applications of traditional concepts. These projects have developed out of training engineers
at university and in organisations.

Water engineering
The existing engineering artefacts around fish traps both on rivers (eg Budj Bim and
Brewarrina) and on the ocean (eg Mystery Bay presented by Uncle Max Harrison, 2017)
provide a physical experience of the vastness of the canals and rock constructions that were
developed thousands of years ago in Australia. Information on these sites will be available on
the Enduring Engineering mobile app with links to the community members who can speak
on how the traps work. This process allows engineers and the general populace to
understand how the structures functioned and link this with present engineering
understanding of water and construction techniques. However there are many resources
needed in the early research, rejuvenation and reconstruction phase of these sites. For these
the local community should be included to ensure the knowledge is strengthened locally.

Construction
Sandon Point in the Illawarra region of NSW, is the site of an on-going protest against
development on sacred land. The University of Wollongong ran a project with student
engineers, who consulted with the community and developed designs for a number of
relevant site needs including an artefact storage space that respected the peopleÕs request
not to break the ground. The community is concerned about damage being done to the
environment and the storage of artefacts that are being uncovered in the area.
The Illawarra Lands Council is now working with the University to consider designs for future
development on the lands they own in the area. Engineers Without Borders is being
approached to provide a resource to link these projects with students at University to ensure
that the correct protocols are managed and that students are prepared for and supported
during these projects.

Sustainability
Through the support of the Royal Society of the Arts (Australia and New Zealand) a
workshop was held at Ausgrid with Benjamin Lange, an Aboriginal Engineer whose research
into the acoustics of the didgeridoo has been used to expand knowledge of the vocal tract.
The workshop explained the type of Aboriginal knowledge that existed before invasion and
how this could be used by Ausgrid to deal with their community liaison issues in the present.
These talks are part of an ongoing series that the RSA A+NZ are running to raise community
awareness of the engineering aspects and allow community knowledge holders to present to
a wider audience. It is hoped that this support can be extended to a community run on-site
exploration of a specific fish traps site, to both explore what might be found out about the
site, and to develop repeatable processes for conducting future research projects.

IT development
At UTS software development workshop, students have been engaged in developing
software for Aboriginal clients and for providing resources for students learning about
Aboriginal Engineering. The apps are designed as a point of contact to link community
experts with interested students or academics to share these projects through traditional
forms of knowledge sharing. Tourists can also search for places to go for traditional
knowledge. The development process has involved students in discussion with clients about
the history of the knowledge, why the apps are now being developed, the market focus for
such products and the social aspects relating to their use.
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There are also various indigenous led IT projects such as the Indigital App which integrates
digital technology and art by enabling users to scan an art work and link to videos etc. about
the artist and the story of the art work allowing storytellers to reach a wider audience.

Conclusion
Indigenous and non-Indigenous engineering have many features in common, but until
recently Indigenous knowledge about engineering has been ignored or denigrated.
Developing ways to link awareness of similarities across engineering practices will provide
practical and enjoyable experiences for students and educators, enabling them to expand
their awareness of issues concerning sustainability, communication and cultural
understanding in a diverse world.
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

Context Introducing Flipped Learning across the University of Technology Sydney (UTS)
was trialled through the Faculty of Engineering and IT (FEIT). It raised concerns on how to
implement such a teaching program in skill-based subjects that had strong elements of core
competencies centred on communication, understanding and critical analysis. Rather than
revert to conventional teaching when half a class fails to prepare, an alternative approach for
motivating students to read and study the material was needed. We had to demonstrate to
students an advantage in preparing for class if active engagement was to take place. This
may include peer assessing of each otherÕs work, presentations by expert staff on alternative
perspectives, or application of the content being taught beyond the assessable items
Purpose In order to encourage intrinsic motivation in study we wish to allow students to
manage their own study and engage with material in their own time. This experience will
increase their confidence to approach problems themselves if they receive timely feedback.
One of the aspects of Flipped Learning that academics consider the most difficult is to
enforce preparation for class work. We describe here some more conducive approaches to
encourage students to engage with preparation material, including pre-submitting work for
sharing in the tutorial. We provide some case studies of strategies, from those doing face-toface courses ,to engage their students. We wish to show that there are a variety of ways to
provide this added benefit for students,
Approach The paper provides case studies from approaches that have been shared
amongst staff during staff development workshops run by Teaching and Learning in FEIT at
the UTS. Some strategies to engage students who have prepared for a class, and hence
provide intrinsic motivation for preparation, are:
1. Provide immediate feedback as they go through the preparation material; e.g. a quiz
designed to cement concepts learnt in the lectures provided before the class.
2. Provide practical examples for the student to undertake and upload online a report.
Students use this material to peer assess each other using an assessment rubric also
online. This process allows them to engage with the rubric to learn how it applies to
such a submission as well as engage in group discussion with their peer about their
work.
3. Present material from a different perspective that is not part of the course, but bonus
work, such as stories of the use of the skill in the workplace, an alternative use of the
theory in another sector not related to course, and so on.
4. Develop a narrative approach where the experience of the lecturer in industry is used
to make the material more engaging, and where the industry in this case can be cross
cultural experience such as Aboriginal community infrastructure and appropriate
technology.
Results In the first and second example, the changes to the preparation strategy has
achieved a nearly 20% increase in success rate on a significant assessment, the writing
of a resume to fit industry standards and ensure students achieve an internship job. The
third examples has provided mixed students feedback partially due to different student
learning expectations.
Keywords: Flipped learning, Student activities, Student engagement
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Introduction
From a teaching perspective, flipped learning provides the time and space within the
conventional university class format to allow active learning. It is supported by research that
indicates students can experience significant learning gains compared to passive lectures
(Freeman et al., 2014; Biggs, 1999; Pathen & Schunn, 2015). However, functional
implementation for staff is often challenging particularly when it comes to encouraging
student preparation for, and participation in, class. We describe, through examples,
conducive approaches trialled to encourage student engagement with preparation material,
including pre-submitting work for sharing in the class.
The first course examined here is preparing students for their work internship, a process the
university guides them through with various modules. It is highly vocationally oriented to
reflect practical engagement with industry and will therefore change as the nature of the
internships available changes, reflecting changes in industry. Changes to the preparation
strategy have achieved an increase in success rate on a significant assessment: the writing
of a resume to fit industry standards and ensure students achieve an internship job.
The second course is a Transmission Systems subject recently taken over by Canning. This
is a postgraduate course for International Masters students the majority of whose primary
motivations are to access Australian residency and employment. The third example is a
series of modules being developed to integrate into different subjects and provide a new
perspective on the course content.
There are a variety of ways to engage students with the material that provides added benefit
for them and engage the lecturer or students in more in-depth explanations to avoid forced
learning. Some are more intensive to implement than others and an assessment of their
value is necessary. This paper looks at the four strategies listed above and some results
supporting these changes are provided. However, the model chosen by lectures will often
match their preferred teaching strategies, hence a range of options with their motivations is
discussed.

Background
There are various issues to deal with when teaching Engineering and IT. We are dealing with
a cohort of students from many countries, sometimes mature age with experience in industry,
often working full time and those who grew up with online learning. At UTS, these learning
issues have influenced the implementation of flipped learning, and the approaches taken in
different courses.
With flipping, classroom lecturers are often simply providing a static method of knowledge
transmission via videos that have to be updated regularly and cannot be tailored to the
individuals. However, we have added to this process other tools such as peer review prior to
classes and it is in the classroom that we can provide active learning and motivate a diversity
of students. This diversity can create challenges.

Motivation of International Cohort
To undertake the courses, the students often pay significant fees and sometimes work more
than 20 hours per week. It is evident that many are struggling with the workload with one
student falling asleep during laboratory work raising sifnificant OHS concerns. The strong
connection with political and economic migration make Australian international students
prone to the vagaries of immigration policy. Other reasons that enhance challenges include
sometimes lower standards of preparation from their home institution, lack of support to
transition from face-to-face teaching to online learning (Kember, 2000), including a feeling of
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isolation, low communication skills in English, a lack of genuine independence of learning
strategies, and a focus almost exclusively on employment outcomes.
The success of future teaching will rely more on tailored and customized adaption of courses
to students, particularly moving towards individualised and active learning becomes more
popular. This will need to focus on the difference in motivation towards competition or
achieving as an important dimension for Australian students, and an equally potent
motivating factor for Asian students of social approval and intrinsic factors (Niles, 1995). To
cater for group differences we need to rely on providing a variety of activities and
assessment.
It is worth noting that the motivation for overseas students have been researched and can be
quite unlike the stereotypes, as for Hong Kong students:
ÒCourses which provide good career preparation are a source of motivation but it is
not an extrinsic form of motivation which depresses intrinsic motivation. There are
high levels of achieving motive, but it frequently has a collective nature rather than
being individual and competitiveÓ (p. 99 Kember, 2000)

Learning Strategies across Cultures
What we need to consider is the instructional and environmental preferences of students and
what are the range of styles we need to cater for in course design. Rather than try and
classify our students each session, we would benefit more from catering for the expected
range of learning strategies we might have in the class, and encourage students to broaden
their strategies. While HofstedeÕs (1986) work has been criticised for over-simplifying, to
provide some idea of the options for cultural variation around teaching and learning, we can
use his dimensions to look at activities that suit students from different cultures:
¥ the effectiveness of group learning and how to structure these (collectivism);
¥ forms of questioning in instructional groups (uncertainty avoidance);
¥ the expected authority, knowledge and role of the instructor (power distance);
¥ the use of academic or plain and emotive language by the instructor (femininity); and
¥ the use of praise by the instructor (indulgence).
By varying these we can provide activities that suit different studentÕs learning approaches.
We give examples of subject themes under these topics under strategies below.

Flipped for Engineering and IT
Concern over the practise of flipping the classroom has often arisen from the approach of
transferring the lectures to videos to view at home as a substitute for a live teacherÕs
instruction, which is not considered useful (Bernard, 2015). However, there are advantages
in this approach in overcoming imbalances arising within traditional teaching. Students at the
back of the lecture theatre will not be as active or engaged as students at the front and
different personalities interact more (Freeman et al., 2014; Stumm & Furnham, 2012). This
imbalance results in approaches to learning that directly correlate with the undergraduate
students performance at graduation (Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2009). Further, videos
provide the option of repeated watching to overcome the short time span focus of most
students in lectures.
Flipped learning ultimately has to also deal with competing online courses. A motivated
student can possibly learn a university level course outside of the university system. Notably,
the emphasis on continuing education for life is increasingly adopted by professional
employees as a way to stay ahead of technological change. Flipped learning buys into the
online aspect of such learning and needs to provide added incentives and engagements for
students to ensure they benefit from the online material and learn to motivate themselves.
In skill-based courses knowledge content does need to be presented before the class in such
lectures. However, a flipped classroom requires a strategy to integrate collaborative group
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activities and meaningful, online individual instruction (Zappe et al., 2009). Some lecturers
provide assigned readings before class and offer incentives (e.g. quizzes with bonus points)
to encourage student to complete pre-work (Bates & Galloway, 2012). The difficulty is that,
as Love et al. (2014) concluded, ÒThere is no single model for implementing the flipped
classroom approach, É and our review of the literature indicates that the approach is still in
a stage of innovationÓ (p. 319). The most dramatic impact of online teaching that reflects this
niche class approach is the swelling of preparation times required to continually adapt and
monitor these flipped courses.

Strategies
The aim of this paper is to provide clear examples of strategies used at FEIT in the UTS
across various Engineering programs with some outcomes in terms of studentsÕ results or
feedback. These examples highlight particular challenges and can assist those teachers who
wish to innovate in their subjects. It is an attempt to put into a greater context the notion of
flipped learning. We look at providing: feedback to students working on pre-class material;
encouraging student verbal interaction through peer review; providing alternative applications
of the skill in class to extend the pre-work; posing questions for post-work that encourage
non-verbal students to engage more; and narrative teaching to help students develop a
cultural context for their learning

Assessing the Flipped Ð the role of quiz
Providing online content before class means many students work alone whilst a small cohort
may work together. There are limited options for synchronous feedback to address this, so
self-assessment through quizzes highlight the significant concepts covered in the lecture.
Students begin thinking about the material as well as receive feedback on understanding
concepts but there are concerns that this process is isolating and unsettling for many
students. It can be partly addressed through group activities. For Transmission Systems,
group quizzes and peer assessment follow individual quizzes.
Quizzes can begin the lengthy process of teaching personal responsibility, offering a gauge
for students and their peers to monitor against. Working with others teaches team work and
communication, in turn demanding responsibility from all group members. A group variant of
traditional paper quizzes is now being done for students online.

In class peer review
Research (Patchan and Schunn, 2015) shows peer review of otherÕs submitted work has
been fundamental to growth, taking assessment out of the hands of (often casual) teachers
and putting it back in the hands of the students. Peer review has the advantage of generating
student interactions, and providing an opportunity to quantify and teach teamwork. Learning
grows from relative assessment against oneÕs peers,
The context of peer review learning was described previously (Figueroa et al., 2014). The
subject focuses on preparation for industrial work through learning about transferrable skills
such as communication, ethics, OH&S, industrial relations and dive. Students attend tutorials
of up to 20 students to discuss and compare their work. A repeated theme of each tutorial is
students learning through reflection.
Rust et al. (2005) describe the process of peer review which can be used to enable students
to construct their own understanding of the assessment criteria, helping to understand what
they and the instructor is aiming to achieve in their reports. The activities in the tutorial help
develop a common understanding of the rubric enabling the students to develop their own
professional and relative assessment of their work. The tutorial process involves:
1. Introducing the concept of professional self-assessment and the exercises enabling this,
2. Have them pre-submit the work and in the tutorial those who have not done so sit out,
3. Provide the rubric and set up groups of pairs to assess each otherÕs work,
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4. Mark the studentsÕ work that is submitted after rework based on peer feedback to provide
further reinforcement of the rubric approach.
In the results section, we will discuss the benchmarking exercise and its results in assessing
improvements in the studentsÕ learning.
Tutors need to be strongly engaged in this process so that they are sufficiently prepared on
the material to use it without reverting to repeat-teaching it in class. To manage the course,
the mostly casual tutors are trained in a similar manner to students. After marking some
samples, the subject coordinator meets with tutors to discuss the marks and/or sections that
differ greatly. The rubric is reworded to match what the tutors and course coordinator
understanding of the words until a near-shared meaning is achieved. This results in the
spread in marks on each test assignment across an acceptable level, clearly an exhaustive
process if it is to be successful.
A second example was carried out in Transmission Systems. This subject allows students to
engage with the rubric to learn how it applies to a submission as well as engage in group
discussion with their peers about their work, developing a shared understanding of the task.

Redo the content in a new format or context
Much of the aim of this teaching method is to inspire students to use critical thinking to see
beyond economic drivers to the wonders of science, engineering and technology. This
aspect of what is essentially research intensive thinking is becoming fundamentally essential
in the workplace and needs to be reinstated as a primary objective of any teaching. The
Transmission Systems subject is particularly amenable because transmission systems
hardware and signal processing are underpinning societal change in the way
communications is viewed and in the way the community will function. For example in one
tutorial, we highlighted the internet of things (IoT), where a consumer fridge could have many
sensors monitored online. This emphasised how much we rely on core transmission systems
as well as highlighted how end-user directions will shape the next generation technologies.
Although purely introductory and not put into the online lectures, the aim was to point out that
the course lectures are a comprehensive backbone that remains essentially relevant in the
new language of IoT, where many graduates will be expected to be participating in, not
simply in traditional telecommunications jobs. This opens up the student to a new landscape
in employment opportunities. We feel this opportunity to contemporize the course in the
tutorials without sacrificing the solid online foundations is a critical step to motivating students
and to demonstrate that the future may not be the simple economic one they began with.
We introduce scholarly pursuit to students as driving deeper technological solutions, more so
than economic factors. Examples are:
¥
When discussing noise in transmission, the online content was about the reduction of
noise in signals. The face-to-face discussion was opened with instead sensing noise: noise
external to the fibre is registered as distortion in the signal reflection as the features of the
fibre material changes. Hence, noise analysis from the fibre can be used to extract voice and
other signals from the area around the fibre, a potential cyber security concern.
¥
To demonstrate the expansive nature of the IoT, several novel examples were
provided. One example was an experiment Canning was involved in, where in-line optical
fibre filters (known as fibre Bragg gratings) were used to monitor strain in the hooves of a
competitive Brazilian Creole horse and through an optical fibre cable the data uploaded as
the horse was put under standard training with a professional trainer. The training rope was
replaced with an industrial optical fibre cable collecting the data from the sensors onto
computer and online in the farm (Martelli et al. 2017). What was found was that the horse
trotting was synchronised with the heart rate of the horse. The compressible hooves were
acting as a distributed heart for the horse effectively giving the horse a five heart organ and
any misalignment of synchronisation can trigger arrhythmia. From the transmitted data an
equivalent cardiogram was possible to extract.
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¥
The growing dominance of photonics in transmission systems and the massive
problem of latency, driven initially by gaming and other interactive activities and identified as
looming challenge for ubiquitous sensing with the IoT. Given the speed of light is finite and
ultimately sets an upper limit classical mitigation of latency, what will solve the coming
latency roadblock as sensors are scaled through the internet? The students were asked to
think about this problem based on what they have been studying, and when reaching an
impasse, later the idea of quantum communications was introduced as the only viable
solution at present.

Re-present knowledge with existential angst
The final example was developed at a previous university appointment by Kutay. The classes
were activities around team formation, team building and scenarios not directly relating to,
but supporting, the assessable work. The aim of the course was to provide a situation where
the students are dealing with the required knowledge in a totally different cultural context,
The lecturer comes from a background of Appropriate Technology development in Aboriginal
communities around Australia and has been involved in technical projects in urban, rural and
remote areas. This has enabled them to understand how Aboriginal people relate to
technology and engineering concepts, which makes for some interesting narratives for
teaching and some confronting scenarios on the cultural bias in technology. The main aim of
the course is to understand how culture and society effect an engineering design.
The series of topics can be considered in light of the first four Hofstede dimensions above as
providing examples of cultural variation:
¥ Team development using an analogy with Aboriginal Kinship system of relationships
¥ Tacit knowledge sharing using story telling rather than the Socratic style
¥ Organisational governance and flat management where the learners are encouraged to
manage the classroom
¥ Sustainability and scientific expression of concepts from an observational perspective
Some of the class time involves a lecturing format, but much of the time is student discussion
of concepts relating to their experience so that students have an opportunity to unravel their
own assumptions. We are expanding this work to modules that include assessment by video
story telling and reflective journals.

Results
The aim of the paper is to provide some strategies for providing active learning for students,
through flipping the classroom. However, the aim is also to verify the success of each
strategy before recommending the approach to other lectures. The approach is to encourage
critical thinking and analysis supported by enthusiasm and genuine interest, yet this is hard
to assess. We can only assess changes in content learning outcomes within these new
environments, or students expressed motivation.

Peer Reviews and Quizes
The work done on flipping the workplace preparation course involved flipping the lectures,
running quizzes on these and providing in class peer review of studentÕs work. After
reviewing the lecture material at home, the students were involved in peer discussion over
their activities and used the analytical rubric themselves to assess others work. This ensures
not only that the students read the rubric, but engage in active learning of the rubric
concepts, enabling them to not only assess their own work before submission but consider
why specific aspects are valued and what is being sought in the assessment. (Jackson &
Larkin 2002).
The outcome of the new mode of learning, compared to the previous sessionÕs subject
(which was not flipped) was an 23% improvement in the initial assessment based on preProceedings, AAEE2017 Conference
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study and quiz; and an 18% improvement based on learning from peer-review, with a
satisfactory mark set at 11/20 for Resume 2. The rest of the cohort had to resubmit.
Table 1 Results for the Resume assessments across the two formats

Redo the content in a new format or context
The student open response to the feedback survey (SFS) results for the Transmission
Systems subject are shown in Table 2. Reflecting the disparate variation in expectations for
the flipped postgraduate course, are comments 7-6 and 7-8. These appear often and are
probably unavoidable. They reflect the earlier discussion around the background of the
students, many of whom were inadequately prepared for post-graduate study. It was for
many their first exposure to online learning of this nature. Rather than simply being
diametrically opposed, both comments clearly reflect a different level of maturity around
learning responsibility. This tends to reflect that some aspects discussed in this paper did
achieve some of the critical elements we aspire to in presenting such courses.
After a session of lectures where students were exposed to new topics and research in the
area being discussed, we were delighted to see that in general the student feedback surveys
were positive. The first comment 7-1 recognises the effort that was put in. We believe this is
a fundamental re-evaluation of motivation and inspiration needed in all teaching.
Table 2: Results on Student Feedback Survey for Transmission Systems
7

What did you particularly like in this subject?

8

Open question

17.78

7-1

Most of the topics covered could be related to the real world applications. Professor helped us to think of what we
study and how to apply innovative ideas to the existing technology. This is very important to me. Transforming what we
have to something new would be great.

7-2

The content.

7-3

Overall good..however it may be better if subject focus on less content more deeply rather than more contents.

7-4

All the subject content is best and understandable videos make it simpler.

7-5

interest showed by the instructor during the tutorial sessions

7-6

I like the structure of the subject. The lecture videos is also great. There are very clear and not boring.

7-7

i liked the level of details in each chapter.

7-8

I don't like learning this subject just by watching the video.

Re-present knowledge with existential angst
The cross-cultural material was presented as part of larger subjects, to take a fresh
perspective on relevant topics, and often the knowledge provided in class was not the
assessable material, but simply a way to engage students more in the process or critique the
approach proposed by the course content. The move to include Indigenous knowledge into
the assessment across Engineering subjects will enable the class to engage more fully in
cross cultural material relevant to their employment and engagement in Australian
technological development.

Conclusion
A range of customising approaches to enhance student engagement in flipped classrooms
has been analysed. Their applicability and success may depend on the lecturer or specific
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aspects of the student cohort, but the examples provide some evidence for the application of
various novel approaches in teaching. These are examples where flipping the classroom
gives the lecturer and the students much greater scope for learning concepts of knowledge
creation, analysis, problem solving and cross-cultural understanding.
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SESSION: C1 Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT Republic Polytechnic in Singapore uses a range of lesson delivery pedagogies,
namely: Problem-Based Learning, Interactive Seminar, Cognitive Apprenticeship and
Project-Based Learning. Republic Polytechnic, School of Engineering has an interest in
exploring methods to enhance students’ learning in engineering modules. One idea is to
explore the use of a topic-focused Case Study Paper that would span across a few lessons
in an engineering module.

PURPOSE The purpose of the study is explore the usage of a Case Study Paper in a
practical module for the school to enhance the student learning experience.

APPROACH This randomized experimental study involved engineering students who were
taking Microcontroller Systems module in academic year 2016-2017 . A topic-focused Case
Study Paper was added to the required student delivery of the module for this experimental
study. A small group of 30 participants were randomly chosen from the cohort taking the
module, and their Case Study Papers were analysed. The analysis performed were analysis
using scoring rubric and Content analysis to categorize the students’ work according to
themes.

RESULTS Results from the scoring rubrics revealed that students needed help to improve
on technical depth of the paper and clarity of presented diagrams. It also revealed students
are good at transferring knowledge from other modules or from content learnt from
Microcontroller Systems module to the Case Study Paper. Content analysis helped to
answer these two questions:
•

What are the applications that students proposed in their Case Study Paper that has
a microcontroller?

•

When students describe the applications, did they describe the major electronic
components?

CONCLUSIONS While the results from the analysis of the Case Study Paper for the
Microcontroller Systems module in this study has been quite positive, its effectiveness in
improving students’ learning is not conclusive due to the limitations of the study.

KEYWORDS Case-Based Learning, Case Study Method, STEM, Engineering Case Study.
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Introduction
A polytechnic in Singapore adopts a range of pedagogies, namely: Problem-Based Learning
(PBL), Interactive Seminar (IS), Cognitive Apprenticeship (CA) and Project-Based Learning
(PjBL). The School of Engineering in the polytechnic has an interest in exploring methods to
enhance students’ learning in engineering modules. One idea is to explore the use of the
Case Study Method that would span across a few lessons in a module.

Objectives of Study
The purpose of the study is to focus on exploring the usage of the Case Study Method in a
hands-on practical module for the school to enhance the student learning experience. This
randomized control trial study involved engineering students who were taking Microcontroller
Systems module. A topic-focused Case Study Paper was added to the lesson plan of the
module for this experimental study with institutional ethical approval.
Case studies are stories that are used as a teaching tool to show the application of a theory
or concept to real situations. Cases can be fact-driven and deductive where there is a
correct answer, or they can be context driven where multiple solutions are possible. Case
studies have been widely used as a teaching tool in various disciplines and educational
institutions. The use of case study method dates back to 1870, when Harvard Law School
newly appointed dean, Christopher Columbus Langdell, introduced law-based case studies
in the school. (Garvin, Sept-Oct 2003)

Methods
Participants of this study included second year students from the School of Engineering in
the polytechnic in the academic year 2016–2017, taking the Microcontroller Systems module.
This module was conducted using the polytechnic’s Problem-Based Learning (PBL)
pedagogy. Table 1 shows the typical daily routine for a student in the polytechnic using the
Problem-Based Learning pedagogy. The starting time for the day’s lesson for students of
different years varies to avoid congestion in the canteens during break hours. There is an
assigned lecturer and about 25 students per class. Individual students are required to submit
a reflection at the end of each day’s lesson, which is called a ‘reflection journal’ at the
polytechnic.
However, in this experiment an assignment was added to write a Case Study Paper. The
lecturer introduced the assignment to the students, and the topic for the paper was released
in the first lesson in the Microcontroller Systems module. The students were to write the
paper about an application of microcontroller(s) they had encountered in their daily life. The
Case Study Paper included:
•

Student’s idea about the application

•

Description and functionality of the system

•

Input and Output(s) list

•

Student’s idea about a block diagram of the system

Scaffolding for this assignment was provided during the first four lessons of the module.
Instructional scaffolding provides students with support to allow them to complete their tasks.
Benson (1997) describes scaffolding as a bridge used to build upon what students already
know to reach a new concept. Specifically, scaffolding came in the form of the reflection
journals and guidance from the lecturer. For lessons one to three, there were specific
reflection journal questions that helped students answer a part of the Case Study Paper. In
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lesson four, Learning Phase Three was used to help students finalize the Case Study Paper
for submission.
Table 1: Lesson Routine in the Polytechnic’s Problem-Based Learning Pedagogy

Duration
within a Period
session

60mins

Learning
Phase 1

45mins

Break

90mins

Learning
Phase 2

90mins

Study
Period

120mins

Learning
Phase 3

Description
Students receive a problem as a trigger for learning. With the help of
the lecturer, the students examine the problem and clarify what it is
they know and do not know and formulate possible hypotheses.
Each group identifies learning issues they will investigate. Groups
employ research strategies to collect relevant information. Students
collect different Information so that their knowledge may diverge at
this point.1
Lecturer leaves the class. Groups are on their own to continue to do
their work or go for break.
The groups of five meet individually with the lecturer to discuss their
progress. Students continue in their group of five to review resource
materials and peer teach what it is they have learnt from their
research. Information convergence2 should take place.
Lecturer leaves the class. Groups are on their own to arrange for
lunch break and prepare for presentation.
Each team presents its findings to the other groups. Groups discuss,
defend and justify their outcomes. Lecturer presents recommended
answer to the problem.

Out of 164 students who submitted their Case Study Papers, 30 students were randomly
selected for the study with their consent. Analysis was performed on these selected Case
Study Papers. The analysis was separated into three parts:
•

Analysis using scoring rubrics (Table 2)

•

Content analysis to categorize the students’ work according to themes

•

Comparison of the quality of Case Study Paper to the quality of the reflection journals

The Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate Education (VALUE) rubrics, developed
by Association of American Colleges and Universities’ (AAC&U) Liberal Education and
America’s Promise (LEAP) initiative, were referenced when creating the customized scoring
rubrics in Table 2. Moskal (2000) states that by developing a pre-defined scheme for the
evaluation process, the subjectivity involved in evaluating a student work product (she was
discussing an essay, specifically) becomes more objective.

1 From the Problem Statement, student work out what they know, what they do not know, and what they need to
find out. The initial search for information is divergent and not all information will lead to the solution. This is
encouraged in learning phase 1 to inculcate brainstorming and creative thinking.
2
The lecturer work with each team to help them combine the information they had collected individually to lead to
a possible solution for the problem of the day.
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Table 2: Scoring Rubrics for Case Study Paper
CATEGORY
Components of Case
Study Paper

Excellent (4)
All required elements
are present and
additional elements
that add to the report
(e.g., thoughtful
comments, graphics)
have been added.
Amount of
All subtopics are
Information
addressed with at
least 100 words each
(except diagrams
sections).
Quality of Information Information clearly
relates to the main
topic. It includes three
or more supporting
details/examples.
Explanation of
Explanation is clear.
Application
There is technical
depth in the
explanation.

Diagrams &
Illustrations

Application of
Transfer

Diagrams and
illustrations are neat,
accurate and add to
the reader's
understanding of the
topic.

Very Good (3)
Satisfactory (2)
All required elements One required element
are present.
is missing, but
additional elements
that add to the report
(e.g., thoughtful
comments, graphics)
have been added.
All subtopics are
All subtopics are
addressed with at
addressed with at
least 80 words each
least 50 words each
(except diagrams
(except diagrams
sections).
sections).
Information clearly
Information clearly
relates to the main
relates to the main
topic. It provides at
topic. It provides at
least two supporting least one supporting
details/examples.
detail/example.
Explanation is clear.
Explanation is a little
difficult to understand,
but includes major
components of the
proposed application.

Weak (1)
Unsatisfactory (0)
Several required
All required elements
elements are missing. are missing.

One or more subtopics
are addressed with
less than 50 words
(except diagrams
sections).
Information clearly
relates to the main
topic. No supporting
details/examples are
given.
Explanation is difficult
to understand and is
missing several
components of the
proposed application.

All subtopics are
addressed with less
than 50 words (except
diagrams sections).

Diagrams and
illustrations are
accurate and add to
the reader's
understanding of the
topic.

Diagrams and
illustrations are not
accurate OR do not
add to the reader's
understanding of the
topic.

No diagram and
illustration.

At least one vague
application of
knowledge and skills
from previous learning
(from current module
or from previous
modules).

No application of
knowledge and skills
from previous
learning.

Diagrams and
illustrations are
accurate and
sometimes add to the
reader's
understanding of the
topic.
More than two clear At least two clear
At least one clear
applications of
applications of
application of
knowledge and skills knowledge and skills knowledge and skills
from previous learning from previous learning from previous learning
(from current module (from current module (from current module
or from previous
or from previous
or from previous
modules).
modules).
modules).

Information has little
or nothing to do with
the main topic.

No Explanation given.

As Tedds and Brady (2009) write one of the limitations of an analysis based on scoring
rubrics is that it can be highly interpretive, making it difficult to generalize the results.
Content analysis is performed for this study to address the limitation of scoring by using a
rubric. Two questions that the content analysis can help to answer are:
•
What are the applications that students proposed in their Case Study Paper that has
a microcontroller?
•
When students describe the applications, did they describe the significant electronic
components?
To answer the first question, major categories of applications were identified and their
occurrence counted. The answer to this question can help to identify what are the easier
categories for students to propose. To answer the second question, significant electronic
components were identified and their occurrence counted. Collectively, these data can help
to identify gaps in what students should include in their application descriptions.
Because the reflection journal in lessons one to three are used to provide scaffolding for
students to complete their Case Study Paper, we hypothesize: (1) the content of the journals
and the Case Study Paper should not deviate too far, and (2) the quality of the Case Study
Paper should be better than the quality of the journals. Lessons one and two journals are
used for the comparison analysis. Lesson three journals were not used as they were done
offline on paper and not submitted for analysis for this study.
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Results
Using the scoring rubrics, the Case Study Papers of the 30 students were rated. For each
student, the final rubric score was computed from the average scores of the six categories
that composed the rubric. From those average scores, the mean, median, and standard
deviation were computed based on the students’ average scores and tabulated. The
histogram in Figure 1 shows that the distribution closely resembles the bell curve, with a
steeper slope on the right side of the mean. It can also be observed that the distribution is all
on the right side of the graph, with lowest score being 1.83.

Figure 1: Histogram, Mean, Median, and S.D of Students' Average Scores

The mean score for each of the six rubrics category was computed and shown in Figure 2.
The ‘quality of information’ category had the highest mean of 3.67, followed closely by the
‘application of transfer’ category and ‘components’ category with means of 3.6 and 3.5,
respectively. The means for the ‘explanation of application’ category, as well as the
‘diagrams and illustrations’ category, are lower than the overall rubrics mean of 3.11, scoring
2.63 and 2.27 respectively. The students’ average continual assessment grade is about 2.2
to 2.5 for Microcontroller Systems module. A rubric mean above this value can be considered
as above average.

Figure 2: Students’ Rubric Category Mean
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Content analysis identified four types of applications the students wrote about: Household
Equipment, Entertainment Devices, Office Equipment, and Miscellaneous. The distribution
of the applications by categories is shown in Table 3. The application categories are mutually
exclusive so there was a total of 30 applications.
Table 3: Student Identified Application Categories of the Case Study Paper Submissions

Categories
Household Equipment
Entertainment Devices
Office Equipment
Miscellaneous
Total

Occurrence
15
9
2
4
30

Further content analysis revealed that 29 out of 30 students described electronic
components and wrote about their use. Among the electronics components mentioned in the
papers, LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes), buttons, switches, keypads, sensors, buzzers and
speakers were most prevalent. The applications proposed by the students are also examined
to identify if these components should be included. LEDs should be included in 27
applications. Fourteen out of these 27 applications mentioned and described the use of
LEDs. Buzzers and speakers should be included in 10 applications. All 10 of these
applications described the use of buzzers and speakers. All 30 applications should include
the description of buttons, switches or keypads, and 23 applications do mention and describe
them. Sensors should be included in 25 applications, and 20 applications described them.
The electric motor should be included in 19 applications, and it was included in 10
applications.
The students’ Case Study Papers were compared to their reflection journals for lesson one
and lesson two. The correlations between the reflection journals and the Case Study Paper
were analyzed. The students would fall into one of the six mutually exclusive categories
depending on how similar the entries in their reflection journals were to the sections of their
Case Study Paper:
•

Category One: Students with both lessons one and two reflection journals identical,
almost identical, or identical subset (this means part of the RJ and the related section
of the CSP contains exactly the same information in the same wordings.) to the
application and system functionality description sections of their Case Study Paper.

•

Category Two: Students with both lessons one and two reflection journals related to
the application and system functionality description sections of their Case Study
Paper.

•

Category Three: Students with lesson one reflection journal related to the application
section of their Case Study Paper and lesson two reflection journal identical, almost
identical, or identical subset to the system functionality description section of their
Case Study Paper.

•

Category Four: Students with lesson one reflection journal identical, almost identical,
or identical to the application section of their Case Study Paper, and lesson two
reflection journal related to the system functionality description section of their Case
Study Paper.

•

Category Five: Students with lesson one not related to their Case Study Paper, and
lesson two reflection journal related to the system functionality description section of
their Case Study Paper.
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•

Category Six: Students with both lessons one and two reflection journal not related to
their Case Study Paper.

Table 4 summarizes shows the number of students in each category when we correlate the
similarity in quality of the entries in the reflection journals to the overall rubric scores on the
Case Study Paper. For each category, the average rubric scores of all students in the
category is shown.
Table 4: Summary of Six Categories Average CSP Rubric Score
Category One
Category Two
Category Three
Category Four
Category Five
Category Six

Average CSP Rubric Score
3.11
2.93
3.08
3.67
3.67
3.33

Number of Students
12
10
4
1
2
1

Discussion
Referring to Figure 1, the overall scoring mean for the Case Study Paper is 3.11. This
suggests that students performed above average for the Case Study Paper. Looking more
deeply into the separate categories of the scoring rubrics, it can be observed that students
performed better in some categories than in others. This analysis seems to suggest students
are best at providing quality information and applying transfer of knowledge. Students are not
very good at providing technical depth as reflected in the lower score for explanation of
application category. The worst category is diagrams and illustrations category, which
indicates that students need help to improve in this ability. One of the possible reason for the
low mean score of 2.27 for this category is that the system functionality description and the
block diagram were done in lessons two and three respectively. Most students probably did
not visualize a block diagram in lesson two when explaining how their proposed application
functions. In lesson three, these students probably did not refer back to their written
functional description in lesson two while drawing the block diagram for their system. In
lesson four, when the Case Study Paper is due for submission, a review to check for
consistency between the system functional description and the block diagram was probably
not done either.
The content analysis findings summarized in Table 3 revealed two major categories of
applications described by students: Household Equipment and Entertainment Devices. This
suggests that it is easy for students to relate to equipment commonly found in the home or
systems used for entertainment as examples of microcontroller applications. This familiarity
with certain types of equipment can be used to the instructor’s advantage as he/she can
discuss these applications in class, and the students will understand the reference. The
content analysis findings also indicate that 29 out of 30 students described at least one
electronic component in their papers. This shows that most students are able to apply prior
knowledge and skills from the Microcontroller Systems module and from other modules like
Engineering Design and Digital Electronics. Closer analysis indicated that while most
students included buzzers in their applications, many omitted the LEDs, sensors, switches,
or motors in their system. This suggests that we need to help students better understand the
complexity of the systems we want them to be familiar with.
Referring to Table 4, it can be observed that Category One has a higher average rubric score
compared to Category Two. This means that students whose reflection journals in both
lessons one and two were identical, almost identical, or identical to the sections in those
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students’ Case Study Paper performed better than students whose reflection journals were
only somewhat related to the sections of their Case Study Paper. This suggests that the
strategy of using what had been written in reflection journals to write complete sections of the
Case Study Paper is an effective one, which can also help the instructor guide the students
in writing a Case Study Paper. Although there were only four students in Categories Four,
Five, and Six, we do note those students had higher averages than the students in Category
One. This suggests that a few students are strengthening what they wrote in their reflection
journals to develop sections of their Case Study Papers. We need to think about how
instructors can further encourage this kind of improvement.

Limitations of the Study
While the study provides new insights into the use of the case study method for the
polytechnic and other engineering schools, there are some unavoidable limitations of this
study. First, as this is an individual thesis work, the Principal Investigator is the only analyst
of the study. Having at least two people rate both the RJs and Case Study Papers would
allow for inter-rater reliability, which strengthens the rigor of the findings. Second, due to time
constraints, this study was conducted with only 30 randomly selected students from the
cohort of students taking the Microcontroller Systems module. Lastly, the results of the
Microcontroller Systems module examinations for the cohort of students who wrote the Case
Study Paper should be compared to the exam scores of the cohort of students who did not
do the Case Study Paper. This can help reveal if the Case Study Paper helped students
improve their performance in the module. However, prior Microcontroller Systems module
examinations do not have any questions related to Case Study Paper. While the Mid Term
Assessment (MSA, similar to a mid-term exam) for this cohort includes a question related to
the Case Study Paper, there is no comparison from past results.

Recommendations
This study has shown the Case Study Paper has promise as an assignment in the
Microcontroller Systems module. However, the analysis in this study has helped to identify
some issues with the implementation of the Case Study Paper. These issues, however, can
be resolved with more stringent requirements and better facilitation in future
implementations. Instructors implementing the Case Study Paper in the Microcontroller
Systems module in the future should consider these recommendations:
·

The assignment should add a requirement that emphasizes technical depth.

·

The lecturer(s) should provide more guidance to students on how to produce papers with
more technical depth.

·

The lecturer(s) should provide more guidance to the students on drawing and explaining
block diagrams.

·

The students should be directed to use a platform (e.g., DrawlO) that allows for the
standardization of the block diagrams.

·

The lecturer(s) can recommend that the students use household equipment or
entertainment devices for their applications since these seem easier for the students to
comprehend.

·

The lessons on the usage of LEDs in microcontroller applications should be reviewed to
create a better awareness among students about how LEDs are used in micro controller
applications.

·

The usage of motors should be reviewed in the other engineering modules.
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·

The lecturer(s) should recommend the students use the RJs to scaffold complete
sections of the Case Study Paper; this seems to result in better submissions.

·

A full-day lesson should be implemented on writing the Case Study paper in the lesson
the Case Study Paper is due. This would allow students more time to review, edit, and
add information to their Case Study Paper. The lecturer(s) would also have more time for
guiding students.

·

The Case Study Paper should be implemented in later lessons in the Microcontroller
Systems module instead of lessons one to four. All basic I/Os can be covered prior to the
Case Study Paper, and students would be better equipped with microcontroller
knowledge and skills.

Conclusion
While the results from the analysis of the Case Study Paper for the Microcontroller Systems
module in this study has been positive, its effectiveness in improving students’ learning is not
conclusive due to the limitations of the study. More analyses should be done by a team. For
now, it is recommended that the Case Study Paper be implemented for a few more runs in
the Microcontroller Systems module to collect more data for future studies.
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CONTEXT

Research in conceptual understanding has shown that students are not developing the
foundational knowledge necessary that will assist them later on in their academic and
professional career. Additionally, when the knowledge is categorized as closely related to
important and real problems, students are more likely to be motivated and have a greater
ability to learn. Many educational problems are intentionally decontextualized, meaning that
students are often learning in contexts that are not important or relatable to students which
could influence how that knowledge is categorized. Understanding how students categorize
knowledge can provide insight about their ability to apply knowledge in different contexts and
how it impacts their preparation for engineering practice.
PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to compare how practicing engineers and students organize
their knowledge into categories and realms of knowledge when working on or presented with
an open-ended, multidisciplinary engineering problem.
APPROACH

Phenomenological interviews were conducted with 19 practicing engineers who worked on
two different multi-disciplinary engineering projects. Practicing engineers were asked about
their role in the project and their responsibilities. Semi-structured clinical interviews were
conducted with 42 senior-level engineering students from a large university and a technical
college. Sampling was conducted through email solicitations sent by the instructors of the
senior-level courses. Engineering disciplines represented in the sample include Biological,
Chemical, Civil, Computer, Electrical, Environmental, Embedded Systems, Industrial,
Mechanical, Nuclear, Renewable Energy and Software engineering. During the interviews,
students were presented with one of the real-world multidisciplinary engineering problems
and were asked to discuss how they would complete a portion of the design that most closely
related to their area of expertise.
RESULTS

Students were found to categorize knowledge differently compared to practicing engineers. A
majority of the students referred to the interfaces between project roles as fixed and welldefined while practicing engineers spoke about these interfaces as dynamic and ill-defined.
CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here further emphasize the importance of utilizing real-world
engineering examples to motivate students and assist them in developing foundational
conceptual knowledge. Understanding how students categorize knowledge has provided
insight into how differences between the contexts of engineering education and engineering
practice could affect students’ preparation to enter the workplace. Possible implications
include what courses engineers are required to take and how to better design foundational
courses such as physics and math to help students rehearse key skills and make
connections to their own success as engineers so that key concepts relate to important and
real-problems to help motivate students to learn.
KEYWORDS

Multidisciplinary, Categorization of Knowledge, Epistemology
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Introduction
Research in conceptual understanding has shown that students are not developing the
foundational knowledge necessary that will assist them later on in their academic and
professional career (Hake 1998, Streveler, Litzinger, Miller, and Steif 2008, Streveler, Brown,
Herman and Montfort 2014). But it is expected that students develop conceptual
understanding as required by accreditation agencies (ABET, 2016; Engineers Australia,
2016). How and to what extent students are able to build fundamental and flexible knowledge
that can be applied to a range of circumstances is dependent on how the knowledge is
categorized (Bransford, Brown and Cocking 1999, Brown, Collins and Duguid 1989).
Categorization of knowledge depends on the links students make between concepts and the
circumstances in which they apply (Säljö 1999, diSessa 2002, Ivarsson, Schoultz and Säljö
2002). But research has shown that students often struggle with the actual categorization
process (Chi and Roscoe 2002, Chi 2005). To alleviate this issue, researchers suggest that
problems should be closely related to important and real problems to aid in categorization,
increase motivation, and enhance the ability to learn. (Pintrich, Marx, and Boyle 1993,
Sinatra 2005). Therefore, the research presented here utilizes real-world engineering
problems to gain a better understanding of how students expect to categorize knowledge
compared to practicing engineers. Understanding how students and practicing engineers
categorize knowledge can provide insight about how they learn and how that learning
impacts their preparation for engineering practice.

Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to better understand how students predict and engineers
organize their knowledge into categories and realms of knowledge when discussing an openended, multidisciplinary engineering problem.

Methods
We identified and utilized two real-world engineering problems for our research with the
assumption that meaning and knowledge is constructed through experiences. Selecting two
real-world engineering problems occurred with the assistance of engineering faculty who
teach senior design courses and drew upon their industry contacts. The problems had to
meet the following criteria in order to be considered for our study: 1) an engineering project
that involved multiple disciplines in which individuals worked across disciplines throughout
the project, 2) represent different types of common engineering work, and 3) at least 3
engineers on the project willing to participate in a 50-minute interview. This resulted in the
selection of two engineering projects that were significantly different. The projects differed in
innovativeness – Project A required the development of innovative technology and
components and their application in largely unknown environments, while the Project B
utilized well established best practices to maximize efficiency in solving a familiar problem in
a new location. In total, 19 engineers volunteered to participate in phenomenological
interviews lasting approximately 50 minutes each – 12 from Project A and 7 from Project B.
The interview questions were designed to elicit insight about knowledge domains through
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questions such as “What were you responsible for designing and creating?” and “How do you
know the work you complete is correct?” All participants were offered compensation but only
participants from Project B accepted.
Once the practicing engineer interviews were completed, engineering students were
recruited. Recruitment of engineering students occurred at both a large public university (>
20,000 students) and a technical college (< 5,000 students) by contacting senior design
course instructors that corresponded to the disciplines represented in the real-world
engineering projects. Senior design course instructors either emailed the recruitment
solicitation directly to their class or posted it on their classroom management software (ex.
Canvas). Interested students emailed the researcher directly and coordinated a time for a 50minute interview. A total of 13 students were recruited from the technical college spanning
five engineering disciplines: Civil, Mechanical, Software, Embedded Systems, and
Renewable Energy. From the large university, 29 students participated spanning eight
disciplines: Civil, Mechanical, Computer, Biological, Nuclear, Environmental, Chemical, and
Electrical.
Student interviews were based on clinical interviews designed to elicit student reasoning with
the help of the interviewer. The interviews utilized a simplified project description of Project A
and Project B. Students only responded to questions about one of the projects, which was
dependent upon their discipline. During the interviews, students first read the project
description and selected a role they felt most comfortable and prepared to talk about. For
example, a civil engineering student read Project B and selected the area surrounding the
building (parking, run-off, etc) before being asked what they think they would be responsible
for designing or creating. The students were asked to focus on a singular role when
responding to questions in order to provide focus to the interview and to gain an
understanding of how students categorized their knowledge relative to a specific project role.
All of the interviews were recorded and transcribed before data analysis occurred. Data
analysis began with a read-thru of all of the raw text with a broad research question in mind:
“how does the interviewee divide their knowledge into categories?” (Auerbach and Silverstein
2003). In pursuit of this question, the analysis focused on discussions about responsibilities,
design decisions, and interactions between engineers working on the same project. Next, we
coded the data for repeating ideas which resulted in a theme about how students and
engineers bound their knowledge. Within this theme, we analysed student responses to one
question: “Are there aspects that you think you have to rely on other people to assist you
with?” For comparison purposes, we analysed practicing engineer responses to a similar
question “Are there certain areas that you’ve had to rely on others to assist you with?” This
question was purposefully left open-ended to allow students and practicing engineers to
answer it as they saw fit. Next, we created finer grain codes that identified the ways students
and practicing engineers bound their knowledge which are presented in the following section.
Comparing students to engineers in this manner provides insight about where students are
currently in their organization of knowledge compared to how engineers actually practice.
Comparing the two therefore is important in understanding in what ways engineering
education can be improved.

Results and Discussion
Our findings show that students mostly referred to the interfaces between knowledge
domains as fixed and well-defined compared to engineers who saw these interfaces as
dynamic and ill-defined. In other words, students treated these interfaces as consistent,
predictable and easily perceived. Students viewed their interactions with the interfaces in
terms of receiving facts and figures, while the practicing engineers treated the interfaces as a
fuzzy grey area that required them to interpret and negotiate.
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For example, many students said something similar to this quote:
As long as I had all the information [I could do my design]. [Student]
The information the student was referencing is the information necessary to complete their
design and signifies that the student sees a clear divide at the interface between what they
know and what others know, and a fairly simple process of communicating the necessary
knowledge across the interface. This is in contrast to how the practicing engineers spoke
about the grey area that exists at interfaces which is seen in the following example.
The design manager has kind of the ability to give input over the different
disciplines and make decisions when we may wanna to go one way or the
other. [Practicing Engineer]
Like many of the engineers, this participant’s response focused on the circumstances where
two disciplines have a conflicting idea about a design component. This response takes for
granted that there are multiple solutions from different perspectives, and moves on from that
assumption to discuss details of how to manage the interface between project roles and
disciplines.
We build on the previous idea of students seeing interfaces as a simple communication
process by showing that students often view communication at interfaces as one-directional.
Yeah, I'd definitely be relying on other people for information like air space
and how much liquid I can bring on the actual trip, how much weight I can
take up, and all that stuff. [Student]
Here, the student speaks about receiving design parameters – like weight – from “other
people” showing that the student sees a division between what they know and what others
know. This quote makes it clear that the student is treating this interdisciplinary information
as design parameters and constraints, without acknowledging their own role in providing
information or negotiating constraints across those boundaries. While this reflects typical
practices in an academic setting, the student fails to recognize that there is room for
negotiating these parameters with a well-formed and supported argument. Unlike the
students who speak about receiving knowledge in a one-directional path, the practicing
engineers’ discussions at the interfaces occur on a bi-directional path or in a circular motion.
And I have relied on their input on whether or not the wall thicknesses are
appropriate. Especially whether or not it is manufacturable, is it something
they can actually build reasonably. And particularly strength and what kind
of inserts will work for the threaded screws and all that sort of stuff. I have
been able to go back and forth with them on some of that. [Engineer]
The mechanical engineer in this example was trying to determine if the designed
polycarbonate manifold that is thermally fused together could be produced and how it could
integrate with other components of the design. The key words in this quote are “input” and
“go back and forth” indicating that the engineer sees knowledge at the interface as
negotiable. Additionally, the phrase “is it something they can actually build reasonably”
shows awareness by the engineer that while his design might fit the given parameters, it may
not be manufacturable revealing that a grey area exists at interfaces in engineering. This
quote is a prime example of how engineers do not see a clear divide in knowledge but
instead negotiate and re-synthesize information as design progresses.
In the next examples we show how students and practicing engineers refer to interfaces
relative to the process of engineering design.
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Like, gathering information there's gonna be a lot of outside communication
and then the design work I think happens like more within me and then
within my department.[Student]
The student is focused on gathering information through communication with others on the
project and says “…the design work I think happens like more within me…” suggesting that
design occurs in solitude once parameters are defined by an authority. Again, this
exemplifies the idea that students treat interfaces as unambiguous and straightforward. On
the other hand, practicing engineers see these interfaces as ambiguous which can be seen
in the following example about one discipline asking another for an adjustment.
…they may come to me and ask for an adjustment and then I've got to
coordinate that with everybody else, structural and everybody to make sure
that it's not going to be a problem. [Engineer]
Here, we see how one engineer asked for an adjustment which caused a ripple effect in the
design by other engineers. This shows how design parameters are often fluid and changing
and open for negotiation.

Conclusion and Next Steps
In sum, a majority of students defined interfaces (and thus knowledge boundaries) as fixed
and well-defined unlike the practicing engineers who spoke about these interfaces as
dynamic and ill-defined. This supports findings from similar studies that show students
struggle bridging the divide between what they learn in class and the “real” world (Elby 2001,
Hammer and Elby 2003, Lising and Elby 2005). This finding adds to the literature by better
understanding specific locations where students struggle to bridge the divide between the
academic setting and the workplace.
Understanding how students categorize knowledge at interfaces has provided insight about
how students’ categorizations differ from practicing engineers. This echoes previous
research that suggests that students’ development of knowledge is likely to be bound in an
academic or classroom context (Brown et al. 1989). The research presented here adds to the
body of existing literature by suggesting a shift from understanding personal epistemology to
understanding epistemic practices. Additionally, our findings suggest the need to incorporate
epistemic practices found in engineering practice early on in the educational experience so
that students are prepared to enter engineering practice. For example, by providing students
more opportunities to work on open-ended and ill-structured problems that have multiple
“correct” solutions.
Next steps include a more in-depth analysis comparing the students with practicing
engineers. By doing so, we hope to uncover additional dimensions of epistemic practices in
which students and engineers differ. Additionally, we plan on proposing modifications to
teaching practices that could expose students to the epistemic practices commonly found in
engineering practice.
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CONTEXT

Employers and education researchers alike increasingly advocate teamwork as a means of
developing skills that engineering graduates need, and accreditation bodies consider the
ability to both lead and function on teams as an important outcome for engineering
graduates. At the same time, we know that teamwork can be a site for the manifestation of
gender biases. The literature is full of conflicting findings on how teamwork can promote
and/or hinder diversity in education, and those conflicting findings need to be made sense of
so that best practices can be implemented. To that end, we are conducting an integrated
literature review of higher education research on gender and teamwork. This paper builds on
and advances other meso-level analyses of gender in engineering education research that
have been published over the past decade.
PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the higher education research landscape related to
gender and teamwork with the aim of identifying how it should inform engineering educatorsÕ
practices, and how it should inform future engineering education research.
APPROACH

This paper is a meso-level analyses of higher education journal articles published between
2000 and 2016. An international dataset of 54 articles about gender and teamwork, primarily
from engineering and business fields, was analysed. As a first step in mapping that body of
literature, this paper presents findings on geographic and disciplinary origins, methods
utilized, topics studied, and gaps that future research should address.
RESULTS

The leading topics investigated were: effects of team composition; student perceptions
and/or experiences; self and/or peer evaluation; and learning styles. Across the board,
findings were mixed, such that it is hard to draw conclusions related to any facet of teamwork
based on this integrated, multidisciplinary dataset. Similar to prior meso-level analyses in
engineering education, we found that almost all articles utilized quantitative methods and
very few engaged gender theories.
CONCLUSIONS

Several limitations of the research landscape are important to highlight: 1) dominant research
designs and questions may not be the best for capturing the experiences of minority groups
or understanding gender in teamwork; 2) important findings from books and conference
papers are not yet reflected in the articles; and 3) use of ill-supported concepts, such as
learning styles and Myers-Briggs, instead of gender theories is problematic, and future
research should more deeply engage gender theories. If possible, a systematic metaanalysis
of this dataset would be useful, and, given the mixed results present in the dataset,
researchers should be cautious about claiming teamwork is inherently good for diversity.
KEYWORDS

Gender, teamwork, PBL
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Mapping the Integrated Research Landscape on Gender
and Teamwork in Higher Education: 2000-2016
Introduction
Teamwork is increasingly seen as an important component of engineering education
programs (Borrego, Karlin, McNair, & Beddoes, 2013; Male, Bush, & Chapman, 2010, 2011;
Paretti, Cross, & Matusovich, 2014; Purzer, 2011). Employers and education researchers
alike advocate teamwork as a means of developing skills that engineering graduates need
(Purzer, 2011), and Engineers Australia considers the ability to lead and function on teams
as an important outcome for engineering graduates (Engineers Australia, 2016). However,
Òdespite the clear emphasis on teamwork in engineering and the increasing use of student
team projects, our understanding of how best to cultivate and assess these learning
outcomes in engineering students is sorely underdeveloped (McGourty et al., 2002; Shuman,
Besterfield-Sacre, & McGourty, 2005)Ó (Borrego, Karlin, McNair, Beddoes, 2013, p. 473).
One aspect in which this is particularly true is understanding how to best cultivate and assess
the inclusivity of teamwork, and understanding the ways in which teamwork does and does
not support diversity in engineering. In order to advance discussions on those topics and
synthesize the dispersed body of research on gender and teamwork in higher education, we
are conducting a meso-level literature review of articles published between 2000 and 2016.
This paper is a first step in mapping that body of literature. Where does it comes from? What
methods are being used to answer what questions? What kinds of questions and topics are
being explored and which are not? What theories are being engaged? What gaps can be
identified? By providing an integrated analysis of the higher education research landscape,
this paper joins other meso-level analyses of the gender and engineering education research
and responds to calls for more such analyses (Beddoes, Borrego, & Jesiek, 2009; Jesiek &
Beddoes, 2013; Pawley, Schimpf, & Nelson, 2016.) Meso-level analyses are midway
between purely quantitative and purely qualitative publication analyses, combining aspects of
both.

Methods
EBSCO host, which includes multiple databases such as Academic Search Premier,
Educational Research Complete and ERIC, was searched for articles about gender and
teamwork. Most engineering education journals and higher education journals were all found
within EBSCO host, though often the most recent one to one and a half years of articles were
unavailable. With that in mind, European Journal of Engineering Education (EJEE), Journal
of Engineering Education (JEE), Journal of Higher Education, Studies in Higher Education,
and Research in Higher Education were individually searched for any missing articles from
recent years. Originally, only publications that referred to engineering were included, but due
to the limited amount of research found in engineering, the scope was expanded to STEM
contexts, and subsequently even further to all post-secondary contexts. Expanding the
search to all post-secondary contexts was done in order to provide readers with a
comprehensive review of relevant issues. An extensive list of search words and word
combinations was utilized, including the terms gender, female, women, education, STEM,
team work, group work, and sex. The combinations of terms are specified in Table 1 and
Table 2. In order to yield a manageable dataset of the most relevant journal articles, the
scope was limited to articles published between 2000 and 2016 and to research articles
directly related to higher education contexts. Limiting the search to traditional higher
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education contexts excluded articles related to health care professionals, primary education
(K-12) contexts, and online courses (due to their different considerations). Our search also
excluded certain types of publications that were not strictly research articles (e.g., panel
summaries, teacher reflections, and descriptions of implementation activities).
Table 1. EBSCO host search

Terms
Education, gender and
Education, women and
Education, female and
Education, gender, STEM and
Education, women, STEM and
Education, female, STEM and

¥
¥
¥
¥

Combined with
Team/s
Teamwork/team work
Groupwork/group work
PBL

Table 2. Individual journal searches

Terms
Team/teamwork/team work and
Group/Groupwork/group work and
PBL and

¥
¥
¥

Combined with
Gender
Sex
Women

After the exclusion criteria were applied, the dataset yielded 54 articles for analysis. Fifty-one
of those are accounted for in the Findings below. The remaining three will be included in our
systematic literature review, but are of a different sort than the rest of the dataset, e.g. a
metaanalysis or report. As with any dataset, there are limitations to note. In order to scope a
manageable dataset, we were not able to include non-English language articles, books, or
conference papers.

Findings and Discussion
Our first research question concerned the origins of the research, both in the geographic and
disciplinary sense. Table 3 presents the geographic origins of the dataset, showing that the
vast majority came from the United States, with Europe and Australia contributing the second
and third highest numbers, respectively. There was only one international collaboration
present in the dataset; it was between Qatar and the United States.
Table 3. Geographic origins

Country
United States
Australia
United Kingdom
Denmark
The Netherlands
Turkey
Qatar and United States
Belgium, Canada, China, France, India, Malaysia, Norway, South Africa, South
Korea, Spain, United Arab Emirates

Number
24
5
4
2
2
2
1
1 each

Table 4 presents the disciplinary origins of the dataset. Discipline was assigned based on the
setting in which the study was conducted, not necessarily the researchersÕ fields. Business
includes business, economics, organizational behaviour and management articles. Sciences
includes physical and health sciences. Multiple disciplines included articles with more than
four disciplines represented, usually with engineering and business among them.
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Table 4. Disciplinary origins

Discipline
Engineering
Business
Sciences
Multiple disciplines
Computer science and information systems
Science and Engineering
Education
Psychology
Education and Marketing
Hospitality, Geography, Music

Number
17
11
5
5
3
2
2
2
1
1 each

As summarized in Table 5, the vast majority (80%) of the dataset was quantitative studies,
either purely quantitative data or quantification of qualitative data. Even in the mixed methods
studies, the quantitative data was prioritized, with qualitative data being secondary. This
finding further confirms the dominance of quantitative research documented in other studies
of gender research in engineering education (Beddoes, 2012; Pawley, Schimpf & Nelson,
2016). The quantitative data was primarily from student surveys. Self and peer evaluations,
or, to a lesser extent, student surveys combined with course marks/grades. Over the course
of 16 years, only 4 qualitative articles were found. That is striking and important to note
because quantitative methods, and student surveys in particular, may not be the ways to
identify and explore problems. Indeed, recent research shows that engineering professors
recognize that peer evaluations are not likely to capture instances of gender bias or
discrimination if they occur (Beddoes & Panther, 2017).
Table 5. Methods utilized

Methods
Quantitative
Mixed quantitative and qualitative
Qualitative
Quantification of qualitative data

Number
38
6
4
3

The leading topics being investigated in the dataset were studentsÕ perceptions, experiences,
and attitudes related to teamwork; the effects of different team compositions; self and/or peer
evaluations, and learning styles. Other topics included evaluation of womenÕs contributions
and expertise and comparison of lecture to teamwork. Across the board, findings on these
topics were mixed, and often contradictory, such that it is hard to draw conclusions related to
any facet of teamwork based on this integrated, multidisciplinary dataset. The research in the
dataset does not build on prior work or present a trajectory of comprehensive development in
any way. This lack of systematic development limits the ability to draw conclusions or make
recommendations for best practices because there is not sufficient research on any one
topic. For example, the Òteam compositionÓ category included studies that examined the
effects of team composition on: motivation, team quality, cognitive complexity, class
performance, final report, interactions, satisfaction, diversity management skills, self-efficacy,
learning, idea variety, and innovation, to name just a few. Thus, there are a small number of
studies on a larger number of topics, rather than systematic development of knowledge
related to a core set of questions.
In addition to the systematic lack of development, the lack of engagement with gender
studies or theories was striking. Although there were several notable exceptions, instead of
engagement with gender studies research, it was more common to see authors utilizing illsupported concepts, such as learning styles and Myers-Briggs, to frame their studies.
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Conclusion and Next Steps
This meso-level analysis identified several limitations of the higher education research
landscape related to gender and teamwork. First, the dominant research designs and
approaches may not be the best for capturing the experiences of minority groups or
understanding gender in teamwork. Similar to prior meso-level analyses in engineering
education, we found that almost all articles utilized quantitative methods. Second, important
findings on gender biases in teamwork from books and conference papers are not being built
upon. While this may be understandable in the case of some conference papers which have
come out in recent years (see Meiksins et al., 2016 and 2017), it is a problem in the case of
books such as On The Outskirts of Engineering, which was published in 2007 (Tonso, 2007).
Third, the use of ill-supported concepts, such as learning styles and Myers-Briggs, instead of
gender theories is problematic, and future research should more deeply engage with gender
theories. Fourth, the lack of consensus in the dataset, combined with the lack of systematic
development, makes it difficult to draw conclusions or make recommendations. What can be
recommended is that researchers should stop making unqualified claims that teamwork
necessarily or automatically supports diversity or helps women. Many studies in the dataset
(as well as others not in the dataset) do not support such claims. Those interested in
advocating teamwork should equally account for the studies that do not support their aims.
Otherwise, we risk implementing pedagogical practices that perpetuate the very problem they
were intended to solve. By including our dataset as an appendix at the end of this paper, we
hope to make that more feasible for others.
In sum, much more research is needed, and that research will be most useful if a research
agenda for gender and teamwork in higher education was developed and followed. If the
community developed a list of questions and then set about to systematically investigate
them, instead of one or two articles about 35 different topics, we could begin to
systematically develop evidence across contexts that would eventually allow a sufficient body
of knowledge upon which to make claims and draw recommendations. With or without such
an agenda, future research should include greater use of qualitative methods, feminist
methodologies, and gender theories.
For our part, our next steps, we will be adding 2017 articles to the dataset, analysing in
greater depth the theory and findings in the dataset, and writing a systematic literature
review.
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SESSION
C2: Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and learning environments

CONTEXT
Innovation and creativity are essential and related to entrepreneurial learning, skills,
knowledge and mindset. Previous research specified requirements for engineering
educational programs to boost students’ creative skills in engineering. In order to enhance
creative thinking among engineering students, our teaching team has developed an
interdisciplinary subject integrating entrepreneurship components into a traditional
operational management perspective. Our teaching team endeavoured to build capabilities
that allow future engineer graduates to engage in a creative process to solve a problem or to
design and make a new artefact and become techno-entrepreneurs. Our works analysed
whether a major assessment within a subject in third year engineering curricula – a team
project to develop a business plan based on a new idea – help students to implement their
learning into tangible outcomes and develop their creative skills.

PURPOSE
The main research question in this paper is whether students utilize or implement the lecture
content in their group projects to learn effectively and enhance their learning.

APPROACH
Researchers in this paper analysed students’ projects, which were submitted as group
assignments during three years between 2014 and 2016 in regards to how students applied
the lecture content and tutorial activities in their projects. Focusing on creativity and
innovation as the main elements of selecting a new idea for the project, we evaluated
whether the teaching and learning process helped students to learn and apply concepts of
creativity and innovation in a practical project. In addition, we were looking to classify types
of ideas and areas of businesses that engineering students have been interested in.

RESULTS
The findings showed that majority of engineering students were focusing on new
technologies to introduce new products and develop new services. On the other hand,
although the concepts of creativity and innovation are necessary for their projects, students
mainly followed up the current trends in technologies that pioneered by large corporations in
high tech industries. In these circumstances, it seems students followed the type of
innovation known as “incremental innovation” or steady improvements based on sustained
technologies.

CONCLUSIONS
Students paid attention to the concept of creativity and incremental innovations in their
projects as part of the lecture content and learning objectives, but often they did not try
radical innovations or fundamental rethink based on disruptive technologies. This evidence
encouraged our teaching team to modify the requirements of projects, give more values and
marks regarding radical innovation in assessment rubrics and at the same time, take more
emphases in lectures and tutorials to encourage students to try radical innovations.

KEYWORDS Creativity, entrepreneurial mindset, innovation, engineering students
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
In the article written by Jack McGourty (2009) for Journal of Engineering Education, he
reviewed a recent study of engaging peer-engineering schools in entrepreneurship
educational programs for their engineering students. McGourty (2009) raised a question why
there is a growing educational focus on entrepreneurship in higher education. Then, he
responded that the world’s attention concentrated on the global economic crises. He
continued that while Fortune 500 companies are making public announcements in regards to
job losses on a daily basis, entrepreneurs are generating millions of new jobs. For instance,
in 2007, small and medium firms managed just below one million new employments. There is
another evidence, which Robert Waters (2010) restated and referred to the analysis of the
US Census data from 1976 to 2005. The results illustrated that each year, new firms created
approximately two-thirds of new occupations in the US and the technology sector established
significant portions of these jobs. In regards to engineering education, McGourty (2009)
believed that while business schools host the majority of entrepreneurship programs,
engineering schools are recognising that entrepreneurship is a vital area of study for
engineers and applied scientists. Waters (2010) viewed this matter too and mentioned that
although there are an estimated 600 engineering schools in the US, only around 23
engineering programs propose formal technological entrepreneurship education. One of
interesting observations by Waters (2010) in his article is that while he reviewed the
entrepreneurship programs in different universities he also focused on whether there is
entrepreneurship education in engineering management programs. His findings showed that
entrepreneurship education has not penetrated into more engineering management
programs. There are some reasons such as: the dominance of the business schools in the
field of entrepreneurship or with declining university budget, some executive deans may
hesitate to fund new activities or courses that they do not consider “real” engineering.
Our work outlines the learning process within a particular subject in our institute’s third year
engineering curricula. The teaching staff in this subject teaches concepts of operational
management; however, in order to address Engineers Australia’s suggestions, we teach
some business aspects such as: Finance and Accounting, some Legal concepts that
engineers should know (e.g. elements of Contract Laws, aspects regarding Intellectual
Property – IP) and also teach basic entrepreneurship skills to engineering students. Students
have to form a group with their peers in tutorial class and work on an entrepreneurial
business plan as part of their research project.

Literature Review
In the era of rising market competiveness and business forces, there is an essential need for
engineers with entrepreneurial knowledge and skills. Among these skills, we can focus on
abilities that have links to creativity and innovation. Although many scholars defined creativity
and innovation, we use definition by Byers, Dorf and Nelson (2015, pg. 164) as “Creativity is
ability to use the imagination to develop new ideas, new things or new solutions.” They also
defined Innovation as invention that has produced economic value in the marketplace. In
regards to engineering education, Rodrigues and her co-authors (2015) mentioned that the
traditional engineering curriculum often does not offer students an entrepreneurial education.
Tom Byers and his colleagues (2013) believed that ongoing innovation is required to address
pressing problems and helped firms to survive in high global competitive environments and
engineering is the foundation of much of that innovation. Rodrigues and her peer researchers
(2015) pointed out those students from any discipline or program with entrepreneurial training
can contribute valuable skills to the workplace. In the same context, another group of
professionals led by Byers (2013) focused on engineers and said that in additional to their
technical and analytical expertise, engineers need to be creative and have ability to
recognise and capture opportunities. All of these skills as well as being able to cooperate
effectively as leaders, in teams, and with their peers can and should be taught to engineers
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as part of their formal education. In other words, some researchers such as Rodrigues and
her team (2015) figured out that engineering schools and institutes should teach engineers
how to manage interdisciplinary teams, think critically, understand business basics,
communicate effectively, and solve open-ended problems. Referring to the above comments
from different researchers and professionals, engineering educators should understand that
they have responsibilities to enhance the above skills in their engineering students and
enable them to be more innovative and entrepreneurial. To support the above points,
Remeikiene and her research partners (2013) explained the results of a study conducting
among students in two different programs, Economics and Mechanical engineering, at
Kaunas University of Technology in Lithuania. They concluded that programs in higher
education institutions should develop entrepreneurial capacities and especially those
programs designed for the students with technical specialization should have subjects
enabling students to practice entrepreneurial knowledge and skills. Nelson and Byers (cited
in Byers et al. 2013) believed that for engineers, who completed formal entrepreneurship
programs; the above skills and knowledge give them solid experience in market analysis,
product design and development, prototyping, and understanding technology trends.
One of the skills that almost all entrepreneurship programs focus on is enhancing creative
thinking and being innovative. According to Daly, Mosyjowski and Seifert (2014) a university
course can improve students’ creative skills by supporting course content, training materials
and components, assignments and tests. In another words by developing the environment
towards creativity-focused learning goal, universities can enhance students’ creative skills.
They reviewed many research outcomes and restated that students can develop and foster
their creative skills by focusing on training on cognitive skills, which are necessary active
components in enhancements on students’ creativity skills. Researchers such as Daly,
Mosyjowski and Seifert (2014) described creativity as a type of novel thinking, where in the
field of engineering, this emphasizes on the need to meet functional requirements in a novel
way. Concerning the definition of cognitive processes in creativity, Fink, Ward and Smith
(cited in Daly et al. 2014) pointed out that thinking patterns including problem finding,
information gathering, idea generation, and idea evaluation are main parts of cognitive
processes, which guide students to creative tasks.
Reviewing literature illustrated that a common instructional approach in engineering
education in relation to enhancing creativity skills is open-ended projects, where instructors
will not define the target product in order to allow students to search for creative
opportunities. Most of times students work on teams in their projects to generate solutions
and instructors also allow students to choose their own project topics. From instructors’
points of view, they often offer students different tools to guide students to either consider
important aspects of a problem or help them to generate ideas and new designed products
or services.
The specific research question in this paper is that:
Do students utilize or implement the lecture content in their group projects to learn effectively
and enhance their learning?
In the next stage of this paper, we summarise the main contents of a particular subject in our
institute. This also provides information in regards to how our teaching team through a wide
range of lectures and tutorial activities teach basic entrepreneurship skills and combine the
concept of operational management with developing a new business plan for a start-up firm.

Particular subject unit and its contents
This subject is part of our institute’s third year engineering curricula and several engineering
programs such as Mechanical, Civil, Product Design, and Robotics and Mechatronics
engineering programs offer this subject in their curricula. Figure 1 shows the main concepts
that our teaching team addresses during 12 weeks lectures.
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The contents of this subject are including of operational management focusing on technical
aspects used by managers of firms and some basic knowledge of business fields that
engineers should learn.

Figure 1: The main concepts which be taught during 12 weeks lectures

This subject is part of engineering curriculum, and therefore, our teaching team focuses on
different aspects of “Production and Processing” during 7 weeks of semester. In Figure 2,
more details are available regarding “Production and Processing”, and we link different
aspects from “Operation Strategy” to “Operation Management”.

Figure 2: The pathway from “Operation Strategy” and its components to “Operation
Management” within the section “Production and Processing

Figure 3 shows that the teaching team looks at other related aspects to operation
management. For those new operational activities, the teaching team also looks at the
concept of project management.
In addition to 12 weeks considering 3 hours lecture per week, students have to attend 2
hours tutorial classes during 9 weeks. There is no tutorial in weeks 1, 5, and 8 of semester.
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Figure 3: The components related to the concept of operation management, which be taught
during semester period

Part of student’s assessments, there is a research project that students should work as a
team and based on a new idea. Students need to complete their business plan for
establishing a new venture by the end of week 10 of the semester and present their plan
either in week 11 or week 12. The value of research project is 34% of total final mark for
students and there are four stages that teaching team evaluates students’ research projects.
In week 5, instructors evaluate stage one followed by week 8 as stage two. The last two
stages are final report in week 10 and presentation in weeks either 11 or 12.
In their research projects, which we consider as a business plan for establishing new
venture, students need to introduce a new idea either as a product or as a service or even
combined product and service. They need to provide market and customer analysis, define
target market, address technical process requirements including design process and
requirements, quality control process and requirements and inventory management and
supply chain management.
Students must address some legal and financial aspects in their business plan and there are
guest lecturers who teach these concepts during semester. Meanwhile, instructors also
provide some guidelines to students and provide feedback to students during semester in
different stages.

Methodology
This paper reflects on teaching activities in one particular subject in our institute’s
engineering curricula. In this paper, researchers paid attention to three aspects of lecture
content, which are creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship. The focus was on whether
students try to think creatively and develop a new idea to solve a problem, develop a new
service or product and establish a new venture. For this purpose, in each semester, the
lecturer spend one hour of lecture in week one on the concept of creativity, innovation and
entrepreneurship and distribute a document as a guideline for encouraging students to think
about new problems, trends, ideas and compare products/services and technologies, new
and old. Then, following up of that particular lecture, teaching team in week two during two
hours tutorial encourages students within a team to come up with a new idea to establish a
business. Teaching team uses some slides and notes to help students in their process of
developing new ideas such as Figure 4.
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Figure 4 – Concept tree approach to help students find an idea

Focusing on creativity and innovation as the main elements of selecting a new idea for the
projects/business plans, we evaluated whether the teaching and learning process helped
students to learn and apply concepts of creativity and innovation in a practical manner. We
analysed students’ projects submitted as group assignments during three years from 2014 to
2016. We obtained data from final reports of students’ projects (as group projects) and we
collected data via Blackboard (LMS) system as students needed to upload their projects into
Blackboard. We reviewed the contents of reports and based on classification showed in
Figure 4, we identified whether students were looking to create new services or make a new
product. Then, by studying students’ reports in details, we identified how students decided to
work on new ideas and develop a business plan based on the ideas. We have undertaken
further work to check the reliability of findings.
It is worthy to consider that students can choose either a product or a service. According to a
guideline provided to students during tutorials, students can also choose ideas based on
their previous work experience as a full time or part time employee, their hobbies and
interests, family and cultural background and even based on just their imagination and out of
blue. The Figure 4 shows student can choose the topic using concept tree approach.
In addition to the above, we were looking to classify types of ideas and areas of businesses
that engineering students have been interested in.

Findings and discussion
During one hour lecture in week one every semester the lecturer of this particular subject
explains two different types of innovation. One is “incremental innovations”, which are mainly
about steady improvements and based on sustained technologies, e.g. improving smart
phones. Byers, Dorf and Nelson (2015) mentioned that people could categorize incremental
innovations as quicker, improved, and/or low-priced version of existing products. Another one
is “radical innovations”, which are mainly about fundamental rethink and based on disruptive
technologies, e.g. developing iPod by Apple Corporation or as Byers, Dorf and Nelson (2015)
mentioned that 3D printing is an example of radical innovation because radical innovation
could transform the relationship between customers and suppliers, restructure the markets
by creating new product categories. We believe that in real world practices, only few very
smart and creative minded people pursue radical innovation and we should call most of other
innovations as incremental innovations. Therefore, in order to classify different ideas, we
proposed in our context that while students were using the contents of their final year
research projects as the basis of their new ideas, they might be able to rethink of the usage
of technologies radically. This approach will allow authors of this paper to classify those
projects as attempt to have “radical innovation” - because those students’ projects would not
be ready for the real world. Without any doubt, we have strong opinions that behind those
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high tech devices that changed the lives of people around the world, and can call them as
“radical innovation”, there were technological experts that created new products and
services. On the other hand, if students only used their engineering knowledge and
developed new ideas, we classified students’ ideas as “incremental innovation”.
From 2014 to 2016, students within a group of three to five have submitted 288 business
plans as part of students’ projects in this particular subject. We looked at what type of ideas
students used as a new approach to providing a service or producing products. The teaching
team asked students to come with new ideas and being creative/innovative and write a
business plan based on new ideas.
After reviewing the ideas behind groups’ projects, in regards to providing services, we found
that majority of students in groups used engineering and knowledge-based contents for basis
of new ideas for their research projects (business plans) in each semester during a period of
2014 to 2016. We considered these types of innovation as “incremental innovations” (39 out
of 87 – 44.8%). In regards to providing services, we considered only very few projects as
“radical innovations” (5 out of 87 – 5.7%) due to use final year research project as a basis of
their ideas. The Figure 5 shows distributions of projects based on source of ideas, which
focus on providing services.
In regards to producing goods and making tangible products, engineering students showed
their passion to focus on manufacturing and technical knowledge for their ideas for business
plans. In fact, the total number of business plans focusing on producing goods is more than
double of those focusing on providing services (201 research projects/business plans
compared to 87).

Figure 5 – Classification of sources of ideas in projects focusing on services

It also showed that engineering students used more their final year research projects as
sources of ideas for making products than providing services (16 ideas compared to five
ideas respectively). While 137 groups of students (68.2%) looked at their engineering
knowledge for sources of new ideas for producing goods and tangible products and we
considered their approaches as “incremental innovations”, only 8% of students groups (16
research projects/business plans) tried to approach as “radical innovations” based on their
final year research projects. The Figure 6 illustrates the types of sources for new ideas to
develop tangible products and producing goods.
We understand that other types of sources might provide opportunities for a new business
plan and new venture start up based on incremental innovations or even radical innovations;
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however, in this paper, we focus on the areas that students used their engineering
knowledge, either general engineering knowledge or based on final year research projects.
We expect and assume that students would like to pursue their future career in their field of
knowledge.

Figure 6 – Classification of sources of ideas in projects focusing on products

It is also very difficult to say that all ideas were 100% new. We understood that students tried
hard to convince teaching team that their ideas were to some extent new. For example,
students might say that they were targeting new type of customers, or new geographical
locations and providing services or products to customers that previously not served by other
companies. This paper has limitations to address all questions scholars may have while
analysing all projects and we have plans to overcome difficulties in this matter. This paper is
a starting point to better understanding where students are looking for new ideas. We know
that we have to work hard to provide a holistic picture in this area.
Meanwhile, we are able to present other findings such as special trends by students to look
at some ideas used or developed by very big organisations. Students tried to form a group
with other students enrolled in the same program, e.g. in some groups all students studied
Civil and Construction engineering program or Mechanical and Product Design Engineering.
We could recognise some trends in new housing structure, pre-cast concrete, modular
housing with particular approach based on their Civil or Construction programs. We
recognised several approaches to use drones by wide range of students. Prototype
manufacturing, 3D printing, using new and complex materials for making products, using
iPhone and developing apps, developing medical devices and making special clothes are
very popular ideas among all types of engineering students.

Conclusion and recommendations
Although teaching team tried to encourage students to find new ideas and approach to their
ideas as radical innovations, but students could not have enough time to come with a brilliant
ideas. In addition to above points, it seems to us that students did not have enough
motivation to think seriously about new ideas, and therefore, students came with similar
ideas from another group either in the same tutorial or from another tutorial. It is very
important for teaching team to provide feedback to students and has authority to reject an
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idea due to similarity with very popular trends in the current market. Having said that, we
found a wide range of ideas generated by students and it is interesting that engineering
students were focusing more on producing goods and tangible products than providing
services only.
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CONTEXT
It is common for Engineering and Technology programs to nurture interdisciplinary courses
when aspirant graduates need comprehensive knowledge and skills to start working even
before their graduation. These hybrid courses usually demand collaborative teaching to
ensure high expertise of educators to provide for requirements of different disciplines. The
Bachelor of Information Technology and the Bachelor of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering are two disciplines with close bonds between hardware and software. The
course design, implementation and evaluation should be reported to reflect good practice
from collaborative teaching in an interdisciplinary environment.
PURPOSE
The study details the process of designing and implementing an interdisciplinary
collaborative teaching in Project Based Learning (PBL) approach, and reflects on its benefits
and drawbacks for both educators and students.
APPROACH
A reflection was done on the teaching practice for course alignment, preparation and delivery
based on teaching journals. As for students’ evaluation of the course, a post-course survey
and focus group interviews were conducted. Also, an analysis of the results of students’
learning outcomes (acquired course learning objectives, students’ perception of the course,
and their product showcase) was carried out to present the advantages and disadvantages
of the course.
RESULTS
The alignment of course learning outcomes, course structure, and assessment were
demonstrated. The findings showed that students succeeded in achieving the course
objectives and felt positive about the course as a whole. Although, students’ interviews
revealed some drawbacks of the collaboration, it did not significantly impact the students’
learning. Besides, the collaboration of lecturers was generally a success, but still
recommendations were given for the improvement of the course delivery.
CONCLUSIONS
As regards the course design and delivery, more attention is needed in aligning and
communicating to students about learning outcomes and assessment of different disciplines.
As for the course benefits, authentic project work was facilitated with interdisciplinary group
formation encouraging more engagement and self-learning among students.
KEYWORDS
Interdisciplinary learning, project-based learning, collaborative learning, collaborative
teaching
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Introduction
Project-Based Learning (PBL) enables industry authentic projects and increasing students’
exposure to real-world working environment (Johns-Boast & Flint, 2009). Although PBL
approach was introduced in education in early 70’s (de Graaff & Kolmos, 2007), when it
involves different disciplines, challenges arises in designing collaborative interdisciplinary
activities, and most importantly aligning the learning outcomes and assessments for groups
of students in different majors. An endeavour was conducted at RMIT University Vietnam in
2015 in PBL courses for the Bachelor of Information Technology (BIT) and the Bachelor of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering (BEEE). The goals of these two courses were to
provide students with knowledge and skills in working with the two closely related parts of a
technological project: hardware and software, as well as learning project management. The
affinity in the learning outcomes (CLOs) of two courses as stipulated by the school program
and no requirement of prerequisites for these two courses allowed their integration into one
class.

Background theories
To lay the foundation for understanding the PBL courses delivered to interdisciplinary class
with collaborative teaching, relevant theoretical points will be reviewed below.

Interdisciplinary learning
Interdisciplinary collaborations in education are more and more common not only in closely
related majors (e.g. arts and humanities or IT and engineering) but also between courses
from different disciplines that hardly share any expertise like medical and legal (Morton,
Taras, & Reznik, 2009), or even medicine and architecture (Mason & Pirnie, 1986)
The benefits of interdisciplinary learning are shown by a study of Abdulhalim, Sammarco,
Jayasekera, and Ogbonna (2011) which describes how students from different majors
benefited in sharing and learning from different perspectives, complementing each other’s
expertise, bridging the gap between research and practice, enhancing communication skills,
and exploring knowledge and experience outside the course. Moreover Davies, Devlin, and
Tight (2010) argue that higher education which “acknowledges the challenges and
possibilities in interdisciplinary ways of thinking learning, knowing and being” aims at
producing graduates with the ability to “recognize, reflect on and negotiate different forms of
knowledge” (p. 24). Meanwhile, Borg and Borg (2001) assert that critical thinking skills are
promoted when students involved in working out the differences between two disciplines to
collaborate with each other. Beyond that understanding, students are believed to develop
their leadership and communication skills, presentation skills and confidence, to make their
learning purposeful and thus to succeed at university and later in life (Anderson, 2010).
Generally, due to the discrepancies in different disciplines, interdisciplinary courses require
instructors to master different expertise; therefore, the necessity of collaborative teaching is
manifested.

Collaborative teaching
Collaborative teaching and co-teaching are distinguished by Friend, Cook, HurleyChamberlain, and Shamberger (2010) in that the latter is under the umbrella of the former.
However, these two terms are used interchangeably in many studies (Gerber & Popp, 2000;
Speer & Ryan, 1998; Waters & Burcroff, 2007). In this study, collaborative teaching is
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understood as co-planning, co-assessing, and mixed delivery between individual lectures
and joint managements of tutorials and students’ presentations.
Collaborative teaching presents indisputable benefits. Besides the advantages of shared
expertise, insights, new approaches, perspectives, and peer-feedback, lecturers can
combine strengths and reduce weaknesses (Buckley, 1999). Also, when sharing the teaching
task for a class, collaborative lecturers can be satisfied with increased students’ academic
achievement, improvement of teaching skills as well as collegial relationships (WaltherThomas, 1997), and understand the position of the subject in reciprocal relation with others
(Zhou, Kim, & Kerekes, 2011).
However, collaborative teaching is also loaded with different challenges such as the
coordination of lecturers’ schedule for co-planning, the heterogeneity of students in each
class, and the provision of specialists’ support, heavier administrative support, and sponsor
for staff development (Walther-Thomas, 1997), the lack of time for class preparation
(Goldstein, 1967), the inconsistency of emphasis on learning materials and assessment
components (Carter, Barrett, & Park, 2011), and students’ confusions of different lecturers’
expectations (Dugan & Letterman, 2008). Therefore, endeavouring collaborative teaching
can be a challenging mission for both novices and veterans.

Project-based learning
Project-based learning is the instructional approach emphasizing the learners’ autonomy in a
learner-centered environment where they realize ideas in projects (Krajcik, Czerniak, &
Berger, 1999). In PBL courses, students’ personal interests are encouraged (Wurdinger &
Qureshi, 2015), so they are motivated to be greatly engaged in the learning process and thus
make use of their strengths, and overcome their weaknesses in the effort to jointly create
authentic products. Moreover, learner-centeredness embedded in PBL entrusts the lecturer
as a facilitator, coach, advisor, and motivator besides his traditional role of a lecturer of the
class (Chua, 2014; Montequín, Fernández, Balsera, & Nieto, 2013). Also, because projectbased learning approach does not only teach students academic knowledge but also trains
them a variety of soft skills (Chua, 2014), assessing a PBL course often requires the
weighing of the following skills: individual work versus group work, cognitive skills versus
metacognitive skills, knowledge versus soft skills and done as formative assessments
scattered during the course and filled with the teachers’ feedback for improvement. Students
were assessed through presentations, observations, reflective journals, weekly reports,
discussions, self-assessment, group assessment, and final product evaluation, some of
which are combined in a portfolio for each student (Bell, 2010; Chu, Minasian, & Yi, 2012;
Jaeger & Adair, 2015). This reflects the spirit of formative assessment, which is assessing for
learning (Bell, 2010; Montequín et al., 2013; Strijbos & Sluijsmans, 2010).

Research Methodology
Action research was conducted in a class where a single instruction was given to two
interdisciplinary courses namely Software Engineering Project Management (SEPM) for IT
major and Engineering Management (EM) for Engineering major. The study aimed at
demonstrating the implementation of interdisciplinary courses in PBL approach and reporting
experiences of collaborative delivery from both lecturers’ as well as students’ general
evaluation of the course. There were 30 IT students in the SEPM mainly at their final years
while the 8 Engineering students were doing their first year. A reflection was done on the
teaching practice to detail course alignment, preparation and delivery based on teaching
journals of two lecturers instructing the course. As for students’ evaluation of the course, a
post-course survey for 38 students and 3 focus group interviews were conducted and
analysed to reveal emerging themes. Also, students’ learning outcomes shown in the
achievement of course learning objectives, students’ perception of the course, and their
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product showcase were analysed to expose the advantages and disadvantages of the course
result.

Findings
Contributions of the study revolve around elaboration of the joint construction of the courses,
the influences of the courses on students’ learning, and the lessons learned from
collaborative teaching.

Course Learning Outcomes and Contents
The two courses had different learning outcomes, yet the two lecturers reviewed them
together and determined that they were compatible to enable collaborative delivery and
common assessments as endorsed by their Program Manager. In particular the following
learning outcomes can be summarized as: students’ Teamwork, Collaboration,
Communication skills, Human Management, Project Planning, Project Execution, Risk
Management through which, the demonstration of critical analysis, problem identification,
problem solving, decision making and team facilitation skills in managing Engineering
projects.
Nevertheless, the lecturers had to align some of the courses’ CLOs which were not
equivalent. After analysis and comparison, apart from incompatible outcomes exclusively
intended for each discipline, some were kept as shared outcomes as they were very
beneficial for all students. For instance, “Software Development Methodologies”, a part of the
IT knowledge was introduced to BEEE students whereas the “Communication Barrier”
(language, perception, environment and ambiguity) from EM was also kept for IT
counterparts because those two topics were important to meet the CLOs.
For better achievement of those CLOs, the lecturers announced and emphasized them
together with the course content in the first week and continuously reinforced these
requirements after that.

Course delivery
With the course learning outcomes review and course content alignment above, the course
structure was designed for the 12-week course, with 6 hours of face-to-face sessions per
week as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Course delivery structure

Each lecturer took turn to give jointly developed lectures to the combined class in a manner
that encouraged students’ critical thinking for working on the projects. However, both held
weekly tutorials together to solve situational problems based on the project and actively
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managed to engage students in collaborative learning exercises. There were eight projects,
namely: Gas Leakage Risk Management system, Room Temperature Management system,
Smart Parking System, Refrigerator Light Management System, Online Parking system,
Media Centre system, Smart Home Security and Maze Robot Solver. All of these projects
required the design and implementation of complex systems including both hardware and
software, which exposed the students to engineering/IT authentic situations. The final
products had been designed by the lecturers and introduced to students, but the design,
planning, implementation, and overall organization were figured out by each student team.
However, team formation and project assignment were done by the lecturers based on the
students higher education background and demonstrated strengths in their academic records
in order to enhance the teams’ chances for success.
In terms of group formation, mixed academic backgrounds was organized for the teams. IT
students enrolling into SEPM were doing their capstone projects whereas Engineering
students were conducting their first higher education projects. Each project team was
constituted of 5 students with 3 or 4 third-year IT students, and 1 or 2 Engineering freshmen.
The IT students, with their programming experience and skills, were carefully selected to
balance the technical competency level for each group while Engineering students were
expected to bring to the team their experience in working with electronic hardware. Such
diversity in the background of team members was a crucial factor to which the teams must
pay attention for task management where the role and responsibilities of each individual had
to be specified to mitigate overlapping and conflict among the members.

Course Assessment
As these courses were the first PBL experience for both IT and Engineering students in this
study, the lecturers agreed that the assessment had to be mostly formative in order to
scaffold students’ project management (planning, implementation and delivery) skills. The
assessment scheme (see Table 1) comprised three phases; each subsequent phase built up
on the previous one by having similar format and content, yet with higher complexity,
providing a formative structure.
Table 1: Assessment structure

Phase

Initial research,
project proposal
and planning

Task

Group/Indi
vidual

%

Group

10

Individual

5

Presentation

Group

7.5

Presentation

Individual

7.5

Group

12

Presentation

Individual

7.5

Presentation

Group

7.5

Individual

3

Group

12

Individual

6

Group

22

Report
Report (individual section)

Report (progress update)
Implementation
(and further
research)

Peer performance evaluation
Report
Project Delivery

Peer performance evaluation
Presentation (Product and
Showcase)
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Impacts of the interdisciplinary PBL course on students' learning
The authentic requirements derived from PBL projects created favourable conditions for
students to develop the skills intended for them through their achievement of CLOs. In
particular, the majority of CLOs assessed the ability of students on project management skills
through presentation, reports, peer evaluation and showcase that met requirements stated in
the rubrics. According to the assessment results, students’ performances provided solid
evidences that they were able to meet the CLOs stated earlier. For specific CLOs related to
the SEPM course, IT students were able to apply appropriate methods to their projects,
which were at operational level. Moreover, the teachers’ teaching journals revealed that
Engineering students’ communication-related CLOs were also met as they successfully
coordinated teamwork, and presented their projects to the industries and other students at
the product showcase. The online survey showed that both group of students (IT and
Engineering) expressed overall positive learning experience. The students reported that they
were intellectually stimulated during the course, which proved to support students’ cognitive
processes and thus enhanced self-learning and responsibility. This motivation created
opportunities for students to actively search and process new information and connect it to
their current understanding of the subject matter (Behizadeh, 2014; Chua, 2014; Musa, Mufti,
Latiff, & Amin, 2012) rather than “passively receiving” knowledge. Moreover, learning from
peers was highly appreciated in the interview where junior Engineering students showed
interest in gaining knowledge of various programming languages, and developed complex
software systems with the assistance of their IT partners. On the other hand, senior IT
students, with the consultancy of their Engineering peers, explored the integration of multiple
hardware components, developed software for these and had opportunities to practice
leadership skills thanks to the PBL environment. Finally, in the course reflection, the lecturers
supported this course setting as they confirmed that the students seemed to inquire much on
the details of materials and effectively used lecturers’ feedback in assessment items for
improving their performance.

Lessons from interdisciplinary coordination
Despite general success of the course, a number of challenges were observed and reported
from the interdisciplinary environment. The students rated the collaborative teaching lower
than lecturers’ expectation. It was only because students experienced confusion when they
received significantly different feedback for their work from each lecturer. This problem is
also reported by Dugan and Letterman (2008). It could be explained by the fact that the two
lecturers had different individual expectations for the quality of work and for the student's
performance in two disciplines. This confusion was acknowledged by the lecturers after
some discussions with the students regarding the second assessment in week 8 and later
was addressed during the delivery by clarifying and aligning expectations for students’ work
around the middle of the semester. To avoid similar problems, course coordinators should
have reached consensus on the similarities and differences of their expectations for students
of each discipline before conveying them to students. In case there are unique requirements
for different courses, lecturers should split them when announcing their expectations to avoid
confusion in the mixed-major class. This information should not only be dispensed at the
beginning of the course but also be reiterated and emphasized throughout the course
duration.
Even though it was well considered during the course development, the difference between
student’s levels in groups still raised many challenges to the course delivery. It has been
justified that in collaborative groups, to realize their common goals as well as actions,
individuals are expected to hold joint authority, responsibility, and acceptance of each other's
strengths and weaknesses (Laal & Ghodsi, 2012). However, discomfort was instilled in
senior team members because it was brought to the lecturers’ attention later during the
course delivery and tutorials that there were incidents when junior Engineering students in
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some groups were not able to carry out their discipline-specific tasks. Their IT teammates,
therefore, had to cover the undone hardware-related tasks left by their less capable
teammates. As a result, senior students commented that having junior team members
hindered the team progress and considered it a challenge difficult to cope with. This
happened even when the lecturers constantly gave feedback on students’ performance and
guidance to assist them in solving their problems. Fortunately, that experience did not
discourage most students from expressing their interest in participating in such mixed
projects in the future. However, to ensure a more successful course, it is advised for
lecturers to organize cross team exchanges, or even a technical tutor to help the first-time
PBL learners troubleshoot their obstacles to better catch up with the common pace of the
whole team of mixed disciplines and capabilities.

Conclusions
The study has demonstrated CLOs alignment, course structure, and assessment scheme of
the PBL interdisciplinary courses for students of IT and Electrical Electronic Engineering
majors with collaborative teaching. It also proved positive attitudes from students who
asserted their stimulation to learn and overall satisfaction with the course. The formation of
students teams comprising students of year 1 and year 3 also showed the motivation for
learning from teammates and peer-support; however, it also created trouble to somehow
ensure the even performance of team members with different background knowledge. The
solution to this problem may be assigning technical tutors to help poor performers or
encouraged cross-team support through the class online forums. Besides, the study also
pointed out the importance of the clear, and if possible, separate announcements of
lecturers’ expectations to students of different majors to avoid confusion in an
interdisciplinary class.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT
This paper investigates the effect of changing the formative assessment in an intensive introductory
Thermodynamics paper offered to students studying towards an Engineering qualification.
PURPOSE
To improve the use of class time of students in an intensive course so that they are better prepared
for their exams which occur in close proximity to learning.
APPROACH
A new approach involving a fully rounded experience was implemented to improve use of
students’ class time. Active learning strategies, and mini-exams were employed. The quantity of
formative assessment was increased, and the structure of classes was altered to place the formative
assessment immediately after each topic covered.
RESULTS
An improvement to student grades and completion rates was observed compared to the previous
instance of the paper. Student feedback towards the new strategy was very favourable.
CONCLUSIONS
The new structure achieved the aim of lifting passing rates, improving participation and preventing
procrastination.
KEYWORDS
Intensive courses; active learning; thermodynamics.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper describes an innovation in the delivery of an introductory thermodynamics course
offered to students studying towards an engineering qualification. The course was delivered in
intensive format, across three weeks of study.
Students find it challenging to engage with complex engineering topics in a short period of time,
and there is no sizeable study break for pre-exam study. This means that students cannot afford
to delay in learning and applying content. Every class must be an opportunity to interact with the
content immediately.
The innovation described here involved implementing a new daily structure for the course that
attempted to mimic the standard process by which students learn material, apply it, study it and
practice it in across a traditional-length semester. The new structure involved integrating the
lecture and recitation components to the course to increasing the active learning during material
delivery, then allowing students to engage in guided study and open-book formative assessment.
This paper describes the implementation of this innovation. A brief review of the literature on
intensive courses is provided, followed by a description of the approach used in this particular
class. The results are then presented, and evaluated in the context of the research and the
instructor’s own critical reflection.

BACKGROUND
Many tertiary institutions around the world follow a teaching format based around the semester.
This refers to half a year, from the Latin for six months (Oxford Dictionary, 2017), where typically
the course is between 15 and 18 weeks in duration. Courses delivered in a compressed timeframe, generally last less than half this time. Such courses are variously referred to as intensive
mode, compressed, accelerated, abbreviated and time-shortened. This paper uses the term
intensive courses.
Intensive courses have become increasingly prevalent, as universities become more market
driven and responsive to the changing needs of students (Davies, 2006; Daniel, 2000). This would
be a concern if intensive delivery entailed a sacrifice of good pedagogy in the interests of revenuegathering. However there is no compelling evidence that this is the case. Although academics
frequently worry about the effect that the shortened time-frame of intensive courses will have on
learning quality (Daniel, 2000), most literature finds learner performance comparable between
traditional semester-long courses and their shorter intensive counterparts (Kops, 2014; Daniel,
2000; Anastasi, 2007; Hesterman, 2015). Some find an overall positive effect of intensive learning
(Kucsera & Zimmaro, 2010; Anastasi, 2007).
The literature identifies that experienced and mature students (outside the 18-22 traditional
cohort) tend to prefer intensive courses (Daniel, 2000). In particular, intensive courses work well
with those who must balance study with other commitments, such as work or family (Burton and
Nesbit, 2008). Students frequently prefer the ability to concentrate exclusively on one subject at
a time (Colorado College, 2017; Daniel, 2000); however they can exhibit some resistance initially
to the shortened nature of intensive courses, as they feel doubtful about their ability to learn with
less time (Burton and Nesbit, 2008; Tatum, 2010). These doubts tend to reduce as their
experience with intensive courses increases, particularly for qualitative courses (Tatum, 2010).
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Instructors can have mixed feelings about intensive courses. Some doubt the ability to generate
deep learning and engagement in a short timeframe, or feel that intensive courses require
significantly greater effort on the part of teaching staff to ensure that sufficient learning is achieved
(Anastasi, 2007; Daniel, 2000). Hesterman (2015) notes that teacher attributes are essential to
the effective implementation of intensive courses: staff should be experienced and enthusiastic
about teaching in intensive mode classes. Kops (2014) identifies that teaching staff appreciate
the benefits from intensive courses, including the ability to concentrate teaching into shorter
timeframes, freeing up larger blocks of time for research. Teachers may also develop a greater
rapport with students, as intensive classes extend the length of time spent with students, and
usually entail smaller class sizes (Kops, 2014).
At the institution examined in this article, all courses are taught in modules, lasting between three
and seven weeks. Students take one course per module. The students enrolled in courses at the
institution represent three distinct groups: level 1 students, who are first years, typically between
18 and 20 years of age; level 2 students, who have completed their first year, and may also be
undertaking some industry experience, and level 3 students, enrolled in their final year of study,
who will be completing required industry experience. The advantage of this modular teaching is
the flexibility it allows students who must fit study in between periods of industry experience.
The course described in this article is a level 1 Thermodynamics paper. Students must complete
12 topics in three weeks, with approximately 25 hours of contact time per week. Students sit two
exams, and submit one laboratory assignment for the three-week course. Students must obtain
at least 60% in each assessment in order to achieve “competency” (a pass) in the course.
Students have an opportunity to “resit” the exam that they failed. The “resit” involves sitting a new
exam at a later date.

APPROACH/METHOD
Prior to designing the approach for this course, the research into teaching intensive courses was
consulted. Two papers explicitly laid out best practice guidelines. The University of Canterbury
(Sampson, Brogt, & Comer, 2011) provides a set of guidelines for teaching in the intensive
formats, and Kops (2014) looks at best practice for teaching intensive course as provided by
highly rated instructors. Based on the advice of these two papers, and consulting other related
literature, the following features were considered important for delivery of the intensive course
under investigation in this paper.

1. Fully prepare courses in advance.
Compressed courses offer little flexibility for adjustment, as content cannot be shifted
around much in the limited time frame. Accordingly, it is important to prepare courses as
much as possible in advance of teaching (Burton & Nesbit, 2002; Kops, 2014). Sampson
et al (2011) advise that students’ expectations be managed well from the beginning of the
class. Students should know what is covered, when and what is expected of them in terms
of assignments, study and workload.

2. Make learning resources readily available.
Students should have timely access to all resources (Sampson et al, 2011), ideally fullyprepared lecture notes that minimise the amount of time students need to spend collating
their notes (Kops, 2014). The effective use of the LMS is vital here.
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3. Use active learning techniques.
As students’ attention suffers decrement as time passes in traditional-length lectures
(Bligh, 1998), the longer classes in intensive courses are even less suitable to the typical
lecture format. Sampson et al (2011) advise the use of active learning formats, and small
group exercises and activities to break up the time in intensive classes.

4. Make effective use of formative assessments.
Formative assessments provide a reflection on learning, and feed forward into future
learning. They should be well-designed to enable students to see immediately what they
understand and what they need to work on (Irons, 2008).

5. Maximise effective feedback.
Intensive courses do not provide much time for students to catch up on material prior to
assessment. Therefore, one of the most serious risks for students in intensive courses is
not keeping up with the course. This is also a risk for the instructor, as there is similarly
limited time for “catch up” tutorial sessions or the provision of other support for at-risk
students. Providing regular feedback on learning is therefore essential for the students
and the instructor (Sampson et al, 2011)
The level 1 thermodynamics course described here incorporates these facets above in its
redesign. Course materials and quizzes were delivered via Canvas. Students were not required
to do pre-reading prior to attending class. Assessment for the course was structured with the three
graded summative assessments: Exams A and B which were weighted at 33 and 34% of the
coursework grade, respectively; and one practical lab, weighted at 33%. There were six nongraded mini-exams, and three non-graded quizzes.
Each class ran for the set number of hours according to the regular modular delivery for the
institution. Classes on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays ran from 8:00am-2:30pm, and
Wednesday and Friday classes ran from 8:00am to 11:30am. The schedule for one of the weeks
is provided in Table 1 below. Students were provided with each week’s schedule in advance;
however the overall structure for the three weeks was mapped out prior to the module beginning.
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Table 1: Week 1 structure.

Each full day contains a study-break and mini-exam, as in Table 1 above. The aim of this structure
was to replicate the standard study structure employed by students in traditional semester-long
courses: attend class, apply concepts in recitation-format class (tutorial), engage in private study,
and then sit practice tests or exams to prepare for assessments. In a traditional semester, this
takes place over the many weeks of a semester, as shown in Figure 1 (a) below.
Hora and Oleson (2017) identify that, in a traditional-length semester, students’ study, as a distinct
activity from attending class, or completing assignments, typically takes place a few days prior to
a test or examination. As intensive courses do not allow for this, it was necessary to compensate
for the limited time-frame that students have to reflect on their material in a way that takes
advantage of the longer contact hours that the intensive format provides.
Figure 1 (b) above illustrates how each full day of class replicated the learning/applying then
study/practice structure. This approach actually reflects an improvement on the structure shown
in Figure 1 (a), as study and practice takes place in a guided environment, with instructor input.
This enables accurate feedback on students’ learning and more effective use of students’ time.
As figure 1 (b) shows, the class combined lecture/recitation methods of delivery. This involved
interspersing material with problems that students and the instructor solved in an interactive
tutorial-type framework. As each sub-topic was covered, one or more relevant questions were
asked of the class. Students had an opportunity to solve these themselves, or work in small
groups, with the instructor’s guidance. This increased the level of active learning in the transmittal
portion of the class. Students were then presented with half an hour or so to study their materials,
before sitting a “mini-exam”, which tested content from the current day via exam-type questions.
Active learning techniques were embedded in this structure. Prince (2004) finds that introducing
active leaning technique into lectures enables students to refocus attention and improves
retention and recall. The environment for active learning was fully-guided, which is particularly
important for level 1 students, whose learning may be compromised in minimally-guided active
learning frameworks (Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006).
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(a) Traditional semester

(b) Intensive module

Figure 1: Typical learning and study process for traditional-length semester (a) and
in the intensive class (b).
Mini-exams occurred three times per week. This is to gain the advantage of multiple testing effects
on retention of material (Crooks, 1988; Tatum, 2010). The shorter time frame for the course
increases the risk that procrastination results in a fail. By having multiple formative mini-exams,
with moderate stakes, students were not able to delay in familiarising themselves with the
material. Although no marks were attached to the mini-exams, the instructor was aware of
students’ performance and followed up with those who were underperforming. Therefore students
had a reason to try harder during the mini-exam, and the instructor was able to monitor
performance during the course and address at risk students early.
Tatum (2010) notes the importance of distributed practice and its impact on memory retention.
He cites Rohrer and Pashler’s (2007) work on optimal spacing between study sessions and
testing. The ideal interval between study sessions is between 10% and 30% of the interval
between study sessions and the exam. In this course, the exams were spaced between 10 and
12 days apart. The study sessions were spaced between 24 and 48 hours apart, which
corresponds to a gap between study sessions of approximately 8-16% of the retention interval for
the first exam, and 10 and 20% of the retention interval for the second exam, which is in keeping
with the recommendation from Rohrer and Pashler (2007, as cited in Tatum, 2010).
Hesterman (2015) notes that incubation of ideas takes time for students, and suggests that this
may be compromised in time-shortened teaching formats. When a problem is set aside for a
period, the solution may become apparent during this incubation process (Tatum, 2010). As the
time could not be increased, the mini-exams and quizzes attempted to compensate for this. They
encouraged students to retain and develop their understanding of the material, including that
taught earlier, in order to foster the kind of idea development that is not usually not able to occur
in compressed courses.
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The continued reinforcement of concepts across the paper calls to mind the spiral curriculum
(Bruner, 1960). Although this is typically applied across programs of study (Bruner, 1960; Harden,
1999), single classes can teach their topics in a cohesive “micro”-spiral. As each successive topic
is covered, it revisits concepts and skills from earlier topics, builds on them, and demands ever
higher processes of thought and problem solving. Developing a cohesive micro-spiral is especially
important in intensive courses. Students’ mental load increases the more disparate they view the
topics (Sampson, Brogt, & Comer, 2011). Continued reinforcement of earlier topics helps students
see the interrelationships between topics, and shows them that their knowledge is deepening, as
well as broadening.

OUTCOMES
To gain insight into the effectiveness of the new course method, the 2017 passing and completion
rates will be compared to the 2016 instance of the course. As a new program, no earlier data exist
to make further comparison. Student perceptions will be summarised from the formal feedback,
gathered at the course level, as well as inform commentary received during the course. The
instructor will also reflect on the experience of modifying the course delivery.

Student performance
Table 2 below compares student performance between 2016 and 2017 for the same paper. The
2016 offering had a similar class size and make-up as the 2017 paper.

Table 2: Changes in pass, fail and did not sit rates from 2016 to 2017

Change (2017
compared to 2016)

Pass

Fail (%)

Did Not Sit
(%)

+ 18.7%

- 7.4%

- 11.3%

Improved

Improved

Improved / worsened Improved
in 2017

As shown above, 2017 saw a marked improvement to all metrics. The number of students
passing, rose by 18.7%. The number of students sitting assessments and failing fell by 7.4%. The
number of students who chose not to turn up to the exam at all, the Did Not Sit (DNS) outcome,
fell by 11.3%.
It should be noted that a DNS has the same effect as a fail for the student. They must undergo
another examination at a later date, as they would have done had they sat the exam and failed.
Therefore a significant reduction in the effective fail rate (sitting and failing plus DNS) is an
improvement between the two instances of the course.
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Student feedback.
Students reported that they appreciated the mini-exams and quizzes. Both informal and formal
feedback reflected favourably on the continued testing conducted during the course.

Instructor perceptions.
The motivation for this approach arose out of the experience from a similar paper, for a different
group of students. When given problems as part of workshops, which followed traditional type
lectures, at first students solved the problems by reverse-engineering answers, and performed
poorly in free-format problems. This was concerning in an intensive course, as the short time
frame limited the amount of time they could spend on the learning curve.
In addition, students always wanted more quizzes and opportunities to practice exams. As the
class time was relatively long, the time for private study in the evenings is limited, and there is no
reasonable study break between classes and each exam. Some students could be guaranteed to
study at home, whereas others may not. Therefore, providing opportunities to practice during
class time, in a guided environment, maximised the formative value of each quiz and mini-exam.
Performance during the formative assessments in this course revealed some students to be “at
risk” at the beginning of the module. Those who regularly participated in the formative
assessments lifted their performance markedly during the module and had a successful outcome
at the end. As the theory-application-study-practice structure was employed, students began to
perform better in solving more varied problems. As this is the skill required in the graduate profile
(solving complex and unexpected problems), an improvement to such skills demonstrated by
students is an achievement in the paper.
However, there are some improvements required going forward. There was a small group of
students who did not regularly attend classes. Most of these students failed the course, whereas
only one of the students who regularly attended class failed the course. Some students noted that
they had other commitments, such as work, that prevented their attending class. In future,
students should be better informed from the beginning of the module that they should attend all
classes. To that end, some online quiz work should be graded. This would encourage students to
attend class, and also to attempt more of the formative quizzes as practice for the graded quizzes.

DISCUSSION
The new structure was received favourably by students. The idea of doing exam-type questions
as the capstone activity for each full day was very appealing to students. This is unsurprising, as
the exams counted for 67% of students’ final grade. Given the position of the mini-exams, and
the importance students place on exam preparation, it is worth talking about the potential for
instrumental approaches to learning, or “surface learning”, on the part of students. Surface
learning refers to the situation where students aim to reproduce knowledge, so as to meet the
requirements of a task with minimal effort (Biggs, 1987). Students do not distinguish between new
ideas and existing knowledge and focus on material likely to appear in examinations; therefore
they may give the impression of extensive learning, but such learning is superficial and soon
forgotten (Fry, Ketteridge, & Marshall, 2003; Kember & Gow, 1994). An approach that focuses on
the deliverable as the exam may seem to encourage surface learning, as students can be tempted
to view learning as valuable only if it has the potential to be reproduced in the exam.
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One way to minimise this, and foster deeper learning is to avoid repetition of questions, and make
use of a variety of practice problems, so that students do not focus on identifying patterns and
formulating study plans based on expectations of what will be tested. As students who have taken
the instrumental, surface approach to learning may actually perform well on examinations, it is
difficult to tell if the class was focused on surface or deep learning. However, the fact that students
moved away from a reverse-engineering approach to answering questions, and began to perform
better on a variety of free-format questions, is taken as evidence of better deep-learning.
True evidence of deep learning is retention over time. Students who have actually grown their
body of knowledge and skills will be able to recall and employ them at a later date. Therefore one
change that must be added to this program is implementation of a follow-up test. This can be a
diagnostic test taken in the higher-level Thermodynamics paper to assess the degree to which
students have successfully retained the skills taught in the current paper.
The improvement to the passing rate was considered a success; however it is difficult to say
whether it is attributable to this change in approach only. The previous year’s paper was taught
by a different instructor. It is hard to judge whether approach alone was the reason for the
improved passing rate. In addition, as this programme has only been running for the past two
years, there are no other years’ papers for comparison, so it is difficult to know precisely the
reason for the improvement.
One factor that is a little more obvious is the significant improvement in the completion rate. As
DNS (did not sit) results are essentially fails, the reasons for a student electing not to sit the exam
are likely similar to their reasons for failing an exam. However there is one key difference: a DNS
involves the student not bothering even to turn up for the exam. It is arguable that such an
outcome reflects another variable: a profound lack of confidence that sitting the exam will result
in a pass. Of course, there may be other reasons, such as illness, that prevent a student from
turning up to the exam, but in the presence of automatic rights to “resits”, it is likely that students
elect to skip an exam if they feel there is little point in sitting it, due to the likelihood of a fail.
This makes intuitive sense, but little research exists on the true reasons for students not sitting
exams. This is because skipped exams often count for zero, and students are aware that lack of
preparation is not an adequate excuse for skipping an exam, so tend to proffer other excuses
which may be fraudulent (Abernathy & Padgett, 2010; Caron, Whitbourne, & Halgin, 1992; Ferarri
& Beck, 1998). Abernathy and Padgett (2010) find that a peak in illnesses and bereavements
among students prior to skipping a test can only be attributed to a desire to delay taking that test.
Adams’ (1990) slightly tongue-in-cheek assessment of students’ reasons for missing final exams
finds a surprisingly strong link between a student’s grade in the course prior to the exam and the
reported mortality rate of their grandmothers. Students who are failing a class are 24 times more
likely to have a family member die prior to the exam than students who are sitting on an A for the
class. The relationship between academic success and excuse fabrication has been found to be
significant by Caron, Whitbourne and Halgin (1992), and Roig and Caso (2005). Both studies find
that students with higher GPAs report being less likely to fabricate an excuse for missing an
assessment.
In the current institution, the availability of a resit makes it easier to miss a final exam and students
are not required to come up with an excuse for this. This makes it more likely that ill-prepared
students will skip the regular sitting of the exam. The mini-exams worked to address this problem:
students received continued preparation for the final exam. Students were informed very early of
the areas where they needed improvement, and the consistent use of mini-exams meant they
could also track their progress. It is possible that mini-exams could increase the DNS rate:
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecom
mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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students who receive information that they are not doing well in the course may be more likely to
skip the exam than students who did not have this awareness. In the end, only one student did
not sit the final examination. Therefore we can infer a link between this kind of course structure
and students’ sense of preparedness going into the exam. We can also interpret as much from
student feedback on the course, where students reported that the mini-exams helped them to
prepare for the final exam.
This program also offers a unique opportunity to investigate the reasons for students not sitting
exams that other programs do not have. Do to the availability of “resits”, students can elect not to
turn up to exams without needing to provide a reason. It may be useful to conduct a quick survey
of students who are choosing to miss the exam to find out their reason for doing so, as these
students will not feel the need to proffer alternative excuses.

CONCLUSION
This paper described the implementation of a new, research-informed, active learning strategy
involving replication of the typical learning and studying structure that students tend to follow in a
traditional-length semester on a daily basis in an intensive format course.
Students responded well to the altered structure, and were particularly satisfied with the quantity
of formative assessment and the level of active learning in the class. Achievement by students in
this class showed an improvement for all measures, including passing and completion rates,
compared to the previous offering of the course.
The lack of further instances of the course, however, makes it difficult to assess if this change
was due to the innovation employed, or other factors. Other factors require further investigation,
such as the level of deep learning that has taken place, and the reasons for students choosing
not to sit exams. Consequently two follow-up areas for investigation have been proposed.
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SESSION &,QWHJUDWLRQRIWKHRU\DQGSUDFWLFHLQWKHOHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJSURFHVV
CONTEXT $XVWUDOLDQ HQJLQHHULQJ GHJUHHV DFFUHGLWHG E\ (QJLQHHUV $XVWUDOLD DW WKH OHYHO RI

3URIHVVLRQDO (QJLQHHU DUH UHTXLUHG WR LQFOXGH WKH HTXLYDOHQW RI  ZHHNV RI H[SRVXUH WR
SURIHVVLRQDOSUDFWLFH7KHODQGVFDSHIRUWKLVH[SRVXUHKDVFKDQJHGRYHUWKHSDVWILYH\HDUV
ZLWK XQGHUJUDGXDWHV ILQGLQJ LW LQFUHDVLQJO\ GLIILFXOW WR VRXUFH WKH WUDGLWLRQDO  ZHHN
HQJLQHHULQJ SODFHPHQW D FKDQJLQJ UHJXODWRU\ HQYLURQPHQW DQG DQ LQFUHDVHG HPSKDVLV RQ
FRQVWUXFWLYHO\ DOLJQHG OHDUQLQJ 7KLV SDSHU SUHVHQWV WKH VDOLHQW RXWFRPHV IURP DQ $&('
SURMHFW IXQGHG WR H[SORUH IDFWRUV DIIHFWLQJ WKH GHVLJQ RI H[SRVXUH WR SURIHVVLRQDO SUDFWLFH
DFWLYLWLHV,WFODULILHVREOLJDWLRQVWKURXJKWKHOHQVRI)DLU:RUN$XVWUDOLDWKH+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ
6WDQGDUGV)UDPHZRUN +(6) DQG(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLD
PURPOSE 7RSURYLGHJXLGDQFHIRULQVWLWXWLRQVDVVHVVLQJµ([SRVXUHWR3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFH¶

,QGXVWULDO ([SHULHQFH  ZLWKLQ WKHLU HQJLQHHULQJ FXUULFXOD DJDLQVW OHDUQLQJ REMHFWLYHV
UHJXODWRU\IUDPHZRUNVDQGDFFUHGLWDWLRQUHTXLUHPHQWV

OUTLINE ([SRVXUH WR 3URIHVVLRQDO 3UDFWLFH (33  KDV EHHQ D IRUPDO FRPSRQHQW RI
$XVWUDOLDQ HQJLQHHULQJ WHUWLDU\ HGXFDWLRQ IRU PDQ\ GHFDGHV (33 KDV EHHQ D YH[HG WRSLF
DFURVVPDQ\FDPSXVHVLQUHFHQW\HDUVDVWKHQXPEHURISDLG RUXQSDLG RSSRUWXQLWLHVKDYH
UHGXFHG GXH WR WKH YDULDEOH HFRQRPLF FOLPDWH 7KLV KDV OHG LQ VRPH FDVHV WR D
GLVDJJUHJDWLRQ RI (33 DQG FRXUVHZRUN FXUULFXOD 7KLV FRXOG EH VHHQ DV D ORVW OHDUQLQJ
RSSRUWXQLW\ ZKLFK E\ H[WHQVLRQ SRWHQWLDOO\ UHVXOWV LQ LW EHLQJ SHUFHLYHG DV VLPSO\ DQ H[LW
UHTXLUHPHQWIRUWKHGHJUHHRUDWWKHH[WUHPHDEDUULHUWRJUDGXDWLRQ

7KHREMHFWLYHVRI(33ZLWKLQHQJLQHHULQJFXUULFXODDUHUHYLHZHGDVWKHEDVLVIRU
XQGHUVWDQGLQJLWVYDOXHSDUWLFXODUO\ZLWKUHJDUGWRLQFUHDVLQJWKHUHOHYDQFHRIFRXUVHZRUNDQG
DLGLQJWUDQVLWLRQVWRLQGXVWU\7KLVLVXVHGWRSURSRVHVWUXFWXUHVDQGVXSSRUWGHVLJQHGWR
HQKDQFHDQGDVVHVVVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJWKURXJK(33
RESULTS (33 DFWLYLWLHV FDQ WDNH PDQ\ VKDSHV DQG IRUPV +RZHYHU (33 DFWLYLWLHV ZKLFK

RFFXULQLQGXVWU\PXVWEHXQGHUWDNHQZLWKLQWKHJLYHQUHJXODWRU\HQYLURQPHQW)RU$XVWUDOLDQ
HQJLQHHULQJ SURJUDPV DQ (33 SURFHVV PDS LV SUHVHQWHG WR LQIRUP (33 GHVLJQ DQG WKH
DVVRFLDWHG XVH RI SODFHPHQW PDQDJHPHQW V\VWHPV HJ LQKRXVH 621,$ ,Q3ODFH  7KLV
PDS KDV EHHQ GHVLJQHG WR DOLJQ (33 DFWLYLWLHV ZLWK OHDUQLQJ RXWFRPHV DQG WKHUHIRUH PD\
KDYHDSSOLFDWLRQRXWVLGHRI$XVWUDOLD

CONCLUSIONS 7KH GHVLJQ RI (33 DFWLYLWLHV UHTXLUHV FRQVLGHUDWLRQ DQG QDYLJDWLRQ RI
PXOWLSOHREMHFWLYHVDQGUHTXLUHPHQWV)RU(33DFWLYLWLHVWREHHIIHFWLYHLQWHJUDWLRQZLWKLQWKH
ERDUGHU FXUULFXOXP LV HVVHQWLDO 7KH RXWFRPHV RI WKH $&(' SURMHFW KDYH HQDEOHG JXLGDQFH
PDWHULDOWREHGHYHORSHGWRVXSSRUWWKHGHVLJQRI(33DFWLYLWLHV
KEYWORDS :,/(QJLQHHULQJ,QGXVWULDO([SHULHQFH([SRVXUHWR3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFH
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
([SRVXUHWR3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFH (33 KDVEHHQDORQJVWDQGLQJUHTXLUHPHQWRIDFFUHGLWHG
HQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPVLQ$XVWUDOLD7KHREMHFWLYHRIWKLVH[SRVXUHLVWRKHOSFRXSOHWKH
8QLYHUVLW\GHOLYHUHGWKHRUHWLFDOFRQWHQWZLWKFRQWHPSRUDU\SUDFWLFHH[SHULHQFHGDFURVVD
GLYHUVHHPSOR\PHQWVHFWRU7KHFRQQHFWLRQEHWZHHQSUDFWLFHDQGWKHRU\LVLQWHQGHGWR
HQFRXUDJHVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWZLWKWKHWKHRUHWLFDOFRQWHQWPRUHVWURQJO\SURYLGLQJEHWWHU
JUDGXDWHRXWFRPHV)XUWKHUOHDUQLQJJDLQHGWKURXJKSHULRGVRIZRUNSODFHH[SHULHQFH
HQDEOHµIUHVKIURPVFKRRO¶VWXGHQWVWRWUDQVLWLRQLQWRWKHZRUNIRUFHZLWKDVWURQJHUZRUNHWKLF
DQGPRUHUHDOLVWLFHPSOR\PHQWH[SHFWDWLRQV
,QUHFHQW\HDUVHFRQRPLFGRZQWXUQVKDYHUHGXFHGWKHYROXPHRISDLGSODFHPHQWVDQG
XQFHUWDLQW\ZLWKWKH)DLU:RUN$FWKDYHOHGWRDUHGXFWLRQLQXQSDLGSODFHPHQWV$QDWLRQDO
ZRUNLQJSDUW\ZDVLQLWLDWHGLQDWWKH$$(($VVLVWDQW'HDQVRI7HDFKLQJDQG/HDUQLQJ
PHHWLQJWRLQYHVWLJDWHSUDFWLFHVDFURVVWKHVHFWRU7KH$XVWUDOLDQ&RXQFLORI(QJLQHHULQJ
'HDQV $&(' ODWHUUHTXHVWHGWKLVJURXSWRDVVLVWLQUHZULWLQJWKH(33HOHPHQWRIWKH
DFFUHGLWDWLRQGRFXPHQWµ*¶DQGDVNHGWKHWHDPWRGHYHORSDVHWRIDSSURSULDWH(33
OHDUQLQJRXWFRPHV$VWKLVZRUNZDVQHDULQJFRPSOHWLRQWKH7HUWLDU\(GXFDWLRQ4XDOLW\DQG
6WDQGDUGV$JHQF\ 7(46$ UHOHDVHGDFRQVXOWDWLRQGUDIWRIWKHHLJKWSDJH:RUN,QWHJUDWHG
/HDUQLQJ :,/ JXLGDQFHQRWH 7(46$D IRUFRPPHQWDQGLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ7KLVZDV
UHSRUWHGDWWKH$$((FRQIHUHQFHLQDZRUNVKRSDQGGLVFXVVHGDWWKHSRVWFRQIHUHQFH
$'7/PHHWLQJ7KH$&('EDFNHG(33SURMHFWWHDPWKHQZRUNHGWRDVVHVVWKHSRWHQWLDO
LPSDFWVDQGSURYLGHGIHHGEDFNWR7(46$7KLVIHHGEDFNLVQRZUHIOHFWHGLQWKHODWHVW
YHUVLRQRIWKH7(46$:,/JXLGDQFHQRWH 7(46$D 
7KLVSDSHUSURYLGHVDQRYHUYLHZRIWKHRXWFRPHVIURPWKH(33ZRUNLQJSDUW\ZLWKWKH
VDOLHQWDVSHFWVRIWKH)DLU:RUN$FWWKHLQIOXHQFHRIWKH7(46$:,/JXLGDQFHQRWHDQG
SURYLGHVLQLWLDOFRPPHQWVDURXQGWKHUHIHUHQFHVWRVHFWLRQVRIWKH+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ
6WDQGDUGV)UDPHZRUNIURPWKH7(46$:,/QRWH

([SRVXUHWR3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFH7LPHLQ,QGXVWU\
7KHPDMRULW\RI$XVWUDOLDQXQGHUJUDGXDWHHQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPVKDYHUHTXLUHGDZHHN
SUHJUDGXDWLRQµH[SRVXUHWRSURIHVVLRQDOSUDFWLFH¶IRUPDQ\GHFDGHV$QXPEHURI
HQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPVRYHUSUHVFULEHVLPSOLI\WKLVUHTXLUHPHQWWRUHTXLUHJUDGXDQGV
GHPRQVWUDWHZHHNVRIµWLPHLQLQGXVWU\ 7KLVLVQRWWKHVSHFLILFUHTXLUHPHQWE\(QJLQHHUV
$XVWUDOLD(33LVLQWHQGHGWRFRPSOLPHQWDQGWKUHDGWKURXJKWKHHGXFDWLRQDOSURFHVVDQG
ZKLOVWSHULRGVµLQLQGXVWU\¶JHQHUDOO\FRQWULEXWHWRWKLVJRDORWKHUPHFKDQLVPVDUHFLWHGLQWKH
DFFUHGLWDWLRQPDQXDO([DPSOHVLQFOXGHµUHDOZRUOG¶SUREOHPVJXHVWLQGXVWU\OHFWXUHVVLWH
YLVLWVHWF7KHSHUFHLYHGGLIILFXOW\ZLWKWKHVHLVRQHRIDQDFFRXQWLQJLVVXH:KDWLVWKH
HTXLYDOHQWQXPHULFDOµYDOXH¶RIDVLWHYLVLWRUDKRXUJXHVWOHFWXUH"
&RQVLGHUDQLPDJLQDU\HQJLQHHULQJIDFXOW\WKHLUUHJXODULWLHVDULVLQJIURPRQHSURJUDP
µFODLPLQJ¶WRKDYHIXOO\HPEHGGHG(33DQGDQRWKHUSURJUDPFODLPLQJ]HURHPEHGGHG(33
PLJKWHDVLO\OHDGWKLVIDFXOW\WRHDVHSURJUDPPDQDJHPHQWDQGDGRSWDEODQNHWDSSURDFK
UHTXLULQJZHHNVRIµWLPHLQLQGXVWU\¶WRHQVXUHVWXGHQWVLQDOOSURJUDPVJDLQDGHTXDWH
(337KHUHLVQRGHQ\LQJWKDWLQWHUPVRIZRUNUHDGLQHVVWKDWDVXEVWDQWLYHSHULRGRIJRRG
TXDOLW\LQGXVWULDOH[SHULHQFHSULRUWRJUDGXDWLRQZLOOSURYLGHVWXGHQWVZLWKDYDOXDEOHDQG
VDOHDEOHVNLOO:KLOVWWKLVLVRIWHQFLWHGDVWKH*ROG6WDQGDUGVRPHH[SHULHQFHVDUH
H[SHFWHGWREHIDUEHWWHUWKDQRWKHUV

(33/HDUQLQJ2XWFRPHVDQGDQ([HPSODU/HDUQLQJ
-RXUQDO
7KH(33SURMHFWGHYHORSHGWKUHHJHQHULF/HDUQLQJ2XWFRPHVRU&RPSHWHQF\(OHPHQWVWR
IRFXVVWXGHQW¶VH[SHFWDWLRQVIURP(33DQGDVVLVWSURYLGHUVLQDSSURYLQJGHYHORSLQJ(33
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H[SHULHQFHV7KHVHKLJKOHYHOOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVVKRZQLQ7DEOHFDQEHPHWE\VWXGHQWV
DWDOOVWDJHVRIWKHLUVWXG\SURJUDPDQGDUHFRQVLGHUHGVXLWDEOHIRUWKHGLYHUVLW\RI(33
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQVDQGSRWHQWLDOVWXGHQWH[SHULHQFHV7KHVHVWDWHPHQWVDUHVWUXFWXUHGLQD
VLPLODUIRUPDWWRWKH(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLDVWDJH&RPSHWHQF\6WDQGDUGV (QJLQHHUV
$XVWUDOLD ZLWKWKHOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVLQFOXGLQJSRWHQWLDOLQGLFDWRUVRIDWWDLQPHQW
7KHVHDUHLQWHQGHGWRHQDEOHVWXGHQWVWRIRFXVWKHLUUHIOHFWLRQRQDOOHSLVRGHVRIH[SRVXUHWR
SURIHVVLRQDOSUDFWLFH2SHUDWLRQDOO\VWXGHQWVZRXOGFRPSOHWHDQDSSURYHG(33DFWLYLW\DQG
RQFRPSOHWLRQFUHDWHDGHVFULSWLYHQDUUDWLYHHQFRPSDVVLQJWKHH[SHULHQFH%DVHGRQWKDW
QDUUDWLYHVWXGHQWVZRXOGWKHQUHIOHFWRQWKHYDULRXV(33($&RPSHWHQF\(OHPHQWVDV
DSSURSULDWHWRWKDWH[SHULHQFH7KLVFUHDWHVDQRSSRUWXQLW\WRUHTXHVWVWXGHQWVFRQVLGHUWKH
'HJUHHOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVDVSDUWRIWKLVUHIOHFWLRQSURFHVVWRHQFRXUDJHGHHSHUSURJUDP
OHYHOUHIOHFWLRQ$WUXQFDWHGVHFWLRQIURPWKHIXOOOHDUQLQJMRXUQH\GRFXPHQWLVSURYLGHGDV
WKHFRQFOXGLQJSDJHLQWKLVSDSHU7KLVLVQRWSUHVHQWHGLQH[SHFWDWLRQIRUZLGHVSUHDGXVHRU
GHSOR\PHQWPHUHO\DVRQHRIDP\ULDGRIRSWLRQVWRDLGVWXGHQWVLQPD[LPLVLQJWKHLU
SHUVRQDOJDLQIURP(33DFWLYLWLHV7KHIRUPDWVWUXFWXUHDQGH[SHFWDWLRQVIRUWKHMRXUQDODUH
DQWLFLSDWHGWREHGHILQHGE\LQGLYLGXDOSURYLGHUV
7DEOH±3URSRVHG/HDUQLQJ-RXUQH\±([SRVXUHWR3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFHHOHPHQWVRQO\

5()/(&7,21$5($

([SRVXUHWR3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFH

&203(7(1&<(/(0(17

327(17,$/,1',&$72562)$77$,10(17
5RXWLQHSXQFWXDOLW\DQGPDLQWDLQHGZRUNHWKLF

([SRVXUHWRDQ
LQGXVWULDOWHFKQLFDO
HQYLURQPHQWLQRUGHUWR
DSSUHFLDWHWKHYDULRXV
DFWLYLWLHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWK
HQJLQHHULQJSUDFWLFH

2EVHUYHDQGXQGHUWDNH
WDVNVLQSUDFWLFDODVSHFWVRI
LQYHVWLJDWLRQGHVLJQDQG
FRQVWUXFWLRQRIHQJLQHHULQJ
ZRUNVDVDFRPSOHPHQWWR
WKHRUHWLFDOVWXGLHV
*DLQFRQILGHQFHWRWDNHXS
SRVLWLRQVWKDWUHTXLUH
UHVSRQVLELOLW\PRWLYDWLRQ
GHFLVLRQPDNLQJDQG
FRPPXQLFDWLRQRYHURWKHU
SHRSOHLQWKHPDUNHWSODFH

3URIHVVLRQDOLVP±LQWHJULW\KRQHVW\UHVSHFWDQG
FRQILGHQWLDOLW\
&RPPXQLFDWLRQZLWKFROOHDJXHVH[SHUWVDQGOD\SHRSOH
$SSUHFLDWLRQRIWKHUHOHYDQFHRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJFXUULFXOXP
8QGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHLQIOXHQFHRISURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHUV
DQGWKHLQKHUHQWDVVRFLDWHGUHVSRQVLELOLW\
8QGHUVWDQGRIWKHVXSSRUWLQJVRFLDOIXQFWLRQWKDWHQJLQHHUV
SURYLGH
$SSUHFLDWLRQWKDWHYHU\HQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQHVSDQVD
EUHDGWKRINQRZOHGJHEH\RQGWKHVSHFLILFFXUULFXOXP
$SSUHFLDWHWKDWDWHDPRISHRSOHDUHRIWHQUHTXLUHGWR
FRPSOHWHDQ\SURMHFW
$SSUHFLDWLRQRIWKHNQRZOHGJHJDLQHGGXULQJVWXGLHVDQG
WKHYDOXHWKLVDGGVWR\RXDVDSURVSHFWLYHHPSOR\HH

,WLVWKHDXWKRUV¶LQWHQWWRHPSRZHUVWXGHQWVWRFUHDWHDQGPRQLWRUWKHLURZQVSHFLILF
OHDUQLQJMRXUQH\DQGLQGRLQJVRSUHVXPHWKDWHDFKDQGHYHU\VWXGHQWZLOOSUHVHQWD
QRWLRQDOO\GLIIHUHQWDJJUHJDWLRQRIH[SHULHQFHVLQGHPRQVWUDWLRQRIWKHLUZHHNV
HTXLYDOHQW RI(33

(33DFWLYLWLHVDQGVXJJHVWHGDJJUHJDWLRQYDOXH
:KLOVWQRWLQWHQGLQJSUHVFULSWLRQWKH(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLDDFFUHGLWDWLRQGRFXPHQWDWLRQ
FXUUHQWO\XQGHUUHYLVLRQ ZLOOLQFOXGHVDQXPEHURIDFWLYLWLHVWKDW(33PLJKWXWLOLVH6RPHRI
WKHVHDFWLYLWLHVFDQEHOHYHUDJHGDQGJHQHUDWHDGGLWLRQDOYDOXHDGGWKURXJKWKHDSSOLFDWLRQ
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RIUHIOHFWLYHSUDFWLFH)RUH[DPSOHDKRXUµ($¶&RQWLQXLQJ3URIHVVLRQDO'HYHORSPHQW
&3' DWWUDFWLQJVHPLQDUPLJKWSURYLGHDVWXGHQWZLWKDGHPRQVWUDEOHFODLPIRUKRXUV
³(33´WKURXJKZULWLQJDEULHIQDUUDWLYHDERXWWKHSUHVHQWDWLRQDQGUHIOHFWLQJKRZWKDWDOLJQV
ZLWKDUHDVRISURIHVVLRQDOSUDFWLFHDQGWKH6WDJHFRPSHWHQFLHV/LNHZLVHDòGD\VLWH
YLVLWPLJKWHQDEOHDFODLPIRU(33GD\WKURXJKWKHJHQHUDWLRQRIDQDUUDWLYHDQGUHIOHFWLRQ
,QWKHVHFDVHVWKHµYDOXH¶DWWULEXWHGLVH[SHFWHGWREHJUHDWHUWKDQWKHVWXGHQWVH[SHQGHG
WLPH
(DFKRIWKHVHDFWLYLWLHVZRXOGFRQVWLWXWHDµOHDI¶LQWKHVWXGHQWVOHDUQLQJMRXUQH\WKDWFRXOGEH
VXEPLWWHGDVDSRUWIROLRRIDJJUHJDWLRQIRUJUDGXDWLRQDSSURYDO7KHH[DFWZHLJKWLQJVIRU
YDULRXVDFWLYLWLHVDUHOHIWWRWKHLQGLYLGXDO8QLYHUVLWLHVWRGHYHORSDVDSSURSULDWHIRUWKHLU
VLWXDWLRQ
$VVXJJHVWLRQVPDQ\VWXGHQWVDUHDFWLYHO\HQJDJHGLQPDMRUVWXGHQWOHGSURMHFWV)RUPXOD
6$(5RERW;6RODU&DUFKDOOHQJH5RER&XSHWF0DQ\RIWKHVHUHTXLUHVWXGHQWOHGWHDPV
DQGWKHUHIRUHDVWXGHQWOHDGHU7KHVWXGHQWOHDGHULQPDQ\LQVWDQFHVZLOOGHPRQVWUDWH
VLJQLILFDQWOHYHOVRIWKHµ3URIHVVLRQDO¶DWWULEXWHVDOLJQHGZLWKSHULRGVRI(33$QDUUDWLYHDQG
UHIOHFWLRQRQWKHVHHSLVRGHVVKRXOGDWWUDFWGXHUHFRJQLWLRQDVDSSURSULDWHIRUWKHVSHFLILF
SURMHFW:KLOVWSURMHFW WHDPGHSHQGDQWDOOPHPEHUVZLWKLQDWHDPFRXOGPDNHDQ
LQGHSHQGHQWFODLPIRUKRXUVDVVRFLDWHGZLWK(33
0DQ\SURJUDPVGUDZSUREOHPVIURPLQGXVWU\DQGWKUHDGWKHVHWKURXJKRXWWKHGHJUHH
SURJUDP:KLOVWPDQ\DFDGHPLFVPD\GRWKLVDVDQDWXUDOHOHPHQWRIFRXUVH XQLW GHVLJQ
WKLVLVQRWQHFHVVDULO\IDFWRUHGLQWRDVWXGHQW¶VDJJUHJDWLRQRI(33WLPH,WLVSHUKDSVQRW
XQFRPPRQWRKDYHFRPSOHWHXQLWVSUHVHQWHGE\LQGXVWULDOFRQMRLQWVEULQJLQJDZHDOWKRI
LQKHUHQW(33DQGUHTXLULQJVWXGHQWVWRFRPSOHWHDVVHVVPHQWVEDVHGGLUHFWO\RQLQGXVWULDO
SUREOHPV,QDW\SLFDOFRXUVHUHTXLULQJKRXUVRIVWXGHQWHIIRUWWDXJKWH[FOXVLYHO\E\DQ
LQGXVWU\FRQMRLQWLVLWXQUHDOLVWLFWRHTXDWHWKLVWRZHHNVRI(33WLPH"

*RYHUQPHQWUHJXODWLRQV
7KH)DLU:RUN&RPPLVVLRQDQGWKH)DLU:RUN$FW
7KH)DLU:RUN&RPPLVVLRQZDVLQLWLDWHGLQDVSDUWRIWKH)DLU:RUN$FW  D
JRYHUQPHQWLQLWLDWLYHWRUDWLRQDOLVHDQGXQLI\RYHUVLJKWERGLHVDQGJHQHUDWHDFRQVLVWHQWVHW
RIJXLGHOLQHVIRUDOO$XVWUDOLDQZRUNHUV7KHREMHFWLYHRIWKH$FWLVWRSURYLGHDEDODQFHG
IUDPHZRUNIRUFRRSHUDWLYHDQGSURGXFWLYHZRUNSODFHUHODWLRQV2IUHOHYDQFHWRVWXGHQW
SODFHPHQWVZLWKLQ+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQWKHUHDUHWZRIDFWVKHHWV8QSDLG:RUN )DLU:RUN
2PEXGVPDQD DQG9RFDWLRQDO3ODFHPHQWV )DLU:RUN2PEXGVPDQE 7KHVH
IDFWVKHHWVSURYLGHDQLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKH$FWIRUUHIHUHQFHE\ERWK+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ
SURYLGHUVDQGSODFHPHQWSURYLGHUV
7KH8QSDLG:RUNIDFWVKHHWSURYLGHVJXLGDQFHRQZKHUHDQGKRZDSHUVRQPLJKWFRPSOHWH
DVKRUWSHULRGRIXQSDLGZRUNDVGHPRQVWUDWLRQRIFDSDFLW\DQGRUILWQHVVIRUGXW\EXWDOVR
SURYLGHVJXLGDQFHWRHQVXUHWKDWWKLVLVQRWH[SORLWHG7KH9RFDWLRQDO3ODFHPHQWVIDFWVKHHW
LVDLPHGDWVWXGHQWVZLWKDQHGXFDWLRQDOUHTXLUHPHQWWRFRPSOHWHDSHULRG RUSHULRGV RI
:RUN,QWHJUDWHG/HDUQLQJ3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFHDVSDUWRIWKHLUFRXUVHRIVWXG\7KLV
GRFXPHQWSURYLGHVDQH[SOLFLWH[DPSOHVIRUDQHQJLQHHULQJSODFHPHQWVDVSDUWRIDGHJUHH
SURJUDP
“Jayne is in her final year of a mechanical engineering degree and has completed
her formal class studies.
As a requirement to graduate, Jayne has to organise professional engineering work
experience at a business for 12 weeks. While Jayne has to organise the placement
herself, the University has strict criteria about needing to assess an employer to
ensure her vocational placement provides the relevant learning environment, and
gives final sign-off on the placement. As this arrangement meets the definition of a
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vocational placement under the FW Act, it can be unpaid.” (Fair Work Ombudsman,
2017b)
2QHHOHPHQWWKDWKDVEHHQPLVLQWHUSUHWHGZLWKLQVRPHKLJKHUHGXFDWLRQSURYLGHUVLVWKH
SURGXFWLYLW\HOHPHQWIRUVWXGHQWVRQSODFHPHQWV7KH8QSDLG:RUNIDFWVKHHWVWDWHV
“Although the person may do some productive activities during a placement, they
are less likely to be considered an employee if there is no expectation or
requirement of productivity in the workplace.”(Fair Work Ombudsman, 2017a)
7KHPLVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQKDVEHHQWKDWVWXGHQWVFDQQRWXQGHUWDNHDQXQSDLGSODFHPHQWDVSDUW
RIWKHLUUHTXLUHG(33LIWKH\FRPSOHWHSURGXFWLYHZRUN:KLOVWYHU\VKRUWSHULRGVRIZRUN
VKDGRZLQJPLJKWEHRIEHQHILWORQJHUSODFHPHQWVVXFKDVWKHZHHNVUHTXLUHGE\PRVW
8QLYHUVLWLHVDZRUNVKDGRZLQJRQO\H[SHULHQFHLVXQOLNHO\WRDGGYDOXHWRWKHGHJUHH
SURJUDPRUPHHWWKHREMHFWLYHRI(33
7KHDXWKRUVQRWHWKDWDUJXPHQWVPLJKWUHPDLQDERXWWKHSRWHQWLDOIRUH[SORLWDWLRQRI
VWXGHQWV7KRXJKDSODFHPHQWLVRQO\FRQVLGHUHGDYRFDWLRQDOSODFHPHQWXQWLOWKH
FRXUVHSURJUDPUHTXLUHPHQWKDVEHHQPHW7KHUHIRUHLIDSURJUDPUHTXLUHPHQWLV
ZHHNVZRUNEH\RQGWKHZHHNVZRXOGQRWEHFRQVLGHUHGDVDYRFDWLRQDOSODFHPHQWDQG
LIXQSDLGZRXOGQHHGWRFRQWLQXHWRPHHWWKHFRQGLWLRQVIRUXQSDLGZRUN,QHQJLQHHULQJWKH
W\SHVRIH[SHULHQFHVVRXJKWDQGWKHOLDELOLW\LQGHPQLW\LVVXHVSHUKDSVUHGXFHWKHSRWHQWLDO
IRUH[SORLWDWLRQRIVWXGHQWV

7(46$:,/*XLGHOLQHV
7KH7HUWLDU\(GXFDWLRQ4XDOLW\DQG6WDQGDUGV$JHQF\ZDVHVWDEOLVKHGLQ“TEQSA
regulates and assures the quality of Australia’s large, diverse and complex higher education
sector”DQG“TEQSA registers and evaluates the performance of higher education providers
against the Higher Education Standards Framework - specifically, the Threshold Standards,
which all providers must meet in order to enter and remain within Australia’s higher
education system.” (TEQSA, 2017b)
7KURXJKWKH7KUHVKROG6WDQGDUGVDQGWKH$XVWUDOLDQ4XDOLILFDWLRQV)UDPHZRUNDVLJQLILFDQW
YROXPHRIZRUNKDVEHHQFRPSOHWHGE\+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQSURYLGHUVLQGHPRQVWUDWLRQRI
FRPSOLDQFH7(46$JXLGHOLQHVDUHQRZDFRUHFRQVLGHUDWLRQLQWKHWHUWLDU\VHFWRUIRUPDQ\
GHFLVLRQVDQGSURSRVDOV
,Q$XJXVW7(46$UHOHDVHGWKHLUHLJKWSDJHGUDIWJXLGDQFHQRWHIRUWKHLQFOXVLRQRI
:,/LQSURJUDPVQRWLRQDOO\IRULPSOHPHQWDWLRQIURP-DQ7KLVJXLGDQFHQRWHRXWOLQHV
H[SHFWHGVWDQGDUGVIRU:,/WRHQVXUHWKDWLWLVFRQVWUXFWHGDVDQHIIHFWLYHDQGSRVLWLYH
OHDUQLQJH[SHULHQFHLQWHJUDWHGLQWRWKHSURJUDPRIVWXG\
,QEURDGWHUPVWKH:,/JXLGDQFHQRWHGHILQHVDPLQLPXPVWDQGDUGRIDFFRXQWDELOLW\DQG
GXW\RIFDUHIRUHGXFDWLRQSURYLGHUVWRHQVXUHWKDWDWKUHHZD\XQGHUVWDQGLQJRISODFHPHQW
LQWHQWH[LVWV7KHWKUHHSDUWLHVEHLQJWKHHGXFDWLRQSURYLGHUWKHH[SHULHQFHSURYLGHUDQG
WKHVWXGHQW&ODULW\RIWKHVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVDUHH[SHFWHGWREHSURYLGHGWRDOO
SDUWLHVWRHQVXUHPD[LPXPHGXFDWLYHYDOXHIURPWKHVHSODFHPHQWV7KH7(46$:,/
JXLGDQFHQRWHREOLJDWHVWHUWLDU\SURYLGHUVWRHQJDJHVWURQJO\ZLWKSODFHPHQWSURYLGHUVDQG
WRDVVXUHWKHTXDOLW\RIWKHSODFHPHQWVSURYLGHG7KLVHQJDJHPHQWVSDQVWKHGXUDWLRQRIDQ\
SURSRVHGSODFHPHQWWRHQVXUHDSSURSULDWHRQERDUGLQJLQWRWKHZRUNSODFHDSSURSULDWH
DFWLYLWLHVGXULQJSODFHPHQWPLGSODFHPHQWFRQWDFW DWOHDVWPRQWKO\LIVWXGHQWLVXQGHUWDNLQJ
IXOOWLPH(33 WRHQVXUHVWXGHQWZHOOEHLQJDQGFORVXUHDWWKHFRPSOHWLRQRIWKHSODFHPHQW
7KLVLQWHUDFWLRQLVDLPHGERWKDWVWXGHQWDQG(33SURYLGHUVWRHQVXUHDSRVLWLYHWUDMHFWRU\
IRUH[SHULHQFHSURYLGHUVRUDEORFNRQIXUWKHUSODFHPHQWVLIWKH\SURYHLQDSSURSULDWH
:KLOVWLWLVXQDEOHWRFODLPDVDQDEVROXWHLWLVDQWLFLSDWHGWKDWHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQW
SODFHPHQWVSURYLGHGDWPDQ\µ(QJLQHHULQJ¶FRPSDQLHVZLOODOUHDG\REWDLQUREXVWLQGXFWLRQV
DQGDGLYHUVHUDQJHRIQRQWULYLDODFWLYLWLHVPHHWLQJWKHLQWHQWRIWKH7(46$:,/JXLGDQFH
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QRWH+RZHYHUWKHUDSLGULVHRIµVWDUWXS¶FRPSDQLHVLQWKHHQJLQHHULQJVSDFHDQGZKHUH
SODFHPHQWVDUHSURYLGHGE\YHU\VPDOOEXVLQHVVHVPLJKWUHTXLUHDKLJKHUOHYHORIYLJLODQFH
IURPWKH8QLYHUVLW\ZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKH+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ6WDQGDUGV)UDPHZRUN
)URPDQHQJLQHHULQJSHUVSHFWLYHWKHJXLGDQFHQRWHUHLQIRUFHVWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUJHQXLQH
RYHUVLJKWRI(33DFWLYLWLHVZKLOHDVWXGHQWLVRQSODFHPHQW)RUSURYLGHUVWKDWOHDYHWKH
VWXGHQWVYRFDWLRQDOLQGXVWULDOSODFHPHQWFRPSOHWHO\IRUWKHVWXGHQWWRDUUDQJHDUHYLHZRI
WKHLU(33RYHUVLJKWVWUXFWXUHVPD\EHQHFHVVDU\WRUHPDLQFRPSOLDQWZLWK7(46$

+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQV6WDQGDUGV)UDPHZRUN5HTXLUHPHQWV
7KH7(46$:,/JXLGHOLQHH[SOLFLWO\SLFNVHOHPHQWVRIWKH+(6)DVUHTXLULQJVSHFLILF
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ7KHVHDUHUHSOLFDWHGKHUHIRUUHDGHUFRQYHQLHQFHDQGDQDXWKRULQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
RIWKHLULPSDFWSURYLGHG7KHVHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVKDYH127EHHQWHVWHGZLWK7(46$
“The Standards that are primarily concerned with quality assurance of workintegrated learning delivered through third parties are in Section 5.4 (at Standard
5.4.1). However, the role of work-integrated learning more broadly and the extent of
its integration are also related to Learning Outcomes and Assessment (Section 1.4),
including, for example, learning outcomes for employment (e.g. Standards 1.4.2c &
d). The Standards on Course Design (Section 3.1) are also relevant in so far as
workplace learning is adopted and integrated as part of a course of study.
Depending on the nature and extent of workplace learning involved, the Standards
on Staffing (Section 3.2) may be applicable as well in relation to supervision of
students in the workplace. The Standards on Learning Resources and Educational
Support (Section 3.3) may equally be applicable, as may those concerned with
Credit and Recognition of Prior Learning (Section 1.2) where previous WIL may
lead to credit for prior learning.
In some workplaces the wellbeing and safety of students (see Section 2.3) may
assume particular significance, such as exposure to potentially stressful
circumstances in clinical placements. At a more overarching level, the provider’s
course approval and monitoring processes (Sections 5.1 and 5.3) would be
expected to consider WIL.”
Section 1.2 ‘Credit and Recognition of Prior Learning’. The main elements or this clause area) students granted such credit are not disadvantaged in achieving the expected
learning outcomes for the course of study or qualification, and
b) the integrity of the course of study and the qualification are maintained.
2YHUDOOWKHJUDQWLQJRI(33H[HPSWLRQRQWKHEDVLVRISUHYLRXVWRVWXG\H[SHULHQFHLV
XQOLNHO\LQHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWLRQDVWKHUHDUHYHU\IHZSHUFHLYDEOHLQVWDQFHVZKHUH
VXIILFLHQWH[SRVXUHWRSURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHULQJSUDFWLFHVFRXOGRFFXUSULRUWRVWXG\
$SDUWLDOFDVHLVOLNHO\ZKHUHDVWXGHQWZLWKDSULRU QRQSURIHVVLRQDO HQJLQHHULQJ
TXDOLILFDWLRQWKRXJKXSVNLOOLQJPLJKWEHDEOHWRSUHVHQWDGHIHQGDEOHFDVH,WLVDQWLFLSDWHG
WKDWQRFDPSXVZRXOGFXUUHQWO\JUDQWDIXOOH[HPSWLRQIURPWKH(33UHTXLUHPHQWVEXW
HQDEOHWKHVWXGHQWWRFODLPDOLPLWHGYROXPHRI(33RQWKHVXEPLVVLRQRIDUHSRUW
GRFXPHQWLQJDFWLYLWLHVDQGSUHIHUDEOHUHIOHFWLQJRQKRZWKHVHDOLJQZLWKWKH6WDJH
FRPSHWHQFLHV$WUDGHVPDQSURYLGLQJDUHIOHFWLRQRQWKHLUWUDGHH[SHULHQFHWKURXJKWKHOHQV
RI6WDJHFRPSHWHQFLHVDIWHUFRPSOHWLQJDYROXPHRIDFDGHPLFVWXG\PLJKWZDUUDQWWKUHH
WRIRXUZHHNVRI(33"
:KHUHDTXDOLILHGSURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHUUHHQWHUVWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHDUHQDWRFKDQJH
HQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQHLWLVOLNHO\GHIHQGDEOHWRJUDQWFRPSOHWHH[HPSWLRQIURPDGGLWLRQDO
(33GRFXPHQWDWLRQ
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Section 1.4 ‘Learning Outcomes and Assessment’ Sections 1.4.2 c & d
7KLVVHFWLRQGHDOVZLWKWKHDSSURSULDWHGHVLJQRIFRXUVHV*LYHQWKHQDWXUHRI(33WKLV
FODXVHLVXQOLNHO\WRLPSDFWRQWKHRSHUDWLRQZLWKHQJLQHHULQJGHJUHHV3URJUDPVWKDWDUH
UHOLDQWRQµHQWU\WRSUDFWLFH¶RXWFRPHVIURP:,/VXFKDVWHDFKLQJDQGPDQ\DOOLHGKHDOWK
SURJUDPVZLOOQHHGWREHFRJQLVDQWRIWKLVVHFWLRQRIWKH+(6)
Section 2.3 ‘Wellbeing and Safety’
7KLVLVDQDUHDZKHUHWKH+(6)HODERUDWHVWKDW+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQSURYLGHUVPXVWIDFLOLWDWH
DFFHVVWRDQDSSURSULDWHUDQJHRIKHDOWKVHUYLFHVDQGJHQHUDOVWXGHQWVXSSRUW,IDVWXGHQW
LVWDNLQJSDUWLQDQRIIFDPSXVSHULRGRI(33LWLVFOHDUWKDWWKH\DUHUHPRYHGIURPWKH
SURYLVLRQRIFDUHWKDWWKH\PLJKWEHDFFXVWRPHGWR7KLVLVDULVNWRWKH8QLYHUVLW\WKDWPXVW
EHPDQDJHGWRHQVXUHWKDWWKHVWXGHQWV¶ZHOOEHLQJDQGVDIHW\DUHQRWFRPSURPLVHGZKLOVW
XQGHUWDNLQJSHULRGVRI(33LQLQGXVWU\7KLVLVDQDUHDWKDWVRPH8QLYHUVLWLHVPLJKWQHHGWR
H[SHQGDGGLWLRQDOHQHUJ\LQHVWDEOLVKLQJDQGPRQLWRULQJWKH(33SURYLGHUV$WDPLQLPXP
8QLYHUVLWLHVFDQQRWQRZDOORZVWXGHQWVWRFRPSOHWHORQJSODFHPHQWVZLWKRXWSHULRGLF
PRQLWRULQJRIZHOOEHLQJ$VXJJHVWHGPLQLPXPFRQWDFWLQWHUYDORIRQFHSHUPRQWKZKLOVWRQ
DIXOOWLPHSODFHPHQWZDVVXJJHVWHGWR7(46$DVSDUWWKHIHHGEDFNSURFHVV
Section 3.1 ‘Course Design’
$VDSSOLHGWR(33WKLVUHTXLUHVDOOSDUWLHVWRXQGHUVWDQGZK\VWXGHQWVDUHVHHNLQJ(33
DQGZKDWWDVNVPLJKWEHDSSURSULDWHLQDSSURSULDWH7KHGHILQLWLRQRIVSHFLILFOHDUQLQJ
RXWFRPHVIRU(33DQGWKHVXJJHVWLRQKHUHLQRIWKHOHDUQLQJMRXUQH\DUHRQHSRVVLEOH
HOHPHQWWRPHHWWKLVUHTXLUHPHQW
Section 3.2 ‘Staffing’
FVWDWHVWKDWHGXFDWRUVDUHUHTXLUHGWRKROGDTXDOLILFDWLRQOHYHODERYHWKHSURJUDP
EHLQJWDXJKW7KLVLQFOXGHVFRXUVHVWKHUHLQDQGWKHUHIRUHFDQEHH[WHQGHGWRZRUNSODFH
VXSHUYLVRUVRI(33+RZHYHUWKLVUXOHKDVDUHOD[DWLRQWRDFFRXQWIRUSURIHVVLRQDO RU
SUDFWLFDOH[SHULHQFH$WDKLJKOHYHODµ&KDUWHUHG¶HOLJLEOHSURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHULVHDVLO\
GHIHQGDEOH+RZHYHUPDQ\VWXGHQWVZLOOJDLQVLJQLILFDQWDSSOLFDEOHNQRZOHGJHIURPSHULRGV
RIDFWLYLW\DWDWUDGHRUSUHWUDGHOHYHO±HJZRUNLQJDVDWUDGHDVVLVWDQW7KLVUHSUHVHQWV
WKHFRPSOH[LW\ZLWKWKHHQJLQHHULQJ(33VSDFH&OHDUO\DVDWUDGHDVVLVWDQWWKHDSSURSULDWH
VXSHUYLVLRQLVDWUDGHVSHUVRQZKRLVOLNHO\VHYHUDO$4)OHYHOVEHORZRXUILQDOWDUJHWOHYHO
Section 5.3 ‘Monitoring, Review and Improvement’
2IVLJQLILFDQFHLVDVWDWHPHQWLQWKH+(6)DQGZLWKLQWKH:,/JXLGHOLQHIRUPRQLWRULQJWKH
(33SODFHPHQWSURYLGHUVDQGVSHFLILFDOO\XVLQJVWXGHQWIHHGEDFNDVSDUWRIWKHPRQLWRULQJ
SURFHVVWRSRWHQWLDOO\EORFNVRPHSRRUO\SHUIRUPLQJ(33ORFDWLRQV)URPWKLV8QLYHUVLWLHV
PD\QHHGWRGHYHORSDGGLWLRQDOIRUPDOWUDFNLQJRIVWXGHQWIHHGEDFNRQYDULRXVSURYLGHUV
Section 5.4 ‘Delivery with Other Parties’
Work-integrated learning, placements, other community-based learning and
collaborative research training arrangements are quality assured, including
assurance of the quality of supervision of student experiences.
Section 3.3 ‘Learning Resources and Educational Support’LVXQOLNHO\WRSUHVHQWDVLJQLILFDQW
LVVXHZLWKWKHDOOEXWXQLYHUVDODGRSWLRQRI/06V\VWHPV
Section 5.1 ‘Course Approval and Accreditation1RVLJQLILFDQWLPSDFWSHUFHLYHG

'LVFXVVLRQ
(33ZLWKLQHQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPVLVDUHTXLUHPHQWRIDFFUHGLWHGHQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPVDQG
FDQEHVWUXFWXUHGLQPDQ\ZD\V:KHUHLQGXVWULDOSODFHPHQWVDUHDFRPSRQHQWRIDQ(33
VWUXFWXUHLWLVQHFHVVDU\IRUDSURYLGHUWRXQGHUVWDQGERWK)DLU:RUNDQG7(46$
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UHTXLUHPHQWV7KH)DLU:RUN$FWHQDEOHVYRFDWLRQDOSODFHPHQWVWREHXQSDLGDQG7(46$
VWLSXODWHDPLQLPXPOHYHORIDFFHSWDEOHLQWHUYHQWLRQIURPWKHHGXFDWLRQDOSURYLGHUVWRDVVXUH
WKDWWKHVHH[SHULHQFHVDUHPHDQLQJIXO
:KHUHVWXGHQWVSDUWDNHLQSDLGHQJLQHHULQJHPSOR\PHQWWKLVIDOOVLQWRDQ
HPSOR\HHHPSOR\HUUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKQROHJDOREOLJDWLRQIURPWKHKLJKHUHGXFDWLRQSURYLGHU
:KHUHWKHKLJKHUHGXFDWLRQSURYLGHUH[SOLFLWO\EURNHUVWKHHPSOR\PHQWDUUDQJHPHQWRU
UHTXLUHVWKDWSODFHPHQWIRUWKHVWXGHQWWRIXOILOWKHREOLJDWLRQVRIWKHLU(33UHTXLUHPHQWWKH
SODFHPHQWZRXOGQHHGWREHVWUXFWXUHGWRPHHWGHILQHGOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVDQGWKH7(46$
UHTXLUHPHQWV
7KH7(46$:,/JXLGDQFHQRWHVSHFLILHVWKHWUDFNLQJDQGPRQLWRULQJRIVWXGHQWZHOOEHLQJ
EXWGRHVQRWSUHVFULEHKRZWKLVVKRXOGEHDFKLHYHG'XHWRWKHQXPEHUDQGGLYHUVLW\RI
HQJLQHHULQJSODFHPHQWVPRQLWRULQJRISODFHPHQWVZLOOEHPRVWUHDGLO\EHDFFRPSOLVKHG
WKURXJKWKHDGRSWLRQRIDVXLWDEOHVRIWZDUHSODWIRUP,GHDOO\VXFKV\VWHPVZRXOGPDLQWDLQ
FRQVLVWHQWUHFRUGVIRUSDVWDQGSUHVHQWSODFHPHQWV7KHUHDUHVHYHUDOVXFKSODWIRUPV
DYDLODEOHWRWKHPDUNHWIURP$XVWUDOLDSURYLGHUVVXFKDV621,$DQG,Q3ODFH2QHSDFNDJH
LVDFWLYHO\EHLQJH[SORUHGE\DVXEVHWRI$XVWUDOLDQ(QJLQHHULQJVFKRROVWRPRUHVSHFLILFDOO\
PHHWWKHQHHGVRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJSODFHPHQWSURFHVV3URFHVVHVDQGFRQFHSWVZLOOEH
VKDUHGZLWKWKHEURDGHUHQJLQHHULQJFRPPXQLW\WRHQVXUHDVIDUDVSUDFWLFDODXQLILHG
QDWLRQDOSURFHVV
7(46$GRHVGHFODUHDKLJKHUOHYHORIFRQIRUPDQFHDQGLQWHUDFWLRQIRULQVWLWXWLRQVWKDW
UHFHLYHIXQGVIRUWKHSURYLVLRQRI(33UHTXLUHPHQW

&RQFOXVLRQV
7KLVSDSHUKDVH[SORUHGWKH([SRVXUHWR3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFHZLWKLQHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWLRQ
ZKLFKKDVEHHQDORQJVWDQGLQJHOHPHQWIRUJUDGXDWLRQ7KHSDSHUKDVVKRZQWKDWWKH)DLU
:RUN$FWDOORZVIRUWKHFRQWLQXDWLRQRIWKLVSUDFWLFHDQGWKURXJKWKH)DLU:RUN
2PEXGVPDQ¶VSXEOLFDWLRQVWKDWWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVDUHH[SOLFLWO\FODULILHGIRUDILFWLWLRXV
HQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQW,PSRUWDQWO\FODULILFDWLRQWKDWXQSDLGµSURGXFWLYH¶ZRUNLVODZIXOXQGHU
WKH)DLU:RUN$FWIRUYRFDWLRQDOSODFHPHQWVZDVJDLQHG
,QDGGLWLRQWRWKH):$UHTXLUHPHQWVWKHPRUHUHFHQWO\UHOHDVHG7(46$:,/JXLGDQFHQRWH
UHTXLUHVSURYLGHUVWRDVVXUHWKHZHOOEHLQJRIVWXGHQWVRQSODFHPHQWV,WLVWKHUHIRUH
QHFHVVDU\WRHQVXUHWKHVXLWDELOLW\RIDOOSODFHPHQWVZLWKLQ(33WRPHHWGHVLJQHG
HGXFDWLRQDORXWFRPHV7KURXJKWKH$&('VXSSRUWHG(33JURXSGHWDLOHGIHHGEDFNZDV
SURYLGHGWR7(46$ZKLFKKDVEHHQLQFRUSRUDWHGLQWRWKHUHFHQWO\XSGDWHG7(46$:,/
*XLGDQFHQRWH
$VHWRI7(46$PDQGDWHGOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVKDYHEHHQGHYHORSHGDQGSUHVHQWHGIRU
SRWHQWLDOXVHZLWKH[SRVXUHWRSURIHVVLRQDOSUDFWLFH (33 ZLWKLQGLFDWRUVRIDWWDLQPHQWDNLQ
WRWKRVHXVHGLQWKH($6WDJHFRPSHWHQF\GRFXPHQWVWRDLGVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQW
6XJJHVWLRQVIRUDVPDOOVXEVHWRIµKRXUOHYHUDJLQJ¶DFWLYLWLHVFXUUHQWO\EHLQJXVHGDWVHYHUDO
8QLYHUVLWLHVDVDPHDQVRIHQFRXUDJLQJVWXGHQWVWRPDNHXVHRIWKH(33RSSRUWXQLWLHVWKDW
DUHRQRIIHUVXFKDVVLWHYLVLWVDQGVSHFLDOJXHVWOHFWXUHVKDYHEHHQSUHVHQWHG,WLV
VXJJHVWHGWKDWGHSHQGDQWRQHDFKVSHFLILF8QLYHUVLW\WKHUDQJHRIDFWLYLWLHVZLOOEHJUHDWO\
H[SDQGHGDQGµKRXUYDOXHG¶DVUHOHYDQWWRORFDOFRQGLWLRQV
7KHILQDORXWFRPHIURPWKH$&('IXQGHGZRUNDQGWKLVSDSHULVDOHDUQLQJMRXUQDOH[HPSODU
:KLOVWHDFKLQVWLWXWLRQZLOOFRQVLGHUWKHLURZQLPSOHPHQWDWLRQWKHLQWHQWLVWRDLGVWXGHQWVLQ
PRQLWRULQJWKHLUDJJUHJDWLRQRISURIHVVLRQDOH[SHULHQFHWRZDUGVEURDGOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHV,W
LVDOVRLQWHQGHGWRHQDEOHGHHSHUUHIOHFWLRQWRZDUGVWKH6WDJH&RPSHWHQF\6WDQGDUGV
GHILQHGE\(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLD
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5HIHUHQFHV
(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLD  6WDJH&RPSHWHQF\6WDQGDUGIRUWKH3URIHVVLRQDO(QJLQHHUDYDLODEOH
IURPǁǁǁ͘ĞŶŐŝŶĞĞƌƐĂƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ͘ŽƌŐ͘ĂƵͬďŽƵƚͲhƐͬĐĐƌĞĚŝƚĂƚŝŽŶͬĐĐƌĞĚŝƚĂƚŝŽŶͲKǀĞƌǀŝĞǁ
(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLD  *$FFUHGLWDWLRQ&ULWHULD*XLGHOLQHVVHFWLRQDYDLODEOHIURP

ŚƚƚƉƐ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ĞŶŐŝŶĞĞƌƐĂƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ͘ŽƌŐ͘ĂƵͬͬ͘͘͘'ϬϮͺĐĐƌĞĚŝƚĂƚŝŽŶͺƌŝƚĞƌŝĂͺ'ƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ͘ƉĚĨ

)DLU:RUN$FW &WK 
)DLU:RUN2PEXGVPDQ D 8QSDLG:RUN$XVWUDOLDQ*RYHUQPHQWDYDLODEOHIURP
ǁǁǁ͘ĨĂŝƌǁŽƌŬ͘ŐŽǀ͘ĂƵͬƵŶƉĂŝĚǁŽƌŬ
)DLU:RUN2PEXGVPDQ E 9RFDWLRQDOSODFHPHQWV$XVWUDOLDQ*RYHUQPHQWDYDLODEOHIURP
KWWSVZZZIDLUZRUNJRYDXSD\XQSDLGZRUNVWXGHQWSODFHPHQWV
7HUWLDU\(GXFDWLRQ4XDOLW\DQG6WDQGDUGV$JHQF\ D *XLGDQFH1RWH:RUN,QWHJUDWHG/HDUQLQJ
Y DYDLODEOHIURPǁǁǁ͘ƚĞƋƐĂ͘ŐŽǀ͘ĂƵͬŚĞƐĨͲϮϬϭϱͲƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐͲŐƵŝĚĂŶĐĞͲŶŽƚĞƐ
7HUWLDU\(GXFDWLRQ4XDOLW\DQG6WDQGDUGV$JHQF\ E $ERXW7(46$DYDLODEOHIURP
ǁǁǁ͘ƚĞƋƐĂ͘ŐŽǀ͘ĂƵͬĂďŽƵƚ
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ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆͲǆĂŵƉůĞŽĨƉŽƐƐŝďůĞƐƚƵĚĞŶƚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐũŽƵƌŶĞǇĨŽƌƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐŽĨƚŚĞŝƌĞǆƉŽƐƵƌĞƚŽƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂůƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ
^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ:ŽƵƌŶĞǇZĞĐŽƌĚ

^ƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚdĞŵƉůĂƚĞĨŽƌŝŵƉůŝŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶŝŶƚŽĂWŽƌƚĨŽůŝŽ^ǇƐƚĞŵƐƵĐŚĂƐ^KE/Žƌ/ŶWůĂĐĞ

^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĂƌĞƚŽĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞƚŚŝƐĨŽƌŵ͕ƵƐŝŶŐƚŚĞŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŽƌƐŽĨĂƚƚŝŶŵĞŶƚĂŐĂŝŶƐƚĞĂĐŚƐƚĂŐĞŽŶĞĐŽŵƉĞƚĂŶĐǇĂƐĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ͘&ŽƌǆƉŽƐƵƌĞƚŽWƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů
WƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ͕ƚŚŽƐĞǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ'ƌĞĞŶƐƚƌŝƉĞĂƌĞƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ͘ƐĂŐĞŶĞƌĂůƚƌĂĐŬŝŶŐŽĨƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐ͕ĂůůŝŶzĞůůŽǁ͘ŶĚƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐƚŽǁĂƌĚƐĚĞŐƌĞĞƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ͕
ůƵĞ͘^ŽŵĞĐĂŵƉƵƐƵƐŚĂǀĞĂůŝŐŶĞĚƉƌŽŐƌĂŵůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐǁŝƚŚ^ƚĂŐĞϭ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞƚŚĞďůƵĞƐĞĐƚŝŽŶŝƐŶŽƚƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ͘
&DPSXHV3URJUDP/HDUQLQJRXWFRPHV$GGDVUHTXLUHGDQGVSHFLILFWR\RXUSURJUDP

5()/(&7,21$5($
&203(7(1&<(/(0(17

([SRVXUHWR3URIHVVLRQDO3UDFWLFH
327(17,$/,1',&$72562)$77$,10(17

ĂƚĞŽĨŶƚƌǇDDͬzz͗ZĞĂƐŽŶŽĨŶƚƌǇ;^ĞŵŝŶĂƌ͕
ƐŝƚĞǀŝƐŝƚĞƚĐͿ
6HOIUHIOHFWLRQ+RZDP,PHHWLQJWKHVHDWWKLV
SRLQWLQP\GHJUHH

5RXWLQHSXQFWXDOLW\DQGPDLQWDLQHGZRUNHWKLF
3URIHVVLRQDOLVP±LQWHJULW\KRQHVW\UHVSHFWDQGFRQILGHQWLDOLW\

([SRVXUHWRDQLQGXVWULDOWHFKQLFDO
HQYLURQPHQWLQRUGHUWRDSSUHFLDWH &RPPXQLFDWLRQZLWKFROOHDJXHVH[SHUWVDQGOD\SHRSOHV
WKHYDULRXVDFWLYLWLHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWK
HQJLQHHULQJLQLQGXVWU\
$SSUHFDWLRQRIWKHUHOHYDQFHRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJFXUULFXOXP

3UHSRSXODWHDQXPEHURIWKHVHDVH[DPSOHV EG
Atended a site visit to XXXX Engineering.
Enabled better understanding of …..

8QGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHLQIOXHQFHRISURIHVVLRQDOHQLJQHHUVDQGWKHLQKHUQHWDVVRFLDWHGUHVSRQVLELOLW\
8QGHUVWDQGRIWKHVXSSRUWLQJVRFLDOIXQFWLRQWKDWHQJLQHHUVSURYLGH
2EVHUYHDQGXQGHUWDNHWDVNVLQ
SUDFWLFDODVSHFWVRILQYHVWLJDWLRQ
$SSUHFLDWLRQWKDWHYHU\HQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQHVSDQVDEUHDGWKRINQRZOHGJHEH\RQGWKHVSHFLILFFXUULFXOXP
GHVLJQDQGFRQVWUXFWLRQRI
HQJLQHHULQJZRUNVDVDFRPSOHPHQW
$SSUHFLDWHWKDWDWHDPRISHRSOHDUHRIWHQUHTXLUHGWRFRPSOHWHDQ\SURMHFW
WRWKHRUHWLFDOVWXGLHV

*DLQFRQILGHQFHLQ\RXUFDSDFLW\WR
WDNHXSSRVLWLRQVWKDWUHTXLUH
UHVSRQVLELOLW\PRWLYDWLRQGHFLVLRQ
PDNLQJDQGFRPPXQLFDWLRQRYHU
RWKHUSHRSOHLQWKHPDUNHWSODFH

$SSUHFLDWLRQRIWKHNQRZOHGJHJDLQHGGXULQJVWXGLHVDQGWKHYDOXHWKLVDGGVWR\RXDVDSURVSHFWLYHHPSOR\HH

5()/(&7,21$5($

3URIHVVLRQDODQG3HUVRQDO$WWULEXWHV

&203(7(1&<(/(0(17

327(17,$/,1',&$72562)$77$,10(17

ĂƚĞŽĨŶƚƌǇDDͬzz
6HOIUHIOHFWLRQ+RZDP,PHHWLQJWKHVHDWWKLV
SRLQWLQP\GHJUHH

D 'HPRQVWUDWHVFRPPLWPHQWWRXSKROGWKH(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLD&RGHRI(WKLFVDQG
HVWDEOLVKHGQRUPVRISURIHVVLRQDOFRQGXFWSHUWLQHQWWRWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
(WKLFDOFRQGXFWDQGSURIHVVLRQDO
DFFRXQWDELOLW\

E 8QGHUVWDQGVWKHQHHGIRUµGXHGLOLJHQFH¶LQFHUWLILFDWLRQFRPSOLDQFHDQGULVNPDQDJHPHQW

SURFHVVHV
F 8QGHUVWDQGVWKHDFFRXQWDELOLWLHVRIWKHSURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHUDQGWKHEURDGHUHQJLQHHULQJWHDP
IRUWKHVDIHW\RIRWKHUSHRSOHDQGIRUSURWHFWLRQRIWKHHQYLURQPHQW

G ,VDZDUHRIWKHIXQGDPHQWDOSULQFLSOHVRILQWHOOHFWXDOSURSHUW\ULJKWVDQGSURWHFWLRQ
D ,VSURILFLHQWLQOLVWHQLQJVSHDNLQJUHDGLQJDQGZULWLQJ(QJOLVKLQFOXGLQJ
FRPSUHKHQGLQJFULWLFDOO\DQGIDLUO\WKHYLHZSRLQWVRIRWKHUV
H[SUHVVLQJLQIRUPDWLRQHIIHFWLYHO\DQGVXFFLQFWO\LVVXLQJLQVWUXFWLRQHQJDJLQJLQGLVFXVVLRQ
SUHVHQWLQJDUJXPHQWVDQGMXVWLILFDWLRQGHEDWLQJDQGQHJRWLDWLQJWRWHFKQLFDODQGQRQWHFKQLFDO
DXGLHQFHVDQGXVLQJWH[WXDOGLDJUDPPDWLFSLFWRULDODQGJUDSKLFDOPHGLDEHVWVXLWHGWRWKH
FRQWH[W
 UHSUHVHQWLQJDQHQJLQHHULQJSRVLWLRQRUWKHHQJLQHHULQJSURIHVVLRQDWODUJHWRWKHEURDGHU
FRPPXQLW\
 DSSUHFLDWLQJWKHLPSDFWRIERG\ODQJXDJHSHUVRQDOEHKDYLRXUDQGRWKHUQRQYHUEDO
FRPPXQLFDWLRQSURFHVVHVDVZHOODVWKHIXQGDPHQWDOVRIKXPDQVRFLDOEHKDYLRXUDQGWKHLU
FURVVFXOWXUDOGLIIHUHQFHV
E 3UHSDUHVKLJKTXDOLW\HQJLQHHULQJGRFXPHQWVVXFKDVSURJUHVVDQGSURMHFWUHSRUWVUHSRUWVRI
LQYHVWLJDWLRQVDQGIHDVLELOLW\VWXGLHVSURSRVDOVVSHFLILFDWLRQVGHVLJQUHFRUGVGUDZLQJVWHFKQLFDO
GHVFULSWLRQVDQGSUHVHQWDWLRQVSHUWLQHQWWRWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
D $SSOLHVFUHDWLYHDSSURDFKHVWRLGHQWLI\DQGGHYHORSDOWHUQDWLYHFRQFHSWVVROXWLRQVDQG
SURFHGXUHVDSSURSULDWHO\FKDOOHQJHVHQJLQHHULQJSUDFWLFHVIURPWHFKQLFDODQGQRQWHFKQLFDO
YLHZSRLQWVLGHQWLILHVQHZWHFKQRORJLFDORSSRUWXQLWLHV
E 6HHNVRXWQHZGHYHORSPHQWVLQWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQHDQGVSHFLDOLVDWLRQVDQGDSSOLHV



(IIHFWLYHRUDODQGZULWWHQ
FRPPXQLFDWLRQLQSURIHVVLRQDODQGOD\
GRPDLQV

&UHDWLYHLQQRYDWLYHDQGSURDFWLYH
GHPHDQRXU

IXQGDPHQWDONQRZOHGJHDQGV\VWHPDWLFSURFHVVHVWRHYDOXDWHDQGUHSRUWSRWHQWLDO

F ,VDZDUHRIEURDGHUILHOGVRIVFLHQFHHQJLQHHULQJWHFKQRORJ\DQGFRPPHUFHIURPZKLFKQHZ

3URIHVVLRQDOXVHDQGPDQDJHPHQW
RILQIRUPDWLRQ

LGHDVDQGLQWHUIDFHVPD\EHPD\GUDZQDQGUHDGLO\HQJDJHVZLWKSURIHVVLRQDOVIURPWKHVHILHOGVWR
H[FKDQJHLGHDV
D ,VSURILFLHQWLQORFDWLQJDQGXWLOLVLQJLQIRUPDWLRQLQFOXGLQJDFFHVVLQJV\VWHPDWLFDOO\VHDUFKLQJ
DQDO\VLQJHYDOXDWLQJDQGUHIHUHQFLQJUHOHYDQWSXEOLVKHGZRUNVDQGGDWDLVSURILFLHQWLQWKHXVHRI
LQGH[HVELEOLRJUDSKLFGDWDEDVHVDQGRWKHUVHDUFKIDFLOLWLHV
E &ULWLFDOO\DVVHVVHVWKHDFFXUDF\UHOLDELOLW\DQGDXWKHQWLFLW\RILQIRUPDWLRQ

F ,VDZDUHRIFRPPRQGRFXPHQWLGHQWLILFDWLRQWUDFNLQJDQGFRQWUROSURFHGXUHV
D 'HPRQVWUDWHVFRPPLWPHQWWRFULWLFDOVHOIUHYLHZDQGSHUIRUPDQFHHYDOXDWLRQDJDLQVWDSSURSULDWH
FULWHULDDVDSULPDU\PHDQVRIWUDFNLQJSHUVRQDOGHYHORSPHQWQHHGVDQGDFKLHYHPHQWV

E 8QGHUVWDQGVWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIEHLQJDPHPEHURIDSURIHVVLRQDODQGLQWHOOHFWXDOFRPPXQLW\

OHDUQLQJIURPLWVNQRZOHGJHDQGVWDQGDUGVDQGFRQWULEXWLQJWRWKHLUPDLQWHQDQFHDQGDGYDQFHPHQW

2UGHUO\PDQDJHPHQWRIVHOIDQG
SURIHVVLRQDOFRQGXFW

F 'HPRQVWUDWHVFRPPLWPHQWWROLIHORQJOHDUQLQJDQGSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQW
G 0DQDJHVWLPHDQGSURFHVVHVHIIHFWLYHO\SULRULWLVHVFRPSHWLQJGHPDQGVWRDFKLHYHSHUVRQDO
FDUHHUDQGRUJDQLVDWLRQDOJRDOVDQGREMHFWLYHV

H 7KLQNVFULWLFDOO\DQGDSSOLHVDQDSSURSULDWHEDODQFHRIORJLFDQGLQWHOOHFWXDOFULWHULDWRDQDO\VLV
MXGJPHQWDQGGHFLVLRQPDNLQJ

I 3UHVHQWVDSURIHVVLRQDOLPDJHLQDOOFLUFXPVWDQFHVLQFOXGLQJUHODWLRQVZLWKFOLHQWVVWDNHKROGHUV

DVZHOODVZLWKSURIHVVLRQDODQGWHFKQLFDOFROOHDJXHVDFURVVZLGHUDQJLQJGLVFLSOLQHV

D 8QGHUVWDQGVWKHIXQGDPHQWDOVRIWHDPG\QDPLFVDQGOHDGHUVKLS
E )XQFWLRQVDVDQHIIHFWLYHPHPEHURUOHDGHURIGLYHUVHHQJLQHHULQJWHDPVLQFOXGLQJWKRVHZLWK
PXOWLOHYHOPXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\DQGPXOWLFXOWXUDOGLPHQVLRQV
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(IIHFWLYHWHDPPHPEHUVKLSDQG
WHDPOHDGHUVKLS

F (DUQVWKHWUXVWDQGFRQILGHQFHRIFROOHDJXHVWKURXJKFRPSHWHQWDQGWLPHO\FRPSOHWLRQRIWDVNV
G 5HFRJQLVHVWKHYDOXHRIDOWHUQDWLYHDQGGLYHUVHYLHZSRLQWVVFKRODUO\DGYLFHDQGWKHLPSRUWDQFH

RISURIHVVLRQDOQHWZRUNLQJ
H &RQILGHQWO\SXUVXHVDQGGLVFHUQVH[SHUWDVVLVWDQFHDQGSURIHVVLRQDODGYLFH

I 7DNHVLQLWLDWLYHDQGIXOILOVWKHOHDGHUVKLSUROHZKLOVWUHVSHFWLQJWKHDJUHHGUROHVRIRWKHUV

5()/(&7,21$5($
&203(7(1&<(/(0(17

$SSOLFDWLRQRIHVWDEOLVKHG
HQJLQHHULQJPHWKRGVWRFRPSOH[
HQJLQHHULQJSUREOHPVROYLQJ

$SSOLFDWLRQRI(QJLQHHULQJ$ELOLWLHV
327(17,$/,1',&$72562)$77$,10(17

D,GHQWLILHVGLVFHUQVDQGFKDUDFWHULVHVVDOLHQWLVVXHVGHWHUPLQHVDQGDQDO\VHVFDXVHVDQG
HIIHFWVMXVWLILHVDQGDSSOLHVDSSURSULDWHVLPSOLI\LQJDVVXPSWLRQVSUHGLFWVSHUIRUPDQFHDQG
EHKDYLRXUV\QWKHVLVHVVROXWLRQVWUDWHJLHVDQGGHYHORSVVXEVWDQWLDWHGFRQFOXVLRQV
E(QVXUHVWKDWDOODVSHFWVRIDQHQJLQHHULQJDFWLYLW\DUHVRXQGO\EDVHGRQIXQGDPHQWDOSULQFLSOHV
E\GLDJQRVLQJDQGWDNLQJDSSURSULDWHDFWLRQZLWKGDWDFDOFXODWLRQVUHVXOWVSURSRVDOVSURFHVVHV
SUDFWLFHVDQGGRFXPHQWHGLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWPD\EHLOOIRXQGHGLOORJLFDOHUURQHRXVXQUHOLDEOHRU
XQUHDOLVWLF
F&RPSHWHQWO\DGGUHVVHVHQJLQHHULQJSUREOHPVLQYROYLQJXQFHUWDLQW\DPELJXLW\LPSUHFLVH
LQIRUPDWLRQDQGZLGHUDQJLQJDQGVRPHWLPHVFRQIOLFWLQJWHFKQLFDODQGQRQWHFKQLFDOIDFWRUV
G3DUWLWLRQVSUREOHPVSURFHVVHVRUV\VWHPVLQWRPDQDJHDEOHHOHPHQWVIRUWKHSXUSRVHVRI
DQDO\VLVPRGHOOLQJRUGHVLJQDQGWKHQUHFRPELQHVWRIRUPDZKROHZLWKWKHLQWHJULW\DQG
SHUIRUPDQFHRIWKHRYHUDOOV\VWHPDVWKHSDUDPRXQWFRQVLGHUDWLRQ
H&RQFHSWXDOLVHVDOWHUQDWLYHHQJLQHHULQJDSSURDFKHVDQGHYDOXDWHVSRWHQWLDORXWFRPHVDJDLQVW
DSSURSULDWHFULWHULDWRMXVWLI\DQRSWLPDOVROXWLRQFKRLFH
I&ULWLFDOO\UHYLHZVDQGDSSOLHVUHOHYDQWVWDQGDUGVDQGFRGHVRISUDFWLFHXQGHUSLQQLQJWKH
HQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQHDQGQRPLQDWHGVSHFLDOLVDWLRQV
J,GHQWLILHVTXDQWLILHVPLWLJDWHVDQGPDQDJHVWHFKQLFDOKHDOWKHQYLURQPHQWDOVDIHW\DQGRWKHU
FRQWH[WXDOULVNVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKHQJLQHHULQJDSSOLFDWLRQLQWKHGHVLJQDWHGHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
K,QWHUSUHWVDQGHQVXUHVFRPSOLDQFHZLWKUHOHYDQWOHJLVODWLYHDQGVWDWXWRU\UHTXLUHPHQWVDSSOLFDEOH
WRWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
L,QYHVWLJDWHVFRPSOH[SUREOHPVXVLQJUHVHDUFKEDVHGNQRZOHGJHDQGUHVHDUFKPHWKRGV
D3URILFLHQWO\LGHQWLILHVVHOHFWVDQGDSSOLHVWKHPDWHULDOVFRPSRQHQWVGHYLFHVV\VWHPV
SURFHVVHVUHVRXUFHVSODQWDQGHTXLSPHQWUHOHYDQWWRWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
E&RQVWUXFWVRUVHOHFWVDQGDSSOLHVIURPDTXDOLWDWLYHGHVFULSWLRQRIDSKHQRPHQRQSURFHVV
V\VWHPFRPSRQHQWRUGHYLFHDPDWKHPDWLFDOSK\VLFDORUFRPSXWDWLRQDOPRGHOEDVHGRQ
IXQGDPHQWDOVFLHQWLILFSULQFLSOHVDQGMXVWLILDEOHVLPSOLI\LQJDVVXPSWLRQV
F'HWHUPLQHVSURSHUWLHVSHUIRUPDQFHVDIHZRUNLQJOLPLWVIDLOXUHPRGHVDQGRWKHULQKHUHQW
SDUDPHWHUVRIPDWHULDOVFRPSRQHQWVDQGV\VWHPVUHOHYDQWWRWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
G$SSOLHVDZLGHUDQJHRIHQJLQHHULQJWRROVIRUDQDO\VLVVLPXODWLRQYLVXDOLVDWLRQV\QWKHVLVDQG
GHVLJQLQFOXGLQJDVVHVVLQJWKHDFFXUDF\DQGOLPLWDWLRQVRIVXFKWRROVDQGYDOLGDWLRQRIWKHLUUHVXOWV

)OXHQWDSSOLFDWLRQRIHQJLQHHULQJ
WHFKQLTXHVWRROVDQGUHVRXUFHV

H$SSOLHVIRUPDOV\VWHPVHQJLQHHULQJPHWKRGVWRDGGUHVVWKHSODQQLQJDQGH[HFXWLRQRIFRPSOH[
SUREOHPVROYLQJDQGHQJLQHHULQJSURMHFWV
I'HVLJQVDQGFRQGXFWVH[SHULPHQWVDQDO\VHVDQGLQWHUSUHWVUHVXOWGDWDDQGIRUPXODWHVUHOLDEOH
FRQFOXVLRQV
J$QDO\VHVVRXUFHVRIHUURULQDSSOLHGPRGHOVDQGH[SHULPHQWVHOLPLQDWHVPLQLPLVHVRU
FRPSHQVDWHVIRUVXFKHUURUVTXDQWLILHVVLJQLILFDQFHRIHUURUVWRDQ\FRQFOXVLRQVGUDZQ
K6DIHO\DSSOLHVODERUDWRU\WHVWDQGH[SHULPHQWDOSURFHGXUHVDSSURSULDWHWRWKHHQJLQHHULQJ
GLVFLSOLQH
L8QGHUVWDQGVWKHQHHGIRUV\VWHPDWLFPDQDJHPHQWRIWKHDFTXLVLWLRQFRPPLVVLRQLQJRSHUDWLRQ
XSJUDGHPRQLWRULQJDQGPDLQWHQDQFHRIHQJLQHHULQJSODQWIDFLOLWLHVHTXLSPHQWDQGV\VWHPV
M8QGHUVWDQGVWKHUROHRITXDOLW\PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPVWRROVDQGSURFHVVHVZLWKLQDFXOWXUHRI
FRQWLQXRXVLPSURYHPHQW
D 3URILFLHQWO\DSSOLHVWHFKQLFDONQRZOHGJHDQGRSHQHQGHGSUREOHPVROYLQJVNLOOVDVZHOODV
DSSURSULDWHWRROVDQGUHVRXUFHVWRGHVLJQFRPSRQHQWVHOHPHQWVV\VWHPVSODQWIDFLOLWLHVDQGRU
SURFHVVHVWRVDWLVI\XVHUUHTXLUHPHQWV
E $GGUHVVHVEURDGFRQWH[WXDOFRQVWUDLQWVVXFKDVVRFLDOFXOWXUDOHQYLURQPHQWDOFRPPHUFLDO
OHJDOSROLWLFDODQGKXPDQIDFWRUVDVZHOODVKHDOWKVDIHW\DQGVXVWDLQDELOLW\LPSHUDWLYHVDVDQ
LQWHJUDOSDUWRIWKHGHVLJQSURFHVV
F ([HFXWHVDQGOHDGVDZKROHV\VWHPVGHVLJQF\FOHDSSURDFKLQFOXGLQJWDVNVVXFKDV
GHWHUPLQLQJFOLHQWUHTXLUHPHQWVDQGLGHQWLI\LQJWKHLPSDFWRIUHOHYDQWFRQWH[WXDOIDFWRUV
LQFOXGLQJEXVLQHVVSODQQLQJDQGFRVWLQJWDUJHWV
V\VWHPDWLFDOO\DGGUHVVLQJVXVWDLQDELOLW\FULWHULD
ZRUNLQJZLWKLQSURMHFWHGGHYHORSPHQWSURGXFWLRQDQGLPSOHPHQWDWLRQFRQVWUDLQWV
HOLFLWLQJVFRSLQJDQGGRFXPHQWLQJWKHUHTXLUHGRXWFRPHVRIWKHGHVLJQWDVNDQGGHILQLQJ

DFFHSWDQFHFULWHULD

LGHQWLI\LQJDVVHVVLQJDQGPDQDJLQJWHFKQLFDOKHDOWKDQGVDIHW\ULVNVLQWHJUDOWRWKHGHVLJQ

$SSOLFDWLRQRIV\VWHPDWLF
HQJLQHHULQJV\QWKHVLVDQGGHVLJQ
SURFHVVHV

SURFHVV
ZULWLQJHQJLQHHULQJVSHFLILFDWLRQVWKDWIXOO\VDWLVI\WKHIRUPDOUHTXLUHPHQWV

HQVXULQJFRPSOLDQFHZLWKHVVHQWLDOHQJLQHHULQJVWDQGDUGVDQGFRGHVRISUDFWLFH
SDUWLWLRQLQJWKHGHVLJQWDVNLQWRDSSURSULDWHPRGXODUIXQFWLRQDOHOHPHQWVWKDWFDQEH

VHSDUDWHO\DGGUHVVHGDQGVXEVHTXHQWO\LQWHJUDWHGWKURXJKGHILQHGLQWHUIDFHV

LGHQWLI\LQJDQGDQDO\VLQJSRVVLEOHGHVLJQDSSURDFKHVDQGMXVWLI\LQJDQRSWLPDODSSURDFK
GHYHORSLQJDQGFRPSOHWLQJWKHGHVLJQXVLQJDSSURSULDWHHQJLQHHULQJSULQFLSOHVWRROVDQG
SURFHVVHV
LQWHJUDWLQJIXQFWLRQDOHOHPHQWVWRIRUPDFRKHUHQWGHVLJQVROXWLRQ
TXDQWLI\LQJWKHPDWHULDOVFRPSRQHQWVV\VWHPVHTXLSPHQWIDFLOLWLHVHQJLQHHULQJUHVRXUFHV
DQGRSHUDWLQJDUUDQJHPHQWVQHHGHGIRULPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKHVROXWLRQ
FKHFNLQJWKHGHVLJQVROXWLRQIRUHDFKHOHPHQWDQGWKHLQWHJUDWHGV\VWHPDJDLQVWWKH
HQJLQHHULQJVSHFLILFDWLRQV
GHYLVLQJDQGGRFXPHQWLQJWHVWVWKDWZLOOYHULI\SHUIRUPDQFHRIWKHHOHPHQWVDQGWKH
LQWHJUDWHGUHDOLVDWLRQ
SURWRW\SLQJLPSOHPHQWLQJWKHGHVLJQVROXWLRQDQGYHULI\LQJSHUIRUPDQFHDJDLQVWVSHFLILFDWLRQ
GRFXPHQWLQJFRPPLVVLRQLQJDQGUHSRUWLQJWKHGHVLJQRXWFRPH

$SSOLFDWLRQRIV\VWHPDWLF

G ,VDZDUHRIWKHDFFRXQWDELOLWLHVRIWKHSURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHULQUHODWLRQWRWKHµGHVLJQDXWKRULW\¶
UROH
D &RQWULEXWHVWRDQGRUPDQDJHVcomplex HQJLQHHULQJSURMHFWDFWLYLW\DVDPHPEHUDQGRUDV
OHDGHURIDQHQJLQHHULQJWHDP
E 6HHNVRXWWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVDQGDVVRFLDWHGUHVRXUFHVDQGUHDOLVWLFDOO\DVVHVVHVWKHVFRSH
GLPHQVLRQVVFDOHRIHIIRUWDQGLQGLFDWLYHFRVWVRIDcomplex HQJLQHHULQJSURMHFW
F $FFRPPRGDWHVUHOHYDQWFRQWH[WXDOLVVXHVLQWRDOOSKDVHVRIHQJLQHHULQJSURMHFWZRUNLQFOXGLQJ
WKHIXQGDPHQWDOVRIEXVLQHVVSODQQLQJDQGILQDQFLDOPDQDJHPHQW
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XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHXQGHUSLQQLQJ
QDWXUDODQGSK\VLFDOVFLHQFHVDQG
WKHHQJLQHHULQJIXQGDPHQWDOV
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GLVFLSOLQH
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&RQFHSWXDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI
WKHPDWKHPDWLFVQXPHULFDO
DQDO\VLVVWDWLVWLFVDQGFRPSXWHU
DQGLQIRUPDWLRQVFLHQFHVZKLFK
XQGHUSLQWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH

D 'HYHORSVDQGIOXHQWO\DSSOLHVUHOHYDQWLQYHVWLJDWLRQDQDO\VLVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQDVVHVVPHQW
FKDUDFWHULVDWLRQSUHGLFWLRQHYDOXDWLRQPRGHOOLQJGHFLVLRQPDNLQJPHDVXUHPHQWHYDOXDWLRQ
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GLVFLSOLQH
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D ,GHQWLILHVDQGFULWLFDOO\DSSUDLVHVFXUUHQWGHYHORSPHQWVDGYDQFHGWHFKQRORJLHVHPHUJLQJLVVXHV
DQGLQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\OLQNDJHVLQDWOHDVWRQHVSHFLDOLVWSUDFWLFHGRPDLQRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
E ,QWHUSUHWVDQGDSSOLHVVHOHFWHGUHVHDUFKOLWHUDWXUHWRLQIRUPHQJLQHHULQJDSSOLFDWLRQLQDWOHDVW
RQHVSHFLDOLVWGRPDLQRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
D ,GHQWLILHVDQGXQGHUVWDQGVWKHLQWHUDFWLRQVEHWZHHQHQJLQHHULQJV\VWHPVDQGSHRSOHLQWKH
VRFLDOFXOWXUDOHQYLURQPHQWDOFRPPHUFLDOOHJDODQGSROLWLFDOFRQWH[WVLQZKLFKWKH\RSHUDWH
LQFOXGLQJERWKWKHSRVLWLYHUROHRIHQJLQHHULQJLQVXVWDLQDEOHGHYHORSPHQWDQGWKHSRWHQWLDOO\
DGYHUVHLPSDFWVRIHQJLQHHULQJDFWLYLW\LQWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
E ,VDZDUHRIWKHIRXQGLQJSULQFLSOHVRIKXPDQIDFWRUVUHOHYDQWWRWKHHQJLQHHULQJGLVFLSOLQH
F ,VDZDUHRIWKHIXQGDPHQWDOVRIEXVLQHVVDQGHQWHUSULVHPDQDJHPHQW
G ,GHQWLILHVWKHVWUXFWXUHUROHVDQGFDSDELOLWLHVRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJZRUNIRUFH
H $SSUHFLDWHVWKHLVVXHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKLQWHUQDWLRQDOHQJLQHHULQJSUDFWLFHDQGJOREDORSHUDWLQJ
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CONTEXT Authentic education, which connects the lessons with students’ real lives and
their prior knowledge, has the potential to create meaningful learning environments in which
students see their lessons as meaningful, useful and relevant. Typically engineering
undergraduate courses do not provide students with an opportunity to solve meaningful real
life engineering problems that are beneficial for their lives and societies. Authentic
engineering education has the potential to help students develop their creativity, problem
solving and innovation skills.

PURPOSE The focus of authentic education is to employ interdisciplinary ways in order to
solve real-world problems. This study aims at inspiring other educators to integrate authentic
scenarios into their teaching activities.
APPROACH For this study projects and assignments with real life relevance were
introduced for several courses across a semester for students enrolled in papers spanning a
range of years and engineering disciplines. Students comments on their learning experience
with this authentic approach vs. traditional lecture based teaching are included in this paper.

RESULTS Early observations indicate an increased level of engagement with students
more motivated to learn and displaying an enthusiastic positive approach to their study. It is
also considerably more exciting and stimulating environment to teach in.

CONCLUSIONS This paper outlines relatively early efforts to change the established
learning paradigm in engineering classes and as such it is too early to draw firm conclusions.
However, our experiences to date demonstrate that providing a more authentic education
environment engages students more positively in their study. Creating such an environment
connects theory and practice and exposes students to real life situations and should prepare
them better for 21st century challenges.
KEYWORDS Real World Problems, Authentic Learning, Self-Directed Learning
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Introduction
The new pedagogical concept called “authentic learning’ was proposed by Herrington et al
(Herrington, 2006). Authentic learning typically relates to real world, complex problems and
their solutions, using role playing exercises, problem-based activities in real or simulated
communities of practice. Herod (Herod, 2002) describes authentic learning as follows:
“In this type of learning materials and activities are framed around real life contexts in which
they would be used. The underlying assumptions of this approach is that material is
meaningful to students and therefore, more motivating and deeply processed.”

It is reported that students engaged in authentic learning activities cultivate “portable skills”
and develop the flexibility to work across disciplinary and cultural boundaries to generate
innovative solutions (Chang et al., 2010).
The process of authentic learning creates an interdisciplinary approach to providing solutions
to real life problems that students relate to and are motivated to learn skills that better
prepare them better for the Grand Challenges (Vest, 2008) they will encounter in their
careers and lives after leaving university (Jadud, 2000).
Typical traditional engineering courses often do not provide students with an opportunity to
solve meaningful real life engineering problems that are beneficial for their lives and
societies. It has also been around fifty years since the engineering curricula has changed
significantly. Since this time science and mathematics has had a central and dominant
emphasis in most engineering courses. However much has changed in this time and a
modern engineer requires a broader set of skills. In recent years many employers have
complained about the need for new engineering graduates to have more professional skills
(Miller, 2010).
As Richard Miller of Olin College, USA reports many modern students are highly motivated to
tackle the Grand Challenges referred to by (Vest, 2008) but do not see the narrow study of
physics and mathematics to be the key to tackling these problems. They are often seeking to
make a positive difference in the world and the lives of people. They also do not see the
study of engineering science and mathematics as being directly related to the problems that
they see or care about (Miller, 2010). Miller argues that engineering curricula need
rebalancing and requires students to be more involved in “maker” projects less time spent in
lectures that involve learning just in case knowledge about topics that are never actually
needed.
Higher education is beginning to shift, but slowly. The old pedagogical paradigm of the expert
professor delivering content to rows and rows of quiet students who take notes and prepare
to demonstrate knowledge in tests is beginning to change. Now we can see the emergence
of more experiential learning in engineering courses worldwide. These developments in
engineering education are leading to fundamental changes in curricula and pedagogies
(Kolmos et al., 2004)
There is much evidence that instructional strategies that encourage undergraduates to
become actively engaged in their own learning can produce levels of understanding,
retention and transfer of knowledge greater than those resulting from traditional lecture/lab
classes (Lord, 1997), however in many science and technology subjects there has been little
adoption of student centric practices (DeHaan, 2005) despite evidence that the “sage on a
stage” approach (King, 1993) is not as effective as alternatives. Developments in studentcentric learning such as problem-based and project-based learning have so far had relatively
little impact on mainstream engineering education (Mills and Treagust, 2003), this could in
part be attributed to a lack of understanding of the difference between these approaches,
particularly when a project-based approach is mistakenly represented as problem-based. It is
not uncommon for project-based approaches to be based around specifications for a desired
end product, and such fixed expectations can diminish the learner’s role in setting the goals
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and outcomes (Savery, 2015). Whilst student-centric approaches are gaining popularity in
STEM subjects, the liberal arts disciplines were early adopters of such approaches. It has
been argued that engineering and technology should be reconfigured as academic
disciplines, similar to other liberal arts disciplines (Duderstadt, 2010). Whilst this view is
gaining some support many universities and professional institutes remain sceptical and
wedded to a more traditional approach.
Traditional engineering instruction is deductive, beginning with theories and progressing to
the applications of those theories (Prince and Felder, 2006), whereas arts based pedagogies
are more inductive. Topics are introduced by presenting specific observations, case studies
or problems, and theories are taught or the students are helped to discover them only after
the need to know them has been established. A wide variety of inductive teaching methods
exist, including inquiry learning, problem-based learning, project-based learning and
discovery learning. The mismatch that exists between common learning styles of engineering
students and traditional teaching styles of engineering professors is not a recent observation
(Felder and Silverman, 1988) which begs the question, why has there been no widespread
adoption of inductive teaching methods in the engineering disciplines? In engineering, the
most-favoured pedagogical model for teaching in an inductive style is project-based learning
(Dym et al., 2005). Project based learning is an approach to learning that focuses on
developing a product or the creation of an artefact of some form. Whilst not formally defined
as such, project based learning has the potential to embrace the principles of learning by
doing (Schank et al., 1999), though the project may or may not be student-centred, problembased, or inquiry-based as has been observed by de Graaf and Kolmos (De Graaf and
Kolmos, 2003) who define three types of projects that differ in the degree of student
autonomy.
1. Task based project: Student teams work on projects that have been defined by the
instructor, using largely instructor-prescribed methods. This type of project provides
minimal student motivation and skill development, and is part of traditional instruction in
most engineering curricula.
2. Project based learning: The instructor defines the subject area of the projects and
specifies in general terms the approaches to be used (which normally involve methods
common in the discipline of the subject area), but the students identify the specific
project and design the particular approach they will take to complete it.
3. Problem based learning: The students have nearly complete autonomy to choose their
project and their approach to it.
Much has been written on the third of these, namely problem based learning (Kolmos et al.,
2004).
Real authentic learning is a further development of problem based learning. (Grabinger et al.,
1997). Authenticity is an important part of problem based learning for three reasons. First,
realistic problems hold more relevance to students’ needs and experiences because
students can relate what they are learning to problems and goals that they see every day.
Secondly because students encounter during learning are authentic and reflect the true
challenges of real world problems leading to a deeper learning. Thirdly because solutions to
really complex problems benefit from a group or team approach that opportunities for the
students to the learn communication, collaborative and presentation skills required of a
modern engineer.
Students acquire content and skills through the resolution of realistic problems.
Understandings that are developed in their realistic and complex situations are more easily
retrieved when needed (Brown et al., 1989).
The objective of incorporating work experience into an engineering degree programme is
widely accepted as a worthy direction but its application has proved to be quite difficult in
practice. Other alternatives include, Gap Year, which provides a year of work prior to
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education programme starting and can provide a challenging and exciting experience
attracting students into engineering.
Another method of integrated work experience is the sandwich degree in which periods of
work experience are alternated with periods of study. (Blackwell et al., 2001). Yet
despite the advantages of sandwich degrees, there has been a steady fall in the numbers
enrolling on such courses. But why don't more universities offer placement years – and in a
broader range of courses?
Employers' reluctance to spend time supervising students is partly to blame, says Warwick
University professor Kate Purcell (Purcell and Tzanakou, 2016) who also observes that,
!Work placements are very difficult for universities to set up and they're expensive for to run
– departments have to arrange visits by academics, and mentoring, to ensure students are
having a rewarding experience.!
Integrated semesters of work experience where universities utilise a three semester per year
system to better utilise their staff and facilities and use the extra semester for work related
projects (Blair et al., 2004).
Authentic problem based learning requires a shift in the traditional roles of students and
lecturers. Teachers become facilitators and tutors of the learning process rather than
presenters of knowledge. Students become self-directed learners and problem solvers
(Grabinger et al., 1997).
This paper therefore suggests that a new model of engineering education is needed. Whilst
the lecture plus tutorial model has some advantages, the authors experience is that students
are turning away from lectures, which they find too boring. They need more flexible ways of
learning engineering and demonstrating engineering expertise. This paper draws on
experiences integrating such approaches in a broader educational context and proposes a
radically different socio-technical and more authentic approach.

Our Experiences
The experiences of the authors of this paper are different. Each has come through an
alternative route, either involving a change of discipline, the teaching of engineers in a nonengineering subject or the involvement in teacher training that involves educators from a
wide range of domains. Common to these experiences is exposure to different ways of
thinking and approaching education that has resulted in a belief that engineering education
can be different. In particular, all of the authors feel that the core pedagogic values of the arts
disciplines can play an important role in STEM subjects (Connor et al., 2014). These values
place the student at the heart of the learning experience and support the student in terms of
defining their own learning journey, which becomes a vehicle for introducing disciplinary
knowledge. The next section presents case study projects that demonstrate the effectiveness
of more inductive approaches to education for engineering and design. These case studies
are taken from different schools within the Faculty of Design and Creative technologies. They
are taken from varying stages of the curriculum from first year through to final year and
masters studies.
Auckland University of Technology (AUT) offers a number of accredited degree options
including 4-year Bachelor of Engineering (BE) degrees (aligned the Washington Accord) and
3-year Bachelor of Engineering Technology (BEngTech) degrees (in line with the Sydney
Accord), across a range of disciplines, including mechanical, electrical and built environment
engineering. In offering these programmes, AUT has framed itself as a contemporary
university with a distinctive approach to teaching and learning. It has a vision of providing
student-centred, innovative and responsive learning experiences.
Around six years ago we undertook a major curriculum development In line with this vision.
The spine of the new curriculum was design based with three group design projects running
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through the programme. (One of these design projects is included in the case studies). All of
these design projects were based around a loosely defined problem that gave the students
ample scope to research and consolidate their previously acquired technical skills in a
simulated authentic situation.
Developing a new curriculum is quite a challenge, it is a difficult system problem and real
complete transformation can only be achieved by having all the following elements satisfied
(Kolmos et al., 2004)
•

Vision

•

Consensus

•

Skills

•

Incentives

•

Resources

•

Action plan

We cannot honestly state that all of these have been met fully yet at Auckland University of
Technology, however there is certainly a vision and this has been confirmed by substantial
investment in new teaching environments including ‘maker’ spaces and collaborative spaces
similar to those students will experience outside of university.
Most of the academic staff have been open to change and have responded positively. There
are some staff that are a little resistant and continue to ‘teach’ in outdated fashion.
More could have been done to prepare academic staff for the transformation but
programmes are now in place to develop the additional skills required. All new academic staff
are required to undertake some education training within the first two years of joining.
Workspaces for new student centric teaching have been provided with more currently being
built.
In terms of human resources it is fair to say they have been stretched. Ultimately more
authentic problem based learning should, in time, free up lecturer capacity previously used in
third and fourth year lectures and tutorials. So far this has not been evident.
It has been common practice in most engineering degree programmes to have a final year
project but most of the teaching up until the final year had been subject based with students
answering artificial text book questions style questions. The authors of this paper decided to
experiment with using authentic case studies immersing students in realistic situations that
could encourage a deeper learning. The rationale behind this approach is based on work by
(Jonassen, 1999) who described a model for a learning environment based on constructivist
principles, which provides a framework for using cases to support authentic activities. The
model centres on a focal learning activity, which may be a project, problem or case the
learner must solve or resolve.
(Anderson et al., 2014) argue that a case study method of teaching develops students’
critical thinking skills. (Montpetit and Kajiura, 2012) argue that “Case based authentic
teaching and learning strategies can offer instructors effective pedagogical tools to scaffold
learning through activities designed to fulfil teaching objectives and desired student learning
outcomes”
(Anderson et al., 2014) however do have some reservations and highlight that these
methods can be “scary and challenging” for instructors and also that they can time
consuming and more work initially than traditional lectures. Our experience has been that
whilst the initial work in researching and setting up authentic cases increases, the time spent
in formal lectures has decreased and student motivation to learn has increased.
The following case studies highlight a number of ways that cover the same skills to be learnt
but in a more authentic way.
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Case One Engineers Without Borders (EWB)
The EWB project is part of the ‘Introduction to Design’ course which is a core course for both
the Bachelor of Engineering Technology and Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) degrees first
year first semester at Auckland University of Technology. The course develops effective
communication skills in an engineering design context, using a variety of media. It further
develops an understanding of the role and responsibilities of an engineer in society. The
pedagogy used for this course is different to that of traditional engineering subjects where
students passively receive information from the lecturer. Overall the approach is one of
active learning. The design element is essentially covered by students completing tutorial
problems individually or in groups with the aid of a facilitator, essentially a variation on the
studio-based learning approach. The EWB Challenge could be considered either as an
authentic project based learning, problem based learning or inquiry based learning. Certainly,
it is intended as a project based learning framework driven by a poorly defined problem
statement. However, for most of the groups this authentic problem based learning stimulated
a deeper engagement that enabled these teams to transition in to an inquiry based learning
mode as their interest and their commitment to the project developed. Certainly, the groups
were encouraged to develop their projects in this way. Given there is general confusion
about project based learning and problem based learning, this case study provides a useful
opportunity to clarify how the various approaches are related. We consider problem based
learning to be a subset of inquiry based learning, which itself is a subset of active learning
(Spronken-Smith et al., 2008). However, not all problem based or inquiry based approaches
are necessarily project based learning. Project based learning is another subset of active
learning that overlaps with problem based learning. The EWB Challenge is a fantastic
opportunity for students to learn about and understand different cultures and be involved in
an exciting time of change for the region selected for that years challenge. A previous
challenge was based on a rural hill top communities in the Gorkha District of Nepal. It
presented an opportunity to learn, not just about the challenges facing their communities, but
also about community development in general, and the role engineers and other technical
professionals can play. Engineers without Borders (EWB) is working towards the goal of a
transformed engineering sector so that every engineer has the skills, knowledge, experience
and attitude to contribute towards sustainable community development and poverty
alleviation. The EWB Challenge program aims to contribute to this broader goal by working
at the university level to create change within engineering curriculum and help to shape
future engineers by achieving the following objectives:
•

Introduce first year engineering students to concepts of humanitarian engineering by
working on real world development projects.

•

Empower university students to gain an increased awareness of the role of engineers
in poverty alleviation and their individual responsibility as global citizens.

•

Support EWB's community based partner organisations work by providing access to
engineering student design ideas and by supporting them to share knowledge and
resources with universities internationally.

The students were asked to form groups of four and select a design area for their project.
Design areas included but are not limited to housing & construction, water supply &
sanitation systems, energy, waste management, climate change, information &
communications technology or transportation. The groups provided design solutions for
projects using the village of Sadhikhola as a case study. They could address a single issue
or provide an integrated design solution for two or more areas, or even propose an
alternative project. The EWB Challenge is an open-ended learning experience and the
breadth and depth of design is left to the groups to decide. Throughout the project students
were encouraged to be creative in their solutions and to document any assumptions in the
final report. The project based learning activity was assessed in two ways. Firstly by a group
presentation in which all members were expected to participate fully and secondly by way of
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a project report. A single group mark was awarded to all group members. Where a group
member had not participated fully their mark was adjusted accordingly. Around 100 projects
were completed. All were of good standard, some were exceptional. Some groups and
individuals were extremely well motivated and developed valuable research skills preparing
them well for life-long learning. Most of the students achieved learning outcomes that
included critical thinking, ability for independent inquiry and the responsibility for own learning
and intellectual growth. While no evidence proves that problem based learning enhances
academic achievement as measured by exams, there is evidence to suggest that problem
based learning “works” for achieving other important learning outcomes. Studies suggest that
problem based learning develops more positive student attitudes, fosters a deeper approach
to learning and helps students retain knowledge longer than traditional instruction. Further,
just as cooperative learning provides a natural environment to promote interpersonal skills,
project based learning provides a natural environment for developing problem-solving and
life-long learning skills (Kolmos et al., 2004).

Case Two Authentic Design Based Learning Project Conveyor Belt Design
Here students were required to self-assign into teams of four, similar to what would be typical
in a real life design office. Workspace office with computers etc. was made available to the
students, again to simulate conditions that would encounter outside of university.
“Working as a team of four students, you are to assume the function of an engineering
design company tasked with undertaking this design project. The client, the Salty-Dog Ltd, is
located directly adjacent to the fishing wharfs at Castle Point and processes the brine-stored
catch into a range of tasty products for export consumption into twelve countries. This
company have requested that your design consultancy provide the fully detailed design for a
continuous slat conveyor to transfer pallets of fish in brine from the loading bay into the fishfinger and whole fish fillet processing departments. These pallets are loaded into the
conveyor and removed from the receiving table by hand. Your team’s task is to design the
power transmission system and supporting structures for the conveyor from prime mover to
the head shaft and conveying medium. For the purposes of this project, the assembly
drawing of the drive system may be schematic/pictorial, but the head-shaft drawing and
means of bearing support must provide sufficient detail to enable manufacture of the shaft by
a contract engineering shop. Detail of the supporting structure and guarding of the drive
system is also required and consideration should be given to the conveyors operating loads
and conditions during the design process as well as design for quality and reliability. The
design report should be professional in its presentation to the customer and should include
specifications of the drive system, supporting structure and a summary of supporting
calculations for the design referenced as appropriate”.
This project is an excellent illustration of how authentic problem based learning can replace
the traditional lecture/tutorial model. The level of technical skills alone would have included
advanced materials, advanced strength of materials and Computer Aided Design. Previously
students would have generally been happy to just study enough to pass tests and
examinations. Now they are motivated to learn and in a much deeper way.
In addition to the technical aspects of the project there are softer skills being acquired. The
project requires an understanding of environmental, Social, ethical and legal requirements.
Furthermore the requirement to work in a group promotes collaboration and communication
skills that employers often say are lacking in engineering graduates.
Authentic assignments and situations
It is not necessary that all teaching be of the larger authentic project type. Many of the staff
now frame questions or mini assignments in authentic situations replacing dry text book style
questions with real situations that contain the subject skills to be acquired by the students.
We cannot claim this to be a universal approach as yet but this is a growing trend. Two
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example case studies are used where the student is placed in the role of engineer/designer
in an authentic work situation.
Smart Materials Assignment
The subject of so called SMART materials was previously covered in two separate papers.
Advanced Production Systems and Advanced Materials by way of lectures. Both papers
were taught separately and no effective link was made between the properties of these type
of materials, how they could be manufactured in the future, sustainability issues and
commercial possibilities.
Again students typically would try to remember only enough to ‘get through’ both papers.
This assignment places the student in the role of engineer who has to investigate and report
formally to their CEO.
Put yourself in the role of a Project Engineer of a fictitious Company. This Company can be
based on an existing Company that has developed ‘Smart Materials’ into a product.
The CEO of your Company has heard something about these ‘these so called smart
materials’. He has little understanding of what they are and how they might benefit your
Company. [Choose an Industry or Company]
He has asked you to prepare a report that explains what they are and how they could be
used in future products for your Company.
Give details of the material properties.
You are asked to detail the possible applications applicable to your Company or Industry and
the benefits they could bring.
You are expected to detail materials and processes involved.
You are expected to consider ‘design for sustainability issues’
You should make recommendations on possible development of ‘Smart’ materials in your
particular Company.
This should be produced in report format and be no more than 2000 words.

Case Four Design for Disability
The Design for Disability project is a semester long project undertaken by second year
students majoring in mechatronics and is the backbone of the second year Mechatronics
Design class. The class is designed around the observation that attempting to define
mechatronics as simply the combination of different technologies is no longer sufficient to
explain mechatronics and that in reality mechatronics solves technological problems using
interdisciplinary knowledge. Rather than focusing on mechatronics from the bottom up
combination of components, the class adopts a top down approach that focuses on systems
engineering approaches and design thinking.
The Design for Disability project is open-ended, ambiguous and exhibits all of the
characteristics of a real world design problem. Student teams are simply asked to design
something that can improve quality of life for people with disability and are expected to
undertake suitable problem framing (Dorst and Cross, 2001; Sosa et al., 2017) to not only
define disability and quality of life, but to also provide an insight to potentially creative
solutions. For example, students are encouraged to think beyond approaches to assistive
living and instead consider projects that encourage societal change. Whilst not undertaken
by students, an example of such a project would be a wheelchair simulator incorporating
virtual reality technology to allow able-bodied people to experience the frustrations of being
in a wheel chair as a means to change perceptions around disability.
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The project aims to balance activation of students’ creativity with systematic systems thinking
and engineering design practice by leading students through periods of divergent and
convergent thinking. The initial problem framing, essentially a creative activity, is immediate
followed by the development of a formal requirements specification that embodies both user
requirements and system requirements as a starting point for design activities as well as to
encourage downstream activities relating to verification and validation of design solutions.
The assessment for this class has also been structured to be balanced across the three
concepts of knowing, thinking and doing. The most significant assessment is the use of a
blogging platform to record a design journal that shows the processes used to reach a
solution to the brief, the rationale for all design decisions as well as to capture individual
reflections on both the designed product and the design process.
At the time of writing, this first delivery of this class is still incomplete. However, positive
student engagement with the delivery has been noted with high attendance and a large
degree of interaction between staff and students that is verging on becoming an exercise in
co-creation. Whilst some students had initial reservations on the ambiguity of the brief, others
immediately accepted the different approach with comments on their blogs such as the
following two observations:
“The structure of this paper was not expected but appreciated. It is refreshing to be
in an environment that wants to change the norm; given that my aim is to be an
interrupter, not just an innovator.”
“This class is the most exciting class in engineering so far. Mostly because we will
be asked to embrace out creative side instead and not focus on the physics and the
equation part of it. It will also challenge our perceptions of the role of the engineer in
solving complex, open ended problems.”
In terms of successes to date, the class has successfully engaged students in an openended design task, however despite this success there is still room for further improvement.
Whilst the design brief specifically encouraged teams to think beyond assistive living, there
seems to have been some reticence on the part of the student teams to push the boundaries
of the brief with all teams choosing to frame the problem in such a way that it produces an
assistive device as an outcome. This is potentially as a result of a lack of confidence or
concern over how a less orthodox framing could be received which is a potential disconnect
from the intention to develop new “modes of thinking” that shift the traditional focus from
teaching-by-transmission to a more socialised engagement with learning through creativity,
collaboration (Connor et al., 2015).
Whilst the class has produced a high degree of engagement with the student cohort, there
have been difficulties with the delivery particularly in terms of the effort required to maintain a
robust and useful dialogue with the student teams through the project work. Arguably, the
constant critique of student work through the online design journal would not scale to the
large class sizes often associated with many first year classes.

Results and Discussion
There has been curriculum change that has resulted in design projects being at the core and
running through the whole period of the degrees but much of this is not yet authentic
learning. It is an improvement on the traditional curriculum but has not really gone far
enough. This requires a change in mindset of academic staff and ideally is supported by a
top down vision and support. However as identified by Kolmos et al. (2004) these changes
are difficult and take time. It may need a different approach to academic staff recruitment
with a change in emphasis from employing PhD research biased academics to some with
real world experiences.
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The case studies discussed in this paper indicate that a ‘bottom up’ approach can show
immediate benefits. The authors of the paper did not wait to be told that they must change
their approach to one of authentic learning.
This change in approach has been received favourably by students are shown by student
comments in case four and also the following comments from final year student who has
been with us as our approaches to course delivery have changed.
We are sure that our students are now graduating with an improved skill set that better
equips them for their engineering careers than previously.
“During my time at University I felt that most courses assessed me in very much the same
way. This was to set questions and exercises that immediately utilised an idea. Which was
albeit a valid method to force a rule or concept into my head, however it always felt like after
the course was over this information didn’t stick very well. My experience always felt like one
task after another, to be completed, assessed and forgotten. In my experience the real life
projects where I am given more freedom and agency to pursue a solution are enjoyable and I
feel what I learned has stuck” [Final year BE Hons student]

Conclusions
It is too early to draw firm conclusions but our experiences to date suggest that providing a
more authentic education environment has the potential to engage students more positively
in their study. Creating such an environment connects theory and practice and exposes
students to real life situations and should prepare them better for 21st century challenges.
Based on our anecdotal observations, it appears that authentic learning is allowing our
students to relate target learning effectively through concrete experience and collaborations.
Similarly, it appears that this approach motivates students in learning and provides an
opportunity for students to use what they have learned in lectures, text books or from online
sources and develop a deeper understanding of them and how they can be applied in future
real life situations. Future work will consider a more systematic introduction of authentic
learning approaches to produce more objective evidence to support these assertions.
This approach of framing learning in authentic situations is contagious and out ‘bottom up’
approach is gaining traction with many of the academic staff. Many are finding that after an
initial input of time they are now experiencing a freeing up of contact hours that were
previously spent covering final year advanced courses now find that authentic projects can
be used for the student to acquire these skills much more effectively.
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CONTEXT

The literature has shown the importance of students developing threshold concepts and undertaking
formative assessment. There are also suggestions within the literature that many students will not
undertake beneficial activities that display no direct reward in terms of grades. A new electrical
engineering common first year subject with 450 students resulted in bottle necks for providing
effective feedback. An online self-paced tutorial resource was created that advanced students through
core threshold concepts, supplemented with non-assessed activities that guided students through the
process of solving problems and understanding class material
PURPOSE

The purpose of this pilot study was to answer the research question ‘Will students use this ungraded
resource and how would they use it?’ Findings from this study will be used to expand the resource and
better target the design, implementation and usefulness.
APPROACH

Self-paced tutorials were designed based on recommendations from the literature. They were placed
on the subjects Moodle site and promoted as a free resource, having no direct contribution to grades,
that would reinforce threshold concepts. Moodle analytics were used to measure student interaction
and progress with the tutorials. A survey was completed at the end of the session to gain additional
feedback.
RESULTS

The study found that approximately only a third of students in the subject engaged with the self-paced
tutorials. The students that did engage found the resource beneficial, but the feedback suggested that
dedicated tutorials on more complex exam styled questions were needed. Insufficient feedback was
received from students that found no benefit from the resource. At least 91% of students that failed the
subject did not fully engage with the self-paced tutorials.
CONCLUSIONS

The initial student usage from the pilot provided enough encouragement to use the feedback to
develop more modules to support student learning. The modules once developed can be reused across
numerous years and shared with other campuses. The design structure can be considered by other
academics attempting to develop similar resources. The biggest challenge moving forward is trying to
encourage the students at most risk of failing to engage with the self-paced tutorials. This may be due
to no direct reward in terms of grades.
KEYWORDS

Formative assessment; Self-paced learning; Threshold concepts
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Introduction
It is generally well acknowledged that feedback plays an important role in helping students
advance their education. Good feedback practice is associated with: clarifying good
performance; developing reflection and self-assessment skills; informing students about their
learning; increasing motivation and self-esteem; closing the gap between current and desired
performance; and providing information to teachers to help shape their teaching (Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). There are many forms of feedback both direct and indirect that are
being used in the higher education sector. Formative assessment is one form of feedback
rising in popularity. The use of formative assessments has been found to allow students to
learn from their mistakes leading to an improvement in student performance (Hwang &
Chang, 2011; López-Pastor, Pintor, Muros, & Webb, 2013). However, providing good
feedback, such as through formative assessments, can lead to workload challenges for the
instructor, especially when associated with large class sizes and limited resources (LópezPastor et al., 2013; Poza-Lujan, Calafate, Posadas-Yague, & Cano, 2016).
A new common first year electrical engineering subject (representing ten engineering majors)
with approximately 450 students led to the challenging task of providing enough support and
feedback to aid learning within resource constraints. The subject was comprised of weekly
two-hour lectures, one-hour tutorials and two-hour laboratory sessions. Multiple approaches
of support were considered, such as running PASS sessions (Power Ms, 2010). Funding
constraints and the desire to provide flexible, any time learning led to the development of
several self-paced tutorials that provided students confirmation of the attainment of key
threshold concepts. Targeting the resources at threshold concepts was important as it has
been found that if students do not reach understanding of the key concepts they can ‘get
stuck’ finding it extremely difficult to move forward in their learning (Meyer & Land, 2006).
The self-paced tutorials were designed as SCROM packages integrated into Moodle that
provided alternative instruction to content discussed in lectures and tutorials and provided
formative assessment opportunities to help guide students through the process of solving
electronics based questions. To allow students autonomy over their learning it was decided
that this resource would not be used toward student’s grades. However, such ungraded
approaches have been found to be mostly ignored by the students that would benefit from
them the most (Nikolic, Stirling, & Ros, Online Early Access). Therefore, the purpose of this
pilot study was to answer the research question ‘Will students use this ungraded resource
and how would they use it?’ The research question is answered by analysing student usage
analytics and through an online survey with the findings to be used to guide the future
direction and development of the resource. The findings are of value to academics interested
in developing similar resources. This paper will explore the design of the online tutorials and
initial student usage.

Design of Self-Paced Tutorials
Moodle is the University of Wollongong’s online learning management platform. Built into the
platform are many tools that allow for the dissemination of information (for, example links to
presentations, videos and websites) and assessment (such as quizzes). Quizzes provide
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functionality to provide detailed feedback with each assessment attempt. However, the goal
of the self-paced tutorials (SPT) was to integrate both instruction and assessment into the
one module, in much the same way a live tutorial would be run. Such functionality is provided
by Moodle using uploaded SCROM packages.
The SPTs were designed using Adobe Captivate V7 and exported as SCROM packages to
be integrated into Moodle. Adobe Captivate provided a user-friendly interface allowing for
both instruction as well as assessed activities within small encapsulated modules.
Assessment results and usage statistics were available through Moodle, but a key design
decision was made that the assessment results would not be formally used within the subject
promoting student freedom to learn without the pressure associated with formal grades. This
is because previous attempts to provide graded formative assessment using Moodle quizzes
led the students to find ways to overcome Moodle; such as opening the question in multiple
tabs, finding the correct answer then entering it into the quiz, with the students focussed on
gaining marks and not learning from the experience. The common structure of the SPTs was
to blend instruction with assessment, stepping the student through the process of solving
electronics based questions. A sample structure is shown in Figure 1 highlighting the
blending of instruction and assessment. The figure shows how a threshold concept is
translated into a problem. The problem is then broken into a set of quiz based steps asking
the learner to answer questions in each step of the solution. Each step is followed by
immediate feedback. In this way, a small unit of information is communicated at any one
time.

Figure 1: Sample structure of a Self-Paced Tutorial

Figure 2 provides an example of how instruction is provided and then immediately followed
with an assessment to check understanding. In this instance students are guided with
several slides focussed on developing knowledge of the threshold concept of series circuits,
followed by a few activities to check their understanding. Feedback is provided to help the
student develop an understanding of where they have gone wrong.
Figure 3 provides an example of how the SPT is used to guide students through the process
of undertaking nodal analysis. Nodal analysis is typically found to be challenging by many
learners. They require to understand the concept of a node, voltage at a node, current
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Figure 2: Sample of reinforcing instruction

Figure 3: Example of stepping through a problem (selected steps shown)

through a node, Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) and solving general simultaneous equations.
Learners are stepped through the process of identifying the nodes, determining the KCL
equation and then identifying the correct nodal equation. Again, the blending of instruction
and assessment is used to provide students with the confidence in overcoming the threshold
concept.

Research Method
The pilot study was undertaken in 2016 during the months of July to October (with exams in
November and supplementary exams in December) in the subject ENGG104. A total of 448
students were enrolled covering the civil, computer, electrical, environmental, materials,
mechanical, mechatronics, mining, telecommunications and flexible (undecided) engineering.
A total of ten SPTs were designed for the pilot covering DC circuit basics, series and parallel
circuits, solving equations, nodal analysis, capacitors, superposition and Thevenin’s theorem.
The SPTs were advertised to the students in the lecture and allocated a section within the
subjects Moodle site. The SPTs were advertised as a self-help resource that did not count
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towards their final grade with the onus on students to determine their suitability. The students
could retake any module as many times as required and could undertake them at any time.
Due to the research nature of the pilot, students were clearly informed that their interaction
with the resource would provide consent to the use of Moodle data analytics associated with
the SPTs. This may have prevented some students from engaging with the SPTs and may
have some impact on the findings presented in this paper. Eight of the modules were
available to the students from the start of the teaching session in July. The last two modules
became available from the start of September.

Results & Discussion
Engagement with the SPTs peaked with the first module based on introducing series and
parallel circuits. At this peak only 61% of students showed any interest in exploring the
resource. From the second module engagement dropped to a third of students with
engagement dropping steadily thereafter with the average usage across all ten modules
being 28% (noting that the last two modules were released with a two month delay possibly
contributing to lower the average). It could be assumed that of those that attempted the first
module and did not engage with any further modules either did not find the module of value
or did not enjoy the experience of using the SPT. There is also another possibility that given
time demands from this subject and other subjects, students may have put off attempts until
a later date and simply did not get to it. This possibly suggests the importance of ensuring
that the first module provides the best possible experience. Table 1 shows the distribution of
student attempts across the modules including the percentage of students successfully
completing (100% grade) and those not engaging (0% grade) with the module. The data
shows that of the students engaging with the modules, many did not try to ensure full
understanding by attaining a 100% grade; the more complex the module, the lower the
completion rate. That is, they could see that they had not fully grasped understanding of the
threshold concept and for some technical or personal reason did not try the module again to
benefit their understanding. This is further analysed by looking at the number of attempts
made with each module, seen in Table 2.
Table 2 shows that most students engaging with the SPTs either only needed one attempt or
more, but did not undertake more attempts to successfully complete the module. This could
have been for several reasons including: technical issues; did not find the module of any
benefit; skipped ahead and saw the answers through the guided feedback and believed that
a reattempt would be of no value; were overloaded with other commitments; or, simply were
not motivated.
Table 3 outlines the monthly statistics as to when the students attempted each module. All
but the last two modules were released at the start of the teaching session in late July. As
expected, the data shows a loose correlation, with most usage centred around the period the
topic is covered in the lecturers as well as the week 7 (in early September) in-class test.
Usage in November and December indicates usage prior to final and supplementary
examinations. Therefore, the data suggests that for those engaging with the SPTs exam
preparation played an important role in their usefulness for students.
At the end of the session an anonymous online survey was conducted. A total of 33 students
(7.3%) responded to the survey. All students that responded to the survey found the SPTs as
useful to their learning experience. Unfortunately, this provides a limitation in that no data
could be analysed to develop an understanding as to why other students found no use with
SPTs.
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Table 1: Engagement with the Self-Paced Tutorials

Attempted

Completed
Successfully

Accessed with no engagement
with assessment

Series and Parallel Circuits

61%

46%

13%

DC Circuit Basics

36%

82%

2%

Kirchhoff’s Law Basics

39%

80%

6%

Identifying Nodes for Nodal Analysis

38%

75%

1%

Writing Nodal Analysis Equations

38%

49%

12%

How to Solve Simultaneous Equations

23%

57%

15%

Superposition

29%

51%

16%

Thevenin's Theorem

31%

38%

22%

Capacitors in DC Circuits 01 (released Sept)

18%

27%

17%

Capacitors in DC Circuits 02 (released Sept)

11%

41%

8%

Self-Paced Tutorial Module

Table 2: Student Attempts at Completing Each Module
Completed
Successfully

1
Attempt

2
Attempts

3
Attempts

4
Attempts

5+
Attempts

Total
Attempts

Series and Parallel Circuits

46%

274

68

19

5

3

369

DC Circuit Basics

82%

161

18

2

0

0

181

Kirchhoff’s Law Basics
Identifying Nodes for Nodal
Analysis
Writing Nodal Analysis
Equations
How to Solve Simultaneous
Equations

80%

174

7

1

0

0

182

75%

169

18

3

0

0

190

49%

169

29

9

2

0

209

57%

101

2

0

0

0

103

Superposition

51%

131

14

0

0

0

145

Thevenin's Theorem

38%

138

11

0

0

0

149

Capacitors in DC Circuits 01

27%

82

7

1

0

0

90

Capacitors in DC Circuits 02

41%

51

4

0

0

0

55

Oct
22
15
17
17
23
10
16
19
43
28

Nov
21
15
18
25
33
16
23
25
21
12

Dec
4
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
0

Self-Paced Tutorial Module

Table 3: Student Attempts by Month
Self-Paced Tutorial Module
Series and Parallel Circuits
DC Circuit Basics
Kirchhoff’s Law Basics
Identifying Nodes for Nodal Analysis
Writing Nodal Analysis Equations
How to Solve Simultaneous Equations
Superposition
Thevenin's Theorem
Capacitors in DC Circuits 01
Capacitors in DC Circuits 02
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July
190
64
34
28
21
12
10
10
N/A
N/A

Aug
80
44
61
54
46
22
26
29
N/A
N/A

Sep
52
41
50
64
83
41
68
63
23
15

6
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The usage data in Table 3 is supported by the survey response data in Table 4 indicating
that the SPTs were mainly used after the content was taught in the lecture and particularly
before a quiz or exam. Reasons for using the SPTs were based on helping understand the
content, quiz or exam preparation and testing knowledge without the worry of assessment
marks as seen in Table 5. This suggests that the ungraded nature of the tutorials was a
drawcard for the students that engaged with the SPTs. Additionally, 97% of the respondents
stated that the pilot should be expanded with more modules.
Table 4: Use of Self-Paced Tutorials

When did you mainly use the Self-Paced Tutorials?
Before the context was taught in the lectures
After the context was taught in the lectures
Before scheduled tutorial session
After scheduled tutorial session
Before a quiz or exam
Other (please specify)

Response
6%
27%
3%
3%
45%
15%

Table 5: Reasons Students used the Self-Paced Tutorials

Why did you use the Self-Paced Tutorials? (select all that apply)
I was curious as to what they were
I needed help understanding the content
I wanted to test my knowledge of the topics without the worry of assessment
marks
Exam or quiz preparation
There was no PASS class assigned for this subject
I thought they were compulsory
Other (please specify)

Response
48%
70%
70%
67%
30%
3%
9%

The survey provided students with an opportunity to express positive and negative
comments about the design of the SPTs. Most of the comments expressed that the ‘design
was good’ and the SPTs are ‘very helpful’ and ‘I like that I am tested on that very information
that is presented’. However, common across most comments was the need for ‘more
questions or explanations’ and for ‘harder questions’. Some students also commented on the
desire to be able to redo various modules, already possible and suggests better
communication of information is required. However, as outlined earlier the respondents were
those that found the SPTs useful and therefore feedback on how to improve the resource for
those that failed to engage is missing.
As Nikolic et al. (Online Early Access) found that students needing to engage with ungraded
formative assessment the most actually didn’t, it was important to analyse usage for the 56
students that failed the subject. It was found that 73% did not engage at all with the SPTs,
18% only attempted a few of the easiest modules, 5% engaged but in most cases never
achieved full marks and 4% only attempted selected modules. Therefore, at least 91% of
students that failed the subject did not take full advantage of the SPT resource providing
support to the findings of Nikolic et al. (Online Early Access).
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Conclusion
This pilot study attempted to answer the research question ‘Will students use this ungraded
Self-Paced Tutorial resource and how would they use it?’. The research data indicates that
only approximately a third of all students were willing to engage and use the resource on an
ongoing basis. Of those that failed the subject at least 91% did not fully engage with the
SPTs supporting the work of Nikolic et al. (Online Early Access) that a major problem with
ungraded formative assessment is that those that need the feedback the most don’t engage.
Moving forward incentives need to be found to encourage such engagement.
As this was a pilot, the results and feedback provided some encouragement in continuing to
develop more modules and refine the existing modules. Once built, the resources can be
reused across many years saving cost and can also easily be shared with our other
campuses. In the future, it would also be of benefit to compare the participation rate with that
of PASS. The authors hypothesize that the participation rates would be similar. It was found
that the main way the SPTs were used was for preparation of a quiz or exam, followed as a
supporting resource after the lecture.
Common in the feedback was the need for more and harder questions. As a result, the next
iteration will contain two different modules for every threshold concept. The first will be
labelled as ‘basic’ targeted at understanding the fundamentals of the concept. The second
will be labelled as ‘advanced’ targeted at working through examination level questions.
Unfortunately, no feedback was provided by students that found no benefit from the SPTs
providing it difficult to enhance the modules to better engage these students. The authors will
try and undertake a focus group to gather this understanding.
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SESSION S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
CONTEXT
Tremendous rise of knowledge in all spheres of human activity has led the need to find
answers on eternal question about education content (subject, “what to teach“) and form of
education (manner, form, “how to teach“). The curricula content is being by broad variety of
specialisations. The form of education is aimed at securing an extensive knowledge base for
students to acquire subject knowledge (to know ´what´). Much less accent is put on the
development of student´s habits and soft skills to learn methods (to know ´how´). The effort
to develop a systematic approach to the technical problem solving and creativity potentials
(to learn ”how better” or “how else”) receives little attention. The last two issues, a systematic
approach and creativity are not cultivated enough throughout the educational process and in
companies. On the other hand, analytic and synthetic methodology is available derived from
the patent state of the art called Teoriya Resheniya Izobretatelskikh Zadach - TRIZ. It is the
Russian title and acronym for the “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving”. The methodology
can go with users, step-by-step, through systematic object analysis up to creative conceptual
solutions.

PURPOSE
The purpose is to illustrate the innovative potential of the TRIZ methodology for engineering
education and for innovative projects solved in companies. The aim is to summarise the
experience of implementation of TRIZ in Czech Republic and Slovakia obtained during the
last 20 years.

APPROACH
The TRIZ methodology is explained shortly, then benchmark and two successful practical
applications in practice are presented. And in the third part of the paper the experience of
TRIZ implementation is summarised. The benefits of TRIZ methodology are illustrated on the
basis of evaluated answers given by the students and mainly specialists from R&D
departments. The question why TRIZ as an analytic and synthetic methodology is not
implemented to a greater extent remains unanswered.

RESULTS
The potential of TRIZ to improve attractiveness of engineering studies and to increase selfconfidence sot those coming up with real innovations is unique. Nevertheless, mastering of
the relatively complex and sophisticated TRIZ is not easy. That is why experienced lectures
able to motivate students are needed as well as coaches for implementation in companies.

CONCLUSIONS
The TRIZ methodology can be studied and mastered. TRIZ can bring qualitative change in
teaching and learning and increasing the ability of users to solve technical problems
systematically and creatively. A systematic approach together with creativity is combination
of skills required in today´s engineering education and in tomorrow´s innovative practice.

KEYWORDS
TRIZ, education, engineering, innovation.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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What is TRIZ
The life cycle of a technical object is always accompanied by problem solving through all
phases. First of all, the problems have to be analysed to identify the crucial ones correctly.
Then derived inventive tasks can be formulated and tackled effectively.
TRIZ is the methodology developed since 1946 by G. A. Altshuller (1956, 1989). It is still
being developed and applied in many countries by his followers. TRIZ respects a systematic
approach to the object to be innovated and, consequently, enhance of its users.
Of course, TRIZ does not replace the designer’s thinking, but methodically and significantly
improves concentration and focus of solvers on step-by-step analysis of the object to
formulate problems relevant to the target of the innovation project. Then it offers the generic
(heuristic) recommendations for dealing with typical inventive tasks transformed from
innovative problems. Whether the user interconnects abstract recommendations with specific
conditions of the problem solved in his mind and intensifies his knowledge in this way depends on his/her mental ability.
The methodology of TRIZ consists of two complementary methods.
The first method is advanced VEA – Value Engineering Analysis of the object (design or
process). It is a systematic support of users which helps to find the answers to the questions
“what and why” in the object has to be improved. The result of the object analysis is a list of
formulated problems to be solved.
The second method is the heuristic Algorithm of Invention Problem Solving. It is translation of
the Algorithm Reshenia Izobretatelskikh Zadach – ARIZ of Russian origin. It is a working
procedure of the algorithmic type, a chain of the thinking ´tools´ for seeking idea of solutions,
the tactics of users, the algorithm which assists in seeking the answers to the questions of
´how´ an innovation problem, resulting from previous VEA, could and should be solved.
Those interested in more information and TRIZ study will find many available publications
and offers on the web portals.

How TRIZ helps a solver
The user of TRIZ in team cooperation initially analyses the object and its inherent problems.
Then, within the frame of mentioned algorithm, innovative problems have to be transformed
into inventive tasks in several typical forms which are: Technical Contradiction - TC; or
Physical Contradiction - PC; or Model of Conflict of two interacting substances – MC; or
Problematic Technical Function - TF; eventually unsatisfactory ´state´ of some component.
After that the specified TC can be overcome by the recommended Inventive Principles - IP.
The detected PC can be resolved by means of relevant Separation Principles - SP. The
model of substance-field conflict - MC can be solved by several transformation Models of
Solutions - MS. Problematic TF can be improved or principally changed by the recommended
Effects from natural sciences - EF. Future ´state´ of the object can be predicted by
´consultation´ with more Trends of Engineering System Evolution - TESE. All the mentioned
abstract recommendations offered within the frame of ARIZ can be understood as being
heuristic, inspiring various inventive ideas to tackle inventive tasks identified inside the
innovative problems (Devoyno, 1996; Salamatov, 1996; Souchkov, 2010).
Some of these inventive tasks and recommended heuristics will be shortly demonstrated in
the following educational example and then in two examples of a real innovations.

A problem, derived tasks and heuristics recommended for its solutions
A clarifying benchmark will be used now to explain the four typical formulations of inventive
tasks (TC, PC, MC, ´state´ of the object) and relevant heuristics mentioned above.
As a case the following problem will be considered: “How to improve the stability of the yacht
intended for sailing under the conditions of strong side wind”? It is known already that the
problem should be reformulated into the form of several typical inventive tasks.
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Technical contradiction (TC) and Inventive Principles (IP) to overcome it
TC is specified in the problem when the usual manner to improve one characteristic or
parameter leads to the worsening of another characteristic or parameter (Figure 1). For
example: when the width of the hull is increased to improve stability (positive effect, +), the
speed of the yacht decreases (negative effect, it is - ). The one generalised inventive
principle (IP, heuristic) relevant to dealing with this specific TC is: ´Segmentation´.

Physical contradiction (PC) and Separation Principles (SP) for its solution
A deeper analysis of TC (according to several steps in ARIZ or built-up Root Cause Analysis
– RCA diagram) leads to the physical contradiction PC as the cause of TC.
An extremely important feature of PC formulation is that it indicates only one component and
dictates contradicting values for one specific parameter of the component. In case of the
yacht there is one possible formulation of PC: The hull´s (component) width (parameter) has
to be increased (value of parameter) to achieve stability (+) and the hull has to be narrower
(opposite value) to retain (do not lose) speed (+). For engineers unfamiliar with TRIZ and
ARIZ the formulation of innovation task in the form of PC is hardly acceptable. But it is
important and good to know that PC is a dialectical formulation and the best possible
formulation of the cause of TC as well as the problem to be solved. That is why the
paradoxical formulation of PC shifts solver´s thinking to the “aha effect”, to the moment of
finding an idea solution. One of the relevant separation principles offered (SP, heuristic) to
solve the PC is: ´Separate in space´. (Devoyno, 1996; Souchkov, 2010)

Model of Conflict of substances (MC) and Model Standards (MS) for its solution
Perceived as a model conflict of two substances – MC can be the conflict (in this case
insufficient interaction) between the hull and water because the hull in water can be easily
inclined under action of strong side wind. The so called ´Su-Field´ analysis - another part of
ARIZ - offers several model solutions - MS for such MC. Particularly for MC – insufficient hull
interaction with water - ´Segmentation in space´ is recommended again (Belski, 2007).

Recognised ´state´ of the object and offered inspiration from trends
An analysis of the object gives good information concerning the state of each component,
including the working ´tool´. One of the several trends of engineering systems evolution TESE states: “Working tools of technical systems develop in a trend of rising segmentation”.
The working tool of the yacht is the hull delivering shipload principle to the yacht. A standard
hull is a monolith. According to the ´trend´ mentioned, the hull should be divided.
Technical Contradiction: TC has to be formulated between two different parameters or
characteristics. TC can be tackled usually with the help of Altshuller matrix and 40 Inventive
Principles (IP) offered for overcoming of TC.

Improving Stability of the yacht

+

Decreasing Speed of the yacht

-

TC
PC

Wider Hull of the yacht

++-

Physical Contradiction: PC has to be formulated for one component (Hull),
on one physical parametr (Width) and opposite quantities (Wider and Narrow) of
the parameter are required. PC can be solved by Separation Principles.
Figure 1: Positive (stability) and negative (speed) effects in TC and PC (wider hull) as a cause

Now, after this extremely short demonstration of only four solving instruments (IP, SP, MS
and TESE) a provocative question is relevant. How far or near is the problem solver from the
´aha effect´, from the moment of finding an idea solution? Well, the solver obtained four
heuristics, abstract but more or less relevant recommendations how to arrive at ´win – win´
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solution. The solver should think about ´segmentation´ evoked several times. How to
transform these heuristics into an idea and conceptual solution? How to improve parameter
stability AND retain the speed of the yacht in this case? Psychologically inert men remain ´far
away´ and intact, while an ingenious engineer should be inspired enough. It depends on the
solver´s abstract thinking ability. It is known that an engineer should be able to combine
abstract and specific thinking. “If you think you are an engineer – think” (TRIZ folklore).

Product and process Innovations with TRIZ – case studies
Two case studies will be presented as cases of successful application of TRIZ. But it is not
easy and effective to describe application of the analytical and synthetic part of the TRIZ
methodology and innovations achieved, because the paper format is limited. Only short
description of problems, solving ´instruments´ used, figures (Figure 2, 3 and 4) and
summarisation of results in tables (Tables 1 and 2) comparing the states before and after
innovations follows in this section.
The first case presents an innovation of an active hinge of car bonnet, which was innovated
to improve security of pedestrians in collision with cars namely at pedestrian crossing in
towns where the most severe accidents are occurred (Figure 2). Fast and controlled lifting of
the bonnet by motion of an active hinge, can extend deformation zone, absorb impact energy
and mitigate the consequences of collision between pedestrian´s head and rear end of front
car bonnet.
Location
of hinge

+0,

Testing

Testing

Statistics

Figure 2: Statistics indicate the percentage and severity of head injuries (Euro-NCAP, 2012)

Which parts of TRIZ methodology have been used? At first it was analysis of the existing
complicated and slow active hinge of the bonnet. Then some parts of ARIZ were applied. It
means formulation of TC and partial inspiration from IPs, formulation of PC and inspiration
from SPs, trimming components and merging of two alternative systems (Figure 3), key
technical function and inspiration from “ball lock” effect for design of a new actuator were
considered.
New actuator

Old actuator

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3: Old complicated and slow active hinge of front car bonnet (a),
old passive hinge (b) and new simple and quick active hinge with new actuator (c)

The new active hinge of the bonnet design with a new actuator meets technical and legal
requirements and has several important benefits (Table 1).
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Table 1: Comparison of the old and the new active hinges of car bonnet

Old active hinge

Comparison criteria

New active hinge

Number of parts of the old and new active hinges

100%

48%

Uniformity of parts (passive hinge / active hinges)

20%

75%

Production cost

100%

60%

Time necessary for relaxation

4-6 ms

Lower than 1 ms

Pyrotechnic element: cost of replacement

100%

55%

The second case presents an innovation process, in particular improving effectiveness of
ceramic cores production in pressing process.
Casting systems often include ceramic cores produced by pressing. The specific pressure on
the pressed mass during pressing process is relatively high, and therefore negative effect
occurs - "sticking" of the pressed mass to the surface of the mandrel. To reduce this negative
effect, the ceramic core cannot be pressed on one stroke of the mandrel but has to be
shaped in 4 cycles including 13 sequential operations (Figure 4). Value of the original
pressing process is low.
1
Cleaning

Pressing

Lubrication

Back
movement
2

3
4

Pressing process before innovation: Four cycles,13 operations in total.

1
Cleaning

Vibration+
Pressing

Lubrication

Back
movement

Innovated pressing process: One cycle, only 2 operations
Figure 4: Comparison of original and innovated pressing of ceramic cores for casting

To increase the productivity of the pressing process of quality ceramic cores, some parts of
TRIZ methodology have been used. At first, Root Cause Analysis – RCA diagram has been
performed (Souchkov, 2010) to identify and visualise contradictions resulting in the negative
effect of „sticking“. Then a good new solution of contradictions has been found with the help
of inventive principles and separations.
Table 2: Comparison of original and innovated pressing of ceramic cores for casting

Pressing process

Number of mandrel
movements

Number of
operations

Original, 4 cycles pressing

8

13

25

810

Innovated, 1 cycle pressing

2

2

12

1550
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Experience from implementation
TRIZ methodology has been popularised in the Czech Republic in technical journals
sporadically since 1980. Since 1993 several original publications from Russian or English
have been translated into Czech (Altshuller, Devoyno, Belski, Salamatov, Ivanov, Souchkov,
Guin, etc.). Since 1996 TRIZ has been taught on a regular basis at Brno and some parts of
TRIZ have been implemented in Prague, Liberec, Pilsen, Ostrava, Zilina and Kosice
universities.
TRIZ has been an optional course for Master students of two departments of the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Communication (FEEC) at Brno University of Technology (BUT)
since 1996. As a rule, there have been 15 to 30 students or up to 55 in some years. Last
year the course of TRIZ was launched as an optional course also for eleven PhD students
from FEEC. Starting from this academic year the course is optional for Master students of all
departments of FEEC. Moreover, within the frame of project Modern and Opened Study of
Technics - MOST the course TRIZ is offered as a ´trans-disciplinary´ optional and faculty
independent course for all students of all faculties of BUT Brno from this academic year.
Over the long period of TRIZ implementation in education and practice in the Czech Republic
the methodology has received favourable responses which is the result of the popularization
activity of several teachers and consultants organized in ´TRIZing´ Czech Association,
member of MATRIZ International Association.

Content of TRIZ optional course at BUT Brno
A short content of TRIZ course for Master and PhD students at FEEC and BUT Brno:
1. PM: Basic terms of Project Management (Aim and purpose of innovative project, SWOT,
outputs, activity, resources, people, technology, time, space, money, Log Frame description).
2. TRIZ as an innovative methodology:
- VEA: Analysis of the object (system modelling, components, structure, functions,
parameters, costs, evaluation of components), RCA diagram, trimming, additional functions,
list of problems to be solved. Analyses of many case studies are presented.
- ARIZ: Transformation of problems into inventive tasks and search of idea solutions
(technical contradiction and inventive principles, physical contradiction and separation
principles, model of substances in conflict and models of standard solutions, problematic
technical function and effects known from natural sciences, state of the object and possible
inspiration from evolution of engineering systems). Synthesis of many cases are presented.
3. Application of TRIZ within the frame of a ´micro-project´. Students elaborate approximately
20 pages describing the analysis and synthesis of the selected object to demonstrate ability
to apply the VEA analytical steps and synthetic solving instruments from ARIZ to find realistic
idea how the object could be improved. To be efficient, TRIZ education requires individual
work.
Students on the course (26 hours of lectures, 26 hours of training, case studies, work with
software support) are evaluated through 3 tests (PM, VEA, ARIZ), a micro-project (20 points)
and written and oral examination at the end of semester (60 points).

TRIZ for companies
The second part of the course is offered as a three-day educational course to the companies.
TRIZ is attractive namely for companies with an active R&D department. The most effective
way of introducing TRIZ to the companies is the direct communication with the head of the
department. This person, usually of technical qualification, has to innovate products and that
is why he/she is able to recognize possible TRIZ impact on innovation processes. It is mostly
ineffective to offer TRIZ through HR department.
Authors come to companies to give three-hour motivation lectures. As a rule, a short-term
2+1 day educational course follows. It is our good practice proven over the past ten years.
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Anyway, the educational course can be followed with repeated practical TRIZ applications
only in the companies where an adjusted combination of several internal factors is present.
Especially staff and management qualifications and motivation are key factors for
acceptance and implementation. Then TRIZ as a non-trivial methodology can ´resonate´ with
other advanced factors creating the ´innovative culture´ inside a company.
Important for education at universities and the future of the TRIZ methodology is the fact that
the vast majority of TRIZ touched engineers recommend studying and mastering the
methodology during university studies (Figure 5, question and answers 5).

Figure 5: Answers of 2500 participants after motivation lectures or 2+1 day courses
of 2 - 20 hours. Results from companies / universities (90/10) as of September 10, 2017
Questions asked:
1. How do you understand the content and form of the TRIZ methodology?
2. How do you evaluate applicability of TRIZ and software support in your company / school?
3. Would you be interested in occasional consultation of your innovative tasks?
4. Would you be interested in studying and mastering TRIZ methodology?
5. Would you recommend TRIZ to your son / daughter, or school and university students for studying
and mastering?

Experience from answers: The more time spent with TRIZ, the more positive the references
were. But no matter how many positive references there are from more than 2500 listeners,
mostly from companies, the methodology has not become a common issue either at
universities or in corporate development departments yet (Bušov; 2002 - 2016).
Mastering the non-trivial TRIZ methodology (if compared with some others ´methods´)
requires serious study, educational examples and time for real applications. That is nothing
new; reality always puts obstacles in the way to obtaining all values. Only valueless thing can
be obtained easily and immediately. The same applies to good education and good schools.
Knowing that there is no cheap and so called ´caesarean´ way into TRIZ, authors will
stimulate further effort, with others educators and engineers, how to implement TRIZ into
education and innovative practice more effectively.
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Conclusion
There’s no doubt that engineering graduates provided with the methodology of systematic
and creative thinking would adapt more easily and rapidly to the variable demands of the
dynamic reality in practice. The paper presented TRIZ as a challenge, as relatively universal
because trans-disciplinary methodology, as well as elaborated and instrumental, analytic synthetic methodology, which guides the solvers through a comprehensive analysis of the
problem object to the formulation of various innovative problems and then to the formulation
of typical inventive tasks to be solved. Then TRIZ offers appropriate recommendations
(heuristics) on seeking ideas and solving concepts for implementation.
TRIZ is the empirically derived, systematic, relatively complex methodology understandable
for students as well as for teachers who wish to make the educational process more
attractive for all participants. The same applies to engineers - solvers of technical innovative
problems in practice - who wish to deal with innovative projects more effectively.
The methodology can be studied and mastered. It supports both the system approach and
creativity needed for inventive solving process. It is a challenge for teaching and learning, for
developing the ability of users to solve not only but namely technical problems systematically
and creatively. These ´ingredients´ are needed for most human activities, particularly for
engineering education and innovative practice in companies. A systematic approach together
with creativity is necessary in today´s engineering education as well as in today´s and
tomorrow´s innovative practice. TRIZ is a challenge for ambitious teachers.
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!
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9:;<=><'
:-! ,-B$-,,($-B! 2-.! '0#,(! 0,(0$2(=! ,./+20$'-! <('B(24%?! $0! $%! B,-,(2**=! #,*.! 0#20! >'(420$3,!
2%%,%%4,-0! +2-! 6,! 2! %0('-B! .($3,(! '>! 2+0$3,! <2(0$+$<20$'-! 2-.! *,2(-$-B8! "&'! =,2(%! 2B'! &,!
2..,.! 2! -,&! 2%%,%%4,-0! +'4<'-,-0! $-! '/(! 2*B'($0#4%! %/6J,+0?! -24,*=! 42-.20'(=! &,,)*=!
K/$EE,%8!"#,!2$4!&2%!0'!,-+'/(2B,!%0/.,-0%!0'!%02=!26(,2%0!&$0#!*,+0/(,%!2-.!0/0'($2*%?!2-.!0'!
$.,-0$>=! +'44'-! 4$%+'-+,<0$'-%! $-! 2! %/6J,+0! 0#20! .,2*%! &$0#! -/4,('/%! .$>>$+/*0! 2*B'($0#4$+!
+'-+,<0%8!:0!&2%!#'<,.!0#20!0#,!K/$EE,%!&'/*.!,L<'%,!2-.!+#2**,-B,!%0/.,-0!4$%+'-+,<0$'-%?!
2-.! 4'(,! B,-,(2**=! %/<<'(0! 0#,! 42%0,(=! '>! $4<'(02-0! 2*B'($0#4$+! 0''*%! 2-.! 0,+#-$K/,%8! "#,!
K/$EE,%! 2(,! #'%0,.! &$0#$-! '/(! $-%0$0/0$'-M%! ;,2(-$-B! D2-2B,4,-0! G=%0,4! N;DGO! &#$+#! 2*%'!
<('3$.,%!*,2(-$-B!2-2*=0$+%!0''*%?!$-+*/.$-B!4,0($+%!>'(!%0/.,-0!,-B2B,4,-0!2-.!<,(>'(42-+,8!!!

?@A?:0='
5>0,(!('**$-B!'/0!0#,!%0/.,-0!K/$EE,%!&,!0/(-,.!0'!,32*/20$'-8!!5<2(0!>('4!4,2%/($-B!0#,!,L0,-0!
'>!%0/.,-0!,-B2B,4,-0?!&,!&,(,!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!0#,!N$-$0$2**=!32B/,*=!.,>$-,.O!P*,2(-$-B!32*/,Q!'>!
$-.$3$./2*! K/$E! K/,%0$'-%8! "#('/B#! 0#,! ;DG! 4,0($+%?! &,! &$%#,.! 0'! ,32*/20,! 0#,! K/$EE,%M!
$->*/,-+,!'-!%0/.,-0!,-B2B,4,-0!&$0#!%/6J,+0!420,($2*%?!2-.!0'!.$%+'3,(!&#$+#!K/,%0$'-%!6,%0!
,L<'%,!+'44'-!4$%+'-+,<0$'-%!#2(6'/(,.!6=!%0/.,-0%8!!

B??A:B9C'
R,!#23,!2.'<0,.!2-!2+0$'-!(,%,2(+#!2<<('2+#8!;DG!%020$%0$+%!&,(,!B20#,(,.!2-.!2-2*=%,.!$-!
0#(,,! %/++,%%$3,! %,4,%0,(%8! S'(! ,2+#! &,,)*=! K/$E?! 0#,! .202! +'**,+0,.! $-+*/.,.! %0/.,-0%M!
<2(0$+$<20$'-!%020$%0$+%?!(,+'(.%!'>!4/*0$<*,!200,4<0%!42.,!6=!,3,(=!%0/.,-0?!2-.!;DG!4,2%/(,%!
'>!K/,%0$'-!.$%+($4$-20$'-!2-.!.$>>$+/*0=8!"#,%,!.202!&,(,!2-2*=%,.!2+('%%!0#,!0#(,,!$0,(20$'-%8!

A=0@,<0''
"#,(,! &,(,! 42(),.! .$>>,(,-+,%! 6,0&,,-! 0#,! ;DG! %020$%0$+%! '>! 0#,! <$*'0! 2-.! 0&'! >'**'&$-B!
%,4,%0,(%8! T-%/(<($%$-B*=?! %0/.,-0! <2(0$+$<20$'-! B(,&! &#,-! K/$EE,%! &,(,! 42.,! 42-.20'(=8!
D'(,! %$B-$>$+2-0*=?! 0#,! ;DG! $-6/$*0! 4,2%/(,%! '>! K/,%0$'-! .$>>$+/*0=! 2-.! .$%+($4$-20$'-! &,(,!
>'/-.!0'!6,!,L0(,4,*=!%/%+,<0$6*,!0'!0#,!-/46,(!'>!2**'&,.!K/$E!200,4<0%!2**'&,.8!R,!#23,!
>'/-.! 0#,4! (,*20$3,*=! /-(,*$26*,! 2-.! /-#,*<>/*! $-! $.,-0$>=$-B! /%,>/*! K/,%0$'-%! 0#20! +#2**,-B,!
%0/.,-0!4$%+'-+,<0$'-%!2-.!&,!#23,!#2.!0'!>$-.!2*0,(-20$3,!4,0($+%8!

9:;9,@0D:;0''
S,,.62+)! >('4! '/(! %0/.,-0%! %0('-B*=! %/BB,%0%! 0#20! 42-.20'(=! &,,)*=! K/$EE,%! .'! <('4'0,!
%0/.,-0! ,-B2B,4,-0! &$0#! *,2(-$-B! 420,($2*%8! ! F'&,3,(?! $-! '/(! 200,4<0%! 0'! B2/B,! K/,%0$'-!
K/2*$0=?!&,!>$-.!0#20!0#,!;DG!4,0($+%!>'(!K/,%0$'-!2-2*=%$%!.'!-'0!%/<<'(0!2!P*,2(-$-B!32*/,Q!
2%%,%%4,-08!"#,=!2(,!%'!%0('-B*=!$->*/,-+,.!6=!0#,!-/46,(!'>!<'%%$6*,!K/$E!200,4<0%!0#20!0#,=!
2(,!'>!*$00*,!<(2+0$+2*!/%,8!"#$%!%0/.=!0#,(,>'(,!$**/%0(20,%!0#20!/%$-B!0#,!;DG!4,0($+%!42=!-'0!
6,! %/>>$+$,-0! '(! %0(2$B#0>'(&2(.! 0'! 2%%,%%! 0#,! ,>>,+0$3,-,%%! '>! K/$EE,%! '-! %0/.,-0! *,2(-$-B!
'/0+'4,%8! S/(0#,(! 2-2*=0$+%! 2-.! $-3,%0$B20$'-%! &$**! -,,.! 0'! 6,! +'-./+0,.! >'(! 2! .,,<,(!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!>'(!6,%0!,L<'%$-B!+'44'-!4$%+'-+,<0$'-%!#2(6'/(,.!6=!%0/.,-0%8!!

E=FG:AH0''
U/$E!K/,%0$'-%?!;DG!4,0($+%?!>'(420$3,!2%%,%%4,-0!
"#$%!&'()!$%!*$+,-%,.!/-.,(!0#,!1(,20$3,!1'44'-%!500($6/0$'-!789!:-0,(-20$'-2*!;$+,-%,8!"'!3$,&!2!+'<=!'>!0#$%!*$+,-%,?!3$%$0!#00<@
AA+(,20$3,+'44'-%8'(BA*$+,-%,%A6=A789A!
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D%/-*847/$*%'
5+0$3,!*,2(-$-B!$%!$-+(,2%$-B*=!<('4'0,.!&$0#$-!#$B#,(!,./+20$'-!$-%0$0/0$'-%!0'!%/<<'(0!%0/.,-0%!
$-!*$-)$-B!)-'&*,.B,!0'!4,2-$-B!2-.!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!#$B#,(!'(.,(!0#$-)$-B!%)$**%8! 5+0$3,!
*,2(-$-B!$-3'*3,%@!!%0/.,-0%!,-B2B,.!$-!4'(,!0#2-!*$%0,-$-BW!*,%%!,4<#2%$%!6,$-B!<*2+,.!'-!
0(2-%4$00$-B! $->'(420$'-! 2-.! 4'(,! '-! .,3,*'<$-B! %0/.,-0%X! %)$**%W! #$B#,(! '(.,(! 0#$-)$-B! 2-.!
,-B2B,4,-0! NY'-&,**! 2-.! Z$%'-?! C[[CO8! F'&,3,(?! ,-+'/(2B$-B! 2+0$3,! *,2(-$-B! +2-! 6,! 2!
+#2**,-B,!>'(!6'0#!,./+20'(%!2-.!%0/.,-0%?!<2(0$+/*2(*=!$-!*2(B,?!*,+0/(,\62%,.!+*2%%,%!N]*,$-?!
V99^?!Y/+)*,=!,0!2*8!V997O8!D/+#!#2%!6,,-!&($00,-!26'/0!0#,!/%,!'>!2%%,%%4,-0?!<2(0$+/*2(*=!
>'(420$3,! 2%%,%%4,-0?! 0'! .($3,! 2+0$3,! *,2(-$-B! $-! #$B#,(! ,./+20$'-! <('B(24%! NY'/.?! V9C9W!
_$66%?!V9C9W!Y'/.!2-.!S2*+#$)'3?!V99`W!S2*+#$)'3?!V99aW!F/62!2-.!S(,,.?!V999O8!!!
S'(420$3,!2%%,%%4,-0!+'4,%!$-!42-=!.$>>,(,-0!%#2<,%?!,-+'4<2%%$-B!2!32($,0=!'>!<(2+0$+,%?!
$-+*/.$-B!%,*>\2%%,%%4,-0%!2-.!<,,(\2%%,%%4,-0%W!Y*2+)!2-.!R$**$24%!NC[[bO!(,3$,&!-'!*,%%!
0#2-!Va9!2(0$+*,%!'-!0#,!0'<$+8!c>0,-!+#2(2+0,($E,.!6=!$0%!$->'(42*!0,+#-$K/,%!2-.!4,+#2-$%4%!
0'!,-+'/(2B,!%0/.,-0!<2(0$+$<20$'-?!$0!$%!-'0!2!<(,\+'-.$0$'-!0#20!>'(420$3,!2%%,%%4,-0!6,!0$,.!
0'!%/4420$3,!2%%,%%4,-0%?!2*0#'/B#!0#$%!$%!'>0,-!0#,!+2%,!Nd/--!2-.!D/*3,-'-?!V99[O8!_$66%!
2-.!G$4<%'-!NV997O!%/BB,%0!0#20!>'(420$3,!2%%,%%4,-0%!$-!0#,!>'(4!'>!>(,K/,-0!2%%$B-4,-0%!
'(!0,%0%!0'!.$%0($6/0,!%0/.,-0!,>>'(0!2+('%%!0#,!./(20$'-!'>!0#,!%,4,%0,(?!'>0,-!'-!2!&,,)*=!62%$%?!
<('4'0,!%0/.,-0%M!<2(0$+$<20$'-!2-.!,-#2-+,!*,2(-$-B8!D'(,!%<,+$>$+2**=?!%,3,(2*!%0/.$,%!#23,!
%#'&-!0#20!0#,(,!$%!2!#$B#!*,3,*!'>!%0/.,-0!,-B2B,4,-0!&$0#!(,B/*2(!K/$EE,%W!42-=!(,<'(0!/<'-!
0#,$(!<'%$0$3,!('*,!$-!,-+'/(2B$-B?!>'(!,L24<*,?!0#,!+'4<*,0$'-!'>!<(,%+($6,.!(,2.$-B!$-!32($'/%!
<('B(24%!NG+#,=3,-%!,0!2*8?!V99bW!Y'-&,**!2-.!Z$%'-?!C[[CW!F2-%'-!2-.!D'%,(!V99^O8!!
:-!0#,!+'4</0$-B!.$%+$<*$-,%?!42-=!%0/.,-0%!%0(/BB*,!&$0#!+'4<*,L!2*B'($0#4$+!+'-+,<0%8!"'!
<('4'0,! %0/.,-0%M! ,-B2B,4,-0! &$0#! 0,2+#$-B! 420,($2*%! 2-.! ,-B,-.,(! /-.,(%02-.$-B! '>!
$4<'(02-0!+'4</020$'-2*!4,0#'.%!2-.!0#,'($,%?!&,!.,%$B-,.!2!%,0!'>!&,,)*=!K/$EE,%8!Z2+#!
K/$E!+'4<($%,.!2!32($,0=!'>!K/,%0$'-%W!%'4,!&,(,!+(2>0,.!2%!(,3$%$'-!420,($2*%?!'0#,(%!&,(,!
%,0!0'!<('6,!%0/.,-0%M!*,2(-$-B!2-.!+#2**,-B,!0#,$(!<,(+,<0$'-%!2-.!$-0,(<(,020$'-%8!G0/.,-0%!
+'/*.! 200,4<0! ,2+#! K/$E! 4/*0$<*,! 0$4,%! 2-.! (,+,$3,! $->'(420$'-! 26'/0! &#$+#! K/,%0$'-%! 0#,=!
#2.! 2-%&,(,.! +'((,+0*=?! $-+*/.$-B! %'4,! #$-0%! >'(! K/,%0$'-%! 0#,=! #2.! 2-%&,(,.! $-+'((,+0*=8!
"#,$(!(,>*,+0$'-%!'-!0#$%!>'(420$3,!>,,.62+)!&,(,!,L<,+0,.!0'!$->*/,-+,!0#,$(!>'**'&!/<!200,4<0%8!!
F,(,!&,!(,<'(0!'-!'/(!,>>'(0%!0'!,32*/20,!0#,!$-0('./+0$'-!'>!0#,%,!K/$EE,%!2-.!'/(!200,4<0%!0'!
B2/B,!0#,!/%,>/*-,%%!'>!$-.$3$./2*!K/$E!K/,%0$'-%!$-!+#2**,-B$-B!+'44'-!4$%+'-+,<0$'-%!2-.!
$-!#,*<$-B!%0/.,-0%!*,2(-!+'-0,-0!2-.!+'-+,<0%8!

9*%/)I/'"%8'J4-J*()'
"#,! $-0('./+0$'-! '>! K/$EE,%?! 2%! 2! >'(420$3,! 2%%,%%4,-0! +'4<'-,-0?! 0'')! <*2+,! &$0#$-! 2!
B(2./20,!%/6J,+0!'-!5*B'($0#4%!2-.!1'4<*,L$0=8!"#,!2$4!'>!0#,!%/6J,+0!$%!0'!.,3,*'<!%0/.,-0!
>24$*$2($0=!2-.!+'4<,0,-+,!$-!2%%,%%$-B!2-.!.,%$B-$-B!%'>0&2(,!>'(!+'4</020$'-2*!,>>$+$,-+=8!!
F$%0'($+2**=?!42-=!%0/.,-0%!%0(/BB*,!&$0#!0#,!+'-+,<0%!2-.!0'<$+%!'>!0#$%!%/6J,+08!:-0('./+0$'-!
'>!K/$EE,%!&2%!2!4,+#2-$%4!0'!'>>,(!4'(,!'<<'(0/-$0=!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!6,!,-B2B,.!&$0#!0#,!
%/6J,+0! +'-0,-0! 2-.?! $4<'(02-0*=?! 0'! +#2**,-B,! .,3,*'<$-B! 4,-02*! 4'.,*%! '>! +'4</020$'-2*!
<('+,%%,%8!Z*,3,-!K/$EE,%!&,(,!.,3$%,.!2-.!%,0!/<W!'-,!>'(!,2+#!&,,)!%02(0$-B!$-!0#,!%,+'-.!
&,,)!'>!2!CV\&,,)!%,4,%0,(8!c-\*$-,!K/$EE,%!#23,!6,,-!>'/-.!0'!6,!2-!,>>,+0$3,!4,+#2-$%4!
>'(! $-+,-0$3$E$-B! %0/.,-0! +'4<*,0$'-! '>! &'()! 2-.! 2(,! (,*20$3,*=! 0$4,! ,>>$+$,-0! >('4! 0#,!
<,(%<,+0$3,!'>!0#,!,./+20'(!NR'*0!2-.!D2%'-?!V99^O8!5%!4'%0!3$(0/2*!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-0%!
<('3$.,!K/$E!>(24,&'()%!>'(!*'+2*!+/%0'4$E20$'-?!&,!#'%0,.!0#,%,!&,,)*=!K/$EE,%!/%$-B!0#,!
;,2(-$-B!D2-2B,4,-0!G=%0,4!N;DGO!'>!'/(!$-%0$0/0$'-8!"#,!;DG!'>>,(%!2-2*=0$+%!0''*%!0'!0(2+)!
%0/.,-0!,-B2B,4,-0!&$0#!0#,!K/$EE,%!2*'-B!&$0#!%'4,!2/0'420,.!0''*%!>'(!K/,%0$'-!2-2*=%,%8!!
c/(!<*2-!&2%!0'!/%,!0#,%,!;DG!.202!0'!B2/B,!0#,!,>>,+0$3,-,%%!'>!0#,!K/$EE,%!$-!,-B2B$-B!
%0/.,-0%! &$0#! 0,2+#$-B! 420,($2*%! 2-.?! >'(! $-.$3$./2*! K/,%0$'-%?! 0'! 2%%,%%! P*,2(-$-B! 32*/,Q?!
$-+*/.$-B! 2! K/,%0$'-M%! 26$*$0=! 0'! <$-<'$-0! 4$%+'-+,<0$'-%8! "'! 0#$%! ,-.?! 2-! 2+0$'-! (,%,2(+#!
2<<('2+#! &2%! 0'! 6,! 2.'<0,.8! :-! 0#,! >$(%0! $-%02-+,?! 0#,! K/$EE,%! &'/*.! 6,! <$*'0,.W! 0#,-!
E/31**)0$8-'!++CCFABG!53$4*/*$1*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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2.J/%04,-0%!0'!.,*$3,(=!&'/*.!6,!42.,!'3,(!0#,!+'/(%,!'>!0&'!%/6%,K/,-0!$0,(20$'-%?!&#$*%0!
42$-02$-$-B!0#,!%24,!<''*!'>!K/,%0$'-%!'3,(!0#$%!$-3,%0$B20$'-8!!!!
R,! -'0,! 0#20! 0#,! K/$EE,%! +'4<*,4,-0! *,+0/(,%?! 0/0'($2*%?! 2-.! '0#,(! +'-0$-/'/%\2%%,%%4,-0!
+'4<'-,-0%!$-!0#,!%/6J,+08!:-!<2(0$+/*2(?!0&'!&($00,-!2%%$B-4,-0%!+#2**,-B,!%0/.,-0%!0'!>$-.!
B''.!2*B'($0#4$+!%'*/0$'-%!0'!(,*20$3,*=!.$>>$+/*0!<('6*,4%8!"#,!42$-!2$4!'>!0#,!K/$E!+'4<'-,-0!
#2%! 6,,-! 0'! ,-+'/(2B,! %0/.,-0%! 0'! %02=! 26(,2%0! ./($-B! %,4,%0,(?! 2-.! &#$*,! $-.$3$./2*!
K/,%0$'-%!2(,!.,%$B-,.!0'!$.,-0$>=!4$%/-.,(%02-.$-B%?!0#,=!2(,!-'0!$-0,-.,.!0'!6,!.$>>$+/*08!

BJJ-*"7K'
;DG!.202!&,(,!+'**,+0,.!2-.!$-3,%0$B20,.!>'(!,3,(=!K/$E!2+('%%!0#,!0#(,,!%,4,%0,(!$0,(20$'-%!
'>!0#,$(!/%,8!"&'!%,<2(20,!%,0%!'>!;DG!.202!&,(,!'>!$-0,(,%08!S$(%0*=?!;DG!(,<'(0%!'>!%0/.,-0%M!
<2(0$+$<20$'-! 2+0$3$0$,%! &,(,! /%,.! 2%! 2! 4,2%/(,! ,-B2B,4,-0! &$0#! 0#,! K/$EE,%8! G,+'-.*=?!
0#('/B#!0#,!;DG!4,0($+%!'>!.$%+($4$-20$'-!2-.!.$>>$+/*0=?!&,!#'<,.!0'!$.,-0$>=!0#,!4'%0!/%,>/*!
K/$E!K/,%0$'-%!>'(!6,%0!,L<'%$-B!+'44'-!4$%+'-+,<0$'-%!#2(6'/(,.!6=!%0/.,-0%8!!

A)(46/('"%8')L"64"/$*%'
1'-3,-$,-0*=?!0#,!;DG!2**'&%!0,2+#$-B!%02>>!2++,%%!0'!%0/.,-0!<2(0$+$<20$'-!%020$%0$+%!>'(!0#,!
,-0$(,!+'#'(08!R#,-!2!%0/.,-0!*'B%!$-!0'!2++,%%!2!&,,)*=!K/$E!$-!5*B'($0#4%!2-.!1'4<*,L$0=?!
2-!200,4<0!$%!(,+'(.,.?!(,B2(.*,%%!'>!&#,0#,(!0#,!200,4<0!$%!+'4<*,0,!'(!-'08!S'(!,2+#!200,4<0?!
0#,! ;DG! (,+'(.%! &#,0#,(! ,2+#! K/,%0$'-! $%! 2-%&,(,.! +'((,+0*=! '(! '0#,(&$%,?! 2-.! 2%%$B-%! 2!
-'4$-2*!%+'(,!2%!.,+$.,.!6=!0#,!0,2+#$-B!%02>>8!!
5%!2!<$*'0?!0#,!&,,)*=!K/$EE,%!&,(,!0($2**,.!$-!%,4,%0,(!V?!V9Ca!2-.!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!<,(4$00,.!
0'!42),!/<!0'!0#(,,!%,<2(20,!200,4<0%!<,(!K/$E8!e2(0$+$<20$'-!&2%!3'*/-02(=?!$-!0#20!0#,(,!&2%!
f-'M! 42()! 2002+#,.! 0'! K/$E! <2(0$+$<20$'-! '(! 0'! 0#,! -/46,(! '>! 2-%&,(%! +'((,+0! $-! ,2+#! K/$E8!
"#('/B#'/0! 0#,! %,4,%0,(?! 0,2+#$-B! %02>>! 2+0$3,*=! <('4'0,.! 0#,! 6,-,>$0%! '>! '-B'$-B! K/$E!
$-3'*3,4,-0!0'!0#,$(!%0/.,-0%8!c>!CaC!%0/.,-0%!&#'!+'4<*,0,.!0#,!%/6J,+0!$-!0#,!<$*'0!%,4,%0,(?!
CVC! %0/.,-0%! 42.,! 2! K/$E! 200,4<0! $-! &,,)! V8! ! e2(0$+$<20$'-! %020$%0$+%! 2(,! B$3,-! $-! "26*,! C?!
&#,(,!2!.,+*$-,!$%!'6%,(3,.!'3,(!0#,!<$*'0!%,4,%0,(!+/*4$-20$-B!$-!gg!%0/.,-0%!200,4<0$-B!0#,!
>$-2*!&,,)!CV!K/$E?!,3,-!0#'/B#!0#$%!K/$E!&2%!0$4,.!-,2(,%0!0'!0#,!,L24$-20$'-!%$00$-B8!!
"#,!('*,!'>!0#,!<$*'0!%,4,%0,(!&2%!0'!>$-,\0/-,!0#,!.,*$3,(=!'>!0#,!K/$EE,%!6,>'(,!0#,=!&'/*.!
6,+'4,!42-.20'(=8!"#,!K/$E!K/,%0$'-%!&,(,!/-+#2-B,.!0#('/B#'/0?!6/0!&,!-,,.,.!0'!.,+$.,!
'-! 0#,! 6,%0! <2(24,0,(%! >'(! .,*$3,(=?! $-+*/.$-B! %+(246*$-B! '>! K/,%0$'-%?! &$-.'&%\'>\2++,%%?!
2-.!-/46,(!'>!200,4<0%!2**'&,.8!5%!<'$-0,.!'/0!6=!_$66%!2-.!G$4<%'-!NV997O?!0#,!(,*20$'-%#$<!
6,0&,,-!42()%!2-.!,>>'(0!$%!-'0!%0(2$B#0>'(&2(.!>'(!%0/.,-0%?!2-.!2%!*$00*,!2%!ah!'>!%0/.,-0!0$4,!
42=!6,!2**'+20,.!/-\2%%,%%,.!02%)%8!:>!0''!>,&!42()%!N$-!0#$%!+2%,?!9!42()%O!2(,!2**'+20,.!0'!
<(,<2(20'(=!&'()?!42-=!%0/.,-0%!42=!42),!0#,!%0(20,B$+!.,+$%$'-!0'!>'(,B'!0#'%,!42()%!2-.!
$-%0,2.!>'+/%!0#,$(!0$4,!'-!'0#,(!<$,+,%!'>!2%%,%%4,-08!"#/%?!+2(,!$%!-,,.,.!$-!0#,!.,%$B-!'>!
$-+,-0$3,!4,+#2-$%4%!0'!,-%/(,!%0/.,-0%!62*2-+,!,L0($-%$+!(,&2(.%!'(!%2-+0$'-%!&$0#!$-0($-%$+!
4'0$320$'-%!0'!42L$4$E,!0#,$(!'/0+'4,%8!!
:-!0#,!>'**'&$-B!0&'!$0,(20$'-%?!0#,!K/$EE,%!&,(,!%$4<*=!2!#/(.*,!(,K/$(,4,-0!>'(!0#,!%/6J,+08!
D'(,!<(,+$%,*=?!2!%0/.,-0!4/%0!%/++,%%>/**=!+'4<*,0,!20!*,2%0!b!'>!0#,!CC!'-*$-,!K/$EE,%!0'!6,!
,*$B$6*,!0'!%$0!0#,!>$-2*!,L24$-20$'-8!i'!42()!&2%!2002+#,.!0'!K/$E!<2(0$+$<20$'-!'(!0'!0#,!-/46,(!
'>!2-%&,(%!+'((,+0!$-!,2+#!K/$E!>'(!0#,%,!>'**'&$-B!0&'!%,4,%0,(!$0,(20$'-%8!!
G$-+,!0#,!K/$EE,%!2(,!$-0,-.,.!2%!*,2(-$-B!%/<<'(0!(20#,(!0#2-!B20,\),,<$-B?!&,!.,+$.,.!0#20!
P%/++,%%>/*!+'4<*,0$'-Q!&'/*.!4,2-!PB,00$-B!,2+#!'>!0#,!N^\aO!K/$E!K/,%0$'-%!($B#0!$-!2!%$-B*,!
200,4<0Q?!6/0!2*%'!0#20!2-!/-6'/-.,.!-/46,(!'>!K/$E!200,4<0%!&'/*.!6,!2**'&,.?!2%!*'-B!2%!
0#,!%0/.,-0!4,0!0#,!&,,)*=!.,2.*$-,8!"#,!K/,%0$'-%!2(,!4$L0/(,%!'>!4/*0$<*,\+#'$+,?!4/*0$<*,\
2-%&,(?!420+#$-B?!2-.!-/4,($+!2-%&,(!K/,%0$'-%?!%'!$-!B,-,(2*!2!*2(B,!-/46,(!'>!200,4<0%!
2(,!-,,.,.!$>!2!%0/.,-0!.,+$.,%!0'!%,2(+#!,L#2/%0$3,*=!>'(!0#,!($B#0!+'46$-20$'-!'>!2-%&,(%8!
:-!'-,!$-%02-+,?!2%!%0/.,-0!#2.!7[!200,4<0%!20!'-,!K/$Ej!!
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"26*,!C!%#'&%!#'&!<2(0$+$<20$'-!(20,%!$4<('3,.!$-!0#,%,!%,4,%0,(%?!+'4<2(,.!0'!0#,!<$*'0W!>'(!
0#,! +'44,-+,4,-0! K/$E! $-! &,,)! V?Cbg! %0/.,-0%! <2(0$+$<20,.! $-! %,4,%0,(! C?! V9Cg! 2-.! C`a!
%0/.,-0%!$-!%,4,%0,(!V8!!i'026*=?!'3,(!6'0#!%,4,%0,(%?!0#,(,!2(,!'-*=!%*$B#0!.,+*$-,%!&$0#!&,,)!
CC! K/$E! <2(0$+$<20$'-! (,+'(.,.! 2%! Caa! 2-.! CVg! N%,4,%0,(! C! 2-.! VO8! "#$%! $4<('3,4,-0! $-!
<2(0$+$<20$'-! $%! 200($6/0,.! <($42($*=! 0'! 0#,! $-0('./+0$'-! '>! 0#,! #/(.*,! (,K/$(,4,-0! >'(! K/$EE,%?!
&#,(,!,*$B$6$*$0=!0'!200,4<0!0#,!>$-2*!2%%,%%4,-0!&2%!0$,.!0'!+'4<*,0,.!K/$E!200,4<0%8!!!
<"M6)'NO'04.."-1'*+'(/48)%/'J"-/$7$J"/$*%'(/"/$(/$7('P$/K'P))#61'34$55)('*L)-'/K-))'$/)-"/$*%('
G))#'

?$6*/'
0).)(/)-'QR'QSNT'

0).)(/)-'NR'QSNU'

0).)(/)-'QR'QSNU'

Q'

CVC!

Cbg!

C`a!

V'

C9[!

Cbb!

C`a!

W'

C9^!

Cb`!

C`9!

T'

[9!

C`[!

Cg[!

U'

`V!

C`C!

Cgb!

X'

``!

Cgg!

Cg7!

Y'

g[!

Cg^!

Cab!

Z'

g^!

CbV!

Ca`!

NS'

`V!

C`g!

C7b!

NN'

g[!

Caa!

CVg!

NQ'

gg!

-'0!.,*$3,(,.!

CV`!

!

,!0'B%"61/$7('
S'(!,2+#!K/$E?!0#,!;DGM%!P:0,4!5-2*=%$%Q!0''*!(,<'(0%!'3,(2**!200,4<0!%020$%0$+%!>'(!0#20!K/$E!2-.!
$0%!+'4<'-,-0!K/,%0$'-%?!6=!(,*20$-B!,2+#!+'#'(0M%!<,(>'(42-+,!'-!,2+#!K/,%0$'-!+'4<2(,.!
0'!0#,$(!'3,(2**!<,(>'(42-+,%!'-!0#,!K/$E!#'%0$-B!0#20!K/,%0$'-8!!"#,!0''*!/%,%!0&'!4,0($+%!0'!
2%%,%%! ,2+#! K/,%0$'-@! .$%+($4$-20$'-! 2-.! .$>>$+/*0=8! ! "#,! >'**'&$-B! .,%+($<0$'-%! '>! ,2+#! 2(,!
3,(620$4!>('4!0#,!;DG!T%,(!_/$.,@!H0-1/060$#.03$!$-.$+20,%!#'&!&,**!2!K/,%0$'-!.$>>,(,-0$20,%!
6,0&,,-!%0/.,-0%!&#'!)-'&!0#,!%/6J,+0!4200,(!2-.!0#'%,!&#'!.'!-'08!5!K/,%0$'-!$%!2!B''.!
.$%+($4$-20'(! &#,-! %0/.,-0%! &#'! 2-%&,(! 0#,! K/,%0$'-! +'((,+0*=! 2*%'! .'! &,**! '-! 0#,! 0,%08!
d$%+($4$-20$'-!%+'(,%!(2-B,!6,0&,,-!\C!2-.!kC8!5-=!K/,%0$'-!0#20!B,0%!2!.$%+($4$-20$'-!%+'(,!
26'3,! k98^! $%! +'-%$.,(,.! _''.8! _''.! 2-.! S2$(! K/,%0$'-%! 42=! 6,! /%,.! 0'! #,*<! .,0,(4$-,!
%0/.,-0!)-'&*,.B,!*,3,*%8!!d$%+($4$-20$'-!+2--'0!6,!+2*+/*20,.!>'(!K/,%0$'-%!&#,(,!,3,(='-,!
(,+,$3,%! 0#,! %24,! %+'(,! N,3,(='-,! B,0%! 2! K/,%0$'-! ($B#0! '(! &('-BO8! H04401,%.&! %#'&%! 0#,!
<,(+,-02B,! '>! %0/.,-0%! &#'! 2-%&,(,.! 0#,! K/,%0$'-! +'((,+0*=8! :>! lb9h! '>! %0/.,-0%! B,0! 2!
K/,%0$'-!($B#0!$0!$%!*$%0,.!2%!,2%=W!$>!m^9h!'>!%0/.,-0%!B,0!2!K/,%0$'-!($B#0!$0!$%!*$%0,.!2%!f#2(.M8!!
"#,! .$%+($4$-20$'-! 4,2%/(,! +20,B'($E,%! K/,%0$'-%! 2%! 6,$-B! fB''.M?! f>2$(M! '(! f<''(M! 2-.! 0#,!
.$>>$+/*0=!4,2%/(,!+*2%%$>$,%!K/,%0$'-%!2%!6,$-B!f,2%=M?!f4,.$/4M!'(!f#2(.M8!fd$>>$+/*0=M!2%!.,>$-,.!
6=!0#,!;DG!.',%!-'0!(,*20,!0'!2-=!*,2(-$-B!02L'-'4$,%?!%/+#!2%!Y*''4M%?!Gc;c!'(!i,'\e$2B,0!
0#20!#23,!6,,-!/%,.!0'!+20,B'($E,!K/,%0$'-%!2%!0'!0#,!.,B(,,!'>!*,2(-$-B!.$>>$+/*0=!2%!.,%+($6,.!
$-!0#,!+'4</0$-B!,./+20$'-!*$0,(20/(,!N_*/B2?!]2=!2-.!;$%0,(!,0!2*8?!V9C^W!n$4'=$2--$%?!V9CCO8!!
c/(!42$-!$-0,(,%0!&2%!$-!>$-.$-B!K/$E!K/,%0$'-%!0#20!6,%0!,L<'%,.!%0/.,-0!4$%+'-+,<0$'-%8!R,!
,L<,+0,.!0#20!0#,!.$>>$+/*0=!%020$%0$+!(,<'(0,.!6=!0#,!;DG!&'/*.!#$-0!20!K/,%0$'-%!0#20!%0/.,-0%!
>'/-.!4'%0!<('6*,420$+!2-.!+'/*.!*,2.!0'!4$%+'-+,<0$'-%8!!
E0%3.!
d/($-B!0#,!<$*'0!$-!%,4,%0,(!V?!V9Ca?!:0,4!5-2*=%$%!o,<'(0%!&,(,!(/-!>'(!,2+#!K/$E8!S$B/(,!C!
%#'&%!2-!,L24<*,?!0#,!R,,)!C9!U/$E!o,<'(08!!"#,!",%0!G/442(=!%#'&%!0#20@!NCO!`V!%0/.,-0!
200,4<0%!2+('%%!>'/(!K/,%0$'-%W!NVO!5**!>'/(!K/,%0$'-%!2(,!fB''.M!>'(!0#,$(!.$%+($4$-20$'-!%+'(,%?!
,2+#!6,$-B!26'3,!k98^W!N^O!"&'!,2%=!.$>>$+/*0=!K/,%0$'-%!&#,(,!lb9h!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0%!%+'(,.!
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$0!+'((,+0W!2-.!N7O!"&'!f4,.$/4M!.$>>$+/*0=!K/,%0$'-%!&#,(,!lp!^9h!2-.!mpb9h!'>!0#,!+'#'(0!
%+'(,.!0#,!K/,%0$'-%!+'((,+08!
"#,! %,+'-.! %,+0$'-! '>! 2! R,,)*=! :0,4! 5-2*=%$%! o,<'(0! *$%0%! 2**! K/,%0$'-%?! ,2+#! &$0#! 0#,$(!
.,%+($<0$'-?!K/,%0$'-!0=<,?!-/46,(!'>!B(2.,.!200,4<0%?!0'B,0#,(!&$0#!.$%+($4$-20$'-?!.$>>$+/*0=?!
23,(2B,!%+'(,?!%02-.2(.!.,3$20$'-!2-.!%02-.2(.!,(('(!%020$%0$+%8!!:-!2..$0$'-?!0#,!(,<'(0%!3$%/2**=!
$-.$+20,!<'%%$6*,!$%%/,%!&$0#!$-.$3$./2*!K/,%0$'-%!/%$-B!2!%,0!'>!%=46'*%!6,%$.,!0#,!K/,%0$'-!
.,%+($<0$'-8! "#,! *,B,-.! >'(! 0#,%,! K/,%0$'-! +*2%%$>$+20$'-! %=46'*%! $%! %#'&-! $-! S$B/(,! V8! ! :-!
S$B/(,!C?!0#,!=,**'&!0($2-B*,!%=46'*!$-.$+20$-B!0#20!0#,!K/,%0$'-!42=!#23,!+#2-B,.!%$-+,!K/$E!
.,<*'=4,-0! $%! >'/-.! 6,%$.,! 2**! K/,%0$'-%?! 2-.! 0#,! f;$-,2(! <('6$-BM! 2-.! f1'$-\('&! $-%02-+,M!
K/,%0$'-%!2(,!$-.$+20,.!&$0#!2!(,.!.'0!%$B-$>=$-B!;DG!(,+'44,-.20$'-%!>'(!0#,%,!K/,%0$'-%!0'!
6,!(,3$,&,.?!4'%0!*$),*=!>'(!0#,$(!#$B#!.$>>$+/*0=!%+'(,?!0#20!$%?!f,2%=M!+*2%%$>$+20$'-8!

!
[$&4-)'NO'04.."-1'(/"/$(/$7('*+'P))#'NS'\4$5'$%'9:!?ZSSVY'B6&*-$/K.('"%8'9*.J6)I$/1R'
().)(/)-'QR'QSNT'"('-)J*-/)8'$%'/K)'J$6*/'D/).'B%"61($('A)J*-/('

!
[$&4-)'QO',)&)%8'4()8'/*'76"(($+1'34)(/$*%('$%'/K)'G))#61'D/).'B%"61($('A)J*-/('

S'(!2-!'3,(3$,&!'>!0#,!K/$EE,%!2-.!0#,$(!K/,%0$'-%?!2!+'**20$'-!'>!0#,!R,,)*=!:0,4!5-2*=%$%!
o,<'(0%!>'(!0#,!<$*'0!%,4,%0,(!$%!<(,%,-0,.!$-!"26*,!V8!"#,!"26*,!*$%0%!0#,!-/46,(!'>!K/,%0$'-%!
$-!,2+#!K/$E?!0#,!.$%+($4$-20$'-!+*2%%$>$+20$'-%!2-.!.$>>$+/*0=!+*2%%$>$+20$'-!'>!0#,!K/$E!K/,%0$'-%8!
:-! %/442(=?! $0! %#'&%! 0#20@! NCO! 5**! K/$E! K/,%0$'-%! #23,! 6,,-! +*2%%$>$,.! 2%! fB''.M! 2%! 0#,$(!
.$%+($4$-20$'-! %+'(,%! 2(,! 26'3,! k98^?! $-.$+20$-B! 0#20! %0/.,-0%! &#'! 2-%&,(,.! 0#,! K/,%0$'-%!
+'((,+0*=!2*%'!.$.!&,**!$-!0#,$(!(,%<,+0$3,!K/$EW!NVO!5**!K/,%0$'-%!#23,!6,,-!+*2%%$>$,.!2%!f,2%=M!
'(! f4,.$/4M! .$>>$+/*0=?! &#,(,! f,2%=M! K/,%0$'-%! %2&! '3,(! b9h! '>! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! 2-%&,(,.! 0#,!
K/,%0$'-%!+'((,+0*=!&#,(,2%!>'(!f4,.$/4M!.$>>$+/*0=!K/,%0$'-%?!6,0&,,-!^9h!2-.!b9h!+'#'(0!
2-%&,(,.!+'((,+0*=W!2-.!N^O!ZL+,<0!>'(!&,,)!b?!,2+#!;DG!:0,4!5-2*=%$%!(,<'(0!02BB,.!'-,!'(!
4'(,!K/,%0$'-%!2%!(,+'44,-.,.!>'(!(,3$,&W!0#,!0''*!2.3$%$-B!0#20!0#,%,!K/,%0$'-%!%#'/*.!6,!
4'(,! +*'%,*=! ,L24$-,.! 0'! 2%%,%%! 0#,$(! %/$026$*$0=! $-! >/0/(,! $0,(20$'-%! '>! 0#,! K/$EE,%8! 1*'%,(!
,L24$-20$'-! '>! #'&! 0#,! ;DG! 5-2*=%$%! 0''*! +*2%%$>$,%! .$>>$+/*0=! %#'&%! 0#20! 0#,! K/,%0$'-%!
fo,+'44,-.,.!>'(!o,3$,&M!2(,!0#'%,!+*2%%$>$,.!2%!f,2%=M!$-!.$>>$+/*0=8!!"#,%,!K/,%0$'-%!2(,!
%#2.,.!$-!"26*,!V8!
!
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<"M6)'QO'04.."-1'(/"/$(/$7('*+'/K)'P))#61'D/).'"%"61($('-)J*-/'+*-'/K)'J$6*/'84-$%&'().)(/)-'QR'
QSNT]'0K"8)8'34)(/$*%('"-)'/K*()'$8)%/$+$)8'M1'/K)',!0'"('-)7*..)%8)8'+*-'-)L$)P]!
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U/$E!

d$>>$+/*0=!
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G'(0$-B!0$4,!
o2-)$-B!>/-+0$'-%!6=!B('&0#!'(.,(!
Y$B\c#!,L<(,%%$'-%!
G/4%!2-.!"#,02!
Y$B\"#,02!,L<(,%%$'-%!
5%%$B-4,-0!<('6*,4!
e2B,!-/46,(!.$B$0%!
"'&,(!'>!F2-'$!
Y$B!0#,02!>'(!4$L,.!$0,(20$'-A(,+/(%$'-!
Y(/0,!>'(+,!%0($-B!%,2(+#!
S$-.!0#,!-'-\.2B!
YSGq,K/2*%qdSG!
1'4<*,L$0=!N"#,02O!2B2$-!
"'<'*'B$+2*!%,K/,-+,!
G#,**%'(0!
Y$-2(=!%,2(+#!
:-%,(0$'-!%'(0!
G,*,+0$'-!%'(0!
:-0,(<'*20$'-!%,2(+#!
F'2(,!<2(0$0$'-$-B!
:-'(.,(!0(23,(%2*!
D2%0,(!0#,'(,4!
i'-\D2%0,(!0#,'(,4!
Y'00'4\/<!#,2<!+'-%0(/+0$'-!
I2*$.!#,2<%!
i'.,%!$-!+'4<*,0,!0(,,!
e(,A$-'(.,(!%,K/,-+,%!
1'/-0$-B!YG"%!
5I;!0(,,%!
YG"\$-%,(0$'-%!
5I;!0(,,!0(23,(%2*%!
V\^!0(,,%!
D2L\#,2<!<*/%!5I;!
5I;!%#2<,!
V\^!%#2<,!
;$-,2(!<('6$-B!
1'$-\('&!$-%02-+,!
Y(/0,\>'(+,!3%!F'(%<''*!
d/0+#!>*2B!
]-2<%2+)!
1'%0!'>!4$-$4/4!%<2--$-B!0(,,!
Z.B,%!$-!4$-$4/4!%<2--$-B!0(,,!
i/46,(!'>!.$>>,(,-0!%<2--$-B!0(,,%!
F/>>42-!5_1"!
d$J)%0(2!
F/>>42-!+'.,%!

!
I3%%3J0$8!.J3!0.*/#.03$-!
S'(!+'->$(420$'-!'>!K/$E!K/,%0$'-%!$-!-,,.!'>!200,-0$'-?!&,,)*=!:0,4!5-2*=%$%!(,<'(0%!&,(,!(/-!
>'(!0#,!%24,!K/$EE,%!$-!0#,!-,L0!0&'!%,4,%0,(%8!:0!&2%!,L<,+0,.!0#,!K/,%0$'-!.$%+($4$-20$'-!
2-.!.$>>$+/*0=!%+'(,%!>'(!0#,%,!(,<'(0%!&'/*.!6,!*$),!0#'%,!'>!0#,!+'((,%<'-.$-B!&,,)*=!(,<'(0%!
$-!0#,!<$*'0!%,4,%0,(8!"#$%!&2%!$-.,,.!0#,!+2%,!>'(!.$%+($4$-20$'-!%+'(,%?!$-!0#20!%0/.,-0%!&#'!
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SESSION C3: Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process
CONTEXT Thesis units are often considered the culmination of an undergraduate
engineering degree and play an important role in addressing extra-institutional requirements,
including aspects as broad as developing/assessing communication skills (EA Stage 1
Competency) and increasing student exposure to research (AQF requirements). However,
even within a single institution, different schools can have markedly different approaches to
these common requirements and there can be substantial variation in supervision practices
even within a single school. Variations in the student experience of Thesis units have the
potential to undermine the achievement of the aims of these units. To better understand the
current learning & teaching practices and create consistency across different Thesis units at
The University of Sydney, the Faculty of Engineering & IT has been conducting a review of
Thesis units in its schools. This paper outlines the aim of the review, the review process and
the recommendations of the review, particularly with regard to approaches that are most
likely to ensure the achievement of the intended learning outcomes.
PURPOSE The aim of this study is to better understand the views and requirements of
Thesis coordinators, supervisors and undergraduate students, and identify ways to address
issues with consistency in areas such as student experience, supervision, and assessment
of undergraduate theses, whilst also coping with academic workload requirements.

APPROACH A review of the current Thesis programs in the Faculty of Engineering & IT at
The University of Sydney has been undertaken. Strengths and weaknesses of the current
structures and practices have been identified from the perspective of Thesis coordinators
and supervisors; from this, techniques and tasks that could be used to better scaffold the
research experience for undergraduate have been identified. Surveys of recent past
undergraduate students are being used to identify where students themselves believe that
changes are necessary.

RESULTS A list of tasks that supervisors and students have found effective in supporting
the undergraduate Thesis learning process will be outlined. Furthermore, both supervisor
and student perspectives will be integrated into recommendations, which will include a
general structure that Thesis coordinators will be able to tailor for implementation within their
own schools and will identify areas where Faculty-wide initiatives have potential to further
enhance student learning outcomes.
CONCLUSIONS This review’s recommendations will aim to provide structure and guidance
to students so that they are better equipped to gain a greater appreciation for research.
Nevertheless, it is widely acknowledged that the workload of both students and supervisors
is already high, so measures that will achieve this without substantial increases in workloads
will be identified and prioritised in the recommendations.
KEYWORDS undergraduate Thesis; research training; surveys
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Introduction
Thesis units are often considered the culmination of an undergraduate engineering degree
(Holdsworth et al., 2009; Ku & Goh, 2010) and play an important role in addressing extrainstitutional requirements, including aspects as broad as developing/assessing
communication skills (Engineers Australia, 2017) and increasing student exposure to
research (AQF, 2013). Both internal policy and external accreditation requirements often go
further, and mandate a ‘capstone’ project experience of some form: e.g. “It is expected that
programs will embody at least one major engineering project experience” (Engineers
Australia, 2008).
The existing literature on final year engineering theses (e.g. Wisker, 2012, Lawson et al.,
2014) highlight some areas of concern, mainly with consistency in supervision and marking.
In addition, undergraduate thesis units are often students’ first major experience of
undertaking research, so undergraduate students often need more structure and guidance
(Wisker, 2012). Lawson et al.’s (2014) interviews noted that marking consistency is a
significant issue with undergraduate theses, with some interviewees arguing that supervisors
can be biased or have a conflict of interest in relation to assessing students they have
supervised and others arguing that supervisors must be involved in marking as they have a
holistic view of a student’s work. While rubrics can help with marking consistency, they also
need a degree of tailoring to the project (Littlefair & Gossman, 2008). Overall, variations in
the student experience of Thesis units have the potential to undermine the aims of these
units (Lawson et al., 2014; Rasul et al., 2015).
This paper outlines the results of a review undertaken by the Faculty of Engineering & IT at
The University of Sydney to better understand the current learning & teaching practices and
make recommendations that aim to create consistency across the Thesis units run by the
four different schools within the Faculty.

Overview of the Thesis Program
Engineering students at The University of Sydney undertake the thesis as 12 credit points
(0.25 EFT) over two semesters during which they undertake a project. In line with AQF
requirements, the thesis units aim to expose students to research as well as to have them
connect their technical and design skills to broader professional capabilities within the
context of a major individual project.
The thesis research process is organised into a number of sequenced assessment tasks
which introduce students to different aspects of research, such as the literature review and
progress report. In the literature review or proposal components, students are exposed to the
existing research on their topic through identifying and analysing existing literature,
interpreting the findings and evaluating the quality of the research. In the progress report or
participation components, students are assessed on the process of performing research e.g.
planning the research and implementation. In the presentation/seminar or thesis
components, students communicate their research to peers and academics.
There are different approaches to the kinds of project students undertake and may for
instance include:
x

Design and construct/implement

x

Collection and analysis of survey data

x

Experimental tests

x

Numerical simulations

x

Analysis of case studies
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Overall there are differences across the Engineering Schools at the University of Sydney in
the assessment tasks undertaken by students. As can be seen in Table 1, there are
substantial differences in terms of the timing and weighting of assessments, in spite of a
relatively similar structure (proposals and literature reviews in first semester; presentations
and final submission of thesis in second semester). Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
(CBE) assess each semester separately, whereas the other schools assess across both
semesters and apply the same mark to both units. Additionally, Civil Engineering (Civil) and
Electrical and Information Engineering (EIE) have participation components of 15% and 20%
respectively, which reflect the management aspect of the thesis. Compared to other Schools,
Aerospace, Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering (AMME) give more weighting to the
final Thesis submission.
Table 1: Summary of Thesis assessments
Week

Civil

AMME

CBE

EIE

Online Quiz (5%)

Proposal (0%)

Semester 1
3
Proposal (0%)

5

Literature Review/
Plan (45%)

7
10

Literature Review (10%)
Progress Report (10%)

13

Presentation/
Seminar (50%)

Progress Report (0%)

Semester 2
Progress Report (20%)

7

Thesis (70%)

11
12

Presentation/
Seminar (15%)

Presentation/
Seminar (10%)

13

Thesis (60%)

Thesis (80%)

Presentation/
Seminar (10%)
Thesis (60%)
Presentation/
Seminar (20%)

StuVac

In terms of marking, each of the schools has a policy that the final submission of the thesis is
assessed by two markers, namely the supervisor and a second marker, but if the marks differ
by 15% or greater, a third marker is required. A common rubric is used across the Faculty for
the marking of the final submission. Presentations are also assessed by two markers, but
each school has its own criteria. The marks for the other components (e.g. literature review,
participation) are determined by the supervisor alone.
Depending on the nature of the project, as well as on student needs and the style of
supervision, support from supervisors can include: weekly meetings with students; directing
students to library resources; discussion of the requirements and expectations of the thesis
unit; showing and reviewing exemplars or the provision of a thesis template; creation of
project plans; provision of feedback on written submissions; and introduction to industry
contacts.

Review Methodology
Information for this research was collected through discussions and an online survey.
Discussions were held with the unit of study coordinators from the thesis units who identified
areas which were of concern. These included: variations in quality of supervision;
inconsistency in marking; and the difficulty of project assignation. Approximately 130 past
graduates of the Bachelor of Engineering degree at The University of Sydney were emailed a
link to an anonymous online survey to which there were 16 responses. Study data were
collected and managed using REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) electronic data
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capture tools (Harris et al., 2009) hosted at The University of Sydney. The ethical aspects of
this study were approved by the HREC of The University of Sydney 2017/483.

Survey
The following questions were asked in the survey:
1. What did you enjoy most about Thesis?
2. What do you think needs improvement?
3. How useful would the following have been during your Thesis?
a) Online modules to guide you through Thesis
b) More tasks to support communication skills
c) More opportunities to present work throughout the year
d) Changes to the marking rubric
e) More assessments/deadlines
f) Standardisation of marking/marks better linked to WAM
g) Group discussions
h) Clearer expectations from your supervisor
i) A project with strong links to industry
4. What other techniques and tasks do you think could have been used to improve your
learning experience during Thesis?

Survey Results
The survey responses were received from students who had received marks of 65–91 for the
Thesis units. Despite substantial differences in their Thesis marks, many students made
similar comments in response to the survey and there did not seem to be correlation
between their marks and the ratings on proposed changes.

What did you enjoy most about Thesis?
Many responses indicated that the topic was one of the highlights of the Thesis experience,
commenting positively on “learning about things that I am really interested in” and the
“[a]bility to research a fascinating topic”. Furthermore, the autonomy to work on the topic was
clearly a positive experience, with a number of comments about the independent nature of
the research project, e.g. “I really enjoyed the independence” and “[t]he opportunity to do
individual research into a topic outside of lectures. The ability to take research into own
direction”. This also had the additional benefit of giving students the “flexibility to do more
work in the weeks that I didn't have much on”. Some responses also highlighted a positive
experience with supervision, e.g. “relationship with my supervisor” and “[w]orking with a
really good supervisor. He was really supportive”.

What do you think needs improvement?
Many of the responses commented on varying quality of supervision, with “some people
hav[ing] fantastic experiences whilst others poor experiences”. Some responses commented
on the availability of the supervisors, e.g. “[s]upervisors should try to make themselves
available to thesis students in a reasonable capacity” or “[s]upervisors need less students
each so they actually have time for their students”, whilst others added that the quality of the
time with the supervisor was important, e.g. “more constructive sessions with Supervisors
are required for a successful thesis”. These comments contrast with the positive comments
on supervision in the previous section and clearly highlight the inconsistency between the
student experience of supervision. Some students have pointed out that their supervisor (as
an individual) was excellent, but also acknowledge that this is not necessarily the case
across the spectrum of supervisors.
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There were also comments on assessment, mainly regarding the “[i]nconsistency in marking
and lack of transparency in the marking process”. This is further reflected in comments
regarding the lack of feedback from the thesis submission, e.g. “presentations were done
and we received final mark, but no breakdown into components or feedback on research
itself - what could have been done better”.
The thesis units are typically taken across two semesters, with most schools weighting the
assessments in the second semester much higher than the first semester. Some responses
commented on the subsequent lack of incentive to work in the first semester, e.g. “[t]here
could be more incentive to start your experimental work/conduct interviews earlier” and
“[h]aving more presentations during the year (eg 2 min q&a) to encourage people to work
through year”.
Interestingly, there is a clear alignment in the concerns of unit of study coordinators and the
students, especially in the areas of supervision and marking. This is likely a reflection of the
fact that unit of study coordinators receive feedback from students (in the form of Unit of
Study Survey results), and oversee the marks finalisation process, where significant
differences in mark allocations between markers are most obvious.

How useful would the following have been during your Thesis?
Figure 1 shows the number of responses that agreed or disagreed with each proposed
change listed in the survey. It can be seen that there is general agreement with the
usefulness of the potential changes that were listed, with the clear exception of strong
disagreement with e) more assessments/deadlines. Interestingly, the respondents who
commented that there was a lack of incentive to work in first semester also disagreed with
the usefulness of more assessments or deadlines.

16
12
8
4
0
a

b

c

d
e
Disagree

f
Agree

g

h

i

Figure 1: Agreement and disagreement with the utility of a) online modules, b) communication
tasks, c) more opportunities to present work, d) rubric changes, e) more assessments, f)
standardisation of marks, g) group discussions, h) clear supervisor expectations, i) project
with industry links

What other techniques and tasks do you think could have been used to
improve your learning experience during Thesis?
A number of respondents commented on the lack of training in how to write a thesis, e.g. “[a]
presentation or a tutorial of how to write a thesis before it is written” or “some organized
learning materials or workshops in using better tools (for example, LaTeX) for both word
processing and citation management.” This also reflects an improvement suggested by a
respondent that, “a lecture when thesis starts about what a literature review is, then a
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separate lecture on what methodology should entail etc.” should be offered. Currently, Civil
and EIE organise literature review writing sessions in conjunction with the Library in first
semester. According to the thesis coordinators from the respective schools, the Literature
Review sessions that are run by the Library specifically for engineering thesis students are
well-attended by the Civil and EIE students. Furthermore, some respondents commented on
the usefulness of exposure to other students’ research, e.g. “communication with other
groups” and that “a mixture of group discussions and one on one feedback sessions and
review” was helpful when organised by their supervisor.

Recommendations
The aim of this review is not to homogenise the thesis experience, but rather to support the
improvement of the student experience and learning outcomes of the Thesis unit. Based on
the data collected, the following recommendations aim to minimise structural changes to the
existing units by focusing on the introduction of new elements and promoting “best practice”
from across the different schools’ existing units.

Conduct End-of-Thesis Student Survey on Supervision
Issues with variability in supervision quality should be assessed via an end-of-thesis survey
where students can provide feedback on their supervision experience. Currently, the Unit of
Study Survey provides feedback from students on their overall experience of the thesis unit,
and Thesis coordinators often have a general idea of which supervisors are providing
adequate supervision; however, a survey specifically on supervision would create greater
accountability for individual supervisors and allow Heads of School to make an assessment
on which supervisors are performing well and which need further support, scrutiny,
accountability or training.

Ensure Consistency of Marking
The mandatory use of third markers was noted by the thesis coordinator to have been
effective in the past; however, this is a resource-intensive practice and is not practical with
the growth in student numbers that the Faculty has recently seen. Furthermore, there is
general agreement from supervisors that the use of external markers for across-the-board
marking would not be ideal as theses should be marked by someone with experience in the
research area. There is no immediate solution to the issue of consistency of marking
between two markers; however, monitoring of supervisors who consistently give high or low
marks relative to the second marker or who consistently give their students marks much
higher or lower than a student’s Weighted Average Mark (WAM) should be undertaken.
Using this information, supervisors with unusually generous or harsh assessment practices
can be identified and steps can be taken to either normalise marks or to discuss the marking
with the supervisor.

Provide Feedback to Students
The process of giving feedback to students at the end of the thesis should be formalised so
that students receive information on their performance in the thesis unit. Currently, this
process is dependent on the supervisor and internal requirements, with many schools not
necessitating any feedback beyond the final mark. Feedback will provide students with
further insight into their own strengths and weaknesses, as well as increase student
confidence in the marking process. This could simply be in the form of checked boxes in a
rubric and a mandatory one-paragraph comment from the marker, as is current practice in
EIE.
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Provide Thesis Writing Resources
There are a number of resources available to students at The University of Sydney to help
them with their thesis writing, such as the Library and Learning Centre resources. In general,
however, guidance on writing is often not considered to be the responsibility of the
supervisor, but rather the responsibility of the student, and students may be reluctant to
access general resources that are not tailored to engineering students.
The Literature Review sessions that are run by the Library for engineering thesis students
are tailored to help students find scholarly resources and evaluate the quality of the
information within the resources. Some sessions also introduce the use of reference
managers, such as Endnote. The Learning Centre also runs sessions on how to write a
Literature Review, but the focus tends to be on postgraduate research students, as noted by
one of the survey respondents, “They have these for postgrads but I don’t understand why
they don’t do it for undergrads”. Further discussion with the Library and Learning Centre is
required regarding resourcing; however, these programs should be expanded across all the
schools so that all students are aware that there are Library and Learning Centre resources
available to them and, if organised across the Faculty, there would be greater flexibility in the
timing of sessions that can be run.

Provide Templates and Exemplars
Templates and sample submissions of past student work could be provided in each school
as a guide to students. Ideally, a variety of past submissions would be included to account
for the differences in types of projects offered by the school. Currently, this is done at the
supervisor level, resulting in situations where some students have a much clearer idea of the
expectations than others. If introduced at a school level, all students would have the same
base level of support and supervisors who may wish to build on the provided resources (by
providing their own exemplars or by analysing the template and submissions with their
students) may do so.

Encourage Video Presentations
To create incentive for students to work throughout the year (and particularly, in first
semester which generally lacks assessments), students should submit a video submission of
their progress and expected findings. The videos could be distributed across the Faculty for
peer review and this could also be used as an opportunity to expose students to research
outside of their own project. Although the student survey suggested that more assessments
would not be beneficial, a first semester, low-weighted assessment would alleviate some of
the concern with the additional workload. Furthermore, this cross-School initiative would align
with The University of Sydney’s Strategic Plan, which includes a greater focus on
multidisciplinary activity.

Include Poster Presentations
An unassessed poster presentation session is another way in which students can be
exposed to research outside of their own project. Both staff and students would have the
opportunity to interact with poster presenters and, would have the opportunity to learn more
about projects on offer and about potential supervisors. This would benefit penultimate-year
students as well. In the past, poster presentations have also been attended by industry
representatives. Coordination across the Faculty to run poster presentation events on the
same day would give students the opportunity to see research outside of their own school.

Conclusion
This research identified issues mainly concerned with supervision and marking, but also
feedback, resources and exposure to the research being undertaken by their peers. Positive
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aspects identified from student surveys suggests that the respondents generally agree that,
aside from additional assessments, the provision of additional structure and support during
the thesis unit would be beneficial to them. This review recommends that support for
students be provided by better promotion of thesis-writing resources and the provision of
templates and exemplars. Furthermore, consistency of supervision and marking should be
addressed via an end-of-thesis student survey on supervision and monitoring of lenient
markers. More opportunities to present their projects and, conversely, gain a better
understanding of research outside of their own project should be given to students, as well
as better feedback on their final submission.
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2<<('2+#,%!/%,.!$-+*/.,!<,,(J!2-.!%,*>J,32*/20$'-!O32-!.,-!V'B22(.!W!E2/-.,(%JE4$0%?!
U99XP?!<(,%+($<0$3,!<('+,%%,%!O.'%!E2-0'%?!U9CYP?!2-.!*,2(-$-B!(/6($+%!OEZ2()2!W!
V(,%0,-%)[?!U9CUP8!I'%0!&'()!0'!.20,!+'-+,-0(20,%!'-!*,2(-$-B!2+#$,3,4,-0!(20#,(!0#2-!
*,2(-$-B!<('+,%%?!*,23$-B!%0/.,-0%!0'!*,2(-!#'&!0'!42-2B,!0#,!<('H,+0%!0#20!0#,=!2(,!
2%%$B-,.!*2(B,*=!'-!0#,$(!'&-8!"#,!%0/.,-0%!+'-%$.,(!0#,$(!0,+#-$+2*!2+#$,3,4,-0%!0'!6,!0#,!
.,%$(,.!'/0+'4,%?!,3,-!0#'/B#!%02>>!42=!*$%0!-'-J0,+#-$+2*!%)$**%!%/+#!2%!M0$4,!42-2B,4,-0N!
'(!M%,*>J'(B2-$%20$'-N!O%,*>J42-2B,4,-0!%)$**%P!2%!>'(42*!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%?!&'()$-B!'-!0#,!
0#,'(=!0#20!0#,!%0/.,-0!4/%0!#23,!42-2B,.!0#,4%,*3,%!0'!#23,!2+#$,3,.!0#,$(!0,+#-$+2*!
'/0+'4,%8!K'&,3,(?!$-!'(.,(!0'!4,,0!0#,!$4<,(20$3,%!>'(!Q/2*$0=!,-B$-,,($-B!B(2./20,!
200($6/0,%!2-.!<('>,%%$'-2*!+'4<,0,-+$,%!.,02$*,.!$-!0#,!\2%#$-B0'-!5++'(.!OU9C]P?!
,./+20'(%!-,,.!0'!200,-.!0'!2-.!42),!,R<*$+$0!0#,!&2=%!$4<'(02-0!-'-J0,+#-$+2*!%)$**%!+2-!6,!
>2+$*$020,.!2-.!32*/,.!$-!<('H,+0J62%,.!+'/(%,%8!"#$%!$%!<$3'02*!$>!B(2./20,%!2(,!0'!.,3,*'<!0#,!
+2<2+$0=!>'(!%,*>J.$(,+0,.!*$>,*'-B!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0'!>/-+0$'-!,>>,+0$3,*=!$-!,3,(!+#2-B$-B!2-.!
$-+(,2%$-B*=!+'4<*,R!,-B$-,,($-B!&'()!+'-0,R0%8!

F#"#.35M'>(%&#N&'.%7'K#"1/%'
CM#'>(L3"#'
"#$%!%0/.=!$%!62%,.!20!2!^,&!_,2*2-.!/-$3,(%$0=!&$0#$-!$0%!E+#''*!'>!F-B$-,,($-B8!"#,!
I,+#20('-$+%!<2<,(A+'/(%,!F^F;7CX!$%!'>>,(,.!0'!>$-2*!=,2(!,*,+0('-$+!,-B$-,,($-B!OFFP!
%0/.,-0%!2-.!$%!$-0,-.,.!>'(!2.32-+,.!%0/.,-0%!0'!$-0,B(20,!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B!'>!+'-+,<0%!>('4!
,2(*$,(!0#(,,!=,2(%!'>!+'/(%,&'()!2-.!2<<*=!0#,4!$-!2!%,($,%!'>!0#(,,!<('H,+0%?!,2+#!
$-+(,2%$-B!$-!+'4<*,R$0=!2-.!6/$*.$-B!'-!0#,!*,2(-$-B!'>!,2(*$,(!<('H,+0%8!"#,!+'/(%,!$%!,-0$(,*=!
<('H,+0J62%,.8!E0/.,-0%!&'()!4'%0*=!$-.,<,-.,-0*=!'-!0#,$(!<('H,+0%!2-.!2(,!2**'+20,.!*26!
&'()%<2+,%!2-.!,Q/$<4,-0!%$4/*20$-B!,-3$('-4,-0%!$-!(,2*J&'(*.!,-B$-,,($-B!
&'()<*2+,%A$-./%0($,%8!1*2%%,%!$-!0#,!<2<,(!2(,!%+#,./*,.!>'(!0&'!#'/(%!,2+#!.2=!'>!0#,!
&,,)!>'(!2-!,-0$(,!%,4,%0,(!6/0!%0/.,-0%!#23,!0#,!>*,R$6$*$0=!'>!2++,%%$-B!0#,$(!&'()%<2+,%!
2-.!,Q/$<4,-0!$-!0#,!*26'(20'(=!O*26P!&#,-,3,(!0#,=!-,,.!0#,4?!2-.!4'%0!.'8!"#,!+'/(%,!
0=<$+2**=!#2%!2-!,-('*4,-0!'>!6,0&,,-!,$B#0!2-.!CY!%0/.,-0%!,2+#!=,2(8!E0/.,-0%!2(,!
(,Q/$(,.!20!32($'/%!%02B,%!0'!<('B(24!4$+('+'-0('**,(%?!.,%$B-!2-.!6/$*.!$-0,(>2+,!+$(+/$0%?!
<('+,%%!%,-%'(!$-</0%?!.($3,!2+0/20'(%?!0(2-%4$0!'(!(,+,$3,!.202?!<2(%,!.202!<2+),0%?!,0+8!
"(2.$0$'-2**=!0#,!+'/(%,!$%!+'-3,-,.!6=!2!%$-B*,!*,+0/(,(!O;,+0/(,(!CP!&#'!'>>,(%!0,+#-$+2*!
2%%$%02-+,!0#('/B#!*,+0/(,%!2-.!*26!&'()!0'!>2+$*$020,!%0/.,-0%L!.,3,*'<$-B!2-.!%/++,%%>/*!
+'-%0(/+0$'-!'>!0#,$(!<('H,+0%8!"#,!*,+0/(,%!#$B#*$B#0!0#,!0#,'(,0$+2*!/-.,(%02-.$-B!2-.!
0,+#-$+2*!$.,2%!%0/.,-0%!&$**!-,,.!0'!2<<*=!$-!0#,$(!<('H,+0%8!"#,!*,+0/(,(!&'/*.!2*%'!(/-!%#'(0!
4$-$J*,+0/(,%!./($-B!*26%!2%!2-.!&#,-!-,,.,.!0'!%/<<'(0!%0/.,-0%!$>!%0/.,-0%!<,(%$%0,-0*=!
>2+,!2-!$%%/,!$-!0#,$(!<('H,+0!&'()`!,R24<*,%!4$B#0!$-+*/.,!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!'>!%/6J%24<*$-B!'(!
6,%0J<(2+0$+,!$-!+'.$-B!.,*2=%8!5%!0#,!*,+0/(,(!$%!2-!,R<,(0!$-!0#,!2(,2!2-.!#2.!6,,-!0,2+#$-B!
0#,!+'/(%,!>'(!Q/$0,!%'4,!0$4,?!#,!$%!26*,!0'!Q/$+)*=!<$+)!/<!%0/.,-0%L!2%%/4<0$'-%!2-.!
4$%+'-+,<0$'-%!2-.!2..(,%%!0#,%,!,2(*=!$-!0#,!+'/(%,!0'!B/$.,!0#,$(!0#$-)$-B8!"#,!*,+0/(,(!>,*0!
0#$%!42=!-'0!6,!6,-,>$00$-B!%0/.,-0%L!*,2(-$-B!'>!$4<'(02-0!-'-J0,+#-$+2*!%)$**%!O$8,8?!<*2--$-B?!
%,*>J42-2B,4,-0!2-.!<('6*,4J%'*3$-B!%)$**%P8!E0/.,-0%!#2.!.$>>$+/*0=!<*2--$-B!4$*,%0'-,%!2-.!
2(0$+/*20$-B!0#,$(!0#$-)$-B8!5%!a*2%,(!OCbcXP!<'$-0,.!'/0?!,R<,(0%!.$>>,(!>('4!-'3$+,!*,2(-,(%!$-!
0,(4%!'>!M)-'&$-B!&#20!'-,!)-'&%!2-.!.',%-d0!)-'&?!<*2--$-B!2#,2.?!,>>$+$,-0*=!
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2<<'(0$'-$-B!'-,d%!0$4,!2-.!200,-0$'-2*!(,%'/(+,%?!2-.!4'-$0'($-B!2-.!,.$0$-B!'-,d%!,>>'(0%!0'!
%'*3,!2!<('6*,4N!O<8!C]P8!"#,!*,+0/(,(!&2%!0#/%!),,-!0'!$-3,%0$B20,!%0(20,B$,%!0#20!&'/*.!
,-#2-+,!%0/.,-0%!6,+'4$-B!2&2(,!'>?!2-.!2(0$+/*20$-B!0#,$(!'&-!<*2--$-B?!42-2B$-B!2-.!
<('6*,4J%'*3$-B!2%<,+0%!'>!0#,$(!<('H,+08!"#,!*,+0/(,(L%!$.,2!&2%!0'!,-#2-+,!0#,!+'/(%,!
2%%,%%4,-0!%0(/+0/(,!0'!$-+*/.,!2!+'4<'-,-0!(,Q/$($-B!%0/.,-0%!0'!(,<'(0!'-!0#,$(!<*2--$-B!
2-.!<('B(,%%!0'!%02>>!O.,4'-%0(20'(P!>('4!2!42-2B,4,-0!62+)B('/-.!O0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!
$--'320$'-P!(20#,(!0#2-!0,+#-$+2*?!2%!'++/(%!$-!$-./%0(=8!

CM#';%&#3O#%&1(%'
"#$%!%0/.=!>'+/%,%!'-!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-!$4<*,4,-0,.!$-!F^F;7CX!I,+#20('-$+%8!
\#,-!0#,!%0/.=!&2%!+'-./+0,.?!0#,!+'/(%,!&2%!+'J02/B#0!6=!0&'!*,+0/(,(%!O;,+0/(,(!C!2-.!
;,+0/(,(!UP8!5!%+$,-+,!%0/.,-0!&$0#!2!<(,3$'/%!+'44,(+,!.,B(,,!&2%!,4<*'=,.!2%!2!+'/(%,!
0/0'(!0'!02),!/<!0#,!('*,!'>!2!M.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(N!0#('/B#'/0!0#,!+'/(%,8!"#,!*,+0/(,(%!
0'')!0/(-%!0'!'>>,(!0,+#-$+2*!2%%$%02-+,!0'!%0/.,-0%!0#('/B#!*,+0/(,%!2-.!*26!&'()!6/0!
'(B2-$%20$'-2*!2%%$%02-+,!2-.!(,<'(0$-B!&2%!<('3$.,.!6=!0#,!M.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(N8!56'/0!
'-,J0#$(.!'>!0#,!42()%!>'(!0#,!<2<,(!&2%!2&2(.,.!6=!0#,!M.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(N!62%,.!'-!
#'&!&,**!%#,!<,(+,$3,.!,2+#!%0/.,-0!0'!6,!<*2--$-B!2-.!,R,+/0$-B!0#,$(!<('H,+0%?!2-.!0#,!
0$4,*$-,%%!2-.!+'4<(,#,-%$6$*$0=!'>!0#,$(!(,<'(0%8!G,=!0'!0#,!<('+,%%!&2%!0#,!>2+0!0#20!0#,!
.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!.$.!-'0!)-'&!4/+#!26'/0!0#,!0,+#-$+2*!.,02$*%!'>!0#,!<('H,+0%?!>'(+$-B!
0#,!%0/.,-0%!0'!<*2-!0#,$(!&'()?!,R<*2$-!4$*,%0'-,%!$-!+'-%/*020$'-!&$0#!#,(?!2-.!,R<*2$-!0#,$(!
<('B(,%%!0'!2-!M'/0%$.,(N!O%,,!5<<,-.$R!C!>'(!0#,!%24<*,!Q/,%0$'-%!0#20!0#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!
42-2B,(!/%,.!0'!<('6,!%0/.,-0%!0'!6,!4'(,!,R<*$+$0!$-!0#$-)$-B!0#('/B#!0#,$(!<('H,+0!2-.!0#,!
42()%!2**'+20,.P8!E0/.,-0%!(,<'(0,.!0#,$(!<('B(,%%!0'!0#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!'-!2!&,,)*=!
62%$%8!"#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!&'/*.!.('<!$-!%,3,(2*!0$4,%!2!&,,)!'(!,3,(=!'0#,(!&,,)!
./($-B!%0/.,-0%L!*26!#'/(%8!:-!0#,%,!(,<'(0$-B!%,%%$'-%?!%0/.,-0%!4,,0!$-.$3$./2**=!&$0#!0#,!
.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!0'!<('3$.,!2!Q/$+)!/<.20,!'>!0#,$(!&'()?!B'!0#('/B#!$%%/,%!0#,=!#23,!
,-+'/-0,(,.!2-.!<('3$.,!2-!'/0*$-,A<*2-!>'(!0('/6*,%#''0$-B!2-.!2+#$,3$-B!0#,$(!-,R0!
4$*,%0'-,8!E0/.,-0%!+'/*.!,42$*!0#,$(!<('B(,%%!$>!0#,=!4$%%,.!%,,$-B!0#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!
42-2B,(8!"#,!<2<,(!'(B2-$%20$'-!%0(20,B=!$%!62%,.!'-!T2+)2(.L%!OCbceP!I2-2B,4,-0!6=!
\2*)$-B!5('/-.8!!
"#$%!.,42-.!>'(!4$*,%0'-,%!2-.!<('B(,%%!(,<'(0$-B!>'(+,%!%0/.,-0%!0'!6(,2)!.'&-!0#,!
<('+,%%!'>!42-2B$-B!0#,$(!<('H,+0!$-0'!%42**!%0,<%!&$0#!%<,+$>$+!B'2*%!0#20!0#,=!&$**!-,,.!0'!
2+#$,3,!&$0#$-!0#,!&,,)A2!0$4,>(24,!0'!.,3,*'<!0#,$(!<('H,+08!"#$%!%0(20,B=!%#2(,%!
+#2(2+0,($%0$+%!&$0#!0#,!-'0$'-!'>!%,00$-B!-,763#%-!$-!%$0/20$'-%!&#,(,!'-,!$%!(,Q/$(,.!0'!02),!
%42**!>/-+0$'-2*!%0,<%!0'!%'*3,!2!+'4<*,R!<('6*,48!",2+#$-B!*,2(-,(%!0'!$.,-0$>=!2-.!2+#$,3,!
%/6B'2*%!#23,!6,,-!,3$.,-+,.!0'!$-+(,2%,!0#,$(!%/++,%%!20!%'*3$-B!-'3,*!<('6*,4%!
OI2(B/*$,/R!W!120(246'-,?!U9CYP8!"#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-!$-!'/(!%0/.=!&2%!0#,(,>'(,!
$-0,-.,.!0'!6,!2/0#,-0$+!2-.!0'!>/-+0$'-!2%!2!*,2(-$-B!0''*!$-!$0%,*>8!!

F#"#.35M'K#"1/%'
"#$%!,R<*'(20'(=!Q/2*$020$3,!%0/.=!0#,(,>'(,!2$4,.!0'!$-3,%0$B20,!0#,!,>>,+0$3,-,%%!'>!
$4<*,4,-0$-B!2!42-2B,4,-0J62%,.!2%%,%%4,-0!%0(/+0/(,!0'!<('4'0,!%0/.,-0%L!%,*>J
42-2B,4,-0!%)$**%!2%!<2(0!'>!*,2(-$-B!0'!'(B2-$%,!0#,$(!&'()!$-!0#,$(!<('H,+0J62%,.!+'/(%,8!:0!
+2%,!%0/.$,%!%02>>!2-.!%0/.,-0%L!,R<,($,-+,%!$-!0#,!>$-2*!=,2(!I,+#20('-$+%!<2<,(!0'!'602$-!
0#,$(!3$,&%!'-!0#,!-,&!2%%,%%4,-0!%0(20,B=!2-.!#$B#*$B#0!2-=!%/BB,%0$'-!>'(!,-#2-+$-B!0#,!
2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-8!!

2.3&1519.%&"'
^$-,!'/0!'>!CC!FF!%0/.,-0%!&#'!,-('**,.!$-!0#,!+'/(%,!+'-%,-0,.!0'!<2(0$+$<20$-B!$-!0#,!%0/.=8!
"#,=!+'4<*,0,.!0#,!,-.!'>!0#,!+'/(%,!%/(3,=8!f>!0#,%,!-$-,?!%,3,-!%0/.,-0%!200,-.,.!0#,!
>'+/%!B('/<!$-0,(3$,&8!"#,!%0/.=!(,+,$3,.!,0#$+2*!2<<('32*!>('4!0#,!g-$3,(%$0=L%!K/42-!
F0#$+%!1'44$00,,!2-.!2**!<2(0$+$<2-0%!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!0#,!%0/.=!'-!2!3'*/-02(=!62%$%8!
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S202!&,(,!+'**,+0,.!0#('/B#!*,+0/(,(!2-.!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!$-0,(3$,&%?!%0/.,-0%L!
<('B(,%%!2+#$,3,4,-0!$-!,2+#!<('H,+0?!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(L%!>,,.62+)!0'!%0/.,-0%?!
%0/.,-0!>'+/%!B('/<!$-0,(3$,&?!2-.!%0/.,-0%L!%/(3,=!,32*/20$'-!'>!0#,!+'/(%,8!"#,!%/(3,=!&2%!
+'-./+0,.!'-*$-,!3$2!a''B*,!h'(4%!2-.!&2%!+'**20,.!2-.!2-2*=%,.!/%$-B!I$+('%'>0!FR+,*!
%'>0&2(,!&#$*,!0#,!>'+/%!B('/<!$-0,(3$,&!.202!&2%!0#,420$+2**=!2-2*=%,.!0'!$.,-0$>=!,4,(B$-B!
0#,4,%!OV(2/-!W!1*2(),?!U99YP8!F2+#!>'(4!'>!.202!&2%!2-2*=%,.!%,<2(20,*=!2-.!0#,-!
0($2-B/*20,.!0'!2..(,%%!0#,!(,%,2(+#!2$48!

P1%71%/"'
\,!(,<'(0!0#,!>$-.$-B%!>('4!0#,!%0/.,-0!2+#$,3,4,-0!>$(%0?!>'**'&,.!6=!0#,!0#,4,%!,4,(B$-B!
>('4!0#,!%/(3,=!2-.!$-0,(3$,&%8!"#,4,%!(,B2(.$-B!0#,!32*/,!'>!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-!
&$**!6,!#$B#*$B#0,.!>$(%0!>'**'&,.!6=!+#2**,-B,%!2-.!%/BB,%0$'-%!>'(!,-#2-+$-B!%0/.,-0!
*,2(-$-B8!F2+#!0#,4,!&$**!6,!,3$.,-+,.!6=!%0/.,-0!.202!2-.!+'(('6'(20,.!&$0#!.202!B20#,(,.!
>('4!*,+0/(,(%!2-.!0/0'(8!

*&L7#%&'.5M1#O#$#%&'
h$B/(,!C!$**/%0(20,%!0#,!42()%!2&2(.,.!6=!0#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!>'(!,2+#!%0/.,-0!>'(!0#,!
0#(,,!<('H,+0%?!62%,.!'-!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-8!!

!
P1/L3#'Q@';%71O17L.+'"&L7#%&'$.30"')(3'&M#'.""#""$#%&'1%%(O.&1(%'R."#7'(%'&M#'&M3##'93(4#5&"'

"#,!42()%!$-!h$B/(,!C!%/442($%,!0#,!'/0+'4,%@!"#,!>$B/(,!%#'&%!2!+*,2(!'3,(2**!
$4<('3,4,-0!$-!%0/.,-0!26$*$0=!0'!,R<*2$-!2-.!(,<'(0!'-!0#,$(!<('H,+0!'3,(!0#,!./(20$'-!'>!0#,!
+'/(%,8!F3,(=!%0/.,-0!$4<('3,.!>('4!<('H,+0!0'!<('H,+0?!&$0#!0#,!%$-B*,!,R+,<0$'-!'>!'-,!
%0/.,-0!&#'!%+'(,.!C99i!$-!0#,!%,+'-.!2-.!bei!$-!0#,!0#$(.!<('H,+08!"#(,,!'>!0#,!+'#'(0!
&,-0!>('4!>2$*$-B!$-!0#,$(!26$*$0=!0'!,R<*2$-!&#20!0#,=!&,(,!.'$-B!$-!0#,!>$(%0!]!&,,)%!0'!5!
B(2.,%8!"#,!*,+0/(,(%!+'-%$.,(!0#$%!%$4<*,!Q/2-0$020$3,!%/442(=!0'!(,>*,+0!0#,!%/++,%%!'>!0#,!
$-0,(3,-0$'-!$-!$4<('3$-B!%0/.,-0%L!-'-J0,+#-$+2*!<,(>'(42-+,8!!
;,+0/(,(!U!+'44,-0,.!'-!0#,!6,-,>$0%!>'(!,%<,+$2**=!0#,!23,(2B,!2+#$,3$-B!%0/.,-0%!
$-+*/.$-B!0#'%,!>'(!&#'4!F-B*$%#!&2%!-'0!0#,!>$(%0!*2-B/2B,@!!
J.!@3/<*)!/*#%%&!7*-.!43/!.2*!#:*/#6*!-.,)*$.-K!L2*!633)!3$*-!#%/*#)&!2#)!0.!,$)*/!13$./3%K!J.M-!
.2*!3$*-!.2#.!@*/*!0$!.2*!>0))%*!/#$6*!@23!7*$*40.*)!>3-.K!L2*!@*#<!3$*-!C/37#7%&!
7*$*40.*)!7,.!-.0%%!-./,66%*)!#!70.NKL2*/*M-!#!)*40$0.*!./*$)!34!0>C/3:*>*$.'!>3-.!2#)!63.!0.!7&!
.2*!-*13$)!3$*!OC/3P*1.Q!7,.!7&!.2*!.20/)!3$*!.2*&M:*!#%%!C/*..&!>,12!63.!0.K!L2*!$3$R.*12$01#%!
-<0%%-'!.2*&!O-.,)*$.-Q!#/*!-.#/.0$6!.3!6*.!>3/*!3/6#$0-*)'!#0>0$6!43/!.2*!)*#)%0$*K!L2*!-.,)*$.-!
-./,66%0$6!.3!#120*:*!.2*!>0)@#&!#--*-->*$.!0$!.2*!.20/)!C/3P*1.!7&!.2*!*$)!2#)!1#,62.!,CK!
L2*&!#%%!C#--*)!.2#.!%#-.!70.!13>43/.#7%&!ST*1.,/*/!FUK!!
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"#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!2>>$(4,.!%0/.,-0%L!<('B(,%%!'3,(!0$4,!2-.!0#,!>2+0!%0/.,-0%!#2.!
0$4,!0'!+'-%$.,(!0#,!<('+,%%!'>!&'()$-B!0#('/B#!0#,$(!<('H,+0@!
J$!.2*!40/-.!C/3P*1.'!0.!@#-!F!3/!V!-.,)*$.-!@23!)0)!#!:*/&!633)!P37'!>#P3/0.&!)0)!#$!#:*/#6*!P37!
#$)!F!-.,)*$.-!)0)!/*#%%&!C33/%&K!W,.!.2*$!.2*!-*13$)!C/3P*1.'!.20-!0$1/*#-*)!.3!X!-.,)*$.-!@23!
)0)!#!:*/&!:*/&!633)!P37!@23!63.!4,%%!>#/<-'!V!.3!X!-.,)*$.-!)0)!#!/*#-3$#7%&!633)!P37'!$3!3$*!
4#0%*)K!+$)!43/!.2*!%#-.!3$*!*:*/&3$*!)0)!#!/*#%%&!633)!P37!34!*YC%#0$0$6K!J!.20$<!.2*!O%#-.Q!C/3P*1.!
@#-!%3$6*/!#-!@*%%!#$)!2#/)*-.!#$)!.2*&!2#)!#!%3.!34!.0>*!.3!.20$<!#73,.!0.K!L2*&!2#)!.0>*!.3!
.20$<!#73,.!.2*!C/31*--!.23/3,62%&!-3!.2*&!@*/*!#7%*!.3!*YC%#0$!7*..*/'!0.M-!$3.!P,-.!>&!
0$:3%:*>*$.K!J!2#)$M.!*YC*1.*)!-,12!#!6/*#.!0>C/3:*>*$.!3:*/!#!-23/.!C*/03)!34!.0>*!SL,.3/UK!

6#%#)1&"'&('8#.3%1%/'
(.,)*$.-!C*/1*C.03$!34!.2*!#--*-->*$.!0$$3:#.03$!
:-!0#,!%0/.,-0!%/(3,=?!2**!%0/.,-0%!(,<'(0,.!0#20!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-!&2%!#,*<>/*!0'!
32(=$-B!.,B(,,%!$-!.,3,*'<$-B!0#,$(!<('H,+08!"#(,,!%0/.,-0%!(,<'(0,.!$0!&2%!jk,(=!K,*<>/*L?!
>'/(!(,<'(0,.!jK,*<>/*L!&#$*,!'-,!(,<'(0,.!$0!&2%!jE'4,&#20!K,*<>/*L!0'!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B8!\#,-!
2%),.!26'/0!0#,!%)$**%!0#,=!0#$-)!0#,=!#23,!.,3,*'<,.!2%!(,%/*0!'>!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-?!
2!42H'($0=!'>!%0/.,-0%!(,<'(0,.!0#20!$0!&2%!jV,$-B!26*,!0'!,R<*2$-!&#20!:!)-'&A/-.,(%02-.!0'!
%'4,'-,!>('4!2!-'-JF-B$-,,($-B!62+)B('/-.L!OY!%0/.,-0%P?!>'**'&,.!6=!ja2$-$-B!2!6,00,(!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!#'&!0'!42-2B,!4=!<('H,+0L!Oe!%0/.,-0%P?!2-.?!jh$-.$-B!'/0!&#$+#!+'-+,<0%!:!
.'!2-.!.'-L0!/-.,(%02-.L!O7!%0/.,-0%P!O%,,!h$B/(,!UP8!

!
P1/L3#'?@'*01++"'"&L7#%&"'3#9(3&#7'7#O#+(91%/'7L#'&('&M#'.""#""$#%&'1%%(O.&1(%'

!
h'/(!),=!0#,4,%!,4,(B,. >('4!0#,!>$-.$-B%8!"#,%,!%#'&!0#,!32*/,!'>!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!
$--'320$'-8!!

W*13>0$6!#$!*$60$**/!
5**!<2(0$+$<2-0%!+'-%$.,(,.!0#,!$.,-0$>$,.!%)$**%!$-0,B(2*!0'!6,+'4$-B!2!<('>,%%$'-2*!,-B$-,,(!
2-.!0#'/B#0!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-!&,-0!%'4,!&2=!0'&2(.%!%/<<'(0$-B!%0/.,-0%L!
.,3,*'<$-B!0#,%,8!;,+0/(,(!C!32*/,.!%0/.,-0%!6,$-B!26*,!0'!+'44/-$+20,!2-.!.,4'-%0(20$-B!
0#,$(!0#$-)$-B!0'!'0#,(%@!
"#$&!C#C*/-!0$!*$60$**/0$6!#-<!-.,)*$.-!.3!)3!-3>*!%#7!@3/<!#$)!@/0.*!,C!#!/*C3/.K!L20-!
2#/)%&!2#CC*$-!0$!/*#%!55!13>C#$0*-K!Z3,!<**C!#!%#7!733<!#$)!&3,!13$:*&!.2*!3,.13>*!34!
-3>*!>*#-,/*>*$.!.3!&3,/!13%%*#6,*-!0$!#!>**.0$6K!Z3,!)3$M.!@/0.*!#!/*C3/.!#$)!-*$)!#!
>*>3!#/3,$)K!J.!P,-.!)3*-$M.!2#CC*$K![$*!34!.2*!<*&!-<0%%-!&3,!$**)!0-!.2*!#70%0.&!.3!13>*!,C!
@0.2!-3>*!%#7!>*#-,/*>*$.!#$)!63!\;*!2#:*!7**$!)30$6!.20-!@/3$6!#$)!@*!$**)!.3!
O@2#.*:*/QKKK!3/!&3,!-#&!.2#.'!J!)0)!.20-!#$)!0.!@3/<*)!],0.*!@*%%MK!(3!.2*!@#&!-.,)*$.-!
13>>,$01#.*!0-!$3.!7&!@/0.0$6!/*C3/.!.3!C*3C%*K!J.M-!7&!.*%%0$6!.2*>!@2#.!0-!630$6!3$!#$)!
-23@0$6!.2*>!2*/*!0-!.2*!C/334!ST*1.,/*/!HUK!

;,+0/(,(!U!#$B#*$B#0,.!%)$**%!%/+#!2%!%,*>J*,2(-$-B?!+'**26'(20$-B!&$0#!'0#,(%!2-.!
+'44/-$+20$-B!$.,2%!+*,2(*=@!
E/31**)0$6-'!++55FGHI!B3$4*/*$1*!
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L20-!C/3P*1.R7#-*)!@3/<!0-!],0.*!633)K!;*!#/*!C/*C#/0$6!-.,)*$.-!43/!#!C/34*--03$#%!)*6/**!43/!
.2*!@3/<C%#1*!#$)!.2*/*43/*!0.!0-!#CC/3C/0#.*!.3!-.#/.!.2*>!.3!.20$<!#73,.!\23@!)3!J!C/#1.01*!.2*!
#/.!34!.2*!@3/<C%#1*!0$!.2*!0$),-./&'!.3!6*.!#!4**%!43/!0.K!J4!.2*&!1#$M.!3/6#$0-*!.2*>-*%:*-!.2*&!
1#$M.!>#<*!C/36/*--K!+-!#$!*$60$**/!&3,!-23,%)!7*!#7%*!.3!-*%4R%*#/$'!@3/<!3,.!@2#.!&3,!)3$M.!
<$3@'!@2#.!&3,!$**)!.3!%*#/$!43/!.2*!C/3P*1.!#$)!@2&K!Z3,!-23,%)!7*!#7%*!.3!@3/<!.36*.2*/!
@0.2!3.2*/-'!.*#>!*443/.'!C,.!.36*.2*/!#!@23%*!C/3),1.K!(3!.2*&!$**)!.3!7*!#7%*!.3!
13>>,$01#.*!#$)!,$)*/-.#$)!3.2*/-K!;2*$!.2*&!-.#/.!344!.2*&!>#&!$3.!7*!#7%*!.3!>#$#6*!
3.2*/-!7,.!.2*&!-23,%)!7*!#7%*!.3!3/6#$0-*!.2*>-*%:*-!ST*1.,/*/!FUK!!

"#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!2..,.!0#20!),=!%)$**%!$-!6,+'4$-B!2-!,-B$-,,(!&2%!<('6*,4!
%'*3$-B?!+'44/-$+20$'-!2-.!6,$-B!+/%0'4,(J>'+/%,.@!
J4!&3,!#/*!630$6!.3!0$:*-.!&3,/!.0>*'!>3$*&!#$)!./#0$0$6!43/!#$!*$60$**/'!2*^-2*!-23,%)!7*!#7%*!
.3!-*.!>0%*-.3$*'!7*!#7%*!.3!-3%:*!C/37%*>-'!3/!60:*!#!.0>*!4/#>*!.3!.2*!-,C*/:0-3/!#73,.!.2*!
C/37%*>!.2*&!2#:*!*$13,$.*/*)K!W*1#,-*!.2*!1,-.3>*/!@#$.-!.2*!C/3),1.!0$!#!1*/.#0$!
.0>*4/#>*K!J.M-!#!:*/&!0>C3/.#$.!-<0%%!.3!7*!#7%*!.3!13>>,$01#.*!.3!.2*!1,-.3>*/!@2*/*!&3,!#/*!
#.!0$!.2*!C/3P*1.!>#<0$6!C/31*--K!;2&!@3,%)!.2*&!O1,-.3>*/Q!1233-*!&3,/!13>C#$&!04!.2*&!1#$!
6*.!.2*!-#>*!C/3),1.!7,.!@0.2!7*..*/!13>>,$01#.03$!4/3>!#$3.2*/!13>C#$&!@23!0-!<**C0$6!0$!
.3,12!@0.2!.2*!1,-.3>*/'!.#<0$6!.2*!1,-.3>*/M-!$**)-!0$.3!#113,$.!SL,.3/UK!

(0>,%#.0$6!#!/*#%R%04*!@3/<C%#1*!*$:0/3$>*$.!
:-!0#,!%/(3,=!2-.!>'+/%!B('/<?!%0/.,-0%!2>>$(4,.!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-!'>>,(,.!0#,4!2!
(,2*$%0$+!,R<,($,-+,!0=<$+2*!$-!0#,!,-B$-,,($-B!&'()<*2+,8!"#,=!#$B#*$B#0,.!2.32-02B,%!%/+#!
2%!#23$-B!0'!+'44/-$+20,!$.,2%!0'!2!-'-J0,+#-$+2*!<,(%'-!2-.!%,00$-B!4$*,%0'-,%8!"&'!
%0/.,-0!(,%<'-%,%!>('4!0#,!'<,-J,-.,.!%/(3,=!&,(,@!!
J.!@#-!2*%C4,%!.3!2#:*!#!C*/-3$!.2#.!2#-!#!.#$6*$.0#%!,$)*/-.#$)0$6!34!@2#.!0-!2#CC*$0$6!7,.!
/*],0/*-!,C)#.*-!3$!@2#.!@*!@*/*!)30$6'!.20-!0-!#!633)!13>C#/0-3$!.3!@2#.!@*!@0%%!*YC*1.!0$!
.2*!@3/<C%#1*K!

5!+'-.$0$'-!0'!,2%,!0#,!<('+,%%!'>!+'44/-$+20$-B!0#,$(!$.,2%!&2%!0#20!0#,!.,%<$0,!0#,!
.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!#23$-B!4$-$42*!0,+#-$+2*!)-'&*,.B,?!%#,!20!*,2%0!-,,.,.!0'!#23,!
%'4,!62%$+!0,+#-$+2*!/-.,(%02-.$-B8!E0/.,-0%!$-!0#,!>'+/%!B('/<!42.,!0#$%!+*,2(@!
J.!>#)*!0.!*#-0*/!.3!*YC%#0$!.20$6-'!@*!)0)$M.!$**)!.3!63!/*#%%&!7#-01'!@*!13,%)!.#%<!#73,.!3,/!
13>C3$*$.-!#$)!-2*M)!,$)*/-.#$)K!L2*/*!#/*!1*/.#0$!.20$6-!&3,!1#$!.#<*!43/!6/#$.*)!.2#.!-2*!
<$*@_!23@!13>C3$*$.-!@3/<'!43/!0$-.#$1*!,-0$6!1#C#10.3/-!.3!40%.*/!.20$6-!3,.K!J!)3$M.!2#:*!.3!
-.3C!#$)!*YC%#0$!O3.2*/@0-*Q!0.!@0%%!-%3@!,-!)3@$!#-!@*%%K!Z3,!)3!$**)!#!1*/.#0$!)*6/**!34!
.*12$01#%!<$3@%*)6*!S(.,)*$.'!831,-!6/3,CUK!

"#0$.#0$0$6!/*6,%#/!C%#$$0$6!#$)!C/36/*--!0$!C/3P*1.!@3/<!
E0/.,-0%!2<<(,+$20,.!#23$-B!0'!<*2-!2-.!42$-02$-!(,B/*2(!<('B(,%%!'-!0#,$(!<('H,+0!&'()!
0#('/B#!0#,!-,&!2%%,%%4,-0!%0(/+0/(,8!E0/.,-0!Q/'0,%!#$B#*$B#0,.!0#,$(!6,+'4$-B!2&2(,!'>!
.,3,*'<$-B!0$4,!42-2B,4,-0?!<*2--$-B!2-.!B'2*!%,00$-BA4$*,%0'-,%!2-.!<('6*,4!%'*3$-B!
%)$**%@!
J.!OL#%<0$6Q!2*%C-!/*#%0-*!0.!OC/3P*1.Q!/#.2*/!.2#$!0.!7*0$6!P,-.!#$!0)*#'!@2#.!&3,!#1.,#%%&!$**)!.3!
)3'!&3,/!C%#$N#%-3!.2*!-1#%*!34!.2*!C/3P*1.'!0.M-!#1.,#%%&!#!%3.!34!C#/.-!.3!0.K!(3!&3,!1#$!
#CC/3C/0#.*%&!C%#$!43/!0.!S(.,)*$.'!831,-!6/3,CUK!
L2*!>#$#6*>*$.!13>C3$*$.!.3!.20-!13,/-*!@#-!2*%C4,%!43/!>*!0$!>#$#60$6!.2*!.0>*%0$*!34!.2*!
>&!C/3P*1.!0$!.2*!@#&!34!C/3:0)0$6!>0%*-.3$*-!.3!.2*!>#$#6*/!#%-3!2*%C!.3!<**C!>&!C/36/*--!
3$!./#1<!#-!J!@3,%)!#0>!.3!#120*:*!.23-*!>0%*-.3$*!7&!.2*!$*Y.!>**.0$6!S(.,)*$.'!-,/:*&UK!
J!@#-!-3!431,-*)!3$!@2#.!J!@#-!)30$6!#$)!$3.!.20$<0$6!#73,.!@2#.!0.!OC#/.!34!.2*!C/3P*1.Q!@0%%!7*!
7,0%)0$6!3$.3!7,.!N@2*$!&3,!.#%<!.3!.2*!.,.3/!#$)!-2*!#-<-!\;2#.M-!$*Y.`M!.2*$!&3,!#1.,#%%&!
-.3C!#$)!.20$<'!\[<!.20-!0-!-.0%%!@2#.!J!2#:*!63.!.3!)3MK!J$0.0#%%&!J!)0)$M.!/*#%%&!-*.!,C!>0%*-.3$*-!
7,.!@2*$!J!-.#/.*)!.#%<0$6!.3!2*/!.2*$!J!1#$!.*%%!2*/!@2#.!0.!0-!630$6!.3!%33<!%0<*K!"0%*-.3$*-!2*%C!
.3!C,.!.2*!@23%*!C/3P*1.!0$!C*/-C*1.0:*'!*YC%#0$0$6!.3!2*/!O.,.3/Q'!0.!],01<%&!7*1#>*!#CC#/*$.!
@2*.2*/!&3,!#/*!#2*#)!3/!7*20$)!-12*),%*!S(.,)*$.'!431,-!6/3,CUK!
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"#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!+'->$(4,.!0#20!2**!%0/.,-0%L!.,3,*'<,.!%)$**%!$-!%,*>J%,00$-B!'>!
4$*,%0'-,%?!0$4,!42-2B,4,-0!2-.!&($00,-!2-.!'(2*!+'44/-$+20$'-!O,8B8?!%,00$-B!/<!
+#,+)*$%0%P!0'&2(.%!0#,!,-.!'>!0#,!<2<,(@!
W&!.2*!*$)'!#!>#P3/0.&!34!-.,)*$.-!2#)!->#%%!-*%4R-*.!>0%*-.3$*-!#-!3CC3-*)!.3!.2*!%*1.,/*/M-!
6*$*/#%!>0%*-.3$*-K!83/!.2*>!.3!7/*#<!0.!)3@$!0$.3!->#%%!63#%-!43/!.2*>-*%:*-'!.20-!0>C/3:*)!
-06$0401#$.%&!43/!*:*/&3$*!SL,.3/UK!!
L2*0/!O(.,)*$.-Q!.0>*!>#$#6*>*$.!0>C/3:*)!R!@2*$!.2*&!-#0)'!\J!13,%)!40Y!.20-!C/37%*>!0$!V!
)#&-M'!JM)!13>*!7#1<!0$!V!)#&-!#$)!0.!@#-!40Y*)!#$)!.2*&!#/*!3$!.3!.2*!$*Y.!C/37%*>!O43/!.2*!
40$#%!C/3P*1.QK!L2*!40/-.!C/3P*1.'!.0>*!>#$#6*>*$.!@#-!%#1<0$6!SL,.3/UK!
L2*!7*-.!/*-,%.!J!-#@!@#-!.2*0/!12*1<%0-.!.2/3,62!*>#0%K!L2*&!@3,%)!-*$)!>*!#!12*1<%0-.!#$)!
.2*&!@3,%)!C/0$.!344!.2*!12*1<%0-.!3/!<**C!0.!,C!3$!.2*!-1/**$!#$)!-23@!>*!*#12!.0>*!J!1#>*!0$'!
O*YC%#0$0$6Q!\L20-!0-!@2*/*!J!#>!#.'!J!#>!)30$6!.20-!43/!.20-!C#/.01,%#/!/*#-3$'!43/!*Y#>C%*'!J!#>!
-3%)*/0$6!.20-!10/1,0.!7*1#,-*!J!@#$.!.3!/*#)!)#.#!344!.2*!./#1<-NM!!5:*/&!-.,)*$.!)0)!.20-!
.3@#/)-!.2*!*$)!SL,.3/UK!

a**C*/!,$)*/-.#$)0$6!34!.*12$01#%!13$1*C.-!#$)!13>>,$01#.0$6!.2*-*!1%*#/%&!
5**!%0/.,-0%!0#'/B#0!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!$--'320$'-!%/<<'(0,.!0#,$(!0#$-)$-B!4'(,!.,,<*=!26'/0!
0#,$(!0,+#-$+2*!$.,2%8!K23$-B!0'!+'44/-$+20,!0'!2!-'-J,-B$-,,(!>'(+,.!%0/.,-0%!0'!,R<*2$-!
0#,$(!$.,2%!,R<*$+$0*=!2-.!+*,2(*=!&$0#'/0!/%$-B!jB,,)!%<,2)L?!$-!.'$-B!%'!%0/.,-0%!(,2*$%,.!
<'0,-0$2*!>*2&%!$-!0#,$(!'&-!0#$-)$-B!2-.!6,B2-!0'!<*2-!&2=%!0'!<('6*,4!%'*3,!0#,$(!<('H,+0!
&'()8!E0/.,-0%!$-!0#,!>'+/%!B('/<!2**/.,.!0'!0#,%,!$.,2%@!
+-!*%*1./3$01-!-.,)*$.-!@*!-C*$)!#!%3.!34!.0>*!3$!3,/!3@$!0$!3,/!@3/<'!13>>,$01#.0$6!@0.2!
3$*!#$3.2*/'!0.!@#-!633)!.3!2#:*!-3>*3$*!.3!C/#1.01*!13>>,$01#.0$6!@0.2!-3>*3$*!#!70.!
>3/*!\/*#%MK![,/!13>>,$01#.03$!0-!>3-.%&!@2#.!@*!2#$)!0$N#--06$>*$.-'!/*C3/.-K!J.M-!O.2*!
#--*-->*$.!0$$3:#.03$Q!$3.!-3>*.20$6!@*!$3/>#%%&!)*#%!@0.2!-3!0.M-!6/*#.!7*1#,-*!@2*$!@*!
6*.!0$.3!.2*!@3/<C%#1*'!@*M%%!7*!2#:0$6!.3!/*C3/.!.3!],0.*!#!4*@!C*3C%*!S(.,)*$.UK!
Z3,!#/*!./&0$6!.3!12#$6*!.2*!%#$6,#6*'!&3,!#/*!$3.!.20$<0$6!34!-C*10401#%%&!13)0$6!%#$6,#6*K!
J.M-!#!-*C#/#.*!.20$6'!-3!&3,!#/*!.20$<0$6!34!-%062.%&!)044*/*$.!C*/-C*1.0:*-K!Z3,!)3$M.!$**)!.3!
13$-0)*/!23@!.3!7,0%)!0.!3$!.2*!-12*>#.01'!0.M-!P,-.!.2#.!.20$<0$6!0$!-0>C%*!%#$6,#6*'!\;2#.!J!
$**)!.3!)3!.3!6*.!.2*!>3.3/!)/0:0$6!0-NM!J.!)3*-!12#$6*!.2*!@#&!&3,!.20$<!0$!.2*!%#$6,#6*!&3,!
@3$M.!$3/>#%%&!,-*!S(.,)*$.UK!!
5YC%#0$0$6!23@!&3,!#/*!630$6!.3!)3!-3>*.20$6!.3!-3>*3$*!*#/%&!0$!.2*!C/3P*1.!1#$!2*%C!3,.%0$*!
4%#@-!0$!&3,/!.20$<0$6!S(.,)*$.UK!

"#,!.,4'-%0(20'(!42-2B,(!(,<'(0,.!%0/.,-0%!+'44/-$+20$-B!4'(,!%/++$-+0*=!0'&2(.%!0#,!
,-.!'>!0#,!<2<,(!$-!0,(4%!'>!0$4,!2-.!Q/2*$0=!'>!+'44/-$+20$'-@!
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CONTEXT
The engineering programs in Ara are progressively moving towards modern teaching
pedagogy and new learning environment focusing on enhanced critical thinking and
engagement. This includes further integration of research in the education process. Future
modern industries will have an increasing demand for a workforce with a high level of critical
thinking, transdisciplinary knowledge and with novel and adaptive thinking skills. Integration
of research in the education process is essential to remain up to date and ensure innovation
and relevance to future jobs.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the opportunities and possible strategies to integrate
research in the education process (undergraduate level) with a focus on the role of
Polytechnics.
APPROACH
The approach considered here includes aligning the student final year projects with practical
short-term industry-sponsored research projects. Research elements were gradually
integrated in the process and assessments of MG7101 course (Engineering Development
Project).
RESULTS
The quality of student projects and level of industry engagement improved leading to a
number of quality assured publications. The experience has also been appreciated by
industry and the students involved; following is an example of positive comments from one of
the recent graduates whose project led to a conference presentation and publication:
“It was the first real conference I had ever attended and while it was a bit nerve-wracking
presenting, I came back having learned a whole lot. I encourage anyone undertaking a
research project for their BEngTech to strive for excellence, with the aim to get your work
published and attend a conference to present the findings. It was hugely rewarding for me
and counts towards professional recognition with IPENZ”.
CONCLUSIONS
The outcomes obtained to date are promising and show good potential in the Polytechnic
system to provide an enhanced research integration and practical research outputs.
KEYWORDS
Integration of research, Polytechnic research, Engineering education.
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Introduction
Today, Research and Development (R&D) is an integral part of the industry resulting in an
increasing demand for the graduates with high levels of sense-making, data analysis and
critical thinking skills. Integration of research in the education process is essential to remain
up to date and to ensure innovation and relevance to modern and future jobs. The abilities to
interact with data, analyse patterns in data, make data-based decisions, and use data to
design for desired outcomes are some of the fundamental abilities demanded by future
industry and businesses (Davies, Fidler and Gorbis, 2011). Therefore, integration of these
skills in curriculum cannot remain limited to postgraduate levels but should be gradually
incorporated in the undergraduate education including the Polytechnics. Many Institutions
are trying to increase the undergraduate exposure to research both inside and outside of the
classroom through various individual, departmental or institutional initiatives (Jenkins &
Healey, 2005).
Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics (ITPs) in New Zealand are government-owned
tertiary education organisations that deliver technical, vocational and professional education.
ITPs offer diplomas, degrees and limited post-graduate qualifications. Six major Metropolitan
ITPs also promote research, particularly applied and technological research. Ara Institute of
Canterbury (Ara) was created in 2016 when education providers CPIT and Aoraki
Polytechnic merged. The Bachelor of Engineering Technology (BEngTech), and the New
Zealand Diploma of Engineering (NZDE), in either Mechanical, Civil, or Electrical disciplines,
are among the programs offered by Ara.
Traditionally, ITPs delivered graduates with pre-employment training in the skills needed to
service the core and basics of the economy. However, in recent years, the ITPs need to be
able to meet the needs of industries and companies which are moving towards international
markets with more complicated products and services (Sissons, 2010). The engineering
programs at Ara Institute of Canterbury, as a major metropolitan ITP in New Zealand, is
rapidly evolving to expand its research capabilities and to incorporate research and
innovation in its education system.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the opportunities and possible strategies to integrate
research in the undergraduate education process with focus on the role of Polytechnics. The
fundamental research skills are gradually embedded in the education process in the civil
engineering courses at Ara and the final year student projects are systematically integrated
with industry-sponsored short-term research projects. In this paper, the approach and some
preliminary outcomes obtained to date are discussed.

Research at Undergraduate Level
In recent years, there has been a growing number of publications internationally related to
the research integration in the undergraduate level such as those by (Healey, 2005; Jenkins
& Healey, 2005; Hoddinott & Wuetherick, 2006; Wuetherick, 2007). Among these, several
researchers have proposed methods and models to describe the different ways in which
research and teaching can be linked. Two well-known models are those proposed by Healey
(2005) and by Turner and Wuetherick (2006). For example, as shown in Figure1, the model
by Turner and Wuetherick (2006) is based on four categories, ranging from teacher-centred
to student-centred strategies.
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Figure 1. Model by Turner and Wuetherick (2006) linking research and teaching

In the teacher-centred concept, the teacher presents and discusses the research findings,
outcomes or research methods to the students. However, in the student-cantered approach,
the students are actively engaged either through class activities and problem-based learning
approaches or through full engagement in a research project, which can lead to quality
assured research outputs or publications.
The project-based and research-based class activities can be an effective approach to
introduce research elements in undergraduate level in both universities and Polytechnics.
These approaches have been employed as a tool for integration of research in
undergraduate programs in some institutions such as those reported by (Kosse &
Hargreaves, 2004; de Silva, 2004; Cartwright, 2012; So, 2013).
On the other hand, full engagement of undergraduate students in a research project can be
dealt with quite differently in universities and Polytechnics. In research driven universities,
the undergraduate students will have opportunities to join postgraduate students or to
engage in short-term funded summer research projects. This method is not possible in
Polytechnics due to a limited number of postgraduate students (if any) and also limited
research funding and resources available to Polytechnics compared to the universities.
However, Polytechnics can focus on their fundamental strength, which is the link with
industry. The majority of lecturers in the Polytechnic system have previous direct industry
experiences; more importantly, a large proportion of Polytechnic students work part-time in a
relevant local industry or are sponsored by their employers. These close direct connections
provide a great opportunity to engage the students in industry-initiated research projects in
particular short-term applied research.

Integration of Research in BEngTech Civil Program at Ara
Bachelor of Engineering Technology (BEngTech) is a three-year programme comprising core
and elective courses. To complete this degree, the students are required to complete a
minimum 360 credits (each credit worth 10 hours’ effort). The BEngTech in Civil discipline at
Ara offers specialisations in Structural, Water & Waste, and Transport infrastructure.
The Department of Engineering and Architectural Studies, aligned with the major strategic
plan of the Ara Institute of Canterbury, is rapidly evolving to move towards modern studentfocused and student-centred learning strategies and also to expand its research capabilities
incorporating research and innovation in its education system. To move towards these
objectives, within the last two years some changes were implemented in the BEngTech-Civil
Engineering Program. The main aims of these changes were to shift from traditional
pedagogy to modern student-centred methods to increase the students’ participation and
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engagement and also to increase the integration of research in the education process. The
two major strategies employed include:
1- Increasing the use of Problem-Based and Research-Based learning concepts in the
Civil Engineering courses including the embedment of the fundamental research skills
in the process.
2- Defining Research-Based final year projects for the Civil students with focus on shortterm practical industry-supported projects.
In this paper, we focus on the approach and the preliminary outcomes related to the final
year student projects. The final year student projects in ITPs are offered through MG7101
course (Engineering Development Project) in all BEngTech disciplines. The project course is
generally regarded as a substantial capstone course with 30 credits where the students are
expected to spend minimum total 300 hours over one year on the project. The course aim
and learning outcomes are shown in Table1. Within the last three years, the size of Civil
cohort enrolled in this course has been within the range of 10 to 15 students across the three
specialisations (Structural, Water & Waste, and Transport infrastructure).
Table1. Aim and Learning outcomes of MG7101 (Engineering Development Project)

Aim

Learning
Outcomes

To enable students to investigate an engineering problem; to propose, specify,
design and develop a solution and where feasible, to construct and test a
prototype.
- Synthesise a solution for an engineering problem.
- Complete a project to a specified standard.
- Design, project manage and evaluate a concept/model/product.
- Use software application packages as an engineering tool, if required.
- Communicate effectively with customers, peers, technicians and
engineers.

The Assessment Schedule of the course is shown in Table 2. The students are also provided
with detailed guidelines and marking schedule for each assessment item.
Table2. MG7101 assessment schedule

No

Assessment

1

Documentation
35%

2

3

Presentations
15%

Engineering problem Solution
50%

Type

Weight

Project Proposal

10%

Preliminary (progress) Report

20%

Project Journal

5%

Mid-term oral Presentation

5%

Poster
Final oral Presentation
Final Report

10%
5%
45%

As shown in Table 1, the Learning Outcomes of the course are fairly general and open to
interpretation. Traditionally, at Ara (formerly CPIT), this course (particularly within the Civil
Discipline) was delivered with high emphasis on producing a physical model or on
conducting fully experimental investigation or tests.
However, since 2015 in the Civil Engineering program this process was modified to integrate
more in-depth research elements in the course including the below changes:
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-

Focusing on a comprehensive literature review (national and international literature)
and the need to refer to scientific journals and technical papers throughout the
project. The marking schedules were modified to increase the proportion of marks
assigned to the literature review compared to the marks assigned to timeline and
project cost schedule sections.

-

Lifting the expectations in terms of the level of data analysis and analytical
calculations required for the project.

-

Setting the requirements for incorporation of computer simulations along with the
experimental works where relevant.

-

Encouraging and supporting the students to find industry connections for their
projects.

-

Encouraging and supporting the students to produce a quality assured publication
(either a journal or conference proceeding paper) at the end of their project.

In the proposal stage, the students are required to approach industry and conduct a thorough
research to find a suitable topic. The students who are employed or sponsored by employers
in relevant industry are asked to investigate different sections and teams within their
company to find a specific problem that needs investigating. The topics should then be
approved by the principal supervisor based on their technical merits.
The projects should involve either an experimental investigation or computer simulation or
both (depending on the topic) along with theoretical/analytical calculations. The students who
are unable to find a link in industry are required to work on projects defined by the
supervisor. Moreover, depending on the nature of the project, some projects are defined as a
group project where the students work in pairs.
When the topic is tentatively approved by the supervisor, the students are required to submit
a detailed proposal document containing the objectives, problem statement and a
comprehensive literature review. The Proposal also includes the initial proposed
methodology plus a timeline and cost schedule (for experimental projects). The students are
provided with detailed guidelines and marking schedule for the proposal and for other
assessment items throughout the project.
For the industry-initiated projects, after the project is approved by the supervisor, a meeting
is arranged between the student, supervisor and the industry representative to clarify the
scope and process. The industry contact is considered to act as an associate supervisor for
the project. Throughout the project, the student has regular meetings with the main
supervisor (Ara) and the associate supervisor (industry partner) independently. However, at
critical stages of the project (depending on the need), joint meetings between all parties
involved are arranged to ensure both the Ara supervisor and the industry contact are on the
same page about the scope and direction of the project.

Results and Discussions
In this paper, the number of publications emerged from the student projects, the sample
qualitative feedbacks and the sustained industry support are used as evidences of success.
Implementing the above approach in Civil Engineering final year projects, the quality of
outcomes and level of industry engagement have significantly improved. The outcomes
obtained to date are promising and show good potential in the Polytechnic system to provide
enhanced research integration and practical research outputs from undergraduate student
projects.
For the first time in the BEngTech program (Civil) in the Ara Polytechnic, two quality assured
publications emerged from student projects in one year (2015). Multiple papers are also
currently in preparation based on some of the student projects undertaken in 2016.
Additionally, currently in 2017, there are multiple civil student projects being undertaken
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sponsored by industry. Such achievements in terms of industry engagement and number of
publications obtained directly from undergraduate student projects are rare.
Below are two sample industry-sponsored BEngTech civil/structural student projects
conducted in 2015 that resulted in quality assured publications and one sample Civil/water
student project currently being undertaken.
A) Experimental Assessment of a Supplementary Uplift Restraint Bracket for Residential
Building Construction
The project was initiated by a local civil engineering consulting in Christchurch (Eliot Sinclair)
to investigate the strength and failure characteristics of a specifically designed
supplementary uplift restraint bracket for timber shear walls. The bracket is commonly
specified by engineers for residential dwellings. In this research, multiple tests were designed
and undertaken on the brackets under axial tensile force to examine the structural
performance of the bracket components. The company provided funds for purchasing the
materials and preparing the test samples while Ara provided the testing equipment. The
project provided valuable practical results for the Eliot Sinclair engineers and also resulted in
a publication in an international conference proceeding.
B) Evaluation of Epoxy Injection Method for Concrete Crack Repair
The project was initiated by Opus Consultants Ltd, (Blenheim) in Christchurch to investigate
the reliability of using epoxy in concrete crack repairs. The use of epoxy resins for repairing
concrete cracks is a common method to restore cracked concrete structures in New Zealand.
In this research, the effectiveness of three chosen brands of epoxy commonly used in
industry in New Zealand to repair cracked concrete beams were investigated. Multiple
unreinforced concrete beams were tested before and after epoxy repair under vertical loads
(flexural load) to determine the effectiveness of the epoxy to restore the structural strength or
continuity of the beams. Opus provided access to their lab and the necessary materials to
produce the test samples and the tests were undertaken in the engineering lab at Ara. The
project provided valuable practical findings and also resulted in a publication of a journal
paper.
C) Planter Box Rain Garden and Zinc Removal from Addington Brook Catchment
This project was initiated by Environment Canterbury in Christchurch to investigate, design
and evaluate an appropriate solution for storm water treatment. Poor water quality in the
catchment during rainfall event has been a growing subject of matter in Christchurch. This
research investigates the potential treatment system for removal of heavy metal contaminant
especially Zinc concentration. Four different treatment systems are studied with respect to
sustainability pillars. Different filter media are designed for Zinc removal purpose in a planter
box and the storm water collected from the discharge of old galvanised and new galvanised
roofs is tested in the Ara lab. Environment Canterbury is involved in various stages of the
project.
The above approach has been highly beneficial for the companies involved as evidenced by
their sustained support in 2015, 2016 and currently in 2017 through different projects. The
researched topics are completed within a one-year period with minimum cost as opposed to
postgraduate level research which can take more than three years with relatively high
expenses. The experience is also greatly valuable for the students as they get to experience
working on a topic that is of direct interest to local industry plus the possible outcome in
terms of a conference or journal publication.
In the industry-initiated projects, some additional hours were required to be assigned by the
supervisor to manage the industry contacts and to arrange the joint meetings when needed
as the project progresses (for instance at major millstones). However, overall this did not
have a significant effect on teaching load and supervision hours.
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Considering that the implementation of the above strategy in BEngTech (Civil) program is in
the early stages and given the nature of the course (final year, specialised project) and
relatively small cohort size, collecting quantitative data on student feedback and analysis of
the trends were not feasible. Therefore, future work in terms of implementing the approach in
few consecutive years and observing the trends is needed. Further research in this area is in
progress. However, qualitative feedback from some current students and recent graduates
have been very positive, acknowledging and appreciating the real world outcomes and
industry connections and relevance. For example, below is the comment from one of the
recent graduates whose project led to a conference presentation and publication:
“It was the first real conference I had ever attended and while it was a bit nerve-wracking
presenting, I came back having learned a whole lot. I encourage anyone undertaking a
research project for their BEngTech to strive for excellence, with the aim to get your work
published and attend a conference to present the findings. It was hugely rewarding for me
and counts towards professional recognition with IPENZ”.

Conclusions
Research and Development is an integral part of the modern industry; therefore, expansion
of research in undergraduate level including the Polytechnic education is essential to ensure
innovation and relevance to future job market. The traditional strong industry links in
Polytechnics through both lecturers and students provide a great opportunity to engage the
students in industry-sponsored research projects in particular short-term applied research.
Focusing on this strength, since 2015, in the BEngTech program (Civil) in the Ara
Polytechnic, research elements are gradually integrated in the process and assessment
items of MG7101 course (Engineering Development Project). This resulted in a significant
improvement in the quality of outcomes and level of industry engagement. For the first time
in the BEngTech program (Civil) at Ara, a number of quality assured publications emerged
from student projects. This experience has also been appreciated by the students and
industry partners involved in the projects as evidenced by the positive comments and the
sustained support from industry through various projects.
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SESSION
S1: Is Integrated Engineering Education Necessary?

CONTEXT
Integrated Engineering (IE) units have been introduced in engineering programs to address
the practice-based aspects of engineering including the development of professional skills,
such as communication and team work. At one large university in Australia, IE is expected to
teach content perceived as non-engineering or not directly relevant to the technical aspects
of engineering which includes written communication skills, ethics and recently introduced
graduate attributes, such as cultural competence and interdisciplinarity. Feedback from tutors
and students is that IE is not directly relevant to their studies. The perceptions and feedback
has prompted questions as is whether IE is the only unit to develop these skills, whether they
could be developed elsewhere in the curriculum, and what is it about developing these skills,
particularly cultural competence, that is resisted.

PURPOSE
The aim therefore is to review the literature to understand how the skills could be embedded
within engineering curricula to help determine whether IE is indeed necessary. The focus is
on cultural competence as it appears more challenging than other skill areas to incorporate.

APPROACH
A literature review was conducted and involved identifying conceptions of cultural
competence, engineering, and design. The review was expanded beyond engineering to
include education, business ethics, social psychology to better understand the concepts
identified.

RESULTS
The results of the review are that curriculum influences learning and what is valued or what is
interpreted as relevant. Adding IE to a conventional curriculum may not achieve the desired
outcome of learning for IE given the overall emphasis on what is learnt and how. Design
subjects are better able to address socially oriented skill development and provide context for
learning. Contemporary broader design approaches are particularly relevant in addressing
cultural competence because of a focus on care ethics, inclusiveness, different values, and
power relationships underpinning collaboration.

CONCLUSIONS
For concepts of IE to be effective they should be embedded within a range of units across a
curriculum rather than concentrated in a few. This can be achieved with a broader and more
integrated curriculum and with a focus on design. A broader approach particularly in relation
to design allows for understanding of different ways of approaching a problem thus providing
better understanding of interdisciplinary and culturally diverse approaches, as well as
differences in what is valued.

KEYWORDS
Integrated engineering, cultural competence, design, professional skills, inclusion
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Introduction
A number of papers and statements from a range of sources highlight the increasingly
complex nature of society, of the need to be more inclusive, and consequently of the need to
educate students more broadly particularly in the area of entrepreneurial and professional
skills (for instance, Office of the Chief Scientist, 2013; UNESCO, 2010). These have been
accompanied by calls to improve engineering education particularly to improve completion
rates, attract diverse students, and better prepare students for engineering practice
(Maciejewski, et. al., 2017). In part, and to address apparent deficiencies, engineering
curricula included professional skill development in units such as Integrated Engineering.
Nonetheless, with emphasis on foundational maths and science concepts and the core
disciplinary subjects, there are consequences for the value or status of a more socially
oriented unit like Integrated Engineering in engineering curricula, and therefore, to student
skill development in this area.
The benefits of Integrated Engineering (IE) are in addressing employers’ demands for better
communication and interpersonal skills, highlighting to students the expectations of
engineering practice, as well as aligning with the generic graduate attributes described by
universities. The graduate attributes of Australian universities increasingly reflect wider
societal influences and industry requirements becoming more inclusive and aware of the
employment landscape with its focus on innovation in driving competitiveness. Consequently,
university programs are required to embed, in addition to the usual communication skills,
skills such as cultural competence or intercultural communication, innovative thinking and
interdisciplinarity.
This paper argues that the aims of Integrated Engineering as a vehicle for professional
development are better achieved when embedded in contextualised learning experiences
relevant to contemporary engineering practice and when students are given multiple
opportunities to practice. This is consistent with current engineering education innovations
stipulating a more holistic integrated curriculum overall to ensure relevance and preparation
for engineering practice (Maciejewski, et. al., 2017). If engineering is equivalent to design in
the sense of addressing problems or presenting solutions using a design methodology, then
developing professional skills in an authentic design context that also requires technical
knowledge would be a more relevant and engaging learning experience as opposed to
separating professional skill development from context. Furthermore, design has the
potential to develop broader and inclusive graduate attributes such as cultural competence.
In addressing the question about whether IE is necessary, this paper takes a multipronged
approach to identify synergies in briefly reviewing engineering, engineering curriculum,
design and cultural competence concepts. Firstly, a background to IE is provided.

Background to Integrated Engineering
Integrated Engineering units were introduced in the 1980s in North America when it was
recognised that students required non-technical skills and skills to connect maths and
science concepts with engineering practice (Froyd & Ohland, 2005). A study by ABET (2006)
revealed that requiring professional skills in the outcomes of HE engineering programs had a
positive influence on the work readiness of graduates. Similar outcomes were introduced by
other accrediting bodies, such as Engineers Australia. The curriculum of IE varies across
institutions. Despite the name, IE is likely to be added-on to an engineering program rather
than content and skill development being allocated to a range of units. It is typically not
embedded within other areas of the curriculum. There is a perception that IE skills could only
be taught in a dedicated unit, separate from other contexts of engineering learning. However,
as experts in their field and as role models, teaching staff influence the behaviour and
attitudes of students (Danielak, Gupta, & Elby, 2014) to the extent that, for instance, students
are likely to follow the communication practices of teaching staff without direct teaching. To
better understand IE, it is worthwhile investigating the nature of engineering.
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What is engineering?
Engineering is commonly described as design (Elliot, 2010; Lavelle, 2015) which involves a
process to create an artefact and the design of the artefact itself (Petersen, Nyce, & Lutzhoft,
2015). It is described as a problem solving activity (Engineers Australia, 2016), as well as a
practical endeavour, in contrast to science which is more theoretical or laboratory based
(McCarthy, 2010). Less common descriptions of engineering are that it is a ‘social process’
(McCarthy, 2012, p.103) or a ‘social-technical process’ (Lavelle, 2015, p. 268) which means
that engineers work with people, machines and environments (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011).
Describing engineering as design is contested since, as Davis (2015) argues, it obscures the
many other activities of engineers. In contrast, Turnbull, (2010) argues that design is a core
activity. Some suggest that engineering is not well understood and/or is understood
differently in engineering faculties (Male & King, 2014; Murphy, Chance & Conlon, 2015).
Due to the broad nature of activities, engineering is consequently construed as a complex
activity (Grimson & Murphy, 2015). For instance, engineering design is complex as engineers
need to determine priorities, such as financial, safety, sustainability, performance, and weigh
these against values, such as utility, ethics, aesthetics and social considerations (Turnbull,
2010).

HE curriculum
HE engineering programs are described as hard (Winberg, Winberg, Jacobs, Garraway, &
Engel-Hills, 2016). Typically, the first and second year units focus on sciences and maths,
and engineering theory is taught prior to practice (Male & King, 2014). Male and King (2014)
conclude that this makes engineering difficult and less motivating, particularly since learning
is not contextualised. This also means the focus is less on the socio-technical aspects of
engineering practice, and may therefore appeal more to a narrower range of students
(Danielak, Gupta, & Elby, 2014). Furthermore, this may contribute to engineering identities
that are inconsistent with engineering practice (Male & King, 2014), and reflect employer
dissatisfaction with the interpersonal, communication and leadership skills of graduates
(Graduate Career Survey, 2015). HE institutions are encouraged by accrediting bodies to
address these aspects of professional development in a program that includes work
experience (Engineers Australia, 2008). How these are addressed, whether added on or
embedded, is an issue. Mulder (2017) claims that adding on elements to existing programs
or units of study (such as, IE) is insufficient. Godfrey and King (2011) doubt this issue
considered since there is an expectation that students adapt to faculty culture and programs.
Engineering programs in general consist of independent discipline areas, where maths, for
instance may be taught by a different discipline, such as science. The onus is on students to
identify how different subject areas connect (Maciejewski, et. al., 2017). On the other hand,
an integrated curriculum focuses on creating learning experiences to ensure different
disciplinary areas are connected which adds meaning and relevance to the program of study
(Fincher, 2016). Fincher (2016) reports that where the curriculum is integrated students tend
to better understand and retain subject matter, as well as increase their critical thinking
abilities. The curriculum influences learning and engagement. For instance, research has
found that females and minority groups are particularly attracted to what is referred to as
‘socially engaged engineering’ (SEE) which covers environmental or humanitarian
engineering (Litchfield & Javernick-Will, 2015, p.394). Common elements of these programs
are to enhance understanding of contextual constraints, including legal and economic, meet
the needs of the local people, and address sustainable use of available tools (Mũnoz &
Mitcham, 2012).
Litchfield and Javernick-Will (2015) claim that individuals who are attracted to SEE have
“broader interests and motivations than other engineers” (p. 411), and are more open to
experiences and driven to do good. However, the findings are that these interests and
motivations may be negatively impacted by the curriculum. For instance, a longitudinal study
of 326 engineering students at four HE institutions in the US found that students’ social
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interests declined over the period of their undergraduate program (Cech, 2014). Cech (2014)
claims this is due to what is valued in the curriculum. For instance, if students perceived that
there was weak emphasis on ethics and social issues, this then correlated with a reduction in
social interests. Rulifson and Bielefeldt (2015) report similar findings in their study of 32
engineering students from seven institutions interviewed twice, once at the end of their
second semester and then again at the end of their fourth semester. The conclusion is that
through the curriculum students are taught to value decisions that preserve the rational
scientific aspects of engineering, and consequently, the science and technology aspects are
accorded higher values than social, environmental and ethical ones (Cech, 2014). What is
valued by a faculty as evidenced in the curriculum influences what students’ value.
These findings have implications for initiatives to broaden the appeal of engineering with the
goal to improve innovation and thus competitiveness (Office of the Chief Scientist, 2013;
OECD, 2015). It complicates the already challenging task of attracting and retaining a more
diverse cohort (Eris et al., 2010; Meyers & Marx, 2014). Some of the challenges may be due
to conflicting messages about the nature of engineering and who does it. This is evident in
the contrast between K-12 engineering programs (i.e. those in school settings) and those in
HE (Lachney & Nieusma, 2015). Lachney and Nieusma (2015) argue that K-12 engineering
programs embrace inclusive and engaging design-centred activities, while those in HE
promote the maths and sciences or ‘fundamentals-first pedagogy’ (p. 26) in the first years.
They also argue that a fundamentals-first pedagogy promotes exclusiveness in preferencing
a more limited technical and analytical learning over creative problem solving, with
consequences for individuals’ personalities, values and emotions in developing an
engineering identity.
There is general agreement amongst scholars of SEE that students should be taught
systems thinking (Malkki & Paatero, 2012) or more holistic thinking (Lozano, 2010) that
incorporates trans- or multi-disciplinary perspectives. This is not confined to SEE. There are
calls elsewhere for curricula to implement a holistic framework or ecosystem to better
understand complexity and to use systems thinking (Bloom, 2012; Rawlings-Sanaei, 2016).
In relation to SEE, the goal is to integrate or embed it within the curriculum (Lozano, 2010;
Malkki & Paatero, 2012), rather than adding it on to existing curricula (Mulder, 2017). Mulder
(2017) proposes a curriculum that addresses how engineering knowledge could contribute to
sustainable development rather than on the foundational elements of engineering or the
discipline per se. This kind of objective requires clarity on the role of engineering in today’s
society and it would encourage a focus on design. The development of systems engineering
enabled engineering programs to place more focus on design and less on foundation first
pedagogy (Grimson, 2015). A focus on design aligns with project based learning approaches
which are interdisciplinary and encourages engagement with context (Grimson, 2015). The
principles underpinning systems are similar to those of sustainability as both consider holistic
thinking in addressing problems (Elliot & Deasley, 2007). In sum engineering is complex and
HE programs influence learning with consequences for what is valued. An integrated
curriculum that highlights design and uses systems thinking has the potential to promote a
broader approach.

Engineering Design
Design in engineering is generally associated with project-based work (Leigh, Goldfinch,
Prpic, Dawes, Kennedy, & McCarthy, 2014), and requires synthesis of core and specialised
engineering knowledge (Winberg, Winberg, Jacobs, Garraway, & Engel-Hills, 2016). The
outcome of design is generally assessed according to its usefulness and how well it complies
with standards and other constraints. However, some believe this is a restrictive approach to
design since usefulness might be determined in a narrow way, for instance, from a technical
point of view without consideration of a wider social and environment context (Cech, 2014).
Determining what the context is (Grimson, 2015) or what is included in a system is
challenging or contested (Davis, Challenger, Jayewardene, & Clegg, 2014), since as Cech
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(2014) claims, contexts can be designed out of or excluded from the problem concept. This is
acknowledged in the literature with calls for a change in thinking to address global challenges
(Catalano, 2014; Elliot & Deasley, 2007).
Petersen, Nyce, & Lutzhoft (2015) claim that a restrictive design context inhibits engineers
from developing an understanding of human behaviour. Murphy (2016) suggests this is
because technology rather than human beings is foregrounded. In recognition of this
weakness, engineering design methodology has undergone change since the latter half of
the 20th century (Vermaas, 2015). Nonetheless design in engineering is still considered a
rational, problem solving exercise with the assumption that by selecting alternative designs,
the design problem is solved (Richter & Allert, 2013). The choice selected and evaluation of
the design’s usefulness is dependent upon the knowledge framework or epistemology of the
designer or design team. Thus for instance an engineering solution to a problem would
typically involve technology.
One design method that has gained popularity this decade is ‘Design Thinking’ (Brown,
2009). Design Thinking has broadened the roles and responsibilities around who can design
placing non-engineers (such as psychologists, or anthropologists) in design roles (Vermaas,
2015). Murphy (2016) proposes that Design Thinking has gained popularity due to
techniques to solve complex problems because of its broader sphere of influence and
inclusive approach. For instance, “…people, practices, objects, materiality, forms, ideologies,
consumption, politics, etc are all afforded attention without having to promote or demote any
one of them” (Murphy, 2016, p. 443). In addition, the focus is on the design process and the
creative and contextual nature of design (Richter & Allert, 2013). The promotion of this
design approach implies that engineering design methods are limited in solving complex
problems.
Other inclusive and contextual approaches are evident in range of projects reported in the
literature, such as a future car design project which takes into account how a range of people
would use the car, including people with disabilities, seniors, children (Kunur et al., 2016).
The team working on this project includes engineers, designers, ethnographers. Another
project with an inclusive focus is technology for the ageing (Giaccardi, Kuijer & Neven, 2017).
Giaccardi, Kuijer & Neven (2017) are critical of technological innovations that produce
solutions for single, narrow scenarios based on stereotypes of elderly people. They claim this
is due to the problem solving methodological approach of technical design. For instance,
instead of seeing ageing as a problem to be solved, another perspective is to see the elderly
with different skills and abilities which can be used in creative ways to adapt technologies
beyond single use or one function. The orientation to design is more positive. Similarly,
Ambole, Swilling, M’Rithaa (2016) argue that design needs to be more than a technological
product to address a wider concern with social agency, focus on process, and complex social
situations. Rather than a prescriptive design methodology and problem-solving approach, an
approach that combines the more descriptive ethnographic framework provides a more
holistic concept of the social context. In their case, it was to improve informal sanitation in a
settlement in South Africa.
In the cases described, designers and ethnographers collaborate with potential users, who
could be considered co-collaborators or participants since they play a role in the design. In
these cases, design has broadened to consider consequences rather than just the form of
design and the action to produce a design. Consequences arise because design has both
direct and indirect impacts on human lives, and therefore has moral implications (Murphy,
2016). Overall this has led to movements that focus on empowerment and sustainability,
such as ‘Design for Social Change’ (Shea, 2012) and ‘Design Anthropology’ (Otto & Smith,
2013). The wider notion of design with the focus on consequence and empowerment is more
compatible with social justice goals articulated in understandings of Cultural Competence
(discussed in the following section). As the above examples illustrate, looking at design
challenges from different perspectives allows for inclusiveness, but there is also
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acknowledgement that solutions/products exist within systems and thus less emphasis on
one-off product development.
Not all design approaches are equal, for instance, while Design Thinking has been promoted
to address innovation in developing countries (Capel, 2014), it has been criticised for
promoting or imposing Western design values (Nichols, 2015). Furthermore, critics have
linked it to an innovation agenda which is set by global organisations, such as the OECD and
World Bank (Capel, 2014; Tunstall, 2013), raising questions about who benefits, and what
innovation means for Indigenous and other communities around the world. A recent
approach countering this issue is ‘Transition Design’ (Irwin, Kossoff, & Tonkinwise, 2015). A
particularly Australian perspective is ‘Indigenous Engineering’ (Leigh, Goldfinch, Prpic,
Dawes, Kennedy, & McCarthy, 2014) which acknowledges that there are First Australian
(Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders) and Western worldviews where knowledge is shared
and negotiated rather than preference given to one worldview.
Such an approach requires a recognition of different values rather than just Western value
systems which Tunstall (2013) argues can undermine the wellbeing of particular groups, as
well as their environments. To ensure other value systems can be addressed, broader
design approaches propose a design methodology that includes inclusiveness, collaboration,
respect for people’s values, recognition of politics or power relations and ethics (Capel, 2014;
Irwin, Kossoff, & Tonkinwise, 2015). This broader concept of design includes values or
axiology. Lincoln and Guba (2000) argue that axiology has been designed out of science to
maintain objectivity, leading to claims that science is not concerned with notions of goodness
(Goodyear, 2015). Science, and by implication engineering’s, reductive approach, simplifies
conceptions of the world since what is promoted is a single worldview (Lincoln & Guba,
2000). This then has consequences for what is valued. The higher status of science within
Western societies means that its worldview or ideology is dominant thus overriding other
worldviews (or value systems) (Lincoln & Guba, 2000). However, solving complex problems
requires more than a single worldview and therefore design needs to allow for multiple
values and worldviews. It is at this point where the notion of Cultural Competence can be
discussed.

Cultural Competence
Incorporating cultural competence (CC) into Australian HE programs was initiated by the
Bradley Review (Bradley, Noonan, Nugent, & Scales, 2008), and followed up by reports by
Universities Australia (2011a & b). These highlight a history of initiatives to improve the
educational outcomes of First Australians, and propose that continuous marginalisation has
been a factor in the failure of many of these initiatives. The current situation is that First
Australians experience considerable disadvantage in comparison to Later Australians.
Disadvantage is, ‘…any barrier that hinders equity of participation and success in education
and labour markets’ (Polvere & Lim, 2015. p. 33). CC is designed to improve access to,
retention and inclusiveness in, educational programs. The other purpose is to ensure
students are aware of the disadvantage experienced by certain groups in society and
contribute to improving the social and economic outcomes of these groups thus providing
benefit to society generally (Universities Australia, 2011a). Therefore, HE has a significant
role in addressing equity and social justice issues. CC is defined by the National Centre for
Cultural Competence (2016, para. 3) as:
…the ability to participate ethically and effectively in personal and professional intercultural
settings. It requires being aware of one’s own cultural values and world view and their
implications for making respectful, reflective and reasoned choices, including the capacity to
imagine and collaborate across cultural boundaries. Cultural competence is, ultimately, about
valuing diversity for the richness and creativity it brings to society.

There has been robust discussion about the definition of culture (Azzopardi & McNeill, 2016;
Collins & Arthur, 2010; Wear, Kumagai, Varley, & Zarconi, 2012). One problem with the term
‘culture’ is the connotation of fixed characteristics of specific ethnic and racial groups;
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typically, these are the superficial or explicit characteristics associated with food, dress and
behaviours, amongst others (Morris, 2013). This can generate stereotyping and associated
assumptions which may form the foundation for racism (Grote, 2008). Dick, et al. (2006)
argue that individuals are more than their culture because their behavior, actions and beliefs
are influenced by many other characteristics including gender, sexuality, geography, sociopolitical and economic contexts. Consequently, researchers have suggested other terms
such as ‘diversity competence’ (Chun & Evans, 2016) and ‘critical consciousness’ (Staub,
2015). The aim is to focus on the complexity of individuals and acceptance of their multiple
characteristics rather than on one aspect, such as culture, which can lead to bias and
stereotyping.
Dick et al. (2006, para. 30) also suggest recognising the role of power and privilege in
understanding the identity of individuals which some argue is at the core of understanding
disadvantage (Chun & Evans, 2016). Power could be interpreted as the restriction of choices
that one group imposes onto another leading to disadvantage (Nakata, 2007). It is now
generally agreed that culture is dynamic rather than static, and involves more than just
different ethnicities and races (Azzopardi & McNeill, 2016; Collins & Arthur, 2010; Wear,
Kumagai, Varley, & Zarconi, 2012). A similar shift is reflected in current multicultural and
cross-cultural literature where culture is now usually interpreted from a critical perspective,
such as via understandings of power in society (Chun & Evans, 2016).
From the definition of CC and with a broader understanding of culture, it is possible to
identify similar characteristics with broader, holistic design approaches that incorporate
values, respect, and ethics. Furthermore, such design approaches are more inclusive and
allow for collaboration with individuals and communities as well as acknowledge context,
including social, political, economic, cultural elements that individuals and communities
involved represent. Given these factors, there is then common ground between CC and
design. Here design is with rather than for which shifts the focus from imposing a design to
collaborating in design processes and the learning that entails. Design is acknowledged to
shape the future as a consequence of interactions with others and the natural world
(Balsamo, 2011; Van Der Velden, 2014), or the way it changes the environment and the
ways people interact with it (Love, 2007). Thus, design influences quality of life. Individuals
and communities need a say in their quality of life. Incorporating the values of others in
design and engineering is therefore important.

IE or design?
While IE curriculum is dependent on the institution or faculty, it is associated with a
perception, historically influenced, that it is about professional skills development. Current
attempts to modify this perception, whether intentional or otherwise, is with a change in
name, for instance, Systems Design (Buskes, 2014) and the use of project based learning.
The main problem with some iterations of IE is also a problem of the whole engineering
curriculum. Subject matter is segregated and not contextualised. However, learning is
contextual. Learning requires language, and that language and the way the information is
communicated is done in conjunction with content. It is not possible to separate learning to
communicate or work in engineering contexts from engineering itself. As noted in the
academic literacy domain, learning, content and communicating are tightly linked (Chanock,
2007; Devereux & Wilson, 2008), and thus that communication skills are best embedded in
the context specific disciplinary domain (Arkoudis, 2014). From this position, embedding
professional and other skill development within an engineering learning context is a more
effective teaching and learning practice. Furthermore, without contextual or authentic
experiential learning, skill development tends to be abstract from engineering practice. If that
is the case, then students struggle to see its relevance. Another problem is that if there is
little emphasis on profession skill development then these are likely to be perceived as
having less value or importance particularly when the curriculum emphasizes analytical over
creative learning.
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Design, particularly, the broad design approaches allow for a range of skill development
possibilities. While fundamentals-first pedagogy may take priority in engineering education,
evidence shows that early and consistent participation in engineering design results in
improved learning outcomes for the professional skills, such as, communication, teamwork,
innovative and critical thinking (Kusan, 2014). With a broader design approach,
acknowledging additional contextual elements, such as ethics, values, politics, diversity, will
contribute to the development of broader professional skills. In addition, broader design is
interdisciplinary and together with cultural competence address inclusiveness. A broader
context allows for students to develop better understanding in working with a wide range of
stakeholders and designing for consequences for these stakeholders. This might involve
considering if a technological solution is warranted and examining in collaboration with others
what really needs to be achieved acknowledging the social, ethical and environmental
dimensions of particular issues.
A broad design approach is likely to appeal to a greater range of students providing diversity
in values and ideas, and thus developing the ability to work in diverse groups. Employers are
increasingly emphasising the importance of professional skills particularly cultural
competence, teamwork, and innovative thinking. Research shows that diversity is beneficial
to innovation and thus competitiveness, and that diverse organisations have significantly
better financial returns (Deloitte, 2015; McKinsey, 2015). Organisations will therefore try to
identify graduates that can contribute to innovation in collaboration with diverse work
colleagues.

Conclusion
By articulating understandings of engineering, design approaches and CC, synergies have
been identified that provide options in addressing the development of broader professional
skills and of the need to be inclusive. Applying knowledge and skills within a context of
practice involving design and project-based learning provides experiential learning. Design is
a core element of engineering, and it is therefore necessarily integrated. Within a curriculum,
design has the potential to resemble modern engineering practice which is interdisciplinary,
highly competitive, involves cross-cultural contexts, diverse clients and needs, and requires
innovative thinking. However, to be effective a broad design approach should be integrated
across the curriculum enabling practice. This would also help ensure that it is valued and has
relevance. The answer as to whether IE is necessary is not straightforward primarily due to
historical factors about how to teach engineering. These factors may prevent a forwardlooking engineering program from meeting the complexity of global challenges and from
engineers taking leadership in addressing these. In sum, this paper concludes that a broad
design approach is more appropriate as a pedagogical tool than IE.
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Context
Effective technical writing is an essential skill for professional engineers. Graduate engineers
spend 30–40% of their day writing, and professional engineering organisations consistently
list communication as a key graduate competency. At the same time, technical writing is one
of the least developed technical skills in engineering undergraduate programs. This paper
discusses the initiatives and outcomes of a pilot program in the School of Chemical
Engineering at The University of Queensland (UQ) designed to enhance the technical writing
skills of engineering students.

Purpose
The aim of this pilot study is to enhance the technical writing skills of engineering students by
embedding an integrated and progressive technical writing program in core undergraduate
engineering courses.

Approach
In this pilot study, a multi-disciplinary team comprising academics from the School of
Chemical Engineering and the School of Communication and Arts at UQ collaborated to
develop, deliver, and evaluate a series of new writing lectures and workshops embedded in
core chemical engineering courses. The content of these materials was informed by a
literature review of best practice in engineering writing programs, a survey of Australian
industry, and a curation of e-resources including the UQ Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) on writing and grammar.

Results
Early results from the pilot program are promising. We found that most students valued the
technical writing support and they were able to incorporate feedback from teachers to
improve the quality of their written assessments. The pilot study also highlighted the
challenges of implementing program-wide changes to the established curriculum, including
engaging students’ attention in technical writing workshops and obtaining the support of
other academics.

Conclusions
Early results from this work show that is possible to enhance the writing skills of
undergraduate engineering students by embedding active learning activities in their core
engineering courses. Future work in this project will investigate how to expand the reach of
technical writing activities across the School of Chemical Engineering and across the
Engineering Faculty.
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Technical writing, engineering education
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Introduction
Effective technical writing is an essential skill for professional engineers. Most engineers
spend a significant part of their day writing (Trevelyan & Tilli, 2008) and engineers who write
well are more likely to be promoted (American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 2011). In
the report Visions of Engineering in the New Century: The engineer of 2020 (2004), the
National Academy of Engineering states: “As always, good engineering will require good
communication”.
Many Australian-based engineering companies regard communication skills as increasingly
important because of increased specialisation and the trend towards global outsourcing of
engineering functions (Beer & McMurrey, 2014; University of Adelaide, 2009).
For these reasons, engineering educators have a responsibility to ensure that students learn
writing skills alongside the technical skills of their discipline. Entry-level employees and
graduates will face a constant and complex array of writing tasks, so they need to be able to
confidently articulate technical ideas in compelling, logical, coherent, and economical prose
(Petelin, 2016).
In Australia, the integration of writing skills into engineering curriculums is recognized as
important, but rare in practice (McGregor et al., 2000). With both limited resources and
limited scope to expand the content taught in existing engineering courses, we set out to
obtain evidence about the current state of graduate writing skills, how these skills are
meeting industry expectations, and what opportunities exist to enhance the competence,
employability, and reputation of engineering students
To this end, a multi-disciplinary team comprising academics from the Schools of Chemical
Engineering and Communication and Arts undertook a pilot project to embed technical
writing into existing core courses. The key deliverable of the project to date has been a set of
technical writing lectures and active-learning tutorial activities designed around best practice
in teaching technical writing in engineering faculties, the perspective of Australian industry,
and elements of WRITE101x English Grammar and Style, a MOOC (massive open online
course) on writing and grammar.
The project was funded by a Strategic Teaching and Learning grant offered by the UQ
Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology (EAIT).
This paper discusses the methods and early findings of this pilot project of the School of
Chemical Engineering at The University of Queensland.

Review of the literature
Industry views
There have been calls to embed writing instruction into engineering courses in Australian
universities for more than 20 years. In 1996, the Institution of Engineers Australia (IEAust,
now Engineers Australia) commissioned a national review of engineering education, which
ultimately resulted in new standards that included “effective oral and written communication”
as one of 10 generic competencies required by a “professional engineer graduate”
(Engineers Australia, 2013).
Recent surveys show that Australian employers still identify written and oral communication
skills as a critical competency when recruiting engineering graduates. One 2013 survey
found that communication skills were the criterion most important to these employers
(Graduate Careers Australia, 2014).
Similarly, recent studies commissioned by professional engineering bodies confirmed that
skills in written and oral communication and in creative and critical thinking (sometimes
referred to as ‘soft skills’) are necessary to be a competent engineer, but were not being
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adequately taught in engineering degrees (Lattuca et al. 2006; Lee 2003). In response,
industry professional bodies have developed new standards reflecting the skills required by
what Ardington (2011) has called the ‘three-dimensional’ engineer.

Technical–writing education frameworks
Engineering educators have adopted (and adapted) various frameworks drawn from writing
pedagogy and other areas of educational theory. Writing in 1995, Robinson and Blair note
that frameworks for teaching writing can be grouped into three main categories:
·

writer-oriented composition (“the concentration on the process of writing, including
prewriting activities, drafting, editing and rewriting”)

·

genre-oriented composition (“analysing examples of good and bad texts [from a
particular genre] and incorporating the good features into one’s own writing”)

·

reader-oriented composition (“the writer must know, understand and write for the
reader”).

Our pilot project has used elements of all three frameworks.
The University of Adelaide, which integrates the teaching of writing and teamwork skills
throughout its engineering degree, adopts a “democratic and student-centred approach”
(Missingham & Matthews, 2014). Yalvac et al. (2007) concur, endorsing instruction that is
“learner-centred” and “community-centred”. The University of Adelaide also uses what it calls
a “spiral curriculum”, based on the work of Jerome Bruner, who argued that a curriculum
“should revisit the basic ideas repeatedly, building successively until the student has grasped
the full formal apparatus that goes with them” (1960). We understand the value of a spiral
curriculum and have implemented follow-up sessions on writing in our project.
We have also taken on board a critical thinking framework. As Bean says, “writing is both a
process of doing critical thinking and a product communicating the results of critical thinking”
(Bean 2001, quoted in Damron & High 2008). Damron and High (2008) use “a model of
critical thinking to structure writing assignments” for first-year engineering students.
Yalvac et al. (2007) also apply a critical thinking framework to teach writing to later-year
engineering students, seeking to improve “student performance in difficult writing skills such
as argumentation and synthesis”. Critical thinking and effective writing are closely
intertwined. We recognised in our lectures and workshops that understanding and practising
critical thinking is crucial to the process of effective writing.

Different writing skills—generic, academic, and discipline-specific
Generic writing skills are writing competencies that are useful to any writer in any situation.
These generic skills include mechanical aspects of writing such as spelling, punctuation, and
grammar (Ardington, 2011; Fernandes, 2012; Lord, 2013), but also higher-order skills such
as writing clearly and concisely, structuring paragraphs and documents in a logical fashion,
and formulating persuasive arguments (Manion & Adams, 2005; Robinson & Blair, 1995).
Academic writing skills are those required to successfully write academic assignments (such
as essays). Learning the conventions of academic writing presents one of the greatest
challenges for many first-year university students, including many engineering students
(Horstmanshof & Brownie, 2013; Skinner & Mort, 2009; Wilkes et al., 2015; Wischgoll, 2016).
Academic writing skills include approaches to content and structure that reflect the
expectations of an academic audience (Wischgoll, 2016). Library research and referencing
are also key (Horstmanshof & Brownie, 2013). But, to be a competent academic writer,
students must also be able to construct a convincing argument and understand the context in
which they are writing.
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Discipline-specific writing skills in this case are those required by engineers. To acquire
these skills, students need to know the different types of documents written by professional
engineers; understand the purpose, content, and structure of those documents; and practise
writing them (Boyd & Hassett, 2000; Felder & Brent, 2003; Robinson & Blair, 1995;
Trevelyan, 2010). They include technical memos, reports, proposals, and specifications.
In addition, students must learn the writing style used in engineering documents. Walker
(1999) refers to the “engineering persona”, and argues that it is linked to stylistic choices
such as when to use the passive voice and how much to explain key terms and concepts.
Only by using such stylistic features appropriately, she says, will students convey an
“experienced engineering persona, one that will be accepted”. This is essential if graduates
are to meet professional expectations and fit in with their peers when they join the workforce.

Best practice for teaching writing skills to engineering students
The literature concludes that the best way to embed writing within an engineering course is
to base it around problem-solving projects directly relevant to engineering problems (rather
than teaching ‘theoretical’ writing skills). This approach allows students to apply and integrate
knowledge and techniques learned across their course to a realistic problem, developing
creative skills, formulating problem statements and specifications, solving open-ended
problems, considering alternative solutions, determining feasibility considerations, and
evaluating realistic constraints. Using assignments that include problem-solving provides an
opportunity to show how solutions to problems should be presented as fully developed and
carefully written reports, not as lists of calculations. Allocating marks for the writing
component within assignments will also help ensure students engage with the material and
see it as ‘need to know’ for their academic success.
Best practice in assessing and giving feedback on students’ writing (which we have followed)
advocates the following:
·

Writing assignments should relate to course content and resemble the writing done
by professional engineers.

·

However, personal ‘reflective’ writing assignments also benefit students.

·

Shorter writing assignments benefit both students and staff.

·

Effective and timely feedback on writing tasks is critical to improving students’ writing
skills.

·

Engineering staff should receive training in how to provide effective feedback on
writing.

·

Good rubrics are important, and teaching to a rubric can deliver good results.

Methodology
The key initiatives of this pilot project included:
· conducting a literature review to identify best practice in the teaching of technical
writing to undergraduate engineering students
· surveying Australian engineering employers to obtain more evidence about where
employers feel new graduate writing skills are lacking
· developing and delivering technical writing materials for core, compulsory courses
· evaluating the benefits of the program through ongoing student feedback.
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Industry survey
We distributed an online survey to 55 Australian engineering employers from around
Australia in September 2016. The companies were asked a series of questions relating to
how valuable these employers regard writing ability when employing graduate engineers.
Twenty-nine survey responses were received. Of these respondents, 60% worked in a large
engineering consulting firm with more than 100 employees, 28% in a smaller firm of fewer
than 100 employees. The remainder of the respondents were from state government, local
government, and academia. Within these organisations, 39% of respondents were in a
management position and 46% were in a technical position. 71% of respondents had
supervised UQ engineering graduates.
Our industry survey confirmed that effective writing skills are highly valued by engineering
employers in Australia. As a broad summary:
·

88% of respondents view technical writing skills of graduate engineers as either vital
(60%) or important (28%).

·

58% see the primary importance of writing training as the reduced need for multiple
revisions of works.

·

85% of respondents fully support integrating writing components into the engineering
curriculum.

Respondents were asked to nominate the top five writing-specific issues that make
documents in their organisation difficult or frustrating to read. The major issues highlighted
were:
·

inability to highlight or identify critical information

·

lack of clarity

·

wordiness

·

inability to summarise

·

weak connections between words and data

·

poor organisation

·

incorrect grammar and convoluted syntax.

Respondents made the following comments about the writing skills of engineering graduates
in particular:
·

Verbose and indirect writing is very common among graduates.

·

Graduates need to develop skills in writing in a range of engineering formats including
emails, letters and memos, progress reports, summaries, and PowerPoint slides

·

Interpretation of technical data and succinct summaries are key needs for graduates.

Approximately 33% of respondents offer in-house writing training to their staff, 25% employ
external consultants to deliver writing training, and 8% use Engineers Australia’s writing
training courses. 55% would still offer in-house writing training to staff even if writing is
incorporated into the engineering curriculum.
In general, engineers are not able to submit technical information directly to clients until they
are at a senior level about five years after graduation. (survey respondent)
Writing skills and good project management skills go hand-in-hand. This is important because
it shows systematic thinking about a project. Systematic thinking and good technical writing
cannot be separated. (survey respondent)
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Delivery of lectures and workshops
The key aims of this pilot writing program were to raise student awareness of the importance
of writing clearly and to explain the elements of effective technical writing, including
conciseness, clarity, accuracy, relevance, and significance. To achieve these aims, and
armed with the knowledge gained from the literature review and industry survey, we
developed a range of technical writing instructional material specifically designed for the
chemical engineering students.
During 2016–2017, this material was delivered to the students in a number of different
formats including:
·

A one-hour lecture to 200 students in the core second-year, introductory chemical
engineering course (CHEE2001 Process Principles). The purpose of the lecture was
to highlight the importance of effective writing and to introduce the elements of good
writing including knowing your audience, structuring technical reports, writing clear
paragraphs, and using plain English.

·

A two-hour active-learning workshop for 200 students in CHEE2001. In the
workshops, students worked through a series of activities in pairs and groups to
practise the writing principles outlined in the lecture. The cohort was divided into two
groups of 100 students to allow for more manageable classroom interactions.

·

A two-hour active learning workshop for 180 students in the third-year, core chemical
engineering course (CHEE3004 Unit Operations), which reinforced and extended the
messages of clear writing to include simple sentence construction, pitfalls of
nominalisation, the use of the active voice, and simple word selection. Once again,
the cohort was divided.

·

In-class and written feedback from CHEE2001 was provided by academic staff on the
quality of the students’ executive summaries for the first of two project technical
reports.

·

A bank of accessible writing resources was provided for the students via the course
Blackboard sites, including a guide to writing a technical report, examples of good
executive summaries, and recommended texts on technical writing.

Findings
Writing lectures and workshops
The pilot study produced three main findings. Firstly, we found that most students do value
technical writing support and can improve their writing skills with direct writing tuition, teacher
feedback, and access to relevant writing references. Secondly, the collaboration of academic
staff from different disciplines across the university was effective in developing and delivering
useful writing resources for our students. Finally, it was clear that persistence and creativity
are required to engage students and staff in program-wide changes to the established
curriculum for non-core activities. In the following section, we elaborate on these findings and
provide some examples of our students’ responses.

Students value writing support and do respond to tuition
The need for, and value of, technical writing support for our undergraduate chemical
engineering students is clear. Evidence includes:
·

Many of the students’ written assessment submissions, especially those in the early
years of the degree, are not at an acceptable, industry-ready standard. Common
issues with students’ reports include poor overall structure, convoluted sentence
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construction, poor structuring of argument, buried findings and recommendations,
and poor regard for the audience of the report.
·

Students themselves reflect that that they feel daunted by the prospect of writing
technical reports. During a writing workshop, we asked the students to reflect on how
they felt when they sat down to write for their university assessment. The responses
were uniformly negative, with typical responses of ‘upset’, ‘lethargic’, ‘sad’, and
‘depressed’.

Most students appreciated the writing support that they received. When we surveyed the
CHEE2001 students after the writing workshops in 2016 and 2017, >80% said that they
found value in the lecture and workshops, >90% said that they had implemented some of the
new learnings when writing their assessment pieces, and >90% said that they would like to
see more technical writing support in other chemical engineering courses. At the same time,
we observed a noticeable improvement in the quality of the CHEE2001 reports in the cohorts
to which we gave writing instruction and feedback.
Some examples of students’ responses to the writing components were as follows:
I know of other students that might not take it as seriously as the actual content of the course,
but knowing how to write reports is something I consider to be important. I used to think bigger
words, longer sentences = smarter, but I've learned a lot about how to improve my writing.
I would like to really perfect the executive summaries I write. From the feedback I got from my
executive summary for Project 1, I seem to be in a position where I am close to being able to
consistently write clear, concise and informative summaries of the report.

Value of cross-discipline collaboration
Every discipline has its own system for looking at and organising experience—a perspective
on the world that is reflected in its questions, research methods, and the roles its
practitioners play. Writing in every discipline is a form of social behaviour in that discipline, so
students need to be socialised into the intellectual conventions of their disciplinary and
professional discourse communities (Petelin, 2012).
Our working party consisted of academic staff from two UQ Schools, the School of Chemical
Engineering and the School of Communication and Arts. Over the course of the last two
years, we met regularly and collaborated to develop and deliver writing tuition specifically
tailored for chemical engineering students. We each brought to the team different knowledge
and perspectives based on our disciplinary fields and experience and intertwined these
different strengths to achieve a better product for our students. We are confident that, with
this cross-disciplinary collaboration, we have produced materials of real value to our
students.

Challenges of implementing writing tuition across a program
There were several challenges to embedding writing tuition in established, core chemical
engineering courses. These included:
·

The established engineering curriculum is full. Finding a place to add in additional
lectures and assessable writing workshops is difficult. We found that the buy-in from
academic staff was most successful when they understood the importance of
effective writing in industry and were able to make room in their established
curriculum for explicit instruction. In the future, we face the challenge of gaining the
acceptance and cooperation of staff who do not share this same appreciation of
embedded writing instruction.

·

Undergraduate students were less inclined to engage in the writing tutorial activities
where there were no marks assigned to the writing activities. While most course
coordinators were comfortable in assigning presentation marks for reports, some
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were unwilling to change the well-established assessment schedules to support
additional writing activities. Once again, buy-in from academic staff was strongest
from those who appreciated the value of effective writing in industry.
·

Delivering timely, relevant feedback on technical writing is challenging and timeconsuming. Engineering academics may not have the necessary skills to give
effective writing feedback and some are reluctant to increase their marking times to
give this specialist writing feedback. We aim to mitigate this problem by developing
and using clear and consistent marking rubrics that reward effective writing.

Conclusions and future research
We feel that, in spite of the challenges of embedding technical writing tuition in core chemical
engineering courses, there is value in persisting with this pilot program. Engineering firms
highly value strong writing skills in engineering graduates. The students’ need for writing
support is great and most students can see the value of participating in specialist writing
workshops.
To date, the pilot project has produced:
·

a permanent and sustainable change to the second-year core chemical engineering
curriculum to include a technical writing lecture and workshop

·

a small but growing set of technical writing resources that are being shared with other
academics in the School of Chemical Engineering and across the wider EAIT Faculty.

There has been encouraging interest in the pilot project from engineering academics in the
School of Chemical Engineering and from other UQ engineering Schools. Our plans for
maintaining the program also include implementing a student-led peer-writing support
program to encourage the practice of effective technical writing skills.
We expect that the future work will continue to embed technical writing components across
the School of Chemical Engineering and across the Engineering faculty more broadly,
including structuring out-of-classroom materials and resources for students to access and
thereby enhance classroom-based learnings.
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Introduction
The increased adoption of blended learning designs such as flipped instruction by STEM
academics has brought learning benefits for many students; however, it relies heavily on
students being able to take much more responsibility for their own learning than in traditional
lecture-based subjects (Reidsema et al 2017).
Previous studies (Willey & Gardner 2015, 2014a, 2014b, Gardner et al. 2014, Willey et al.
2014) of students in two different engineering majors at the University of Technology Sydney
have shown that students who perform poorly in flipped learning environments typically do
not demonstrate the agency and self-efficacy necessary to take responsibility for their own
learning and hence have difficulty achieving the cognitive changes expressed as learning
outcomes in subjects. Poor self-efficacy, that is a competence belief about one’s capability
to execute a particular action and achieve a particular goal, has been linked to attrition in
previous research:
Many different factors underpin attrition decisions in any one institution and for any one
individual, for whom attrition usually results from the aggregation of diverse factors rather than
'the straw that broke the camel's back'. The only attrition triggers which span most universities
and years of study are lack of clear reasons for being at university or academic self-efficacy
(Willcoxson et al 2011)[6].

Crick and Goldspink (2014) refer to the link between learning dispositions, agency and
identity and how students’ thinking about these concepts, such as self-efficacy, frames their
future learning trajectories. While university programmes generally address knowledge
generation, Crick et al (2015) argue that forming a learning identity is also “pedagogically
significant”.
The research of Thomas (2013) reports that
...students often experience stress, uncertainty and use ineffective learning strategies when
they are not supported to understand how to direct their own learning... findings suggest that
learners can demonstrate increases to cognitive and metacognitive functioning, as well as
self-efficacy through engagement with a program to support self-regulated learning...

However, Thomas (2013) also found that there are “significant challenges to encouraging all
students to engage with such a program”.
Buckingham Shum and Crick (2012) point out that the development of self-regulation and
self-efficacy impacts not just student performance at university but also their performance in
the workplace:
Theoretical and empirical evidence in the learning sciences substantiates the view that deep
engagement in learning is a function of a complex combination of learners’ identities,
dispositions, values, attitudes and skills. When these are fragile, learners struggle to achieve
their potential in conventional assessments, and critically, are not prepared for the novelty and
complexity of the challenges they will meet in the workplace, and the many other spheres of
life which require personal qualities such as resilience, critical thinking and collaboration skills.
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As more academics adopt blended learning environments in their subjects, these students
are at greater risk of not successfully completing their subjects, with a worst case scenario of
multiple failures and hence of subsequently dropping out of their course.
Before self-efficacy, agency and other personal characteristics can be developed students
need a language to describe these concepts so that they can think about them and talk about
them with each other and with their instructors. Conceptual frameworks are useful for guiding
data collection and analysis in a research environment, and just as useful in practice for
guiding thinking about the various aspects of a phenomenon and the relationships between
these aspects. This paper reports how the use of a learning framework, the Crick Learning
for Resilient Agency (CLARA) with first year engineering students in two Australian
universities has provided us with information about their learning dispositions and given them
a language to think about their learning.

Background
The CLARA framework (Learningemergence, 2015) includes eight elements which have
been found to contribute to learning ability. These include:
mindful agency: incorporates managing the processes of learning, managing the feelings
associated with challenge, and agency in taking responsibility for learning
purposes, processes and procedures. It integrates three distinct strands in
the research literature: metacognition, the role of affect in self-regulation, and
self-efficacy or agency;
sense making: is about making connections between ideas, memories, knowledge, skills,
facts and experience – and making meaning of them in relation to each new
context of learning and performance;
creativity: is a function of imagination, intuition, risk- taking and playfulness. Playfulness is a
way of exploring ideas and testing alternative pathways for problem-solving.
It is also instrumental to seeing problems with a ‘different lens’ which is
important in shifting paradigms and worldviews;
curiosity: is about the desire to investigate, find more out and ask questions. A curious
learner does not simply accept what they are told without wanting to know for
themselves whether and why it’s true;
belonging: is about how much a learner feels part of a ‘learning community’, a group with a
shared commitment to learn, improve and do better, whether at school, at
work, at home or in the wider community. This learning community provides
guidance, support and encouragement in relation to learning;
collaboration: the skills to learn through relationships with other people. It’s about solving
problems by talking them through with others, generating new ideas through
listening carefully, making suggestions and responding positively to
feedback;
hope and optimism: hope is related to initiating and sustaining progress towards a goal and
hence it is closely related to optimism and self-efficacy; and
openness to learning: is about being open to multiple ways of approaching learning. This
dimension is on a spectrum from ‘fragile and dependent’ at one end (likely to
give up easily and depend on external validation for each step in a problem
solution) and ‘rigidly persistent’ at the other (determined to keep doing things
the way they always have and less inclined to listen to others). Either end of
the spectrum is sub-optimal for learning.
An online survey tool asks students a series of questions and on completion it provides
immediate feedback on an individual’s profile against the eight dimensions of the model in
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the form of a spider diagram which can be used for reflection and a starting point for
changing the habits of mind that shape the way an individual responds to a learning
opportunity (see Figure 1).

Implementation
After ethics approval, the CLARA survey was administered to first year engineering students
during the Autumn 2017 semester at an urban and a regional university in Australia. Both
subjects in which the CLARA survey was implemented were engineering design subjects
where students were required to work in small groups to create a project plan, in the case of
the regional university, and a 3D printed artefact, in the case of the urban university.
Students at both universities were introduced to the elements of the CLARA profile along with
related concepts such as self-efficacy, reflection, metacognition, resilience, agency and
horizons for action (Hodkinson and Sparkes 1997). The aim of including this content and
related activities in their curriculum was to help them develop a language to think about and
talk about their learning, to allow them to assess, monitor and evaluate their current strengths
and weaknesses and monitor their progress in development of these personal aptitudes
needed for learning. The presentation of the CLARA framework during lecture time was
supplemented at both universities by tutorial activities. A tutor training session was run at
each university so that tutors could experience the activities that students would be engaged
in and ask questions and provide feedback on the tutorial design.
The tutorials were run after students had completed their personal CLARA profile and
attended the relevant lecture on the framework. During the tutorial tutors summarized the
elements of the framework again then divided students into groups of three or four. Each
group was allocated one of nine engineering student personas. The group used the
description of the persona to draw a CLARA diagram, identify at least one aspect of the
framework that could be improved and then generate actions/strategies that could be taken to
improve the identified aspect of learning. The tutorials concluded with each group explaining
to the whole tutorial why the CLARA diagram they drew represents the engineering persona
and presenting what actions could be taken to develop the identified dimension of the
framework.
The engineering student personas are compilations of common characteristics of engineering
students. Personas have been used in areas such as health technologies (LeRouge et al
2013) and more generally in product design (Miaskiewicz & Kozar 2011). The aim of using
these personas was that students would be able to identify with the narratives of different
personas and assess the impact of various characteristics on the developmental trajectory of
these personas. This would enable students to discuss and reflect on profiles that are similar
to their own, and identify strategies for their own development, without needing to reveal their
own profile. Although they are fictional characters personas reflect authentic characteristics of
real students. Each persona narrative has been validated with a range of engineering
academics and students across the country. Feedback from academics and students was
also used to ensure that the group of personas represents major cohorts within engineering
programs at various universities. For example, the original group of personas was presented
at Charles Sturt University and engineering academics there suggested the addition of a
persona with a rural/farm background so ‘Andrew’ was created. Andrew’s description is as
follows and provides an example of the types of narrative written for each persona:
Andrew grew up on a farm in Western NSW and enjoyed tinkering with tractors, farm
machinery, and motorbikes so he decided to study engineering. He worked hard during the
HSC and particularly focussed on higher level maths and physics and so found those subjects
pretty easy when he hit university. He didn’t have to study much in first year and so spent a lot
of time with his friends in university housing. He is really social and enjoys living with other
people after growing up in an isolated community. However, sometimes his socialising gets in
the way of uni and although his strong high school results carried him through the start of first
year, as the content becomes increasingly complex he is starting to struggle a bit. Through
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his farming experience, he understands the practical parts of design and making sure things
are easy to repair, but he isn’t doing as well as he’d like in the project based assignments.
One of his favourite parts of UTS is working with the Motorsports Team. He has really enjoyed
getting to know other students who love working on cars. His plan is to go into farm machinery
design when he graduates, although he’s not that optimistic that he’ll be able to find work in
Australia and hasn’t been able to think about where else he could work instead. He is finding
it hard seeing how the skills, knowledge and experience from studying engineering might
transfer to a different career path, and remains rigidly interested in farm machinery design.

The complete list of personas and their descriptions is available on the aaee-scholar site
(http://aaee-scholar.pbworks.com/w/page/1177054/FrontPage) under workshop materials for
the OLT Fellowship ‘Identity, Agency and helping STEM students understand learning’.
These personas are written for a University of Technology Sydney (UTS) context so UTSspecific details were changed and the descriptions fitted into the urban and regional university
environments which are reported in this paper.
Observations were carried out at four tutorials at the urban university to determine how well
students were able to use the CLARA framework to describe the learning characteristics of
the engineering student persona allocated to their group and generate strategies to
strengthen the chosen characteristic.
Both universities set low stakes reflective writing tasks for their students related to their use
of the CLARA profile. Analysis of the regional university students’ comments is based on
their response to the prompt:
What study skills and professional attributes do you believe you could develop further as you
progress towards your chosen profession? (hint: The CLARA Framework presented in week 2
is a helpful tool to develop this section)

We also analysed text from students at the urban university responding to the question:
How does the learning profile differ from how you have seen yourself?

Samples were drawn from all submitted text to ensure a mix of overall subject grades,
gender, and domestic and international students. Twenty-seven reports were drawn for the
regional sample and twenty-four for the urban sample. Individual students were coded
according to their overall grade, gender and national/international student status (eg. HDa MI
– High Distinction student a, male, international).
Reflections were coded in QSR Nvivo 10 using the CLARA framework as a pre-defined node
structure. Instances where students directly discussed elements of the framework or
recounted experiences and insights attributable to one or more elements of the framework
were coded. Surface level statements referring to the framework without detail or insight (e.g.
“my sense making improved on the second survey.” - with no further commentary) were not
coded.
This paper reports on data drawn from student CLARA profiles, tutorial observations and
student reflective writing tasks to investigate whether first year engineering students could use
the language of the framework to describe aspects of their own learning and which aspects of
the framework resonated most strongly with these students.

Findings and Discussion
At the urban university 499 of 520 students undertook the CLARA survey (response rate of
96%) and at the regional university 350 of 446 students completed it (response rate of 78%).
This gave us a total of 849 student CLARA profiles.
Figure 1 shows the averaged results for each element of the CLARA framework at the
regional university. Figure 2 shows the averaged results for each element of this framework
at the urban university.
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Figure 1: Averaged CLARA profile results from a regional university, n = 350.

Figure 2: Averaged CLARA profile results from an urban university, n = 499.

The relative shape of the overall profiles for these universities is similar. The early semester
results show that these first year engineering students are weakest in creativity and mindful
agency, and strongest in sense making and collaboration. Since these profiles were
generated from surveys undertaken in week 2 of semester at each university the relative
strengths and weaknesses of each cohort is more likely to be a reflection of the NSW
secondary school environment than any experience undertaken at their respective
universities. These profiles suggest that students in engineering programs would benefit
from learning activities designed to encourage creativity. However, to increase retention
rates for the first semester of first year we recommend focussing on developing mindful
agency and belonging, leveraging of the cohort’s relative strength in collaboration to do so
with collaborative learning activities
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In the observed tutorials student groups generally engaged well although to start with there
was some confusion about exactly what the terms in the framework mean e.g. not
associating self-efficacy with hope and optimism, not understanding the difference between
collaboration and belonging. This was overcome by referring students to the tutorial
resource materials which included definitions of each term. They were then able to point to
elements of the description of the persona which prompted their rating “We rated her high on
belonging because….”; “He shows low creativity here where it says…”. Students drew the
persona’s profiles on the whiteboard so that everyone in the tutorial could see all of them at
once and compare profiles.
Student groups typically suggested only one strategy to develop the element of the
framework they had identified for development. These strategies were usually not very
creative, like ‘go to lectures’. This demonstrates the limited horizons of action of many of
these first year engineering students and reflects the relatively low creativity result in the
aggregated profiles in Figure 1 and 2.
It was interesting that in one tutorial it was suggested that Merindah, Jessika and Regina (all
female personas not confident with maths) should think about changing out of the
engineering program – this was the only observed tutorial where a group suggested that
personas should withdraw from engineering. The option to withdraw from engineering was
not suggested for male personas who were similarly not confident with maths, nor for the
male persona who was described as having difficulty with writing. The CLARA tutorial
exercise prompted this gendered attitude to be articulated and hence potentially interrogated,
which may not otherwise occur in typical engineering learning activities.

Reflection Analysis
The distribution of references or comments attributable to each dimension of the CLARA
framework are summarised in Figure 3. Most students at both universities mostly commented
on mindful agency and collaboration. The regional university students referred to elements
of the CLARA framework more frequently than students at the urban university, except for
sensemaking (frequency the same at both universities) and creativity (higher frequency at
the urban university). The higher frequency of references to the CLARA framework at the
regional university may be partially attributed to the fact that the reflective writing task was
undertaken at the end of the semester, compared to the urban university where the reflective
writing task was undertaken in week 3. The student cohort at the urban university were 44%
international students which may also have affected the amount of text they produced.
However, analysis of the student texts showed that they were able to use the language of the
CLARA framework to describe and reflect on aspects of their own approach to learning,
which is what we were investigating. Remaining comments focus on collaboration, mindful
agency and belonging.
Collaboration
Comments relating to students’ experience of task-focused teamwork and group interaction,
and experiences of learning-focused interaction were coded as collaboration. Many
comments on collaboration were also related to beliefs, values and intentions for action.
These were also coded under other headings such as Mindful Agency and Belonging.
The regional university subject relied predominantly on team-based learning activities,
meaning students’ success was highly dependent on the formation of strong working
relationships with other students. Unsurprisingly, coding of reflections revealed a strong
emphasis on collaboration over other themes. The urban university also incorporated a
substantial component of team-based learning, but to a lesser extent than the regional one.
Most comments from regional university students discussed issues of team function in
achieving the set assessment task and thoughts on what worked well or what could work well
in future. Most reflections included comments attributing learning and academic success to
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collaborative partnerships and strong teamwork, with a smaller number highlighting team
dysfunction as a feature.

Figure 3: Summary of coding from students’ reflective texts

Some students remarked how the team-based approach in the subject had a developmental
role, encouraging them to become more collaborative in their approach to learning in contrast
to their usual preference for individual study: “As I have always preferred being a solo
learner, this improvement is immense, and is one that could still be developed further”
(Regional, HDb FD). Of the students who expressed frustration at the poor team function and
lack of support from team members, most commented on how their own actions may have
contributed to this. Some appeared to see team dysfunction as an outcome of leadership:
“What I would do differently is to make sure that each member is adequately doing their work
at the start” (Regional, HDd MD). Other students by contrast identified the need to spend
more time developing relationships within the team and the benefits of learning to open up to
other team members’ contributions: “A lot of negatives or areas where I could improve also
showed, with time management, organisation, motivation and willingness to listen and adjust
to others ideas” (Regional, Cb MD). This contrast highlights different approaches to
teamwork – people management vs. collaboration. Suggestions for improvements and
personal skill development mostly focused on improving timeliness of individual contributions
to team tasks, having more open and honest communication between team members, and
addressing problems early.
By contrast, comments on collaboration from urban university students were more focused
on learning and approaches to study than any discrete assessment tasks which is in line with
the focus presented in their face-to-face sessions. Collaboration was also a less common
focus of reflection although still the most common topic overall. Many students valued
collaborative approaches to learning. However, comments indicating a preference for
individual work or positioning collaboration as a reliance on others were also common:
I differ to the results provided as I see myself as one who is able to persist through
difficult learning experiences, and although I prefer to work in collaboration with
others, I am still able to understand knowledge and concepts on my own (Urban,
C6 MD)
I realise I love collaboration and studying with friends, since it can become an
encouragement or motivation to me. Studying alone can be boring sometimes, yet
for certain studies, I prefer it to be that way because sometimes I rationalise faster
and better alone” (Urban, D4 MD)
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This was a feature largely absent from the regional university reflections but may reflect the
different nature of the reflection prompts, timing of reflection and design of assessment tasks.
Mindful Agency
Mindful agency also featured strongly. At the regional university this was less often referred
to directly, whereas it was usually explicitly mentioned at the urban university. Comments
coded as Mindful Agency were evidence of students’ managing the process of learning –
discussing actions taken in response to experiences, discussing feelings associated with
learning, taking responsibility for goal-setting, and/or engaging in learning as a process. The
prominence of this theme is unsurprising given the nature of the data – a reflective report or
ePortfolio entry – but does indicate that students are broadly considering their own
responses, feelings, and preferences in learning and the impact of their decisions and
actions. Students with Credit, Distinction, and High Distinction grades tended to make
numerous and detailed statements with reference to specific events. Students with Pass or
Fail grades in the unit overall provided more limited reflections and less evidence of mindful
agency.
Reflections coded as Mindful Agency were diverse in their focus, but were widely influenced
by the language of the CLARA framework:
I believe my mindful agency increased due to the amount of planning involved in
undertaking such a big project and my need to reflect constantly on previous
milestones to improve our marks. (Regional, Cf FD)
I’m studying Design in Architecture/ Civil Engineering. These two interlinked fields
requires two different learning approaches. For Architecture, I have learnt to value
collaboration, sharing of ideas with fellow classmates. The overly competitive
classmates often inhibited the studio learning process. Despite the assessments
being predominantly individual, we learnt that the fastest way to improve was to
learn from each other (in addition to the tutors) (Urban, D5 MD)
With the amount of stress, I believe that I was not mindful of most of my actions.
Most of the semester, I had to do certain things because I had no other option. I
never took time to reflect which is why my mindful agency did not increase.
(Regional, Dc FI)
However, I didn’t realise I lacked in the mindful agency department that much but
seeing it in my answers and responses has really opened my mind to what else I
could be lacking in... My lack of persistence will probably be my downfall in future
and seeing my learning profile has put it in a way so it’s clear to me… I knew that I
tended to follow a certain way and how I was taught and I knew that I didn’t try to
create my own methods for solutions because I didn’t try to expand on it and think
outside the box. (Urban, D6 FD)

Some students also commented on aspects in their profile which did not change and
reflecting on why this may be the case. Other students did not refer to the survey results at
all, but still used the language of the CLARA framework. Interestingly, despite direct advice in
the assessment criteria, around one third of students in the sample did not refer to the
CLARA framework at all. Reflections that did follow the framework tended to address a
greater range of learning experience.
Overall, few students’ reflections provided evidence of Mindful Agency during the semester
with the exception of developing collaborative skills and addressing team function. Plans or
developmental goals were put forward as future responses to feelings, learning experiences,
decisions and choices over the whole semester. To support students in their development of
mindfulness and agency, more regular prompts for reflection may be required.
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Belonging
Comments coded as Belonging referred to individuals’ sense of connection to others, to the
university, and to the profession. The regional university students’ reflections were submitted
at the conclusion of a team-based design unit which for most was a first year, first semester
unit. The unit itself had been designed in part to help students make connections in their
transition to university. This was apparent in students’ reflections on their sense of belonging.
Students’ tended to discuss their interaction with team members and other members of
tutorial classes over the course of the semester as either fostering a greater sense of
connection, or diminishing it. Of the 16 students in the sample who made reference to their
sense of belonging, only four referred to it in a negative sense. All four negative instances
were attributed to language issues as a barrier to connecting with others:
…because of my poor English skill, I am worry to discuss with group member face
to face, that result in I usually distracted due to I cannot understand their meaning
sometimes. (Regional, Fc MI)
The group I was in was most unenthusiastic and when [team member] left it was
downhill from there. Being grouped with 2 international students was difficult and I
found myself explaining many things to them, missing out on important lessons
myself. Overall, it was very frustrating to say the least. (Regional, Pd FD)

While all reported the need to (or for others to) improve language skills, none of these
students reported actions taken to overcome this barrier. This suggests that future focus on
developing students’ agency as a component of learning skill should pay particular attention
to strategies for working through language barriers. Belonging was less commonly discussed
by the urban university students, only four making reflective commentary on their sense of
belonging. All appeared to conflate Belonging with Collaboration which suggests that
understanding of Belonging as defined by the framework was less well understood by this
cohort. Again, this may be a result of having 44% international students at the urban
university.

Conclusions
Findings from this study show that incorporating a learning framework into the curriculum of
engineering subjects helped students develop a language to think about and talk about their
learning. This allows them to assess, monitor and evaluate their current strengths and
weaknesses and monitor their progress in development of the personal aptitudes needed for
learning. The aggregated profiles show that these first year engineering students are
weakest in creativity and mindful agency, and strongest in sense making and collaboration.
These profiles suggest that students in engineering programs would benefit from learning
activities designed to encourage creativity. However, to increase retention rates for the first
semester of first year we recommend focussing on developing mindful agency and
belonging, leveraging of the cohort’s relative strength in collaboration to do so with
collaborative learning activities. Furthermore, the specific tutorial activities provided an
opportunity to identify and discuss otherwise unexamined attitudes to who ‘belongs’ in
engineering.
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SESSION: C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT Work placement, a form of work Integrated learning (WIL), is a planned period of
learning in industry that is intended to give students practical experience of their field as well
as meet specified learning objectives. Researchers claim that effective mentoring is one of
the antecedents of successful student learning during placement. In South Africa, the
National Diploma in Mechanical Engineering has a prescribed work placement duration of
twelve months. From 2019, the work placement duration will be reduced to six months. The
reduced duration demands accelerated workplace learning, that can be achieved through
adoption of strategies such as effective mentoring, to offset the WIL benefit tempering effect
of the shortened duration

PURPOSE The research question for the study as follows: How do various conceptions and
elements of workplace mentoring influence mechanical engineering students’ perceptions of
its effectiveness?

APPROACH This paper reports on a qualitative study that is based on 21 cases of
mechanical engineering students from a single university of technology in South Africa.
Qualitative data was collected through interviews, and from student work placement
logbooks. The data was analysed using the Miles and Huberman’s approach to develop
patterns, themes, and clusters which were then compared with the core concepts of
traditional and cognitive apprenticeship frameworks.
RESULTS It emerged from the study that the efficacy of mentoring during work placement
depends on the interaction of pre-placement expectations versus work practicalities,
perceived mentor qualities, mentoring functions, mentor-protégé relationship and the learning
environment. Pre-placement expectations clouded the students’ judgement of the quality of
mentoring that they received during their placement. Unrealised expectations affected how
they perceived their mentor, how they participated in the mentor-protégé relationship and
their response to the industry mentors’ mentoring functions. The learning environment during
placement provided an opportunity for students to recognise limitations in their own
knowledge and afforded them the opportunity to develop learning strategies that they can
use to acquire industry specific heuristic tactics that are essential for competent
performance.

CONCLUSIONS The study found that pre-placement expectations vs work practicalities-,
mentoring functions, mentor-protégé relationship and the learning environment are the key
drivers of the mentoring process and the resulting workplace learning. The study also found
that most WIL mentoring is ad hoc. Industry mentors adopt mentoring functions that are not
aligned with a particular apprenticeship approach. The adopted techniques fit in-between
traditional and cognitive apprenticeships.
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workplace mentoring, work placement, students’ perceptions
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Introduction
Work integrated learning (WIL) in the form of work placement has been part of the diploma
offerings of South African Universities of Technology since their inception. Work placement is
a planned period of learning in industry that is intended to give students practical experience
in their field, as well as meeting specified learning objectives. Helyer and Lee (2014) claim
that the work experience provided by WIL is one of the best ways to improve student
employability. Tong and Kram (2013) claim that the accelerated learning curves that have
been shown amongst mentored workers, highlight mentoring as one of the strategies that
can provide faster competency development.
The duration of work placement for the post-1993 mechanical engineering national diploma
programme is twelve months. This is about to change as the diploma, in its current format, is
going to be phased out in 2019. It will undergo several changes and will henceforth involve a
work placement duration of six months. This reduced work placement duration demands
accelerated learning to offset the WIL benefit tempering effect of the shortened duration (Coll
et al., 2009).
Eby, Brown, and George (2014) define mentoring as a dyadic developmental relationship
embedded within the organisational context between a more experienced individual, a
mentor, and a less experienced individual, a protégé. They note that mentoring can be formal
(initiated by an organisation) or informal, even naturally occurring (initiated without
organisational involvement).
Mentors provide both vocational and relational support to their protégés. Lankau and
Scandura (2002) indicate that vocational support is geared towards facilitating technical
learning within the context of work. The mentors provide their protégés with learning
opportunities and guidance that promote development of technical competency. Lankau and
Scandura (2002) further indicate that relational support assists the protégé to understand the
interconnectedness of workplace roles, functions, and people. They explain that mentors
also expose their protégés to their networks, providing them with access to expertise and
views that would otherwise not have been available to them.
Vocational mentoring during WIL mostly takes an apprenticeship-like approach. During WIL,
mentoring can be ad hoc or take the form of either traditional apprenticeship or cognitive
apprenticeship, depending on the nature of the skills that are to be taught and the
circumstances of the workplace. Collins and Kapur (2014) state that during traditional
apprenticeship, an apprentice works very closely with the expert, referred to as the master,
and is supervised in every aspect of the learning experience. Collins, Brown, and Newman
(1987) indicate that traditional apprenticeship focuses on teaching skills in the context of their
use: within the situated learning environment. They claim that the skills that are to be learned
are inherent to the task itself. Collins, Brown, and Holum (1991) explain that traditional
apprenticeship is suited to teaching performance of tasks whose required skills are externally
visible; that is, readily available to the student for observation. In their view, traditional
apprenticeship is amenable to teaching crafts such as welding, boiler making, fitting, and
turning and plumbing.
Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) explain that cognitive apprenticeship differs from
traditional apprenticeship in that it focuses on cognitive aspects of performance, rather than
psychomotor skills. Both traditional and cognitive apprenticeship use observation, coaching,
and scaffolding as teaching and learning strategies (Collins, 2006). However, cognitive
apprenticeship extends teaching to include the mostly cognitive strategies of articulation,
reflection, and exploration. Collins and Kapur (2014) claim that cognitive apprenticeship
promotes competency development by bringing the master’s strategic knowledge into the
open, thus allowing the apprentice to engage with it. They state that the acquisition of
strategic knowledge allows apprentices to generalise learnt skills; to know when a certain
skill is applicable and to be able to transfer their gained skills to novel situations.
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Eby et al. (2014) write of the challenges they face in giving practical advice to mentors and
protégés on how to develop effective and beneficial mentoring relationships. They attributed
these challenges to the gap that exists in literature regarding causal mechanisms of effective
mentoring. They propose personal learning as one of the causal mechanisms for effective
mentoring.
This paper proposes another causal mechanism, namely the protégé’s perception of the
effectiveness of mentoring as a teaching and learning strategy. In contextualising this study,
the researcher sought to answer the question: How do various conceptions and elements of
workplace mentoring influence mechanical engineering students’ perceptions of its
effectiveness? In-depth understanding of these elements and conceptions would be
indispensable to the development of efficacious mentoring strategies that will work in shortduration work placements.

Approach
This paper reports on a qualitative study that is based on 21 cases of mechanical
engineering students from a single university of technology in South Africa. The students
were selected from a sampling frame of 245 students, using maximum variation purposeful
sampling. Maximum variation purposeful sampling is preferred in studies that seek to
discover patterns that cut across diversities of experiences. Participants of the study were
sampled across nationality, type and location of host company, and prior exposure to work
experience. One of the WIL coordinators served as a key informant for the study and
assisted in identifying participants who fitted the study criteria.
The study made use of interviews and student logbooks as the primary sources of data. It
also used observation to assist the researcher understanding the context of students’
experiences. Interviews were transcribed and logbook texts were retyped within Computer
Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS). The qualitative data was analysed
using Miles and Huberman’s approach. Initial codes and categories were developed from the
first six cases. These were processed into patterns, themes, and clusters by comparing them
with the core concepts of traditional and cognitive apprenticeship frameworks. A further
fifteen cases were used for checking the plausibility of the patterns and for verification of the
conceptual/theoretical coherence of the clusters and patterns.

Results
Five themes were identified within the mentoring cluster as constituting key aspects of
mentoring during work placement: pre-placement expectations versus work practicalities,
perceived mentor qualities, mentoring functions, mentor-protégé relationship and the learning
environment.

Theme 1:

Pre-placement expectations versus work practicalities

Students’ evaluation of the effectiveness of workplace mentoring was clouded by their preplacement expectations. Some of the students’ expectations were reinforced by those of the
University which were outlined in the learning manual. The University expects mentors to
expose and guide students to achieve the University’s WIL learning outcomes. Students
expected mentors to have a working understanding of the WIL student learning manual. This
was not always the case, as highlighted by Student 21:
As compared to what I read in my manual, there is a manual that we have for in-service. What
I have experienced so far, it’s just a complete opposite. When I read the manual, there is
expectations from the company and there are expectations from me. There are not into the
party, that company. (Student 21)

It seems, from the students’ perspective, that their mentors had to navigate trying to meet the
expectations of their employers, the students, and the University while balancing the
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constraints of daily work. Mentoring is a time-consuming exercise. Consequently,
organisations need to free up some mentoring time. This was not possible in cases where
senior staff served as mentors and resulted in availability challenges. For example, Student
8, whose mentor was responsible for two branches of the company, reported the following:
At the moment, the Quality Manager[mentor] is in PE. He comes maybe once in a week, once
a month, to come check this site, how it is, so I tell him, then we write our logbooks, then I ask
him to sign for what I have been doing. I interact with him over the phone and all that. (Student
8)

Theme 2:

Perceived mentor qualities

Students’ perceptions of workplace mentoring were moderated by their expectations and
conceptions of what constitutes good mentoring. Students indicated that they preferred to be
mentored by a supervisor who has the following qualities:
1.

The mentor should be technically knowledgeable

Students had a low opinion of mentors who were not able to provide solutions to their
technical challenges or direct them to where they would get help. If they thought that a
mentor was not knowledgeable about something, they tended to avoid the mentor and tried
to solicit help from their developmental networks: their co-workers, university peers and
family members. For example, Student 1 said the following:
I asked my mentor if the thing is going to work, the only thing he said was like, “I have no idea
what is going on there”… I speak to the guys, I hear how great their bosses are with them,
how much they help the students. Like, most of the feedback I get from other students is how
much they enjoy the in-service and how much they get helped. (Student 1)

2.

The mentor should have prior experience of mentoring students

Students preferred mentors who have experience in mentoring students. They believed that
such mentors know what is expected of them by the University. Student 4 suggested that
one of the reasons for him having a valuable experience was because:
There were many students before us. They do run a big in-service programme. I think they’re
meant to take two every six months. (Student 4)

3.

The mentor should be willing and accessible to mentor students

Students preferred mentors who were accessible and willing to attend to their challenges and
concerns. They became frustrated in cases where their mentors had taken a long time to
respond to their concerns. Student 5, who indicated that he had a positive WIL experience,
reported the following about his interactions with his mentor whom he said assisted him
settling in an unfamiliar role of managing mechanical engineering projects:
If you have any issues, fabrication, any questions, literally anything you want to know, you go
to him. He’s more than willing to help. No matter how silly your questions seems. (Student 5)

4.
The mentor should not be too senior within the organisation being unable to spare
sufficient time coaching students
Students reported that it was not always a good thing if the mentor was at a senior level in
the organisation. They regarded a good mentor to be one who is senior enough to be able to
allocate authentic and meaningful tasks to the students, but not too senior so as to be
accessible when needed. Students equated seniority with lack of availability. In response to a
question on who his mentor was, Student 4 said the following:
Yes, it started out as the GM of the company, but the GM was often away and too busy for us,
so it ended up being one of the senior project managers that have been there. (Student 4)
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Theme 3:

Mentoring functions

Students expected their mentors to coach their integration into the workplace, support them
in their learning efforts, and facilitate opportunities for meaningful engagement in work
activities. Student 13 aptly described this expectation as follows:
The one thing is that a student goes to in-service to be to be mentored, and treated right, and
shown how everything is done. (Student 13)

Students also expected from mentors to ensure that their work activities were properly
sequenced, based on their current and expected competence levels. In addition, mentors
were also expected to facilitate students’ attainment of expected work performance. In most
organisations, the students served real organisational functions. Therefore, they were
expected to become productive as soon as possible. Sometimes this resulted in students
being given complex and demanding tasks too soon. These students felt as if they were
thrown into the “deep end and expected to swim”.
In other cases, students performed the same functions throughout their placement period.
Thus, they continued to perform certain work functions long after their learning potential had
been fully exploited. Mentors were expected to ensure that students’ work functions served
both organisational and competence development goals. Some students were aggrieved that
their mentors were more interested in achieving organisational goals, compromising the WIL
learning outcomes in the process.

Theme 4:

Mentor-protégé relationship

In this study, the mentor was usually a departmental supervisor or manager. Mentorship was
assigned based on the person’s position within the organisation. It was not uncommon for a
mentor to have several protégés. In cases where the supervisor was unavailable, a
substitute mentor was assigned. In all the cases, there was minimal choice, particularly from
the protégé’s side, on who their mentor would be. However, this does not mean that students
were passive recipients of mentorship. They exercised personal agency. They actively
managed their relationship with their mentor. For example, Student 4 – whose mentor was
prone to outbursts of anger – indicated that she maintained a good working relationship with
her mentor despite his frequent outbursts by avoiding him when she sensed that he is likely
to shout at someone.
You become an operator and then you move into the CNC office. Once you’re done with that,
then you move on to becoming a junior project manager and you manage small projects .… I
had a good relationship with my mentor… And he will come back and shout at that person
because it took eight hours instead of four. You had to walk circles around him. (Student 4)

The mentor-protégé relationship was not unidirectional. It was affected by student behaviour,
work ethics and proactiveness. Mentors were more likely to allocate meaningful and
authentic tasks to students who were proactive. The impact of student personal agency was
highlighted by Student 19’s experience; she was ignored by her mentor until she proactively
asked him to be included in work assignments, which was transformative. Her recollection of
the experience also shows that mentors learn from their protégés too:
I actually stood up and went to my supervisor and I asked him if I would work outside with the
guys. And he didn’t mind because to him, it is like I am not even there. Then I went and
worked with the guys. After, – it was actually after two weeks – I went to him again and told
him that I now want to do maintenance, then he put me with somebody else and then after
that week, I went to him again and said that now I want to do pumps. He was actually getting
used to the system and that I was there. I started getting invites to the meetings, plant
meetings, cost meetings. I started being treated well and all those things. I started travelling to
other plants as well. (Student 19)

Student 19’s mentor will likely adopt a different approach should he or she mentor another
student in future.
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Theme 5:

Learning environment

Students expected their mentors to facilitate their exposure to meaningful and authentic work
tasks. They also expected their mentors to teach them industry-specific knowledge and
heuristic strategies that they would use to tackle work challenges. They recognised that
classroom learning does not provide them with opportunities to learn both domain and
heuristic knowledge. Student 1 aptly summarised the key limitations of student knowledge
before commencing work placement training and how mentors can add to a student’s
knowledge base:
The main thing he helps me on is what we didn’t study. We don’t know how big a pillow block
bearing for this type of problem should be. And where can I get this and where can I get that.
But the design is my own. The building and the design is my own but he helps me on where I
can get the stuff, will this part fit and the specs and stuff like that but the design work is my
own. It’s not stuff that one would study from a book. (Student 1)

Discussion
A key concept that has emerged from the study is that the efficacy of mentoring during work
placement depends on the interaction of pre-placement expectations versus work
practicalities, perceived mentor qualities, mentoring functions, mentor-protégé relationship
and the learning environment. A schematic representation of this interaction is shown in
Figure 1.
Pre-placement expectations were the lens through which the students saw mentor qualities.
Perceived mentor qualities influenced the way students responded to their mentors. Students
developed a negative attitude towards mentors whom they perceived as not technically
knowledgeable, unavailable, or unwilling to provide the required guidance. In such
circumstances, students turned to their developmental networks for guidance or resorted to
soliciting third-party mentoring.

Mentoring
functions

Preplacement
expectations
vs work
practicalities

Perceived
mentor
qualities

Learning
environment

Mentorprotege
relationship

Figure 1: Relationships between mentoring elements during work placement

The mentor-protégé relationship is bi-directional; its development depends on both the
student and the mentor. When it thrives, it has a positive effect on perceived mentor quality
and the learning environment. On the other hand, poor mentoring and an ineffective learning
environment may cause a breakdown in the mentor-protégé relationship, which in turns
exacerbate mentoring difficulties. In two cases during this study, such breakdowns in the
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mentor-protégé relationship had a further reciprocal effect on the mentoring functions and
continued to circle out. A fixable challenge, such as mentor availability, produced mentorprotégé conflict that escalated to the point of the protégé leaving the organisation. However,
in instances where students felt that they would still benefit from staying on, they found a way
of managing the mentor-protégé relationship. As per Bandura’s (1997) assertion, students
are active participants in their learning. This was demonstrated in this study through student
proactivity and its impact on the mentor-protégé relationship.
Mentoring functions also influence the mentor-protégé relationship. Students who were given
complex work assignments during the initial period of their placement felt alienated and
developed resentment towards their mentors. Students expected their mentors to guide them
in their work and to give them time to grow into their roles. One of the students commented
that they cannot be expected to master in twelve months the skills that their full-time
colleagues took years to perfect. Engineering students in the study by Coll et al. (2009)
expressed similar sentiments about the limiting effect of short duration WIL, although the
students participating in that study were in work placement only three months. It seems as if
the challenge has more to do with the timing of been given complex tasks. Students
expected their mentors to protect them from the taxing demands of the workplace. They
considered paced learning without the pressure of a full-time job as one of the major benefits
of work placement. When that support was not forthcoming, the students developed
resentment. It seems as if a mentor-protégé relationship is key to the perceived success of
the work placement.
A combination of mentoring functions constitutes a mentoring approach. In this study,
mentors mixed and matched functions depending on the circumstances. A mentor would
coach and provide scaffolding to his protégé, but would not afford the protégé an opportunity
to observe as the mentor performs an activity. In the study, mentors followed an ad hoc
approach; choosing what works while considering the time and organisational constraints.
The mentoring reported in this study did not follow the sequential phase of cognitive
apprenticeship as outlined by Collins and Kapur (2014); it fitted somewhere between
traditional and cognitive apprenticeship.
Another key concept that emerged from the study is students’ perception of the nature of
knowledge that is required for competent performance in the workplace. The students
believed that the acquisition of heuristic knowledge and people skills are the major benefits
that are gained from work placement. This is similar to the findings reported by Eby et al.
(2014) that mentoring aids a protégé’s personal learning. The students recognise that the
broadness of the mechanical engineering field and the nature of the industry-specific
knowledge that is required, make it impossible for universities to address all the knowledge
and skills that students require to be work-ready. Work placement programmes provide
students with the opportunity to recognise the limitations of their own knowledge and to
develop learning strategies that they can use in acquiring the necessary knowledge and
skills. They consider the knowledge gained at university as a springboard for obtaining
industry-specific and heuristic knowledge that is required for work readiness and
employability.

Conclusion
Students’ perceptions of the effectiveness of workplace mentoring are clouded by their preplacement expectations. The study found that pre-placement expectations versus work
practicalities, mentoring functions, mentor-protégé relationship and the learning environment
are the key drivers of the mentoring process and workplace learning. The study’s findings
seem to indicate that the mentor-protégé relationship has a pervasive effect on mentoring
and learning. Its bi-directional nature is a key influencer of the perceived success of the work
placement. The study also found that most WIL mentoring functions are ad hoc. They are not
aligned with a particular apprenticeship approach. Lastly, the study found that an effective
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mentoring process assists students in acquiring industry-specific and heuristic knowledge
that is required for competent performance.
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Abstract
The first steps toward innovative technologies in education are often initiated at individual
level, especially in small sized universities. Experiencing limitation in resources, teachers
hunt for the cost-effective, creative approaches, using open and easy to learn tools,
developed and proved models and time-saving methodologies. After implementation of
innovative learning designs, they try to justify the benefits for the students. Primarily, learning
outcomes and studentÕs satisfaction are evaluated. The paper describes technology-based
changes in teaching Theory of Inventive Problem SolvingÓ (TRIZ) course at Lappeenranta
University of Technology in a way of roadmap. It aims to reveal changes in learning process,
based on studentÕs satisfaction of traditional and flipped courses. The online part of the
course is built in a flipped classroom form using open e-learning platform, interactive video
hostings and Facebook group for materials delivery. The in-class sessions consists of
discussions with originally developed feedback system and problem-solving group works. The
data is gathered by the asynchronous surveys provided by the LUT administration and
specific surveys, customized by teachers and instructors of the course.
The results in blending of TRIZ course demonstrate how systematic creativity tools assist the
inventive course design and address the gaps and drawbacks in teaching. Shared student
feedback basically shows positive response to the teachers efforts.
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Introduction
Digitalization and total connectivity result in tectonic changes in many businesses. Uber,
AliBaba, AirBnB became the biggest taxi, retail or hospitality companies, respectively, having
zero tangible assets at the same time. It can be anxiously presumed that global
transformation period in education has just began. The main drivers of this transformation
are demonopolization, globalization, openness, flexibility and practice orientation. At the
same time, the trend of younger generation perception preferences can be added to this:
they prefer watching to reading, integration to deduction, multipurpose to concentration. And
teaching technologies that enable this transformation are typically named as e-learning or
digital education, blended learning, flipped classroom, project based learning and some
others.
Having agreed to this, at least partially, Òan old school professorÓ might revise her/his way of
teaching and face a number of questions. What should be digitized, flipped, project-based in
my course and what should stay as it is? What is the proper share of in-class and ÒoutdoorÓ
(computer-based) activities? How to bridge them? How much time is needed to produce one
time unit of teaching video? How to evaluate the efficiency of on-line and in class activities?
How technically demanding the digitalization is?
The paper presents rather initial speculation on the subject than solid statistically supported
general results. At the same time, a very specific experience of transformation of one of the
courses taught at university for a number of years is presented. And this specific teaching
experience in rather new and unusual subject, is another focus of the research. The subject
is the systematic creativity, grounded mostly in TRIZ, the Theory for inventive problem
solving. The approach was introduced in 1956 (Altshuller, Shapiro, 1956) and made it way to
the public, industry and science, see recent reviews (Morhle, 2005, Ilevbar, 2014 and
Chechurin, 2016). Ironically, the subject should itself be the instrument of inventive changes
in the way of teaching. The experience of gradual migration from traditional class to flipped
one, the first statistics on results and lessons learnt are supposed to be the main contribution
of the report.

Background
Worldwide interest to TRIZ has slightly decreased in the recent years. The amount of
scientific papers for the term ÒTRIZÓ in Article title, Abstract, Keywords are currently in the
ÒFadeÓ stageÓ. According to Google Trends, the current frequency of search term is low,
constituting 30% percent of the maximum in 2004. The interest by region tool shows mainly
developing countries in Asia. Worth to mention, that relatively strong surge of interest varies
for the regions with the highest proportion of people searching for the term ÒTRIZÓ: Angola
(Oct. 2005), Trinidad & Tobago (Feb. 2004), South Korea (Sep.2004), Mozambique (Feb.
2006), Taiwan (Nov. 2006), Brasil (Aug. 2017), Peru (Apr. 2004), Iran (Feb. 2004). The
amount of papers in Finland is negligibly small and the overall interest to the term in the
country goes down with the highest peak in February 2015.
The inventive design requires special knowledge and innovative solutions. TRIZ is a
systematic tool to support idea generation and inventing. Many researchers conclude that
companies appreciate introduction of TRIZ approach to business practises (Ilevbare, 2013).
Companies are the main consumers of TRIZ education. While service providers are mostly in
consulting, the professional TRIZ education, including e-learning tools, remains largely
commercial and proprietary. It results in limited information and access to the TRIZ in the
open online environment.
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TRIZ is taught in a number of universities across Europe, however the hubs remain small.
Having been applied to engineering problems, generally it is a part of the programs in
Industrial Engineering or Mechanical Engineering departments. Teachers use traditional
lecture-based learning design in for TRIZ courses. Scopus database search query TITLEABS-KEY ( triz ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( blended AND learning ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (
moocs ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( e-learning ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( flipped AND classroom
) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( video ) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ( online AND learning) yields 18
papers only. 9 papers describe the digitalised ways of teaching TRIZ, two of them describe
TRIZ application for classroom digitalisation and others are not relevant. The authors
develop the online or blended approaches and environments (Jou, 2010), game based TRIZ
learning (Leung, 2007).
TRIZ digital resources for education are limited or old fashioned and do not satisfy the sort of
standards of constantly changing user-friendly interfaces. For instance, the acknowledged
software packages (Ilevbare, 2013) are either not available (Innovation WorkBenchs by
Ideation International), or expensive (Goldfire by Invention Machine, TriSolver) or seems oldfashioned in terms of design adaptivity (Creax Innovation Suite). First five pages of Google
search for term ÒTRIZÓ yield mainly the textual online manuals like ÒOxford CreativityÓ, ÒThe
TRIZ JournalÓ, ÒCreating mindsÓ. The only one user-friendly tool TRIZ40 that seems to be
quite popular, but unfortunately reduces the whole method to contradiction table, a particular
and superficial tool. There are some open online courses within the modern e-learning
platforms on OpenEDU and 4Brain platforms but they are in Russian language only. TRIZ
courses are not found in Linda, EDX, Coursera and other major e-learning platforms.
ÒBioTRIZÓ and other personal channels are found in YouTube but not much activity detected.
Thus it tells that TRIZ coverage in open online space is small and more powerful learning
massive open online resources do not contain any TRIZ courses or even any references to
them.

Case
Course redesign (From traditional to flipped classroom)
It was presumed that the creative thinking should be taught creatively, using largely the
advances of digital medium changes. 3 year long TRIZ deployment project co-sponsored by
Finnish government, LUT and a number of industrial companies (ABB, Konecranes,
TuuliSaima and Innotiimi) was used to conduct the training for engineers, analyse the results
and redesign the course. Having started with traditional deck of presentation slides the
materials were selectively converted into videos and used for regular courses of TRIZ in LUT
also.
Pioneered in 2011, the intensive course on Systematic creativity and TRIZ has been taught
by the authors at the department of Industrial Engineering and Management of the School of
Business and Management of Lappeenranta University of Technology (Finland). Currently,
there are two main forms: standard (long) and intensive (short). Long course lasts 1 period
(two months) with the total workload of 156 hours (lectures 28 h., exercises 28 h., teamwork
38 h., reading 49 h., exam 13 h.), which is equal to 6 credits. The short-term course within
summer and winter school includes two levels of TRIZ ÒSystematic creativity- TRIZ basics
and ÒInventive Product Design and Advanced TRIZ courseÓ. The total workload of each
course is 78 hours, where lectures and exercises take 24 hours, teamwork and a limited
project work are equal to 20 hours, 8 hours of presentations with the results of project work
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and 26 hours of independent work. The grades are evaluated mainly based on the final
project work.
From 2011 to 2015, there were no significant changes in a course design in terms of the
structure. The first attempt to re-arrange the course was done within the Summer school
intensive in 2016. The target was flipped classroom design, where the in-class time is
devoted to activities and pure lecture is substituted with digital preparation materials, mainly
videos.
Fig.1 compares the transition from traditional to flipped classroom design. There are three
different designs of the same short- term course, which are described in terms of elements
and duration of the course. First, the videos were implemented. Following that, the design
was extended by quizzes and other materials, which were gathered on the open e-learning
platform ÒThinkificÓ as a 6 modules course http://triz.thinkific.com. For the Summer school
2017, the EDpuzzle web-based platform combined videos with instant questions. In addition,
the in-class part was activated. The students were randomly grouped in four teams. Each
team had its mentor, a PhD student. Class activities consisted of generation of ideas,
quizzes, games, role changes, cases, teamwork. Having been implemented, discussion in
the beginning of the class connected the online and offline parts. Pure lecturing part was
practically eliminated.

Figure 1: Course redesign from Traditional to Flipped classroom

Instant Feedback system development
The design of the instant feedback system was inspired by the following very generic, even
philosophical principles of TRIZ:
● A single useful action should be redesigned periodic, the periodic should become
continuous. (ÒContinuity of useful actionÓ inventive principle)
● A system should be designed dynamic and adaptive. It is to address the challenges
and changes from the outside immediately (ÒTrend of dynamizationÓ of TESE, trends
of engineering system evolution)
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●

Redesign of a system should increase its ideality. Ideal system is the system where
even the most aggressive design ambitions, have become true without compromising
the cost or any design generated harmful factors (Ideal final result, IFR concept).

These principles were a good departure point (and navigation tool) for the course
improvement ideation. They were read as follows:
● Ideally, the teaching session is adaptive, the pace of teaching, the contents, the
number of examples, the background of examples and other elements are to be
chosen immediately to have its maximum efficiency on the participants.
● The feedback system should enable continuous reading the satisfaction of the
audience, especially in the case when the audience is big (visual or verbal personal
contacts are limited) or new (requires some time to comfort itself with new
teacher/presenter and start reacting more open).
● The system should be light, transparent, easy to use, using the existing resources (no
additional devices is needed).
The prototype for the system was found in some advanced universities (like MIT) that
practiced an Òextra screenÓ in lecture room. The second screen is used by the audience to
tweet immediate feedback, questions or suggestions, openly, visibly but without interruption
of the teaching. Being functionally exactly what we wanted to reach, the prototype turned out
to be technically demanding. Indeed, it requires one more screen, projector and internet
connection (with subscription to either messaging service like Twitter, or web chat room).
Instead the authors piloted and experimented the feedback system that delivers the
audienceÕs comments to the same screen, over the presented materials. Comparing to
Twitter-like solutions, it limits the dialog by one room and gives anonymous access without
registration. Unlike voting systems, it does not require special equipment and additional
screen like Slido, Tweedback. Communication is initiated by students rather than by
professor, whereas generally teachers use feedback systems to get answers on his/her
questions. The detailed description and prototype can be found here and tested on Windows
PC http://askbox.strikingly.com/. It is planned to improve current solution toward more
adaptive and autonomous system which enables not only commenting or questioning but
rather to transfer the current class mood to the teacher instantly.

Video recording
To substitute lectures by videos was the most radical, complicated and resource-intensive
element in the course transformation. From the beginning, the creative and resourceeffective approach for the video design and developments was used. Short (coffee break
long) recording meetings and smartphone camera shooting provided the first video samples.
They were used as the departure point for more structured and quality recordings later on. 5
core videos (1 hour long in total) covering 5 main topics took 10 hours of professor and 80
hours of assistant devotion. 90% of working time was spent on editing, the rest for the
meeting, preparation and recording (Shnai, 2016). The duration of each video was 10-15
minutes with 3-4 inner sections. The video typology was designed based on literature review
of flipped classroom experiments and on user-friendly videos in the MOOCs (Massive Open
Online Courses). To economize the cost, all videos were recorded using smartphone, tripod
with the free access to LUT studio with minimal equipment to control the sound, background
and light. Editing and design of videos were done by the assistant using free open software.
Subsequently, they were published on the open free YouTube host
https://youtu.be/OtHqqQa8Doo. Following that, the videos were embedded in open video or
learning management systems like Thinkific or Edpuzzle to integrate them with the full
course design.!
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Data collection and data analysis
To track studentÕs satisfaction two different surveys were conducted. The administration of
Lappeenranta University of Technology distributes to students a general questionnaire form
on completing the each course. In addition, studentÕs post-course asynchronous semistructured survey was developed with respect to more specific issues and elements in
course design. Questionnaire form was developed based on the rigorous literature review.
The data was collected after several days of course completion. Summer school course in
2017 attended 29 participants, mostly of MSc and PhD levels. Course participantsÕ ratio of
engineering background students and management was approximately 4:1. There were 3
guest students from China who did not take part in the LUT developed survey. The response
rate in general LUT survey was approximately 50% (13 respondents from 26 accounted
participants) and in the specific survey, conducted in the class, response rate was 100% (29
respondents from 29 participants). Furthermore, the entire process of flipped classroom
implementation was accompanied by observations. The paper presents only partial results
about student satisfaction from the latest redesigned course within Summer school 2017. In
addition to it, the qualitative guidelines and comments based on our overall experience are
given.

Course outcomes
Student satisfaction according to general survey provided by LUT
The student satisfaction for the Systematic Creativity and TRIZ basics was tracked from
2013 to 2017, where the first three years the courses were traditionally designed and last two
designed in the flipped form (X-axes). The Y-axes describes the student satisfaction in zero
to five scale. Mainly the satisfaction for this course is higher than 4.5. The percentages
written on each column show response rates for each course. The number of participants in
each year is not vary significantly in a range from 25 to 35. It can be traced that response
rate increases and the results of studentÕs satisfaction are more representative (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Student satisfaction of Systematic creativity and TRIZ course from 2013-2017

In addition, the student satisfaction by the course ÒSystematic Creativity and TRIZ basicsÓ
was compared to student satisfaction by other courses of Summer school 2017 in LUT. The
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student satisfaction constitutes average of course satisfaction and lecture satisfaction. Out of
14 summer school courses we analysed the responses on 10 courses, where the more
detailed overall satisfaction was given. These courses involve two levels of TRIZ ÒSystematic
Creativity and TRIZ basicsÓ and ÒInventive Product Design and Advanced TRIZ Òwhere the
first one was designed in flipped form. As on the Figure 2 above, Figure 3 shows the ÒOverall
satisfactionÓ with response rate.
The courses for 2017 are spread along x-axes. The same as on the graph above, y-axes
describes the student satisfaction. And the numbers on each column represent the response
rate for the course. The highest response rate is 60 % and the lowest is around 20%. Also
the courses with lower response rates have lower satisfaction (Course 3, Course 7, Course
9) and the same in the opposite way (Systematic Creativity and TRIZ, Course 4, Course 6,
Course 8). The highest satisfaction rate was for both courses of TRIZ (basic flipped course
and advanced traditional course) and Course 8. The response rate for TRIZ courses was
counted from 26 participants and for course 8 from 13. It is worth to mention, that the first
course of TRIZ (flipped classroom) and course 8 have relatively high response rate in
comparison with non-flipped second TRIZ course.

Figure 3: Student satisfaction for Summer school 2017 courses

Student satisfaction (specifically developed survey)
The amount of involved respondents was 29 (26 LUT accounted participants and 3 guests
from China) and Response rate was 100%. The main results reveal positive feedback from
most of the students. General perception about course design is given on the Figure 4 below.
The 7 point Likert-type scale was used to reveal student agreement. Y-axes describe the
amount of respondents. The first graph shows the studentÕs estimation of the usefulness of
the course design for their study and the second graph the satisfaction with flipped videos
and activities.
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Figure 4. Overall perception of the course

ÒThe course has been most interesting and enhanced my capabilities in problem solving.
Leonid has truly thrown himself into the fire and is a very inspiring lecturer. Early morning
classes are often tiresome and uninviting, but not this one"Ó
ÒIt has been an incredible course, because I think we have learned many methods without
realizing it. I really enjoyed and recommendedÓ

The studentÕs perception about the videos implemented before the class was also positive.
Most of them strongly agree that videos help them to understand the materials better,
increase involvement and interest. However, they were not so sure that videos are helpful for
preparing questions and comments in advance.
ÒVideos could be more precise, with more details and examples. Though, all these is given in
the classroom.Ó
ÒWell I believe the idea of the video is especially nice because you can go through them even
after the course. I would like to questions to be framed better and I think with continuous
feedback and improvement, they can be even betterÓ
ÒVideos were mostly good and informative. The following questions were mostly unusable and
annoying in their inaccuracyÓ
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ÒIt would be better to have longer videos, not so concentrated. When every word is important it
is hard to keep concentration on every second during all 12 minutes. May be it is better to add
more examples in the video and repeat main points from different angles.Ó

In addition, students support the idea that in class activities increase communication,
involvement, motivation to learn, understanding of TRIZ tools, having fun.
ÒIt was nice to have several lecturers in this course, to see and take part in discussions they
make. Also I liked the idea of changing activities at certain time (from group work to
independent workÓ

Design guidelines
Some design guidelines and comments can be proposed based on the sequence of
experiments with respect to students and professor opinions and learning analytics from the
used tools. It seems that most of them can be generalised and probably be helpful not only
for TRIZ course re-design.
●

Build the bridge between online and offline materials

The connection of online and offline parts is relatively important. By adding the discussion in
the beginning of the class the initial level of studentÕs understanding was revealed.
●

Course time increase by the preparation materials can lead to studentÕs overload,
especially within the intensive course.

It is beneficial if students are familiarised in advance with the flipped classroom structure of
the course. And if the in-class time is decreased, motivating students and making them more
open to innovative learning approach.
●
●

Share the preparation course materials in advance. Make the preparation materials
Çnot possibleÈ but required
Give special attention to video typology, design and place in the course

Based on the detailed surveys, the 30 % (from 29) of students believe that ÒVideos didn't give
enough informationÓ and 20% that ÒVideos are too fastÓ. Therefore, the videos can be
improved in these directions. In addition students mentioned that 45% percent of people
believe that videos are useful Òbefore the classÓ and 38% after class.
●
●

Add motivation (like quizzes) to increase the video views
Involve differently designed activities

Increased time for activities and 4 mentors lengthen the personal communication, avoiding
free riders in the class. Teamwork was also beneficial for in-active students in order to open
their potential and strengthen their social status in the university environment.
● Begin with the small video fragments development

Learning outcomes
Measurement of the grades is not as simple in the described course, as possible in more
fundamental subjects. Whereas, the grade system for math or physics can be standardised,
creativity assessment is not subjective and can be interpreted differently.
The grades for this course are commonly constituted based on the final projects reports.The
flipped classroom design of 2017 was estimated based on the overall in class work and
learning analytics from video views was taken into account in questionable situations.
Increased time for variety of different activities, involvement of 4 mentors and relatively small
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amount of participants for each class team gave the detailed perception about each student
in personal.

Conclusion
The study presents the experience and results of digitalization of university course on TRIZ,
the theory for inventive problem solving. It demonstrates how principles of systematic
creativity assist the inventive course redesign. We feature instant feedback system
prototype, original blended course design, dynamic bridging of in-class and off-class
activities, focus on project/team work in application to the specific course. Experience based
speculations on how to start blending of teaching, what difficulties should be expected and
how they are circumvented can hopefully save some efforts of readers, interested in the
same activities. Course redesigning is used to support the main outcomes as well as general
success of the journey.
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CONTEXT Engineering schools are tasked with the challenge of preparing engineering
graduates who are equipped with competencies that satisfy industry expectations and
Engineers Australia requirements. This task is particularly challenging because it is difficult to
replicate industry-like situations in engineering classrooms. To address this challenge, the
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/ Master of Engineering (BE/ME) at the University of
Queensland (UQ) offers a six-months placement experience which provides the students
with an opportunity to engage in industry or research before they graduate, and to apply the
knowledge acquired on placement in their last year as UQ engineering students. Although
the program seems to be successful, there is no research done or data collected on the
program that can provide feedback to the School about the program strengths, improvement
areas, and the learning gains the students have by participating in the experience.
PURPOSE The purpose of this research is to investigate the daily work experiences of
chemical engineering students in BE/ME placements and the learning gains resulting from
participating in it.

APPROACH We used a qualitative study design. For this pilot study, we conducted
interviews with two BE/ME Chemical students after participating in the placement program.
We developed the interview protocol based on three theoretical frameworks: (i) the PPIR
framework by the Warren Centre that explains what professional engineers should be able to
do; (ii) the boundary spanning framework that fully unpacks aspects of working with people
within an engineering organization; and (iii) the Engineers Australia Stage 1 and 2
Competencies that provide competencies that align with and expand many aspects of the
aforementioned frameworks. Interview transcripts were analysed using qualitative data
processing software.

RESULTS Analysis of the data identified three main emergent themes. First, students
recognised that working and collaborating with other people - rather than siting in isolation
doing calculations- is a major part of the engineering practice. Second, students realized the
importance of understanding troubleshooting processes and all the other implications of
design. Finally, students understood the importance of communication as a key component
of engineering, especially in relation to the emotional aspects of working in industry.

CONCLUSIONS This study provides evidence on the students’ experience in the
placement program. Students recognised that the University has not been able to provide
them with learning experiences that were comparable to their placement. Engineering
programs need to invest more resources in the development of professional skills like
communication, teamwork, and the management of human resources since the preliminary
evidence from this study suggests such professional skills are not yet a main focus of
engineering education.

KEYWORDS
Work-Integrated Learning, Placement, Communication, Collaboration, Professional Skills,
Boundaries.
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Introduction
Engineering schools are tasked with the challenge of preparing engineering graduates who
are equipped with competencies that satisfy industry expectations and Engineers Australia
requirements. This task is particularly challenging because it is difficult to replicate industrylike situations in engineering classrooms. Yet experiences in the workplace, provide one of
the most significant learning sources (Lucas, Cooper, Ward, & Cave, 2009). Hence,
Universities around the world have been incorporating placement programs in their
engineering curriculums to make students more competitive and ready for the workforce.
However, Universities need more information on the performance of the placement programs
to maximize the success of these types of educational interventions (Hackett, Martin, &
Rosselli, 1998).
To address this challenge, the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/ Master of Engineering at
the University of Queensland offers a six-months placement experience which provides the
students with an opportunity to engage in industry or research before they graduate and to
apply the knowledge acquired on placement in their last year as UQ engineering students.
Although the program seems to be successful, there is no research done or data collected on
the program that provide feedback to the Engineering Faculty about the program strengths,
areas of improvement, and the learning gains the students have by participating in the
experience.
In order to understand the placement experience and learning gains of students in the
BE/ME program, we developed a mixed-method sequential study design to collect several
sources of data on UQ chemical engineering students that participated and will participate in
the program. Specifically, we want to answer the following two research questions:
1. What was the nature of the students’ daily work?
2. How has the placement experience impacted their professional development?
Answering these research questions will enable us to paint a very rich and thorough picture
of students’ experiences during their mandatory industry/research placement, which in turn
will allow us to further enhance the experience of future students and provide evidence of the
usefulness and value of such types of activities for students, academics, and employers.
In this paper, we report preliminary results from our initial qualitative pilot study. We
interviewed two students a few months after the placement and present emerging insights
from two of the richest interviews.

Theoretical framework
In this study, we integrated multiple existing frameworks that characterize multiple facets of
the professional engineering practice. First we used the Warren Centre's Professional
Performance, Innovation and Risk framework (PPIR) (The Warren Centre, 2009). PPIR
defines how professional engineers interact with, and respond to, their clients, their
professional peers and the community. The framework proposes that professional engineers
should be able to 1) be aware of multiple stakeholders, 2) define, scope, and execute
engineering tasks in accordance with stakeholders needs, 3) leverage proper resources and
knowledge to perform engineering tasks, 4) respond to statutory requirements and public
interest, 5) apply risk management approaches, 6) use engineering innovation to enhance an
engineering task, 7) apply appropriate management protocols and standards, and 8) follow
contractual agreements (The Warren Centre, 2009).
Second, we used the Boundary Spanning framework (Jesiek, Trellinger, & Mazzurco, 2016)
that provides a unique lens to understand the realities of engineering work as experienced by
practising engineers. The framework fully unpacks aspects of working with people within an
engineering organization: including classification of types of boundaries (cultural,
educational, demographics, job role, organizational) and boundary spanning activities
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(managing information, coordinating, networking, representing and influencing). This
framework cuts across and expands many of the dimensions of the PPIR framework.
Finally, we used the Engineers Australia Stage 1 Competencies. Engineers Australia
developed competencies that represent the knowledge and skill base, engineering
application abilities, professional skills, values and attitudes that must be demonstrated by
engineers at the point of entry to the engineering practice.
The integration of the dimensions of the three aforementioned frameworks provided a solid
underpinning for the study.

Methods
Although our overall project is a mixed-method sequential study, this paper focuses on the
pilot of the first stage of the project (i.e. qualitative interviews). In this section, we describe
the qualitative methods used to better understand students’ experiences in the placement
program. The purpose of this study is to understand what the nature of students’ daily work is
during the placement experience, and how the placement program impacted their
professional development. Since our primary objective is to understand students’ experience
with the program, qualitative methods that provide rich descriptions are appropriate
(Creswell, 2013; Leedy & Ormrod, 2005).
Context
The BE/ME placement course is a key feature of the 5-year, integrated BE/ME program that
UQ launched in 2012. BE/ME students undertake a 6-month placement in industry or
research in their 4th year of study and then return to university with a wider engineering
perspective to complete 5th year masters courses. The BE/ME placement program was first
trialled in the School of Chemical Engineering in 2013 when 6 students were placed in
industry and research. Today in 2017, there are 27 chemical engineering students enrolled in
the placement course and another 36 students enrolled in other engineering disciplines. To
date, the experience of students on placement has been monitored via a series of course
assessment items including monthly reflective journals and project progress reports. This
study allows us to explore the experiences of students in more detail and in a forum outside
the formal course assessment schedule.
Participants
The participants of this study were chemical engineering undergraduate students that
participated in the BE/ME placement program during the semester 2 2016. For the pilot of
this study, we selected two participants from the program and conducted a semi-structured
interview. Interviews were conducted with participating students the semester after they
participated in the placement program. Participants were invited over email to participate
voluntarily in the interview, and there was no compensation for participation. The study
secured ethical clearance.
The first participant is Carlos, a male engineering student. He worked for a sugar mills
company. His job was to document standard operating procedures for the gas boilers. Maria,
the second participant, a female engineering student was placed in a water treatment plant.
Maria’s job was with the process control and efficiency team working on energy optimisation
and chemical optimisation.
Data collection
Data were collected using semi-structured interviews. The interview protocol was informed
by the three theoretical frameworks used for this study. In the protocol, students were asked
questions about their experience in the placement, their typical duties and responsibilities,
and their interactions with others. Students were also provided with an example from the
Boundaries Spanning theory and they were asked to reflect on the example according to
their placement experience. The interview protocol was tested with other researchers. Those
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interviews were not included in this study since the main purpose was to improve the
questions and procedures of the final interview protocol. After being selected, students were
contacted by email to set a time and place of their preference. The interviews were
conducted in a private location. A consent form was developed and read to the students
before the interview started. After discussing the consent form the students signed it and the
interviewer started audio recording the interview. Interviews lasted no more than 50 minutes.
Data analysis
Thematic analysis methods (Clarke & Braun, 2014; Robson & McCartan, 2016) were used to
analyse the data. Thematic analysis is defined by Braun and Clarke (2006) as a method of
identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns within qualitative data. According to Robson
and McCartan (2016) thematic analysis is a generic qualitative method that allows data to
emerge from patterns after doing open coding of the transcripts. Since our interest was to
identify, analyse, and report the patterns of the interview data, the use of thematic analysis is
appropriate to guide this study. Robson and McCartan (2016) suggest that thematic analysis
can be used to better understand “experiences, meanings and the reality of participants” (p.
474).
Following thematic analysis procedures (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Robson & McCartan, 2016),
recordings of the interview were transcribed by the researchers to increase familiarization
with the data. Pseudonyms were used to ensure anonymity of the participants, and some
information like name of courses, professors, and projects were changed. Notes taken during
the interview were included when analysing the data to facilitate the development of memos.
Codes were developed and two different researchers compared initial codes and agreed on
the coding system. Once all parts of the data were coded, codes were grouped based on
their similarities into themes. To ensure trustworthiness of the process, two researchers
coded independently all the interviews and grouped the codes into the themes developed to
establish inter-rater reliability. In instances when codes did not match, researchers discuss
the codes until agreement was reached. The MaxQDA software was used to code the
interview line by line.

Findings
Investigating students’ experiences in the placement program helped identify the way
students understood their daily work, as well as, the impact of the program in their
professional development. Analysis of the data identified three main emergent themes. First,
students recognized that working and collaborating with other people - rather than siting in
isolation doing calculations- is a major part of engineering practice. Second, students when
solving real problems realized the importance of understanding troubleshooting processes
and all the other implications of design. Finally, students understood the importance of
communication as a key component of engineering, especially in relation to the emotional
aspects of working in industry. In the following section, we elaborate on each theme and
provide some examples of students’ responses that informed the development of the
themes.
Collaboration
Both students recognized the importance of understanding how to work with others during
their time in the placement. For the participants, collaboration was something they not only
valued but something they needed to learn. They realized the importance of collaboration
beyond technical contributions to projects, but on developing long lasting relationships not
only with peers at their same levels, but also with operators and people at every level of the
company or institution. They recognized the importance of the experience of people in the
company even when they didn’t have engineering degrees. Carlos commented:
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Learning how to deal and interact with operators is really important and
is not related to how good you are regarding technical skills, but rather
to how good you are being able to “win” them over.
Maria also commented on how important the operators were for her job:
The operators actually were almost like family because they really
showed me the ropes. They would show me around, give me tours, tell
me how to sample, and everything….I actually learnt a lot from
operators: they know the practical side so well, and we might have all
the head knowledge but our head knowledge might not always match
what's really going on in reality, and they do know that.
Furthermore, students saw the importance of social interactions as a bridge to develop
specific knowledge about the job. Carlos explained how they created a work group in order to
learn more about boilers: “so no one was overly experienced with boilers, so we formed an
internal boiler work group and it was the best experience.”
However, students needed to learn the best ways to interact with other people, since they felt
that was something they didn’t learn at University. Initially they thought interactions were
based on knowledge or practice, however, they realized that interactions were about the
social aspects and developing relationships of trust. Maria affirmed:
So obviously interacting with them is interesting in that when you’re a
university student coming into their workplace and asking them a lot of
questions, sometimes you can get some heated responses, or some
interesting interactions. So you’ve really kind of got to play into that and
have a bit of fun with them really, it’s a good way to get them on side.
In sum, it was apparent from the interviews that the placement helped them appreciate the
importance of building trust with many different stakeholders in order to being effective in
completing their assigned tasks.
Solving real problems
Students also emphasized how different it was to solve problems during the placement as
compared to solving problems in the classroom. Participants were not prepared to find high
levels of uncertainty in the job, nor to find gaps of knowledge between the theoretical
information they had and the on-site application of knowledge they required. As Maria said:
“there was a huge difference between learning the theory in the classroom to actually apply
knowledge and learn how testing works in reality.” Likewise, Carlos also mentioned:
It’s not all straightforward, plug and play calculations - so when you
actually get a massive data set, and half the data is not right, or it’s not
a good period to take data and stuff like that. That’s more real life, and
draw conclusions…. but the importance is in just learning how to
behave in a professional environment and learning how to react in
certain situations when things don't go as planned.
Students also recognised the importance of experience over memorisation of technical
knowledge. In Carlos’ words:
So it took me a while to memorise and to learn and read the procedures
and know how to do it accurately. And I could not always get the first
time, so I had to always repeat a few times which was very interesting
as well, because the way these guys learned how to fix a situation - say
the pH is moving out of thing, and they go to the pump that controls the
pH regulation, they’ll just tweak it by knowledge of what they’ve done in
the past.
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To solve problems students realized that the balance between experience and theoretical
knowledge is very important. It also made the students very aware of an important aspect of
the engineering profession, and that is to be critical when understanding what the best
practices are in the discipline. Carlos elaborated:
…the biggest challenge was probably figuring out what is best practice,
that’s probably one of the bigger ones, which is why we formed that
internal work group. But even still, deciding what’s best practice is
always a tough thing.
Maria included the importance of effective collaboration with operators as a way to finding
the best practices to solve problems:
I would come to them with a list of things. I said, well, is this the best
way to do it? Then we would have conversations about let’s do it this
way - yeah, no that way’s fine. So that’s how we decided what best
practice was.
Furthermore, for the students, the placement experience was something very valuable that
they said they couldn’t obtain in a classroom setting. They understood that solving problems
had to do also with troubleshooting, uncertainty, and finding alternative ways to apply
knowledge. For instance, Carlos realized that problem solving is not only about designing
something new, but it also comprises troubleshooting and optimizing existing systems:
I guess I wasn’t really sure what exactly on-site process engineers
do, because all the stuff we really deal with in chemical engineering
as a degree I would say is mainly design. We deal with this is what
this unit is, and how it works, and how you build it. We probably don’t
deal that much with this unit exists, and it’s doing this, it’s
misbehaving, or, how do we go about increasing the throughput
through it?
Overall, this experience changed the way they understood the profession:
…and I felt like that was really helpful, rather than just sitting on a desk
and just having a desk job. I found that skill - I don't know what skill you
would call that - but just like the real practical application- to be one of
the best I can have as a future engineer (Carlos)
Communication
Another aspect of the placement program that both students talked about was the
importance of communication. Students considered that the success of their placement was
highly related to how well they could communicate with others; they saw communication as
one of the main aspects of the job. Maria commented:
I’d say a lot of my job was communication, trying to figure out I want this
bit of information, how do I get it? So trying to find out where all the
things that I needed were. Yeah, talking to the operators, so that’s
communication.
Also, Carlos commented on communication:
Yeah I was talking to a lot of people all the time, and because every
time you changed site all the people change as well, you’ve got to do
the whole thing all over and get to know who’s who and figure it all out
again.
Participants expressed that the most important and difficult part was to understand how to
communicate with operators. Being able to communicate in their same language led to
productive collaboration and working relationships. Carlos explained his process:
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I would go on site, talk to the operators, figure out the draft of the
SOP, figure out the best way to do it. Once we decided what the best
way to do it was I’d put pictures in of every step, so I had to go
around on site, take photographs of everything - which was
interesting, trying to find things. Then I’d take it back to the operators,
and I’d say ‘hey - is this good? Do you understand this? Does this all
make sense?’
Carlos also explained how learning to communicate with operators represented a challenge
that he could overcome with patience and good communication skills, but was not expecting
to spend so much time dealing with these type of situations:
So one shift will just not even talk to me. I’d come into the operating
room, or try and talk to them, just nothing. At that site, I wasn’t really
getting anywhere, even with the operators that did want to talk to
me, we weren’t really making any progress, so I went to the plant
supervisor there, and I said ‘hey, look I’m not making any progress
here’. By the time I finished, he was inviting me over to his house for
dinner and stuff like that. So it was really a case of I think going to a
site like that you definitely have to have thick skin, which I already
had. I refereed soccer for five years or so.

Conclusions and Future Research
This paper presented information from a pilot study to better understand the experiences of
chemical engineering students in their placement program. After analysing data from two
interviews, three main themes emerged across both interviews: (i) the importance of
collaboration in the placement experience, (ii) the contingency of solving and troubleshooting
problems in the real world, and (iii) the importance of communication in the engineering
profession. Although students felt they were prepared technically for the placement
experience, they realised that they were missing some training on the importance of these
three themes. Students recognised the placement program to be transformative in their
professional development, and explained how the placement experience is positively
impacting the courses they are taking in their last year.
For the next step in our research we plan to continue the qualitative data collection by
interviewing all the students in the placement program cohort in 2016 and 2017. In addition,
data collected in this study is helping us develop a survey that will allow us to collect data
quantitatively (i.e. pre-and-post test) to determine the specific impact the placement program
is having on the student learning and development.
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CONTEXT In the context of engineering education, the potential of social media to open
new modes of communication, interaction and experimentation between students and
teachers has been identified. Facebook (facebook.com) is a popular social network system,
with hundreds of millions of users, and examples of its use in engineering education can be
found documented in the literature. A systems view of engineering education would typically
position social media as a communication space that is either: i) controlled by the university
for academic purposes; or, ii) controlled by students for social purposes. An emerging area
of social media research is the investigation of student-created Facebook groups as a ‘third
space’, between the institutional space of teacher-managed Facebook groups and the noninstitutional, student personal space of the Facebook network.

PURPOSE This paper investigates and characterises public Facebook pages and groups
relating to engineering at Deakin University to determine if they exhibit the distinctive
characteristics proposed in the literature for student-created ‘third space’ Facebook groups.
APPROACH A search was undertaken to locate public Facebook pages and groups
relating to engineering at Deakin University, and the posts and comments from those pages
were captured. The Facebook data were graphed to visualise the frequency of posts and
comments over time. The text content from the posts and comments was analysed using
text analytics and the results visualised to show major themes present.
RESULTS Five Facebook pages and six Facebook groups where identified, containing
1484 posts and comments, and more than 51,400 words. Visualising the frequency of posts
and comments showed highly variable levels of online activity between the different pages
and groups. Text analytics visualisations of the post and comment content showed the
distinctive characteristics proposed in the literature for student-created ‘third space’
Facebook groups.

CONCLUSIONS The public Facebook pages and groups relating to engineering at Deakin
University were largely student-created, and exhibited the distinctive characteristics
proposed in the literature for student-created ‘third space’ Facebook groups. For engineering
educators, the pilot investigation documented in this paper offers another method for
analysing and understanding the content of online discussion spaces, including studentcreated Facebook groups relating to their studies, and discusses implications for engineering
educators of the emergence of student-created social media third spaces for learning.
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Introduction
Social networking systems (SNSs) are one of many communications technologies that have
been widely adopted by students of all ages, and hence have the potential to be a valuable
contributor to education (Roblyer, McDaniel, Webb, Herman, & Witty, 2010). Online learning
management systems (LMSs) are now ubiquitous in higher education, and while typically
providing useful features for education administration, they often lack effective tools for the
support of online social communication (Al-Atabi & Younis, 2010; Irwin, Ball, Desbrow, &
Leveritt, 2012). It is suggested that social interaction is an important indicator of education
quality, so it is natural that, as SNSs have developed alongside the adoption of LMSs, many
educators have looked to SNSs as an additional online communications channel that could
be used productively in education (Roblyer et al., 2010). Facebook (facebook.com) is a
popular SNS, with hundreds of millions of users (Aharony, 2012; Irwin et al., 2012). There
has been a long-standing natural affinity between Facebook and higher education, as the
platform was originally designed for US students to use on-campus (Gafni & Deri, 2012), and
initially requiring a ‘.edu’ domain email account to register (Mathews, 2006). Now open to,
and used widely by, the general population outside of universities (Roblyer et al., 2010), selfreported use of Facebook by students is very high, and, not surprisingly, universities have
investigated the educational uses of Facebook (Gafni & Deri, 2012). Students generally
come to university well-versed in the use of technology and social media, so even though
Facebook was not specifically designed with education applications in mind, it has
transitioned from being purely a SNS to being used in many areas of student life, including
education, with many students mentioning education and specific items of school work in
descriptions of their use of Facebook (Roblyer et al., 2010).
In the context of engineering education, the potential of social media to open new modes of
communication, interaction and experimentation between students and teachers has been
identified (Kamthan, 2010). Documented applications of the popular microblogging service
Twitter (twitter.com) include: the use of Twitter to engage a large group of engineering
students during an information literacy class (Morrow, 2010); the use of Twitter by
engineering students on work integrated learning placements (Paku & Lay, 2011); and, the
use of Twitter by students to send commands to a hosted installation of the numerical
computing environment Matlab (Judd & Graves, 2012). The examples in the literature of the
use of Facebook in engineering education are no less diverse. Including: social media tools
(including Facebook) being used to link software engineering students with practicing
industry professionals (Morgado et al., 2012); a liaison librarian using Facebook to interact
with engineering students (Mathews, 2006); the use of a Facebook group to support students
in a unit on thermodynamics and heat transfer (Al-Atabi & Younis, 2010); Taiwanese
engineering students learning English and using Facebook to practise making English
sentences (Wang, Sheu, & Masatake, 2011); and, software engineering students
collaborating at two universities autonomously adopting Facebook for group communications
when the provided communication system proved unwieldy (Charlton, Devlin, Marshall, &
Drummond, 2010). It is this latter, student-created use of Facebook for educational purposes
that we are interested in here, using the framing concept of a social media ‘third space’.
The idea of the ‘third space’ is attributed to Bhabha (2004), arising from postcolonial critique
of political hegemony, and the desirability of creating a dialogic third space where neither the
speaker’s nor the listener’s meaning is presumed to be ‘correct’. It is in the intersections and
overlaps between spheres that discourses not possible in existing settings can occur (Aaen
& Dalsgaard, 2016). In education, the concept of dialogic third space can incorporate classbased discussions, such as the development of science literacy (Wallace, 2004), but can
also be used as a framework for characterising particular forms of usage of SNSs, and in
particular Facebook. DePew (2011) describes the use of Facebook by three multilingual
university students as a space to develop their English skills through the informal mixing of
different written languages in an online setting. Lantz-Andersson, Vigmo, and Bowen (2013)
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report on the use of Facebook as a collaborative learning space for high school students,
from four countries, learning English. Aaen and Dalsgaard (2016) document a study of
Facebook groups created and managed by Danish high school students. Facebook can be
useful for students in their social life as well as for academic purposes (Gafni & Deri, 2012).
Here we are specifically interested in student-created Facebook groups, “characterised by a
merging of the personal and institutional space, meaning that discourses from the normally
separated spaces are included in the third space” (Aaen & Dalsgaard, 2016, p. 182).
This paper investigates and characterises public, student-created Facebook pages and
groups relating to engineering at Deakin University. We use text analytics methods to
visualise the content of the posts and comments to determine if they exhibit the distinctive
characteristics proposed in the literature for student-created ‘third space’ Facebook groups.

Method
A ruling was obtained from the relevant institutional human research ethics committee
(HREC) that the collection and use of publically accessible historical Facebook records in a
manner that does not identify any individuals did not require formal ethics approval for
research purposes. A search was undertaken to locate public Facebook pages and groups
relating to engineering at Deakin University. The NCapture program (QSR International,
2017) is able to capture publicly available posts made by a specific Facebook account, as
well as all follow-up comments associated with an original post. All of the publicly available
posts and comments returned from NCapture queries of the identified Facebook pages and
groups were captured. The NVivo program (QSR International, 2016) was used to convert
the captured Facebook data into Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, 2013) spreadsheets. The
Facebook data were graphed to visualise the frequency of posting activity over time. The
text analytics software package KH Coder (Higuchi, 2016) was used to analyse and visualise
the text content of the collected Facebook posts and comments to show the major themes
present. KH Coder supports a range of text data analysis and visualisation methods – the
one that we employ here is the multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) plot.
Text analytics typically requires pre-processing of the source text to achieve the best
analysis result. Here we seek an overall characterisation of the content of public Facebook
pages and groups relating to engineering at Deakin University, so all post text data were
pooled. The data were exported in plain text format, converted to all lower case, and
imported into KH Coder. Common English words and parts of speech, such as ‘the’, ‘and’,
‘a’, etc., add little to the analysis, and their relatively high frequency generally masks
significant terms (Bolden & Moscarola, 2000). KH Coder supports the use of a stop word
dictionary, in which common words to be ignored in the analysis may be specified. We used
the default English stop word dictionary supplied with KH Coder. A second issue that can
mask the significance of terms in text analytics is the presence of inflected and/or derived
forms of words, for example, a root word such as ‘sing’ may also be present in the source
text as ‘sings’, ‘sang’, ‘singing’, etc. Lemmatisation is a process to consolidate inflected and
derived words into their root form, so that the underlying concept is accorded its due
weighting based on frequency of occurrence (Bolden & Moscarola, 2000). We used the
default English lemmatisation algorithm implemented by KH Coder.
MDS computes a measure of ‘distance’ between all pairs of text terms, and then seeks a
lower dimensional representation of the terms, such that original distance values between all
term pairs are displayed with the least possible error (Namey, Guest, Thairu, & Johnson,
2007). KH Coder supports a number of distance measures and dimensional reduction
techniques – here we use the Jaccard distance measure (Hu & Liu, 2012) and the Classical
distance scaling method for dimensional reduction (Abdi, 2007). Words/terms clustered
close together in the resultant MDS visualisation are found more frequently close together in
the source text, and may reveal key themes in the Facebook posts. Here we produce a two
dimensional visualisation for ease of interpretation. Based on specifying the minimum
frequency of occurrence of a term for inclusion in the MDS analysis and visualisation, terms
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appear as circles/bubbles in the plot, and the relative frequency of terms is indicated by the
size of their bubble.

Results
Five public Facebook pages and six public Facebook groups relating to engineering at
Deakin University were identified. Figure 1 presents, in the form of a heat map, the total
Facebook activity (posts plus comments) for each of the pages and groups identified, in six
monthly intervals, over the time period for which Facebook data were available. Based on
examination of the ‘About’ information for the pages, and the listed ‘Admins’ for the groups, it
was determined that Page1 was operated by academic staff, and that Group3 and Page4
were operated by ex-students (alumni). As the focus here was student-created Facebook
pages and groups (Aaen & Dalsgaard, 2016), these three sets of data were removed from
the analysis, leaving a consolidated data set of 1484 posts and comments, some of which
dated back ten years, and comprising more than 51,400 words. Figure 2 presents the MDS
visualisation of the text content of the 1484 posts and comments.

Figure 1: Heat map of total Facebook activity for pages and groups in six monthly intervals

Discussion
There are some limitations to the data set used here. The search strategy used to locate
candidate Facebook pages and groups was basic – a search based on the string “deakin
engineering”. There almost certainly exist other pages and groups related to engineering at
Deakin University not identified by the search, including those created by students. Within
the full set of pages and groups identified by the search, there were several that were
private, hence the content of those posts and comments was not accessible for inclusion in
the analysis. With those limitations acknowledged, we can consider the results in detail.
Figure 1 shows highly variable levels of online activity between the different pages and
groups, and within a given page or group, over the time period under consideration. Some
have existed for an extended duration and have had at least some level of activity up until
the time of the analysis. Others are more recent in their creation, and others still have come
into life and apparently petered out during the time frame examined. It seems that studentcreated Facebook pages and groups do not automatically thrive or persist.
The MDS visualisation presented in Figure 2 includes an indication of clustering of terms
using different bubble colouring. The clustering is based on the adjacency of terms when
mapped to the two dimensional plot space, and is indicative only. KH Coder provides a keyword-in-context (KWIC) concordance feature that can identify the locations in the source
post-and-comment text of phrases that contain one or more specified keywords within a
specified distance of each other (Bolden & Moscarola, 2000).
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Figure 2: Multidimensional scaling plot of student Facebook posts and comments

The orange cluster at the lower right contains terms such as ‘number’, ‘bit’, value, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘^’,
‘math’ and ‘answer’. The KWIC concordance was used to interrogate the original context of
these terms, and it was found that they relate to discussions about specific assignment
questions, including Boolean arithmetic problems, problems involving exponentiation (using
the ^ operator), and mathematical problems with the variables b and c. The red cluster at the
lower right contains terms such as ‘book’ (relating to the sourcing, quality and use of texts),
‘question’ (speculating on the likely content of exams, directions to, and comments about, set
problems – students asking their peers for help with solutions was a minor component),
‘assignment’ (administrative processes, as well as some general discussion about specific
questions) and ‘exam’ (strategies for preparation, comments on past papers, and public
procrastination). The yellow cluster at the lower middle contains terms such as ‘campus’
(specifying the location of an event, or relating to the current or forecast location of the
message poster, including off-campus for the significant number of Deakin University
engineering students enrolled in that mode), ‘email’ (the poster giving their contact
information) and ‘day/week/ year’ (for various temporal matters related to studies –
timetables, course maps, etc.).
The aqua cluster at the lower left contains terms such as ‘engineers australia’ (referring to
the campus chapter and Victoria Division matters), ‘opportunity’ (posts about volunteering,
internship and other work openings) and ‘engineering’ (in a range of contexts including study,
discipline, professional and graduate education). The purple cluster in the middle left
contains terms such as ‘melbourne’ (where events will be held), ‘ewb’ (events, projects and
other opportunities related to Engineers Without Borders) and ‘industry’ (mainly about the
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annual Deakin Engineering Society industry dinner). The green cluster in the centre contains
terms such as ‘today/tomorrow’ (as notifications or reminders of events), ‘come’ (a
reminder/exhortation to attend particular events) and ‘team’ (referring to group events,
particularly EWB activities). The blue cluster at the top contains terms such as ‘ticket/night/
member/ free’ – being essentially the details for certain purely social events.
In their investigation of Danish high school student use of Facebook from a ‘third space’
perspective, Aaen and Dalsgaard (2016) found student-created groups contained the
following types of content: “(1) social expressions, (2) social events outside of school, (3)
social events on school, (4) academic content and subjects and (5) practical matters
concerning school” (p. 183). In our investigation we observe largely the same categories of
student communication. As Aaen and Dalsgaard (2016) concluded in a high school context,
we also conclude here that student-created Facebook pages and groups related to
engineering at Deakin University are being used as a social media third space. It is an online
space that is different to, and operating in a space between, the ‘first space’ personal use of
social media by students, and the ‘second space’ institutional use of social media to create
online learning environments within the Facebook SNS. It is an online community where,
“students blend the personal, social life with academic schoolwork in one space within the
Facebook groups” (Aaen & Dalsgaard, 2016, p. 172).
Depending on the nature of the source text, it may be possible to attribute an ordinal or other
meaning to the dimensions of the resultant MDS visualisation (Namey et al., 2007). Across
the lower half of Figure 2, from right-to-left horizontally we see terms related to: specific
assignment questions (orange); study skills and activities (red); course and campus issues
(yellow); and, work and professional matters (cyan). Vertically, from bottom-to-top about the
centre of Figure 2 we see terms related to: campus and course (yellow); activities related to
engineering, but distinct from students’ studies (purple); logistics for certain student group
activities (green); and, promotion for purely social events (blue). Dimension 1 of the MDS
plot can be interpreted as being related to the focus of student academic activities – ranging
from very specific details at positive scores, through to big picture issues related to career
and profession at negative scores. Dimension 2 of the MDS plot can be interpreted as being
related to nature of student activities – ranging from study-related at negative scores, through
purely social at positive scores.
In their current form, these student-created Facebook pages and groups appear to be
serving a range of social and academic purposes, with some of them containing regular
communication activity and persisting over an extended period. Based on strong student
interest in, and adoption of, Facebook, some researchers have urged university educators to
actively engage with students in the Facebook online space, to take advantage of this
additional communication channel for educational purposes (Irwin et al., 2012; Roblyer et al.,
2010). Others have urged caution for academic staff considering engaging with students in
social media spaces, as it may be seen as intruding into the students’ private domain (Hung
& Yuen, 2010) or as violating the norms of student-staff relationships (McEwan, 2012), or,
could lead to academics finding out ‘too much information’ about students, or students being
placed in an awkward position due to the unequal power distribution (Karl & Peluchette,
2011). It is interesting to wonder if academic staff (or any other ‘outsiders’) were to make
their presence known by actively posting into student-created social media spaces such as
these, or even if it became known to students that there were lurking external observers of
their proceedings, whether this would have any influence on the way that students operated
in such social media third spaces. This project peered in from the outside to characterise the
content passively, and did not actively engage with the users and their activity. While the
work was conducted with HREC approval, is was also conducted using deontological ethical
theory applied in a SNS context (Malesky & Peters, 2012) as a guiding principle for
navigating the potentially ambiguous scenario presented by academic staff viewing student
activity uninvited. Here our intent was to tread as lightly as possible to answer the research
question, for example, using automated computer text analytics, rather than hand coding, not
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reproducing verbatim illustrative quotes from posts, etc. While academic staff can ‘secretly’
observe the proceedings of public student-created Facebook pages and groups in detail, in
normal circumstances we recommend against this. It is unlikely that such student SNS use
would be an assessable task, staff intrusion may disrupt an otherwise productive student
online community, and, ultimately, students can make the space private anyway if they wish.
A question posed by the presence of social media third spaces is, if students are finding
apparently educationally useful affordances in the use of such third spaces, and academic
staff do not wish to actively intrude into their functioning, how can they never-the-less be
factored in to the learning designs of units and courses in ways that are productive for
student learning? Student use of Facebook for educational purposes is longstanding (Karl &
Peluchette, 2011; Selwyn, 2007), so in one sense, academic staff might simply do nothing.
There is evidence that student use of Facebook as a ‘mirror space’ to a formal LMS
discussion forum can be more active and rich than the institutionally provided version (Karl &
Peluchette, 2011). While academic staff promoting the possible use of SNSs by students for
education purposes might not actually be news to most students, encouragement to students
to ‘bring back’ into the formal LMS environment a summary of any relevant offsite
discussions could be a productive way to capitalise on student-created SNS spaces.

Conclusion
The public Facebook pages and groups relating to engineering at Deakin University located
in this study were largely student-created, and those exhibited the distinctive characteristics
proposed in the literature for student-created ‘third space’ Facebook groups. Students were
using these online spaces for discussing a range of academic, personal and social issues
that were more or less related to their engineering studies. The focus of this paper has been
on the Facebook SNS. The Twitter SNS also features in the related literature, and there
exists an ever-expanding range of SNSs, each typically offering some new function that
students might use in differing ways. Aaen and Dalsgaard (2016) noted that studies of
voluntary student-created Facebook groups without participation from educators are
underrepresented in the educational literature. With this research project we have made a
modest contribution – both as a specific case study, and by offering a methodology that
others interested in this area could use, including in the characterisation of other SNSs.
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CONTEXT
Although engineering employability receives significant attention both nationally and
internationally, there is little agreement about how employability should be defined or how it
might be developed through an integrated approach. Definitions aside, student engineers
need to prepare for careers that are increasingly unstable, mobile and self-directed. In the
current climate, employability in engineering can no longer be defined as a job: it does not
come with the graduation certificate or with accreditation and it requires constant work
throughout the career lifecycle.

PURPOSE
This study positioned employability development as the cognitive and social development of
student engineers as capable and informed individuals, professionals and social citizens.
The study located employability development within the existing curriculum and sought to
engage students as partners in their developmental journeys by creating a better
understanding of students’ thinking as student engineers.

APPROACH
The study employed a new measure of self and career literacy to develop personalised
engineering profiles with 255 first-year engineering students. Students self-assessed their
employability development using an online tool. Using the same process, educators will draw
on students’ self-assessments to rethink the design and delivery of initial engineering
education, including composite forms of work-integrated-learning.

RESULTS
Early results indicate the value of a metacognitive approach to employability development.
The measure revealed students’ perceptions of their development as engineers. The
inclusion of ‘self’ alongside ‘career’ revealed new insights on ‘basic’ career literacy, with
students emphasising the need for high-level communication skills and a desire for work that
has meaning and impact.

CONCLUSIONS
Employability development is a career-long concern in which higher education plays an
intensive early role. Involving students in this process from the first year of studies has the
potential for students to realise their individual roles as partners in the developmental
process. The findings illustrate that the successful integration of engineering theory and
practice requires students to become agentic partners in their personal development. For this
to occur, educators need to understand students’ perceived weaknesses and strengths, and
areas in which they might be over-confident. The study reaffirms that it is insufficient for
students to know how to think; they need a critical awareness and understanding of their
thinking and learning processes. It is imperative, then, that metacognition forms the basis of
an integrated engineering education.

KEYWORDS
Work integrated learning, graduate attributes, metacognition, employability
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Introduction
This article reports early results from a study that fosters students’ developmental agency
through the creation and review of formative, personalised engineering profiles. Mindful that
engineering graduates transition between roles and need to self-direct at least some of their
work and learning, the study adopted a metacognitive view of employability on the basis.
Peak body Engineering Australia (2014) agrees that only 62% of engineering graduates work
in engineering-related roles and that the recruitment and retention of engineering students
and graduates is a critical challenge in Australia (see also Male & Bennett, 2014; Tilli &
Trevelyan, 2010). Further, the economic downturn has negatively impacted graduate
employment and internship opportunities, with many engineers “forced to switch to other
professions or leave the country in order to secure work” (Engineers Australia, 2014, p. 6).
Engineering educators need to prepare student engineers for more unstable, mobile and
self-directed work than has traditionally been the case. Engineering is not alone: the number
of part-time, casual and multiple job-holding workers has never been higher; neither has the
prevalence of boundaryless careers (Arthur & Rousseau, 1996) that involve multiple
employers, ignore traditional career progression, and traverse economic sectors.
Not surprisingly, current models of graduate employability often distinguish between jobgetting and the ability to create and sustain work over time, including personal satisfaction
and the importance of life-wide learning (cf. Yorke, 2006). Scholars are also responding to
concerns that graduates lack the attitudes, emotional intelligence, inter- and intra-personal
skills and metacognitive capacities to be successful in the labour market (Cumming, 2010).
Boundaryless careers (see Hall, 1976) in various forms are encountered by graduates from
both generalist and professional programs and are variously pro-active (voluntary) and
reactive (involuntary). In the case of graduate engineers, for example, a pro-active approach
might include the adoption of short-term contracts or home-based work in order to meet
caring commitments; a reactive approach might be adopted by a graduate who is unable to
secure a traditional, full-time role and has to take whatever work is offered.
The implications for engineering education include developing student engineers’ nascent
personal epistemologies of self, career, learning and practice; self-concept and self-efficacy;
and identity development. This requires students to be agentic, active learners and
recognises the importance of self-knowledge and identity in learner engagement.

Purpose
The study reported here positioned employability development as the cognitive and social
development of student engineers as capable and informed individuals, professionals and
social citizens. The study located employability development within the existing curriculum
and sought to engage students as partners in their developmental journeys. The team hopes
that the initiative will help educators to embed employability thinking across the curriculum,
help students to shape their future work and career, and create the datasets needed to
understand students’ thinking about their studies and their future lives and careers. This
paper highlights students’ first engagement with the study, at which time they created
employability profiles using a trial version of the online tool. The paper describes the tool and
its development and then presents and discusses student data derived from their profile
development, focusing on students’ responses to the concept of basic career literacy.

Approach and theoretical framework
First-year engineering students at a Western Australian university were invited to create a
personalised employability profile using an online self-assessment; students were advised
that completion of the tool would take 15 to 20 minutes. The 255 participating students
received personalised profile reports followed by a workshop titled ‘Me as an engineer’.
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The study employed the Literacies for Life (L4L) measure (Bennett, in review), which is
grounded in social cognitive theory and assesses five broad concepts:
·

·
·
·
·

Self-management and decision-making relative to self and career (Lent et al., 2017), to
self- and academic self-efficacy (Bandura, 1993; Byrne, Flood, & Griffin, 2014) and to
self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965);
Professional identity construction in academic and future work (Mancini et al., 2015);
Person-centred conceptualisations of self and employability including the citizen-self
(Coetzee, 2014);
Emotional intelligence (Brackett & Mayer, 2003); and
The self-assessment of learner and graduate skills and attributes (Coetzee, 2014; Smith,
Ferns and Russell, 2014).

The measure underpins a metacognitive model of employability in which employability is
defined as “the ability to create and sustain meaningful work across the career lifespan”
(Bennett, 2016). The model’s six inter-related Literacies for Life combine to enhance
employability and inform personal and professional development. The student version,
illustrated at Figure 1, was shared with students as part of their profile and workshop.

Figure 1: Student (plain English) version of the Literacies for Life (L4) model

Students’ online self-assessments involved completion of the L4L measure (134 items) and
responses to five optional open response questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What do you think it takes to be a successful engineer? (Optional question)
Why did you choose to study engineering? (Optional question)
Have you made any career decisions at this point? (Optional question)
What do you want to achieve over your career? (Optional question)
Do you have any feedback on your degree program? (Optional question)

Items drawn from existing validated measures employed Likert scales ranging from 5- to 10points. For the purposes of comparison, these were weighted to between 1 (not at all) and 6
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(completely). Employability was then assessed by the six literacies in the L4L model.
Exploratory factor analysis revealed that the literacies fit the data adequately; however,
confirmatory factor analysis was not attempted with such a small number. Statistical analysis
and validation of the measure will be undertaken at the end of 2017, with a bigger sample.
The length of open response questions ranged from three-word answers to several
sentences. Textual data were coded and analysed for emergent themes, and quasiquantification was applied as a means of summarising the material. This led to a final
codebook and inclusion in the database (SPSS) for future analysis. Content analysis enabled
the systematic, replicable compression of text into fewer content (Weber, 1990) and
inspection of data for recurrent instances. Frequency counting was used where appropriate.

Results
This article reports results from the trial of the new measure. It focuses on students’
perceptions of their basic literacy—their disciplinary skills and knowledge—and draws heavily
on their open responses. Shown at Figure 2, basic literacy was the weakest of all the
literacies for the first-year cohort. Given that first-year students have yet to build their
disciplinary skills and knowledge, this is perhaps a predictable result; however, the L4L
model is metacognitive in that it challenges students to ‘think about their thinking’ and to
consider both self and career. Basic literacy incorporates ‘disciplinary skills and knowledge’
alongside ‘communicating and interacting with other people’ and ‘using technologies for my
work and learning’, thus it is possible to look at student thinking across all three domains.

Figure 2: Students’ aggregated results across the six L4L literacies

Within basic literacy, the four technology items attracted a mean score of 5.0/6. This
indicated that students were fairly confident in their ability to use and learn technologies
associated with their work and learning. In contrast, communications items averaged 3.7/6:
·
·
·

I find it easy to get cooperation and support from others when working in a team. (M 3.4)
I consult others and share my expertise and information. (M 3.9)
I am able to build wide and effective networks of contacts to achieve my goals. (M 3.7)

The results indicate that the first-year student engineers were concerned aware of their
ability to communicate effectively, which is at odds with the view that students are focused on
the scientific or technicist aspects of their engineering education. Indeed, analysis of
students’ open responses reveals their belief that communication skills are a vital aspect of
engineering practice. Responding to the question, “What do you think it takes to be a
successful engineer?”, 54 students emphasised the social aspects of engineering practice
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and just four students wrote only of technical or science aspects; only two students wrote
exclusively about intelligence and high grades.
Successful engineers must be able to take initiative and think innovatively. They should be able to
work well in a team and communicate their ideas effectively. I also believe a successful engineer
is one that enjoys what they do.
You should have good communication skills as you will be working in groups and will need to
make good first impressions while working with other companies. You should be able to listen to
other people’s ideas and take criticism while proposing your own ideas. Compromising when
needed as a client might disagree with what you have proposed.

It was surprising to see the number of students who defined successful engineering work as
personally meaningful, enjoyable, imaginative and/or having a social impact: for example,
To be an engineer is to think like a scientist and work like a tradesman. To be a successful
engineer depends on whether you aim for income or self-worth; personally, I don't care about
income so long as I have enough to live comfortably and pursue furthering myself and humanity.
To be a successful engineer, you need an open mind that is not influenced by what is, but what
things could become - a wide imagination and a head full of ideas with the commitment to
learning and passion for the future.

Eighteen students used the terms happiness or fulfilment and 23 students wrote about
making a positive societal difference.
I want to have a meaningful career, one that I can look back on and say I made the right choices.
Earn money while being happy with my job.
Gain a well-paying job that I enjoy, one that I can sustain a family with. If I get the opportunity to
better the world in some manner or form, that would be a great bonus as well.
I want to become an expert in my field of work, while also upholding my personal interests, values
and beliefs. I would also like to be able to provide security, both in a financial and emotional
sense, to my family and those close to me. In addition, I believe firmly in making a lasting positive
contribution to the community, so I therefore aspire to improve the world in some small way;
ensuring environmental sustainability, and addressing matters of social justice and racial and
gender equality. If I am only able to make a small change, I can still make a difference.

The lowest mean basic literacy score related to students’ self-awareness and their
understanding of what they would learn within their program. These three items (listed below)
attracted a mean score of only 3.3.
·
·
·

I can identify personal weaknesses in need of further development. (M 3.3)
I can articulate my personal strengths and how these can be deployed in my career. (M
3.4)
I can identify the knowledge, abilities and transferable skills I will develop in my degree.
(M 3.2)

The open question, ‘Have you made any career decisions at this point?’, prompts students to
think about the rationale for their study choice and the relevance of that choice to their
possible future lives and careers. This thinking is central to students’ ability to identify the
relevance and value of the knowledge, abilities and transferable skills developed within their
degree programs. In this cohort of students, 42 students (16.4%) wrote about their ‘career
decision’ to enrol in engineering. Many students were undecided about which engineering
discipline to pursue, whilst other students felt that they were making progress: for example, “I
am now choosing between 2 careers rather than 15"”
Among the 31 students who had not made any career decisions were those who had yet to
give their future much thought and those who were thinking deeply about possible futures.
Not particularly as none have been qualified by financial or manual measures. The goal is to
make enough money as an engineer and learn enough about engineering to start working on the
issues our current world and its population face.
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For these students, indecision was voiced as a healthy aspect of self- and career exploration,
even when indecision was prompted by less positive information.
Mining as well as oil and gas are a dying economy.
I have accepted the fact that I might not necessarily receive a job in the field that I majored in.
Yep, I really dislike maths. I’m going to try to avoid civil engineering.

As expected, some students were unsure that they had made the right enrolment choice.
That if I choose to continue with engineering, which I'm unsure about, that I would want to do
Chemical engineering.
No, I still do not know which stream of engineering I want to go into, let alone if I'm going to
continue doing engineering. I'm still not 100% certain about any of it.

Students were given the opportunity to give feedback on their degree program, and the
perceived relevance of learning featured strongly in their responses. For some students, the
relevance was clear.
It is very good and gives me an idea on what being an engineer is like.
Very well organised and seems to relate thoroughly to life after graduation.

Other students, however, were struggling.
I feel there are several units which have little to no relevancy to what I wish to study in the future
and it seems like a waste of resources, time and money.
I believe some of the work we do in our degree is almost redundant and there is absolutely no
guarantee to a position in the workforce after the completion of a degree.

Discussion
Attrition among student and graduate engineers has led to concerns that students may enter
engineering study without a sense of motivation and commitment, and without understanding
the realities of either their degree program or engineering work (Male & Bennett, 2015). The
link between relevance and learning is not new: Entwistle and Ramsden, for example, wrote
over thirty years ago (1982) about students’ tendency to adopt a surface or mechanical rotelearning approach towards material perceived as irrelevant to their future lives. Thus,
relevance impacts not only the amount of relevant knowledge retained by students, but the
level or depth of understanding they achieve.
More recently, scholars have examined the meaning and use of the term relevance. Writing
about science, Stuckey, Hofstein, Mamlok-Naaman and Eilks (2013, p. 8) identified three
dimensions with which science education can be seen as ‘relevant’: relevance for
1. preparing students for potential careers in science and engineering;
2. understanding scientific phenomena and coping with the challenges in a learner’s life;
3. students becoming effective future citizens in the society in which they live.
The first of these three dimensions has particular bearing here, particularly because what
might be perceived as relevant by curricular designers and educators may not appear so for
students. Trevelyan & Tilli’s (2008) longitudinal study of engineering practice highlights the
stark differences between how students imagine engineering practice and what they
experience in placements and as graduate engineers. The authors, for example, highlight
that engineers spend only 10% of their time undertaking solitary technical work and around
60% of their time communicating directly with other people.
In the study reported here, first-year students emphasised the importance of communication
skills when they responded to an open question about what it takes to be a ‘successful’
engineer. When completing the self-assessment measure, however, students assessed their
personal communication skills as weak. Trevelyan (2011) has long argued that few
engineering programs prepare students for the socio-technical aspects of engineering such
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as communication and working in teams. The fact that students recognised the importance of
communication for engineering practice and recognised this weakness in themselves
suggests that they would be accept explicit interventions to strengthen their skills. This would
be further strengthened if the intervention was based on students’ aspirations for the future.
Students were not confident about their ability to identify the knowledge, abilities and
transferable skills they would develop through their degree studies. Although graduates go
on to work in multiple engineering and non-engineering roles, there are core knowledges,
abilities and skills that are transferable – communication being one of these. It would make
sense to identify these for students so that regardless of their stage of decision-making or
identity development, they can understand the potential relevance of what they are being
asked to learn. As such, foundation years might consider positioning student learning more
broadly even than the engineering disciplines.
Eighteen students used the terms happiness or fulfilment and 23 wrote about making a
difference to the environment or to society. Students’ responses indicate that many first-year
students have internal and external motivations or drivers that inform their decision-making.
These are not apparent when we ask why they chose engineering and hear “because I’m
good at chemistry and maths”. Following the lead that employability development has to be
explicit, we might give students opportunities to discuss their passions, motivations and
goals, and try to find links between these and what we ask them to learn.

Conclusion
This article concerned the self- and career thinking of 255 first-year engineering students at a
single university; therefore, there is no attempt to generalise the findings. Data were derived
from students’ responses to an online self-assessment through which they created
personalised career profiles. They were the first students to do this and it was too early in the
study to make much of the quantitative data. With more participating students, however, it
will be possible to identify characteristic trends across engineering disciplines and years of
study, and to understand the thinking of students who belong to one or more equity groups.
The study recognised that employability in engineering can no longer be defined as a job and
requires constant work. Whilst there is broad acceptance that engineering students need to
form themselves for complex work during their studies, it is acknowledged that there are
multiple challenges to accomplishing this task. Educators in particular can face multiple
barriers such as out-dated industry knowledge, over-crowded curricula, modularised delivery
models, research-focused career advancement, casualisation of the teaching workforce, and
students who prefer their learning to be delivered as neat packages.
The L4L model emphasises a future-oriented epistemology of practice where possible future
selves are internalised through effortful engagement with knowledge (including distributed
learning) and action (experiential learning). Using the model, learning can be scaffolded so
that learners purposefully engage with practice experiences and integrate them with their
coursework. Initiatives such as these establish habits and practices that support the on-going
development needed to sustain employability in the longer term. Combined, these factors
highlight the need for a systematic and integrated approach to embedding effective
employability development in engineering education.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT
With the push for STEM education in recent years there has been significant growth in the
popularity of “physical computing and robotics devices in educational settings” (Blikstein,
2013). With the introduction of the “digital technologies curriculum” (DTC) (Australian
Curriculum and Assessment Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2015) there is a larger incentive
for schools to consider the use of these tools. There are very few studies that examine the
general usability of such programmable hardware devices from the perspective of non-expert
users. This leaves teachers with little indication about the effectiveness of such hardware,
with many relying on “word of mouth” when choosing between options in a crowded market.

PURPOSE
This study seeks to understand the experience of teachers who use physical computing
hardware.

APPROACH
A qualitative approach is used to collect the data through a survey open to all teachers in
Australia. The survey collects data on the subjects that are being taught, the year level and
the programming experience of the teachers as well as the type of hardware that they use.

RESULTS
Physical computing hardware is an attractive option due to its perceived benefits for students
and the digital technologies curriculum. There are many hardware options on the market,
with a majority of teachers using more than one. However, there are many challenges
associated with the use of physical computing. Teachers expressed issues such as time to
learn, cost, curriculum development and technical issues.

CONCLUSIONS
For the digital technologies curriculum to be effective, the teachers must be at a suitable
standard to teach it. This paper shows that the curriculum is likely to increase the number of
teachers using physical computing hardware as part of the DTC. This is in part due to the
perceived benefit to the students that this hardware has. This paper presents several issues
that must be addressed for the curriculum to achieve its full scope such as the large number
of hardware devices on the market, and the issues that teachers have expressed with the
hardware.

KEYWORDS
STEM, Digital Curriculum, Schools
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Introduction
The number of physical computing devices being used in schools has increased in the last
few years. This has been aided by programs in other countries such as the UK’s decision to
lead the development of the BBC Micro:Bit which produced “1 million devices, enough for
every 11-12 year old in the country” (Sentance, Waite, Hodges, MacLeod, & Yeomans,
2017). Australia is following this lead by implementing a nationwide “digital technologies
curriculum” (DTC). The DTC was deployed in February of 2017 (Australian Curriculum and
Assessment Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2015) and begins at the foundation level. It
therefore introduces computer science concepts to many teachers who have not previously
encountered them.
A popular method for teaching novice programming is to take a contextualized approach.
“Contextualized computing education” is defined as the use of a consistent application or
domain area which effectively covers the core areas of a computer science course (Rubio,
Romero-Zaliz, Mañoso, & Angel, 2014). This is an attractive idea in computer science
education because instead of writing an abstract program, students can learn programming
concepts through making a game or animating a story. Increasing the relevance of computer
science education to students lives has been suggested as an effective strategy for making
students more interested in computing (Black et al., 2013).
‘Physical computing’ is a specific subset of this contextualised approach to computing
education. Instead of programming concepts existing only within the confines of the
computer, robots or other programmable hardware are used to bring these ideas into the real
world. There are many physical computing devices designed for education. Blikstein (2013)
conducted a meta-analysis of the history and current market of physical computing hardware.
He showed that although physical computing hardware has been developed since the 1980’s
there exists little consensus about the best tools to be used for computer science education.
Physical computing hardware is not required by the DTC. However, there are a large number
of devices on the market that advertise themselves as an “easy to use introduction to
programming”. These include hardware such as Arduino ("Arduino Education," 2017) and
Bee-Bot ("Bee-Bot," 2016). Physical computing hardware is also prevalent in the supporting
documentation for the DTC. There are three case studies for digital technologies in primary
school on the Victorian government’s “DigiPubs” website (Department of Education and
Training, 2017). All three case-studies feature students interacting with physical computing
devices.
It is likely that the advertising of physical computing hardware in the materials supporting the
DTC will encourage teachers to use physical computing hardware. This will have an impact
on the teachers implementing the curriculum who have never taught digital technology
related subjects before.
This paper gives an overview of the state of the physical computing hardware market in
Australia and discusses the challenges that teachers have faced when implementing
physical computing classrooms. It also suggests some areas in which support can be
provided to teachers without the skills needed to teach this curriculum.

Methodology
Context and participants
A wide variety of teachers were invited to complete an anonymous survey. A Facebook page
was created to allow teachers to share the survey with colleagues to further extend the pool
of teachers completing the questionnaire. An invitation to complete the survey was posted to
five separate teacher groups. These were: Awesome Science Teachers (now Awesome
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NSW Science Teachers), Australian Teachers Interested in STEM and STEAM, Australian
Primary Teachers, Australian Primary Ed Teachers and Australian P-12 Teachers.
Additionally, an email list was developed based on schools who had participated in the
Robocup Junior and Young ICT Explorers competitions. Public email addresses were
obtained from the websites of schools who had participated. This list consists of 175 distinct
email addresses.

Data collection and data analysis
The primary data consists of a survey filled out by teachers. The survey collected information
about teachers who both use and don’t use programming hardware. A total of 36 teachers
completed the survey. 14 respondents were recruited via Facebook. Of the 171 email
addresses, which were included in the mailing list, 22 completed surveys were submitted (a
response rate of 12.9%). This number is possibly inflated as the email addresses used were
the school administration email. This does not indicate how many teachers from each school
submitted a survey response. The lack of identical responses suggests that only a single
teacher from each school participated.
The survey was divided into two sections, one for background information on the teachers
and the second collecting information about their experiences with physical computing
hardware in the classroom.
The first section consisted of six questions collecting background information on the teacher.
These questions include which state they teach in, the year level that they teach, what
subjects they teach, the size of the class that they typically teach and self-assessments of
their general technology usage and programming skill level.
The questions in the second section were related to the experiences that these teachers
have had using the hardware. This section was only completed by teachers who use physical
computing hardware in the classroom. They were asked:
· Why did you introduce educational hardware kits into your classroom?
· What hardware system(s) do you currently use?
· Why did you decide this hardware kit?
· How beneficial has it been to your students?
· How easy has it been to use?
· How well has it met your educational goals?
· What are the challenges you have faced in using this hardware?

Limitations of the study
It is important to note that the method of study could have introduced potential biases to the
results. The respondents are self-selecting which could result in respondents who are the
most keenly engaged. Furthermore, the selected target group was intended to be as wide as
possible, however the response rate from the Facebook advertisement was low. This means
that approximately two thirds of the respondents belonged to schools which were known to
have technology programs due to their inclusion in either the Robocup Junior or the Young
ICT Explorers competitions.
Nevertheless, the results provide an insight to these teachers experience with the hardware
that they use to teach computer science skills in the classroom.
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Results
A total of 36 responses to the survey were received. Of these, 23 had introduced physical
computing hardware in their classrooms and 13 who do not use hardware in the classroom.

Figure 1: Reasons for the introduction of physical computing hardware

Figure 1 shows the reasons that teachers gave for deciding to introduce physical computing
hardware into their classrooms. The two main reasons given were that it would be beneficial
to the students and due to the DTC.
The most common reason for introducing hardware into the classroom was that it would be
beneficial to the students. This was mentioned by teachers of all programming experience
levels, from novice to expert. The two teachers in the sample who had never programmed
before both mentioned this as their only reason for introducing hardware. This indicates that
even for teachers with little programming experience, if they believe that students will benefit
from the introduction of hardware they will implement it.
The second most common reason was the DTC. This shows that even in the first six months
that it has been mandatory, it has factored into the decision making of teachers. The
combination of the perceived benefit to students and the DTC support the assumption that
the DTC will increase the demand for physical computing hardware in Australian schools.
The presence of the 7 other reasons given for the introduction of hardware show that
teachers decision making is varied. The variety of reasons given provide further evidence for
the assumption that the demand for physical computing in schools will continue to grow.
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Figure 2: Physical computing hardware teachers have used in the classroom

Figure 2 shows the hardware that teachers have used in the classroom. In total, the 23
teachers have used 18 different hardware kits between them. This shows that there is a very
competitive and fractured market in educational hardware. The large number of kits used by
such a small group of respondents suggests that there is no real consensus on the best
hardware that can be used. Lego Mindstorms was by far the most popular (but this is
possibly due to the survey being sent to schools who had participated in RoboCup Jr, where
it was the standardised platform). Arduino was also widely used, possibly due to its
popularity amongst engineers. For many of the other kits however, there was not much
overlap between the teachers. There were 9 different types of hardware that were only used
by a single teacher.
The number of different hardware kits mentioned by the small sample size shows that there
are many teachers using more than one type of hardware. 65% of respondents were using
more than one type of hardware and 39% of all respondents were using more than 4 types of
hardware. This shows that there is a lot of experimentation occurring within the market to try
and find the best hardware for the classroom.
Challenges
Respondents were asked to identify the challenges that they have faced in using physical
computing hardware in their classrooms. These responses were analysed and categorised to
determine the themes that were present. The challenges that the teachers faced fell into four
categories: cost, time, curriculum and technical.
‘Cost’ relates to the actual cost of the hardware that must be purchased. This came up
several times in the responses. Interestingly, when this was mentioned as an answer to this
question it was always in relation to the upgrade of hardware rather than the purchase of
new hardware. Two teachers had issues with the Lego Mindstorms NXT kits because the
software that was developed for this hardware no longer supports new computers and iPads.
One school was not able to afford the upgraded robots; therefore, they had to deal with the
software discrepancies that exist when using new software for old hardware.
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school uses NXT robots, cannot afford new ones, EV3 is not 100% backwards compatible.

A second school upgraded the hardware because the previously developed software did not
support the iPads the students were using.
Lego kits needed to be updated as older kits weren't compatible with students BYOD ipads.

The cost of hardware necessitates a long upgrade cycle to ensure that schools get the most
out of their purchased hardware. The presence of backwards compatibility, such as the
limited compatibility included in the Mindstorms EV3 software (Lego, 2017), can help extend
the useful lifespan of hardware. However, the responses indicate that this can cause more
issues.
‘Time’ relates to the time that teachers must put into setting up the new hardware for their
classroom. This is important because many teachers work long hours. In 2016, the average
teacher worked 52.3 hours (Weldon & Ingvarson, 2016) so the amount of time that hardware
takes to setup, learn and teach with will impact on its effectiveness. “Steep learning curve”
and the time taken to learn new hardware was a common complaint. These comments show
the impact that ease of use has on the usefulness of devices for education. Given teachers’
time constraints, the longer it takes to learn to use hardware, the more difficult it will be to
introduce it to the classroom.
For the LEGO Mindstorms, a lack of time to play and experiment with them is the major challenge.
I also need an expert to help me get started.
Steep learning curve…
Teaching myself to use them
Time limitations, facilities and storage
Edison's have taken a little while to get to grips with more complex coding…

The third theme that emerged from the comments was ‘curriculum’. A number of teachers
commented on the “availability of curriculum resources” that are of a high quality and aimed
at the correct level for students. Often there existed a gap for teachers between the sample
tasks that are included with physical computing hardware and what the students wish to do.
Access to quality project activities to fill the gap between the sample tasks and student desires
while teaching them the essential programming skills. Most activities are too low level (k-6), are
plug and play without the programming, or are for proprietary gear.
Access to good quality guides for students to follow that do not propagate misconceptions related
to electricity.
diverse ability of students

When teachers are in a position where they don’t have access to good quality resources for
the subjects that they are teaching, they are forced to create them themselves. This has two
effects. Firstly, teachers without the knowledge to create these resources are likely to
struggle to teach adequately. Secondly, the teachers who do have the knowledge and
experience to develop their own resources must do so on their own time. We have already
discussed that teachers feel as though they don’t have the time to get started with the
hardware; developing the resources adds extra time to this process.
One teacher raised the issue that hardware can add an extra layer of complexity to the
concepts and therefore increase the difficulty of curriculum design.
Designing curriculum around the software and hardware interface - sometimes concepts required
for the hardware are not easy to understand at the level where students are at, although they are
still capable of using it and playing with it.

Another curriculum issue was the combination of project based learning and more traditional
teaching styles. It is up to the teacher to decide how to balance these two ideas to ensure
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that the students get the most out of using the hardware. (Holmberg, 2017; Hussain, Fergus,
Al-Jumeily, Pich, & Hind, 2015; Jin, Haynie, & Kearns, 2016)
Balancing project based learning and direct instruction
I think it's important that educational kits be more than expensive toys. Students should be able to
create and solve problems with them. That's why I prefer kits like Lego over kits like Sphere.

Previous studies have shown that “young learners are often distracted by the physical
hardware” (Jin et al., 2016). By increasing the number of distracting elements in the
classroom, the teacher must be prepared to control the class to keep them on track.
The students seem to get sidetracked building the Lego and don't spend as much time on the
coding.

The final category was ’technical issues’. This categorises issues that can only occur when
using a physical piece of hardware. The other three categories can all be applied to
programming applications on a computer. These are issues related to the upkeep and
maintenance of the hardware. Some teachers had issues with parts continually going
missing.
Losing parts, flat batteries, time taken in building robots rather than programming them (although
students generally enjoy building).
Parts going missing!

Other teachers had more general technical problems with the hardware. The lack of specifics
offered by the respondents suggests that a large number of problems have been
encountered.
Continual technical problems
Arduinos and coding and different shields.
Troubleshooting the devices to allow them to work.

A number of teachers mentioned that they were not able to supply enough devices for every
student. This is a combination between the cost and technical issues. If the cost were lower
they might be able to purchase enough hardware for each individual student. As they aren’t
able to do this, the hardware must be used by many students.
Maintaining the equipment when it is used by multiple classes

Another teacher raised the point that when the students have to share between classes they
are limited in the creativeness that they can influence on the designs.
Having to share kits between classes means students usually needed to stick to standard robots
(using Mindstorms) rather than spend time building their own creations.
Having enough devices for the children to use.

The results have shown that there is a real need for tools that can help teachers choose
between the available hardware options. We propose a website that hosts a survey for
teachers to self evaluate the hardware devices that they use. This can provide an evolving
resource for new teachers to be able to find hardware that suits their specific situation. A
prototype has been developed and is available at http://jmss.it/physicalcomputing.

Conclusion
The DTC ensures that students are being equipped for a digital future. For the curriculum to
be effective, the teachers must be at a suitable standard to teach it. This paper shows that
the curriculum is likely to increase the number of teachers using physical computing
hardware as part of the DTC. This is due to the perceived benefit to the students that this
hardware has, combined with the prevalence of physical computing in the digital technology
curriculum resources. This paper presents several issues that must be addressed for the
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curriculum to achieve its full scope. Firstly, the large number of hardware devices on the
market present a challenge for teachers to be able to choose the best hardware for the job.
Secondly, the teachers currently using hardware in their classrooms have described issues
that they are experiencing. These issues can be categorised as time, ease of use, cost,
curriculum and technical. These issues identified by the early adopters must be addressed
before subsequent groups can begin to use this hardware effectively.
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SESSION S2: Educating The Edisons Of The 21st Century
CONTEXT Institutes of Engineers all over the world have identified problem solving and

creativity as vital skills for engineering graduates to possess in the 21st Century (e.g.
Engineers Australia, 2011; National Academy of Engineering, 2004). Recent Deloitte report
specifically mentioned these skills as increasingly important for success of Australian
businesses by 2030 (Deloitte, 2017). Research evidence of the ability of engineering
programs to nurture creative graduates is inconclusive. Some authors reported on failures of
current engineering programs to enhance students’ creativity (e.g. Daly, Mosyjowski, &
Seifert, 2014; Steiner et al., 2011).
Acquisition of professional problem solving skills is one of the main aims of the New Zealand
Diploma in Engineering (NZDE). With emphasis on holistic approach in engineering
education, introduction of the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) heuristics could
help students to be better prepared for cognitive challenges.

PURPOSE To establish whether the educational materials provided by the TRIZ Repository
of thinking heuristics (OLT Fellowship, 2016) are suitable for self-learning of NZDE students.

APPROACH Sixty NZDE students from mechanical, electrical and civil strands participated
in TRIZ workshops in semester 1 2017. Then they were directed to the repository of TRIZ
educational materials and were asked to complete an online survey. All students were
encouraged to apply TRIZ heuristics in the Engineering Project paper. The paper analyses
students’ feedback and investigates possible integration of the TRIZ into the NZDE program.

RESULTS A set of TRIZ tutorials and workshops with NZDE students at TOIT (Bay of
Plenty, NZ) has revealed their genuine interest shown through surveys and discussions. The
majority of students have expressed a clear need for learning such problem solving tools
during their study NZDE. A large percentage of students have shown self-motivation to
learning TRIZ through the online resources offered by the TRIZ Repository. Most of the
students assessed self-learning resources offered by the repository of TRIZ educational
materials as suiting their learning and their future needs. Their survey responses suggest
that the heuristics they have learnt just over a couple of hours have not only helped them in
generating more ideas for their projects, but also influenced the way they solve problems.

CONCLUSIONS Introduction of the problem solving techniques such as TRIZ into
engineering education has a longstanding need, which is now not just appreciated by the
professionals but the students themselves. The feedback from the NZDE study participants
indicates the usefulness of the TRIZ heuristics for the NZDE program and especially for the
Engineering Project course. It is recommended to introduce thinking heuristics to students
early in their engineering study and to develop appropriate summative assessment to
evaluate how well they have learnt and used of these heuristics in project work.

KEYWORDS Engineering education, TRIZ, NZDE, creativity, Engineering Project.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Institutes of Engineers all over the world have identified problem solving and creativity as
vital skills for engineering graduates to possess in the 21st Century (ENAEE, 2015;
Engineering Council, 2013; Engineers Australia, 2011; National Academy of Engineering,
2004). Recent reports of Deloitte and the Australian Government specifically mentioned
these skills as increasingly important for success of Australian businesses by 2030 (Deloitte,
2017; Department of Emloyment, 2016). Over 800 CEOs of international corporations that
were interviewed by IBM supported the importance of creativity in achieving company goals.
They suggested that in order to survive and prosper in the world of disruption companies
need to accelerate innovation (IBM Institute for Business Value, 2016).
Research evidence on the ability of engineering programs to nurture creative graduates is
inconclusive. Some authors reported on failures of current engineering programs to enhance
students’ creativity (Daly et al., 2014; Sola, Hoekstra, Fiore, & McCauley, 2017; Steiner et al.,
2011). On the other hand, there were reports on successes in enhancing problem solving
and creativity skills of engineering students (Belski, Baglin, & Harlim, 2013; Hugh et al.,
2007). This study is focused on development of creative problem solving skills in engineering
diploma students from New Zealand.
The New Zealand Diploma in Engineering (NZDE) is a two-year full time program. It is often
considered as the first step in tertiary engineering education. Institutes of Technology are the
main providers of the engineering diplomas in New Zealand. They offer diploma programs in
four major engineering fields: civil, mechanical, electrical and electronic. These programs
must adhere with the Dublin accord of the International Engineering Alliance (International
Engineering Alliance, 2016) as well as with New Zealand National Curriculum for engineering
diplomas (New Zealand Board of Engineering Diplomas, 2016). In accordance with the
National Curriculum, graduates of the Institutes of Technology are expected to develop
competencies allowing them to solve well-defined engineering problems (p.45). This, among
other skills, requires proficiency in problem identification and problem analysis (p.46).
Significant percentage of the NZDE graduates continue their study at universities in New
Zealand and abroad in order to complete a degree of the Bachelor of Engineering
(Washington accord) or the Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Sydney accord). Usually
NZDE graduates enrol directly in the second year of a bachelor degree. Most universities
offer NZDE graduates cross-credits for up to one and a half years of bachelor studies.
The NZDE curriculum is well compiled and includes sufficient volume of engineering theory
and engineering practice. At the same time, it does not explicitly address the enhancement of
some soft skills, such as problem solving, problem identification and evaluation, risk
management, etc. It is anticipated that these soft skills are gained naturally as a result of two
years of study. This does not necessarily happen that way. Indeed, some students are more
natural learners and are able to acquire problem-solving skills over two years of the diploma
study; other students that require extra teaching support may graduate with underdeveloped
soft skills. The latter cohort would be much better of if simple heuristics that they can apply in
problem solving were taught to them explicitly. Taking into account the constraints of the
existing NZDE curriculum, it would be ideal to embed simple problem-solving heuristics into
existing NZDE courses. Also, it would be advantageous to utilise existing educational
materials that have already been developed by expert problem solvers and that can be used
for free.
This study investigates the suitability of educational materials that are offered by the
repository of thinking heuristics (TRIZ Repository) developed by the fellowship team led by
Belski (OLT Fellowship, 2016) for embedding into the NZDE curriculum. These educational
materials have been provided under the Creative Commons licence and could be used freely
by both teachers and students. During semester 1 of 2017 four heuristics that belong to the
Theory of Invention Problem Solving (TRIZ) were promoted by the fellowship repository.
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Three of these heuristics looked suiting the needs of the diploma students. Therefore it was
decided to formally introduce to the students the heuristics of Size-Time-Cost Operator that
guides problem framing and reframing, Notion of the Ideal Ultimate Result (IUR) that helps to
‘envisage’ the future, and 8 Fields of MATCEMIB that makes idea generation fun.

Methodology
Sixty students enrolled in various diploma programs at the TOI-OHOMAI Institute of
Technology (TOIT) were introduced to three TRIZ heuristics in semester 1 of 2017. Twentyseven students were in their last year of diploma study. Twenty-three students were in their
first year of NZDE. Ten student participants have been studying on a part-time basis. They
were with TOIT for over two years. The TOIT diploma students come from diverse
backgrounds. The students that participated in this study were a mix of school leavers and
mature adults. About 20% of them were international students, who mainly came from India.
It was anticipated that learning TRIZ heuristics would help students to excel in courses that
are focused on development of soft skills, like Planning, Time and Engineering Management,
Creativity, Control and etc. Furthermore, TRIZ problem-solving heuristics could be very
useful in completing the Engineering Project that is carried out in the last semester of the
diploma study (in semester 2 of 2017 for the cohort of 27 students). The aim of the
Engineering Project course explicitly mentions the problem-solving skills: “To apply
knowledge and problem-solving skills to plan and complete an engineering project relevant to
the discipline strand studied…” (New Zealand Board of Engineering Diplomas, 2016, p. 133).
Final Projects of the 27 graduating students represented TOIT diploma programs from all
four major engineering fields and were reasonably complex. The following are some of the
project titles that the graduating students were involved in: “Simplifying existing drink
dispenser”, “Design of a model gantry crane”, “Design of a prototype conveyor system”,
“Design of an automated weighting and data recording system for the fish processing plant”,
“Sun tracking system for solar power”, “Developing a PID controlled system for variable
speed drive”.
Three class sessions on TRIZ heuristics were conducted in order to engage students in
enhancing their thinking skills. In the first session, students enrolled in the last year of study
were introduced to TRIZ heuristics of 8 Fields of MATCEMIB and Size-Time-Cost Operator.
At the beginning of the class they were asked to suggest as many ideas as they could for the
ways and the means of protecting buildings from termites. Then, as recommended by the
TRIZ Repository, they watched the 8 Fields of MATCEMIB video and tried to generate as
many ideas as possible for the termite protection. Towards the end of this session students
were also briefed on the Size-Time-Cost Operator heuristic.
The second session was conducted for the students of mechanical engineering that
represented both years of NZDE. This session was devoted to the Notion of the Ideal
Ultimate Result (IUR). Students watched the IUR video and participated in a discussion on
the application of this heuristic in their TOIT projects.
The third session was conducted for the students enrolled in the first year of diploma studies.
It introduced students to the heuristics of 8 Fields of MATCEMIB and Size-Time-Cost
Operator and was conducted in a similar way to the first session.
At the end of each session it was recommended that students devote an hour or two of their
personal study time to look through educational materials, papers and case studies offered
by the TRIZ Repository. Students in their final year of study were encouraged to use TRIZ
heuristics in preparation for their Engineering Project course. They were given permission to
incorporate the pdf solution templates (that are available from the TRIZ Repository) for any
heuristic they will use into their final Project Report. All students were asked to consider
participation in the Edisons21 Creativity Challenge that required a formal submission of a
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report on the outcomes of usage of the heuristics to the fellowship team (OLT Fellowship,
2016).
At the end of a semester students were asked to participate in a survey and to share their
experiences in learning TRIZ heuristics. This web-based survey was built and administered
by the team that has been developing the TRIZ Repository. The survey consisted of around
60 questions that covered general information about students, their perceptions on their
problem solving abilities, their opinions on the quality of self-educational materials available
at the fellowship repository and suitability of these materials for their learning. Twenty-one
students completed the survey.

Results
Face-to-face sessions
After watching the video on the 8 Fields of MATCEMIB heuristic, participants of the first and
the third sessions proposed many more ideas for building protection against termites. In
essence the number of solution ideas doubled as a result of them watching the video. While
discussing individual solution ideas, some students revealed that they excluded some ideas
that were similar to that generated after they watched the video from the list of possible
solutions they have recorded originally, prior to watching the video. Many of the students said
that they were simply uncertain of safety and environmental impact of these solution ideas,
so they decided to keep them private.
Student reaction to TRIZ heuristics varied from full support to absence of any interest. Some
were very exited and said that they will try applying the heuristics to their own “world saving”
inventions; some were simply bored. Students from mechanical and electrical streams were
much more engaged in class activities that that of the civil discipline. Mature students were
much more interested than recent school leavers and were willing to immediately apply TRIZ
heuristics to solve their problems.

Survey results
Quantitative outcomes
Twenty participants of the survey were male; one was female. Seven identified themselves
as the first year students, 12 – as the second year students. Two participants did not offer
their year of enrolment. Six students were younger than 20 years of age. Eleven were
between 20 and 30 years old. Two students were in each of the 31 to 40 and 41 to 50 age
brackets.
Students were certain in soundness of their problem-solving skills. Table 1 depicts their
responses to the survey questions that were related to their problem-solving abilities.
Table 1: Student opinions on their problem-solving abilities. All questions used the Likert scale
of 5 (1 – strongly disagree; 5 – strongly agree)

Mean

4.00

2.70

3.40

I am certain that I
am able to
resolve any
problem I will
face
3.65

SD

0.649

0.865

1.095

0.875

I am very good at
problem solving

I am unable to
tackle unfamiliar
problems

So far, I have
resolved every
problem I faced

Survey participants positively evaluated the quality of educational materials offered by the
TRIZ Repository. Table 2 presents student opinions on the usefulness of materials in general
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and on the effectiveness of each of the components: a short Video, a Solution Template, a
Web Tool and a Cheat Sheet.
Table 2: Student opinions on the usefulness of educational materials offered by the TRIZ
Repository. All questions used the Likert scale of 5 (1 – strongly disagree; 5 – strongly agree)

Mean

4.00

4.07

A Solution
Template that
guided me in
applying a
heuristic for the
first time was
very
helpful in
learning the
heuristic
4.07

SD

0.365

0.594

0.458

Educational
materials for selflearning TRIZ
heuristics made it
easy for me to
learn
thinking
heuristics

A short Video
that explained
the way to apply
a heuristic was
very helpful in
learning the
heuristic

A Web Tool that
guided me in
applying a
heuristic for the
first time was
very helpful in
learning the
heuristic

A Cheat
Sheet was
very helpful
in applying
the heuristic

3.69

4.00

0.751

0.816

Student responses to questions related to the influence of the heuristics on their projects and
on their approach to problem solving were also positive and are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Student opinions on the influence of TRIZ heuristics. All questions used the Likert
scale of 5 (1 – strongly disagree; 5 – strongly agree)
I believe the
heuristic(s) I have
learnt helped me
to understand my
problem much
more clearly

I believe the
heuristic(s) I have
learnt helped me
to generate more
ideas for my
project

Learning the
heuristics
changed a way I
resolve problems

Mean

4.00

4.06

3.87

SD

0.365

0.443

0.500

Qualitative outcomes
Survey participants were asked to explain the reasons for some of their answers to the
above-mentioned questions and also to suggest how the TRIZ Repository can be improved.
The following are some student comments.
Comments related to the question “I believe the heuristic(s) I have learnt helped me to
understand my problem much more clearly”:
“It makes you think in different ways you would not usually think.” “Because I was
able to approach the problem from many different angles”. “Well the areas I am
lacking or struggling to find ideas has been helped by the heuristic”. “It helped narrow
the problem down into categories that have viable solutions”. “Being able to see
problems from more than one angle.” “Helped to look at the bigger picture”.
Comments related to the question “I believe the heuristic(s) I have learnt helped me to
generate more ideas for my project”:
“Heuristic helped me to generate more ideas for my project “.“I'm very experienced
with creative problem solving and lateral thinking, accompanied by industry
knowledge. Applying heuristics has reinforced my current methodology and
generated few new ideas.” “Using the size-time-cost helped me generate realistic
ideas even when thinking if money was not an issue. By thinking in such a wide point
of view can create ideas that can then be broken down into more feasible goals.”
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Comments related to the question “Learning the heuristics changed a way I resolve
problems”:
“For the most part I already applied a lot of these subconsciously however I do
approach the way I solve problems slightly differently.” “Because its totally different to
my thinking”. “Heuristics give me a distinctive view point towards a problem”. “Taking
time to analyse the problem and think of things that can be resolved with the given
time or resources available, or what issues need to be solved in a different
perspective”.
Most of the survey participants were overall happy with the materials offered by the TRIZ
Repository and suggested minor improvements. One student explicitly suggested the TRIZ
heuristics offered by the Fellowship Repository to be promoted to educators:
“Please do some adverticements on websites and mail [information on the TRIZ
Repository] to tutors and students as well …”

Discussion
Student opinions presented in Table 1 indicate that the participants were very confident in
their problem-solving abilities. Actually, the Diploma students judged their problem-solving
skills to be on the par or even exceeding that of the students enrolled in Engineering
Degrees in Australia that were evaluated in the past (Belski et al., 2013; Steiner et al., 2011).
Perceptions of own problem-solving abilities of the NZDE students differed the most from
that of 325 students enrolled in engineering Bachelor degrees that were surveyed by Steiner
et al. (2011). The responses of these two student cohorts to the question “So far, I have
resolved every problem I faced” exhibited the largest discrepancy. As shown in Table 1, the
NZDE students evaluated their past problem solving achievements slightly positively (Mean =
3.4/5). Students enrolled in engineering degrees, on the other hand, were neutral (Mean =
3.0/5). It must be noted that the students surveyed by Steiner et al. did not study thinking
heuristics. The opinions of the NZDE students came out of the survey that was administered
after they have learnt TRIZ heuristics from the TRIZ Repository. They were not surveyed
prior to the introduction of the heuristics. Therefore it is impossible to establish whether the
simple TRIZ heuristics the NZDE students have learnt made any influence on their problemsolving self-efficacy. Such positive influence of TRIZ heuristics on problem solving selfefficacy is possible and has been reported by Belski et al. (2013). The change in problem
solving self-efficacy of 93 students as a result of learning TRIZ heuristics in a one-semester
subject established by Belski et al. was statistically significant. The Mean value of student
responses to the statement “I am certain that I am able to resolve any problem I will face”
changed from 2.82/5 to 3.82/5 (Belski et al., 2013, p. 350). The response of the NZDE
students to the same statement after learning the heuristics is presented in Table 1. The
Mean was 3.65/5, pretty close to 3.82/5.
Students that participated in this study assessed the educational materials provided by the
TRIZ Repository that they used as helpful. As shown in Table 2, they agreed with the
usefulness of each component of materials available for each heuristic and ‘liked’ the Video
and the Solution Template the most. This suggests that the educational materials that are
available at the TRIZ Repository website can be recommended to students for self-learning.
The data presented in Table 3 as well as student comments indicate that a short encounter
with simple TRIZ heuristics not only helped them to generate more ideas for their projects,
but also made a positive influence on the way they analyse and solve problems.
Interestingly, the heuristic of 8 Fields of MATCEMIB assisted some students in revealing to
others the ideas that they had in mind, but were unwilling to share openly.
As it has already been mentioned, not all students showed enthusiasm to upgrade their
thinking skills and to participate in activities focused on learning the TRIZ heuristics. Such
behaviour is not unique to the introduction of heuristics. Students are often reluctant to
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engage in any task that is not formally assessed and could not improve their course
performance. It is also possible that some final year students hesitated to use the heuristics.
Many of them might have had ideas on conducting their project work already and were
unwilling to make changes to the ideas that they have developed prior to learning the
heuristics.
It seems that in order to actively engage students in learning thinking heuristics and to help
them in utilising the outcomes of problem analysis and idea generation achieved with these
heuristics it is necessary to make heuristic application a compulsory part of project
proposals, and to formally assess the outcomes of the application of heuristics. It would also
make good sense to introduce TRIZ assignments in the first-year engineering subjects.
Embedding thinking heuristics into early engineering subjects is likely to help students later
on, for example in their final year capstone project. If problem solving heuristics are
introduced to students from year one, they will have ample time to familiarise with the
thinking heuristics before their project work will commence and may be able to accomplish
more during their project work.

Conclusion
It has been found that a short introduction of TRIZ heuristics to students enrolled in NZDE
resulted both in tangible and intangible outcomes. Many students reported that as a result of
learning TRIZ heuristics they came up with new ideas for their projects. Also, students
thought that their problem-solving approach has changed as a result of learning TRIZ
heuristics and that they will use these heuristics in the future.
Introduction of TRIZ heuristics did not take much time and effort. Appropriate teaching and
self-learning materials were simply downloaded from the TRIZ Repository. Therefore,
engineering educators may need to consider utilising the resources offered by the TRIZ
Repository in their own courses.
Although the majority of the students that participated in this study were excited to learn
thinking heuristics, some students were reluctant to devote their time to the heuristics. In
order to ensure that all students consider enhancement of their cognitive skills seriously and
devoting appropriate time to studying thinking heuristics it is recommended that the heuristics
are introduced to students early in their engineering study. They need to be given adequate
time to familiarise with the thinking heuristics in order to effectively use these heurists in their
project work.
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>('4!0,2+#,(%M!$%!2!(,R/$(,4,-0!0'!4$0$B20,!0#,!$%%/,%8!
5%!2-!,-B$-,,(?!%0/.,-0%!&$**!>2+,!.$>>,(,-0!<('6*,4%!$-!0#,$(!<('>,%%$'-2*!*$>,!2-.!0#,=!-,,.!
0'! (,*=! '-! 0#,$(! ,-B$-,,($-B! H/.B,4,-0! 0'! %'*3,! 2-.! '3,(+'4,! +#2**,-B,%8! 5%! &'()<*2+,?!
<('>,%%$'-2*%?! 0#,=! 2(,! (,R/$(,.! 0'! .,4'-%0(20,! 0#,$(! 26$*$0=! $-! <('6*,4! %'*3$-B?! +($0$+2*!
0#$-)$-B?! +''(.$-20$'-! &$0#! '0#,(%?! 2-.! +'B-$0$3,! >*,G$6$*$0=8! 12<%0'-,! <('H,+0%! <('3$.,! 2-!
'<<'(0/-$0=!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!<(2+0$+,!2-.!$4<('3,!0#,$(!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!&'()<*2+,!%)$**%!&#$*,!
0#,=!,-B2B,!$-!2!+'**26'(20$3,!,-3$('-4,-08!
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\'-,%! ,0! 2*8! IT9CaL! $-3,%0$B20,.! #'&! $-%0(/+0$'-2*! ,*,4,-0%! '>! JK;! +2-! 2>>,+0! %0/.,-0M%!
,-B2B,4,-0!$-!+2<%0'-,!,-B$-,,($-B!+'/(%,%8!"#,=!4,2%/(,.!0#,!,>>,+0!'>!>$3,!+'4<'-,-0%!
'>!0#,!NOP:1!N'.,*@!,N<'&,(4,-0?!O%,>/*-,%%?!P/++,%%?!:-0,(,%0?!2-.!12($-B?!'-!%0/.,-0%M!
4'0$320$'-8!:-%0(/+0'(!$-0,(2+0$'-!$%!2!4'0$320$'-!,*,4,-0!2-.!%'4,!%0/.,-0%!4,-0$'-,.!0#20!
0#,=! 6,-,>$00,.! >('4! 0#,$(! $-%0(/+0'(M%! >,,.62+)! %$-+,! $0! (,$->'(+,.! 0#,! %,-%,! 0#20! 0#,=! 2(,!
%/<<'(0,.?!&#$*,!'0#,(!B('/<%!>'/-.!+'->('-0$-B!0'!'602$-!>,,.62+)!>('4!0#,$(!2.3$%'(%8!"#$%!
*2+)! '>! >,,.62+)! #$-.,(,.! %0/.,-0%M! %/++,%%8! "#,=! +*2$4,.! 0#20! %0/.,-0%! +2-! %0$**! 6,!
4'0$320,.!,3,-!$>!2**!0#,!NOP:1!4'.,*!+'4<'-,-0%!-'0!(,2+#!#$B#!*,3,*%8!"#$%!+2-!6,!./,!0'!
0#,! >2+0! 0#20! $-%0(/4,-0%! /%,.! $-! 0#$%! (,%,2(+#! &,(,! .,3,*'<,.! 2-.! 32*$.20,.! 6=! .$>>,(,-0!
(,%,2(+#,(%!>'(!32($'/%!</(<'%,%8!

+,-!.*./"#/&%&'0*(&*.5#0'/&%*62/7%3'*
:-! 0#$%! %,+0$'-?! &,! .$%+/%%! 26'/0! 0#,! (,*20$'-%#$<! 6,0&,,-! 2/0#'(%M! 0,2+#$-BA%/<,(3$%'(=!
4,0#'.?!2-.!%0/.,-0%M!4'0$320$'-!2-.!2<<('2+#,%!0'!%0/.=8!"'!%/<<'(0!0#$%?!&,!+'4<*,0,.!2!
R/,%0$'--2$(,!>('4!%0/.,-0%!$-!D-B$-,,($-BA12<%0'-,!J('H,+0!20!0#,!O-$3,(%$0=!'>!P=.-,=!2-.!
$.,-0$>$,.! 0#,!),=! ,*,4,-0%! '>! '/(! 0,2+#$-B!4,0#'.%! 62%,.! '-! 0#,!>'/(! *,-%,%! '>! K('')>$,*.!
IC]]WL8!"#$%!/-$0!'>!%0/.=!IO'PL!<('3$.,%!2!B(,20!'<<'(0/-$0=!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!+'-./+0!'($B$-2*!
$-3,%0$B20$'-! 2-.! (,%,2(+#! &'()8! P0/.,-0%! B,-,(2**=! &'()! $-! B('/<%?! 2*0#'/B#! 0#,! <*2--$-B!
2-.!&($0$-B!'>!0#,!0#,%$%!$%!.'-,!$-.$3$./2**=8!Q'()$-B!2((2-B,4,-0%!2(,!$->'(42*?!2%!2(,!0#,!
(,*20$'-%#$<%! 6,0&,,-! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! 2-.! 0#,$(! %/<,(3$%'(8! "#$%! /-$0! +2-! #,*<! %0/.,-0%! 0'!
$4<('3,! +($0$+2*! 0#$-)$-B?! <('6*,4! %'*3$-B! %)$**%?! 2-.! .,+$%$'-! 42)$-B8! P0/.,-0%! *,2(-! 0'!
$4<('3,!0#,$(!26$*$0=!0'!,G<*'(,!2-.!>'(4/*20,!2<<('<($20,!4,0#'.%!>'(!$-3,%0$B20$-B!(,%,2(+#!
R/,%0$'-%8! 50! 0#,! ,-.! '>! 0#,! /-$0?! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! 2(,! ,G<,+0,.! 0'! #23,! $-F.,<0#! )-'&*,.B,! '>!
0#,!2(,2!&#$+#!4'%0!*$),*=!#,*<%!0#,4!0'!>$-.!0#,$(!>/0/(,!H'68!
K2%,.! '-! S24%.,-! IT99aL?! ,>>,+0$3,! 0,2+#$-B! $-3'*3,%! ,-B2B$-B! %0/.,-0%! $-! &2=%! 0#20! 2(,!
2<<('<($20,!0'!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!.,,<!2<<('2+#,%?!%/+#!2%!,G,(+$%$-B!(,%<'-%$6*,!+#'$+,!
'>! %0/.=?! .,4'-%0(20$-B! 4,2-$-B! 2-.! (,*,32-+,! '>! 0#,! +'-0,-0! 0'! %0/.,-0%?! 0,2+#$-B! 2-.!
2%%,%%4,-0! 4,0#'.%! 0'! 4'0$320,! 2+0$3,! 2-.! *'-BF0,(4! ,-B2B,4,-0?! +*,2(*=! %020,.!
,G<,+020$'-%?! $-0,(,%0! $-! 0#,! %/6H,+0?! 2-.! ,./+20$'-2*! %,00$-B%8! :-! 0#$%! *$B#0! 2-.! %$4$*2(! 0'!
\'-,%!,0!2*8!IT9CaL?!&,!0($,.!0'!4,2%/(,!0#,!,>>,+0!'>!0#,%,!>$3,!+'4<'-,-0%!INOP:1!N'.,*L@!
,N<'&,(4,-0?! O%,>/*-,%%?! P/++,%%?! :-0,(,%0?! 2-.! 12($-B?! '-! %0/.,-0%M! 4'0$320$'-8! Q,!
4,2%/(,.! 0#,%,! +'4<'-,-0%! $-! (,*20$'-! 0'! %0/.,-0%?! 0#,$(! 0,24420,%! 2-.! $-%0(/+0'(8! Q,!
/%,.! 2! 0&'F<#2%,! 4$G,.! 4,0#'.%! 2<<('2+#?! +'4<($%$-B! 6'0#! R/2-0$020$3,! 2-.! R/2*$020$3,!
2<<('2+#,%8!:-!0#,!R/2-0$020$3,!<#2%,?!0#,!%0/.,-0%!+'4<*,0,.!2!R/,%0$'--2$(,!&$0#!2!%,0!'>!
R/,%0$'-%! (,*20,.! 0'! 0#,! NOP:1! +'4<'-,-0%! 2-.! 0#,$(! (,%<'-%,%! &,(,! 2-2*=%,.! $-! 0#,!
R/2*$020$3,!<#2%,8!
1/((,-0*=?! &,! 2(,! %/<,(3$%$-B! a! B('/<%! '>! /-.,(B(2./20,%! 2-.! 0&'! 42%0,(! 0#,%$%! %0/.,-0%8!
b'(!/-.,(B(2./20,!2-.!<'%0FB(2./20,!%0/.,-0%?!B('/<!%$c,%!2(,!+'4<($%,.!'>!0#(,,!2-.!'-,!
%0/.,-0! <,(! B('/<?! (,%<,+0$3,*=8! "'! *,2(-! 26'/0!'/(! %0/.,-0%M! 4'0$320$'-! 2-.! 2<<('2+#,%! 0'!
*,2(-$-B!2-.!0'!(,>*,+0!'-!'/(!0,2+#$-B!<#$*'%'<#=?!&,!%,*,+0,.!%0/.,-0%!>('4!,2+#!B('/<?!2**!
'>! 0#,4! $-! 0#,! >$-2*! =,2(! '>! 0#,$(! +$3$*! ,-B$-,,($-B! .,B(,,8! P0/.,-0%! 2(,! >('4! .$>>,(,-0!
+'/-0($,%!2-.!*,3,*%!I/-.,(B(2./20,A<'%0!B(2./20,L8!O-.,(B(2./20,!%0/.,-0%!2(,!>('4!1#$-2!
IP0/.,-0%!5−1L?!N2*2=%$2!IP0/.,-0!EL?!2-.!5/%0(2*$2!ID−dL!&#$*,!0#,!<'%0B(2./20,!%0/.,-0!$%!
>('4! d/20,42*2! IP0/.,-0! V! [! :L8! "#,! R/,%0$'--2$(,! &2%! .,%$B-,.! 0'! .,0,(4$-,! %0/.,-0%M!
4'0$320$'-2*!<2(24,0,(%!2-.!0#,$(!2<<('2+#,%!0'!*,2(-$-B!./($-B!0#,!>$-2*!=,2(!<('H,+08!"26*,!
C! %/442($%,%! $0,4%! $-! 0#,! R/,%0$'--2$(,8! "#,! >$(%0! 0&'! R/,%0$'-%! '>! 0#,! 4'0$320$'-2*! <2(0!
>'+/%,.! '-! %0/.,-0%M! 42H'(! I+$3$*! ,-B$-,,($-B?! .'/6*,! .,B(,,?! ,0+8L! &#$*,! 0#,! (,42$-$-B!
R/,%0$'-%!200,4<0,.!0'!.$%+'3,(!%0/.,-0%M!4'0$320$'-!2-.!2<<('2+#,%!0'!*,2(-$-B!$-!0#,!/-$0!
'>!%0/.=8!P0/.,-0%!&,(,!-'0$>$,.!0#20!2**!2%<,+0%!'>!0#,!%0/.=?!$-+*/.$-B!(,%/*0%?!&$**!6,!%0($+0*=!
+'->$.,-0$2*!2-.!0#20!0#,=!&$**!-'0!6,!$.,-0$>$,.!$-!2-=0#$-B!0#,=!&($0,8!J2(0$+$<20$'-!&2%!2*%'!
3'*/-02(=!2-.!<2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!0=<,!0#,$(!2-%&,(%!0'!,2+#!R/,%0$'-!<($'(!0'!'/(!
&,,)*=!4,,0$-B%!2-.!0#,-!0'!<($-0!$0!2-.!6($-B!$0!2*'-B!0'!0#,!+*2%%!&#,(,!2!026*,!20!0#,!62+)!
'>!+*2%%!&2%!2%%$B-,.!>'(!+'**,+0$'-!'>!0#,!R/,%0$'--2$(,!2-.!1'-%,-0!b'(4%8!
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!
95K$%*L8*952)%'%;*('%"0*(&*'4%*M:%0'(/&&5(2%*N/2*'4%*3:22%&'*0':;OP*

N'0$320$'-!

5<<('2+#,%!0'!*,2(-$-B!

V'&!.$.!='/!+'4,!0'!+#''%,!0#$%!+'/(%,e!

V'&!.$.!='/!.,0,(4$-,!0#,!0'<$+!='/!
%,*,+0,.e!

12-!='/!4,-0$'-!2!/-$0!'>!%0/.=!0#20!='/!(,2**=!
,-H'=,.!$-!0#,!+'/(%,e!Q#=!.$.!='/!,-H'=!$0e!

12-!='/!<*,2%,!.,%+($6,!&#20!='/!2(,!
.'$-B!$-!'(.,(!0'!*,2(-!./($-B!0#$%!/-$0e!

5(,!='/!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!0#,!+'-0,G0!'>!0#$%!%/6H,+0e! Q#20!.'!='/!0#$-)!$->*/,-+,%!='/!0'!
Q#20!42),%!$0!$-0,(,%0$-BA-'0!$-0,(,%0$-B!>'(!='/e! *,2(-!*$),!0#20!$-!0#$%!%/6H,+0e!
E'!='/!>,,*!$-!+'-0('*!'>!='/(!*,2(-$-B!$-!0#$%!
+'-0,G0e!:>!-'0?!&#20!$%!='/(!%/BB,%0$'-e!

Q#20!&'/*.!+'-3$-+,!='/!0'!02),!2!
.$>>,(,-0!2<<('2+#e!

E'!='/!6,*$,3,!='/!+2-!6,!%/++,%%>/*!$-!0#$%!
%/6H,+0e!

Q#20!$%!0#,!&'()*'2.!*$),!$-!0#$%!%/6H,+0e!

E'!='/!0#$-)!0#,!+'-0,-0A0'<$+%!2(,!I'(!&$**!6,L!
32*/26*,!0'!='/e!

V'&!.'!='/!2<<('2+#!0#,!
2%%,%%4,-0%e!

V'&!.'!='/!0#$-)!0#$%!%/6H,+0!+2-!#,*<!='/!$-!
='/(!%#'(0F0,(4A*'-BF0,(4!B'2*%e!

E,%+($6,!='/(!B('/<M%!.=-24$+%e!
Q#20!&'/*.!='/!+#2-B,!26'/0!0#,!('*,!
'>!='/(!2.3$%'(e!

H(03:00(/&*
K=!2-2*=%$-B!0#,!R/,%0$'--2$(,!(,%<'-%,%?!$0!&2%!(,3,2*,.!0#20!$>!4'0$320$-B!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!2(,!
/%,.! <('<,(*=?! 0#,=! +2-! >'%0,(! %0/.,-0%M! <'%$0$3,! <,(+,<0$'-%! '>! 0#,! NOP:1! +'4<'-,-0%Y!
'0#,(&$%,?!0#,=!*,2.!0'!%0/.,-0%M!>(/%0(20$'-!2-.!2!*2+)!'>!4'0$320$'-8!b'(!$-%02-+,?!&,!6,*$,3,!
'-,!,*,4,-0!'>!+'**26'(20$3,!*,2(-$-B!0#20!$->*/,-+,.!<2(0$+$<2-0%M!4'0$320$'-!$%!0#,!%0/.,-0%M!
>(,,.'4! $-! 0#,! %,*,+0$'-! '>! 0#,$(! <('H,+08! "$4,! $%! 2-'0#,(! $4<'(02-0! <2(24,0,(! $-! .,%$B-$-B!
%/++,%%>/*! +'/(%,%8! P'4,! 4'0$320$-B! '<<'(0/-$0$,%! 2(,! ,%026*$%#,.! <($'(! 0'! 0#,! %02(0! '>! 0#,!
+'/(%,?!%/+#!2%!0#,!%0/.,-0M%!>(,,.'4!0'!+#''%,!0#,$(!0'<$+?!B('/<?!'(!2.3$%'(8!"#,(,>'(,?!$0!$%!
$4<'(02-0! 0'! $-3,%0$B20,! 0#,! <2(24,0,(%! 0#20! 4'3,! 0#,! +'/(%,! .=-24$+! 0'&2(.%! 2!
<('>,%%$'-2*!,-B$-,,($-B!,-3$('-4,-0!2-.!0'!+'-%$.,(!#'&!0#,%,!<2(24,0,(%!32(=!&$0#!0$4,8!
"#(,,! %0/.,-0%! -'0,.! 0#20! 0#,=! #2.! 0#,! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! %,*,+0! 2! <('H,+0! 62%,.! '-! 0#,$(!
$-.$3$./2*!$-0,(,%0?!&#,(,2%!P0/.,-0!V!+#'%,!0#,!0'<$+!2>0,(!+'-%/*020$'-!&$0#!#$%!%/<,(3$%'(8!
P0/.,-0!E!4,-0$'-,.!0#20@!f0#$%!0'<$+!$%!%,*,+0,.!6=!4=!0,24420,!2-.!&,!2(,!6'0#!$-0,(,%0,.!
$-! 0#,! 0'<$+! %$-+,! $0! $-3'*3,%! ,G<,($4,-0%g8! :0! 2<<,2(%! 0#20! 4'%0! '>! %0/.,-0%! %,*,+0,.! 0'<$+%!
0#20!2(,!0$,.!0'!0#,$(!+2(,,(!<*2-@!fh!0'!2+#$,3,!B''.!)-'&*,.B,!$-!0#20!<2(0$+/*2(!2(,2g?!fh!$-!
0#,!+'-0,G0!'>!%0(/+0/(2*!I,-B$-,,($-BLg?!'(!fh!0'!B2$-!,-'/B#!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!I0'L!2<<*=!$0!0'!
,3,(=.2=!%$0/20$'-%g8!"#$%!$%!+*'%,*=!(,*20,.!0'!0#,$(!4'0$320$'-!I$8,8!<,(%'-2*!$-0,(,%0!'(!>/0/(,!
H'6!<('%<,+0%?!%0/.=$-B!%'4,0#$-B!4'(,!<(2+0$+2*L!>'(!%,*,+0$-B!0#,$(!+'/(%,!$-!0#,!>$(%0!<*2+,?!
0''8! P0/.,-0%! &#'! .'! -'0! 6,*$,3,! 0#,! <('H,+0! 420+#,%! 0#,! (,2*F&'(*.! <(2+0$+,! '(! $0! .',%! -'0!
4,,0!0#,$(!+2(,,(!B'2*!,G<,+020$'-%!,G<,($,-+,.!4'0$320$'-!<('6*,4%8!:0!$%!+($0$+2*!0'!.,%$B-!
0#,! <('H,+0! $-! 2! &2=! 0'! $-0,(,%0! %0/.,-0%! 2-.! 0'! 6,! /%,>/*8! P$-+,! 0#,! %24<*,! %$c,! $-! 0#$%!
R/2*$020$3,!R/,%0$'--2$(,!&2%!(,*20$3,*=!%42**!2-.!2**!<2(0$+$<2-0%!#2.!0#,!>(,,.'4!0'!+#''%,!
0#,$(! <('H,+0?! 0#,! 2/0#'(%! &,(,! -'0! 26*,! 0'! 4,2%/(,! %0/.,-0%M! 4'0$320$'-! *,3,*! &#,-! 0#,!
<('H,+0!0'<$+!&2%!,->'(+,.!&$0#'/0!<2(0$+/*2(!+2(,!>'(!0#,$(!$-.$3$./2*!'(!+2(,,(!$-0,(,%0%8!
P0/.,-0%M! %,*>F,>>$+2+=! &2%! 4,2%/(,.! 6=! 2%)$-B! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! 0'! (,>*,+0! '-! 0#,$(! 26$*$0=! 0'!
'(B2-$%,! 2-.! $4<*,4,-0! 0#,! 2+0$'-%! -,,.,.! 0'! <,(>'(4! ,>>,+0$3,*=! ./($-B! 0#,! <('H,+08! "#$%!
/-$0! '>! %0/.=! +'-%$%0%! '>! 0&'! =,2(F*'-B! ,-B$-,,($-BA+2<%0'-,! <('H,+0%8! "'! 0#,! 2/0#'(%M!
$-0,(,%0?!2**!%0/.,-0%!%0('-B*=!6,*$,3,.!0#20!0#,=!&$**!6,!%/++,%%>/*!$-!0#,$(!<('H,+0!,3,-!$-!0#,!
4$..*,! '>! 0#,! >$(%0! %,4,%0,(8! "#$%! 42=! 6,! ./,! 0'! 0#,@! %0/.,-0%M! $-0,(,%0?! +*,2(*=! %020,.!
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,G<,+020$'-%! IB/$.,.! H'/(-2*! &#$+#! &2%! <('3$.,.! ./($-B! '/(! >$(%0! 4,,0$-BL?! $-0,(2+0$'-%! &$0#!
<,,(%?! '(! >,,.62+)! (,+,$3,.! >('4! 0#,$(! %/<,(3$%'(%8! "#$%! +2-! %#'&! 0#,! *$-)! 6,0&,,-!
4'0$320$'-?!$-0,(,%0!2-.!2%%,%%4,-08!d''.!0,2+#$-B!$4<*$,%!,-B2B$-B!%0/.,-0%!$-!&2=%!0#20!
2(,! 2<<('<($20,! 0'! 0#,! .,3,*'<4,-0! '>! .,,<! 2<<('2+#,%8! S,%,2(+#! IS24%.,-?! T99aY!
K2-./(2?! C]iiL! $-.$+20,%! 0#20! %0/.,-0%! &$0#! #$B#! %,*>F,>>$+2+=! 2.'<0! 2! .,,<! (20#,(! 0#2-! 2!
%/(>2+,! 2<<('2+#! 0#20! <'%$0$3,*=! $->*/,-+,%! %0/.,-0%M! 4'0$320$'-! 2-.! 2+#$,3,4,-0%8! V23$-B!
%2$.!0#20?!0#,!2/0#'(%!2(,!<*2--$-B!0#,!%0/.,-0%!0'!+'4<*,0,!2-'0#,(!R/,%0$'--2$(,!20!0#,!>$-2*!
%02B,%! '>! 0#,$(! <('H,+0! ./($-B! %,+'-.! %,4,%0,(! 0'! /-.,(%02-.! #'&! 0#,%,! 4'0$320$'-2*!
'<<'(0/-$0$,%! >*/+0/20,! 0#('/B#'/0! 0#,! /-$08! "#$%! $%! $4<'(02-0! 6,+2/%,! $0! +2-! #,*<! 0#,!
$-%0(/+0'(! 0'! <*2-! 2-.! $4<*,4,-0! ,./+20$'-2*! 4,0#'.%! 4'(,! ,>>,+0$3,*=! 2-.! 0'! $4<('3,!
%0/.,-0%M!,-B2B,4,-0!2-.!%/++,%%!6,*$,>%!6=!42)$-B!+'/(%,!,G<,+020$'-%!+*,2(?!2%%,%%!0#,!
%0/.,-0%!20!2-!2<<('<($20,!*,3,*?!2-.!<('3$.,!+'-0$-/'/%!>,,.62+)8!
O%$-B!2!4$G,.F4,0#'.%!(,%,2(+#!2<<('2+#?!E/-*2<!IT99WL!%0/.$,.!#'&!%,*>F,>>$+2+=!./($-B!2!
<('6*,4F62%,.! *,2(-$-B! IJK;L! ,G<,($,-+,! +2-! #,*<! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! >,,*! <(,<2(,.! 2-.! &'()!
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c

S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
CONTEXT The motivation of many students depends very much on the ability to apply their
knowledge and skills in practice. An important motivation is the assessment of their
achievements by peers, both at home and abroad. The standard format for communication
between students and specialists are conferences; however, the participation in international
conferences is associated with significant financial costs. There are a lot of extramural
conferences, when participants get acquainted with the colleagues' reports only in printed
form, but the effectiveness of such conferences isn’t high enough. The intramural
conferences allow to quickly communicate in a question-answer format, in addition, the
emotional component is high.

PURPOSE The purpose of international student online conferences is to develop the
students' ability to communicate openly with their peers, not only in native language, but in
English, and also to develop the ability to effectively: a) present the scientific results; b)
present their ideas, taking into account the infographic requirements, as well as in the public
speeches form; c) visualization of their portfolio; d) practical application of knowledge
obtained in the study of TRIZ disciplines.

APPROACH !TRIZ technology! conference was organized at the Komsomolsk-on-Amur
State Technical University (KnASTU). Students from universities of different countries
(Russia, South Korea, China, Japan and so on) participate in it, and these universities must
preliminary proceed with an application and conduct testing of communication equipment.
The conference was traditionally held in two stages: selection (within each country, in the
native language) and international (in English), during which the three best reports on several
nominations were selected.
RESULTS The conference is held annually, starting in 2011, and it will be held for the
seventh time this year. The number of reports each year is approximately the same – no
more than seven reports from each country. The quality of reports, as well as the activity of
students, according to experts, are increasing year by year.
CONCLUSIONS Learning motivation of TRIZ disciplines is increasing among students –
there is an exchange of experience in the use of TRIZ, not only among students but also
among educators. The contingent of the conference participants is expanding, in the
direction of reducing and ascending the age and experience of participants, – school
children, masters and post-graduate students have been involved.
KEYWORDS International Student Conferences, online, TRIZ
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Introduction
One of the prior tasks of any educational system is training high-skilled professionals for
domestic economy, and also the integration of higher educational institutions into the
international system of education. Clearly, such an integration is not possible without
successful implementation of long range programs of international cooperation. Moreover,
these programs can be implemented in different directions - scientific research, innovations
and technologies, education, culture, etc.
As a rule, benefits of universities, which actively present themselves on the global stage, are
obvious (Sytnikova, 2016):
·

profile raising and strengthening;

·

achievement of global level competitive ability of results of activity (educational,
scientific and research, applied, technical);

·

increasing number of enrollment contracts;

·

additional university financing, etc.

However, international cooperation of students under university programs is profitable not
only for reports quality and financial performance of an institution. It significantly increases
the motivation of students for their further professional activity and also is able to increase
efficiency of students’ work on solving serious tasks doing a course, graduate and post
graduate qualification works and making projects.
As for authors’ experience, the positive result is caused by several reasons:
·

students share experiences and gladly extend their professional perspective (it’s one
thing to learn facts from literature, but it’s totally another to learn it from foreign
agemates);

·

unavoidable language barrier (the same event can be participated by students from
different countries) is a tool for partial elimination of psychological inertness and for
deactivation of social stereotypes - students appear to be too busy with
communicational issues;

·

communication decreases the level of stereotypes of particular persons by means of
national stereotypes crossing;

·

students get the opportunity to evaluate their level in comparison with international
colleagues - draw a conclusion, make an “error correction”, choose new vectors of
development and personal growth.

What about forms of international cooperation, it can be: international inter-university
exchange programs; cooperative research centers; technology parks and incubators;
international conferences, symposiums and forums; workshops and colloquiums; internships
and off-site educational sessions, etc.
In the paper there is an analysis of the experience of holding international conferences
oriented to solving professional tasks by using TRIZ tools.

International problem-project training
Project-oriented learning activity assumes design and creation of an ideal or material
innovative product. It is a creative training activity of solving practical task, goals and content
of which are defined by students and are achieved by them during the process of theoretical
studies and practical implementation under the consultation of an educator or an expert.
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Demonstration of multimedia materials grouped by appropriate subjects can be considered
as the mechanism of guiding students’ creative activity in a required educational process.
Knowledge gained in the process of project-oriented training is sustained, because different
educational subjects interwork each other instead of being learnt separately. Such training
model includes working with problems of the real world and practical activities. The project
task is to master some particular subject instead of looking for correct answers for educator’s
questions. Over the project-oriented training students work together with each other during a
period of time to prepare a project and present their work for experts after project finishing
(Vladimirova, 2011).
As for problem-oriented training, it is a technology of inquiry-based learning. The base of
problem-oriented training is the principle when students formulate a practical or theoretical
problem. Further revision of the formulation by an educator is possible. Students solve the
problem individually or in micro-groups. In this case lessons are formed on the base of
inquiry-based learning algorithms. Basing on the problem-oriented training, it is possible to
learn a section or the whole educational course (for example, elective or selective course)
(Voevodskaya, 2011).

The problem-project approach to the TRIZ tools mastering
Considering the main stages of approaches described above and restrictions imposed by
incidental cross-national students’ meetings and time for preparing graduate qualification
work and (or) master’s thesis, we suggest the following stages, which require obligative onsite (live-distant) interaction of all parties of the process - students and educators (including
TRIZ experts):
·

introductory lecture course on TRIZ basics (1 stage); main goal - formulation of a
problem;

·

international workshop (2 stage); main goals:

·

·

•

specification of task list;

•

generation of fair number of conceptual ideas;

•

elaboration and efficiency comparison of draft projects;

international forum (3 stage); main goals:
•

technological exchange;

•

acquaintance with new methods and methodologies of solving tasks;

•

development of personal methods;

international conference (4 stage); main goals:
•

presentation of existing projects;

•

experience exchange;

•

development of new joint directions of the further cooperation.

Figure 1 shows the schedule of events. In brackets, there is an indexing of master students’
terms. Arrows show ranges of running events during a term, circles indicate suggested dates
of running events.
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International
conference
(on-site)

International
forum
(on-site)

International
WorkShop
(on-site)

Onlineconferences

Onlinewebinars

Stages
/ terms

«Introductory»
lectures
(on-site)

Events

Searching
/ 3 (1) term
Design
/ 5 (2) term
Technological
/ 7 (3) term
Evaluating
/ 8 (4) term

Figure 1: Schedule of events to a term base (Redkolis,
Berdonosov, 2017)

At the stage 1, students attend a number of introductory lectures. They focus on TRIZ
methodology, get acquainted with base tools, reveal a relevant problem and formulate a draft
task, the solution of which leads to the problem elimination. During the stage educators’ goal
is to explain each student theoretical mechanisms, which shall be used in the further work.
At the stage 2 the following activities are performed: collective interaction with each other
with the use of theoretical mechanisms, elaboration of initially formulated tasks, preparation
of detailed but still draft project; in the case of positive dynamics rough detailed engineering
is possible.
The next stage 3 is performed in theoretical form. During a forum students learn better from
experts than work on their own. They discuss and analyze realization details of ideas and
generated solutions. They also take into account experts’ proposals and suggestion, but
don’t work on projects.
At the time of the forum all students proceed to in-depth detailed engineering. They face a
rising need of particular tools analysis, exchange of experience and some details appeared
during the realization. Notably, the task of students is not only to receive information about
new technologies and design procedure, but also to discuss individual questions about their
projects with experts, not among themselves (as in the previous stage).
Final stage 4 is hinged on presentations of developed projects, its’ discussions, critical
analysis and determination of future research spheres.
As for online events, frequency and duration are not beforehand scheduled and are set
basing on “student-educator” feedback. For example, if it is necessary to elaborate an issue
and discuss a theme (there are comprehension questions), on-line webinar shall be
organized. If there are many ideas and it is hard to choose one of them or there are several
potential solutions of how achieve some goal and it is necessary to use only one (there are
principal issues of project realization), online conference of ideas shall be organized.
By now, the most developed form is international online students’ conferences, which will be
further discussed.

Technique of organizing the conference
Huge organizational work precedes the conference and comprises the following spheres:
software, hardware, informational support, language support, financial support.
From the very beginning, it was suggested that there should be a center (central university),
which shall coordinate the whole project. Komsomolsk-on-Amur State Technical University
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(KnASTU) became such a center. Besides, initially it was suggested that two or three
counties would be involved with the project and then the number of countries would be
increased up to 5. Participating countries were selected in accordance with two criteria:
minimal lag time as for the center (one-two hours) and the existence of developed
educational infrastructure in terms of TRIZ. As KnASTU is located in Khabarovsk region
(Russia) and Khabarovsk region is located in UTC+10 timezone, so the following countries
meet the first criterion: China (UTC + 8), Philippines (UTC + 8), Malaysia (UTC + 8),
Indonesia (UTC + 8), Taiwan (UTC + 8), South Korea (UTC + 9), Japan (UTC + 9), Australia
(Melbourne, UTC + 10). Website MATRIZ.org (Yakovenko, 2005) allows considering
educational infrastructure in terms of TRIZ in countries selected by the time criterion. There
are the following countries: Australia - Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (Professor
Iouri Belski), China - Beijing University of Technology (Professor Guo-hua GAO), Japan Osaka Gakuin University (Professor Toru Nagakawa), South Korea - Korea Polytechnic
University (Professor Yong Won Song), Taiwan - National Tsing Hua University (Professor
Sheu). These countries were chosen to participate in the project. For testing period Russia
and South Korea were chosen.
Software selection was performed in accordance with the following criteria:
·

minimal audio and video data deference, deference of more than 3 seconds is
unacceptable;

·

connection of up to 10 conference participants (5 countries, 2 university per a
country);

·

simultaneous transmission of report presentation, voice and video of a reporter, video
from conference halls of all participating countries;

·

transmission of administrative functions to any participating university;

·

ability to record reports and discussions during the conference;

·

minimal cost (ideally, free) for client application.

In accordance with considered criteria Russian software TrueConf (Odintsov, 2010) was
chosen.
Recommended hardware is shown in figure 2.
Russian
slides

Russian
slides

Russian
slides

Russian
slides

TrueConf: Nik_3

TrueConf: Nik_1
Д&/0а'()/
Speaker

В•••••
The
lead

PC_2

PC_1

Hall and
speaker

Hall and
speaker
П#$#%&'()*а
Translator

TrueConf: Nik_4
NB-2

TrueConf: Nik_2
NB-1

Figure 2: Chart of hardware connection during the conference
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Language support. The working language of the conference is English. As a rule, students
from different countries are able to read reports in English, interpreters help to translate
questions and answers during the discussion.
Financial support. There were financial costs only in 2011, when the central university
(KnASTU) bought a license for a TrueConf video conferencing server for 10 users, client
application was free. Now, both server and client parts of TrueConf program are free (up to
10 users).
Experience has shown that the most effective solution is to hold two stages of the
conference: during the first (national) stage reports are selected to be presented during the
second stage. Second stage is international.
Let’s proceed to the experience of holding such conferences in the period of 6 years.

Experience of the conferences
Conferences have been held since 2011 up to the present time. Initially, as it was planned,
the conference was held between two universities: KnASTU (Russia) and KPU (South
Korea), later - between four universities: KnASTU (Russia), Beijing University of
Technology, Harbin university of science and technology and Heihe University (China). Then,
for two years we returned to the two universities format to solve technical and technological
problems and since 2015 we have returned to the four universities format (see table 1).
Table 1: Participating countries per years

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Russia. Komsomolsk-on-Amur State Technical University
(Komsomolsk-on-Amur)

2011

Countries and Universities

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

South Korea
+

Korea Polytechnic University (Siheung)

+

+

+

+

+

Korea Institute of Science and Technology

+

INHA University in Incheon;

+

Kumoh National Institute of Technology

+
+

China
Beijing University of Technology (Beijing),

+

Harbin university of science and technology (Harbin),

+

Heihe University (Heihe)

+

Taiwan
?
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Figure 3: Photographs of conference process: a) screens of participating universities, right to
left from top to bottom - KnASTU (Russia), Harbin University of Science and Technology
(China), Beijing University of Technology (China), Heihe University (China); b) conference hall presentation of the report from Beijing University of Technology (left), display with screens of
participating universities.

Report categories have varied during the all time, but there always were four of them. Due to
extending the range of reporters (see table 4) report categories for pupils (TRIZ for solving
everyday problems, TRIZ for solving problems of household appliances) and post graduate
students (Usage of the TRIZ evolutionary approach) were added to traditional categories
(TRIZ for solving practical production tasks, ARIZ for solving tasks).

2013

2014

2015

2016

TRIZ for solving practical production tasks
ARIZ for solving tasks
Application of inventive principles
TRIZ for non-technical spheres
Usage of the TRIZ evolutionary approach
TRIZ for solving problems of household appliances
TRIZ for solving everyday problems
Investment to future

2012

Categories

2011

Table 2: Evolution of report categories per years

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+

The conference is traditionally held during a day and the number of reports is limited by 1416 per year. It is interesting how the number of reporters depends on nationality: in Russia
there are mostly not more than 2 coreporters (with pupils’ participation, this number
increases); in South Korea the number of coreporters is traditionally bigger (up to 8).
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2013

2014

2015

2016

Aver
age

Total reports
Russia
South Korea
China
Total number of coreporters
Russia min/max
total
average

2012

Countries and Universities

2011

Table 3: Specification of reports and reporters per years

18
12
6
20
1/2
13
1.08

14
7
7
28
1/2
9
1.29

14
6
8
15
1/1
6
1

15
6
9
50
1/4
10
1.7

16
8
8
43
1/7
23
2.88

13
6
7
34
1/2
8
1.14

15
7.5
7.6
7
32
1/3
11.5

6
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South Korea min/max
total
average
China min/max
total
average

1/2
7
1.17
-

1/4
19
2.7

1/3
9
1.12
-

2/7
40
4.4
-

2/3
20
2.5
-

2/8
26
3.71
-

1.6/4.6
20.4
1/4
19
-

2013

2014

2015

2016

Aver
age

Reporters range
Russia
Pupils
Bachelor students
Master students
Post graduate students

2012

Countries and Universities

2011

Table 4: Evolution of reporters range

6
7
-

2
7
-

4
2
-

4
4
2

9
7
5
2

1
5
2
-

4.7
4.7
4.6
2

Projects presented at the conference
Part of the conference reports are the results of finished scientific projects, and some of the
reports are the beginning of a project.
For example, the report “ARIZ application to improve efficiency of thermal power plants” is
the result of the project of saving cooling tower injector components from icicles which are
formed on walls of cooling towers.

20oC

16oC

-20oC
A fan

Figure 4: Discussion of application for a patent, part of the figure from the patent showing the
main idea.

Another report “Solar collectors for low temperature areas” (2014) was the only beginning of
a project and it is planned to start operation of such solar collectors (temperature range up to
-50#С) in 2018 and enter a target market in 2019 (Boldyrev, 2017).

Figure 5: Solar collectors for low temperature areas (Boldyrev, 2017)
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Another set of reports is dedicated to analysis of a knowledge field development or TRIZ
evolution: “Research of the object-oriented programming mechanisms evolution”, “TRIZevolutionary approach as a new educational methodology”, “Research of the object-oriented
programming languages evolution”, “TRIZ-evolution of Functional Programming Paradigm”,
“Application of TRIZ evolution to analysis of system “Iron”, “Application of TRIZ tools to
research social potential of childhood”, “Highlighter life extension”.
To raise public awareness about projects and reports, reports have been published in the
conference proceedings since 2015.
Besides, some of researches had been continued during internships in South Korea and
Japan.

Conclusions
In general, the method of holding international student on-line TRIZ conferences has shown
its efficiency. Sustainable interest in the conference participation is noticed among Russian
and South Korean students. Besides, we can see extending reporters range as to the way of
youthification (pupils), as to the way of “growing-up” (post graduate students). It is
reasonable to broaden the audience of reporters in Australia, China and Japan. In addition,
the conference have contributed to deeper learning of TRIZ in universities, which participated
in the conference.
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SESSION
C4: The role and impact of engineers and the engineering profession in the wider community

CONTEXT
In a new study released by the Office of the Chief Scientist (2016), only 16% of Australians in
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) professions are women. A
better understanding of the motivations of, influences on, and barriers to young girls as they
form STEM career aspirations, and the implementation of such knowledge towards targeted
strategies, may improve the global gender disparity in STEM disciplines. A healthy and
diverse STEM pipeline could lead to new perspectives on innovation, creativity, leadership
and success, ultimately impacting the worldÕs performance and productivity.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this research is to identify barriers to girls at secondary school entering
STEM careers, to propose recommendations for tackling and removing the perceived
barriers and to identify methods to tailor existing outreach activities to better attract more
female students.

APPROACH
The opinions of 496 girls aged between 12 and 18 from an independent girlsÕ school were
gathered via an online survey. Results were used to inform strategies to improve the gender
disparity in STEM disciplines via outreach activities, programs and marketing material.

RESULTS
While gender stereotypes, a lack of female role models and negative imagery associated
with STEM are still frequently highlighted in the extensive body of literature as a cause for
the underrepresentation of women in STEM fields, less than 10% of students in our context
supported these claims. The perceived difficulty of STEM subjects and a lack of information
surrounding STEM career pathways were identified as the dominant barriers to the uptake of
STEM subjects. Furthermore, parents were clearly identified as the key influencers on
childrenÕs academic and career trajectories.

CONCLUSIONS
Tailored workshop activities and outreach materials that clearly highlight stimulating and
diverse STEM career opportunities that are available through the pursuit of highly achievable
STEM subjects, in addition to accompanying workshop materials designed for family
members, could be key to improving the global gender disparity in STEM disciplines. Future
studies with students from more diverse types and demographics of schools should be
performed to ascertain if these results are anomalous or signal a wider change in student
perceptions of STEM from the wider literature.

KEYWORDS
Women in STEM, STEM Intervention Strategies
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
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Introduction
In a new study released by the Office of the Chief Scientist (2016), only 16% of Australians in
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) professions are women. A
better understanding of the motivations of, influences on, and barriers to young girls as they
form STEM career aspirations, and the implementation of such knowledge towards targeted
strategies, may improve the global gender disparity in STEM disciplines. A healthy and
diverse STEM pipeline could lead to new perspectives on innovation, creativity, leadership
and success, ultimately impacting the worldÕs performance and productivity.
The purpose of this research is to identify barriers to girls studying for and moving into STEM
careers, to propose recommendations for tackling and removing the perceived barriers and
to identify methods to tailor existing outreach activities to better attract more female students.
A literature review was performed to gain insight into the current landscape of work that has
been conducted within this area. Major barriers to the uptake of STEM subjects comprised of
the following:
Masculine stereotypes and negative imagery: There is a vast amount of literature on the
perception that STEM subjects and careers are commonly aligned with masculinity, which is
negatively correlated with the self-concept of girls. New research conducted by Accenture
(2015), who sought the views of more than 1,500 girls aged between 11 and 18 in
conjunction with more than 2,500 young women aged between 19 and 23, affirms that
gender stereotypes still strongly persist. Similarly, individuals who pursue studies in STEM
are often associated with the ÔgeekÕ or ÔnerdÕ identity, negative imagery that is often
reinforced by the media and by popular culture.
Perception of difficulty: The Institution of Engineering and Technology (2008) traces the
current barriers associated with the uptake of STEM subjects, through a literature review of
approximately 300 articles. The presumed greater difficulty of achieving higher grades in
STEM subjects than in non-STEM subjects profoundly decreased studentsÕ self efficacy and
interest levels in the subjects.
Parental and teacher influence: In the same study conducted by Accenture (2015), parents
were identified as key influencers on childrenÕs academic and career trajectories, however a
lack of encouragement and uninformed decision making, can inhibit the likelihood of
cultivating an interest in these fields. Positive interpersonal relationships with teachers, in
conjunction with high quality teaching, have been associated with superior motivation
towards the uptake of STEM subjects (The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2008).
Unclear career pathway: Through Adecco GroupÕs (2015) analysis of the opinions of more
than 1000 students aged between 14 and 16, 70% of girls revealed a desire to pursue
studies in STEM, however, lacked an understanding regarding potential careers in the
sector.
Socioeconomic status: Parents of higher socioeconomic status are more likely to provide
greater learning opportunities and better quality educational interactions at home, than
parents of lower socioeconomic status. These provisions are necessary for positive STEM
trajectories (Wang and Degol, 2017).
Teaching methods: The teaching of STEM subjects are often perceived as Òknowledge
transmission of correct answers, without time nor room for creativityÓ, negatively influencing
the formation of studentsÕ attitudes towards STEM (The Institution of Engineering and
Technology, 2008).
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Methodology
To support research in this area, the results of a literature review informed the design of a
theoretically and empirically sound anonymous, optional, online survey, which consisted of
both qualitative and quantitative questions. The participants in the survey comprised of 496
girls aged between 12 and 18 (12 Ð 12.5%, 13 Ð 17.2%, 14 Ð 13.5%, 15 Ð 24.7%, 16 Ð 18%,
17 Ð 10.8%, 18 Ð 3.3%), primarily speaking English (64.6%) and Chinese (34.8%), studying
at an independent girlsÕ school (day and boarding) located in an eastern suburb of
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. As an alumnus of the school, such selection deemed
appropriate. The survey was announced via the school assembly and distributed through
Science lessons in the form of a flyer, with permission from the Principal and support from
the Head of Science. The flyer contained a link to the survey, in addition to an Explanatory
Statement. Time was allocated during Science lessons to participate in the survey. Survey
data provided insights into current attitudes towards, influences on, barriers to, and
understandings about STEM subjects and STEM careers, in addition to an exploration of
methods to increase STEM subject uptake. Survey results were applied towards generating
targeted strategies to improve the global gender disparity in STEM disciplines.

Results and Discussion
Students first shared their opinions regarding the Ôdiscouraging features of STEM subjectsÕ,
as indicated in Figure 1. Students were able to select multiple answers.

Discouraging Features

Discouraging Features of STEM Subjects
61 (12.8%)

Not Interesting
13 (2.7%)

"Uncool"

30 (6.3%)

Gender Suitability

45 (9.5%)

Lack of Female Role Models

114 (24%)

Unavailable Assistance

127 (26.7%)

Lack of Information

214 (45.1%)

Unclear Career Pathway
Difficult

263 (55.4%)
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Number of Students

Figure 1: The Discouraging Features of STEM Subjects

Perceived Difficulty of STEM Subjects
The perceived difficulty of STEM subjects was the dominant barrier to students pursuing
studies in STEM, with 55.4% of students citing this as a Ôdiscouraging factorÕ. 76% of
students chose subjects based on perceived personal likelihood of achievement, which
refers to studentsÕ expectations for academic success established from self-efficacy and selfconcept (figure not shown). The perceived greater difficulty of achieving high grades in
STEM subjects than in non-STEM subjects, in conjunction with the desire to maximize
scores to increase tertiary entry opportunities, are key reasons that could contribute to the
decline in STEM subject uptake. Interestingly, the notion of ÔdifficultÕ is seldom equated with
ÔchallengingÕ, and such concepts are seen as mutually exclusive. This result correlates
favorably with the findings of Duffield and Li (2016), in which a distinction between
ÔchallengingÕ and ÔdifficultÕ was formed by students, who wanted to test their abilities on
arduous, yet achievable tasks. Furthermore, analysis was performed to determine the
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precise age in which students lose interest in pursuing STEM subjects based on perceived
difficulty. As highlighted in Figure 2, disengagement peaked in 15 to 16 year old students,
where 30% of students believed STEM subjects were too difficult to learn. What makes this
figure even more alarming is that these negative attitudes have been embedded into
studentsÕ psyche prior to the embarkment of VCE studies, the final phase of secondary
schooling, which may set the trajectory of their careers.

Number of Students

The Perceived Difficulty of STEM Subjects
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

79 (30%)

46 (17.5%)

42 (16%)

39 (14.8%)
32 (12.2%)

25 (9.5%)

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Year 12

Year Level

Figure 2: The Perceived Difficulty of STEM Subjects

Lack of Information Around STEM Career Pathways and STEM Subjects
Whilst the perceived difficulty of STEM subjects is the most highly cited discouraging factor,
45.1% and 26.7% of students reveal that a Ôlack of informationÕ around STEM career
pathways and STEM subjects, respectively, are other major discouraging factors. Perhaps
due to insufficient, inaccurate information and misconceptions that occur as a consequence
to this, many students fail to see STEM subjects as passports to stimulating, diverse and
lucrative careers. Furthermore, as highlighted in Figure 3, despite having access to career
advisors, studentsÕ understandings about STEM careers are mediocre and fair at best, with
only 2% of students possessing excellent insight into what engineering is and what engineers
do. However, it is unclear whether career advisors fully understand STEM careers.
Additionally, as indicated in Figure 5, only 10.1% of students regard the provision of
information, guidance and advice provided by career advisors, as influential.

Percentage of Students

Students' Level of Understanding About Engineering
32

35
28

30

27.8
22

25
18.2

20

15.2

8

10
5

16
12

15

0

7.4

2.2

10
1.1

0
None

Little or Poor

Mediocre

Fair

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Level of Understanding
Attended Workshop (Total = 50)

Not Attended Workshop (Total = 446)

Figure 3: StudentsÕ Level of Understanding About Engineering
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Quality of Teaching
As a result of the perpetual STEM teacher shortage in schools, STEM is being taught by
teachers that have neither a university major nor minor in more than half of schools
nationwide (Australian Education Union, 2016). Approximately one quarter of students
reported Ôunavailable assistanceÕ as a discouraging feature associated with STEM subjects.
Such terms were not explicitly defined in the survey. Due to its broad interpretation, a lack of
high quality teaching may perhaps be a barrier to the uptake of STEM subjects. Further
studies, which remove the ambiguity, will need to be performed to verify such claims.

Gender Stereotypes
While gender stereotypes, a lack of female role models and negative imagery associated
with STEM are still frequently highlighted in the extensive body of literature as a cause for
the underrepresentation of women in STEM fields, only 6.3%, 9.5% and 2.7% of students
surveyed supported such claims, respectively. Gender stereotypic beliefs were explored
further through 3 gender-biased questions on a 7-point Likert scale. Students expressed their
level of agreement or disagreement to the following questions:
STEM subjects match ÔmaleÕ careers.
STEM subjects are better suited to boysÕ brains.
STEM subjects are better suited to boysÕ personalities and hobbies.
As indicated in Figure 4, students appear to be unaffected by male gender-typed statements.
The results suggest that the plethora of gender-targeted STEM strategies to remove gender
stereotypes, in addition to the negative portrayal of STEM, may have been successful, at
least within this population - girls aged between 12 and 18 studying at a single sex,
independent, day and boarding school located in an eastern suburb of Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia.

Level of Agreement or Disagreement to Common Gender Stereotypic Beliefs
350

Number of Students

300
250

289
(58.6%)

214
(43.5%)

214
(43.3%)

200
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(19.5%)

150
100
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39
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(9.5%)
(9.1%) (7.9%)
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(4.5%) (6.7%)

50

20
15
4
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3
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(0.4%) (0.8%) (0.6%)
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Entirely
Agree

0
Entirely
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Mostly
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Somewhat
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nor Disagree

Somewhat
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Level of Agreement or Disagreement
STEM subjects match 'male' careers.
STEM subjects are better suited to boys' brains.
STEM subjects are better suited to boys' personalities and hobbies.

Figure 4: Level of Agreement or Disagreement to Common Gender Stereotypic Beliefs
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Influences of Social Contexts
Motivations to pursue certain subjects do not develop in a psychological vacuum, but is
evolved under the influences of various ecological contexts, such as family, teachers, friends
and society in general (Wang and Degol, 2017). The extent to which these societal factors
impact studentsÕ uptake of particular subjects was explored through the ranking of studentsÕ
top 3 selections, as illustrated in Figure 5. Expectedly, 92.9% of students regard parents,
family or guardians as influential on subject choice, with 68.4% of students considering such
factor as most influential, since the home environments created, the values endorsed and the
experiences provided by family members profoundly moulds their academic pursuits. Whilst
family holds a dominant role on subject selection, 61.9% of students reveal that educators
also play a prominent part in fostering academic motivation, with 36% of students placing
teachers as second most influential. This may be attributed to the fact that students spend
substantial time in school and are affected by the guidance, encouragement and academic
enrichment provided by instructors. The importance of peer relationships during adolescence
has been well established throughout the literature where 49.2% of students disclosed that
friends exert a major force on their subject choices, with 27.5% of students assigning such
factor as third most impactful, rejecting certain subjects to gain social approval by conforming
to peer norms. The above results correlate favourably with the findings of Accenture (2015),
in which 53%, 52% and 33% of students regarded family, teachers and friends as most
influential, respectively.

Top three Influences on Subject Choice
337 (68.4%)
Parents/Family/Guardians (Total = 461, 92.9%)

75 (15.4%)
49 (10.1%)
24 (4.9%)
175 (36%)
108 (22.2%)

Teachers (Total = 307, 61.9%)
18 (3.7%)

Influence

Friends (Total = 244, 49.2%)

92 (18.9%)
134 (27.5%)
50 (10.1%)
63 (13%)
81 (16.6%)

Career/Guidance Advisors (Total = 194, 39.1%)

40 (8.1%)
48 (9.9%)
48 (9.9%)

Companies/Industries (Total = 136, 27.4%)

6 (1.2%)
15 (3.1%)
28 (5.7%)

Outside Programs (Total = 49, 9.9%)

13 (2.6%)
13 (2.7%)
22 (4.5%)

Media (Total = 48, 9.7%)

5 (1%)
5 (1%)
17 (3.5%)

Culture/Religion (Total = 27, 5.4%)
0
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Figure 5: Top three Influences on Subject Choice
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Career Aspirations
Students were asked to list the most likely occupations that they would like to choose as a
career, with results shown in Figure 6. Whilst 19% of students desire to pursue STEM
professions, medicine, nursing and health sciences, were the dominant selections, with
38.1% of students. The perception of the latter is very different from that of STEM, with
54.8% of students associating such profession with great societal value, as compared to only
11.5% for STEM. The objective assessment of the tangible benefits of both careers such as
salary and opportunities for career advancement was more preferential towards medicine,
nursing and health sciences as opposed to STEM receiving 7.6% and 5.1% responses,
respectively. Social and psychological aspects such as family history and personal ability
was regarded as least influential on vocational choice but remained superior towards
medicine, nursing and health sciences than STEM with 6.4% and 3.8% responses,
correspondingly.

Career Interests
Information Technology
10.8% (2%)

Human Services
3.8%
Medicine, Nursing and
Health Sciences
38.1%

Engineering

STEM
19%

Science 22.6% (4.2%)
66.7% (12.5%)

Law
10.3%
Education
4.4%

Mathematics
0%

Arts
11.9%
Art, Design and
Architecture
3.4%

Business and
Economics
9.3%

Figure 6: Career Interests

Reasons for Studying Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences Versus STEM
86 (54.8%)

Contribution to Society

9 (11.5%)
49 (31.2%)
51 (65.4%)

Reasons

Interesting
12 (7.6%)
4 (5.1%)

Career Opportunities

10 (6.4%)
3 (3.8%)

Family History and Personal Ability

0 (0%)

Problem Solving, Designing and Building

11 (14.1%)
0
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Figure 7: Reasons for Studying Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences Versus STEM
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Methods to Increase STEM Subject Uptake
126 (22.1%)
81 (13.7%)

More Information About STEM Careers (Total = 354, 71.4%)

51 (9%)
52 (10.3%)
44 (9.1%)
64 (11.2%)
66 (11.1%)
66 (11.6%)

More Supportive Groups, Workshops and Activities (Total = 292, 58.9%)

49 (9.7%)
47 (9.8%)
59 (10.3%)
66 (11.1%)
68 (12%)
52 (10.3%)
46 (9.6%)

Highlight Benefits/Relevance to Society (Total = 291, 58.7%)

44 (7.7%)
64 (10.8%)

Work Experience in Companies that use STEM Skills (Total = 281, 56.7%)

79 (13.9%)
50 (9.9%)
44 (9.1%)
50 (8.8%)
56 (9.4%)
55 (9.7%)
50 (9.9%)
55 (11.4%)

Methods

Increased Involvement from Universities and Industry (Total = 266, 53.6%)

43 (7.5%)
67 (11.3%)
62 (10.9%)

More Information About STEM Subjects (Total = 250, 50.4%)

41 (8.1%)
37 (7.7%)
60 (10.5%)
39 (6.6%)
43 (7.6%)
45 (8.9%)
43 (8.9%)

More Female Role Models and Mentors (Total = 230, 46.4%)

30 (5.3%)
39 (6.6%)
39 (6.9%)
46 (9.1%)
52 (10.8%)

More Opportunities for Collaborative Work (Total = 206, 41.5%)

35 (6.1%)
51 (8.6%)
44 (7.8%)
34 (6.7%)
29 (6%)

Compulsory Uptake of STEM Subjects (Total = 193, 38.9%)

34 (6%)
32 (5.4%)
26 (4.6%)

Enhance STEM Curriculum (Total = 178, 35.9%)

48 (9.5%)
38 (7.9%)
26 (4.6%)
32 (5.4%)
34 (6%)
39 (7.7%)
46 (9.6%)

Increased Involvement from Parents (Total = 177, 35.7%)
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Figure 8: Methods to Increase STEM Subject Uptake

Discussion
The perceived difficulty of STEM subjects and a lack of information about STEM career
pathways, remain the dominant barriers to the uptake of STEM subjects, as revealed by
55.4% and 45.1% of students, respectively. Illustrated in Figure 8, 58.9% and 71.4% of
students believe that the provision of STEM workshops and information regarding STEM
careers, are fundamental to increasing STEM subject uptake, respectively. Given that
students who have attended STEM workshops gained approximately 10 times more
knowledge about what engineering is and what engineers do, as compared to students who
have not attended STEM workshops, future workshop activities may be tailored to highlight
the stimulating and diverse career opportunities that are available within the world of STEM,
through the pursuit of highly achievable STEM subjects.
Whilst 19% of students desire to pursue STEM professions, medicine, nursing and health
sciences, remains the prevailing career aspiration, with 38.1% of students in agreement. The
juxtaposition of societal value associated with both careers is confounding, as 54.8% of
students associated the latter with great societal value, as compared with a mere 11.5% for
STEM. Given that 58.7% of students surveyed identified highlighting the benefits and
relevance of STEM careers to society as a method to increase STEM subject uptake, in
addition to previous successes in attracting female students through emphasizing just that
during STEM workshops (Duffield and Li, 2016), such findings may be applied towards future
STEM workshop activities.
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92.9% of students regarded family as governing on subject choice. Accompanying workshop
materials designed for family members that comprise of information regarding STEM careers
and their benefits to society, in addition to upcoming workshop events, may be valuable to
support family members and their children to make well-informed career decisions.

Conclusion
While gender stereotypes, a lack of female role models and negative imagery associated
with STEM are still frequently highlighted in the extensive body of literature as a cause for
the underrepresentation of women in STEM fields, only 6.3%, 9.5% and 2.7% of students
supported such claims, respectively. Contrariwise, the perceived difficulty of STEM subjects
and a lack of information about STEM career pathways, remain the dominant barriers to the
uptake of STEM subjects, as revealed by 55.4% and 45.1% of students, respectively.
Societal factors have been established to influence studentsÕ uptake of particular subjects,
with 92.9% of students regarding family as governing on subject choice. Similarly, due to
perceived societal value, medicine, nursing and health sciences remains the prevailing
career aspiration, with 38.1% of students in agreement.
The findings from this study suggest that the plethora of gender targeted STEM strategies to
remove gender stereotypes and the negative portrayal of STEM, have been successful, at
least within this population. However a more thorough exploration into whether such
stereotypes and portrayals were ever an issue in the first place, within this population, is
required. Furthermore, socioeconomic status and learning methods could be confounding
factors in the research. Future studies with students from more diverse types and
demographics of schools should be performed to ascertain if these results are anomalous or
signal a wider change in student perceptions of STEM from the wider literature.
Perhaps by implementing an amalgamation of the above recommendations we can address
the new barriers that surround this complex, multifaceted problem, thereby improving the
global gender disparity in STEM disciplines and ultimately, the worldÕs performance and
productivity.
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CONTEXT Engineering solutions may bring many benefits to society, but could also harm
the wider community if engineers do not act ethically. Therefore, engineering educators have
the hard task to educate engineers who can use proper moral judgment when making
decisions, specially, in situations that involve ethical dilemmas. Similarly, institutions need to
assess to what extent their graduates are developing the necessary moral abilities to practice
engineering in a socially responsible way. While the international engineering education
literature has started investigating these issues, there are still many aspects that needs to be
researched in the Australian engineering higher education context.
PURPOSE As part of a larger effort to investigate moral development of engineering
graduates, the goal of this paper is to report the developmental level of moral judgment
abilities of engineering students entering the Civil Engineering program at the beginning of
their second year.
APPROACH To investigate students’ moral judgment abilities, we grounded this study in
Neo-Kholbergian theory of moral development. Specifically, we distributed the Engineering
and Science Issues Test (ESIT) and a demographic survey to students in a large second
year civil engineering course at the beginning of the academic year. The ESIT is a scenariobased instrument specifically designed to gauge respondents’ moral judgment in engineering
practice context.
RESULTS The results of the statistical analysis of students’ responses to ESIT questions
shows that our subject group had not yet fully developed the higher levels of moral judgment.
Additionally, we did not find statistical differences in terms of age, gender, previous work
experience, and previous ethics education. Finally, the ESIT scores were similar to other
studies that distributed ESIT with similar populations.

CONCLUSIONS Our findings suggest that ethics education needs to be properly integrated
in the engineering curriculum to support students to reach higher levels of moral judgment
abilities. The consistency of this study findings with other studies also suggest that the ESIT
is a rigorous and sound instrument to measure moral judgment of engineering students.
Future research should investigate moral judgment levels of students in the final years of
their education to understand to what extend engineering programs are providing the needed
educational support to develop engineers graduate that can positively impact the wider
community.

KEYWORDS Civil Engineering, Ethics, Moral Judgment, Social Responsibility.
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Introduction
Although engineers are often regarded as “problem solvers”, recent events like the
deepwater horizon oil spill and the Volkswagen emissions scandal remind us that the
“solutions” that engineers disseminate into the world may sometimes cause more harm than
benefits to human beings and the environment. Therefore, it has long been recognized that
engineers should receive ethical education as requested by Engineers Australia (EA) and
other accreditation bodies around the world. However, it is not yet clear to what extent higher
education is supporting the development of moral reasoning of their graduates.
In fact, most of the studies on moral reasoning to date have focused on the effect of single
interventions or courses. For instance, Self and Ellison (1998) and Borestein et al (2010)
investigated the gains of moral reasoning as a result of attending a course on engineering
ethics. However, no comprehensive study of how engineering students develop moral
judgment across their education has been conducted. This is particularly important as
research has shown that students commitments to and concern over public welfare decline
over the course of their education (Cech, 2013) and that ethics was identified as a “skills
gap” in graduates (Jollands, Jolly, & Molyneaux, 2012).
To address these issues, we undertook a longitudinal study to investigate the moral
development of civil engineering students. In this study, we present the preliminary results of
our first step of the study which consisted of determining the entry developmental level of
students starting the civil engineering. Specifically, in this paper, we ask the following two
research questions:
1. What is the level of moral development of students entering the civil engineering
program?
2. How do students with different background and demographic characteristics differ in
their moral development?
To answer such questions, we grounded our study in Neo-Kohlbergian theory and used the
Engineering and Science Issues Test (ESIT) to measure students’ moral judgment, as
described in the details in the following sections.

Theoretical framework
In this study, we investigate students’ moral reasoning abilities through the lenses of NeoKohlberghan cognitive moral development theory (Rest et al., 1999). Such theory is based
on Kohlberg’s (1984) original developmental theory. Kohlberg postulated that individuals
would go through six sequential self-contained stages of moral development. The NeoKohbergian scholars instead substituted the six stages with three schemas (concept
borrowed from cognitive development theory), thereby conceiving moral development in
terms of shifting distributions of schemas rather than a stepwise progression (details on
differences between the two theories are provided in Rest et al. (1999)).
The three schemas of the Neo-Kohlbergian theory are pre-conventional or personal-interest,
conventional or maintaining norms, and post-conventional. Individuals who predominantly
use the pre-conventional schema will make decisions based on self-interest when faced with
ethical dilemmas. Individuals who rely mostly on the conventional schema will make
decisions based on laws and norms. Individuals who rely mostly on the post-conventional
schema will make decisions based on ethical ideals (e.g., universal rights and social justice).
The most common instrument that has been used to measure development of moral
judgment through the lenses of Neo-Kohlbergian theory is the Defining Issues Test (DIT) and
its latest version DIT-2 (Rest et a., 1999). The DIT consists of five scenarios that present
moral dilemmas followed by two rating tasks. The combination of the two ratings tasks
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provides scores that indicate the level of moral development of the respondent (Rest et al.,
1999). The most appealing characteristic of the DIT is that it has been validated by over 400
studies and has been used in multiple disciplines, including accounting (Abdolmohammadi &
Ariail, 2009), veterinary science (Batchelor, Creed, & McKeegan, 2015), pharmacy
(Gallagher, 2011) and others (see Center for the Study of Ethical Development (2006)).
Drake et al (2005) used the DIT to evaluate the effect of a short module on engineering
ethics and found no significant increase in pretest/postest results. Among the reasons for the
lack of significant results, Drake et al (2005) observes that the DIT focus on general, nonengineering situations and may not capture changes of moral judgment of engineeringspecific ethical dilemmas. Thus, they concluded by suggesting that “it might be beneficial to
develop a new instrument, perhaps modelled on the DIT-2, incorporating ethical dilemmas
likely to be faced by engineers” (Drake et al., 2005, p. 229). Based on this conclusion
Borestein et al. (2010) developed the Engineering and Science Issues Test (ESIT) to
measure moral judgment. The ESIT demonstrated to be a valid and reliable instrument and
therefore it was selected for this study as described below.

Methods
In this section, we describe the methods used in the first stage of our larger project to
investigate moral reasoning of civil and other engineering students. The goal of this specific
first phase was to create a baseline understanding of the moral judgment attitudes of
students entering the civil program in the second year and to conduct initial tests of the
performance of our chosen instrument to capture differences in moral reasoning levels. This
baseline data will then be used in the future to track and understand students’ development
of moral judgment. Below, we describe the instrument we used, the data collection
procedures and participants, and our data analysis approach.

The Engineering and Science Issues Test
To measure students’ moral development, we distributed the Engineering and Science
Issues Test (ESIT) (Borenstein et al., 2010). The ESIT is an instrument that was modelled
after the Defining Issues Test (DIT) and measure the level of moral judgment development in
the context of ethical dilemmas faced by professional engineers. Specifically, the ESIT
contains six scenarios (one paragraph of length) that present ethical dilemmas in real-life
engineering work situations. Here is an example of one of the scenarios:
Engineer Jameson owns stock in RJ Industries, which is a vendor for
Jameson’s employer, Modernity, Inc., a large manufacturing company.
Jameson’s division has been requested by management to cut one vendor:
either RJ Industries or Pandora Products, Inc. Pandora Products makes a
component that is slightly higher in quality and slightly more expensive than
that made by RJ Industries. Management and the other engineers in her
division do not know that Jameson has a financial interest in one of the two
vendors. Jameson is unsure whether she should participate in the decision.
(Borenstein et al., 2010, p. 391)
After reading the scenario, respondents are asked to complete two rating tasks. In the first
task, respondents rate 12 questions on the importance to solve the ethical dilemma on a
scale of 1 (great importance) to 5 (no importance). In the second task, respondents pick the
top four questions and rank them in order of importance. Each of the 12 question is worded
to reflect the three schemas of Neo-Kohlbergian moral development theory: 1) preconventional (or persona interest), 2) conventional (or maintaining norms), and 3) postconventional. Example of questions for each schema for the above scenario is reported in
table 1.
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Table 1. Examples of ESIT questions with corresponding schema

Sample questions
Q12. Will Jameson’s decision potentially cause harm to
the public?
Q02. Is it required by law that she report that she owns
the stock?
Q06. Would disclosing her financial interest help
Jameson’s career?

Corresponding schema
Post-conventional / Personal
Interest
Conventional / Maintaining Norms
Pre-conventional

To evaluate participants’ responses to the ESIT, two indexes are traditionally calculated. The
responses to the ranking task (i.e., rank the four most important questions) is used to
calculated the P-Index, which is a measure of respondents’ preference of the postconventional schema when dealing with ethical dilemmas. The P-index is a weighted
average with values ranging from 0 to .96 (60 potential points, but only 58 available) and is
calculated as follows:
P-INDEX = (4 * the number of post-conventional issues ranked first + 3 * the
number of post-conventional issues ranked second + 2 * the number of postconventional issues ranked third + the number of post-conventional issues
ranked fourth)/60
The higher the P-Index score, the higher the preference toward post-conventional thinking.
The second index that is the N2-Index. The N2-Index is a measure of respondents’
preference of post-conventional schema over the pre-conventional schema. It is calculated
by also using responses to the first rating task (i.e., rate importance of all 12 questions). The
formula to calculate the N2-index is:
N2-INDEX = P-INDEX – 3*(average rating on pre-conventional issues –
average rating on post-conventional issues)/(standard deviation of ratings on
pre- and post- conventional issues)
Like the P-Index, the higher the N2-Index score the more the participants prefer to base their
reasoning on the post-conventional schema over the pre-conventional schema.
Finally, in addition to the two traditional indexes (P and N2) we also developed two new
indexes that were not used in previous ESIT studies (Borenstein et al., 2010): the C-Index
and the PRE-Index. The former is calculated with the same formula of the P-Index but counts
the number of conventional questions ranked as first, second, etc. The latter like the C-Index
is calculated by counting the number of pre-conventional questions ranked as first, second,
and etc. These indexes were added as we were interested to investigate students’
preferences for the pre-conventional and conventional schemas as well.

Data collection and Participants
We collected electronically responses to the ESIT from 220 students during the first week of
the first semester of 2017. Data was collected from two courses: course A and course B.
Course A is a new 2-unit mandatory course focused on environmental issues and
professional ethics (Murzi et al., 2017). Course A was developed starting from a 1-unit
course that was taught in the previous years and was redesigned to include the professional
ethics component. Course B was instead the 1-unit equivalent of Course A that was offered
to repeating students from previous years and did not have the ethics component. In addition
to ESIT, we also collected demographic information that we used in our analysis to compare
across groups.

Data analysis
After calculating scores of the four indexes (P, C, PRE, N2) for all participants, we used
Welch t-tests to compare average scores among groups. First, we compared means index
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scores of Course A students with Course B students. Second, we compared our results with
other studies that used ESIT, although in this case we were not able to perform any
statistical test. After these two first steps, we focused our analysis on Course A students who
are more representative of the types of students starting in the program (being Course B
student repeaters). Third, we compared Course A students based on the demographic
characteristics. Finally, we ran the same analysis for Course A with Australian students only,
as ESIT was proven to be sensitive to language ability due to its extensive reading
requirements.

Findings
The first set of results concerns the mean scores across the four indexes for students in
Course A and Course B as reported in table 2. The results show that students in both
courses demonstrated higher preferences for post-conventional and conventional rather than
pre-conventional schemas. This suggests that the participants of this study already started
with fairly well-developed moral reasoning skills. Furthermore, the P-Index scores of Course
A students were significantly lower than Course B students, and Course B students had also
a lower score on the C-index than Course A students. This suggests therefore that course B
students were slightly further advanced in their moral reasoning development. Such a result
should not be surprising since Course B students had more time to develop their skills.
Table 2. Overall scores for experimental and control group

N
146
74
Difference
P-value

P-Index
0.474
0.509
-0.035
0.0328

Course A
Course B

C-Index
0.381
0.336
0.045
0.0046

Pre-Index
0.118
0.127
-0.009
0.5399

N2-Index
3.098
3.015
0.083
0.6623

As a second step, we compared our results to other studies that used ESIT to check for
consistency of results with similar population. In their study, Borenstein et al. (2010) used the
ESIT in a quasi-experimental approach with pre- and post-tests with control group study. The
majority of the students enrolled in their experimental and control courses were junior and
senior, therefore one or two years ahead to the students enrolled in our courses. Skinner and
Bushell (2013) distributed the ESIT to their students in the undergraduate courses “EL41”
and “CE40” in an Australian university, at the beginning and end of the semester. The pretest averages from both studies are reported in Table 3. The scores from our study and the
other studies are very similar, suggesting that the moral development abilities, as measured
by the ESIT, are quite similar for bachelor engineering students across countries.
Table 3. Comparison with other studies that used ESIT

This study
P-Index
N2-Index

Course A
0.474
3.100

Course B
0.503
3.010

Borenstein et al
(2010)
Exp.
Contr.
0.505
0.479
2.970
2.590

Skinner & Bushell
(2013)
EL41
CE40
0.490
0.510
2.940
3.03

After looking at overall scores, we unpacked in more details the performance of the Course A
students, who provide a more accurate representation of students entering the civil
engineering bachelor program than Course B students, as Course B students had been in
the program for longer time. Specifically, we analyzed Course A students’ results based on
their demographic characteristics. In this analysis, we focused solely on the scores of the two
traditional indexes, P and N2. The results are reported in Table 4 and Table 5. The Welch ttests show that 18 years old students scored significantly higher than their 19 and 20 years
old classmate both for P-Index and N2-index. Likewise, Australians scored higher than
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internationals on both P- and N2-Indexes and natives scored higher than non-natives English
speakers on both indexes. These results suggest that age, nationality, and language ability
may influence students’ moral reasoning. Additionally, female students scored significantly
higher of males on N2-Index, while students with no prior ethics education scored higher as
well on N2. These suggest that female students have stronger tendency toward postconventional thinking over pre-conventional as compare to male students. However, previous
studies have shown that the ESIT and DIT are particularly sensible to English ability due to
the increased reading ability requirements. Therefore, the results could be mostly influenced
by English ability rather than other factors.
Table 4. Demographic differences in P-Index for Course A students

Group1

Male
18
18
18
18
3Sem<
Prior Ethics Ed
Prior Work Exp.
Aussie
Native English

P-Index
differenc
e
-0.020
0.050*
0.069*
0.055
0.044
0.006
0.048
-0.040
0.046*
0.040*
*p <0.05

Group 2

n

P-Index

98
55
55
55
55
116
123
18
93
96

0.468
0.507
0.507
0.507
0.507
0.475
0.514
0.439
0.492
0.485

Female
19
20
21
22+
4Sem+
No Ethics Ed
No Work Exp.
Internationals
Non-natives

n

P-Index

47
43
20
10
18
30
23
128
47
50

0.488
0.457
0.438
0.452
0.463
0.469
0.466
0.479
0.446
0.445

Table 5. Demographic differences for N2-Index for Course A students

Group 1
n
Male
98
18
55
18
55
18
55
18
55
3Sem<
116
Prior Ethics Ed
123
Prior Work Exp
18
Aussie
93
Native English
96

N2-Index
2.97
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.10
3.03
3.14
3.38
3.32

Group 2
n
Female
47
19
43
20
20
21
10
22+
18
4Sem+
30
No Ethics Ed
23
No Work Exp
128
International
47
Non-natives
50

N2-Index
3.43
2.88
2.65
2.79
3.06
3.09
3.42
2.77
2.66
2.67

N2-Index
Difference
-0.46*
0.62*
0.85*
0.71
0.44
0.01
-0.39*
0.37
0.72*
0.65*
*p <0.05

To verify whether the results table 4 and 5 were only due to English ability, we separated the
96 native English speakers and ran the same t-tests for this specific group only. The results
are showed in tables 6 and 7. The lack of significant results in P-Index differences suggests
that the significancy shown in the above table was primarily due to the participants English
ability. However, the fact that gender and prior ethics education continues having an effect
on participants’ moral reasoning even when focusing only on native English speakers,
suggests that such factors are very important in the moral development of students.
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Furthermore, it still remains to investigate further why the students that did not have prior
ethics education scored higher on the N2-index. One possible reason could be that the types
of educational interventions that students received prior to data collection did not emphasize
post-conventional reasoning and may have focused on rules and regulations, thereby
fostering a more conventional mindset.
Table 6. Demographic differences for P-Index for Course A native English speakers

Group 1
n
Male
69
18
50
18
50
18
50
18
50
3Sem<
78
Prior Ethics Ed
16
Prior Work Exp
85

P-Index
0.488
0.504
0.504
0.504
0.504
0.490
0.485
0.459

Group 2
n
Female
26
19
28
20
7
21
5
22+
6
4Sem+
18
No Ethics Ed
80
No Work Exp
11

P-Index
0.495
0.478
0.476
0.497
0.422
0.482
0.509
0.493

P-Index
Difference
-0.007
0.026
0.027
0.007
0.081
0.008
-0.025
-0.033

Table 7. Demographic differences for N2-Index for Course A native English speakers

Group 1
n
Male
69
18
50
18
50
18
50
18
50
3Sem<
78
Prior Ethics Ed
16
Prior Work Exp
85

N2-Index
3.19
3.57
3.57
3.57
3.57
3.34
3.30
3.24

Group 2
n
Female
26
19
28
20
7
21
5
22+
6
4Sem+
18
No Ethics Ed
80
No Work Exp
11

N2-Index
3.78
3.06
3.21
3.51
2.42
3.26
3.42
3.33

N2-Index
Difference
-0.59*
0.52
0.37
0.06
1.15
0.08
-0.12*
-0.09
*p <0.05

Conclusions and Future Research
In this study, we presented the preliminary results from our longitudinal study. The goal of
this study was specifically to determine the characteristics of our baseline that we will use to
compare the results of future research. For our baseline, we had two groups of students:
those enrolled in Course A, a new mandatory course on environmental issues and
professional ethics, and those in Course B, a smaller offering of Course A for repeaters.
There were four main takeaways from our findings. First of all, students in Course B started
with higher levels of moral reasoning. Given that students in course B had been in the
program for longer time, the results suggest that the learning experiences they had until then
helped them improve their moral abilities. For our next research steps, it will be very
important to track how changes in moral reasoning are affected by the different learning
activities implemented in the two courses.
Second, we found that female students in course A started with higher levels of moral
judgement as compared to males. This result is in contrast with Borenstein et al. (2010) who
instead found no significant difference in pre-test scores among gender. Therefore, it needs
to be further investigated the effect of gender on moral development and in our next research
we will need to keep gender in consideration in all statistical analysis. Third, it is clear that
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English abilities may affect the results of ESIT as, previously found by Borenstein et al.
(2010). This effect is specifically due to the long reading requirements of the test, which may
make it difficult to complete for those who struggle in English reading comprehensions.
Consequently, it is advised to distribute the ESIT only to English native and advanced level
speakers or to exclude non-English speakers from analysis. Finally, it was interesting to see
that students who had not had prior ethics training scored higher on the ESIT. Since we do
not have specific details on their previous experience, it is difficult to establish the underlying
cause of this result.
In sum, as we continue our longitudinal study, we will have to be especially aware of the
effect that gender, English proficiency, and previous ethics learning experience many have
on our results. Similarly, we advise that scholars interested in using ESIT or similar
instrument to investigate moral development pay particular attention to these details when
collecting data for their studies.
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0$-),($-BS8!K,*,+0$'-!'>!0#,!42()$-B!0,24!&2%!0#,!>$(%0!+($0$+2*!02%)@!$0!&2%!$4<'(02-0!0#20!0#$%!
0,24! (,>*,+0,.! 0#,! +'#'(0! '>! ]-B$-,,(%?! &2%! +'->$.,-0! $-! $0%! '&-! <('>,%%$'-2*! <(2+0$+,! %)$**%!
2-.!>,*0!,4<'&,(,.!0'!42),!P/.B,4,-0%!26'/0!0#,!&($0$-B!'>!0#,!-,&!+'#'(08!!
^-+,!0#,!0,24!&2%!%,*,+0,.?!62*2-+,.!0'!(,>*,+0!0#,!B,-.,(?!*2-B/2B,!2-.!+/*0/(2*!,*,4,-0%!
'>! 0#,! +'#'(0?! 0(2$-$-B! &2%! 6,B/-8! "#,! 0(2$-$-B! $-3'*3,.! 2! %0('-B! 0$4,! 2-.! 02%)! >(24,&'()!
.,%$B-,.!0'!<('0,+0!0#,!42(),(%!>('4!%0(,%%!2-.!'3,(&'()8!O#$*%0!6,$-B!($B'('/%!$-!0#,!+*2($0=!
'>!$0%!.,42-.%!2-.!#23$-B!2!.$.2+0$+!</(<'%,!>'(!0#,!(,+$<$,-0%?!0#,!>(24,&'()!2*%'!$-3'*3,.!
.$%+/%%$'-?! %,,)$-B! 6'0#! /-.,(%02-.$-B?! <,(%'-2*! $-3'*3,4,-0! 2-.! '&-,(%#$<! >('4! ,2+#!
%02),#'*.,(!R%0/.,-0!42(),(%?!%0/.,-0!*,2(-,(%!2-.!*,+0/(,(%S8!!_$,&%!&,(,!%'/B#0?!%#2(,.!2-.!
6('/B#0!$-0'!0#,!>(24,&'()!0#('/B#!2!%,($,%!'>!0(2$-$-B!4,,0$-B%!&#$+#!&,(,!2%!,B2*$02($2-!$-!
-20/(,!2%!<'%%$6*,8!!"#,!.,02$*%!'>!0#,!0(2$-$-B!%,%%$'-%!&,(,!3$02*!0'!0#$%!<('+,%%!2-.!$-+*/.,.!
(/--$-B!0#,!0(2$-$-B!$-!0#,!%0/.,-0!*,2(-$-B!N/6?!0'!,-%/(,!0#,!42(),(%!&,(,!+'4>'(026*,!2-.!
>,*0!'&-,(%#$<!'>!0#,!0(2$-$-B!%<2+,?!0#,(,6=!,-+'/(2B$-B!0#,4!0'!02),!2-!2+0$3,!('*,!$-!0#,!
<('+,%%!'>!42()$-B?!,3,-!6,>'(,!<,-+$*!&2%!</0!0'!<2<,(!RK2*'4'-!2-.!L,()$-%!D`UUS8!
"#,! >$(%0! ,*,4,-0! ,%026*$%#,.! &2%! 0#,! 2+2.,4$+! </(<'%,! '>! 0#,! 2%%$B-4,-08! "#,! 0(2$-$-B!
.'+/4,-0! ,H<*2$-%! 0#20! V0#,! %0/.,-0%! #23,! 6,,-! B$3,-! 0#$%! 2%%$B-4,-0! 0'! 0,%0! 0#,$(!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!2-.!)-'&*,.B,!'>!0#,!]-B$-,,($-B!Q,0#'.?!(,<'(0!&($0$-B!%)$**%?!26$*$0=!0'!&($0,!
$-!0#,!,H<'%$0$'-2*!%0=*,?!26$*$0=!0'!>$-.!2<<('<($20,!+2%,!%0/.$,%!2-.!0#,$(!26$*$0=!0'!&($0,!+$020$'-%!
+'((,+0*=8!!"#$%!$%!2!+'4<*,H!02%)!2-.!0#,!32($2-0!.($3,(%!2(,!2**!&($00,-!$-0'!0#,!(/6($+!0'!%/<<'(0!
6'0#!0#,!&($0,(%!2-.!0#,!42(),(%W!RN/-0,(!G9DaS8!"#$%!>'(4!'>!0,%0$-B!.($3,%!0#,!-,,.!>'(!2-!
#'*$%0$+!2%%,%%4,-0!0#20!<('./+,%!2!>$-2*!B(2.,?!2-!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!*,2(-$-B?!0#20!&$**!%02-.!2%!
<2(0!'>!,2+#!%0/.,-0J%!.,B(,,!2-.!$0!<('3$.,%!($B'/(?!</(<'%,!2-.!2/0#,-0$+$0=!0'!0#,!42()$-B8!
:0!2*%'!%/<<'(0%!/-.,(%02-.$-B!2-!2<<*$+20$'-?!20!2!>$(%0E=,2(!*,3,*?!'>!.,3,*'<4,-02*!>'(4%!'>!
(,>*,+0$3,!<(2+0$+,!R#-!C*/!b'&*$-B?!12(,&!2-.!N2.B(2>0!G9DMS8!!
"#,! >(24,&'()! >'(! 0#,! (,%<'-%,%?! #'&,3,(?! $%! 2*%'! %'+$'E2>>,+0$3,?! 2%! $%! (,>*,+0,.! $-! 0#,!
(,4$-.,(!0#20!V@#,!&'()!#2%!6,,-!+'4<*,0,.!2-.!#2-.,.!$-?!'-!0$4,?!$-!2*4'%0!2**!+2%,%8!"#,!
%0/.,-0%!2(,!-'&!*'')$-B!>'(!2!(,%<'-%,W8!:0!&2%!>,*0!$4<'(02-0!0'!(,4,46,(!-'0!'-*=!26%0(2+0!
%02-.2(.%?!&#$+#!-,,.!0'!6,!/<#,*.!0'!,-%/(,!0#,!.,B(,,!/*0$420,*=!#2%!32*/,!$-!0#,!42(),0E
<*2+,?!6/0!0#20!(,2*!<,'<*,!2(,!20!0#,!6,20$-B!#,2(0!'>!0#,!<('+,%%8!!K'4,!GY9!'>!0#,!-,2(*=!M99!
%0/.,-0%!$-!0#,!+'#'(0!#2-.,.!0#$%!2%%,%%4,-0!<$,+,!$-8!]2+#!'>!0#'%,!GY9!<,'<*,?!0#,(,>'(,?!
32*/,.!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B!2-.!.,B(,,!%/>>$+$,-0*=!0'!+'4<*,0,!2!+#2**,-B$-B!02%)!2-.!.,3,*'<!0#,$(!
<('>,%%$'-2*!<(2+0$+,!%)$**%8!!"#,!42(),(%!2B(,,.!0#20!0#,!(,%<'-%,%!B$3,-!%#'/*.!B$3,!(,%<,+0!
0'!0#20!2+#$,3,4,-0!0#('/B#!0#,!&'(.$-B!'>!0#,!$-.$3$./2*!(,%<'-%,%?!&#$+#!-,,.!0'!$-.$+20,!
0#20!,2+#!$-.$3$./2*!2%%$B-4,-0!#2%!6,,-!02),-!%,($'/%*=!2-.!+'-%$.,(,.!>'(!$0%!4,($0%?!2%!&,**!
2%!$-+*/.$-B!%/BB,%0$'-%!26'/0!#'&!0'!$4<('3,!0#,!%)$**%!%,0!'>!0#,!$-.$3$./2*!(,+$<$,-0!>/(0#,(8!!
"#$%!<#$*'%'<#=!.('3,!0#,!-,,.!0'!$-+*/.,!2%%,%%4,-0!>'(!*,2(-$-B?!2%!&,**!2%!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!
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*,2(-$-B@! $0! $%! 2! &2=! '>! #'-'/($-B! 0#20! ,>>'(0! 2-.! .,.$+20$'-! '-! 0#,! <2(0! '>! 0#,! %0/.,-0! 2-.!
(,+'B-$%$-B! 0#,! .$*$B,-+,! 0#,=! #23,! %#'&-8! :0! &2%! 2*%'! >,*0! $4<'(02-0! 0'! ,-+'/(2B,! 0#,! 79!
%0/.,-0%! &#'! +#'%,! -'0! 0'! +'4<*,0,! 0#,! 02%)! 0'! (,+'-%$.,(! 0#$%! <'%$0$'-! 2-.! 0#,! ('*,! '>!
<('>,%%$'-2*!<(2+0$+,!&$0#$-!0#,$(!]-B$-,,($-B!.,B(,,8!!
"#/%?!2%!<2(0!'>!0#$%!0(2-%>'(420$3,!<(2H$%?!0#,!0,24!#2%!%'/B#0!0'!$-+*/.,!2!0($E<2(0$0,!2<<('2+#!
0'! 2%%,%%4,-0?! +'3,($-B! 2**! 0#,! ,*,4,-0%! '>! 0,2+#$-B! 2-.! *,2(-$-B! 232$*26*,! 0#('/B#! 0#$%!
+'/(%,?!B,-,(20$-B?!,H<*$+$0*=@!V2S!5!42()!&#$+#!&$**!B'!'-!0#,!%0/.,-0%J!0(2-%+($<0%?!<('3$.$-B!
0#,4!&$0#!%/4420$3,!,3$.,-+,!'>!0#,$(!2+#$,3,4,-0!$-!0#$%!+'/(%,8!"#$%!$%!+2**,.!5%%,%%4,-0!
2;!;,2(-$-Bc'6S'Z,,.62+)!&#$+#!&$**!,-26*,!0#,!%0/.,-0%!0'!$4<('3,!'-!*20,(?!%$4$*2(!02%)%!2-.!
<('3$.,! 2! >'(4! '>! .$2*'B/,! >'(! 0#,4! %'! 0#20! 0#,=! /-.,(%02-.! 0#,$(! '&-! %0(,-B0#%! 2-.!
&,2)-,%%,%! 2-.! )-'&! &#20! 0'! .'! 0'! $4<('3,! 0#,$(! &'()8! ! "#$%! $%! +2**,.! 5%%,%%4,-0! ;2/!
;,2(-$-B8!!:0!$%!>'(420$3,!$-!-20/(,!2-.!%#'/*.!%/<<'(0!*,2(-$-Bc!2-.!+S'Z'(420$3,!>,,.62+)!0#20!
,-26*,%! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! 0'! >,,*! B''.! 26'/0! 0#,$(! 2+#$,3,4,-0%! 2-.! ,-B2B,.! &$0#! 0#,! *,2(-$-B!
<('+,%%8!!"#$%!$%!+(/+$2*!>'(!&,**E6,$-B?!<'%$0$3$0=!2-.!,-B2B,4,-08!!"#$%!$%!2*%'!5%%,%%4,-0!
;2/! ;,2(-$-B! 2-.! $%! .,*$3,(,.! 0#('/B#! 0#,! &'(.$-B! '>! ,2+#! 42(),(J%! (,%<'-%,%?! &#$+#! 2(,!
.,%$B-,.!0'!6,!#,*<>/*?!2>>$(420$3,!2-.!,4'0$'-2**=!%/<<'(0$3,W8''
"#('/B#!0#$%!<('+,%%?!0#,!42(),(%!%#'/*.!2*%'!B2$-!.,,<,(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,!$%%/,%!(2$%,.!
6=!0#,!02%)!2-.!0#$%!)-'&*,.B,!&$**!0#,-!6,!>,.!62+)!0'!0#,!02%)!%,00,(%?!(/6($+!+(,20'(%!2-.!
>/0/(,!42(),(%!0'!+'4<*,0,!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!*''<!2-.!,-#2-+,!0#,!,H<,($,-+,!'>!0,2+#$-B!2-.!
*,2(-$-B!>'(!2**!0#,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!$-!0#,!+'/(%,@!*,2(-,(%?!0,2+#,(%!2-.!42(),(%8!:0!$%!0#$%!>,,.62+)!
*''<!0#20!%#'/*.!,-26*,!0#,!<('+,%%!0'!6,+'4,!6'0#!0(2-%>'(420$3,!2-.!,46,..,.!$-!0#,!<(2H$%!
'>!<('>,%%$'-2*!<(2+0$+,?!2-.!(,>*,+0$3,!'>!0#,!2<<('2+#,%!2-.!%)$**%!&#$+#!&,!%,,)!0'!$-+/*+20,!
$-! '/(! %0/.,-0%! 2-.! %0/.,-0! 42(),(%8! Q,2-&#$*,! 0#,! (,+$<$,-0%! '>! 0#,! 42()$-B! %#'/*.! >,,*!
,4<'&,(,.! 0'! 42),! <'%$0$3,! 2.P/%04,-0%! 0'! 0#,$(! *,2(-$-B?! B('&! 2%! *,2(-,(%?! 2-.! .,3,*'<!
>/(0#,(!0#,$(!$-.,<,-.,-0!*,2(-$-B!%)$**%?!0#('/B#!'&-,(%#$<!2-.!42-2B,4,-0!'>!0#,$(!02%)%!2-.!
2%%$B-4,-0%8'

!""#$%&'()*+,(
-*"./+01(2"%*

B%*'/59(%5#(
%11"11,"57(
9"5"*%7"1(5"4(
)""#$%&'()+*(
)+@@+4/59(2"%*

3"./"4(%5#(
%#6017,"57(+)(
7"%&8/59:(7%1'(
1"77/59(%5#(*0$*/&(
;<=>

A70#"571("59%9"(
4/78(78"(*"./1"#(
%5#(%,"@/+*%7"#(
-*+9*%,

?"4(7"%&8/59(
%5#(@"%*5/59(
#"1/95"#()+*(
;<=>

!
<04,/*!6G!H?#4*!2;!.>*!;**)I#3@!%22C!2;!#--*--?*$.!;2/!%*#/$0$4!#$)!.*#3>0$4!DF,$.*/'!6789EG!

5%!,./+20'(%?!0#,!*,2.,(%!'>!0#$%!0,24!2-.!,2+#!4,46,(!'>!0#,!42()$-B!0,24!6,*$,3,!%0('-B*=!
$-! ,H<*'$0$-B! ,3,(=! *,2(-$-B! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0#20! $%! 232$*26*,8! ! O#$*%0! 42()$-B! .(2>0%! 2-.! '>>,($-B!
$-.$3$./2*! .$%+/%%$'-%! 26'/0! 0#,! 42()$-B! .,+$%$'-%! &'/*.! 6,! ,H,4<*2(=?! 0#,! >2+0! %'4,! M99!
%+($<0%!4/%0!6,!42(),.!&$0#$-!0&'!&,,)%!0'!+'4<*=!&$0#!/-$3,(%$0=!(,B/*20$'-%!2-.!0#,!4'(2*!
$4<,(20$3,! 0'! (,0/(-! &'()! $-! 2! 0$4,*=! >2%#$'-?! $%! 2! #/B,! +'-%0(2$-0! &#$+#! 42),%! %/+#! 2-!
2<<('2+#!$4<'%%$6*,!0'!2+#$,3,8!"#/%?!0#$%!4,0#'.'*'B=!$%!.,%$B-,.!0'!+(,20,!-'0!'-*=!2!>'(4!
'>!.$2*'B/,!6/0!2*%'!2!&2=!0'!B$3,!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!62+)!0'!0#,!%0/.,-0!0'!42-2B,!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B?!
$%!6=!(,%<'-.$-B!&$0#!2!>'(4!'>!K'+(20$+!0#$-)$-B@!6=!'>>,($-B!F/,%0$'-%!$-%0,2.!'>!+'44,-0%!'(!
+*'%,.!(,42()%8!!
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$74'%GF4<8?49@'
K'+(20$+! 0#$-)$-B! $%! 62%,.! 2('/-.! %$H! 0=<,%! '>! F/,%0$'-! >'(4%?! 2**! '>! &#$+#! 2(,! .,%$B-,.! 0'!
<('./+,!<('6*,4!62%,.!0#$-)$-B?!'(!(,+$<$,-0!%'*/0$'-%8!!"#,!>$(%0!0=<,!'>!F/,%0$'-!$%!F/,%0$'-%!
>'(! +*2($>$+20$'-?! 0#,! %,+'-.! $%! F/,%0$'-%! 0#20! <('6,! 2%%/4<0$'-%?! 0#,! 0#$(.! $%! F/,%0$'-%! 0#20!
<('6,!(,2%'-%!2-.!,3$.,-+,?!0#,!>'/(0#!$%!F/,%0$'-%!26'/0!3$,&<'$-0%!2-.!<,(%<,+0$3,%?!0#,!
>$>0#!$%!F/,%0$'-%!0#20!<('6,!$4<*$+20$'-%!2-.!+'-%,F/,-+,%!2-.!0#,!%$H0#!$%!F/,%0$'-%!26'/0!
0#,!F/,%0$'-8!!"#,!0=<,%!'>!F/,%0$'-%!6,$-B!2%),.!2(,!6/$*0!$-0'!0#,!026*,!'>!B/$.2-+,!F/,%0$'-%!
6,*'&! 0'! %#'&! 0#20! 0#,! >/**! K'+(20$+! (2-B,! +2-! 6,! /%,.! $-! (,%<'-%,! 0'! 0#,! 2%%$B-4,-0?! 0'!
,-B2B,! 0#,! (,+$<$,-0%! '>! 0#,! 42()$-B! 2%! >/**=! 2%! <'%%$6*,! Rd-$3,(%$0=! '>! Q$+#$B2-! G9DaS8! "'!
2+#$,3,!0#$%!.,%$(,.!'/0+'4,?!0#,(,>'(,?!0#,!42(),(%!&,(,!2%),.!0'!(,%<'-.!&$0#!F/,%0$'-%?!
(20#,(! 0#2-! '0#,(! >'(4%! '>! +'44,-08! ! 500,-0$'-! &2%! 2*%'! .(2&-! 0'! 0#,! &2=%! $-! &#$+#! 0#,!
F/,%0$'-%!+#2-B,!$-!-20/(,!2%!0#,!42(),(!4'3,%!0#('/B#!0#,!,*,4,-0%!'>!0#,!(/6($+8!
+5?FB4'/98@85B',>>4>>?49@'!E??49@'H59I'JE<'K5<I4<>L'
'

KE@8M5@8E9='6E9@4G@'59;'F<EFE>8@8E9'
1'/*.!='/!/%,>/**=!2..!4'(,!+'-0,H0!$-!0,(4%!
'>!0#,!(,2%'-%!>'(!0#,!+2%,?!0#,!%$0/20$'-!$-!
&#$+#!0#,!.,+$%$'-%!&,(,!42.,!2-.!0#,!
(,2%'-%!&#=!0#,!+2%,!$%!$4<'(02-0!$-!='/(!
3$,&e!
N23,!='/!B'0!2!+*,2(!0#,%$%!%020,4,-0!$-!0#$%!
<2(2B(2<#e!!!
1'/*.!='/!(,3$%,!='/(!&'(.!+#'$+,%!#,(,!%'!
0#20!0#,!&($0$-B!6,+'4,%!4'(,!0,+#-$+2*e!
H56I:<EA9;';4@58B'59;'@4679865B'
89JE<?5@8E9'
N23,!='/!/%,.!%/>>$+$,-0!]-B$-,,($-B!
*2-B/2B,!#,(,!0'!+'-3,=!0#,!.,02$*!'>!='/(!
+2%,e!
N23,!='/!*$-),.!.,02$*%A,3,-0%!2-.!
%<,+$>$+20$'-%!>'(!0#,!0,+#-$+2*!2%<,+0%!'>!='/(!
+2%,e!
38>6A>>8E9'59;'595BO>8>'
1'/*.!='/!*$-)!='/(!2(B/4,-0!4'(,!+*'%,*=!0'!
0#,!]-B$-,,($-B!Q,0#'.e!
1'/*.!='/!4'3,!0'!+'44,-02(=?!&#,(,!='/!
,H<(,%%!='/(!'&-!'<$-$'-?!2%!&,**!2%!2!(2-B,!
'>!'0#,(%J!'<$-$'-%e!
.4M4B'EJ'*4JB46@8E9'
1'/*.!='/!02),!0#$%!>('4!2!.,%+($<0$3,!3$,&!0'!
2!<,(%'-2*!(,>*,+0$'-e!
1'/*.!='/!<('3$.,!4'(,!P/%0$>$+20$'-!>('4!0#,!
+2%,!%0/.=!>'(!='/(!3$,&%!R$8,8!4'3,!>('4!
%$4<*,!(,3$,&!0'!.,,<,(!2-2*=%$%Se!
09EWB4;:4'EJ'49:8944<89:'6E964F@>'
F<4>49@4;'89'6B5>>'59;'89@4:<5@8E9'W8@7'
65>4'>@A;O'!
N23,!='/!$-+*/.,.!]-B$-,,($-B!+'-+,<0%e!
N23,!='/!<$+),.!0#,!4'%0!2<<('<($20,!
]-B$-,,($-B!+'-+,<0%!>'(!0#,!$%%/,!='/!2(,!
.$%+/%%$-Be!
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NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q='R='S'
1'/*.!='/!0#$-)!+2(,>/**=!26'/0!#'&!0'!42),!='/(!
<('<'%$0$'-!%020,4,-0!+*,2(,(e!!1'/*.!='/!42),!$0!
%#'(0,(A4'(,!.$(,+0A%$4<*$>=!$0!0'!>$-.!0#,!,%%,-+,!
'>!0#,!<('6*,4e!
1'/*.!='/!*$-)!0#,!+2%,!4'(,!+*,2(*=!0'!0#,!
2(B/4,-0e!
1'/*.!='/!+'-%$.,(!0#,!0,-%,!#,(,?!%'!0#20!$0!$%!
*'B$+2*!2-.!%,F/,-0$2*e!
NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q='T='U='R='S!
N23,!='/!+#,+),.!0#,!%<,**$-B!'>!/->24$*$2(!
&'(.%e!
N23,!='/!42.,!+*,2(!$-!='/(!&'(.$-B!&#$+#!$%!
<($42(=!$->'(420$'-!2-.!&#$+#!$%!%,+'-.2(=!0'!
='/(!+2%,e!
NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q='T='R='V!
1'/*.!='/!4'3,!0'!.$%+/%%$'-!>('4!(,+'/-0!'>!
,3,-0%e!
1'/*.!='/!*'')!20!='/(!2-2*=%$%!2-.!%,,!$>!='/!
+'/*.!2-2*=%,!$-!2!(2-B,!'>!&2=%?!,8B8!$-!0,(4%!'>!
0#,!<('+,%%?!0#,!]-B$-,,($-B!Q,0#'.!2-.!0#,!
'/0+'4,R%S!'>!='/(!+#'%,-!0'<$+e!
NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q='T='U='R='V!
1'/*.!='/!$-+*/.,!0#,!0(2$0%!'>!]-B$-,,(%!#,(,!0'!
.,,<,-!='/(!2-2*=%$%e!
1'/*.!='/!'>>,(!$.,2%!26'/0!<('>,%%$'-2*!
.,3,*'<4,-0!>'(!0#'%,!$-!0#,!%$0/20$'-!'>!0#,!+2%,!
%0/.=!'(!%,,)$-B!0'!*,2(-!>('4!$0e!
NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q='T='U='R='V='S!

N23,!='/!$-0,B(20,.!0#,!]-B$-,,($-B!+'-+,<0%!
='/!#23,!$.,-0$>$,.!$-0'!='/(!.$%+/%%$'-e!
b',%!='/(!.$%+/%%$'-!(,2**=!$-+*/.,!0#,!>'**'&$-B!
,*,4,-0%@!,H<*2$-$-B!2-.!$-0,(<(,0$-B?!
,H,4<*$>=$-B?!+'4<2($-B!2-.!$->,(($-B!$->'(420$'-!
'-!,-B$-,,($-B!+'-+,<0%e!!b'!='/!%,*,+0!
$->'(420$'-!+*,2(*=!2-.!<(,%,-0!$0!%/++$-+0*=e!b'!
='/!'>>,(!B''.!,H24<*,%!>('4!0#,!+'(,!0,H0!0#20!
%/<<'(0!='/(!$.,2%e!
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%GFE>8@8E95B'+@<A6@A<4'
b'!='/!#23,!2!+*,2(!$-0('./+0$'-!&$0#!2!+*,2(!
%,0!'>!0#,%$%!%020,4,-0%!2-.!2-!'/0*$-,!'>!0#,!
),=!$%%/,%!>'(!='/(!.$%+/%%$'-e!
b'!='/!*$-)!,3,(=0#$-B!0'B,0#,(!-,20*=!20!0#,!
,-.!$-!2!%/++$-+0!%/4420$3,!+'-+*/%$'-e!
N23,!='/!/%,.!2-2*=%$%!$-!,2+#!6'.=!
<2(2B(2<#e!:%!$0!*2=,(,.e!:%!$0!*'+),.!'-0'!0#,!
]-B$-,,($-B!Q,0#'.e!
XE<?5B'B59:A5:4Y':<5??5<Y>F4BB89:Z'
6E968>4='>A66896@'4GF<4>>8E9'[896BA;89:'
;4F@7'EJ'?45989:\'!
N23,!='/!23'$.,.!2**!+'-0(2+0$'-%!2-.!2**!
+'**'F/$2*$%4%e!
:%!='/(!&'()!%#2(<?!0,+#-$+2*!2-.!0'!0#,!<'$-0?!
+/00$-B!'/0!2**!$((,*,32-+,e!
*4J4<49689:'59;'%M8;4964'
N23,!='/!$-+*/.,.!20!*,2%0!0#(,,!<$,+,%!'>!
0,H0/2*!,3$.,-+,!0'!%/<<'(0!='/(!2(B/4,-0e!
N23,!='/!$-+*/.,.!20!*,2%0!0#(,,!,*,4,-0%!'>!
2++/(20,!N2(32(.!(,>,(,-+$-B!20!0#,!+'-+*/%$'-!
'>!='/(!&($0$-Be!
XE<?5@@89:'59;'(<4>49@5@8E9'
5(,!2**!0#,!<2(0%!'>!='/(!2%%$B-4,-0!<(,%,-0?!
$-+*/.$-B!0#,!+'3,(!2-.!42()!%#,,0%e!N23,!
='/!%$B-,.!0'!%2=!='/!#23,!23'$.,.!
<*2B$2($%4e!
]494<5B'!E??49@>'
C,3$,&!>'(!&'(.!+#'$+,8!
N23,!='/!42.,!+*,2(!$-!='/(!&'(.$-B!&#$+#!$%!
<($42(=!$->'(420$'-!2-.!&#$+#!$%!%,+'-.2(=!0'!
='/(!+2%,e!
:%!0#$%!0#,!4'%0!$4<'(02-0!$.,2e!!:>!-'0?!+'/*.!
='/!$-+*/.,!$0!%'4,&#,(,!,*%,!'(!*,23,!$0!'/0!
%'!='/!#23,!4'(,!(''4!>'(!(,>*,+0$'-A2-2*=%$%e!
Q$B#0!='/!#23,!$-+*/.,.!<,(%'-2*A<('>,%%$'-2*!
(,>*,+0$'-!#,(,e!
1#,+)!='/(!&'(.!'(.,(!#,(,!%'!2%!0'!42H$4$f,!
0#,!$4<2+0!'>!='/(!&($0$-B8!
N23,!='/!/%,.!</-+0/20$'-!>'(!,>>,+0e!
N23,!='/!23'$.,.!+'442!%<*$+$-Be!

NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q='U='R='V!
b'!='/(!6'.=!<2(2B(2<#%!(,2**=!02),!'-,!+'-+,<0!
20!2!0$4,?!>'**'&$-B!2!+*,2(!<200,(-?!*'B$+2**=!2-.!
<,(%/2%$3,*=e!
b'!='/!#23,!+*,2(!0'<$+!%,-0,-+,%!$-!,2+#!
<2(2B(2<#!0#20!2+0!2%!2!('2.!42<!0'!0#,!+2%,!
%0/.=e!
1'/*.!='/!$4<('3,!0#,!+'#,%$'-!$-!='/(!&($0$-B!
,$0#,(!2+('%%!0#,!2%%$B-4,-0!2%!2!&#'*,?!'(!&$0#$-!
$0%!%,+0$'-%e!
NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q!

:%!='/(!B(2442(!2++/(20,?!<2(0$+/*2(*=!0#,!/%,!'>!
0,-%,!2-.!3'$+,e!
:%!='/(!%<,**$-B!2++/(20,?!,%<,+$2**=!>'(!2**!
0,+#-$+2*!0,(4%e!
NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q='S!
N23,!='/!$-+*/.,.!$-E0,H0!(,>,(,-+,%e!
N23,!='/!/%,.!(,>,(,-+$-B!2-.!,3$.,-+,!%)$*>/**=!
0'!2.32-+,!2-.!%/<<'(0!='/(!2(B/4,-0e!
NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q!
N23,!='/!42.,!+*,2(!$-!='/(!&'(.$-B!&#$+#!$%!
<($42(=!$->'(420$'-!2-.!&#$+#!$%!%,+'-.2(=!0'!
='/(!+2%,e!!
NA4>@8E9'$OF4>P'Q='T='U='R='V='S!
C,3$,&!>'(!&'(.!>'(48!
:%!0#$%!*'B$+2*e!!N'&!4$B#0!$0!6,!$4<('3,.e!X'!
62+)!0'!0#,!'(.,(!='/!+(,20,.!$-!='/(!$-0('./+0$'-!
2-.!+#,+)!,3,(=0#$-B!420+#,%!/<8!
b'!='/!#23,!2!3,(6!$-!0#$%!%,-0,-+,e!
:%!0#,!3,(6!$-!0#$%!%,-0,-+,!$-!0#,!($B#0!0,-%,e!
:%!0#$%!2-!]-B$-,,($-B!0,(4e!
b',%!0#,!(,2.,(!)-'&!0#,!+2%,!2%!&,**!2%!='/!.'!
20!0#,!,-.!'>!0#$%!(,<'(0e!
N23,!='/!23'$.,.!P'/(-2*,%,e!b'!0#,!3,(6!2-.!$0%!
%/6P,+0!2B(,,!$-!-/46,(!2-.!>'(4e!

]2+#! '>! 0#,%,! %/BB,%0$'-%! $%! .,($3,.! >('4! <($'(! ,H<,($,-+,! '>! 42()$-B! 0#$%! +'/(%,! 2-.! $%!
.,%$B-,.!0'!%/<<'(0!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!2<<('<($20,!K'+(20$+!+#'$+,%?!0'!%0$4/*20,!0#'/B#0!2-.!
2+0$'-! '-! 0#,! <2(0! '>! 0#,! (,+$<$,-0?! 0#,! %0/.,-0! &#'%,! &'()! $%! 6,$-B! 42(),.8! Z,((,$(2! 2-.!
Z,((,$(2!RG9D[S!(,$->'(+,!0#$%!2<<('2+#?!.,4'-%0(20$-B!0#20!K'+(20$+!F/,%0$'-$-B!+2-!6,!/%,.!
>'(! V<('>,%%$'-2*! %'+$2*$%20$'-! g! 0,2+#$-B! <('>,%%$'-2*! 32*/,%! g! 42=! ,-26*,! %0/.,-0%! 0'!
,3,-0/2**=! .,3,*'<! $-0'! (,>*,+0$3,! <(2+0$0$'-,(%W8! ! "#,! <('+,%%! '>! +#2-B,! $%! .,%$B-,.! 0'! 6,!
$-+(,4,-02*!2-.!#$B#*=!>'+/%,.?!/%$-B!0#,!0#,'(=!'>!K0(/+0/(,.!"$-),($-B?!&#$+#!2**'&%!%0,<E
6=E%0,<! +#2-B,! 0'! 6,+'4,! 2! <'&,(>/*! 0''*! >'(! +(,20$-B! 2-.! ,46,..$-B! 2/0#,-0$+! +#2-B,!
R_'%%'/B#$!2-.!h,32-?!RG9D7S8!!
$74'*4>AB@>'
"#,!%0/.,-0!42(),(%!(,%<'-.,.!%0('-B*=!2-.!<'%$0$3,*=!6'0#!0'!0#,!0(2$-$-B!2-.!0#,!>'(420!'>!
0#,!(,%<'-%,%!%/BB,%0,.!>'(!2%%,%%$-B!0#$%!2%%$B-4,-08!"#20!%2$.?!%'4,!$%%/,%!&,(,!(2$%,.!
6=!0#,!42(),(%!2-.!(,+$<$,-0%!'>!0#,!42()$-B8!!"#,!42(),(%!),<0!42()$-B!.$2($,%!0#('/B#'/0!
0#,!<('+,%%!0'!+(,20,!2!.$2*'B/,!&$0#!0#,!*,2.!42(),(!2-.!>,,.!$-0'!.,3,*'<4,-0!2-.!0(2$-$-B!
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>'(!0#,!-,H0!('/-.!'>!%0(/+0/(,.!0$-),($-B8!"#,%,!.$2($,%!(,3,2*,.!0#20?!.,%<$0,!0#,!+*2($0=!'>!0#,!
(/6($+?!0#,(,!&,(,!+'-0,-0!$%%/,%!&$0#!0#,!&'()?!>'+/%,.!2('/-.!2+0/2**=!$-+*/.$-B!,*,4,-0%!
%/+#!2%!0#,!]-B$-,,($-B!Q,0#'.!'(!>'(4200$-B!(,>,(,-+,%!+'((,+0*=8!:-!0,(4%!'>!2%%,%%4,-0?!
0#,%,!&,(,!,2%=!0'!<'$-0!'/0!2-.!(,4$-.!%0/.,-0%!'>!0#,!+'-%0(2$-0%!'>!0#,!<$,+,8!!
Q'(,!+#2**,-B$-B!$-!0,(4%!'>!0#,!42()$-B!&,(,!$%%/,%!%/(('/-.$-B!2++/(2+=!2-.!%0=*,!2-.!0#,!
<'$-0!20!&#$+#!2!%+($<0!6,+'4,%!%'!<''(!$-!0,(4%!'>!6'0#!,H<(,%%$'-!2-.!B,-(,!0#20!$0!%#'/*.!
>2$*8!Z'(!42-=!/-.,(B(2./20,!42(),(%?!$0!>,*0!V/->2$(W!RQ2(),(!MS!0'!>2$*!%'4,'-,!&#'%,!]-B*$%#!
$%!<''(!6,+2/%,!0#,=!2(,!2-!$-0,(-20$'-2*!%0/.,-08!d*0$420,*=!0#,!.,+$%$'-!$%!%/6P,+0$3,@!0#,!(/*,!
0#20! &2%! 2B(,,.! &2%! 0#20! $>! 0#,! (,2.,(! +'/*.! -'0! /-.,(%02-.! 0#,! &'()?! $0! &'/*.! >2$*8! :0! #2.!
2*(,2.=!6,,-!,%026*$%#,.!0#20!>2$*$-B!0'!2002$-!+'-0('*!'>!0#,!B,-(,!&2%!2-!2/0'420$+!>2$*?!%'!0#$%!
2*$B-,.!&$0#!2-!,%026*$%#,.!42()$-B!+'-%0(2$-08!!
"#$%!F/,%0$'-!#2.!2!+'('**2(=?!#'&,3,(@!0'!&#20!,H0,-0!%#'/*.!,(('(%!'>!,H<(,%%$'-!6,!<'$-0,.!
'/0!$-!0#,!42()$-Be!"#,!%<(,2.!'>!(,%<'-%,%!&$**!-,,.!0'!6,!2..(,%%,.!$-!0#,!-,H0!0(2$-$-B!
%,%%$'-%!>'(!+'-%$%0,-+=8!"#,(,!&2%!2*%'!%'4,!>,,*$-B!0#20!0#,!K'+(20$+!F/,%0$'-$-B!/*0$420,*=!
6,+24,! *$4$0$-B! (20#,(! 0#2-! ,-26*$-B8! 5%! Q2(),(! [! </0! $0?! V%2=$-B! I#23,! ='/! <('3$.,.! 2-!
$-0('./+0$'-eJ!%'/-.,.!%2%%=W8!:0!&2%!>,*0!-,+,%%2(=?!#23$-B!,%026*$%#,.!K'+(20$+!F/,%0$'-$-B!
2%! 0#,! +'(,! (,%<'-%,?! 0'! #23,! 0#,! >(,,.'4! 0'! 42),! %020,4,-0%! &#,(,! +*2($0=! &'/*.! 6,!
,-#2-+,.?!2%!$0!&'/*.!$-!0#$%!+2%,?!&$0#'/0!%'/-.$-B!2BB(,%%$3,8!"#/%?!$-!0#$%!('/-.!'>!42()$-B?!
$0!#2%!6,,-!2!+'-%+$'/%!.,+$%$'-!0'!,H<*'(,!0#,!*$4$0%!'>!K'+(20$+!F/,%0$'-$-B!2%!&,**!2%!0#,!
6,-,>$0%!$-!0#,!42()$-B!2-.!+'-%$.,(!#'&!0'!/%,!$0!0'!0#,!B(,20,%0!,>>,+0?!&$0#'/0!$0!6,+'4$-B!
*$4$0$-B!$-!2-.!'>!$0%,*>8!
:-!0,(4%!'>!#'&!0#,!0,24!&,(,!%/<<'(0,.!R2!+'(,!>'+/%!&2%!'-!0#,!&,**E6,$-B!'>!0#,!42(),(%S?!
0#$%!%=%0,4!$-./6$026*=!&'(),.!,>>,+0$3,*=8!Q2-=!'>!0#,!42(),(%!+'44,-0,.!,H<*$+$0*=!$-!0#,$(!
.$2(=! >,,.62+)! 0#20! 0#,=! >,*0! %/<<'(0,.! 6=! #23$-B! 2! 0,24! *,2.,(! &#'! ),<0! $-! +*,2(?! (,B/*2(!
+'-02+0!&$0#!0#,48!!"#,=!>'(4,.!%/6EB('/<%!2-.!4'.,(20,.!&$0#$-!0#'%,!%/6EB('/<%?!&#$+#!
&2%!3,(=!<'%$0$3,?!2-.!42.,!0#,!>$-2*!%24<*,!4'.,(20$'-!%$B-$>$+2-0*=!,2%$,(!2-.!>2%0,(8!"#,!
/-.,(B(2./20,%!*$),.!6,$-B!$-3$0,.!0'!%#2(,.!42()$-B!%,%%$'-%!&$0#!0#,!<'%0B(2./20,!%0/.,-0%!
2-.!>,*0!32*/,.!2%!2!(,%/*0!R0#,=!&,(,!$-3$0,.!0'!P'$-!0#,!L'%0B(2./20,!(>,.!JC!#$)!K/0.*!B('/<S8!
"#,=!+'44,-0,.!+'-%$%0,-0*=!0#20!0#,=!*$),.!0#,!0(2$-$-B!<('+,%%?!&#$+#!$-+*/.,.!*'')$-B!20!
%24<*,! 42(),.! <2<,(%! 0'! %02(0! 0'! .,3,*'<! *,3,**$-B8! "#,=! >'/-.! 0#,! +'44,-0! 62-)%! 2-.!
42()$-B!+'.,%!3,(=!2>>$(4$-B!2-.!B,-/$-,*=!0$4,!%23$-B8!"#,=!2*%'!B,-/$-,*=!>,*0!$-+*/.,.!$-!
0#,!<('+,%%!2-.!0#20!$0!&2%?!$-.,,.?!2!+'E'<,(20$3,!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-08!!"#,!*,3,*!'>!<'%$0$3$0=!
26'/0!0#,!<('+,%%!2-.!0#,!.,,<!/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#20!0#$%!&2%!2-!'-EB'$-B?!,46,..$-B!<('+,%%!
&2%! 4'%0! <*,2%$-B8! "#,! %0/.,-0%! >,*0! 0#20! 0#,! +'--,+0$'-%! 6,0&,,-! 0#,! (/6($+! 2-.! 0#,!
2%%,%%4,-0!'/0+'4,%!2-.!.,02$*%!&,(,!+*,2(!2-.!B23,!+*2($0=!0'!0#,!>$-2*!B(2.,!B$3,-c!0#,=!
*'3,.!42()$-B!$-!<,-+$*!%'!0#,=!+'/*.!42),!+#2-B,%!,2%$*=8!"#,=!2*%'!2>>$(4,.!2-.!+,*,6(20,.!
0#,!&($00,-!2-.!%<'),-!(,4$-.,(!0'!B$3,!6'0#!+'-%0(/+0$3,!2-.!%/<<'(0$3,!+'44,-0%8!!
Z'(!2**!0#,!42(),(%?!42()$-B!$-!2!0,24!4,2-0!0#,!-,&!42(),(%!&,(,!-,3,(!2*'-,?!V0#,!2+0!'>!
&($0$-B! F/,%0$'-%! '-! 0#,$(! (,<'(0%! (20#,(! 0#2-! .$(,+0! +'((,+0$'-%! >,,*%! ($%)=?! 6,+2/%,! :! )-'&!
4'%0!%0/.,-0%!&$**!-'0!/-.,(%02-.!,H2+0*=!&#20!:!&2-0!0#,4!0'!.'?!6/0!:!2*%'!(,2*$%,!0#,!'-,%!
0#20!.'!&$**!B,0!4/+#!4'(,!'/0!'>!$0W?!&2%!'-,!2>>$(420'(=!+'44,-0!RQ2(),(!US8!!5-'0#,(!&2%?!
V/-.,(%02-.$-B!#'&!$4<'(02-0!+'44/-$+20$'-!$%?!#23$-B!(,2.!2!*'2.!'>!<2<,(%!:!+'/*.!62(,*=!
/-.,(%02-.?!42.,!4,!%,,!#'&!3$02*!0#,%,!+'44/-$+20$'-!+'/(%,%!2(,!>'(!<('>,%%$'-2*!<(2+0$+,!
2-.!#,*<,.!4'0$320,!4=!42()$-BW!RQ2(),(!7S8!!"#,!42(),(%!%2&!0#$%!<('+,%%!2%!$-32*/26*,!>'(!
0#,$(!'&-!*,2(-$-B?!2%!4/+#!2%!>'(!0#'%,!&#'4!0#,=!&,(,!0(=$-B!0'!#,*<!0#('/B#!0#,$(!42()$-B!
<('0'+'*%!2-.!%'?!>'(!0#,!,-0$(,!0,24?!0#$%!,H<,($,-+,!&2%!2>>$(420$'-!0#20!0#,!<('0'+'*%!&,(,!
$-.,,.!&'(0#&#$*,8!!
5**!0#,!42()%!&,(,!4'.,(20,.!6=!02)$-B!2!%24<*,!0'!+#,+)8!"#,!%24<*,!+'-%$%0,.!'>!0#,!0&'!
0'<! 2-.! 0&'! 6'00'4! B(2.,%! 2-.! 0&'! <2<,(%! ,$0#,(! %$.,! '>! ,2+#! B(2.,! 6'/-.2(=8! "#,!
+'-%$%0,-+=!'>!0#,!42()$-B!&2%!,3$.,-08!!i'0!/-,H<,+0,.*=?!0#,!-,H0!('/-.!'>!0(2$-$-B!-,,.%!
0'!>'+/%!'-!0#,!+(,.$0!62-.!&#$+#!+'-02$-,.!0#,!B(,20,%0!-/46,(%!'>!.$%+(,<2-+$,%?!0#'/B#!
,3,-!#,(,!0#,!42(B$-%!'>!,(('(!2(,!<*,2%$-B*=!-2(('&8!!"#,!>2$*%!2-.!%+(2<,!<2%%,%!2(,!<,(#2<%!
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0#,! ,2%$,%0! 0'! *'+20,?! 2%! 2(,! 0#,! 3,(=! B''.! 2-.! ,H+,**,-0! <2<,(%! >2**$-B! $-0'! 0#,! b! 2-.! Nb!
62-.%8!!5%!2*&2=%?!0#,!4$..*,!62-.!+'-02$-%!0#,!B(,20,%0!-/46,(!'>!32($20$'-%8!!"#$%?!0#,-?!$%!
0#,!),=!0(2$-$-B!>'+/%!>'(!0#,!-,&!('/-.!'>!42()$-B8!
"#,!'0#,(!,*,4,-0!'>!0#$%!<('+,%%!2-.!0'!+*'%,!0#,!*''<?!$%!2!+'-%$.,(20$'-!'>!0#,!<,(%<,+0$3,R%S!
'>!0#'%,!6,$-B!42(),.8!"#,(,!&,(,!-'!+'4<*2$-0%!26'/0!0#,!42()$-B!2-.!-'!B(2.,!+#2**,-B,%!
>('4! 2-=! '>! 0#,! +'#'(0! 6,$-B! 42(),.8! O#$*%0! #$B#! *,3,*%! '>! +#2**,-B,! 2(,! -'0! ('/0$-,*=!
,H<,($,-+,.! 20! 0#,! d-$3,(%$0=! '>! 5.,*2$.,?! %'4,! +#2**,-B,%! .'! ,3,-0/20,8! "#$%! %$*,-+,!
%/BB,%0%!0#20!0#,!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!20!*,2%0!2++,<0$-B!'>!0#,!42()%!2-.!+'/*.!%,,!>('4!&#,-+,!
0#,=! .,($3,.8! 5! %42**! %24<*,! '>! %0/.,-0%! &,(,! $-0,(3$,&,.! 3$2! %,4$E%0(/+0/(,.! $->'(42*!
$-0,(3$,&%!26'/0!#'&!0#,=!>,*0!26'/0!0#,!42()$-B!2-.!0#,!+'44,-0%!&,(,!%0('-B*=!$-.$+20$3,!
0#20!0#,=!&,(,!),,-!0'!*,2(-!>('4!0#,!42()$-B!2-.!0#20!&#20,3,(!0#,$(!B(2.,!RC,+$<$,-0!D!#2.!
'602$-,.!2-!Nb?!>'(!,H24<*,S?!0#,=!2+0$3,*=!%'/B#0!0'!*,2(-!#'&!0'!$4<('3,8!"#$%!%/BB,%0%!0#20!
0#$%!*,3,*!'>!.,02$*,.!42()$-B!$%!32*/,.!6=!2**!%02),#'*.,(%!R42(),(%?!,./+20'(%!2-.!(,+$<$,-0%S!
2-.!%'!%#'/*.!6,!,46,..,.!2-.!-'0!(,42$-!,H<,($4,-02*!>'(!L('>,%%$'-2*!L(2+0$+,!+'/(%,%8!
$74'!E96BA>8E9''
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SESSION S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
CONTEXT The use of simulation is gaining prevalence in a number of educational fields,
including engineering education in the area of work-integrated-learning (WIL). Despite the
utilisation of simulation as an educational strategy, the uptake of simulation in engineering
education is incomparable to how it has been undertaken in health professional education. It
is proposed that simulation is an educational strategy that can be harnessed further within
engineering education.

PURPOSE The aim of this paper is to propose that scenario-based simulation and the
Simulation Cycle, which have been developed within health professional education, can
enhance the implementation of simulated WIL in engineering education context.

APPROACH The paper takes a theoretical approach by discussing existing applications of
simulated WIL within engineering education. Current issues and limitations are identified. A
discussion on how these issues can be addressed via the use of scenario-based approach
using Simulation Cycle is discussed.

RESULTS It is proposed that 3 key areas of issues exist in the use of project-based
simulation. These areas include i) issue of control and coordination of elements (including of
human players) within the simulation to achieve learning objectives, ii) balancing industry’s
involvement and time required from them and iii) managing cognitive overload. In addition,
the challenge of engaging students in meaningful reflection is also raised. It is suggested
that the use of scenario-based simulation and Simulation Cycle can manage these issues.

CONCLUSIONS The authors are currently developing simulated WIL using the principles
proposed in this paper. The focus of the simulation is on problem solving, specifically on the
development of appropriate skills for problem analysis.

KEYWORDS Simulation-based education, simulation-based learning, simulation cycle,
problem solving, work-integrated-learning
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Simulation learning opportunity
The use of simulation is gaining prevalence in a number of educational fields, including
engineering education. This is evident in research within engineering education that report
the implementation of varied simulation-based learning (Arastoopour, Chesler, & Shaffer,
2014; Arastoopour, Shaffer, Swiecki, Ruis, & Chesler, 2016; Chesler, Arastoopour,
D'Angelo, Bagley, & Shaffer, 2013; Davidovitch, Parush, & Shtub, 2006; Jollands, 2015;
Lindsay & Good, 2005; Lindsay, Liu, Murray, & Lowe, 2007; Masethe & Masethe, 2013;
Ponsa, Vilanova, & Amante, 2010; Prince, 2006; Zou & Chan, 2016). Despite the utilisation
of simulation as an educational strategy, the uptake of simulation in engineering education is
incomparable to how it has been undertaken in health professional education.
The use of simulation is commonly implemented as an educational method within health
professional education. In health, the simulation industry is a billion-dollar business and is
increasingly embedded in health services and education. Within this field, simulation
education itself can be considered as a discipline. Using simulation for optimal impact
requires specialised skills and in Australia, the government has funded a national training
program to support health professionals learn to use the method effectively, National Health
Education and Training in Simulation or NHET-Sim (The NHET-Sim Monash Team, 2012).
The healthcare simulation education community has also matured to include specialist
societies, journals, standards of practice and conferences.
Gaba (2007) defined the method as “a technique to replace or amplify real experiences with
guided experiences, often immersive in nature, that evoke or replicate aspects of the real
world in an interactive fashion”. Simulation can be used as assessment or for improving the
learning experiences of students (Adamo, 2003). When used to improve learning
experiences, simulation can give students applied problem based learning opportunity
(Fanning & Gaba, 2007). Fanning and Gaba (2007) also believed that simulation can result
in sustained learning as it requires the learner to be actively engaged in the process
cognitively and emotionally. Cheong (2010) identified that the use of simulation can provide
a learning opportunity that students may not have in the real world.
Nestel et al. (2014) found that “there is strong evidence for simulated learning technologies
leading to increased knowledge and improved skills under specific conditions for several
core graduate outcomes in health undergraduate curricula, when compared with no
intervention” (p. 6). The positive impact of simulation-based learning on self-efficacy,
including within engineering education, is often reported in studies (Cheong, 2010; Jollands,
2015; Zou & Chan, 2016). Given the overwhelming evidence that simulation can enhance
learning, it is proposed that simulation is an educational strategy that can be harnessed
further within engineering education. One area of application of simulation in engineering
education is in work-integrated-learning (WIL) context.

Applying simulation within WIL context
Though not mandated yet, engineering degrees are expected to accommodate a WIL
component. In a 2009 report submitted to the Australian Teaching and Learning Council
(ALTC) it was found that not all students can access traditional WIL due to factors such as
visa restrictions for International students, language, cultural background and disability
(Patrick et al., 2008). Some of the key challenges of implementing WIL is to fulfil both the
requirements of the university and the organisation, as well as controlling the outcome and
process in traditional WIL to ensure that students get the most benefit (Patrick, et al., 2008).
Despite reported benefit of WIL for industry organisations such as being able to access
expert knowledge of the partnering university and advantages for recruitment (Li &
Randhawa, 2009; Patrick et al., 2008), traditional WIL takes considerable investment of time
and commitment from the industry partners. Organisations involved in WIL believed that the
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cost of mistakes that students can make while working in their organisation also needs to be
considered (Patrick et al., 2008).
The benefits that simulation-based WIL can offer are the following: a) can be used to
overcome opportunity limitation; b) requires less implementation time/risk of/to real industry,
and c) can be tailored for specific learning opportunities. In addition, though within health
professional education, the research of Watson et al. (2012) and Hayden et al. (2014) found
no statistically significant differences were found between students engaged in traditional
clinical placement and simulated clinical placement. This suggests that simulated WIL can
be used to give students experiences that mimic real work placement.

Simulated WIL in engineering education context
The implementation of simulated WIL within engineering education context are exemplified
in current literature (Jollands, 2015; Masethe & Masethe, 2013; Ponsa et al., 2010; Zou &
Chan, 2016). Jollands (2015) developed a simulated WIL which comprised of a real project
involving an industry partner. The project ran for 12 weeks and adding to the authenticity of
the experience, students were mandated to adhere to special conditions including strict
attendance and professional behaviour. Students were also required to attend workshops
that covers professional and personal skills which include resume writing, interview skills,
teamwork and communication. Like Jollands (2015), Masethe and Masethe (2013)
implemented a project-based simulation. Students in their study designed and developed a
mobile application through to putting it on the market. An industry partner was involved
actively as mentors to the students. Students’ learning was also supplemented by formal
workshops and seminars.
Ponsa et al. (2010) utilised a project-based simulation using both computer-based and roleplay modality. Their project was a joint-collaboration between two units within the
Autonomous University of Barcelona (The School of Engineering and Sports Services Area)
and a number of other institutions including the Technical University of Catalonia and 2 high
schools. The Sports Services Area of the university acted as a client. Engineering students
from the university were invited to submit CVs and their rationale for project participation.
Students then took on professional roles and had regular meetings with the client as the
project progressed. The simulated environment required students to design solutions for
their client on a software-based application. In addition, students from the Technical
University of Catalonia and the 2 high schools undertook specific roles such as software
developers, designers and project managers to support the simulation activity.
In Hong Kong, also incorporating role play into a project-based simulation, 151 civil
engineering students took on the roles of professional engineers, working in groups on a
project involving a number of stakeholders (Zou & Chan, 2016). The project was borrowed
from a real existing project. In the middle of the project, an emergency scenario was also
introduced to students. This was done to replicate real industry conditions. Professional
engineers were also at hand as advisors and facilitators. Unlike the simulated WIL
developed by Jollands (2015) as well as Masethe and Masethe (2013), students’ learning
was not supplemented by seminars and workshops. Students were expected to be selfdirected rather than guided by formal lectures.

Issues with project-based simulations: Adopting scenariobased simulation in engineering education
WIL simulations within engineering education often use a project within a team-based
environment (Jollands, 2015; Masethe & Masethe, 2013; Ponsa et al., 2010; Zou & Chan,
2016). This mode of implementation may be driven by the nature of engineering work.
However, as briefly mentioned by Zou and Chan (2016) such simulations made coordination
challenging. In addition, since the value of simulation-based learning is the ability to design
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experiences in a controlled manner to achieve learning objectives (Fanning & Gaba, 2007),
how much control can be applied within a project-based simulation is unclear given the
larger scope and complexity.
The other issue of using project-based simulation is the prolonged involvement of the
industry partner to add authenticity to the experience. Given that staffs from the involved
organisation are often time-poor, this arrangement can be problematic from the perspective
of the industry partner. However, involvement from the industry is vital as Jonassen, Strobel
and Lee (2006), and Beder (1999) identified that problems faced by engineers in the real
workplace differ significantly from those presented in a university setting. Balancing
involvement and time required in a simulation-based learning activity can be challenging.
Another concern in implementing a project-based simulation is ensuring that learners are not
overwhelmed by information and the tasks that they have to complete over the lengthened
simulation duration. In Cognitive Load Theory, Sweller, Ayres and Kalyuga (2011) suggested
that there is a limitation on how much learners can process information at one time. This has
an impact on teaching and learning design. There is a need to consider issues of cognitive
overload when carrying out simulations (Josephsen, 2015; Reedy, 2015).
In summary, it can be proposed that implementing a project-based simulation can be
challenging in three areas: i) the issue of control and coordination of elements (including of
human players) within the simulation to achieve learning objectives, ii) balancing industry’s
involvement and time required from them and iii) managing cognitive overload.
In contrast, within health professional education, team-based simulations are often scenariobased. That is, a specific event is played out with a healthcare team required to recognise
and respond to the cues they are given in their effort to provide safe care. The use of
simulated scenarios in engineering education context is achievable as exemplified by the
work of Prince (2006) as well as Zou and Chan (2016). Prince (2006) used role-play and
simulated scenarios to teach ethics, related to moral dilemmas to engineering students. The
use of scenarios may also focus industry’s involvement to the development of the scenarios,
minimising industry partners’ commitment during the actual simulation. Via scenarios, the
teacher may be able to target narrower but more specific learning goals which may not
overwhelm the students, thus considering aspects of cognitive overload.

The challenge of engaging students in reflection
Engaging students in reflection is a challenge in the design of any learning activities. Apart
from Jollands (2015), in the previously discussed literature on simulated WIL, how students
were engaged in the process reflection seemed to be unclear. Jollands (2015) recognised
that the process of reflection is crucial for learning and implemented discussions together
with the use of personal journals in her simulated WIL. However, in his study on the use of
online reflective journal, Palmer (2004) found that students were only reflecting as necessary
to complete their assignment and were unlikely to engage in the process when the
assignment was over. This suggest that students may not be actively engaged in the
process of reflection even if personal reflection is being enforced.
In addition, young engineers do not perceive the process of reflection as important (Adams,
2010; Belski & Belski, 2014; Harlim & Belski, 2010). Young engineers only tend to reflect if a
mistake happens (Harlim & Belski, 2013a). While the use of simulation can provide a safe
learning environment for students to make and learn from their mistakes (Ziv, Ben-David, &
Ziv, 2005), the simulation implemented needs to facilitate opportunities for students to
engage in meaningful personal reflection. This is supported by the research of Davidovitch,
Parush and Shtub (2006). Industrial engineering students were asked to complete project
management case studies on a computer-based simulator. The researchers then compared
the performance of students in different groups, a) those who did not have any recorded
history which they can use a way to gain feedback on their performance, b) those with
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automatic saving of recorded history and c) those who used student-led (manual) history
recording. It was found those that had access to the history of their past performance
outperformed those who did not have recorded history, during subsequent simulations. This
shows that the simulation activity alone is not sufficient for effective learning. Mechanisms
that facilitate reflection need to be considered when using simulation as an educational tool.

The Simulation Cycle - Learning from Health Professional
Education
A systematic approach to simulation-based learning design experience can be utilised in
simulation of events. The systematic approach, referred to the Simulation Cycle (The NHETSim Monash Team, 2012) considers simulation as a whole process and is made up of the
following phases: i) preparation, ii) briefing, iii) simulation activity, iv) debriefing and
feedback, v) reflecting and vi) evaluating. The Simulation Cycle as depicted in Figure 1,
accommodates the processes that learners need to ensure effective learning can occur via
simulation.

Figure 1: The Simulation Cycle, Source: Adapted from the NHET-Sim Program

The preparation phase refers to all the activities that take place before the simulation event
starts, including the identification of learners’ needs; setting learning objectives; designing
the scenario, sourcing what is needed for the simulation such as rooms, props, human
resources etc. The briefing phase is crucial to ensure that a valuable learning experience
can be achieved (Gough, 2016). This phase helps to orient the learners prior to the
simulation activity. The briefing would include explicit explanation of the simulation activity as
well as the students’ and facilitators’ responsibilities. Reedy (2015) proposed that by
preparing student mentally on what is going to happen during the simulated event can
reduce cognitive overload. In addition, students can be assured that the simulated event is a
safe place to make mistakes during in this phase.
During the simulation activity, the learner(s) participate actively in the simulation. To ensure
that students are aware that the simulation has begun and thus, they are engaging in a safe
place to make mistakes, it is important to indicate a clear start to the simulation. Within a
project-based simulation, it is challenging to implement this as students enter and exit the
simulation without a clear indication, contributing to the challenge of control and coordination
of the learning environment.
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The process of debriefing and feedback is used a pre-cursor to self-reflection. Within health
professional education, this phase is considered to be the most important part of simulationbased education. It is suggested that this is the process that leads to effective learning
(Issenberg, McGaghie, Petrusa, Lee Gordon, & Scalese, 2005; Motola, Devine, Sullivan, &
Issenberg, 2013; Shinnick, Woo, Horwich, & Steadman, 2011). Going beyond discussions
which are often implemented within simulated WIL in engineering education, formalised
feedback and debriefing sessions may be used to promote reflection. Evidence of the
effectiveness of debriefing has been reported (Benbow, Harrison, Dornan, & O'Neill, 1998;
Cheng et al., 2014; Decker et al., 2013; Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Issenberg et al., 2005;
Motola et al., 2013; Rudolph, Simon, Dufresne, & Raemer, 2006). In addition, the process of
debriefing may also be more representative of what takes places within the engineering
profession, adding to authenticity to the simulated WIL. Within the reflecting phase in the
Simulation Cycle, learners are encouraged to make sense of the simulation in the light of
their own experiences, individually. By engaging students in the process of debriefing prior to
personal reflection (either via personal journal or other means), it is hoped the discussion
during the debriefing session would activate their own locus of control to engage in
meaningful reflection.
Finally, the evaluation phase refers to assessment of the success and limitations of the
simulated session in meeting its goals. This phase is about ensuring continuous
improvement in the use of the educational strategy. It is proposed that the adoption of a
scenario-based simulation accommodate the use of the Simulation Cycle, which may be
used to overcome the issues that have been identified in implementing simulated projectbased WIL. It is also believed that the Simulation Cycle may also address the challenge of
encouraging meaningful reflection in engineering students.

Conclusion - Where to from here?
It is suggested that the use of simulation can be further harnessed within engineering
education, particularly in the development of simulated WIL. It is proposed the practices
within health professional education can improve the utilisation of simulation as an
educational strategy. These include the use of scenario-based simulations rather than
project-based, and the use of the Simulation Cycle.
The authors of this paper are working on developing 2-3 simulated scenarios-based WIL
with the involvement of industry partners that focus on aspects of engineering problem
solving, related to problem analysis skills. The focus of development is such as it is well
identified that problem solving ability is an important skill for professional engineers (Beder,
1999; Engineers Australia, 2013; McCarthy, 2009). In addition, research found that problem
finding or the skills to diagnose problems properly is vital for problem solving performance
(Belski, Adunka, & Mayer, 2016; Harlim & Belski, 2013b).
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6(66,216(GXFDWLQJWKH(GLVRQVRIWKHVW&HQWXU\
&217(;77KLVSDSHUDGGUHVVHVWKHQHHGVRIWKHXQLYHUVLWLHVUHJDUGLQJTXDOLILFDWLRQRI

VWXGHQWVDVIXWXUH5 'VSHFLDOLVWVLQHIILFLHQWWHFKQLTXHVIRUVXFFHVVIXOO\UXQQLQJLQQRYDWLRQ
SURFHVV,QFRPSDULVRQZLWKHQJLQHHUVVWXGHQWVRIWHQGHPRQVWUDWHORZHUPRWLYDWLRQLQ
OHDUQLQJV\VWHPDWLFLQYHQWLYHWHFKQLTXHVIRUH[DPSOH75,=PHWKRGRORJ\DQGSUHIHU
UDQGRPEUDLQVWRUPLQJIRULGHDJHQHUDWLRQ7KHTXDOLW\RIREWDLQHGVROXWLRQVDOVRGHSHQGVRQ
WKHOHYHORIFRPSOHWHQHVVRIWKHSUREOHPDQDO\VLVZKLFKLVPRUHFRPSOH[DQGWLPH
FRQVXPLQJLQWKHFDVHRILQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\V\VWHPV7KLVSDSHUEULHIO\GHVFULEHVDRQH
VHPHVWHUFRXUVHRIKRXUVLQQHZSURGXFWGHYHORSPHQWZLWKWKH$GYDQFHG,QQRYDWLRQ
'HVLJQ$SSURDFKDQG75,=PHWKRGRORJ\LQZKLFKDW\SLFDOLQGXVWULDOLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVIRU
RQHVHOHFWHGLQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\PHFKDWURQLFSURGXFWLVPRGHOOHG

385326(7KHDUWLFOHLQYHVWLJDWHVWKHRSSRUWXQLWLHVDQGDGYDQWDJHVRIDQRYHOHGXFDWLRQDO
DSSURDFKDQDO\VHVWKHOHDUQLQJH[SHULHQFHLGHQWLILHVWKHIDFWRUVWKDWLPSDFWWKHLQQRYDWLRQ
DQGSUREOHPVROYLQJSHUIRUPDQFHRIVWXGHQWVDQGXQGHUOLQHVWKHPDLQGLIILFXOWLHVIDFHGE\
WKHVWXGHQWVLQWKHFRXUVHHVSHFLDOO\LQWKHFDVHRILQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\SUREOHPV
$3352$&+7KHPHFKDQLFDOHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVDUHZRUNLQJLQDFRXUVHDV5 '

GHSDUWPHQW7KH\IRUPXODWHDFRPSUHKHQVLYHLQQRYDWLRQVWUDWHJ\DQGGHILQHWKHPHDVXUDEOH
JRDOVIRULQQRYDWLRQWDVNVILUVW7KLVLVIROORZHGE\LGHDJHQHUDWLRQDQGWKHFUHDWLRQ
HYDOXDWLRQDQGFRPSDULVRQRIQHZSURGXFWFRQFHSWVIRUIXUWKHULPSOHPHQWDWLRQ

5(68/76)DVWXWLOLVDWLRQRIOHDUQHGLQQRYDWLRQVNLOOVLQSUDFWLFHHQFRXUDJHVWKHDELOLW\RI
VHOIGLUHFWHGOHDUQLQJDQGVWUHQJWKHQVWKHPRWLYDWLRQ$VDIXOOVFDOHQHZSURGXFW
GHYHORSPHQWSURMHFWLVWRRWLPHFRQVXPLQJIRURQHVHPHVWHUWKHLGHDJHQHUDWLRQDQG
SUREOHPVROYLQJSKDVHVKRXOGEHOLPLWHGWRRQHRUWZRLQYHQWLYHWDVNVIRUHDFKWHDPRI
VWXGHQWV([DPSOHVGHPRQVWUDWHLQQRYDWLRQVWUDWHJLHVSURSRVHGE\WKHVWXGHQWVGXULQJWKH
FRXUVH
&21&/86,2167KHSUHVHQWHGUHVXOWVLQFOXGLQJUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVIRUVHOHFWHGWRROVDQG
HGXFDWLRQDOPHWKRGVFDQKHOSXQLYHUVLWLHVWRHVWDEOLVKWKHHGXFDWLRQLQFRPSUHKHQVLYHQHZ
SURGXFWGHYHORSPHQWDQGV\VWHPDWLFLQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJRUWRLPSURYHLWV
SHUIRUPDQFH
.(<:25'6QHZSURGXFWGHYHORSPHQWLQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVV
75,=PHWKRGRORJ\

7KLVZRUNLVOLFHQVHGXQGHUWKH&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV$WWULEXWLRQ,QWHUQDWLRQDO/LFHQVH7RYLHZDFRS\RIWKLVOLFHQVHYLVLW
KWWSFUHDWLYHFRPPRQVRUJOLFHQVHVE\
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
$QRQJRLQJTXDOLILFDWLRQRI5 'VSHFLDOLVWVDQGHQJLQHHUVLQWHFKQLTXHVWKDWHQVXUHD
VXFFHVVIXOUXQQLQJRIDQLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVKDVEHFRPHYHU\LPSRUWDQWIRUWKH
FRPSHWLWLYHQHVVRIHQWHUSULVHV2YHUWKHODVWWZRGHFDGHVLQGXVWULDOFRPSDQLHVHJ
6DPVXQJ .LPHWDO RU6LHPHQV $GXQND DVZHOODVQXPHURXVXQLYHUVLWLHV
DQGHGXFDWLRQDOLQVWLWXWLRQVLQ$XVWUDOLD %HOVNL &]HFK5HSXEOLF -LUPDQDQG%XVRY
 )LQODQG 5\\QlQHQDQG5LLWDKXKWD )UDQFH 2JHWDQG6RQQWDJ ,WDO\
&DVFLQLHWDO -DSDQ 1DNDJDZD WKH1HWKHUODQGV :LWWVHWDO DQGWKH
86$ 'RPEHWDO KDYHJDWKHUHGFRQVLGHUDEOHSRVLWLYHH[SHULHQFHLQGLIIHUHQW
HGXFDWLRQDSSURDFKHVLQWKHV\VWHPDWLFLQQRYDWLRQDQGWKHWKHRU\RILQYHQWLYHSUREOHP
VROYLQJ75,=)RUH[DPSOH9DOHQWLQH%HOVNLDQG+DPLOWRQ  KDYHIRXQGWKDW
H[SODLQLQJKRZWRDSSO\HYHQVLPSOHFUHDWLYH75,=LQYHQWLYHWHFKQLTXHVVXFKDV0$7&(0,%
RSHUDWRUWRHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVUHVXOWVLQDVLJQLILFDQWLQFUHDVHLQWKHVWXGHQWV¶ORQJWHUP
FUHDWLYLW\$WWKHVDPHWLPH+DUOLP  GHPRQVWUDWHVWKDWWKHHQKDQFHPHQWRIWKH
SUREOHPVROYLQJVNLOOVRIXQLYHUVLW\VWXGHQWVDQGH[SHULHQFHGHQJLQHHUVUHTXLUHVGLIIHUHQW
DSSURDFKHVZKLFKKDYHWREHLQYHVWLJDWHGPRUHWKRURXJKO\/LYRWRY  XQGHUOLQHVWKDW
VWXGHQWVKDYHORZHUPRWLYDWLRQLQOHDUQLQJ75,=PHWKRGRORJ\WKDQHQJLQHHUVHVSHFLDOO\
UHJDUGLQJVXFKFRUH75,=FRPSHWHQFHVDVIDVWDQGV\VWHPDWLFLQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJ

75,=DQG$GYDQFHG,QQRYDWLRQ'HVLJQ$SSURDFK
7KHWKHRU\RILQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJ 75,= GHYHORSHGE\$OWVKXOOHUDQGKLVFRZRUNHUV
$OWVKXOOHU LVWRGD\FRQVLGHUHGDVRQHRIWKHPRVWRUJDQL]HGDQGFRPSUHKHQVLYH
PHWKRGRORJLHVIRULQYHQWLRQNQRZOHGJHDQGFUHDWLYHWKLQNLQJ &DYDOXFFLHWDO 7KLV
VWDWHPHQWFDQEHFRQILUPHGE\WKHDQDO\VLVRIWKHPRVWFLWHGVFLHQWLILFSXEOLFDWLRQVRQ
LQQRYDWLYHGHVLJQSHUIRUPHGE\&KHFKXULQDQG%RUJLDQQL  ,QDGGLWLRQWRLWVXQLTXH
LGHDWLRQWHFKQLTXHV75,=LQFOXGHVGLIIHUHQWSUREOHPGHILQLWLRQPHWKRGVVXFKDV6XEVWDQFH
)LHOG$QDO\VLVDQGWKH6\VWHP2SHUDWRU $OWVKXOOHU )XQFWLRQ$QDO\VLV 9',6WDQGDUG
 &DXVH(IIHFW&KDLQ$QDO\VLV 'REUXVVNLQ 5RRW&RQIOLFW$QDO\VLV5&$
6RXFKNRY DQGRWKHUV+DUOLPDQG%HOVNL  GLVFXVVWKHLPSOLFDWLRQVRIWKHVHDQG
RWKHU75,=WRROVIRUSUREOHPGHILQLWLRQRQWKHGHVLJQRIHGXFDWLRQDOSURJUDPV6SUHDILFRDQG
5XVVR  DQDO\VH75,=WRROVXVHGLQPRUHWKDQLQGXVWULDOFDVHVWXGLHVDQG
XQGHUOLQHWKDWWKHFODVVLFDOHDV\WRXVHSUREOHPGHILQLWLRQWRROVDUHDWWKHERWWRPRIWKHOLVW
ZLWKWKHIUHTXHQF\RIPHQWLRQRIIRU75,=)XQFWLRQ$QDO\VLVDQGIRUWKH6\VWHP
2SHUDWRU
7KHHDUO\VWDJHRIWKHFXVWRPHUFHQWHUHGLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVKDVEHHQRQHRIWKHIRFDO
SRLQWVRIWKHLQQRYDWLRQUHVHDUFKRYHUWKHODVWGHFDGH .RWVHPLU 0HLVVQHU 7KH
FKDOOHQJHVRIWKHIURQWHQGLQQRYDWLRQKDYHGHILQHGWKHQHZGHYHORSPHQWGLUHFWLRQVRIWKH
75,=PHWKRGRORJ\ /LWYLQ$EUDPRY ,QDFFRUGDQFHWR&RRSHUDQG.OHLQVFKPLGW
 DKLJKTXDOLW\LQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVLQFOXGLQJLWVFRPSUHKHQVLYHDQGIDXOWIUHH
H[HFXWLRQEHORQJVWRWKHFULWLFDOVXFFHVVIDFWRUVLQQHZSURGXFWGHYHORSPHQW,QWKHHDUO\
VWDJHRIWKHSURFHVVFRPSDQLHVKDYHWRGLVFRYHUWKHODWHQWQHHGVRIFXVWRPHUVRU
RSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUFXVWRPHUVDWLVIDFWLRQRIZKLFKWKHFXVWRPHUVDUHXQDZDUH 1DUYHUHWDO
 $QXPEHURIUHVHDUFKHUVKDYHUHSRUWHGRQYDULRXVQHZPHWKRGVWRXQFRYHUFXVWRPHU
QHHGVLQDGGLWLRQWRWKHFODVVLFDOYRLFHRIWKHFXVWRPHUDSSURDFKHV &KULVWLDQRHWDO 
$QDO\VLVRIWKHFXVWRPHUZRUNLQJSURFHVV %HWWHQFRXUWDQG8OZLFN DQDO\VLVRIPDUNHW
DQGWHFKQRORJLFDOWUHQGVNQRZQLQ75,=DQGHYROXWLRQDU\DQDO\VLVRIFXVWRPHUQHHGV
3HWURY DUHVRPHRIWKHVHQHZPHWKRGV
7KHFRQVROLGDWLRQRIDFRPSUHKHQVLYHIURQWHQGLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVZLWKDGYDQFHG
LQQRYDWLRQPHWKRGVDQGPRGHUQ75,=WRROVKDVEHHQSURSRVHGDQGH[SORUHGLQWKHUHVHDUFK
SURMHFW,QQRYDWLRQ3URFHVVUXQDWWKH2IIHQEXUJ8QLYHUVLW\LQFRRSHUDWLRQZLWKWKH
LQGXVWULDOFRPSDQLHVLQ7KLVUHVHDUFKZRUNKDVUHVXOWHGLQWKHGHILQLWLRQRIWKH
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QHZ$GYDQFHG,QQRYDWLRQ'HVLJQ$SSURDFK $,'$ 7KH$,'$LQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVZLWKVHOI
FRQILJXUDWLRQVHOIRSWLPL]DWLRQVHOIGLDJQRVWLFVDQGLQWHOOLJHQWLQIRUPDWLRQSURFHVVLQJDQG
FRPPXQLFDWLRQFRPSULVHVWKHIROORZLQJW\SLFDOSKDVHVZLWKIHHGEDFNORRSVDQGVLPXOWDQHRXV
DX[LOLDU\RUIROORZXSSURFHVVHVXQFRYHULQJRIVROXWLRQQHXWUDOFXVWRPHUQHHGVWHFKQRORJ\
DQGPDUNHWWUHQGVLGHQWLILFDWLRQRIWKHQHHGVDQGSUREOHPVZLWKKLJKPDUNHWSRWHQWLDODQG
IRUPXODWLRQRIWKHLQQRYDWLRQWDVNVDQGVWUDWHJ\V\VWHPDWLFLGHDJHQHUDWLRQDQGSUREOHP
VROYLQJHYDOXDWLRQDQGHQKDQFHPHQWRIVROXWLRQLGHDVFUHDWLRQRILQQRYDWLRQFRQFHSWV
EDVHGRQVROXWLRQLGHDVHYDOXDWLRQRIWKHLQQRYDWLRQFRQFHSWVDQGLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
YDOLGDWLRQDQGPDUNHWODXQFKRIFKRVHQLQQRYDWLRQFRQFHSWV
7KHQHZGHYHORSPHQWLQWKHILHOGRIV\VWHPDWLFLQQRYDWLRQGLVFXVVHGDERYHKDVEHHQ
LPSOHPHQWHGLQDQRYHOFRXUVHLQQHZSURGXFWGHYHORSPHQWDQGLQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJ
IRUPHFKDQLFDOHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWV7KHRQHVHPHVWHUFRXUVHKDVDWRWDOZRUNORDGRIDERXW
KRXUVLQFOXGLQJKRXUVDZHHNRIOHFWXUHVDQGSUDFWLFDOZRUNXQGHUWKHJXLGDQFHRID
SURIHVVRU7KHFRXUVHLVPRGHOOLQJDIURQWHQGLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVDQGFRPELQLQJDSURGXFW
GHYHORSPHQWSURMHFW DERXWRIWKHFRPSOHWHZRUNORDG ZLWKWKHDX[LOLDU\HGXFDWLRQLQ
FUHDWLYLW\DQGSUREOHPVROYLQJWHFKQLTXHVRIWKH75,=PHWKRGRORJ\7KHHQJLQHHULQJ
VWXGHQWVDUHZRUNLQJLQDFRXUVHDV5 'GHSDUWPHQW7KH\IRUPXODWHDFRPSUHKHQVLYH
LQQRYDWLRQVWUDWHJ\DQGGHILQHWKHPHDVXUDEOHJRDOVIRULQQRYDWLRQWDVNVILUVW7KLVLV
IROORZHGE\WKHLGHDJHQHUDWLRQDQGWKHFUHDWLRQHYDOXDWLRQDQGFRPSDULVRQRIQHZSURGXFW
FRQFHSWVIRUIXUWKHULPSOHPHQWDWLRQ

(GXFDWLQJ)URQW(QG,QQRYDWLRQ3URFHVV
7KHLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVUXQLQWKHFRXUVHLQFOXGHVWZRLQLWLDOSKDVHVGHILQLWLRQRIFXVWRPHU
GULYHQLQQRYDWLRQVWUDWHJ\IROORZHGE\WKHLQQRYDWLRQFRQFHSWGHYHORSPHQWDVVKRZQLQWKH
7DEOH7KHHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVDUHZRUNLQJLQDFRXUVHLQWKHVPDOOWHDPVRI
SHUVRQV
7DEOH6WUXFWXUHRIWKHLQQRYDWLRQSURMHFWLQWKHFRXUVH

6WHS 3KDVH
1R ,QQRYDWLRQVWUDWHJ\IRUPXODWLRQ

6WHS 3KDVH
1R ,QQRYDWLRQFRQFHSWGHYHORSPHQW



,QLWLDOVLWXDWLRQDQDO\VLV



6\VWHPDWLFLGHDJHQHUDWLRQZLWK75,=



)XQFWLRQDQDO\VLVRIWKHSURGXFW
DQGFXVWRPHUSURFHVVPDSSLQJ



&RPELQLQJLGHDVWRWKHVROXWLRQ
FRQFHSWV



&DSWXULQJVROXWLRQQHXWUDO
FXVWRPHUQHHGV EHQHILWV 



(YDOXDWLRQRILQQRYDWLYHVROXWLRQ
FRQFHSWV



(YDOXDWLRQRIPDUNHWSRWHQWLDORI
EHQHILWVDVLQQRYDWLRQWDVNV



2SWLPLVDWLRQRIWKHVROXWLRQFRQFHSWV



6HOHFWLRQRILQQRYDWLRQWDVNVIRU
WKHLQQRYDWLRQVWUDWHJ\



&KRRVLQJWKHRSWLPDOLQQRYDWLRQ
FRQFHSWIRUWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ


7KHPHWKRGIRUFXVWRPHUGULYHQLQQRYDWLRQVWUDWHJ\IRUPXODWLRQDQGSODQQLQJRI5 '
DFWLYLWLHVVWDUWVZLWKWKHDQDO\VLVRIVLWXDWLRQRQWKHPDUNHWDQGWKHUHFHQWSDWHQWLQIRUPDWLRQ
IROORZHGE\DGHVFULSWLRQRIDOOWKHHVVHQWLDOFRPSRQHQWVRIWKHDFWXDOWHFKQLFDOV\VWHPV
WKHLUXVHIXOIXQFWLRQVDQGXQGHVLUHGRUQHJDWLYHSURSHUWLHV VHH7DEOH6WHSVDQG $
WKRURXJKDQDO\VLVRIWKHFXVWRPHUZRUNLQJSURFHVVWKHPDUNHWDQGFXUUHQWWHFKQRORJLFDO
WUHQGVE\WKHZHEPRQLWRULQJDUHDGGLWLRQDOO\SHUIRUPHGE\WKHVWXGHQWVWRREWDLQDFRPSOHWH
SLFWXUHRIFXVWRPHUQHHGV$FRPSOHWHOLVWRIDOOWKLQNDEOHLQQRYDWLRQWDVNVLVIRUPXODWHGLQ
6WHSRQWKHEDVLVRIWKHLGHQWLILHGPDUNHWDQGFXVWRPHUUHTXLUHPHQWVDQGDGHWDLOHG
IXQFWLRQDQDO\VLV7KHVHWDVNVDUHXQGHUVWRRGDVFXVWRPHUEHQHILWVZKLFKDUHLQGHSHQGHQW
RINQRZQWHFKQRORJLHVRUVROXWLRQVDQGFRUUHVSRQGWRWKHIXUWKHULPSURYHPHQWRISRVLWLYH
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IXQFWLRQVRUWKHHOLPLQDWLRQRIQHJDWLYHSURSHUWLHVLQWKHDQDO\VHGSURGXFWV
$IWHUWKHFDSWXULQJRIFXVWRPHUEHQHILWVLVFRPSOHWHGWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIHDFKEHQHILWDQGLWV
FXUUHQWSHUIRUPDQFHLVHYDOXDWHGIURPDFXVWRPHU¶VSRLQWRIYLHZLQ6WHSXVLQJDVFDOH
IURPWR YHU\KLJKOHYHORILPSRUWDQFHRUSHUIRUPDQFHKLJK
PLGGOHORZYHU\ORZLPSRUWDQFHRUSHUIRUPDQFH 7KHWDVNZLWKWKHKLJKHU
LPSRUWDQFHDQGORZHUSHUIRUPDQFHFDQEHVHOHFWHGODWHUIRUWKHLGHDWLRQDQGQHZFRQFHSW
GHYHORSPHQWLQ3KDVH
,QRQHRIWKHFRXUVHVDJURXSRIVWXGHQWVLQWKHLUWKDQGWKVWXG\VHPHVWHUVRIWKH
0DVWHURI0HFKDQLFDO(QJLQHHULQJGHJUHHSURJUDPDWWKH2IIHQEXUJ8QLYHUVLW\ZDVLQYROYHG
LQWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIDQHZKLJKTXDOLW\PRWRUGULYHQFKDLQVDZIRUIRUHVWSDUNDQGJDUGHQ
DSSOLFDWLRQV7KHHVWLPDWLRQRIWKHPDUNHWSRWHQWLDORILQQRYDWLRQWDVNVXVLQJDQH[DPSOHRID
SHWUROGULYHQFKDLQVDZLVLOOXVWUDWHGLQ7DEOH7KHWRSRIWKHEHQHILWVRIXVLQJDSHWURO
GULYHQFKDLQVDZZLWKWKHKLJKHVWPDUNHWSRWHQWLDOZHUHVHOHFWHGE\WKHVWXGHQWVDVWKH
LQQRYDWLRQWDVNVIRUWKHQHZFKDLQVDZGHYHORSPHQW

7DEOH7RSRIWKHEHQHILWVRIXVLQJDSHWUROGULYHQFKDLQVDZZLWKWKHKLJKHVWLQQRYDWLRQ
DQGPDUNHWSRWHQWLDOHVWLPDWHGE\WKHVWXGHQWV

1R

8VHUEHQHILW LQQRYDWLRQWDVN 

,PSRUWDQFH

3HUIRUPDQFH



,QGLFDWHWUHHVXQGHUWHQVLRQ







/RZZHLJKWRIFKDLQVDZ







/RZQRLVHHPLVVLRQ







(DV\DQGTXLFNFOHDQLQJ







(IIRUWOHVVGHOLPELQJ






3KDVH ,QQRYDWLRQFRQFHSWGHYHORSPHQW RIWKHLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVLVEDVHGRQD
FRPSUHKHQVLYHLQLWLDOSUREOHPDQDO\VLVSHUIRUPHGGXULQJ3KDVH$OOLQQRYDWLRQWDVNV
VHOHFWHGLQ6WHSRI3KDVHDUHXQGHUVWRRGLQ6WHSDVSDUWLDOSUREOHPV3«3Q VHH
)LJXUH ,QWKLVVWHSWKHVWURQJHVW75,=LQYHQWLYHSULQFLSOHVUHSODFHUDQGRPEUDLQVWRUPLQJ
LQFUHDVLQJWKHTXDOLW\DQGTXDQWLW\RILGHDVZLWKLQDVKRUWSHULRGRIWLPH)RUHDFKSDUWLDO
SUREOHPVHYHUDOLGHDVPXVWEHJHQHUDWHGDQGQRUHOHYDQWLGHDVKRXOGEHRYHUVHHQ$IWHU
WKHLGHDWLRQSURFHVVWKHSURSRVHGLGHDVVKRXOGEHFRPELQHGZLWKWKHVROXWLRQFRQFHSWV
6WHS $UREXVWVROXWLRQFRQFHSWGHOLYHUVVROXWLRQVIRUDOOSDUWLDOSUREOHPV7KHVROXWLRQ
FRQFHSWVRIWHQKDYHWKHLUVHFRQGDU\VLGHHIIHFWVOLNHFRVWVULVNVRU5 'H[SHQGLWXUHV
ZKLFKPXVWEHLGHQWLILHGLQ6WHSDQGOLPLWHGWKURXJKFRQFHSWRSWLPL]DWLRQLQ6WHS7KH
V\QWKHVLVRIDFRQFHSWLQ6WHSLVFRPSOHWHGLIVXLWDEOHFRPSOHPHQWDU\VROXWLRQVKDYHEHHQ
FKRVHQIRUHDFKSUREOHP6HYHUDOFRPSHWLWLYHFRQFHSWVFDQEHFUHDWHGDQGFRPSDUHGDWWKLV
VWDJHZLWKGLIIHUHQWREMHFWLYHVVXFKDVWKHPD[LPXPJURZWKRIWRWDOSURGXFWSHUIRUPDQFH
DQGRSWLPLVDWLRQRIWKHFRVWVULVNVRU5 'H[SHQGLWXUHV7KHSURFHVVHQGVZLWKDZHOO
IRXQGHGVHOHFWLRQRISUHIHUUHGLQQRYDWLRQFRQFHSWLQ6WHS

(GXFDWLQJ$X[LOLDU\,QYHQWLYH6NLOOV
7KHHIILFLHQF\RIWKHVWXGHQWV¶ZRUNLQWKHVHFRQGSKDVHRIWKHLQQRYDWLRQSURFHVVVWURQJO\
GHSHQGVRQWKHLUHQJLQHHULQJFUHDWLYLW\DQGSUREOHPDQDO\VLVDQGLQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJ
VNLOOVXVLQJWKH75,=PHWKRGRORJ\6XFKVNLOOVDUHREWDLQHGGXULQJWKHFRXUVHWKURXJKVHYHQ
VXSSRUWLQJWUDLQLQJXQLWVSUHVHQWHGLQ7DEOH7KHLQWHJUDWLRQRIWKHVHDX[LOLDU\WUDLQLQJXQLWV
LQWKHILUVWSDUWRIWKHFRXUVHHQFRXUDJHVVWXGHQWVWRLPPHGLDWHO\DSSO\WKHLUQHZO\DFTXLUHG
VNLOOVLQWKHQHZFRQFHSWGHYHORSPHQW
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)LJXUH3KDVHRIWKHSURMHFWUXQGXULQJWKHFRXUVH,QQRYDWLRQFRQFHSWGHYHORSPHQW


7DEOH$X[LOLDU\WUDLQLQJXQLWVLQWKHLQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJ

1R 7LWOHRIWUDLQLQJXQLW

1XPEHURI
H[HUFLVHV



(QKDQFHPHQWRISHUVRQDOFUHDWLYLW\UHVRXUFHVDQG
FRQWUDGLFWLRQRULHQWHGWKLQNLQJ6\VWHP2SHUDWRU

«



(OLPLQDWLRQRIXQGHVLUHGSURSHUWLHVDQGKDUPIXOHIIHFWVZLWK
FDXVHHIIHFWDQDO\VLVDQG75,=LQYHQWLYHSULQFLSOHV

«



6ROYLQJHQJLQHHULQJFRQWUDGLFWLRQVZLWK75,=SULQFLSOHV

«



&RVWUHGXFWLRQDQGWULPPLQJLQWHFKQLFDOV\VWHPV

«



,QYHQWLYHDOJRULWKP$5,= VKRUWIRUP LGHQWLILFDWLRQDQG
UHVROYLQJRISK\VLFDOFRQWUDGLFWLRQVZLWKVHSDUDWLRQSULQFLSOHV

«



$QWLFLSDWRU\IDLOXUHLGHQWLILFDWLRQSUHGLFWLRQRISRWHQWLDOIDLOXUH
VFHQDULRVIRUQHZSURGXFWVRUSURFHVVHV

«



3UHGLFWLRQRIIXWXUHWHFKQLFDOSURGXFWIHDWXUHVZLWKHYROXWLRQ
SDWWHUQVRIWHFKQLFDOV\VWHPV

«
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&KDOOHQJHVRI0HFKDWURQLF6\VWHPV
:KHQDSSO\LQJ75,=IRULQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJWKHTXDOLW\RIREWDLQHGVROXWLRQVGHSHQGV
RQWKHDELOLW\RIVWXGHQWVWRXQGHUVWDQGSUREOHPVLWXDWLRQFRPSOHWHO\DQGWRLGHQWLI\WKHFRUH
HQJLQHHULQJFRQWUDGLFWLRQ V RIWKHWHFKQLFDOV\VWHP7KHFRPSOH[LW\RIWKHVHWDVNVLQFUHDVHV
ZKHQGHDOLQJZLWKLQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\PHFKDWURQLFSUREOHPV7KHREVHUYDWLRQVPDGHLQWKH
FRXUVHVKRZWKDWPHFKDQLFDOHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVSULPDULO\IRFXVRQWKHPRQRGLVFLSOLQDU\
PHFKDQLFDOSUREOHPVDQGFDQRYHUVHHPXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\LQWHUDFWLRQV,QRUGHUWRRYHUFRPH
VXFKGLIILFXOWLHVWKHSUHGHILQHGVHWRIV\VWHPFRPSRQHQWVIRUWKHIXQFWLRQDQDO\VLVFDQEH
UHFRPPHQGHGWRWKHVWXGHQWV,WUHIOHFWVWKHW\SLFDOVWUXFWXUHRIDPHFKDWURQLFSURGXFWWKH
EDVLFPHFKDQLFDOVWUXFWXUHDFWXDWRUVHQHUJ\VXSSO\VHQVRUVFRQWUROXQLWVRIWZDUH
LQIRUPDWLRQDQGGDWDSURFHVVRUPHFKDQLFDOHOHFWULFDODQGKXPDQLQWHUIDFHVHWF


1HJDWLYH&RQVHTXHQFHV
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0HFKDQLFDO

$FRXVWLF

7KHUPDO

&KHPLFDO

(OHFWULFDO

0DJQHWLF

,QWHUPROHFXODU

,QIRUPDWLRQ
GDWDSURFHVVLQJ

%LRORJLFDO
+XPDQ

7DEOH,OOXVWUDWLRQRIWKH&DXVH(IIHFW0DWUL[ &(0 IRULQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\V\VWHPV

)LHOGVRIWKH
6XEVWDQFH)LHOG
$QDO\VLV


,IWKHLGHQWLILFDWLRQRIFRQWUDGLFWLRQVRUFDXVHHIIHFWFKDLQVLQPHFKDWURQLFV\VWHPVDSSHDUV
WREHGLIILFXOWDQHDV\WRXVHPHWKRGFDOOHG&DXVH(IIHFW0DWUL[ &(0 SURSRVHGE\WKH
DXWKRUDWWKH2IIHQEXUJ8QLYHUVLW\FDQEHVXJJHVWHG7KH&(0FRPELQHVDVLPSOH75,=
LGHDWLRQWHFKQLTXH0$7&(0,%NQRZQLQWKH6XEVWDQFH)LHOG$QDO\VLV 9DOHQWLQH%HOVNLDQG
+DPLOWRQ ZLWKWKHFDXVHHIIHFWFRQVHTXHQFHREVHUYDWLRQVLQDSUREOHPVLWXDWLRQ
7DEOHH[SODLQVWKHIDVW&(0PHWKRGZKLFKKHOSVWRLGHQWLI\LQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\URRWFDXVH
FKDLQVDQGFDQVXSSRUWVWXGHQWVGXULQJWKHZKROHSUREOHPIRUPXODWLRQSURFHVV
6XSSOHPHQWDU\WRWKHHLJKW0$7&(0,%ILHOGV 0HFKDQLFDO$FRXVWLF7KHUPDO&KHPLFDO
(OHFWULFDO0DJQHWLF,QWHUPROHFXODUDQG%LRORJLFDOILHOGV WZRDGGLWLRQDOILHOGVQDPHO\WKH
LQIRUPDWLRQILHOGDQGWKHLQIOXHQFHRIKXPDQRSHUDWRUDUHLQFOXGHGLQWKHSRVLWLRQVDQGRI
WKHPDWUL[7KHVHWZRDGGLWLRQDOILHOGVKHOSPHFKDQLFDOHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVWRWDNHLQWR
FRQVLGHUDWLRQWKHDVSHFWVRILQIRUPDWLRQDQGGDWDSURFHVVLQJLQWKHFRQWUROV\VWHPDQGWKH
LVVXHVUHODWHGWRWKH+XPDQ0DFKLQH,QWHUIDFH
)RUH[DPSOHVWDUWLQJZLWKPHFKDQLFDOFDXVHRIDQHJDWLYHHIIHFWDWWKHERWWRPOHYHO HJ
EHDULQJIULFWLRQVHH7DEOH DVWXGHQWFDQHDVLO\VHHDQGGRFXPHQWWKHQHJDWLYHWKHUPDO
HIIHFW RYHUKHDWLQJ WKDWPD\IXUWKHUOHDGWRDFKHPLFDOSUREOHP HJGHJUDGDWLRQRIJUHDVH
SURSHUWLHV $QRWKHUH[DPSOHVKRZQZLWKWKHGRWWHGOLQHVWDUWVZLWKWKHDFRXVWLF
FRQVHTXHQFHVRIDKDUPIXOHIIHFW HJQRLVH FDXVHGE\WKHHOHFWULFDOILHOG HJHOHFWULFDO
GULYH GXHWRWKHKXPDQRSHUDWRUHUURU'LIIHUHQWFDXVHHIIHFWFRQVHTXHQFHFKDLQVFDQEH
FKHFNHGUDSLGO\WRSGRZQRUYLFHYHUVDLQWKLVZD\1HYHUWKHOHVVWKHIDVWDQGDWWKHVDPH
WLPHFRPSOHWHDQGHUURUIUHHSUREOHPVLWXDWLRQDQDO\VLVUHPDLQVRQHRIWKHFKDOOHQJLQJ
IDFWRUVLQWKHHGXFDWLRQDOSURFHVVDVWKHUHVXOWVRIVWXGHQWZRUNGHPRQVWUDWHDODUJH
YDULDWLRQLQWKHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKHVDPHSUREOHP
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&RQFOXGLQJ5HPDUNVDQG2XWFRPHVRIWKH&RXUVH
7KHSURSRVHGFRXUVHVLPXODWHVWKHFKDOOHQJHVRIWKHIURQWHQGLQQRYDWLRQSURMHFW7KH
LPPHGLDWHXWLOL]DWLRQRIOHDUQHGLQQRYDWLRQVNLOOVLQSUDFWLFHPRWLYDWHVVWXGHQWVWROHDUQ
FUHDWLYLW\DQGLQYHQWLYHPHWKRGVG\QDPLFDOO\DQGSURDFWLYHO\$VDIXOOVFDOHQHZSURGXFW
GHYHORSPHQWSURMHFWLVWRRWLPHFRQVXPLQJIRURQHVHPHVWHUWKHLGHDJHQHUDWLRQDQG
SUREOHPVROYLQJSKDVHVKRXOGEHOLPLWHGWRRQHRUWZRLQYHQWLYHWDVNVIRUHDFKWHDPRI
VWXGHQWV
7KHFRXUVHRIIHUHGVLQFHDWWKH2IIHQEXUJ8QLYHUVLW\ZDVKLJKO\DSSUHFLDWHGE\WKH
PDMRULW\RISDUWLFLSDQWVZKRZHUHDEOHWRSURSRVHRUWRGHFLVLYHO\FRGHWHUPLQHWKHDUHDVRI
WKHLULQQRYDWLRQSURMHFWVIRUVHYHUDOQHZSURGXFWVVXFKDVODZQPRZHUFKDLQVDZFRUH
GULOOLQJPDFKLQHGLVKZDVKHUURERWYDFXXPFOHDQHUDXWRPDWHGFDUZDVKHOHFWULFSRZHU
WRROVHWF7KHVWXGHQWVRIWKHFRXUVHGHPRQVWUDWHGFRPSHWHQWDSSOLFDWLRQRIWKHOHDUQHG
VNLOOVDQGFRXOGV\VWHPDWLFDOO\VHOHFWWRSILYHLQQRYDWLRQWDVNVIURPWKHLGHQWLILHGWR
VROXWLRQQHXWUDOFXVWRPHUQHHGV7KHDSSOLFDWLRQRIWKH75,=LQYHQWLYHSULQFLSOHVHQDEOHGDQ
HIILFLHQWGHYHORSPHQWRISDWHQWDEOHLGHDVDQGVROXWLRQFRQFHSWVGXULQJWKHSURMHFW
7KHSUHVHQWHGDQDO\VLVDQGH[SHULHQFHLQFOXGLQJUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVIRUVHOHFWHGWRROVDQG
HGXFDWLRQDOPHWKRGVFDQKHOSXQLYHUVLWLHVWRHVWDEOLVKWKHHGXFDWLRQLQFRPSUHKHQVLYHQHZ
SURGXFWGHYHORSPHQWDQGV\VWHPDWLFLQYHQWLYHSUREOHPVROYLQJRUWRLPSURYHLWV
SHUIRUPDQFH
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SESSION S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
CONTEXT Four major steps of problem solving include understanding the problem,
planning the solution/s, implementation and evaluation. Despite a significant body of
research on engineering problem solving, it is unclear how the problem solving steps occur in
practice and whether there are any differences in the approaches of engineers with varying
industry experience.

PURPOSE The research questions investigated were: a) Based on the first 3 stages of
problem solving process: i) Understanding the problem, ii) Planning, and iii) Implementation,
what proportion of time is devoted by engineering practitioners to each step? and b) Does
the time devoted to the different stages of problem solving change over the years in
profession?

APPROACH A survey method was undertaken and 215 engineers with varied industry
experiences as well as fields were involved in the study. The responses were then
categorised based on different levels of industry experience from novice to experts. The data
were analysed statistically with SPSS software.

RESULTS It was found that differences exist between the responses of the different groups
of engineers. It was observed that there is a link between industry experience and the time
spent at different stages of problem solving, especially in Stage 1 (Understanding the
problem).

CONCLUSIONS A number of key findings are presented in this study. It was found that
industry exposure is crucial for the acquisition of skills that are important for proper problem
understanding. The study also provides the evidence that around 10 years of industry
experience really formed engineering expertise. These findings have implication to the future
development of educational strategies, including in the choices of the type of heuristics that
may assist young engineers in developing their problem analysis skills more effectively.
KEYWORDS Engineering problem solving, development of expertise, problem finding,
problem solving models
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Problem solving models
One of the key defining models of problem solving was developed by Polya (1945) in his
work on mathematics problem solving. Polya (1945) advocated that mathematical problem
solving consists of four distinct steps: understanding the problem, planning the solution,
implementation of the solution and finally, looking back. Carlson and Bloom (2005) evaluated
problem solving behaviours of 12 mathematicians as they attempted to solve four
mathematics problems. They discovered that the four-step problem solving process
advocated by Polya is cyclic and proposed a more accurate framework of mathematical
problem solving. In observing their expert subjects, Carlson and Bloom (2005) found that
they engage in trial and error, oscillating between the planning and verification stages, until
the solution is established. Specific to engineering, Belski (2002) proposed a seven-step
process of engineering problem solving that was based on Systems Thinking. He
recommended numerous heuristics that can be used at each step of the seven-steps
process. Belski (2002) also believed that the problem solving steps are inter-connected.
Despite the differences in the models, all of them can be fitted into four key steps: (Stage 1)
understanding the problem, (Stage 2) planning, (Stage 3) implementation and (Stage 4)
evaluation. A summary of the three problem solving models discussed above is presented in
Table 1.
Table 1: Problem solving models

(Polya, 1945)

(Carlson & Bloom,
2005)

Stage 1:
Understanding
the problem

1) Understanding
the problem

1) Orienting: sense
making, organising,
constructing

Stage 2:
Planning

2) Developing a
plan

2) Planning:
conjecturing,
imagining,
evaluating

Stage 3:
Implementation

3) Carrying out the
plan

3) Executing:
computing,
constructing

Stage 4:
Evaluation

4) Looking back

4) Checking:
verifying, decision
making*

(Belski, 2002)
1) Situation analysis
2) Revealing the
system’s stage of
development
3) Identifying an ideal
solution
4) Idea generation
5) Failure prevention
6) Adjusting the supersystem and subsystems in accordance
with the solution found
7) Reflection on the
solution and the
process of the solution

* If solution is inaccurate, then return to stage 2.

The importance of understanding the problem
Recent studies found that Stage 1, understanding the problem or problem finding, is
considered to be the most important stage in the problem solving process (Belski, Adunka, &
Mayer, 2016; Harlim & Belski, 2013b). Newell and Simon (1972) also suggested that “when a
problem is first presented, it must be recognised and understood” (p. 809).
Newell and Simon (1972) believed that problem solving relies on pattern recognition. Their
theory relied heavily on the concept of the accumulation of knowledge and developing
expertise. Experts resolve problems well as they have well-developed schemata (Gick, 1986;
Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003; Kalyuga, Renkl, & Paas, 2010). As experts are
considered to be better problem solvers, there has been a number of investigations focusing
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on expert problem solving (Atman, Chimka, Bursic, & Nachtmann, 1999; Belski et al., 2016;
Bilalic, McLeod, & Gobet, 2009; Carlson & Bloom, 2005; Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1982; Gick,
1986; Gobet & Simon, 1996). The outcomes of such research can be used in educational
settings to develop strategies that will facilitate the advancement of problem solving skills of
novice engineers.

Reflection differences
The role of evaluation (reflection) in engineering problem solving is not explored in this
paper. The process of reflection is utilised and perceived differently by novice and expert
engineers (Harlim & Belski, 2013a). In addition, novices have the misconception that
reflection is not necessary (Adams, 2010; Harlim & Belski, 2010). Therefore, this paper will
only focus on the first 3 stages of problem solving: understanding the problem, planning and
implementation.

Research questions considered
Two research questions are explored:
1) Based on the first 3 stages of problem solving process: i) Understanding the problem,
ii) Planning, and iii) Implementation, what proportion of time is devoted by engineering
practitioners to each step?
2) Does the time devoted to the different stages of problem solving change over the
years in profession?

Methodology
A survey method was undertaken to evaluate the research questions and the data were
analysed statistically with SPSS software. The survey was part of a larger study spanning the
years of 2009 to 2011 investigating the factors that impact on engineering problem solving
performance. Participants were asked to reflect on the distribution of time during their
problem solving practice by responding to the following question:
Think back of ONE engineering problem that you had resolved recently. Please
allocate how much time you spent on each problem solving stage stated below (in
percentages out of a total 100, e.g., 30, 50, 20).
In the questionnaire, it was specified that the problem solving stages include:
· Stage 1: Understanding the problem (diagnosing the problem)
· Stage 2: Planning the solution/s (identifying the possible solution/s, and planning the
implementation
· Stage 3: Implementation of the solution/s
A total of 215 engineers responded to the question, including 167 male and 48 female
engineers. Within those who took the survey, 144 were engineering students, 56 were
professionals and 15 were academics. The engineers who were involved in the study came
from a variety of engineering background including Aerospace, Automotive, Mechanical,
Biomedical, Chemical, Civil, Computer and Network, Electrical, Electronic and
Communication, Environmental, Industrial as well as Mechatronics.
The data were then segmented into different classification of expertise. It was observed that
young engineers in the research fitted in two categories: Novice Class 1 (N1) and Novice
Class 2 (N2). Professionals with more than 10 years of industry experience were classified
as experts (E) using the work of Chase and Simon (1973) as well as Prietula and Simon
(1989) as guides. They proposed that experts are those who have more than 10 years of
experience in a specific field (Chase & Simon, 1973; Prietula & Simon, 1989). Those in
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between the novice and expert groups were classified as mid-level engineers (M). Table 2
summarises the division of the survey participants into categories.
Table 2: Summary of categories based on level of expertise

Classification
Novice Class 1
(N1)
Novice Class 2
(N2)
Mid-level (M)
Experts (E)

Years of full-time work in engineering
0 years (Students and recent graduates with no
industry experience in the engineering field)
equal to or less than 5 years
6-10 years
over 10 years

In the final analysis, responses that did not yield 100% when each of the three allocation of
problem solving stages were added up were treated as outliers and removed. An example of
this is when an engineer indicated that he or she had allocated 60% to Stage 1, another 60%
to Stage 2 and 50% to Stage 3. A total of 197 responses were included in the final analysis.

Findings
Table 3 and Figure 1 present the findings on how the engineers surveyed spent their time
within the three problem solving stages.
Table 3: Time allocated by engineers to different stages of the problem solving process

Classification
N1

Number of responses
included in the analysis
85

N2

63

M

22

E

27

TOTAL

197

Stage 1
(%)
M=28
SD=14
M=33
SD=14
M=45
SD=16
M=31
SD=18

Stage 2
(%)
M=38
SD=17
M=36
SD=15
M=31
SD=11
M=34
SD=13

Stage 3
(%)
M=34
SD=20
M=31
SD=16
M=25
SD=14
M=35
SD=19

Figure 1: The proportion of time spent by engineers with different industry experience in the
three stages of problem solving process.

Engineers with no industry experience (N1) spent the least time of the four groups in Stage 1
compared to the time spent on the other stages of problem solving (28% on Stage 1, 38% on
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Stage 2 and 34% on Stage 3). The trend changed as the engineers gained industry
experience. Although most of the time was still spent on the planning stage (36%), those with
five years or less of industry experience (N2) reported spending more time on understanding
the problem (33%) than on implementation (31%) in comparison to N1.
As the engineers gained 6 to 10 years industry experience (M), a clear reversal was
observed. Most of the time was spent on Stage 1 with an average of 45%. 31% of time was
spent on Stage 2 and 25% on Stage 3, indicating that in this group there is an obvious focus
on problem identification. The engineers with industry experience of more than 10 years (E)
reported spending less time on Stage 1 (31%) than on the other stages (34% on stage 2 and
35% on stage 3). The trend was similar to that of the N1 group, engineers with no industry
experience.
Before investigating whether statistical significance existed in the responses of these groups,
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test was carried out to determine the most suitable statistical test
for the data obtained. Due to the violation of parametric assumption of normal distribution in
the data, the non-parametric test, the Kruskal-Wallis Test, was used. Statistical significance
was found between the groups only in their responses on how much time was spent in Stage
1, understanding the problem (p=0.000).
To determine where the statistical significance occurred in the data, the responses of each
individual category for Stage 1 was tested in pairs using the Mann-Whitney U-Test. Time
devoted to Stage 1 by the practitioners from the N1 and N2 groups did not differ much from
that spent by the engineers from the E group. The difference in time devoted to Stage 1
between all other pairwise group combinations was statistically significant. The outcomes of
the Mann-Whitney U-Test are presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Statistical analysis on group comparisons of time spent on understanding the problem

Comparison group
N1 – N2
N1 – M
N1 - E
N2 – M
N2 - E
M-E

P-value
0.020*
0.000*
0.445
0.005*
0.378
0.005*

*Statistical significance is observed (p<0.05 or p<0.01).

Discussion
The comparison of responses from the engineers with different industry experiences reveal
an interesting pattern. The results from the two novice groups indicated that they are focused
on the planning phase (Stage 2). The data from the mid-level group indicated a clear focus
on understanding of the problem (Stage 1). Similar to the novice groups, the expert group
reported spending more time in the planning stage.
Statistical significance was only observed within the data of Stage 1, understanding the
problem, when the four categories of practical experience were compared. This suggests
that the gain of professional experience mainly influences the way engineers conduct the
problem diagnosis stage. In other words, statistically significant changes in time devoted to
problem analysis over the years of professional practice suggest that acquiring advanced
skills in problem analysis is paramount for gaining engineering expertise. This conclusion
supports the idea that Stage 1 is an important aspect of problem solving performance (Belski
et al., 2016; Harlim & Belski, 2013b). Therefore, this highlights that the key area of learning
that should be focused on during engineering problem solving should be the problem
analysis stage.
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Statistical significance was also found when the responses of N1, novices with no industry
experience, were compared to those of N2 (novices with 5 years or less of industry
experience). This finding indicates that industry experience exposure leads to the realisation
on the importance of problem identification for effective problem solving. This is also
supported by the responses of the engineers in the mid-level group (M), those with 6-10
years of industry experience. The data reveals that industry experience between 6-10 years
is the crucial period in the development of problem solving skills for engineers as a distinct
focus on Stage 1 was observed. When the responses of the engineers in the M category
were compared to all the other groups (N1, N2 and E), statistical significance was also found.
The implication is that perhaps to discover how novices can be better problem solvers, there
is a need to investigate what happens during these formative years.
The results of the survey indicate that as expertise is reached, the amount of time spent in
Stage 1 decreases compared to those in the N2 and M groups. Literature in cognitive
science has identified that experts are able to by-pass the search strategy when resolving
problems due to their well-developed schemata which enable them to solve problems better
and at a much quicker rate (Kalyuga et al., 2003; Kalyuga et al., 2010). Therefore, this
finding is not surprising.
However, the data shows that both N1 and E groups spent the least amount of time in
understanding the problem phase. It can be posited that these novices are behaving like
experts when it comes to how they are spending their time in the different stages of problem
solving. Much of problem solving studies have been conducted by the observation on how
experts resolve problems. The outcomes of these studies were used to suggest how novices
can learn to resolve problems from the strategies of their expert counterparts. This gives the
assumption that when a novice behaves like an expert when solving a problem, he or she
has truly become a good problem solver.
Although novices in this study devoted similar amount of time to Stage 1 as experts, they
were unlikely to reach the problem comprehension of experts. As identified by Newell and
Simon (1972), problem solving requires pattern recognition and the experts use of
knowledge, stored in the long-term memory differs in experts and novices. Experts are better
problem solvers due to the schemata they have in their long-term memory (Belski & Belski,
2008; Chi et al., 1982; Gick, 1986; Newell & Simon, 1972). When faced with situations to
resolve, experts use these well-developed schemas to recognise the problems. Novices, on
the other hand, do not possess knowledge schemas and need longer time to comprehend
problems.
However, as exemplified in the data, novices emulate experts and do not devote adequate
time to problem analysis. This study provides compelling evidence that this misconception by
novices needs to be corrected. This may be addressed by teaching novice engineers more
heuristics that focus on Stage 1 of the problem solving process. Some tools of the Theory of
Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) can help novices to acquire the skills important for problem
understanding (Harlim & Belski, 2015). Such heuristics includes the Size Time Cost
Operator, the Notion of the Ideal Ultimate Result, the heuristic of Resources and the heuristic
of Situation Analysis (Edisons21 Fellowship Team, 2016). In addition, strategies that expose
them to industry conditions and situations can be considered to bring about the awareness of
the need in spending more time in Stage 1.
In their research, Carlson and Bloom (2005) considered PhD candidates as experts in
mathematical problem solving. Atman et al. (1999) compared the performance of senior
versus first year students to gain insights on problem solving performance of experts. The
difference between the responses of the engineers in the different categories, N1, N2, M and
E strongly supports research findings that suggest that to achieve expertise, one needs 10
years or more of practical experience (Chase & Simon, 1973; Prietula & Simon, 1989). The
results from this study show that a more stringent interpretation of expertise needs to be
considered when designing studies on problem solving performance of engineering experts.
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The implication is that there is a need to understand problem solving strategies of experts
from the perspective of ‘why’ they resolve problems the way they do, rather than the mere
‘how’ or ‘what’.

Conclusion
A number of key findings are presented in this study. It was found that professional practice
is crucial for gaining the skills that are necessary for proper understanding of the problem.
The data also revealed that this is the key stage that engineering educators should be
focusing on in order to develop the problem solving skills of young engineers adequately.
Novice engineers that participated in the research, especially those with no industry
experience did not spend sufficient time understanding a problem, as they lack the
awareness and have a misconception on how experts resolve problems.
The study also provides the evidence that around 10 years of industry experience really
formed engineering expertise. The implication is that when designing studies on how experts
resolve problems, a more stringent interpretation of expertise should be considered. The
results also revealed that experience gained between 6-10 years in the industry may be the
formative years in bringing about the realisation that understanding the problem is imperative
for effective problem solving.
These findings have implication to the future development of educational strategies, including
in the choices of the type of heuristics that may assist young engineers to develop their
problem analysis skills more effectively.
The limitation of this study is that the data were collected retrospectively based on the
engineers’ perception on how much time was spent in each stage. Future research can
investigate the research questions via proper observation or data collection during actual
problem solving, using a non-self-reporting methodology. Future research can also
investigate in depth how engineers with 6-10 years industry experience resolve engineering
problems in practice. This will help to understand what happens during these years and may
provide more insights on how novices can improve their problem solving skills.
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CONTEXT
The issue addressed is the need to develop engineering students’ independent learning and
their understanding of the range of professional engineering activities within the context of a
large introductory engineering subject in a revised academic calendar with reduced teaching
weeks. Thus a project was created to re-design the subject to take a structured approach to
flipped and blended content delivery. This has provided a scaffolded and supportive
environment to introduce students to collaborative project-based and independent learning.

PURPOSE
The project aims to create a coherent teaching and learning narrative to develop student
engineering identities within an authentic student project which gives them insights into the
nature of engineering work. This is done in a subject with strong tutor support to scaffold
students” learning experiences.

APPROACH
The project uses transition pedagogies to scaffold blended and flipped learning experiences,
and to make explicit the need to develop students’ engineering identities. Active and
interactive learning opportunities enhance students’ agency to become independent learners.
Data have been collected from students and tutors to measure the impact of the changes in
learning and teaching practices. Student data are being analysed through the lens of
developing professional identity. The effectiveness of the student learning activities are being
evaluated using tutor feedback and assessment results.

RESULTS
Results indicate that due to the subject redesign, students have a stronger sense of the nature
of engineering work. Furthermore, teaching and learning activities that focus on project-based
learning have developed students’ emergent professional identity and professional
capabilities. In addition, the standardisation of teaching and learning experiences across
tutorial classes have led to greater consistency in content delivery and learning outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS
It is critical to introduce students to project-based learning using a structured and scaffolded
approach. This foregrounds the collaborative and three-dimensional nature of engineering
work and highlights the complexities of developing professional capabilities and identities.
Students develop these understandings at different rates; as is evidenced in both the student
and the tutor comments thus flipped learning activities can provide opportunities for students
to maximise classroom and peer-to-peer learning. Even with the structured activities, not all
students embrace the need to develop professional skills as part of learning to become an
engineer.
Key words: engineering identity; project-based learning; flipped learning
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Introduction
Background:
The expectation that university students will unproblematically develop as independent
learners is often not scrutinised by university administrators and academic staff, despite
extensive research in adult learning (e.g. Biggs & Tang 2007; Bock, 1999; King & Kitchener
1994; Perry 1981) which demonstrates that intellectual capacity for judgement is not fully
developed until people are in their mid to late 20s. In addition, students attending Australian
universities are from highly diverse backgrounds, with a wide range of prior learning
experiences. To add to the mix, developments in technology “have continued to alter the
modes of student participation, the structures of course delivery, and relationships between
students and teachers” (Baik, Naylor & Arkoudis 2015, p.1). Gardner’s research in this area
has demonstrated that “students who perform poorly in flipped learning environments
typically do not demonstrate the agency and self-efficacy necessary to take responsibility for
their own learning and hence have difficulty achieving the cognitive changes which are the
learning outcomes in these subjects” (Gardner 2017). Thus it cannot be assumed that all
students are equally ready for independent study, which is increasingly being conducted
online.
In combination with the current context of higher education are the demands to renew
engineering education. As Bucciarelli and colleagues pointed out at the end of the 20th
century, “what is needed is a new culture of engineering education characterized by active
learning, project based learning; integrated development of mathematical and scientific
concepts in the context of application…[and] a faculty devoted to developing emerging
professionals as mentors and coaches…” (Prados in Bucciarelli, Einstein, Terenzini, &
Walser 2000). This need has only increased in the last two decades. Much energy is being
directed toward producing a three-dimensional engineering graduate, as opposed to what
Wulf and Fisher refer to as “the traditional stereotype of the asocial geek” (2002, p.36). The
three dimensions comprise technical competence, personal/professional competence and
design-oriented competence. Another way of looking as this is the combination of the
technical specialist, the integrator and the change agent, where the integrator reflects the
need for engineers who are boundary-crossers and the change agent emphasises the
importance of engineers to provide creativity, innovation and leadership (Henley report 2006,
p.60).
The constantly shifting landscape of technology and global projects has put pressure on
engineering education to embrace the development of students’ professional and technical
capabilities in ways that incorporate authentic learning and assessment. Project-based
learning has long been regarded as one of the more effective ways to develop students’
deep and broad understanding of the field in which they are studying. There is strong
evidence that problem-based and project-based learning can be successfully integrated into
content-laden units of study, both deepening understanding and developing conceptual
change, without loss of technical knowledge (e.g. Brodeur, Young & Blair 2002; Gomes &
Barton 2005; Hadgraft & Kolmos 2007).
In addition to developing understanding, project-based learning can enhance students’
engagement with their university studies. The importance of working in groups and teams is
emphasised by transition pedagogy research, which reports connections between first year
students” lack of exposure to group work and a less than satisfactory university experience.
“In 2014, there was still a large proportion of students who reported never working with
classmates outside of classes (26%), never working with other students on projects during
class (21%), and never studying with other students (26%). Fewer than one in five students
frequently studied with other students. This meant they were less satisfied with their
university experience overall, and less likely to achieve high marks in the first semester”
(Baik, Naylor & Arkoudis 2015, p.3).
All these complex demands thus require an approach that scaffolds blended learning,
acknowledges different prior learning experiences, introduces project-based learning with
authentic assessment and begins the process of developing engineering students”
professional identity as a three-dimensional engineer.
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This project builds on much work that has gone before in the context of developing first year
engineering students’ technical and professional attributes (e.g. Kavanagh, Neil & Cokley
2011; Mann, Howard, Nouwerns & Martin 2009; Shekar 2014), and particularly studies that
have used the Engineers without Borders Challenge as a way of utilising project based
learning (e.g. Stappenbelt & Rowles 2009). Although there are similarities between this
project and the UWA study reported on by Stappenbelt and Rowles (2009), there are also
significant differences. One of the main aims of this project is to introduce students to the
concept of critiquing their previous expectations of an engineering identity, and learning to
construct an engineering identity that is three-dimensional. A key feature of the approach is
the utilisation of learning activities which are scaffolded through pre-class activities, in-class
tasks, peer learning and review, and formative assessment. As it is a core first year
engineering subject, it is critical that students develop good study practices and are provided
with a solid platform on which to build their independent learning. The following section
describes the specific context of the research project.

Context
Engineering Communication is a large first year subject with a cohort of between 350-400
students that introduces students to the complexities of communication within engineering
practice. Since its inception in the early 2000s, the subject has attempted to provide a range
of tutorial based experiences aimed at developing students” professional capabilities in
research, academic writing, oral presentations, evaluation of information, teamwork and peer
review. Within a supported classroom environment, students are inducted into teamwork and
leadership and begin to develop a sense of the nature and scope of engineering work
beyond the technical skills often associated in engineering disciplines. In doing so, students”
professional identity begins to form early in their academic careers.
Engineering Communication was originally designed as a series of 12 weekly modules
allowing for skills development in key communication areas. In class, students were
presented with activities and related materials to which they responded in an individual
student workbook. Some online materials were provided to support learning; however, most
students did not take advantage of the preparatory work as it was not linked purposefully to
the tutorial content. Overall learning would culminate in a team literature research project
and accompanying presentation based on a prescribed engineering problem. In its original
form, Engineering Communication lacked both excitement and authenticity and fell short of
the stated aims of the subject.
In 2012 the Engineers without Borders Challenge (EWB) was introduced to give students an
authentic design project and the task of developing a solution for a genuine set of
stakeholders, the aim being to introduce a broader range and deeper understanding of
engineering activities. A firm partnership was formed with EWB which added a new focus
and further materials to the subject. Over time the student workbook continued to grow
(adding rather than deleting content) offering activities that far exceeded the weekly 3 hour
timeslot. At this time there was no serious attempt to encourage pre-class preparation or
independent learning as most material was presented in class. A smorgasbord approach to
the delivery of content was adopted, allowing tutors to develop their own interpretation on
how best to utilise the materials.
An anecdotal review of learning and teaching in Engineering Communication in 2015
revealed a high level of inconsistency across the tutorial classes for both students and
tutors. Tutor meetings often revealed this disparity when discussing the range of approaches
to any given topic. Although the essential framework (content topics and assessment tasks)
was aligned, there appeared to be great discrepancy between what was delivered to
students across the classes. In an attempt to allow tutors to develop their own content
flavour relevant, the materials had over time become cumbersome and confusing. In short,
the need to develop a clear and consistent subject narrative was identified.
In 2016, a move towards a new (shortened) academic calendar and the university’s learning
model initiative presented an opportunity to obtain support to re-design Engineering
Communication. The aim was to retain the original intent, including the EWB Challenge
project, while structuring class content and introducing blended learning strategies. This
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required an audit of all existing content and a rationalisation of materials into 10 weekly
modules; each telling its own structured “story” through a series of collaborative in-class
exercises and a series of pre-class tasks. While the EWB Challenge project had been
established within the subject for some time, the re-design was a significant shift to include a
consistent scaffolded approach with a focus on independent learning.
Purpose
The project aims to support students through the institutional model of learning and provide
guidance in blended/flipped activities so they are prepared for their engineering studies. The
first stage of the project is to provide a solid platform for independent learning at university.
Later stages of the project will track students throughout their engineering studies to explore
how their engineering identity is developing. It is essential that students in the first year are
introduced to the expectations and benefits of the approach used in the University of
Technology Sydney’s (UTS) model of learning in a subject where there is strong tutor
support and flipped and blended learning can be contextualised. Transition is improved as
the students gain an introduction to the UTS model of learning and there is scaffolding of
blended and flipped learning experiences. Because of the strong tutor support in
Engineering Communication, the approach provides students with a solid foundation for
independent learning in a blended learning environment which will better prepare them for
transition into later year subjects. It also builds in greater “time-on-task”, and a sense of
capability, which is known to be a key factor in enhancing student satisfaction and in student
retention.
Engagement in an interactive, collaborative and supportive learning environment is improved
as students are better prepared to participate and learn in class through a range of activities
they can access on demand. The approach also significantly impacts students” “time-ontask” as they are expected to prepare for in-class and out of class activities.
Flipped online activities for students, such as pre-class tasks that require students to
complete a reading or watch an instructional Youtube clip and answer questions, have been
reinforced in the tutorials. This has introduced students to blended learning in Engineering
Communication so that students understand from the beginning of semester the importance
of interacting with the learning management system (LMS) and with completing the pre-class
tasks. Project based learning has been consolidated by teaching and learning activities that
centre on the Engineers without Borders (EWB) Challenge project, which further embed the
learning to the project by linking it more closely to subject content, therefore making the
combination of project and content more relevant. In addition, teaching and learning
activities provide feedforward and feedback on the assessment tasks; the assessment tasks
have been designed to assist students to learn about project management in the context of
the EWB challenge.
The move to standardised modules and the streamlined content of the student workbook
attempts to provide a more consistent teaching and learning experience. This is critical in
any large subject where there are several tutors and many tutorials, which can result in quite
disparate teaching and learning practices and outcomes. In order to ensure that there is a
shared understanding about the intended learning outcomes of the subject, workshops for
tutors are held at the beginning of each semester. Tutor induction is run in conjunction with
EWB to develop common understandings about expectations and the design brief; the social
context for the project is set in a workshop with a discussion format.
Approaches to evaluating the subject redesign
One of the intentions of the subject redesign has been to expand engineering students’
awareness of the nature of engineering work using project-based learning in the context of
the EWB challenge. Another has been to provide both students and tutors with opportunities
to adapt to an innovative institutional model of learning which places emphasis on flipped
and blended learning. As this is the first stage in a project to track students’ developing
identity as engineers, and in order to investigate how successfully these intentions have
been fulfilled, we conducted a questionnaire of students and tutors. We chose to have openended questions to allow student and tutor voices to be heard. The student questionnaire
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was administered as an in-class activity and all responses were de-identified. There were
150 responses which is a response rate of 46.4%; the student cohort is 323 across 13
tutorial classes. The tutor questionnaire was emailed to the tutors and all responses were
returned in hardcopy via a physical drop box, to maintain anonymity. Nine responses were
received, which is a response rate of 100%.
Students were asked to comment on changes in their perceptions about the nature of
engineering work and of professional attributes, and activities that have assisted in
deepening their understanding of these concepts. This can be seen as an indicator of their
professional identity development (Buckingham Shum & Crick 2012).Tutors were asked
about their perceptions of changes to the subject and the extent to which they could see the
development of students’ professional attributes.
The anonymised student questionnaire results were compiled by a research assistant and
subsequently analysed using Concordance software (Watts 2011) to quantify frequency of
terms. This allowed the identification of key themes to emerge. As there were a relatively
small number of tutor responses, the results were analysed by the two researchers.

Results
Analysis of student questionnaire
Defining the nature of engineering work
When students define the nature of engineering work the most prominent themes are
communication, teamwork, research, and report writing. However, the responses
demonstrate a range in complexity such as “I learned that to work as an engineer, I should
be disciplined and have good communication and research skills” to “engineering work is not
just about communication or design and implementation, it’s also about the social, cultural,
economic and environmental effect on society [so] engineers should be humanistic and
consider lots of aspects”. The range of comments reveals the different levels of effective
learning that may be taking place in the subject.
50% of students who cite communication, also identify an aspect of teamwork. For example,
“engineering work is very concise, communication amongst team members being the key to
successful projects”. Approximately 5% included activities such as critical thinking, creativity
and accuracy.
Four students provide specific statements on how their ideas about the nature of engineering
work have changed. Examples include “engineering is a very broad field, broader than I had
in mind – a field which requires a lot of teamwork” and “I first thought that engineering
requires no communication with other people, but this subject has proven otherwise”.
Activities that have helped in understanding engineering work
The most commonly occurring activities listed are writing reports and research skills followed
by learning presentation skills and collaborative project work. These topics relate closely to
the module content offered in tutorials and students identify more than one activity in over
90% of responses. Comments include: “I have learnt writing, listening, presentation skills
and others that have helped me understand engineering work” and “one activity is doing
work in groups, being able to interact with other people with alike minds, giving me a taste of
what it is like to interact with fellow engineers”.
Two examples where students make clear associations with the assessment tasks and their
increased understanding of engineering work are: “Task 2a(i) and 2b(i) have significantly
impacted on my understanding of engineering work as it emulates the role a team member
must perform in his group. By working alone, it taught me to treat my individual work as if it
were the whole group’s and failing to do so will result in letting down my group members”
and “the assessment tasks have helped me greatly to understand how to research
effectively on engineering content”.
The pre-class tasks are identified as assisting the understanding of engineering work by
“creating a scaffold of what is to be learnt in the upcoming tutorial for it to be fully
constructed during the tutorial”, and “reading so many articles or the text book truly help me
a lot”.
Pre-class tasks assisted in tutorial learning
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Student responses to how the pre-class tasks assist their learning fall into four groups; those
that wrote a general comment on the role of the tasks; students who state how they found
the tasks useful; students who feel that the tasks are a waste of time; and students who
state they do not complete the tasks.
25% of students provided specific information about how the tasks have assisted in tutorial
learning, such as: “I would say it’s a nice way of learning because we already know what [is]
expected in class” and “it deepens my knowledge and stops time being wasted” and they
“stop me from feeling lost for the period of the class”.
Three students claimed the pre-class work is not useful: “not much”, “quite ineffective in
improving my tutorial learning” and “in my opinion they have not”. The remaining group of
two students did not complete the pre-class tasks and confessed: “I have not been diligent in
doing these tasks” and “unfortunately I have not completed the tasks”.
Introduction to professional attributes
55% of students name “communication” as the key professional attribute, which they
interpret broadly. Comments such as “being able to market your ideas to an audience” and
“be clear when you are speaking” are included in this category. Generally, students do not
identify the faculty Graduate Attributes for the subject (Communication and Coordination;
Self-management; Engineering Practice in a Global Context) even though these attributes
are explicitly named in the introductory lecture and discussed throughout the semester.
The responses demonstrate a trend for students to itemise attributes such as research,
teamwork and writing separately from “communication”. For example, 35% of responses
listed writing, (including academic writing, report writing and being able to write clear concise
reports) in addition to “communication”.
Analysis of tutor questionnaire
Impact of pre-class tasks on tutorial teaching
Overall, there is a mixed reaction to the pre-class tasks. “Some good outcomes but most
students have not adapted to the cultural shift”. While the rationale behind the pre-class
tasks appears to be accepted by most tutors, the responses indicate a high level of
frustration that many students choose not to complete them regularly.
Tutors claim to “spend significant time screening and explaining the importance of the tasks”
and it can be “difficult to run the session on the basis that the pre-class work has been
completed”. When tasks are not completed, tutors agree that it reduces the effectiveness of
the session and students who are motivated to complete the tasks often become
disappointed by those who don’t. Additionally, tutors express concern that the pre-class work
is seen as not challenging and not compulsory. Therefore, we are “sending a message the
[tasks] are not essential to the subject”. Tutors were asked to provide the proportion of
students that complete the pre-class tasks most of the time. The reported completion rate
was approximately 50% across thirteen tutorial groups.
Tutors who report a higher degree of success in pre-class task compliance agree that
students are more engaged and the work done prior to class is helpful to the teaching and
learning process. Done well, these tasks “target discussion and direct learning” while
“providing background to engage and facilitate activities”. There is an acknowledgement that
the pre-class work “changes the way students prepare for class and that there are varying
degrees of success depending on the student”.
Key professional attribute introduced in teaching and learning activities
The key attributes identified by tutors represent the common and expected themes of
Communication and Coordination. Some tutors expanded these areas to include personal
responsibility, self- management, teamwork and working to a standard.
Ways in which professional attributes are developed
All tutors identify teamwork and collaboration as an essential element in the development of
key professional attributes with “group work becoming a focal point for almost every tutorial”.
As students work through the project requirements “students start to think for themselves”.
Project-based learning in this case has “task orientated learning outcomes that are
strategically employed within the subject to develop every attribute”.
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Tutors place importance on group work as the “element that provides significant learning”
and “the need for individual and collaborative organisation in a variety of [tasks] needed to
produce the group project report”. “Students, consciously or sub-consciously begin to take
roles within their group which often gets disrupted as they begin to understand that they
have different aspirations and goals”.
Tutors note the class based activities begin the formation of professional identity along with
“understanding more about professional practice and providing a real-world context” to this
learning. Comments include: students “develop a professional identity while considering
their future as a professional engineer”. This becomes “evident in [student] attitudes towards
the portfolio activity at the end of the subject”.
Impact of the changes to the subject
While tutors endorse the EWB Challenge and project-based learning, most raise concerns
about the required pre-class tasks and how they are applied to the subject. There is a range
of responses to the overall changes to the subject. Some tutors are unconvinced the
changes have any impact at all. “I don’t think they have made a significant impact and I do
not detect any differences in most students” attitudes or in the quality of the reports”. A
contrasting view is that: “recent changes streamline the process and make good links with
the subject materials are made”. Two tutors stated they were not sure if the changes had
made an impact in their classes or to their teaching.
Ongoing challenges
Tutors are agreed that motivation is a problem for some students in most classes they teach.
There is a concern that “some students are not suited to this type of open-ended learning.
They want clearer guidelines so they don’t have to take risks” Tutors raise the issue of
cultural expectations and the reluctance of particular students to take part in group tasks.
The overall sentiment is summed up with “most students are keen and easy to work with but
there is always a proportion who do not want to engage”. Another ongoing challenge is
ensuring compliance/completion of pre-class tasks. Tutor comments point out that some
students struggle to make the cultural shift to a flipped and blended learning model. There
may also be a need for cultural shift by tutors to reinforce the need for completion, and to
make sure that class time is not spent on doing the pre-class tasks.
Some tutors are concerned about student standards: “there is a real and increasing
challenge as the curriculum changes and student standards decrease”. Another tutor
comments “students whose language is not sufficient are therefore, achieving a better
outcome at the expense of those who carried the team”. A further concern noted “some
students are well below university level”.

Discussion and conclusions
Overall, the student responses reflect the diversity of the cohort, the range of learning
experiences, the varied levels of engagement, and the differing interpretations of the nature
of engineering. This is to be expected in a large first year subject which introduces the
students not only to new concepts but to new ways of learning in a new context. It is
important to recognise that there are variations in expectations of what is required in
university learning and that one size does not always fit all. Students also vary in the speed
with which they make connections between in-class and out of class learning.
It was pleasing to see the growing awareness of the nature and complexity of engineering
work and a shift away from a purely technical focus. In-class activities such as group work
and collaboration reinforce this broader understanding, which starts to build a sense of
professional identity. This is evidenced by both students and tutors identifying the
importance of these activities in developing professional attributes.
As an introductory subject, Engineering Communication serves an important purpose by
inducting engineering students into the university model of learning and commencing the
development of their professional identity. However, it is crucial that later year subjects
continue to develop students’ professional attributes in conjunction with the development of
their technical knowledge.
The range of student and tutor response to the pre-class tasks indicates that a significant
proportion of students and tutors consider that these tasks add value to their learning, and
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some students could clearly articulate the benefits. For some students, the pre-class tasks
did not contribute to their learning and this suggests that there is work to be done in assisting
students and tutors to make the cultural shift to flipped and blended learning.
The divided opinions of the tutors regarding the changes to the subject design and delivery
reflect the challenges in delivering a standardised teaching and learning experience across a
large-scale subject. A consistent approach requires a shared understanding of and
commitment to providing rich learning experiences.
In conclusion, these results suggest a need for a high level of collaboration between tutors to
develop a clear sense of direction and purpose; students should also be part of this process
and should have an opportunity to contribute to subject design. The next stage of the project
will track how students develop their professional identity in the context of project-based
learning as they progress through their degrees, and will explore the potential of learning
analytics to map this development.
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SESSION S3: Integrating Humanitarianism in Engineering Education
CONTEXT Since the early 1980’s, numerous organisations seeking to utilise engineering to
address humanitarian and development challenges have been established including
Engineering for Change, Engineers Against Poverty, Engineers for Overseas Development
and national Engineers Without Borders and RedRs. This has contributed to the growth of
humanitarian engineering education programs and initiatives in countries including the USA,
UK and Canada from the early 2000’s. Similarly, humanitarian engineering education
courses and initiatives have been established in Australian and New Zealand.

PURPOSE This paper details the growth of humanitarian engineering education programs
and initiatives in Australasia since 2006 leading to the current state of the field. From this
opportunities for further growth and development will be identified.

APPROACH Student and university participation data drawn from national programs as
well as details of current and planned university offerings is used to identify the growth in
humanitarian engineering education in Australia and New Zealand. Outcomes from a
collaborative cross-institutional workshop are used to identify priorities and opportunities for
growth and development.

RESULTS Although isolated initiatives have been delivered under a variety of terms, the
current growth of humanitarian engineering education dates back to the launch of the EWB
Challenge in 2007. Since 2015 there has been a dramatic increase in the scale of offerings
and engagement with the establishment of the EWB Humanitarian Design Summits and
introduction of Australian Federal Government support for mobility programs. This has led to
the development of elective courses in the area and formal award programs emerging from
2016, with at least five Australasian universities offering or planning award programs.
Broader impact is demonstrated by student demographic data which clearly indicates a
significantly higher percentage of female engagement in the area than typical for
engineering.
CONCLUSIONS Opportunities exist to continue to expand the field and its impact including
educational research and development, engagement with professional bodies, and
advocacy. This will contribute to leadership and the potential for humanitarian engineering to
achieve positive impacts for communities and individuals in Australasia and internationally.

KEYWORDS Humanitarian engineering, development engineering, graduate outcomes
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Introduction
The role of engineering in national development and providing benefits to society has been
articulated since the first civilian professional associations began in the early 1800’s (Institute
of Civil Engineers, 2017). The engineering profession has sought to bring these benefits to
various short- and long-term humanitarian interventions as part of the growth of coordinated
responses and international development since the 1960’s (Lucena and Schneider 2008).
From the early 1980’s this led to the establishment of dedicated organisations utilising
engineering to address humanitarian and development challenges including Engineering for
Change (EfC), Engineers Against Poverty (EAP), Engineers for Overseas Development
(EOD), national Engineers Without Borders (EWB) and RedRs (UNECSO 2010). These
organisations work across the humanitarian spectrum, from immediate disaster response,
through recovery and stabilisation, to long-term community and infrastructure development,
disaster planning and preparedness, and capacity building (Greet 2014).
Many of the engineering organisations working in development were established by
engineering students or university staff. This has contributed to the growth of humanitarian
engineering education programs and initiatives in countries including the USA, UK and
Canada, which engage students in the area and prepare them for future roles (Lucena and
Schneider 2008, UNECSO 2010). In Australasia, individual courses and initiatives within
humanitarian engineering education were established in the early 2000’s and have been
growing since 2007.
This paper reviews the integration of humanitarianism in engineering education in Australasia
and details the growth of humanitarian engineering education programs and initiatives since
2006. It first discusses humanitarian engineering including a working understanding of the
term and overview of some of the key organisations. Data on university and student
engagement is provided from national programs and university offerings. Finally,
opportunities, challenges and priorities for continued growth and support are identified.

What is humanitarian engineering?
The term humanitarian engineering (HumEng) only emerged in Australasia with Engineers
Australia’s, the peak professional body, Year of Humanitarian Engineering in 2011. Prior to
that, terms such as development engineering were used (Turner et al. 2015). The first
reference to the term at an Australasian Association for Engineering Education (AAEE)
conference was in 2013, previously EWB was used as a synonym for the field.
The understanding of HumEng that has emerged in Australia since 2011 encompasses a
wide range of contexts and locations, from disaster response through to community and
technology development, both internationally and domestically. HumEng is taken as the
application of an engineering discipline, such as civil or mechanical, to a specific
humanitarian or development context or response. In this way, it is an application area
requiring additional dedicated knowledge, skills, attitudes and competencies rather than a
unique discipline. This is a broader understanding than other countries, for example in the
USA HumEng encapsulates predominately non-US development while in the UK it focuses
on disaster response and recovery. (Turner et al. 2015)
While there has always been individual humanitarian engineering education (HumEngEdu)
offerings available to students, the first structured programs providing multiple engagements
emerged from universities in the USA in the early 2000’s (Bixler et al. 2014, Dean and Van
Bossuyt 2014). In Australasia, a small number of not-for-profit organisations have been
leading the development of education and training initiatives in the area. RedR Australia was
established in 1992 to make engineering available to disaster relief and has since expanded
to offer expertise across all aspects of humanitarian emergencies (RedR Australia 2017).
RedR has offered short-course professional development training since 1998 and has
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recently expanded to support tertiary education and as of mid-2017 has partnerships with
five Australian universities across a range of humanitarian response aspects, not only
engineering (RedR Australia 2017).
The first wide-scale HumEngEdu offerings in Australasia were developed by Engineers
Without Borders Australia (EWB-A). EWB-A, which was established as an independent
national organisation in 2003, has a focus on community development in Australia and the
surrounding region. EWB-A delivers three programs (discussed below) targeting tertiary
education. Engineers Without Borders New Zealand (EWB-NZ), another independent
national EWB organisation, established in 2008, provides three programs to universities in
NZ. Since 2016, further offerings have emerged in Australasia. The first Australian chapter of
Engineering World Health (EWH), a US-based organisation to improve healthcare delivery in
low-income countries, operates at the University of New South Wales (Engineering World
Health 2017). The Laika Academy provides short-term study abroad opportunities covering
topics interfacing with HumEng including design for social change, sustainable development,
social enterprise and community rebuilding (Laika Academy 2017).

Humanitarian engineering education in Australia and New
Zealand
The opportunities provided by external organisations are incorporated into universities
programs as institutions deem appropriate. Universities expand on those to develop their
own opportunities depending on resources, expertise and demand. However, the largest
programs, in terms of duration and reach, are those offered by EWB-A which are detailed
below. Data from the EWB-A programs combined with a summary of university courses and
programs, will be used to investigate the overall scale of HumEngEdu in Australasia. While
this data will not be comprehensive, it will provide an indication of growth and overall trends.

The EWB Challenge
The EWB Challenge, coordinated by EWB-A, is a design program delivered in partnership
with universities which introduces concepts of humanitarian engineering to students in
addition to crowd sourcing ideas for community based organisations. Each year the EWB
Challenge focuses on projects identified in conjunction with one of EWB-A’s community
based partner organisations. The EWB Challenge provides a platform that enables
universities to meet learning outcomes associated with global citizenship, professional
practice and sustainability. Universities embed the EWB Challenge into first year engineering
curriculum, typically within an introduction to design or engineering unit, adapting the
program to meet the learning outcomes of the unit in which it is embedded.
The EWB Challenge has arguably been the most influential program contributing to the rise
of HumEngEdu in Australasia. The EWB Challenge was introduced at a time of increased
pressure to renew first year engineering curriculum and adopt education pedagogies such as
project based learning to meet changing education demands (Jolly 2014). The EWB
Challenge provided real world project briefs and supporting resources, such as data,
photographs and report marking criteria, making it appropriate for universities to embed. The
EWB Challenge provided a common platform for universities to compare and evaluate their
approaches to first year engineering education as seen in a 2014 Office of Learning and
Teaching report by Jolly (2014):
“The Challenge is unique [at the time of the evaluation] for engineering in that, like some
approaches in medicine, agriculture and elsewhere, it has a strong and distinctive focus on
the development of graduate attributes related to social, cross cultural and ethical
responsibilities in a global context.” (Jolly 2014)

The EWB Challenge was launched as a national program in 2007 in partnership with 21
universities and reached approximately 3,500 students, see Figure 1 A). It rapidly expanded
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and in 2017 reached 9,040 students at 28 universities including the off-shore campuses of
Australian institutions, and remains the largest HumEngEdu initiative in Australia and New
Zealand. In 2011 the EWB Challenge program was introduced to the UK where the program,
referred to as the Engineering for People Design Challenge, is co-ordinated by Engineers
Without Borders UK (EWB-UK). In 2016/2017 this reached 4,600 students across 23
universities (EWB-UK, 2017). The EWB Challenge was supported by university registration
fees subsidised by sponsorship from BHP Billiton Sustainable Communities from 2008 to
2015. Since then the program has been funded solely by university registration fees.

A) EWB Challenge
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Figure 1: Total number of students and universities in Australasia participating in A) the EWB
Challenge, data supplied by EWB-A from university registrations where universities self-report
student numbers, B) the EWB Research program, data supplied by EWB-A from student
registrations and C) the EWB Humanitarian Design Summits, data supplied by EWB-A from
student registrations. (Note: data for 2017 is estimated)
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EWB University Research Program
The EWB University Research Program, established by EWB-A in 2006, engages students,
academics and community organisations in collaborative research projects. Beyond the
development of new humanitarian knowledge and technologies, the program provides
university students with an opportunity to grow humanitarian skills and social impact
motivation before entering the workforce. The real-world context is vital with all projects
targeting opportunities identified by practitioners and community development organisations
working towards sustainable development in the Asia-Pacific region. The EWB University
Research Program has conducted over 200 collaborative research projects in total as shown
in Figure 1 B). In 2017, the program was delivered in partnership with 13 universities
engaging 57 undergraduate researchers. The program was initially run through volunteer
support while since 2009 the program management has been part of a paid role. A similar
program is supported by EWB-NZ targeting universities in NZ.

EWB Humanitarian Design Summits
The EWB Humanitarian Engineering Design Summit program is a short-term study aboard
opportunity designed to provide students with an experience to develop a deeper
understanding of the role design and technology plays in creating positive change within
communities. Students work through a human-centred design cycle over two weeks
culminating with presentations of ideas to community members and organisations. A key
component of the learning is ensuring that students participate in a genuine, immersive rural
experience with a community. To deliver the program EWB-A partners closely with local
grass-roots organisations that have a working relationship with communities.
The program was inspired by the hands-on International Development Design Summit at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s (MIT) D-Lab, leaders in human-centred co-design
and community creative capacity building. Recognising the need for professional practice
training and building on the experience of EWB’s previous pilot study-tours, the Humanitarian
Design Summit was launched 2015. The program has expanded to deliver 12 programs a
year in six countries and has a network of over 800 alumni with university and student
participation shown in Figure 1 C). The program collaborates with more than 25 Australian
universities and is recognised through the Australian Government New Colombo Plan. EWBNZ also runs similar opportunities for New Zealand university students.
Measured learning outcomes for students include development of personal and professional
skills, application of knowledge in a development context, recognition of development
practices and use of human-centred principles. The program delivers outcomes through
workshop sessions, cultural immersion activities and student-led investigations. The program
includes Academic Fellow positions allowing university staff to participate and gain first-hand
experience in humanitarian contexts, which they can utilise within their teaching practice
(Brown et al. 2016).

University humanitarian engineering offerings
Current and planned HumEngEdu course and program offerings from a range of
Australasian universities are shown in Table 1. This is not intended to be a complete list and
is provided from institutions involved with the Humanitarian Engineering Education Network
of Australasia (described below). It focuses on university level tertiary education only,
excluding the VET sector and professional development. This includes the two currently
available award programs at the University of Canterbury and the University of Sydney.
Most of the universities engaged with HumEngEdu, shown in Figure 1, are involved with
more than one initiative with the overall number of universities in Australasia involved with
HumEngEdu in the order of 30. This means at least 60% of the universities offering
engineering in Australia and NZ are involved with HumEngEdu in some form (EA 2017,
Education NZ 2017). From Table 1 at least five of these universities currently offer, or plan to
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offer, award programs under the term Humanitarian Engineering. All of these award
programs are complementary, or added, to an existing bachelor’s degree in engineering,
mostly commonly in the form of a four-unit program (called a minor or major depending on
institution). This aligns with the understanding of HumEng in Australasia, as the conscious
application of a base engineering discipline to humanitarian contexts or responses.
Table 1: Selection of humanitarian engineering education university offerings, including
current status of proposed or planned programs
University
Offering
Structure
Status / notes
The Australian
Master of Humanitarian
National University Engineering

Proposed vertical double Proposed, if approved
degree with a Bachelor of would be available from
2019 to all engineering
Engineering.
students.

RMIT University

Elective course in Master 12-credit point, first year
of Engineering
dedicated humanitarian
engineering elective

Currently offered.

Southern Cross
University

Compulsory course in
Bachelor of Engineering

12-credit point, first year
compulsory course.

Focuses on a
humanitarian engineering
project (independent of
the EWB Challenge).

Swinburne
University of
Technology

Social Impact Pillar and
compulsory service
learning in Bachelor of
Engineering Practice

Social impact is one of 4
compulsory pillars. 15%
of student workload is
dedicated to servicelearning project work.

Bachelor of Engineering
Practice commences in
2018 and integrates
social impact across the
degree rather than a
separate focus.

The University of
Adelaide

Minor in Humanitarian
Engineering

Six courses, 2 as double- Approved to commence
in 2019 available to all
badged, 4 dedicated
engineering students.
courses from a list of 7.

University of
Canterbury

Diploma in Global
Humanitarian
Engineering

Mix of cross-credit
Commenced in 2016.
courses, non-engineering
electives and capstone
course

The University of
Melbourne

Minor in Humanitarian
Engineering

Within the 2-year Master
of Engineering.

Proposed, if approved
would be available from
2019 to all engineering
students.

The University of
New South Wales

Courses in Humanitarian
Engineering

Two new humanitarian
engineering focused
courses.

To commence 2018,
available to all
engineering students.

The University of
Sydney

Major in Humanitarian
Engineering

Four compulsory courses Commenced 2017, first
(3 engineering, 1 arts).
graduates expected
2018, available to all
engineering students.

University of
Wollongong

Scholars Research
Project

6-credit unit course.

University of
Technology
Sydney

Summer Intensive
Design Studio

Design studio focused on To be offered for the first
time in the 2017/18
humanitarian
summer session.
engineering.
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Impacts of humanitarian engineering education
The growth of HumEngEdu has already had impact on engineering education and
professional practice in a number of positive ways. One of the strengths of HumEngEdu is a
greater level of engagement of female students. Female participation in the EWB University
Research program since 2006 is 38% while the female participation in EWB Humanitarian
Design Summit since being recorded from mid-2016 is 45% (data supplied by EWB-A).
Female applicants make up 41% of the total EWB Humanitarian Design Summit applications,
suggesting female applicants are more likely to be accepted as they are of higher quality and
articulate stronger motivation statements. These compare to female participation of 12.4% of
the engineering workforce and the 15-20% common in undergraduate engineering studies
(Engineers Australia, 2017). Similar trends are seen at individual institutions, for example at
the ANU female participation in optional or elective HumEngEdu since 2007 is 33%
compared to an overall female participation of 22% (data supplied by ANU).
Another strength of HumEngEdu is its alignment with recent changes to the portrayal of
engineers and additions to Engineers Australia’s strategic plan and purpose. To the purpose
in their previous strategic plan (2014/15 - 2016/17), “We are the global home for engineering
professionals renowned as leaders in shaping a sustainable world”, the 2017/18 - 2019/20
strategic plan has added “Engineers Australia shapes the future of Australia - creating happy,
healthy, prosperous and sustainable communities” along with a strategy to “advance the
science and practice of engineering for the benefit of the community” (EA, 2017a).
Across the growth of HumEngEdu a number of limitations and challenges have been
encountered. One of these, the cost of participating in immersive study experiences such as
EWB Humanitarian Design Summits, has been eased through the Australian Federal
Government New Colombo Plan (NCP) scholarships. Launched in 2014, these are designed
to support experiences in the Indo-Pacific and have certainly contributed to the growth of
programs offered by EWB-A and the Laika Academy. However, NCP scholarships are limited
to domestic students and may still leave a significant funding gap for some students.
As highlighted in international research (such as VanderSteen et al. 2009), another challenge
is the ethics and appropriateness of students engaging in development and community work.
This must continuously be considered, in particular in relation to resources committed and
outcomes received by the parties involved. Considerations are taken into account through
the design of programs, with students in the EWB University Research Program and EWB
Humanitarian Design Summits only engaging in development through scaffolded and
mentored experiences and not independently leading a project. The understanding of
HumEng within Australasia emphasises not only international work, as in some countries, but
highlights domestic development challenges and inequities.
An early challenge in HumEngEdu in Australasia was the expertise of academics and
educators, with many coming from engineering backgrounds with little or no development
experience. The Academic Mentor roles within EWB Summits were designed with this in
mind, to provide field experience, while further capacity is being built through annual EWB
Challenge academic workshops, dedicated HumEng academic positions, the establishment
of network of educators (see below) and the expertise provided by EWB-A and RedR.

Opportunities and recommendations for the future
To support the growth of HumEngEdu, the Humanitarian Engineering Education Network of
Australasia (HEENA) was formed at the start of 2017. Involving more than a dozen
universities this serves as a platform for academics, educators and practitioners involved
with HumEngEdu initiatives to support one another, build on strengths and overcome
limitations. In September 2017, this network held a half-day discussion exploring the growth
of HumEngEdu, attended by eight Australian universities and two education providers. From
this discussion, a number of priority areas were identified to support growth and delivery of
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programs at individual institutions, continue cross-institutional collaboration, and demonstrate
national leadership. The priority areas identified were:
1. The establishment of a national Advisory Board to provide advocacy, leadership and
engagement for the further growth and development of HumEng.
2. Engagement with EA to ensure alignment of HumEng education, professional
development and practice with EA structures, recognition and processes.
3. Education design and delivery, including the development and sharing of course
material, curriculum approaches and education research. This will seek to build an
evidence base to evaluate the impact of HumEngEdu on graduate employability and
partners to support continuous improvement and best practice.
4. Research and funding, to support research and development in the area and
opportunities for collaborations to support broader impact beyond education.
Many of these aims build on existing work in the area in Australia (such as Greet 2014, Smith
et al. 2015, Turner et al. 2015) and internationally (for example Bixler et al. 2014, Dean and
Van Bossuyt 2014, VanderSteen et al. 2009). They recognise that work and education in
humanitarian contexts is highly complex and multi-disciplinary. In most cases, it involves
engagement and work with potentially vulnerable and at risk individuals and communities
requiring the highest level of ethical practice and conduct. A shared understanding of
HumEng and its application is required to enable appropriate delivery of education, research,
services and impact, which is a focus for HEENA. This will promote further growth aligning
with the newly articulated purpose of EA and to create a new generation of engineers able,
and willing, to emphasis positive community benefits in all engineering work.

Conclusions
Ten years after the wide-scale introduction of the EWB Challenge and EWB University
Research Program, HumEngEdu is now common across universities in Australia and NZ.
There has been a step-change in the integration of humanitarianism into engineering
education since 2015 with at least 60% of universities in Australasia offering engineering
involved in HumEngEdu in some form, two currently delivering award programs and at least
three more planning award programs. This increase has been driven and supported by
student interest, a recognition of the global nature of engineering, and new opportunities for
students to be involved in study abroad programs. The increase has demonstrated impacts
on gender diversity in engineering education with programs and initiatives typically reporting
50% or higher female participation than on average.
A network has been established by universities and organisations working in HumEngEdu to
support its continued growth. This has led to priority areas being identified for further
collaborations, discussions and leadership to ensure HumEngEdu is delivering on its
potential to support student outcomes and achieve positive impacts for communities and
individuals in Australia, NZ and internationally.
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SESSION S2: Educating The Edisons Of The 21st Century
CONTEXT Scholars have been interested in sources of creativity and the ways to enhance
it for centuries. The domain of human creativity has been extensively researched for over
100 years. Nonetheless, the researchers have neither agreed on the definition of creativity
nor on the proper methodologies to measure it (Lubart & Besan•on, 2016; Simonton, 2016).
Some scholars suggested that creativity means different things in different domains (Baer,
2016; Weisberg, 2006) and argued that the definitions and the means to measure creativity
need to be domain specific.

PURPOSE Establishing the definition of engineering creativity and devising the criteria and
the means to assess it is of utmost importance for the development of engineers for the 21st
Century. Unless engineering educators are able to accurately measure creativity skills of
their students, they will be unable to establish ways to nurture creativity skills.
APPROACH Research literature relevant to creativity in the domain of technology is
reviewed in order to establish how creativity is defined and how it is measured in
engineering. Legal grounds of patentability and patent authorship are analysed. Findings are
systematised and reflected upon.
RESULTS The following definition of creativity for the engineering profession is proposed:
ÒEngineering creativity is the ability to generate novel solution ideas for open-ended
problems, ideas that are not obvious to experts in a particular engineering discipline and that
are considered by them as potentially usefulÓ.
Based on the definition, it is proposed to measure engineering creativity by engaging
subjects in generating ideas for open-ended problems and counting (i) the number of
independent ideas proposed by the subject as well as (ii) the breadth of these ideas. It has
been posited that the eight dimensions of MATCEMIB (Mechanical, Acoustic, Thermal,
Chemical, Electric, Magnetic, Intermolecular and Biological) is the most suitable means to
ÔcountÕ the breadth of ideas.

CONCLUSIONS In order for engineering education to judge on successes of their
programs in enhancing studentsÕ creativity skills and to establish which teaching methods are
the most efficient for the purpose, (1) suitable definition of engineering creativity that is
agreed upon by engineering educators as well as (2) reliable means to measure engineering
creativity is needed. This paper proposes both a suitable definition of engineering creativity
and suggests the measures for creativity assessment that are adequate for the engineering
profession.
KEYWORDS Creativity, engineering creativity, assessment, problem solving, engineering,
engineering education.
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Introduction: creativity is domain specific
Both Pablo Picasso and Nikola Tesla are known as extremely creative individuals. The
former created art innovations, the latter Ð engineering marvels. Could the creations of
Picasso be measured by the same gauge as developments of Tesla? Over many years
creativity scholars tried to define and measure creativity as a general skill. It was expected
that this general creativity skill is identical in all areas of human activities and, therefore,
transfers from one domain to another. As a result, numerous tests that ÔmeasuredÕ the level
of this general creativity were developed. Cropley mentioned that by the end of the last
Century at least 255 instruments to assess creativity were in existence (Cropley, 2000).
Thys, Sabbe and De Hert (2014) reviewed research publications on creativity tests over the
last six decades. They analysed 121 publications and discovered 111 measures of creativity
used by the authors. Thys et al. categorised the instruments into four groups in accordance
with the 4P model of creativity that was proposed by Rhodes more than 50 years ago
(Rhodes, 1961). These model subdivided creativity into four Ps (facets): (i) creative Person,
(ii) creative Process, (iii) creative Product and (iv) creative Press (conditions).
The popularity of the 4P model amongst creativity scholars resulted in development of
instruments to assess each of the four facets of creativity. As a result, only a minority of the
instruments to measure creativity directly tested subjectsÕ performance (Belski, Hourani,
Valentine, & Belski, 2014; Sarkar & Chakrabarti, 2011). Instead the instruments engaged
subjects in surveys, self-reports or relied on psychometric tools, nominations by experts,
supervisor evaluation and peer judgement (Carpenter, 2016).
Over the last two decades more and more scholars posited that creativity is domain-specific
(Baer, 2015) and that being creative in one domain does not inevitably make a person
creative in another domain (even if this second domain is adjacent to the first) (Baer, 2012;
Weisberg, 2006). The domain specificity of creativity is also supported by publications that
demonstrated domain specificity of creativity training and discovered negligible transfer of the
creativity training gains to other knowledge domains (Baer, 2016). These findings question a
utility of any universal instrument of creativity measurement. They advocate for the need of a
special instrument that would enable to accurately assess creativity for the engineering
profession.

Measuring creativity in engineering
OwensÕ battery of tests
Engineers have been trying to develop creativity assessment instruments for a long time.
Owens, Schumacher and Clark, who proposed a battery of tests to measure creativity in
machine design over 60 years ago (Owens, Schumacher, & Clark, 1957) mentioned that
some earlier tests were developed by Harris and Simberg from General Motors. These tests
were devised to increase Òthe supply of potential talent [to industry] either through
appropriate training or through the discovery of conditions optimally conducive to the
problem-solving processÓ (p.297). Owens et al. did not define engineering creativity explicitly
and stated that they were exploring Òa problem-solving, goal-oriented, utilitarian sort of
ingenuity!Ó (p. 301).
The battery of test developed by Owens et al. consisted of four components: two survey
instruments and two completion type tests. The Personal Inventory component (PI)
contained 197 items that covered interests, personal experiences, opinions, etc. The
Personal History form (PH) was made of 48 questions that were related to personal
background. Scoring of the PI component and the PH form were similar. It was related to the
number of responses that were typical to that of the creative engineer. The Power Source
Apparatus test (PSA) engaged a subject in sketching as many intervening mechanisms as
possible for the given power source and the motion sequence. The PSA performance was
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evaluated by the absolute number of solutions and the number of ÔworkableÕ solutions
proposed. The Application of Mechanisms test (AMT) required a subject to suggest as many
types of mechanisms as possible that a given (sketched) mechanism can be a part of. The
AMT performance was measured by a number of suggested mechanisms.
Owens et al. validated their battery tests by engaging 295 engineers from 31 industrial firms.
Creativity skills of the participating engineers were established on the basis of two criteria.
The first criterion was related to the creativity level that a work supervisor (chief engineer)
assigned to each individual engineer from his company that participated in the experiment.
The second was a number of the US Patens that an individual subject was the (co) inventor
of. The number of patents was established by means of the PI component that directly asked
subjects to report their US Patents.
Twelve years later Owens reported on the longitudinal outcomes of creativity assessment
using the above-mentioned battery of tests (Owens, 1969). He compared actual achievement
of 938 engineers in 1964 that, being students of mechanical engineering, completed the
battery of tests in 1955. He also used the outcomes of tests on mental ability and scholastic
aptitude that were administered by the American Council on Education (ACE) in 1953. One
hundred and sixty seven engineers that participated in the 1964 study completed the ACE
tests as college freshmen in 1953.
OwensÕ 1964 evaluation comprised two inventories: the Life History Questionnaire (LHQ) that
consisted of 181 items related to the subjectÕs experience and demographics; and the Job
Environment Survey (JES) that was expected to assess the Òresearch climateÓ and consisted
of 80 questions. As in the study of 1957, OwensÕ main criterion of creativity was the number
of patents and patent disclosures reported by the participant. The number of workable
solutions proposed by a subject in the PSA test as well as the number of overall solutions
suggested by the subject were found to predict the creativity level achieved by an engineer
much more accurately than AMT and the tests of mental ability and scholastic aptitude.

Purdue Creativity Test
Another test to evaluate engineering creativity was proposed by Harris. This test is also
known as the Purdue Creativity Test (PCT) (Harris, 1960). Harris defined creativity in
engineering as Òthe ability to produce a number of original ideas when confronted with
problematic situationÓ (p. 254). Harris assumed that creative engineers (i) are able to
produce more ideas, (ii) can change their frame of reference easier and quicker, (iii) more
able to produce uncommon ideas and (iv) better able to visualise in space.
The PCT instrument utilised three types of questions. The first type expected a subject to list
as many uses for a pictured object as possible. The second type asked of possible usages of
two objects pictured together. The third expected a participant to suggest as many possible
options of an object that was presented in another picture. The PCT measured creativity with
the Creativity Score that was a sum of scores for Fluency (number of different ideas),
Flexibility (score based on the number of different categories of solution ideas) and
Originality (score based on the weighting of the different categories). The PCT was
developed through analysis of responses of 345 students at Purdue University. The
Creativity Score was validated by 64 product development engineers from the automotive
industry. Harris found that the Originality score highly correlated with the Flexibility score and
suggested that the former can be dropped from the test altogether.
The PCT and the Owens battery test were developed for selection of engineers in jobs that
required novel problem solutions. Because of this practical purpose and an openly
engineering focus of the tests they have not been used much by creativity scholars.
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Creative Engineering Design Assessment
In the last decade another test of engineering creativity, the Creative Engineering Design
Assessment (CEDA) was proposed by Charyton, Jagacinski and Merrill (2008). Charyton et
al. advocated that the OwensÕ battery of tests as well as the PCT only assess divergent
thinking skills and, therefore, do not adequately measure engineering creativity that demands
much broader cognitive skills. CEDA was developed to evaluate creative skills of engineering
designers more holistically. The author intended to assess problem finding as well as
problem solving. Therefore, as posited by Charyton et al., CEDA incorporates evaluation of
both skills in divergent and convergent thinking and is more accurate than other
measurement instruments of engineering creativity. Charyton et al. have utilised the 4P
model of creativity but did not offer the definition of creativity explicitly. They have only
indicated their view on the Process P: Òcreative process is defined as using divergent
thinking, convergent thinking, constraint satisfaction, problem solving and problem finding to
create a designÓ (p. 149).
The CEDA evaluation engages a subject in sketching designs Òthat incorporate one or
several three-dimensional objects, list potential users (people), and perform problem finding
(generate alternative uses for their design) as well as problem solving in response to specific
functional goalsÓ (p.148). The CEDA subjects are given 25 minutes to consider five design
problems. The CEDA score is a sum of individual scores on Fluency (number of responses),
Flexibility (number of response categories) and Originality (qualitative number assigned to
the entire problem). It is important to note that only up to four design proposals (responses)
per problem are scored. Therefore the CEDA subjects are instructed to provide not more
than four designs per problem.
In 2008 Charyton et al. (2008) reported using CEDA to evaluate creativity of 58 engineering
students and 59 students of psychology. In a follow-up study Charyton and Merrill (2009)
engaged 61 first year engineering students and 21 non-engineering students in the CEDA
sessions. In both studies the authors compared the CEDA scores with the outcomes of the
following three instruments: (1) Creative Personality Scale (CPS) (Gough, 1979), (2) Creative
Temperament Scale (CTS) (Gough, 1992), and (3) Cognitive Risk Tolerance Survey (CRT).
Although the authors of both the 2008 and the 2009 studies evaluated CEDA assessment of
engineering creativity as reliable, neither study found any correlation of CEDA scores with
that of CPS, CTS or CRT.

Testing engineering idea generation
Over the last five years the team led by Belski reported on the outcomes of idea generation
experiments that engaged over 500 engineering students from six countries (Belski et al.,
2015; Belski et al., 2014; Belski, Livotov, & Mayer, 2016). All students were asked to
generate as many ideas as possible for the same open-ended problem. Student performance
was assessed by two criteria: (i) the Number of distinct ideas proposed and (ii) the Breadth of
the proposed ideas. The former criterion was practically the same as the number of ideas in
the OwensÕ PSA test and Fluency that were used by both PCT and CEDA. The latter criterion
was similar to that of Flexibility utilised by PCT and CEDA. Breadth was defined much more
formally than Flexibility. To determine Flexibility of ideas it was necessary to devise the list of
response categories and to decide on the maximum number of categories for assessment.
Breadth had been defined to contain eight ÔdimensionsÕ of technology, each corresponding to
a specific group of technologies: Mechanical, Acoustic, Thermal, Chemical, Electric,
Magnetic, Intermolecular and Biological (MATCEMIB). A student, who suggested ideas that
used three of the eight dimensions, received the Breadth score of 3. Her colleague that
proposed solution ideas that utilised five dimensions Ð the Breadth of 5. Belski et al. argued
that the Number of distinct ideas proposed and the Breadth of these ideas can adequately
assess studentÕs divergent thinking ability (Belski et al., 2015). Belski et al. did not provide
their definition of creativity.
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Engineering creativity and patentability
The need of a common definition of engineering creativity
In order to measure anything accurately it is necessary to (i) explicitly define what is to be
measured and (ii) establish the means and the units of measurement. The authors of the
above-mentioned instruments that were developed to assess engineering creativity did not
use the same definition of engineering creativity. Moreover, only Harris offered the definition
explicitly: Òthe ability to produce a number of original ideas when confronted with problematic
situationÓ (Harris, 1960, p. 254). Owens et al., Charyton et al. as well as Belski et al. were not
very clear with their definitions. Owens et al. tried to measure Òa problem-solving, goaloriented, utilitarian sort of ingenuity!Ó (Owens et al., 1957, p. 301). Charyton et al. focused
on the creativity process and tried to assess divergent and convergent thinking as well as
problem solving and problem finding skills. Belski et al. considered only the divergent
thinking skills. Clearly, the absence of a definition of what creativity means for the
engineering profession holds the development of adequate measurement instruments. What
can help in establishing such distinctly engineering definition of creativity?
Engineering profession is in a unique position regarding the definition of creativity. It is one of
a very few fields of human activity that has been judging the level of creativity by the formally
established rules for quite some time Ð by means of rules of patentability. Today the question
on what can be considered as novel creation in engineering and what cannot, does not seem
difficult to answer. Although criteria of patentability differ a little from country to country, they
offer a universal approach to the definition of creativity for the engineering domain. It needs
to be noted that the validity of patentability as a criterion of engineering creativity did not
change in the last 60 years. Owens et al. used the US Patent count as the criterion of
creative engineering performance for validating his battery of tests in 1957 and in 1964.

Patentability and creativity
Patent laws usually require that, for an invention to be patentable, it must:
A. Be novel
B. Involve an inventive step (European and Australian patent laws) or be non-obvious
(United States patent law)
C. Be able to be made or used in an industry (Australian patent law) or be susceptible of
industrial application (European patent law) or be useful (United States patent law).
Let us consider the meaning of each of the three criteria separately.
Novelty
In accordance to the Patent Manual of Practice & Procedure (IP Australia, 2017) there is only
one test for novelty:
ÒThe test for determining whether an invention lacks novelty is the "reverse
infringement test" as set out in Meyers Taylor Pty Ltd v Vicarr Industries Ltd (1977)
CLR 228 at page 235; 13 ALR 605 at page 611, where Aickin J stated:
"The basic test for anticipation or want of novelty is the same as that for infringement
and generally one can properly ask oneself whether the alleged anticipation would, if
the patent were valid, constitute an infringement."Ó
In other words, in order for anything to be novel, an expert in the field must conclude: ÒI have
not been able to find anything like it"Ó
Inventive step
As per the Patent Manual of Practice & Procedure (IP Australia, 2017) an examiner can
determine lack of inventive step if:
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Òthe claimed invention is one of:
¥ a technical equivalent;
¥ a workshop improvement;
¥ a special inducement or obvious selection; or
¥ an obvious combination of features of common general knowledge.Ó
This means that in order to satisfy the criterion of inventive step, the invention (i.e. solution to
a problem) must not be obvious for an expert in the technological field of the invention. So an
expert in the field is expected to conclude: ÒIt is interesting"Ó
It is important to note that in order to pass the criterion of inventive step a solution needs to
solve an open-ended problem. It is highly unlikely that a solution to a closed-ended problem
in a particular engineering field will not be obvious for an expert in this domain.
Usefulness
The Patent Manual of Practice & Procedure (IP Australia, 2017) does not offer explicit
guidelines on how to assess whether the proposed invention is able to be made or used in
an industry. This omission implies that the criterion of usefulness is secondary to that of
novelty and inventive step. The absence of explicit guidelines on assessment of usefulness
may be explained by challenges in predicting what technologies and materials will be
available in the future. A proposed product may be very difficult to make using the existing
materials and technologies, but just in a near future some new materials and equipment may
make its manufacturing simple. An expert in the field, assessing such proposal is likely to
say: ÒIt may be possible"Ó
After a short analysis of patentability it can be concluded that in order to be considered as a
patent, a solution needs to solve an open-ended problem, must not be known before, must
not be obvious to an expert in the technological field of the invention and must be evaluated
by the expert as ÔpossibleÕ.

Patent authorship and creativity
The majority of legal cases on inventorship that were considered in Australia and USA
specifically focused on the individual contribution to the inventive concept. In order to
establish the authorship of the invention, the judges have normally tried to establish who
really conceived the idea that underpins the invention. The legal case of Townsend v. Smith
(#Townsend v. Smith,# CCPA 1930) is usually referred to for the definition of the conception:
ÒThe conception of the invention consists in the complete performance of the mental
part of the inventive act. All that remains to be accomplished in order to perfect the
act or instrument belongs to the department of construction, not invention. It is
therefore the formation in the mind of the inventor of a definite and permanent idea of
the complete and operative invention as it is thereafter to be applied in practice that
constitutes an available conception within the meaning of the patent law.Ó
In essence, legal practitioners consider authorship as mental act of idea generation. In other
words, this legal definition of patent authorship nominates human ability to generate novel
ideas (i.e. divergent thinking) as the major skill of engineering creativity. This means that the
definition of engineering creativity needs to be closely related to human ability of generating
ideas. Consequently, instruments of creativity measurement in engineering have to assess
the skill of divergent thinking (i.e. idea generation), and not to devote much attention to
evaluation of the convergent thinking skill.

Defining engineering creativity
Let us combine the findings from considerations of patentability and authorship. First of all,
analysis of authorship established that a creator of an invention is a person that originally
developed the idea for the invention. This implies that creativity is a human ability to
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generate solution ideas. Secondly, as per criteria of patentability, the idea needs to solve an
open-ended problem, be novel, not obvious to an expert and accepted by her as possible.
Consequently, engineering creativity can be defined as:
Engineering creativity is the ability to generate novel solution ideas for open-ended
problems, ideas that are not obvious to experts in a particular engineering discipline
and that are considered by them as potentially useful.
Interestingly, this definition of engineering creativity can be viewed as expansion and
clarification of the definition given by Harris nearly 60 years ago:
Òthe ability to produce a number of original ideas when confronted with problematic
situationÓ (Harris, 1960, p. 254).

How to measure engineering creativity?
The definition of creativity proposed by this study can be subdivided into the following three
parts that can guide the design of an appropriate measurement instrument: (1) it is an ability
to generate novel ideas to solve an open-ended problem, the ideas that are (2) non-obvious
to an expert in the domain and (3) can be implement (today or in the future).
Ideally, an instrument to measure engineering creativity needs to assess all three parts of the
creativity definition. Practically such assessment would not be realistic. Evaluation of novelty
(1) would require thorough patent/publications search. Assessment of the other two parts
would require engagement of experts. A pragmatic approach that can be implemented by
university academics without massive investment of time and money may look similar to that
used by Owens et al. (1957) in their PSA test or by Belski et al. (2015) to assess student
idea generation performance.
Subjects are to be asked to record as many ideas as they can for an open-ended problem,
which can be understood by them reasonably well (e.g. a problem that requires only basic
knowledge of science to comprehend). The subjectsÕ performance can be evaluated using
the criteria that have been validated by Owens et al. (1957) and Harris (1960) as specifically
suiting the engineering profession. These criteria are: (i) the number of independent ideas
proposed by the subject (Fluency) and (ii) the Flexibility of these ideas. Counting the number
of independent ideas seems straightforward. A measure of Flexibility is more challenging to
decide upon. It is possible that the eight dimensions of MATCEMIB used by Belski et al.
(2015) is the most suitable means to ÔcountÕ Flexibility. These eight dimensions practically
cover most of the professional fields within the engineering domain, so ideas can be
adequately classified. Accepting the MATCEMIB dimensions as the Flexibility measure can
also eliminate the need to define sets of idea categories for every problem offered to subjects
in order to assess their creativity. This will ascertain achieving higher inter-rater reliability of
creativity assessments. The eight dimensions of MATCEMIB are clearly defined and would
mean the same to an engineer from any part of the world. Also, the number of dimensions
(breadth) seems to adequately evaluate the non-obvious nature of a solution. The higher the
breadth of the proposed ideas, the broader are the operational principles that these solution
ideas utilise. Expecting that an expert in any engineering domain holds expertise in two to
three of the eight dimensions of MATCEMIB, the breadth of the ideas proposed by a subject
would be a clear measure of whether the ideas proposed are non-obvious.
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CONTEXT Inadequate preparation of Engineering students for the 21st-century workplace is
becoming a lightning rod for criticism. While STEM skills are set to underpin most of the
emerging occupations, decades of efforts to re-engineer tech-based curricula seem to have
made little headway in enhancing graduate employability. To date, studies contrasting
different stakeholders’ views on the essential capabilities of graduate engineers have largely
settled on leveraging generic skills in technical curricula. Yet the gap remains wide between
academic training and the evolving engineering profession. It is questionable if the
incorporation of generic transferable skills into discipline-learning alone is sufficient to
produce engineers for the future.

PURPOSE This study aims to provide new and structured insights into focuses of
Engineering students and employers/industry stakeholders on career/employability
development.

APPROACH This study adopts a framework approach to re-calibrate the professional
preparation agenda. The Career Information Literacy Learning Framework (CILLF) is a
framework created with STEM academics’ inputs. It provides a mechanism to generate
differentiators of focuses on career/employability development between Engineering students
and employers/industry stakeholders. The Career Information Literacy (CIL) survey was
conducted with final year Engineering capstone unit students (n=63, response rate 64%) at a
STEM faculty in an Australian university (n=517, response rate 44%). A parallel, concurrent
CIL survey with STEM employers targeting these students was conducted (n=62, response
rate 78%). CIL profiles between student cohorts and between students and employers were
compared.

RESULTS Profile analysis and Hotelling’s T² test revealed no significant focal difference
between final year Engineering capstone unit students and their STEM peers. However,
significant difference existed between the Engineer student cohort and their potential STEM
employers in focuses on career/employability development. Further Wilcoxon Rank Sum
Test highlighted that Employers distinguish generic (cross-discipline), situated (disciplinespecific) and transformative (trans-discipline) aspects of career/employability development,
with the transformative aspect being most the prominent and desirable. However, such
emphases were not discernible by the Engineering students.

CONCLUSIONS The CIL analysis uncovers that transformative capabilities are highly
desired by STEM employers but remain largely under-detected by Engineering students.
This discovery broadens the previously limited notion of adding generic skills to disciplinebased learning to arrive at satisfactory professional preparation of future engineers. It also
opens up a new line of inquiry into constituents of transformative capabilities.
KEYWORDS Engineering education, STEM employability, Career information literacy,
Capstone units
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Introduction
Inadequate preparation of Engineering students for the 21st-century workplace is becoming a
lightning rod for criticism. While STEM skills are set to underpin most of the emerging
occupations, decades of efforts to re-engineer tech-based curricula seem to have made little
headway in enhancing graduate employability. To date, plenty of studies contrasting different
stakeholders’ views on the essential capabilities of graduate engineers have largely settled
on leveraging lists of “additional” skills in technical curricula. Yet the gap remains wide
between academic training and the evolving engineering profession. It is questionable if the
mere incorporation of generic, transferable skills into discipline-learning is sufficient to
produce engineers for the future.
We contend that, fundamentally, it is problematic to conflate employability development with
lists of additional skills. Lists often lead to the production of itemised attributes which can be
too generic for specific cohort needs, or too prescriptive to be applied across different
programs of study. Conceptually, lists are also limited in their ability to show complex
relationships between concepts. Such skills lists may be even less effective in the context of
the engineering discipline given its multi-disciplinary and multi-faceted nature.
To capture the interrelated elements in career and employability development, we need a
relational, structural thinking model with contextuality of fundamental learning, career
development and discipline approaches. This model can serve as a tool to measure
elements of career and employability development in higher education.

Purpose
This study adopts a framework approach as a way to re-calibrate the professional
preparation agenda. It aims to provide new and structured insights into focuses of
Engineering students and employers/industry stakeholders on career/employability
development. To this end, we refer to the Career Information Literacy Learning Framework
(Lin-Stephens et al., 2017, Figure 1).

Figure 1: The Career Information Literacy Learning Framework (Version 2.0)
(Lin-Stephens et al., 2017)

The Career Information Literacy Learning Framework (CILLF) (Lin-Stephens et al., 2016,
2017) unites three key theoretical frameworks in learning and teaching to form one
conceptual device to gauge career and employability development in the context of higher
education learning. It integrates models of Kolb and Kolb’s (2015) learning approaches,
Watts’ (2006) career development learning, and Lupton’s (2008) information literacy into a
single framework which juxtaposes elements of Generic (cross-discipline), Situated
(discipline-specific), and Transformative (trans-discipline) learning.
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Following successful validation of the framework with data from academics, employers and
students (Lin-Stephens et al., 2016, 2017), the CILLF is used here to delineate the
relationship between several key aspects of university learning, which are by nature
discipline-based, generic, transformative or career development related. In addition, we aim
to use the CILLF to capture students’ and employers’ varying focuses on these aspects.

Approach
Applying the Career Information Literacy Learning Framework
The CILLF is a framework created with STEM academics’ inputs. It provides a mechanism
with differentiators of focuses on career/employability development between Engineering
students and employers/industry stakeholders. By identifying these focuses, we can detect
whether differences exist between student cohorts, and between students and employers.
Based on the CILLF, Career Information Literacy (CIL) survey instruments were developed.
The CIL survey contains the CILLF attributes (Table 1.) with choice items coded according to
these attributes (Table 2). The CIL survey provides a structural way for students to gauge
their focuses on career and employability development, and for employers to discern key
selection requirements of their ideal candidates to hire. We can then compare the CIL
profiles between student cohorts as well as between students and employers.
Table 1: CILLF coding reference

Learning
Approaches

Career Development
Learning

Diverging

Information Literacy
Generic

Situated

Transformative

Self Awareness

DSG

DSS

DST

Assimilating

Opportunity Awareness

AOG

AOS

AOT

Converging

Decision Making

CDG

CDS

CDT

Accommodating

Transition Learning

ATG

ATS

ATT

We pose two research questions to understand Engineering students’ focuses on career and
employability development.
RQ1: Does the Engineering student cohort share the same focuses on career and
employability development as their STEM peers?
RQ2: Does the Engineering student cohort chare the same focuses on career and
employability development as their STEM employers?

Data collection
The Career Information Literacy (CIL) survey was administered to 34 final year capstone unit
students at a STEM faculty in an Australian university. The survey was administered at the
end of semesters face to face. This paper reports findings from the Engineering student
cohort. A parallel, concurrent CIL survey was conducted with STEM employers who
approached this faculty via the Career and Employment Service to recruit STEM students.

Data analysis
Profile analysis and Hotelling’s T² test were deployed to analyse the similarity of score
profiles between cohorts. Two hypotheses were tested to check the significance of different
patterns- Parallelism and Coincidence. In addition, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test was used to
determine differences between Generic, Situated, and Transformative learning.
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Table 2. Questions 1& 2 for Students and Employers/Industry Stakeholders

QN
Q1

Students
Employers/Industry Stakeholders
Code
How important are the following to you What do you value in a candidate?
for your next career move?

1.1

Understanding your own interest, skills
values, strengths, etc.
Your discipline-based knowledge, skills
and approaches
Ability to critically reflect on your
motivation and behaviour in making career
transitions
Knowledge of broad career options
Knowledge of specific work opportunities
& industry requirements to which your
disciplinary learning would be an asset

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

1.6

Motivation and knowing how to contribute
to any work in a meaningful way

1.7

Ability to evaluate your preferred career
choices
Ability to target specific jobs, based on
relevance of your personal profile,
learning, experiences and circumstances

1.8

1.9

Ability to think outside of the box in career
decision making
1.10 Sound skills to handle job application &
recruitment process
1.11 Ability to effectively show how you can
add value to an employing organisation
based on who you are and what you study
1.12 Ability to challenge your existing practices
and take critical actions to adapt to
changing environments
1.13 Other (please specify):
What
contributes
employability?

2.1
2.2

Degree relevance & specific skills
Generic/transferable skills evidenced in a
range of activities (work experience,
extracurricular activities, volunteering,
etc.)
Application
quality
and
interview
performance
Prior contact with employers through
work-integrated programs, internships,
networking, volunteering, paid and unpaid
work, etc.
Referral/recommendation
Other (please specify):

2.4

2.5
2.6
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DSG
DSS
DST
AOG
AOS

AOT

CDG
CDS

CDT
ATG
ATS

ATT

your What influences your hiring decisions?

Q2

2.3

to

Their self-understanding of interests,
skills, values, strengths, etc.
Their discipline-based knowledge,
skills and approaches
Critical reflective ability on one’s
motivation and behaviour in making
career transitions
Knowledge of broad career options
Knowledge
of
specific
work
opportunities
&
industry
requirements
to
which
their
disciplinary learning would be an
asset
Motivation and knowing how to
contribute to any work in a
meaningful way
Ability evaluate one’s preferred
career choices
Ability to target specific work, based
on relevance of one’s personal
profile, learning, experiences, and
circumstances
Ability to think outside of the box in
career decision making
Sound skills to handle job application
& recruitment process
Ability to effectively show how one
can add value to an employing
organisation based on who they are
and what they study
Ability to challenge one’s existing
practices and take critical actions to
adapt to changing environments
Other (please specify):

Degree relevance & specific skills
Generic/transferable skills evidenced in a
range of activities (work experience,
extracurricular activities, volunteering, etc.)
Application
quality
and
interview
performance
Prior contact with candidates through workintegrated
programs,
internships,
networking, volunteering, paid and unpaid
work, etc.
Referral/recommendation
Other (please specify):
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Results
Demographic and activity-based features of the Engineering student cohort and the whole of
STEM faculty’s cohort are summarised in Table 3. The Cronbach’s alpha value for the
Engineering cohort is 0.90, giving us confidence of the robustness of estimates derived from
the statistical tests. The Engineering student cohorts’ response rate is also very high (64%).
Table 3. CIL survey capstone unit student respondents’ characteristics
(Engineering cohort vs Whole of STEM faculty cohort)

Total number of responses (n)
Total number of enrolment (N)
Response rate
Male
Female
Age
19 or under
20-25
26-30
31-40
41+
Activities in the past 12 months
Part time work
Job search
Unpaid work experience
Student groups/societies
Volunteer or community work
Full-time work
Project work involving external clients
Professional association involvement & networks
Overseas exchanges or studies
Average total paid work history
Average total unpaid work history
Plan within 1 year of completing degree
Work
Further study
Other

Engineering
cohort
63
98
64%
89%
8%

STEM whole
faculty
517
1176
44%
67%
32%

0%
81%
13%
3%
3%

0.4%
81%
10%
6%
3%

68%
48%
40%
33%
19%
17%
13%
11%
8%
3 years 1 months
3 months

75%
49%
28%
28%
30%
11%
21%
8%
6%
4 years 2 months
10 months

86%
24%
3%

73%
37%
10%

Table 4 outlines the STEM employer/industry stakeholder respondents’ characteristics.
(n=62, N=80, response rate 78%).
Table 4. CIL STEM Employer/Industry Stakeholder Survey Respondent Characteristics

Frequency
Organisation type
Large enterprise (200+)
Small/Medium Enterprise (< 200)
Government
Not for profit
Male
Female
Average experience in workforce
Average experience in hiring
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28
25
5
4
24
38
Length of time
13 years 3 months
7 years 5 months

Percentage
46%
41%
8%
7%
39%
62%
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Profile analysis illustrates the similarity and difference of score profiles between cohorts.
Following this, Hotelling’s T² test detects parallelism and coincidence of the score profiles to
establish if differences are significant.
Parallelism: Cohorts are concluded as different in their focuses on career and employability
development if their CIL profiles are not parallel, i.e. they exhibit incongruent scores across
key measurements.
Coincidence: If the cohorts’ profiles are parallel between variables, we test further to see if
the cohorts’ scores are at equal levels across variables. Cohorts are concluded to have
different profiles if they do not have the same value for each measurement (noncoincidental).
As we can see from Figure 2 and 3, the Engineering student cohort’s CIL profiles does not
present significant difference from their STEM peers for both Q1 (CIL questions) and Q2
(supplementary questions). Please note that the data points in Figure 2-5 are connected to
assist visibility; therefore, the lines do not represent trends.

Figure 2. Q1 Responses
Engineering Cohort vs. Other STEM Peers

Figure 3. Q2 Responses
Engineering Cohort vs. Other STEM Peers

Hotelling’s T² (Table 5 and Table 6) confirmed that there is no statistically significant
difference between the Engineering student cohort and their STEM peers.
For RQ1, therefore, we conclude that there is no intra-cohort difference between Engineering
students and other STEM students in their focus on career and employability development.
Table 5. Hotelling’s T² Test Results Q1
Engineering Cohort vs. Other STEM Peers
Hypothesis

Hotelling’s T²

13.57
Parallel
Coincident 0.026

Table 6. Hotelling’s T² Test Results Q2
Engineering Cohort vs. Other STEM Peers

Critical Value

P-value

Hypothesis

Hotelling’s T²

20.277
3.86

0.48
1.00

7.17
Parallel
Coincident 0.336

Critical Value

P-value

9.61
3.86

0.21
1.00

However, for RQ2, profile analysis and Hotelling’s T² test revealed significant differences in
focuses on career/employability development between final year Engineering capstone unit
students and their potential employers.
Figure 4 and 5 show the very different CIL profiles between Engineering student respondents
and their STEM employers.
Hotelling’s T² (Table 7 and Table 8) confirmed the CIL profile difference between the
Engineering student cohort and STEM employers to be significant.
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Figure 4. Q1 Responses
Engineering Cohort vs. STEM Employers

Figure 5. Q2 Responses
Engineering Cohort vs. STEM Employers

Table 7. Hotelling’s T² Test Results Q1
Engineering Cohort vs. STEM Employers

Table 8. Hotelling’s T² Test Results Q2
Engineering Cohort vs. STEM Employers

Hypothesis

Hotelling’s T²

Critical Value

P-value

Hypothesis

Hotelling’s T²

Critical Value

P-value

Parallel

104.72

22.99

1.37E-10

Parallel

46.22

10.04

3.05033E-07

Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test was used to investigate the differences further. The CIL scores of
the Engineering student cohort’s (Table 9) and STEM employers (Table 10) were compared
to determine differences between focuses on Generic (cross-discipline), Situated (disciplinespecific) and Transformative (trans-discipline) learning.
Table 9. CILLF Profile of Engineering Students

Learning
Approaches
Diverging
Assimilating
Converging
Accommodating

Career Development
Learning
Self Awareness
Opportunity Awareness
Decision Making
Transition Learning
Average

Generic
DSG 4.80
AOG 4.24
CDG 4.26
ATG 4.29
4.40

Information Literacy
Situated
Transformative
DSS 4.76
DST 4.50
AOS 4.57
AOT 4.50
CDS 4.35
CDT 4.20
ATS 4.28
ATT 4.54
4.50
4.44

Table 10. CILLF Profile of STEM Employers/Industry Stakeholders

Learning
Approaches
Diverging
Assimilating
Converging
Accommodating

Career Development
Learning
Self Awareness
Opportunity Awareness
Decision Making
Transition Learning
Average

Generic
DSG 4.39
AOG 3.43
CDG 3.51
ATG 4.10
3.86

Information Literacy
Situated
Transformative
DSS 4.11
DST 4.05
AOS 3.61
AOT 4.61
CDS 3.85
CDT 4.41
ATS 4.54
ATT 4.61
4.03
4.42

Although there seemed to be a higher focus of the Engineering cohort on Situated
(discipline-specific) learning, the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test did not confirm a statistical
significance with this sample (Table 11). However, the test (Table 12) showed that
Employers distinguished between Generic, Situated and Transformative aspects of
career/employability development learning, with Transformative learning being the most
prominent and desirable. In contrast, such emphases were not clearly discernible by the
Engineering students.
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Table 11. Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test Results (Engineering student)

Intra-category comparison
p-values matrix
Generic
Situated
Transformative

Average
scores
4.27
4.29
4.24

Generic
-

Career Information Literacy
Situated
Transformative
0.739
0.684
0.045
-

Table 12. Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test Results (STEM employers)

Intra-category comparison
p-value matrix
Generic
Situated
Transformative

Average
scores
3.86
4.03
4.42

Generic
-

Career Information Literacy
Situated
Transformative
0.013
<0.001
<0.001
-

Conclusions
The study successfully demonstrated a structural approach to understanding the STEM
professional preparation from cross-discipline, discipline-specific and transformative aspects.
The CIL analysis uncovers that transformative capabilities are highly desired by STEM
employers but remain under-detected by Engineering students. This discovery broadens the
previously limited notion of adding generic skills to discipline-based learning to arrive at
satisfactory professional preparation of future engineers. Further work on ‘transformatives’ is
crucial. Equally interesting is that Engineering students did not differ significantly from their
STEM peers in their focuses on employability and career development, given that the
Engineering discipline has distinct professional accreditation requirements and is often
viewed as embodying more vocational orientation than the rest of the STEM cohorts.
We acknowledge potential limitations to this study. Due to the sample size, the engineering
students were analysed as a cohort; therefore, no separate analysis was done for sub-fields
of engineering. In addition, the STEM employer sample is drawn from employers who
approached the STEM faculty to recruit students; therefore, may not be representative of all
STEM employers. Furthermore, the study was conducted in one institution only. Replication
of the study in other institutions may provide further insights into STEM employability.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT Throughout 2015 and 2016, the faculty of Engineering and Build Environment at the
University of Newcastle re-envisaged the suite of engineering programs on offer to meet the future
needs of students and society. One of the key areas addressed in these changes was to form a strong
backbone of, our so called, professional practice courses running vertically through the programs. The
foundation of this professional practice stream is ‘ENGG1500 – Introduction to Engineering Practice’.
This paper describes the implementation of this PBL course, the pitfalls and successes in the first
offering of this new course.

PURPOSE This paper is to inform the engineering education community of our development of a
new experiential learning first year course, and to provide details of the projects used for others
considering the implementation of a project based introductory course. The ENGG1500 course aimed
to give first year students an ‘engineering experience’ building excitement and thus increased
engagement within their chosen degree, and contextualising the technical knowledge gained
throughout the early stages of their program.
APPROACH The course was created as a common first year – first semester subject for all
engineering students and was comprised of global lectures with discipline specific workshops. The
workshops were the focus of this course, in which students completed a project, starting from an open
question through to testing of a complete solution. Workshops predominantly operated as flipped
classrooms encouraging students to work independently. The lectures were supplementary,
containing information such as communication skills, problem solving and guest lectures from industry
partners, to assist students with their projects and support technical learning in other subjects.
RESULTS The first offering of the course has been evaluated based upon formal and informal
student feedback, attendance and student enthusiasm. Discipline specific projects, with interactive
goals, generally produced high levels of engagement reflected by very high attendance in workshops.
Some projects needed their difficulty increased as students requested additional work to do outside of
scheduled class. Interestingly the lowest engagement was in the project using the most expensive and
technologically advanced equipment; e.g. augmented reality. The engagement level of staff was seen
to directly correlate with the success of the course, and senior students leaders provided strong
engagement. Non-technical skills such as communication and teamwork were given relevance by
relating them to the current projects, however the variations in projects lead to some discipline student
groups feeling neglected when their project did not specifically relate to the lecture material.

CONCLUSIONS Semester long project based learning is an effective tool for building an engaging
first year engineering course. Tangible projects and invested staff are required this process to be
successful. Above a threshold, monetary investment into project equipment does not appear to
correlate with student engagement.

KEYWORDS
Experiential learning, first year engineering, PBL
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Introduction
This paper discusses the development, first delivery, and initial outcomes of a project based
learning course, designed to build engagement in the University of Newcastle (UoN)
engineering degrees. Whilst not a novel concept in engineering education, this paper is
intended to add additional learning objects (projects) to the public domain and report on the
personal learnings achieved in the development and deployment of this course.
This course was developed as part of the reimagined engineering programs commencing
their roll out from Semester 1, 2017. These eight new engineering programs were centred
around the aspiration of a degree “for their world not ours” and involved completely rebuilding
many of our courses which had traditional teaching styles and content, and replacing them
with new courses which embraced novel learning techniques appropriate for the new world
engineer. One aspect of the new programs was the creation of 4 cohesive, core,
‘Professional Practice’ courses as a vertical spine throughout the degree programs. These 4
courses replaced the existing Introduction to Engineering Practice, Applied Ethics,
Engineering project Management. These new Introduction to Professional Practice,
Sustainable Engineering Practice, Managing engineering Projects and Engineering
Complexity courses were designed as completely new courses with no material carry over
from the predecessors.
The University of Newcastle’s pre-2017 engineering programs used a common ‘GENG1803 Introduction to Engineering Practice’ course which was introduced in 2005. Originally located
in semester 2, it was moved to semester 1 due to pedagogical needs associated with other
technical courses in 2009, however its curriculum was not substantially updated to reflect the
inherent change in student capability. The intent of GENG1803 was to introduce students to
the engineering degree as a whole, contextualise the knowledge they learn in other subjects,
and teach non-technical skills such as communication. This was originally achieved, in part,
through the Engineers Without Borders (EWB) challenge. Though in recent years custom in
house projects became normal. Student feedback for GENG1803 often performed less than
ideally. One common complaint of the students centred on a dislike of, or far more commonly
a disinterest in, the projects.
We herein present knowledge gained from our new first year Introduction to Profession
Practice course, ENGG1500 to aid others pursuing a similar endeavour. Simply put the
course was designed to build engagement with the students. To achieve this we selected
and created projects for a project/problem based learning (PBL) delivery model. We utilised a
single, semester long, student project to drive learning rather than dictating learning through
lecture delivered material. To be successful in this form, we argue that it is important that the
problem needs to be complex enough to keep students working throughout the entire
semester, yet approachable enough for students, at least in part, to control the way in which
they solve the problem.
While PBL had been shown to be successful at many other institutions it was a relatively
underutilised teaching method at the University of Newcastle in the Engineering schools,
especially in the general units. Preliminary discussion and research into PBL were frustrated
by a lack of applicable information to the specific intents for our first year engineering course
at the University of Newcastle. Contradictory opinions were common amongst staff contacted
at our Centre for Teaching and Learning, other academics contacted across Australia, and
Teaching practices known to be effective within our own school. Additionally, the reported
successful practices of others often appeared impractical in the context of ENGG1500. The
common exemplar being Olin College, who run an incredibly successful PBL engineering
degree for very top academic students in the United States, and we anticipate on a far larger
budget than the University of Newcastle was able to provide. Other examples such as the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with a much smaller budget and more diverse
student body, are more applicable but still not, in our view, directly translatable. During initial
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development work, an external education consultant was engaged. However they were
released as it became clear the development needed in-house experience and commitment.
Although there is considerable research available on PBL, distilling relevant information
became critical. Our overall assessment from the literature, discussions and early
development work lead us to conclude that this course would be custom built and tailored to
the specific university to work most effectively.
The University of Newcastle has several identifying traits. 34% of our student are low
socioeconomic status, many students are their first in family to attend a university and,
Newcastle has a strong mining and industry backbone. The University of Newcastle has
approximately 40 000 students with the 2017 intake into the new engineering program being
just over 400 students. The engineering programs at Newcastle have historically performed
well across many metrics.

Development
As part of the development phase, we engaged with students across our engineering facility
to gain their collective insight. A voluntary, hard copy, 4-page survey was created, with long
answer questions directly related to the previous GENG1803 course and a series of Yes/No
questions (with optional comment areas) related to topics that might be included in the new
course. The survey was deployed within a second semester first year course (for a reactive
response from students that had ‘just’ completed GENG1803), and a third year course (to
gain a more reflective perspective). A return rate of ~85% was obtained indicative of a
strongly engaged student group. The results from the Yes/No questions of the first year
students are displayed in Figure 1 where the ratios of Yes: No are plotted. There is an
overwhelming number of ratios greater than 1, all but the lowest 3. The strong desire to learn
the so called “soft skills” was exemplified by an overwhelming desire from students to be
taught report writing, despite report writing courses historically receiving poor student
feedback. This information was used in the initial stages to dispel some of the assumptions
of our academics surrounding the course content. It is important to recognise that this is
student opinion data only, and was not the only metric used for designing the course. It
served to highlight that “soft skills” are not inherently disliked topics but the way in which they
are presented is critical for student engagement.

FIGURE!1!Collation!of!1st year!student!input!illustrating!what!they!rated!highly,!and!what!they!
were!less!interested!in.
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Structure
ENGG1500 was designed and timetabled with the focus on a 2 hour discipline specific
project based workshop session, supplemented by a common lecture session and an
unstaffed tutorial each week. Student completed their projects during the workshop sessions
and these classes were controlled and taught by individual disciplines. In some weeks, the
workshop time was utilised as project specific lectures by the supporting staff, other weeks
as tutorial time, with the remainder as open time for students to work on their projects: most
disciplines used different styles throughout the year as the individual projects demanded.
The unstaffed tutorials were simply created as an empty a timeslot in the student’s timetable.
It was intended that students would work on their reports with the objective that this would
reduce students ‘leaving it to the last minute’. This aspect did not work, and was not
appreciated by the student body as was indicated in the student’s qualitative feedback.

Project!development
The majority of the development work was centred on creating an engaging and relevant
project for the students. We anchored the project as the cornerstone of the course and the
key aspect for each project was an interactive outcome. That is, something that the student
teams could demonstrate on test day and show to friends and family at the end of the
course. Six disciple specific projects ran simultaneously throughout the course, summarised
in Table 1. Interestingly the Electrical and Mechatronics projects, developed separately,
independently converged on similar outcomes, and were eventually coalesced.
Projects were generally designed in close contact with, or by, discipline specific experts. We
identified a suitable expert within each discipline, and engaged them with a brief for the
collaborative design of a suitable project and worked closely with the course co-ordinator to
produce a project that was based on core discipline knowledge.
Three of the six projects were co-developed by senior undergraduate students over the
preceding summer break, with support from a staff member. This process proved remarkably
successful as these senior undergraduate students were highly motivated and focused.
These students also provided curriculum scaffold information relevant to their field of study
as they were still actively undertaking their studies.
The Micro Wind Turbine project was designed by PhD students from the University of
Newcastle’s mechanical engineering wind turbine research group. These PhD students
showed a similar enthusiasm towards teaching to the other senior undergraduates and their
expert knowledge enabled them to develop appropriate course content for first year students
in the relatively complex field of fluid dynamics. A large ‘value add’ for this mechanical project
was student access to various wind turbine assemblies that the group has created and
actively use for their research. This PhD inspired project, ensured that the students had a
tangible real-world application in view, preventing the project from appearing like ‘a high
school project’. A competition emerged on the testing day to see which undergraduate
groups could get closest to the PhD exemplar turbines.
By way of contrast, some disciplines were unable to identify suitable ‘summer students’ and
academics were unable to commit the required time for good project development. This
resulted in these projects being created and led by the course coordinator, who did not have
a background in these disciplines. As a result these projects lacked the strength of the
disciple connection observed in the other projects. The staff tasked to run these workshops
demonstrated no ownership of the content, which was apparent to both students and other
staff. These projects created the largest (and disproportionate) workload for the course
coordinator throughout the semester, with the additional efforts required to try and generate
student engagement for these disciplines.
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Table!1 Discipline!specific!projects!used!in!ENGG1500

Project!name

Key!tasks!covered

Disciplines

Micro Wind
Turbine

Designed and build a micro wind turbines using a
supplied generator and $100 budget.

Mechanical

SemiAutonomous
Vehicle

Assemble and program an Arduino controlled vehicle
to navigate an obstacle course. Most hardware is
supplied.

Electrical/
Mechatronics/
Computer systems

21st Century
Lecture App

Created an app using MIT app inventor which allowed
students to “check in” to lectures and interact with the
lecturer.

Software

Solar
Desalination

Convert salt (sea) water to drinkable water mainly
using solar power with a $100 budget and 1 m3 space.

Chemical

Water Tower

Design and build a 10:1 scale water tower, supporting
50 L of water 1.25 m above the ground with a $100
budget.

Civil

Augmented
Reality
Simulation

Design a river crossing by creating specific terrain
(university grounds) in augmented reality and
simulating flood conditions.

Surveying/
Environmental

Use!of!Global!Lectures!(in!this!PBL!course)
A challenge resulting from the highly independent nature of each project was that it became
impossible to provide global lecture material of immediate value to each project group. This
pushed more emphasis on the workshop sessions to cover all project specific information.
Global lecture material was therefore developed to provide interest and relevance,
encouraging student attendance. No content in these sessions was directly assessable.
Despite this challenge, it enabled material to be presented which ordinarily would not fit into
a course. For example, engineering problem solving ethos, program honours calculation,
creation of models and the implicit assumptions made, research topics of the university’s
academics and relationships between current courses and future course all became lecture
content. This ‘orientation’ content was created partly from the aforementioned survey, partly
from asking senior students “what do you wish someone told you in first year?”, and from
asking other academics “What (general knowledge) would you like your students knew
before they came to your class?”.
The global lecture material also initiated our planned program long written communication
skills taught and reinforced throughout our Professional Practice stream. This initial
introduction to technical writing focused on ‘why we write’ rather than ‘how to write’ with large
focus on understanding the target audience, and how the audience will influence the writing
style. Consequently the first ENGG1500 assessment task involved writing a report “for
another ENGG1500 student from another discipline”, and the second linked task was to
proofread, edit, and grade 4 of those reports. Concepts such as concise wording and
appropriate language were reinforced through exemplars of technical writing, in the form of
research publications, PhD and Honours theses.

Physical!Development!challenges
The practical nature of the course required non-traditional learning spaces and a volume of
physical hardware to be designed, constructed and/or commissioned. The lack of suitable
space during the early developmental phase of the course greatly frustrated project design.
Despite the University and Faculty having several discrete groups of support staff, all of
which should have contributed to the development of the course, one disciplines team
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voluntarily took ownership of ENGG1500 and completed the work required to ensure timely
delivery. Without that ‘buy in’ from that one technical group, the outcome for this course
would have been severely compromised. As a learning outcome for academics planning to
pursue this type of course development, ensuring that the technical/supporting staff have a
complete understanding of the requirements and deadlines is critical. This was achieved by
involving them in the planning and course design several months before the start of
semester.

Delivery
As with the design of the projects, senior students also did a large proportion of the
demonstrating, with academic mentoring and support through the course-coordinator as
needed. Senior students managed three entire projects containing approximately 75% of the
student cohort. We believe that these projects were all highly successful due to the positive
attitude of these senior student demonstrators, towards both the specific project and the
practice of education. As these students were involved during the development of the project
they felt a strong sense of ownership and were heavily invested in its success. The first year
students readily picked up the enthusiasm of the workshop leaders and carried it throughout
the project. Senior students adapted well to the novel teaching strategies of problem based
learning, encouraging students to drive the project forward, supporting and advising when
needed.
This was in direct contrast to some of workshops run by full time academic staff which
suffered from a distinct lack of engagement by both staff and students. This resulted in little
imagination and creative thinking in the solutions that the students produced, undermining a
main goal the course.
A large difficulty for the course coordinator was a lack of expertise across some discipline
areas, which caused a heavily reliance on the workshop leaders. However keeping abreast
of all projects was essential for the course as a whole to run smoothly. This led to effectively
coordinating 6 separate disciple specific courses as well as the course as a whole.
Unsurprisingly the hours required were excessive. During the initial and final weeks of the
course over 15 hours of face to face time with students was common and test week required
approximately 25 hours of face to face contact. Despite the taxing nature of so much face to
face time, as well as maintaining an open door policy, it was felt essential to establish a
strong rapport with the students for the course to succeed, and for the general success of the
students. The workload is expected to decrease as the course matures, however it is
believed this type of course will always be time intensive to run optimally.

Outcomes
The courses first offering was in semester 1 2017, and analysis of the course has been
performed using formal student feedback, discussions with students and tutors as well as
monitoring attendance and performance in workshops.
The formal Student feedback on course results are displayed in Figure 2. Overall the course
performed well, with between good and very good levels of student satisfaction across most
areas. The course performed relatively poorly in ‘Organisation’ partly due to the dynamic
nature of assignment briefs and partly the fluid assessment due dates, mainly attributed to it
being the first offering of the course. A single assignment outline was issued covering all
projects, this caused some confusion as sections were not equally applicable to all
disciplines and projects, as a result of this we believe that the ‘Criteria and Expectations’
metric in our student feedback suffered. This was corrected for the final assessment by
having a general section, and then a discipline specific section. Due the open ended nature
of the course, assessment tasks were intentionally kept broad to encourage creative thinking
and prevent students working to a rubric. This resulted in some confusion, but greatly
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improved the creativity displayed in the projects and challenged the students to think
independently.
As can be seen in Figure 2 Assessment Feedback was by far the lowest scoring category.
This was largely due to a perceived extended time to return assessments in the SemiAutonomous Vehicle project. A single marker was used for all autonomous vehicle
submissions for homogeneity of grades and feedback. This marker needed to meet other
time demands and whilst meeting the University policy target for the return of assessments,
resulted in delayed feedback compared to the other project groups.

Figure!2!Student!feedback!on!courses!data

The numerical data itself is separable into student program codes enabling investigation into
feedback from specific programs. Whilst overall this proved relatively unhelpful in identifying
areas of improvement, it did allow for an interesting observation. In some cases, multiple
program codes did exactly the same project, and so conceivable should have given identical
feedback, however the data shows drastic differences. Three different programs groups,
Electrical (in teach out), Electrical & Electronics, and Mechatronics all completed the SemiAutonomous Vehicle project. Picking apart their student feedback numerical results
demonstrated a maximum spread of 1.33 (i.e. 2.20 to 3.53) in the Feedback category. A
better understanding of course performance was gained through face to face discussions
with students and their comments within the Student feedback instrument.
Students lecture attendance remained high throughout the semester. Many students
embraced the idea of seeing how other disciplines think whilst some were disinterested by
the general nature of the lectures. Student comments generally attributed the lecture
enjoyment to the positive attitude and presenting style of the lecturer rather than the specific
content. The young age of the lecture (28) helped in empathising with the students, building
trust and creating a positive atmosphere, however it did prevent this academic from speaking
with authority on certain topics which require experience. To compensate guest lectures from
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experienced personal, though not necessarily academics, on; creative thinking,
employability, life as an engineer, mental health and the role of OH&S were highly successful
in keeping lectures interesting to the general cohort. Attendance in workshops was
universally high, despite being them being ungraded. Most workshops achieved above 80%
attendance most weeks and regularly 100%. Some projects, the Semi-Autonomous Vehicle
project in particular, saw students regularly requesting more access to the workshop room to
continue working on their projects outside of scheduled classes. Some teams progressed so
far in advance of the original project description that the difficulty of the project was twice
increased, to keep the motivated students challenged.
When considering overall student engagement and satisfaction there was no correlation to
the expense of a project. The Augmented Reality project was the most expensive yet had the
lowest engagement, whereas the tighter budget design and build projects ($100 per group of
4 students) performed well. No feedback was given implying spending more money would
significantly improve the projects. That said, allocation of space, refurbishment of rooms and
purchasing of general workshop equipment was critical for the course to run effectively. Our
assessment is that it appears there is a minimum requirement to create a meaningful project,
but above this minimum, diminishing returns are seen. A better return on investment is likely
from hiring additional/better staff rather than into more elaborate equipment.
It is highly evident, that for a success implementation a committed champion for each project
is required. It was also apparent that a custom project designed in house was an effective
method of performing project based learning whereas adopting a project from elsewhere, led
to lack of ownership. This was exemplified by the successful senior student created and lead
projects vs the course co-ordinator designed augmented reality project.
‘Test day’ was critically important for student engagement and satisfaction. The vast majority
of students were greatly excited by testing their finished products and evidently proud of their
results. Students were driven to produce the best product they could with many additional
workshops running in the final weeks to satisfy the extra time and effort the students wanted
to apply. The final lecture (the week after ‘testing week’) was predominantly devoted to
discussion and demonstration of projects. Videos and photos taken during test week were
shown and the 21st Century Lecture App was actually deployed in the lecture. If measured by
applause, this lecture appeared to generate the highest level of engagement of the whole
course.
Resulting from teaching ‘why’ and not ‘how’ engineers write, saw an increase in student
opinion on the importance of writing and a deeper understanding of the underlying principles.
However, it also lead to some obviously poor writing practices. For example, heavy use of
colloquial language and poor understanding of how to write an abstract perpetuated through
the entire course. Some disciples saw the lack of teaching a formal writing style detract from
the quality of the reports while others saw it improve. This is one area for reconsideration in
2018, both with the ENGG1500 curriculum, and the teaching staff associated with the
course.
Whilst anecdotal, there appears to have been an apparent increase in total program retention
in for students enrolled in ENGG1500 compared to the previous years retention data. Whilst
small, and from a single measurement, the first semester program attritions reduced by 3%.
At an individual course level, the withdrawal rate reduced by approximately 1/3 of the ‘norm’
for past offerings of GENG1803. These are currently simply correlations, without substantive
direct data, and the decision for any student to remain in a degree is influenced by a great
number of factors. However, it appears that this is a positive result for the course.

Observations,!Intentions and Potential!Improvements
We argue that in order for PBL to be fully utilised the projects needed to be open ended so
that multiple solutions could be equally effective. This allowed for creative problem solving to
truly flourish, opposed to the more prescribed ‘standards-driven’ design typical of later, more
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technical courses. However, unstructured workshops where students were given freedoms,
lead to general confusion and inefficient workflow, especially in the first weeks of university.
Students would often fixate on their first solution, and be unwilling to attempt anything new.
Ironically projects which had a more structured initial stage, slowly encouraging students to
become self-sufficient were more productive. Consequently the second iteration of the
course may structure the first 4 weeks and have a small assessment in week 5. Completing
this initial assessment task should develop the skills the students need to approach the
bigger problem, generate confidence and lead to more creative solutions.
The unstaffed tutorial times did not have their desired effect, as they were not linked to the
rest of the course. This was due a timetable issue that could not be resolved before
enrolments opened. Restructuring of the tutorial times into open help session available to all
student but staffed by discipline specific workshop leaders will be trialled in 2018 as a way of
giving students more time to ask questions and receive feedback on their assessments.
Some of the earlier assessments will be rewritten in a format similar to the final assessment,
with each having a general section and a discipline specific section. This is intended to
remove some of the confusion for students, and allow the disciplines to better prepare their
own students for what will be required of them in their reports for future courses. It is also
evident that a considerably larger allocation of marking hours is required to improve the
written feedback on reports.
The technical writing aspect of the course, while not poorly received, was insufficient. More
time and focus needs to be placed on this area. It is intended that more lecture time will be
spent on this, and it is also possible that each workshop will spend a session discussing
discipline specific writing styles and providing feedback on reports.
Some staff will be replaced in the projects which suffered from poor staff engagement. It was
obvious that staff need to be involved with the course many months prior to its start date.
Initial meetings with new staff are happening approximately 6 months before the course will
run again. Senior students will be investigated to be part of all projects.
2018 will see the introduction of the new Medical engineering degree at the University of
Newcastle, and the new discipline will require its own project. This presents a unique
problem in the complete absence of any current Medical engineering staff or students.

Conclusions
The University of Newcastle offered a new general first-year, problem based learning course
in 2017. Student engagement and satisfaction was greatly increased over the previous
introductory course.
Discipline specific tangible projects that were assessed on ‘Test Day’ in the second last week
of semester proved crucial to the positive outcome of the course.
Workshop staff were instrumental in both course development and delivery of projects, with
undergraduate and postgraduate students completing the majority of the work with excellent
results.
Lectures became secondary in importance to workshops and careful attention was required
to keep them interesting to maintain attendance.
Students enrolled in similar programs, completing the same project, receiving assignment
feedback from one common marker, at the same point in time, provided statistically
significant different student feedback scores on the student feedback of courses,
‘assessment’ scale. This suggests that investigating the difference between different
discipline projects numerical variance in their qualitative student feedback, is likely to be
heavily confounded.
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SESSION!C3: Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training
process

CONTEXT Insight into student understanding of their own learning is a key element in being
able to design and implement effective approaches in student-centred learning. In this paper
we examine the findings of a preliminary study into student perceptions of their own capacity
for thinking creatively and analysing problems. This study serves as a pilot to a larger joint
University study between Queens University, Canada and The University of Adelaide,
Australia involving engineering-design students. Results of the pilot study will inform the
conduct of a proposed longitudinal study, projected to be administered over a three year
period.
PURPOSE The purpose of this study is to investigate student understanding of their own
capacity to develop skills in thinking analytically and creatively in a second-year mechanical
engineering design course.

APPROACH A two part instrument based on, but not replicating, Student Experience of
Learning and Teaching (SELT) questionnaires has been administered to second-year
undergraduates studying Design Practice in Mechanical Engineering. The questionnaires
were designed to elicit information relating to student opinion, experience and selfassessment of their capacity for thinking creatively and analytically. The survey instrument is
both quantitative and qualitative in nature and is prefaced by a small section for collection of
demographic data. A mix of open-ended questions and likert-scale questions were included.

RESULTS A preliminary examination of the results of the two-part survey reveals an
enormous depth of data indicating detailed self-assessment reflections from the participants.
This paper focuses on the qualitative responses, using an open-coding method,
commensurate with grounded theory, through which themes emerge from the data. Results
of the open-coding indicate initial identification of their preferred approaches to problem
investigation, as well as a recognition of their capacity to further develop critical and creative
thinking. Preliminary analysis of quantitative data is also provided in this discussion.
CONCLUSIONS One hundred and twenty two students representing 54% of the class
responded to the pre self-assessment survey and one hundred and four students (47% of the
class) responded to the post self-assessment survey. The approximately 3,000 student
responses, to the pre and post questionnaires, indicate the preparedness of students to
engage in reflective practice related to their own learning. Whilst open coding of the
responses provides some level of understanding of how students characterise this learning,
the degree to which the learning has had a positive effect is yet to be examined in detail.
However, it is evident that a significant number of students identify that their capacity for
creativity and problem analysis increased over the semester long course.
KEYWORDS!! Critical and creative thinking,!self-assessment, assessment for learning,!
and research as learning.
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Introduction!
Strong connections between creative thinking and problem solving in engineering have long
been recognised. However, despite the emphasis placed on creativity as a ‘key capability
that engineering students should master’ (Zhou, 2012), less is known about students
perceptions on their own understanding and development of creative capacity in engineering.
According to Cropley and Cropley (2009) in engineering, the success of the Russian satellite
‘Sputnik I’, in 1957, was linked to ‘superior creativity’ of Russian engineers. Dickson (2001,
cited in Cropley, 2016) identifies this event, characterised as ‘Sputnik Shock’, to be the
catalyst for recognition and inclusion of creative approaches as an essential part of
engineering problem solving. ‘Sputnik Shock’ was considered
‘…pivotal to the process of linking creativity (the generation of effective novelty), innovation
(the exploitation of effective novelty) and engineering (the design and development of
technological solutions to problems) in a systematic and scientific way.’

This process has generated a growing body of knowledge around recurrent themes and
connections between divergent thinking, innovation, creativity, problem solving and the
engineering design process (see for example Dym and Little, 2004, Snider et al., 2013,
Howard et. al., 2008). Additionally, the importance of creativity as a key capability of future
engineers has been discussed by numerous bodies including the (US) National Academy of
Engineering (2004), which names creativity as one of nine attributes essential to ‘The
Engineer of 2020’ and by UNESCO in their 2010 report ‘Engineering: Issues, challenges and
opportunities for development’.
The importance of creative and critical thinking in engineering problem solving is also
acknowledged by Engineers Australia (2013), in the Stage 1 Competency Standard for
Professional Engineers. Competency 3.3 ‘ Creative, innovative and pro-active demeanour’,
encapsulates this in the expectations that engineers apply ‘creative approaches to identify
and develop alternative concepts, solutions and procedures…’. However, the development
of approaches to foster creativity amongst engineering students’ remains poorly understood
(see for example Ballie, 2002, Cropley, 2016). Therefore, to inform learning and teaching
practice in creative and critical thinking it is important to firstly gauge students own
perceptions of their understanding, and of their own learning approaches.
As part of a larger study into the development of students' analytical and creative skills in the
context of a second-year design course, this paper reports on a preliminary investigation into
students' self-perceptions of their own learning in these areas. This study also serves as a
pilot to a larger comparative study between Queens University, Canada and The University
of Adelaide (UoA), Australia. Results of the pilot study will inform the conduct of a
longitudinal study, projected to be administered over a three year period.

Methodology
The design of this research study is based on grounded theory and principally reflects a
social constructivist approach (see for example Vygotsky, 1978, Wood et al., 1976).
Grounded theory has been chosen because of its use in understanding social phenomena.
Using a grounded theory design was also decided upon because of the action based nature
of the approach, and because this approach is reflective and co-participatory; involving both
the respondents (students) and the researchers (educators) in the processes of learning. As
students complete the surveys they are prompted, by the nature of the questions, to engage
in higher order reflective practice, including evaluative and analytical reflection on their
learning. In a similar manner to that of inquiry-based learning, the methods used in this
research study are constructivist and presume a social context within which students’
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perceptions of their learning and specific capacities in different areas are formed. For the
purposes of this study, the social context is assumed to be the “classroom”.
Adapting some aspects of the of Queens University, Student Assessment of Teaching
(USAT) questionnaire to the context of a second-year design course a two part questionnaire
was administered to undergraduates studying Design Practice (Mech. Eng. 20 ) at The
University of Adelaide. The questionnaires were devised to elicit information relating to
student opinion, experience and self-assessment of their capacity for thinking creatively and
analytically. Whilst the survey design is based on USAT, the form and intent of the design
has a direct correlation to the Student Experience of Learning and Teaching questionnaire of
The University of Adelaide (SELT), in that both surveys contain a mix of Likert scale
measures and open-ended questions. The similarity of the questionnaire styles was
intentionally chosen to provide a sense of familiarity and promote a more relaxed
atmosphere for student respondents.
To ensure anonymity of the respondent’s names were removed from the submissions. A
research assistant external to the course was engaged for this part of the process and for the
open-coding. Students from within the course have, subsequent to course completion, been
involved in analysis and discussion of the data.
Questionnaires
For the current study, the first of the specifically designed questionnaires was administered
to the target populations within the initial week of commencing the second year Design
Practice (Mech. Eng. 2100) course. The second questionnaire was then administered at the
end of the course and before examinations.
Self-Assessment Survey 1 (SAS1)
This survey instrument, consisting of 13 questions, was the first to be administered. The
following four open-ended were designed to help students contextualise the nature of the
survey.
1. What capacities and abilities do you, personally, possess and which you consider
contribute to you being an effective student engineer? Include reasons why you
think each one contributes to your effectiveness.
2. How do you feel about having to study Design Practice as a core course?
3. What are your explicit goals for completing Design Practice?
4. How will you recognise if you have met your goals?
The Likert scale statements were designed to provide students with a scale on which to
quantitatively rate their own understanding of thinking critically and creatively in relation to
problem solving upon entering the course, for example;
5. I am easily able to devise alternative solutions to engineering problems.
6. I am easily able to apply the design method to solving engineering problems.
8. I can readily identify constraints and define specifications related to engineering
problems.
9. I have high level skills in thinking analytically
Four of the quantitative statements were followed by opportunities for the respondents to
comment on reasons or examples to elucidate their answers.
10. I am a highly creative thinker.
Provide example(s) to illustrate your answer.
11. I have high level skills in solving complex problems
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Provide example(s) to illustrate your answer.
12.Thinking creatively is a valuable skill for professional engineers.
What practices, processes and ‘tools’ do you employ to promote creative thinking
your own engineering studies?

in

13.Engineers use a broad number of processes and ‘tools’ to optimise their capacity
to solve complex problems.
What practices, processes and ‘tools’ do you employ to promote your own capacity
to solve problems?
Self-Assessment Survey 2 (SAS2)
This survey instrument, consisting of 16 questions, was administered as the end of the
semester. The first four questions are deemed exit information, requiring the respondents to
engage in higher order reflections by justifying their assessment.
1. Did your understanding of your own capacities and abilities, which you consider
contribute to being an effective student engineer, change over the course of your
studies in Design Practice?
In what ways?
2. Did your feelings about studying Design Practice change over the course of your
studies?
Please explain why / how.
3. Did your explicit goals for completing Design Practice change over the course of
your studies?
Please explain why / how.
4. In what ways have you now have met your goals?
The eleven subsequent questions refer directly to student’s individual perceptions of their
own learning and how it may have changed over the semester; in this case their perceptions
are rated upon completion of the course. Four of these questions are quantitative with
answers to be recorded on a seven-point Likert scale, designed to enable students to attach
a measurement against their response.
7. My capacity to identify constraints and define specifications related to engineering
problems has increased.
9. Over the course of Design Practice my ability to think about what I am doing and
why, when solving engineering problems, increased.
10. As a result of Design Practice, I am confident that I can advance my own practice
in solving engineering problems.
11. My capacity to draw conclusions from my experience, activities and outcomes,
and extrapolate to other situations has increased as a result of studies in Design
Practice.
Seven questions are designed to elicit a measure of agreement or disagreement to a
statement (on a separate likert-scale) plus opportunity for qualitative comment, providing
opportunity for the students to qualify their reasoning (on level of agreement/diagreement).
5. My capacity to devise alternative solutions to engineering problems has increased.
In what ways?
6. My capacity to adapt the design method to non- engineering problems, in order to
optimise potential solutions has increased.
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Please provide examples.
8. Reflecting on your skills at the beginning of the course; how would you rate
yourself at that time, “I can readily identify constraints and define specifications
related to engineering problems.”
Why do you think this has changed / not changed?
12. My capacity to think creatively and apply creative ideas to complex technical
problems has increased as a result of my studies in Design Practice.
Provide example(s) to illustrate your answer.
13. I enjoy solving complex engineering problems
Provide reasons for your answer
14. My self- motivation to learn has increased over the course of Design Practice.
Provide evidence from your experience or activities to exemplify your answer
15. My desire to further develop skills in thinking creatively and problem solving has
increased over the course of Design Practice.
How might you apply these skills to other areas of your studies or life?
The final question relates to recommendations of ideas for further fostering students’
capacity to think creatively.
16. Please suggest ideas for how you think we could help students develop their
capacity for creative thinking and complex problem analysis.
The nature of this question falls within the highest level of reflective practice; concluding
reflection, ‘a reflection that draws conclusions’ from the students ‘experience of the activity’
(Dowling et al., 2013, p.196).
Method of Analysis
Over 3,000 responses, from students’ to the pre and post course self-assessment questions,
were recorded. This paper focuses on the qualitative responses, using an open-coding
method, commensurate with grounded theory, through which themes emerge from the data.
The nature of grounded theory dictates that the method of analysis of the data is interpretive.
To assist in the analysis, the researchers need to be engaged in a continuous process of
reading, reflecting and reviewing in order to confidently identify, record and propose
relationships between themes, concepts and categories emergent from the data.
As SAS1 contained demographic data, it introduced a risk of researcher bias in the grouping
of long answers. Therefore, for the data analysis, the demographic information from SAS1
was removed to prevent bias from influencing the coding.
Beginning with the first question, the data were then grouped in the following fashion.
1. After reading through the data several times and making notes on the properties of
tentative groupings, the first 40 respondent answers were re-read as a sample and a
series of 2-4 discrete themes were identified. Note that NA (Not applicable) is not a
theme, but is considered a valid response.
2. The data, related to each question was then classified according to the appropriate
theme.
This process was repeated in a similar manner for the SAS2 dataset, with the exception of
demographic data, which was not part of the SAS2 dataset. In this case a series of 2-5
discrete themes were identified.
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Results and Conclusion
Results of the open coding indicate initial identification of students’ preferred approaches to
creativity and problem investigation, as well as a recognition of their capacity to further
develop critical and creative thinking. For each question between two and five themes
emerged. Across the responses in SAS1 29 separate themes have been identified through
the initial open coding, and an additional 40 themes have emerged from the responses in
Survey 2. Whilst a more detailed level of coding is yet to be undertaken, some preliminary
analysis has been attempted with qualitative, open-ended questions, selected to allow the
direct comparison between Survey 1 and Survey 2, listed in Table 1. The themes listed are
ranked and the number of responses are indicated in brackets.

Table 1. Evolvement of themes between Survey 1 and 2.
1. Capacities and abilities, which you consider contribute to being an effective
student engineer
S-1
S-2

1. Developmental (42)
1. Understanding (48)

2. Analytical (38)
2. Skills (27)

3.Team (11)

3. Teamwork (15)

4. Communication (3)

2. Feelings about having to study Design Practice as a core course

S-1
S-2

1. Practical (41)
1. Understanding (44)

2. Intellectual (40)
2. Interest (19)

3. Workload (11)

4. Team (9)

3. Goals for completing Design Practice
S-1

1. Developmental (57)

2. Academic (25)

3. Competitive (9)

S-2

1. Developmental (46)

2. Academic (25)

3. Competitive (6)

4. How will you meet / have you met your goals?
S-1
S-2

1. Academic (41)
1. Developmental (60)

2. Developmental (37)

3. Competitive (7)

2. Academic (29)

3. Competitive (7)

Themes for both Q1 (Capacities and abilities, which you consider contribute to being an
effective student engineer) and Q2 (Feelings about having to study Design Practice as a core
course) significantly evolved between Survey 1 and Survey 2. Themes changed and their
number increased from 3 to 4 for Q1 and from 2 to 4 for Q2 suggesting change in students’
perception of the course and its requirements associated perhaps with increased level of
understanding allowing more detailed assessment. In Q1 in Survey 1 majority of students
listed developmental abilities (e.g. logical thinning, self-discipline) and analytical abilities
(maths, physics) as most important with some students also emphasizing the importance of
working in a team. In Q2 in Survey 1 students anticipated the course to expose them to both
practical (e.g. application of theory to practical problems) and intellectual (e.g. learning
specific design skills) development. In Survey 2 answers to both Q1 and Q2 shifted to more
general understanding (understanding of Design Process with its many aspects and
complexities including problem solving skills and creative thinking) making it by far the
largest theme.
Themes for Q3 (Goals for completing Design Practice) did not change significantly with
developmental theme by far largest followed by academic and competitive groupings.
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Interestingly in Q4 (How will you meet / have you met your goals?) there was a big shift from
academic to developmental theme between Survey 1 and 2 with students realizing that the
main indicator of achieving their goals was their ability to learn how to tackle engineering
problems rather than high marks. This realization was reflected in the Survey 2 quantitative
questions (summarized in Table 2) and many comments.
Table 2. Survey 2 – Summary of Likert scale statements
Statement

Agree
%

Neither
%

Disagree
%

5. My capacity to devise alternative solutions to engineering
problems has increased.

84

15

1

6. My capacity to adapt the design method to nonengineering problems, in order to optimise potential
solutions has increased.

62

36

2

7. My capacity to identify constraints and define
specifications related to engineering problems has
increased.

88

11

1

8. Reflecting on your skills at the beginning of the course;
how would you rate yourself at that time, “I can readily
identify constraints and define specifications related to
engineering problems.”

51

33

16

9. Over the course of Design Practice my ability to think
about what I am doing and why, when solving engineering
problems, increased.

83

16

1

10. As a result of Design Practice, I am confident that I can
advance my own practice in solving engineering problems.

76

23

1

11. My capacity to draw conclusions from my experience,
activities and outcomes, and extrapolate to other situations
has increased as a result of studies in Design Practice.

75

23

2

12. My capacity to think creatively and apply creative ideas
to complex technical problems has increased as a result of
my studies in Design Practice.

70

27

3

13. I enjoy solving complex engineering problems.

78

21

1

14. My self- motivation to learn has increased over the
course of Design Practice.

65

32

3

15. My desire to further develop skills in thinking creatively
and problem solving has increased over the course of
Design Practice.

77

19

4

The quantitative questions in Survey 2 indicate students’ belief that their ability to solve
engineering problems improved over the course of Design Practice. Q9 referring to overall
ability to solve engineering problems received 83% broad agreement, this was supported by
Q5 referring specifically to capacity of devising alternative solutions (84% broad agreement),
and Q7 referring to capacity to identify design constraints and define specifications (84%
broad agreement).
While asked if the course helped them to develop creative thinking in relation to technical
problems the broad agreement was also high (70% for Q12) with related Q11 on ability to
extrapolate their experiences with 75% broad agreement and Q10 (ability to advance
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practice in solving engineering problems) with 76% broad agreement. In Q6, which received
a slightly lower but still high 62% broad agreement, students were asked if their ability can be
extrapolated to more general non-engineering problem solving. Q8 asked to reflect on their
ability to solve engineering problems at the beginning of the course and only 51% of students
believed that they could readily identify relevant constraints and define specifications at that
time with unusually high broad disagreement of 16%.
Questions 13, 14 and 15 aimed to gauge how students’ general attitudes towards solving
engineering problems and their willingness to further their skills changed over the course of
Design Practice. In Q 14 most students believe that their self-motivation to learn increased
(65% broad agreement) and in Q15 they claim that their desire to further develop skills in
thinking creatively and problem solving has increased (high 77% broad agreement).
According to Q13, 78% of students enjoy solving complex engineering problems.
A more detailed level of coding and analysis of the data is yet to be undertaken. However,
initial coding has revealed diversity of emergent themes that reflect the depth and richness of
student understanding related to each question, and to perceptions of their capacity for
creative and critical thinking related to engineering problem solving. As stated by one
student ‘the creative side of my brain was activated and I can now visualise how gears, belt
drives and bearings work and think of new and innovative ways to improve/change a design
to suit a different application’.
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SESSION S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
CONTEXT Engineering graduates are expected to possess sound skills in generating
creative ideas to open-ended problems. Belski and Belski (2016) recently compared the
performance of undergraduate engineering students from four countries using an identical
idea generation experiment and established that students enrolled in engineering degrees
from the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) performed statistically significantly
below their international counterparts. Belski and Belski (2016) associated the established
lag in performance with lack of knowledge in science that is caused by weak entry
prerequisites to enter the majority of engineering programs in Australia. They have also
proposed to reconsider entry science requirements in order to ensure that students accepted
to engineering degrees in Australia are better prepared for the engineering profession.

PURPOSE This paper presents the outcomes of the same idea generation experiment that
this time was conducted at the University of Melbourne (UoM). It was anticipated that prior
knowledge in science possessed by students accepted into undergraduate engineering
systems degrees at the UoM exceeded that of their RMIT counterparts. If it were the case
and the idea generation performance of the UoM students exceeded that of RMIT students,
concerns raised by Belski and Belski (2016) would be validated and would require urgent
attention by engineering educators.
APPROACH Ninety three students who have just enrolled in engineering systems degrees
at the UoM were involved in an identical experiment to that conducted by Belski, Hourani,
Valentine, & Belski (2014). Ideas generated by these students were assessed by two
independent assessors that used the same evaluation criteria as the earlier study (Belski et
al., 2014). In order to make a more accurate judgement of studentsÕ science knowledge they
were also asked to identify their secondary school choices of the science subjects.

RESULTS The number of independent ideas and the breadth of these ideas generated by
students from the University of Melbourne exceeded that generated by RMIT students.
Students from the UoM Control group outperformed RMIT counterparts statistically
significantly. Their performance was in line with the performance of students from Czech
Republic and Russian Federation. Also, idea generation performance of students from the
UoM Control group moderately and statistically significantly correlated with the number of
science subjects they studied at secondary school. It was found that experimental treatment
influenced idea generation more than prior science knowledge.

CONCLUSIONS The findings partly support the conclusion of Belski and Belski (2016). For
the Control group students, who were not influenced experimentally, prior science knowledge
did matter; thus, the concerns raised by Belski and Belski (2016) stand. As such, it seems
wise for Australian engineering educators to reassess the need for more stringent entry
science requirements for engineering degrees. Further research is required to establish the
influence of science knowledge and experimental treatment on idea generation.

KEYWORDS Prior knowledge, science knowledge, creativity, idea generation, STEM
education, engineering education.
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Introduction
Engineering graduates are expected to possess sound skills in generating novel designs and
innovative solutions to existing problems. It is therefore no surprise that Engineers Australia
has identified creativity as one of the important skills for engineering graduates to possess in
the 21st century (Engineers Australia, 2011); furthermore, the Department of Employment
has included the skills Òidentify and solve problemsÓ and Òcreate and innovateÓ amongst 10
Core Skills for Work (Department of Employment, 2016). However, recent statistics on
engineering vacancies in Australia, as well as on the numbers of Australian engineering
graduates, indicate that many engineering graduates might be unable to get jobs with
established companies and may need to think of launching their own businesses (Engineers
Australia, 2017; Stewart, 2017). In light of this, a recent Deloitte report mentioned these
particular skills as increasingly important for the success of Australian businesses by 2030
(Deloitte, 2017).
Belski and Belski (2016) suggested that Australian engineering graduates might be lagging
their counterparts from other countries in their ability to generate novel ideas to open-ended
problems. They compared the performance of undergraduate engineering students from four
countries in the same idea generation experiment and established that students enrolled in
engineering degrees at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) performed
statistically significantly below their international counterparts in terms of both the number
and breadth of ideas generated. Belski and Belski considered the following seven factors that
could have contributed to the significantly lower performance of RMIT students: Ò(a)
differences in prior science knowledge of the student participants, (b) differences in their
experiences, (c) dissimilarity in their creativity skills, (d) differences in student motivation
during idea generation, (e) differences in experimental conditions, (f) cultural and language
differences as well as (g) the influence in the treatment that the experimental groups were
underÓ (p.2).They concluded that the main reason for such poor performance of RMIT
students was due to their insufficient knowledge of science.
In order to appraise the validity of Belski and BelskiÕs conclusion on the critical influence of
scientific knowledge on idea generation in engineering, the original idea generation
experiment was repeated at the University of Melbourne (UoM). Although both universities
had the same minimum requirements for VCE study scores in Mathematical Methods and
English, the UoM also required a study score of at least 25 in one of Biology, Chemistry or
Physics. Additionally, the Clearly-In ATAR for RMIT was 75, while for UoM it was 85 and so it
was expected that students that enter science study at UoM with the intention to complete an
Òengineering systemsÓ major have better science knowledge than those that enrol in an
engineering degree at RMIT. This would then imply that the idea generation performance of
students from UoM in the experiment should exceed that of RMIT students and be on the par
with that of students from foreign countries (Belski & Belski, 2016). In essence, this study
tried to establish whether the following three hypotheses are true:
1. Hypothesis 1: The Control group from UoM will statistically significantly outperform
the Control group from RMIT.
2. Hypothesis 2: The MATCEMIB+ from UoM will statistically significantly outperform the
MATCEMIB+ group from RMIT.
3. Hypothesis 3: Additional science knowledge helps students to generate more ideas
and with greater breadth.

Methodology
Ninety-three students that have just enrolled in the Bachelor of Science degree at the
University of Melbourne participated in this study, using the same idea generation
experiment that was originally conducted by Belski et al. (Belski et al., 2014). Twenty two
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percent of the participants graduated from secondary school in Australia; 78% were
international school graduates.
Students from four tutorial groups participated in the experiment. Groups were randomly
assigned to four conditions: one control and three experimental. All participants were given
16 minutes of tutorial time to individually generate as many ideas as possible for the same
open-ended problem (to remove the lime build-up in water pipes). Prior to generating ideas,
tutors presented students with the same PowerPoint slide for two minutes. This slide
contained the problem statement and a photo of a cross-section of a pipe, half of which was
covered with lime deposit. This slide is shown in Figure 1a. After a two-minute introduction to
the problem that covered only the information presented in Figure 1a, all students were
asked to work individually and to record as many ideas as possible to remove the lime buildup from the pipes. The form to record ideas was distributed to the students just before the
problem was presented. The form was the same for the students of all four groups and was
the same form that was used in the original experiment but with some extra fields for
students to indicate whether they studied physics, chemistry, biology, mathematical methods
and specialist mathematics at secondary school.
Students from the Control group were not influenced by any ideation methodology. After two
minutes of problem introduction, they were allowed to think of solution ideas and to record
them for 16 minutes. The slide shown in Figure 1a was presented to the students from the
Control group for the whole duration of the idea generation session.

Figure 1: The Power Point slides presented to students: a) task introduction and Control
group; b) Random Word group; c) MATCEMIB group; d) MATCEMIB+ group (Belski et al., 2015).

After two minutes of problem presentation, students from the three experimental groups were
told that during their idea generation session some additional words will be shown on the
PowerPoint slide. No explanation of what these words will be and what to do with them were
given. Students from the Random Word groups were offered the eight random words that
were used in the original experiment (i.e. Archaism, Right angle, Lotus eater, Emitter, Ozone,
Blowhole, Ball-and-socket-joint and Hanky-panky). Students from the MATCEMIB group
were shown the names of the eight fields of MATCEMIB (i.e. Mechanical, Acoustic, Thermal,
Chemical, Electric, Magnetic, Intermolecular and Biological). The MATCEMIB+ group
students were presented with the names of the eight fields (in large font) as well as some
words (in small font) that illustrated the interactions of the particular field (e.g. for the
Mechanical field - friction, direct contact, collision, wind, etc.) The name of each field as well
as each random word was shown to the students from the experimental groups for two
minutes. Every two minutes a tutor changed the word on the screen and read the new word
aloud. When a tutor of the MATCEMIB+ group changed slides every two minutes, they read
aloud only the name of the field of MATCEMIB that was displayed in large font, but did not
read the words that illustrated field interactions that were displayed in small font together with
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the fieldÕs name. Altogether the students from all groups were generating and recording
ideas for 16 minutes. Figure 1 depicts one of the eight Power Point slides that were shown to
students from different groups: Figure 1a Ð the Control group; Figure 1b Ð the Random Word
group; Figure 1c Ð the MATCEMIB group; Figure 1d Ð the MATCEMIB+ group.

Results
General idea generation performance
Two independent assessors evaluated the student idea generation forms, using the same
criteria as the assessors in the previous studies. These criteria were developed for the
original study (Belski et al., 2014). Among other items, assessors counted the number of
distinct (independent) ideas proposed by each student without necessarily assessing their
practicality. In order to judge how broad these independent ideas were, each idea was
assigned to a field of MATCEMIB that most closely matched the proposed principle of
operation. The inter-rater reliability of assessment by the independent assessors was
evaluated with SPSS by establishing the Cronbach's Alpha for the number of independent
ideas proposed by each individual student. The Cronbach's Alpha exceeded 0.9, which
suggested excellent internal consistency of assessment of the two assessors. Accordingly,
the assessment of idea generation of students was evaluated as being very reliable. For
further analysis, the number of independent ideas proposed by each individual student made
by the assessors was averaged.
Table 1 presents the result for the average number of independent ideas proposed by the
students in each group (Mean) and the breadth of these ideas (Breadth). It also contains
information on the group sizes (N) and a percentage of local students in each group
(%Local).
Table 1: Number (Mean) and the Breadth of distinct ideas generated by students from UoM

Group
Information

UoM
N (%Local)

Mean

Breadth

Control

27 (19)

3.91

2.96

Random Word

25 (24)

3.30

2.48

MATCEMIB

18 (17)

4.17

3.61

MATCEMIB+

23 (26)

5.61

4.48

The breadth of ideas was calculated as a sum of eight terms, each equal to a fraction of
students from each group that proposed distinct ideas that were assigned by the assessors
to each individual field of MATCEMIB . For example, the following is the spread of the ideas
for removing lime build-up proposed by the students from the Control group: 85% of students
proposed Mechanical ideas; 7% - Acoustic; 74% - Thermal; 85% - Chemical; 19% - Electric;
7% - Magnetic; 11% - Intermolecular; 7% - Biological. Therefore, the breadth of ideas
proposed by the Control group was equal to 2.96:

Breadth = 0.85 + 0.07 + 0.14 + 0.74 + 0.85 + 0.19 + 0.07 + 0.11+ 0.07 = 2.96 (1)
The distributions of both the number and the breadth of ideas were not normal in some of the
groups, therefore an independent samples Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted. It showed a
statistically significant difference in both the number and the breadth of ideas between the
groups (p<0.001). Pairwise comparisons (Dunn-Bonferroni) showed statistically significant
difference in breadth (Z=-3.656, p<0.005) and the number (Z=-2.708, p<0.05) of ideas
between the Control group and the MATCEMIB+ group. Similarly, the students from the
MATCEMIB and MATCEMIB+ groups outperformed the peers from the Random Word group
(MATCEMIB: breadth: Z=-2.771, p<0.05; MATCEMIB+: breadth: Z=-4.814, p<0.001; number:
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Z=-4.261, p<0.001). Differences in performance between all other groups were not
statistically significant.

Influence of scientific and mathematical knowledge on idea generation
Table 2 shows the percentages of students from the four groups that have studied physics,
chemistry, biology, mathematical methods and specialist mathematics at secondary school.
Table 2: Percentages of students that studied science and mathematics at high school
Group

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Math Meth

Spec Math

100%

67%

41%

81%

70%

Random Word

80%

88%

40%

100%

48%

MATCEMIB

100%

78%

17%

83%

50%

MATCEMIB+

85%

95%

55%

91%

59%

Control

The data presented in Table 2 suggest that science and mathematics knowledge of students
from the four groups was likely to be similar and that the majority of participants were
reasonably knowledgeable in physics and chemistry.
In order to assess the influence of knowledge of science and mathematics on the outcomes
of idea generation, the individual score of science knowledge (SK) and the score of
mathematics knowledge (MK) were introduced. Each study area was given a score of one
and these scores were summed separately for science and mathematics for each participant.
If, for example, a student stated that they studied physics, chemistry and mathematical
methods, the science knowledge score was SK=2 and the score of mathematics knowledge
MK=1. In the case when a student studied all five subjects at high school, both scores were
the highest: SK=3 and MK=2.
Analysis of correlations (Pearson) of the breadth and the number of the ideas proposed by
individual students from different groups and their individual knowledge scores in science
and mathematics identified that statistically significant correlations (2-tailed, p<0.05) existed
only for the students from the Control group and only with their science knowledge score
(SK) (breadth: r=0.411; number: r=0.421). Neither the number, nor the breadth of ideas
correlated with the score of mathematics knowledge (MK) in any group. The science
knowledge score (SK) did not correlate with the breadth and the number of ideas for the
students from the experimental groups.

Control and MATCEMIB+ groups: University of Melbourne versus others
Table 3 presents the result for the average number and the breadth of independent ideas
proposed by the students from the Control and the MATCEMIB+ groups from RMIT
(Australia), BUT (Czech Republic), KNASTU (Russian Federation) that were discussed by
Belski and Belski (2016) and by the students from UoM (Australia) that participated in this
study. Table 3 retains the original notations of Belski and Belski (2016) that identified
statistically significant difference of the number and breadth of ideas generated by students
from BUT and KNASTU with the corresponding values of the groups from RMIT. The normal
bold font identifies statistical significance of p<0.001; the italicised bolded font a p<0.05. It
is important to note that differences in performance between the same groups (Control or
MATCEMIB+) from BUT and KNASTU were not statistically significant.
Table 3: Idea generation results of students from UoM compared with students from other
universities (Belski & Belski, 2016).
RMIT (2014)

BUT (2015)

KNASTU (2015)

UoM (2016)

Group
Information

N

Mean

Breadth

N

Mean

Breadth

N

Mean

Breadth

N

Mean

Breadth

Control

21

2.02

2.05

18

3.56

2.53

21

4.32

2.57

27

3.91

2.96

MATCEMIB+

18

5.13

4.44

18

6.92

4.56

23

6.62

5.59

23

5.61

4.48
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The Mann-Whitney U tests showed that the Control group from UoM outperformed that of
RMIT statistically significantly both in the number (Z=-3.740, p<0.001) and the breadth (Z=3.003, p<0.005) of ideas. The difference in performance between the MATCEMIB+ groups of
RMIT and UoM was not statistically significant. No statistical significance was discovered
between the corresponding groups from BUT, KNASTU and UoM.
Figure 2 offers a graphical interpretation of the breadths of ideas proposed by students of the
Control groups from RMIT and UoM that are presented in Table 3.

Figure 2: Percentage of students from Control groups of RMIT (light) and UoM (dark) that
proposed ideas that belong to each field of MATCEMIB.

It can be noticed that the majority of students from RMIT suggested only solutions that
belong to Mechanical and Chemical principles of operation (Breadth=2.05). At the same time,
on top of the Mechanical and Chemical solutions, three quarters of the UoM students thought
of solutions based on the Thermal principles of operation; nearly 20% also suggested ideas
to remove lime build-up Electrically (Breadth=2.96).

Discussion
The overall results of the idea generation experiment at UoM, shown in Table 1, followed the
pattern identified in previous experiments with students from Australia, Czech Republic,
Germany, Finland, Italy and Russian Federation (Belski et al., 2015; Belski et al., 2014;
Belski, Livotov, & Mayer, 2016). In particular, students from the MATCEMIB and the
MATCEMIB+ groups outperformed their counterparts from the Control groups in both the
number and the breadth of generated ideas. At the same time, students from the Random
Word groups demonstrated mixed success; on some occasions, they did better than their
counterparts from the Control group and on other occasions (as at the UoM) they did worse
than their colleagues from the Control group. It remains to be seen why this is the case,
however one possibility is that the random words may act as a distraction to some students
that negatively affects their ability to generate ideas.
Only two out of three hypotheses of this study have been supported by the outcomes of the
experiment.
The first hypothesis has been fully supported. The Control group from UoM statistically
significantly outperformed the Control group from RMIT. Although this result supports the
conclusion of Belski and Belski (2016) on the positive influence of science knowledge on the
outcomes of idea generation, in this study the difference in performance between students
from the UoM and RMIT could be explained by differences in many factors. The majority of
the UoM students were from international (predominantly Chinese) background. They grew
up under different cultural and language conditions and, most likely, had life experiences
dissimilar to that of Australian students. These factors could have both boosted and inhibited
student idea generation performance. Language differences, for instance, could have
hampered the performance of the UoM students from an international background. The UoM
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students could have also had better creativity skills. The outcomes of the 2012 PISA
assessment of creative problem solving positioned the 15-year-olds from four provinces of
China that participated in the 2012 evaluation statistically significantly above their Australian
counterparts (OECD, 2014). Students from Macao, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Chinese
Taipei scored from 534 to 540 in the test. Australian students were on 523. Evidently, the
results of the students from the four most economically advanced Chinese provinces cannot
be generalised as performance of all students from China. However, it is possible that the
creativity skills of international students from the UoM were above that of RMIT students.
The fact that the breadth and the number of the ideas proposed by students from the UoM
Control group moderately and statistically significantly correlated with the science knowledge
score (SK) favours the conclusion on the positive influence of science knowledge on the
breadth and the number of distinct ideas made by Belski and Belski (2016). Clearly, the
science knowledge score (SK) does not fully represent a studentÕs knowledge in science. It
does, though, offer adequate indication on the science knowledge that a student was
exposed to. A person that studies physics is likely to be aware of more physical effects than
a person who did not study physics. How would you, for example, propose to utilise
electrolysis or cavitation if you have never heard of them? The absence of correlation
between the knowledge score in mathematics (MK) and the outcomes of idea generation
further supports the conclusion on the positive influence of science knowledge on idea
generation.
It needs to be noted that the importance of general knowledge on creative performance has
been advocated by Belski, Adunka and Mayer (2016). They surveyed engineering experts
from some of the most innovative international companies and discovered that these experts
value general knowledge (8.41/10) as much more important (statistically significantly) for
creative performance then the discipline knowledge (7.00/10) and practical experience
(7.21/10). General knowledge in terms of this experiment is represented by the science
knowledge possessed by an individual student.
The second hypothesis has not been supported. The MATCEMIB+ group from the UoM was
only slightly ahead of their RMIT counterparts on the count of independent ideas and their
breadth but did not outperform them with statistical significance. The absence of statistical
significance could be attributed to the significant representation of international students in
the UoM MATCEMIB+ group; specifically, some international students might have had
difficulties with English language. It is also possible that some international students, who
came from different cultures, reacted to the MATCEMIB prompts differently to students from
Australia and European countries. Overall though, the prompts appeared to work in
improving idea generation Ð students from the MATCEMIB+ group outperformed their peers
from the Control group in both the number and the breadth of ideas. At the same time, the
eight words of MATCEMIB might have also confused some international students and
inhibited the effect of the prompts. The latter explanation is supported by much lower
performance of the students from the Random Word group compared to that of their Control
group counterparts shown in Table 1. Such poor performance of the students from the
Random Word group could likely be explained by the confusion created by the eight random
words that were shown to them. Repeating the experiment at the UoM, in a semester when
the enrolment ratio of local to international students is more in line with that from RMIT, may
shed some light on the causes of the absence of a statistical significance between the
MATCEMIB+ groups across institutions.
The third hypothesis has been partly supported. A moderate and statistically significant
correlation was discovered between the number and the breadth of ideas generated and the
science knowledge score (SK), but only for the Control group. None of the three
experimental groups exhibited this correlation. This result implies that the experimental
treatment (the words that were shown to students every two minutes) influenced the
outcomes of their idea generation more than their prior knowledge in science, however this
influence needs further investigation. Exploration of the level of school academic
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performance, as measured by ATAR score, and idea generation performance can further
clarify the understanding of which factors influence the generation of ideas.

Conclusion
The findings of the study partly support the conclusion of Belski and Belski (2016). For the
Control group students, who were not influenced experimentally, prior knowledge in science
did matter when it came to generating ideas. Some students from the MATCEMIB+ group
were likely to be influenced by the experimental treatment in a dual way. On one hand, it
hinted to them the knowledge areas that held ideas on removing the lime deposit. On the
other hand, the words shown to students without explanation could have puzzled some of
them, particularly students from an international background. Consequently, further research
is required to further clarify the influence of the experimental treatment on idea generation.
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Abstract
SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT Employer feedback consistently reports gaps in graduate professional
capabilities. Developing graduates’ work readiness is a goal of growing importance in the
tertiary sector. Institutions are embedding curriculum and co- and extra-curricular activities to
better develop student employability capabilities. While work placements are widely viewed
as the best way to develop employability, employability learning activities in the curriculum
can augment experiential learning.
PURPOSE The aim of this study was to explore the question
What preparation can develop student communication, networking and reflection
skills before undertaking an engineering work placement?
APPROACH A number of frameworks were used to guide development of new curriculum for
employability. Eyler’s reflective practice framework was used to enhance learning from
experience, and an affordance model framework was used to scaffold learning, to prioritize
learning during workshops to higher order skill development. A cultural values framework
was used to guide learning about workplace culture.
RESULTS A workshop was developed for students looking for a placement that focuses on
the application, networking and interviewing. A second workshop was developed for
students who had already sourced a placement that focuses on key workplace learning
opportunities: meetings, networking and reflection on experience.
CONCLUSIONS Well designed workshops can be an effective way to enhance student
learning. Evaluation of outcomes and impact of the teaching innovation in employability lag
interventions by several years, so longitudinal studies need to be carried out for a full
evaluation.
KEYWORDS Work readiness, work placement, reflective practice.
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Introduction
Many higher education institutions nationally and internationally have a strong focus on
developing graduates’ work readiness. The UK tertiary sector has made employability a key
priority for the decade: “Embedding employability into the core of higher education will
continue to be a key priority of Government, universities and colleges, and employers”
(HEFCE, 2011, p5). The UK’s Higher Education Academy (HEA) has responded by
developing a framework to assist institutions develop employability in their graduates,
through a process of building local ownership and implementing local solutions (Tibby and
Cole, 2014), which has been used in 37 UK HE institutions to date. A key stage of the
framework is to identify the right balance of curriculum, co-curricular activity, or extracurricular activities for the institution. RMIT University’s strategic plans focus on developing
employability capabilities in all students prior to graduation through curriculum and cocurricular activities.
There is broad consensus that the extra-curricular activity work experience in the discipline
field is the best way to develop graduates’ employability (Orrell, 2011), although outcomes
from work placements can be highly variable (Smith, Ferns, Russell and Cretchley, 2014)
and demand exceeds supply (AWPA, 2013). A twelve-week engineering work placement is
recommended by Engineers Australia (EA) as the gold standard for development of work
ready capabilities, but EA now emphasize that it is not compulsory. They recognize that there
are insufficient placements, as well as a variety of effective pathways to developing
engineering competencies (l.Wood 2017, pers.comm., 20 Sept 2017). This supports the
current HE focus on curricular and co-curricular activities to complement or substitute extracurricular work experience.
The RMIT School of Engineering was formed from three former discipline engineering
schools in 2016. In each former school development of students’ employability skills relied
heavily on a twelve-week engineering work placement. A new School wide elective course
was designed in 2017 to replace each former schools’ core work placement courses. The
opportunity was taken to introduce scaffolding and capability development into the new
elective course, to enhance student learning while on placement.
Eyler’s reflection map framework was used to design the experiential learning WIL module.
Eyler’s framework systematically fosters individual reflection before, during and after a work
placement. Self reflection is moderated through the lens of peer and supervisor interactions
(Eyler, 2001). Pre- and post-placement workshops are run and during the placement
students reflect, network with their peers, and correspond regularly with a university
supervisor.
The concept of learning affordances was used to extend Eyler’s framework to scaffold
learning for employability. Affordance theory emphasizes the relational nature of use of
materials, tools and technology in instructional design (Gibson, 1979; Evans et al., 2017). It
focuses attention on increasing sophistication of capability level, from functional through
perceived to contextual (Best, 2009). An affordances framework can be used to devise
scaffolded learning activities to challenge perceptions of students and contrast contextual
nuances (Fray, Pond and Peterson, 2017). Best’s study of digital technology users defined
three levels of affordance that are used in this study – functional, perceived and contextual
(Best, 2009). Best also defined a maintenance affordance. However, significant advances of
reliability in digital devices makes this much less of an everyday issue, hence this category
may now be considered obsolete.
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Hofstede’s cultural values framework was used to incorporate socio-cultural learning for
employability. The framework situates cross-cultural communication in terms of dimensions
of individualism-collectivism, power-distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity-femininity,
and long- versus short-term orientation (Hofstede, 1986). Organizational culture is seen
through the lens of organizational practices distinguished by focus on process vs results;
people vs. task; parochial vs. professional; open vs closed system; loose vs. tight control;
procedures vs. market-driven (Hofstede, 1998). A deeper understanding of influence of
societal culture as well as company culture on organizational practices will enhance graduate
success in the workplace in an increasingly globalized economy. A practical application of
Hofstede’s framework is for students to undertake an ethnography of communication in
situated learning. While participating in a company meeting, the student observes the
behaviour of members of the company, to become “acquainted with the tasks, vocabulary,
and organizing principles of the community”, enabling their more rapid enculturation (Zhu and
Bargiela-Chiappini, 2013, p.384). The observation task also contrasts their expert knowledge
of their own culture (emic) with their novice knowledge of the company’s culture (etic),
facilitating their awareness of the need to adjust their own behaviour (Zhu and BargielaChiappini, 2013).
This paper reports on design of WIL module workshops. The student’s learning outcomes on
placement are dependent on many aspects, such as project design and supervision quality
as well as their personal knowledge, skills and attributes. While each student has his or her
individual strengths and weaknesses, employer feedback continues to indicate gaps in
graduate professional skills and emotional intelligence (Jollands, Clarke, Grando et al.,
2015). The capabilities foci of training for students looking for work, or about to go on
placement, are communication, networking, and interview and reflection capabilities. This
paper outlines the theoretical basis for the curriculum design and identifies the evaluation
approach that will be reported in future publications.

Curriculum Design
The WIL module workshop described in this paper was designed using a reflection map
framework (Eyler, 2001) and learning was scaffolded using an affordance model (Best,
2009). Socio-cultural communication capabilities were developed using ethnographic
observation using a cultural values framework (Zhu and Bargiela-Chiappini, 2013). The
workshop aims to build students’ knowledge, understanding, skills and confidence in
communication, networking and reflective practice.
Eyler (2002 p.517) described the link between learning and community placements as
programs which thoroughly integrate service and academic learning through continuous
reflection promote development of the knowledge, skills, and cognitive capacities necessary
for students to deal effectively with the complex social issues that challenge citizens.

Students undertaking work placements learn more from their placements if they reflect on
their experience during their placement. Reflective practice is noted as a key capability in
many professions. In engineering, many studies have reported on the benefits of reflective
practice in design (Buccarelli, 1984; Blockley, 1999). In the health sector its contribution is
described as “to learn effectively from one’s experience is critical in developing and
maintaining competence across a practice lifetime” (Mann, Gordon and McLeod, 2009,
p.596). In teacher training, reflective practice has long been recognised as beneficial for
teachers’ learning (Roberts, 2009). However, little has been written about reflective practice
for STEM discipline placements. The authors posit reflective practice will also enhance
engineering undergraduates’ workplace learning, which in turn will enhance their
employability.
The concept of learning affordances used to scaffold the employability curriculum was based
on Best’s framework where
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•

Functional affordance is the experience of being able to use materials, tools or
technology to accomplish a task.

•

Perceived affordance is the experience of being able to get materials, tools or
technology to do what the student wants.

•

Contextual affordance is the experience of being able to integrate materials, tools and
technology comfortably and profitably within the student’s life.

Hofstede’s cultural values framework was used to develop learning activities around crosscultural communication (Hofstede, 1986) and organizational culture (Hofstede, 1998). The
framework was used to construct an analytical rubric for students to record observations of
work place meetings. Corporate and industrial workplaces in the 21st century are
increasingly described as ‘global’ (Mohanty and Dash, 2016). We argue that a deeper
understanding of influence of societal culture as well as company culture on organizational
practices will enhance graduate success in a more globalized workplace.
The design of assessments will foster development of both employability attitudes and skills.
This will be achieved through reflection on behaviour, as attitudes cannot be directly
measured. Although they influence behaviour, “attitudes cannot be directly observed; they
must be inferred through a person’s various actions or pronouncements” (Willits, Theodori
and Luloff, 2016, p.128).
The WIL module evaluation framework and validity of study results will be described in a
future publication.

WIL Module participants and workshop description
The three-hour Workshop 1 described in Table 1 is a core module for 3rd year students who
have had no engineering work experience. It is scheduled in Week 7 of a 12-week semester.
Its aim is to enhance the students’ ability to find summer vacation engineering work. Its focus
is on careers and job hunting skills. It uses the affordance model to scaffold capability
development.
The functional affordance level (F) is supported by activities completed by the students
before the workshop. Participants must undertake research prior to the workshop and bring
with them a current job advertisement, a current cover letter and resume, a near-future
networking event, and a set of interview questions.
The workshop focuses on the perceived (P) and contextual (C) affordance level for each
capability. Small group discussion or work in pairs is used to draw on students’ prior
knowledge of the perceived affordance level, and short presentations cover the contextual
affordance level.
Table 1: Workshop 1 Looking for a placement

Capability
Communication

Affordance scaffold for learning outcomes
F Write a generic cover letter and CV
P Articulate strengths using STAR (for cover letter, CV)
C Write a cover letter targeted at a specific company

Networking

F Identify networking opportunities, top 5 companies
P Prepare to engage at networking event (career objective)
C Target events where your top 5 companies are likely to attend

Interview

F Be able to answer a range of standard interview questions
P Be confident to dress right, and answer a range of behavioural
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questions
C Elaborate on strengths relevant to the role with a variety of STAR
examples
Learning is integrated through self-reflection activities, when students draft elements of their
career plan using a plan template. Reporting back to the whole group is used to share ideas
from the self-reflection. Adults hone their reflective capabilities most effectively through
collaboration and sharing with others (Gray, 2007; Helyer, 2015).
The four-hour Workshop 2 described in Table 2 is a core module for BEng students who
have been successful in sourcing engineering work placements for the summer. The course
learning outcomes map onto the Engineers Australia Stage 1 competencies (Engineers
Australia, 2017). The students enrol in the 12 CP course then participate in the preparation
workshop prior to starting their placement. Multiple offerings are scheduled to cater for the
approximately 500 students who start their placements at different points over the summer.
On-line interactive video materials are available for those who are unable to attend.
Table 2: Workshop 2 Preparation for a placement

Capability
Communication

Affordance scaffold for learning outcomes
F Communicate with appropriate language and tone and relevant
contributions in workplace meetings
P Perceive cultural differences in communication – such as international
cultural dimensions and interorganisational cultural dimensions
C Adapt your communication style to fit with organisational culture

Networking

F Identify valuable intra-organisational networking opportunities
P Engage effectively with colleagues at networking event
C Target key intra-organisational events, develop an engaging elevator
pitch

Reflection

F Reflect on own behaviour in dealing with a workplace issue
P Perceive processes, relationships, organizational structures, practices,
and any larger social, political and ethical issues that contributed to the
issue
C. Identified feasible strategies for you to bring about a better outcome in
this specific context

The same approach to workshop pre-work and activities is taken as for Workshop 1. Each
student is required to bring the cover letter and resume that they used to gain their current
position, a list of network opportunities they might attend during their placement, and a
reflection on their own role in a group work issue.
The workshop then focuses on the perceived and contextual affordance level for each
capability. Students work in pairs, drawing on their prior knowledge, to articulate the
perceived affordance level of communication capabilities. Working in pairs may also reveal to
the students the benefits of peer-to-peer mentoring. Short presentations cover the contextual
affordance level. Learning outcomes are again integrated through self-reflection activities.
Students start to prepare for the assessments they will complete during the placement using
a workshop work book. Reporting back to the whole group is used to share ideas from the
self-reflection.
Assessment during the placement will focus on communication, networking and reflection
capabilities. For communication, each student will observe behaviour in a company meeting.
They will reflect on their own values (emic), and contrast this with the company’s culture
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(etic), facilitating their awareness of the need to adjust their own behaviour to fit in (Zhu and
Bargiela-Chiappini, 2013). For networking, each student will attend a company or external
networking event. They will research the event, plan an approach and reflect on the
outcomes. For reflection, each student will describe a current issue, the contribution of coworkers and organisational structure to the issue, and identify strategies that might bring
about a better outcome in future.

Further Work
The teaching innovation will be evaluated using a mixed methods approach after the first
workshop sessions scheduled for November 2017.
Students’ self-reported capability level will be measured pre- and post-workshop by survey.
Their perceptions of their capability level will be explored through focus groups.
Quantitative data will also be collected. Data on how many students are successful finding a
work placement will be collected in 2018 as well as data on employment outcomes for the
same cohort in 2020. A positive trend in the employment rates for this cohort compared to
national trends would suggest the workshops are beneficial. There are a number of
confounding factors that will also need to be taken into account, such as, the change from
compulsory to elective work experience.
A continuing issue for innovations in employability capability development is the very long lag
in data availability: the current 3rd year cohort will graduate in 2018, and the Graduate
Outcomes Survey employment outcome data will be available only in mid 2020. Alternative
methods of collecting employment outcomes sooner may be utilized, such as interrogation of
LinkedIn profiles of alumni. LinkedIn profiles are also a rich source of data, as in addition to
employment status, the employment sector can be ascertained.

Conclusions
Employer feedback consistently reports gaps in graduate professional capabilities.
Developing graduates’ work readiness is a goal of growing importance in the tertiary sector.
Institutions are embedding their own distinct blend of curriculum and co- and extracurricular
activities. While work placements are widely viewed as the best way to develop
employability, embedding employability teaching and learning in the curriculum can augment
experiential learning. Various frameworks can be used to guide development of new
curriculum for employability. Reflective practice is a key to enhanced learning from
experience, while the affordance framework allows scaffolding of learning in a systematic
way, so workshop time can be prioritized to higher order capability development. A cultural
values framework is useful to guide learning about company culture and its impact on
communication. Well designed workshops can be an effective way to enhance student
learning. A workshop before students apply for work focuses on job seeking skills. A
workshop before students start their placement focuses on key workplace learning
opportunities: meetings, networking and reflection on experience. Evaluation of outcomes
and impact of the teaching innovation will be carried out over the next three years and
reported in future publications.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT
This study focuses on the student experience of passing through critical transformational
thresholds, in a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) unit delivered via intensive mode
teaching (IMT) at a research intensive university. We define IMT as facilitated learning
activity or classes delivered over fewer days and for longer each day than is traditional for
the discipline. IMT is becoming increasingly common across the university sector as more
students balance study and work, technology enables more options to access learning
outside class-time, and universities teach offshore. Despite this popularity, best practice IMT
has not been well understood.

PURPOSE
We sought to explore how features of IMT influenced students’ threshold capability
development in a CFD unit, and to identify, apply, and evaluate good practices for the
delivery of a CFD unit in this mode.

APPROACH
The study is framed by the theories of threshold concepts and capabilities. We followed an
exploratory phase with students and teachers, with a student survey. Based on findings, the
unit was modified a year later, and qualitative data collection repeated.

RESULTS
Students’ responses revealed that their experiences of threshold capabilities were not always
as intended by academics – in particular, students focussed on issues associated with
learning the CFD software package, rather than focussing on learning and applying the
underlying theory, models, initial conditions and boundary conditions to develop valid
models. As a result, the unit was re-designed to include a CFD software “boot camp” and
weekly CFD software exercises, and the data collected from students in the modified unit
indicated that the students were focusing on the intended threshold learning.

CONCLUSIONS
We recommend that educators identify the thresholds they hope that students will experience
and investigate the students’ experiences of thresholds in their units. If these differ teachers
may be able to support students to more quickly overcome trouble that is not intended to be
central to the unit.

KEYWORDS
Computational Fluid Dynamics, Intensive Mode Teaching, Threshold Concepts, Threshold
Capabilities.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Intensive mode teaching (IMT), namely facilitated learning activity or classes delivered over
fewer days and for longer each day than is traditional for the discipline, is commonly used in
industry. It is becoming increasingly common across the university sector as more students
balance study and work, technology enables increased options to access learning outside
class-time, and universities teach offshore. Despite this popularity, best practice IMT is not
well understood. Therefore it was important to investigate how the practice affects student
learning.
This study focuses on the student experience of passing through critical transformational
thresholds, in a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) unit delivered via IMT at a research
intensive university.

Context
The unit is “Transport Phenomena”, and is intended as an advanced unit following on from
fundamental units dealing with the traditional “transport” processes of Fluid Mechanics, Heat
Transfer and Mass Transfer. The unit focuses on numerical solution of the Transport
Equations and multiphase flow, with learning elements evenly divided between the
underlying fundamental theory, and practical approaches and tools. The unit is designed
primarily as a core unit for Chemical Engineering students in the penultimate or final year of
a professional engineering degree (the 4th or 5th years of a 3x2 BS/MPE degree plan). During
the years reported on here, the unit was offered as an elective, and was taken by 11-15
students; it has subsequently become a core unit in the chemical engineering program. The
unit was also offered to Mechanical Engineering students as an elective.
This study is part of a larger project in which multiple intensive and matched non-intensive
units were studied (Male et al., 2016).
The IMT model used in the unit
The first author developed and taught the unit. During the period considered, the unit was
delivered over 8 weeks, with one full day workshop each week. While attendance was not
monitored, attendance over the full class time was essential. The workshop sessions were
not recorded, and there were in class assessments each week. Preparatory reading was
assigned each week. The weekly workshops were structured (flexibly) as follows:
x

The workshop started with a written test on the preparatory reading (30 minutes)

x

The instructor then delivered lecture material on the week’s topic (60 – 90 Minutes)

x

Peer briefings would follow, in which individual students briefed small groups. The
briefings are assessed via students responding to instructor questions orally and on
whiteboards in front of the class group (45-60 minutes).

x

Group exercises would follow, designed according to the material covered that week
– this could include formulation and calculation of 1D finite volume solutions of the
transport equations, research exercises to identify literature (usually relevant to
pending assignments), or exercises in designing model domains and meshes (60
Minutes).

x

Finally, time would be allocated to work with the CFD software package used for
teaching in the unit (ANSYS/FLUENT). In 2015, these exercises were largely selfdirected; In 2016, a week 1 Fluent “Boot Camp” was implemented, and the instructor
led skill development exercises in subsequent weeks (2-3 hours).

In both years, the major assessment items included:
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x

An assignment in which students developed a MATLAB code to undertake a finite
volume solution of a problem involving transport of a scalar solely by diffusion (heat
conduction in both instances).

x

A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) assignment, in which students developed a
model for a well established case, evaluating the boundary condition and turbulence
closure models, and validating their work against the published literature.

x

A written exam, focusing on the fundamental theory of the finite volume method and
multiphase flow. The written exam was closed book.

x

A practical exam, requiring students to individually formulate and execute a Fluent
CFD model in a set time (5 hours). The practical exam was open book and open
internet (with the exception that students could not communicate with other parties
during the exam).

Previous recommendations for best practice IMT
There are few studies on IMT. However authors have commonly recommended: front-loading
the program with difficult and important concepts, supporting active learning involving
practice and feedback, and encouraging peer interaction (e.g., Kops, 2014; Lee & Horsfall,
2010; Scott, 2003).

Methodology
We describe here the theoretical framework and how this influenced the research design.
This study was framed within the theory of threshold concepts (Meyer & Land, 2003) and
threshold capabilities (Baillie, Bowden, & Meyer, 2013). Threshold concepts are critical to
future learning and practice in the discipline. Understanding of a threshold concept is
transformative - opening up new ways of thinking and understanding, and therefore almost
always troublesome. Common troublesome features are identified by Perkins (2006) and
include complexity, requiring foreign ways of thinking, being abstract, and using new
language. Threshold capabilities are similarly critical to future progress, transformative, and
often troublesome, and usually require understanding of one or more threshold concepts. We
use the term ‘thresholds’ to refer to threshold concepts and threshold capabilities.
Threshold concept theory is considered valuable for refining cluttered curricula (Cousin,
2006). By identifying threshold concepts and threshold capabilities curriculum developers
can focus class time and students’ attention on the concept that are most critical to learn and
for which students are most likely to need support. Similarly, we investigated curriculum
features that influenced students’ learning, by focusing participants on the learning they
experienced as most critical and troublesome by focusing their responses on thresholds they
had experienced.

Method
In 2015, the second author held an in-class workshop with students taking the intensive CFD
unit on the final day of teaching in the unit. After an introduction to the theoretical framework,
students completed written questionnaires in which they focused on a threshold that they had
experienced in the unit, and identified how it was troublesome and how they overcame it.
They then responded to questions about features of the unit and their personal
characteristics that had hindered or supported them in overcoming their identified thresholds
(Male et al., 2015).
The second author interviewed the first author to identify the intended thresholds in the unit
and to understand features that the students had described.
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In response to findings improvements were made to the unit in 2016, and the in-class
workshop repeated in the final class. The qualitative findings are reported in this paper.

Participants
In 2015, 11 (73.3%) of 15 students in the class consented to participate in the study. Their
ages ranged from 19 to 26 at their last birthday (M = 22.0, SD = 1.9). In addition to basic
demographic data, we were interested in demands on students’ time because we expected
this to contribute to students’ learning in intensive mode. All 11 students were studying at
least three units concurrently with this unit and one student studied four units concurrently
with this unit.
In 2016, 16 (94.1%) of 17 students consented to participate. Their ages ranged from 21 to 38
at their last birthday (M = 23.3, SD = 4.2). Thirteen students were studying three units
concurrently with this unit. Two were studying only two additional units and one student was
studying four additional units concurrently with this unit.
One student each year worked for more than 20 hours in an average teaching week. Other
participant characteristics are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Participant characteristics (N2015 = 11; N2016 = 16)
2015

2016

Demographic Characteristic

Values

N

%

N

%

Sex

Female

4

36.4

2

12.5

Male

7

63.6

14

87.5

With English as a second
language

2

18.2

5

31.2

Not with English as a second
language

9

81.8

11

68.8

Domestic

8

72.7

13

81.2

Exchange

1

0.1

0

0.0

International

2

0.2

3

18.8

English as a second language

Domestic or international
enrolment

Analysis
Following each workshop, the second author identified themes in the students’ responses by
question. Codes were informed by known troublesome features of threshold concepts, such
as complexity and new language. Themes were also identified directly from the data. Codes
were shared with the first author and we reduced the themes.

Findings and Discussion
Table 2 presents the themes that were identified in the workshop responses from students in
2015. The 2015 workshops returned an important finding – namely, that the dominant
threshold reported by students was learning how to use the CFD software package. This was
not the intended outcome – the focus should be on the fundamental theory of the finite
volume method and its use to solve transport equations. Understanding the theory is
essential to making the correct choices (model configurations, turbulence models, boundary
conditions) when using the software package. The students, however, reported being more
focused on the “mechanics” of the software package (how to create geometry, how to define
a mesh, which controls to use). Drawing an analogy to algebra – this is akin to students
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focusing more on learning how to use their calculator than on learning how to manipulate
equations.
Table 2: Themes among student responses in 2015
Threshold Concept
or Capability

Sample Comments

Using CFD software
to build meshes or
solve problems

Successfully building model using the required software.

Comments
10

Solving problems using ANSYS Fluent.
How to use CFD
software

Learning how to use the software

7

Theory of meshing
for CFD

How to discretise a space into !finite volumes! and iteratively
solve for each element, and choosing an appropriate approach to
solve.

4

Thinking in iterative method/control volume sort of way.
Troublesome
Features of
Threshold Capability

Sample Comments

Taking time to
develop

It is learnt by experience and that means time, which is very
limited.

Comments
4

It was like learning a new language. Needed to put in a lot of
time understanding and practising.
Foreign

I never worked with the software. It was like learning something
new. Also it was required to integrate the software modelling
with the theory learnt in the class.

3

Complex

If wrong inputs are used, results generated by the software can
differ largely from the analytical solution or diverge from realworld results. Thorough understanding of the models and the
variables was required to successfully solve the problem.

2

Features of the Unit
that Hindered
Learning
Insufficient time for
the necessary
learning

Sample Comments

Comments

It is too short on TIME. Learning software takes experience and
with only three weeks effectively to learn Fluent it is not enough.

5

Intensive mode didn't give me much time to learn as much as I
would have liked because there was too little time.
Having to learn to
use the software
independently
How Students
Learned

There was no set way to learn the software-it involved individual
research and was largely self-taught.

Sample Comments

3

Comments

Learned from online
resources

Online tutorials

9

Practice

Practice with the software and keep a diary with notes, relating
each option of the software with theoretical understanding

4

Interacting with
peers

Discussions with classmates

2
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Students reported having to learn to use the software independently as hindering their
learning. Independent learning should generally be encouraged. However, it was taking too
much time. Students reported using online resources to learn to use the software, and not
having enough time to learn in the unit.
Based on the findings of the 2015 workshop, for 2016 more emphasis was placed on
developing skill in the use of the Fluent software package. This started with a week 1 “boot
camp”, where students were led through an introductory tutorial exercise. A weekly in-class
skill development exercise was also introduced – the instructor would lead the group through
new skills each week, though as the semester progressed the extent of “leading” diminishing
and students were more independent. Each of these exercises were assessed via the
submission of a particular model result – the selection of the result submitted was also a way
to introduce new skills (animation, analysis, etc).
The effect of this change was immediate – it is plain from the 2016 workshop findings that
while the software package remains problematic for some students, it was no longer
identified as one of the most dominant thresholds, and students were focusing more on the
underlying theory, as intended in the original unit design. Improvement was also evident in
student performance – in 2015 two students failed the unit by failing to both complete the
CFD assignment, and failing to submit any results in the practical exam. In 2016 all students
successfully completed the practical exam. The small sample size cautions against drawing
absolute conclusions, and this apparent improvement will be monitored in subsequent years.
Themes among responses collected from students in 2016 are reported in Table 3.
Table 3: Themes among student responses in 2016
Threshold Concept
or Capability

Sample Comments

Comments

Finite volume
method

Discretisation of differential equations that can be used to
numerically solve equations

11

Finite volume method
CFD modelling
Understanding the
mathematics
underlying CFD

Understanding the models behind the software with the theory

5

Modelling CFD
equations in the
software package

Taking a problem geometry/domain and creating a working CFD
model (including meshing and setting up boundary conditions)

4

Using the specific
CFD software

Using the software package ANSYS Fluent.

4

Troublesome
Features of
Threshold Capability
Complex

Sample Comments

Comments

It involves complex math and there are multiple
models/variations to learn.

5

Requires strong understanding of calculus
Textbook

Initially just from reading the text I had no idea what was going
on.

3

Foreign

Unexperienced with the program

2

Language

Language could be a problem to understand, need more time to
study and get the theory

2
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Features of the Unit
that Hindered
Learning
Issues with
computing

Sample Comments

Comments

The program ANSYS is very user unfriendly and temperamental.
The program often didn’t work and you would waste hours on it
and get frustrated.

4

Delays with computers/network/storage issues were frustrating
when they affected my grade
Heavy workload

Large work volume and with many complex topics makes it
difficult to keep up or pick an appropriate scope of understanding

How Students
Learned

Sample Comments

Interacting with
peers

Afternoon tutorials gave time to talk to peers about the program
and resolve any issues I had

3

Comments
8

Peer briefings
Practice

Start with simple geometry/problems, adding more complexity or
relaxing assumptions

8

Doing weekly fluent exercises
Reading

Read recommended textbook/resources to refresh knowledge
and recommended resources that can help develop the software
skills needed

3

In discussing the features that helped students overcome thresholds, in 2016 not one student
mentioned the weekly written quizzes, but the peer briefings were mentioned by several
students. This indicates that in the presence of the peer briefings, which carry the strong
motivating factor of having to speak in front of the group, the weekly written quizzes have
become superfluous. They have accordingly been eliminated from the unit for 2017. Peer
interaction and practice have frequently been reported as used by students to support their
learning in the intensive and other units studied in the overarching project (Crispin et al.,
2016; Smith, Compston, Male, Baillie, & Turns, 2016) and recommendations for IMT (e.g.,
Lee & Horsfall, 2010; Scott, 2003). In transitioning to a conventional teaching mode in 2017
(due to an increase in class size to 70), a modified workshop structure has been retained to
maximize peer interaction within the larger group.

Theoretical explanation
Within the framework of threshold concepts and threshold capabilities, students are
understood to experience a liminal space when the student is struggling with the threshold
concept or capability (Meyer, Land, & Davies, 2008). In 2015 students were not entering the
liminal space for the intended thresholds involving finite volume analysis. Students were
struggling with the software and this created a barrier to the intended threshold learning in
the unit. The findings collected in 2016 are consistent with the software boot camp in 2016
having supported students to enter the liminal space for the intended thresholds.

New recommendations for IMT
Previous studies recommended teaching the most difficult concepts early when using IMT.
We found that additionally it was necessary to support students over unintended barriers to
entering the liminal space for the intended thresholds.
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Limitations and recommendations for further research
A limitation in the study is the small sample sizes due to low student numbers in the units. A
limitation in the action taken to improve the unit based on feedback is that no action was
taken to reduce the number of students concurrently taking three traditional mode units. This
could be addressed in future work.
The introduction of the software boot camp highlighted the range of student capabilities,
which makes leading group software exercises challenging. Handling this is a challenge for
further research.

Conclusion
We recommend that educators identify the thresholds they hope that students will experience
and investigate the students’ experiences of thresholds in their units. If these differ teachers
may be able to support students to more quickly overcome trouble that is not intended to be
central to the unit.
Teaching strategies to ensure that students experience the intended transformative learning
are good practice in any mode. However best practice may be even more important in
intensive than other modes, and indeed aspects of best practice teaching such as peer
interaction are facilitated by the extended continuous class-time available in intensive mode.
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CONTEXT Among desired graduate engineer attributes is comprehension of the role of
engineering in society and the economic, social, cultural and environmental impacts of
engineering activity. The University of Canterbury, Aotearoa/New Zealand, aims for its
graduates to be globally aware, engaged with the community and biculturally competent and
confident. Here we present a case study on explicitly addressing the development of these
attributes in a final-year undergraduate course. The key focus is the small coastal community
KoukourƗrata, in Canterbury, for which students conducted a design project focussing on
relevant water, sanitation and landscape management issues, guided by the 0ƗRULZRUOG
view.
PURPOSE We present a case study that describes an inaugural design project in
collaboration with the KoukourƗrata community, to highlight opportunities for community
engagement and meaningful societal impact through the learning process.
APPROACH In previous years course design projects have been desktop studies on
aspects of water, sanitation and energy systems in Pacific Island communities. With the 2017
inaugural design project in collaboration with the KoukourƗrata community in Aotearoa/New
Zealand, students have been able to visit the area in question and meet with the community,
and receive feedback on their designs. This approach aspires to respectful co-creation of
sustainable and culturally relevant engineering solutions.

RESULTS Student design projects addressed aspects of domestic and
agricultural/horticultural water supply, flood and sedimentation mitigation, food production,
with various degrees of holistic treatment of integrated water and energy systems. These
designs incorporated aspects of the 0ƗRULZRUOGviews and beliefs. Designs gifted to the
community provided WKH.RXNRXUƗUDWDcommunity with a diverse set of ideas and plans with
which to achieve their aspirations for future development, and future years will add to the
design portfolio. The course has directly addressed desired graduate attributes pertinent to
societal engagement and sustainability.

CONCLUSIONS The opportunity for young engineers to engage meaningfully with
indigenous peoples as part of their undergraduate programme, and the requirement for them
to incorporate indigenous beliefs and world view into engineering designs to address
significant water, sanitation, energy and land use issues, significantly enhances their
educational experience. This approach starts to fulfil the need for students to understand the
role of engineering in wider society and in developing communities in particular, in order to
address complex issues of economic, social, cultural and environmental sustainability.

KEYWORDS Indigenous communities; 0ƗRUL; Graduate attributes; Place; Treaty of
Waitangi; Biculturalism
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Introduction
In a world of continuing and increasing demographic and environmental changes, our future
engineers must be sensitive to the sustainability of engineered systems in urban and rural
settings. Key to this is being able to provide designed solutions tailored to the cultural
expectations, needs and aspirations of particular communities. In this paper we offer a
sharing of practice that presents an example of collaborating with one of Aotearoa/New
Zealand’s indigenous 0ƗRUL communities, in order to present students opportunities to
develop key insights and skills, as well as providing the community information and
inspiration to meet their own development goals.
The Washington Accord is a multi-lateral agreement between international organisations
responsible for accreditation or recognitions of tertiary-level engineering qualifications, and
activities of the Accord signatories are meant to assist the mutual recognition of engineering
qualifications among countries and regions (International Engineering Alliance, 2014). A
fundamental element of the Accord is the articulation of desired engineering graduate
attributes, a knowledge profile, complex problem-solving skills and attributes of complex
engineering activities. These attributes are meant to reflect the skills necessary for
successful engineering practice in today’s modern world of complex projects, globalised work
forces and the need to address environmental and socio-cultural concerns.
In the context of this paper, significant Washington Accord attributes and skills of note are:
designing solutions that meet specified needs for cultural, societal and environmental
considerations; reasoning informed by contextual knowledge to assess societal and cultural
issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to engineering practice; understanding
and evaluating the sustainability and impact of professional engineering work in societal and
environmental contexts; applying ethical principles; and functioning effectively as individual
engineers and as part of teams in multi-disciplinary settings; and effective communication
with the engineering community and society at large.
In addition, the graduate knowledge profile includes the need to demonstrate understanding
of the role of engineering in society including the impacts of engineering activity on
economic, social, cultural and environmental sustainability. When addressing complex
engineering problems graduates are required to identity the range of potential conflicting
requirements, and to identify diverse stakeholder groups with potentially widely-varying
needs. Lastly, a key aspect of understanding complex engineering activities is to appreciate
potential consequences to society and the environment in a range of contexts where
prediction and mitigation may be difficult. The above aspects of graduate attributes,
knowledge, problem-solving and understanding of engineering activities are intended to
address important contextual factors that professional engineers must appreciate to ensure
the success of their projects and teams, meeting needs of clients and other stakeholders,
and ensuring sustainability in a world of growing populations, increasing urbanisation and
environmental (including climate) change.
The University of Canterbury in Aotearoa/New Zealand has committed to ensuring graduates
gain expertise in a core discipline, as well as developing a number of personal attributes that
happen to align with many Washington Accord engineering graduate attributes. The four
pillars of the University of Canterbury graduate profile personal attributes are: Bicultural
Competence and Confidence; Engaged with the Community; Employable, Innovative and
Enterprising; and Globally Aware (University of Canterbury, 2017a; Table 1). Elements
aligning with socio-cultural emphases of the Washington Accord include: working effectively
and professionally with diverse communities; analytical, critical thinking in diverse contexts;
the ability to engage critically and effectively in global and multicultural contexts; and
undertaking engagements, reflection and application of understanding in interactions with
communities. Bicultural Competence and Confidence is given particular emphasis as a
consequence of the institution’s overarching obligations, as a Crown entity, to breathe life
LQWRWKHSDUWQHUVKLSFHQWUDOWRWKH7UHDW\RI:DLWDQJL VLJQHGE\&URZQRIILFLDOV 0ƗRUL
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chieftains). At its heart, bicultural competence is based on understanding that
Aotearoa/Zealand’s bicultural society is comprised of: 1) Tangata Whenua, people of the
land - 0ƗRUL and; 2) Tangata Tiriti, people of the Treaty - Europeans, others and their
descendants in Aotearoa/New Zealand by virtue of the Treaty of Waitangi. This framework is
intended to produce graduates who are distinctive in the knowledge, skills and attributes
which position them to respond in the one nation, two peoples (Indigenous and nonIndigenous), whilst still acknowledging the multicultural society that is contemporary
Aotearoa/New Zealand. This Treaty relationship, or ‘biculturalism’, also provides
distinctiveness in an international context. For students at the University of Canterbury a key
learning outcome is to “be aware of and understand the relevance of biculturalism in
Aotearoa/New Zealand to their area of study and/or their degree” (University of Canterbury,
2017b). Students are provided opportunities to deepen their understanding WHDR0ƗRUL (the
0ƗRULZRUOG WKURXJKVWXG\LQJWHUHR0ƗRUL 0ƗRULODQJXDJH tikanga (customary practice)
and kawa (protocols). The kaupapa (themes) contributing to Bicultural Competence and
Confidence are outlined in Table 1.
Table 1: The University of Canterbury graduate profile
Critically competent in a core academic discipline of their degree

x

The core business of any University. Graduates will know and can critically evaluate and,
where applicable, apply this knowledge to topics/issues within their majoring subject.

Bicultural Competence and Confidence
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Engaged with the Community

A process of self-reflection on the nature
of “knowledge” and “norms”.
The nature of contemporary MƗori
organisational structures e.g. rǌnanga1,
hapǌ2, iwi3, iwi corporations.
Traditional and contemporary realities of
MƗori society e.g. tikanga4 and kawa5,
Te Reo MƗori6.
The Treaty of Waitangi and Aotearoa
New Zealand’s bicultural history.
The processes of colonisation and
globalisation.
Other indigenous models of
development, knowledge and
behaviours.
Application of bicultural competence and
confidence in a chosen discipline and
career.

x

Engagement: Gaining knowledge and
understanding of a community by
interacting with a community.

x

Reflection: Gaining knowledge and
understanding of a community through
reflection on one’s experiences with that
community.

x

Application: Understanding and
articulating how the content and/or skills
of the subject/programme enhances the
community.

Employable, Innovative and Enterprising
x
x
x

x
x
1

x

Working effectively and professionally
with diverse communities.
Communication.
Analytical, critical and problem solving in
diverse contexts.
Digital literacy.
Innovation, enterprise and creativity.

x
x

Globally Aware
Self-reflection on the nature of one’s
culture, language, and beliefs on one’s
systems of knowledge.
Understanding the global nature of
one’s discipline.
The ability to engage critically and
effectively in global and multicultural
contexts.

community/tribal council, 2 subtribe, 3 tribe, 4 customary practice, 5 protocol, 6 0ƗRULODQJXDJH
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In addition to the graduate attributes emphasised by the Washington Accord and the
University of Canterbury graduate profile, professional engineering bodies in Aotearoa/New
Zealand address socio-cultural and environmental issues. The latest Code of Ethical
Conduct adopted by the Institute of Professional Engineers New Zealand and Chartered
Professional Engineers of New Zealand, in addition to specifying obligations relating to
personal conduct, also specify obligations in the public interest (IPENZ, 2016). These public
interest obligations comprise taking reasonable steps to safeguard health and safety,
reporting adverse consequences, and having regard to effects on the environment. The latter
obligation states:
You must, in the course of your engineering activities, i. have regard to reasonably foreseeable
effects on the environment from those activities; and ii. have regard to the need for sustainable
management of the environment. In this rule, sustainable management means management
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
(including at least the future generations within the anticipated lifetime of the end products and
by-products of those activities) to meet their own reasonably foreseeable needs.

Although no specific mention is made in the IPENZ (2016) Code of Ethical Conduct of
$RWHDURD1HZ=HDODQG¶VLQGLJHQRXV0ƗRULSRSXODWLRQVWKHHOHPHQWVRIHQYLURQPHQWDQG
sustainability mentioned above are of particular concern to these communities.

Engineering in Developing Communities Design Project
2017
Background
The course ENCN401 Engineering in Developing Communities, offered through the
Department of Civil and Natural Resources Engineering at the University of Canterbury, is a
final 4th-Year (3rd Professional Year) elective that was first delivered in 2009. The course
provides students with a background in development engineering, with a focus on potable
water and sanitation systems, hygiene and disease, and rural agricultural engineering
including irrigation. Other topics address the roles of women and disadvantaged groups, and
socio-cultural factors that influence understanding and uptake of engineering solutions and
behavioural interventions. The course draws upon the personal and research experiences of
the lecturers in countries and communities across the world, and the material is framed
through global agencies and initiatives such as the United Nations Development Programme,
the 2000-2015 Millennium Development Goals and the 2015-2030 Global Sustainability
Goals. An important component of the course is a design project conducted by groups of
students, with the occasional support of local student chapters of Engineers Without Borders.
In 2016 new course material was introduced that addressed the history of Aotearoa/New
Zealand and the impacts of humans on the environment. Two guest lectures also presented
material on issues around marae (courtyard where formal greetings and discussions take
place, and associated building complex) infrastructure (Te Puni Kǀkiri, 2012), 0ƗRULDVFOLHQW
DQGWKHVWDWXWRU\UROHWKDW7H:DLSRXQDPX6RXWK,VODQGLZL WULEH 1JƗL7DKXSOD\LQWKH
rebuild of ƿtautahi/Christchurch following the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence.
The 2016 design project was a desktop exercise in which groups developed water, sanitation
and energy solutions for a high school in Tonga, with information provided by the student
Engineers Without Borders chapter at the University of Canterbury. Soon after delivery of the
guest lectures, featuring 0ƗRULFRQWHQWGLVFXVVLRQVEHJDQRQ‘how’ the 2017 design project
FRXOGEHEDVHGLQWKH&DQWHUEXU\UHJLRQDQGZRUNFORVHO\ZLWKDORFDO0ƗRULFRPPXQLW\ZLWK
a specific focus on marae issues. This would give meaningful effect to the principle of
‘partnership’ central to the Crown’s (1989-) ‘principles for action on the Treaty of Waitangi’
(Hayward, 2009).
7KHFRDVWDOFRPPXQLW\RI.RXNRXUƗUDWD3RUW/HY\ZDVLGHQWLILHGDQGone of the authors, M.
Cunningham, a member the community, was engaged to determine local interest and
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potential collaboration. The concept was embraced enthusiastically, as the objectives of the
wider course and the design project aligned with community aspirations. As a result, the
course was now underpinned by an Indigenous place-based pedagogical framework similar
to the curriculum design, delivery, assessment and evaluation processes recommended by
Manning (2011; 2016).

Preparatory Curriculum Material
Preparatory lecture sessions focussed on three areas: 1) elements of community
engagement; 2) design thinking and empathy with stakeholders; and 3) an overview of 0ƗRUL
KLVWRU\DQGWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIPDUDHDQG0ƗRULDVFOLHQW
Initial lectures and exercises focussed on engaging community stakeholders through
interviewing, observing and participation, drawing upon international experiences in the
African and South Asian continents. The importance of information gathering was
emphasised through triangulation – obtaining information from more than one source in a
community and doing comparative assessments. In anticipation of the upcoming
KoukourƗrata community visit, a place-conscious structure was presented in which to define
the nature of engagement in comparison to strict ethnographic study, and market research to
inform product/system design processes (Table 2). Information was presented on effective
and respectful information in communities, including; explaining the type of interaction
sought; gaining permission for any recordings whether visual or audio; in interviews, starting
with easy open questions to gain trust, and asking for specific details, examples and stories.
Table 2: Defining the nature of engagement with the KoukourƗrata community (ENCN401 visits)
in comparison with ethnographic and market research approaches
Ethnographic Study

ENCN401 Visits

Market Research

Focus

Observe and record

Involve and innovate

Define and quantify

Outcomes

Extensive description

Empathy and inspiration;
Ideas; Prototypes

Quantitative information;
Feasibility

Type of
Interaction

Long; Unstructured;
In-depth

Short; Unstructured; In-depth

Short; Structured; Broad

Community
Involvement

Everyone

Cross-section of community;
Local innovators

Targeted market segments

A second set of preparatory lectures and exercises focussed on the design process and
empathy with stakeholders. Students were introduced to the Design Spiral concept to
emphasise that the path to solutions is not simple and linear. This framework begins with
Stage 1 – Information and Insight (Learn), followed by Stage 2 – Ideas and Approaches
(Ideate) and then Stage 3 – Implementation and Validation (Experiment); the process then
returns to Stage 1 for further research and refinement and continuation of the spiral. The
steps in this process were linked explicitly with community engagement and design output
milestones throughout the course. Other material presented to the class included: definitions
of human-centred and user-centred design, co-creation, and user-created design; and users’
motivations and needs as framed by Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (Maslow, 1943). To
further be able to distil information into a statement of user needs the concept of a PATH
Statement (Problem, Approach, Target, Heart) was introduced, in which the problem is
stated clearly with sufficient contextual detail to demonstrate its importance, the approach to
problem framing is described, targets are defined (especially quantitative ones), and that the
anticipated outcome shows heart, or is sensitive to communities’ needs, wishes and
aspirations. Different approaches were presented for framing problems. Subsequent to the
initial community engagement (see next Section), further material and exercises focused on
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better stakeholder characterisation. This was explored through the development of
“personas” – representations of individuals based on researcher/designer experience of the
community, and created as tools for empathy. Personas included: descriptions of individuals’
demographics and cultural and social environments; characterising their world through
imagining their social, economic and infrastructure constraints; and imagining a day-in-thelife narrative. Final topics comprised different approaches to brainstorming design solutions
including convergent and divergent processes in concept generation (Liu et al., 2003), and
discussing the roles of team composition and attitudes in creative design generation (Toh
and Miller, 2016a; 2016b). Concept selection methods including Pugh Charts and Quality
Function Deployment/House of Quality assessments (Okudan and Tauhid, 2008) were
addressed, as were design sustainability and life cycle assessments (Devanathan et al.,
2010).
The final preparatory session, to raise students’ cultural awareness and place-consciousness
levels, was an overview of the history of 0ƗRULLQ$RWHDURD1HZ=HDODQGWKH7UHDW\RI
:DLWDQJLDQGFRORQLVDWLRQLPSDFWVWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIPDUDHLQWKH0ƗRULZRUOGDQGWKHUROHV
RI0ƗRULDVFOLHQWVDQGHQYLURQPHQWDOJXDUGLDQV7KHLPSRUWDQFHRIPDUDHZDVHPSKDVLVHG
as a community centre, the SǌPDQDZD beating heart or pulse) of the people who live
around it; because important discussion and decisions take place on the marae they are
YLHZHGDVSROLWLFDOO\VLJQLILFDQW'LVFXVVLRQFHQWUHGRQWKHIDFWWKDWѿRIPDUDHKDYH
inadequate and unfit-for-purpose infrastructure (Te Puni Kǀkiri, 2012), due to lack of funding
and investment, rural communities not prioritised by local and central government, and
issues around communal land ownership. The state of marae presented clear opportunities
for the students to envision potential contributions to potable water, waste water, and energy
systems. The importance of marae in disaster contexts was also highlighted further
demonstrating their essential roles in communities (e.g. Lambert, 2014). Also explored was
that due to the demonstration oI0ƗRULDXWRQRP\DQGUHVRXUFHIXOQHVVLQGHYHORSLQJVXSSRUW
networks during the 2010-&DQWHUEXU\(DUWKTXDNH6HTXHQFHWKH1JƗL7DKXLZL WULEH
have for several years been a statutory partner with local and central government in the
rebuild of ChrisWFKXUFK&LW\$FFRUGLQJO\WKHUHKDVEHHQVLJQLILFDQW0ƗRULLQSXWLQWR
architectural design of buildings and their surrounding open spaces that tell of the ancestral
ties to landscape from before European colonisation and construction of Christchurch’s built
environment. Newly designed features echo locations and lifeways associated with seasonal
PRYHPHQWVIRRGVRXUFHVZDWHUERGLHVDQGVLJQLILFDQWHYHQWVLQ1JƗL7DKX¶VKLVWRU\
Another significant preparation for community engagement at KoukourƗrata was an overview
of marae protocol during the traditional welcome ceremony (SǀZKLUL). Preparation involved
presenting written material and verbal instructions about what to expect, and what was
expected of them (e.g. to wear formal attire as they represented themselves, their families
and their ancestors), the manner of entering the marae, speeches and singing. A well-known
0ƗRULfolk song originating from the early 20th century called Tǌ Tira Mai NgƗ Iwi (Line Up
Together People; a song exhorting community solidarity) was first practiced in the course’s
introductory lecture and again in the lecture session immediately prior to the marae visit. It
should be noted that the actual SǀZKLUL process during the community engagements was
conducted in te reo MƗori, but the ensuing discussions were in English. Students were
presented English translations of the SǀZKLUL visitor response speech delivered by M.W.
Hughes so they could understand what was being said.

The KoukourƗrata Design Project
.RXNRXUƗUDWD 3RUW/HY\LQ(QJOLVK LVDORFDO1JƗL7DKXUǌQDQJD FRPPXQLW\ VLWXDWHGRn
Banks Peninsula, on the southern margins of Lyttelton Harbour on Banks Peninsula,
&DQWHUEXU\$RWHDURD1HZ=HDODQG.RXNRXUƗUDWD KDVDORQJKLVWRU\RI1JƗL7DKX.ƗWL
0ƗPRHDQG:DLWDKDODQGXVHDQGRFFXSDQF\DQGKROGVDVLJQLILFDQWSODFHLQWULEDOKLVWRUy
DQGWUDGLWLRQV7KHVHWWOHPHQWDQGPDUDHDUHORFDWHGRQWKHDQFLHQWSƗ IRUWLILHGVHWWOHPHQW 
site Puari. .RXNRXUƗUDWDZDVWKHODUJHVW0ƗRULVHWWOHPHQWLQ&DQWHUEXU\LQWKHPLGProceedings, AAEE2017 Conference
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1800s with a population of around 400 and a reputation for its abundance of kai (food) –
ERWKPƗUDNDL FXOWLYDWHGIRRGFURSV DQGNDLPRDQD VHDIRRG The focal point of the
PRGHUQFRPPXQLW\LV7ǌWHKXDUHZD0DUDHZKRVHwhare tipuna (ancestral/meeting house)
ZDVEXLOWLQDQGQDPHG7ǌWHKXDUHZDDIWHUDQDQFHVWRU,QDZKDUHkai (dining
KDOO ZDVDGGHGWRWKHPDUDHEXLOGLQJVDQGZDVQDPHG7H3ƗWDNDR+XLNDL WKHVWRUHKRXVH
of Huikai) after the eponymous ancestor Huikai. See Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd (2017) for more
details. The community is developing a successful project in conjunction with Lincoln
University, Canterbury, to establish organic horticulture in line with the IRXU.RXNRXUƗUDWD
strategic pou (pillars): 1) matauranga (knowledge/wisdom), including education and
research; 2) economic development; 3) employment opportunities; and 4) bringing
ZKƗQDX IDPLO\ KRPHSDSDNDLQJD RULJLQDOKRPHFRPPXQDO0ƗRULODQG 7KH
.RXNRXUƗUDWD'HYHORSPHQW&RPSDQ\ZDVHVWDEOLVKHGWRJLYHHIIHFWWRWKH2025 vision
for the community: to protect and restore the mauri (life spirit) of the land and its water,
and to engage and UHFRQQHFWZKƗQDXZLWK.RXNRXUƗUDWD through creating employment,
education enterprise and other opportunities. See Hapai (2017) for more information.
ENCN401 was invited to KoukourƗrata to meet with the community, learn about their history
and values and to start working with them to address issues around provision of water for
domestic use, agriculture and ecological restoration. There was also opportunity to address
concerns around sanitation and energy. An essential element of the project was to spend
time with community representatives to understand their issues and world views, to better
enable sustainable and resilient community-centric designs.
The learning objective was to apply knowledge and skills to the design of an engineering
solution for a well-defined problem related to water, sanitation or energy needs at
.RXNRXUƗUDWDZLWKWKHSUREOHPGHILQLWLRQGRQHLQFRQVXOWDWLRQZLWKPHPEHUVRIWKH
.RXNRXUƗUDWDUǌQDQJD$QRWKHUNH\REMHFWLYHZDVWRUDLVHVWXGHQWV¶DZDUHQHVV of the social,
economic and environmental issues that engineers must account for while working with
developing communities. The class (total 37 students) was comprised mostly of students
studying Civil and Natural Resources Engineering, with some studying in Forestry and
Mechanical Engineering. Most students were from Aotearoa/New Zealand, but several were
from North America and Europe. The class formed groups of 3-4 tasked with designing a
practical and sustainable technology-based solution to a water, sanitation and/or energy
problem. Although the focus was primarily on engineering solutions, groups had to consider
social, cultural and economic factors impacting on successful design implementation.
Based on the preparatory lecture material and exercises groups were to first analyse the
context and situation of the .RXNRXUƗUDWDUǌQDQJD, then define a particular issue to be
addressed. This was followed by generating a suite of potential solutions, then narrowing
these through concept selection. The project was executed via a series of milestones and
community engagements described in Table 3. A valuable experience was the presentation
of draft design solutions during a second day-visit to 7ǌWHKXDUHZD0DUDH, providing students
with valuable feedback from the UǌQDQJD, and providing confidence that their designs were
incorporating elements that directly addressed the community’s aspirations.
The titles of submitted final projects are presented in Table 4. Projects addressed aspects of
domestic and agricultural/horticultural water supply, flood and sedimentation mitigation, food
production, with various degrees of holistic treatment of integrated water and energy
systems. The final project reports and project posters/maps have been compiled, bound and
gifted to the .RXNRXUƗUDWDUǌQDQJD. The intention is to over time build a library/portfolio of
ENCN401 student designs for the community’s reference, which may inform later detailed
scoping and implementation to support local development initiatives.
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Table 3: KoukourƗrata Design project milestones (M) and community engagements (CE)
M, CE

Task/Activity

M1

Identify team members

CE1

6SHQGZHHNHQGDW.RXNRXUƗUDWDDQGVWD\WKH6DWXUGD\QLJKWDW7ǌWHKXDUHZD0DUDH2Q
WKH6DWXUGD\DUULYHDQGEHZHOFRPHGLQWUDGLWLRQDOSǀZKLULIROORZHG by education and
RULHQWDWLRQVHVVLRQVUXQE\WKHUǌQDQJD6XQGD\H[SORUHWKHDUHDDQGVSHDNWRORFDOV
about relevant issues.

M2

Problem definition report that: 1) Clearly expresses underpinning values and approaches
RIWKHUǌQDQJDWRZDUGVWKHHQYLURQPHQWQDWXUDOUHVRXUFHXWLOLVDWLRQZDWHUDQGZDVWH
and future development; 2) Identifies a water, sanitation or energy issue that groups wish
to address, and qualitatively describe the problem, identify any potential for an integrated
water-sanitation-energy solution; 3) Outlines proposal to define quantitatively
characteristics of the issue and proposed solutions, identify further types of information
needed; 4) Identifies necessary resources and constraints for project based on the
information gained from visit and other sources. Constraints may include: terrain and
climate characteristics, available construction materials, local labour skills, financial
aspects, and local legislation.

M3

Progress report describing in more detail issue(s) addressed and potential solutions
evaluated. Rationale presented for selecting a solution the project team will further
develop. In addition to technical issues, attention paid to non-technical aspects as
mentioned before.

CE2/M4

6SHQG6DWXUGD\DW.RXNRXUƗUDWDDQG7ǌWHKXDUHZD0DUDH(DFKJURXSWRSUHVHQWD
³PDWXUH´GHVLJQWRWKHUǌQDQJD2SSRUWXQLW\WRVKRZFDVHLGHDVDQGUHFHLYHIHHGEDFNWR
be incorporated into final project submission.

M5

Final report with detailed description of engineering solution to identified problem,
supported by diagrams and calculations as appropriate. Emphasise role of technical
(physical/engineering and scientific) and non-technical (economic, social, cultural) issues
with respect to their interaction and how they shape technological implementation.
Analyse how the technology meets the goal of sustainability. In-depth analysis of the
technology using principles discussed in class. Describe how community feedback at the
second marae visit was incorporated into final design.

M6

Reflection of evidence of student effort to engage with project, reflecting participation in
activity. Garnered from students via a system allowing assessment of each other’s
relative contribution.

Table 4: Submitted KoukourƗrata design projects
Group

Design Project Title

1

Proposed irrigation and domestic water supply for .RXNRXUƗUDWD

2

Proposal of a suitable potable water supply for the .RXNRXUƗUDWD community

3

Flood PLWLJDWLRQIRUWKH.RXNRXUƗUDWDFRPPXQLW\

4

.RXNRXUƗUDWDROLYHJURYHSURSRVLWLRQ

5

Domestic water supply for .RXNRXUƗUDWD

6

7DHZD 0ƗRUL3RWDWR SURGXFWLRQWKURXJKDK\GURSRQLFVDOWHUQDWLYHIRU.RXNRXUƗUDWD0DUDH

7

Sedimentation solutions in .RXNRXUƗUDWD

8

Developing .RXNRXUƗUDWD into an eco-community

9

Silt retention and economic stimulus package

10

.RXNRXUƗUDWD:DWHU6XSSO\- A sustainable approach to a holistic water system
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The ENCN401 class was surveyed to elucidate their experiences of the design project and
engagement with the .RXNRXUƗUDWDUǌQDQJD. The survey was not part of the formal
University of Canterbury course and teaching assessments, and response rate was poor.
However, some useful and insightful comments were received.
Below are selected responses to the question: The first part of [ENCN401’s] lectures
focussed on design thinking and idea generation, to arrive at culturally appropriate design
solutions. Was this useful for the KoukourƗrata design project? If so, how?
I did find this incredibly helpful as it made us take a step back and think more about what they
want and need as they need to take ownership. It would have been even better if we had even
more interaction with more people in the community while we were there.
Yes some of [it] was helpful – I think it could be better applied in a [harsher] environment where
there are significant language, cultural, social barriers – with more limited resources. The people
from KoukourƗrata being from [New Zealand] were very open to help us achieve our goals.
This was very useful, in the way that [it taught] us how to approach the community, and to expect
that is would not be as easy as one may think. The members of the community may have a clear
opinion of what is culturally acceptable, and how things work in the community, but this may be
difficult to explain to us [who] have no knowledge. We experienced this in practice when we had
both the meeting with [M. Cunningham at the University of Canterbury] and after our presentation
at the Marae, that what we had understood [was] not totally correct.

Below are selected responses to the question: Having completed the KoukourƗrata design
SURMHFWGR\RXIHHO\RXUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI0ƗRULKLVWRU\FXOWXUHZRUOGYLHZKDVFKDQJHG",IVR
how?
Yes I definitely think I gained a much greater appreciation for MƗori culture and I also really felt I
understood why cultural diversity is so important in the world. I always knew it was the case but I
had never been so confronted with it I suppose.
Yes, I have a more exact understanding of especially their views of water and waterways, and
what is culturally accepted in different situations. After personally interacting with the community I
also feel more home and want to help the people and the area.
Yes I have a more well-rounded perspective of how the MƗori were previously treated and also
how those effects have flowed on to the present day.

Below are selected responses to the question: In future, how do you think you might apply your
KoukourƗrata design project experience?
I think I will make sure to emphasise the importance of making people feel valued (I feel our idea
achieved this), whilst also really listening to the [root] of the problem and trying to avoid
preconceived ideas. I hope to do some entrepreneurial work to solve global problems, and I think
a lot of the skills from the design project will be able to be applied. I also hope to work in
developing countries and so it will be particularly relevant.
The process and [technical] approach [are] experiences I for sure can use if I am working on a
project in a developing community, but also when working with all kinds of stakeholders in project
design and building projects. The [technical approach] will always have to be adjusted to the
situation.
If I am required to work with a particular MƗori group it will be very helpful as I already know quite
a lot of their core values and how to treat their culture. It was also good practice for dealing with
potential clients. I do understand how the MƗori are a developing community but compared to those
in developing countries I think there is quite a big difference – it was still a valuable experience.

We acknowledge the low survey response rate means that these student comments are not
generalisable to the wider class. In future years class-wide assessments will be undertaken,
and analytical frameworks will be developed with which to interpret them, such as the
bicultural competencies presented in Table 1.
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Taking stock, and the journey ahead
The 2017 inaugural Design Project in collaboration with the KouNRXUƗUDWDUǌQDQJD has
proven to be an interesting challenge for the teaching team and students, and will become a
keystone in the course ENCN401 in years ahead. Although the sharing of practice presented
in this paper cannot address metrics of success in a rigorous manner, future years will afford
opportunities to develop appropriate metrics of students’ bicultural competence, and wider
failings and limitations from student and community perspectives that will be used to improve
the course. The course incorporates aspects of design thinking, concept generation and
selection, collaborative work, sustainability, and engaging with Aotearoa/New Zealand’s
LQGLJHQRXV0ƗRULFRPPXQLWLHVLQWKHVSLULWRIUHVSHFWIXOFR-creation. This approach serves
two important purposes. First, the collaboration is helping provide the .RXNRXUƗUDWDUǌQDQJD
with a diverse set of ideas and plans with which to achieve their aspirations for future
development, and may serve as inspiration for their own youth to engage in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics subjects throughout their education. It is hoped
that aspects of student projects developed over time may be deemed sufficiently applicable
WREHVFRSHGSURIHVVLRQDOO\DQGLPSOHPHQWHGWRVXSSRUW.RXNRXUƗUDWD¶VLQIUDVWUXFWXUHDQG
development. Second, the course ENCN401 and its Design Project directly address desired
graduate attributes articulated by the Washington Accord (International Engineering Alliance,
2014) and the University of Canterbury (University of Canterbury, 2017a; 2017b), as well as
addressing obligations in the public interest under the Code of Ethical Conduct adopted by
the Institute of Professional Engineers New Zealand and Chartered Professional Engineers
of New Zealand (IPENZ, 2016).
Looking ahead to 2018, the following will be done:
x

x

x

x
x

The overall approach and structure of ENCN401 and its Design Project will be
retained, but with some modifications made at the suggestion of students and
teaching staff. These will include including more opportunities for environmental
sampling and monitoring.
Discussion will be had with representatives of the .RXNRXUƗUDWDUǌQDQJDRQZKHWKHU
next year’s projects should address particular themes e.g. impacts of natural hazards,
climate change, aquaculture/marine farming, and sustainable energy. There is ample
opportunity for this because this project is the first of many years of collaboration.
In the preparatory curriculum materials more lectures will be devoted to developing
place-based approaches to teaching about 0ƗRULhistories in Aotearoa/New Zealand
and 0ƗRULworldviews pertaining to their relationships with a diverse range of
landscapes, water and the wider environment. Material on the 1840 Treaty of
Waitangi and its ramifications will be included, including what this means for
Aotearoa/New Zealand’s bicultural society and its peoples i.e. Tangata Whenua
SHRSOHRIWKHODQG0ƗRUL DQG7DQgata Tiriti (people of the Treaty, Europeans,
others and their descendants in Aotearoa/New Zealand by virtue of the Treaty of
Waitangi).
Assessments will be made of students’ cultural competence. This will involve written
self-reflection exercises prompted by specific questions at the beginning and end of
the course.
In the final 4th Year (3rd Professional Year) of the undergraduate programme in the
College of Engineering at the University of Canterbury, students are required to
undertake a research project equivalent to ¼ of their year’s course load. In 2018 two
of these research projects will be dedicated to .RXNRXUƗUDWDLQDGGLWLRQWRWKHGHVLJQ
projects of ENCN401.

Beyond 2018, the following is intended:
x
x

Continue over time to build a library/portfolio of ENCN401 student designs for the
community’s reference and inspiration;
Continue to dedicate final-year research projects to complement ENCN401.
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x
x

x

Broadening the assessments of students’ bicultural competence. In collaborative cocreation with the UǌQDQJD, approaches including qualitative observation will be
explored, as will the potential to apply participant-observer ethnographic research.
Within the wider College of Engineering and Department of Civil and Natural
Resources Engineering at the University of Canterbury, introduce more MƗori content
earlier in the undergraduate programme. Over time this will allow courses such as
ENCN401 to build on this introductory material, and begin to address more complex
and subtle issues of policy and legislation that impact on design implementation and
sustainability.
Engaging other UǌQDQJD in the Canterbury region to see if the approaches being
developed here can also be applied to other marae.
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SESSION
C3: Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process

CONTEXT
This paper presents a study of students lived academic transition experiences of graduates
from a Pathway program after they have transitioned into a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
program. The importance of pathways for upskilling the workforce and bringing more people
into Higher Education (HE) system that wouldn’t normally have the opportunity from the
traditional entry is essential to the continuous growth of the modern industrial economy.
Narratives collected from the research to investigate students’ academic transition experience
provide an insight into this transition that cannot be captured by traditional quantitative or
some qualitative approaches.
The narratives’ findings are useful feedback information into academic transition programs and
training. The outcomes of this study will be used to inform the education management and
facilitate change in the provision of transition services to suit students transitioning from
Pathway program into a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours).

PURPOSE
This paper presents narratives from the investigation of the students’ academic transition in
engineering education from Pathway program to Higher Education.

APPROACH
This paper describes participants’ insights into their academic transition experience using the
narratives collected from a Narrative analysis. Narratives describe the stories of the
participants as a unique data source, and different to the traditional coding and categorising
aspects typically used to produce a generalised or transferable description. In so doing,
present the participant’s account as unique and a whole story.

RESULTS
A total of twelve cases were investigated using in-depth narrative interviews from which four
cases will be presented to demonstrate the insights into the academic transition experience
during Pathway programs. These four narratives are used to contextualise the importance of
using the participant’s voice and stories as a useful source of feedback in engineering
education research.

CONCLUSIONS
Narrative analysis offers a different way of collecting feedback and analysing the lived
transition experiences of participants in engineering education research, it is particularly useful
in cases where the voice of the participant is needed as a lens into particular phenomena and
to provide a direct account of the participant.

KEYWORDS
Narrative Research, Qualitative Data Analysis, Pathway Transition Education
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Introduction
The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) has set clear targets (Callan and Bowman,
2013; Bradley, Noonan, Nugent and Scales, 2008) for Australia to increase the percentage of
the population entering Higher education. COAG indicated that by 2025, 40% of people aged
25 to 34 years should have a bachelor degree, up from 32% in 2008. One important
approach to achieve COAG target is to improve access to Higher Education Bachelor
Degrees by creating an improved post-secondary school pathways education for Vocational
education graduates to gain entry into the Bachelor degree programs (Callan and Bowman,
2013; Burke and Shah, 2006; Access Economics, 2009). The importance of this target
provides the need to adequately understand the academic transition the articulating students
are experiencing from Pathway education to Higher education.
This paper presents the findings from a study of students lived academic transition
experiences from a Pathway program into a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program.
Narratives collected from this research provide an insight into this transition experience and a
useful feedback into the development of Pathway education programs. Also, the outcomes
of this study inform the education community and facilitate change in the provision of
transition services.

Context and Method
The motivation for undertaking this study was based on the importance of pathways for
upskilling the workforce and bringing more people into the Higher Education (HE) system
that wouldn’t normally have the admission opportunity from the traditional entry requirement.
This is essential to the continuous growth of the modern industrial economy.
The Pathway education pedagogy represents innovation in education and training. This is
the process of finding a new, an innovative method of delivering education system from the
curriculum of established current education systems or practices. As an example, in
Australia, at Swinburne University of Technology (SUT), first-year units from the Bachelor
Degree of Engineering (Honours) were used to set up a curriculum to deliver the same units
as part of an Associate Degree in Engineering. The Associate Degree is then delivered with
more flexibility and allow a variety of admission entry requirements. This method of providing
foundation units of Bachelor Degree allows the graduate of Associate Degree of Engineering
to achieve two objectives. Namely, to gain significant credit towards a Bachelor degree
program, if there is a desire to follow pathway system, and provides solid preparation for a
vocational career in engineering industries as an Associate Engineer if there is a desire to
exit study and get a job. However, little is known about the experiences of students taking
these units in an associate degree and their subsequent pathway experiences into higher
education.

Data Collection Approach
“The main claim for the use of narrative in educational research is that humans are
storytelling organisms who, individually and socially, lead storied lives. The study of
narrative, therefore, is the study of the ways humans experience the world." (Connelly &
Clandinin, 1990, p. 2).
Higbee, Arendale, and Lundell (2005, p12) call for more qualitative research in their
recommendations, arguing that it is possible to know quantitatively how a student is
performing in a course based using quantitative measures such as assessment marks, grade
point average, and other achievement markers. But Interviews, focus groups and classroom
observations provide information about students’ perceptions of their educational
experiences that cannot be captured through the traditional quantitative measures. The
graduates of the Associate Degree of Engineering have so much more to tell us regarding
their academic transition into the Bachelor Degree (Honours).
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In this study, the first set of participants (total of 6 cases) were invited to attend a first round
of an in-depth interview to collect data for a narrative analysis. Narrative analysis of the
transcript of the in-depth interview data for the first set of the participants was performed, and
it led to a conclusion to invite a second set of participants (total of 6 cases) for another first
round of an in-depth interview to increase the data set. Narrative analysis of the transcripts of
the interview data for the second set of participants was performed, and the outcomes of the
analysis indicated that fifty percent of all the participants need to be interviewed the second
time for longitudinal information and to authenticate the narrative co-constructed from the first
interview. This process provided an opportunity for the validation of the co-constructed
narratives for all the first round of interviews analysis.
Four cases from the total of twelve in the major research are presented in this paper. The
majority of the participants in this research have common characteristics that gave a reason
to why they have chosen to do an Associate Degree in Engineering. These characteristics
were (a) They enrolled into the Associate Degree to get into the Bachelor Degree of
Engineering or Science study at university, (b) They obtained lower than expected Bachelor
Degree entrance requirement score and (c) they had not taken the year twelve Mathematics
Method unit as a prerequisite for the bachelor. Table 1 provides the data collection summary
of the four cases presented in this paper.
Table 1: Data Collection Summary
2015 AD Graduates
Case Name

2016 Enrolment

1st Interview

2nd Interview

Chris

Civil Engineering

July 2016

Oct 2016

Bobby

Robotics and Mechatronics Engineering

Oct 2016

2014 AD Graduates
Case Name

2015 Enrolment

1st Interview

2nd Interview

Caroline

Mechanical Engineering

Aug 2015

May 2016

Sofia

Civil Engineering

Sept 2015

Nov 2016

Outcomes of the narrative analysis
The narrative analysis method used for the collected data was described in an
accompanying paper (Alao, Mann & Bryant, 2016). Where Polkinghorne criteria
(Polkinghorne 1995) were used to create a setting with depth, temporal continuity using an
order that easily connects the reader to the story and Mauthner & Doucet’s “voice-centred”
method (Mauthner & Doucet, 1998) was used as an analytic approach to the interpretation of
the transcript data. This paper focuses on the findings of this analysis, and these outcomes
are presented below.
Four cases were selected for presentation from the twelve investigated to demonstrate the
importance of providing an individual voice to transitioning students. Any of the other twelve
cases for this paper could have been selected; the four selected provide some common story
plot among all the twelve cases and some individual uniqueness.
The narratives from these cases demonstrated the usefulness and reason why the Narrative
inquiry method was important for our research. The personal account given by the
participants and co-constructed by the research analysis could not have been possible
without using a methodology that allows empathy during the data collection process.
It is equally important to know that these narratives are evidence to make a case for change.
A change to either ensure that most students’ lived transition experience stories indicates an
improvement in their academic transition or a change to make sure that certain transition
current practices do not continue. The following are some key extracts from the narrative
analysis of the research data for the four selected cases:
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Case One Extracts – Caroline Engineering Challenge
Caroline was not sure whether she could cope with doing engineering, but she has a desire
to become an engineer. She found the transition from high school into the Associate Degree
a big challenge. However, she was successful and graduated to articulate into the Bachelor
Degree.
Extract 1.
Immediately she started the Associate Degree, she realised the academic challenge ahead
doing engineering at a university, Caroline said, the “first two weeks I didn’t think that I could
do engineering and so I was having a bit of a meltdown to my mom. I can't-do this; I’m
dropping out”. Caroline’s mom encouraged her to continue. Then she said, “Look at me now.
So, it’s good that I stayed, but that was hard to transition from high school to university.”
Extract 2.
Caroline said “It was good having one, we did Fluid Mechanics while still in the Associate
Degree. That was good having rather than being straight away thrown into a real university
kind of set up. Having that one to ease into it was helpful”. Doing transition unit in the
second year of the Associate Degree was a positive experience for Caroline. She said it
“Just gave us a feel of what was going to be like in the Bachelor Degree and so it’s a lot
easier I reckon to have that extra Fluid Mechanics that we did to ease us into a different way
of learning” in the Bachelor Degree.
Extract 3.
Caroline was happy and grateful for a good preparation received from the Associate Degree;
She said “I found in the Associate Degree I learned with people in groups, and I’m more of a
solitary learner at the moment. I enjoy going through it by myself, and I learn it better by
myself at the moment than I did with other people, but I think that’s because I’ve built up that
knowledge in the Associate Degree”. She was ready for the “massive lectures with 200 plus
people”. Now in a good position to deal with a new learning environment where “It’s harder to
make friends. People that you do assignments with and work with in a big lecture theatre you
don’t see those more than once or twice in the semester because you’re not sitting next to
the same people every day”.

Case Two Extracts – Sofia Engineering Adventure
Sofia was an international student with Australian born mother. She was certain about
becoming an engineer and selected civil discipline even before gaining admission into the
Associate Degree. This has a uniqueness of strong goal setting. Sofia was undeterred by all
challenges she came across, and she completed the Associate Degree then transited into
the Bachelor Degree.
Extract 1.
Sofia started her engineering adventure story in Cyprus in 2013. She started her story by
saying, “I’m originally from Cyprus, but my mum was born here, so I’ve got an Australian
passport, so I’m an Australian citizen, and so I always wanted to come to Australia to study”.
She wanted to do a Bachelor Degree in Engineering, but the entrance requirement meant
she would not be able to gain direct admission into the Bachelor Degree program in
Australia. She said, “I finished high school, I didn’t complete my IL program for English, and
to get into the bachelor I had to complete that for one year, so I applied for the Associate
Degree which gave me the opportunity to come here and start from that and then go into the
Bachelor Degree. So I am really happy that I did that”. Sofia used this reason as the basis for
chosen Associate Degree as her pathway into the Bachelor Degree and said, “I would miss a
year of my life doing nothing if I did not get admission into the Associate Degree”.
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Extract 2.
She was very happy with her Associate Degree transition experience, she said, “I will stand
by my experience in the Associate Degree. So what I realised now is that I learnt the same
thing as I would learn in the Bachelor Degree but in an easier way. And so I didn’t miss out
on anything so I don’t feel I have something that would keep me back from understanding
better in the Bachelor Degree”, this was assurance that she was well prepared for her
transition into the Bachelor Degree. And finally, Sofia said, “Now I have applied for the
Bachelor Degree I got in from the Associate Degree there was no problem with that, so we
got accepted straight away, and now my marks are really good, and I am trying so hard, and
I am enjoying it”.

Case Three Extracts – Chris Big Engineering Transition
Chris was indecisive on what to do after high school. He was lucky to have a well-informed
career teacher at high school, who suggested the Associate Degree of Engineering as a
career path to Chris. It was difficult at the start for Chris due to the change of learning
environment and getting used to a new colleague but he was happy with the decision, he
successfully graduated and transferred into the Bachelor Degree.
Extract 1.
According to Chris, “Our careers teacher at high school had a positive experience with
students in previous years of the Associate Degree. He suggested to some students to do
the course, and I think he must have spoken to the kids who have done it, and he said, “Look
I think this is a good path for you guys to take. Maybe weren’t quite ready to jump straight
into the Bachelor with just our study habits, we were not quite as focused as we needed to
be at that time to do the Bachelor. But the Associate Degree was an opportunity to not
completely write off university and give us a chance, a stepping stone to ease us into the
university experience. And so he said, “Look, guys, I think this is a good opportunity for you
guys, it’s attainable,” because we weren’t studying as hard as we needed to, to get straight
into the Bachelor. We need to get 85 or more to get straight in. And he said, “I think you
should consider this Swinburne’s Associate Degree, it is especially good for pathways to the
Bachelor.” Chris took the advice of his career teacher and applied for the Associate Degree
course. He was admitted and started the first year. Chris said, “The first year was good, there
was a lot of support obviously, and it was more of a school environment as opposed to just
enormous lecture theatres”.
Extract 2.
The Associate Degree was well suited for Chris due to the flexible learning environment
provided for the delivery of the program. As Chris said, “we have smaller classes, much more
one-on-one time with teachers and they were a lot of communications. You guys were
always there to talk to us, and we come to your office and ask questions and pester you all
the time. So, it was good and so the first year was good”. Naturally expected, Chris was very
worried in the semester one of the course, new environment, new mates and course. He
said, “I was a bit nervous at the start, in semester one, but then we had all the help from the
teachers, and I did alright. In the second semester, I got a bit complacent, I thought and
ended up failing a unit. But that was completely my fault, that wasn’t anything to do with lack
of resources or anything, it was just the fear from the first semester had worn off, and I
thought, oh this is not bad, I’ve got this but then came back to bite me. And then, so first
semester of the second year was similar it was good, I realised I’ve got to get my act
together, and again that was a good semester I think I enjoyed the subjects”.

Case Four Extracts – Bobby Engineering Project Education
Bobby academic transition is about change. He was very particular about the effect of
change of environment, the change of learning style from the Associate Degree to the
Bachelor Degree. The expected level of responsibility was challenging for Bobby, but he was
successful in his transition into the Bachelor Degree program.
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Extract 1.
According to Bobby, the biggest part of his engineering adventure was the transition
between the Associate Degree and the Bachelor. He said, “Ok well there's kind of few
different components to it, the biggest transition point for me, is the change of environment,
the change of learning style. Alright, obviously, they come in the form of lecture, tuts and lab.
They are different between the Associate Degree and the Bachelor”. He was very keen to
give his comparison account between the two environments. He said, “Ok, so the Associate
Degree was obviously a very classroom oriented environment most of our day was spent in
a classroom with the same teacher and the same group of people every day, and you got to
know everyone which is a bit different to the Bachelor”. According to Bobby in the Bachelor
degree, everyone was business-like and focused on the purpose why they are in the
University. He said, “Everybody's a bit more business oriented, you don’t get to know
everyone it was close-knit, and people don't get to know each other. That's a big transition, a
big difference. And that also means that the material is delivered differently”. Bobby felt you
know you are in Bachelor because “you get lecture explain to you and you go to tut and get
showing how to do questions, and then you go away, and you study the material on your
own. Whereas in the Associate Degree, you get all of that in the one setting; In one class,
you have the material explained to you, the questions explained, and then you get an
opportunity to do it yourself with a supervisor and to correct you if you make any mistakes,
which I think is a really good thing about the Associate Degree. It is quite reminiscent of high
school”. Bobby was appreciative of the Associate Degree learning environment and said:
“It's difficult to say because the classroom environment that I was describing before is really
helpful and I found it easier to get better marks”.
Extract 2.
Bachelor Degree expected more responsibility from the students beyond what was offered in
the transition elective because students are expected to make a decision on their subjects’
choices and do a self-allocation into teaching activities. This responsibility was challenging
for Bobby. He said, “And then when you get to the Bachelor, you end up having to pick and
choose the subjects that you do by yourself. And that was something that was a little bit
awkward I think, I didn't know what subjects were going to be important and which ones I
should do first and that kind of thing; I didn't know a lot about the course moving into it”. A
transition course adviser would have been helpful to explain and assist the graduate of the
Associate Degree articulating into the Bachelor. According to Bobby, “Well When I was
choosing my subjects I wasn't sure how the system worked and so what I did was called the
Student help desk. I asked them to explain what to do, but they were very casual about it,
they were kind of if you can do it just sign up for it if the prerequisite is not there then don't do
it. It's like ok sure, and I had a looked at the unit outline that described the subject. And even
from that, it's hard to tell what's going to be good what's going to be bad. In retrospective, it
probably would have been being good to come in and maybe talk to somebody who was a
course adviser or something like that I would have been pretty beneficial, and I might have
avoided that situation”.

Findings & Discussion
The findings from this research are useful feedback information into the academic transition
of the graduates of the Associate Degree. The following are the findings from the four cases
presented in this paper. Some of these findings are described as follows.
Caroline: Key findings from the narrative
1. Doubt of their ability to do engineering study.
2. Encouragement from family stopped them dropping out of Associate Degree.
3. Doing Fluid Mechanics as a transition unit (from the Bachelor) was a positive
academic transition practice.
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4. Associate Degree provided good preparation for transition into the Bachelor through a
built up of good foundation knowledge.
5. Hard to make friends and form learning group in the Bachelor program.
Sofia: Key findings from the narrative
1. Admission flexibility (skip one year of IL English course) as the basis for chosen
Associate Degree as a pathway into the Bachelor Degree.
2. Learnt the same foundation units as in the Bachelor Degree but in an easier way.
3. Associate Degree offered good transition preparation for the Bachelor- I didn’t miss
out on anything, so I don’t feel I have something that would keep me back from
understanding better in the Bachelor Degree
Chris: Key findings from the narrative
1. Career teacher suggested Associate Degree as a pathway into the Bachelor- Our
careers teacher at high school had a positive experience with students in previous
years of the Associate Degree
2. High VCE score as admission requirement into the Bachelor was one of the reasons
for choosing to do the Associate Degree.
3. In the Associate Degree, the first year was good, there was a lot of support, and it
was more of a high school environment as opposed to just enormous lecture
theatres.
4. Nervous at the start, in semester one of the first year, but then he had all the help
from the teachers, and did alright.
Bobby: Key findings from the narrative
1. The biggest transition point for Bobby, was the change of environment, the change of
learning style from the Associate Degree to the Bachelor Degree.
2. Everybody's a bit more business oriented, you don’t get to know everyone it was
close-knit, and people don't get to know each other. That's a big transition, a big
difference.
3. The learning material is delivered differently between the two programs. Associate
Degree delivery is quite reminiscent of high school.
4. In Bachelor, you end up having to pick and choose the subjects that you do by
yourself. And that was something that was a little bit awkward and challenging.
5. It would have been being good to come in and maybe talk to somebody who was a
course adviser.
The following discussion of the above findings provides a case for change that is supported
by the evidence from the narratives from the voices of the participants.
The academic transition provided in the Associate Degree program where the Associate
Degree students are required to select a one-unit elective from the Bachelor Degree program
was a good transition service provided by the university. The Associate Degree graduates
considered this as important for their academic transition. In the four cases presented above,
these participants did either Fluid Mechanics or Programming for their transition elective.
They claimed that it was useful for their transition. Further research is required to find out if
doing more than one elective unit would be beneficial to the transition of the Associate
Degree students or not.
The Associate Degree graduates highly rated the supportive environment provided by the
program. In this study, the participants cited the peer-to-peer support from their colleagues
and a small student’s classroom size assisted their success in the program. The open
access and support from the Associate Degree teachers were invaluable to the students of
the program.
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There was a call for a course specialist adviser that understand both the vocational
education and higher education environments to provide initial transition interview with
graduates of Associate Degree articulating into the Bachelor Degree student and advise on
study plan and timetable issues.
The students are expected to develop their own ability to navigate their transition after
graduation from the Pathway program and plan their units’ selection and learning strategies
using the resources and information provided by the university. This was considered as
important to the students self-depend and development in a university.
We can argue the need for the following changes from the above discussion. These changes
would significantly improve the transition experience of the graduates from the Associate
Degree articulating into the Bachelor Degree:
The graduates of the Associate Degree agreed upon the importance of doing transition unit
as part of the Associate Degree program as a preparation for the Bachelor Degree learning
environment. This is a positive transition experience gained by these graduates, and this
initiative should be expanded to allow the students to do more than one Bachelor Degree unit
as electives during the second year of their Associate Degree program.
An introduction of a course adviser specialist to talk to the articulating students through their
transition study plan for the Bachelor and timetable requirements. This may require an
academic with an experience in the vocational and higher education teaching environment to
assist the professional staff to conduct a pre-enrolment interview during the orientation
period.
Goal setting is a primary tool required by students in any pedagogic education environment.
It is argued that the art of goal setting is a skill that should be taught in Higher education to
the transition students from developmental pathway education. The graduates of Associate
Degree are coming from the VET environment where the teachers are performing the task of
goal setting and planning their learning strategies for them. Further study needs to be done
to gather evidence on what support is available to the transition students, to assist them in
developing their skills in learning strategy planning, since this is the key to their academic
success in the higher education environment as suggested in Dowling, D. (2010) &
Australian Workforce Productivity Agency (2012) report.

Conclusions
Narratives from the Narrative analysis offers a different way of collecting feedback and
analysing the lived transition experiences of participants in engineering education research, it
is useful in cases where the voice of the participant is needed as a lens into particular
phenomena and to provide a direct account of the participant.
The findings of this research of the Associate Degree graduates telling their lived academic
transition experience would be used to argue for changes to the transition services provided
for these graduates moving to the Bachelor Degree programs and to inform the engineering
education community on the provision of transition services requirements coming from the
voices of these graduates in Australia.
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SESSION S1:
Is Integrated Engineering Education Necessary?

CONTEXT
Students of accredited engineering programs in Australia must engage with practice. In most
universities in the country this has been achieved through placements of at least 12 weeks. It
is becoming increasingly difficult for students to secure these opportunities and consequently
universities must complement placements with other opportunities.

PURPOSE
We identified the requirements and learning outcomes to design a suite of virtual work
integrated learning modules to complement opportunities for engineering students to engage
with professional engineering practice. The modules are virtual in the sense that they provide
electronic interaction with real and/or simulated practitioners, and access to workplaces
using virtual reality and other simulations. We outline the planning and the suite of modules.

APPROACH
Descriptions of four hypothetical modules were developed. Engineers, university staff
members, Engineers Australia staff members, and engineering students reviewed the
modules at workshops in Melbourne, Perth and Brisbane. Responses to the modules were
analysed to identify the important stakeholder requirements and also potential solutions to
meet these. The suite is currently being developed and tested. Discussion or workshops
were also held at the Australasian Association for Engineering Education 2016, and
meetings of the Australian Council of Engineering Deans, Associate Deans Teaching and
Learning, and the Australian Council of Deans of ICT.

RESULTS
Key requirements are that modules must include disruption and uncertainty, and support
structured progression from first to final year. The suite should include some modules that
can be integrated into credit-bearing units in addition to modules that stand-alone.
Learning outcomes include professional elements of the Stage 1 Competences, especially
those related to decision making and ethical responsibilities; items to support motivation and
skills for students to become self-directed learners; and items to support career literacy.

CONCLUSIONS
A suite is being developed including: modules to be adapted for integrating in first, second,
and third year units; and more authentic modules in which senior students will work in groups
on authentic engineering tasks such as tendering with electronic meetings with engineers.

KEYWORDS
Work integrated learning, virtual reality, practicum
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Students of accredited engineering programs in Australia must engage with practice. In most
universities in the country this has been achieved through placements of 12 weeks or longer,
and these placements have been reported by students to support them in developing
competencies and to increase their motivation towards becoming engineers (King & Male,
2014; Male, 2015). Kinash and Crane (2015) found that the most important strategy to
improve graduate employability is participation in well-managed work experience and
placements.
Unfortunately it has become difficult for students to secure placements. Consequently
universities must complement workplace experience with other opportunities for engaging
with practice. Several projects have developed immersive environments and shown that
these support students’ learning (Cameron et al., 2009; Savage, McGrath, McIntyre, &
Wegener, 2010; Shallcross, Maynard, & Dalvean, 2011). Smith, Ferns, Russell, and
Cretchley (2014) recommended future research into simulated work integrated learning.
We are developing a suite of learning modules to complement existing opportunities for
engineering students to engage with professional engineering practice. The modules provide
electronic interaction with real practitioners, and/or simulated practitioners, and access to
workplaces using virtual reality and other simulations. We are working with Engineers
Australia to develop a pool of engineering mentors to interact electronically with students in
the learning modules. Students from universities across Australia should be able to
undertake the modules.
This paper reports on the planning phase in which the learning outcomes and requirements
for the modules were developed, and outlines the planned suite of modules.

Principal requirements
Principal requirements for the modules were based on literature and the goals of the project.
The first requirement was that modules should be consistent with the accreditation
requirement that students engage with engineering practice (Engineers Australia, 2011).
Beyond this, we began with learning outcomes, consistent with the curriculum development
principle of constructive alignment (Biggs, 1999).
Learning outcomes
1. Learning modules in the suite should contribute to students developing the learning
outcomes consistent with the Stage 1 Competency Standards (Engineers Australia,
2011, p. 2), which are central to program accreditation criteria, and include: “1.
Knowledge and skills”, “2. Engineering application ability” and “3. Professional and
personal attributes”.
2. Generic engineering capabilities that are most difficult to achieve without work
integrated learning should be included among learning outcomes for the suite of
modules. Examples are capabilities to take account of contextual factors such as
environmental, financial and social issues, to take account of practical issues such as
constructability and maintainability, and to function effectively in a workplace.
3. Some of the modules should support students to develop career literacy, meaning
capability to secure or create employment and develop a career.
Learning activities
4. Learning activities in the modules should be authentic, meaning that students engage
in tasks that are part of engineering practice.
5. In the modules, students should interact with real engineers, to enhance authenticity
and support identity formation and motivation as student engineers. Engineers spend
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60% to 80% of their time in collaborative work (Trevelyan, 2014). Although
geographically disparate, it was planned that students undertaking the learning
modules would spend much of their time interacting with each other and with real
engineers. Students should use authentic digital communication methods as might be
used by engineers.
6. In the modules, students should use authentic engineering processes for managing
systems and for approaching tasks, such as minute-taking resources developed by
(Foley, Gill, Senadji, Palmer, & Martinez-Marroquin, 2017).

7. In the modules, students should actively participate in interactive teams, with cycles
of individual and group reflection, and feedback from professional engineers,
consistent with recommendations for work integrated learning (Cooper, Orrell, &
Bowden, 2010).
8. In the modules, students should be supported to develop inclusive learning
communities (Wenger, 1998), especially for female students who are underrepresented in engineering.
9. To be inclusive, the modules should be designed such that participating students and
engineers need no more equipment than are commonly available to students in
Australian universities.

Method
Workshops were held with stakeholders in order to refine the requirements to meet their
needs. One-page descriptions of hypothetical modules were developed for review based on
the principal requirements. The modules involved (A) a decommissioning process, (B)
competing to win a tender, (C) planning a maintenance event, or a root cause analysis for a
safety incident or a failure and (D) working with others.
Each module description included
x learning outcomes
x year level of students for whom the module would be designed
x whether the module would be stand-alone, or integrated into a relevant unit
x duration
x learning activities
x any interaction with a virtual environment
x how students would interact with engineers
x how and with whom students would reflect on their learning, and
x assessment mechanisms.
In modules A and B, students would be given a period of weeks to work in a student team on
a task presented to them by a senior engineer, and with the opportunity to interact
electronically with a junior engineer during the task. Module C would be integrated into a
relevant unit. Students would visit a virtual site and work together on a task for which
practical features of the site are important. In Module D students would communicate with
others in a simulated workplace. They would try to complete tasks that require them to make
decisions about how to communicate with other students who have competing priorities.
Engineers, university staff members, Engineers Australia staff members, engineering
students, and a senior recruitment manager in an engineering company, participated in
workshops in Melbourne, Perth and Brisbane (N = 43). At the workshops, groups of
participants each reviewed two modules, and addressed the following questions:
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1. How can you see this working, if at all?
2. What are its strengths?
3. What concerns would you have about it?
4. How could it be improved?
5. How does this compare with anything similar that you are aware of? Can either
benefit from the other?
6. Any other comments?
Participants recorded hand-written group responses. Audio recordings and notes were also
made during group reports and plenary discussion among participants. The workshops were
three hours long including light refreshments. The recordings were transcribed.
Participants’ responses to the modules were analysed to identify the important stakeholder
requirements and also potential solutions to meet these. Minor revisions to modules were
made between workshops to improve the alignment with stakeholders’ needs and
recommendations.
Discussion or workshops were also held at the Australasian Association for Engineering
Education 2016 (N = 25), and meetings of the Australian Council of Engineering Deans,
Associate Deans Teaching and Learning, and the Australian Council of Deans of ICT.

Findings, Discussion and Further Research
Responses were generally enthusiastic. Participants noted that working in geographically
disparate locations is common in engineering practice. Engineers noted that many of the
activities supported learning that was important and yet often received insufficient if any
attention in engineering programs.

Feasibility of recruiting engineers
Many stakeholders were concerned that it might be a challenge to recruit enough engineers
to interact with students, and they recommended use of videos and other mechanisms as a
backup plan. The first version of Module D involved interaction with engineers who were
uncooperative. However it was noted that employers would not wish to risk their reputations
but engaging in frustrating behaviour – however authentic. A possible solution to this problem
is to use simulations. Students could reflect with a real engineer after completing an activity
using a simulation.

Structure of the suite of modules
University staff members recommended structured progression in the learning modules from
first to final year with increasing authenticity, autonomy, and responsibility in the activities
and assessments. University staff members also suggested designing modules in which
senior students supported junior students. Students responded positively to this suggestion.
Participants agreed it would be beneficial to learning if students from multiple universities
collaborated in each module. However, university staff members recommended starting trials
with students from only one university at a time participating in any module, to simplify the
first trials and maintain credibility.

Authentic learning activities
University staff members and engineers were adamant that students should experience
disruption and frustration in the modules, rather than the controlled environment more
common on campus. Disruptions, or unexpected changes, are common in practice. Although
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unfamiliar with the protocol, participants responded positively to our suggestion to use
Professional Performance Innovation and Risk (Warren Centre) as a process that would be
encouraged or expected in many modules in order to perform professionally.
Participants felt that it was important that students feel emotions such as anxiety in order to
learn. Some participants described important experiences interacting with non-engineering
members of teams. They recommended that students should learn to see the perspectives of
workers with practical experience, who often perform physically demanding jobs, and with
whom engineers are likely to interact in practice.
Practical, financial, and social capabilities were identified by participants as being difficult to
teach or overlooked in traditional curricula. Engineers recommended that learning about safe
and ethical decision-making and practice should be integrated into learning activities that are
not primarily about these capabilities.

Assessment
All groups of stakeholders reported that assessment of learning is an essential feature of the
modules. University staff and students recommended providing flexible modules and
assessment mechanisms that could be adapted for the diverse needs of universities.
Consistent with this requirement, the learning activities and assessment should be
sufficiently open that they can be used multiple times without students being able to copy the
work of previous students in order to complete the activities and assessments.

Revised learning outcomes
The learning outcomes and other requirements were revised to those listed below. Students
who complete the modules should demonstrate:
1. development contributing to achievement of Stage 1 Competencies
2. capability and attributes for self-directed learning
• understanding of engineering roles and value of engineering
• motivation towards engineering studies
• self-efficacy for working as an engineer
• an identity as a student engineer
• ownership of responsibility for learning
3. career literacy
• improved capability to secure or create engineering work
• understanding of the employment market in the student’s discipline
• capability to plan navigation of the employment market including lifelong
learning, and
• an expanded engineering network.

Requirements for every learning module
Every learning module should:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

contribute to engaging with practice for accreditation purposes
support at least one of the intended learning outcomes
be assessed with mechanisms that can be adapted for different universities
be inclusive
support students to receive feedback and reflect on their learning
a. in notebooks or portfolios
b. with peers and/or engineers
9. be suitable for use year after year
10. be robust to difficulties recruiting engineering mentors and
11. have evaluation processes.
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Requirements for the complete suite of learning modules
The suite of learning modules should:
12. include realistic disruption and uncertainty
13. be structured with progression from first to final year with increasing authenticity and
autonomy
14. support development of sociotechnical learning outcomes including capabilities to
practise ethically, safely and sustainably
15. support financial learning outcomes
16. develop practical engineering skills
17. use authentic engineering processes
18. use Professional Performance
19. include modules within units, and include stand-alone modules
20. be suitable for use in one or more universities concurrently and
21. support senior students to guide junior students.

Future research
The modules in Table 1 are being developed.
Table 1: Planned modules

Module ID

Main learning activity

Proximity to
workplace/practitioners

Implementation

Yearlevel

I

applying for
engineering jobs

electronic interviews of
and with engineers

integrated

1, 4, 5

II

communication/ selfmanagement in
authentic
engineering
scenarios

simulated workplaces and
reflection electronically
with team and engineer

integrated

1, 2, 3

integrated

2, 3, 4

integrated or
stand-alone

2, 3, 4

stand-alone

3, 4, 5

III
IV

safety in design
exercises based on
real cases

V

preparing a tender

VI

evaluating a tender

stand-alone

3, 4, 5

VII

pump isolation for
maintenance

integrated or
stand-alone

3, 4, 5

VIII

hazard and
operability meeting
meeting

integrated or
stand-alone

4, 5

virtual site, and electronic
meetings with students
and engineers

Simulation, and electronic
interaction with engineers

Conclusions
A fortunate consequence of the problem that engineering student placements in workplaces
have become scarce is that educators are being forced to become innovative about
integrating engagement with practice within engineering curricula. As a consequence
students are likely to benefit from structured engagement with practice throughout the
curriculum from first to final year, with strong scaffolding at the start and increasing
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responsibility, autonomy, and authenticity in the learning activities for students as they
progress towards graduation.
This project aims to support educators in embedding engagement with practice from first
year; providing capstone, authentic, learning opportunities; and developing a sustainable
pool of engineering mentors.
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LQWDQJLEOHH[SHULHQFHRIWKHOLYHOHFWXUHDVLPSRUWDQWLQFOXGLQJWKHSRWHQWLDOIRU
LQWHUDFWLRQVLQUHDOWLPHDQGVSDFH´
+RZHYHUWKHFXUUHQWDXWKRUKDVQRW\HWEHHQDEOHWRILQGVWXGLHVRQDWWHQGDQFHUDWHVRYHU
DQH[WHQGHGSHULRGWKDWFRYHUSUHDQGSRVWOHFWXUHUHFRUGLQJHUDDQGFDQOLQNLQGLYLGXDO
VWXGHQWGDWDRQOLYHDQGUHFRUGHGOHFWXUHDWWHQGDQFHRUYLHZLQJ

$ERXWWKHXQLWRIVWXG\
*HQHUDO
7KHXQLWRIVWXG\LV&,9/6WUXFWXUDO0HFKDQLFVWDXJKWDW7KH8QLYHUVLW\RI6\GQH\,WLV
DQG\HDUFRPSXOVRU\XQLWIRUXQGHUJUDGXDWHVWXGHQWVLQFLYLOHQJLQHHULQJ6LQFHD
VPDOOQXPEHURISRVWJUDGXDWHVWXGHQWVLQDSURIHVVLRQDOPDVWHUVGHJUHHKDYHHQUROOHGLQ
WKLVXQLW7KH\UHSUHVHQWDVPDOOQXPEHURIVWXGHQWV DSSUR[LPDWHO\LQ 6LQFH
DVPDOOQXPEHURIQRQHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVGRLQJDQXQGHUJUDGXDWHGHJUHHLQSURMHFW
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PDQDJHPHQWKDYHHQUROOHGLQWKLVXQLW7KH\UHSUHVHQWDVPDOOQXPEHURIWKHWRWDOFRKRUW
DSSUR[LPDWHO\LQ 
7KHXQLWRIVWXG\KDVKDGWKHVDPH VROH OHFWXUHUFRRUGLQDWRUVLQFH7KHUHDUHî
KRXUOHFWXUHVDQGîKRXUWXWRULDOSHUZHHNIRUZHHNV

6\OODEXV
7KHV\OODEXVLVIDLUO\W\SLFDORIDQ\HQJLQHHULQJVXEMHFWFDOOHG³6WUHQJWKRI0DWHULDOV´
µ0HFKDQLFVRI6ROLGV´RU³6WUXFWXUDO0HFKDQLFV´6SHFLILFFRQWHQWLQFOXGHVVLPSOHEHQGLQJ
PRPHQWGLDJUDPVRIGHWHUPLQDWHEHDPVVWUHVVDQGVWUDLQXQGHUD[LDOIRUFHEHQGLQJ
PRPHQWVKHDUDQGWRUVLRQEHDPGHIOHFWLRQVDQGEXFNOLQJ
7KHSUHUHTXLVLWHLVDXQLWLQIXQGDPHQWDOVWDWLFV IRUFHDQGPRPHQWHTXLOLEULXPRI'DQG'
ERGLHVXQGHUIRUFHVDQGPRPHQWV 7KHGHULYDWLRQRIWKHRU\PDNHVOLPLWHGXVHRIILUVW\HDU
XQLYHUVLW\PDWKHPDWLFDOFRQWHQW HJ3'(VRUPDWULFHV EXWXVHRUPDVWHU\RIVXFKFRQWHQWLV
EDUHO\UHTXLUHGIRUDVVHVVPHQWWDVNVQRUDQLVVXHWKDWZRXOGLPSDFWDVWXGHQW¶VDELOLW\WR
SDVV$VRXQGDQGFRPSHWHQWNQRZOHGJHRIKLJKVFKRROPDWKV HJWULJRQRPHWU\VLQJOH
YDULDEOHFDOFXOXVTXDGUDWLFVDQGFXELFVSK\VLFDOXQLWV LVVHHQDVFULWLFDOSUHUHTXLVLWH
NQRZOHGJH

7HDFKLQJVW\OH
$WOHDVWLQLWLDOO\WKHXQLWPLJKWEHFODVVLILHGDVDW\SLFDO³FKDONDQGWDON´VXEMHFW7KHWHDFKLQJ
PRGHZDVPRUHWUDGLWLRQDOXVLQJRYHUKHDGSURMHFWLRQZLWKJDSVLQWKHQRWHVWKDWZHUHILOOHG
LQGXULQJFODVV2YHUWKH\HDUVWKHPRGHKDVDSSURDFKHGPRUHRIZKDWLVSHUFHLYHGDVWKH
³IOLSSHGFODVVURRP´ZLWKPXFKPRUHHPSKDVLVGXULQJOHFWXUHWLPHRQDVNLQJDQGDQVZHULQJ
³ZK\´DQGWU\LQJWRFRQYH\VWUXFWXUDOHQJLQHHULQJFRQFHSWVTXDOLWDWLYHO\UDWKHUWKDQ
TXDQWLWDWLYHO\7KHUHLVVXEVWDQWLDOXVHRIOLYHSURSV ZKLFKDUHQRWUHFRUGHG DQGFRPSXWHU
DQLPDWLRQV ZKLFKVWXGHQWVFDQGRZQORDG 7KHOHFWXUHUHFRUGLQJSURFHVVGRHVQRWSURYLGH
DJRRGUHSODFHPHQWIRUWKHOHFWXUHH[SHULHQFH LQWKHKXPEOHRSLQLRQRIWKHDXWKRU 7KHXQLW
RIVWXG\LVXVXDOO\LQWKHWRSRUDFURVVWKHIDFXOW\LQVWXGHQWVXUYH\VIRUODUJHXQLWVZLWK
HQUROPHQWVRYHUVWXGHQWV

'HPRJUDSKLFV
7DEOHVKRZVWKH\HDUE\\HDUGHPRJUDSKLFGLVWULEXWLRQRIVWXGHQWV7RWDOHQUROPHQWVKDYH
DOPRVWTXDGUXSOHGRYHUD\HDUSHULRGIURPWRDQGUHPDLQHGUHDVRQDEO\VWDEOH
VLQFH(QUROPHQWQXPEHUVDUHVOLJKWO\VNHZHGGXHWRDIDLUO\FRQVLVWHQWIDLOXUHUDWHRIDERXW
DQGWDNLQJLQWRDFFRXQWVWXGHQWVZKRGURSRXWDERXWRIHQUROPHQWVDUHUHSHDW
VWXGHQWV)HPDOHHQUROPHQWVUHPDLQHGVWHDG\IURPDWDSSUR[LPDWHO\EXW
WKHUHKDVEHHQDYHU\HQFRXUDJLQJLQFUHDVHLQIHPDOHSDUWLFLSDWLRQIURPWRWR
QHDUO\
,QWKHODVW\HDUVWKHUHKDVEHHQDFRQVLVWHQWLQFUHDVHLQLQWHUQDWLRQDOVWXGHQWVZLWKDERXW
KDOIRIWKHFODVVEHLQJLQWHUQDWLRQDO)RUWKHVDNHRIVLPSOLFLW\$XVWUDOLDQSHUPDQHQW
UHVLGHQWVZHUHFODVVHGDV³LQWHUQDWLRQDO´RQWKHDVVXPSWLRQWKDWWKH\KDGDUULYHGLQ$XVWUDOLD
RQO\³UHFHQWO\´SULRUWRHQUROPHQW7KH\UHSUHVHQWDVPDOOQXPEHU LQ 0DLQODQG
&KLQHVHQDWLRQDOVUHSUHVHQWDERXWRIWKHLQWHUQDWLRQDOVWXGHQWERG\DQGWKHUHIRUH
1(6%2WKHULQWHUQDWLRQDOVRULJLQDWHIURP(QJOLVKVSHDNLQJRU(QJOLVKVFKRROHGFRXQWULHV
VXFKDV1HZ=HDODQG,QGLDRU6LQJDSRUH
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7DEOH<HDUE\\HDUGHPRJUDSKLFGLVWULEXWLRQ

<HDU

7RWDO6WXGHQWV

)HPDOH

,QWHUQDWLRQDO





































































/HFWXUH
$WWHQGDQFH



















'DWD
/HFWXUHDWWHQGDQFH
/HFWXUHDWWHQGDQFHZDVORJJHGWKURXJKWKHVXEPLVVLRQRI QRQDVVHVVDEOH IRUPDWLYHWDVNV
GXULQJOHFWXUHV:KLOHWHDFKLQJDQHZFRQFHSWVWXGHQWVZRXOGEHDVNHGWRGRDTXLFN
VDPSOHTXHVWLRQ DSSUR[LPDWHO\PLQXWHV 7KHTXHVWLRQLVGHVLJQHGWREHVLPSOHDQG
DVWXGHQWLVHQFRXUDJHGWRIROORZWKHIRUPDWDQGSURFHVVRIDQH[DPSOHGRQHMXVWSULRUZLWK
RQO\PLQRUPRGLILFDWLRQWRWKHZRUNLQJSURYLGHGLQFODVV6WXGHQWVVXEPLWWHGWKHLUDQVZHUDW
WKHHQGRIWKHFODVVDQGVXEPLVVLRQVZHUHORJJHG
$WWHQGDQFHIRUDJLYHQ\HDULVUHSRUWHGDVDVLQJOHSHUFHQWDJHYDOXHQDPHO\WKHWRWDO
QXPEHURIVXEPLVVLRQVGLYLGHE\^WKHQXPEHURIVWXGHQWVîWKHQXPEHURIWDVNV`,QWKHILUVW
\HDURIWKHVWXG\  WKHQXPEHURIWDVNVZDV)URPWKHQXPEHURIWDVNV
SHUVHPHVWHUYDULHGIURPWRZLWKWKHDYHUDJHQXPEHUSHU\HDUEHLQJ7KHILUVWWDVNLV
XVXDOO\LQ:HHNRIWKHVHPHVWHU$QHFGRWDOREVHUYDWLRQLVWKDWWKHUHDQXPEHURIVWXGHQWV
ZKRDWWHQGWKHYHU\ILUVWOHFWXUHLQZHHNDQGWKHQDUHVXEVHTXHQWO\DEVHQW6XFKD
VWXGHQWLVFODVVHGDVKDYLQJ³]HURDWWHQGDQFH´7DVNVDUHRQUDQGRPGD\VGXULQJWKHZHHN
VRLQGLYLGXDOVWXGHQWGDWDRXJKWQRWEHLQIOXHQFHGE\V\VWHPLFLVVXHVVXFKDVDFODVKRUD
ZRUNFRPPLWPHQWRQDVLQJOHGD\RIWKHZHHN
7KHUHLVVRPHVFRSHIRUHUURULQWKHDWWHQGDQFHGDWD6RPHVWXGHQWVVXEPLWWHGPXOWLSOH
IRUPVLQFODVVZLWKWKHQDPHVRIDEVHQWFROOHDJXHV XQGHUWKHPLVWDNHQDVVXPSWLRQWKDW
WKHVHVXEPLVVLRQVZHUHZRUWKPDUNVRULQIOXHQFHILQDOJUDGH 'XULQJSRVWVHPHVWHU
LQWHUYLHZVZLWKIDLOLQJVWXGHQWVZKHQDVNHGDERXWORZDWWHQGDQFHVRPHVWXGHQWVKDYH
FODLPHG³,ZDVWKHUHEXW,MXVWIRUJRWWRSXWLQWKHSLHFHRISDSHU´,WLVEHOLHYHGDQ\LPSDFWRI
VXFKXQFHUWDLQWLHVLVVPDOODQGXQOLNHO\WRFKDQJH\HDUE\\HDUWUHQGV
7KHDXWKRURIWKLVSDSHUEHOLHYHVWKLVSURFHVVRIDWWHQGDQFHLVDSRLQWRIGLIIHUHQFHWRVRPH
SUHYLRXVVWXGLHVZKLFKKDYHUHOLHGRQVHOIVHOHFWLRQDQGKRQHVW\E\DVWXGHQWLQDVXUYH\
UHVSRQVH6LQFHWKHDWWHQGDQFHGDWDLVDWLQGLYLGXDOVWXGHQWOHYHOLWWKHQFDQEHGLUHFWO\
FRPSDUHGWRRWKHUVSHFLILFGDWD
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/HFWXUH5HFRUGLQJ8VDJH
7KH8QLYHUVLW\RI6\GQH\ILUVWWULDOOHGOHFWXUHUHFRUGLQJLQ6HPHVWHUZLWKWKH/HFWRSLD
V\VWHP7KLVXQLWRIVWXG\YROXQWHHUHGDVDQ³HDUO\DGRSWHU´RIWKHV\VWHPLQ6HPHVWHU
DQGKDVXVHGLWHYHUVLQFH7KH/HFWRSLDV\VWHPZDVVXSHUFHGHGE\(FKRLQ
8QWLOXVHRIYLGHRUHFRUGLQJZDVYROXQWDU\EXWXQLYHUVLW\SROLF\FKDQJHGLQ
IRUDOOOHFWXUHVWREHUHFRUGHG
/HFWXUHUHFRUGLQJUHFRUGVWKHOHFWXUHU¶VYRLFHDQGZKDWHYHULVEHLQJGLVSOD\HGWKURXJKWKH
SURMHFWRUV\VWHP XVXDOO\LQEXLOW3&WKHOHFWXUHU¶VODSWRSRUWKHHOHFWURQLFYLVXDOL]HU 7KH
V\VWHPGRHVQRWUHFRUGWKHOLYHOHFWXUHH[SHULHQFH WKDWLVWKHOHFWXUHUWKHPVHOYHVQRUWKHLU
DFWLRQV QRWDQ\ZULWLQJRQDQRQHOHFWURQLFPHGLXP ZKLWHERDUGRUFKDON 7KHOHFWXUHUIRU
WKLVXQLWGRHVPDNHXVHRIQRQHOHFWURQLFWHDFKLQJUHVRXUFHVLQFODVVWKDWDUHQRWFDSWXUHG
7KHUHDUHDOVRVXEVWDQWLDOOHFWXUHQRWHVDQGWXWRULDOTXHVWLRQVDQGVROXWLRQVDQGLWLVOLNHO\
PDQ\VWXGHQWVUHO\VROHO\RQWKRVHUHVRXUFHVUDWKHUWKDQVRPHFRPELQDWLRQRIOLYHRU
UHFRUGHGOHFWXUHV
%RWK/HFWRSLDDQG(FKRSURYLGHGVWXGHQWXVDJHGDWDLQWKHIRUPRIWKHWRWDOQXPEHURI
VHSDUDWHYLGHRV³ZDWFKHG´E\HDFKVWXGHQW7KHUHLVXQFHUWDLQW\LQWKLVGDWD
x (FKRUHSRUWVXVDJHGDWDRQPRELOHGHYLFHVPD\QRWEHORJJHGFRUUHFWO\
x 7KHUHLVQRLQIRUPDWLRQRQKRZORQJDVWXGHQWZDWFKHGRQHSDUWLFXODUOHFWXUH

5HVXOWVDQGGLVFXVVLRQ
$WWHQGDQFH5DWHV
7DEOHJLYHVWKHDWWHQGDQFHUDWHRIVWXGHQWVE\\HDURYHUD\HDUSHULRGIURP
WR7KHGDWDLVEURNHQGRZQRQD\HDUE\\HDUEDVLVE\JHQGHU )LJXUH RU
LQWHUQDWLRQDOVWDWXV )LJXUH )LJXUHJLYHVDWWHQGDQFHUDWHGLVWULEXWLRQV LQEORFNV 
RYHUVSUHDGRXW\HDUV

.H\REVHUYDWLRQVIURPWKLVGDWDDUH
x 7KHUHKDVEHHQDJUDGXDODQGUHDVRQDEO\FRQVLVWHQWGHFOLQHLQOHFWXUHDWWHQGDQFH
7KHUHJUHVVLRQWUHQGVORSHLVDOPRVWLGHQWLFDOIRUWKHHQWLUHFRKRUWRUVXEJURXSV
PDOHIHPDOHLQWHUQDWLRQDORUORFDO 
x ,QGLYLGXDO\HDUDWWHQGDQFHUDWHVFDQEHLQIOXHQFHGE\H[WHUQDOIDFWRUV)RUH[DPSOH
KDGRQHRIWKHODUJHVW\HDUWR\HDUGURSVLQDWWHQGDQFH7KLVZDVWKHRQHDQG
RQO\\HDULQ\HDUVWKDWOHFWXUHWLPHVZHUHDWDPLQVWHDGRIDP
x )HPDOHDWWHQGDQFHUDWHVDUHDERXWKLJKHUWKDQIRUPDOHV
x /RFDOVWXGHQWDWWHQGDQFHUDWHVDUHDERXWKLJKHUWKDQIRULQWHUQDWLRQDOVWXGHQWV
x :KLOHQRWVKRZQDWWHQGDQFHUDWHVIRUUHSHDWLQJVWXGHQWVZHUHDERXWKDOIWKDWRI³ILUVW
WLPHUV´
x /HFWXUHUHFRUGLQJZDVLQWURGXFHGLQIRUWKLVXQLWDQGEHFDPHFRPSXOVRU\IRUDOO
XQLWVLQWKHXQLYHUVLW\LQ7KHUHLVQRHYLGHQFHRIDVXGGHQGURSLQDWWHQGDQFH
RQD\HDUE\\HDUEDVLVQRUDVKDUSHUOLQHDUUHJUHVVLRQDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKH
LQWURGXFWLRQRIOHFWXUHUHFRUGLQJ
x 6LQFHDWWHQGDQFHUDWHVKDYHGURSSHGFOHDUO\WKHKLVWRJUDPGDWD )LJXUH ZLOOVKRZ
GURSVLQKLJKHUDWWHQGDQFHUDWHEDQGVDQGLQFUHDVHVLQORZHUDWWHQGDQFHUDWHV
EDQGV/RRNLQJPRUHFORVHO\WKHVKLIWLVFDXVHGPRUHE\DQRWDEOHLQFUHDVHDVXEVHW
RIVWXGHQWVVLJQLILFDQWO\UHGXFLQJWKHLUDWWHQGDQFHUDWKHUWKDQPRVWVWXGHQWVVOLJKWO\
GURSSLQJWKHLUDWWHQGDQFH7KHUHLVTXLWHDVXEVWDQWLDOFRKRUW RIILUVWWLPHUV 
DWWHQGLQJ]HUROHFWXUHVLQZKHUHDVWKDWFRKRUWZDVQRQH[LVWHQWLQ
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)LJXUH$WWHQGDQFHGLVWULEXWLRQ ILUVWWLPHUVRQO\ LQVHOHFWHG\HDUV
ϭϬϬ
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)LJXUH/HFWXUHDWWHQGDQFHYVILQDOPDUN DJJUHJDWHGGDWD±VWXGHQWV 
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)LJXUHJLYHVWKHGLVWULEXWLRQRIOHFWXUHDWWHQGDQFHYVPDUNVDFURVVWKH\HDUVRIWKH
VWXG\7KHUHLVVLJQLILFDQWVFDWWHURIUHVXOWVEXWWKHUHLVVRPHOHYHORIFRUUHODWLRQ r  
2QHPXVWEHPLQGIXOWKDW³FRUUHODWLRQGRHVQRWLQGLFDWHFDXVDWLRQ´DQGKHQFHDWWHQGDQFH
per seLVQRWWKHIDFWRUWKDWHQVXUHVJRRGILQDOJUDGHV+RZHYHUUHDVRQDEO\FRPPRQ
IDFWRUVLQERWKDWWHQGDQFHDQGSHUIRUPDQFHDUHPRWLYDWLRQDQGHQJDJHPHQW 0DVVLQJWRQ
DQG+HUULQJWRQ 

/HFWXUHUHFRUGLQJXVDJH
$VPHQWLRQHGDERYHOHFWXUHUHFRUGLQJVZHUHLQWURGXFHGLQ7KHUHLVQRHYLGHQFHRID
VXGGHQGURSLQDWWHQGDQFHRQD\HDUE\\HDUEDVLVQRUDVKDUSHUOLQHDUUHJUHVVLRQ
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHLQWURGXFWLRQRIOHFWXUHUHFRUGLQJ
+RZHYHUOHFWXUHUHFRUGLQJVGRHVFDXVHPXFKDQHFGRWDOFRQFHUQVDPRQJVWWHDFKLQJVWDII
PRVWIUHTXHQWO\DORQJWKHOLQHVRI³LIWKH\ZDWFKRQOLQHWKH\ZRQ¶WJHWWKHIXOOQXDQFHG
H[SHULHQFHRIDWWHQGDQFHDQGFDQQRWDVNTXHVWLRQV´,IDQ\WKLQJWKHSUHVHQFHRIUHFRUGLQJV
FDQDOORZNHHQ RUFRQIXVHG VWXGHQWVWRUHSOD\FHUWDLQVHJPHQWVRIDOHFWXUH
)LJXUHVDQGKDYHPDSSHGOHFWXUHDWWHQGDQFHDQGUHFRUGLQJXVDJHDWDQLQGLYLGXDOOHYHO
7KHNH\REVHUYDWLRQVIURPWKLVGDWDDUH
x )URPDSSUR[LPDWHO\RIVWXGHQWVLQDJLYHQ\HDUZDWFKHGDWOHDVWRQH
UHFRUGLQJ,QWKLVMXPSHGWR
x )URPWKHQXPEHURIVWXGHQWVLQHDFK\HDUZKRZDWFKHGPRUHWKDQ
RIOHFWXUHVZDVORZ±HDFK\HDUUDQJLQJIURP7KHUHZDVDQRWDEOHMXPSLQ
ZKHQZDWFKHGDWOHDVWKDOIWKHOHFWXUHV
x 9HU\IHZVWXGHQWVZDWFK QHDUO\ HYHU\OHFWXUH±RQO\KDGOHFWXUHZDWFKLQJRI
RIKLJKHU
x ,WLVUDUHIRUQRQOHFWXUHDWWHQGLQJVWXGHQWVWRZDWFKDODUJHQXPEHURIUHFRUGLQJV
+DOIRIWKH ILUVWDWWHPSW ]HURDWWHQGHHVZDWFKHGRUOHVVRIRQOLQHUHFRUGLQJV
x ,WLVYHU\UDUHIRUKLJKDWWHQGLQJVWXGHQWVWRZDWFKPDQ\YLGHRV HJRQO\RI
DWWHQGHHVZDWFKPRUHWKDQRIYLGHRV EXWVWXGHQWVZLWKJRRGDWWHQGDQFHDUH
VWLOOZDWFKLQJVRPHYLGHRV HJRIWKHVWXGHQWVZLWKDWOHDVWOHFWXUH
DWWHQGDQFHZDWFKDWOHDVWRIWKHYLGHRV 
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)LJXUH/HFWXUHDWWHQGDQFHYVUHFRUGLQJXVDJH DJJUHJDWHGGDWD±VWXGHQWV 
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)LJXUH'LVWULEXWLRQRIOHFWXUHUHFRUGLQJXVDJHIRUYDULRXVDWWHQGDQFHFRKRUWV
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CONTEXT Humanitarian Engineering (HumEng) is a rapidly emerging discipline in
Australian and worldwide engineering education curriculum. While many engineering courses
have been incorporating international service-learning pedagogy, it is only in the recent
decade that engineering schools have started offering degrees in HumEng and this trend
seems to be increasing. Among the many challenges that engineering schools face, major
efforts will be focused on evaluating the outcomes of these new degrees and HumEng
learning interventions across the engineering curriculum.
PURPOSE The goal of this study is to develop a preliminary understanding of the
evaluation strategies and outcomes that have been used to evaluate existing HumEng
curricular or co-curricular initiatives.
APPROACH As a starting point, we focused our search on studies published in the
International Journal of Service-Learning in Engineering (IJSLE), which has been the main
outlet for research focused on international service-learning in the past decades. From
IJSLE, we identified over 40 peer-reviewed articles that reported evaluation of HumEng and
similar programs. We analysed the collected articles using a qualitative content analysis
approach, with a focus on what outcomes the studies assessed and what instruments were
used.

RESULTS The results of the content analysis showed that two mains aspects have been
evaluated in these studies: students’ satisfaction with the courses/programs and
development of competencies. In terms of students’ satisfaction, the studies reported that
students tend to see more value in HumEng and similar initiatives as compared to traditional
courses. In terms of competencies, the studies have assessed numerous technical and
professional skills, usually finding that HumEng and similar initiatives are effective in
supporting the development of such competencies. However, the analysis revealed several
limitations associated with the evaluation procedures used in the studies.

CONCLUSIONS This preliminary review showed that HumEng offer many benefits to
students especially in terms of their professional development and the enhancement of
competencies highly desired by industry. Our analysis also identified many potential gaps in
the literature, including scarcity of rigorously validated instruments to evaluate learning
outcomes, lack of focus on impact of initiatives on students’ identity and career choices, and
community partner’s perspectives. Consequently, we conclude the study suggesting ideas
for future research projects and recommendations for evaluating HumEng programs.

KEYWORDS Humanitarian Engineering, Service-Learning, Evaluation, Literature Review.
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Introduction
Humanitarian Engineering (HumEng), global and local service learning, and similar courses,
programs, and educational initiatives have been becoming increasingly popular in
engineering education courses worldwide. These trends started with the creation of
engineers without borders (EWB) chapters, the first being in France (Paye, 2010), and
expanded rapidly. In 2003, EWB-International was created as a network that connects 41
national member organizations (Lucena and Schneider, 2008) and many others have been
established since. In the past decades, HumEng has also moved from extra-curricular
activity to become the subject of a higher education engineering degree. The first institution
providing degrees in HumEng were in USA, with the first one probably the minor in
Humanitarian Engineering at Colorado School of Mines established in 2003.
In Australiasia, the main focus on humanitarian engineering has been driven by the
educational efforts of EWB-Australia, which have offered multiple educational initiatives for
many years. Building on these initiatives, Australasian engineering schools have started
offering courses focused on humanitarian engineering and the first degree in Humanitarian
Engineering was open in 2017 at the University of Sydney (University of Sydney, 2016).
UoSydney however is only the first institution among many that are starting to offer degrees
in HumEng.
Among the many challenges that engineering schools will face, major efforts will be focused
on evaluating the outcomes of these new degrees and HumEng learning interventions across
the engineering curriculum. To start brainstorming ways of addressing this challenge, we
reviewed literature that has been published in the International Journal of Service Learning in
Engineering (IJSLE), the main outlet for local and global service learning research.
Specifically, we asked the following research questions:
1. What was the focus (e.g., students’ satisfaction, skill development, etc.) of the
evaluation?
2. What methods were used to perform the evaluation?
3. What was the quality of the quality of the procedures used for the evaluation?

Methods
To obtain preliminary answers to our research questions, we undertook a “scoping review” of
literature (Grant & Booth, 2009). As explained by Grant and Booth (2009), a scoping review
provides a preliminary assessment of the available literature on a chosen topic and shares
“characteristics of the systematic review in attempting to be systematic, transparent and
replicable” (p. 101). Therefore, a scoping review was especially appropriate in the case of
this study as our goal was to develop a preliminary picture of previous efforts to evaluate
HumEng and similar learning experiences.

Data collection
For this paper, we chose to focus on the International Journal of Service Learning in
Engineering (IJSLE) because it has been the main outlet for research publication on
HumEngEd and related topics. This choice allowed us to focus on a smaller set of data and
conduct a preliminary assessment, which is in line with the goal of a scoping review.
The data collection process was adapted from the PRISMA process (Moher et al., 2009),
which is usually used for systematic literature reviews (Borrego et al., 2014). The PRISMA
process is comprised of four steps: 1) identification of literature through systematic searches
of databases, 2) screening of abstracts to discard papers that do not meet selection criteria,
3) appraisal of full-text to discard papers that do not meet selection criteria and/or do not
meet quality standards, and 4) analysis and synthesis of collected literature.
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In our scoping review, we skipped the first step (identification through database searches)
and we focused only on IJSLE as mentioned above. Therefore, we went directly to the
abstract screening phase. The first author reviewed all the abstracts of the papers in IJSLE
archives up to issue 2 of volume 11, which was the last published issue when the search was
conducted, and therefore no keyword search was employed. The main selection criterion
was that the paper had to present a research study focused on evaluating the learning
experience of the students enrolled in a service-learning course. The abstract screening
resulted in 46 papers.
Next, the two authors appraised the full-text of the paper to make sure that the papers
presented some sort of evaluation study. In contrast with systematic literature reviews that
assess the quality of the a study at the full-text appraisal stage to decide whether to keep or
discard a journal article, in our case we did not appraised the quality of the papers at this
stage because evaluating the quality of the collected papers was part of our research goals,
so we wanted to keep even lower quality studies. To appraise the full-text, the two authors
selected 10 papers from the 46 and appraised them independently. Then, they met to
compare results. Because the results were very similar, the two authors appraised the
remaining 36 papers independently. To evaluate, the extent to which the two authors agreed
on the appraisal of the 36 papers, Inter-Rate Reliability was calculated using Cohen’s kappa.
The resulting kappa was 0.94, suggesting almost perfect agreement. In fact, the two authors
disagreed on one paper of the 36. The two authors decided to keep the paper. At the end of
the full-text appraisal, we were left with 21 papers to analyze.

Data analysis
To analyze the 21 papers we used a content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) approach.
First, the two authors analyzed half of the papers independently, with a focus on information
related to the three research questions: 1) focus of the evaluation, 2) procedures of the
evaluation, and 3) quality of the evaluation process. Once the two authors completed the
analysis, they met to compare and discuss their coding. They came to agreement on the final
codebook and coded the remaining papers independently. Finally, they met again to
compare the second round of coding and finalizing the findings.

Results
The goal of our scoping review was to gather preliminary information on the focus, methods,
and quality of evaluation of the evaluation presented in the papers. Therefore, we organized
the results section around these three topics.

Focus
The specific focus of the evaluation studies presented in the 21 papers ranges significantly,
but we grouped them in two broader categories: learning outcomes and satisfaction. As
reported in table 1, the majority of the papers (n = 15) focused on learning outcomes, while
seven papers evaluated stakeholders’ satisfaction. Two studies (Davis et al., 2014; Leigh &
Clevenger, 2013) evaluated both learning outcomes and satisfaction. In general, all papers
reported that students gained proficiency in the outcomes measured as a result of
participating in the respective HumEng or related initiative, which included short intensive
courses, one semester courses, and multi-semester courses.
Among the learning outcomes that were evaluated the most common were social
responsibility, teamwork, and communication. Other common competencies included
global/cross-cultural skills, design, problem solving, and life-long learning. The fact that these
specific skills were most commonly studied is not surprising as HumEng initiative have an
intrinsic focus on professional skills, community engagement, and design across countries
and cultures.
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Table 1. Number for papers for each focus of evaluation
Focus
N of sources
Learning Outcomes
15
Social responsibility
7
Teamwork
7
Communication
7
Global/Cross-cultural
5
Applying STEM knowledge
4
Design
4
Problem solving
4
Life-long learning
4
Equity and diversity
3
Leadership
2
Project management
2
Creativity
2
Others cited only once (e.g., reflection, self-efficacy,
10
cognitive processes, and others)
Satisfaction
7
Students
6
Community partners
3
Faculty
1
However, although the papers used similar names for each competency evaluated, there
was not much agreement among the specific definitions of each competency. For instance,
the learning outcome focused on social responsibility comprised a range of different, but
closely related perspective. Carberry et al (2013) frame it as an individual ability of identify
potential ethical issues and dilemmas of a project. Others instead focused on community
engagement. Bratton (2014) evaluated students’ ability to understand technology impact and
Songer & Breitkreuz (2014) focused on global citizenry. Many of the professional
competencies overlapped among each other and it was to some extent difficult to put them in
one single box. For example, in assessing project management, Davis et al. (2014) included
also “working well with a team on an engineering project”, which other papers would have
categorized as teamwork. Therefore, while authors of the 21 papers used similar language
for the learning outcomes, there was often some discrepancy in terms of the actual
meanings. Nonetheless, the coding in table 1 reflects the authors of the collected papers
wording rather than our perceptions (e.g., if they used the word “teamwork” we coded it as
teamwork even if the definition overlapped with other competencies).
Among the papers that evaluated stakeholders’ satisfaction, students’ perspective was the
one that was mostly appraised. Similarly to the case of the learning outcomes, each paper
looked at different, but closely related aspects. To cite a few examples, Bargar et al (2016)
asked students to reflect on their experience as compared to traditional coursework, Bichel &
Sundstrom (2011) asked to rate the “quality of the course content”, and Liguori et al (2014)
elicited perspective on the academic structure and the teamwork experience. The community
partners were typically surveyed about their satisfaction of working with the students. Only
Ermilio et al (2014) included faculty members. However, while students, community partners,
and faculty members are key stakeholders, HumEngEd involves even a wider range of
stakehoders (e.g., governments, other local organizations, the direct beneficiaries,
professional staff of universities, accreditation bodies, professional societies, etc.), which
could be included in future research.
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Methods
In terms of methods of evaluation, we grouped the methods used in the traditional three
categories: quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods. Quantitative methods were the most
commonly used (n = 12), followed by qualitative (n = 5), and finally mixed-methods (n = 4).
Among the quantitative studies, surveys using Likert scales were the most common. For
instance, Bielefeldt and Canney (2014) used the Engineering Professional Social
Responsibility Assessment survey, which is comprised of 50 items on a 7-point Likert scale.
Similarly, Bratton (2014) used the Engineering Self-Efficacy Scale (ESES) which is
comprised of 13 items on a 7 point scale. Only one study did not use Likert scale. Budney
and Gradoville (2011) asked students to rank a set of 20 competencies from the most
important to the least important.
Although many studies focused on evaluating similar outcomes, none of the quantitative
study used the same instruments. The only papers that used similar surveys were Perrakos
et al (2014) and Carberry et al (2013). In fact, Carberry et al. (2013) used an adaptation of
National Engineering Students’ Learning Outcomes Survey (NESLOS), whereas Perrakos et
al (2014) used the original. The lack of consistency among methods used for measuring the
same constructs in these quantitative studies is somewhat surprising as one of the strengths
of quantities methods is they enable comparison through standardization.
Among the qualitative studies, reflections were the methods mostly used. Duff et al (2014)
and Leigh and Clevenger (2013) collected reflections from students only at the end of the
learning experience, whereas Jeffers et al (2015) asked students to reflect before, during,
and after their experience. Liguori et al. (2014) was the only study that used interviews as the
main method to collect information for their evaluation. The most unique approach was
probably used by Lemons et al. (2011), who utilized verbal protocol analysis.
Finally, only four papers used a mixed-method approach. Dukahn and Schumack (2010)
combined reflections and multiple-choice questions. Smith et al (2016) grounded their study
in Threshold Concept Theory and used both surveys and interviews. Ermilio et al (2014) ran
a SWOT analysis with multiple stakeholders and interpreted findings from Likert scale
surveys. Perrarkos et al. (2013) integrated surveys with open-ended questions.
In sum, a range of methods has been used, with a clear preference for surveys. Only two
non-mainstream approaches were utilized (Verbal Protocol Analysis and SWOT). The most
surprising finding was probably the lack of consistency of the methods used among the
papers, which prevents any meaningful comparison to be made.

Quality
The last part of our analysis of the papers focused on assessing the quality of the research
strategies presented in the studies that we collected. We ranked the studies as high when
they presented a complete description of the procedures used and a sound justification of
their design choices, as medium when some aspects were missing, and as low when no
information on the research design was provided. Overall, we rated only 5 articles as high
quality and three as medium. The large majority (n = 13) did not present enough information
on their study design and therefore we had to rate them as low quality.
Among the five articles that we rated as of high quality, two (Bielefeldt & Canney, 2014;
Carberry et al., 2013) were quantitative methods, two were qualitative (Jeffers et al., 2015;
Lemons et al., 2011), and one was mixed-method (Pierrarkos et al., 2013). The three studies
that used a quantitative approach (Bielefeldt & Canney, 2014; Carberry et al., 2013;
Perrarkos et al., 2013) presented very clear description of the theoretical framework
underpinning the instruments they used and the validation process that was followed to make
sure that the surveys were actually validated and reliable. Similarly, also the qualitative
studies presented a theoretical framework and provided details on the procedures for data
collection and analysis as well as ways to ensure the trustworthiness of their studies.
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Discussion and future research
In this study, we provided a preliminary overview of the focus, methods, and quality of
evaluation studies that focused on HumEngEd and similar initiatives. Although our study is
limited to ISJLE, four interesting insights emerged from our analysis. First, we found that
there is a lack of consistency in the learning outcomes that were evaluated across the
papers, thereby making it difficult to perform meaningful comparison across initiatives.
Second, the evaluations have been mostly focused on students, thereby missing a broader
range of perspectives from different stakeholders. Third, evaluations have mostly used a
limited number of traditional methods, which may be positive for standardization, but it also
may limit the types of information that can be gathered, especially when collecting
information from projects that have a practical application focus. Fourth, while all the studies
showed positive results, the lack of details of the research procedures for evaluation makes it
difficult to draw solid conclusions on the benefits of HumEngEd initiatives for students and
other stakeholders.
In light of these insights, we recommend that three related areas of research should be
undertaken. The first line of research should focus on creating a consistent framework of
competencies or learning outcomes that could be applied across the current and future
HumEngEd programs across Australasia. A possible approach to this problem could be to
undertake a Delphi study and involve multiple stakeholders, including university, industry,
local communities, and non-for-profit organizations. For instance, Deardorff (2006) used the
Delphi technique to construct a comprehensive framework for defining and assessing
intercultural competence.
Second, more research is needed to understand perspectives, motivations, and impact of
multiple stakeholders, especially community members and partner organizations and the
effect of geographical locations on stakeholders’ perspectives. Some efforts to investigate
this aspect in local service-learning programs has already been undertaken. For instance,
Thompson and Jesiek (2017) developed the Transactional, Cooperative, and Communal
framework to describe the nature of partnerships in engineering engagement programs.
Such a framework could be used both to evaluate existing partnerships, but also to guide the
creation of new partnerships between engineering programs and community partners.
The third line of research is focused on methods of evaluation. This line is directly connected
and dependent on the two aforementioned research areas. As a new framework of
competencies or learning outcomes is created, the attention could swift on how to actually
assess students’ learning as an outcome of these initiatives. It would also be interesting to go
beyond traditional surveys and interview approaches, and use existing or develop new
methods. For instance, a large body of evaluation research has used scenario-based
instruments to evaluate a variety of engineering competencies, including, for instance, design
thinking (Atman et al., 2014; McKenna, 2007), sociotechnical thinking (Mazzurco et al.,
2014), and moral reasoning (Borenstein et al., 2010). Furthermore, evaluation procedures
such as program logic and similar should be considered.
Finally, a larger, more rigorous systematic literature review should be undertaken in order to
confirm or reject the four aforementioned insights and inform further research.
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CONTEXT: Intensive teaching formats, also known by various synonyms- accelerated,
block, time-shortened, compressed, condensed, have been widely used to teach
undergraduate engineering subjects both at domestic and, most commonly, at international
partner institutions. The durations of these intensive teaching forms also vary- over one or
more weeks, over one or more weekends, over several evenings and/or a combination of
them. The extent to which the subject delivery is ‘intensified’ also varies from discipline to
discipline, subject to subject, and institution to institution. Even though intensive teaching
formats are becoming common place in engineering education, it is still unclear how they
impact on student learning, particularly in engineering subjects that require huge amount of
mathematical problem solving skills, which usually take a longer period of time and rigorous
practice to be developed. This study investigates an important aspect of student learninghow local engineering students perceive the intensive teaching of engineering subjects by
international academics. Case study is conducted at an Indian partner institution where a
week-long intensive teaching was adopted to teach an undergraduate civil engineering
subject by an Australian academic staff.

PURPOSE: This study aims to explore some important research questions- what do local
engineering students think of intensive teaching by international academics? Are there any
particular issues we need to worry about? Answers to these questions are based on a case
study at an Indian institution taught by an Australian academic.
APPROACH: In order to understand what offshore engineering students think of intensive
teaching of engineering subjects, this study adopted questionnaire approach to collect
original data from students at an Indian institution by asking them about their perceptions
through a series of statements. Five-point Likert-scale questionnaire was developed and
responses were collected. Both quantitative and qualitative responses were analysed in
order to elicit engineering students’ perceptions of intensive teaching.
RESULTS: The analysis of the responses showed that the students perceived intensive
teaching mode quite favourable as compared with similar experiences in Australia. It might
be due to local socio-cultural context such as consequences of bias, social desirability and
social acquiescence. Nonetheless, three issues, which were somewhat similar to other
experiences elsewhere, were identified. First, students felt that they did not have sufficient
time (1 week delivery was too short) to practise and develop problem solving skills in an
engineering subject. Second, students found it difficult to concentrate and engage in learning
sessions for long hours. Third, it was important to modify learning resources to include local
context (standards, data and issues) when taught by an international academic staff.

CONCLUSIONS: This finding highlights the importance of addressing common issues in
order to further improve the ‘intensive’ off-shore delivery of engineering subjects, particularly
extending intensive duration, having sufficient breaks in between learning hours, learning
resources to include local context (local standards, data, problems, field visits) when taught
by off-shore academics and ensuring assessment tasks are appropriate for intensive format.
KEYWORDS: Intensive teaching, engineering subject, offshore, students’ perceptions
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Most engineering schools in Australia schedule their courses/programs in ‘traditional’
subject/unit delivery formats several times per week, typically for 11 to 14 weeks (trimester or
semester or other ‘normal’ duration). In recent decades, however, there has been an
increase in other than ‘normal’ subject delivery format including intensive course delivery with
no significant loss in contents or student contact times (Vreven & McFadden, 2007) due to a
number of reasons- changing student demographics and demands; financial constraints and
decrease in government funding and globalisation and international standing (Davies, 2006;
Scott & Conrad, 1992), to name a few. Intensive learning specifically and adult education in
higher education generally has made enormous inroads into higher education because they
are money-makers (Wlodkowski & Kasworm, 2003). Non-traditional (part-time, working,
matured, demanding, heterogeneous) student cohorts, financial pressure for academic
institutions to maintain enrolments by offering alternatives to these non-traditional students
by accommodating their schedules, and the necessity of building international educational
collaborations and partnerships have resulted in changes in teaching methods as traditional
teaching methods are no longer convenient for today’s students (Davies, 2006) and they are
also resource extensive.
Intensive delivery usually means that, rather than distributing face-to-face or online teaching
and learning times in small, even, time-slots throughout the semester or trimester or other
‘normal’ duration, the equivalent learning times are allocated to very seldom, but for much
longer blocks of times. Several synonymous forms and terminologies of intensive teaching
formats- accelerated, block, time-shortened, compressed, condensed, immersed,
concentrated- have been widely used to teach undergraduate engineering subjects both at
domestic and, more commonly, at international partner institutions by Australian academics.
Domestically, summer sessions and interim sessions are commonly in practice to fit the time
slots between trimesters or semesters. Internationally, intensive teaching to local students at
their institutions by an international academic staff is further intensified into just over a week
or over few weeks. The durations of these intensive teaching formats also vary- over one or
few weeks, over one or more weekends, over several evenings and/or a combination of
them. The extent to which the subject delivery is ‘intensified’ also varies from discipline to
discipline, subject to subject, and institution to institution.
Offering courses or units in intensive mode is not new and continue to be a part of the
changing higher education landscape at Australian universities. Existing studies, albeit very
limited and conflicting, have identified some advantages and disadvantages of intensive
teaching formats for students, for teaching staff, for academic institutions and for educational
outcomes. They have also suggested some best practice guidelines.
Advantages for students include, among others, flexibility and work/study-life balance;
improved time management skills; increased motivation, commitment, concentration,
engagement and interaction, rewarding and stimulating; focused, efficient, challenging and
enjoyable; and closer relationships among students (Burton & Nesbit, 2002; Daniel, 2000;
Grant, 2001; Scott & Conrad, 1992). Advantages for teaching staff include, among others,
students tend to prepare better for intensive sessions; better student attendance; integration,
concentration and continuity; flexibility and work-life balance; closer relationships with
students; satisfaction, motivation and enjoyment; and similar, if not better, in terms of
contents and learning outcomes (Burton & Nesbit, 2008; Grant, 2001; Scott & Conrad, 1992).
Advantages for academic institutions include increased enrolments, reduced resources and
allows for staffing flexibility and guest speakers (Burton & Nesbit, 2002; Grant, 2001).
Advantages for educational outcomes include, similar or better student performance
compared with ‘traditional’ format; does not compromise short- and long-term knowledge
retention; increased quality of student learning and experience in terms of interaction,
commitment and academic performance; and context-sensitive learning that can have
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enormously high focus and impact on student learning (Burton & Nesbit, 2002; Faught, Law,
& Zahradnik, 2016; Grant, 2001; Scott & Conrad, 1992).
On the other hand, intensive subject delivery has often been criticised as being too
intensified ‘to produce anything of educational value’, reproached for sacrificing breadth,
short-shrifting academic standards to accommodate time constraints, and obliging students
to cram information at the expense of genuine learning and development (Scott & Conrad,
1992; Slichter, 1927). Many educators, in general, are concerned about learning outcomes
(Daniel, 2000). In addition to these perceived disadvantages for educational outcomes, past
studies have identified a list of disadvantages of intensive format for students and for
teaching staff. Disadvantages for students, among others, include difficulties in switching to
new materials without having time to review or reread old materials; difficulties in completing
assessments to a high standard due to limited preparation times; less opportunities to meet
teaching staff outside classes; excessive workload and information overload in a short period
of time; and unsuitable, stressful, overstimulation and difficult for some students, particularly
the slow learners (Henebry, 1997; Scott & Conrad, 1992). Disadvantages for teaching staff,
among others, include necessity to revise, redevelop and redesign learning outcomes,
contents, assessments, resources and activities; limited or decreased opportunity for
extensive coverage; increased workload and time pressure- too little preparation time and
too rapid assimilation; fatigue or difficulties in maintaining energy; little opportunity to adjust
learning materials; difficulties in responding to student feedback on time; and unsuitable for
some quantitative and difficult subjects (Burton & Nesbit, 2002; Daniel, 2000; Grant, 2001;
Scott & Conrad, 1992).
A considerable amount of the literature on intensive teaching format appears to exist in
academic areas where skill acquisition is paramount, rather than discursive, conceptual
learning and it may be critical in assessing the value of intensive teaching in various subjects
(Davies, 2006). While there is recent significant growth of accelerated degree programs,
there is little empirical research regarding the quality and impact of accelerated degrees on
adult learning (Kasworm, 2001). The literature in this area is not extensive. Even though
intensive teaching formats are becoming common place in engineering education, it is still
unclear how they impact on student learning, particularly in engineering subjects that require
mathematical problem solving skills, the development of which usually takes a longer period
of time and rigorous practice. Several research questions can be asked:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Do ‘intensive teaching’ format, intensity, duration, times of the day or week or season
make a difference in engineering students’ academic performance and achievement?
Do engineering educators revise, redevelop and redesign learning outcomes,
contents, assessments, resources and activities for ‘intensive teaching’ contexts?
How and why do engineering educators, institutions and students choose a particular
format of ‘intensive teaching’?
What are the factors that impact the quality of ‘intensive teaching’?
How do engineering students perceive and learn in ‘intensive teaching’ format?
Do engineering students learn, achieve, reflect and retain knowledge more effectively
and efficiently in ‘intensive teaching’ format?

Unfortunately, existing literature does not fully answer these questions, neither does this
study as it is difficult to accommodate all these issues in a single study. However, this study
attempts to investigate an important aspect of student learning- how engineering students
perceive the ‘intensive teaching’ of engineering subjects in a particular context. A case study
is conducted at an Indian partner institution where a week-long intensive teaching was
adopted to teach an undergraduate civil engineering subject ‘Road Design & Safety’ to local
students at their institutions by an Australian academic. The learning outcomes and
associated contents of the subject, in brief, included (i) discussion of the linkages between
road design and safety, (ii) identification, collection and calculation of road design input
parameters, and (iii) design and detailing of road geometric elements based on Australian
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experience and design standards. The teaching method adopted was mostly lecture-tutorial
based sessions and in-class discussions. At the end of the week, an examination that
contained questions of several levels of difficulties was conducted to assess the students’
learning achievement.

Study method
As previously discussed, the primary objective of this study is to capture engineering
students’ perceptions of intensive teaching of engineering subjects in a particular context.
Questionnaire was used for eliciting such perceptions. The student learning experience
questionnaire was designed using well established literature in Study Process Questionaries
(SPQ) (for example, (Biggs, 2011; Biggs, Kember, & Leung, 2001)) that included a range of
statements that help capture these perceptions through students’ responses. Qualitative data
were also collected in addition to quantitative responses.
In total, 59 questionnaires were completed physically in the classroom by the students
collected by a non-teaching staff in 2016 representing a response rate of 98.33%. The
questionnaire requested respondents to provide their perceptions and opinions about
statements related to subject, teaching staff and their own learning as either (1) strongly
disagree (2) disagree (3) neutral (4) agree or (5) strongly agree. These statements were
derived from several studies (Biggs, 1987, 2011; Biggs et al., 2001; Jenkins, Edwards,
Nepal, & Bolton, 2011; Justicia, Pichardo, Cano, Berbén, & De la Fuente, 2008; Kember &
Leung, 1998). Unidentifiable background information about the respondents was also
collected. These 5-point Likert-type ordered responses were statistically analysed in order to
gain insight into the research questions.

Respondents’ Profile
The responses collected were from third year Bachelor of civil engineering students at an
Indian university. The student cohort were all male students, who were freshly graduated
from high school and of 18-21 years of age (only one student was 22 year or older). This
profile is something different than the Australian engineering student cohorts. As expected,
about 65% of them had Hindi as their first language, about 15% of them indicated English as
their first language and remaining 20% spoke Punjabi or other languages. About 70% of
them had achieved 50-70% overall percentage marks before this intensive subject.

Data analysis and results
Even though several existing studies have used mean and standard deviation to describe
ordinal scale data, the most appropriate way of analysing them is through median, mode,
range and percentiles as discussed in the following sub-sections.

Quantitative analysis of the students’ perceptions of the intensive Subject
The resulting descriptive statistics (median, mode, range and percent difference) of the
responses relating to students’ perceptions of the intensive subject are summarised in Table
1. Both median and mode scores vary from 4 to 5 and the ranges are 1-2. The small ranges
indicate that students’ responses are consistent. It is interesting to see that scores of the
statements relating to assessment (exam) are slightly lower than other statements. It may
indicate that the assessments (exams) were not properly designed to suit intensive learning
environment or students got very limited time to prepare for assessments (exams).
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of students’ perceptions on the subject

Max.

Min
.

Percent Difference
(Strongly Agree/Agree
MINUS Disagree/Strongly
Disagree)

Range
Study Process Questionnaire
(SPQ) Statements

Median

Mode

1. The Subject was designed
appropriately to cover safety and
road design details

5

5

5

3

96.6%

2. The Subject was structured well
at the level suitable for students

4

4

5

2

87.9%

3. All contents offered in this Subject
were of significant importance for
working as a professional road
designer

5

5

5

3

91.3%

4. The Subject Learning Outcomes
(SLOs) in this Subject were
clearly identified

4

4

5

3

92.9%

5. The quality of teaching in this
Subject helped me to achieve the
Subject Learning Outcomes
(SLOs)

5

5

5

3

93.0%

6. Assessment (exam) of the
Subject was appropriate and fair

4

4

5

2

73.7%

7. Overall, I am satisfied with this
Subject

4

4

5

3

93.1%

Quantitative analysis of the students’ perceptions of teaching staff
The descriptive statistics (median, mode, range and percent difference) of the responses
relating to students’ perceptions of teaching staff are summarised in Table 2. Both median
and mode scores vary from 4 to 5 and the ranges are 1-2. The small ranges indicate that
students’ responses are consistent. All scores were similar. There are no significant outliers.
Table 2: Descriptive statistics of students’ perceptions of teaching staff
Study Process Questionnaire
(SPQ) Statements

Max.

Min.

Percent Difference (Strongly
Agree/Agree MINUS
Disagree/Strongly Disagree)

Range
Median

Mode

8. Teaching staff had expert
content knowledge of the
Subject

5

5

5

4

100.0%

9. Teaching staff had
appropriate teaching skills

5

4

5

3

98.3%

10. Teaching staff was able to
relate the contents with
applications

5

5

5

3

94.8%

11. Teaching staff had strong
beliefs, values, motives,
attitudes and expectations in
teaching and learning

5

4

5

3

96.5%

12. Overall, I am satisfied with
the teaching staff

5

5

5

3

96.5%

13. Overall, rate your
satisfaction with this Subject

4

4

5

1

96.6%
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Qualitative analysis of the responses
In addition to the quantitative responses, qualitative responses were also collected.
Respondents were asked to provide experiences in relation to (i) the best aspects of the
subject, and (ii) aspects of the subject in need of improvement. These qualitative responses
were closely scrutinised. Some examples of the responses are provided below:
Some examples of good aspects:
“Learnt about road safety and design.”
“… increased our knowledge of road safety and design.”
“The importance of the topic in India. We should train ourselves for this.”
“Strong practical approach and excellent teaching.”
“… provides us with exposure of types of teaching in other countries.”

Aspects in need of improvement:
“Standards were needed Indian”
“Indian system of roadways was not explained in detail.”
“… if students get practical knowledge, i.e., by taking them to road construction site…”
“There should be a site visit of the roads which we are studying to design”.
“Duration of the course should be more.”
“I think doing 7 hours of the subject in a day was a little boring”.
“Needed more time”
“Numerical type of problems needed more time to practice.”
“This subject is too short. It should last for at least 2-3 weeks, so that we can learn…”
“Too much contents for a week to learn and do a test”

A few important observations can be made from these qualitative responses. First, majority
of these responses are related to learning ‘contents’ rather than learning ‘process’ and
‘outcomes’. This observation is expected in an Indian learning context as content-focused
learning at Indian academic institutions are widely known. Second, even though students
appreciated the quality of subject and teaching staff, they felt that the intensive delivery of the
subject was not adequate for them particularly due to long hours of delivery, limited time to
practise numerical problems, lack of field visits for practical knowledge and learning
resources not being modified to include local contexts. Most of these issues are associated
with the limited time availability for the subject. Hence, one week of intensive delivery may
not be sufficient for engineering design subjects.

Conclusion
This study adopted a questionnaire approach to collect original data through a range of
statements that help explore the students’ perceptions of intensive delivery of an engineering
subject. The computed quantitative statistics show that the students evaluated quite
favourably the subject and the teaching staff as compared with similar Australian context.
The analysis of qualitative data reveals four important issues to be addressed. First, students
felt that they did not have sufficient time (1 week delivery was too short") to practise and
develop problem solving skills in an engineering subject. Second, students found it difficult to
concentrate and engage in classroom environments for long hours. Third, it was important to
modify learning resources by including local contexts (local standards, data and problems)
when taught by international academics. Fourth, students indicated that the assessment was
somewhat not appropriate. Future studies can be extended to students’ academic
performance and achievement, factors that impact the quality of learning and learning
process in intensive delivery and other research questions listed on Page 3 of this paper.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT
Women often view engineering as a career choice outside their frame of reference or
personal experience. Engineering offers excellent career pathways and financial security but
participation rates of women in engineering remain low, particularly in traditional programmes
such as civil, mechanical and electrical engineering. Although women’s participation rates in
New Zealand engineering programmes are increasing slowly, they are still less than 20%
across all programmes compared to 60% women in all tertiary programmes in 2016. This
study reports on the findings of interviews conducted with several recipients of a national
scholarship for women enrolling in Year 1 engineering. The study investigated their specific
reasons for deciding to pursue an engineering career.

PURPOSE
To determine the reasons recipients of a national scholarship for women enrolling in
engineering had chosen engineering as a career, and factors that contribute to their retention.

APPROACH
Seven recipients from two universities who had received a national scholarship for women
entering a professional engineering programme, two engineering academics (one woman,
one man) and one tertiary STEM coordinator (woman) were interviewed. Participants were
given potential questions prior to the Interviews, which were conducted face-to-face
(academics) or by phone or Skype (students) and lasted 30 to 80 minutes. With permission,
interviews were recorded and transcribed then anonymised for analysis.

RESULTS
All recipients were academically capable, had taken STEM subjects at school, and selfidentified as confident about their abilities and/or enjoyed STEM subjects. Parental
involvement in the tertiary environment and engineering education, transition preparation
between school and university, and university and work, and appropriate technical support
staff were important support factors.

CONCLUSIONS
Creating learning environments that emphasise care and respect for the students, as well as
overseeing student interaction during group work to ensure equitable contributions to
practical as well oral and written aspects can make a differen
ce to students' satisfaction within an engineering programme, and interest in engineering as
a career. Ensuring gender is considered when developing strategies, examples and projects
is important, as are the attitudes of technical support staff.

KEYWORDS
Engineering, gender, learning environments
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit http:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Many women consider participating in engineering as unthinkable, often because it is outside
their frame of reference or personal experience. Although engineering offers women
excellent career pathways and financial security, the proportion of women in engineering is
less than in other careers (Little & León de la Barra, 2009). Nearly 60% of New Zealand
tertiary enrolments in 2016 were women (MoE, 2017). They made up less than 20% of the
engineering cohort in 2012 (MFA & IPENZ, 2012), although numbers are increasing (E2E,
2017). Women who decide to study engineering need to overcome societal perceptions that
engineering is a “boys’ club” and often involves “dirty work”. They often face unintentional
gender bias in everyday interactions from, for example, parental guidance, media imagery,
workplace culture, and teaching practices and resources (Corbett & Hill, 2015). Researchers
and the engineering community (IPENZ, 2015) have examined how to promote women’s
interest in engineering, but the gender gap remains stubbornly persistent. International
literature on science, technology, engineering and math (STEM), particularly engineering
educational aspects is beginning to explore how cultural and social factors, particularly in
engineering education, and unconscious bias messaging impacts on women (Zecharia,
Cosgrove, Thomas & Jones, 2012).
To identify reasons for the gender gap and what encourages women to consider engineering
as a thinkable career choice, we explored the perceptions and experiences of seven women
recipients of a national engineering scholarship. The investigation examined how their
aspirations and experiences influenced their decisions to pursue an engineering career. It
also examined the viewpoints of three tertiary academics with responsibilities for engineering
education programmes. Examining the perspectives of academically capable women
engineering students and academics will assist with developing strategies and interventions
that may help reduce the gender gap and make engineering a thinkable prospect.

Methodology
The investigation aimed to:
· explore reasons and characteristics of women who decide to major in engineering in
two New Zealand universities,
· identify the support they are currently receiving or would like to receive, and
· identify programmes that encourage women to consider an engineering as a career
We adopted an interpretative approach (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011), which allowed a
focus on participant’s views and experiences. The study had ethical consent from the Ethics
Committee, Te Kura Toi Tangata Faculty of Education, The University of Waikato. All
participants gave informed consent for their involvement.
Names of recipients of a national scholarship for women entering first year full-time study in
undergraduate professional engineering were obtained from a public database. Eleven
recipients at two universities were contacted and seven agreed to be interviewed. They were
between 17–25 years and ranged from pre-entry to post-graduate students in a range of
engineering programmes (chemical, electrical and mechanical). Although a small sample, it
provided a broad base for capturing a range of perspectives from which to triangulate
characteristics and themes. The academics were senior leaders in their engineering school.
Before a semi-structured interview, participants received a list of potential questions focused
on factors that influenced their decision to pursue engineering, the nature of their
experiences, and the extent to which supports or recruitment/retention strategies helped
overcome barriers to entry and completing their degree. Interviews were done via phone or
Skype and lasted 30 to 80 minutes. Academics had a different set of questions and were
interviewed face-to-face for 30 to 70 minutes. With permission, interviews were recorded,
transcribed, and anonymised. The transcripts were subject to thematic analysis to identify
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themes associated with experiences that were meaningful to the participants, and how these
experiences shaped their decisions to seek and then stay in their engineering majors/career.

What Made Engineering Thinkable?
Scholarship recipients had committed to an engineering programme and were academically
able. All had taken STEM based subjects and identified as confident about their abilities
and/or enjoying these subjects “I’ve always really enjoyed chemistry, calculus, and physics ...
I thought if I enjoyed these, I’m sure to enjoy engineering” (SE1, 2017). All respondents
chose engineering due to the academic strength in science and mathematics and repeatedly
expressed how engineering allows them to use their problem-solving skills and challenges
them to apply theoretical learning: “[I] like logic and being practical” (SE3, 2017) and “[A]ll the
different things you get to learn and the problems you get to solve” (SE1, 2017).
Participants demonstrated pride and accomplishment in doing and completing an
engineering degree, were highly motivated to succeed, had persistence (Lehr, Finger, &
Snelling, 2014) and high levels of self-efficacy and confidence in taking a difficult subject.
They considered their career aspirations matched their personal life expectations (Grays,
2013). “I’ve always studied hard and stuff like that. But, I guess I have confidence in myself
because if I have confidence in myself I think I can pretty much do anything” (SE1, 2017).
Most participants had self-selected an engineering career by Year 12 “I always really, really,
wanted to be an engineer. So, I was looking up all the different engineering things myself”
(SE1, 2017). All students had independently researched to compensate for what they
considered the limited advice available from their school. “[T]here wasn’t a lot of knowledge
[or] understanding around what it was. I know the careers advisor thought it was a great idea
but it certainly wasn’t advertised in school” (SE4, 2017).
All participants were attracted to engineering not just for the technical applications but the
creativity, innovation and collaboration involved and the possibility of making things work or
be better. “You are working in a team that you are doing something that is innovative that
hasn’t been done before” (SE4, 2017). Most wanted to improve or help society. “I also liked
how the field of engineering meant in some way you could give back to the community” (SE6,
2017). The academics reiterated this aspect: “I think that the only way we are going to lift the
situation of a depleting planet is to get women into engineering” (A2, 2017). Being good
guardians and developing sustainable practices indicates an opportunity to embed socioscientific issues and civic engagement opportunities into the curriculum (Garibay, 2015).
The students considered they were working towards/having a career with status, financial
stability, and diverse pathways within and beyond engineering - “I felt engineering was or is a
respected (sic) and again I felt this would keep doors open” (SE6, 2017) and “I liked
[engineering] because it’s transferable, it’s something that is well recognized, and you can go
to lots of different places” (SE5, 2017). Two participants thought engineering would allow a
better work-family balance, often considered important for women (Corbett & Hill, 2015).
Students and academics both referenced the influence of family when deciding on degree
choice. All students had some form of engineering connection, e.g. parent, siblings, family
friend or acquaintance. “[My brother] studied electronic engineering … and also my cousin
who is two years older than me, he is studying the same degree I will be studying … so like
I’ve had a lot of support from them” (SE3, 2017). All studens considered their parents were
supportive of their aspiration to be an engineer, “[My parents] took a lot of personal time out
to help me with that - that was obviously encouraging” (SE6, 2017).
As noted by Lehr et al. (2014), many participants said their fathers played a large role in
supporting their degree selection - “When I was trying to decide what kind of engineering I
wanted to do [Dad] used his contacts in the business world” (SE6, 2017). As reported
elsewhere (Dawes, Long, Whiteford & Richardson, 2015), teachers were cited as being
influential: “I remember my physics teacher has been amazing and then my chemistry a (sic)
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incredible capable” (SE1, 2017). Students hoped their future tertiary academics would be just
as welcoming and competent - “I’m just hoping that I have good lecturers because I’ve only
had a few teachers who were really annoying and get on my nerves” (SE3, 2017).

Barriers that Make Engineering Unthinkable
Understanding the nature of the engineering profession is recognised as a significant barrier
to the early formation of career intentions (Godfrey & Holland, 2011). Gender stereotypes,
including archetypal descriptors of engineering as a male domain, can exacerbate this
situation (Cheryan, Master, & Meltzoff, 2015). The participants reflected on their limited
knowledge about engineering and lack of familiarity with the roles of engineers, which were
often filled with ill-defined stereotypes, misconceptions and negative imagery - “For me, I
have still got that perception of computing, software and electrical being male dominated
even though I’m in engineering myself, you know. That’s probably a stereotypical view of it”
(SE6, 2017). Lack of information and large selection of choices within engineering degrees
also created feelings of being overwhelmed with choice, along with a level of self-doubt: “I
was like yup that sounds like me - like luckily I think I picked the right one, but in terms of
knowing which one to pick it’s kind of a hit or miss really; yeah, a lot of it I had to research
myself. I didn’t really know” (SE3, 2017).
Gender stereotypes may deter women from entering engineering disciplines (Corbett & Hill,
2015), and this can occur at an early age (Broadley, 2015). Most participants commented on
this - “ …[be]cause girls’ toys are quite dressy and hair and stuff […] boys’ toys are more
building and stuff like that so at a young age … that might shape their decision” (SE1, 2017);
“I think when we are brought up as kids we are sort of socialised differently. It’s sort of all
these stereotypes like boys fixing things and that and girls are like taking care of other
people” (SE7, 2017). This participant commented that feelings of not having the necessary
pre-engineering skills created restrictions, but noted this was not only an issue for girls - “I
didn’t, you know fiddle around with electronics in my spare time - I really started off on the
back foot. And yeah, guys are like this as well—as not all guys who do engineering do that.
So, it’s just not a problem with females, but I personally felt that that was my disadvantage
and I never really caught up with that” (SE7, 2017).
Consistent with other research (e.g., Sakar, Tytler, & Palmer, 2014) our participants identified
poor quality careers advice as a barrier in their decision-making. “Engineering wasn’t pushed
at my school. I was the only one … some of my teachers were surprised I wanted to go into a
male dominated career “(SE5, 2017). The academics considered schools might not
encourage or support girls to enter engineering “[W]e don’t get a flow of [female] students
from [co-ed school] … and it’s like [girls] are pressured- role modelled into the particular
careers before we get to see them- we can't attract their interest at all” (A1, 2017).
While all the participants had supportive parents, they were very aware that limited parental
support and understanding could be an impediment for other girls - “I think that their parents
probably don’t know what engineering is about and they think their son or daughter being a
doctor would be much better for them” (SE1, 2017). This view was shared by the academics
interviewed - “I think they are being steered away from engineering both by their mother and
their father. The parents don’t understand what engineering is and they (girl children) get
these messages pretty early” (A2, 2017). This preconception aligns with the literature and
indicates that differential expectations and treatment of sons and daughters can influence
girls’ decisions about career options (Sakar et al., 2014).

Strategies to Make Engineering Thinkable
There is much debate on why women do not participate in engineering education and
engineering (Fox, Sonnert & Nikiforova, 2009) with no obvious “one-size fits all” model for
effective recruitment and retention (Little & León de la Barra, 2009). Research shows that
treating different groups in the same way does not produce the same outcomes (Ohland et
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al., 2011), suggesting organisations need to use tailored, coordinated and multi-pronged
approaches. There is evidence that long-term success relies on institutional and structural
frameworks rather than student-centric approaches that construct students as the problem
(Fox et al., 2009, 2011). The suggestions our participants offered for enhancing recruitment
and retention echo those in the literature including providing early access to models of what
engineers do and contribute, community outreach activities, and considering university
programmes.

Early school-based strategies
Positive early exposure to STEM experiences increases woman’s likelihood of pursuing
STEM-related studies (Hirsh, Berliner-Heyman, Cano & Cusack, 2017). Participants agreed
that breaking down stereotypes and correcting misconceptions and misrepresentations of
engineering needs to occur early so engineering becomes an option for girls and women - “I
think getting people to talk to … not only high schoolers but you know young high schoolers introduce this option Year 7 and 8 and not just the final year of school” (SE5, 2017).
Participants, echoing Broadley (2015), suggested that careers education be introduced at an
early stage and that engineering ideas be integrated into the school curriculum - “The main
thing would be that it would be encouraging to see schools talk about engineering more”
(SE6, 2017) and “Making engineering specific to class work would be good” (SE6, 2017).
Research supports our participants’ view that access to career advisers who are
knowledgeable about the breadth of engineering choices is essential (Sakar et al., 2014),
and that universities could usefully provide resource material and professional development
workshops to careers advisors to increase their understanding of engineering activities.

Tertiary institution based strategies
Leaper and colleagues (2012) suggest the first step is for institutions to acknowledge gender
inequalities and then address the changes required openly. The students in our study
supported this approach as an imperative: “I think the tertiary sector needs to see it as a
priority and make a commitment that they want to help make this change and come up with
an action plan and research this well … but isolating girls wouldn’t help” (SE4, 2017).
For their part, the academics reported having gender challenges (and falling numbers) and
two of the three reported there were no formal targets or institutional strategic plan to tackle
the issues, although independent activities were occurring - “We don’t have any plans, they
are just unofficial things that would be a good idea” (A3, 2017).
The student participants suggested that gender-tailored workshops would help prepare them
for difficult encounters and transitions during their studies - “We only have one type of
professional paper in our final year at [university] and I mean it really needed to be more than
that” (SE5, 2017). “Trying to learn how to be a female in a male dominated career so making
sure you’re not seen as passive. It’s something I need to get to grips with” (SE6, 2017). They
emphasised the value of external relationships with groups such as Women in Engineering,
Engineering without Borders and internships and advocated having more explicit linkages of
this kind - “I think students would really benefit from that type of support around connecting
up with internships” (SE5).
Social connectedness can help counteract the ‘chilly climate’ in engineering and recognise
the disposition of female students towards relationships and support (Corbett & Hill, 2015).
One participant made a plea for the university/lecturers to reach out and talk with students “[I]f the university could reach out and say you know, we are happy to have these
conversations please, please, come and talk to us - this is my number call me” (SE4, 2017).
Grays (2013) suggests that universities need to encourage faculty members to interact with
female undergraduates outside the classroom as this helps improve retention and student
engagement. This was reinforced by SE4’s comment - “Lecturers need to reach out” (SE4,
2017). Godfrey and Holland (2011) noted that engaging women students in faculty
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discussions, allowing them to be involved in recruitment drives, and giving leadership roles
demonstrates visible commitment, which creates a sense of belonging.
The participants showed interest in allowing more choice and diversity across the papers in
engineering programmes. Corbett and Hill (2015) claim such measures can increase women
recruitment and retention. Academic 3 agreed there was a need for more diverse tasks “[W]e do boat building in the first year and I keep saying that we should find other examples
such as making a solar sewing machine. A very feminine sort of thing but it is still a problem”
(A3, 2017). One student mirrored this need for change, although she was less concerned
with any ‘feminine’ focus: “Definitely some of the projects … are pretty old school. We did
one project and designed a crankshaft or something and wasn’t very interesting and people
don’t do that stuff in nowadays and it’s probably like about 20 years out-of-date” (SE7, 2017).
In a wider sense, participants advocated tasks that allowed for creativity - “Girls who are
attracted to engineering that are more creative and it’s a side you only get to show later on
and maybe initially you don’t get to see much of that” (SE6, 2017).
Several participants recognised the value of mentoring and access to role models - “I think
that [mentoring] would be something that would be quite good” (SE4, 2017); and “Making
sure there are role models for them to them to look up to—who have really cool engineering
stuff - there are people like this- there is another type of engineer, not just male builders”
(SE2, 2017). Two participants indicated being a mentor would increase participation.
Academics supported this approach. “I think a mentor can make quite a bit of difference and
many sorts of different mentors for different things” (A3, 2017). Their identified need for
mentors echoes recent research showing that effective mentoring programmes can help
overcome identified barriers and improve retention, encourage an engineering identity,
enhance self-efficacy (Broadley, 2015; Poor & Brown, 2013; Wang & Degol, 2013) and help
counter negative stereotypes and encourage self-belief.
Tertiary costs make the strategic allocation of funding pivotal for tertiary institutions and
students. Several student participants stated that their scholarship was a real motivator for
them to pursue engineering - “Having scholarships are helpful especially if you need to move
cities” (SE4, 2017); “[I]n terms of money and scholarships and all that, which was a huge
thing for me” (SE3, 2017). Targeted scholarships encourage social mobility especially in nontraditional fields such as engineering. Extending scholarship to part-time students or students
wanting to retrain could promote engineering (Godfrey & King, 2011).

Community-centred strategies
Tertiary outreach, which plays an influenctial role in bringing people together with a common
aim, has grown to become a mainstream activity. Christe and Feldhaus (2013) claim that
students who attended outreach projects were more likely to enrol in an engineering
programme and were often more academically prepared. Most students in our study had
participated in some form of outreach and that “Doing internships” (SE3, 2017); “… show[ing]
that they can do Engineers without Borders” (SE5, 2017) and “… [being] well prepared:
information, robotics, camps” (SE2, 2017) are positive strategies for recruiting women.
All student participants shared examples of their parents continuing care and support, and
suggested that forging better relationships with the parent community would be a beneficial
recruitment and retention tool - “Maybe, getting parents involved” (SE5, 2017); “Simply by
inviting them along to events, engineering opportunities or talks with their kids when they are
younger and having parents there as well” (SE5, 2017). This type of inclusive practice has
been successfully integrated at Harvey Mudd College in the US (Corbett and Hill, 2015).
The participants recognised that first impressions are important and emphasised that
marketing material needs to illustrate to women that they are welcome. For example,
potential students need to understand what and why - “I think engineers need to market
themselves a whole lot better just so people can know - I think in my social circles it not so
much that now that they are scared of doing engineering because they are a female but it is
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almost that they seem to not even know what it is” (SE4, 2017). One participant offered an
example, which illustrated how influential implicit messages could be. “I do remember the
photo on the website is a guy and I remember thinking there should be a girl there too” (SE2,
2017). Bystydzienski and Brown (2012) identified that perceptions and choices are
influenced by how engineering is presented on websites, career days, and gender-targeted
activities. Godfrey and King (2011) recommend institutions establish clear publication
guidelines to attract a more diverse set of students to engineering. One of the students
echoed this sentiment: “[W]hen they had the open day they kind of showed people the
chemistry labs and things like that which enthuses some students. But, I think showing the
more unusual things you can do with it - some of the artistic side, the biomedical side of
things - like that would be really important” (SE5, 2017).

Conclusions
“I love engineering so much that I’m sure if more girls knew about it they’d enjoy it too"” (SE6,
2017). This display of zeal and passion for engineering by this scholarship student is what
the engineering community hopes to hear.
The students in this study viewed their experiences as an under-represented group in
engineering in a positive way, and it was their “thinkable” outlook that underpinned their
direction and persistence. This view has practical implications if we are to build on local,
national and international research and encourage more girls and women into engineering.
Our analysis shows that the tertiary sector has a pivotal role in helping make engineering
careers thinkable for young women. This would require changes to be framed and pursued at
the institutional level, and include student-centric activities. However, if engineering is to
become thinkable for young women, then collaboration amongst schools, universities and
communities is critical. Potential initiatives for recruiting women into engineering include
outreach programmes, improved careers advice, an inclusive culture in engineering
programmes, mentoring, and focussed community engagement. We anticipate that these
and other similar initiatives would be of significant value for enabling prospective female
students to consider engineering as part of their future.
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SESSION S3: Integrating Humanitarianism in Engineering Education
CONTEXT Diversity within project teams is known to be advantageous when tackling complex
problems, such as the barriers to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). To
enhance the engineering profession’s contribution to the SDGs, it is now more important than
ever that a lack of gender diversity in the sector is resolved. Research from around the world is
demonstrating that linking STEM subjects to positive social impact leads to a more gender
diverse student cohort. As an organisation with both an explicit focus on social impact and
relatively high participation of women in its education initiatives, Engineers Without Borders
Australia (EWB) is well placed to further investigate the current and future role that
humanitarianism plays in the creation of a gender diverse engineering sector.
PURPOSE This research investigates the links between gender diversity and humanitarian
engineering education initiatives, and explores initial insights into how factors such as global
relevance and social impact could be utilised by engineering educators to create a more
diverse engineering profession.
APPROACH Students opting to participate in EWB humanitarian engineering education
initiatives were asked via a survey tool to identify their gender and top five motivations for
choosing to participate in that program. A predefined list of 24 motivations was generated from
an analysis of previous motivation statements. The motivation statements were categorised
into six themes: values, career, social-connectedness, social pressure / encouragement,
understanding, and enhancement.
RESULTS Preliminary analysis of survey responses indicate that both men and women are
primarily motivated to participate in EWB initiatives due to values-alignment, regardless of the
program type (e.g. formal curriculum, volunteer opportunity, overseas professional
development opportunity). When looking at the broader data set male respondents tend
towards ‘career’ and ‘enhancement’ motivators with female respondents tending towards
‘social connectedness’ motivators.
CONCLUSIONS / LESSONS LEARNED This research demonstrates that both men and
women are motivated to participate in humanitarian initiatives primarily due feeling aligned with
the aim of that initiative. The two initiatives discussed, which are currently attracting a relatively
high proportion of women, provide a rich context to begin to understand the implications of
humanitarian engineering offerings on diversity as both humanitarian engineering and gender
diversity become increasingly prioritised at Australian universities.
KEYWORDS
Gender diversity; Social value; Humanitarian engineering.
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Introduction
Engineers have a reputation for solving complex problems; the 2030 global development
agenda laid out by the United Nations (2015) in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s)
certainly contains complex problems. Many, including Sinha (2015), believe that engineers
will play a vital role in meeting these challenges with participation critical in the goals of
‘clean water and sanitation’, ‘affordable and clean energy’, ‘sustainable cities and
communities’ and ‘industry, innovation and infrastructure’. Achieving the SDG’s will require
engineers to be innovative; an important requisite for innovation is a team that brings
different points of view, different backgrounds and different approaches to the same problem
(Middleton, 2016). Indicators of a diverse team include varied cultures, languages, ages,
geography or personal hardships and gender (Page 2007).
The engineering profession in Australia is still a male dominated field; in 2016, women made
up only 12.4% of the Australian engineering labour force (Engineers Australia, 2017) and in
2015 women represented only 17.6% of those commencing engineering and related
technologies courses at Australian Universities (Department of Education and Training,
2017). Low interest in engineering from young people, especially women, will negatively
affect the capacity of the engineering sector to meet global sustainability challenges
(UNESCO, 2010). Meanwhile, research from across the university engineering education
space including Bielefeldt, Paterson, & Swan (2009), Dzombak, Mouakkad, & Mehta (2016),
and Oakes, Hsu, & Zoltowski (2015), suggests that linking STEM subjects to positive social
impact leads to increased gender diversity in these courses. As engineers are being called
on to contribute to the sustainable development agenda and the lack of gender diversity in
the profession is being challenged, the opportunity exists to explore the links between these
two priorities.
As an organisation with high gender diversity in its education programs and an explicit focus
on social impact, Engineers Without Borders Australia (EWB) is well placed to further
investigate the linkages between gender diversity and humanitarian engineering education
initiatives with social purpose. As part of a broader study funded by the Origin Foundation,
EWB is identifying how factors such as global relevance and social impact can be utilised by
engineering educators to create a more diverse engineering profession. The first component
of this research, and the work presented in this paper, focusses on determining if there is a
difference in the motivations between men and women for participating in EWB programs
that have an embedded focus on social impact. The paper first provides a background to the
two humanitarian engineering education initiatives at the centre of this study and outlines the
survey technique utilised to determine the motivations of participants of different genders.
Results demonstrating similarities and differences in motivations between men and women
are noted, and the relevance of this work to the broader study discussed.
For context, EWB is a member-based not for profit organisation with the vision that everyone
has access to the engineering knowledge and resources required to live a life of opportunity,
free from poverty (Engineers Without Borders Australia, 2017). Whilst EWB coordinates
several engineering education initiatives in which university students elect to participate
through either formal or informal curriculum, this paper focuses on two: the Humanitarian
Design Summit Program and the University Research Program. These initiatives were
chosen for this study as they are both programs to which students apply to participate, rather
than embedded in the mandatory university curriculum. Students are not necessarily
associated with EWB before they elect to participate in either program.

EWB Humanitarian Design Summits - Initiative A
Since January 2015, over 800 students have participated in the EWB-led Humanitarian
Design Summits, Initiative A. The aim of this program is to nurture future development
leaders and embed human-centred values and approaches in engineering, design and
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technology education. Six countries in the Asia-Pacific region provide the context for each
immersive learning experience. Each Design Summit runs for two weeks and includes
workshop sessions, cultural immersion activities and student-led investigations to help
participants develop a deep understanding of the role Human-Centred Design (HCD) and
technology play in creating positive change within communities. To deliver the program,
EWB collaborates with numerous Australian Universities and partners closely with local
grass-roots organisations that have a working relationship with communities. Since the
recording of gender data began in mid-2016, 41% of program applicants and 45% of
program participants have identified as female. The activities and structure of the program
are described in more depth by (Brown, Price, Turner, & Colley, 2016) and by EWB (2017).

EWB University Research Program - Initiative B
Through final year research projects, the University Research Program, Initiative B, engages
passionate academics and students to solve real-world problems in collaboration with
development organisations who propose the research topic. In addition to developing new
knowledge and technologies, students gain key engineering competencies as well as
humanitarian skills. Research projects tend to be linked to partners working with
marginalised or disadvantaged groups in the Asia-Pacific region under themes such as
‘water and sanitation’, ‘clean energy’, ‘appropriate housing’, ‘assistive technology’ and
‘education and training’. Over the past 10 years, the University Research Program has seen
a female participation rate of around 35-40%. The activities and structure of this program
have been previously presented by Smith, Brown, & Cahill, (2009).

Approach
The first analytical component of the study, presented in this paper, assesses variations in
motivations among participants in two humanitarian engineering initiatives: Initiative A and
Initiative B. The objective was to explore similarities and differences in motivation between
genders, and to determine if any variation is linked to the social impact of the initiative itself.
It was determined that a relatively large sample size would be beneficial to enable the
identification of potential variations, and as such a survey technique was employed for data
collection.
To generate a discrete list of motivations for the survey, participants in Initiative A and
Initiative B were asked to write open-ended statements describing their motivation for
applying to that initiative. These motivation statements were coded, assessed and combined
with input from individuals at the Centre for Ethical Leadership to inform the 24 distinct
motivation statements (organised into six motivation categories) shown in Table 1. External
input and additional deliberation meant that a slightly broader range of possible motivation
statements were included in the final list. This was to mitigate any bias from the open-ended
question respondents potentially skewing their answers in an effort to be perceived by EWB
staff as holding more ‘desirable’ motivations for attending a program.
For this study, new participants in both initiatives who had not previously provided openended motivation responses were asked through a survey to identify their gender from four
options: ‘male’, ‘female’, ‘other’, and ‘prefer not to say’. Participants then selected the five
motivation statements, from the list shown in Table 1, that had most resonated with them
when applying to participate in the relevant initiative. For participants in Initiative A the
motivation options, were presented in a consistent scrambled order whereas for Initiative B
the motivation options were presented in the order shown in Table 1 with the motivation
question inserted into an existing survey (with research consent obtained).
To mitigate bias the survey was distributed to participants after they had already been
accepted onto the relevant program. Additionally, participants in Initiative A were invited to
remain anonymous and participants in Initiative B were informed that their responses would
not affect their place on the program, however it is noted that not being anonymous may
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have introduced a slight bias to stated motivations. Integrating the motivation question into
an existing survey for Initiative B reduced the administrative load on the participants which
resulted in a response rate of 71%. Whilst this high response rate may indicate a selfselecting group, anecdotal feedback from academic supervisors suggests these students
tend to be highly driven and engaged.
Table 1: List of possible motivations

Motivation
Category

Motivation
Wanting to give back to the community

Values

The possibility of making positive social changes
Work directly with and help people who might be disadvantaged
Inspired from personal experience to make a difference
Gain relevant work experience
Build up your CV

Career

Kickstart a career in humanitarian work
It is a way to earn course credits towards your degree
Expand engineering knowledge
Make new connections that might help your career
Know EWB and just want to continue to be involved with EWB

SocialConnectedness

Looking for an opportunity to connect with like-minded people
Looking for a way to feel connected with different people

Social Pressure /
Encouragement

My parents have encouraged me to participate in this kind of program
My friends have encouraged me to participate in this kind of program
Other with whom I am close place a high value in this kind of program
It is an opportunity to learn about, from and experience different
cultures

Understanding

Learning about and applying humanitarian engineering
Experience developing-world issues first hand
Understanding how engineering works in the real world
Looking for an opportunity to put what you know into practice

Enhancement

Being able to develop personal skills
Gain leadership skills
Looking for a truly challenging task

The differences between the two initiatives chosen for this study provide an opportunity to
check that any variations in motivation between participants of different genders was not
purely based on the ‘type’ of initiative chosen. The major differences include participants’
year of study, program location/duration, the course credit obtained. Initiative A is open to
students from any year group whereas Initiative B is only available to final year students who
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mostly graduate upon completion. Students participate in Initiative A for two weeks overseas
with the experience mainly counting towards required industry experience while Initiative B
lasts between one and two semesters, is mainly based at the student’s university (with
potential for field work) and must be part of a for-credit course or unit.

Results and Discussion
This paper discusses the first set of motivation results from students participating in Initiative
A and Initiative B.

Motivations for participation in Initiative A
Seven deliveries of Initiative A were completed over the period February to July 2017 during
which 195 students completed the motivation survey. Of these, 103 identified as ‘male’
(representing 53% of responses) and 92 identified as ‘female’ (representing 47% of
responses). No respondents selected a gender of ‘other’ or ‘prefer not to say’. For this
initiative, there were a relatively high number of responses, balanced across genders. As
each respondent was asked to select exactly five motivations, 975 individual motivations
were collected. Table 2 shows the distribution of these motivations across the six categories
outlined in Table 1 as well as the percentage of participants selecting at least one motivation
in each category.
Table 2 Distribution of motivations for participation in Initiative A

% of total responses

% of participants selecting at
least one motivation

Male

Female

Female
Swing

Male

Female

Female
Swing

Values

21

23

+2

72

76

+4

Career

25

18

-7

79

63

-16

Social-Connectedness

8

10

+3

32

46

+14

Social Pressure /
Encouragement

2

1

-1

8

4

-4

Understanding

28

33

+6

88

94

+6

Enhancement

18

15

-3

64

59

-5

As can be seen from Table 2, the ‘understanding’ category contained the greatest proportion
of selections for both female and male respondents, with 94% of female respondents
selecting at least one of the motivations in this category.
The top three motivations, split by gender, are shown in Table 3.The top three motivations for
both male and female respondents were extremely similar, suggesting that the major
motivations for respondents to participate in the initiative did not depend on gender but rather
the stated purpose of the initiative. Additionally, the data shows that a greater proportion of
female respondents selected a ‘social connectedness’ motivation than male respondents
with the reverse true for a ‘career’ motivation. Overall, both male and female participants in
Initiative A are primarily motivated by statements in the ‘understanding’ category; across all
motivation statement categories relatively large gender differences are seen in two, male
respondents are more aligned to ‘career’ and female respondents to ‘social connectedness’.
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Table 3 Top three motivators by gender for Initiative A

Female

Male
% of total
responses

Motivation

% of total
responses

Motivation

Learning about and applying
humanitarian engineering (U)

12

Learning about and applying
humanitarian engineering (U)

8

It is an opportunity to learn
about, from and experience
different cultures (U)

11

The possibility of making
positive social changes (V)

8

Experience developing-world
issues first hand (U)

7

The possibility of making positive
social changes (V)

10

Motivations for participation in Initative B
Of the 52 participants entering Initiative B between December 2016 and August 2017 who
responded to the motivation survey, 38 identified as ‘male’ (representing 70% of responses)
and 14 identified as ‘female’ (representing 30% of responses). No respondents selected a
gender of ‘other’ or ‘prefer not to say’. Whilst this dataset is not as balanced as that for
Initiative A, it provides a useful initial insight into student motivations. Again, each respondent
was asked to select exactly five motivations resulting in the collection of 260 individual
motivations. Table 4 shows the distribution of these motivations across the six categories
outlined in Table 1 as well as the percentage of participants selecting at least one motivation
in each category.
Table 4 Distribution of motivations for participation in Initiative B

% of total responses
Male

Female

Female
Swing

% of participants selecting at
least one motivation
Male

Female

Female
Swing

Values

32

39

+7

92

93

+1

Career

25

20

-5

77

71

-6

Social-Connectedness

6

10

+4

32

50

+18

Social Pressure /
Encouragement

0

0

0

0

0

0

Understanding

22

27

+5

74

71

-3

Enhancement

15

4

-11

61

21

-40

Both male and female respondents in Initiative B strongly identified with motivation
statements in the ‘values’ category. For both genders, at least 92% of participants selected at
least one ‘values’ motivation statement. No participant reported being motivated due to social
pressure or encouragement. The top three motivational responses for Initiative B are shown
in Table 5.
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Table 5 Top three motivators by gender for Initiative B

Female
Motivation

Male
% of total
responses

Motivation

% of total
responses

Wanting to give back to the
community (V)

13

The possibility of making
positive social changes (V)

16

The possibility of making positive
social changes (V)

11

Learning about and applying
humanitarian engineering (U)

8

Expand engineering knowledge
(C)

7

Learning about and applying
humanitarian engineering (U)

10

For male respondents ‘the possibility of making positive social changes’ in the values
category was the most popular response (31 selections comprising 16% of responses),
almost double that of the next most popular motivation which was ‘learning about and
applying humanitarian engineering’ (16 selections comprising 8% of responses) in the
understanding category. Two motivation statements appear in the top three selections for
both female and male respondents, again suggesting that there is no significant gender
difference in the primary motivation for participation in this initiative.
When looking at the differences between the genders, male respondents select a greater
portion of motivations in ‘career’ and ‘enhancement’ categories while female respondents
skew towards ‘values’, ‘understanding’ and ‘social-connectedness’. By looking at
respondents who select at least one motivation in that category a larger disparity is
observed; female motivation skewing towards ‘social connectedness’ and away from
‘enhancement’; even though enhancement was not a popular male response it was still
higher than that of female selection. The results show that all participants in this initiative are
motivated by an alignment of ‘values’. When looking in more detail at participants selecting at
least one motivation in each category female respondents have a skew towards ‘socialconnectedness’ and away from ‘enhancement’.

Insights from a comparison of responses
The most popular motivation category for both male and female respondents participating in
Initiative A is ‘understanding’ whereas for Initiative B for both male and female respondents it
is ‘values’. The motivations in these categories are consistent with the aims of the respective
program; Initiative A is tailored more towards experiencing humanitarian engineering in an
immersive hands-on experience while Initiative B is more aligned to taking acquired
knowledge and applying it in a humanitarian project. The second most popular motivational
category for each initiative was the same as the most popular category for the other initiative
showing that motivations across initiatives is relatively similar.
Of all the individual motivation statements, ‘learning about and applying humanitarian
engineering’, and ‘the possibility of making positive social changes’ appear in the most
popular three motivations for both genders across both initiatives, suggesting students have
similar motivations for engaging with EWB irrespective of the particular engineering
education initiative.
For both initiatives, female respondents tended to select ‘social connectedness’ motivations
more frequently than their male counterparts. In contrast, male respondents in both initiatives
were more likely to select motivations in the ‘career’ (Initiative A) or ‘enhancement’ (Initiative
B) categories. Looking at differences in gender for these initiatives, female respondents do
tend to have a stronger alignment to motivations around social connectedness including
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‘looking for a way to feel connected with different people’ as well as ‘looking for an
opportunity to connect with like-minded people’.
Of the motivation statements used in this study it is those in the ‘values’ category that are
most aligned with the notion of having ‘social impact’. For both initiatives in this study female
respondents included a greater number of selections in this category which suggests that
female respondents may be slightly more motivated to participate in engineering education
initiatives for reasons of social impact.

Opportunities and imperative for furthering the research
The initial findings presented in this paper provide a basis for further investigation into the
relationship between engineering education initiatives with a humanitarian focus and a
diverse university engineering student cohort. The two initiatives discussed are currently
attracting a significantly higher proportion of women compared to the engineering discipline
more broadly. These initiatives provide a rich context to begin to understand the implications
of humanitarian engineering offerings on diversity in the classroom as both humanitarian
engineering and gender diversity become increasingly prioritised at Australian universities.
As an example, in both Initiative A and Initiative B female respondents related more than
their male counterparts to motivations in the ‘social connectedness’ category. The motivation
statements in this category, such as ‘looking for a way to feel connected with different
people’ (see Table 1), do not specify only feeling connected to other participants of the same
gender. It is possible that participants are looking to connect with a community defined by
something common to humanitarian engineering education initiatives; this is to be
investigated in future research.
Further research to support confidence in these initial findings, using additional methods and
techniques, is currently planned or already underway. This includes interviews with a
selection of respondents to understand how participants have understood and perceived
each of the motivational categories and to generate further insights. Data has also been
collected in which selected motivation statements are ranked, analysis of which could
provide insights into the primary motivator of each participant compared to what may be
secondary motivations. Comparisons of these findings can be made against the analysis
presented in this paper.
Additionally, while the research described in this paper focuses on diversity using a gender
lens, the opportunity exists to use similar mechanisms and datasets to further investigate the
relationship between humanitarian engineering education initiatives and other forms of
diversity which will create more creative, innovative engineering teams in the future.

Conclusions
This paper takes the initial step of identifying student motivations for opting-in to engineering
education initiatives with a humanitarian focus, and exploring any differences in responses
between genders.
The data collected indicates that the most common motivator for participating in two of
EWB’s initiatives does not vary with gender, instead, and unsurprisingly, it is strongly aligned
to the aims of that initiative. However, when looking across the whole dataset the popularity
of motivations does vary by gender. In general, male respondents tended towards motivators
in the ‘career’ and ‘enhancement’ category more than females, while female respondents
tended towards motivators in the ‘social connectedness’ category more than males. This
research is an initial indication of trends and further work is required for confirmation.
To establish a deeper understanding of this issue, further work is planned to create a
methodology that can be used to study diversity in other forms.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT
Recent years have seen the growing importance of employability skills for engineering graduate
success. Beyond disciplinary specific capabilities, employers increasingly expect graduates to be
proficient in skills that are transferable across employment contexts; specifically, “the ability to
communicate, collaborate and operate effectively within an industry environment” (Deloitte Access
Economics, 2014, p. 3). However, there are concerns that current undergraduate programs, both in
Australia and internationally, are producing graduates without the requisite proficiency in employability
skills to flourish in their profession. According to the European Commission (2015), “the successful
development of [employability] skills requires an education system capable of preparing students
through more active and problem-based learning approaches, using assignments from the ‘real world’
and including support for risk taking and creativity” (p. 4). Nonetheless, within a problem based
curriculum, skills development must be explicit. In particular, teamwork skills are “not likely to emerge
spontaneously” (Hughes and Jones, 2011, p. 60). Effective implementation of explicit skills
development within a problem based learning environment (PBL) remains an open research question.

PURPOSE
This paper reports on the development of a generalised pedagogical framework for explicitly
scaffolding written communication and teamwork skills within a PBL curriculum.

APPROACH
Over several years, employability skills development within an Australian mechanical engineering
degree program was evaluated using curriculum mapping, student performance, and staff and student
feedback. This evaluation reviewed employability skills needs of graduates, and investigated why such
skills were being underdeveloped within the curriculum, despite widespread application in learning and
assessment tasks. Evaluation findings informed the development of a pedagogical framework,
designed to explicitly address the employability skills shortfall within a PBL curriculum.

RESULTS
The study highlighted that the development of written communication and teamwork skills were largely
assumed within the engineering degree program. Learning modules or experiences devoted to
developing these skills were either rare (as with written communication) or largely absent (as with
teamwork). Additionally, many large projects utilising these skills comprised a single, culminating
assessment task, without opportunity for students to reflect on skills development or apply instructor
feedback from one task to the next. Hence, a PBL subject structure was developed, integrating explicit
instruction on written communication and teamwork, and allowing scaffolded reflection and
performance enhancement within a single teaching period to assure learning.

CONCLUSION
The PBL framework intentionally scaffolds written communication and teamwork skills within a single
subject, making possible accelerated and contextualised employability skills development. This
framework has applicability across subjects, year levels and disciplinary contexts.

KEYWORDS
PBL; teamwork; written communication; employability skills; pedagogical framework.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit http:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
International trends in higher education have seen growing emphasis on embedding
employability skills within curriculum (Arkoudis, Baik, Bexley, and Doughney, 2014; Scott,
2016; Yorke, 2006; Yorke and Knight, 2006). Beyond disciplinary-specific knowledge and
skills, graduates are increasingly expected to be proficient in a range of skills that are widely
applicable and transferable across employment contexts and suitable for life-long learning
(Matthews and Mercer-Mapstone, 2016; Office of Parliamentary Counsel, 2015). Recent
research into Australian employer perceptions revealed the critical role of employability skills
for STEM graduates – in particular, “the ability to communicate, collaborate and operate
effectively within an industry environment” (Deloitte Access Economics, 2014, p. 3).
Nonetheless, there remain concerns both within Australia and worldwide that current
undergraduate programs are producing graduates without the requisite proficiency in
employability skills to be successful in their profession (Arkoudis and Doughney, 2014;
Norton, Sonnemann, and Cherastidtham, 2013; Shah and Nair, 2011). The 2014 European
Union (EU) Skills Panorama report highlighted findings from employer surveys, indicating
that a proportion of STEM graduates exit universities under-skilled in communication, teamworking and time management and organisational skills (European Commission, 2015, p. 4).
The current shortfall in employability skills development has led to broad calls and legislative
imperatives for curriculum reform (Office of Parliamentary Counsel, 2015). Systematic
approaches to teaching and assessing such skills within the context of the discipline,
however, present challenges for academics (Arkoudis and Doughney, 2014; Arkoudis, 2014;
Matthews and Mercer-Mapstone, 2016). Widening participation in higher education has
meant that academics engage students with more diverse educational backgrounds and
levels of preparedness for academic studies (Arkoudis and Doughney, 2014; Norton et al.,
2013). While the research literature indicates that academics are concerned about their
students’ communication skills, they do not believe they have the time and expertise to
address explicit skills development within curriculum (Baik, 2010; O’Loughlin and Arkoudis,
2009). More holistic pedagogies appear to be needed but their implementation cannot come
at the expense of the disciplinary-specific fundamentals that underpin any career in STEM.
According to the European Commission (2015), “the successful development of
[employability] skills requires an education system capable of preparing students through
more active and problem-based learning approaches, using assignments from the ‘real
world’ and including support for risk taking and creativity” (p. 4). The implementation and
benefits of active learning pedagogies for disciplinary-specific skills development in the
STEM fields are well documented (de Graaff, 2004; Frank, Lavy, and Elata, 2003; Mills and
Treagust, 2003). Active approaches like problem based learning (PBL) have been shown to
improve student engagement, student achievement, and skills retention (Freeman et al.,
2014; Prince, 2004). However, an intrinsic link between PBL and improved employability
skills, such as communication and teamwork, is less well established.
Kashefi, Ismail, and Yusof (2012) investigated the effectiveness of blended learning
strategies, including active group tasks, on developing communication and teamwork skills
within a multivariable calculus engineering subject. While they identified a modest
improvement in students’ communication skills throughout the subject, they saw no
difference in students’ teamwork skills, despite the variety of group tasks. Frank et al. (2003)
reviewed implementation of PBL within a freshmen engineering subject and similarly found
that team performance was poor in the absence of formal instruction in teamwork skills. A
variety of other researchers (Colthorpe, Rowland, and Leach, 2013; Loughlin, 2013; Mort and
Drury, 2012) agree that communication and teamwork skills must be intentionally developed
within any active learning experience to achieve meaningful improvement. In particular,
effective teamwork skills are “not likely to emerge spontaneously” (Hughes and Jones, 2011,
p. 60.). There is extensive research literature that outlines strategies for explicitly teaching
English language skills (e.g. Arkoudis 2014; Arkoudis and Doughney 2014; Colthorpe et al.
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2013; Mort and Drury 2012) and teamwork skills (Hughes and Jones, 2011; Loughlin, 2013;
Loughry, Ohland, and More, 2007; Page and Donelan, 2003; Riebe, Roepen, Santarelli, and
Marchioro, 2010). While syllabus level frameworks like the CDIO (Crawley, Malmqvist,
Lucas, and Brodeur, 2011) outline best practice with respect to a PBL focussed engineering
curriculum, there remains a gap in the research on how to specifically structure effective
employability skill development within a single PBL subject.
The development and evaluation of a pedagogical framework that specifically embeds formal
written communication and teamwork skills development within a problem based curriculum
will be the focus of this paper. The framework has been developed and implemented within a
first-year introduction to engineering subject, but has applicability across university subjects,
disciplines, and year levels. The remaining sections of this paper detail the curriculum
evaluation that led to the development of the framework, outline the framework itself, and
provide preliminary conclusions on the effectiveness of the approach.

Curriculum Evaluation
The pedagogical framework developed in this work emerged and evolved over several years
in response to specific skills gaps identified within the curriculum of an Australian mechanical
engineering degree program. The skills shortfall was highlighted by the significant challenges
many later-year engineering students experienced when undertaking team-based project
work, despite having completed numerous team-based learning tasks in preceding subjects.
Challenges largely arose due to poor application of fundamental teamwork skills, including
communication; time, task, and document management; and meeting organisation protocols.
It became apparent that the requirement for students to work in teams throughout their
degree was not sufficiently building their capacity for effective teamwork.
Upon further inspection, it was also apparent that elements of written communication skills
development were implemented unsuccessfully throughout the curriculum. Unlike teamwork
skills, modest improvements in written communication were evident during progression, but
these improvements were considerably less than expected given the prevalence of written
assessment throughout the program. It became clear that the strategies employed to develop
key employability skills within the mechanical engineering program were either ineffective or
inefficient, and further investigation was needed.
As part of a whole-of-program review, a detailed mapping exercise was carried out following
the process of Holmes, Sheehan, Birks, and Smithson (2017). Metrics relevant to teamwork
and written communication skills development are highlighted in Table 1. A significant
disconnect between instruction and assessment is evident. In addition, it was found that
assessment of teamwork and written communication occurred through many small tasks or
elements of larger tasks, with limited opportunity for deep and authentic evaluation of skills
development. The mapping exercise highlighted a clear need to better align instruction and
assessment within subjects, and to develop and assure skills in a progressive and coherent
way across the whole-of-program (Nightingale, Carew, and Fung, 2007; Orey, 2010).
Table 1: Curriculum mapping results specific to teamwork and written communication skills
development (based on evaluation of the 28 subjects in the mechanical engineering major).

Employability
skill

Number of
subjects with
formal
instruction on
skill

Total hours of
formal
instruction on
skill

Number of
subjects with
specific
assessment on
skill

Proportion of
all assessment
in mech. eng.
major devoted
to skill

Teamwork

1

0.2

13

1.87%

Written
Communication

3

3

21

7.21%
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Learning experiences typically unfold in stages. Hughes and Jones (2011) identified
teaching, practice, and feedback stages. Fink (2013) outlined an holistic view of active
learning, involving three aspects: i) information and ideas, ii) experiences, and iii) reflection.
Combining these elements, we propose the recursive four-stage process of Figure 1. Here,
theory, practice, assessment and feedback, and reflection are identified as key elements of
learning. Notably, the repetition of the learning process realises increasing complexity and
depth. In this way, scaffolding of a skill or competence is achieved.

Figure 1. Flowchart representing an effectively staged and scaffolded learning process.

Importantly, within many subjects in the focal mechanical engineering program, assessment
of skills was observed to occur through a single culminating assessment task (such as a
project). While the full recursive learning cycle was assumed by academic staff to be
occurring over a sequence of multiple subjects, there was little evidence to support this
assumption. Both the findings of the curriculum review (Table 1), and the skills gap
demonstrated by later-year students suggested to the contrary. As such, it was determined
that curriculum changes were necessary to ensure appropriate skills development, and that
intentional and effective scaffolding should feature as a key aspect of the redevelopment.
While comprehensive, program-wide redevelopment was attractive, it was infeasible in the
context. Instead, improvement of key subjects was chosen as the most effective solution. In
the first instance, the first-year introduction to engineering subject was chosen for
redevelopment to address the skills shortfall and better prepare students to successfully
engage with subsequent program work. Problem based learning (PBL) (Mills and Treagust,
2003) was chosen as the primary pedagogical approach for the subject. In the process, a
generic framework for scaffolding teamwork and written communication skills within any
single PBL subject emerged; the framework is presented in the following section.

Pedagogical Framework
The proposed pedagogical framework intentionally scaffolds teamwork and written
communication skills development alongside the disciplinary-specific content of a PBL
subject. This scaffolding is achieved through focussed learning activities and two consecutive
projects (Figure 2). Importantly, all learning in the subject occurs within the context of these
two projects. With a view to broader application of the framework, it is anticipated that the
balance of independent learning and prescribed teaching is context-dependent, based on the
complexity of the subject’s theoretical content and ability of the students. For example,
Figure 2 shows a full suite of face-to-face classes (lectures, tutorials, and practicals) as
appropriate for a first-year class where students are still developing independent learning
skills. Higher-level subjects may reduce such class time in favour of more independently
driven PBL. Either way, it is intended that instruction focuses on the development of both
disciplinary-specific skills and the targeted employability or generic skills, to enable students
to successfully engage with project activities. The projects are intended to be completed by
students in teams. Teams are required to submit an associated report, and potentially
produce an additional output like a design, performance, presentation, etc. It can be seen in
Figure 2 that a select number of classes are devoted to explicitly teaching the teamwork and
written communication aspects of the project.
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Figure 2. PBL subject structure for explicit scaffolding of written communication and teamwork
skills (note LR refers to lecture recess and is a mid-semester break from formal teaching).

The two projects are intentionally staged in terms of the level of instructor guidance provided,
and the complexity of the tasks. Classes are used to guide students through each project
phase explicitly. In the case of a first-year implementation of the framework, a diagnostic
post-entry language assessment (Arkoudis, 2014) is a valuable starting point to identify
students that need additional writing assistance at the outset. Throughout the first project, an
introduction to basic teamwork skills session is provided, and a set of written communication
skill lectures is given in the middle of the timeline, as students are beginning to write their
project report. Upon completion of project 1, a dedicated lecture instructs students on how to
reflect on their performance, particularly in terms of teamwork, as well as to provide tools to
improve the effectiveness of team meetings, management, and distribution of labour (see
Loughry et al. 2007; Page and Donelan, 2003; Riebe et al. 2010; Woods et al. 2000). The
students must also write an individual teamwork reflection focussing on their own
performance as a team member against several important categories (Loughry et al. 2007).
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For project 2, students are assigned new teams and given an opportunity to formally plan
with their new team members how to capitalise on teamwork successes, and avoid the
mistakes, of the first project. Project 2 focusses on a more complex and demanding task but
may follow a similar procedure to project 1. Students are expected to demonstrate a higher
level of creativity and independence compared to the first project and, as such, classes focus
on advanced topics and skills. Importantly, feedback on the first project report is used as a
mechanism to improve students’ written communication skills in the second report. In
addition to marks and comments provided for the first project report, a global feedback
lecture is given identifying common mistakes and areas for improvement. Advanced editing
skills are also outlined at this point (note, editing is generally observed as the area needing
the greatest improvement after the first report). Again, this lecture is provided as students
enter the writing phase of project 2. Upon project completion, students again submit a team
report and a formal individual reflection on their personal teamwork performance. In this
case, both the group report and individual reflection are marked and comments provided.
Assigning individual marks for group-based activities is a major challenge for academics and
a cause of anxiety and animosity among students (Colthorpe et al. 2013; Riebe et al. 2010).
In the proposed framework, marks are determined differently for the two projects. Given that
the first project is heavily guided, and students complete much of the work during class time,
each student in a team is assigned the same report grade (assuming sufficient class
attendance). For the second project, which is conducted predominantly outside of class time,
students complete a weekly timesheet detailing their project-related work hours. Each
student must have their timesheets signed-off by all other team members on a weekly basis.
Individual marks are calculated by scaling the group report mark based on individual
contributions. This scaling sees hard working students receive higher marks, and less
committed students, lower marks. Scaling can be simple and based on cumulative hours
alone, or complex and based on hours contributed to an aspect of the project and the
weighting assigned to that aspect. The introduction of a mechanism to identify and manage
relative commitment and investment on the part of individual team members, and to provide
assurances that those who complete the most work will achieve the best mark, ameliorates
underlying animosities that accompany teamwork, or at least identifies and addresses
tensions early. Timesheets also mirror how work is often measured in professional practice,
adding a further ‘real-world’ feature to project activities.
The distinguishing feature of the proposed framework is the embedding of two complete
cycles of the learning process, depicted in Figure 1, within a single subject. All four learning
elements (i.e. theoretical delivery, practice, assessment and feedback, and reflection) are
contained within each project cycle. So too, the enhanced complexity of project 2 ensures a
scaffolding of targeted employability skills. Similar scaffolding and impact on student learning
and achievement can be realised for the discipline-specific dimensions of the project work.

Conclusions
Implemented within a first-year introduction to engineering subject, initial evaluation of the
developed PBL framework has seen it accelerate development of both employability and
disciplinary-specific skills. While student consultations to address group issues had been
common in the past, the improvement in student team skills has resulted in far less need for
instructor intervention. In terms of written communication skills, clear improvements in
quality, editing, and conciseness have been observed, with an evident increase in the class
average mark for project 2. Quality of design work also consistently exceeds expectations.
An enhanced student experience has also been observed with significant improvement in
formal student survey scores, and excellent informal feedback on teamwork and the group
projects generally. Formal evaluation of the effectiveness of the proposed pedagogical
framework is presently underway and will be published in the future.
Following on from the initial success of the framework, advanced variants have since been
implemented in later year design subjects, with a similarly positive impact on student
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outcomes. While currently in pilot implementation among the authors, the framework has
also been packaged as an institutional exemplar of good practice within JCU professional
development activities [link]. In this context, the approach has been positively received by
academics from across the university, and enthusiasm is frequently expressed for a PBL
structure that is conceptually simple and effective in employability skill development.
The framework developed in this work has been found to be a powerful way to deliver
employability and discipline-specific skills development within a single PBL subject.
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CONTEXT
The perspectives and previous experiences that students bring to their programs of study
can affect their approaches to study and the depth of learning that they achieve (Prosser &
Trigwell, 1999; Ramsden, 2003). Graduate outcomes assume the attainment of welldeveloped independent learning skills which can be transferred to the work-place.

PURPOSE
This 5-year longitudinal study investigates factors influencing students’ approaches to
learning in the fields of Engineering, Software Engineering, and Computer Science, at two
higher education institutes delivering programs of various levels in Australia and New
Zealand. The study aims to track the development of student approaches to learning as they
progress through their program. Through increased understanding of students’ approaches,
faculty will be better able to design teaching and learning strategies to meet the needs of an
increasingly diverse student body. This paper reports on the first stage of the project.

APPROACH
In August 2017, we ran a pilot of our survey using the Revised Study Process Questionnaire
(Biggs, Kember, & Leung, 2001) and including some additional questions related to student
demographics and motivation for undertaking their current program of study. Data were
analysed to evaluate the usefulness of data collected and to understand the demographics of
the student cohort. Over the period of the research, data will be collected using the
questionnaire and through focus groups and interviews.

RESULTS
Participants provided a representative sample, and the data collected was reasonable,
allowing the questionnaire design to be confirmed.

CONCLUSIONS
At this preliminary stage, the study has provided insight into the student demographics at
both institutes and identified aspects of students’ modes of engagement with learning. Some
areas for improvement of the questionnaire have been identified, which will be implemented
for the main body of the study.

KEYWORDS
Student expectations; student approaches to learning; student demographics
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Introduction
Although universities claim to produce ‘work ready’ graduates (DEST, 2005; Orrell, 2004)
especially as measured by their graduates’ capacity to obtain a full-time job related to their
field of study, a recent survey by the Australian Information Industry Association (AIIA)
revealed that overwhelmingly their members identified a “job ready skills gap” (AIIA, 2017).
Students may be competent in a specific skill in one setting, such as university assessment,
but frequently they are unable to put that skill to use in another (Prosser & Trigwell, 1999).
Supporting the AIIA findings, recent work in New Zealand, funded by the Engineering
Education to Employment organisation (EE2E), has shown that employers believe students
of Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics (ITPs) are more likely to have job ready skills.
This research reported the “consensus was that ITP graduates have a better range of
emotional intelligence capabilities and are more ‘work-ready’ than their university-qualified
peers” (EE2E, 2015). EE2E are currently working to increase the number of ITP graduates to
meet projected demand for future growth in New Zealand.
Educational research has shown that learning transfer to unfamiliar problems and
environments happens best when the learner has “developed a deep, rather than surface,
understanding” of the problem (Barnett & Ceci, 2002, p. 616). Despite this, within tertiary
education and society more generally, there is a focus upon quantitative rather than
qualitative learning, where quantitative learning is described as learning that can be
‘measured’ or where there is a ‘right’ answer and qualitative learning is where learners are
able to identify the connections between various aspects of their learning and so can put
together those aspects into a new pattern better suited to the problem they are currently
working on (Dahlgren, 1997; Entwistle, 1997; Prosser & Trigwell, 1999; Ramsden, 2003).
Furthermore, it has been shown that the perspectives and previous experiences students
bring to their programs of study influence their approaches to study which in turn affects the
depth of learning that they achieve (Prosser & Trigwell, 1999; Ramsden, 2003). A learner’s
ability to learn is affected by their understanding of the context of the learning. Additionally,
their prior knowledge affects their perception of the context: those with a well-developed
understanding are more likely to perceive the context such that it affords deep learning, while
those with poor prior knowledge perceive the context so that it affords surface learning
(Prosser & Trigwell, 1999).
As problem- and project-based learning (PBL) has been shown to help students gain a
deeper understanding than other approaches offer (Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Wood, 2003), many
higher education institutions teaching engineering and computing have introduced PBL. This
approach has been a key philosophy in many of the ITP’s in New Zealand and in the
Australian tertiary sector where a need has been identified for graduates with good practical
skills. Because PBL focuses on ‘why’ an approach is important rather than ‘how’ to do
something it leads to learners memorising for understanding, rather than simply memorising
to pass a test. This learning and teaching approach specifically focusses on providing
graduates with the necessary skills for work.
The seeds for this research project were sown by Michael Prosser during his keynote
address at the 2016 Annual Conference of the Australasian Association for Engineering
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
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Education (AaeE) (Prosser, 2016). During his presentation, Prosser suggested that there
would be value in applying Biggs’ Study Process Questionnaire (Biggs, Kember, & Leung,
2001; Zeegers, 2002) across different courses with the same students, as well as to students
in their first and last year of study, suggesting such an approach would produce a good view
of the variation across the field.
Prosser’s challenge, and accepting that “explanations that might fairly reflect and give insight
into student experiences require an understanding of the complex context in which learning
occurs” (Kieser, Herbison, & Harland, 2005), have shaped our research design.

Methodology
This research will follow different cohorts of students throughout their time of study to see
whether their expectations and prior experience coming into a program affects how they
study, and whether there is a change in expectations or learning style as their study
progresses. Each year a process of data collection will occur and will continue until all
cohorts complete their period of study. Ethics approval has been granted at each institution
for this research program to be undertaken.

The Cohorts
Participants in this study were drawn from the cohorts of students enrolled in engineering
and computing programs of study at two tertiary institutions, one in Australia and the other in
New Zealand. These institutions were chosen so that a range of levels of qualification and
background and experience could be targeted. Although both institutions have roughly the
same number of students (about 20,000 in total) and academic staff (just over 800), they are
substantially different. The first is an internationally-ranked, world-leading, research-intensive
university located in a capital city with a participant cohort of around 2,500, while the second
is a local, teaching-focused, vocational institute with a participant cohort of around 500
students.
As shown in Table 1 below, the research targets a range of different qualifications, from level
6 to level 9 on the New Zealand Qualification Framework (NZQF) (New Zealand
Qualifications Authority, n.d.) and the Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) (Australian
Qualifications Authority, n.d.). In New Zealand, students are enrolled in 2- and 3-year
undergraduate Civil, Electrical or Mechanical Engineering study programs. In Australia,
students are enrolled in several Engineering or Computing study programs at both
undergraduate and post-graduate level. (See endnote for program names.)
Table 1: Student cohorts included in this study

Qualification

i

NZDE
DCOMP
BEngTech
BIT, BADA
BIT(Hons), BAC, BSENG
BE
GCert/GDip
MENG
MCOMP, MADA
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NZQF&
AQF
Level

U/G or
P/G

6
6
7
7
8
8
8
9
9

U/G
U/G
U/G
U/G
U/G
U/G
P/G
P/G
P/G

Duration
of study
program
(years)
2
1
3
3
4
4
1
2
2

Percent of total
cohort at each
institution
Aus.
NZ
66%
3%
34%
15%
21%
37%
4%
6%
14%

Age
range

19-34
19-20
20-42
18-25
17-48
18-50
19-47
20-57
21-56
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Data collection
The data for the longitudinal study will be collected using a range of tools:
1.

A survey which includes the Revised Student Study Questionnaire from Biggs et al.
(2001). This instrument will be the first tool used and will collect as much information as
possible, from which to develop the themes and correlations. To do this the survey will
include Likert type questions as well as open ended qualitative questions.

2.

Once themes have been identified, focus groups and interviews will be used to further
explore areas of interest.

3.

Student attendance and performance, as provided by students through a series of
questions in the survey, will be collected to help understand whether the learning styles
are being reflected in the quality of student work, attendance, and marks.

At the beginning of semester 2, 2017 the survey was piloted with the currently enrolled
cohort of students. The aim of this initial survey was to ensure that the survey design was
appropriate and the data collected reasonable. The longitudinal study will start in Semester
1, 2018 and will run until 2022 (see Table 1 above).

Design of Questionnaire
Data was collected from participants via an anonymous online questionnaire which included
the complete Revised Study Process Questionnaire (RSPQ) developed by Biggs et al (2001)
with additional questions to investigate respondents' demographics, motivations, and their
development of professional skills. Respondents' anonymity was preserved using a
structured, self-generated identifier: a concatenation of the first three letters of the student’s
mother’s name, the year of the student’s birth and the first three letters of the student’s first
name. This identifier preserves anonymity, while allowing longitudinal comparisons of data
from participants in successive instances of the survey.
The questionnaire was organised in three sections: (1) demographic data, (2) motivation for
studying, and (3) approaches to learning, and consisted predominantly of questions requiring
Likert-scale ratings, with limited opportunity for unrestricted responses. The overall research
design anticipated that areas needing in-depth analysis would become the topic for focus
group sessions in future stages of the research. The estimated time to complete the
questionnaire for a native English language respondent was less than 10 minutes. This falls
within the recommended 20-minute questionnaire limit for respondent data reliability (Cape &
Phillips, 2015). To reduce respondent drop-out rate, the online questionnaire system was
suitable for both PC and mobile device use (Cape & Phillips, 2015).
Section (1) ‘demographics’ included the seven most relevant of the 26 questions in Dowling's
(2010) survey of Australian para-professional engineering students. The questions asked
respondents to identify their enrolled program of study, gender, age, responsibilities in the
two years prior to this period of study, semester of study, ethnicity, and
domestic/international status.
Section (2) ‘motivation for study’ prompted respondents to rate a set of eight possible
motivators on a five-point ordinal Likert-scale (Sullivan & Artino, 2013). The prompts were: to
get a high-paying job; to learn things that I’m interested in; for my family; to get an interesting
job; because I’m good at this; because it’s fun & exciting; to make an impact on my
community / country / the world; to help me gain residency. Collecting this data on the
participants’ motivations for study allowed an investigation into a possible correlation
between background and prior experience and the approach students took to learning in their
program of study. This approach is similar to Dowling’s (2010) survey, which also asked
respondents to report on motivations to study using Likert-scale responses.
Section (3) ‘approaches to learning’ contained 31 questions using Likert-scale ordinal ratings
to understand how frequently students employ deep or surface approaches and attitudes to
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learning. This section included the 20 RSPQ questions (Biggs et al., 2001) and an additional
11 questions seeking to understand students’ use of learning resources, time management
and teamwork skills. The survey used the RSPQ scale; Never/almost never; Sometimes;
About half the time; Often; Almost always/always (Biggs et al, 2001). Biggs et al. (2001)
provide a 50-point scoring system for the ten questions related to each approach, to evaluate
a respondent’s preference for deep or shallow approaches to learning. The validation
procedure for the set of questions and analysis method used by Biggs et al. (2001) is
described in their paper and gave the authors of this study confidence in using the RSPQ as
a reliable tool to evaluate respondents’ approaches to learning for this piece of research. The
data from the additional questions will be used independently to investigate potential
correlations with factors from earlier sections of the survey, and to identify whether students
are developing skills for the work environment.
To evaluate the usefulness of the data collected, the authors conducted an initial, basic
analysis of the data and a reflection on the tool used for data collection and it is this which is
reported in this paper.

Results and Discussion
As well as commenting on the demographic data collected, we report on data from a single
question, chosen because it provides an interesting snapshot of the data collected and a
good indication of the usefulness of the data. The question we have chosen to report on is
Question 31, taken directly from the RSPQ – “I learn some things by rote, going over and
over them until I know them by heart, even if I do not really understand the concept”.
A total of 420 students across the two institutions responded to the survey; a 14% response
rate. At least one response was received from each of the individual cohorts surveyed, with
some cohorts such as the BE and MCOMP responding better than others. Our comparison of
respondents (see Table 2 below) with the enrolled cohort (Table 1 above) to whom the
survey was sent, leads us to believe that overall, we have a representative sample. There
was, however, an especially low response rate from NZDE, BEngTech and DCOMP students
which weakened the strength of conclusions that could be drawn from those survey
responses. Therefore, when the project begins a concerted effort must be made to ensure
that there is a significant response from all cohorts.
The following sections outline respondent demographics and discuss the reliability of this
questionnaire.

Demographic profile
Table 2 and Figure 1 below, provide a snapshot of the demographic profile of students who
participated in the survey. Table 2 compares the gender and enrolment of participants with
the overall enrolled cohort of students from both institutions. All numbers are percentages.
Table 2: Demographics of respondents (res) against overall cohort (all)

Gender

Aus.
NZ

All
77
92

Male
Resp.
78
82

Female
All
Resp.
23
22
8.4
18

Enrolment
Domestic
International
All
Resp.
All
Resp.
53
43.5
47
56
70
59
30
41

It is clear from Table 2 there is good representation of all groups in this survey. Figure 1
below identifies the activities respondents were engaged in during the two years immediately
prior to this period of study.
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Figure 1: Respondents’ experience 2 years prior to their current study NB. Students could select more
than one option.

From the data, it is evident that most of the respondents are continuing their study at higher
levels. It is also interesting to note that the number of respondents who identified as
“overseas” is significantly less than the respondents enrolled as international students. This
could be an indication that many international students may have been in the country longer
than their current program of study and may be something we will investigate further in later
stages of the project.

Reflection on Questionnaire Design
As mentioned above, we have chosen to report on the data collected for Question 31. This
data is presented as a function of student experience two years prior to their current study in
Figure 2 and then as a function of their level of study in Figure 3 below. As can be seen in
Figures 2 and 3, when combined with demographic data the data collected through a single
question of the survey indicates how a student’s background and experience may affect their
approach to study.

Figure 2: % Rote learning as a function of previous experience. NB. “Never” responses omitted.
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The correlation between the students’ level of study and their frequency of use of the rotelearning approach is shown in Figure 3. As the trend lines indicate, students studying in
programs at levels eight and nine showed the strongest negative correlation with frequency
of use of rote learning strategies, while the lower level programs showed a wider distribution
of responses to the prompts.

Figure 3: Correlation between level of study and rote learning.

The data suggests that students enrolled in higher-level programs are generally engaged in
deeper learning strategies and have recognised the need for approaches other than rote
learning for success as engineering / computing students. For students on the lower level
papers the data presented in Figures 2 and 3 is so far inconclusive, and requires a greater
detail of analysis.
The data collected and the brief analysis, some of which is presented above, gives the
authors confidence in the ability of this survey tool to provide insights into relationships
between students’ approaches to learning and their demographics and background and
experience. Detailed investigation will be undertaken in the following longitudinal study to
identify correlations between approaches to learning and student demographics, background
and experience for both engineering and computing students. As suggested by this basic
analysis, detailed analysis is expected to identify topics for further investigation through focus
group discussions.

Survey Design Issues
Survey respondents provided some unprompted feedback on the design of the
questionnaire, identifying points where they had trouble providing a single answer on the
Likert-scale. The researchers agreed that two questions from the RSPQ set needed
clarification, as they combined two factors within one question. The first combined “I
generally restrict my study to what is specifically set...” with “...as I think it is unnecessary to
do anything extra”. The second appears later in the questionnaire: “I find most new topics
interesting...” paired with “...and often spend extra time trying to obtain more information
about them”.
Both questions appear to investigate the respondent’s behaviour and motivation at the same
time, when in fact different motivations could lead to the same behaviour. One student
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identified their time pressures as a motivator which sometimes lead to the behaviour of
restricting study scope. Other respondents may well have had different motivations driving
this behaviour, but the design of the questionnaire did not distinguish these.
This insight will be applied to update and refine the complete set of questions before the next
phase of research begins in semester one, 2018. In this connection, it is important to note
that the study, work, and social environment for post-secondary students has changed
significantly in the years between 2001 and 2017. The use of subjective frequency-of-use
headings for the Likert scale questions will also be reviewed, with possible addition of
clarification for respondents regarding the frequency options. The authors are keen,
however, while improving understandability of questions to maintain comparability against
other studies which have used the RSPQ.
Additionally, it was pointed out by a student that when asking about gender, as well as
female, male and rather not say, we need to include ‘other’ to allow those who identify as
binary, trans-gender, gender diverse and LGBTQIA+ not to be forced to either mis-gender
themselves or hide their gender.

Conclusion and Future Work
This pilot study of our approaches to learning questionnaire has been successful in
evaluating the research design. The survey responses provided an excellent picture of
student approaches to rote learning and the data appeared to show relationships with
previous experience. Correlations and insights will be generated from in-depth analysis of the
complete data set, which can be used to inform the design of teaching & learning activities
and course and program curricula that will lead to better attainment of desired graduate
attributes.
Despite the overall success of the pilot, there are a small number of issues that need to be
addressed either prior to the longitudinal study or during it:
1. While respondents came from all groups within the cohort, the response rate was low
for some programs. This issue will be largely overcome by accumulating data from
the cohorts each semester the survey is run and by being proactive and ensuring that
sufficient responses are collected from each of the individual program cohorts.
2. There were some issues with combined factors in the RSPQ questions which made it
hard for students to respond accurately. Further analysis will identify which questions
need modification to improve clarity of responses while maintaining comparability with
other international studies which have used the RSPQ.
3. This study was unable to link responses to academic results due to ethics constraints
therefore a further section, section (4) ‘performance’, will be added to the survey.
Students will be asked to identify the two units of study (sometimes also called course
or paper) in the immediately preceding semester for which they received their highest
grade and their lowest grade. They will be asked to rate their approach to study, the
final grade received and whether that grade was what they expected for each.
This work was an evaluation of the research design and the next step will be to begin
collecting longitudinal data, apply Biggs et al.’s (2001) 50-point scoring system, evaluate and
correlate the respondents’ preferences for deep or shallow approaches to learning and to run
focus groups to attempt to explore and understand areas of interest.
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Abstract
Context
In spite of wider acceptance of lecture capture, questions remain about how the level of
difficulties of courses affects the use of lecture capture. Most researches were conducted on
the students of health science, arts, general science, or business courses. Little evidence
was found for engineering education. Very few studies have focused on the students’ social
and behavioral factors (e.g. language, cognitive skills, attention level, past experiences)
influencing the use of lecture capture and students’ achievements in engineering education.

Purpose
This paper presents the influence of the students’ attitudes, social and behavioural factors on
using lecture capture technology and their learning in engineering courses.

Approach
Both qualitative and quantitative approaches were employed to analyze the perception of the
students of various engineering courses in an Australian university.

Results
Results show that social and behavioural factors like mind concentration level, language, and
past experience have an influence on using the lecture capture technology. A significant
number of students having difficulties in attention to lecture class rely on lecture capture for
further understanding. Variation of using lecture capture has also been observed among
native and non-native English speaking students, and among the students with different level
of past experience of using lecture capture. Despite availability of lecture capture, most
students preferred attending lecture classes because of high mathematical contents and the
experiments shown in the classroom. The study also gives notional indication that the lecture
capture might have helped engineering students for improving their academic performance
over the past few years.

Conclusions
Overall, the students’ perception of lecture capture is highly positive in terms of improving
learning and academic performance regardless of their social and behavioural
characteristics. Further research should focus on how the teaching pedagogy for engineering
education can be improved through enhancing lecture capture technologies to provide better
service to the student with various social and behavioural differences.

Keywords
Lecture capture; Social and behavioral factors; Engineering education; Academic
performance
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Learning and teaching in the universities are transforming towards the technology-based
environment. To facilitate the students’ learning in flexible, adaptive, iterative and userfriendly manner, lecture capture technologies are adopted by many universities, which make
academic resources available to students through web-based media (Mclntyre, 2011). Most
of the lecture capture technologies use software that records the audio/ video, PowerPoint
presentation and other digital materials shown in the computer provided by teachers in the
classroom. These digital recordings are usually stored on a web server and are made
available to the students via the university’s web portal for viewing online or downloading the
files (Owston, Lupshenyuk, and Wideman, 2011). Lecture capture technologies were initially
evolved with the aim of supporting disadvantaged students who have difficulties in attending
traditional lecture classes regularly (Harpp et al., 2004), as well as supporting online distance
learning students (Woo, Gosper, McNeill, Preston, Green, and Phillips, 2008). The
technology is now available to all students. Recent researches suggest that most students
have used lecture capture as a supplement to the traditional face-to-face lecture (Davis,
Connolly, and Linfield, 2009), primarily for revisiting complex concepts and having a clear
understanding (Chiu and Lee, 2009). Few studies indicated the positive impact of lecture
capture on students’ grades (Owston et al., 2011; Kay, 2012), though those findings did not
consider the other factors (e.g. social and behavioral patterns; academic development by the
universities) that could also influence performance of the students (Ramsden and Entwistle,
1981). The impacts of lecture capture has been studied mainly in the field of health science,
arts, general science, or business courses, with limited attention in specific courses like
engineering courses where many hands-on experimental activities are involved in the
classroom. This paper presents the influences of the students’ social and behavioral factors
on lecture capture use and students’ learning approach in engineering courses, as well as
impacts of lecture capture use on their academic performance and learning outcomes.

Methodology
This research employed both qualitative and quantitative approaches to collect and analyze
the effects of students’ social and behavioural factors (e.g. language, cognitive skills,
attention level, past experiences) on lecture capture use in engineering education, and how
the technology is impacting their learning outcomes. An extensive literature review was
carried out followed by a survey of students with a structured questionnaire in an Australian
university. This university has introduced lecture capture technology using Echo360 Personal
Capture software in 2009, which records only a high-quality video of the computer screen
(that showing PowerPoint presentation and other digital materials) and the lecturer’s voice
and uploads this to the university’s learning portal. The students could access the video files
online from any places; also, they could download them and view them on their personal
computers multiple times. Students were asked to provide information on their attention
levels, lecture capture use patterns, and their perceptions on different aspects of lecture
capture. 120 students from various engineering disciplines (e.g. civil, mechanical, and
electrical engineering) were randomly contacted for the survey, of which 85 students, who
had past experience in lecture capture use, have responded to the questionnaire. Out of 85
students, 30 were non-native English speakers, and 92% attended face-to-face lectures. We
assumed all the students had similar internet and computer facilities at home and at their
university learning centers.
We relied on the students’ self-reports about their lecture capture viewing patterns, instead of
collecting digital records of online viewing or downloading files from the university portal, and
without having further interaction with them. This could be a potential limitation of the
research. However, several research studies have used a similar methodology, as students
are believed to be accurate and credible reporters of their educational experiences (Owston
et al., 2011).
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Data analysis was performed using descriptive statistics and statistical tests (t-test, Post Hoc
Tukey tests) to extract the influence of students’ social and behavioural factors on the lecture
capture use and effectiveness through cross-relational analysis. Further, 7-year historical
records (2010 – 2016) of academic performance of the students in these five engineering
courses were analyzed to assess the effect of lecture capture on their grades, with the
intention of justifying the perceptions of the students surveyed.

Results
Student’s attention level and attendance in lecture classes
First, the study analyzed the students’ behavior in terms of their participation and attention or
mind concentration level (MCL) in face-to-face classes throughout the day. 93% of the
students stated they attended lecture classes regularly; however, around 50% of students
reported they faced difficulties in concentrating in the class due to various reasons. The
students were asked to measure their mind concentration levels at different times of the day
(8 AM to 10 PM, during which most of the lectures are held) using a 10-point scale.
Most of the students reported that their MCL was very high in the morning around 10 AM - 12
PM, and it diminishes as the time passes (Figure 1). And, their concentration during the
lecture class was not always the same, it depended on the time of day, and sometimes they
could understand only part of the complex mathematical problems posed in their engineering
courses. The students mentioned the major reasons for facing difficulties in concentrating in
lectures as ‘difficulties to understand/follow lecturers’ (48%), ‘class time is not suitable’ (45%)
and ‘lecture content is not interesting’ (40%). Difficulties to understand/follow lecturers was
faced by the students due to lecturers giving either quick or brief explanation of the lecture
contents, or students’ inability to capture the ideas because of their limited background
knowledge and weakness in English. Lecture contents of some engineering courses are
mainly based on engineering principles and mathematics, which were reported as not
interesting to some students so that they were distracted from the lectures. For a complete
understanding, the students were dependent on recorded lecture capture, and additional
consultation or study.

Figure 1: Student’s mind concentration level in classroom
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Effects of students’ social and behavioral factors on using lecture capture
Lecture capture use pattern
Majority of the students (65%) had a long experience of using lecture capture, that is, more
than two years. Almost all (93%) has attended face-to-face lectures besides using lecture
capture. Most of them used recorded lecture captures regularly (40%) while some did only
during the exam preparation (26%). Most students (70%) have used lecture capture more
than one day a week with an increasing frequency before the exam periods during Weeks 5
to 7 (mid-semester exams) and Weeks 12 to 14 (final exams) throughout a semester. This
trend explains the purpose of lecture capture for assisting the students for further
understanding of lectures and preparation for exams.
The students apply various strategies for listening and watching the recorded lecture; most of
them listened to the entire recording or certain parts of it multiple times (Figure 2). While
listening, they have followed along with lecture notes (55%), as well as taken further notes
(40%). The listening strategies of the students and their activities do not show any notable
variation with how often they use lecture capture.

Figure 2: Students’ strategies to listen to lecture capture

Influence of English speaking ability
The study has also investigated the effects of social factors, like English speaking ability of
the students’, on lecture capture use. In regard to the frequency of listening to lecture
captures, there is no significant difference between the non-native and native English
speakers (t = 0.732, p = 0.46), almost the same percentage of students (50%) from both
groups listen to lecture captures regularly. Nevertheless, there is variation between groups in
lecture capture listening strategies. Most of the non-native English speaking students listen
to certain parts of the recording multiple times (50%), whereas most of the native English
speakers (44%) listen to the entire recording once only (Figure 2). The activities during
listening lecture capture (e.g. note taking) are similar for both groups.
Influence of past experience
The results showed that the percentage of students using lecture capture regularly increased
with the students’ past experience of using lecture capture (Figure 3). The students who had
long past experience uses lecture capture regularly and during the exam preparation period
compared to the less experienced students. However, the students’ frequency of lecture
capture use may decline slightly when they move on to courses at higher levels (Years 3 or
4) depending on the course structures. Further, the students’ past experience did not show
any influence in choosing lecture capture listening strategies.
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Figure 3: Using lecture capture by the students of different past experiences

Effects of lecture capture use on students’ learning outcomes
The majority of students (90%) agree that lecture capture is an effective tool while studying
or preparing for assignments and examinations, particularly when they miss classes (Table
1). They feel no stress if they skip a lecture class due to any reason. If they do not
understand any important concept during the lecture, they can still use the lecture capture
after class and listen to it multiple times until its concepts and contents are understood.
Around 70% of students believe that lecture capture helps to raise their grades, as they gain
a full understanding of the course materials.
Table 1: Students perception on lecture capture

Reasons for using Lecture Capture

Mean score of
Level of agreement
a

Lecture capture helps me catch up when I missed class.
Lecture capture is a convenient way to access course
materials.
I could easily access and download the lecture recordings.
Lecture capture helps me prepare for assignments and
exams.
Lecture capture clarified important concepts discussed in
class.
I learned more in the class by using the lecture recordings
than I would have if they had not been available.
Lecture capture helps to raise my grades
I could follow all parts of the classroom discussion on the
lecture recordings, including student questions.

4.5
4.3
4.2
4.1
3.9
3.9
3.8
3.3

a Strongly Disagree (1), Disagree (2), are Neutral (3), Agree (4), or Strongly Agree (5)

With respect to the frequency of using lecture capture, the study has found a significant
difference in the level of agreement on certain benefits of lecture capture. The students who
used lecture capture regularly have a positive agreement about the benefits compared to
those who used rarely. The Post Hoc Tukey test probabilities suggest that regular users
agree that lecture capture helped for preparing assignments and exams, improved learning,
and helped raise their grades compared to the rare users (p<0.05) (Table 2). However, the
study has not found any significant differences in the levels of perception on the benefits of
lecture capture between native and non-native English speaking students, or among the
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students having varying level of experience in lecture capture use in the past (for all items in
Table 1, t = -1.55 to 1.57, p > 0.1).
Table 2: Post Hoc Tukey tests probabilities for various reasons for using lecture capture by
students of varied level of viewing frequency

Variables
Lecture capture helps me
prepare for assignments and
exams
I learned more in the class by
using the lecture recordings
than I would have if they had not
been available
Lecture capture helps to raise
my grades

Comparing groups
Regularly
Only during exams
Rarely
Only during
Rarely
exams
Regularly
Only during exams
Rarely
Only during
Rarely
exams
Regularly
Only during exams
Rarely
Only during
Rarely
exams

p
1.000
.023*
.042*
.972
.037*
.039*
.118
.022*
.819

*P <0.05

Further, the study investigated the students’ grades in five engineering courses over the
period of 2010 to 2016 to examine the differences in students’ achievement after the
implementation of lecture capture in the university. While students’ achievement could be
linked to many factors, this analysis gives notional indication of the effect of lecture capture
on such achievement. The analysis suggested that there was an increasing trend of passing
(including achieving higher grades), after the implementation of lecture capture in 2010.
Though the individual grades of the students surveyed have not been assessed, this finding
can be easily correlated to the positive agreement of the students regarding improving
grades due to lecture capture use (Table 1). About 40% students (mainly native English
speakers, and having longer past experiences of lecture capture use) urged that most of their
study needs can be fulfilled by lecture capture instead of attending lecture classes. Since
class attendance is not compulsory, some students believe that they can cover the course
study and assessments by using lecture capture only.
On the other hand, the students have expressed some negative effects of lecture capture on
their learning. Especially, those students who miss the face-to-face lecture or laboratory
classes complain of having difficulties in understanding the engineering courses containing
extensive mathematics and drawings that are usually explained on the whiteboard or with
hands-on experiments, but not recorded in lecture capture.

Discussion and conclusions
This research reveals the students’ behavior of participation in lecture classes and what
difficulties they face that lead to deterioration of mind concentration level in the class. The
mind concentration level of the students shows a logical trend throughout the day. Other
major difficulties in retaining attention are reported as lying with the lecture contents, and
how the lecturers deliver it (Wilson and Korn, 2007). The students prefer using lecture
capture to cover the lectures which they could not follow properly. This attitude might have
an effect on attention in the class. However, lecture capture can only act as a means for the
retention of information, not for illustrating further information (Savoy et al., 2009) outside of
lectures.
The study shows that most students use lecture capture regularly for an in-depth
understanding of lecture contents, particularly during exam periods. Teachers are often
worried about having low student attendance in the class because of availability of lecture
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capture (Vajoczki, Watt, Marquis, and Holshausen, 2010). However, as our results show,
despite availability of lecture capture, most engineering students’ (93%) attended the lecture
classes, irrespective of their language skills and past experience of using lecture capture.
This attitude could be related to the nature of the engineering course contents which need
hands-on examples or mathematical derivations on the whiteboard that are not accessible by
the lecture capture.
The strategies and activities taken by the students for using lecture capture show typical
patterns which have also been observed in other universities (Copley, 2007; Kay, 2012).
Students having a non-English speaking background tend to use lecture capture for further
understanding and note taking (Leadbeater, Shuttleworth, Couperthwaite, and Nightingale,
2013). We found this purpose to be shared by non-native English speakers in this study,
although there was no statistically significant difference between native and non-native
English speakers in terms of their opinions in other areas of the survey.
Further, while looking into social factors like past experience with lecture capture, the study
shows that students with longer past experience of it tend to use it more regularly than
others, however, this was generally true for students in their middle of the undergraduate
course (2nd or 3rd year). Final year students may need to use lecture capture less frequently
as they have courses like project work and a thesis. The course contents and the teaching
pedagogy of the lecturer may have a great influence on how students use the recordings of
lectures (Bassili, 2008).
This research also suggests a very positive perception of engineering students for lecture
capture, in that they believe it improves their learning and academic performance, which is a
similar finding to those of studies conducted in different academic courses (e.g. health
science, arts) (Leadbeater et al., 2013). Regardless of differences in social factors (English
language skills and past experience), most students agree on the positive impact of lecture
capture. Gradual improvement in the students’ overall academic achievement in a few
engineering courses over the past few years also justifies the students’ positive perceptions.
Opportunities for taking extensive notes while viewing the lecture recordings repeatedly
could have an influence on improving academic performance (Bassili and Joordens, 2008).
Students have complained of the incompleteness of lecture capture in that it does not include
the video of notes displayed on the whiteboard, which cause difficulties for understanding
complex engineering concepts. This problem is due to technological constraints and also
faced by other universities (Read, 2005). Improving video recording facilities with additional
resources, often called – ‘rich lecture capture’ can resolve the issue (Kay, 2012; Pale et al.,
2014). For some engineering courses, however, hands-on experiments in the class are
included, thus it will not be possible to record all such lectures completely. However, rich
lecture capture could be possible for literature-based courses like arts and business, as they
require concepts to be explained through theoretical lectures only (Morris, 2010).
Further detail research should be carried out focusing improvement of teaching pedagogy for
engineering education with enhanced lecture capture technologies for ensuring better service
to the students with various social and behavioural differences including psychological,
economic, and access to information technology.
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SESSION Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching processÕ
CONTEXT Interactive Intensive Mode Teaching (IMT) techniques were used to deliver an
engineering design and project management unit at a Chinese university. A proportion of
Chinese students studying this unit transferred to the University of Tasmania to complete a
Bachelor of Engineering with Honours degree in a further two years (2+2 Program). The unit
was delivered over a period of six weeks to large classes (75 and 115 students). At the
same time students intending to transfer to UTAS undertook an English language academic
skills unit. Both units were facilitated by the introduction of an on-line learning management
system (Cloudcampus).
PURPOSE This study examines the effectiveness of the interactive IMT technique for the
delivery of KNJ211 Engineering Design and Project Management by comparison with the
traditional, didactic style of teaching employed by the same teacher in the previous year; the
synergy between the engineering unit and an English language unit, delivered by the second
author at the same time, is also explored.
APPROACH The effectiveness of interactive IMT delivery was evaluated through students'
performances in aligned assessment tasks comprising a 5-minute video report on design
studio group-work, in-class tests of content knowledge and an individual task. Students'
engagement with IMT is examined through the lens of their use of Cloudcampus.

RESULTS The students' overall and in-class test results were significantly different from
those of the previous year when the unit was delivered by the teacher-centred didactic
method. A factor that may have contributed to this outcome is students' unfamiliarity with
accessing the on-line content.
CONCLUSIONS Students' technical English language skills present a challenge to
effective delivery of engineering content. Some IMT techniques proved to be effective.

KEYWORDS
Intensive Mode Teaching
China
Engineering
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Introduction
Academics from the University of Tasmania (UTAS) deliver first, second, third and fourth
year engineering subjects to students at Chinese universities. Some of these students
choose to graduate with a Bachelor of Engineering with Honours degree by completing
their final two years at UTAS (2+2 Program). The interactive Intensive Mode Teaching
(IMT) technique recommended by Male et al. (2016), developed specifically for the delivery
of engineering among other content, was used to deliver a second year engineering unit
KNJ211 Engineering Design and Project Management to large classes (approximately 100
students) at a Chinese university over a period of six weeks in May-June 2017. At the
same time students intending to transfer to UTAS undertook an English language
academic skills unit. Both units were facilitated by the introduction of an on-line learning
management system (Cloudcampus).
This study examines the effectiveness of the interactive IMT technique and the
assessment tasks used for the delivery of KNJ211 by comparison with the traditional,
didactic style of teaching employed by the same teacher (first author) in the 2016. The
synergy between the engineering unit and the English language unit (Academic Skills
Program), delivered in the same six week period by the second author is also explored.
KNJ211 Engineering Design and Project Management was delivered (by the first author)
to two cohorts of students studying Electrical Engineering and Automation and
Communications Engineering over a six-week period in 2017. There were approximately
100 students in each cohort. The timetable for each cohort was 4 hours in a lecture room
and 8 hours in a design studio each week. The teaching load for the UTAS teacher was
24 hours contact each week. Chinese university lecturers (third and fourth authors) were
present in the class-room and design studio most of the time. All delivery was in the
English language except for announcements (in the Chinese language) by the Chinese
lecturers.

Literature Review
The challenge of teaching in China
Globalization has encouraged the emergence of large economies due to the fluid mobility of
people, thus changing cultural patterns and diversity in higher education. According to the
International Consultants for Education and Fairs, Australia hosted the greatest number of
international students at higher education which provided (AUS) $1 billion in 2014 (ICEF
Monitor, 2015). For the past 20 years, full-fee paying overseas students have contributed a
significant component of Australian universities' income (Dunn & Wallace, 2006; Wang et al.,
2015). A considerable amount of research has been conducted looking at both
undergraduate international students (Birrell, 2006; Burns, 1991; Malau-Aduli, 2011;
Ramburuth & McCormick, 2001; Wong, 2004) and postgraduate international students
(Wang & Shan, 2006), when transitioning to Australian universities especially from China.
Stereotypically, Chinese student learning styles are considered to be surface learning
approaches where the student is a passive participant (Ramburuth & McCormick, 2001;
Wong, 2004). But they adopt the methodology of learning by repeating and memorizing
content for understanding. During the process they have the opportunity to reflect on
troublesome content and devise methods to promote better understanding of instruction.
These may include seeking assistance from the more knowledgeable other (Vygotsky,
1978), task analyzing complex concepts, and investigating vocabulary words to clarify the
meaning of content. Thus they develop deep approaches in learning. The reflective nature
of Chinese learners in developing a deeper understanding than what may be apparent from
classroom participation is also documented (Wang & Shan, 2006).
The Chinese education system is designed to facilitate large classes. There are no
disciplinary problems because they have been taught from young to respect their teachers
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since the Confucius era (Guo & Pungur, 2008). Content is delivered in a manner that may
appear to outsiders to be rote learning. But there are some misconceptions concerning the
learning and study practices of Chinese students in Australia (Kember, 2000). Whereas
Australian universities adopt the independent learner model, Chinese universities typically
follow more of a parent-child relationship between the teacher and student (Wang & Shan,
2006). There is a strong peer support as well as access to teachers outside the classroom
(On, 1996).
Doe, Jaikaran-Doe, Lyden and Wang (2016) surveyed newly-arrived civil engineering
students in their first semester in the third year of a civil engineering degree at the
University of Tasmania. The survey probed the students' experience of learning and
teaching experience in China, in particular in the classes delivered in China by Australian
academics. That study identified the different learning and teaching styles of the Australian
teachers as being of most concern to students while they are still in China; but after coming
to Australia it is their language that is of most concern - particularly understanding technical
terms. In another study Ryan (2005) found that students encounter culture shock and
academic shock at the beginning of their study in Australia. The delivery of engineering
content using interactive Intensive Mode Teaching has the potential to assist these students
with their transition to UTAS

Methodology
The effectiveness of interactive IMT delivery was evaluated through students' performance
in the following: summative assessment tasks aligned to the unit's Intended Learning
Outcomes (ILOs); group-work video; fortnightly in class tests; and an individual assignment
task (see Table 1). Participants were students enrolled in the second year of electrical
power and communications engineering degrees at the Chinese university. Students'
engagement with IMT was examined through the lens of the use of the on-line learning
management system (Cloudcampus). Independent samples t-tests (with test for Normality)
were employed to examine the significance of differences between students' results in 2016
and 2017. The level of student engagement in 2017 was the proportion of students who
accessed the on-line student management system during the period the unit was delivered.
There is no comparable data for 2016 prior to the introduction of Cloudcampus.

Didactic learning and teaching in 2016 (teacher-centred)
The term didactic delivery is often used to describe the traditional learning and teaching
practice in China. In 2016, prior to the introduction of an on-line learning management
system (Cloudcampus) at the Chinese university, the unit KNE211 Engineering Design and
Project Management was delivered (by the first author, assisted by the third and fourth
authors) in the traditional teacher-centred style with the teacher delivering content knowledge
from a raised dais in front of a blackboard to approximately 100 students sitting in rows of
fixed seating. The available resources for teachers included a stationary computer,
document camera, video projector, and a sound system. Slides, videos and the emphasis of
important points by writing (with chalk) on a blackboard were the major delivery tools.
Engagement with students was limited to those students who chose to sit in the front rows,
and exhibited the best English.

Intensive Mode Teaching in 2017 (student-centred)
The term 'student-centred learning' refers to a wide range of learning styles focussing on
the needs and interests of students. Interactive Intensive Mode Teaching (IMT) techniques
have been developed and successfully deployed in Australian universities (Male et al.,
2016). The following IMT techniques were employed in the delivery of KNJ211 Engineering
Design and Project Management at the Chinese university in May/June 2017:
¥

All lecture material was uploaded onto Cloudcampus before the start of teaching.

¥

In-class sessions were limited to four hours/week to maximise time in the design
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studio.
¥

Content in the uploaded notes was not repeated in class (for example the
explanation and function of the Raspberry Pi General Purpose Input/Output port, also
programming in Python and the EV3 LEGO robot languages).

¥

An on-line formative assessment (Quizizz.com) preceded each fortnightly summative
test, as was found valuable in a unit on critical theories of technological development
and an intensive accounting unit delivered elsewhere (Crispin et al., 2016).

¥

Student engagement was encouraged both in-class and in the design studio through
group competition.

¥

Time in-class was allowed for groups to discuss threshold concepts and report
verbally or by writing on the blackboard.

Intended Learning Outcomes
The following statement on ILOs was approved by the UTAS School of Engineering and
ICTÕs Learning and Teaching Committee and included in the KNJ211 Engineering Design
and Project Management Unit Outline:
On completion of this unit, students should be able to:
1. Demonstrate an understanding of the fundamentals of Engineering Design,
Project Management, Engineering Ethics and Sustainability,
2. Develop and evaluate conceptual designs to address the problem specifications,
3. Function as an effective team member using simple project management tools to
build and test a prototype design,
4. Critically reflect on your and others contributions to the team and the execution of
the project.

Assessment tasks
Assessment tasks for KNJ211 Engineering Design and Project Management delivered in
2017 comprised a group video report on the design-and-build component together with
fortnightly in-class tests and a one-page, handwritten diagram (with explanation) of one of
the micro-processor based circuits built and tested in the design studio.
Table 1 details the assessment tasks and their alignment to the unit's ILOs and Engineers
Australia (EA) Elements of Competency for Stage 1 Professional Engineers (Engineers
Australia, 2017).

Table 1: Alignment and weighting of Assessment Tasks, ILOs and EA competencies

Component
1. In class tests

Weight

Due Date

Addresses
ILOs

36%

Fridays weeks 2,4,6
in class

1.

1.3, 3.1

14%

End of Week 6

2.

1.4, 2.1, 3.3

50%

End of week 6

3. and 4.

2.4, 3.5, 3.6

(Individual)
2. Circuit diagram

Addresses EA
competencies

(Individual)
3. Project (Team)
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Engineers Australian Stage 1 Competencies
Graduates satisfying the Stage 1 competencies for professional engineers is part of the
requirement for accreditation of engineering schools at Australian universities (anon, 2017).
The competencies that the unit KNJ211 claims to deliver are listed below:
1.3 In-depth understanding of specialist bodies of knowledge within the engineering
discipline.
1.4 Discernment of knowledge development and research directions within the engineering
discipline.
2.1 Application of established engineering methods to complex engineering problem
solving. Vital aspects of an engineerÕs skill encompass design, innovation and project
management. It is essential that an engineer can work within a framework of professional
standards and yet have the innovative skills to produce creative design solutions.
Students submit two team-work assignments.
2.4 Application of systematic approaches to the conduct and management of engineering
projects. Students develop an understanding of the fundamental concepts of engineering
design, through studying the design of everyday artefacts as well as professional design
practices. Students are introduced to contemporary concepts of innovation and project
management within a competitive environment.
3.1 Ethical conduct and professional accountability. Students are introduced to the
Engineers Australia code of Ethics.
3.3 Creative, innovative and pro-active demeanour. Students apply creative approaches
in a design situation
3.5 Orderly management of self, and professional conduct. Students have multiple tasks
to prepare and report on a strict deadline with penalties for late submission. This
necessitates prioritization given the requirements of other units.

On-line learning management system
The Chinese university introduced an on-line learning management system (Cloudcampus)
in time for the delivery of the KNJ211 Engineering Design and Project Management unit in
May/June 2017. The Unit Outline and all lecture notes were uploaded two weeks before the
start of teaching. Over each weekend the teacher uploaded the content to be delivered the
following week with sections highlighted to show the threshold concepts which were to be
discussed during the in-class sessions. In-class, the lecturer projected the content as a MS
Word document (rather than PDF or PowerPoint) so other threshold concepts could be
highlighted at the time if needed.

Results
Summative assessments
Table 2 shows a comparison of results for the summative assessments in KNJ211 Design
and Project Management (N=186) delivered in 2017 (using the IMT techniques) with the
results of a similar cohorts (N=194) who took the unit KNE211 Engineering Design and
Project Management in 2016, delivered by the same teacher using teacher-centred,
didactic teaching methods.
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to analyse the students' results.
Cohen's d was computed to identify and verify the magnitude of the differences between
the means of the 2016 and 2017 results.
The overall result for the 2016 students (M=80.2%, SD=9.21%) was significantly better
(p<0.0001, t=-4.37) than the results achieved in 2017 using the interactive IMT techniques.
Cohen's d was 0.90 indicating a "large effect size". This result was unexpected.
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Considering only the individual test results, which could be seen as a measure of the
effectiveness of the interactive IMT delivery of content, the 2016 class (M=85.9%,
SD=12.3%) performed significantly better (p<0.0001) than the 2017 class (M=77.8%,
SD=12.8%). With a Cohen's d of 0.645 this can also be considered as a "large effect
size". The reasons for these unexpected results are explored in the Discussions section
below.
The Design Project (M=70.4%, SD=10.4%) component in 2016 carried a 36% weight in
the students' overall result and included a competition component in addition to the group
video report. A design group's competition rank in the "LEGO Robot Rugby" competition
and the "Chopsticks Tower" competition contributed to the group's Design Project mark.
In 2017 the Design Project (M=75.7%, SD=8.46%) was weighted as 50% of the students'
overall result. The change from 2016 reflected the introduction in 2017 of a Raspberry Pi
based microcomputer design project in place of the "Chopsticks Tower" competition.
There was no competition component in the 2017 Design Project assessment. By
comparison the 2017 Design Project scored significantly higher (p<0.0001) than the 2016
Project. Cohen's d = 0.56 indicates a "medium effect size" for this result.
The relatively low result (M=50.0%, SD=29%) for the individual, hand-drawn circuit
diagram is a contributing factor to the low overall result in 2017. By contrast the equivalent
individual assessment component in 2015 (a portfolio) achieved a uniformly high result
(M=69.3%, SD=3.5%). The hand-drawn circuit diagram was introduced in 2017 to
encourage individuality.
Table 2: Components of students' overall performance.

Assessment
Task

2016

2017

Mean (%)

Standard
Deviation (%)

Mean (%)

Standard
Deviation (%)

In-class tests

85.9

12.8

77.8

12.8

Design Project
group video
report

70.4

10.4

75.7

8.5

Circuit diagram

n.a.

n.a.

50.0

29

Overall result

80.2

9.2

71.7

9.6

Discussion
Student-centred versus teacher-centred learning and teaching
Segers & Dochy (2010) comment that whereas teachers and students are moving towards
new learning environments and modes of assessment acceptance is not a simple process,
particularly for problem-based learning. In a study involving non-Chinese teachers of English
at a Chinese University, Wang (2011) found 'Chinese students expect that the teachers' role
is to transmit information rather than engage students in dialogue and challenging students
to think'.
Feedback from one student on the trial conducted (by the first author) of IMT techniques in a
final year engineering unit at UTAS in March 2017 suggested that the expectation of students
was for a lecturer to ÒteachÓ them. (P.Doe personal communication 30 June 2017). The
focus of student-centred learning is for the students to ÒlearnÓ rather than be taught. If a final
year engineering student in Australia wants to be "taught" it could be that the acceptance of
IMT in China would be problematical considering Chinese students history of didactic
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learning. It may also be that interactive Intensive Mode Teaching techniques have only
recently been introduced in the delivery of engineering units at UTAS and elsewhere.
Students develop an expectation based on their prior years of study and when something
different is introduced they are resistant.

Technical English fluency
Teaching and learning in the design class was constrained by students' lack of technical
English fluency. Most students did not know the English word for "screwdriver". A student
in the design studio looked blankly when the teacher offered to "fix" a problem with a motordriver. Other students chose to download Chinese language versions of software making
instruction by the UTAS teacher difficult. Lack of English fluency has been shown to be the
major factor in Chinese students' poor performance in their first semester in Australia (Doe
et al., 2017). It is possible that students' ability to read and understand the content
uploaded in English to the on-line learning management facility is also a limiting factor in the
effectiveness of interactive IMT in China.

On-line learning management system
The interactive IMT delivery is critically dependent on students accessing course material
uploaded in advance to the on-line learning management system (Cloudcampus). This
system was introduced to the Chinese university towards the end of 2016 with the result
that students had not developed a culture of accessing and interacting with Cloudcampus.
Even though both the engineering content and the English language teachers stressed the
importance of regularly reading postings on Cloudcampus only 45% of the students
enrolled in KNJ211 Engineering Design and Project Management accessed the
information in Cloudcampus. However it should be noted that Chinese students enjoy
strong peer support through living together on campus. Content downloaded from
Cloudcampus could have been shared.

Synergy with English language program
During the 2017 delivery of the content KNJ211 Engineering Design and Project
Management there were instances where synergies in the form of students' use of
vocabulary from their Academic Skills Program occurred. As an example - in the delivery of
content on Engineering Ethics the teacher identified 'bias' as a threshold concept. After
allowing a few minutes for the design class groups (8 students in each group) to discuss the
concept, the teacher handed the chalk to one of the students who wrote an example of
'bias' on the blackboard. The student wrote: '"An example of bias could occur at a job
interview when the applicant was not appointed on the basis of race". The teacher was
surprised by the vocabulary until it was pointed out that students had participated in mock
interviews in their Academic Skills Program class by the second author.

Formative assessments
A mobile phone or personal computer based quiz, Quizizz (www.quizizz.com) was used as
a formative assessment in both the students' engineering and Academic Skills program
language classes. A Quizizz test was set as homework in KNJ211 two days before each of
the in-class, paper-based, fortnightly (summative) tests. Likewise Quizizz tests were used
in the Academic Skills Program as a formative test of students' technical vocabulary.
Access details for the Quizizz website (join.quizizz.com) were displayed in the design
classes. Because Quizizz is voluntary and anonymous it is not possible to assess its
effectiveness as a teaching and learning tool. However the response rate for the three
Quizzes tests in KNJ211 (222, 145, 113 attempts respectively) is some indication of their
effectiveness in encouraging student engagement. Several students questioned the
teacher on items in the Quizizz tests.
In September this year the principal author delivered a different unit KNX240 Reliability
Engineering at another Chinese university. Based on the experience with delivering
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KNJ211 earlier in the year using Quizizz the quiz facility in Cloudcampus was used for a
formative assessment at the end of week 1. This had the desired effect: all enrolled students
logged into Cloudcampus in order to participate in this assessment.

Summative assessments
In-class tests
Individual, written, tests (worth 36% of the final mark) were conducted in-class on the
second, fourth, and the last Friday of the six-week teaching period. In KNJ211 delivered in
2017 the first two tests comprised 12 statements written in simple English requiring a
TRUE/FALSE response. For example: 'Crashing a project means that it has failed'
(FALSE). The final test was multiple choice modelled on the Quizizz formative tests. All inclass tests were designed to assess students' understanding of content rather than their
proficiency with writing. Tests were not conducted with the same attention to individuality
as with formal examinations in Australia. In one class there were 113 students sitting
beside one another in the class-room. It was evident from marking that some students had
compared answers despite the attention of two invigilators.
One-page hand written circuit diagram
This assessment was introduced in 2017 to assess a students' contribution to the designstudio group work. The handwritten requirement was intended to prevent photocopying or
copy/paste of other students' submissions as had occurred with a portfolio assessment in the
same unit in 2015. This strategy was only partly successful; students were observed copying
others' reports in the hour leading up to the deadline. The low mark for this task (M=50.0%,
SD=29%) may reflect students' expectations that their video project mark together with their
test aggregate mark would be sufficient for a pass grade in this unit. Only two of the
students presented drafts for the teacher to review before submission despite repeated
invitations.
Group video reports
Video reports have been used for summative assessment in Engineering Design and
Project Management units at the Chinese University every year since 2014 also in 2015 at
UTAS when the same teacher (PD) delivered the same unit (but with a different unit code).
The incentive for this form of assessment was a workshop on digiExplanations conducted
by Hoban (2013) from the University of Wollongong. This form of assessment is
particularly suited to the delivery of a design and project management unit in China. It
minimises the emphasis on written English skills by students whose English is a second
language. Producing a high-standard 5 minute video within a three to six week time frame
is a project in itself, given the students had no previous experience in video production.
Recently there has been discussion within the School of Engineering and ICT at UTAS on
the merits of a group video as a major (50%) component of the assessment in this and
other units on-shore and off-shore. On-shore, some students have expressed their dislike
of group presentations (not just video reports) as they feel that members of the group
either can-not or do-not contribute with the result that the individual's mark does not reflect
their ability or effort. This also applies in some extent to group laboratory reports onshore.
The ability of a group video report to assess Intended learning outcome in KNJ211,
namely "Critically reflect on your and others contributions to the team and the execution of
the project", was challenged by a UTAS L&T committee member. In defence, the group
video report the assessment rubric (for a High Distinction mark) requires that "The video
describes the roles and contributions of all the team members". However at the other
(Pass mark) end of the scale the requirement is only "The video contains only the names
of the team members".
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Conclusions
Notwithstanding the authors' enthusiasm and initiative in embracing student-centred
learning and interactive IMT techniques, the effectiveness of delivery of the KNJ211
Engineering Design and Project Management at the Chinese university in 2017 (as
measured by students' results) was disappointing.
This experience further confirms the authors' observations that Students' technical English
language skills present a challenge to effective delivery of engineering content.
However some IMT techniques proved to be effective as evidenced by students' in-class
participation in the discussion of threshold concepts.
The University of Tasmania is in the process of revising the curriculum for its Bachelor of
Engineering with Honours Degree. The revised curriculum includes a significant
component of experiential, project based learning and design project across all
specialisations. If student-centred learning and teaching is to be embraced in the new
curriculum it is vital to explore further the reasons for the disappointing results from this
introduction of interactive Intensive Mode Teaching in China.
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DGGUHVVDQLGHQWLILHGJDSLQWKHFXUULFXOXPZLWKUHJDUGVTXDOLW\PDQDJHPHQWSURFHVVHV
4XDOLW\PDQDJHPHQWSURFHVVHVSURYLGHWKHRSSRUWXQLW\IRUVRFLRWHFKQLFDOFRQVLGHUDWLRQVWR
EHLQWHJUDWHGLQWRWKHGHVLJQSURFHVVDQGUHIOHFWKRZHQJLQHHUVRSHUDWHLQSUDFWLFH










385326(7KLVSDSHUIXUWKHUVWKHGHYHORSPHQWRI0D6((,WH[SORUHVSHUFHSWLRQVIURP
LQGXVWU\RQFULWLFDOSURFHVVHVWRHPEHGLQWRWKHFXUULFXOXPRXWOLQHVWULDOVRIWKHSURFHVVHV
DQGUHVRXUFHVWKDWZLOOEHDYDLODEOHWRHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWRUV
$3352$&+7KLVSURMHFWLVIXQGHGE\WKH$XVWUDOLDQ*RYHUQPHQW'HSDUWPHQWRI(GXFDWLRQ
DQG7UDLQLQJDQGXVHVDQDFWLRQUHVHDUFKDSSURDFKWRGHYHORSWULDODQGUHILQHVL[WHDFKLQJ
UHVRXUFHVWKDWZLOOHQDEOHDGDSWHGLQGXVWU\PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPSURFHVVHVWREHXVHGDV
OHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJWRROV,QGXVWU\SDUWLFLSDQWVKDYHSURYLGHGLQSXWLQWRLGHQWLILFDWLRQRIWKH
SURFHVVHVDQGZLOODOVREHJLYHQWKHRSSRUWXQLW\WRUHYLHZWKHGHYHORSHGUHVRXUFHVIRU
DXWKHQWLFLW\
5(68/767KLVSURMHFWLVWKHH[WHQVLRQRIDQH[HPSODUWULDORIDGHVLJQYHULILFDWLRQSHHU
UHYLHZSURFHVV7KHWULDOGHPRQVWUDWHGWKDWVWXGHQWVZHUHDEOHWRDSSUHFLDWHWKHDGDSWHG
LQGXVWU\SURFHVVDQGLWVXVHHQDEOHGDQLQFUHDVHGXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWHFKQLFDOFRQWHQW
,QGXVWU\SDUWLFLSDQWVKDYHQRZYDOLGDWHGZKLFKRWKHUSURFHVVHVVKRXOGEHDGDSWHGIRUXVH
7KHVHLQFOXGHGHVLJQUHYLHZGRFXPHQWFRQWURODQGSURMHFWSODQQLQJ
&21&/86,2167KLVSDSHULGHQWLILHVWKHYDOXHRIVWXGHQWHQJLQHHUVXVLQJLQGXVWU\DGDSWHG
PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPSURFHVVHVZLWKLQWKHLUVWXGLHV,WDOVRRXWOLQHVIXUWKHUZRUNWREH
XQGHUWDNHQRQWKHSURMHFW
.(<:25'6
&XUULFXOXPLQGXVWU\HPSOR\DELOLW\




7KLVZRUNLVOLFHQVHGXQGHUWKH&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV$WWULEXWLRQ,QWHUQDWLRQDO/LFHQVH7RYLHZDFRS\RIWKLVOLFHQVHYLVLW
KWWSFUHDWLYHFRPPRQVRUJOLFHQVHVE\
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
7KHDSSURDFKWRZRUNDGRSWHGE\SURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHUVLVGLIIHUHQWWRWKHHQJLQHHULQJ
VWXGHQW¶VJHQHUDODSSURDFKWRWKHLUOHDUQLQJRIWKHIXQGDPHQWDOWHFKQLFDOVNLOOVUHTXLUHGWR
SUDFWLFHSURIHVVLRQDOO\7KHDSSURDFKXVHGE\SURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHUVLVLQIRUPHGE\
PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPIUDPHZRUNVZKLFKSURYLGHFRQVLVWHQWSURWRFROVDQGSURFHVVHVIRUXVH
7KHDELOLW\WRDSSUHFLDWHDQGZRUNZLWKLQWKHVHSURWRFROVSURYLGHVWUDQVIHUDEOHVNLOOVWKDWDUH
GLUHFWO\UHODWHGWRWKHHPSOR\DELOLW\RIDJUDGXDWHDQGHQJLQHHUVPRUHEURDGO\7KHVHVNLOOV
DUHUHFRJQLVHGFRPSHWHQFLHVZKLFKDUHZHOOGHILQHGIRUHQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPV
7KLVSDSHUUHYLHZVWKHSURIHVVLRQDOFRPSHWHQFLHVDQGWUDQVIHUDEOHVNLOOVUHTXLUHGE\
JUDGXDWHHQJLQHHUVDQGSURSRVHVWKHLQWURGXFWLRQRIDGDSWHGLQGXVWU\PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHP
SURFHVVHVDVDPHDQVRIGHYHORSPHQW

3URIHVVLRQDOFRPSHWHQFLHV
2YHUWKHSDVWRQHWRWZRGHFDGHVWKHUHKDVEHHQDQLQFUHDVLQJHPSKDVLVRQGHILQLQJZKDW
FRPSHWHQFLHVDUHUHTXLUHGE\HQJLQHHULQJJUDGXDWHVDQGXQLYHUVLW\JUDGXDWHVPRUH
EURDGO\)URPDQHQJLQHHULQJSHUVSHFWLYHWKHILUVWFRPSHWHQF\6WDQGDUGZDVLQWURGXFHGLQ
DQGHDFKVXEVHTXHQWUHYLVLRQ DQG KDVVKDSHGRXU
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVWREHFRQVLGHUHGGHYHORSHGDQGDVVHVVHGZLWKLQ
SURJUHVVLYHHQJLQHHULQJFXUULFXOD7KHUHYLVLRQVPDGHWRWKH6WDQGDUGVEHWZHHQDQG
ZHUHVLJQLILFDQWDQGLQIRUPHGE\QDWLRQDO$XVWUDOLDQ/HDUQLQJDQG7HDFKLQJ&RXQFLO
$/7& IXQGHGSURMHFWVGHILQLQJWKHIXWXUHRIHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWLRQLQFOXGLQJWKHODQGPDUN
$GGUHVVLQJWKH6XSSO\DQG4XDOLW\RI(QJLQHHUVIRUWKH1HZ&HQWXU\UHSRUW .LQJ 
DQGWKH7KUHVKROG/HDUQLQJ2XWFRPHV 7/2V GHYHORSHGE\WKH$/7&'LVFLSOLQH6FKRODUVLQ
(QJLQHHULQJDQG,&7 :ULJKW+DGJUDIW &DPHURQ $NH\IHDWXUHRIWKHUHYLVLRQ
WRWKH6WDQGDUGZDVWKHLQFOXVLRQRIDVSHFLILF,QGLFDWRUVRI$WWDLQPHQWIRUHDFKFRPSHWHQF\
ZLWKPRUHGHSWKWKDQKDGSUHYLRXVO\EHHQVHHQ7KHVHLQGLFDWRUVDUHSURYLGHGIRUJXLGDQFH
EXWH[SOLFLWO\FKDUDFWHULVHSURIHVVLRQDOHQJLQHHULQJSUDFWLFH
$FKDOOHQJHIRUHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWRUVUHODWHVWRWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIGHYLVLQJFXUULFXODWR
GHYHORSWKHVHQRQǦWHFKQLFDOFRPSHWHQFLHVZKHQWUDGLWLRQDOO\WKHFXUULFXOXPZDVGHVLJQHG
WRGHYHORSWKHWHFKQLFDODQDO\WLFDONQRZOHGJHEDVHWKDWSURYLGHVWKHIRXQGDWLRQIRU
HQJLQHHULQJSUDFWLFH7KLVLVSDUWLFXODUO\WKHFDVHDWSUHVHQWDVWKHSURJUDPVJRWKURXJK
UHǦDFFUHGLWDWLRQXVLQJWKHUHYLVHG6WDQGDUGV,IPRUHWLPHLVGHGLFDWHGWRWKHGHYHORSPHQWRI
QRQǦWHFKQLFDOFRPSHWHQFLHVZKLFKFRUHWHFKQLFDONQRZOHGJHFRQWHQWLVUHPRYHG"2UVKRXOG
HGXFDWRUVDWWHPSWWRMXVWVTXHH]HWKHFRQWHQWDQGILWHYHU\WKLQJLQ"7KHDQVZHUVWRWKHVH
TXHVWLRQVDUHQRWFOHDUDQGQHFHVVLWDWHWKHQHHGIRUIXUWKHULQYHVWLJDWLRQRISHGDJRJLFDO
DSSURDFKHVWKDWDSSURSULDWHO\EOHQGDFDGHPLFDQGSUDFWLFDOOHDUQLQJH[SHULHQFHVDQGZKLFK
VHHVWXGHQWVSUHSDUHGIRUZRUNZLWKWKHULJKWPL[RISUDFWLFDODQGWKHRUHWLFDODFDGHPLFVNLOOV
,QPDQ\HQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPVQRQǦWHFKQLFDOFRPSHWHQFLHVDUHGHYHORSHGLQµSURIHVVLRQDO
SUDFWLFH¶µPDQDJHPHQW¶RUµFRPPXQLFDWLRQ¶XQLWVRIVWXG\ZKLFKDUHEROWHGRQWRWKHFRUH
GLVFLSOLQHNQRZOHGJHDQGRIWHQSHUFHLYHGE\VWXGHQWVWREHOHVVLPSRUWDQWWKDQWKH
GHYHORSPHQWRIWHFKQLFDOVNLOOV .LQJ &KDQGDDQG1LFKROOV  VXJJHVWWKDWWKHUH
LVVRPHPHULWLQWKLV+RZHYHUWRDLGWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIWKHVNLOOVWKHUHLVDOVRPHULWLQ
FXUULFXOXPGHVLJQWKDWLQFRUSRUDWHVDPL[RIEROWHGRQHPEHGGHGDQGLQWHJUDWHG
DSSURDFKHV$QHPEHGGHGDSSURDFKLQFRUSRUDWHVQRQǦWHFKQLFDOFRPSHWHQFLHVLQWRFXUULFXOD
EXWWKHUHLVQRGLUHFWUHIHUHQFHRUDVVHVVPHQWRIWKHLUGHYHORSPHQW$QLQWHJUDWHGDSSURDFK
VHHNVWRGHYHORSWKHFRPSHWHQFLHVLQSDUDOOHOZLWKWHFKQLFDOFRQWHQW$QH[DPSOHLV3URMHFW
%DVHG/HDUQLQJ 3%/ ZKLFKKDVEHHQVKRZQWREHDSSURSULDWHIRUHQJLQHHULQJ 0LOOV 
7UHDJXVW0DLHU6FKDOOHU +DGJUDIW 7KHVXFFHVVRI3%/DFWLYLWLHVFDQ
EHUHODWHGWRWKHVHOHFWLRQDQGDXWKHQWLFLW\RIWKHSURMHFWWREHXQGHUWDNHQZLWKLQGXVWU\
LQVSLUHGSURMHFWVEHLQJSUHIHUUHG
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7KHXVHRILQGXVWU\LQVSLUHGSURMHFWVDQGJUHDWHUHQJDJHPHQWZLWKLQGXVWU\PRUHEURDGO\LV
VWURQJO\DGYRFDWHGE\(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLDZDVDNH\UHFRPPHQGDWLRQRI.LQJ  DQG
KDVEHHQH[SORUHGE\WKH$XVWUDOLDQ*RYHUQPHQW2IILFHIRU/HDUQLQJDQG7HDFKLQJ 2/7 
FRPPLVVLRQHGSURMHFWV -ROODQGV 7KH%HVW3UDFWLFH*XLGHOLQHVIRU(IIHFWLYH,QGXVWU\
(QJDJHPHQWLQ$XVWUDOLDQ(QJLQHHULQJ'HJUHHVLVDQRWKHUUHFHQWSXEOLFDWLRQWKDWZDVDQ
RXWFRPHRIDQ$XVWUDOLDQ&RXQFLORI(QJLQHHULQJ'HDQV $&(' SURMHFW 0DOH .LQJ 
7KHJXLGHOLQHVZHUHZHOOUHFHLYHGDQGDUWLFXODWHGWKHQHHGIRUFKDOOHQJHVDQGEHVWSUDFWLFH
H[DPSOHVRILQGXVWU\HQJDJHPHQW7KHFRQWHQWRIWKHVHJXLGHOLQHVFRQILUPVWKDWWKHSURMHFW
SURSRVHGLQWKLVSDSHUDQGWKHZRUNFDUULHGRXWZLWKLQWKHVHHGSURMHFWLVLQQRYDWLYH
QHHGHGDQGKDVWKHSRWHQWLDOWROHDGWRVLJQLILFDQWDQGSRVLWLYHFKDQJH

0DQDJHPHQW6\VWHPIRU(QJLQHHULQJ(GXFDWLRQ 0D6(( 
7KHSURMHFWGHVFULEHGZLWKLQWKLVSDSHUDGYRFDWHVWKHGHYHORSPHQWRID0DQDJHPHQW
6\VWHPIRU(QJLQHHULQJ(GXFDWLRQDVRQHPHFKDQLVPWRLQFUHDVHWKHDXWKHQWLFLW\RI
HQJLQHHULQJFXUULFXOD:LWKLQWKHSURIHVVLRQDOHQYLURQPHQWHQJLQHHUVZRUNZLWKLQDFRQWUROOHG
PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPIUDPHZRUNZKLFKUHTXLUHVWKHDSSOLFDWLRQRIIRUPDOSURWRFROVDQG
SURFHVVHVRQDOOSURMHFWVWRPDLQWDLQVWDQGDUGVDQGLPSURYHRXWFRPHV7KHVHSURFHVVHV
UHODWHWRKRZZRUNLVSODQQHG DSSURDFKHG FRQWUROOHG SURJUHVVPRQLWRUHG DQGSHHU
UHYLHZHG%\FRQWUDVWZLWKLQWKHOHDUQLQJHQYLURQPHQWVWXGHQWVW\SLFDOO\KDYHIUHHGRPWR
DSSURDFKDQGFRQWUROWKHLUZRUNDVWKH\VHHILW/HDUQLQJVXSSRUWVHUYLFHVGRSURYLGHXVHIXO
JXLGDQFHIRUVWXGHQWVZDQWLQJWRLPSURYHWKHLUVWXG\VNLOOVDQGZRUNͲLQWHJUDWHGOHDUQLQJ
DFWLYLWLHVHQDEOHVWXGHQWVWRH[SHULHQFHKRZHQJLQHHUVDSSURDFKWKHLUZRUN+RZHYHUWKH
VWXG\JXLGDQFHPD\QRWEHSURYLGHGZLWKLQDQHQJLQHHULQJFRQWH[WDQGWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRI
ZRUNͲLQWHJUDWHGOHDUQLQJDFWLYLWLHVFDQYDU\0D6((LGHQWLILHVDQGH[SORLWVVLPLODULWLHVEHWZHHQ
WKHSURIHVVLRQDOSURWRFROVDQGHIIHFWLYHOHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJVWUDWHJLHV7KHUHVXOWLVWKDW
VWXGHQWVDUHJLYHQWKHRSSRUWXQLW\WRGHYHORSWKHLUSURIHVVLRQDOLGHQWLWLHVDQGWRDSSURDFK
WKHLUZRUNDVVWXGHQWHQJLQHHUV7KLVDOORZVWKHPWROHDUQWKHQHFHVVDU\SURWRFROVGHYHORSD
EURDGHUHPSOR\DELOLW\VNLOOVHWDQGLPSRUWDQWO\DSSO\WKHSURWRFROVLQDPDQQHUWKDWDOORZV
WKHPWRHQJDJHZLWKWHFKQLFDOFRQWHQWDWDGHHSHUOHYHO

'HVLJQYHULILFDWLRQH[HPSODUSURFHVV
$GHVLJQYHULILFDWLRQH[HPSODUSURFHVVZDVWULDOOHGWRGHWHUPLQHLISUHYLRXVSLORWSURMHFWV
FRXOGEHWUDQVIHUUHGWRRWKHUGLVFLSOLQHVDQGLQVWLWXWLRQV'HVLJQYHULILFDWLRQLVDIRUPRISHHU
UHYLHZDQGLVXQGHUWDNHQEHIRUHDQ\HQJLQHHULQJRXWFRPHVDUHSURYLGHGWRWKHFOLHQW,WFDQ
EHFRQVLGHUHGDVDSHHUUHYLHZSURFHVVIRUOHDUQLQJ )LJXUH $WHDFKLQJUHVRXUFH
FRQVLVWLQJRIDWHDFKHULPSOHPHQWDWLRQJXLGHVWXGHQWRQOLQHPRGXOHDQGDGDSWHGLQGXVWU\
WHPSODWHZHUHSDFNDJHGIRUWKHWULDO7KHWULDOLQYROYHGWZRLQVWLWXWLRQVHQJLQHHULQJ
GLVFLSOLQHVDQGFRXUVHV)RUHDFKFRXUVHDQDVVHVVPHQWWDVNZDVDGDSWHGWRLQFOXGHD
GHVLJQYHULILFDWLRQVWHSDQGVWXGHQWVDSSOLHGWKHDGDSWHGLQGXVWU\WHPSODWH,QVRPH
FRXUVHVDQRQOLQHOHDUQLQJPRGXOHFRPSOHPHQWHGWKHWHPSODWH7KHRXWFRPHVRIWKHWULDO
)ROH\DQG:LOOLV ZHUHDVVHVVHGWKURXJKDVWXGHQWSHUFHSWLRQVXUYH\ZKLFKXVHGD
VHYHQSRLQW/LNHUWVFDOHIRUUHVSRQVHVDQGVKRZHG
x EURDGDJUHHPHQWWKDWWKHDSSOLHGSURFHVVLPSURYHGWKHXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIKRZ
GHVLJQVDUHYHULILHGLQLQGXVWU\
x EURDGDJUHHPHQWWKDWWKHDSSOLHGSURFHVVLPSURYHGWKHLUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKH
WHFKQLFDOFRQFHSWVLQWKHFRXUVH
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)LJXUH'HVLJQYHULILFDWLRQDVF\FOLFDOIRUPDWLYHIHHGEDFN
7KHSURMHFWWHDPLVQRZH[SDQGLQJWKHFRQFHSWDQGGHYHORSLQJUHVRXUFHVIRUDIXUWKHUILYH
SURFHVVHVWKURXJKHQJDJHPHQWZLWKLQGXVWU\DQGIXUWKHUWULDOV7KHDGGLWLRQDOILYHSURFHVVHV
ZHUHLGHQWLILHGIRUGHYHORSPHQWE\WKHSURMHFWWHDPDQGUHODWHWRDVSHFWVRITXDOLW\VDIH
GHVLJQSODQQLQJGRFXPHQWDWLRQDQGSURMHFWFRQWURO )ROH\DQG:LOOLV 7KLVLV
FRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKHPDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPIUDPHZRUNVWKDWHQJLQHHUVRSHUDWHZLWKLQZKLFK
LQFOXGHSURFHVVHVUHODWHGWRILQDQFLDOTXDOLW\HQYLURQPHQWDODQGKHDOWK VDIHW\
UHTXLUHPHQWV$PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPLQLQGXVWU\FDQLQFOXGHSURFHVVHVWRFRYHUDOO
EXVLQHVVDFWLYLWLHV+RZHYHUWKHVL[SURFHVVHVIRUWKLVSURMHFWDUHFRQVLGHUHGWREHRI
UHOHYDQFHWRHQJLQHHULQJJUDGXDWHVZLWKEURDGDSSOLFDELOLW\7KHVHDUHVXPPDULVHGLQ7DEOH
ZLWKUHVSHFWWRSRWHQWLDOHGXFDWLRQDOYDOXHDQGHPSOR\DELOLW\VNLOOVEHLQJGHYHORSHG
7DEOH,GHQWLILHGPDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPSURFHVVHV
,QGXVWU\SURFHVV

(GXFDWLRQDOYDOXH

(PSOR\DELOLW\VNLOOVGHYHORSHG

'HVLJQYHULILFDWLRQ

&\FOLFDOSHHUIHHGEDFN

$ELOLW\WRJLYHDQGUHFHLYHIHHGEDFN
FROODERUDWLRQ

'HVLJQUHYLHZ

&\FOLFDOSHHUIHHGEDFN

3URMHFW0LQXWHV

7UDFNLQJRIJURXSDQGSURMHFWZRUN

&RQVLGHUDWLRQRIVRFLRǦWHFKQLFDO
IDFWRUVWKDWLPSDFWZRUNLQFOXGLQJ
VDIHW\HQGXVHUV
,PSURYHGWHDPZRUN
,PSURYHGDFFRXQWDELOLW\IRUDFWLRQV
,PSURYHGPHHWLQJRXWFRPHV

'RFXPHQW&RQWURO

2UJDQLVDWLRQRIZRUN

2UJDQLVDWLRQRIZRUNIRUWUDFHDELOLW\

3URMHFW5LVN$VVHVVPHQW

,GHQWLILFDWLRQRIULVN

$SSUHFLDWLRQRIULVNIDFWRUVDQGFRQWURO
PHDVXUHV

3URMHFW3ODQQLQJ

,GHQWLILFDWLRQRIWDVNVDQGHIILFLHQW
SURMHFWFRPSOHWLRQ

2UJDQLVDWLRQDQGPDQDJHPHQWRIVHOI
RWKHUVDQGWDVNV

,QGXVWU\YDOLGDWLRQ
7RYDOLGDWHWKHVHOHFWLRQRISURFHVVHVWREHDGDSWHGDQRQOLQHVXUYH\ZDVGHYHORSHGDQG
UHOHDVHGWKURXJKSURMHFWWHDPQHWZRUNVUHVSRQVHVZHUHUHFHLYHGIURPWKHSURIHVVLRQDO
HQJLQHHUVLQDOOGLVFLSOLQHVGLVWULEXWHGWKURXJKRXW$XVWUDOLDDQG1HZ=HDODQG7DEOH
RXWOLQHVWKHGLVWULEXWLRQRIUHVSRQVHV7KHVXUYH\VRXJKWWRXQGHUVWDQGZKHWKHU
PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPVZHUHXVHGDQGZKLFKSURFHVVHVZHUHPRVWUHOHYDQWWRJUDGXDWHV7KH
UHVSRQVHVLQGLFDWHGWKDWDOORSHUDWHGZLWKLQDTXDOLW\HQYLURQPHQWDOKHDOWKDQGVDIHW\RU
LQWHJUDWHGPDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPDQG)LJXUHWKHSHUFHSWLRQRIUHVSRQGHQWVDVWRKRZ
LPSRUWDQWLWLVIRUJUDGXDWHVHQWHULQJDQRUJDQLVDWLRQWREHDEOHWRRSHUDWHZLWKLQD
PDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPIUDPHZRUN
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7DEOH'LVWULEXWLRQRILQGXVWU\UHVSRQVHV Q  
'LVFLSOLQH

RI
UHVSRQGHQWV 

/RFDWLRQ

1RRI
UHVSRQGHQWV

6HFWRU

RI
UHVSRQGHQWV

&LYLO



$&7



(QJLQHHULQJ
FRQVXOWDQW



0HFKDQLFDO



16:



*RYHUQPHQW



(OHFWULFDODQG
(OHFWURQLF



4OG



/DUJH
FRUSRUDWLRQ
PXOWLQDWLRQDO



&KHPLFDO



6$



6PDOOEXVLQHVV



3HWUROHXP



9LF



8WLOLW\



0LQLQJ



:$



2WKHU



6RIWZDUH



1DWLRQDO







,QWHUQDWLRQDO







2WKHU



UHVSRQGHQWVFRXOGLGHQWLI\PRUHWKDQRQHGLVFLSOLQH




)LJXUH,PSRUWDQFHRIJUDGXDWHVEHLQJDEOHWRRSHUDWHZLWKLQDPDQDJHPHQWV\VWHP

7KHODVWRITXHVWLRQUHVXOWVSUHVHQWHGLQWKLVSDSHUIURPWKHVXUYH\UHODWHVWRWKHUHODWLYH
LPSRUWDQFHRIWKHLGHQWLILHGSURFHVVHV7DEOHLVOHVVGHILQLWLYHDQGIXUWKHUDQDO\VLVLV
UHTXLUHG
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7DEOH5DQNLQJRQLGHQWLILHGSURFHVVHVDFWLYLWLHV
,PSRUWDQFHUDQNLQJ RIUHVSRQGHQWVKLJKHVW 
3URFHVVHVDFWLYLWLHV













3DUWLFLSDWHLQGHVLJQUHYLHZ

25.6



30.2







8QGHUWDNHGHVLJQYHULILFDWLRQ











23.3









41.9



'RFXPHQWYHUVLRQFRQWURO



30.2









5HFRUGLQJPHHWLQJRXWFRPHV



27.9







27.9

3URMHFWSODQQLQJ







27.9





3URMHFWULVN


7DEOHSURYLGHVVRPHXQH[SHFWHGUHVXOWV7KHSURFHVVGHYHORSHGLQLWLDOO\GHVLJQ
YHULILFDWLRQZDVQRWUDQNHGDVKLJKDVH[SHFWHGDQGWKLVLVEHLQJIXUWKHULQYHVWLJDWHG2QH
SRVVLEOHH[SODQDWLRQLVWKDWGHVLJQYHULILFDWLRQLVPRUHVSHFLILFWKDQGHVLJQUHYLHZDQGWR
VRPHPD\EHFRQVLGHUHGDVDVXEVHW,WLVDOVRXQH[SHFWHGWKDWSURMHFWULVNZDVUDQNHGDW
WKHERWWRPHQG7KLVPD\EHUHODWHGWRLWQRWEHLQJWKHUHVSRQVLELOLW\RIWKHJUDGXDWHWR
LGHQWLI\SURMHFWULVNV7KHGDWDGRHVVKRZWKDWGLIIHUHQWUHVSRQGHQWVKDYHGLIIHUHQWYLHZVRI
ZKDWLVDQGLVQRWLPSRUWDQWIRUJUDGXDWHV

1H[WVWHSVDQGFRQFOXVLRQ
7HDFKLQJUHVRXUFHVIRUHDFKRIWKHLGHQWLILHGSURFHVVHVKDYHEHHQGHYHORSHGDQG
HQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWRUVDUHLQYLWHGWRWULDOWKHUHVRXUFHVLQ6HPHVWHU7KHSURMHFW
WHDPLVVHHNLQJWRXQGHUVWDQGKRZWKHUHVRXUFHVFDQEHXVHGZLWKLQGLIIHUHQWHQJLQHHULQJ
SURJUDPV
7KHLQGXVWU\VXUYH\GRHVLQGLFDWHWKDWDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIPDQDJHPHQWV\VWHPVLV
LPSRUWDQW)XUWKHULQGXVWU\HQJDJHPHQWLVUHTXLUHGWREHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGWKHUHODWLYH
LPSRUWDQFHRIWKHGLIIHUHQWSURFHVVHV


5HIHUHQFHV
&KDQGD'DQG1LFKROOV*  7HDFKLQJ7UDQVIHUDEOH6NLOOVWR8QGHUJUDGXDWH(QJLQHHULQJ
6WXGHQWV5HFRJQLVLQJWKH9DOXHRI(PEHGGHGDQG%ROWǦRQ$SSURDFKHV,QWHUQDWLRQDO-RXUQDORI
(QJLQHHULQJ(GXFDWLRQ9RO  SSǦ
&RPPRQZHDOWKRI$XVWUDOLD  :KDWDUHHPSOR\DELOLW\VNLOOV5HWULHYHGIURP
KWWSP\IXWXUHJRYDXJHWWLQJǦVWDUWHGZKDWǦLVǦDǦFDUHHUZKDWǦDUHǦHPSOR\DELOLW\ǦVNLOOV 2FWREHU
 
(QJLQHHUV$XVWUDOLD  ,QWURGXFWLRQDQGEDFNJURXQGWRWKH6WDJH&RPSHWHQF\6WDQGDUGV
5HWULHYHGIURPKWWSZZZHQJLQHHUVDXVWUDOLDRUJDXDERXWǦXVSURJUDPǦDFFUHGLWDWLRQVWDQGDUGV
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SESSION

C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

Context
Our collective experience over 30 years of organising, fine-tuning, creating unique projects
and running what has become known as the Warman Design and Build Competition (WD&B)
is presented. The competition is for students in the second year of undergraduate courses in
mechanical engineering, broadly defined, in Australian and New Zealand universities. The
idea of running a variant of the WD&B as a high school STEM project is being considered.

Purpose
We wished to establish firm data supporting the efficacy of the WD&B and indicate ways in
which the current project and competition might be promoted and extended in its reach.

Approach
Ongoing assessment of student response to the competition since its inception, and the
scope of experience students gained has been conducted, over what has been a period of
rapid industry transition, and links between the WD&B and the development of Engineers
Australia’s Stage 1 Competencies are shown.
In 2017, more extensive surveys than in the past were conducted seeking the opinions of:
x Students competing at Campus level,
x Students competing at the National Final,
x Campus Organisers, and
x Members of the Mechanical College, EA (part of a broader survey of design practice).

Results
The conclusions drawn from all surveys are highlighted with strong support and evidence for
positive learning arising from the WD&B.
The adoption of the WD&B at the University of Melbourne in 2010 and reflections on their
experience provide an exemplar for the continued expansion of the WD&B. It is clear the
project is successful in:
x integrating practical engineering with coursework,
x developing ‘work readiness’, and
x providing a ‘coat-hanger’ to support the engineering sciences.

Conclusions
The WD&B has been an outstanding success over its 30-year life. In the changing
educational world, the plan is to ensure that it continues to meet educational needs and
course structures and, if necessary or desirable, make appropriate changes. The question of
entering the STEM array by creating a modified ‘Warman in Schools’ is currently unresolved.

Keywords
Student D&B projects, Warman, Mechanical Engineering Design
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Student Design and Build Projects
With the exception of ‘farm kids’, engineering undergraduates in the 21st Century generally
have had little practical experience in engineering construction, maintenance or repair. It is
no longer the age of DIY repairs to home, car or other equipment. Practical, hands-on
experience has many benefits, providing relevance to the engineering-science content of
typical courses and, equally importantly, helping to achieve some semblance of ‘workplace
readiness’. A now widely used method to promote this benefit is to use student design and
build projects or competitions as part of coursework. Careful consideration and good
judgement are needed to ensure that such projects justify the course time they expend.
Careful matching of project complexity and assessment of their learning benefits is also
essential, as is the need for fresh new projects, year by year.
As discussed in (Smith 2013), “from an engineering educator’s perspective, the purpose for
presenting students with project-based experiential learning scenarios in a curriculum is to
replicate real world activity in the profession they have chosen. Many authors have
addressed these issues (including (Dym, Agogino et al. 2005); (Counce, Holmes et al. 2001);
and (Dutson, Todd et al. 1997)). In such projects, students are given an opportunity to safely
develop their domain and professional skills and grow in confidence and experience.
Students are led through processes of divergent and convergent thinking while applying
basic science and engineering principles. This naturally sits well with university education
which seeks to equip students with the ability to respond to open problems and uncertainty
which while pushing them beyond their comfort zones prepares them for their future.”

The Warman Design and Build Competition Described
The Warman Design and Build (WD&B) is an experiential, systems realisation challenge.
The WD&B provides a unique project-based problem-solving experience annually for teams
of nominally four second-year mechanical-engineering students in Australasian universities.
The project takes place on two levels, initially across individual campuses and then at a
‘National Final’. The Final, typically run over three days, brings together winning teams from
participating universities. While focused on mechanical engineering, some students from
other disciplines participate because various streams undertake common design courses.
Considering the impact of the project, approximately 2,500 students in 20 universities
experienced the WD&B in 2017. It follows that over 30 years it has influenced the education
of tens of thousands of engineers, while directly supporting many academics who have
implemented the project at their own universities.
Devising of the original project tasks and rules for each season is not a trivial creative task.
The requirement is to design and implement a project for the engagement of all students that
challenges the ‘best-of-the-best’ (at the National Final) yet stimulates and excites ingenuity at
the local level without discouragement. It is important to ensure that tasks are open to
multiple competitive design concepts and different solutions. Therefore, some apparent
ambiguity in the formal project specification is intentional while clearly defining which
boundaries should not be crossed. Consequently, the devices at the National Finals typically
represent widely different concepts. The fact that the best teams across 20 campuses have
not converged to the same solution reaffirms the evolved strategy.
Cost and student skill levels are considerations in writing the rules. Each campus takes a
different approach but the rules state students shall manufacture their prototype device
themselves using commonly available materials, components and methods. The production
skill exhibited between teams varies greatly as does the investment made. However, at
whatever level a team becomes involved, significant learning has always been clearly
demonstrated. Feedback from stakeholders indicates that students achieve key learning
outcomes as they tackle technological, fabrication and integration issues, possibly for the first
time. This can be as simple as students learning to work with friction. When they want it, they
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cannot get enough and when they do not want it, there is always too much. Campus
organisers have found it satisfying to watch students engaging in valuable peer-to-peer
learning, teaching each other about aspects without prior formal instruction on them. This is
clear evidence of the growth in both maturity and technical competence of the students.
In establishing the rules, the real objective for the device performance is based on a unique
scoring algorithm. A range of measures is used including mass, size, speed, reliability and
transport efficiency. Over time, the algorithms have become more complex. This has been a
conscious decision to challenge all students to make some value judgments about their
target score and their realisation capabilities. With the rules expressed in the context of
designing for use on the mythical planet Gondwana, students are sometimes confused by a
client value system, which is at odds with their own. While this is not as evident at the
National Final, at the campus level it has caught some teams out, teaching a valuable lesson
about listening to the voice of the customer. Through observation, and sharing across teams,
albeit in a competitive environment, this and other similar lessons can also be taught to the
whole class. When students find the going tough, they do accept reassurances that they are
investing in their future, that nothing of value is easy, and that they need to balance the
difficulties with the positives. At the end of the experience, almost all students acknowledge
that they learned a lot about themselves as well as about design, that they benefited from
being pushed outside their comfort zones, and that they had fun in the process.
Details of universities which have competed over the years, together with much other data
for the Competition, may be found in (Churches and Smith 2016). As shown in Table 1, the
maximum number of campuses competing in any year was 24, in 1995. The lowest number
of competing campuses was 14, in 1989, 2008 and 2010. The campuses of the UNSW
Canberra (at ADFA), Adelaide, and Newcastle have been the most consistent participants,
with 29 attendances at National Finals. The average number of participating campuses over
the Competition’s history has been 17.6.
Universities returning in 2017 after a significant break are CQU, QUT and University of
Tasmania. The University of Tasmania entry though is from the AMC (the Australian
Maritime College) that represents a first time involvement for this campus. While foreign
campuses of Australian universities have been involved in the past (Monash Malaysia and
UTS Singapore), 2017 sees Shandong University from China representing the first
independent entry beyond Australasia in 30 years.

Measuring Effectiveness
In essence, the objective of the WD&B has been to assist Universities offering Mechanical
Engineering programs (broadly defined) to produce more rounded undergraduate student
capability. It does this by providing a complete practical exercise requiring creative
conceptual design, leading to prototype construction, testing, refinement, reconstruction
(manufacture) and proof testing. It is no accident that the skills built up in the WD&B closely
match Engineers Australia’s (EA) Stage 1 Competencies and that the students perceive
these competencies being developed through the WD&B project. This coincidence is a
powerful argument for the Warman to be considered as part of any undergraduate
Mechanical Engineering program, preferably coinciding with the first course in design
analysis. An indication of how closely the WD&B relates to the Stage 1 Competencies is
given in Table 2. Engineers Australia considers the WD&B a benchmark project for
enlightening our undergraduate cohort in engineering whole-of-life processes.
The testimony of RMIT students at a national final is encouraging and representative. They
wrote: “from when we began the project many months ago (at RMIT) up until the last roll of
the dice on Sunday afternoon (at the National Final), we’ve learnt so much that we feel will
be invaluable as we advance through our engineering degrees and in turn careers. … (the
WD&B) will help to shape us as engineers for the future.”
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2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

1989

1988

TOTALatNF 18 14 18 18 20 17 22 24 21 21 18 18 16 18 16 18 17 20 16 17 14 17 14 15 16 17 15 15 17 18
COUNTatNF
Aus tra l i a nNa tiona l Uni vers i ty
3
Auckla ndUni vers i tyofTechnol ogy
2
Centra l Queens l a ndUni vers i ty
19
Cha rl es Da rwi nUni vers i ty
4
Curti nUnivers i ty
14
DeakinUniversity
3
#
Fl i nders Uni vers i ty
7
GriffithUniversityGoldCoast
3
#
Ja mes CookUnivers i ty
22
Ma s s eyUni vers i ty,NZ
5
Mona s hUni vers i ty
27
#
#
Clos edEngi neeri ngProgra m
Mona s hUni vers i tyͲCa ul fi el d
15
Mona s hUni vers i ty,Ma l a ys i a
10
# # #
# # # #
# #
Queens l a ndUni vers i tyofTechnol ogy
17
RMITUni vers i ty
25
Swi nburneUni vers i tyofTechnol ogy
12
Uni vers i tyofAdel a i de
29
Uni vers i tyofAuckl a nd,NZ
24
Uni vers i tyofBa l l a ra t
7
Uni vers i tyofCa nterbury,NZ
26
Uni vers i tyofMel bourne
8
Uni vers i tyofNewca s tl e
29
Uni vers i tyofNewSouthWa l es 
25
#
Uni vers i tyofNSW,Ca nberra (a tADFA)
29
#
Uni vers i tyofQueens l a nd
18
Uni vers i tyofSouthAus tra l i a
21
Uni vers i tyofSouthernQueens l a nd
21
Uni vers i tyofSydney
7
#
Uni vers i tyofTa s ma ni a
18
Uni vers i tyofTa s ma ni a (AMC)
1
Uni vers i tyofTechnol ogySydney
22
UTSͲSi nga pore
1
Uni vers i tyofWes ternAus tra l i a
25
Uni vers i tyofWol l ongong
10
#
Vi ctori a Uni vers i ty
12
Sha ndongUni vers i ty,Chi na
1
#ͲParticipatedatCampuslevelbutnotattheNationalFinal

Table 1: Participation in the Warman Design and Build Competition
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Table 2: Engineers Australia’s Stage 1 Competencies and
How the WD&B Builds Capacity in the Elements of Competencies
Stage 1 Competency and Elements of Competency
1.
1.1.

1.2.

1.3.
1.4.

1.5.
1.6.

2.
2.1.

2.2.

2.3.

2.4.

3.
3.1.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL BASE
Comprehensive, theory based understanding of the
underpinning natural and physical sciences and the
engineering fundamentals applicable to the
engineering discipline.
Conceptual understanding of the mathematics,
numerical analysis, statistics, and computer and
information sciences which underpin the engineering
discipline.
In-depth understanding of specialist bodies of
knowledge within the engineering discipline.
Discernment of knowledge development and research
directions within the engineering discipline.
Knowledge of contextual factors impacting the
engineering discipline.
Understanding of the scope, principles, norms,
accountabilities and bounds of contemporary
engineering practice in the specific discipline.

How the Warman Competition Builds Capacity
Students apply engineering fundamentals to systematically investigate and
analyse a complex engineering problem, with the aim to develop an
innovative and practical solution.
Students develop and apply relevant investigation analysis, interpretation,
assessment, prediction, evaluation and measurement tools to evaluate the
performance of their solutions.
N/A
Students interpret and apply selected research literature to inform their
conceptual designs, material selection and methods of construction of their
prototype devices.
N/A
Students apply systematic principles of mechanical engineering design to
develop their solutions and gain a real-life understanding of the
fundamental principles of engineering project management. Students
appreciate the principles of risk management and the health and safety
responsibilities of a practical engineering problem during construction,
commissioning and operation.

ENGINEERING APPLICATION ABILITY
Application of established engineering methods to
complex engineering problem solving.

Students learn to partition the set problem into manageable elements for
the purpose of analysis and design, and then recombine to develop a
functioning solution in the form of a prototype.
Fluent application of engineering techniques, tools and Students apply a wide range of engineering tools for analysis, simulation,
resources.
visualisation and validation of their designs. These tools are often taught
concurrently in the course. Students design and safely conduct
experiments, analyse and interpret data, and formulate conclusions in
relation to the performance of their prototype systems.
Application of systematic engineering synthesis and
Students proficiently apply technical knowledge and open ended problem
design processes.
solving skills to design various elements of the prototype system to satisfy
the competition specifications.
Application of systematic approaches to the conduct
Students work in teams to execute a relatively complex engineering project
and management of engineering projects.
and become aware of the need to plan and quantify performance over the
life-cycle of the project.
PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
Ethical conduct and professional accountability
N/A

3.2.

Effective oral and written communication in
professional and lay domains.

Students build capacity in communication with their peers, including
comprehending critically and fairly the viewpoints of other team members,
and expressing their own information and ideas effectively and succinctly.
Courses often include the requirement to submit a written report and oral
presentation as part of the project assessment.
Students apply creative approaches to identify and develop alternative
concepts and solutions, often from both technical and non-technical
viewpoints.
N/A

3.3.

Creative, innovative and pro-active demeanour.

3.4.

Professional use and management of information.

3.5.

Orderly management of self and professional conduct. N/A

3.6.

Effective team membership and team leadership.

Students are required to work in a team environment of nominally four
members. This exposes students to the fundamentals of team dynamics
and leadership, learning to earn the trust and confidence of their
colleagues, and recognising the value of alternative viewpoints.

Surveys have been conducted over the years of the opinions of students who have
completed the WD&B and of design-lecturing staff at the various competing universities (the
Campus Organisers). References to the bulk of these surveys pre 2017 and prior history can
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be found in (Churches 1989), (Magin and Churches 1992), (Magin and Churches 1994),
(Field 1997), (Churches and Magin 1998), (Churches and Magin 2003), (Churches and
Magin 2005), (Smith 2007), (Smith 2008), (Smith 2013) and (Churches and Smith 2016).
Students and campus organisers have been unanimous in indicating that the project makes
important contributions to student learning in many respects, e.g. how to work in groups, the
importance of simple design, and the practical experience of design. Each University uses
the WD&B framework differently with respect to student assessment and the support
students receive. However, all campus organisers agree that the activity supports their
learning objectives very well. In the benign environment of the competition, both success and
failure are turned into effective design learning outcomes.
In 2017, more extensive surveys were conducted gauging the opinions of:
x Students competing at Campus level (198 responses),
x Students competing at the National Final (53 responses),
x Campus Organisers (13 responses), and
x Members of the Mechanical College, EA (part of a broader survey of design practice).
Consolidating student data from similar surveys, collectively provides 1613 responses from
those engaged in the WD&B from 1991 to now. The picture is very positive, as depicted in
Figure 11. The lowest “yes” response to “Did your experience of participation in the WD&B
result in learning in …?” across a large range of issues is 67% with the highest being 86%.

Figure1: Student survey responses of “YES” to “Did your experience of participation in the
WD&B result in learning in each of the aspects listed?” (significant or some)
(responses marked ‘little’, ‘unable to say/unsure/blank’ or ‘no/none’ account for the remainder)

1

Data: 2017 (N Finalists, 53), 2017 (National Survey, 198), 2016 (N Finalists, 64), 2015 (N Finalists, 54), 2014 (N
Finalists, 50), 2010 (N Finalists, 44), 2004 (N Finalists and 3 campuses, 328), 2002 (National Survey, 345), 1997
(National Survey, 318), 1993 (UNSW, 87) and 1991 (UNSW, 72).
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In 2017, the effort in reaching out to the Mechanical College members was to document
College member views held of Engineering Design in general and the WD&B in particular.
Questions asked and responded to by 159 members included:
x Do you consider your university program provided you with an adequate foundation in
the PRACTICE of Engineering Design? - 122 said “yes”.
x What percentage of your working time is related to Engineering Design? – The
average of responses was 44% but with 26 respondents identifying zero.
x What percentage of your working time is devoted to actual Engineering Design? –
The average of responses was 24% but with 41 respondents identifying zero.
x Did you participate in the WD&B at the Campus Level (conducted 1988-present)? –
80 said “yes”.
x Did you participate in another significant ‘Design and Build’ activity? – 16 said “yes”.
Responses included FSAE, SAE Baja, Solar Boat Challenge and a range of thesis
and work related projects.
The 80 Mechanical College members that experienced the Warman were also asked to
respond to the same instrument used with students since 1991 and summarised in Figure 1.
The results for the college members are shown in Figure 2 where the banding of positivity in
reflection towards the WD&B spans 61% to 93%. In both cohorts the highest ranking “yes”
response was for learning how to work in groups. The importance of simple design was also
highly rated by both. In contrast, the importance of cost as a learning outcome was lowly
rated by both. Perhaps this highlights the efforts of the national organisers to eliminate the
financial investment of students as a discriminator of system performance in the WD&B.

Figure2: Mechanical College responses of “YES” to “Did your experience of participation in
WD&B result in learning in each of the aspects listed?” (significant or some)
(responses marked ‘little’, ‘unable to say/unsure/blank’ or ‘no/none’ account for the remainder)

In further reflection (for those Mechanical College members who experienced the WD&B):
x Do you consider the WD&B experience valuable to you? – 73 of 80 said “yes”.
x What do you remember most about your WD&B experience? – many comments were
provided including one from a 2002 participant which read: “It was real, and results
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x

x

depended on something actually working, not the theory. You could invest a lot of
time into something only for it to be wasted. You needed to put a lot more effort in to
get it to work. The camaraderie of our team mates was also brilliant, as was the
competition and rivalry aspect.”
Please comment on how the WD&B experience has impacted your design thinking? –
again, many comments were provided including from a 1993 participant: “It reminds
me of what failure looks like, and how to avoid it.” It is noted that not all students are
successful in the competition aspect of the WD&B but learning can still be achieved.
Can you connect your WD&B experience in anyway with your subsequent
engineering career? – While some indicated not really in a direct way, a perceptive
comment in respect of tacit knowledge came from a 2002 participant who said: “Not
consciously, but I think it definitely helped.” Others were more explicitly positive
stating “I'm still using that experience (1997)”, and that it helped them in “working as a
team, and the need to be resourceful (2000)”.

The distribution of the 80 Mechanical College respondents’ WD&B experience across the 30
years of the competition is shown in Figure 3. The mode fell on 2000 with 6 and two
respondents failed to identify their year of involvement. There were only three years of the
competition unrepresented in the sample, namely 1988, 1990 and 1995. Of the 80
respondents, 23 identified themselves as also being National Finalists.

Figure3: Mechanical College respondent involvement in the WD&B across 30 years

Reflections on the University of Melbourne Experience
As shown in Table 1, The University of Melbourne first engaged in the WD&B in 2010.
Reflections on this decision to enter the competition (in the competition’s recent history), and
the subsequent experiences of Melbourne’s students highlight messages and lessons for
further expansion of the project to other universities.
In 2008, the University of Melbourne introduced the ‘Melbourne 3+2 Model’. It consists of a 3
year Bachelor’s degree (in ‘Design’ or ‘Science’ for Mechanical Engineers) followed by a 2
year Master’s degree. (As a recent experience in major course revision, it may provide useful
data on design-learning issues.) Design is first taught in the second semester of year 3 in the
BS capstone course (MCEN30014) with over 200 enrolled students annually. Design as a
disciplined activity is then built upon through the Masters. With the introduction of the
‘Melbourne Model’ came the opportunity to innovate the design teaching and learning
curriculum. The School of Engineering academic executive understood the importance of
practical experiences in concept realisation, and this enabled the design discipline leader to
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successfully negotiate the inclusion of WD&B into the mechanical engineering curriculum,
entering the National Final for the first time in 2010.
The design leader, like many involved with the WD&B is passionate about design and
preparing students for their professional industry careers. Students typically do not find
design easy. There is often no right or wrong answer. Focusing upon experiential learning
and the integration of student theoretical understanding blends content from other
disciplines, such as statics, dynamics and strength of materials, to achieve realistic goals.
Students need to work in teams, and this offers a distinct set of possibly new soft-skill
challenges and opportunities. A WD&B assessment task associated with team development
reflections encourages student engagement. Students are introduced to the research of
Bruce Tuckman and Meredith Belbin as a foundation conceptual framework for teaming.
Within the BS program, students have few practical experiences (i.e. design, build, trial,
revisit design) in the prerequisite subjects. This deficit has the potential to be detrimental to
student experience in the eight-week WD&B that is the team-based focus of this subject.
Despite concerns about students resenting the lack of a graded skill development program
within the overall Bachelor course, student feedback for the WD&B is positive.
Optional seminars are scheduled outside normal lecture times for students who have no prior
experience but are interested in additive manufacture (3D Printing) and inexpensive
controller programming (Arduino). The emphasis to the student cohort is that the use of
these technologies is not mandatory but rather an option that the team can choose to pursue.
Melbourne students, in the main, have appreciated that the WD&B offers an engineering
experience closer to the ‘real world’ than has been offered anywhere in their prior studies. It
is emphasised to the student cohort that performance in the WD&B trials have little bearing
on overall honours calculations. The students are told from the outset and repeatedly that
100% for all the three written tasks (Initial Appreciation, Morphological Analysis, Final
Report) and a minimum finite WD&B trial score would earn a minimum of 80% corresponding
to first class Honours. The WD&B is valued at 50% of the overall subject (with two other
minor assignments and a 40% exam). These weightings give the student a strong indication
from coordinating staff, and the School of Engineering as a whole, that “WD&B is important”.
The associated pedagogy, where the student is given the twin messages, “Practical design
realisation experiences are critical to your professional development” and “There is no need
to be anxious about the impact of your performance during WD&B trials on your overall
course honours calculation” is critical to student engagement.
In fact, the overall marketing aspect of the WD&B experience cannot be overvalued. This
includes marketing to the students, to colleagues, to the many managers in the academic
world who are at best advocates, but who must never be allowed to be less than neutral
about the program. It is nigh impossible for School of Engineering academic executives to be
anything but supportive when the arguments associated with WD&B are articulated.
x

Marketing the WD&B to teaching and learning academic executive: “If every student
were able to realise a design that completed the task perfectly, we could be confident
that coordinating staff have compromised the learning opportunities available from a
more challenging task that necessitates more struggle from more students.”

x

Marketing the WD&B to the fabrication workshop manager: “Open your doors and let
me fill your workshop with students. Any future review of your workshop cannot but
identify the essential design-realisation support function.”

x

Marketing the WD&B to academic colleagues: “The WD&B does cost a lot more than
the average subject, but WD&B will offer our students an advantage in the
competitive job market for graduate engineers.”

x

Marketing the WD&B to university leadership not currently participating: “The WD&B
is an exclusive elite club that any Engineering School can join.”
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x

Marketing the WD&B to colleagues considering whether to champion the introduction
of WD&B: “In this era, practical skills that can facilitate a successful graduate career
are ascendant. There is evidence that university engineering executives are
searching for means by graduate competitiveness can be enhanced. The WD&B is
one opportunity. In addition, there is evidence in this era in Australia that career
progression can be achieved through academic leadership of practical and
professional ‘soft’ skill development in the student cohort.”

Of course, the evangelical message has to match the audience. However, at the University
of Melbourne, the WD&B is now fully embedded with future planning for ‘Fab-Lab facilities’
predicated on supporting the WD&B experience. It is being used as a foundation success
from which other departments and disciplines are encouraged to launch their own designrealisation initiatives.
A final reflection is that the performance of the majority of systems is not great but students
are always congratulated for participating and reminded of the underlying active learning
pedagogy from which profound learning outcomes are available from WD&B. For example,
from communications with 2017 students following the WD&B Melbourne trials:
Dear MCEN30014 Student,
Congratulations to all teams on the endeavour, blood-sweat-and-tears, and struggle that was on
display during the Warman Performance Trials this afternoon"
As I stated at the start of the semester, the actual performance of your device will not have a
significant impact on your overall course outcome in MCEN30014 but it is an excellent opportunity to
learn practical issues associated with our profession. The ‘biggie’ is that, in practice, what we design
eventually has to be built, or more generally, ‘realised’. Everyone now has a deep understanding of
this fundamentally important concept. … Thanks to all those who supported the Warman Performance
Trials this year" … (especially those who) offered students many learning outcomes, some simple and
others subtle.
Of great importance, I know that many of you have been made aware of appropriate behaviour in
potentially dangerous environments, especially with respect to Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S)
requirements. This learning will serve you well in your future careers.
It is my personal opinion that the 2017 Performance Trials has offered MCEN30014 students an
excellent ‘Warman’ active learning experience. Again, congratulations to you all" CB
Dear MCEN30014 student,
Following the ‘crescendo’ of last Thursday, … Each and every team that was able to place a device at
the start zone of the track (irrespective of what happened next) should feel proud. You rose to the
challenge, dealt with the steep learning curves of designing and fabricating a complex system, and
likely learned many important lessons along the way. CB

Looking Forward
As discussed in (Churches and Smith 2016), the life of the WD&B has seen marked changes
in Australia’s university system. One of the most significant has been an increasing emphasis
on research, with university funding heavily linked to research outcomes. We conclude and
believe the result has been a focus on educating graduates in ‘engineering science’ to the
detriment of ‘engineering practice’, with practical engineering design the big loser. Whilst
Engineers Australia’s National Committee on Engineering Design (NCED) believes there is
sufficient current pressure, through the EA Accreditation process, to increase the practical
engineering content of Australian engineering courses, in 2018 and beyond the need for the
WD&B experience is as great as it has ever been.
The WD&B has moved with the times. From the specification of a purely mechanical device
in its first few years, projects are now written to be suitable for inclusion in mechatronics
courses, while still not excluding purely mechanical devices. There remains keen interest
from the Campus Organisers and the student cohort present at each National Final is judged
to be as enthusiastic as were those in 1988.
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Warman in Universities
The aim of the WD&B competition is to present a challenge that requires students to
conceive, develop, implement and test a mechanical system (a machine) in a way that can
be integrated within the coursework of their first undergraduate engineering design course,
whether mechanical, mechatronic or any other mechanical specialisation. The WD&B
competition greatly assists Universities offering Mechanical Engineering programs (broadly
defined) to build undergraduate student capability in Engineers Australia’s (EA) stage one
competencies by providing an exercise that requires students to develop and apply many of
these competencies in a practical situation.
Furthermore, developing ‘work readiness’ skills for graduates is a mandate for all universities
by the employers of their graduates. The WD&B competition exposes students to the reality
of their engineering discipline by exposing them to open-ended problems and uncertainty,
enhancing a student’s ability to transition into the workforce. The nature of the design and
build team project often pushes students beyond academic and social comfort zones,
enabling students to develop and enhance skills in a safe learning environment, where team
dynamics and design errors do not result in costly or potentially dangerous outcomes.
In addition to the student benefits, the WD&B competition provides a unique opportunity for
Campus Organisers to meet and collaborate with other engineering design educators. A
forum is held as an integral part of the National Final’s weekend where engineering design
educators share teaching methods and resources, meet key representatives of Engineers
Australia’s Mechanical College Board and members of the National Committee on
Engineering Design. These networking opportunities provide important links between
academics and representatives from industry and Engineers Australia.

Warman in Schools
There is the possibility of extending the reach of ‘the Warman’ into secondary schools, as
part of the available ‘STEM’ array aimed to excite high school students towards science and
engineering careers. The concept is to run a simplified WD&B competition based on the
preceding year’s university rule set focused on years 10 and 11. This would include
universities making tracks available and offer opportunities for university students to be part
of a mentoring program. A small-scale pilot engaging Adelaide Schools was run in 2015. It
was initiated and implemented by A/Prof Sandy Walker, of Flinders University, with support
from EA’s NCED. An attempt was made to expand the project to more schools with the other
Adelaide universities involved in 2016, but achieving traction proved difficult. As with any
successful outreach activity, it becomes dependent on supportive school principals,
enthusiastic teachers and available university staff and students. It is believed that if the
framework is built, the high school students will come. Weir Minerals (the principal sponsors
of the WD&B) enthusiastically support the ‘Warman in Schools’ concept but a method for
delivery with limited resources remains an uncertain future aspiration for NCED.

Conclusion
In general, the immediate future of the University based WD&B looks secure. However, in a
rapidly changing educational environment, with pressure from rapidly increasing course
content and changes in engineering technology, it seems clear that the WD&B will need
constant vigilance, ongoing creative input and ‘tweaking' if it is to maintain its present and to
date enduring useful role. Ensuring that outcome requires maintenance of a strong,
enthusiastic and creative National Committee on Engineering Design.
The WD&B has been an outstanding success over its 30-year life. In the changing
educational world, the plan is to ensure that it continues to meet educational needs and
course structures and, if necessary or desirable, make appropriate changes. The question of
entering the STEM array by creating a modified ‘Warman in Schools’ is currently unresolved.
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CONTEXT: In 2012, Massey University of New Zealand offered a redesigned Bachelor of
Engineering (Hons.) [BE (Hons.)] degree, using a curriculum based on the CDIO standards
(www.cdio.org). It was redesigned at a time when the School of Engineering and Advanced
Technology (SEAT) at Massey University had embarked on a strategic review of its offerings, and it
replaced a well-established engineering programme. The Project Based Learning (PBL) ‘project spine’
was introduced, which consisted of a series of PBL courses throughout the BE (Hons). This was
intended to address the need for graduates who are ‘rounded’ with stronger professional skills.

PURPOSE: This study was undertaken to determine whether the change to the structure of the BE
(Hons.) programme had increased the alignment of graduates’ skills with the Washington Accord
Attributes, particularly regarding professional skills, thereby increasing the relevance of the graduates
to employers.
APPROACH: With ethics approval, this study was conducted using an anonymous on-line survey
sent to the final year cohort of students following final examinations. This was done for the last cohort
of students prior to the redesign and, for the first two cohorts after the redesign was implemented. The
survey included questions rated using a Likert scale. Open-ended questions were also asked. Primary
feedback was sought on a self-evaluation against the graduate competencies. Feedback was also
sought on teaching, evaluation of the degree for the graduate competencies, feedback on
assessments, staff and overall experiences. Staff that supervised individual student final year projects
were also sent an anonymous on-line survey, where staff evaluated the supervised student against
the graduate attributes using a Likert scale. Results for the three years are reported, including a
statistical analysis of Likert scale questions, comparing the differences between means and testing for
significance. Open-ended questions were reviewed to provide qualitative analysis of the data.
RESULTS: Although histograms of the self-evaluation responses by students rating their
competency against the graduate attributes would suggest that the cohorts following the redesign rate
themselves more highly for each attribute, statistical analysis suggests that the only significantly
improved attributes (at 0.05 significance) are of a student being able to design solutions for complex
engineering problems and their ability to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues. In
comparison, histograms of staff evaluations do not suggest any differences in cohorts. However,
analysis shows that students in the redesigned BE (Hons) programme are able to apply ethical
principles and commit to professional ethics better than previously. Results suggest that the
redesigned programme has a better balance of practical work and theory (at 0.05 significance), but the
rate of feedback on assessments is worse compared with the old structure (at 0.05 significance).
Overall students do not rate the restructured degree worse or better than the older degree.
CONCLUSIONS: Qualitatively, the redesigned BE (Hons) appears to give students more confidence
in their ability as Professional Engineers. It is significant that their judgement of professional skills
around applying engineering solutions to societal and cultural concerns has improved. It is also
significant that the balance of practical and theoretical aspects of the degree appear to have improved,
showing that a PBL-based engineering degree is assisting in reducing the gaps between original
graduate attributes and the required graduate attributes. Further surveys of cohorts using more
targeted surveys will confirm whether this is the case.
KEYWORDS : Project-based learning, engineering graduate attributes, soft skills, professional skills
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Introduction
Massey University of New Zealand offered a redesigned Bachelor of Engineering (Hons.)
[BE (Hons.)] degree, using a curriculum based on the CDIO standards (www.cdio.org), in
2012. A strategic review in 2010 of Massey University’s School of Engineering and Advanced
Technology’s (SEAT) offerings resulted in the redesigned degree designed to ensure it
offered a unique learning experience. The redesigned degree was aligned to revised
accreditation criteria of the Institution of Professional Engineers of New Zealand (IPENZ).
IPENZ had developed a National Engineering Education Plan, released in 2010 (IPENZ,
2010), which had identified the graduate attributes required from engineering education to
increase the relevance of graduates’ skills to what employers required and aimed to reduce
the gaps between graduate attributes and professional competencies of the International
Engineering Alliance (IEA, 2013) and the then current IPENZ accreditation criteria and
graduate profile (Anderson and Goodyear, 2011). The curriculum architecture was developed
with the consultation of faculty, industry, students and alumni, using focus groups and can be
conceptualised as shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1 The BE (Hons) Curriculum Structure - post 2012

Before 2012 there were 15 majors within the programme but this was reduced to 4 following
the redesign. The old programme, that had been in existence and evolved over 40 years,
had a series of projects across the 4 years, but these were largely associated with specific
papers (or subject areas). There was no serious intent to integrate subject areas - at least
until the final year. For most engineering options there was a final year double semester
‘design project,’ which varied from major to major and could be individual or team based.
There was no specific emphasis on the development of ‘soft’ or professional skills though
some courses may have emphasised them at times. The new programme has a:
·

Focus on project based learning in teams across all 4 years (25% of the programme)
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·

Where the projects are designed to integrate and apply knowledge learned in a
specific year and,

·

Where the projects are designed to introduce and embed problem solving principles
in a range of contexts, and

·

Where complexity and autonomy increase across the 4 years - leading to the final
year capstone and research projects

The Project Based Learning (PBL) ’project spine’ adopted by the redesigned programme was
intended to address the need for graduates who are “rounded” with stronger “soft” or
professional skills around teamwork, ethical considerations, sustainability, management and
leadership, life-long learning and have a greater practical appreciation of the theoretical
knowledge that they were being taught, as this mode of learning is believed to develop these
skills more than a traditional learning approach (Mills and Treagust, 2003, Hadim and Esche,
2002). Project-based Learning in each year of an engineering programme is seen as the
fourth principle towards guiding the transformation of Engineering Education for the greater
engagement of students (Beanland, D; Hadgraft, R.; Mulder, KF; Desha, C.J.; Hargroves,
K.J.; Howard, P. & Lowe, D., 2013). The ‘project spine’ has also allowed a practical
implementation of the CDIO syllabus in this redesigned degree (Anderson and Goodyer,
2011).
The study aimed to evaluate changes in our graduates' proficiencies before and after the
redesign, and identify areas for further improvement, using online surveys of both students
and staff who had supervised those students. The study should also show whether the
change to PBL has been effective in addressing the required professional attributes of an
engineering education and will be of relevance to those in engineering education looking to
introduce PBL.

Methodology
Students who had completed their Bachelor of Engineering in 2014, 2015 and 2016 were
invited to take part in an online survey. The 2014 cohort had completed their degree prior to
the degree redesign, while the 2015 and 2016 students completed the redesigned degree. In
addition, staff who had been supervising these students during their final year project were
also asked to evaluate their students’ ability against the graduate attributes. The purpose of
this was to provide an independent view of student performance from a staff member who
had worked closely with the student on a yearlong project. This research was reviewed and
approved by the Massey University Human Ethics Committee, Application SOB 14/51. The
survey was administered independently and all identifying information was removed before
the researchers were given access to the data.
The questions are based on the graduate attributes taken from the Washington Accord (the
use of which is seen as the first principle in guiding the Transformation of Engineering
Education, Beanland, D. et al. (2013)). These attributes are used by IPENZ for accreditation.
Students were asked to evaluate their ability in relation to each of the graduate attributes
listed in Table 1. They were then asked to evaluate how well they felt the Massey University
Engineering degree prepared them to achieve each of the attributes. Both of these questions
were rated on a five point Likert scale with the options strongly disagree, disagree, neither
disagree nor agree, agree, and strongly agree available for selection.
The following statements were then rated using the same Likert scale to gain further
feedback:
In general the quality of lecture was high
In general the quality of practical exercises (e.g. labs) was high
The balance between lectures and practical exercises was about right
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The balance of final exams and assessments during the semester was about right
The rate of feedback on your assessments was acceptable
The quality of feedback you received for your assessments was acceptable
Staff are experts in their fields
Staff are able to effectively communicate their expertise
Staff are friendly and approachable
The students were asked how they would rate their overall experience at Massey University
and what the likelihood is that they would recommend Engineering at Massey University to
others. These statements were rated using the Likert scale of poor, fair, good, very good and
excellent.
Table 1: Graduate attributes used in survey

Key aspect referred to in
this paper

Full description given in survey

Apply knowledge

Apply knowledge of mathematics, natural science,
engineering fundamentals and an engineering specialisation
to the solution of complex engineering problems.

Analyse

Identify, formulate, research literature and analyse complex
engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions
using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences and
engineering sciences.

Design

Design solutions for complex engineering problems and
design systems, components or processes that meet
specified needs with appropriate consideration for public
health and safety, cultural, societal, and environmental
considerations.

Investigate

Conduct investigations of complex problems using researchbased knowledge and research methods including design of
experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and
synthesis of information to provide valid conclusions.

Create

Create, select and apply appropriate techniques, resources,
and modern engineering and IT tools, including prediction
and modelling, to complex engineering activities, with an
understanding of the limitations.

Societal

Apply reasoning informed by contextual knowledge to assess
societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the
consequent responsibilities relevant to professional
engineering practice and solutions to complex engineering
problems.

Sustainability

Understand and evaluate the sustainability and impact of
professional engineering work in the solution of complex
engineering problems in societal and environmental contexts.

Ethics

Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and
responsibilities and norms of engineering practice.

Teamwork

Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or
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Key aspect referred to in
this paper

Full description given in survey
leader in diverse teams and in multi-disciplinary settings.

Communicate

Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities
with the engineering community and with society at large,
such as being able to comprehend and write effective reports
and design documentation, make effective presentations, and
give and receive clear instructions.

Management

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of engineering
management principles and economic decision-making and
apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a
team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary
environments.

The staff were asked to evaluate each of the students they supervised during their final year
project against the graduate attributes given in Table 1 and the Likert scale of strongly
disagree, disagree, neither disagree nor agree, agree, strongly agree were available for
selection. They were then asked to list key strengths and areas that the students needed to
improve on. This was completed separately for each student.
A statistical analysis of Likert scale questions was conducted. The responses were scored 15 (1 being strongly disagree or poor, 5 being strongly agree or excellent) for each question
and averaged. The differences between means were compared and tested for significance
using a one-tailed t-test at 0.05 significance (5% confidence level (CL)), using a pooled
variance, following the methods presented in Welkowitz, J., Ewen, R. B., & Cohen, J. (2002).
The null hypothesis (H0) was that the means of the numerical response were the same
between the cohorts, whereas the alternative hypothesis (H1) was that the mean of the
responses for 2015-2016 was greater than the mean for 2014 – this implies that the redesign
has created a positive effect. Open-ended questions were reviewed to provide qualitative
analysis of the data to establish themes in the answers given by the students and staff.

Results and discussion
Student self-evaluation against graduate attributes
The numbers of student responses received were 19 in 2014 (15 completing the survey)
from a cohort of 79 students, 6 in 2015 (3 completions) from a cohort of 85, and 23 in 2016
(16 completions) from a cohort of 89. As it is believed that there should be no difference in
responses between 2015 and 2016, these results were combined due to the low numbers of
responses in 2015. Students evaluated themselves against the graduate attributes shown in
Table 1. A summary of the results for the self-evaluation is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Student self-evaluation against the graduate attributes for BE (Hons)

It is observed that the students completing the redesigned degree from 2015 and 2016 rate
themselves more highly against every attribute than the students from 2014. The largest
percentage differences were approximately 9-10% for the assessment of Design,
Sustainability, Teamwork, Communication and Management and, 15% for Societal attributes.
A perception of strong ability in professional skills such as teamwork, communication and
management is consistent with the observations of Lima et al (2006) when using Project-led
education in an engineering programme and with the expected benefits of PBL (Frank et al.
2003, Mills and Treagust, 2003, Helle et al. 2006).
However statistical analysis of the results showed that there was only significant difference
between the means of responses at 5% confidence levels, for the aspects of Design and
Societal attributes. That students might be more confident in Design is consistent with the
redesigned degree that uses a higher number of projects requiring students to design a
solution. Societal attributes are consistent with the emphasis in the redesigned degree
around context, sustainability and ethical considerations that are dependent on each other. It
might be reasoned that there should be significance for aspects related to “teamwork” and
other professional skills’ since ‘design’ occurs in situations that are complex socially (Palmer
and Hall, 2011, Dym et al, 2005). Yet, although the students in 2015 and 2016 appear to rate
themselves more highly, it is not clear that there is a real difference between the cohorts. The
variance or spread in mean values of responses was often higher for 2014 and this can lead
to a lack of significant difference. The larger variance might occur because the professional
skills did not have the same emphasis in the older degree structure and therefore were not
as well understood by that cohort.

Staff evaluation of students against graduate attributes
There was an evaluation of 32 students from 2014, 6 from 2015 and 22 from 2016 (combined
into one group of 28 for analysis) by academic staff. Staff evaluated students against the
graduate attributes shown in Table 1. A summary of the evaluation by staff is given in Figure
3.
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Figure 3 Staff evaluation of the student against the graduate attributes for the BE (Hons)

The staff evaluation of the student’s ability against the graduate attributes contrast with the
students’ self-evaluation. Here the staff rate the 2015-2016 cohorts as less able in some of
the attributes – those attributes associated with applying knowledge, analysing, design,
creativity, teamwork and management. There is some agreement with the student selfevaluations as they rate the 2015-2016 cohorts more highly with respect to societal,
sustainability and ethical attributes. Statistical analysis showed that at the 5% confidence
level the only significant difference was around the ethical attributes (i.e. “This student is able
to: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms
of engineering practice.”) Whether the staff or students are correct about improvements from
the old degree to the redesigned degree cannot really be known. However staff comments
for 2015-2016 on “what areas do you feel this student needs to work on?” reveal that the
result on “applying knowledge” is seen as an issue. For example, staff made six comments
on this theme such as; “Apply knowledge from other courses to projects” and “Applying the
principles of science to the problem”
These comments were not made for the 2014 students. Written communication was a
common area of improvement for all cohorts (5 comments in 2015-2016 and 8 comments in
2014). The result for teamwork is difficult to gauge as the final year project for individual
students has changed between the old and redesigned degree from a design-build-test
project to a research project. The redesigned degree introduced a final year team-based
design-build-test Capstone project. Staff may not have seen the students working in the team
in their final year, but it may also mean that students are compartmentalising learning to a
course rather than across their work, which is similar to observations made by staff.

Student Evaluation of the Degree with respect to the graduate attributes
The students of 2015-2016 rated that the redesigned degree prepared them better for every
graduate attribute except ‘investigation’ compared to the 2014 cohort. Table 2 shows the
attributes that showed a significant difference in mean scores at 5% CL. Scores ranged from
3.17 to 4.25 (2014) and 3.75 to 4.62 (2015-2016). The average increase in means was
between 2% (‘create’) and 21% (‘societal’). ‘Investigate’ showed a reduction of 2%.
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Table 2: Student evaluation of the degree with mean rating

Key Aspect
Design
Societal

Cohort Mean Score (1-5_
2014
2015-2016
3.67
4.38
3.17
4.00

For key aspects ‘design’ and ‘societal’ the mean value of the response was significantly
different at 5% confidence levels. This could be due to a greater awareness of some
concepts for the redesigned degree – the students in this degree are exposed to the
concepts of societal context, sustainability and teamwork more often than before. The
response for ‘design’ is likely to be an indication of the increased design content using PBL.

Student Evaluation of the Teaching, Assessments, Staff and Overall
Experience
The number of students answering these sections of the survey was approximately half of
the responding students overall. Only results significant at 5% confidence levels are shown,
with the exception of the overall degree rating.
Table 3: Student Evaluation of Degree with Mean Rating for Questions

Question to evaluate
Please evaluate the following statements based on your experience
throughout your Engineering studies at Massey University.
The balance between lectures and practical exercises was about right
The rate of feedback on your assessments was acceptable
Overall how would you rate your experience here at Massey

Cohort mean score
(1-5)
Student
Student
2014
2015-2016
3.46
4.43
3.23
2.14
4.50
4.40

Between cohorts there were no differences in how the students rated staff being experts,
being approachable and communicating effectively. The results for teaching showed that the
students felt there was much better balance between practical work and lectures in the
redesigned degree though the quality of the practical work and lectures was similar. Students
in 2015-2016 commented that “the amount of practical experience…is much higher at
Massey” and “…appreciated the smaller class sizes and practical skills I have learnt”. This is
in contrast to 2014 where comments were “there not a lot of practical exercises” and “…there
were lots of lectures which did not have practical exercise and had only theory…” The main
increase in practical work has been through using the project spine in the redesigned degree.
This is encouraging, suggesting an improvement in the degree structure. Practical work has
been seen to be one of better aspects of PBL (Palmer and Hall, 2011).
Feedback on assessments is clearly an issue in the redesigned degree. Although the quality
of feedback was not significantly different, the rate at which feedback was returned was rated
much lower by 2015-2016 compared to 2014; similar feedback issues have been observed
elsewhere (Palmer and Hall, 2011, Lima et al. 2007). Seven out of ten students in 2015-2016
comments on feedback concerned the slow rate of return of feedback and its poor quality.
The overall evaluation of the degree showed that the 2015-2016 cohorts rated their
experience and the degree slightly worse than the 2014 cohort but this difference is not
statistically significant at 5% CL. It suggests that the redesigned degree has not yet achieved
a desired outcome of a degree with greater engagement and appeal for students compared
to the old one. As the students of 2015 and 2016 were the first ones through the redesigned
programme any implementation difficulties would have been perceived negatively.
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Conclusions
Qualitatively, the redesigned BE (Hons) appears to give students more confidence in their
ability as Professional Engineers. It is significant that their judgement of professional skills
around applying engineering solutions to societal and cultural concerns has improved.
Although the trends shown were not significant, it is an indication that the students
understand and are more aware of the importance and use of professional skills in terms of
ethical, sustainability, teamwork and managerial considerations as well as a greater
appreciation of design aspects, which has been shown elsewhere (for example Frank et al,
2003). Staff believe some aspects around professional skills have improved but are
unchanged or worse in other aspects such as in the application of knowledge. It is also
significant that the balance of practical and theoretical aspects of the degree appear to have
improved, and improvement in these areas shows that a PBL-based engineering degree is
assisting in reducing the gaps between previous graduate attributes and the required
graduate attributes. Further surveys of future cohorts will be more targeted with specific
questions for areas of improvement.
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Abstract
SESSION
C3: Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process

CONTEXT
Australian PhD students engage in a problem-based learning pedagogy, focussed on a
single research question. Not only project-specific details, but also general researchrelated knowledge, including ethics expectations, is learned within the supervisor-student
relationship. The past decade has seen changes to include some formal, lecture-based
teaching of more generic material such as ethics. What should be emphasised in this
teaching of research ethics?

PURPOSE
The purpose of this work was to see which type of ethical problems would be most
challenging for research students, and thus needing of more class-room time.

APPROACH
Research students in their first year of study were provided with one class exploring the
general ethics principles under-pinning research integrity. Following this, the students
worked in groups to decide whether various actions were ethically appropriate or not. The
results of each group’s deliberations were collected and examined for feedback purposes.
Approximately 400 students were involved over 3 semesters.

RESULTS
The actions were grouped into categories. Students did well with the ethics of the more
familiar topics of intellectual property, publications and data integrity. They show some
confusion about how projects should or should not impact human participants, but the
seriously challenging issues for students centre on conflicts of interest, indicating that this
last-named needs extra attention.

CONCLUSIONS
Providing a general introduction to research ethics can ensure students have a balanced
awareness of the types of challenges they may face in their future work as researchers.
In particular, it is necessary to explore topics that (i) come up less frequently and so may
not arise during the PhD research project or (ii) are complex and need wider perspective
to better understand.

KEYWORDS
Engineering ethics, ethics education, research training, research integrity
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Introduction
This paper explains how engineering research students, when asked to make judgements
about a variety ethics problems, found those related to conflicts of interest by far the most
difficult to deal with. It argues that formal teaching time be invested to address this problem.
The discovery was somewhat serendipitous, coming from some routine student feedback
collected after delivering classes about research integrity.
There is a widespread desire that research students learn more about research integrity (see
e..g. Steneck & Bulger, 2007). At one level, this is in the hope of reducing cases of research
misconduct. There is, though, a more fundamental issue, namely that practising research
integrity is needful so that the research enterprise may continue: undertaking research
depends on trust between researchers and resourcing it and successfully transferring its
results to social benefits depends on public trust. Exactly how this preferred behaviour
follows from students learning about research ethics is not immediately obvious. There is,
thus, some confusion about the true purpose of such learning and, thereby, the content of
ethics education. Is it simply knowledge about research ethics that is needed? Or is it
inculcating an ethical approach? At the very least students should become skilled at
recognising and discussing ethics problems, a necessary, but not sufficient, precursor to
ethics maturity. The first step, then, toward achieving this is to identify the sorts of ethics
problems that students find difficult. This is the discovery reported in this paper. It is a
question of sociology or human nature why knowledge of research integrity principles is not
always put into practice. Behaviour is about choices, albeit ones based on knowledge.
Formal, course-based teaching of engineering ethics has been much examined, particularly
at the undergraduate level, where it is becoming more common to find engineering courses
in which something about ethical practice is an explicit learning outcome. Debate continues,
though, about whether or not these courses work as a way of improving ethical practice. For
example, both Anderson et al (2007) and Cech (2014) showed it makes scant difference; in
contrast, Borenstein et al (2010) and Skinner & Bushell (2013) claimed some success, at
least in developing students’ awareness of problems and expectations. When it comes to
engineering research students and ethics, though, there is very little published work (and
none found directly useful to this study). Nevertheless, it seems reasonable that courses will
be equally effective with research students as with undergraduates and this will be assumed
for the purposes of this paper. How effective such coursework may be in reducing (research)
misconduct is unknowable, even though it is seen to be effective in helping students identify
and engage in a shared discussion about these critical issues.
There is, however, much more literature investigating research students in the health
disciplines, wherein experiments are much more commonly conducted directly with humans.
For example, Schmaling & Blume (2009) and Plemmons et al (2006) both showed that
formal instruction improved knowledge but not attitudes, and Heitman et al (2007) and
Langlais & Bent (2014, and who also included social scientists) did not examine the
effectiveness of course-work so much as pre-existing attitudes and understandings.
Australian PhD students engage in a problem-based learning pedagogy, focussed on a
single, unified research project. Not only project-specific details, but also generic researchrelated knowledge, e.g. ethics, is learnt within the supervisor-student relationship. This
means that, unless a topic is germane to the project, it is unlikely to be on the student’s
learning agenda. The past decade has seen some changes to this practice, with many
institutions now including some formal, lecture-based teaching of more generic materials, at
least in an induction course. The principles of research integrity are a natural inclusion in
such coursework.
As part of a formal induction course at UNSW, engineering research students in their first
year of enrolment were provided with a single lecture exploring the general ethics principles
under-pinning research practices. Following this lecture, students worked in groups to decide
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whether or not each of a list of simple actions was ethically appropriate. The results of each
group’s deliberations were collected and examined for feedback purposes. In total,
approximately 400 new research students were involved, over three semesters. By a wide
margin, conflicts of interest proved to be the most difficult issues for them to assess. Indeed,
the amount of difficulty for these problems, compared with others, was astonishing. The
research-teaching nexus is usually about taking research to the ‘class-room.’ This work
suggests that the strengths of class-room teaching should be brought to the learning of
research practices.
The next section provides more details about how conflicts of interest were identified as the
key problems for students. It is followed by a discussion of the implications for teaching
ethics to research students.

The Discovery
This study is concerned with the thinking of higher degree research students during their first
year of study at UNSW. The students did the task described below while completing the
research induction course GSOE9510.
During this course, the Faculty’s new research students receive a one-hour lecture
introducing the formal principles under-pinning ethical research. This focusses on research
integrity, as defined by the Singapore Statement on Research Integrity (World Conf
Research Integrity, 2010) and the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research
(NHMRC, ARC & UA, 2007). Following this lecture, to reinforce learning, a staff member
spends about 20 minutes discussing six simple examples with the students, to determine
“what is wrong here.” For example,
Not informing people the project is sponsored by the military.
The remainder of the three-hour class involves the students working in self-organised groups
of six to eight, seated around a table and facilitated by a tutor. They are given a list of 38
simple actions, each described in a simple statement, e.g.
Quoting someone with acknowledgement but without permission.
Purchasing lab supplies from a friend’s company.
Students must collectively decide whether or not each action was ethically acceptable. They
may also choose ‘it depends,’ and provide a reason. In practice, less than half of the ‘it
depends’ answers come back with a reason indicating that this answer might be also
interpreted as ‘don’t know’ (though blank answers were that). Each table records its
decisions on an anonymous worksheet, as a quality assurance measure to allow staff to
check what students were thinking. The aim is simply to see how well they translate the
theoretical ethics principles to real situations and so to crudely assess the effectiveness of
the state of knowledge of the class. To complete their formal education about research
integrity, students later complete an online module. After that, it is entirely up to what is
learned from the supervisor and other people while prosecuting the research project.
This activity occurred for a total of 3 sessions in 2015 and 2016, when a total of 57 different
tables completed anonymous worksheets which were collected and analysed. The result of
this fed back into subsequent teaching. With six to eight students per table, approximately
400 students in total will have been involved in this exercise. The exact number is unknown
as attendance was imperfectly recorded. Hence, it is also impossible to know the exact
make-up of the student population involved. However, the research student cohort as a
whole comprises approximately 72% male (28% female) students, 93% PhD (7% research
master) students, and 91% full-time (9% part-time) students. There is a wide mix of cultural
backgrounds: 21% citizens, 23% permanent residents, 55% international students, and 1%
New Zealanders. There is no reason the students involved in this task departed far from that
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mix. The students are from all engineering disciplines. Proportionately more will be from the
larger disciplines (civil and computing), but this is rarely more than 20% of the entire cohort.
For analysis, the 38 questions were grouped into eight different categories: publication and
review, human research, handling data (processing and management), intellectual property,
conflicts of interest, procedures, supervisor relationship, & safety. These eight groups are
convenient for most problems associated with research integrity, but they have no theoretical
basis. The questions were presented to students in random order.
The responses from all 57 student tables were tallied for each of the 38 questions, and then
the average response was obtained for each question category. Table 1 shows the results.
Number of questions is the number in that category. Average unsure is the average fraction
of ‘it depends’ answers. The average score requires more explanation. For each question,
there is an answer which most (if not all) ethics theorists would support. Call it the Better
Choice. It is not always ‘no’ (to keep students alert). Discard the ‘it depends’ answers for a
question; subtract the number of Worse Choice answers from the number of Better Choices;
normalise this difference. The score is +1 if all committing tables agree with the Better
Choice and -1 if all tables disagree.
Table 1: Aggregated student replies for each ethics problem category,
ordered by average score.

Ethics focus category

no. of
average average
questions
score
unsure

Procedures

3

0.96

0.07

Handling data

6

0.86

0.14

Publication & review

8

0.79

0.11

Intellectual property

5

0.72

0.13

Supervisor relationship

2

0.64

0.24

Safety

1

0.48

0.23

Human research

8

0.46

0.22

Conflict of interest

5

-0.13

0.36

The startling result of Table 1 is how challenging issues in the conflicts of interest category
proved to be. Something had to be most difficult, but it is the magnitude by which it comes
last that surprises: it is the only category for which the average choice—when a definite
choice was made—is a Worse Choice and just over one third of student tables chose ‘it
depends’ (or were unsure). When compared to other categories, the degree of this difficulty
is so large that, despite not being designed as a rigorous piece of research, this is worth
reporting.
Human research ethics proved second most difficult. This is less surprising because most
new research students will have had very little formal experience of research with humans.
Indeed, most will never need to learn about this during their project work either, and it
suggests a gap in the training of young researchers that needs filling by such class-room
activities.
The safety score is interesting. Why is it so low? This single question was included to see
the response, as a form of calibration. Maybe its answer is the cavalier attitude of youth, or
maybe an expression of the perversity when confronted with a ‘trivially obvious’ question. Or
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maybe something else altogether. A more rigorous piece of research is needed to explore
this further.
You can see that the students did reasonably well with the ethics associated with the other
categories, including publications and data integrity.
The categories of ethics problems in Table 1 are somewhat arbitrary; problems could be
grouped otherwise. However, references were scanned to see whether any theme had been
ignored. The categories here compare favourably with the chapters in the Australian guide
(NHMRC, ARC & UA, 2007)—management of data, supervisor/trainee relationship,
publication, authorship, review, conflicts of interest, collaboration, and breaches process—
and the chapters in Steneck (2007)—protecting humans, protecting animals, conflicts of
interest, data management, mentor/trainee relations, collaborative relations, authorship, peer
review, and misconduct processes. Thus, we believe that they are adequate to cover the
range of problems engineering students need to cover in their education as researchers and
there do not appear to be gaps that need adding to the limited class-time and missed by
these recommendations. Note that animal research was not considered as a relevant
category in this paper.
Given the differences in methodology, it is difficult to compare the results here with others.
However, it is worth noting that the large survey of commencing biomedical students by
Heitman et al (2007) had conflict of interest at the bottom of issues with data management
matters at the top, and they were also concerned by relatively poor scores on conducting
human or animal research, given their focus on experimenters on people or animals.
Similarly, Langlais & Bent (2014) found conflict of interest to be worse understood than data
management and publication ethics.

Discussion and conclusion
Providing generic teaching of ethics can ensure students have a balanced awareness of the
sorts of challenges they may confront in their future work as researchers. However, three
hours of formal learning is insufficient to cover all the nuances of research integrity, so those
ethics problems needing most urgent attention must be identified. As a first step, this paper
shows that conflicts of interest are the class of problems that our engineering research
students found most difficult. Changes have been made to the one-hour introductory lecture,
to better explain and illustrate the ethics associated with conflicts of interest. First results
from 2017 have shown an improvement, but this remains a work in progress.
Anecdotally, some supervisors don’t appear to understand conflicts of interest very well
either. Certainly the highest levels of leadership of our society provide plenty of examples of
conflicts of interest not being identified, not challenged, and thus indulged. Given this
example, perhaps we should not wonder at their being the most difficult challenge for
students. Also, the aggregated nature of student responses used in this paper meant that no
information became available about whether or not any particular sub-group (e.g. cultural
backgrounds) may find these problems more confusing than others do. Heitman et al (2007)
surveyed individual students to show that this was the case.
It is reassuring that students performed relatively well with topics typically explored from the
earliest years of their engineering education, issues such as respect for intellectual property
(and avoiding plagiarism) and keeping trustworthy experimental records. This is particularly
pleasing given the diverse educational backgrounds of these students.
We conclude that there is a need to cover generic aspects of human research in greater
details in the common coursework requirement. This is for completeness. Most students will
not need to submit an application to a human or animal research ethics committee during the
course of their respective degrees, and so will not learn more about the relevant principles
from conducting the project. This missing of a key component is an inevitable risk of relying
entirely on a problem-based learning pedagogy.
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Ethics values form part of a researcher’s identity. Just as parents generally have the
strongest influence on an individual’s inter-personal ethics, the strongest influence on a
student is observing the behaviour of the supervisor and other established researchers,
which is intuitive but has also been demonstrated (e.g., Anderson et al, 2014). Coursework
will never have an impact to match that. We are all familiar with how work-places disparage
the achievements of students in the academic context of universities and this badly affects
students’ attitudes to study. Learning about ethics in a teaching context will be worthless if
the supervisory team downplays its worth. Nevertheless, effective instruction is able to
awaken awareness of ethics problems. This paper argues for those topics which need the
more urgent attention in the coursework provided for research students.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching

CONTEXT As an early career academic, I was asked to teach one of the modules (out of
four) in a postgraduate Engineering course. I took this as an opportunity to redesign the
module to tackle one of the main issues in the previous years: lack of student engagement.
My redesign included principles of constructive alignment. I developed new learning
outcomes and introduced two activities to promote student engagement in the classroom.
The class size was small, a total of 19 students, the majority of whom were international.
Two types of activities were included: (a) a class discussion and (b) a formative assessment,
a quiz to test students’ basic knowledge of the lecture material. In this paper, I analyse the
feedback from the students and share my own experience. I provide a pathway for other
early career academics who are looking to make similar changes to their courses.

PURPOSE The purpose of this study is to describe the pedagogical changes and show their effects
through data on students’ perceived learning of the lecture material.

APPROACH A survey was undertaken pre- and post- completion of the module. The
questions included in the pre-completion survey were on students’ previous experience of
the subject, and their preference for lectures taught in the traditional transmissive model or
with class activities during the lecture. The second survey included questions on their
perceived knowledge of the subject and if they found the quiz and in-class discussion helpful
in assisting them to achieve the learning outcomes.

RESULTS All students, except one, stated that they felt more confident to work in a job
involving public transport after the completion of the module. Thirteen students (out of the 16
students who completed both surveys) indicated that they found both activities useful for their
learning. Around 6 students out of 16 initially indicated that they prefer lecture only classes
and later indicated that they found the in-class activities to be helpful in their learning. The
main reasons why the students found the quiz helpful was because it gave them an
opportunity to review the lecture material and be proactive in their study. As for the in-class
discussions, the main reasons students found it useful was because they could engage with
the material, hear the opinions of their peers and express their own views.

CONCLUSIONS Overall, the feedback from the students showed the usefulness of the
constructive alignment concept when creating new lecture material. The learning outcomes were
connected to the two in-class exercises and this produced a positive feedback from the students. The
findings of this study showed that the theory of constructive alignment can help scope what to include
in the lecture material and how it can be taught. I would like to encourage early career academics to
try innovative approaches in their teaching.

KEYWORDS Early career academic, constructive alignment, student engagement
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Introduction
A new staff member often finds themselves included in a course designed by someone else
and asked to either modify or create new lecture materials. This can be a nerve-racking task,
as not only do you need to define the scope of the material to be taught but also to determine
how it will be taught. Making a mark as an innovative teacher may be difficult when the
original course authors are still involved in the course. These co-teachers are more likely to
be higher in the institutional hierarchy and well-established within it, while the new staff is
typically an early career academic. I argue that in such a challenging situation, early career
academics can perceive it as an opportunity to try an innovative approach to their teaching.
The life of a student is still fresh in the minds of an early career academic. They remember
what it is like to sit in lectures that are not engaging and become disconnected from the
content being taught.
There are many methods of teaching and each discipline has its own traditional way, often
influenced by expectations on career trajectories. For example, Engineering produces a body
of professionals who are required to possess certain trade skills and to be aware of the code
of ethics for their practice after graduation. Yet despite the need for practical competence,
most courses are taught with the teacher transmitting knowledge. As such, students expect
lecture times to be where they take notes while being taught about the course materials.
Despite the growing evidence of active learning in Engineering courses, many courses are
still taught in the traditional transmissive model (Freeman et al. 2013). As such, deviating
from this form of teaching takes courage. Activities outside of class times are undertaken
mostly in groups or pairs, and Engineering students are accustomed to working in groups
outside the class. So, what approach might an early career lecturer take to bring this level of
enthusiasm for learning into the classroom?
As an early career academic, I was asked to take one of the four modules in a postgraduate
course. In the previous year, I sat as an observer to the course. I noticed that many students
quickly became disengaged from the teaching and this lack of interest continued throughout
the day. Here, let me explain that most Masters degree courses in Engineering in my
institution are taken in blocks. In each block, students are taught from 9am to 5pm for 2-3
days. A semester will typically have three blocks for one course. These courses commonly
have around 20 students. Therefore, when I was asked to be part of this course, I decided to
re-design the module I will be teaching to include more student engagement during the
lecture. I adopted Biggs theory on constructive alignment. Most of the Engineering courses
do not have constructive alignment, so adopting this concept is my contribution to the course.
For this theory, Biggs (1996) emphasises that pedagogy is strongest when it is the learner
who is central, not the teacher as the transmitter of knowledge. The learner accumulates
knowledge by actively selecting and constructing their knowledge through individual learning
and social activity.
Given that the class size is small, I decided to include two activities which required
participation from everyone. The present study looks at the effects of these changes on the
students’ perceived learning. This paper discusses students’ perceptions of: (a) whether the
activities helped them achieve the learning outcomes and (b) their perceived learning given
the inclusion of activities which required their engagement in class. Pre- and post- surveys
were undertaken for the module I taught to determine these two research objectives. The
next section provides a summary of relevant published articles.

Literature review
Biggs (1996) suggests that when selecting different types of teaching/learning activities, it is
important to bear in mind that lecturers do not need to be the sole source of knowledge. Peer
learning is a great alternative as it allows the students to hear different options. Exercises
undertaken in the classroom from now on will be referred to as active learning, promote
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engagement and peer learning. They differ to the traditional lectures, in which students
primarily listen and take notes. Active learning, particularly problem-based activities, allows
the students to achieve deep learning instead of surface learning (Marton and Salijo 1976).
The traditional transmissive model tends to entail surface learning. In deep learning, students
think critically about the information they are given and apply that thinking to a task, while, in
surface learning, students focus on memorizing the information (Wang et al. 2013). Teachers
who intend to promote deep learning require the student to actively process and apply
information in a variety of forms. Lectures including active learning within the classroom, for
example, by using quizzes, group discussion and problem-solving exercise, were shown to
improve students’ test scores and reduce failure rates (Wieman 2014). Hartley and Davies
(1978) suggested that breaking up the lecture time helps to keep students engaged.
Students are shown to remember 70% of the first 10 minutes and 20% of the last 10 minutes.
In-class activities give students some time to absorb the material being taught, while also
giving them a break from listening and this helps them retain the knowledge for a longer
period.
Prince (2004) discussed the types of active learning exercises that have been incorporated
into Engineering courses. The main distinguishing feature between active learning exercises
and a take-home assignment is that they are completed in the classroom at lecture times.
There are three kinds: (a) collaborative learning, (b) cooperative learning and (c) problembased learning. Collaborative learning includes small groups of students working together
while cooperative learning includes a small group of students in which each are individually
assessed (Bruffee 1995). In Engineering, cooperative learning and problem-based learning
are the most common. The study highlights that the results from problem-based learning
varies and that in some cases the improvement is marginal. To produce deep understanding,
they need to be designed around learning outcomes and promote engagement from the
students (Wiggins and McTighe 1998, Forbes et al. 2001). Active learning has been seen to
have the highest impact on courses with 50 or fewer students and was shown to have a
positive effect on learning, evidenced by reduced failure rates (Freeman et al. 2013).
Feedback to students during the course is an important tool to aid in their learning. However,
providing feedback to students has been identified as one of the weakest aspects in higher
education teaching. A solution to improving this weakness is to conduct formative
assessments. Such assessments are used to provide feedback, both to the lecturer (on how
much the students know the material) and to the students (how much they have learned and
what is expected of them) (Dixson and Worrell 2016). Formative assessments are also
known as “early-warning summative” assessments and “assessments for learning”. They can
be included during class times to engage students with the lecture material and keep
learners’ minds in the classroom during teaching (Dibu-Ojerinda 2006). Formative
assessments challenge the learner to think deeply about the content and discourage surface
learning. How the feedback is provided has an effect on the students’ learning. If feedback is
transmitted to the students on the right and wrong elements of their academic work, then
students can become empowered to develop self-regulation skills. Such skills are required in
the profession, particularly in Engineering, where you are made accountable for any
mistakes. Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick (2007) discussed the seven principles of good
feedback. One of them is to encourage the teacher-student dialogue around learning.
Teacher needs to clarify what is the standard performance and how students can close the
gap between current and desired performance.
A fundamental question across the science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) disciplines is whether we should ask or we should tell (Freeman et al. 2013).
Many STEM courses (Freeman et al. 2013) have been including active learning in one form
or another. However, lecturers commonly worry that not as much material can be covered by
deviating from the traditional model. Buck (2016) states, in defence of the traditional
transmissive model, that a skilled lecturer can present the material so effectively that the
material seems clear, even to the most naïve listener. However, is this full mastery of the
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material? Without a chance to apply the content, is the student truly able to achieve mastery
in their learning? Graduates are expected to have full mastery of their subject area. They are
perceived by the industry personnel to be the ones who bring fresh and exciting knowledge
with them from the university. As such, mastery of the subject area is important not only for
their employability but also for their career growth. As lecturers, it is our duty to ensure that
students had the opportunity to practice the concepts. Simply providing lecture notes cannot
be expected to produce full mastery of the subject. Active learning exercises can assist with
this issue by allowing the students to apply the content in class under the support of their
peers and the lecturer. By asking questions instead of telling about the material can be an
effective way to teach. It provides students with an opportunity to engage their minds. This
ends up allowing the students take ownership of their learning which will inenviably lead to
better understanding of the subject (Stegemann and Sutton-Brady 2013).

Description of the module’s re-design
Development of learning outcomes
Setting goals at the beginning of class can provide clarity on what is expected from the
students (Martin 2006). It also provides for the instructor a way to focus the teaching
material. One way of setting these goals is to develop learning outcomes. Learning outcomes
inform students about what they are expected to know from a course or module. Once they
are set, the course content can be delivered by creating teaching/learning activities which will
help the students to achieve the learning outcomes. Assessments can be used to test if the
learning outcomes have been met. This concept is known as “constructive alignment”,
developed by John Biggs in the 1996 (Wang et al. 2013). Constructive alignment is a useful
tool for teaching, particularly for early career academics. The concept helps create a road
map when creating new lecture materials and assessments.
Bloom’s taxonomy (Adams 2015 ) was used to develop the new learning outcomes of the
teaching material for the module I was teaching. These learning outcomes were presented at
the beginning of the lecture notes. Bloom provides a list of verbs and the relative effort
required to achieve them by the learner (Stegemann and Sutton-Brady 2013). For example,
the verb “summarise” places the expectation on the student to memorize and repeat the
concept, whereas the term “analyse” requires the learner to draw a connection among the
ideas taught and apply them to a problem. In formulating the outcomes, typical questions the
teacher can ask themselves are “What do I want my students to be able to do?” and “What
do I want my students to appreciate/ value?”. Following these questions, the new learning
outcomes I developed are given in Table 1, with the verb for each learning outcome
emphasised. The table shows that several levels of mastery (summarise, understand, create,
analyse) of the subject area are expected from the students.
Table 1: Learning outcomes for new module

Learning outcome 1

Summarise the important concepts in Integrated Public Transport
system’s operation.

Learning outcome 2

Understand the psychological and statistical models used for
travel behaviour.

Learning outcome 3

Create data collection procedures for travel behaviour models.

Learning outcome 4

Analyse current issues related to transport and the future of public
transport.

The learning outcomes were also aligned with two attributes stated in the Postgraduate
Coursework Graduate of the university:
(a) Specialist knowledge: An understanding and appreciation of current issues and debates
in the field of study [first and second learning outcome];
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(b) General intellectual skills and capacities: An ability to analyse information, where
appropriate, using appropriate tools, technologies, and methods [third and fourth learning
outcome].

Development of the active learning exercises
The goal of higher education is to produce individuals who are confident and independent
learners to “sustain a learning society” (Taras 2010). The National Association of Colleges
and Employers (2016) conducted a survey and found the top attributes desired in new
university graduates. Table 2 shows the top five attributes. Team work and communications
skills are among these top five attributes.
Table 2: Attributes employers want to see in new graduates

Attribute

Percentage of Respondents

Leadership

80.1%

Ability to work in a team

78.9%

Communication skills (written)

70.2%

Problem-solving skills

70.2%

Communication skills (verbal)

68.9%

The course had 19 students, 14 of whom were international students (those who did not
complete their undergraduate degree in the country). This dynamic was considered when
developing the activities to engage students. A key motivation for the international students
to undertake a Masters degree is to find a job in the industry. As such, I developed class
activities which will give students an opportunity to work in a team and practice their
communications skills, both written and verbal.
One of the activities was a class discussion. The students had an opportunity to engage in a
group discussion about a specific topic. The discussion was supplemented with recent
magazine articles on the topic. After the students discussed for approximately 30 minutes, a
member was selected to report back to the class. The purpose of this exercise was to allow
the students to express their own views and to learn from their peers. This activity helped the
students to achieve Learning outcome 4. In the Engineering profession, it is a common
practice to have group discussions and this in-class activity gave the international students
an opportunity to practice their verbal communication skills. While I was planning this activity,
I was apprehensive about its success. This is because most international students are
accustomed to the traditional transmissive model of learning (Kember 2000). The class
discussion was very successful; everyone in the class engaged and expressed enthusiasm.
Given its success, for the next class I designed the class notes to have gaps. These gaps
were filled by mini class discussions throughout the lecture.
The second activity comprised of an in-class quiz, worth 5% of the total grade. The questions
in the quiz were designed to help the students meet the first two learning outcomes given in
Table 1. They are:
· Summarise the important concepts in Integrated Public Transport system’s operation.
· Understand psychological and statistical models used for travel behaviour.
Assessments can be an effective way of assisting students’ learning through motivation.
Formative assessments are an important component of teaching as students require
accurate self-assessments to guide their learning process (Marchand and Furrer 2014). As
such, when formative assessment are properly aligned with learning outcomes, the feedback
can be used to help the students achieve them (Wanous et al. 2009). The weight of the
assessment was kept at the lower end as the purpose of this activity was for students to
receive feedback on their learning.
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The quiz was a mixture of multiple choice and short questions. The short questions helped
the international students practice their written communication skills. It is expected that the
feedback will help the students know the gaps in their understanding of the lecture material
and allow them to prepare for the final examination that is worth 50% of the total grade.

Data collection
The data was collected using pre- and post- surveys of teaching the module. This research
method has the advantage of allowing the lecturer to assess the effects of their teaching.
One of the disadvantages is that a control group was not allocated. Given the small class
size, everyone was invited to participate in the survey. The students were handed an
envelope with a number. The number was unknown to me to keep the surveys anonymous.
This helped the students feel comfortable to express their authentic views in the surveys.
Each envelope contained two survey forms and a participant information sheet (PIS). The
survey forms had the same number as the envelope’s number. This allowed the survey
forms to be tracked and compared for analysis. The PIS outlined the objective of the study
and informed students that the surveys have been approved by the university’s Ethics
Committee. Students were also informed that participation is voluntary and that they could
opt out at any point. The survey forms were completed and collected during class time. All
students returned the questionnaires in a box to preserve anonymity. Table 3 provides the
items in the questionnaires and the response options.
Table 3: Items in questionnaires

Question

Response options

Survey 1
Item 1

Does your current job involve any Rate 1 (poor) to 10 (very good)
work on public transport? If “yes”,
please rate from 1 (poor) to 10 (very
good) your confidence in working on
public transport systems.

Item 2

Did you complete your bachelor Yes/No
degree in New Zealand?

Item 3

What kind of class interaction do you Lecturer provides notes only/Inprefer?
class activities along with lectures

Survey 2
Item 4 (links Do you feel more confident about Rate 1 (poor) to 10 (very good)
with Item 1)
working in a job involving public
transport?
Item 5

Did the quiz help you to achieve at Yes(explain)/No(explain)
least one of the learning outcomes?

Item 6

Did the class discussion help you Yes(explain)/No(explain)
achieve at least one of the learning
outcomes?

Results and discussion
Out of 19 students, 16 completed both pre- and post- surveys. Figure 1 shows a comparison
of the students’ personal rating of their knowledge, on the subject area (public transport
systems), before and after the completion of the module. The rating choice given to the
students was 1 is poor and 10 is very good.
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Figure 1: Comparison among students’ knowledge before and after module completion

From the 16 students, two rated themselves 6 and 7 for Item 1 (current job involves public
transport), three rated themselves between 0 and 4 and the rest responded “no” to the
question. Out of the 16 students, 13 were international (those who did not complete their
undergraduate degree in the country). The course commonly attracts many international
students. Those who are domestic students usually work in the transport industry. Out of the
five students who had knowledge of the topic prior to the lectures, three were domestic
students. Figure 1 illustrates that majority of the students perceived that they have gained
sufficient knowledge on the topic after the completion of the module. The increase is
particularly significant for those who did not have any prior knowledge on the topic. The
rating increased for all the students except for Student Number 11. This student perceived
that they did not learn anything from completing the module. In Survey 2, under “other
comments”, this student commented that they did not feel anything new was taught in the
module. The student felt that the material was too basic and they wanted more advanced
knowledge to be taught.
Table 4 provides a summary of the responses from students for Item 3 from the precompletion survey (Survey 1) and items 5 and 6 from the post-completion survey (Survey 2).
For Item 3 (preference for lecture only classes or in-class activities), six students indicated
that they preferred lectures only, while majority of the students (10) preferred lectures with inclass activities. Two of the students who said “yes (Y)” in Survey 1 to in-class activities,
stated that they did not find either the quiz helpful or the class discussion helpful. Student
Number 2 wrote in the survey that the main class discussion was only about one topic.
Student Number 10 stated that they did not find the quiz helpful for their learning.
Majority of the students liked the in-class activities. 8 out of the 16 students stated in Survey
1 that they prefer class activities over lecture only classes and they also agreed that they
found the quiz and class discussion useful exercises in helping them achieve the learning
outcomes. More interestingly, 6 out of the 16 students stated in Survey 1 that they prefer
lecture only classes and in Survey 2 agreed to finding the quiz and class discussion useful in
their learning. The main reasons why the students found the quiz helpful was that it gave
them an opportunity to review the lecture material and be proactive in their study. The quiz
also allowed them to understand the key points of the material.
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Table 4: Summary of responses from the students
PRE-MODULE SURVEY (Survey 1)

POST MODULE SURVEY (Survey 2)

Student
Number

Prefer in-class
activity

Prefer lectures
only

Found quiz
helpful

Found class
discussion helpful

1

Y

N

Y

Y

2

Y

N

Y

N

3

Y

N

Y

Y

4

N

Y

Y

Y

5

Y

N

Y

Y

6

N

Y

Y

Y

7

Y

N

Y

Y

8

N

Y

Y

Y

9

Y

N

Y

Y

10

Y

N

N

Y

11

N

Y

Y

Y

12

N

Y

Y

Y

13

Y

N

Y

Y

14

Y

N

Y

Y

15

Y

N

Y

Y

16

N

Y

Y

Y

From the comments made by the students in Survey 2, it was clear that the quiz helped the
students achieve Learning Outcome 1 which is “Summarise the important concepts in
Integrated Public Transport system’s operation” more than Learning Outcome 2 “Understand
psychological and statistical models used for travel behaviour”. This result is logical as most
of the questions in the quiz where short-answer questions which targeted Learning Outcome
1 more than 2. As for the in-class discussions, the main reasons students found it useful was
because they could engage with the material, hear the opinions of their peers and express
their own views.
Overall, the feedback from the students showed the usefulness of the constructive alignment
concept when creating new lecture material. The learning outcomes were connected to the
student engagement activity and the formative assessment; this produced an overall positive
feedback from the students.

Conclusion
One of our main responsibilities as new staff members is to become involved in existing
courses. This task at first feels daunting. There are expectations on how the course should
be taught, as it was previously done by senior academics. Sometimes we receive previous
lecture notes that have been taught for years and other times we are required to create
completely new lecture materials. As a new staff member, I was asked to take one of the four
modules of an Engineering postgraduate course. I took this responsibility as an opportunity
to deviate from the traditional transmissive model and adopted the concept of constructive
alignment. In this paper, I described the changes made in the redesigned module. I
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developed four new learning outcomes and included two main in-class activities (a quiz and
a class discussion) to promote student engagement and assist the students in achieving the
learning outcomes. To evaluate the changes, I conducted pre- and post- module completion
surveys. This was a small class consisting of 19 students, with 16 completing both surveys.
Overall, the feedback from the students was very positive. The result which stood out for me
the most was when 6 students in the pre-completion survey stated that they prefer lecture
only classes and in the post-completion survey agreed to finding the quiz and class
discussion useful in their learning. They found that studying for the quiz gave them an
opportunity to review the material and the class discussion allowed them to hear the opinions
of their peers as well express their own views. This is the type of assistance we want to
provide for our students. As many of the students were international, the two activities also
gave them an opportunity to practice their communication skills (written and verbal). In
conclusion, the redesign of the module was successful. I would encourage new staff
members to try innovative approaches to their teaching. It may feel like a risk, given the high
importance placed on student evaluations, especially for those on a tenure track. However, I
found that taking the risk is well worth it and can be successful if we take the time to carefully
design the tasks. Students appreciate new approaches to teaching.
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SESSION Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process
CONTEXT Large classes, students with diverse educational and cultural backgrounds and a
time poor society are just some of the pressures educators are faced with today. Added to
this is a need to provide students with different opportunities in which to learn. Furthermore,
in this 24/7 switched-on world, students expect to be able to learn at a time and place other
than in a classroom. It was with this in mind that the concept of a weekly Smart Quiz was
integrated into a Petroleum Engineering face-to-face course, providing students with an
opportunity to test their knowledge in a low risk, stress free environment. Additionally, it
provided students and educators with an opportunity to identify and tackle misconceptions
sooner, rather than later.

PURPOSE Research was carried out in order to assess whether given a choice, students
would engage with and make use of the Smart Quiz. In addition, evaluating students’
perception of learning online, and their attitude towards instant, adaptive feedback took
place.

APPROACH In order to carry out this research Smart Sparrow’s Adaptive eLearning
Platform was utilised. The platform is an instructional content and design tool usually used to
create adaptive tutorials. However, in this study it was used to create Smart Quizzes. The
major difference between these Smart Quizzes and traditional ones is the instant, adaptive
feedback generated as students interact with the activities and questions provided. The
Smart Quiz was launched after students had attended face-to-face lectures and tutorials
where the various topics were taught and discussed.
Data was collected via a participant’s online questionnaire in order to gain insight into
students’ attitudes and perceptions. The questionnaire consisted of questions in the form of a
five point Likert scale, as well as open ended questions. Furthermore, data from the
analytics engine in the platform was used to gather information relating to student usage of
the Smart Quizzes.

RESULTS Students were overwhelmingly accepting of the Smart Quiz concept, with the
vast majority of the class accessing them. This included students across the academic
spectrum. In addition, 89.3% of students agreed or strongly agreed that the feedback
generated was helpful. In regards to identifying their preferred feedback style, they reported
the ‘try again’ feedback that included a hint, extremely helpful.

CONCLUSIONS In conclusion, students were extremely accepting of the Smart Quiz
concept. Without external incentives, students eagerly took control of their learning, making
use of the Quizzes in order to support their learning. The ability to access the Smart Quizzes
when they wanted, where they wanted and being able to work through them at a pace that
suited them was not only evident by the responses provided in the questionnaire, but in the
data captured from the analytics engine.
KEYWORDS feedback, adaptive learning, blended learning.
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Introduction
Students and educators are constantly faced with time pressures. In addition, they are faced
with the complexities which large and diverse classes pose (Baik, Naylor, & Arkoudis, 2015;
Tisdell, 2017). Added to this, is the pressure educators are under to provide students with
engaging, personalised learning opportunities. From a student’s perspective, the need to
juggle studies with work commitments has led to an expectation of more flexible learning
environments (French & Kennedy, 2017). The advancement of technology has provided
educators with a means to adapt the way they teach and the opportunities they provide for
their students.
Learning takes time and effort and requires a variety of learning opportunities. There is no
one-size-fits-all solution, particularly as students’ needs and abilities differ. Papert (1993)
proposes that for learning to take place, students need to be actively engaged in the process.
In addition, they need to be able to take charge of their learning. Furthermore, Kirschner,
Sweller, and Clark (2006), have shown that novice learners benefit from explicitly guided
tasks and activities. Added to this knowledge, is the importance feedback plays in learning
(Hattie, 2015; Narciss, 2013; Shute, 2008). When classes are large and diverse, however,
this is not always easily accomplished.
Online resources involve major in-depth planning. They take time and effort to create. It is
therefore beneficial to gain insight into students’ attitudes towards such resources.
Additionally, it is useful to understand whether there is a particular type of student who would
voluntarily make use of them. If online resources are to be embraced by students, evidence
is needed regarding potential benefits they may offer; with a specific focus on the role
feedback may play.
We describe a real-world study carried out in a 3rd year petroleum engineering course that
integrated online adaptive quizzes into a regular face-to-face course. The specific questions
considered were:
1. Given a choice, would students voluntarily engage with Smart Quizzes as a way of
supporting their learning that could lead to improved subject confidence and
understanding?
2. Would students’ perceive the inclusion of instant, adaptive feedback to be beneficial
and would they have a preference to the type and structure of the feedback?
3. Would educators be able to effectively guide and support students’ understanding of
complex content from afar?

Background
Students enrolled in a Petroleum Engineering course attended a two hour face-to-face
lecture once a week as well as a one hour smaller face-to-face tutorial group. The tutorial
occurred prior to the lecture, where students were provided with a question they were
required to solve in groups facilitated by tutors. The lecture that followed the tutorial
concentrated on advanced and complex areas of the topic. At set times in the course,
students completed assessments and/or examinations where they received summative
feedback on their progress. One of the aims of the course was to introduce students to
background knowledge in numerical reservoir simulations whilst guiding them in how to solve
engineering problems. The lecturer involved in the course recognized a need to provide
students with learning opportunities that would enable students to rehearse, recall, reinforce
and review their knowledge, despite the large and diverse class. He also wanted to provide
his students with a safe environment where they could learn without fear of failure (Hattie &
Yates, 2013). Thus, in order to provide students with an additional learning opportunity, it
was decided to create a weekly online quiz with the aim of supporting and guiding students
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from afar. We were also interested in whether the quizzes would be used by students, if they
didn’t count towards their course grades.
The proposed quiz was to take the form of an adaptive quiz that included instant feedback,
and was referred to as a Smart Quiz (SQ). The aim of the quiz was to provide students with a
flexible opportunity to practice and test their understanding in a low-risk, stress-free
environment, that also allowed them to learn from their errors (Hattie & Yates, 2013). It was
decided that the resources would not simply digitize lecture notes, but rather aim to provide
students with a more personalised interactive and engaging learning opportunity. Moreover,
students could learn at a time, place and pace that suited them.
The SQs created, were based on the structure of adaptive tutorials created on Smart
Sparrow’s™ Adaptive eLearning Platform (AeLP). The AeLP is a web-based, instructional
design and content authoring tool enabling educators to create interactive, and adaptive
online resources that included the ability to generate instant, adaptive feedback. This
platform was selected as it enables educators to maintain their pedagogical ownership of the
resources created. It also does not require any specific programming skills. Furthermore, it
enables educators to gain ‘inside information’ on their students use of the resource via the
analytics engine (Ben-Naim, Velan, Marcus, & Bain, 2010; Marcus, Ben-Naim, & Bain, 2011).
Quizzes traditionally provide students with summative feedback. However, as this resource
was specifically aimed at guiding and supporting learning and not being used purely as a
testing resource, it was decided to use formative feedback, allowing the feedback to become
part of the learning process. Different feedback types were used, depending on the level and
complexity of the question. At the very least, feedback messages included verification such
as ‘knowledge of response’, which identified an answer as being correct or incorrect.
Elaborated feedback was used where questions were deemed to be more complex.
Feedback included ‘knowledge of response’ with an explanation (Kulhavy & Stock, 1989;
Mason & Bruning, 2001; Narciss, 2013).

Method
Material
The SQs were created using Smart Sparrow’s™ Adaptive eLearning Platform (AeLP). The
inclusion of instant, adaptive feedback which adapts to students’ interactions is a major
difference between the Smart Quizzes in this study compared with traditional style quizzes.
The first quiz was implemented in week 7 of Semester 2, 2016 followed by a second quiz a
week later. The quizzes were uploaded to the course LMS, launching in the relevant weeks
and remaining open a further three weeks leading up to the examination period.

Structure of SQs
The SQs consisted of between six and eight questions, with each question or activity linked
to relevant adaptive feedback. All questions and feedback were developed by the course
lecturer.

Figure 1: Examples of incorrect and correct feedback messages
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A variety of feedback styles were utilised, depending on the type and complexity of the
question. Most of the feedback messages included verification as well as elaborate feedback
that consisted of a hint or further information (Kulhavy & Stock, 1989). At the most basic
level, the feedback reflected ‘knowledge of response’, indicating to the student that their
answer was correct, or incorrect. If an answer was incorrect, students were provided with
‘multiple try’ feedback. This was ‘knowledge of response’ with a hint or guidance as to what
they may have missed, or what they needed to consider in order to be given another
opportunity to answer the question. If they were still unable to answer the question, they
were either directed to their notes, or other resources, or they were provided with an
explanation that took the form of a worked example and were able to continue with the SQ
and their learning process. Where students answered a question correctly, they received
‘knowledge of correct response’ feedback. This included verification that the answer was
correct, as well as an explanation of the correct answer. This explanation was provided so
that students who may have guessed the answer, or who may not have been completely
sure of their answer, could benefit.
The three attempts ‘multiple try’ feedback method was specifically selected for use, rather
than ‘answer-until-correct’ feedback style in order to prevent students from becoming
frustrated or finding themselves caught in a loop if unable to answer a question. This in itself
could possibly add to a students’ unnecessary cognitive overload.
There were no time restrictions and students where not restricted by the number of times
they utilised the quiz. This enabled student to take control of their learning, allowing them to
identify when, where and how they chose to best make use of the resource. Although there
were no assessment marks associated with the quizzes, game points were embedded into
the various questions and activities, allowing students to see how they fared. These points
were included as a motivational factor and were summative in nature.

Data
To gain insight into the students’ learning experience, attitudes and perceptions, data was
collected via a participant’s online questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of five point
Likert scale type questions, as well as open ended questions regarding students’ likes and
dislikes. Furthermore, data from the analytics engine was extracted, relating to the students’
use and interaction with the Smart Quizzes.
Data gained from the analytics engine could highlight particular areas where students may
have experienced misconceptions, allowing educators to adapt their teaching accordingly.

Results
This study consisted of both Australian and international students in a first year petroleum
engineering course. Student’s responses indicated that 43% (n=48) came from English
speaking backgrounds, with 57% (n=64) of students coming from a variety of non-English
speaking backgrounds. Of the 113 students enrolled in the course, 107 students responded
to the question relating to gender, with 62% (n=66) of students identifying as male and 38%
(n=41) of students identifying as female.
Given a choice, would students voluntarily engage with Smart Quizzes as a way of
supporting their learning, that could lead to improved subject confidence and
understanding?
In order to assess whether there was a particular academic type of student who elected to
access the SQs, the university weighted average mean (WAM) score of participants were
analysed. WAMs are generated by the university based on all the courses a student has
completed. Results from the analysis of the 74 participants involved, indicated that students
across the academic range elected to make use of the SQs, with the largest group 38%
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(n=28) made up of ‘Credit’ students, followed by 31% (n=23) ‘Distinction’ and 22% (n=16)
‘Pass’ students.
Students overwhelmingly embraced the Smart Quizzes. Of the 113 students enrolled in the
course, 96.9% (n=107) of students elected to use the week 7 SQ and 92.9% (n=105) of
students, used the week 8 SQ, with a 100% completion rate of the quizzes in both weeks.
The SQs remained open until the examination period, with students continuing to make use
of them leading up to the morning of the examination. In addition, from student logs, it was
seen that students made us of the quizzes at all times of the day and night, including the very
early hours of the morning.
Of the 62 students who elected to take part in the participant questionnaire, 84% (n=47) of
students, agreed or strongly agreed that the quiz had enhanced their knowledge and
understanding of the subject matter. This included 78.5% (n=44) of students who agreed or
strongly agreed that the quiz had enhanced their understanding of complex formulas
required in the subject.
Would students’ perceive the inclusion of instant, adaptive feedback to be beneficial
and would they have a preference to the type and structure of the feedback?
In order to assess students’ attitudes to the instant, adaptive feedback they had received in
the SQs, students were asked to identify their preferred feedback type. They reported that
when an answer was correct, they preferred receiving feedback that included the correct
answer as part of the feedback message, with 100% of students finding that extremely
helpful or helpful. The try again feedback, without any sort of hint, or guidance was identified
by 65% of students as being the least helpful.
Table 1: Students' response to different feedback types

Extremely
Helpful

Neither
helpful, nor
unhelpful

Helpful

Unhelpful

Very
Unhelpful

CORRECT + NO answer

16%

14.5%

17%

37%

16%

CORRECT + answer

56%

44%

0%

0%

0%

Try again + NO
hint/guidance

12%

12%

11%

38%

27%

Try again + hint/guidance

61%

37%

0%

0%

2%

Feedback - link to notes

42%

47%

9%

0%

2%

Out of the 62 students who completed the participant questionnaire, 98.4% (n=61) of
students reporting having found the feedback clear and easy to follow, with only 1.6% (n=1)
unsure. Furthermore, 89.3% (n=50) of students agreed or strongly agreed that the feedback
they received had been effective and helpful to their learning. In addition, in the open ended
question regarding what students liked most about the SQs, the theme of feedback came up.
Below are some of the comments they made:
“I felt encouraged on my way to the right answer instead of stressing over it. That it was clear
and simple with answers and hints.”
“Instant Feedback, Multiple attempts and Reasons why an answer is correct or incorrect”
“The instant feedback is actually very handy to have since it can alert you to small details
that you might have missed.”
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Would educators be able to effectively guide and support students’ understanding of
complex content from afar?
Data captured in the analytics engine provides educators with insight into students’
interaction with the platform. Educators are able to drill down to see how many students are
answering a question correctly and whether the feedback being generated is leading to a
positive outcome or not. Furthermore, this information provides educators with insight into
whether students are possibly experiencing misconceptions, allowing them to adjust their
teaching or if necessary the question being asked.

Figure 2: Figure 2: A solution trace graph indicating students' attempts on Question 6

Figure 2, shows a solution trace graph where only verification feedback was generated in a
calculation type question that did not include elaborate feedback. The correct verses
incorrect response rate on students’ second attempt was very low.
In comparison, as seen in Figure 3, in a question that included both verification and elaborate
feedback, the feedback provided on the second and third attempts produced 59 correct
responses, with only 3 students having to be given the correct answer and explanation
before moving on.

Figure 3: Solution trace graph of students attempts when verification feedback used

In addition, the lecturer noted that the insight students were able to gain from having made
use of the SQs, allowed him to set a far more conceptual type of examination question than
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in previous years where this resource did not exist. Instead of students being asked to simply
derive a generic equation, he was able to give them an equation and ask them in-depth
questions on their observations and understanding of the situation.

Discussion & Conclusions
Students are unique, with different prior knowledge and individual needs. This diversity is
difficult to address in large classes. By integrating technology into face-to-face classes,
educators can attempt to tackle some of the issues they face in teaching and learning today.
Our study found that an average of 94.9% of students accessed the Smart Quizzes (SQs). It
was evident, that despite the lack of external incentives, students across the academic
spectrum elected to utilise the quizzes at all hours of the day and night. It also showed that
98% of students preferred the use of ‘knowledge of response’ with elaborated feedback
when they got a question wrong. Furthermore, evidenced by the 100% completion rate each
week, and the overwhelmingly positive comments related to formative feedback, students
found the SQs valuable to their learning. As novice learners, learning a complex topic, this
resource provided students with support and guidance that enabled them to effectively
engage in their learning at a time, place and pace that suited them. In essence, the SQs
provided a guided learning context which has been shown by many to support and improve
learning outcomes (Kirschner et al., 2006). The SQs did not only provide students with
evidence of their knowledge level, but also provided lecturers with insight into the students
learning. Input from the lecturer revealed that students appeared to have gained a greater
depth in their knowledge compared to students in previous years.
It is noted that future studies could include a comparison of learning outcomes in the form of
marks in order to measure learning outcomes.
The Smart Quizzes did not duplicate what was done in class, nor did they attempt to replace
the educators, but instead provided students and educators with an effective, complementary
learning and teaching opportunity, enabling students to be supported from afar.
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SESSION: C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching
process
CONTEXT Postgraduate student education is a highly dynamic environment that
experiences significant fluctuations in regard to the make-up of the student cohort and their
educational expectations. Like all educators, we seek the best learning and teaching
methods to maximise student outcomes. Therefore, the educator must be dynamic and
embrace the notion that varying teaching and learning approaches may be necessary – even
in the same course/subject.

PURPOSE The aim of this study was to examine how fee-paying coursework postgraduate
students perceive different teaching approaches in a traditional-type of course/subject and,
therefore, what approaches should be improved/pursued/adopted in the near future.
APPROACH Over a three-year period, a new postgraduate course delivered to cohort of
students with diverse educational and cultural backgrounds was examined to see how
different teaching approaches were perceived by the students. The course/subject is
contained within a traditional chalk-and-talk program taken (mostly) by fee-paying (chiefly
overseas) postgraduate students. Two approaches were used sequentially during the
delivery of the course - the first was the approach of interactive lectures and supportive
tutorials, while the second was based on problem-based learning and with supportive
workshops. At the end of the course, formal feedback was obtained from students to see
how they perceived the teaching approaches used, and where improvements can be made.
RESULTS Results from the formal student surveys indicated that students appreciated both
methods of delivery, with high satisfaction results being achieved for both approaches. The
students showed no preference of teaching approach employed, and their performance—as
assessed through formal measures (assignments, exams, reporting and presentations)—
again showed that both teaching approaches were successful. Informal feedback was also
obtained, and it was clear that students felt that the professionalism and availability of the
staff were factors that were critical to achieving high student satisfaction outcomes.
CONCLUSIONS It was concluded that the exact method of delivery of the course
components did not have a significant impact on the learning perceptions of the students,
which was similarly reflected in their assessable items. Both methodologies, and their
combined impact, proved highly satisfying to the students. It was apparent that the main
factors influencing students were professionalism and accessibility to the staff which, while
known, seems to be critical to the postgraduate cohort.
KEYWORDS Postgraduate education, learning styles, flexible delivery
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Introduction
With the changing educational environment throughout the world, there are growing
demands on educators to be proactive in determining what is the best educational approach
to our postgraduate and undergraduate tertiary students. Indeed, this extends to all forms of
educational environments, including the TAFE and professional sectors, across all
disciplines, with engineering education being just one of them.
Postgraduate student education is a highly dynamic environment that experiences significant
fluctuations with regards to the makeup of the student cohort and their educational
expectations. This is due in part to the students’ varied cultural backgrounds and learning
approaches. Like all educators, we seek the best learning and teaching methods to maximise
student outcomes (eg Felder et al, 1995 and Mason et al, 2012). Therefore, the modern
educator must be dynamic and embrace the notion that varying teaching and learning
approaches may be necessary within a degree (or graduate diploma, etc) program, and even
in the same subject (which, in some universities, is referred to as a unit and even a course).
Interestingly, Prince (2004) found that that “there is broad but uneven support for the core
elements of active, collaborative, cooperative and problem-based learning.” However, as
time progresses the concept of flexible teaching and learning approaches is gaining greater
credibility.
It has been known for a while that the so-called traditional chalk-and-talk approach is not an
ideal method of education in many contexts. For example, Mills and Treagust (2003) stated
that: “The use of project-based learning as a key component of engineering programs should
be promulgated as widely as possible, because it is certainly clear that any improvement to
the existing lecture-centric programs that dominate engineering would be welcomed by
students, industry and accreditors alike.” More recently, published work such as Ramsden
(2003), Bishop and Verleger (2013), Sano et al (2014) and Borras-Gene et al (2016) reveal
that different approaches have different impacts on the engineering student’s learning ability.
Significantly, the approaches are varied, there is no “one-size-fits-all” approach and they do
not all follow the traditional approaches.
Connor et al (2015) pointed out that: “the only real limitation on cultivating such approaches
is the disciplinary egocentrism of traditional engineering educators”. As such, the aim of this
study was to examine how fee-paying coursework postgraduate engineering students
perceived different teaching approaches in a traditional type of course/subject; and therefore,
what approaches should be improved/pursued/adopted in the near future to help enhance
the student education experience.

Approach
To look at how students may be impacted through a varied educational approach, this smallscale study was conducted over a three-year period within an initially new postgraduate civil
engineering course (in 2015), and delivered to a cohort of students with a diverse
educational history (though generally based upon traditional civil engineering training). The
students had wide-ranging cultural experiences and, therefore, presented a range of (nonquantified but observed) learning styles and expectations. The course used in this study was
entitled “Advanced Water Engineering Practice”. It was contained within a traditional chalkand-talk delivered style masters of engineering program taken mostly by full fee-paying
postgraduate students who mostly came from overseas.
The objective of the course was/is: “Throughout history, human civilization has developed
near coastal water bodies. Unfortunately, this essential resource is relatively under threat
due to climate variability. Therefore, it is essential that this scarce resource is carefully
managed to ensure sustainability of both the natural and built environments. The main
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purpose of this course is to investigate recent developments in the engineering principles
and processes that are applied to the design and management of sustainable water
engineering related projects. It introduces students to advanced engineering design practice
utilising real world design exercises and international design codes. The course delivery
mode is a combination of lectures, labs and project based workshops. Professionals from
industry may be invited to present case studies on with particular emphasis on Australia.”
This is a rather generic descriptor, with little detail of how the course was to be delivered. To
resolve this, students were informed at the beginning of the course that they would
experience different teaching approaches throughout, to ensure they would keep an open
mind about it. However, they were not made aware beforehand of exactly what the
approaches would be.
The course used two sequentially delivered and distinctive learning modules/approaches.
The first was the approach of interactive lectures and supportive tutorials, with the tutorials
being aimed at working through real engineering problems in a classroom-style setting. This
is considered the more normal type of chalk-and-talk approach—albeit that we certainly do
not use chalk, and the talking was heavily focussed on students interacting in the lectures
and tutorial spaces. It was not a passive delivery approach, but more of an interactive one
aimed at enhancing student engagement. These activities were conducted through the first
half of the course, with the student’s knowledge being assessed through a problem-based
assignment and a mid-semester exam.
The second approach used in the course began after the completion of the mid-semester
exam. In this part an open-ended problem was set for the students to work through, come up
with a solution for, and report on their findings as a team. Rather than lectures, workshops
were used, and these were aimed at giving supportive answers to student questions. At the
end of this part of the course the students delivered a written report and delivered an oral
presentation. The open-ended problem followed on from the initial part of the course and,
therefore, they could use the knowledge gained in that section to assist their project
formulation and design. For the first two years one academic member delivered the first part,
while another delivered the second. In the third year one academic delivered both parts,
following the same delivery philosophy.
Formal student feedback was obtained from students at the end of the course to see how
they perceived the teaching approaches used, and where they felt improvements could be
made. This feedback consisted of both Likert scale data and general comments on the
course.

Results and discussion
The results from the formal student surveys used to evaluate the course are presented in
Table 1. Students were asked various questions covering their course experience and, for
the first two years of delivery, they were also directly asked their thoughts on the two delivery
methods.
The results from the surveys, shown in Table 1, clearly indicate students appreciated both
methods of delivery, with high satisfaction rates being achieved for both approaches. Indeed,
within one standard deviation, there was no statistical difference. This was the case across
all questions asked, which covered the assessments, feedback and teaching. The results
clearly showed the students had no preference of the teaching approach employed and their
performance, as assessed through the formal measures (assignments, exam, reporting and
presentations), also showed that the teaching approach used had minimal impact on their
performance. That is, the actual teaching method did not influence the overall student
performance or how well they perceived their learning experience. This is significant, as
there are often calls for educators to move towards non-traditional approaches, but we feel it
is usually the quality of the educator that has the greatest impact on student learning and
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student satisfaction. Hence, one should not always be pushed to use a particular approach,
but instead use that which is most engaging to the staff/student education experience.
Table 1: Formal student feedback with regards to various course related questions. The
student could respond with a value of 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree
and 5 = strongly agree)
2017
Year of Offer

2016

6/11 Student responses

2017

10/24 Student responses

13/44 Student responses

Mean

Std Dev

Mean

Std Dev

Mean

Std Dev

This course was wellorganised

4.7

0.5

4.5

0.5

4.4

0.9

The assessment was clear
and fair

4.3

0.5

4.4

0.7

4.2

0.9

I received helpful feedback
on my assessment work

4.5

0.8

4.4

0.8

4.5

0.9

This course engaged me in
learning

4.7

0.5

4.5

0.5

4.6

0.5

The teaching (lecturers,
tutors, online etc) on this
course was effective in
helping me to learn

4.7

0.5

4.6

0.5

4.7

0.6

Overall, I am satisfied with
the quality of this course

4.7

0.5

4.4

0.7

4.5

0.7

The PBL cases were
relevant and up-to-date

4.5

0.6

4.1

0.7

---

---

4.7

0.5

4.5

0.5

---

---

4.5

0.6

4.2

0.6

---

---

Question

The {theoretical part (first
half) used} in this course
assisted my learning
The {workshop and
problem-based learning
approach (second half)
used} in this course
assisted my learning

To help explain the numerical score results, examination of the written student feedback
(presented in Table 2) clearly showed that these mature students really appreciated both the
professional approach taken by the academic staff and the clarity of their required tasks.
Additional feedback was obtained through informal discussions during the teaching periods.
One point that became very clear from this was that the students strongly felt that
professionalism and availability of the staff were critical factors for achieving high student
satisfaction outcomes. That is, students appreciated direct access to knowledgeable and
supportive staff (in this case the teaching team, which consisted of two academic staff and
no tutors) who deliberately made time for them. In order to manage this in a way that did not
encroach too much on staff time, the professional approach to office hours was enforced.
The students certainly appreciated this, which is not surprising as we are training
professional engineers. This is in keeping with the findings of Uzun and Senturk (2010), who
found that a blended group of education approach resulted in students attaining better
course achievement.
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Table 2: Written feedback from students for a given year
2015
this course have well combination of the traditional learning approach and workshop with waste water treatment
plan design.
Knowledge about water treatment plant are great and really useful for me. Also the seminar about pond design
was great.
Theory was very clear
the project is good
2016
I found the teacher-student relationship very helpful.
Lecturers were very helpful and confident. Topic was very interesting and encouraging.
The topic is interesting, and the knowledge will be beneficial.
how to analysis and design the some particular structures I able to know information and able to gain some
knowledge
2017
I learnt how to apply theories in practical aspect. It gave me the interest to learn further about this subject.
This course made more familiar with coastal functions and how to design a coastal structure
The way the assignment make you think in practical manner was excellent.
The course convenor has a rigorous teaching attitude and a sense of responsibility.
Clear method and process to learn
The lecturer is patient and helpful.
Very well designed. The assessment plan was nicely balanced. Breakup of learning within lectures and tutorials
was a good idea to make the course look settle.

In order to investigate the correlation between the SECs and the marks attained, their mean
values were compared with those of other courses taken in the same semesters (Tables 3
and 4).
Table 3: Comparison of course marks attained at the end of the semester for this course and
the three others held in the same semester (out of 100), 2015-2017
2015

2016

2017

Mean

This course

64.36

64.96

62.68

64.00

Course 2

72.71

71.33

68.07

70.70

Course 3

72.71

61.89

68.38

67.66

Course 4

65.83

66.46

73.00

68.43

Mean of other courses

70.42

66.56

69.81

68.93

Table 4: Comparison of student responses to the question “Overall, I am satisfied with the
quality of this course” for this course and the three others held in the same semester (out of 5),
2015-2017
2015

2016

2017

Mean

This course

4.70

4.40

4.50

4.53

Course 2

4.50

4.40

4.20

4.37

Course 3

3.80

4.20

4.30

4.10

Course 4

3.50

3.70

3.70

3.63

Mean of other courses

3.93

4.10

4.07

4.03
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As shown in Table 3, the average marks attained in this course were always lower than the
mean marks of other courses in the last three years (about 5%). By contrast, the SECs of
this course were always higher than those of other courses during the same period. Table 3
displays that on average the SEC of this course was about 0.5 (more than 10%) higher. This
indicates there is no direct relationship between the marks and SECs of course, and higher
SECs are not due to higher marks attained by students.

Conclusions
It was concluded that the exact method of delivery of the course components did not have a
significant impact on the learning perceptions of the students, which was similarly reflected in
their assessable items. Both methodologies, and their combined impact, proved highly
satisfying to the students. It was apparent that the main factors influencing student
satisfaction levels were professionalism and accessibility to the staff in a timely and
meaningful manner.
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Experiential Learning in Project Management Education
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STRUCTURED ABSTRACT
CONTEXT
Project Management (PM) is a relatively new discipline that has experienced significant
growth and acceptance over the last decade. The advance of the PM profession can be
related to the continual evolution of the field from its engineering origins into a generally
applicable management discipline. The increasing adoption and genericity of PM has seen
the Project Management Institute (PMI) predict a significant talent gap with over 15 million
new PM roles projected to be added globally by 2020. The growing demand for project
managers has given rise to significant changes in PM education and the development of
project professionals.

PURPOSE
The research question to be addressed is how the practice-oriented discipline of PM, can
utilise experiential learning in Capstone projects to improve the learning outcomes of
inexperienced PM students.

APPROACH
The role of Universities in the formal education of PMs has increased in recent times,
marking a shift from previously offered technical PM training and professional certification usually taken as an adjunct to on-the-job training. The need to educate PM concepts and
tools to inexperienced students represents new challenges to educators. Capstone projects
presents an opportunity to investigate PM students’ perception of the value of experiential
learning in acquiring practical PM competencies.
The contribution to knowledge this paper makes is to explore effective pedagogies
appropriate the education of inexperienced project managers. Mixed methods are applied,
including a student survey supplemented by focus groups, to collect the perceptions of the
PM students about the learnings from their Capstone unit.

RESULTS
The evolving approach to PM education is discussed with the unique challenges of
coordinating a PM Capstone unit that offers an experiential learning opportunity for students.
Preliminary findings from a pilot study of PM Capstone students are presented that indicate
that while student assessment is a significant concern, they felt it developed their
communications and leadership abilities while increasing confidence in their PM capabilities.

CONCLUSIONS
The study indicates the value of PM Capstone units and the key role they can play in the PM
curriculum. Resolution of the unique challenges to experiential learning in PM Capstone units
needs further research adopt the appropriate pedagogies and assessment methods. This
study has wider relevance to the PM profession as it can help set expectations for University
PM programs and the job-readiness of future project managers.
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Introduction
Once upon a time, a project manager could only gain that designation after several years of
distinguished experience in their chosen industry. Technical skills like engineering would be
rewarded with a promotion to the role of project manager. Only two decades ago, senior
managers rated technical competence as the third highest rated characteristic of an effective
project manager (Zimmerer & Yasin, 1998). While this appears a high ranking, the authors
viewed that as evidence of the waning influence of “technical skills and knowledge of the
industry” as a criteria for project manager selection - the other eight out of nine
characteristics were managerial in nature. They suggested the results reflected “a basic
understanding that effectiveness is directly related to the ability of the project manager to
lead and manage more than simply possess exceptional technical skills.”
The role of PM continues to evolve and growing demand (PMI, 2017a) has resulted in new
educational pathways for aspiring project managers. The introduction of PM undergraduate
degrees, and masters programs for graduates with little or no work experience, is a relatively
recent situation that requires more investigation and pedagogical research. While PM
courses once trained individuals after several years of work experience in which they had to
show proficiency, tertiary education of PMs often reverses that situation.
We now find ourselves in the age of generic PM (Basner, 2008; Crawford & Pollack, 2007)
where students can be trained only in PM skills and practices as encapsulated by the PMI’s
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). This is happening even as PMI’s own
Talent Triangle (PMI, 2017b) formally recognises that a Project Management Professional
(PMP) requires PM skills in equal measure with leadership and business competencies.
With PMI’s relatively recent establishment of a framework for PM curricula (Kanabar et al.,
2014), many Australian universities now offer PM degrees which enrol undergraduate
students straight after high school. Students choosing to major in PM may graduate without a
deep knowledge of any specific technical or industry domain; effectively making them generic
project managers. Similarly, postgraduate programs enrol recent graduates with degrees in
other disciplines into PM Graduate Diploma or Masters Programs; their limited work and life
experience essentially presenting PM educators with similar challenges as undergraduate
students.
While technical proficiency in a domain may now be viewed as less important to being seen
as an effective PM, we know little about the pedagogies that are appropriate for these new
circumstances. Even where we might understand the competencies required of a successful
PM practitioner (Cartwright & Yinger, 2007; Vukomanović, Young, & Huynink, 2016) the
educator’s challenge is to help create such an individual. The significant increase in demand
for PMs and the resulting interest in the generic discipline as a career choice requires that we
adapt our educational approach to the new situation and ensure that educational institutions
prepare their PM graduates with the requisite skills and competencies to enter the workplace.
Capstone units have been used by PM educators an integrative course at the conclusion of
the PM curriculum for some time (Cesario, 2001). This paper aims to investigate the
perceived effectiveness of this project-based, experiential learning approach to better
understanding its role in the education of a new generation of PMs. Specifically, we aim to
assess the relative value of the experiential learning over traditional lecture-based teaching
in the PM curriculum. To achieve this, we describe an evolving methodology and overview
preliminary results capturing the challenges faced by educators in the design and delivery of
effective capstone units, and the perceptions of PM students undertaking these programs.
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Methodology
As a relatively new management discipline taught at tertiary level, educators have studied
the application of different approaches to teaching PM knowledge (Shelley, 2015). Our
research objective is to improve the learning outcomes for PM students, specifically those
taking the project-based Capstone units (Schwering, 2015) which provide an opportunity for
experiential learning (Kolb, 1983).
Our research was undertaken in first semester of the 2017 calendar year, with consenting
PM Masters students at the University of Sydney. These students were enrolled in the
Capstone unit in their final semester of the inexperienced PM Masters Program. The
Capstone unit has a duration of 15 weeks inclusive of assessments, and is designed to allow
students to work in small groups to undertake a real-world project. The Capstone project
provides an opportunity for student to consolidate and apply the PM knowledge acquired in
earlier units of study while reflecting on that experience.
Our research design seeks to assess and analyse the student reflections provided as a part
of the Capstone unit, supplemented by focus groups designed to inform the research
question. Ethical approval for this study was received the Human Research Ethics
Committee of the University of Sydney [2017/159] after satisfying concerns about conducting
research with students whose work is also subject to assessment. The conditions stipulated
by the ethics committee has meant that participation has been limited to those students who
provide consent after their student marks have been published and can make themselves
available to participate in the research. These constraints have resulted in refinement of our
methodology with more structured reflections being required of all Capstone students which
serves the dual purpose of better guided student reflections, while collecting their
perceptions of the experiential learning offered by their Capstone project. The student
reflections represent the data which is to be analysed as a part of the research program;
supplemented where possible with focus groups.
This paper describes the first iteration of our research study undertaken at the end of the first
semester of 2017 with PM Masters students who completed the Capstone unit. A description
of the PM Capstone unit and the challenges provides context for the particular circumstances
facing educators. We then present preliminary findings based on qualitative analysis of
student reflections and the results of a focus group comprising five students. While a small
sample, this does provide a pilot for our research approach with the initial content
categorisation offering early insights into the experiences of PM Capstone students. The
results also serve to inform and guide our ongoing research into experiential learning, the
refinement of PM Capstone units and the wider challenges faced by PM educators.

Capstone Challenges
While PM has a growing set of underlying theoretical constructs that have seen it become a
vibrant area of research, it remains a highly practical discipline. Prior to formal degree-level
PM courses being introduced in Universities, PM education was provided by technical
institutes like the Tertiary and Further Education (TAFE) colleges or professional education
bodies.
The PMI has been instrumental in this evolution with the introduction of the PMBOK, and
more recently the formation of the Global Accreditation Centre (GAC) responsible for
accrediting PM related degree programs in universities. While Capstone projects are a
recognised part of the PM curricula (Cesario, 2001; Fan, Thomas, & Anantatmula, 2014),
they do present some unique problems for educators.
Teaching PM generically as a management discipline independent of a specific industry
domain serves to make coordinating PM Capstone units themselves unique. While this is a
consequence of the modern, multi-disciplinary nature of PM, it means that there can be
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peculiarities in the selection and execution of Capstone projects – which in turn provide PM
educators with challenges in assessing the students.
In a PM Capstone, it is the application of PM methods to the project itself that is a key
learning outcome; rather than delivery of the desired product that is the project’s scope. This
has the benefit of giving greater choice to PM students, allowing them to select projects from
any area, on a range of topics – because the topic itself is a secondary objective to the
application of PM principles to the exercise. One consequence of this is that the tension
between the need to produce plans and status reports for the initiative which can result in the
teams neglecting to provide the promised benefits to project sponsors. While this tension
between planning and doing may also be found in PM professionals, educators must be on
guard that assessment methods do not have the unintended result of making students focus
on the creation of PM artefacts at the expense of delivering on the project scope and goals.
Perhaps one of the biggest challenges faced in the Capstone unit is finding suitable realworld projects for the students to undertake. While many institutions put the onus on students
to bring their own topics for their Capstone projects, this is not realistic for inexperienced
students who do not have an employer’s workplace from which to source projects. As a
result, some institutions distribute the problem of finding suitable candidate Capstone
projects across the resident academics, with mixed success. From experience, these
projects can be limiting, offering students’ highly specialised topics that advance the research
interests of the sponsors with limited opportunities to apply and exercise the students’ PM
competencies. Given the nature of a PM Capstone project can be about anything (so long as
there is an opportunity for students to plan and execute the scope within the course’s
timeframe) we have looked to source real-world projects from local, not-for-profit (NFP)
organisations including local PM industry bodies, that has the benefit of providing students
the experience of working with external sponsors who expect an outcome from the project.
The fact that a Capstone project’s learning outcomes and assessments are necessarily
biased (60:40 in our units) towards the creation of PM artifacts rather than delivering the
sponsor’s required scope, meant that students acknowledged they looked to select simpler
projects at the start of the Capstone course. Assessing the value the student teams provided
their sponsors is a difficulty faced by markers due to the variability between the projects. This
is compounded by the fact that the sponsor’s feedback can be unreliable and overly
generous as they do not want to negatively affect the students’ marks.
The execution of the Capstone project by a team, or groups of students represents another
contentious and challenging aspect of a Capstone unit. Our PM Capstone program requires
projects to be conducted in groups of 4-6 students who must together work to deliver the
sponsor’s requirements. Special consideration may be given in exceptional situations, but by
default, all PM Capstone projects are conducted in groups. We are aware that not all PM
Programs insist on Capstone projects working in teams and some Universities have policies
on individual assessment that discourage group work due to the difficulty of gauging an
individual student’s contribution. Yet, most projects in the real-world are undertaken by teams
which surely encounter similar difficulties in rating the contribution of individuals to a team’s
overall performance.
If teamwork is challenging to assess, the team formation process also presents a dilemma.
Many units of studies allow the students to form their own teams, where they work with their
friends or develop collegial relationships, and as a result, students prefer to work with these
colleagues for their PM Capstone projects. While allowing students to self-organise and
select their own teams is clearly the path of least resistance for a Capstone coordinator, this
is not generally an option in industry where teams are more likely formed based upon the
availability of resources. As a result, our Capstone program has chosen to form teams based
on a matching algorithm that can assign teams based on selected individual characteristics
so these teams are balanced in some capabilities (e.g. English language skills) yet share
other characteristics in common (e.g. prior grades or degree of commitment).
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We currently utilise the CATME team formation and peer-evaluation software (Ohland et al.,
2012) in our Capstone units, which provides a means of creating compatible groups and
moderating group assessments based on the teams assessment of each member’s
contribution.

Student Perception of Capstone Projects
Initial content analysis of the Capstone students’ reflective diaries and the one focus group
conducted indicate that the students have some strong views on their Capstone project
experience. The following lists the preliminary findings which indicate the themes that the
authors hope to explore further as more student data is collected:
·

Challenges of teamwork in Capstones
By far the most frequently raised concern of the students was the formation and
performance of Capstone teams. Complaints of team members not doing their share, not
being capable or simply wanting to do the bare minimum were common. Even as peerassessments were used to mitigate the problem of unequal contribution by students
(Rainford, 2014) the students feared that their results were negatively impacted by poorly
performing team members and so the quasi-random team formation method described
above was challenged on several occasions.

·

Development of communications and soft-skills
Even as students reported frustration working with their team members and sometimes
difficult sponsors, they often concluded that the experience provided them valuable
learnings. While they lamented issues they faced with team members, like similar projectbased learning studies (Jollands, Jolly, & Molyneaux, 2012), the students felt this
challenged them to be better communicators and find ways to motivate and lead their
team. Some other examples of learnings included the routine acts of writing emails to
sponsors and preparing for or recording meeting minutes.

·

Value of Capstone units relative to other PM units
When asked specifically about the value their felt their experiential Capstone offered over
the other traditionally thought PM units, the common answer was that it provided the
opportunity to practice or acquire new soft-skills. This was balanced by the opportunity
afforded to plan and execute a small-scale project end to end but the value was
moderated by the nature of the specific project the students worked on.

·

Range of Capstone project candidates
Students felt that there was variability in the Capstone projects that the different teams
worked on and some were too simple or uninteresting. When probed “simple projects”
appeared to be projects that related to organising events or undertaking marketing
activities for PMI or NFP sponsors. They reported that the PM methods “overloaded”
these smaller projects that did not appear to need the full range of PM deliverables that
their assessments required. There was also a dependency on the project sponsor with
students reporting that there was “not a sense of urgency” about some projects. The
suggestion was made that projects from different industries should be offered for those
who wanted to exercise their skills in specific domains.

·

Job readiness
Without significant work experience of their own, the students found their Capstone
project provided them with evidence of an actual project of undertook that they could
discuss in job interviews. Even as there is debate about the role of universities in making
its students work-ready (Moore & Morton, 2017) this view supports earlier finding that
project-based learning experiences are important for developing communication skills
(Jollands et al., 2012) and the Capstone unit can help students gain practical experience
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to meet expectations (Hussain & Mohamad, 2015). Students presenting their Capstone
posters to industry professionals at PMI Chapter events found the opportunity to exercise
their communication skills invaluable, pointing to future collaboration opportunities for
educators to work more closely with industry bodies.
·

Results of undertaking Capstone unit
Asked how the Capstone project changed their perception of their own capabilities, the
focus group participants broadly felt that it improved their personal confidence. What they
had learned in traditionally taught units seemed theoretical with the Capstone providing
them opportunity to apply their PM knowledge and use it to achieve an outcome. Even as
they acknowledged that the one-semester project was only modest in scale, it went
through all the project phases from initiation to delivery. This offered students the
opportunity to practice what they had learned and therefore gain a better understanding
and appreciation of the PM role.

Conclusions and Limitations
The preliminary results reported in this paper indicate that PM students undertaking the onesemester Master Capstone unit had concerns relating to teamwork and assessments, but
overall found value in the experience which gave them the opportunity to apply and
consolidate their learnings from the more traditionally taught PM units. In addition, students
reported that their Capstone project provided real scenarios and learning that they could use
in job interviews to demonstrate their PM knowledge.
Our research results have the limitation of a small sample size that potentially suffered from
selection bias as participation was voluntary and only the more dedicated and engaged
students attended the focus group. However, our research is ongoing and the richness of the
student feedback provides confidence that the methodology is sound. Even with limited data
principally from a single cohort of Masters students, we believe our findings offer important
pointers to the value of incorporating greater experiential learning opportunities for
inexperienced PM students – potentially beyond just the Capstone units this research was
focused upon.
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CONTEXT

While much scholarship has explored the causes of womenÕs underrepresentation in
engineering, very little has explored why certain groups of stakeholders care about
underrepresentation in the first place. Arguments for increasing the numbers of women in
science and engineering tend to fall into several clearly identifiable and recurring discourses,
including equity or social justice, workforce concerns, legal concerns, Òaccess and
legitimacyÓ concerns, and economic competitiveness concerns. However, nearly all prior
research on this topic has been based on written documents. In that sense, sources are
ÔclosedÕ to further inquiry about authorsÕ thoughts or motivations. What happens, then, when
such questions are posed in interviews in which participants are asked to explain or justify
the discourses they engage about why underrepresentation matters?
PURPOSE

The research question addressed in this paper is: Do engineering professors believe that
womenÕs underrepresentation in engineering is a problem that needs to be fixed, and, if so,
why does it matter?
APPROACH

In-depth interviews were conducted with 39 engineering professors at three different
institutions in the United States. Among other questions, participants were asked if they
thought underrepresentation was a problem, and is so, why. Responses to that question
underwent open, and then axial, coding, resulting in three categories of discourses.
RESULTS

By far the most common discourse, with 35 participants mobilising some version of it, was
the idea that increasing the numbers of women in engineering would lead to Ôbetter
engineeringÕ in some way. However, follow up questions revealed that this discourse is in
need of further interrogation. The other two discourses engaged were a social justice
discourse, and that underrepresentation actually is not a problem that needs to be fixed.
CONCLUSIONS

The discourse of Ôbetter engineeringÕ warrants further critical reflection. The finding that some
participants do not understand why underrepresentation matters can provide insight to those
working on change efforts by highlighting issues that they should address in their work.
KEYWORDS

Staff, Professors, Underrepresentation, Discourse
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ProfessorsÕ Discourses on Why Underrepresentation
Matters
Introduction
Rationales for increasing the numbers of women in science and engineering tend to fall into
several clearly identifiable and recurring discourses, including equity or social justice,
workforce concerns, legal concerns, Òaccess and legitimacyÓ concerns, and economic
competitiveness concerns (Beddoes, 2011; Lucena, 2005; Pfatteicher & Tongue, 2002;
Slaton, 2010; Thomas & Ely, 1996). At various times, legal, economic, and social justice
discourses have each been engaged, with economic competitiveness ones being more
common than social justice ones. The various discourses mobilised led to different outcomes
and had different levels of Òsuccess,Ó indicating that the way in which underrepresentation is
problematized shapes the solutions enacted and what they accomplish (Slaton, 2010).
The body of scholarship summarised above is based on written documents. In that sense,
the sources are ÒclosedÓ to further inquiry about authorsÕ thoughts or motivations. What
happens, then, when engineers are asked about these issues in person? To answer that
question, engineering professors were asked if they thought womenÕs underrepresentation in
engineering was problem, and if so, why. This paper presents findings from those interviews.

Methods
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 39 engineering professors at three different
public institutions in different parts of the United States (18 women and 21 men) in 2014 and
2015. The interviews averaged 60 minutes in length and were audio-recorded and
transcribed. They were conducted in-person, except for two that were conducted via Skype.
Interviewees were a mix of Assistant, Associate, and Full professors and from all major
engineering disciplines. Several interviewees also held administrative positions. Seven
identified as Asian or Asian/white, two identified as Black, two identified as Indian, and the
remaining twenty-eight as White. Ten different nationalities were represented. Recruitment
was done through a combination of maximum variation sampling and purposeful random
sampling (Patton, 1990), and recruitment efforts for this project have been discussed in detail
elsewhere (Beddoes, 2015).
The interview protocol was designed to cover a wide range of topics that have been identified
in prior literature as contributing to the gendering of engineering and/or womenÕs
underrepresentation in engineering. The overarching aim of the interviews was to better
understand what and how engineering professors think about gender in engineering,
womenÕs underrepresentation in engineering, and how they make decisions around gender
in their teaching. This paper presents findings from one question posed at the beginning of
the interviews. Participants were asked if they believed underrepresentation was a problem,
and if so, for whom it was a problem, or in other words, Why does it matter that women are
underrepresented in engineering? All responses to that question were analysed with an open
coding approach (Charmaz, 2006) through which the three primary themes identified in this
paper emerged. Many participants mobilised more than one discourse, which is reflected in
the numbers given at the beginning of each subsection below. In recognition of the diversity
of participants, they are identified with numbers in this paper, so as to avoid any implication
of cultural or national origins that pseudonyms can imply. Quotations were edited to remove
false starts, stammers, and Òcrutches of speech,Ó such as ÒlikeÓ and Òum.Ó Words in square
brackets were added for clarity.
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Findings
Better Engineering
The most common discourse, with 35 participants mobilising some version of it, was the idea
that increasing the numbers of women in engineering would lead to better engineering in
some way. For the purposes of this paper, five versions of this idea were subsumed within
the Òbetter engineeringÓ category:
1) engineers should be representative of the people they serve;
2) diversity brings more creative and innovative design ideas;
3) we want the best brains working on engineering problems;
4) having more women on teams leads to better environments or team dynamics, and
5) economic competitiveness.
These ideas are similar to what has been called elsewhere Òaccess and legitimacyÓ (Thomas
& Ely, 1996), Òeconomic competitiveness,Ó Òprofessional service and representativeness,Ó
and ÒwomenÕs attributesÓ (Beddoes, 2011). Each of these is a somewhat different
perspective warranting its own analysis in future work, but, given space allotted, they are
categorised as Òbetter engineeringÓ herein. The following response from P5 is representative
of many answers in this category:
Fifty percent of the population that we design, build, and maintain things for are women, but
80 percent of the engineering, well actually more than that in many cases, are men designing
things the way that they perceive them. ThatÕs going to be a natural bias towards designing
things more male-oriented than for the population as a whole.

What is most interesting about the Òbetter engineeringÓ discourses however, and what has
not been revealed in prior research based on document analysis, is what happened when
participants were asked follow-up questions. The first follow-up question was if they could
give me examples of how women in engineering have or would lead to better engineering.
For various reasons and given the nature of semi-structured interviews, not every participant
was asked these follow-ups. But of those who were, not one participant could provide an
example. When asked this question, one of three things would happen: 1) They would say
they had no examples; 2) they would give a response that did not actually provide an
example of what they had just said; or 3) they would ÒbackpedalÓ and start talking about
something else entirely. Providing a sense of these responses is difficult here given space
constraints, but the following exchange with P33 is one example. She does not provide
examples of women in engineering but instead shifts to discussing interdisciplinarity:
Interviewer: Could you talk a little bit more about examples youÕve seen of how diversity
breeds creativity or innovation?
Interviewee: I'll give you examples of things to think about in the lab. My students, we spend
upwards of five years working together on a project. Right about the third year, we're all
thinking the same because they're all thinking like me because I'm training them, and that
becomes difficult for us to see solutions to problems that we run into in the lab. We think
everything is perfectly fine until we go to a conference or we talk to another colleague, who is
completely outside our realm, who goes, "But why that?" So, that's an easy example of how
you see diversity of thought bringing creative solutions to a problem. Things that we couldn't
think about based on our expertise, somebody just outside of our field can look at it and say,
"Well, this sounds like this." And we go, "Oh, my God. You're right." So, that's an example
that you see in scientific research.

In a similar way, P21 shifted her discussion to examples from finance rather than
engineering:
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I canÕt think of a specific example. IÕve never worked outside academia. IÕve always been in
science, science and engineering, like academic. I think the example from the financial sector
that I just mentioned, thatÕs one where diversity works. I have heard from rehab design teams,
when youÕre trying to design a technology that you should be a little diverse, but I donÕt have
any specific examples.

The other follow-up issue I attempted to get participants to talk about was if they thought
ÒdiversityÓ was able to be expressed or manifest in current engineering cultures or
classrooms. Prior literature suggests that it often will not be. While a couple of participants
said ÒNo,Ó most participants to whom this was asked did not understand the question.

Social Justice or Equity
The second most common discourse, with 15 participants mobilising it, was essentially a
Òsocial justiceÓ or equity discourse. Only one participant actually used the term Òsocial justiceÓ
when answering this question, but several types of responses conveyed ideas that can most
succinctly be categorised as social justice arguments. Within this category of social justice,
there were two distinct lines of reasoning. The first was essentially that everyone should be
free to choose the best career for him or herself without being influenced by gender
stereotypes or biases. As P1 explained:
I think it matters in a sense that itÕs important to live in a world where people feel like they can
pursue whatever career path makes sense to them. And so if there are barriers that are
preventing women from entering engineering based on the culture that makes them feel
unwelcome or other issues like that, thatÕs a big deal.

P11 expressed the same idea, saying:
I donÕt think all women have to be engineers, but I think they have to have been given the
chance to decide for themselves and not to be turned away from it due to things like, ÒOh, I
donÕt want to be viewed in a certain way,Ó or that they had bad experiences from a math
teacher or from certain interactions.

The second line of social justice reasoning was that engineering is a highly paid profession
and excluding women from highly paid occupations is unjust. For example, P17 said:
I think that women need access to choices and professions where you can make a solid living
for their own independence and their own choices in life. I think that engineering, for whatever
reason, pays very well and has some career satisfaction in it for people if it fits them.

While she did not think it was the most important reason, part of P18Õs response was that
Òengineering is fun and creative but also very financially rewarding as well, and if weÕre
excluding large swaths of a population, fifty percent, from these activities, then it has certain
ramifications. The financial ones are pretty clear.Ó The one participant who used the term
Òsocial justiceÓ, P24, said:
There's sort of a!for want of a better phrase, I guess I'll say a kind of moral or social justice
kind of issue!It's a, relatively speaking, lucrative profession Ð there are some that are more
lucrative Ð but everybody should have a shot at it, so there's all of those aspects.

However, P24 then went on to say that she thinks economic competitiveness arguments are
more compelling to engineers than social justice arguments are:
In some sense, the same thing from a different perspective is if I want to do the best job of
providing a skilled workforce for the United States, I don't want to say, "Okay, I'm going to
exclude 50 percent or 70 percent of my talent pool from the group I'm trying to train." That just
doesn't make any sense!And okay, well, if you're not adequately and effectively educating
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your entire population, you're going to suffer economically. I like those arguments, because it
separates out any kind of amorphous social justice kind of arguments. It's just business, you
know? If you're not really utilising your talent pool, somebody else is going to beat you!If I'm
arguing an issue like that, I find the quantitative arguments are better at defeating
perspectives on what's morally correct.

Whether or not quantitative, ÒbusinessÓ arguments are in fact more compelling is a question
that warrants further research.

Underrepresentation Is Not a Problem that Needs to be Fixed
After social justice, the third most common response was that it actually does not matter that
women are underrepresented in engineering, or that participants were not sure if or why it
matters. Fourteen participants expressed some version of this idea. More specifically, the
versions of this idea were:
1) If choices are made on a level playing field, then underrepresentation is not a problem;
2) Diversity of thought matters but that is not related to underrepresentation of women;
3) I am not sure that it does matter; and
4) The world does not need more women doing what engineers do.
Four was a unique perspective expressed by only one participant.
Some participants said that underrepresentation is only a problem if choices are not made on
a level playing field. For instance, P6 and P13 related their responses back to the social
justice discourse, explaining that once people are free to make choices within an equal
playing field, then it actually does not matter if far fewer women than men choose
engineering:
P6: If it matters, I think it matters for my daughter, for example, not to say that ÒNo, I canÕt do it
[engineering] because there isnÕt one [a female engineer] or because women donÕt do that
[engineering]. So I think from that side it does matter. I think after weÕre old enough and weÕre
all here, I donÕt think it really does [matter].
P13: I actually often have that question as well. Why are we so concerned? We need
everybody in society to take on different roles, and if some women want to do engineering, let
them do engineering, but a majority donÕt. So what? TheyÕre going to do other wonderful
things. So I often wonder why we push this, and I think for me I just want to make that
opportunity available for women, not to say you have to be an engineer, but to make it an
option.

Other participants said that diversity of thought is important for engineering, but that diversity
does not necessarily come from bringing more women into engineering. As P34 put it, ÒI think
gender is a poor proxy for diversity of thought.Ó These explanations were similar to the Òbetter
engineeringÓ discourse then, except the difference was that these participants did not think
better engineering would necessarily come from women.
P23Õs response reveals how some participants struggled to answer the question,
interspersing some reasons while simultaneously questioning whether or not
underrepresentation does in fact matter:
These are good questions, because as you say in your consent form, it helps me to think
about what my actual position is. As I say, I havenÕt really thought about things so much. So is
it [underrepresentation] a problem? IÕm hesitant to just say ÒYesÓ outright!I donÕt know the
answer is necessarily ÒYes.Ó I mean, itÕs certainly good to have a diversity of opinion. And itÕs
always good for women to know that they have that opportunity. But if, for example, it was
suggested that women chose not to pursue this in general, if once all the other factors were
taken out there was still some bias, would that necessarily be negative for engineering, the
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actual engineering itself? I donÕt know. The engineering culture probably would be beneficial to
have women in. But in terms of actually getting things done, it wouldnÕt necessarily, in principle
be. I donÕt know. ThatÕs a difficult question to answer.

P35 was more certain that it does not matter:
I donÕt necessarily think itÕs a problem. IÕm trying to search for why it would be a problem. I
canÕt see why it would be a problem necessarily. Maybe Ð I have all these caveats Ð maybe
thatÕs the man thinking or something. I donÕt know. But I just donÕt see it as a problem and I do
believe individuals should do what they feel like is going to be fulfilling to them.

While not espousing this idea themselves, two participants mentioned that they often hear
colleagues saying underrepresentation does not matter.
P10 was an outlier who was critical of engineering and its role in the world, specifically its ties
to the military-industrial complex. He said that we probably do not want more women (or
people in general) participating in that system:
I actually have some questions about why would you want to change it [underrepresentation].
So is that something thatÕs valuable to the female students thatÕll go off and do it, is that a
good thing to direct their lives towards participating in that system? Or is it maybe better to
have them for themselves go off and do something different than solve problems using
science and technology, which is how I define engineering. So IÕm not sure if it [increasing the
numbers of women in engineering] is what needs to be done or what anybody wants to be
done. IÕm not sure.

This participant was the only one who expressed such fundamentally critical views about
engineering. Before moving on, it may be worth remembering here that these are the people
who cared enough to take the time out of their schedules to participate in an interview about
gender, so the fact that so many within the sample population did not necessarily think
underrepresentation was a problem was surprising.

Discussion and Conclusion
The first finding to note was that the discourse most often mobilised Ð better engineering Ð
was done so without there being evidence or examples to support it, and without recognition
of the ways in which minority voices are often not heard in engineering. We can call the idea
that simply adding women, or other minorities, to engineering somehow changes engineering
the Òmyth of bodily diversity.Ó As one of my participants put it, Ògender is a poor proxy for
diversity of thought.Ó A facile belief in bodily diversity necessarily leading to ÒbetterÓ
engineering is a problem because those who study engineering cultures, both in education
and practice settings, continually find engineering to be dominated by masculine cultures in
numerous ways (Faulkner, 2009; Mills, Ayre, & Gill, 2010; Mills, Franzway, Gill, & Sharp,
2014; Riley, 2008; Tonso, 2007), and we know from teams research that womenÕs voices
and ideas are often ignored, or not ÒheardÓ (Beddoes & Panther, 2017, In Press; Meadows et
al., 2015). Such realities are obscured in the Òbetter engineeringÓ discourse when it does not
account for cultures and practices in male-dominated environments.
A second finding of note was the prevalence of social justice discourses. Other researchers
have observed a decrease in the use of social justice arguments since the 1980s (Etzkowitz,
Fuchs, Gupta, Kemelgor, & Ranga, 2008; Lucena, 2005; Roberts & Ayre, 2002; Slaton,
2010). Their prevalence in this study is noteworthy then in contrast to engineering education
publications, where social justice arguments are scarce (Beddoes, 2011). The findings also
suggest that social justice arguments may be more compelling to at least some engineers
than is often assumed, despite the fact that they have lost ground in favour of economic
competitiveness arguments. As noted, however, one participant did believe that social justice
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arguments are not compelling to the engineering community and that she strategically
chooses not to use them for that reason.
A third finding of note was that almost the same number of participants who engaged a social
justice discourse said that the lack of women in engineering was not a problem in need of
correction. Given that this was a population who chose to take time out of their schedules to
participate in an interview about gender and engineering, it is reasonable to assume that the
percentage of those who do not think underrepresentation is a problem is much higher
among the entire population of engineering professors. Before changes to make engineering
education more inclusive gain widespread support, it would seem that much work first needs
to be done to convince more professors that underrepresentation is a problem.
Asking engineers if and why they think underrepresentation is a problem allowed deeper
insight than has been gleaned from document analysis alone. It revealed that although
variants of the Òbetter engineeringÓ discourse were readily mobilised, follow-up questions
were met with an inability to provide examples or evidence for that discourse. Furthermore, it
seems scant attention is given to thinking critically about the ways engineering cultures may
inhibit diversity. On the other hand, social justice discourses emerged as more prevalent than
may have been expected based on prior document analyses. Many participants were also
willing to say that they do not understand why anyone should care about
underrepresentation, or, more strongly, that they actually do not think it is a problem. Further
research into how engineers think about women and gender in engineering may present one
important way forward for those who do wish to increase womenÕs representation in
engineering. Deeper understandings of the relationships between framings of a problem and
interventions designed to address it can shed light on these trends.
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Context
Within the student body of engineering undergraduates there are a number of students with
passion and enthusiasm for becoming involved with Humanitarian Engineering (HE).
However there are generally limited opportunities for them to contribute in practical ways to
HE projects locally or overseas. Organisations such as Engineers without Borders and other
Non-Government Organisations working in HE generally recognise the limited resources of
overseas or local partner organisations to support volunteers. How can the energy and
enthusiasm of students be engaged in an effective way to make a difference to HE projects?

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate the most effective mechanisms for providing
opportunities for students to contribute to actual humanitarian projects.

Approach
Four case studies are presented here to compare and contrast the success of student teams
contributing towards solving a number of different engineering challenges. The nature of the
projects varied from literature reviews to design and analysis of projects. Students have
participated through extra-curricular activities and honours thesis projects. The experiences
of these students have led to the development of new HE courses at UNSW Sydney to
provide opportunities for students to gain course credit for their endeavours.

Results
The case studies have had varying levels of success in achieving the aims of engaging
students in HE projects and contributing to tangible outcomes. It is anticipated that the
results will show that success depends on a well-defined scope, mentorship, drive of
students, buy-in and/or need of the project partner and an established partnership where
cross-cultural exchange is supported.

Conclusions
Providing opportunities for students to contribute to areas that they are passionate about
enables them to become more engaged with their engineering degree and develop different
skills further than they would in a traditional engineering program. Significant time
commitments are required from students and academics and project partners are required to
make these projects succeed. Mechanisms to enable students to count these endeavours for
course credit are likely to enable students to prioritise these time commitments.

Keywords
Humanitarian Engineering, student led experiences
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Interest in Humanitarian Engineering (HE) in Australia has been steadily increasing over the
last decade. At the University of New South Wales (UNSW Sydney) this interest has until
recently been implemented through student involvement with Engineers without Borders
student chapter and similar student clubs and service organisations. Many of the activities
that the students get involved with have focused on high school outreach or inter-university
competitions and collaborations. Many students would like to further increase their
involvement in design and research for HE projects. However due to the students' limited
technical skills the opportunities for them to contribute in practical ways to HE projects locally
or overseas can be limited. In general meaningful volunteer opportunities require extended
placements to build relationships and fully understand the wider community, technical and
cultural context for project tasks. Organisations such as Engineers without Borders and other
Non-Government Organisations working in HE generally recognise the limited resources of
overseas or local partner organisations to support unskilled volunteers.
How do we best then harness the enthusiasm and energy of undergraduate students and
provide opportunities to contribute to HE projects? A number of different options have been
trialled at UNSW Sydney and this paper reviews the outcomes and lessons learned from
each of these approaches. The first and second case studies review two projects where
students carried out extended literature reviews and project synthesis for Australian
engineers working overseas on HE projects. These projects could be considered as
examples of service learning which has been shown to “extend students’ learning in ways
that cannot be accomplished in the class room” (Bettencourt, 2015). Two teams of students
were formed in the second half of 2014 and in 2015 and this paper discusses these projects
as case studies in building student skills and interest in HE. The third case study reviews the
involvement of students in HE research through enrolment in an honours research thesis
course. Finally the development of two final-year student project courses at UNSW Sydney is
discussed as a flexible mechanism for recognising student effort with course credit. The
paper is structured to present the details, successes and failures from each of the case
studies, concluding with a final synthesis and recommendation section.

Case studies
Case Study 1: extra-curricular student research project 1
This project was developed to work with a UNSW Sydney alumni who was undertaking a
volunteer placement in a South Asian country. The volunteer placement was 12 months and
the volunteer’s job was to assist the local small team in developing systems to assess and
protect the water catchments of the country. The context to the project is that the country had
low levels of development to date. The major demand for water from many catchments is for
hydroelectricity schemes, which have a number of requirements in terms of the quality of the
water. The impacts on the catchment from these hydroelectricity schemes include increased
discharge velocities as well as the higher temperature of the released water. Increasing
urbanisation of the capital also creates pressures on the nearby catchments. Small scale
agriculture also creates pressure on catchment health with unrestricted access of livestock to
watercourses causing some erosion problems. Compared to many parts of the world, the
catchments are in relatively good condition.
Due to limited resources, detailed catchment management plans can only be developed for
the most at-risk catchments. Therefore a multi-criteria ranking approach was required to
ensure that the different competing pressures and attributes of different catchments can be
sensibly compared. The UNSW Sydney student team was tasked by the volunteer to
research and compare existing approaches for ranking catchments and to make suggestions
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as to the best system that would take into account the unique pressures on and
characteristics of the specific catchments of interest.
A team of 8 students was selected from members of the EWB student chapter by calling for
expressions of interest in this project and the second project described below as Case Study
2. Students ranging from first year to fourth year were selected. The student team split into
two sub groups based on the task with one group researching other examples of catchment
classification methods and the second group considering multi-criteria approaches for
ranking. This group was also responsible for researching the context of the country of
interest and its catchments and using this information to guide the thinking of both groups in
terms of ensuring that solutions were appropriate.
The work by the students on the project was mainly carried out over a 4 month period. An
additional three months was required at the start of the project to formulate the idea and
define the scope. Student involvement and enthusiasm was strongly affected by the timing of
the project with respect to the academic year. In the middle and end of semester students
had less time available for extra-curricular activities due to assessment tasks and exams.
Initially it was thought that one advantage of having a team of students at varying stages of
their degrees was that not every student would have the same assessment schedule and
they therefore could work continuously on the project. In reality the work was driven by a few
individuals so the progress was not as smooth as expected and students found it challenging
to work in a group of otherwise unconnected people with different aims and desired
outcomes (Downey et al., 2006).
Student meetings with an academic mentor were arranged once every few weeks to provide
some accountability throughout the project and to workshop issues and problems. The
academic mentor provided the communication link between the volunteer and the students.
Once a draft report was prepared, then a skype meeting was arranged between the
volunteer, academic mentor and three of the students for them to present their findings and
rationale. This meeting proved to be really useful for the students in comprehending the
context of the work in a developing country and the constraints on resources both in terms of
financial and human resources. Although this had previously been explained in emails and
group meetings, the contrast between what the students found to be world best practice and
the realities of working in a developing country was very stark. In some ways it may have
been better to organise this skype meeting earlier in the project although until the students
were immersed in the materials, earlier meetings may not have been as productive. Students
also identified that an initial briefing working in low-resource and low-capacity environments
would have been useful to better prepare them.
The final report was prepared in just enough time for the volunteer to incorporate in his
reporting and presentation to the government department. Students found that working on
the project was helpful for understanding what a professional role in HE involves rather than
an idealist view of this field of work that may be formed from professional seminars. For all
the students this was the first time that they had the opportunity to work on a project where
the motivation was not good marks but by making sure that they did a good professional job
as well as the benefit of knowing that they have contributed (Litchfield & Javernick-Will,
2015).

Case Study 2: extra-curricular student research project 2
Project 2 was set up with similar aims to project 1, working with a UNSW Sydney alumni
based at a research institute in East Africa. The alumni also had an adjunct position at the
UNSW Sydney so this project also aimed to strengthen links between the two organisations.
As part of a funded grant, the researcher had opportunities for three small projects featuring
targeted literature searches and design tasks that students at the UNSW Sydney could
contribute to.
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It was identified by the researcher that this collaboration was a good opportunity for both
learning and contribution from the students from UNSW Sydney and for the East African
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene projects to receive some extra scientific input. However, early
on in the project initiation it was emphasised that the risks for the researcher was that the
time taken to communicate with the students to answer questions and give guidance
outweighs the research/design output gained. This highlights the important balance that is
required in providing students with meaningful and useful experiences in HE whilst not
creating a burden on overseas organisations.
Due to the researcher’s other supervision experience and research commitments, her
expectations for the nature of the collaboration with the UNSW Sydney students were much
clearer and formally arranged compared to Case Study 1. It was suggested by the
researcher that three teams of 2-3 committed people each would be ideal, and that it was
necessary to be selective about to who was to participate in this opportunity. As such, a
formal student selection process was implemented with students required to provide their
existing skills, time availability and nominating their preference out of the three projects on
offer.
This process of selecting students and providing descriptions for the scope of the projects
and more detailed work briefs took longer than expected due to workloads and barriers to
communication such as email misunderstandings and frequent power and internet network
cuts in the East African country. For this project, a student led the communication and liaison
with the overseas researcher. This was primarily because the academic mentor who initiated
the project was not able to devote sufficient time to working with the students during its setup
and implementation. The difference in positions and project experience (researcher vs
student) and also the lack of long term personal connections contributed to the extended
time period being required to set up the project, which was in the order of 6 months. The
importance of building networks and communication channels over time is clearly highlighted
by this experience.
A Terms of Collaboration document was signed by all selected participants, and further
details about each project was provided to each team. The three project teams initially had a
face to face meeting with the researcher when she was visiting the UNSW Sydney. The
research staff from the Eastern African institute who would be the point of contact for each of
the three projects joined this meeting via skype. The skype session was a good experience
for the students to learn first-hand what the projects were about, and provided an opportunity
for cross-cultural exchanges between the students and researchers. From this meeting, it
was expected that each team would liaise with their designated project leader from the East
African research institute.
This process did not run as effectively as intended. This was due to decreased motivation
from students due to exam period and other university commitments. Additionally, the
projects did not progress due to various constraints faced by the researchers in the East
African institute (staff on maternity leave, overseas travel, delays in contracts leading to
reduced staff numbers) which resulted in no resources being available to follow up links to
the student projects at UNSW Sydney. Additionally, the East African project officers were
hesitant to reply directly to UNSW Sydney students, without consulting the project leader.
The main reasons that they were not confident in replying directly was due to being judged
for their English and also were not always sure of what the students were asking for. The
development of an informal connection between the two groups before the project outcomes
would have overcome this barrier.
This experience highlights the difficulties faced when trying to establish a project with
researchers working in an institute that has many priorities and limited resources. As the
research to be undertaken by the students at UNSW Sydney was not deemed a core priority,
the limited resources of the organisation were allocated to other functions.
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A key lesson learnt from this experience is that the logistics of the collaboration need to be
arranged prior to the start of a university semester, as to provide maximum time for students
to engage in the actual research assignments. These logistics include: required time
commitments from students, skills matrix of interested students, general project scope,
training in cross-cultural communication, background information on the partner research
organisation and nature of the collaboration (i.e. the Terms of Collaboration Document).

Case Study 3: Honours research
Honours research projects are an important component of engineering degrees providing
students with the opportunity to experience a research project as well as working one-on-one
with an academic or research only staff. For students with an interest in HE the opportunity to
undertake a research topic in an aligned area has in the past relied on either the student
having a clear research question or finding an academic with current HE research projects.
Through the UNSW Sydney partnership with Engineers without Borders, the opportunities for
students to undertake an honours research project on a HE topic has substantially
expanded. Over the last two years as academics and students have become more aware of
opportunities, the number of students undertaking such research has increased (Table 1).
Table 1: Number of students undertaking EWB Honours Research at UNSW Sydney

Year

Number

2012

2

2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

8

2017

7

Historically in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering at UNSW Sydney, honours
research in HE is the first opportunity that many students have to integrate HE into their
program. This means that students need significant support to develop both their research
skills, in common with all students undertaking honours research, as well as their ability to
understand the context and challenges of research affecting developing and/or remote
communities.
Honours research requires students to develop their understanding of how research is
undertaken which for many students can take the first few months of their honours project
(Linn, Palmer, Baranger, Gerard, & Stone, 2015). One of the challenges for students
undertaking a HE topic is that they also need to define the scope of a project in a context that
they are not familiar with. Frequently, students are in direct contact with partners from
developing countries in order to share data or find out additional information. To facilitate this
type of communication students need awareness training in common cross-cultural
communication strategies when working with partners with lower capacity, such as poor
command of English and limited access to internet. It is important to note that this is likely to
include more than developing what is commonly referred to as ‘global compentence’ (Hunter,
White, & Godbey, 2006) because the constraints of low capacity organisations and countries
require more than just empathy, current event knowledge and positive attitudes (Hunter et
al., 2006). Support for both students and supervisors in these early few months of honours
research is vital to build research momentum and to ensure that the literature review process
allows the student to effectively define the research problem statement. Another specific
challenges faced by students include preparing the documentation for ethics approvals for
research which is relatively uncommon in many traditional engineering research projects.
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With plans to introduce new HE courses in coming years, it is expected that students
undertaking honours research in HE will have a stronger background on appropriate
frameworks for analysing the context and constraints in these problems which will enable
them to more quickly determine the research problem scope and project requirements.
One of the benefits of doing an EWB honours research project is that the EWB partners have
identified the research project need, which is satisfying to students knowing that their
research outcomes will have an impact. Dean and Van Bossuyt (2014) note that the
traditional semester model of such projects can lead to some difficulties in achieving these
impacts for honours students and can lead to less optimal project designs. Depending on the
research topic, connections from these projects allow students to build their industry and
research section connections which are useful for students who want to pursue international
development sector careers. As per the extra-curricular case studies, research in HE allows
students to further explore the realities, pressures and constraints that are an important part
of international development. Ensuring that projects are people-centric rather than designcentric is a useful parallel that should be emphasised with these projects as with larger HE
projects (Dean & Van Bossuyt, 2014).

Case Study 4: Student-initiated project and Humanitarian Engineering courses
To address some of the weaknesses addressed above at UNSW Sydney in terms of
involving students in HE, a number of courses have been developed over the last 2 years.
The first is of these is a student-initiated project course which allows for cross-disciplinary
engagement of high achieving student teams to develop, manage, solve and report on a
project, or solve a significant problem that they have identified or developed with support
from an academic mentor. Although not designed for HE specifically, projects like those in
Case Study 2 could lead to students pitching ideas for this course. This course was approved
in 2016 but has yet to have any projects proceed. Future research will evaluate the learning
outcomes from the course.
In addition to the broad student initiated course, a new course on Fundamentals of HE has
been approved to commence in Semester 2, 2018 at UNSW Sydney. This course will enable
engineers to analyse and design infrastructure and appropriate technology to support the
well-being and welfare of individuals and communities in disadvantaged circumstances. This
includes developing countries as well as marginalised or remote communities in Australia.
The course will provide students with frameworks to analyse and respond to complex multidisciplinary engineering problems. The usefulness of case studies for HE has been
demonstrated by Perez-Foguet, Oliete-Josa, and Saz-Carranza (2005).
A second course, HE Project will allow students to further develop their skills and learning
around international development by providing students the opportunity to undertake a
design project related to HE. This may include a field work component if appropriate which
would provide students with further context and skills in HE. The course will be problem
based, with context aligned with clearly identified needs for a marginalised community, either
locally or internationally.
These courses have been designed to address a number of points that the earlier three case
studies have raised, namely 1. that students are underprepared for the context of HE work
when undertaking an honours research project in this area, 2. to ground students’
expectations of the nature of international development and HE in the reality of field work in
resource constrained contexts, and 3. to provide extrinsic motivation for students to learn
through structured assessments. Finally as noted by Swan, Paterson, and Bielefeldt (2009),
although involvement in project based and service based learning is beneficial for students,
academics find that involvement in these projects not rewarding in terms of promotion. By
providing formal courses for credit in this area, the contribution of academic staff in
mentoring students on projects can be recognised through academic workload models.
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Fieldwork provides engineering students with very valuable learning outcomes. To deliver
quality teaching and reduce risk academics are required to supervise fieldwork, especially
where subject credit is awarded. The time commitment for academics are presently not well
acknowledged or compensated for at most universities. The time to recruit and prepare
students frequently occurs outside of the teaching period. For example, fieldwork usually
occurs in summer and winter breaks but recruitment activities happen during semester which
takes time away from normal teaching and research commitments. In order to continue
offering valuable fieldwork opportunities, universities need to address these special travel
and time requirements for academic staff involved in fieldwork teaching.

Conclusions and recommendations
In this paper, four case studies of students contributing to HE projects have been described.
The main recommendations that will be useful for other universities and organisations aiming
to implement similar programs for student engagement are summarised below.
Student groups working on short term HE projects require a dedicated academic mentor.
Experience suggests that fortnightly meetings are required to ensure progress and
accountability of the student teams to a client. Although in theory these meetings could be
with the external research partner, UNSW Sydney experience shows that international
volunteers and NGOs are already under substantial resource and time pressures so an
internal mentor/client at the University can ensure progress and provide students with a first
level of support to address concerns and problems. When there is a conflict, it is our opinion
that the benefit needs to be provided to the NGO rather than the students at UNSW Sydney.
This tension between the benefits to students compared to the benefits to the community
where the project is based has been explored by VanderSteen, Baillie, and Hall (2009) and
these issues are vital for universities working in this space to explore. Other possible
problems of such service based learning projects from universities have previously been
identified by Riley (2008) and Schneider, Leydens, and Lucena (2008). Our experience
shows that without a substantial commitment of time and enthusiasm from the academic
mentor these projects have not achieved the desired aims. Mechanisms for recognising
mentors for their contribution still need to be developed.
There is a clear need for focused support for academics supervising HE research projects
early in the first semester through a workshop or similar to help train academics in assisting
students in HE research including requirements and processes for ethics approvals, how to
define a suitable scope of possibly large ‘wicked’ research problems as well as clear
expectations of support provided by Engineers without Borders or similar research partners.
In all these case studies, skype or face to face meeting with the NGO or researchers is also
vital to allow students the opportunity to get direct feedback and information on the specific
challenges of working in developing community contexts. These structures also help to train
students in professional skills by the academic mentor modelling to students’ professional
communication styles, project management skills and reporting methods.
New courses to provide students with course credit for participating in HE research are a
promising way of providing further extrinsic motivation for students to complete the research
projects. This will benefit both the students and the academics involved with the programs
through formal recognition of their contribution in workload models. Further work is required
to capture the actual work load involved with field work courses.
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SESSION
C4: The role and impact of engineers and the engineering profession in the wider
community.
CONTEXT
In order to raise awareness of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
focused jobs in the future, educational providers need to expand their delivery methods to
reach a wider audience. The women and ethnic communities have been rapidly increasing in
recent years, hence an opportunity has arisen to cater to their need for STEM information and
aim to increase the understanding of STEM and to build awareness of career paths in STEM
areas among refugee and migrant communities in Aotearoa. There are different educational
programs based on specific disciplines and they all share a single goal of using innovative
methods of teaching STEM subjects to minority and under-served communities.
PURPOSE
The aim of this research is, to understand the perceived challenges ethnic and refugee groups
face in adopting STEM and propose a holistic approach along with the existing community
partnership in New Zealand.
APPROACH
The framework used for this paper is conceptual analysis and interview method. This paper
critically examines delivery methods of STEM programs across Aotearoa. Interview with ethnic
communities and their reflection is also used in presenting a holistic approach.
RESULTS
We aim is to propose a holistic approach along with community partners to encourage STEM
subjects in women and ethnic communities. Recommendations are offered for ways in which
mainstream educational institutes can assist in building the capacities of women from ethnic
communities in partnership with community partners.
CONCLUSIONS
The future of the scientific workforce and the advancements of science are dependent on the
supply of talented people in STEM disciplines.
Many students that are interested in a STEM career during secondary education ultimately do
not graduate in a STEM discipline.
In particular female and minority students are even less likely to enter tertiary education
intending to major in a STEM subject, but if they do so they are more likely to switch away from
that STEM major before completion of studies.
Clearly this is a waste of possible STEM talent and this research makes recommendations in
order to improve opportunities to develop this talent.
KEYWORDS
Outreach Programmes, Ethnic Communities, STEM Education
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit http:
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Introduction
The acronym STEM is fairly specific and refers to science, technology, engineering and maths.
There is, however, no standard definition of what constitutes a STEM job. A recent report on
New Zealand STEM issues identifies possible occupations or professions that can benefit from
a strong STEM educational background. STEM jobs could be considered to include natural
and physical sciences (including mathematics), engineering, information technology, health
(including veterinary sciences), architecture, and agricultural and environmental. (Buntting,
Jones, McKinley, & Gan, 2013).
Almost every aspect of our modern-day living is impacted by maths and science. The greatest
advancements in our society from medicine to mechanics have come from the minds of those
interested in or studied in the areas of STEM. Although still relatively small in number, the
STEM workforce has a huge impact on a nation’s economic growth, and overall standard of
living. STEM jobs are the jobs of the future.
Many students enter tertiary education intending to study a particular major, but change before
completion of their chosen course. This is particularly true for students commencing STEM
subject courses. Women and minorities are even less likely to persist in a STEM courses than
are male and non-minority students. The percentage of women and minorities employed in
STEM disciplines has been increasing over recent years but there are still significant gaps
remaining (Huang, Taddese, & Walter, 2000). There are possibly two reasons for this. Both
groups are less likely to select a STEM study in the first place and if they do they are unlikely
to remain in that subject (X. Chen, 2009).
It is clear that the importance of high level STEM subjects is seen as crucial worldwide for
countries to meet their economic objectives in an extremely competitive global commercial
market.
In New Zealand the last few years have seen increasing government acknowledgment of the
importance of science and innovation to New Zealand’s economic and social future. One result
of this has been the establishment, in 2011, of a Ministry of Science and Innovation, later
incorporated into the new Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment.
Another was the 2009 appointment of Sir Peter Gluckman as the inaugural Prime Minister’s
Chief Science Advisor. Science education was to be a key focus of this role, and in 2011
Professor Gluckman, (Gluckman, 2011) in a paper entitled Looking Ahead: Science Education
in the 21st Century, set out his view that:
“A forward-looking science education system is fundamental to our future success in an
increasingly knowledge-based world”.
He goes on to explore how New Zealand’s science education system could be strengthened
to contribute to our development as a “smart”, innovative, knowledge-oriented country, capable
of addressing the serious questions we will face in the future, and how we can “engage and
enthuse” younger New Zealanders in science. He makes the case for the importance maths
and science and that “science literacy” should be a key focus of science education.
“New Zealand must embrace science and technology and innovative thinking as a core
strategy for its way ahead. There is no doubt in my mind that a population better educated in
science, whether or not they will actually use science in their career, is essential.” (Gluckman,
2011)
Given these views how can we continue to waste the potential of ethnic woman to New Zealand
and the contribution that they could be making to the future New Zealand Economy?
Encouraging greater female and minority participation in STEM careers provides a clear route
to raising participation numbers while bringing on board an under- represented talent pool. The
challenge here is not new, there have been campaigns and initiatives in this area and the
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female and minority groups and participation rates have barely altered. Anything that can be
done would benefit STEM professions greatly.
New Zealand’s population is super diverse, reflecting the waves of different settlers from many
decades. Groups of migrants have included Polynesian settlers, Europeans such as the British
and the Dutch, and people from the Pacific, East Asia and South Asia Ongoing migrations up
to the present time mean that New Zealand has populations of people born overseas who have
migrated here, as well as diverse well-established communities who identify themselves as
New Zealanders (Ministry of Social Development, 2008).
Diversity of New Zealand has rapidly increased in the last ten years with 34 percent of the
current population being Maori, Asian and Pacific community. People who were born overseas
form an increasing proportion of New Zealand’s population. Pacific and Asian migrants’ entry
into New Zealand are set to rise in projections made up to 2038 (Statistics New Zealand, 2016).
This has positive impacts such as filling gaps in the labour market and enriching connections,
but there are also potential challenges to social cohesion that can arise through increased
diversity. There are number of factors influence migrants and refugee settlement in a country
(Ministry of Social Development, 2008). Recent migrants may spend more time finding a job
and a place to live, learning a new language and upskilling themselves according to the
employment market. These communities need support in a new environment in terms of what
educational and career opportunities exist and how to go about accessing them.
There is a digital divide among refugee ethnic groups and it is based on inequalities in physical
access to and use of digital technology, the skills necessary to use the different technologies
effectively and the ability to pay for the services (Alam & Imran, 2015). Providing suitable
opportunities, information and skills development can support refugee migrant groups and
provide social inclusion in New Zealand community. The diversity is also reflected in the gender
gap. The science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) industries offer many job
opportunities, but in New Zealand only 28 percent of these roles are held by women. While
women make up 64 percent of people studying for a Bachelor of Science, the majority of those
are in health subjects, with less than a quarter studying engineering and just over a third
working towards a qualification in information and communications technology (ICT) (Brown,
2016).
This paper makes an attempt to understand the existing landscape of New Zealand diverse
population especially women. Paper also highlights some outreach initiatives by central
government and corporates, challenges and proposes a holistic approach by building
partnership with the local communities of New Zealand. The framework used for this paper is
conceptual analysis and interview method. This paper critically examines delivery methods of
STEM programs across Aotearoa. Interview with ethnic communities and their reflection is also
used in presenting a holistic approach.
Literature Review
Diverse Landscape of Aotearoa
The ethnic and cultural diversity in New Zealand has been referred as the changing mosaic.
Ethnic diversity of New Zealand has rapidly increased in the last ten years. The population
group of New includes Pakeha/Western European New Zealander, Maori/indigenous people,
Pacific Island communities, and what is considered ‘other’ ethnic groups (comprising people
from Asia, Latin America, Africa, Central and Eastern Europe, and the Middle East) (Ministry
of Ethnic Affairs, 2013). New Zealand is the fifth most ethnically diverse country in the OECD.
One in every four residents in New Zealand was born overseas, and New Zealand has one of
the highest immigration rates in the world (Ministry of Ethnic Affairs, 2013) New Zealand began
to experience super diversity in the mid-1990s, as the sources of immigration expanded from
Pacific Islanders to include a significant proportion of immigrants from Asia (M. Chen, 2015).
New Zealand also has a long history of accepting refugees, and currently has a quota to accept
750 refugees each year. The top four countries of origin are Iraq, Somalia, Syria, Sudan,
Vietnam and Ethiopia. In terms of gender, there were slightly more male (56 percent) than
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female (44 percent) refugees. Poor experience or outcome of refugee and ethnic affects the
social and economic outcomes for New Zealand.
Super diversity means that there is no “business as usual” for any organisation or country (M.
Chen, 2015). Diversity of New Zealand is not a new phenomenon, but the level of immigration
occurred in the last ten years mean that those not born in New Zealand has passed the critical
mass. Diversity of New Zealand has rapidly increased in the last ten years with 34 percent of
the current population being Maori, Asian and Pacific community (Karmokar, 2016). Super
diverse groups display strong ethnic and national identities, strong ethnic peer contacts and
good English language proficiency (M. Chen, 2015). This group has endorsed integration in
the society through the process of adopting the cultural and social values of New Zealand
along with their values of their host country.
In New Zealand, Auckland is one of the world’s most multi-cultural cities; according the 2013
Census (Statistics New Zealand, 2015), almost 40% of the city’s population on were not born
in New Zealand. New Zealand has become one of a small number of culturally and linguistically
super diverse countries. Auckland is rich in culture and diversity, with a youthful population on,
this project addresses the ques on: how can the new genera on engage in science and
technology. The talent pool to diverse community is varied. Few have higher qualifications with
rich experience from their home country but few haven’t got an opportunity to be exposed to
the education and explore their strengths and interest area. Yet, they have got strong passion
and eagerness to learn and do something in a new country.
STEM: Women and Ethnic Community
It goes without saying that females are underrepresented in the STEM subjects. Women are
always being in minority when it comes to STEM professions. The technology and roles in
STEM are rapidly growing all over the world. New Zealand being a small country, we cannot
meet the demand of the economy unless we increase the supply by preparing women to take
up these roles.
Engineering is typically viewed as masculine, competitive and impersonal. These are qualities
that are not aligned with our images of what women are. The more masculine the branch of
engineering (e.g. mechanical) then the less likely it is that women will be attracted to it or excel
with it (Stonyer, 2002). Instead women are more likely to be attracted to careers with a more
social context.
The foundation of a STEM career is laid early in life with school, parental and society
perceptions shaping career decisions. The transition between high school and University being
a critical moment when many young women turn away from a STEM career path. A recent
survey by Unesco reports that “for the cohort of graduates in education, humanities and arts,
social sciences, business and law, and health and welfare, where nine out of ten countries
women outnumber men” (Morley & Lugg, 2009).
Work by Aronson et al highlights that psychology in young women in their development at high
school and reports that,
“Girls do every bit as well in their graded work as boys do but girls lose their confidence as
they advance through the grades and will do more poorly than boys in timed tests, despite
getting good grades. One reason for this loss of confidence is the stereotyping that kids are
exposed to –in school and in the media and even in the home- that portrays boys as more
innately gifted in maths. Without denying the fact that boys may have some biological
advantage, I think that psychology plays a big part here,” (Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002)
Over the last two decades’ women in New Zealand has been underrepresented in STEM fields
(Thomas & Drake, 2016). It has been argued that most of the women’s qualification in New
Zealand have been around arts, social science and education. The women participation and
employment at the senior roles in schools and various tertiary institutes is not very
encouraging. IT has been found that there are very few females who are Heads of Departments
(HODs) in science faculties in New Zealand universities. Universities namely, AUT, Massey
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and Lincoln universities has no female staff at Head Of Department level in Science (Women,
2014). The number of women participants in these prestigious awards such as Marsden Fun
and the Royal New Zealand Research Fund is very less. In 2010, out of 371 successful
applicants only 33 were women (Women, 2015). Within this group of women, it is not known
how many were from ethnic background.
There are initiatives aimed at encouraging women and diverse groups, such as the Maori,
Pacifica Island communities to enrol in STEM subjects. On the contrary, very little is known
about the initiatives targeting a group in ethnic communities, consisting of Middle Eastern, Latin
American and African (MELAA) and South East Asian people to participate in STEM subjects.
There are well established researches around disparity, gender gap and women in STEM but
not many research and statistics that addresses women in STEM from ethnic communities.
There are researches and articles on gender disparity but did not put issues of colour in the
context (Thomas & Drake, 2016).
Table 1: Participation in STEM Careers (Thomas & Drake, 2016)
European

Maori

Pacific

Asian

MELAA

Males

Females

Males

Females

Males

Females

Males

Females

Male

Females

Civil
Engineers

92.1

7.9

93.8

6.3

88.5

11.5

83

17

93.8

6.3

Quality
Surveyors

86.7

11.7

86.4

13.6

81.8

18.2

73.4

26.6

71.4

28.6

Industrial
Engineers

92.3

6.7

88.2

11.8

100.0

0.0

76.7

23.3

57.1

42.9

Mechanical
Engineers

98.3

1.7

98.6

1.4

94.3

5.7

93.7

6.3

92.9

7.1

Software
Engineers

90.4

8.7

87.6

12.4

87.9

12.1

87.5

12.5

90.6

9.4

Computer
Engineers

94.8

4.9

93.8

6.3

87.5

12.5

91.6

8.4

100.0

0.0

Architectural,
building and
survey
technicians

90.9

8.3

100.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

81.8

18.2

0.0

100.0

Electrical
Engineers

97.5

2.4

94.4

5.6

93.3

6.7

95.2

4.8

100.0

0.0

Fitters

97.6

2.3

90.5

9.4

86.2

13.8

89.3

10.7

100.0

0.0

Table 1, shows the representation of women in STEM area from all communities such as
European, Maori, Pacific Islands, Asian and MELAA. Compared to male, the representation of
women is very poor. European women have still some participation in STEM careers when
compared to zero representation from Maori, MELAA and Pacific people.
However, a complete specific data on the ethnic minority women is limited by the lack of
consistent follow up on these groups by various government and other responsible community
organisations. The lack of data among ethnic women group has been found to be an issue in
other countries as well and not limited to New Zealand. Reacher’s and scholars have
contributed towards discussion of women in stem but lacks statistics on women of colour.
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It is evident that the general population of women are underrepresented in the STEM subjects,
the ethnic community will be doubly disadvantaged in the STEM professions and employment
area. Technology and entrepreneurial activities are very common interests identified in the
diverse population. They have different cultural and language skill sets, social background,
perspectives and ideas that can contribute to the New Zealand economy, but lack information
on how to go about it and what sort of industries to be aware of and apply to. By providing
guidance and networking opportunities, we can help build their confidence and STEM contacts
in a new environment.
Challenges in Bringing Stem to Women and Ethnic Communities in Aotearoa
Ethnic communities experience unique challenges due to their backgrounds and have higher
levels of disadvantage than the population in general. ͒Getting employment is still the main
area of challenge and, along with English language for older people and women, remains the
main challenge going forward. Upskilling to the current requirements of the employment
especially in the rapid changing IT environment is one of the major challenge. In addition, they
may resent the public cost associated with support programmes for ethnic communities
(Ministry of Social Development, 2008). It is also suggested that sometimes they are reluctant
to seek help from mainstream as they perceive that these services would be unable to meet
their cultural and religious needs. Nevertheless, refugees can face complex information and
communication challenges that may lead to social and economic problems (Leung, 2010).
New Zealand has many ethnic communities and it is one of the complex scenario to understand
the disadvantages of ethnic communities. Indigenous people, Maori’s are disadvantaged in the
sense of suffering past colonial injustices. Most of the Pacifica people are from Pacific Island
nation who are disadvantaged by socio-economic and health outcomes. Pacific peoples have
worse economic circumstances than the overall population, with the majority of Pacific peoples
living in areas with the fewest economic resources (Ministry of Ethnic Affairs, 2010). Asian
people are better off when compared to other ethnic communities as their number of tertiary
graduates are higher than other ethnic communities. MELAA is one of the largest ethnic
community that represent vulnerable refuges and migrant population. The ethnic MELAA
communities arrive in New Zealand through skilled migration, family reunions and refugee
status. Refugees in the MELAA group are mostly from Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Palestine, Syria,
and Kuwait in the Middle-East (Statistics New Zealand, 2013).
However, refugees and migrants have a strong desire to seek meaningful employment and
contribute to life in New Zealand (MBIE). Providing informal network and community based
services are important for enduring the older and especially the younger people into the
mainstream economy. In order to understand STEM practices among refugee migrants and to
accommodate their needs requires a holistic approach towards educating, re-training, adopting
and confidence building. Research specifically associated with migrants and refugee migrant
groups implies that while digital technology is considered to be helpful for them, it can also be
a barrier if it is expensive and difficult to access (Migliorino, 2010). There are many factors
such as culture, language, education level, socio economic conditions and communication
preference, influencing the adoption and upskilling to the STEM areas among refugee and
migrants (Helsper, 2008; Mara, Babacan, & Borland, 2010). Women from these communities
are discouraged from pursuing science and technology roles. This leads to a very less number
of females pursuing science, maths and technology courses at tertiary levels. Things needs to
be done in the MELAA and other communities to promote females to take up STEM related
careers in order to promote gender equality in the workforce. There also exist stereotype
mindset and workplace culture in New Zealand, particularly the long hours, lack of visible role
models and transparency in pay (News, 2014).
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Outreach Initiatives
New Zealand governments are putting STEM top of their agendas. In NZ Minister Joyce has
recently allocated extra funding for engineering degree courses, stating a NZ need for an extra
500 engineers a year (Cumming, 2014). He is also making money available to encourage
teachers to teach STEM subjects in pre-tertiary education. (Although there has been little
actual activity in the latter)
In recent interview with the New Zealand Herald (Cumming, 2014) Former Minister Joyce was
quoted as saying,
“Science and Mathematics will provide jobs for our children, Science and Mathematics is and
will continue to be responsible for our high standard of living. Science and Mathematics will
ensure that New Zealand increases its economic standing internationally.”
The New Zealand Government have recognised STEM education as a vehicle for economic
advancement and preparing the future generation for the rapidly changing workforce. There
are efforts by the Government to promote entrepreneurship and small business development
in New Zealand and within this there are also efforts to support science and technology skills
among minority ethnic communities. Thus, the link between universities with the industry is
encouraged in tertiary education. This is seen as a catalyst in achieving economy goals of New
Zealand (Thomas & Drake, 2016).
The pursuit of STEM to drive economic growth has seen a shift in the alignment of Government
agencies from single, small policy agencies such as the Ministry of Research, Science and
Technology, to the creation of the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, which
brings together science and innovation, economic development, immigration, consumer
affairs, building and housing. There are many initiatives such as Girl
Boss(https://www.girlboss.nz/),ShadowTechDay(http://www.voxy.co.nz/technology/5/253192)
,Unlocking Curious Minds (http://www.curiousminds.nz/actions/community/women-and-girls/)
and Maker a hood (https://socialinnovation.aut.ac.nz/reinventing-south-auckland-as-a-makercity/).
Discussion and Recommendations
By now there is a convincing body of work to demonstrate the gender gap and the low
participation of ethnic minority women in STEM field. There are plenty of research efforts and
initiatives undertaken by government and private organisation to encourage participation. In
spite of that such efforts the results are not promising. The challenges discussed in the above
sections have highlighted few issues such as lack of inclusion policies targeting ethnic minority
women, different in the traditional values of a diverse women, social views and traditions about
gender stereotypes, work life balance and education institutional framework. Based on the
ethnic landscape of Aotearoa, we propose recommendations as a way forward to encourage
participation of women and ethnic minority in STEM field.
·

Providing resources at the right level. Most of the resources are directed towards tertiary
institutions and universities to encourage students. The real need for the resources is in the
schools and colleges. Providing some pathways for teachers to upskill in the subjects and
address diversity. One such approaches could be to run on-campus education for teachers to
equip themselves with the current knowledge.

·

Changing STEM pedagogy in Tertiary Education. Traditional theoretical science pedagogy
doesn’t always connect with such individuals who may learn better through doing hands-on
activities. One of the strategies that support educational engagement is through hands-on
workshops and getting inspired by seeing what can be achieved. These comments are not
confined to any particular gender. As Richard Miller of Olin College, USA reports many modern
students are highly motivated to tackle the Grand Challenges (Vest, 2008) of our age but do
not see the narrow study of physics and mathematics to be the key to tackling these problems.
They are often seeking to make a positive difference in the world and the lives of people. They
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also do not see the study of engineering science and mathematics as being directly related to
the problems that they see or care about (Miller, 2010). Miller argues that engineering curricula
need rebalancing and requires students to be more involved in “maker” projects less time spent
in lectures that involve learning just in case knowledge about topics that are never actually
needed.
·

Reimaging of STEM education and careers. Little has changed in the way STEM education
and careers are viewed by society. They are often perceived to be a male domain and dirty. A
recent Australian report notes that students have observed that engineering and physical
sciences curricula tend to be crafted with over use of masculine stereotypes and examples
such as automobiles, rockets and weapons. (King, 1993). Another report from the US similarly
observes that the typical engineering curriculum and culture is “at odds with the value systems
of most young women and minorities and probably at odds with many talented students of any
race and gender” (Blue et al., 2005). The skills required in STEM careers are many and varied
and require much broader so called soft skills not just narrow technical skills. Many Universities
are now moving to a far more inclusive curriculum that take into account the backgrounds,
interests and views of all members of a diverse society.

·

Encouraging women participation and employment in school and tertiary education in
senior roles, school head, and heads of department or deans.

·

Providing teachers and mentors that relate to diverse community. The values of countries
of origin will have an influence on their beliefs about STEM subjects. One of the issue of
gender imbalance lies with attitudes, values and beliefs in different countries. For instance, the
belief in few ethnic countries that men are physically superior to women.
Provide opportunities to connect STEM educators and their students with the broader
STEM community and workforce especially from their own cultural background.
The initiative for the STEM projects should not only be initiated by the government but by
other diverse community groups as well.

·
·

Conclusions
The very low female representation in STEM fields is clearly not due to women lacking the
necessary abilities to succeed, but relates to a range of reasons such as the lack of women
studying the required subjects at school to gain entry to technical degree subjects. There is
currently a requirement for strong Mathematics and Physics qualifications that deter many from
embarking on a technical career. Whilst these subjects are beneficial it would be more
important to create an enthusiasm and passion for STEM during school years rather than
concentrating on mathematics and physics. Greater emphasis should be placed on recruitment
and training of STEM qualified school teachers that could create this change of emphasis.
In addition to this STEM subjects in general, and especially engineering need to be recognised
as professional worthwhile career choices by society and in particular by teachers and career
advisors. If more young women were made aware of careers that can be challenging, satisfying
and possibly a good fit with their value systems then an increase in the percentage of females
involved in STEM could increase. Year on year this would create a multiplier effect, that as
more and more women followed STEM career paths the gender balance would become more
equal and a third reason deterring women following STEM careers that of careers dominated
by males, would become less significant.
The second area covered in this paper relating to the difficulties that ethnic community to New
Zealand have in following STEM careers in New Zealand.
Many of the recent ethnic migrants do already have technical qualifications obtained in their
country of origin but not recognised in New Zealand. They are therefore not able to follow their
career path here and often are forced into unskilled occupations. This seems to make no sense
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when there are many technical areas that are experiencing shortage of skilled people.
Mathematics and Science teachers, medical doctors and dentists for example. If their existing
qualifications are lacking in some areas it would be hugely beneficial for the government to
fund conversion courses to allow this sector to be able to practice in New Zealand. This could
be funded by way of grants that were conditional on the migrant student completing the course
and practising their career for a period of time.
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CONTEXT
This research was motivated by a desire to identify barriers to academic success in a first
year (concept rich) electrical engineering course. Misconceptions of key concepts of
electrical circuit theory are known to be carried from high school into first year university
classes. If such misconceptions are not identified and overcome, students will likely lack
confidence in this discipline, struggle academically in first year electrical courses and be
unlikely to continue with further study in this area. Central to our research methodology has
been the desire to properly separate “know that” knowledge from the “know how” knowledge
usually tracked in programme and course design via institutional and professional graduate
attributes. Thus a question central to our investigation has been how course design and
pedagogy can be improved to simultaneously ensure both appropriate conceptual
progression and the development of the required “know-how” knowledge.
PURPOSE
The initial questions that motivated this research were to identify whether there were specific
barriers to success in a particular course and, if so, to determine the key features that should
be considered in making consequent changes to the curriculum design. Early results of our
research pointed toward fragmentary learning and haphazard development of conceptual
understanding. These early findings encouraged us to focus our investigation on whether
there was a better way of systematically approaching the unfolding of key concepts in a
course so that student understanding and their ability to generalise (i.e. the so-called fartransfer problem), and then apply that generalised understanding, could be improved.
APPROACH
On-line tutorials were developed to support and further develop conceptual understanding
rather than merely giving practice in the development of procedural knowledge. Students
were incentivised to complete these tutorials and to complete questionnaires which
examined their learning styles and motivation. The quantitative analysis and interpretation of
student performance in these tutorials and their responses to the questionnaires was
enriched by interviews conducted with students, teaching assistants and lecturers. Student
performance in the coursework and the exam was analysed in relation to their survey
responses and performance in on-line tutorials.
RESULTS
The principal factors to emerge are that misconceptions and a poor ability to generalise and
engage in far-transfer seem to be the consequence of learning circuit understandings as
isolated fragments. Such behaviour is exacerbated by an over-reliance on summative
assessment practices bound to assessable fragments of understanding and curricular design
which permits too much teacher (and student) choice of which topics to cover, thereby
fracturing the epistemic foundation leading to a procedural approach which limits students’
ability to generalise to unfamiliar settings.
CONCLUSIONS
This project has identified several of the key barriers to be considered in the development of
an engineering course which seeks to embed learning in connections between propositional
and procedural knowledge and assist educators in maximising their efforts in creating
student learning opportunities.
KEYWORDS
Engineering course design, Conceptual understanding, Epistemic Ascent
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Background
This research was motivated by a desire to identify barriers to academic success in a first
year electrical engineering course covering circuit theory, instrumentation and
electromagnetics. Misconceptions of key concepts of electrical circuit theory are known to be
carried from high school into first year university classes (Parker & McGill, 2016; Smaill,
Rowe, Godfrey, & Paton, 2012) . If such misconceptions are not identified and overcome,
students will likely lack confidence in this discipline, struggle academically in first year
electrical courses and be unlikely to continue with further study in this area.
A novel feature of this research is the collaboration that took place between engineering
academics and postgraduate (engineering) researchers and colleagues from the Faculty of
Education. This served to bring a different lens to bear on this issue, thereby better
integrating educational theory and class-room practice for engineering course design and
delivery. This cooperation brought into sharp focus a little recognised misinterpretation of
Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 1962) that some would argue has bedevilled current education systems
– namely the idea that meaning is created in what students do. Central to our research
methodology has been the desire to theoretically separate “know that” knowledge from the
“know how” knowledge usually tracked in programme and course design via institutional and
professional graduate attributes (Winch, 2014). The realist approach we use locates meaning
in the concept itself and understanding of the meaning in the student’s ability to apply the
concept (after Vygotsky). By distinguishing between ‘knowledge-that’ (conceptual
knowledge) and ‘knowledge-how’ (procedural and practice knowledge) in this way, we want
to know how students acquire both conceptual understanding, and in particular how they
connect the two forms of knowing which leads to subject mastery.
The initial questions that motivated this research were to identify whether there were specific
barriers to success in a particular course and, if so, to determine the key features that should
be considered in making consequent changes to the curriculum design for this course. The
collaboration with colleagues from another disciplinary area brought a different gaze resulting
in a broadened focus on the wider question of how best to integrate course design to
simultaneously meet the requirements of the three key elements of curriculum, pedagogy
and the development of a disciplinary identity.

Methodology
Evidence was collected about:
(i) how the course design of a Year 1 generic engineering course accommodates the needs
of students transitioning from secondary school to 1st year studies,
(ii) how the Year 1 course design prepares students to move to their 2nd year studies,
(iii) lecturer and student teaching and learning experiences,
(iv) expert lecturer views on the selection and teaching of Engineering concepts.
The data collection involved quantitative and qualitative methods:
(a) A pre-entry Year 1 Questionnaire (the ‘Ready for First-Year Quiz’ - RFFY),
(b) A questionnaire to Year 2 Electrical Engineering students about their Year 1 experience
in Engineering,
(c) Interviews with year one, two and three Electrical Engineering students, and with PhD
students who had acted as teaching assistants for the ELECTENG 101 course,
(d) Interviews with past and present teaching and non-teaching staff,
(f) Interviews with secondary school physics teachers;
(g) Application of the Felder-Solomon Index of Learning Styles (ILS) questionnaire.
(h) Application of the MSLQ questionnaire
In addition we developed on-line tutorials to support learning in this first year (concept-rich)
electrical engineering course (Collis, Rowe, & Donald, 2016). These tutorials were designed
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to support and further develop conceptual understanding rather than merely giving practice in
the development of procedural knowledge. Students were encouraged, via a small
contribution to coursework marks, to complete these tutorials and in addition to complete
questionnaires which examined their learning styles (via the Felder-Soloman ILS
questionnaire (Felder & Silverman, 1988)) and motivation (via the MSLQ questionnaire
(Credé & Phillips, 2011; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Pintrich & others, 1991)). The (ethicsapproved) quantitative analysis and interpretation of student performance in these tutorials
and their responses to the questionnaires was enriched by interviews conducted with
students, teaching assistants and lecturers. A thematic analysis was carried out on the
interview transcripts. Student performance in coursework and the exam was analysed in
relation to their survey responses and performance in on-line tutorials.
Eighteen first-year students, seven second-year students, one third-year student, six PhD
students, two secondary school teachers and three lecturers in the department were
individually interviewed. The interview questions were tailored to each type of participant and
focused on how the design of ELECTENG 101 accommodated the needs of students
transitioning from secondary school to first year studies, and from year one to year two
engineering studies.
For student participants, the interview questions included background questions, concept
understanding questions and learning questions. For example, first-year student interviews
started with background questions which focused on their learning experiences of electricity
in secondary school. Concept understanding questions were designed to identify what
students found difficult during their study. Some electrical circuit exercises were also used to
elucidate student’s concept understanding levels. Pedagogical questions included probing
students’ perceptions of learning materials design and lecturer’s teaching styles. Second
year and third year student interviews also probed student’s learning experiences of the
ELECTENG 101 course. The PhD student interviews concentrated on identifying techniques
which led to successful learning experiences and probing their tutoring experiences in the
ELECTENG 101 course.
The interview questions used for lecturers were designed to probe their teaching experiences
and identify what were their main concerns about student’s electrical conceptual
understanding.

Results
Three principal factors have emerged. Firstly, misconceptions and a poor ability to generalise
knowledge into new situations - to engage in far-transfer (Perkins & Salomon, 1992). This
seems to be the consequence of learning circuit understandings as isolated fragments
arising from the focus on learning outcomes disconnected from the central concepts at the
root of the discipline. While our analysis has identified that most student knowledge is
fragmentary, some interviews revealed sound understandings underpinned by successful
pedagogy with the specific teaching of knowledge-that or conceptual understanding,
sequentially arranged according to conceptual progression principles (Rata, 2015). In these
cases, a well-structured epistemic ascent had connected “knowledge-that” to “knowledgehow” (Winch, 2013, 2014) and led to student ability to generalise.
Secondly, and not surprisingly, student agency and engagement is a major determinant of
first-year academic success. The primary driving factor associated with student motivations
is the summative assessment practices which are unavoidably bound to assessable
fragments of understanding. Learning linked to epistemic principles was avoided in favour of
what is to be examined. While all students suffer from this those from backgrounds where
pedagogy was underpinned by epistemic principles had come to realise the benefits to their
understanding and had altered motivations to learning in summative laden environments.
The third factor is a local one and relates to the majority of the first-year students who have
studied under a high-school qualification which is heavily constructivist in its design. A
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formally prescribed curriculum has been replaced by teacher (and student) choice of which
topics within physics will be covered and examined. This fractures the epistemic foundation
at the root of a discipline, and consequently the student has only a procedural approach to
rely upon. While local in nature this was of concern to academics as there is an increasing
trend toward earlier and earlier contextualised problem-based learning course design within
engineering education. This social-constructivist, teacher-facilitator and student-led model of
pedagogy focusses on the student, rather than the epistemic knowledge of the discipline.
Introducing this type of learning too early to engineering students who do not have the
epistemic foundation gives them nothing to generalise their work from or towards.

Main findings
Ready for First Year Quiz Results
Prior to beginning their studies all students are encouraged to complete a Ready for FirstYear (RFFY) Quiz , the results of which inform both the lecturers and the students
themselves about the student’s prior preparation. This RFFY quiz comprises multi-choice
questions based on years 12 and 13 of the 13-year schooling system operated in New
Zealand. It has been run each year since 2011 with the results consistently showing that the
students are least well prepared for the electrical subject at first year. The results obtained in
2016 and 2017 are presented in Table 1. In 2016, 511 out of a possible 892 students
completed the quiz. In 2017 there was a substantial increase in the size of the first year
intake (and a corresponding reduction in average entry GPA) with 588 out of 1016 students
completing the quiz. The reduction in average entry GPA is clearly evident in the reduced
subject averages obtained in 2017, however the relative preparedness for each of the
subjects has not changed – with Electrical preparedness being by far the worst in both years.

Subject

Maximum
Mark

Average
Mark 2016

Average
Mark 2017

Std Dev.
2016

Std Dev.
2017

Mechanics

10

6.41

6.05

2.11

2.19

Electrical

10

4.61

4.35

2.18

2.12

Biology &
Chemistry

10

5.95

5.45

2.41

2.58

Maths

10

7.48

6.82

2.11

2.41

Software

10

6.68

6.31

2.11

2.31

Overall

50

27.78

25.83

6.99

7.49

Table 1 RFFY Quiz results for 2016 and 2017
In the case of the electrical questions, students were proficient on questions which tested just
a single concept but struggled with any questions that required the use of multiple concepts.
The conclusion we drew from these results was that such students would benefit from a first
year curriculum which supported epistemic ascent with appropriately scaffolded learning
activities targeting multi-concept problems.

Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ)
In order to explore the relationship between engineering student’s self-regulated learning
(SRL) abilities and their academic performance, we used an online questionnaire (the
Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ)) to collect data from first-year
students enrolled in ELECTENG 101. All 866 students enrolled in ELECTENG 101 in 2016
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were incentivised to complete the MSLQ via a small contribution to course-work marks and
the return to each student of an individual report summarising their own strategies. A total of
738 valid questionnaires were ultimately analysed. The MSLQ probes eleven SRL abilities,
namely: motivation (interest), motivation (expectancy for success), confidence over taking
exams, cognitive strategy (rehearsal), cognitive strategy (elaboration), cognitive strategy
(organisation), metacognition, resource management (time and study space), resource
management (self-effort), peer learning, and help-seeking. We performed an ANOVA test to
identify the major characteristics of the students’ SRL abilities, with results tagged for gender,
first language, entry qualifications and future study plans. We also performed a regression
analysis to find the influence (if any) of student’s self-regulated learning skills on their
academic performance, and it is this second analysis that has the most relevance to the
theme of this paper. We found statistically significant evidence (Table 2) of impact for four
SRL categories with expectancy for success, self-effort and metacognition all showing a
positive impact and, surprisingly, rehearsal ability showing a negative impact. The latter
result has a clear implication for curriculum design – specifically suggesting an improvement
is needed in the clarity of the learning objectives and learning activities conveyed to the
students.
Attribute

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Stat

p-Value

Expectancy for Success

4.613

0.943

4.893

0.000

Self-Effort

3.178

0.794

4.003

0.000

Rehearsal

-1.820

0.671

-2.711

0.007

Metacognition

3.305

1.333

2.479

0.014

(Intercept)

32.223

5.016

6.424

0.000

Table 2 – Regression analysis of students’ academic performance and SRL skills

Final examination and coursework performance
The coursework included invigilated MCQ tests and the final examination included a mixture
of MCQ and long answer calculation questions. Students demonstrated proficiency on
activities for which they had been trained, but struggled with far-transfer type questions and
with questions that involved more than one concept. These conclusions are consistent with
those found for the RFFY and suggest that improvements to the course design should
probably target epistemic ascent and scaffolding of complex problems.

Felder-Solomon Index of Learning Styles (ILS) questionnaire
The Felder-Soloman ILS results were unsurprising with a significant portion of the cohort
showing learning preferences for active and visual presentations. A much smaller percentage
of the cohort identified with strong global learning preferences. Such students are known to
be disadvantaged in many first-year engineering courses as these are often taught in a serial
de-contextualised manner. The inferences we drew were to take care to always paint the big
picture via literacy statements for the course overall and the major sub-sections.

Interviews and Questionnaires
Thematic analysis of the results led to the establishment of a framework of themes that
included :
x Context and abstraction
x Electrical engineering knowledge
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x
x
x
x
x
x

Material object and abstract concept differentiation
Specialised language
Student cognitive processes
Student agency
Educators subject knowledge
Educators agency and the development of their pedagogical practice

Context and abstraction
This category explored how outside prompts assist with understanding. The main prompts
identified in the interview data came from three sources: experiments or practical tasks, real
life examples and teacher’s demonstrations. Unsurprisingly, students benefited from learning
concepts by doing. Practical experiences enhanced learner understandings of concepts.
Making connections between abstract concepts and concrete instances bridges the gap
between learner’s new and existing knowledge.
Electrical engineering knowledge
Electrical engineering knowledge is comprised of large systems of meaning made up of
inferential relations between abstractions. The knowledge structure is complex and concepts
are connected tightly. Specific issues identified in the interviews related to disjointed
presentation of concepts, issues arising from the compartmentalised nature of the major high
school qualification (NCEA), the impact on Physics of students limited numeracy skills (the
ability to use Mathematics to solve problems) and the desirability of teachers building
understandings using the historical background of major Physics discoveries.
Material object and abstract concept differentiation
Students reflected that if they cannot make connections of abstract concepts with physical
material, it was hard for them to understand. Some teachers used vivid demonstrations to
help students make the connections happen, whilst others used experiments to help students
get visual and practical experiences of the concepts they studied.
Specialised language
Teachers must condense each concept using words. Words serve as signals for the concept
(its symbol) and for its place in the complex system of meaning. A simple word teachers use
to explain a concept can significantly influence students’ understanding. One secondary
teacher mentioned in his interview about the importance of consistently reinforcing correct
terminology for example using the term ‘electric potential’ rather than the more confusing
term ‘voltage’ just as we would not use the term ‘centimeterage’ instead of height.
Student cognitive processes
Meaning or know-that, is constructed via building inferential relationships between abstract
concepts. Student interviews provided some specific and living examples to show when the
turning point happened and students felt they truly understood a concept. Such turning points
were developed by educators assisted by well-structured learning materials, which can
include textbooks, lecture notes, videos, visualisations and exercises.
Student Agency
Students showed awareness of their diverse learning styles. They realized some specific
kinds of learning activities, or presentation modes were particularly effective for assisting
their conceptual understanding. However their response to learning situations is always
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mitigated by their agency - their conscious decisions about their learning behaviours.
Student’s responses were diverse but could be generalised into a number of approaches.
Some students expressed an overt preference for shallow understanding focussed only on
passing tests and exams. Some students exhibited a naïve ‘espoused theory’ about a
preference for understanding but demonstrated a ‘theory-in-use’ (Argyris & Schon, 1974)
which was actually focussed on passing. Some demonstrated this real preference by
blaming high workloads and ever looming assessment tasks for their approach to learning
and criticising lecturers when they did not teach to the test. A number of students though
expressed a desire to deeply understand material and while recognising the work load issue
did not let it interfere with their learning. One group of students conflate their mastery of
know-how (using formula) with know-that (understanding), and, as identified by Case and
Marshall (2004), this type of understanding lacks the depth of real understanding.
Teacher subject knowledge
Students talked about having physics teachers who were not trained in Physics or had
insufficient subject knowledge in electricity or had knowledge that was not relevant to real
world applications. While lecturers and graduate teaching assistants were seen as highly
knowledgeable, lecturers were criticised by students for not making their expert knowledge
comprehensible to students – significantly, this is the definition of pedagogical content
knowledge.
Educators pedagogical expertise
Lecturer’s teaching strategies of engaging, demonstrating, sequencing, pacing and
evaluating were analyzed based on our interview and observation data. Student’s levels of
conceptual understanding were found to depend on lecturer’s overt focus on assessment,
and the clarity and logic of their explanations in relation to developing conceptual
progression. Deficiencies in these areas were found to have a significant impact upon
student understanding. Students made a number of references to how their school physics
teachers had worked primarily to either develop understanding or to prepare students for
assessment.
A problem in electrical engineering instruction identified via our interviews was a gap
between the evaluation techniques used and their measure of student’s actual conceptual
understanding levels. Several students mentioned that even though they didn’t truly
understand the concepts, they still managed to solve the problems correctly. This
observation is consistent with Winch’s (2013) concerns about the need to embrace epistemic
ascent when designing courses, to start from a sound understanding of ‘first principles’ and
to be particularly vigilant that we don’t streamline complex tasks into algorithmic procedures
(Case & Gunstone, 2002).

Discussion
In order to explain the findings we theorised the thematically organised findings using a
model of the knowledge-pedagogy relationship (McPhail & Rata, 2015). The purpose of the
model is to show the connections between these categories:
1. The epistemic nature of electrical engineering knowledge;
2. Teacher’s subject knowledge;
3. Teacher’s pedagogical knowledge,
4. Specialised language; and
5. Student’s epistemic identity
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The application of the knowledge-pedagogy relationship model to the data from the
engineering study enabled us to explore how the problem in teaching complex abstract
knowledge presented itself in a particular case. Our understanding was further informed by
applying the model to a second year course (Collis, Rowe, & Donald, 2017) which directly
builds on this first year course. However, it is possible to generalise from this case study to a
range of subjects such as technology, biochemistry, calculus in the STEM areas, but also to
other non-STEM academic subjects, including music, languages, and history. The findings
have sufficient generic principles concerning how curriculum and pedagogy are integrated to
provide teachers with the means to select, organise, and deliver content specific to their
courses in ways that will lead to student conceptual understanding. In this way, the findings
can be used both for course design and for the analysis of that design.
Our data analysis re-affirms Hattie’s (2012, 2014) conclusion of the importance of making the
learning process visible to students. Furthermore our analysis has led us toward a course
which begins with the identification of student identity – and the development of new lenses
through which we want a student to view our domain. This is then expressed in learning
outcomes centred on abstract understandings rather than content. Through a well-planned
epistemic ascent that is rooted in first principles, these are unfolded into specific success
criteria and learning activities. Ultimately these return to the overarching identity and course
goal that expresses the new lens through which we want a student to view our domain
A complicating feature related to development of know-that knowledge is just how one
should best scaffold this process to minimize cognitive overload. In this regard we are
informed by the process of scaffolding where relational complexity is reduced by
progressively chunking concepts into more and more semantically dense concepts
(McCredden, O’Shea, Terrill, & Reidsema, 2016).
The key aspects we have identified from the data can be broken down into three groups. The
first two (1-2 below) relate to the establishment of conceptual knowledge (i.e. knowledge
“that”) while the next two (3-4 below) relate to procedural knowledge (i.e. knowledge “how”).
The final aspect (5 below) relates to “choreographing” an appropriate flow between
development of meaning via conceptual knowledge and development of skill via contextuallybased procedural knowledge to ensure the primacy of the epistemic ascent (through a
hierarchy of inferentially related concepts).
1. An overarching goal relating to student identity for the course, or for each major
section.
2. Clear identification of:
a. The first principles /core concepts of the domain which must be understood
b. The relationship (i.e. linkages) between these concepts
c. The subset of all the concepts which experts want novice learners to
understand and which will form the learning objectives for the course.
d. An appropriate hierarchy for these concepts which would facilitate epistemic
ascent
e. The development of a concept map of the key concepts and their linkages
may prove useful to use with students in this process.
3. For each concept related learning objective, establish a set of contextualised learning
activities by which the students may measure the success of the learning (and ideally
compare their level of success and their learning progress with that of their peers).
4. For each learning activity identify the scaffolding that will be needed to achieve
manageable levels of relational complexity, ideally ensuring students hold no more
than four concepts in working memory at any one time. These activities should be
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small and frequent to encourage students to study for mastery rather than study for
the test/exam. Prompt marking and formative feedback which offers strategies for
improved learning are essential.
5. Establish a plan to use direct instruction to flow between the development of
conceptual and procedural knowledge, ensuring the primacy of the conceptual
development so that learners emerge with “generalisable” integrated conceptual
understanding permitting “far transfer” rather than just fragmentary procedural
knowledge limited to familiar contexts.
It is traditional to train high school teachers in educational theory to assist them in developing
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) - “the ways of representing and formulating the
subject that make it comprehensible to others”‘ (Shulman, 1986, p. 9). It is thus accepted at
school level that curriculum and pedagogy are inextricably linked, so that it would be
inappropriate to consider one without the other. However, that linkage isn’t so well known
amongst all tertiary lecturers and examples abound of curriculum designs focussed solely on
content, with learning outcomes written in terms of simple algorithmic procedures amenable
to drill and practice and easy assessment, rather than complex tasks developing integrated
conceptual understanding. Thus the first original contribution of our research is to look at
course design in such a way that the basics of PCK are automatically addressed.
However we aim for substantially more than that. It is already known that concept maps
prepared for the same subject by expert scientists and by teachers of science (trained in
PCK) differ substantially, with those of the scientists reported to be more flexible and those of
the teacher more rigid – allegedly because of high school curricular constraints. This has
implications for tertiary teaching in that a straight PCK approach may be too limited. For this
reason our analysis gives primacy to facilitating epistemic ascent and encourages that by
direct instruction which appropriately guides the flow of instruction from abstract conceptual
understanding, moves to authentic contextual activities and returns ultimately to wrap up the
learning experiences in terms of enhanced abstract understandings.

Conclusions
While the project is still a work in progress we have identified several key features to be
considered in the development of an engineering course which is embedded in a deeper
understanding of the inferential connections between propositional and procedural
knowledge (Wheelahan, 2010). Of most significance is the requirement for course designers
to begin earlier than they begin now with a “first principles” interrogation of the key concepts
(McPhail & Rata, 2015). Our insights on course design to date are built around three key
mantras:
(1) What you teach must be ordered by first principles
(2) What you teach must be consistently linked back to first principles
(3) When connecting ideas to examples, reinforce general principles not contextual ones.
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SESSION C3: Integration of teaching and research in the engineering training process

CONTEXT This paper reports that a formal peer evaluation system combined with teamwork
development activities may be an option to facilitate professional skill development in
undergraduate students. This paper outlines the implementation of an online, peer evaluation
system designed to facilitate feedback, mark moderation and student reflection on teamwork.
This system is also helpful in discouraging poor team conduct by making students accountable
to their teammates for the quality and quantity of work that they contribute and their
communication in team-based assessments. Self-evaluation is also used to encourage
reflective practice and highlight any differences in perceived contributions.

PURPOSE The objective of this research is to assess student attitudes towards the use of an
anonymous, online peer evaluation tool (CATME) and teamwork and professional skill
development in a second year engineering design unit, where team-based assessments make
up a significant portion of the overall grade.
APPROACH Multimedia resources and team meeting activities were developed to introduce
CATME to students and to support their use of the tool throughout the semester. An
anonymous online survey was administered at the end of the semester to assess student
attitudes towards the use of a formal peer evaluation system and formal team development
activities. Students were also asked to rate their level of satisfaction with their team and how
the activities within the unit contributed to the development of teamwork and interpersonal
skills. An analysis of open ended written comments submitted as part of the survey was used
to provide additional insight into student attitudes and perceptions.

RESULTS Findings from the online survey show that on average, respondents agreed that
they should evaluate the contribution of their peers, that they felt comfortable knowing their
marks would be moderated based on peer evaluation and that a formal peer evaluation system
was a fair way to moderate team marks. By the end of the unit, students agreed that their
interpersonal communication, ability to resolve conflicts, management skills and accountability
had improved. There was also agreement that the formal team development activities were
helpful in facilitating teamwork in aspects such as communication and project planning. On
average, students indicated that they would rather work in teamwork activities and team
projects in which there is a formal peer evaluation system. Open ended written comments
indicated that students appreciated having a formal system which enforces individual
accountability, and through which they could report on the contribution of individual team
members, knowing that they were supported by a fair process of mark moderation.
CONCLUSIONS An online peer evaluation system was successfully implemented in a
second year engineering design unit; its use was accompanied by various multimedia
resources and formal team development activities. Survey results suggest that students
responded favourably to this system, and as a result it will be deployed in more engineering
design units in the coming years.
KEYWORDS CATME; peer evaluation; formative assessment; reflective practice
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Introduction
Team-based assessments can help students to develop the knowledge, skills and abilities
(KSAs) that increase students’ graduate employability. Stevens and Campion (1994) outline a
set of KSA requirements for teamwork that include: conflict resolution, collaborative problem
solving, communication, goal setting, planning and coordination. These professional teamwork
and communication skills are required in graduate engineers (Engineers Australia 2011) and
are highly regarded by graduate employers (May and Strong, 2011). However, students
working in teams can encounter various teamwork issues, a common cause of which is social
loafing, a phenomenon where individuals exert less effort when working in a group or team
(Simms and Nichols, 2014). Teamwork issues can manifest as breakdowns in communication,
poor decision making and task and relational conflict (Borrego et al. 2013). When left
unresolved and without instructor support, these issues can negatively affect students’
satisfaction with teamwork. Oakley et al. (2007) surveyed over six thousand students in
Engineering and found that student satisfaction in teams is significantly affected by the
presence of ‘slackers’ and the level of instructor guidance on teamwork. This finding echoes
that of Bolton (1999), who found higher satisfaction rates when students were provided with
additional team training and instructor support.
Peer evaluation (PE) has been suggested as an effective option for mitigating social loafing
and reducing the occurrence of conflict (Albanese and Van Fleet, 1985; Chen and Lou, 2004;
Pfaff and Huddleston, 2003). PE enables instructors to manage and moderate teamwork by
allowing students to evaluate themselves and their peers in aspects of teamwork such as
technical ability and team dynamics. PE can be used to encourage effective teamwork by
rewarding effective team members and discouraging poor teamwork by adjusting individual
grades to reflect teamwork contribution (Ohland et al., 2012; Brutus and Donia, 2010; Kaufman
et al., 2000; Brown, 1995). There is also a growing body of research that suggests PE as an
effective means of developing teamwork KSAs (Brutus and Donia, 2010; Willey and Gardner,
2007; Loughry et al., 2014). PE may be used to improve students’ teamwork satisfaction in two
ways: 1) rewarding effective team members and associating poor teamwork with negative
consequences on student grades (mark moderation) and 2) facilitating the development of
teamwork KSAs through feedback and reflection.
There are various online peer evaluation platforms; some examples include: CATME (Ohland
et al., 2012); SPARKPLUS (Willey and Gardner, 2010) and WebPA (Loddington et al., 2009).
CATME (Comprehensive Assessment of Team Member Effectiveness) is a platform that can
be used for both mark moderation and for facilitating the development of teamwork KSAs
through feedback and reflection. CATME Peer Evaluation is used in this study owing to its
Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scale (BARS) evaluation rubric (Ohland et al., 2012) and the
simple interface. CATME assesses team member effectiveness in five main categories: 1)
Contributing to the team’s work; 2) Interacting with teammates; 3) Keeping the team on track;
4) Expecting quality; 5) Having relevant knowledge skills and abilities. The CATME peer
evaluation survey requires students to rate themselves and their team members on these
aspects of teamwork according the BARS evaluation rubric. CATME peer evaluation facilitates
mark moderation of team projects using an adjustment factor, which is computed as:
••••••• ••!"#• $% !&• '!()•#!

Adj Factor = $••••** ••••••• ••!"#• %$• !&• !••+
Mark moderation involves multiplying the adjustment factor with the mark received by the team
for the assessment to generate an individual student mark. High-performing team members
are rewarded while poor-performing or non-contributing members may be scaled down. This
process helps instructors moderate teamwork so that students receive an individual mark that
reflects their contributions to the team.
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CATME peer evaluation was implemented in a second year Engineering Design unit at a large
university in Australia. Students also participated in formal team development activities to
supplement the peer evaluation surveys. The aims of this study are to investigate student
attitudes towards using a formal peer evaluation system and to examine the effect of peer
evaluation and team development activities on students’ teamwork satisfaction and their
perception of learning outcomes.

Theoretical Perspective
The approach to facilitating professional skills development using peer evaluation and team
development activities is largely informed by Schön’s (1983) theory of reflective practice and
Sadler’s (1989) theory of formative assessment. In Schön’s work, reflection is described as a
means by which a practitioner, through experience, builds upon their knowledge base to reach
a better understanding of their actions and behaviours and inform future actions and decisionmaking. Loughran (2002) adds to Schön’s theory by asserting that experience alone does not
lead to learning and that more essentially it is the reflection on experience that can enhance
learning. That is, teamwork alone may not help students develop professional skills;
undergraduate students in particular need opportunities to reflect on teamwork experiences,
emotions and outcomes as a way to draw insight and understanding of teamwork to inform
future actions.
Formative assessment, where feedback is the main mechanism for learning, can facilitate
reflective thinking. In the context of teamwork, Sadler’s prescription of the three conditions for
feedback are: 1) an understanding of what constitutes effective teamwork; 2) an ability to
evaluate team member effectiveness against a standard and 3) the tools and knowledge to
improve performance. The first and second points outlined by Sadler are satisfied by the BARS
in CATME peer evaluation and the third condition is met with the team development activities
embedded in the unit design.
Peer evaluation is a practice through which students have the opportunity to regularly reflect
on teamwork experiences and interpersonal interactions. When used formatively, it can enable
students to gain knowledge of the standards (building their knowledge base) for good
teamwork and develop students’ ability to evaluate the performance of their peers and
themselves. Used summatively (mark moderation), peer evaluation can elicit from students a
sense of individual accountability for teamwork (Kaufman et al., 2000; Brown, 1995). Finally,
the feedback process is completed when students engage in self and team reflection which is
facilitated by team development activities. Schön and Sadler’s theories inform the pedagogical
practices described in this study and the existing literature suggests that peer evaluation can
improve student satisfaction by discouraging poor teamwork behaviour while team
development activities facilitate effective teamwork.

Context
In semester one of 2015, a trial was conducted with a peer evaluation tool in a second year
Mechanical, Aerospace and Mechatronics Engineering design unit with 285 student
enrolments. The major continuous assessment in this unit involved students working in teams
of four to five to design, build and test an autonomous device to navigate a track and deliver a
payload (Smith, 2008). Heterogeneous teams were formed by the instructor with the intent to
create a good mix of male/female students, cultural diversity, academic performance,
international/domestic status and hands-on building experience (Felder and Brent, 2001).
Students remained in their assigned teams for the duration of the major team project and
semester (12 weeks). Teams made a preliminary submission for their design in week five,
competed with other teams in a campus competition in week nine and submitted a final team
report in week twelve. Students completed two rounds of CATME peer evaluation surveys to
evaluate teamwork - once after the preliminary submission and once after the final report
submission which included consideration of the campus competition. The instructor requested
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that all students provide at least one sentence for each team member (including themselves)
to justify their ratings in the ‘Comments to the Instructor’ text field at the end of the survey.
Students were warned that individual marks (up to 10%) could be deducted for failure to
provide meaningful written comments on aspects of teamwork. Students were informed that
they would receive individual marks for the two major project submissions based on the
adjustment factor generated from the peer evaluation system, subject to moderation and
manual changes made by the instructor. The instructor performed moderation based on the
rating patterns within the team and written comments from each student about their team.
Students’ individual marks could be scaled up by a maximum of 10% of their team’s mark, but
there was no limit on the downside scaling. Students could not receive more than full marks
for any project submission.
To support effective teamwork, scheduled class time was allocated for students to complete
team development activities at four scheduled intervals throughout the semester. Students
completed an icebreaker activity in week one, a project planning meeting in week three, a
teamwork reflection meeting in week five and a peer evaluation feedback meeting in week six.
The instructor provided students with agenda and meeting minutes templates to guide students
in practicing effective management and communication. Teams were also provided with a
short video (four minutes) introducing them to the CATME peer evaluation system. Students
were required to practice evaluating a hypothetical team before evaluating their real team
members in the first round. The system provided feedback to students on the accuracy of their
ratings of the hypothetical team members which helped students to understand the BARS.

Method
At the end of the semester, students were asked to complete an online, anonymous survey to
capture their attitudes toward the peer evaluation process and team development activities.
Students responded to twenty-five questions on various aspects of teamwork in the unit
including: mark moderation; peer evaluation; teamwork satisfaction; professional skills
development and team development activities. Responses were recorded on a seven-point
Likert scale between strongly disagree (-3) and strongly agree (+3) for all but one question
which measured whether students felt that the mark moderations were too small (-3) or too
large (+3). As part of the survey, students were also asked to provide written comments on
their experience with using peer evaluations in the unit. The survey data was analysed with
descriptive statistics (proportions, means and variances) and themes were uncovered in the
written comments with simple qualitative coding. Ethics approval for this research was sought
and granted from the university’s human research ethics committee (project number:
CF15/2901 - 2015001197).

Results & Discussion
The survey received a response rate of 24% (67 students). Demographic data such as gender,
ethnicity and age were not recorded. This was a limitation in this study as there was little
indication of whether the respondents were proportionately representative of the cohort. A
histogram of the responses for each question is represented by shaded boxes where the
darkness of shade indicates the number of counts for each position on the Likert scale (Figure
1). The distribution of responses for each question was displayed in this manner to
simultaneously illustrate the skewness in the responses, the mean response, and to provide a
good indication of the variance in the Likert scale ratings. Ratings adjacent to neutral (-1 and
+1) are considered as relatively neutral, ratings between 1 and 2 are considered to be
moderate agreement, and ratings of +2 and +3 are considered as strong agreement.

Variance in Responses
Students tended to be in agreement with the statements provided, with their responses
exhibiting a negative skew (Figure 1). This could indicate that students truly felt positively about
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teamwork, peer evaluation and team development activities, though it is also possible that the
responses, like many others measured on Likert scales, tend to be negatively skewed
(Peterson and Wilson, 1992). The small variance in questions 1 - severity of mark moderation
(variance = 1.5), 21 - helped my team get to know each other (variance = 1.3), and 22 - helped
my team to establish lines of communication (variance = 0.9) indicates that there is a strong
consensus in the cohort that the mark moderations were neither too small or too large and that
the team development activities facilitated effective communication early in the semester.

Figure 1: The average response (diamond) on a seven point Likert scale from strongly disagree
(-3) to strongly agree (+3) unless otherwise specified. The data labels for the average is
displayed numerically next to each diamond. The shaded region represents a histogram of the
number of responses for each question; darker regions indicate a higher count of responses.

The variance was largest in question 2 - students should self-evaluate (variance = 2.7); the
cohort was divided on the idea that students should self-evaluate their contributions to
teamwork. There was greater consensus that students should evaluate their peers on
teamwork contribution (variance = 1.1). This likely indicates that a considerable portion of the
class failed to appreciate the importance of self-appraisal in comparison with peer-appraisal.
In a cohort of undergraduate engineering students, this is not surprising; it’s likely that these
second-year students are yet to develop the reflective mindset that would allow them to
appreciate the significance of self-evaluation. Repeated practice with self and peer evaluation
may help students to develop a reflective mindset over time. The next largest variances were
seen in questions 10 – I was satisfied working with my teammates (variance = 2.7) and 18 - I
felt that my attitude towards teamwork and team-based projects had improved (variance = 2.7).
Both variances indicate that the cohort was widely mixed with good and poor teamwork
experiences throughout the semester. Again, this comes as no surprise; for many students this
unit was the first in which they engaged significantly in teamwork. The combination of
heterogeneous instructor-formed teams and an above average workload meant that each
student’s experience of teamwork depended heavily on how well they got along with their
teammates. Inevitably, a small number of teams encountered conflict and discontent, leading
to a relatively large variance in teamwork satisfaction and shift in teamwork attitudes.
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Professional Skill Development
The survey data indicates that students on average felt they had improved in several
professional skill categories, namely interpersonal communication, ability to resolve conflicts,
management skills, accountability and ability to identify strengths and weaknesses (Q14-17,
19). A large proportion of the cohort responded with the second highest (+2) and highest (+3)
agreement rating to these questions (Table 1).
Table 1: Percentage of the class in strong agreement for questions 14-17 and 19 (responses in
the second-highest or highest agreement rating).
Question: At the end of the current unit...

Percentage

...I felt that my interpersonal communication had improved.

51%

...I felt that my ability to resolve conflicts within the team had improved.

38%

...I felt that my management skills had improved.

41%

...I felt more accountable for my actions.

45%

...I was better able to identify my strengths and weaknesses.

42%

Just over half the class indicated strong agreement that their interpersonal skills had improved;
smaller though nonetheless considerable portions of the class indicated strong agreement that
their management skills, ability to resolve conflicts and ability to identify own strengths and
weaknesses had improved. It is likely that PE and formal team development activities played
a role in these improvements; this could be confirmed by conducting a controlled study.

Accountability
Nearly half the class indicated strong agreement that at the end of the unit they felt more
accountable for their actions (Table 1). Individual student marks were generated by adjusting
the team’s mark for project submissions based on students’ peer evaluation adjustment
factors. Students were informed about this practice at the beginning of the semester, which
helped to ensure that students were fully aware that the marks they receive would be affected
by their team contributions and team member effectiveness. It is likely that this practice of mark
moderation played a significant role in establishing individual accountability amongst team
members for their actions and behaviours in the team. In the first round of peer evaluation,
adjustment factors were moderated by the instructor so that students received slightly higher
adjustment factors than the raw values generated by CATME. This practice served as an initial
warning to poor performing or non-contributing team members to improve their performance.
In the second round of peer evaluation, the instructor was more critical with moderation of
individual marks; one student even received an adjustment factor of zero (this student failed
to engage with the team and project), meaning that they received an individual mark of zero
for the final project submission.

Written Comments
Best aspects of the peer evaluation system
Analysis of the written comments regarding the best aspects of peer evaluation revealed that
fairness/accountability and feedback were the prevailing themes. Students appreciated that
there was a formal moderation process in place to reflect individual contributions to teamwork
and that this process held team members accountable (22 comments). A notable comment
that reflects this sentiment was: “If you have to do more of the work than team members who
are lazy/don't take any initiative, you get rewarded. This means that if your teammates don't
carry their weight then your personal mark is not as badly affected.”
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Two students noted that it is also a good way to anonymously communicate how they felt about
their team members. Anonymity was considered an important scaffold for second year
students who were relatively inexperienced at reflecting on teamwork and exchanging
feedback with their teammates. In cases where serious conflicts were detected, teams were
required to hold an instructor-moderated team meeting to resolve their issues. Students were
ultimately required to confront teamwork issues with their team; they could not simply remain
sheltered by the anonymity of the PE system. Students reported that it was insightful to receive
feedback on what their teammates thought about them and that this feedback helped them
improve (11 comments). One such comment was: “CATME allowed each person in the group
to see what the group thought about them, and which aspects of teamwork they were good/bad
at”. The comments concerning feedback indicate that some students were engaging in
reflection and that the CATME feedback system gave additional insight for students to
understand how they performed relative to the average of their team.
Suggestions for how the peer evaluation system could be improved
Teamwork moderation and rating scale/rubric were the prevailing themes that emerged from
students’ comments on how the peer evaluation system could be improved. This cohort of
Engineering students described the rubric and rating scale as ambiguous; subjective and
vague; they suggested a more discrete and quantitative measurement of teamwork
contribution in place of the behaviourally-anchored and descriptive rubric, which they found
overly generic (5 comments). It is quite common for engineering students to demonstrate a
preference for quantitative reasoning (Trevelyan, 2014) and this mindset is evident in students’
suggestions; one student suggested [sic]: “Add an estimated hours worked, even the peer
evaluation is useless if the person filling it out doesn’t want to be a snitch and rat out team
members cause it’s not worth the hassle”. Students’ comments on the lack of quantitative
measurements of teamwork contribution indicates a lack of appreciation for those aspects of
teamwork that are difficult to measure quantitatively (motivating the team; making sure
teammates stay informed; caring that the team does outstanding work, etc). It also indicates
that students tend to show disproportionate preference for technical ability and effort in labour
as a measure of effective teamwork. Repeated practice of peer evaluation may be a good
strategy to change engineering students’ quantitative bias over time.
Some students were critical of the mark moderation process and the reliability of ratings (10
comments); one student wrote: “My suggestion would be that the comments at the end of the
section have a greater weight in the deciding how to moderate marks as there will always be
some things that the questions would not be able to cover”. Another student felt that it was
harsh for a team member to be “marked down purely because other members went above and
beyond what should be expected.” and suggested that team members “should not be scaled
down simply because they may have been outperformed”. The instructor shall take these
comments into consideration for future implementations of CATME peer evaluation.

Future Work
This research is ongoing; the next iteration will report on a controlled intervention using peer
evaluation and team development activities. Findings from this controlled study shall enable
more insightful comparisons with the literature on the effects of PE combined with team
development activities on students’ development of professional skills.

Conclusions
A formal peer evaluation system and team development activities were implemented in a teambased second year Engineering design subject. Students’ perceived professional skill
development and their attitudes toward formal peer evaluation and team development activities
were investigated with an anonymous online survey. The findings indicate that students
generally recognised the benefits of both peer evaluation and team development activities,
namely in making teamwork ‘fairer’; holding team members accountable; improving in
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teamwork KSAs; identifying strengths and weaknesses; facilitating team communications;
project planning and opportunities for teamwork reflection. Following this positive response,
peer evaluation has been widely implemented across the institution, with the current yearly
number of unique student users estimated to be over 10,000.
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT
This paper reports on the redevelopment of a poorly performing introductory theory course
on microcontrollers through the application of educational theory. The course begins with
seven weeks on digital electronics then four weeks on microcontrollers. For a number of
years the microcontroller section of the course has had low achievement and negative
feedback from students as well as from staff in subsequent project-based design courses.
PURPOSE
The aims for the redevelopment were to 1) improve student understanding of microcontroller
based systems and 2) improve the student learning experience - a key faculty goal.
APPROACH
A period of discovery was undertaken in 2015 by observing both this theory course and the
subsequent project-based design course by attending lectures and laboratories, reviewing
course materials and results, and taking part in discussions with students, staff and teaching
assistants. This revealed low level and poorly linked understandings. A full redevelopment
of this part of the course was undertaken with reference to educational theory and best
practices in teaching. The redevelopment brings together two knowledge realms; the first is
the engineering knowledge of embedded systems and the second is pedagogy. The synergy
of the two into one rich knowledge base is Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK), a
requisite for making subject matter “comprehensible to others” (Shulman, 1986, p. 9).
RESULTS
Course evaluations show a marked increase in student satisfaction ratings with the course
overall rising from unsatisfactory to above average in university wide rankings. Student
behaviour and results in the examination reveal positive change and feedback from students
in the subsequent design course reveal increased engagement and understanding.
CONCLUSIONS
Bringing together engineering knowledge with theory and best practices of education allowed
the diverse requirements of student understanding, engineering theory and department goals
to efficiently converge toward a best fit for a course. The results also indicate the benefits of
grounding trials of new teaching and learning strategies (e.g. a new software tool) in theory
and practice so as to make a fairer assessment of their potential in benefitting students.
KEYWORDS
Microcontrollers, learning outcomes, Pedagogical Content Knowledge, epistemic ascent,
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
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Introduction
Fundamentals of Computer Engineering is a first semester, second year theory course for all
Electrical and Electronic, Computer Systems, and Software Engineering students at the
University of Auckland. The course begins with seven weeks on digital electronics and Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) followed by four weeks on microcontrollers.
The microcontroller section has four weeks of lectures, four voluntary tutorials, an
assignment and a single two-hour laboratory. In the final exam students are required to
answer five of six questions; four relate to the digital/FPGA content and two relate to
microcontrollers. In 2016 86% of the students chose the four digital questions before
choosing one of the microcontroller questions to answer. The average grades for students
were 82% for the digital questions and 59% for the microcontroller questions. As well as the
low achievement by students in the exam the microcontroller section of the course has
received very low evaluations in course surveys and negative comments about students’
abilities and understandings by teaching staff in subsequent project-based design courses.
Learning issues identified during observations of students and discussions with them in this
and other courses revealed a reliance on procedural knowledge or ‘know-how’ with
inadequate conceptual understanding or ‘know-that’(Winch, 2014), this led to students
inability to apply their knowledge in new situations. Students also showed preference for
just-in-time studying for assignments and tests, and avoidance of non-assessed learning
tasks. Examining the course structure revealed a series of isolated topics, with little
progression from underpinning concepts, and only one laboratory session for working with
hardware; hands on experience is recognised as the only way learners can fully appreciate
the nuances of embedded systems (Koopman et al., 2005).
The first author who redeveloped the course is undertaking PhD research in student
understandings within the department. He is an engineer with 40 years’ experience in
various electronics industries, secondary school teaching and teacher education.

Pedagogy
In this section pedagogy underpinning the redevelopment is discussed, in the subsequent
section there is an explanation of how pedagogy was applied within the course.
While there is much quality literature for tertiary educators e.g. Ambrose et al. (2010), Biggs
and Tang (2011), there is a significant body of educational literature in school education that
tertiary educators may be less familiar with which can also enrich their practice. This
literature includes one well researched analysis of pedagogy by Professor John Hattie whose
research team synthesized understandings from over 900 meta analyses (representing over
50,000 research studies) to identify what works best for student achievement (Hattie, 2012,
2014). They concluded the most powerful impacts on learning were from educators who are
proficient in their subject knowledge and passionately engaged with teaching and learning.
Passionately engaged means: being aware of students’ pre-existing understandings,
establishing learning outcomes and specific criteria against which both educators and
students use to monitor performance, providing formative feedback, structuring learning
sequences that bring together single ideas into complex constructs, creating opportunities for
learners to actively construct understanding and providing safe places for risk taking and
learning from failure (Hattie, 2014). Over and above best practices their research identified
characteristics of expert educators. Expert educators are vigilant about evaluating their
impact on student learning. From careful evaluation of student results experts develop the
ability to adapt to what has the most impact on student understanding, this gives the expert
the ability to more accurately anticipate learning issues.
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Three questions that underpin student success
Student success begins with making the learning process visible to students and not
something that only the educator knows about (Hattie, 2014). This visibility comes about
when students are taught to ask and reflect on three questions about their learning: “Where
am I going? How am I going? Where to next?” (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 86).
The first question includes the overarching goal and the outcomes for their learning. In
education the overarching goal is ‘literacy’, e.g. scientific literacy or mathematical literacy
(numeracy). A common complaint in engineering is that student’s ‘math is not good enough’,
even though they can carry out complex mathematical procedures. Numeracy however
“involves students recognising and understanding the role of mathematics in the world and
having the dispositions and capacities to use mathematical knowledge and skills
purposefully” (ACARA, 2017). Writing a literacy focussed goal for a subject and keeping it in
front of students helps them to know the answer to ‘where am I going?’
To become literate the ‘I know where I am going’ learner needs learning outcomes that give
structure to their learning path. Bloom’s Taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002) provides six levels of
cognitive skill for student tasks: remembering (lowest), understanding, applying, analysing,
synthesizing and evaluating (highest), which are useful starters for learning outcomes.
Educators often express learning outcomes in concrete terms i.e. as skills or abilities. This
reflects the common practice of educational writers which is to discourage the direct use of
cognitive skill levels such as ‘understand’ when writing learning outcomes, instead
recommending the use of action verbs (Ambrose et al., 2010; Biggs & Tang, 2011). Using
action verbs however leads educators to directly include content and context in learning
outcomes such as those given as examples by Ambrose and Biggs and Tang. This overt
focus on content has led to tertiary education being accused of “content tyranny” (Prince,
2004, p. 229). The outcomes of academic learning however are not content, they are
generalisations or abstract understanding - “a description of the world that does not consist in
doing the activity alone” (Laurillard, 2002, p. 19). Learning outcomes then would be best to
state the abstract concepts that we want a student to understand at course completion. This
is reflected within school education, where the movement has been away from writing
content and context in learning outcomes (Clarke, 2005, 2008; Hattie, 2012).
The second question students need to learn to ask is ‘how am I going?’ To directly help
students with this question, learning outcomes are unpacked into specific skill or knowledge
statements called ‘success criteria’ which both educators and students can measure
progress against (Clarke, 2005, 2008; Hattie, 2012). Success criteria make use of action
verbs, so they appear in a form which many educators would describe as the same as their
current learning outcomes. Using this fuller three-step process of literacy goal to learning
outcomes to success criteria however encourages educators to bring deep abstract
understandings to the fore of learning rather than content related actions which focus
students on an appearance of understanding, something we should never do (Winch, 2013).
We do this however with content focussed learning in physics and engineering where
complex tasks are regularly streamlined into algorithmic procedures (Case & Gunstone,
2002) in order for students to undertake drill and practice with them. While practice is critical
for competence, without relating it back to a deep understanding goal, it has long been
recognised as “an inadequate basis for later learning” (Brownell, 1935, p. 6). In this way a
student’s response to the question about how well they are going can be framed in terms of
understanding rather any ability to use a formula.
The third question learners need to ask is ‘where to next?’ This relates not to the next step in
the learning sequence but to metacognition - which means the student is able to recognise
deficiencies in their understanding and choose paths about how to solve them. Ownership of
learning is something that we desire of students in their project work; however it is also
something we can encourage in all courses. To do this we need to regularly reinforce goals,
learning outcomes and success criteria with students (Clarke, 2005, 2008; Hattie, 2012), in
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this way students become purposefully engaged with the real goal of their education, the
development of academic or abstract understanding.
With dependent learners there needs to be an explicit training and a gradual handing over of
responsibility for learning. To achieve this educators can rephrase the three questions for
these learners as: Which learning outcome does this task relate to? How do you relate what
you are doing to the learning outcome? What questions do you still have about your own
understanding and how will you resolve them?

Formative feedback
Feedback directly relates to the second question and it is through feedback on tasks that
student learning occurs (Hattie, 2014). Feedback comes in many forms, from ineffectual
praise to in/correct results to more powerful formative forms. While at times helpful the
confirmation of in/correctness does not always make visible what is required for a student to
develop. Formative feedback involves giving directions for students to pursue or making
strategies explicit or more powerfully from comparative effects to other students or the
provision of less explicit cues. Feedback needs to be explicitly linked to learning outcomes
so that students begin to monitor and self-regulate their own learning. Feedback must also
be critically timed in relation to student effort; this for instance can make computer-assisted
feedback powerful (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). A highly useful tool for deciding what level of
feedback to give students is the SOLO (Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome)
Taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982). SOLO helps educators recognise at which of five
conceptual levels a student is working. Pre-structural means a student has no knowledge of
the content; uni-structural, they have a single fragment; multi-structural, they have
unconnected fragments of knowledge; relational means linked (conceptual) understandings they can express the interactions between various parts; and extended-abstract, a student is
able to abstract understandings into new contexts. Feedback is best focussed on the level
the student is operating in relation to where they need to be.

Subject hierarchy / epistemic ascent
Another key aspect of the second question is the awareness that both educators and
students need of a subject, that the knowledge within it has epistemic ascent – it is tiered and
exists in a hierarchy (Winch, 2013). This requires that a learner builds successive
understandings or fits new knowledge correctly into the existing hierarchy. This is an
important recognition of and requirement for an educators own deep understandings of their
subject, as without this proficiency any hierarchy becomes elusive making it impossible to
adequately identify success criteria.
It is crucial to recognise that higher up the epistemic hierarchy terms become more
semantically dense or terse as they encapsulate more and more meaning. ‘Timer’ and ‘ADC’
are examples of semantically dense terms. Often educators’ understandings are highly tacit
and what we once had to learn to understand a term has long been condensed into it.
Pedagogy involves fleshing out a subject’s hierarchy and density and then building a
hierarchy for learner progress. One aspect of formal teacher education involves this
unpacking of knowledge; however this is not an aspect of most tertiary lecturers’
backgrounds. Where one aspect of understanding condenses another, we need to be aware
that not making the linked hierarchy visible can lead students to build isolated clusters of
knowledge which compromise their conceptual development (Winch, 2013). This was noted
in a digital electronics module of a course when a student remarked “it’s like you had to be a
hobbyist already to understand it”.

Scaffolding
This is the term we use to plan the conceptual chunks (not procedural steps) in the epistemic
hierarchy; Vygotsky developed the theory of the zone of proximal development (ZPD) which
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has been used to inform pedagogy around scaffolding (Chaiklin, 2003). When scaffolding
learning there are concepts that students can learn with no external support, there are those
which students need external support to learn and there are concepts they are not ready for.
In the latter case further work is needed in unpacking the hierarchy and the development of
more intermediate conceptual chunks. The work in threshold concepts (Meyer & Land,
2003) particularly in our domain of electronics (Scott & Harlow, 2012) highlights the
significance of concepts which students are not ready for. An educators practice involves
planning a manageable hierarchy of conceptual chunks and then evaluating the
effectiveness of our efforts in terms of students’ subsequent understanding.

Direct instruction
A constraint in tertiary education is the large cohort. Lecturing to large classes often attracts
criticism as being transmission of information to a passive audience. Direct instruction is the
method that incorporates lecturing, but it does not assume that learners are passive. Direct
instruction is most powerful when centred on learning outcomes, has a ‘hook’ for student’s
attention, when concepts are fully explained, practice is guided, and there is a way to check
understanding through independent practice in a new context (Hattie, 2012, 2014). In
response to the negativity around lecturing student-directed models of learning (inquiry,
social-constructivist, problem-based) are increasing in popularity. These however rely on the
student discovering the knowledge needed to solve a problem, which will only work when
learners already have satisfactory prior knowledge and understanding (Kirschner, Sweller, &
Clark, 2006).

Student dispositions toward learning
One of the most significant and negative impacts on question three for students (where to
next) is the role that summative assessment plays in credentialing students, lecturers and
institutions alike. Students driven by heavy workloads and constant time pressure (Case &
Gunstone, 2002) recognise the value of understanding in their learning but shortcut it, and
educators focussed on manageable assessments develop isolated tasks that encourage
shallow and fragmented learning. Our prior research focussed on developing conceptual
tutorials (Collis, Rowe, & Donald, 2016) about which one student remarked “I could have
answered the test questions without having known this, but knowing it is just better”. We
need to change student perception about deep learning from being ‘better’ to that of being
‘essential’ so that they change their disposition toward learning and then their agency - their
conscious choices around learning behaviours. One effective method is to be insistent about
learning, to move beyond “this would make a good exam question” to focussing students’ on
learning outcomes and graduate attributes in spite of any looming test or exam. This is one
aspect that Hattie (2014) says differentiates the expert educator.

Educational technology
Leveraging off modern technology can increase the power of teaching around question two,
how am I going? Benefits however are only realised when the technology is integrated using
sound pedagogy (Laurillard, 2002). The expertise and capacity to teach in a particular
subject area using learning technologies has been called Technological Pedagogical Content
Knowledge (TPCK). This entails an extension to educators pedagogy as it “requires an
understanding of the representation of concepts using technologies” (Mishra & Koehler,
2006, p. 1029). One such application of educational technology is creating and using
visualisations that can make, for example, the forces, state changes and trends of otherwise
invisible phenomena visible (Gibbons, 2008), something so often lacking in students’
awareness of electronic circuits.
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Developing an understanding of pedagogy (both educational theory and practice) is critical
for educators, just as critical as foundations of sound theory and practice are for engineers.
Pedagogy gives us the power to critically evaluate student’s understandings and our own
teaching practice. We can then design ways in which our students can best gain deep
understanding.

From theory to practice
Replanning the section on microcontrollers involved application of the theory discussed
above: the three questions for students, formative feedback, epistemic ascent, scaffolding,
direct instruction, student dispositions and educational technology. The educational
technology used is an online assignment tool (Figure 1) employing visualisation of circuits
and microcontrollers developed by the first author as part of his PhD research1.

Qu 1: Where am I going? Development of a literacy goal
The previous course aim (‘using commercially available hardware and developing a solution
using a high level programming language’) was replaced by a literacy goal. This goal was
based on research from teaching and learning computer programming and relates to the
student developing a mental model for a ‘notional machine’ (Sorva, 2013). The literacy goal
became ‘develop a viable mental model (useful abstraction) of a microcontroller based
embedded system”.

Qu 1: Where am I going? Development of abstract learning outcomes
Learning outcomes previously written for this course directly related to content such as GCC
memory allocation and the AVR stack frame. These outcomes do not focus students on the
goal of tertiary education which is ‘academic’ learning – the ability to work in the abstract.
New abstract learning outcomes were written after reviewing academic literature in
embedded systems relating to the understandings that new learners need to develop
(Koopman et al., 2005; Winzker & Schwandt, 2011). Some of these are:
LO1: understand the interrelatedness of hardware and software in Embedded Systems (ES)
LO2: understand the ES as an automaton
LO3: understand the ES as reactive and responsive to its environment
Programming syntax and semantics for microcontroller programs is complex and students
had previously completed the course with highly fragmented understandings (no epistemic
ascent) of what a program for embedded systems was, as they had only ever had one
laboratory experience. Their understandings were evident in their haphazard approach to
software in the subsequent design course. Outcomes written for developing student
software were:
LO4: understand the importance of transparent software practices for ES’s
LO5: understand the benefits of using a state machine model for programming ES’s

Qu 2: How am I going? Development of concrete success criteria
Understanding as an abstract learning outcome was unpacked into concrete success criteria;
e.g. understand the ES as reactive and responsive to its environment was unpacked into:
· explain polling in relation to making an ES responsive
· explain contact bounce issues with physical switches and software de-bounce code
· describe how microcontroller timers are used to make an ES responsive
· explain how microcontroller external interrupts are used to make an ES reactive
· setup a microcontroller timer to make a microcontroller responsive to its environment
1

(The course resources and online assignment are available at www.XplainItToMe.com. A simple
online registration process with the University of Auckland is required to gain a logon ID).
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· describe the significant characteristics and features of an internal ADC
· discuss issues of an ES’s responsiveness with regard to polling, blocking and interrupts.
Success criteria begin with action verbs, this follows one practice surrounding success
criteria which relates to student metacognition and owning their learning, where a student
puts the words “I can” in front of each statement. Some of the success criteria are extended
with the learning outcome, to purposefully direct students back toward the required abstract
understanding, e.g. ‘explain polling in relation to making an ES responsive’.

Direct instruction and epistemic ascent
Lectures followed a process which began by focussing students on abstract learning
outcomes and not the content to be covered. Demonstrations (conceptual models) used in
lectures were not just ‘hooks’ to engage students but presented as rich contexts to describe
the abstract principles in action. For example a quiz game controller was built and used to
explain the previously introduced concept of the reactive nature of embedded systems and
how polling made the ES reactive. It was also used in an assignment question to engage
students with visualisation of polling as a software process (Figure 1). Lecture notes and the
assignment were planned to build the hierarchy or epistemic ascent required for conceptually
linked rather than isolated understanding. To learn about how an embedded system is made
to be responsive to the environment involved building up a sequence of understandings. In
the assignment a sequence of eight questions for hardware timers (Figure 2 and 4 are the
first and last circuit exercises) and nine questions on ADC circuits, each designed as a
sequence of proximal conceptual chunks which became increasingly more dense and
abstract.

Figure 2: Simple counter circuit exercise

Figure 1: Quiz game - polling visualisation

Figure 3: Full AVR timer circuit exercise

Scaffolding using educational technology
Novice students’ learning to program in a proficient and transparent (easily readable and
maintainable) manner is a crucial practice in embedded systems work. While commercial
tools exist to help developers they require initial proficiencies that novices do not have. The
assignment tool includes a microcontroller simulator (Figure 1) with a drag and drop interface
for a variety of sensors that automatically creates well-structured program code allowing
students to quickly grasp good practice. Once students are familiar with syntax and
fundamental programming statements they often transition to completing given programs or
predefined tasks, however they then struggle to transition to the next stage of designing
programs. This course leads into a project-based design course where student’s struggles
with software were profoundly evident. This led to software design being introduced in the
microcontroller theory course using the simulator’s integrated state machine editor. State
machines are devoid of syntax so are intuitive ways for students to begin software design.
To scaffold students from the lower cognitive activities at the bottom of the Bloom’s
Taxonomy into the higher creative layers, where they can design their own software, the
state drawing tool automatically creates program code as states and transitions are drawn.
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This visible design process was used in the assignment to support students in identifying
design issues relating to non-deterministic behaviour in state models.

Qu 2: How am I going? - Formative feedback using educational technology
The assignment tool provides immediate and specific feedback to students in the form of
written comments and control of simulations. When an answer is correct feed forward
comments become visible to reinforce abstract understandings along with next steps for
learning. Some assignment questions were summative with marks only becoming visible
after the assignment closed. To increase their learning power, feedback on these was
provided after the assignment closed in order to give them a formative purpose as well.
One question that relied on providing a cue as feedback related to correct use of variable
types in C, a crucial understanding for embedded systems engineers. Types were
introduced in a lecture and case studies were presented where type errors had caused loss
of life or major cost. Type usage was then practiced in the assignment via questions on type
choice, overflow and underflow. The assignment question developed to investigate
students’ genuine understanding of type usage involved displaying numbers and had no
reference to being about data types. Students were required to change the simulation from
displaying numbers in the range 0 to 999 to 0 to 99999. The cue (subtle hint) was that the
provided program could actually only display numbers in the range from 0 to 255 (not 999).
An aware student would realise that the provided program would not work and then
extrapolate as to what data type would be correct for their final program. In this question the
simulator provided a safe environment for failure (as a well-planned laboratory experience
could); following the adage that “good decisions come from experience and experience
comes from bad decisions”.

Qu 3: Where to next? – Student metacognition and learning dispositions
A number of strategies were employed to encourage students to develop positive
dispositions towards their learning: overt use of learning outcomes in the lecture notes and
assignment questions, the simulation based assignment with immediate feedback centred on
learning outcomes, regularly encouraging students to begin the assignment and analytics
integrated into the assignment front page showing students their own progress in comparison
to that of the whole course.

Methodology and Results
A mixed methods approach was developed to collect and analyse data from the theory
course and subsequent project-based design course in both 2015 and 2017. Prolonged
engagement with staff and students in lectures, tutorials and laboratories allowed rich
qualitative data to be collected from observations and discussions. Student voice was
collected as much as possible as it is a recognised tool for assessing teaching practice
(Cook-Sather, 2006) and follows the course goal of improving the student learning
experience. Qualitative data from all courses were analysed thematically to identify both
semantic and latent levels (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Quantitative data collected included test,
assignment and examination results. Collecting data from several sources allowed a
triangulation process to establish trustworthiness of the full dataset (Case & Light, 2011).

Examination results.
There was a marked change in student exam behaviour and grades from previous years. In
2016 86% of students had answered all four questions about the digital section of the course
before choosing one of the two microcontroller questions; in 2017 student behaviour
reversed with 86% choosing to answer both microcontroller questions and three of the digital
questions. Scores also changed with averages for the two microcontroller questions moving
from 59% in 2016 to 69% in 2017. Not all students succeeded in the course, 24 students did
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not do the assignment (their average exam grade was 51%) and several students began the
assignment late and did not finish it.

Student voice.
199 of the 221 students attended the theory course laboratory in 2017; each student was
canvased for their opinions about the course material. 174 students rated the material as
understandable (25 added it was ‘fun’ or ‘loving it’), 25 students rated it as difficult. Most
students made comments indicating they developed good understanding and had a positive
learning experience. Comments covered all aspects of the course: learning outcomes, “it’s
not like other courses you know what is expected of you”; epistemic ascent, “completely new, kind of
easy to understand”, “being taught C coding for micro-controllers without just making the assumption
we know how to do this”; visualisation, “I can see C in action”; the new assignment tool: “yeah, I
can do assignment questions on the bus”, “simulations make it well worth doing the questions online”,
“I definitely think it was one of the best learning tools of any course”; motivation, “easier to do work
when I am interested in it”, course notes: “notes make lectures interesting keeps me awake”;
semantic density, “it let us practically understand the things we were learning which I think was very
important because the content is something that I personally found difficult to get my head around due
to all the technical terms”; direct instruction, “Being shown the thought process our lecturers use
when they solve problems”; demonstrations, “gadgets and devices were super helpful to see what
was actually going on at the physical level”; experience of learning, “rather than theory which we are
used to it’s interesting”; formative feedback, “feedback in questions is excellent”; metacognition,
“assignment was actually pretty good at helping me evaluate my learning”; link to rich context, “real
world examples which seemed kind of silly but ended up being really useful’; student agency, “I
wouldn’t have thought about it while playing a Gameboy but I got an insight and now can see the
opportunities”. Some negative feedback about the course related to laboratories,” I would be
keen to do some of the tasks with a real microcontroller instead of simulation ”. Students also made

negative comments which indicated their summative assessment driven approach to
learning, e.g. “there should be a fully completed version of the write-on course notes for exam
preparation” and “it’s difficult to tell how this will relate to questions in the exam”. Some students
also struggled with C and their feedback related to needing more fundamental programming
skill development.

Course evaluations.
There was a marked increase in student satisfaction ratings with the course rising from a
previously very unsatisfactorily ranking to above the university average.

Discussion
The course goals were to help students build a viable mental model (conceptual
understanding) of an embedded system and improve their experience of learning; these were
met for a clear majority of students. The results cannot be attributed to a single aspect of the
change as there were significant changes to the course materials and staff. Many of the
comments students left about the course however made direct or indirect reference to
making learning visible and epistemic ascent. The visible learning process was centred on
clearly articulating abstract principles in learning outcomes and regularly focussing the
takeaway learning from concrete activities and success criteria back onto those abstract
principles. The epistemic ascent was focussed around richly contextualised examples each
developed through systematically linking epistemic (hierarchical) and manageable learning
chunks suitable for novice learners and not treating content as isolated fragments.
A number of other comments made by students pointed toward other aspects of the course
that also had powerful effects. These revolved around the clarity of the course materials and
the clarity of presentation in lectures. These are already well-known indicators of student
satisfaction in the department. The course also relied heavily on the use of a new online
assignment tool to guide conceptual understanding via visualisations and promote student
engagement through automated formative feedback. While visualisation is not a
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replacement for ‘real’ work with microcontrollers, several students directly commented on
how it significantly enhanced their understandings of the dynamic processes involved.
The results overall indicate the benefit of a systematic coupling between educational theory
and pedagogical practices when setting out to investigate and enhance student
understanding. Future work in the course will involve a focus on metacognition; one of these
aspects will be to structure the assignment grading in such a way as to reinforce regular
activity rather than the common just-in-time approach currently used by many students.

Terminology
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Academic /Abstract knowledge – descriptions of descriptions of the world
Agency – students conscious choices concerning their learning behaviours
Assessment – gaining a valid realisation of student understandings
Bloom’s Taxonomy – six level cognitive hierarchy for planning learning outcomes
Conceptual understanding – links between aspects of knowledge
Epistemic ascent – the development of a linked learning hierarchy
Expert educator – constantly refines practice through critique of their impact on learning
Feedback – helping students identify where they have not understood
Learning outcome – what we want students to focus their learning towards
Literacy – being able to use knowledge in the real world
Metacognition – self-awareness and control over ones thought and learning processes
PCK –pedagogy and subject knowledge brought together to build student comprehension
Pedagogy – discipline relating to teaching practice underpinned by educational theory
Scaffolding – sequencing learning chunks that stretch but do not exceed student
understanding
Success criteria – concrete or contextualised activities that backup learning outcomes
SOLO taxonomy, five level tool for recognizing students relational conceptual capabilities
TPCK – representation of concepts using educational technology
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SESSION C5: Systems perspectives on engineering education
CONTEXT Design thinking which is becoming important in business and related disciplines
has also begun to be engaged in engineering. This paper investigates the relevance and
impact of student awareness of design thinking and customer needs prior to the onset of the
gearbox design project assignment which is part of the course “design of machine elements”
of the mechanical engineering program. This was implemented by providing students with
‘Just-in-Time Teaching (JiTT)’ of design thinking and stakeholder mindfulness into the
course. The effectiveness of this intervention was assessed by conducting two surveys, one
before and one after the presentation, and from focussed group discussions.

PURPOSE The research question is “Does ‘just in time’ design thinking enhance student
interest and appreciation of customer needs in the design of the machine elements”?

APPROACH Sixty five second-year mechanical engineering students attended a
presentation on design thinking with emphasis on sustainability and stakeholder needs prior
to the design of machine elements (a gearbox) workshop. The students were also invited to
participate in an interactive focus group discussion on design thinking one week after the
presentation. Two surveys based on scores (1-5), one prior to the presentation of design
thinking, and one, 6 weeks later at the end of the design assignment, were conducted to
evaluate the impact of this presentation on students especially in their concept of gear
design, cost, efficiency, aesthetics, safety, functionality, maintainability and sustainability.
RESULTS Compared to the first survey which was completed by 49 students, the results of
the second survey which was completed by 38 students showed an overall improvement of
the students’ consideration of completion timelines, cost, efficiency, aesthetics, safety,
maintainability and sustainability in their gear design. The most significant improvement was
that their overall confidence level in the design of gears had improved by 27.2%.

CONCLUSIONS Dym et al. mentioned in their paper Engineering Design Thinking,
Teaching and Learning in the Journal of Engineering Education (2005) that, “Design is what
engineers do, and the intelligent and thoughtful design of the engineering curriculum should
be the community’s first allegiance”. It is agreed that all engineering students need to have
some element of design thinking in their curriculum. However a ‘just in time’ intensive mode
of teaching may suffice and give the necessary outcomes.

KEYWORDS Design thinking, machine elements, mechanical design, just in time.
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Introduction
According to Glegg (1969) in his book The Design of Design, science is about discovery and
a scientist could discover a star but he will not be able to make one; an engineer could do it
for him. Blumrich (1970) informed in his publication entitled “Design” in Science, that
engineering, as a profession, is a creative process which involves the use of available
knowledge, materials and other resources to solve new and existing problems. Engineering
curricula have always been based on basic science with technological problems solved by
applying scientific principles, and design has been said to be the core features of engineering
(Simon, 1996). From the industry perspective, the design of effective solutions to meet social
needs is deemed necessary in engineering programs and an attribute of an engineering
graduate (Evans, McNeill, & Beakley, 1990; Sheppard, 2003). Engineering programs have
also been said to lack sufficient scientific foundation (Braha & Maimon, 1997). These
perceptions have led the industry to think that engineering graduates have difficulties
practicing in industry. The perceptions have therefore led to industry’s recognition to support
academia in good design education (Todd & Magleby, 2004).
Design and engineering have many definitions. Sheppard (2003) has put into perspective
what an engineer would normally do in his work and that is “scope, generate, evaluate, and
realize ideas”. In a way it is not dissimilar from the design process which to quote Sheppard
is “scoping and generation, assessment, and selection (or evaluation) and the making or
bringing to life (i.e., realization) of ideas”. Dym, Agogino, Eris, et al. (2005) cited that the
highest priority in future resource allocation decisions for engineering in academia should be
the inclusion of design pedagogy.
The nineties and beyond saw the design of products and services became a huge
component in the business world and corporations were investing in becoming design
leaders (Dunne & Martin, 2006). Design thinking which was becoming important in business
was also featuring in engineering and architecture.
So what is design thinking? Design thinking is how designers think and learn. It is difficult to
teach and, reflects the process of inquiry and learning in a systems context with the
individual making decisions as they proceed, in a team based collaborative fashion (Dym et
al., 2005). It also depicts the involvement of a client or customer and decisions are made
through an ongoing feedback mechanism between “contractor/ engineer/ designer and client”
realising in an optimum product or process. It is cross disciplinary and embraces creative
thinking in offering solutions to problems. According to Parmar (2014), design thinking plays
a critical role in educating a new class of engineers, and that design thinking can be
integrated as a core subject in the first year via project based engineering and promotes new
product development. Açar and Rother (2011) introduced the design thinking approach as a
new means of systematic innovation, integrated the approach in engineering education, and
reflected a complex process of inquiry and learning that merges engineering with design.
The initial intent in this study was to introduce design thinking as a course in the mechanical
engineering program and to encourage students to be mindful of their stakeholders, the
ecosystem and to use science, technology and design to solve problems (Chang, 2013).
Several engineering programs worldwide have embedded design thinking into specific
programs or as topics in specific courses/subjects. The question is whether these methods
have delivered the expected outcomes?
Anecdotal feedback from colleagues in other universities and Griffith University informed that
a standalone course in design thinking is time consuming, may not achieve the intended
benefits as students tend not to integrate it into their core courses and their learning and
decision making. Students have a very short attention span and tend to compartmentalise
their thoughts. It is therefore decided that, in this study, to introduce mindful design thinking
‘just in time’ into the design of machine elements course. ‘Just-in-Time Teaching’ or JiTT
(Novak, Patterson, Gavrin, et al., 1999) has a similar resemblance to the ‘Just-in-Time’
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manufacturing process pioneered by Toyota in the 1970s (Monden, 1998) whereby students/
participants are introduced to a topic/process or a learning assignment just in time for its
application. The main element of JiTT is active learning. Students control the learning
process and this engagement between student and teacher which can be held anywhere is
further enhanced with the use of electronic technologies (Marrs and Novak, 2004). Students
who have difficulties in understanding a topic, could attend a pre class session to address
these difficulties. JiTT allows the instructor the possibility to respond to the students
difficulties when the students come to class and the students determine the discussions and
lead the discussions (Mazur and Watkins, 2010; Marrs and Novak, 2004; Thomas, 2011).
The student input is therefore ‘just in time’. JiTT used in the teaching of science and science
majors in undergraduate and postgraduate programs has shown improved student attitudes
and study habits leading to interactivity and also increased retention (Marrs and Novak,
2004). It was reported that using a concept-based JiTT curriculum may encourage students
to study and discuss the classroom material at deeper level (Riskowski, 2015).
Included in the following sections is an approach to providing students with JiTT mindful
design thinking, the results of two student feedback surveys - one of which conducted before
and the other after the presentation, the feedback from focussed group discussions, and,
finally the conclusions of this study.

The Approach
In this investigation it is decided against the implementation of a full course in design or, any
structured curriculum in design thinking as the curriculum was already very packed. The
strategy was, to quote Knight and Wood (2005), to “teach more by lecturing less” and to use
a version of JiTT to incorporate design thinking and mindfulness into the design of machine
elements course. The approach was to provide the students with an interactive presentation
on design thinking and mindfulness, or as it was introduced to the students ‘mindful design
thinking’ at week four. Week four was just before the students start their design project.
The design of machine elements is a second year course in the mechanical engineering
program at Griffith University. It is a course on modelling and design of power and motion
transmission and control machine elements such as shafts, bearings, gears, fasteners and
joints, etc., using physics, mathematics and core mechanical engineering principles (statics,
dynamics, stress analysis, failure prevention, etc.). This course is delivered through a
combination of specially developed lectures, design problem solving tutorials, and hands-on
design projects in the design workshop. The main learning outcome is the students”
acquisition of strong analytical knowledge of machine elements, their design and load
carriage / or power transmission mechanics. The project activities are arranged in a way to
be able to motivate each student by providing experiential, authentic, and challenging
learning experiences. As many second year students have not as yet had any experience
with a power transmission machine, the design of the gear box exploration and design
workshop which are key hands on activities is organised into two main phases and
scheduled to start from the second week of the semester. In phase one, students explore
and examine a real world 3-speed gearbox used in a manual transmission car as the first
project. Students form project teams with around 5-6 members. The lecture on the general
theory of gears which was normally scheduled during week four. To help the students
prepared for the workshop activities, a briefing on the basics of gear trains is deliberately
brought forward to week one.
In phase two, students design a gearbox based on a set of assigned conditions using the
knowledge they have acquired. This is organised with a specific application background,
such as for a conveyor system or an industrial saw. The design team need to determine the
configuration and key parameters to satisfy the project task specifications, required strength
and functionality, and to create a set of engineering drawings for the gearbox. In week four,
along with the briefing of the design tasks, an introduction of the design thinking and
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mindfulness concept is included as an integral part for students to adopt in their design
practice.
From past observations, student groups are typically keen to jump into designing the gear
box and to finish the project. There is lack of discussion or preparation and also the
discussion on the needs of the stakeholder (customer) are not a priority. The knowledge of
design thinking which systemises the team discussion process and creates mindfulness of
customer needs such as costs and sustainability would be useful.
The presentation on design thinking to 65 students of the Design of Machine Elements
course was short and interactive and workshop style. It covered some basic concepts and
applications of design thinking and mindfulness, and a few case studies including IKEA’s
success in the furniture industry. It was held at 9 am at the beginning of the class when the
students are presumably “fresh and receptive”. This presentation/workshop was literally ‘just
in time’ and around 15-20 minutes. Students were then encouraged to engage in inter and
intra group discussions for around 10 minutes. The teams then proceeded with their design
project over the next 6 weeks with a weekly verbal reminder to use design thinking in their
product design. The students were invited to participate in an interactive focus group. This
discussion was conducted whilst the students were undertaking their project work within their
project groups. The topic discussed was the usefulness of the JiTT presentation.

Results
Table 1. Survey questionnaire
No.

Questions

1

I am confident in carrying out stress analysis.

2

I am confident in completing engineering drawings for a typical machine element.

3

I am confident in the design of a shaft for motion and power transmission.

4

I am confident in the design of gears.

5

I am confident in the design of a full set of simple gearbox.

6

In my design, I always consider the functionality of the machines or devices.

7

In my design, I always consider the safety of the machines or devices.

8

In my design, I always consider the machinability, assemblability, and maintainability of the
machines or devices.

9

In my design, I always consider the cost of the machines or devices.

10

In my design, I always consider the sustainability of the machines or devices.

11

In my design, I always consider the ecosystem related to the machines or devices.

12

In my design, I always consider the aesthetics of the machines or devices.

13

In my design, I always consider the efficiency of the machines or devices.

14

The teaching (lecturers, tutors, etc.) on this course is effective in helping me to learn.

15

What did you enjoy most about this assignment?

16

What did you enjoy least about this assignment?

17

Please provide feedback and suggestions on the arrangement of the design workshops and
the course.

Two surveys were conducted in the week four and week ten respectively in the Design of
Machine Elements class. The questionnaire consisted of 14 quantitative questions (No. 114), for which students were asked to indicate their response on a scale of 1-5, where 1=not
at all; 2=very little; 3=some; 4=quite a bit; 5= very much; and also 3 qualitative questions (No.
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15-17) with open-ended responses expected. The questionnaire is listed in Table 1. The
results of the two surveys conducted are summarised in Table 2 for the 14 quantitative
questions.
Table 2. The results of the two surveys conducted (for quantitative questions)
N
o.

Questions

Survey 1

Survey 2

Improvement

1

I am confident in carrying out stress analysis.

3.55

3.63

2.3%

2

I am confident in completing engineering drawings
for a typical machine element.

3.47

3.39

-2.2%

3

I am confident in the design of a shaft for motion
and power transmission.

3.16

3.54

11.9%

4

I am confident in the design of gears.

3.02

3.84

27.2%

5

I am confident in the design of a full set of simple
gearbox.

2.84

3.42

20.6%

6

In my design, I always consider the functionality of
the machines or devices.

3.96

3.84

-3.0%

7

In my design, I always consider the safety of the
machines or devices.

4.00

3.95

-1.3%

8

In my design, I always consider the machinability,
assemblability, and maintainability of the machines
or devices.

3.67

3.87

5.3%

9

In my design, I always consider the cost of the
machines or devices.

3.65

3.79

3.7%

10

In my design, I always consider the sustainability of
the machines or devices.

3.67

3.84

4.6%

11

In my design, I always consider the ecosystem
related to the machines or devices.

3.53

3.61

2.1%

12

In my design, I always consider the aesthetics of
the machines or devices.

3.59

3.66

1.8%

13

In my design, I always consider the efficiency of the
machines or devices.

3.69

3.96

7.2%

14

The teaching (lecturers, tutors, etc.) on this course
is effective in helping me to learn.

3.57

3.71

3.9%

The first survey which was completed by 49 students, the results of the second survey which
was completed by 38 students showed an overall improvement of the students’ consideration
of completion timelines, cost, efficiency, aesthetics, safety, maintainability and sustainability
in their gear design. The most significant improvement was that their overall confidence level
in the design of gears had improved by 27.2%, while the confidence level in the design of a
full set of simple gearbox had improved by 20.6%.
As for the focussed group discussions, all 15 project groups of between 4-6 students agreed
that “design thinking was useful”. Three groups informed that discussions with stakeholders
on their needs were extremely important and should be included in the project; however one
group was concerned that this would impinge into the project time. Five groups suggested
that design thinking be offered as a course in the engineering program. All groups agreed
that in the scheme of things students may not use design thinking effectively as they are
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always short of time and therefore they were not so sure of the usefulness of including a
standalone design thinking course into the program. Two groups suggested that design
thinking be used in Industry Affiliates Project (IAP). IAP is the workplace internship
undertaken by students. Overall all groups agreed that the JiTT design thinking presentation
was useful and interesting.

Conclusions
Dym et al. mentioned in their paper Engineering Design Thinking, Teaching and Learning in
the Journal of Engineering Education (2005) that, "Design is what engineers do, and the
intelligent and thoughtful design of the engineering curriculum should be the community’s
first allegiance”. To quote the students interviewed in this project, there is a need to have
some element of design thinking in their curriculum as well as the notion of mindfulness of
the stakeholders needs. This study has given us indications that a JiTT presentation has
improved students’ perception of aspects which would be of interest to stakeholders/clients/
customers such as completion timelines, cost, efficiency, aesthetics, safety, maintainability
and sustainability in their gear design. There would be a need to investigate further to
ascertain whether there should be a standalone course in design thinking with mindfulness or
whether it should be JiTT presentations. The suggestion of the incorporation of design
thinking into Industry Affiliates projects is one that could be considered and could be a test
bed to ascertain improvements in students’ design of machine elements as well as cost
benefits and customer satisfaction.
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SESSION: S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
CONTEXT Among the hot topics of Engineering Design research, creativity enhancing
techniques play a key role with abundancy of approaches, methods and tools proposed by
different authors to address a range of objectives such as exploring new product
opportunities, suitable framing of ill-defined problems, overcoming mental inertia and design
fixation phenomena, improving co-creative activities etc. Typically, those research activities
claim some advantages with respect to the existing literature through case studies or
sometimes through controlled experiments. However, the impact of the application context,
the attitude and background of participants, but even the variability of the design task of the
experiment have a dramatic impact on the performance of the subjects. Consequently, it is
very hard identifying regularities and common aspects to draw some general conclusions
and make a step ahead towards the definition of comprehensive models and related
educational approaches. A further limitation is that variability of testing conditions and
observation means make it difficult to replicate those experiments to scale-up the
investigation with more significant data sets.
PURPOSE This study aims at proposing a reference set-up for design experiments, suitable
to test creativity-enhancing techniques under controlled conditions.

APPROACH The proposed testing framework can involve either students or practitioners,
working in teams or as individuals, divided in different groups of treatment, one of which
receives no treatment and plays the role of control group. Each group should count a
sufficient number of individuals or teams receiving the same treatment to allow for analysis of
statistical significance of the results. The experiment consists of two rounds: the first does
not involve the application of any treatment to check whether the testing groups show
homogeneous performance in terms of idea generation capabilities. In the second round, all
groups but the control one, receive some specific instruction or set of stimuli, suitably
differentiated, to observe the impact of the creativity-enhancing techniques under study. A
panel of experts assesses groups’ performance by means of the evaluation of all the
generated ideas, according to four reference metrics.

RESULTS The proposed experimental set-up proved to be applicable in several contexts,
to compare the impact of different creativity enhancing techniques. So far, it allowed to
compare the effects of: (i) creative stimuli based on analogical thinking; (ii) information
extracted from patents as a trigger for idea generation; (iii) the introduction of external
knowledge from biology represented with different functional/causal modelling techniques.
CONCLUSIONS The paper proposes a structured experimental approach to test creativityenhancing techniques in terms of impact on design performance and usability, as well as to
monitor the learning process of target groups. The tests carried out so far have mostly
explored the applicability of the experimental set up varying different creative techniques and
operational environments; the structured definition of the experiment enables the replication
of a test by different researchers with controlled changes on the experimental conditions.
KEYWORDS Design creativity, creativity stimuli, creativity metrics.
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Introduction
Design creativity has become a hot topic in Engineering Design for at least a decade, and
significant advancements have been done in understanding how to activate creative thinking
while performing design tasks. Creative stimuli leverage several mechanisms such as the
identification of analogies (e.g., Christensen & Schunn 2007; Goel 1997) or the guided
exploration of resources available in the system or easily accessible (e.g. Becattini et al,
2012). Even though some experiments show that also “internal” stimuli, i.e. retrieved from the
company's information repository, can bring advantages to idea generation in brainstorming
sessions (e.g., Howard et al., 2011), more extensive studies are dedicated to the injection of
relevant pieces of information from other fields of application (e.g. through patents, as in Fu
et al, 2015), or from other domains (e.g. Bar-Cohen, 2006; Bonser & Vincent, 2007). The
research in this domain investigates several further aspects, such as the degree of
interactions in brainstorming activities (Faure, 2004) or the means used to propose creative
stimuli, e.g. in textual, graphical or mixed form (Gonçalves et al., 2016).
Overall, this multitude of studies has increased the knowledge on influential factors, but
several fundamental limitations remain:
x in many cases, the conclusions of proposed experiments are not robust enough, due
to the difficulty of involving large samples of subjects, especially when these are
practitioners from industry;
x nor it is possible to scale-up complementary studies by comparing their results, since
many uncontrolled variables change in the set-up of the experiments (e.g., the
application context, the attitude and background of participants, the design task of the
experiment), thus affecting the interpretation of the observed phenomena.
Not surprisingly, contradictory outcomes emerge from apparently similar studies, and this
makes it very difficult the identification of regularities and common aspects to draw some
general conclusions and make a step ahead towards the definition of comprehensive
models. In turn, this limits the efficient advancement of the research in the field.
This study proposes a reference set-up for design experiments, suitable to test creativityenhancing techniques under controlled conditions. The proposed testing framework exploits
the experience of previous experimental activities carried out by the authors and by other
scholars in the engineering design domain. As such, more researchers might organize their
studies according to the same framework, thus allowing regular and structured replications of
experiments, as for instance in the pioneer experience proposed by Belski et al. (2016).
The paper is structured as follows: the second section describes the proposed framework
and its rationale; then, two exemplary applications of the same are proposed, to show the
adaptability of the framework to different contexts and specific objectives. Eventually, the last
section proposes the conclusions of the authors based on the evidences emerged so far.

The testing framework
The testing framework has to be adaptable to a large variety of experimental conditions, so
as to allow the observation of the influence of diverse controllable factors, such as:
x the profile of the subjects (e.g., distinguished by age, gender, education and
background, cultural environment, etc.);
x the design task (e.g., constrained problem solving task, exploration of the design
space through divergent thinking, etc.);
x the designing conditions (e.g., duration of the design activity, work in teams or as
individuals, the features of the test location etc.);
x the creative stimuli differentiated in terms of source of information, expected
mechanism of creativity enhancement, representation form of the stimuli, etc.
At least two different groups of treatment should be set up, one of which receives no
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treatment and plays the role of control group. In the authors’ experience, typically four groups
are organized, i.e. a control group and three different groups of treatment, so as to allow a
broader exploration of the impact of influential factors on idea generation.
Each group should count a sufficient number of individuals or teams receiving the same
treatment to allow for analysis of statistical significance of the results. The basic elements
that constitute a modular unit of the experimental set-up are the followings: several
individuals or teams (subjects) belonging to a certain group receive the same treatment; the
controlled input is a design task to be approached by the subjects; the observed output is the
collection of all the ideas generated by the subjects; other influential factors, such as the
designing conditions and the creative stimuli, are controlled so as to ensure the same
treatment to the entire group.
The experiment consists of two rounds (figure 1): the first one does not involve any induced
method or techniques, nor it introduces any external stimulus to the subjects. The rationale of
this round is to check whether the testing groups show homogeneous performance in terms
of idea generation capabilities. Therefore, the outputs produced by the groups in this phase
are compared through the ideation metrics described below and the randomization of the
subjects is considered adequate if no significant statistical differences emerge.
In the second round, instead, all groups but the control one (Adair et al., 1990) receive some
specific treatment, i.e. they are exposed to different instructions or set of stimuli, or they are
invited to work in different controlled operating conditions. The treatment of the test groups
should be suitably differentiated so that:
Ideation without methodological support (free brainstorming)

ROUND #1

Group #2

Group #1

Group #3

Group #4
DESIRED RESULT (p>>0,05)

BREAK

Hypothesis Testing
H0: Group_i and Group_i+1
achieve homogeneous results
Ha: Group_i and Group_i+1
achieve different results

10-15 Minutes

Treatment #1

Treatment #2

Treatment #3

Control Group (BS)

Group #1

Group #2

Group #3

Group #4

ROUND #2

DESIRED RESULT (p<0,05)

Figure 1: Organization of the two rounds of the experiment

x
x

statistically significant differences can be observed between the output produced by
the test groups;
the controlled variations of the testing conditions are coherent with the objectives of
the specific study.

All the generated ideas (of either rounds of the experiment) are evaluated by a panel of
experts who assess groups’ performance by means of four well-established metrics in the
field literature (Shah et al., 2003):
x Fluency, as a measure of quantity of generated ideas;
x Novelty, as the difference between the generated idea and the initial state of the
solution (ex-ante or a-priori), or in terms of originality with respect to the rest of the
cohort of subjects (ex-post or a-posteriori);
x Variety, as a measure of the diversity among a set of generated ideas, representing
the capability to explore the solution space;
x Quality, as a measure of the goodness/viability of a generated idea (if possible) or
completeness of the idea description (under the assumption that more detailed
descriptions are more likely to be based on supporting arguments).
More in detail, the assessment of ideas according to the above metrics performed by the
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panel of experts should be checked in terms of degree of agreement among the raters, e.g.
by means of the Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance. The results of the individuals/teams
constituting each group are clustered to generate a descriptive statistic for the population
administered with the same treatment. The resulting data are compared to evaluate:
x the uniformity among the different groups before any treatment (Round 1): this check
on the goodness of the randomization for group composition is a necessary precondition for the meaningfulness of the second round of the experiment;
x the differences between the different behaviour of the subjects exposed to a different
treatment (Round 2).
To evaluate the significance of different ideation performance between groups, KruskalWallis is chosen against ANOVA because of the unknown nature of the distribution of the
population, thus, of its variance. Then, differences due to the effect of different treatments
are explored by means of one-to-one comparison between different groups. These
differences are every time measured through meaningful statistical estimators to the
effectiveness of ideation performance.

Exemplary applications of the testing framework
This section briefly describes two different experiments based on the proposed testing
framework, so as to show its applicability in different situations and with different specific
objectives, despite sharing the same overall goal to observe the impact of different creative
stimuli on the ideation performance.

Testing creative stimuli for design-by-analogy
Design-by-analogy is a well-known practice in which analogy is applied in the design process
for helping the designers to get inspired to solve a target problem (Christensen & Schunn,
2007; Goel, 1997). Near-field analogy appears when the target and the analogical source are
from the same or very similar problem domain, while far-field analogy appears when they are
from different problem domains. Despite the effect of analogies on design performance has
been studied by many scholars and several literature sources share the results of carefully
conducted experiments (e.g. Chan et al., 2011), contradictory conclusions emerged when
comparing the outcomes of stimuli characterized by different analogical distances. It is
therefore necessary to extend such studies to a wider set of tests to understand the impact of
factors not yet controlled by the researchers. Among these, the authors intend to explore the
impact of specific training on the capability of designers, either novices or experts: the
recognition of analogies and the generation of idea through the transposition of some
elements into the desired target is not necessarily intuitive and can be improved by practice.
With this purpose, a sample of novice mechanical designers, subdivided in small design
teams, participated in an experimental activity structured as described in the previous
section. The experiment was conducted at Hebei University of Technology in China, with 84
postgraduate students (17F-67M – MS in mechanical engineering). Randomly, 21
participants were assigned to the “Control Group”. The same amount of subjects also
composed the groups exposed to near-field analogies, middle-field analogies and far-field
sources of analogy. Each group counted 7 design teams 3 members each to recreate a
typical collaborative design session.
The first round of the test consisted of a 10-minute brainstorming activity with no stimuli. In
the second round, two different stimuli were introduced every 10 minutes for a total amount
of 40 minutes (8 stimuli per team).
The design task was the proposal of ideas for the next generation of vacuum cleaning robots.
The introductory presentation discussed some of the most common problems of these device
as a preliminary design brief: quality and efficiency of cleaning are low, especially for corners
and edges of the room; the collection device is hard to clean; the robot easily gets stuck and
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the wheels are also easily twined by strings, cables, etc.; other problems, such as high noise,
insufficient energy, etc. During the presentation of the case study, students were encouraged
to generate also ideas beyond the scope of the proposed problems. The design stimuli,
presented to the subjects as a combination of text and picture, were devices or products
supposedly suitable as stimulus to address the problems of cleaning, moving, saving energy
and decreasing noise.
The experiment took place in a large classroom to allow the communication within every
team and prevent any between-team interference. During the experiment, surfing the internet
was forbidden and participants had to write down their ideas as text and sketches on the
ideation template handed out at the beginning of the experiment. The participants also had to
specify the problem they focused on, the stimulus that inspired them and the team name.
The results of the Kruskall-Wallis test on the output of the first round of the experiment
confirmed that there are no significant differences between the groups in terms of quantity of
generated ideas (p=0.904>0.05), novelty of the generated ideas computed as the average
score of novelty for each of the groups (p=0.228>0.05), average quality of ideas among
groups (p=0.692>0.05) and related variety of what they ideated (p=0.838>0.05). In other
terms, it can be stated that groups have been properly created through randomization and
therefore the emerging differences between groups in the second phase, if any, depend on
the effect of analogical stimuli the groups are exposed to.
The analysis of the ideas generated in the second round of the experiment through the
Kruskal-Wallis test shows that differences among groups are significant for the average
score of novelty (p=0.004<0.01), quality (p=0.000<0.01) and for the variety of ideas
(p=0.016<0.05). This implies that the analogical stimuli in this test had a statistically evident
influence on the design outcome. On the contrary, the results show that the differences
among quantity of ideas among the groups did not (statistically) depend on the stimuli
(p=0.116>0.05). The authors interpret the latter as due to the small amount of time assigned
to the subjects for the generation of ideas after the introduction of each pair of stimuli.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the performance metrics related to novelty, variety and
quality achieved by the four groups of treatment.
Without focusing on details that are beyond the goal of the present paper, the following
essential results emerge from this experiment:
x Average novelty index displays that the ideas inspired by near-field analogies are
significantly more novel than the ones generated with different treatments, including
the Control Group. In addition, compared to the control condition without any stimuli,
both medium-field and far-field analogy are tending towards higher novelty design
output, even if the effect is not fully statistically significant.
x Similarly, the quality of ideas inspired by near-field analogies is better than the ones
inspired by the far-field analogy and control conditions. Unlike for the influence on
novelty, the far-field analogy negatively affects the percentage of ideas having higher
quality. This suggests that distant analogies may require designers to retrieve, map
and transfer a hardly manageable amount of information for cognition and this
appears as more difficult without a dedicated training.

Figure 2: Comparison of different analogical distance stimuli (metrics from Shah et al., 2003)
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About variety, the results only allow inferencing that near-field analogies help
designers generate ideas in a broader design space than what control condition,
medium-field and far-field analogy do. This could also reinforce the former statement
about the effectiveness of near-field analogy, as they can also inspire better ideas
with higher novelty and quality.

In summary, this experiment shows that near-field analogies play the most beneficial role in
the ideation at least when proposed to designers not specifically trained on this practice.

Testing information extracted from patents as creative stimuli
As a second exemplary application of the same experimental framework, the authors
propose hereafter an experiment with significantly different conditions and specific objectives
with respect to the study described in the previous section: practitioners instead of students
as subjects; information extracted from patents as design stimuli; analysis of the impact of
different representations on the ideation performance of designers.
The rationale of this study (Authors, 2017) is that among the creative stimuli proposed in
literature, patents represent a suitable option for R&D engineers, since they are supposed to
be acquainted with this kind of documents, and they are not expected to be as sceptic as for
other documents of non-technical origin. Patents as stimuli, even if recalled from the same
domain, can be meaningful for these target users since also incremental innovations might
allow the exploitation of a fruitful business for the patenting subjects.
To study the effect of different patent content representations as creative stimuli in ideation
processes, the investigation requires comparing the outcomes of alternative approaches
using patents. Since analogies have witnessed to be effective for increasing the novelty and
the quantity of ideas (Chan et al., 2011), and patents as sources of analogies demonstrated
effectiveness in idea generation (Fu et al, 2015), their simplest representation (Patent FullText - PT) has been chosen as one of the stimuli for the comparison of treatments.
Two more representation forms have been added in the experiment:
x Problem-Solution Matrix (PS) Map (Suzuki, 2011);
x An original diagram (Figure 3, Parvin et al., 2017) based on the concept of TRIZ
contradiction, since compared with alternatives such as fishbone and fault-tree
diagrams, TRIZ contradictions focus on problems and solution using design
parameters, corresponding respectively to design variables (what designers can
change) and design requirements (Becattini & Cascini, 2013).
Overall, four different treatments were adopted for this experiment: Brainstorming (Control
Group - BS Group); the Problem-Solution Matrix Map (PS group); the TRIZ Contradiction
map (PS+TC group), and Patent Full-Text (PT group). The last three sets of stimuli were built
out of the same patent corpus.
The experiment was conducted in Iran in collaboration with a training and consulting institute:
fifty-six (56) R&D engineers (45 M; 11 F), with an average working experience of 9,2 years
(Std. deviation 1.5) and different backgrounds (mechanical/industrial, chemical, electronics,
computer science…), were involved and randomly subdivided into 4 groups, one per each of
the abovementioned treatments. The 14 people in each group were randomly organized into
7 teams of 2 engineers each. This enables gathering a sufficient amount of experimental
data for each treatment (7 data points) and have real-like design conditions for the team (2
people sharing and generating ideas on the design task).
The experiment was organized into two rounds – 30 minutes each consistent with the
findings of Howard et al. (2010) on the saturation of generativity. During the first round, the
28 teams of R&D engineers were asked to generate inventive ideas they consider worth of
patenting. The second round started after a 15 minute break and the 4 groups received a
different treatment each.
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Figure 3: Exemplary TRIZ contradiction map used as patent information-based creative stimuli

To avoid biases due to misinterpretations, the design task regarded the generation of
inventive ideas for a walker (or walking frame), a device for disabled or elderly people who
need additional support to maintain balance or stability while walking. Its intrinsic simplicity
released the subjects from having specific competencies to understand its current functions
and related working principles. The data collected in the experiment were analysed with the
same metrics described in the previous example and the same logic (for more details, see
Parvin et al., 2017). Overall, the following conclusions were drawn:
x patent-based design tools trigger better performances than brainstorming;
x there is no statistically significant difference between the use of the patent map per se
and with the contradiction map for none of the three metrics, despite the results
suggest potential advantages regarding enhanced novelty;
x the combined use of the problem-solution and contradiction maps increases, with
statistical significance, the quantity of ideas, compared to full-text patent stimuli and
simple brainstorming;
x the combined use of the problem-solution patent map and contradiction map
increases, with statistical significance, the novelty of ideas, compared to simple
brainstorming;
x the use of the problem-solution patent map per se increases, with statistical
significance, the variety of ideas, compared to full-text stimuli and simple
brainstorming.

Conclusions
The paper proposes a structured experimental approach to test creativity-enhancing
techniques in terms of both impact on design performance and usability, as well as to
monitor the learning process of target group.
The proposed experimental set-up proved to be applicable in several contexts, to compare
the impact of different creativity enhancing techniques. So far, it allowed to compare the
effects of: creative stimuli (as examples taken from fields at different distance from the target
application) on analogical thinking; information extracted from patents and represented in
different forms as a trigger for idea generation; the introduction of external knowledge from
biology represented with different functional/causal modelling techniques (not described in
this paper due to space limitations).
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Among the results, it is worth mentioning that sometimes the experiments brought some
unexpected results with respect to other literature studies, which can be justified by reflecting
on the specific cultural or educational context where the test was conducted. Those
reflections might have significant implications in the definition of educational approaches.
Despite the tests carried out so far have mostly explored the applicability of the experimental
set up varying different creative techniques and operational environments, the structured
definition of the experiment enables the efficient replication of a test by different researchers
with controlled changes on the experimental conditions. The authors believe that efforts in
this direction will lead to a higher reusability of research achievements and, ultimately, to a
more efficient growth of the scientific community working on design creativity.
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SESSION
S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century

CONTEXT
Technical innovation can be roughly subdivided into two categories. A first category is
concerned with solving problems that are well understood, and those problems are often
formulated as a contradiction: the engineer tries to improve a parameter of a system for a
certain reason, but unfortunately another parameter of the system gets worse. The second
category is concerned with problems that are not known, basically the engineer tries to
integrate a new function.

PURPOSE
It is the purpose of this paper to compare how easy students find it to solve the respective
problem categories, and how much enjoyment they have in dealing with these, as this may
influence in which order to teach respective analysis and problem solving tools.

APPROACH
Cases for each problem category were distributed to student groups to work on using a
structured problem solving technique. Directly after the exercise the individual students were
given questionnaires to evaluate various aspects of the exercise. The result of
questionnaires was then analysed and evaluated.

RESULTS
No statistically significant difference could be established in how easy students find it to solve
problems of the two problem categories. Also, no statistically significant differences could be
established in the enjoyment that students had in solving problems of the two problem
categories.

CONCLUSIONS
If there is a difference in how easy students find it to solve the respective problem category,
then it may be prudent for a teacher to start teaching problem solving techniques that relate
to the problem category that is easier, or more enjoyable to work on. However, no such
statistically relevant difference could be detected.

KEYWORDS
Open problems, closed problems, TRIZ, inventive principles.
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Introduction
The application of creative techniques in business is of increasing importance for companies
to gain and keep an advantage over competition, as stated by Dobrusskin, Belski and Belski
(2014). A number of techniques is used for these purposes, and TRIZ, the Theory of
Inventive Problem Solving has, in recent years, been one of the more interesting of these
techniques for both engineers and designers (Aoussat, Cavallucci, Trela and Duflou, 2013).
Analogous with the growth of importance of including creative techniques into the portfolio of
processes of companies, there has been a growing interest of teaching these creative
techniques in education in general (e.g., Thijs., Fisser and Hoeven, 2014), and specifically in
the engineering education. Belski et al. for example has included TRIZ in the education of
students at the RMIT Melbourne (e.g. Belski, Baglin, & Harlim, 2013; Belski & Belski, 2013).
Generally creative challenges can be split into one of two categories. Firstly, closed
problems, which are characterized by the fact that a specific problem situation can be well
described. Secondly, open problems, which usually involve a search for something new, but
apart from a crude scoping the “newness” is not further defined. This fact is recognized, for
example, in the TRIZ training material of Ikovenko et al. (2013), by having different tools
clustered to either be more suitable to tackle one – or the other of these creative challenges.
If a substantial difference can be established in how students experience the problem solving
process for each of these two categories of problems, this may enable a teacher to give a
student a better learning experience, for example by starting to teach a problem solving
technique using the easier, or more fun technique first.
The process of solving problems has a number of different aspects. Firstly, to solve nontrivial problems is not easy. Why else would one need creative techniques to solve these
problems? Consequently a problem solver will find some challenge in solving the problem at
hand.
The first hypothesis that was investigated in this study was therefore to evaluate the level to
which a student was challenged while solving different types of problems. Based on
numerous informal experiences it reads: (i) subjects do not experience any difference in the
level of challenge when solving open problems compared to solving closed problems.
Secondly, as noted for example by K. Gadd (2011), the process of successfully solving
difficult problems is generally enjoyable. Again, based on numerous informal experiences the
second hypothesis that was evaluated reads: (ii) subjects have the same amount of
enjoyment while solving open problems as they have solving closed problems.
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Definition of open and closed problems and their
resolution
Particularly for open problems a number of different definitions are circulating. In the context
of this investigation a specific definition of both closed problems as well as of open problems
was used.

Closed Problems
The most common definition of a closed problem is that there is one correct answer to it
(mathematics). Translated into the engineering domain this would mean that the set of
possible solutions will be reasonably clear for an expert in the problem’s domain. In the
framework of this investigation a closed problem refers to a problem situation in which the
problem parameters can be well described. In the industrial practice such problems are
typically encountered in development or in the field. Doors for example should be
constructed to close well with the surrounding doorframe. However, it the door is constructed
in such a way that a finger of a child is squashed between the door and the door frame at the
side of the hinges, an occurrence that is normally to be avoided, the situation could be
described as a closed problem. If such a closed problem poses some intellectual challenge
for it to be solved, then the problems can be described in TRIZ terms as a contradiction (e.g.
Koltze, Souchkov 2011); the engineer tries to improve a parameter of a system for a certain
reason, but unfortunately another parameter of the system gets worse.
In the case of said door, the problem may be formulated as a contradiction as follows:
If the gap between door and door frame is small,
Then the door will close well,
But a finger may be squashed in between.
This basically states that an engineering choice, the use of a thin gap, was made in order to
have a door that closes well, but that this may lead to injuring people. Thus the problem
situation is well defined, and could be solved using respective TRIZ problem solving tools.
For the present investigation a range of different closed problems were used.

Open problems
In contrast to this an open problem, in the context of this investigation, describes a problem
situation in which the problem parameters are not well defined. Typically, those situations are
encountered in an industrial environment when looking for “the next generation” of a product,
or for general ideas of how a project could be improved. To keep with the example of a door,
an open question could be formulated as follows;
How would the next generation of our door range look like?
Here, apart from the time scoping, where next generation probably means within the next few
years, and from the topic scoping, it has to be a door, no restrictions are given, rather new
functions or new implementations of given functions are looked for. For the present
investigation a range of different open problems were used.

Methodology
For finding solutions to open or closed problems a selection of the 40 Inventive Principles
from the TRIZ toolbox was used. The 40 Inventive Principles and their application to problem
situations is an easy to grasp way of working that can be taught within a short time span and
can be applied easily to both problem categories.
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A selection of 10 easy to understand Inventive Principles was made as this allows for less
time to teach the basic way of working, and also less distraction on the part of the user as he
or she only has to choose between 10 options, and not between 40.
Table 1: A list of the 10 used Inventive Principles

#

Inventive Principle

1

Segmentation

2

Taking out

3

Local quality

7

Nesting

10

Preliminary action

13

The other way round

15

Dynamics

17

Another dimension

22

Blessing in disguise

25

Self service

The inventive principles were described in a concise form. For 30% of the participants they
were presented in a card format, for the remainder of the participants they were printed out
on A4 sheets.

Figure 1: The card format for one of the inventive principles is shown

The way of solving both, open or closed problems using the inventive principles followed a
simplified procedure compared to the classical TRIZ approach as explained for example by
Altshuller et al (2005). The following steps were described for problem solving, derived from
writings by Mann (2002), by Boyd and Goldenberg (2014) and by Dobrusskin (2017):
1. Describe the problem (this was given)
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2. Make a list of all resources that are in or around your problem space
3. Apply the Inventive Principles to relevant resources to create ideas
4. Check if the ideas are feasible and, in the case of open problems if they are
wanted/needed by the target group, or, in the case of closed problems if they solve
the problem well
This procedure fits well with the needs of solving closed as well as open problems, and also
requires minimal training by the participants. This greatly facilitated the research as the way
of working could be explained and the problem solution process applied by the participants in
as little as 40 minutes.
The process was used by a total of 61 participants from different backgrounds. 33 of the
participants took part in the investigation in the EU, 28 participants took part in the USA.
Of the 61 participants, 37% were individually asked to solve the problems, whereas the
remainder was asked to work in groups. 64% of the participants were first faced with the
closed question, and afterwards with the open question, for 36% of the participants this
sequence was turned around. The proportion of male to female participants were 80% to
20%. Most participants were Engineers (72%) with the rest divided between Students (20%)
and others (8%). Only 11% of the participants had a good prior understanding or training of
TRIZ, with 33% having a little understanding and 56% having no prior knowledge of TRIZ.
The work experience of the participants was distributed as follows: 50% less than 10 years,
30% between 10 and 20 years and 20 % more than 20 years.
In an initial phase the problem solving process as described above was described to the
participants.
They were then given a first problem, either an open or a closed one, and had to apply the
process in the course of roughly 10 – 15 minutes to create possible solutions to the problem.
Once they had finished the exercise, which normally meant that they had used an average of
two inventive principles, they were given a questionnaire to evaluate their perception of the
process.
Afterwards they were given a second problem, if they had an open problem in the first round,
they were given a closed one in the second round and vice versa. Again, they had to apply
the process of problem solving and take about 10 – 15 minutes to create a set of possible
solutions to the second problem. Once they had finished this exercise, they again were given
a questionnaire to evaluate their perception of the process, and in addition they were also
asked to compare their perceptions of the first and the second problem solving exercise.
Throughout the exercises the participants had a free choice as to which inventive principle
they applied. No formal evaluation of the value or quality of the created ideas was applied.

Results
The participants were positive about the helpfulness of the 10 Inventive Principles for finding
solutions for both, open and closed problems. Opinions that were mentioned included the
following:
·

A good step for starting solution creation

·

Looking forward to using this in projects

·

TRIZ is systematic…
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Responses to four survey questions that clarify the opinions of the team member with
respect to the clarity and the helpfulness of the TRIZ principles are shown in Table 2. The
table includes the question asked, mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD). Scoring is
on a scale of 1 to 4 whereby 1 equals not clear / helpful at all and 4 equals very clear /
helpful.
Table 2: Responses to two survey questions that clarify the opinions of the team member with
respect to the clarity and the helpfulness of the TRIZ principles.

Question

M

SD

How clear were the TRIZ principles for use with closed
questions?

3.11

0.45

How clear were the TRIZ principles for use with open
questions?

3.13

0.65

How helpful were the TRIZ principles for the use with closed
questions?

3.16

0.58

How helpful were the TRIZ principles for the use with open
questions?

3.18

0.57

Responses to two survey questions that clarify the opinions of the team member with respect
to the first hypothesis that formed the starting point of this investigation are shown in Table 3.
Questions, mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD) are shown. Scoring is on a scale
of 1 to 4 whereby 1 equals very challenging and 4 equals not challenging at all
Table 3: Responses to two survey questions with respect to the first hypothesis of this
investigation.

Question

M

SD

How challenging was it to work on the exercise with the closed
question?

2.11

0.58

How challenging was it to work on the exercise with the open
question?

2.10

0.65

Table 4 shows the responses to two survey questions that clarify the opinions of the team
member with respect to the second hypothesis that formed the starting point of this
investigation. The table includes questions, mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD).
Scoring is on a scale of 1 to 4 whereby 1 equals not at all fun and 4 equals a lot of fun.
Table 4: Responses to two survey questions with respect to the second hypothesis of this
investigation.

Question
How fun was it to work on the exercise with the closed
question?
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How fun was it to work on the exercise with the open
question?

3.25

0.57

Responses to a control question asking the participants to directly compare both the aspects
of easiness as well as the aspect of enjoyment of the exercises are shown in Table 5. The
questions asked, mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD) are shown. Scoring is on a
scale of 1 to 5 whereby 1 equals that the closed question was experienced as much easier /
more enjoyable and 5 equals that the open question was experienced as much easier / more
enjoyable.
Table 5: Responses to a control question are shown.

Question

M

SD

Which exercise was easier to do?

2.84

1.19

Which exercise was more enjoyable to do?

3.69

1.01

Comparing the results of the engineers with those of the students, of the male participants
with those of the female participants and of the participants with lots of work experience with
those with little work experience did not bring to light any statistically significant correlation on
any of the survey questions.

Discussion and conclusion
The results shown in Table 2 indicate that the chosen methodology, the use of the selected
10 Inventive Principles from TRIZ, was seen as equally clear and helpful for creating ideas
for closed and open problems.
Both of the stated hypotheses have been supported by the survey results. With respect to
the first hypothesis (i), the responses as shown in Table 2 indicate that the participants see
virtually no difference in how challenging they think it is to find solutions to closed questions
vs. finding solutions to open question. The control question in Table 5 indicates that
participants saw the closed questions as slightly easier to solve – and thus less challenging,
however this difference is not statistically relevant.
With respect to the second hypothesis (II), the response as shown in Table 3 indicates that
again the participants see little difference in how fun they think it is to find solutions to closed
questions vs. finding solutions to open questions. The slight preference of 0.2 points in favor
of the closed questions is statistically not relevant. This is further supported by the control
question as shown in Table 5, whereby a slight preference is indicated for the open problems
to be more enjoyable to work on – again, this difference is not statistically relevant.
There are a number of weaknesses of this study that should be mentioned:
Firstly, the participants were drawn from a pool of widely different ages, backgrounds and
experiences. While currently TRIZ is not commonly taught in the context of a University
education or the like, but instead later on during an engineer’s working life, a more
homogenous sample group, drawn for example from within a University context may be
preferable.
Secondly, the evaluation focused purely on a self-evaluation of how the participants
experienced the process of problem solving, and did not take into account the actual results
they achieved. In order to evaluate if it is better for the teaching process to start learning a
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problem solving technique using open or closed problems, it may however be important to
include some qualitative evaluation of the achieved results.
Thirdly, the problem solving method chosen may not be the optimal one. While the employed
problem solving methodology based on the 40 Inventive Principles is, in the author’s
experience, simple to learn and powerful in application, other methods such as a Substance
– Field Method suggested by Belski (2007), or the six sigma set of tools that come from the
quality movement, may be equally or even better suited to fit a more experienced engineer or
student. In addition, such a methods may already be included in the curriculum of an
engineering study. Furthermore, problem analysis and -solving techniques have been
developed that deal specifically and exclusively with either open or closed questions, and
those may also be a better choice for further investigations – even if it may necessitate a
lengthening of both the training of the technique, and the time allowance for solving the
problem.
The results of the survey show that the problem solving process with respect to solving
closed problems and open problems is experienced as equally challenging. Furthermore,
there is also experienced an equal level of enjoyment when solving either closed or open
problems. Notwithstanding the weaknesses of the study, this may indicate that it is not
crucial to the learning process whether the teacher chooses either a closed or an open
problem for teaching problem solving techniques.
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SESSION
C4: The role and impact of engineers and the engineering profession in the wider
community

CONTEXT
The role of modern engineers is constantly changing. It is argued that a focus on
employability alone is not sufficient to prepare socially responsible engineers as it fails to
address t social issues and challenges of wider society. By examining case studies, paper
provides analysis of the challenges in engineering discipline.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the importance of the social sciences in helping
engineers understand the context in which they will work and how it both constrains and
enables their capacity for social responsibility.

APPROACH
The framework used for this paper is case study analysis. This paper critically examines few
case studies that highlights how engineering knowledge has been used for addressing social!
issues and empower rural areas to create self-sufficiency.

RESULTS
The results that will assist to broadened the focus on the social structure and the way it
enables and constrains socially responsible in engineering education.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides an analysis of the challenges in integrating social responsibility in
engineering education that can be used by educators wanting to pursue this direction.
KEYWORDS: Social Responsibility, Engineering Education, Modern Engineers
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Ethos of Engineering Education
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Engineering and Social Responsibilities
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Case Studies
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Barefoot College challenges the whole pedagogy of engineering education, the prestige
associated with paper degrees and some of the artificial constructs that create hierarchies of
learning. Barefoot architects, engineers, health workers and technical specialists in the energy
and water sectors receive practical training at the college and then return to their communities
to promote human and infrastructural development. The main mission is to disseminate the
knowledge throughout the rural communities around the world, accomplishing what many
less comprehensive approaches have failed to achieve (www.barefootcollege.org). It is a
unique way of empowering community and transformation into a selfÐsustainable society.
Barefoot college is a voluntary organization started by started by social activist, Bunker Roy.
Since then, it has spread to more than 70 countries especially in Africa, Latin America and
Southern Asia. Some of their project includes, The International Solar Training Program
(India), Women Barefoot Solar Engineers (Africa) and Rural Women Light Up Africa, where
trainees are often illiterate or semi-literate mother / grandmothers who maintain strong roots
in their rural village and play a major role in community development. It is a unique model of
using
engineering
and
technical
knowledge
to
address
social
issues
(http://spectrum.ieee.org/energy/renewables/barefoot-matriarchs-take-on-indias-electricitygap.

,-+.#$(/0(1&2$(3#&4$5'6(&%(!"#$%&&'()&**$+$(

78+-8$$#-8+(3#&4$5'(-8()&22.8-'9(1$#:-5$(;73<)1=(
EPICS was found at Purdue and introduced at Princeton University by co-founder Professor
Ed Coyle. EPICS is a unique program in which teams of undergraduates are designing,
building, and deploying real systems to solve engineering-based problems for local
community service and education organizations. Students enrolling in this course earn credits
by using their expertise to make a difference in the community. At the beginning of the
semester, students choose one of the three existing projects and teams meet and work on that
project
throughout
the
academic
year
(https://kellercenter.princeton.edu/learn/epics/overview).
The main objective of the project is to provide graduates experience of real problems face by
the communities and also develop a sense of social responsibilities among future engineers. It
provides exposure to students with strong technical backgrounds and to take advantage of
technology to improve, coordinate and deliver the services in the community. Modern
engineers face a future in which they will need more than solid expertise in their discipline to
succeed. They will be expected to work with people of many different backgrounds to
identify and achieve goals. They need educational and social experiences that can help them
broaden their skills.
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The EPICS team is engaged in a number of projects throughout the academic year and
students have the opportunity to select the one that best fits their interests. Some of the
projects includes, Automated Tour Guide (disability center project), Deaf Kids Code Project
and aero and Astro Engineering project. Most of the projects are collaborated with industry
partner and community organizations.

78+-8$$#-8+(%&#()>"8+$(;7?)=(
The
main
mission
of
Engineering
for
Change
organization
(https://www.engineeringforchange.org/who-we-are/) is to improve the lives of underserved
communities by better preparing the global development workforce, optimizing the solutions
development cycle, and ensuring public health and safety. It collaborates with external
partners that share similar mission and passion for improving the quality of life. It is a
multidisciplinary coalition between engineers, industry partners and the community helping
global development practitioners to design and deploy fit-for-service solutions that address
quality of life challenges.
Engineering for change breaks the barriers between the tertiary education, industry partners
by provoking new ways of thinking in addressing the problems of the society. It promotes an
interdisciplinary practice where practitioners integrate their technical training with an
understanding of economics and business, social science and politics to benefit people living
in poverty. It is a community of individuals who believe that engineering can change the
world for the better.
E4C, works in partnership with various industry partners and engineering community such as
Engineers without Borders (USA) and IEEE, helping them develop knowledge and re-invent
method design. Projects are from wide range of areas such as water, health, sanitation, ICT
and Energy.

,-+.#$(@0(7A"2B*$6(&%(7?)(3#&4$5'6((

Discussion and Recommendation
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5,,.! .&-#6&12! +2+$&40! 37$! &)*#)&&1! 47+$! ',43#)&! $%#+! 9#$%! /1,3-&4! +,-6#)*! 4#).+&$! $,!
&)+71&!$%&!5,,.!#+!.&-#6&1&.!,)!$#4&!().!#+!51&+%0!7).&1+$().!$%&!$1(55#'!+2+$&4!,5!$%&!(1&(0!
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Conclusion
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SESSION Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT We report on the use of a flipped classroom for an undergraduate course in
Digital Systems in which weekly, low-stakes assessment is used to: encourage continuous
engagement and provide continuous feedback; provide opportunities to apply theory to
practice and to obtain meaningful assistance; and establish practices and incentives so that
students can take responsibility for their own learning. Class records and student evaluations
for the past 5 years show very high levels of attendance and student satisfaction. In this
paper we evaluate the effectiveness of the approach more deeply. We also reflect upon the
experience of teaching the course and consider its resource implications.

PURPOSE The purpose of this study is to determine to whether the low-stakes assessment
of preparation and progress effectively contributes to student learning, and whether the
flipped classroom succeeds as a platform for connecting theory and practice.

APPROACH In 2013 the course was changed from a conventional lecture series to a
flipped classroom in which students prepare for their weekly class by reading, watching
recorded presentations, and attempting exercise problems. During class, students work
individually and in small groups on problems that are more open-ended and may require
discussion in small groups, searching for solutions or resources, or practical design and
implementation. Attempting the preparation and class work is sufficient to be awarded the
marks for the tutorial. Student evaluations and results since 2010, as well as a dedicated
survey administered this year, have been used to evaluate the effectiveness of this
approach.
RESULTS Student evaluations show a statistically significant improvement in reported
attributes including development of thinking skills, effective feedback, and overall satisfaction
with course quality. StudentsÕ opinion of the workload has not changed, with over 97%
agreeing that it was appropriate before and after the change. Flipping the classroom has not
had a significant effect on exam results, which were appropriate before the change. An
anonymous online survey was completed by 92 students who recently completed the course.
98% agreed that the course helped them understand the connection between digital systems
and practice, and 93% agreed that marks for the tutorial encouraged them to attempt the
preparation.
CONCLUSIONS The flipped classroom with low-stakes assessment recieves positive
student evalutions and is a satisfying teaching experience for the lecturers with a workload
no greater than that accounted for a conventional lecture course in the authorsÕ school. Most
students find the low-stakes assessment a useful motivator, prepare appropriately for
tutorials, and agree that the flipped classroom facilitates development of both theoretical
understanding and practical skills.
KEYWORDS Flipped classroom, Low-stakes assessment, Assessment for learning
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Introduction
Although there are various definitions of a flipped classroom, most share the notion that
students prepare individually before class, and work interactively in groups during class time
(Bishop and Verleger, 2013). There are many potential benefits to this approach and it has
received a lot of attention in recent years. A 2015 survey of 1089 college faculty, mainly from
North America, found that 75% had tried a flipped approach (Faculty Focus, 2105). But the
flipped classroom is not without pitfalls. The same survey found that 5.5% of respondents
would not try the approach again.
In 2013 we flipped the classroom of a third year course on Digital Systems at the University
of Adelaide. The existing course used a format that was typical in our school at the time, with
3 lectures a week and fortnightly class tutorials. Neither student satisfaction nor achievement
were problems, as the course was rating well in student evaluations and grade distributions
were within appropriate bounds.
Nonetheless, we had several motivations to make a change. Key among them was a desire
to give students more experience with open-ended design problems, and more opportunities
to put theory into practice. We were also inspired by the promise of a pedagogy that would
develop independent, student-centered learning, and also would provide meaningful support
for students when they need it.
The change has been a success with the flipped classroom providing many more
opportunities for active and collaborative learning in which theory is applied to practical
problems. Student satisfaction has improved, student achievement has remained high, and
students agree the workload is appropriate. More details are provided in the Evaluation
section.
Aware of some of the pitfalls in flipped classrooms, we introduced weekly low-stakes
assessments. These provide incentives for students to maintain engagement with the
course, prepare before classes, and complete class work. We believe they have been critical
for the success of the course. To better understand student attitudes to the weekly
assessment, and the flipped approach more generally, we issued an online survey to
students who completed the course in Semester 1 2017. The results of this survey are also
presented in the Evaluation section.

Context
Flipped Classrooms
For their survey of the research into flipped classrooms, Bishop and Verleger (2013) chose to
define the flipped classroom as Òan educational technique that consists of two parts:
interactive group learning activities inside the classroom, and direct computer-based
individual instruction outside the classroom.Ó This definition is helpful for explaining the
appeal of the approach. Using technology it is possible to shift teacher-centric or didactic
learning activities online so that students can complete them at their own pace, at times that
best suit them. This frees staff time for student-centered learning, which happens best faceto-face. If good quality lecture recordings are available, then flipping the classroom is a ready
opportunity to expand the student-centric aspects of a course and thereby employ some of
the many well-established student-centric paradigms such as peer-assisted learning,
problem-based learning, and active learning.
The Faculty Focus (2015) survey of teachers who had tried flipped classrooms reported that:
75% of respondents saw greater student engagement; 55% saw evidence of improved
learning; and 80% said students were more collaborative.
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Case studies reporting the effects of flipping a particular course have been published for a
wide variety of disciplines. For example, within our own discipline, Papadopoulos & Roman
(2010) reported faster progress and improved test achievement for a flipped course in
electrical engineering. Of particular relevance, Warter-Perez and Dong (2012) flipped a class
to Òembed inquiry and design projects into a digital engineering lectureÓ. These motivations
have much in common with our own. They reported that the change improved studentsÕ
understanding and design skills.
Not all studies report unqualified success. A carefully controlled study of an undergraduate
civil engineering course by Hotle and Garrow (2016) found that quiz performance did not
change significantly, and that students take time to adapt to the flipped format. The authors
caution that, Òthe method could increase the frustration of weaker students at the beginning
of the course.Ó They also find that the inability of students to ask questions during the
recorded lectures is a critical issue and that most of the questions asked in class were
related to the class problems, not the lecture material. Our response to this concern has
been to ensure that the lecture-material and the in-class activities are well aligned. If the
class activities require direct application of the lecture theory then questions about one will
help understanding of the other.
A second concern about flipped classrooms is that it Òundervalues the power of good,
engaging, face-to-face Socratic teachingÓ (Hamdan, McKnight, KcKnight and Arfstrom,
2013). This is reflected by one professorÕs response to the Faculty Focus (2015) survey:
Students wanted me to lecture, tell stories, ask questions, and stimulate discussion.
They did not want to try and learn the material themselves. They did not feel
empowered. They did not see me as a co-participant. They wanted me to be in
charge.
Our observation is that the flipped classroom is not mutually exclusive with Socratic teaching;
quite the opposite with the small group classes providing a much better forum for meaningful
discourse than large lectures.
A challenge of particular relevance to this study is clearly expressed by Faculty Focus
(2013):
one consistent area of concern among faculty is student motivation. The attitude
seems to be that if students donÕt do ÒtraditionalÓ homework assignments that involve
reading, writing, and preparing for class, what makes us think they would watch a
video or prepare for class using different approaches just because we call it a
ÒflippedÓ classroom?
We shared this concern when we planned our flipped class and turned to principles from
Ôassessment for learningÕ to address it.

Assessment for Learning
For our flipped classroom to work as we intend it is critical that students prepare before
classes. They require a baseline of knowledge to be able to attempt the class activities, and
they need to know what they donÕt understand so they can seek assistance. It all hangs on
the students taking sufficient responsibility for their own learning to spend time preparing
outside of class.
Development of self-managing, reflective learners is one of the goals of Ôassessment for
learningÕ (Broadfoot et. al. 2002):
Assessment for learning is the process of seeking and interpreting evidence for use
by learners and their teachers to decide where the learners are in their learning,
where they need to go and how best to get there.
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To be able to decide where to go, and how to get there, a learner needs clear goals and
appropriate feedback. Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick (2006) formalise this process in a model of
Ôself-regulated learningÕ and describe seven practices of good feedback to support it.
For our flipped classroom we introduced weekly low-stakes assessments of preparation and
class work to give students the necessary incentive and feedback to become self-regulated
learners. Further details of the assessments, and their relationship to Nicol and MacfarlaneDickÕs seven practices are provided in the following section. The effectiveness of the scheme
is considered in the Evaluation section.

Course Design
In 2013 we flipped the classroom of our established third year undergraduate course on
Digital Systems. The new course satisfies Bishop and VerlegerÕs (2013) definition of a flipped
classroom with weekly interactive face-to-face classes and individual computer-based
preparation before classes. Using their classification the new course is fully flipped, with inclass activities consisting of small-group activities and homework (individual activities), and
out-of-class activities consisting of video lectures, reading, and homework exercises.
In the flipped format each student attends a 2-hour class once a week. A lecturer and a tutor
are present at every class and spend time individually with every student. The class
instructions specify preparatory lectures, reading and exercise questions that focus on
foundation theory and skills. The in-class exercises are more open-ended and may require
discussion in small groups, searching for solutions or resources, or practical design,
simulation and implementation using computers and reconfigurable logic circuits. Classes
also include a mini-lecture or discussion focusing on an aspect of the course the students are
finding challenging.
This arrangement is intended to promote the integration of theory and practice by building
the foundations of theoretical understanding in pre-class preparation; then consolidating
understanding and integrating it with practice in the class. The course learning outcomes and
learning activities are carefully aligned to ensure this works. The learning outcomes are
expressed in terms of practical capabilities and the learning activities involve direct
application of these capabilities. For example, one of the Digital Systems learning outcomes
is to Òbe able to design, build and test digital logic for systems of moderate complexity using
common digital components, schematic diagrams, and hardware description language.Ó This
outcome is the focus of a number of weeks in the course, each of which involves design and
analysis of a digital logic system for preparation, and then implementation, testing and
simulation in the class.
Digital Systems is an ideal topic for learning about design. The underlying circuit technology
is well understood so that students can focus on big picture challenges such as designing
power efficient architectures. Systems of moderate complexity can be quickly realised in
reconfigurable hardware. This provides an excellent training ground as students can see
their designs in action, experiment with alternatives, and appreciate the applications of the
skills they are developing. For our flipped classroom, to give the students more opportunity to
practice and experiment outside of classes, they are loaned a reconfigurable logic
development board for the duration of the course. They bring these to classes and work in
groups to build useful systems. They can also use them in their own time, at home or in the
university computing suites, either to finish the assessed tutorial questions or just for
practice.
During the class the teaching staff sit with each student individually, discuss and quickly
assess their preparation, and provide help as required. They take every chance to branch
into a broader discussion about design or engineering practice. Students keep an exercise
book in which they record preparation exercises, tutorial problems, lecture notes and practice
problems. During the one-on-one discussions the teacher stamps the studentÕs exercise
book and records a mark for preparation and another for completing the exercises from
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previous class. Full marks are given for attempting all the problems, and checking the
answers against the published solutions. The marking is not time consuming and only
contributes 15% of the final grade.
As discussed above, the goal of this assessment is not to drag unwilling students through the
course, but to create structures and incentives to help students take responsibility for their
own learning. To a greater or lesser extent, it meets all seven of the principles from Nicol and
Macfarlane-Dick (2006):
1. helps clarify what good performance is: by having exercises and activities that are
directly aligned to the learning outcomes and typical of questions in the summative
assessment.
2. facilitates the development of self-assessment (reflection) in learning: students check
their own answers against published solutions and seek assistance when they cannot
reconcile the differences; some exercises every week explicitly require reflection on
learning.
3. delivers high quality information to the students about their learning: teachers provide
timely face-to-face feedback on progress and achievement.
4. encourage teacher and peer dialog: using small group activities that involve
explaining concepts to peers, and during one-on-one discussions with teachers.
5. encourage positive motivation and self esteem: by having Òfrequent low-stakes
assessment tasks, with feedback geared to providing information about progress and
achievement, rather than high-stakes summative assessment tasks where
information is only about success or failure, or about how students compare with their
peersÓ (Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).
6. provides opportunities to close the gap between current and desired performance: by
making available a large set of alternative practice exercises so that students can reattempt challenging problems.
7. provides information to teachers that can be used to help shape teaching: patterns
emerge form one-on-one discussions that indicate concepts or skills the students are
finding difficult.

Evaluation
Methdology
The Digital Systems course ran for 3 years in a conventional format and 6 cohorts have now
competed the flipped version. Anonymous course evaluation surveys have been issued to
every cohort. The surveys use a Likert scale from 1 to 7 and the results below give combined
means and standard deviations computed for the two populations. Unfortunately some of the
questions were changed in 2012 so that the results for these questions from 2010-11 cannot
be used for this study. Aggregate course evaluations for every course from the School of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering are also available. Only statistically significant
increases are claimed according to a one tailed t-test at a significance of 95%. Figures
claimed for agreement indicate the percentage of students who responded with 5, 6 or 7.
Primary exam results are also available for the two populations and they have been
compared using a two-tailed t-test at 95% confidence.
An additional online survey was issued to the cohort of 204 students who completed the
course in semester 1 this year. Once again a 7-point Likert scale was used with responses 5,
6 and 7 indicating broad agreement.
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Results
Table 1 shows student evaluation responses for the course before flipping, all courses in the
same school over the same interval, the course after flipping, and all courses in the same
school over the same interval. Student evaluations for all questions that have been asked
consistently since 2010 have improved since the classroom was flipped. In addition, for every
cohort since the class was flipped, over 95% of respondents agreed that the course Òhas a
workload that is appropriate for the achievement of its learning outcomesÓ. Table 1 also
shows that aggregate results from the school increased for the period after the class was
flipped. This confounds the results and makes it difficult to attribute the improvements to the
flipped classroom; however we can observe that the measures for the flipped class are all
higher than those for the school over the same period.
Table 1 also shows the student evaluation results for two relevant questions that were added
to the survey in 2012. For these two questions there is insufficient data prior to flipping the
classroom to be able to claim an improvement with 95% confidence.
Table 1: Student evaluation responses for the course before and after flipping and aggregate
results for all courses in the school over the same intervals. Results are given as mean (s.d.).

Questions asked since 2010:
The course!
uses methods of assessment that help
me achieve its learning outcomes
helps me to develop my thinking skills
has a learning environment that takes
into account student diversity
supports my learning with effective
feedback
Overall, I am satisfied with the quality
of this course.
Questions asked since 2012:
has clearly identified learning outcomes
uses appropriate strategies to engage
me in my learning

Unflipped (2010-12)
Course
School
n = 103
n = 1923
5.9 (1.1)
5.3 (1.4)

Flipped (2013-17)
Course
School
n = 223
n = 5408
6.23 (0.8)
5.7 (1.4)

6.1 (1.0)
6.0 (1.0)

5.6 (1.3)
5.6 (1.3)

6.37 (0.7)
6.31 (0.8)

5.7 (1.3)
5.7 (1.3)

5.7 (1.2)

5.1 (1.5)

6.31 (0.8)

5.5 (1.5)

6.1 (1.0)

5.4 (1.3)

6.37 (0.7)

5.6 (1.5)

n = 29
6.2 (1.2)
6.0 (1.1)

n = 749
5.9 (1.1)
5.6 (1.3)

n = 223
6.3 (0.7)
6.3 (0.8)

n = 5408
5.8 (1.2)
5.5 (1.5)

The average primary exam mark for the 223 students who took the course prior to flipping
was 65% (17%); for the 553 students who have completed the flipped course it is 63%
(18%). There is no statistically significant change and the marks distribution was appropriate
before and after the change.
While class attendance should not necessarily be a goal in itself, in the case of the flipped
class it is an indicator of engagement with the course. Total tutorial attendance for the flipped
class has been 95%. Students have been awarded marks for preparation on 94% of
occasions. 93% of students have attended 10 or more of the 12 tutorials.
In the weekly low-stakes assessment, half of the marks are for attempting the preparation,
and half for completing the previous weekÕs in-class questions. Four questions in this yearÕs
survey explored student attitudes towards this assessment. The results are summarised in
Table 3. Over 93% of respondents agreed that the marks encouraged them to attempt the
preparation and the in-class questions and over 93% attempted almost all or all of the
questions most of the time. The results also show that there are a few respondents who were
not encouraged by the marks.
Did students prepare effectively for classes? Importantly, all but 3 of the 92 respondents to
the survey agreed the preparation questions helped them achieve the learning outcomes.
80% of respondents listened to the recorded lectures frequently or more often, and over 94%
agreed they helped them achieve the learning outcomes. The questions about the textbook
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reveal a variety of study habits. Over 20% of students read the textbook weekly as part of
their preparation; 12% never read it. Presumably, between these extremes students dipped
in to the book when help was required with over 70% agreeing that it helped them achieve
the learning outcomes.
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seldom \ most disagree \
almost none of them

never \ strongly disagree \
none of them

Questions related to low-stakes assessment
The tutorial marks encouraged me to
57
18
11
1
attempt the preparation:
How many preparation questions did you
45
41
5
1
attempt most of the time?
The tutorial marks encouraged me to
53
21
15
1
attempt the in-tutorial questions:
How many in-tutorial questions did you
43
44
3
2
attempt most of the time?
Questions related to preparation
I listened to the weekÕs recorded lectures
37
27
10
11
before coming to the tutorial:
The recorded lectures helped me
29
44
14
3
achieve the course learning outcomes:
I read sections from the textbook before
19
12
14
13
coming to the tutorials:
The textbook helped me achieve the
19
27
19
13
course learning outcomes:
I made a genuine attempt to complete all
52
27
9
3
of the preparation questions before the
tutorial:
The preparation questions helped me
43
39
7
2
achieve the course learning outcomes:
I took a short-cut in the preparation and
1
5
5
8
copied solutions without making a
genuine attempt:
Questions related to theory and practice
The flipped classroom helped me
29
45
10
5
understand the theory of digital systems:
The flipped classroom helped me learn
38
34
13
3
practical skills in digital systems:
The course helped me understand the
40
40
10
1
connection between digital systems
theory and practice:

occasionally \ slightly disagree \
just fewer than half of them

about half the time \ undecided \
about half of them

frequently \ slightly agree \
just more than half

usually \ mostly agree \
almost all of them

always \ strongly agree \
all of them

Table 3: Survey results for questions related to low-stakes assessment. 92 respondents.
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0
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Over 89% of respondents usually made a genuine attempt to complete all the preparation
questions. The other side of this is that there are a few students who do not take the
opportunity to prepare before classes. As all the solutions are available in advance, it is
possible for students to take a short cut and copy solutions without genuinely attempting the
problems. 19 of the 92 respondents admitted they copied some solutions at least half the
time.
The last part of Table 3 shows survey results for questions related to the integration of theory
and practice in the course. 91% of respondents agreed that the flipped classroom helped
them understand the theory; 92% agreed that it helped them learn digital systems; and 98%
agreed the course helped them understand the connection between theory and practice.
For a cohort of 120 students, a lecturer and tutor attend four 2-hour classes a week. Once
we account for lecture preparation and practical demonstrator costs for the un-flipped course,
the teaching costs are only slightly higher for the flipped version, and still within the budget
for a course in the authorsÕ school. There are higher contact hours for the lecturer but in our
experience this is justified by an improved educational experience for the students and a
much more satisfying teaching experience for the lecturer.

Conclusions
The flipped classroom incorprating small-group exercises, design, implementation, and
lecturer-led discussions has increased the focus on design and the interplay between theory
and practice. Weekly low-stakes assessments maintain the course tempo and provide the
necessary framework for most students to develop as self-regulated learners. A handful of
students who do not grasp this opportunity, and are left behind by the process. We do not
know yet if these students also achieve lower grades for the course, although this seems
likely. The close interaction between staff and students in the flipped format means there is
scope to identify these students early and provide assistance.
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<2(0*=!.$(,+0,.!6=!$-%0$0/0$'-2*!%0(20,B=!LkjH_?!U9U]M?!&2%!'-!2!6*,-.,.!2<<('2+#!0'!*,2(-$-B!
.,%$B-!LT2(($%'-!X!V2-/)2?!U997^!d'(0,(?!T(2#24?!H<($-B!X!_,*+#?!U9C7M8!!
5*0#'/B#!0#,(,!2(,!%,3,(2*!2++'/-0%!'>!0#,!'/0+'4,%!'>!0#,!$--'320$'-%!$4<*,4,-0,.?!0#,(,!
2(,! '-*=! >,&! 2++'/-0%! (,>*,+0$-B! '-! 0#,! <('+,%%! 2-.! 2+#$,3,4,-0%! '>! 2! +'**26'(20$3,!
(,.,3,*'<4,-0!<('R,+08!"#$%!<2<,(!2$4%!0'!>$**!0#$%!B2<!2-.!,Q24$-,%!0#,!,-B$-,,($-B!.,%$B-!
<('+,%%! $-3'*3,.! $-! 0#,! 0,2+#$-B! '>! 3%,0)-! ?*46#$04-! +'-+,<0%! 2+('%%! +#,4$+2*?! +$3$*! 2-.!
4,+#2-$+2*!,-B$-,,($-B!%+#''*%!20!0#,!/-$3,(%$0=8!S=!,Q24$-$-B!0#,!.,02$*,.!2++'/-0!'>!'-,!
0,24! $-! 0#,! <('R,+0?! &#$+#! $-+*/.,.! 0#(,,! ,-B$-,,($-B! 2+2.,4$+%?! 2-! /-.,(B(2./20,!
,-B$-,,($-B! %0/.,-0! 2%! <2(0-,(?! 2-.! 2-! ,./+20$'-2*! .,3,*'<,(?! &,! <('3$.,.! 2-! $-%$B#0>/*!
'3,(3$,&!'>!0#,!(,.,3,*'<4,-0!<('+,%%8!

=+("7%46(J6"
"#,! <('R,+0! .,4'-%0(20,%! 2-! ,Q24<*,! '>! 0#,! +'**26'(20$'-! 6,0&,,-! %02>>! &$0#! .$%+$<*$-2(=!
,Q<,(0$%,?!*,2(-$-B!.,%$B-!2-.!,./+20$'-2*!.,%$B-!2-.!.,3,*'<4,-0!%)$**%?!2-.!<2(0-,(%#$<!&$0#!
%0/.,-0%?!0'!,-#2-+,!0#,!*,2(-$-B!,Q<,($,-+,!>'(!%0/.,-0%!$-!6'0#!6*,-.,.!2-.!'-*$-,!+'-0,Q0%8!
"#,!0,24%!$-+*/.,.!2+2.,4$+!%02>>?!,./+20$'-2*!.,3,*'<,(%?!4,.$2!%<,+$2*$%0%!2-.!2!%0/.,-0!
<2(0-,(8!"#,!H+#''*%!2-.!I2+/*0=!'>!K-B$-,,($-B!<('3$.,.!>/-.$-B!0'!%/<<'(0!0#,!(,.,%$B-!2-.!
.,3,*'<4,-0! &'()^! lC]?999! &2%! 2*%'! 2**'+20,.! 0'! %/<<'(0! 0#,! ,4<*'=4,-0! '>! %0/.,-0%! 2%!
<2(0-,(%8!K2+#!<('R,+0!#2.!2!0$4,*$-,!'>!0#(,,!4'-0#%8!"#,!<('R,+0!.,*$3,(26*,%!>'(!,2+#!+'/(%,!
$-+*/.,.!0#,!(,.,%$B-!'>!+'/(%,%!>'(!2!6*,-.,.!.,*$3,(=?!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!2!(2-B,!'>!'-*$-,!
*,2(-$-B!(,%'/(+,%!L$-+*/.$-B!'-*$-,!<(2+0$+,!,Q,(+$%,%?!'-*$-,!2%%,%%4,-0%?!P/$JJ,%?!P/,%0$'-!
62-)%?!2.2<0$3,!0/0'($2*%?!*26!2+0$3$0$,%?!3$.,'%!2-.!.$B$02*!B(2<#$+%M?!&'()%#'<%!2-.!2!<$*'0!'>!
0#,! 5+0$3,! ;,2(-$-B! d*20>'(4! L5;d! N! 62%,.! '-! K+#'fe9M! 0'! >2+$*$020,! -,&! 2<<('2+#,%! 0'!
*,+0/($-B8!5!%$B-$>$+2-0!'/0+'4,!'>!0#,!<('R,+0!&2%!0#,!+'**26'(20$'-!6,0&,,-!2+2.,4$+%!>('4!
.$>>,(,-0!%+#''*%!0#20!*,.!0'!0#,!,%026*$%#4,-0!'>!+'44'-!/-.,(%02-.$-B!(,B2(.$-B!0#,!.,*$3,(=!
'>!+'/(%,%!&$0#!%$4$*2(!+'-0,-08!

3(5%$("6+("?$%K(I62"?$%&'()/",4-"6+(".4-.1.-H,'"I%46(J6/"
7+().I,'"94:.4(($.4:"!I,-().I!
5++'(.$-B! 0'! F;?! 0#,! <('R,+0! <('3$.,.! 2! <'0,-0$2*! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! ,Q<*'(,! .$>>,(,-0! 0,2+#$-B!
4,0#'.%8! "#,! +'/(%,! #2.! 6,,-! <(,.'4$-2-0*=! 02/B#0! $-! 0#,! %24,! &2=! '3,(! 0#,! *2%0! 0&,-0=!
=,2(%8!I/(0#,(?!0#,!%+#''*!6/.B,0%!#23,!-'0!6,,-!%/6%02-0$2*!,-'/B#!0'!,-26*,!0#,!,Q<*'(20$'-!
'>!.$>>,(,-0!0,2+#$-B!4,0#'.%8!"#$%!<('R,+0!+(,20,.!2-!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!(,N0#$-)!0#,!2<<('2+#8!I'(!
0#$%!2+2.,4$+?!0#,!<('R,+0!+'/*.!<'0,-0$2**=!<('4'0,!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!+(,20$3,!,-B$-,,(%!0#20!
%,,! 6,='-.! &'(),.! ,Q24<*,%! 2-.! +2-! 0(2-%>,(! 0#,$(! )-'&*,.B,! 2-.! %)$**%! 0'! +'<,! &$0#!
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/-,Q<,+0,.! %$0/20$'-%8! :-! 2..$0$'-?! 0#,! <('R,+0! $-$0$20$'-! '>>,(,.! 0#,! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! >'%0,(!
+2<2+$0=! 6/$*.$-B?! 2-.! >'+/%! '-! +'/(%,! +'-0$-/'/%! $4<('3,4,-0! 2-.! %#2(,.! 0,24! ,>>'(0?!
+'-0($6/0$-B!0'!6,00,(!P/2*$0=!(,%'/(+,%8!12<2+$0=!6/$*.$-B!&'/*.!$-3'*3,!0#,!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!0(2$-!
%+#''*! (,%,2(+#! 2%%$%02-0%! $-! 0#,! .,%$B-! 2-.! .,3,*'<4,-0! '>! +'/(%,! (,%'/(+,%?! 2-.! 0#,!
.$%%,4$-20$'-!'>!0#,%,!%)$**%!2-.!,Q<,($,-+,%!0#('/B#'/0!0#,!%+#''*8!1'-0$-/'/%!$4<('3,4,-0!
&'/*.!02),!0#,!>'(4!'>!,32*/20$-B!2-.!$4<('3$-B!0#,!(,%'/(+,%!,2+#!%,4,%0,(!0#('/B#!6'0#!
P/2*$020$3,!2-.!P/2-0$020$3,!4,2%/(,%8!:0!&2%!2*%'!2-0$+$<20,.!0#20!0#,!0,24!,>>'(0!$-!+(,20$-B!
%#2(,.! +'/(%,! (,%'/(+,%! &'/*.! <('./+,! 6,00,(! P/2*$0=! (,%'/(+,%! 0#2-! 0#'%,! <('./+,.!
$-.$3$./2**=8!5-!2..,.!6,-,>$0!'>!2!+'**26'(20$3,!<('R,+0!0,24!&2%!0#,!<,,(!%/<<'(0!-,0&'()!
0#20! 0#$%! &'/*.! ,-26*,8! I'(! %0/.,-0%?! $0! &2%! #'<,.! 0#20! 0#,! '/0+'4,%! '>! 0#,! <('R,+0! &'/*.!
,-26*,!+'->$.,-+,!6/$*.$-B!2-.!42%0,(=!0#('/B#!2!.$2*'B$+!+'-%0(/+0$'-!'>!)-'&*,.B,8

7.1.'"94:.4(($.4:"!I,-().I!
HI! %2&! I*/$.! F,+#2-$+%! 2%! '-,! '>! 0#,! 4'%0! +#2**,-B$-B! +'/(%,%! >'(! #$%! %,+'-.N=,2(! +$3$*!
,-B$-,,($-B!%0/.,-0%8!:0!$%!2!*2(B,!+'/(%,!&$0#!]]9!%0/.,-0%!2-.!>'(!42-=!%0/.,-0%!0#,!+'/(%,!
$%!0#,$(!>$(%0!+'-02+0!&$0#!0#,!&20,(!,-B$-,,($-B!%$.,!'>!+$3$*!,-B$-,,($-B8!HI!&2%!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!
0(=$-B! %'4,0#$-B! -,&! 0'! $4<('3,! %0/.,-0! *,2(-$-B! '>! ),=! &20,(! ,-B$-,,($-B! +'-+,<0%8! "#$%!
<('R,+0!+'/*.!/*0$420,*=!4'0$320,!4'(,!%0/.,-0%!0'!B,0!,Q+$0,.!26'/0!&20,(!,-B$-,,($-B8!"#,!
<('R,+0! 2*%'! <(,%,-0,.! 2-! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! +'--,+0! &$0#! '0#,(! 2+2.,4$+%! &#'! 0,2+#! I*/$.!
F,+#2-$+%!2-.!*,2(-!>('4!0#,$(!,Q<,($,-+,%?!6/$*.!%=-,(B$,%!2-.!+('%%N<'**$-20,!$.,2%8!"#,!
2+2.,4$+!&2-0,.!0'!<('3$.,!%0/.,-0%!&$0#!(,%'/(+,%!&#,(,!0#,=!#2.!2-!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!<(2+0$+,!
2%!4/+#!2%!0#,=!*$),.?!&#$*%0!20!0#,!%24,!0$4,!<('3$.$-B!0#,4!&$0#!>,,.62+)8!5**'&$-B!%0/.,-0%!
'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0'!<(2+0$+,!62%$+!+'-+,<0%!&2%!,%%,-0$2*!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!>/**=!/-.,(%02-.!62%$+!
I*/$.! F,+#2-$+%! +'-+,<0%8! 1'44'-! >,,.62+)! >('4! %0/.,-0%! &2%! 0#20! 0#,=! &2-0,.! 0'! #23,!
4'(,!,Q24<*,%?!4'(,!<(2+0$+,!2-.!4'(,!>,,.62+)8!"#$%!+'/*.!2**!6,!+'46$-,.!$-0'!0#,!'-,!
<('R,+08!:0!&2%!2-0$+$<20,.!0#20!%20$%>$,.!%0/.,-0%!4$B#0!6,!4'(,!4'0$320,.!0'!+'-0($6/0,!2+0$3,*=!
0'!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0'!0#,$(!+*2%%,%!$-!B,-,(2*8!:-!0#,!*'-B!(/-!0#$%!2+2.,4$+!#'<,.!0#,%,!%0/.,-0%!
4$B#0!6,+'4,!6,00,(!,-B$-,,(%!2-.!<('6*,4!%'*3,(%8

L(I+,4.I,'"94:.4(($.4:"!I,-().I!
I'(!H1?!0#,!<('R,+0!+'/*.!<'0,-0$2**=!,-26*,!2-!'<0$42*!2-.!%,24*,%%!$-0,B(20$'-!'>!>2+,N0'N
>2+,! 0,2+#$-B! &$0#! .$B$02*! ,./+20$'-8! :0! &2%! #'<,.! 0#20! 0#$%! +'46$-20$'-! +'/*.! <('3$.,! 0#,!
.,*$3,(=! '>! 2! .$%0$-+0$3,! ,./+20$'-2*! ,Q<,($,-+,! >'(! #$%! %0/.,-0%! 6=! ,4<'&,($-B! 0#,4! 0'!
6,+'4,!0#,!6,%0!0#20!0#,=!+2-!6,8!"#,!<('R,+0!&2%!0$4,*=!$-!0#20!*2(B,!+'#'(0%!2-.!<#=%$+2*!
(,%'/(+,!*$4$020$'-%!4,2-0!0#,!%+#''*!&2%!(,<*2+$-B!>2+,N0'N>2+,!0/0'($2*%!&$0#!'-*$-,!0/0'($2*%8!
"#,!<('R,+0!+'/*.!2..!32*/,!0'!0#,!'-*$-,!0/0'($2*%8!"#,!<('R,+0!2*%'!<('3$.,.!2-!'<<'(0/-$0=!>'(!
0#,! 2+2.,4$+! 0'! &'()! &$0#! '0#,(! +'**,2B/,%! 0'! .,%$B-?! ,Q<,($4,-0! 2-.! $-0,B(20,! 0#,! 6,%0!
232$*26*,!,./+20$'-2*!0,+#-'*'B$,%!$-0'!0#,$(!I*/$.!F,+#2-$+%!+'/(%,%8!:0!&2%!2-0$+$<20,.!0#20!
6*,-.$-B!>2+,N0'N>2+,!0,2+#$-B!&$0#!.$B$02*!,./+20$'-!<('3$.,%!%0/.,-0%!&$0#!B(,20,(!>*,Q$6$*$0=!
0'! <,(%'-2*$J,! 0#,$(! ,./+20$'-2*! ,Q<,($,-+,! 2-.! *$>,N%0/.=! 62*2-+,8! "#,! <('R,+0! +'/*.!
<'0,-0$2**=!,-26*,!2!+'-%$.,(,.!$-0,B(20$'-!'>!'-*$-,!0,+#-'*'B=!0'!$4<('3,!%0/.,-0!*,2(-$-B!
0#('/B#!$--'320$3,!/%,!'>!'-*$-,!0/0'($2*%?!P/,%0$'-!62-)%!2-.!'-*$-,!>'(/4%8

=+("*6H-(46"M.(N!
DD!$%!2-!/-.,(B(2./20,!&#'!%'/B#0!2-!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!+'-0($6/0,!0'!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!0#,!I*/$.!
F,+#2-$+%!+'/(%,!0#20!#,!#2.!02),-!./($-B!#$%!%0/.$,%8!c$%!>$(%0N#2-.!,Q<,($,-+,!4,2-0!0#20!
#,!+'/*.!42),!2!42R'(!+'-0($6/0$'-!$-!%/<<'(0$-B!'0#,(!%0/.,-0%!$-!(,%'*3$-B!0#,!$%%/,%!#,!#2.!
2*(,2.=! >2+,.8! "#,! I*/$.! F,+#2-$+%! +'/(%,%?! 24'-B%0! '0#,(! +'/(%,%! $-! %,+'-.! =,2(?! &,(,!
<2(0$+/*2(*=!+#2**,-B$-B?!2%!0#,=!&,(,!2!*2(B,!%0,<!/<!$-!+'-0,-0!+'4<2(,.!0'!>$(%0!=,2(!+'/(%,%?!
&#$+#! 2(,! B,-,($+! 2+('%%! 2**! K-B$-,,($-B! %0(,24%8! :-! 2..$0$'-?! 0#,%,! +'/(%,%! *2$.! 0#,!
>'/-.20$'-2*!)-'&*,.B,!>'(!0#,!(,%0!'>!0#,!+'/(%,&'()?!2-.!.$>>$+/*0$,%!$-!0#,%,!+'/(%,%!+2-!
*,2.!0'!2!<''(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!420,($2*!*20,(!$-!0#,!.,B(,,!<('B(248!:0!$%!0#,(,>'(,!$4<'(02-0!
0'!$4<('3,!0#,!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!'>!0#,%,!%/6R,+0%!%'!0#20!%0/.,-0%!.,3,*'<!$-0'!+'->$.,-0!2-.!
+2<26*,!,-B$-,,(%8!DD!&2-0,.!0'!.,3,*'<!(,%'/(+,%!0'!2**'&!%0/.,-0%!0'!<(2+0$+,!,-B$-,,($-B!
<('6*,4%!20!0#,$(!'&-!<2+,!$-!2!%0(/+0/(,.!42--,(8!:.,2**=?!0#,!(,%'/(+,%!&'/*.!6,!26*,!0'!
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<(,%,-0!0#,4%,*3,%!0'!0#,!%0/.,-0%!20!0#,!($B#0!4'4,-0!>'(!0#,4^!0#,-?!2%!0#,=!6/$*0!+'->$.,-+,?!
$0!&'/*.!<(,%,-0!0#,4!&$0#!#2(.,(!<('6*,4%?!$-0('./+$-B!-,&!+'-+,<0%!2-.!6/$*.$-B!'-!,Q$%0$-B!
+'-+,<0%8! 50! ,2+#! %02B,! 0#,! %0/.,-0! &'/*.! 6,! <('3$.,.! &$0#! >,,.62+)! 0'! $.,-0$>=! <2(0$+/*2(!
<('6*,4%!0#20!0#,=!&,(,!#23$-B!0('/6*,!&$0#!0'!,-26*,!0#,4!0'!<('B(,%%!&$0#!0#,!420,($2*!2-.!
-'0! >,,*! '3,(&#,*4,.8! "#,! (,%/*0! L-'0! -,+,%%2($*=! >('4! 0#$%! <('R,+0! 2*'-,?! 6/0! >('4! 0#,$(!
*,2(-$-B%!'3,(2**!0#('/B#'/0!0#,$(!+'/(%,&'()M!&'/*.!6,!0'!#23,!,-B$-,,($-B!%0/.,-0%!&#'!+2-!
42),!R/%0$>$,.!2%%/4<0$'-%?!2<<*=!%'/-.!*'B$+!2-.!(,2%'-$-B?!2-.!2<<*=!,-B$-,,($-B!,P/20$'-%!
2-.!+'-+,<0%!0'!+'4<*,Q!<('6*,4%?!<2(0$+/*2(*=!0#'%,!&#$+#!#23,!-'!2*B,6(2$+!%'*/0$'-8

=+("9-HI,6.%4,'">(1('%?($!
DE!#2%!0#,!+#2**,-B$-B!=,0!(,&2(.$-B!('*,!'>!&'()$-B!&$0#!2+2.,4$+%!$-!0#,!2-2*=%$%?!.,%$B-?!
.,3,*'<4,-0?!.,*$3,(=!2-.!,32*/20$'-!'>!0#,$(!+'/(%,%8!"#$%!<('R,+0!&2%!P/$0,!/-$P/,!$-!0#20!$0!
6('/B#0! 0#(,,! %,<2(20,! ,-B$-,,($-B! %+#''*! 2+2.,4$+%! 0'B,0#,(! L&#'! #2.! -,3,(! <(,3$'/%*=!
4,0M!0'!+'**26'(20,!'-!'-,!<('R,+08!"#,!<('R,+0!&'/*.!6,!+#2**,-B$-B!$-!0#20!0,24!+'-%,-%/%!
&'/*.!6,!-,,.,.!$-!.,+$.$-B!'-!0#,!>'+/%!'>!0#,!<('R,+0?!&#$*%0!,-%/($-B!0#20!$0!&2%!<'%%$6*,!0'!
2++'4<*$%#!0#,!.,*$3,(26*,%!&$0#$-!0#(,,!4'-0#%8!"#,!,./+20$'-2*!.,3,*'<,(!&2%!4'0$320,.!>'(!
0#,!<('R,+0!0'!%/++,,.!2-.!/-.,(%0''.!0#20!#$%!('*,!&2%!0'!,-%/(,!0#,!0,24!.,3,*'<,.!2!<('R,+0!
0#,=!+'/*.!02),!'&-,(%#$<!'>8!c,!/-.,(%0''.!0#20!0#$%!&'/*.!<('3$.,!0#,!6,%0!'<<'(0/-$0=!>'(!
0#,$(!<('R,+0!0'!6,!%/%02$-26*,!'3,(!0$4,8!c$%!('*,!&'/*.!6,!0'!2+0!2%!2!+'-./$0!>'(!0#,!0,24?!
*$-)$-B! 0#,4! 0'! $-0,(-2*! (,%'/(+,%! &#,(,! (,P/$(,.?! <('3$.$-B! <,.2B'B$+2*! 2-.! <('R,+0!
+''(.$-20$'-! %/<<'(08! "#,! <('R,+0! <(,%,-0,.! 2-! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! 0($2*! 2! -,&! +'-+,<0! $-! 0#,!
/-$3,(%$0=!+2**,.!m%0/.,-0%!2%!<2(0-,(%?\!&#,(,!>/-.$-B!&'/*.!6,!<('3$.,.!0'!,4<*'=!2!%0/.,-0!
0'!6,!<2(0!'>!0#,!<('R,+0!0,248!"#$%!&'/*.!<('3$.,!2!32*/26*,!%0/.,-0!<,(%<,+0$3,!'>!0#,!<('R,+0?!
2-.!23'$.!&#20!0#,!.,3,*'<,(!#2.!+'$-,.!m$3'(=!0'&,(!.,%$B-?\!&#,(,!(,%'/(+,%!2(,!.,3,*'<,.!
&$0#'/0!0#,!$-</0!'>!0#,!,-.!/%,(8!"#,!.,3,*'<,(!&2%!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!0#,!$-%$B#0!0#20!2!%0/.,-0!
&'/*.!<('3$.,!0'!0#,!<('R,+0!2-.!&#,0#,(!0#$%!+'/*.!6,!0($2**,.!$-!'0#,(!<('R,+0%8!

=+("/+,$(-"?$%&'()"
5>0,(! >2+$*$020$-B! 2! .$%+/%%$'-! 26'/0! %$4$*2($0$,%! 2-.! .$>>,(,-+,%! '>! 0#,$(! +'/(%,%?! 0#,! 0,24!
+(,20,.!2!6*/,<($-0!'>!0'<$+%!2-.!+'-+,<0%!0#20!%#'&,.!2-!'3,(*2<!'>!20!*,2%0!n9o!'>!+'-+,<0%!
$-! I*/$.! F,+#2-$+%! 2+('%%! 0#,! 0#(,,! +/(($+/*28! "#,! 2+2.,4$+%! %#2(,.! %$4$*2(! ,Q<,($,-+,%!
(,*20,.!0'!>,,.62+)!2-.!(,P/,%0%!>('4!%0/.,-0%!0'!$-+(,2%,!0#,!>'(420$3,!,*,4,-0%!'>!,2+#!
+'/(%,?! 2%! &,**! 2%! 0#,! ,Q24<*,! P/,%0$'-%! $-! 0#,$(! +'/(%,%?! 2-.! 0'! <('3$.,! +'-0$-/'/%! 2-.!
.,02$*,.! >,,.62+)! '-! #'&! %0/.,-0%! &,(,! B'$-B! $-! 0#,$(! +*2%%,%8! "#,! 2+2.,4$+%! (,2+#,.!
+'-%,-%/%!3,(=!,2(*=!$-!0#,!<('R,+0!0#20!%/<<'(0!(,%'/(+,%!$-!0#,!>'(4!'>!2!P/,%0$'-!62-)!+'/*.!
<'0,-0$2**=! 2..! 32*/,! 0'! %/<<'(0! %0/.,-0! *,2(-$-B8! T$3,-! 0#,! '3,(*2<! '>! +'-0,-0?! 2**! +'/*.!
+'-0($6/0,! 0'! &($0$-B! P/,%0$'-%! 0'! 6,! %#2(,.! 2+('%%! 0#,! 0#(,,! +'/(%,%^! #'&,3,(?! $0! &2%!
$4<,(20$3,!0#20!0#,!(,42$-$-B!U9o!'>!+'-0,-0!+'/*.!6,!+'-0('**,.!6=!,2+#!2+2.,4$+8"
"#,!K./+20$'-2*!O,3,*'<,(!%/<<'(0,.!0#,!0,24!6=!2+0$-B!2%!2!+'-./$0!0'!+'--,+0!0#,!0,24!
4,46,(%! 0'! %/<<'(0! <,(%'--,*! ./($-B! 0#,! <('R,+08! "#$%! $-3'*3,.! *$-)$-B! 0#,! 0,24! 0'! *$6(2(=!
*$2$%'-!'>>$+,(%!0'!.$%+/%%!+'<=($B#0?!2%%,%%4,-0!,Q<,(0%?!%02>>!&$0#!F''.*,!H"51V!P/,%0$'-!
0=<,! ,Q<,($,-+,! 2-.! .202! 2-2*=0$+%! <,(%'--,*8! c,! &2%! 26*,! 0'! #$B#*$B#0! %0(,-B0#%! 2-.!
&,2)-,%%,%!'>!32($'/%!P/,%0$'-!62-)!'<0$'-%!2%!&,**!2%!0#,!0,+#-$+2*!(,P/$(,4,-0%!0'!42),!
0#,!$4<*,4,-020$'-!<'%%$6*,8!"#,!0,24!2*%'!%<,-0!0$4,!&'()$-B!'/0!#'&!0'!),,<!0#,!<('R,+0!
%/%02$-26*,?!>'(!,Q24<*,?!$>!>/0/(,!/<.20,%!&,(,!(,P/$(,.!>'(!P/,%0$'-%!$-!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)?!
#'&!+'/*.!0#,=!,-%/(,!0#,=!+'/*.!6,!42.,!6=!2**!0,24!4,46,(%!,2%$*=!2-.!20!-'!+'%08!b-,!
.,+$%$'-!0#20!,-26*,.!0#$%!&2%!0#,!/%,!'>!F''.*,!*,2(-$-B!42-2B,4,-0!%=%0,4!L;FHM?!&#$+#!
2**'&,.!0#,!2+2.,4$+%!0'!#23,!0'02*!+'-0('*!'>!2**!P/,%0$'-%!$-!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)?!2%!&,**!2%!
>/0/(,!/<.20,%!'>!0#,%,!(,%'/(+,%8!"#,!.$%2.32-02B,!'>!0#$%!2<<('2+#?!#'&,3,(!L2%!+'4<2(,.!
0'!/%$-B!2!+'44,(+$2*!'>>N0#,N%#,*>!P/,%0$'-!62-)M?!&2%!0#,!$-$0$2*!'/0*2=!'>!0$4,!02),-!0'!.,%$B-!
2-.!.,3,*'<!0#,!P/,%0$'-%8!"#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!&2%!$-0,-.,.!0'!6,!.,3,*'<,.!&$0#!2!4$Q!'>!
6'0#!F''.*,!P/$J!P/,%0$'-%!>'(!%$4<*,!P/,%0$'-%?!2-.!F''.*,!H"51V!P/,%0$'-%!>'(!P/,%0$'-%!
(,P/$($-B!4'(,!+'4<*,Q!420#,420$+2*!,Q<(,%%$'-%8!I,,.62+)!&2%!2-!$4<'(02-0!+'4<'-,-0!'>!
0#,!.,%$B-!'>!0#,!P/,%0$'-%8!"#,!),=!2.32-02B,!'>!>,,.62+)!$%!0#20!%0/.,-0%!/-.,(%02-.!&#,(,!
7/54**)0$@-'!++<<HINO!:5$3*/*$4*!
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0#,=!&,-0!&('-B!L,46,..,.!>,,.62+)M?!2-.A'(!0#20!0#,=!(,+,$3,!2!B,-,(2*!%'*/0$'-!2<<('2+#!
0#20!&$**!#,*<!0#,4!0'!(,0(=!0#,!%24,!P/,%0$'-8!"#,!.,%$B-!2-.!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!P/,%0$'-%!$-!0#,!
P/,%0$'-!62-)!$-3'*3,.!0#,!$-</0!'>!2**!0#,!2+2.,4$+%!2-.!%0/.,-0!<2(0-,(8!!"#,!%0/.,-0!2*%'!
+''(.$-20,.!%0/.,-0!0,%0$-B!'>!P/,%0$'-%!$-!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!&$0#!>,**'&!%0/.,-0%!$-!'(.,(!0'!
B2$-! 32*/26*,! >,,.62+)! 0'! $4<('3,! 0#,! P/,%0$'-%8! 5**! $42B,%! &,(,! .,%$B-,.! /%$-B! (,2.$*=!
232$*26*,!2-.!,2%=!0'!/%,!%'>0&2(,!Ld'&,(d'$-0M!0'!,-%/(,!,2%,!'>!>/0/(,!/<.20,%8!

D)?'()(46,6.%4"
7+().I,'"94:.4(($.4:"!
_$0#!0#,!),=!2$4%!6,$-B!0'!,-+'/(2B,!%0/.,-0%!0'!),,<!/<!&$0#!0#,!+'-+,<0%!+'3,(,.!$-!0#,$(!
*,+0/(,%?! 0'! <(,<2(,! %0/.,-0%! >'(! 0#,$(! 0/0'($2*%?! 2-.! 0'! #23,! 2! 0''*! 0'! $.,-0$>=! <'0,-0$2*!
)-'&*,.B,! 2-.! %)$**! B2<%?! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! &2%! $4<*,4,-0,.! 2%! &,,)*=! %#'(0! LpC! #M!
%/4420$3,!P/$JJ,%!&'(0#!CNUo!,2+#!L"26*,!CM8!K2+#!P/$J!&2%!'<,-!6'')!2-.!/-4'-$0'(,.?!
&$0#!%0/.,-0%!2**'&,.!0'!200,4<0!,2+#!P/$J!4/*0$<*,!0$4,%8!"#,!<2(0$+$<20$'-!&2%!#$B#!>'(!2**!
%,3,-!P/$JJ,%!LqY9o!'>!+'#'(0M8
=,&'("O2"D)?'()(46,6.%4",4-"H/,:("/6,6./6.I/"5%$"7+().I,'"94:.4(($.4:
D)?'()(46,6.%4

>(/I$.?6.%4

B/,:("*6,6./6.I/

F2(),.!r/$J!9C

I*/$.!d('<,(0$,%!2-.!d#=%$+2*!r/2-0$0$,%

e9n!6=!U9Y!/%,(%!LYa8aoM

F2(),.!r/$J!9U

`#,'*'B=!'>!I*/$.%!2-.!H,4$NH'*$.%!

7fY!6=!U9a!/%,(%!LYe8aoM

F2(),.!r/$J!9f

I*/$.!H020$+%

YCn!6=!UC9!/%,(%!LYn8CoM

F2(),.!r/$J!97

I*/$.!O=-24$+%

e9Y!6=!U97!/%,(%!LY]8foM

F2(),.!r/$J!9]

I*/$.!c2-.*$-B!s!I*'&!$-!d$<,%!

U7U!6=!U9f!/%,(%!LY78YoM

F2(),.!r/$J!9e

I*/$.!c2-.*$-B!s!d/4<!2-.!d/4<$-B

C7aa!6=!U9f!/%,(%!LY78YoM

F2(),.!r/$J!9a

O$4,-%$'-2*!5-2*=%$%!2-.!H$4$*$0/.,

Cf]U!6=!U9n!/%,(%!LYa8UoM

F2(),.!r/$J!9n

O$>>,(,-0$2*!5-2*=%$%!'>!I*/$.!F'0$'-

en]!6=!U9U!/%,(%!LY787oM

"#,(,! &,(,! %,3,(2*! '6%,(320$'-%! '-! 0#,! $4<2+0! '>! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)8! "#,%,! (,*20,.! 0'! 2!
%$B-$>$+2-0! (,./+0$'-! $-! %/<<'(0! 0(2.$0$'-2**=! (,P/,%0,.! 6=! %0/.,-0%?! 2-.! 2-! $-+(,2%,! $-! 0#,!
P/2*$0=!2-.!+'4<*,Q$0=!'>!%0/.,-0!P/,($,%8!d($'(!0'!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!6,$-B!$4<*,4,-0,.?!0#,!
2+2.,4$+!&'/*.!(,+,$3,!4/*0$<*,!,42$*%!>('4!%0/.,-0%!2%)$-B!P/,%0$'-%!2('/-.!62%$+!+'-+,<0%!
+'3,(,.!$-!0#,!+'/(%,8!"#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!/-,Q<,+0,.*=!(,./+,.!,42$*!%/<<'(0!0'!-,2(*=!J,('8!
5-'0#,(!'6%,(320$'-!+,-0(,.!'-!2-!$-+(,2%,!$-!0#,!P/2*$0=!2-.!+'4<*,Q$0=!'>!P/,%0$'-%!$-!0#,!
'-*$-,! +'/(%,! >'(/4?! *,+0/(,%! 2-.! 0/0'($2*%8! "#$%! %$B-$>$,.! 0#20! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! <'0,-0$2**=!
#,*<,.!%0/.,-0%!0'!$.,-0$>=!0#,$(!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!%)$**!B2<%8!F;!-'0,.!%,3,(2*!B2<%!2-.!2(,2%!
>'(!$4<('3,4,-0!&$0#!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)8!"#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!&2%!-'0,.!2%!6,$-B!-'0!,-'/B#!
6=!$0%,*>!0'!%+2>>'*.!%0/.,-0%!0'!/-.,(%02-.!4'(,!+'4<*,Q!P/,%0$'-%?!'(!$-%0$*!+'->$.,-+,!2-.!
%0(20,B$,%!0'!02+)*,!0#,!+'/(%,!420,($2*8!"#,!>$(%0!$0,(20$'-!'>!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!2*%'!#2.!2!>,&!
,(('(%!0#20!>(/%0(20,.!%0/.,-0%8!5!<$*'0!/%$-B!2!0#$(.N<2(0=!P/,%0$'-!62-)!&2%!2*%'!0($2**,.!20!0#,!
%24,!0$4,!&$0#$-!0#,!+'/(%,^!#'&,3,(!$0!&2%!'6%,(3,.!0#20!%0/.,-0%!,-B2B,.!4'(,!&$0#!0#,!
F''.*,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!0#2-!&$0#!0#,!0#$(.N<2(0=!P/,%0$'-!62-)8

7.1.'"94:.4(($.4:!
"#,! '-*$-,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! &2%! $4<*,4,-0,.! $-0'! U9! %,<2(20,! P/$JJ,%! L"26*,! UM! 0'! 2**'&!
%0/.,-0%!0'!<(2+0$+,!P/,%0$'-%!2%!'>0,-!2%!0#,=!&2-0!&$0#'/0!2-=!42()%8!"#,!P/$JJ,%!6,+24,!
232$*26*,!0'!%0/.,-0%!$-!<2(2**,*!0'!0#,!*,+0/(,!0'<$+%8!5**!P/$JJ,%!+'-02$-,.!6,0&,,-!C9!2-.!79!
P/,%0$'-%! '>! 32(=$-B! .$>>$+/*0=! 0'! 2**'&! %0/.,-0%! 0'! <(2+0$+,8! 5! %,<2(20,! F''.*,! O$%+/%%$'-!
I'(/4!&2%!%,0!/<?!&#,(,!%0/.,-0%!+'/*.!<'%0!P/,%0$'-%!(,B2(.$-B!<(2+0$+,!P/,%0$'-%?!+*2($>=!
>,,.62+)!'(!2*,(0!0#,!2+2.,4$+!0'!<'0,-0$2*!<('6*,4%!&$0#!2!P/,%0$'-!L%/+#!2%!4$%%$-B!&'(.%!
'(!32($26*,%?!+#,+)$-B!'>!+'((,+0!2-%&,(%?!,0+8M8!"#,!I'(/4!&2%!42-2B,.!6=!2!d'%0.'+0'(2*!
",2+#$-B!5%%$%02-08!b-,!32*/26*,!*,%%'-!*,2(-0!./($-B!0#,!0($2*!'>!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)%!&2%!0#,!
$4<'(02-+,! '>! P/$+)*=! >$Q$-B! 2-=! $%%/,%! &$0#! P/$J! P/,%0$'-%! L&#$+#! .$.! -'0! 2*&2=%! '++/(M! $-!
'(.,(!0'!23'$.!<'0,-0$2*!%0/.,-0!>(/%0(20$'-!&$0#!$-+'((,+0!P/,%0$'-%8!b3,(2**?!0#,!P/$J!2<<,2(,.!
7/54**)0$@-'!++<<HINO!:5$3*/*$4*!
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&,**!(,+,$3,.!6=!%0/.,-0%!2-.!$0!&2%!2!B''.!<(2+0$+,!>'(!0#,!0&'!42(),.!'-*$-,!P/$JJ,%!$-!0#,!
+'/(%,!L$8,8!%0/.,-0%!-,&!0'!0#,!%0=*,!2-.!&'()$-B!'>!P/$J!P/,%0$'-%M8!50!0#,!%02(0!'>!0#,!+'/(%,!
0#,(,!&2%!4'(,!<2(0$+$<20$'-!Lq]9o!'>!+'#'(0M?!2-.!0#$%!.,+*$-,.!0#('/B#'/0!0#,!+'/(%,!0'!*,%%!
0#2-!U9o!'>!0#,!+'#'(08!:-$0$2*!'6%,(320$'-!&2%!0#20!0#,(,!&,(,!<'0,-0$2**=!0''!42-=!P/,%0$'-%!
$-!0#,!P/$JJ,%?!2-.!'-+,!0#,!+'/(%,!2%%,%%4,-0%!&,(,!+'4<*,0,.?!%0/.,-0%!.$.!-'0!200,4<0!
0#,! P/$JJ,%! 2%! '>0,-8! "#$%! $%! %/<<'(0,.! 6=! 0#,! C99o! <2(0$+$<20$'-! %+'(,! $-! 0#,! 0&'! 42(),.!
P/$JJ,%! 0#20! 0'')! <*2+,! $-! _,,)%! 7! 2-.! a8! b-+,! 0#,! 42(),.! '-*$-,! P/$JJ,%! &,(,! >$-$%#,.?!
%0/.,-0!<2(0$+$<20$'-!.('<<,.!L%,,!.('<!>('4!d(2+0$+,!r/$J!CC!$-!"26*,!UM8!5!>/0/(,!$.,2!$%!0'!
#23,! &,,)*=! P/$JJ,%! &$0#! %42**! 42()%! 2%%$B-,.! 0'! 0#,4! 0'! ,-+'/(2B,! +'-0$-/'/%! %0/.,-0!
*,2(-$-B! 2-.! <(2+0$+$-B8! I'(42*! %0/.,-0! >,,.62+)! %+'(,%! (,3,2*,.! <'%$0$3,! >,,.62+)! >'(! 0#,!
'-*$-,! (,%'/(+,%! $-! 0#,! +'/(%,?! $-+*/.$-B! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! L]8CU! 2B(,,4,-0! 2-.! Y78no!
%20$%>2+0$'-M!2-.!0#,!'3,(2**!+'/(%,!L78Ye!2B(,,4,-0!2-.!Yf8fo!%20$%>2+0$'-M8!
=,&'("P2"D)?'()(46,6.%4",4-"H/,:("/6,6./6.I/"5%$"7.1.'"94:.4(($.4:
D)?'()(46,6.%4 >(/I$.?6.%4

B/,:("*6,6./6.I/

I'(/4

af7a!6=!Uef!/%,(%!L7n8aoM

I'(/4!>'(!<(2+0$+,!P/,%0$'-%

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9C O$4,-%$'-%!

nf]U!6=!fYa!/%,(%!Laf8]oM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9U! I*/$.!<('<,(0$,%!N!62%$+!/-.,(%02-.$-B

CannU!6=!f7f!/%,(%!Lef8]oM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9f! I*/$.!<('<,(0$,%!N!-/4,($+2*!

nYeU!6=!U]Y!/%,(%!L7n89oM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!97 c=.('%020$+%!N!F2-'4,0,(!

CeUCC!6=!UaC!/%,(%!L]98UoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9] c=.('%020$+%!N!I'(+,%!%/64,(B,.!6'.$,%!

C7CUC!6=!U]a!/%,(%!L7a8eoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9e c=.('%020$+%!N!F$%+,**2-,'/%

fnYY!6=!Cef!/%,(%!Lf98UoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9a! V$-,420$+%!'>!I*/$.!F'0$'-!

U7CC!6=!C]n!/%,(%!LUY8foM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9n 1'-0$-/$0=!

]UaU!6=!Cnf!/%,(%!Lff8YoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9Y! S,(-'/**$!,P/20$'-!N!62%$+!,Q24<*,%

7a]9!6=!C7e!/%,(%!LUa89oM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!C9 S,(-'/**$!,P/20$'-!N!2<<*$+20$'-%!

fa77!6=!CCY!/%,(%!LUU89oM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!CC! F'4,-0/4!,P/20$'-%

7C7]!6=!Cf7!/%,(!LU78noM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!CU d$<,!>*'&!N!S2%$+!/-.,(%02-.$-B!

UCCC!6=!YC!/%,(%!LCe8YoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!Cf d$<,!>*'&!N!I($+0$'-!*'%%,%!

U]]U!6=!ne!/%,(%!LC]8YoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!C7! d$<,!>*'&!N!;'+2*!*'%%,%!

UU]7!6=!ef!/%,(%!LCC8aoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!C] d$<,!>*'&!N!2<<*$+20$'-%!

C7Ue!6=!af!/%,(%!LCf8]oM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!Ce O$4,-%$'-2*!5-2*=%$%!N!62%$+%!

UaC7!6=!n9!/%,(%!LC78noM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!Ca O$4,-%$'-2*!5-2*=%$%!N!2<<*$+20$'-%!

Cf9]!6=!a]!/%,(%!LCf8YoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!Cn! d#=%$+2*!F'.,**$-B!

CeY9!6=!a]!/%,(%!LCf8YoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!CY S'/-.2(=!*2=,(!A!I($+0$'-!>'(+,!

C9nU!6=!nf!/%,(%!LC]87oM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!U9! O(2B!>'(+,!

U7fU!6=!Yn!/%,(%!LCn8CoM

F2(),.!r/$J!C

"'<$+%!>('4!d(2+0$+,!r/$JJ,%!9C!N!9n!L]o!'>!+'/(%,!42()%M!!

UCa]a!6=!]]9!/%,(%!LC99oM

F2(),.!r/$J!U

"'<$+%!>('4!d(2+0$+,!r/$JJ,%!9Y!N!CC!L]o!'>!+'/(%,!42()%M

UUfYC!6=!]77!/%,(%!LC99oM

"#$%! %20$%>2+0$'-! &2%! 4/+#! #$B#,(! +'4<2(,.! 0'! <(,3$'/%! =,2(%! 2-.! &2%! 26'3,! 0#,! %+#''*!
23,(2B,8!b-,!%0/.,-0!4,-0$'-,.!$-!0#,$(!>,,.62+)@!g"#,!'-*$-,!F''.*,!<(2+0$+,!P/$JJ,%!2(,!
&'-.,(>/*! 2-.! %/<,(! #,*<>/*! 2-.! :! &'/*.! *$),! 0'! 0#2-)! ='/! >'(! #23$-B! $0! <(,<2(,.th! b0#,(!
%0/.,-0%! &,(,! *,%%! %20$%>$,.?! &$0#! '-,! %0/.,-0! +'4<*2$-$-B?! g"#,! '-*$-,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! &2%!
'3,(&#,*4$-B! &$0#! 0#,! -/46,(! '>! P/,%0$'-%?! 2-.! 2*%'! 0#,(,! &,(,! 42-=! +2%,%! '>! 6('),-!
P/,%0$'-%!,0+8!&#$+#!</0!4,!'>>!200,4<0$-B!0#,4!2%!$0!.$.-u0!%,,4!,>>$+$,-0!2-.!&'/*.!*,2.!0'!
+'->/%$'-h8!:-!(,2*$0=?!0#,!-/46,(!'>!P/,%0$'-%!&$0#!<('6*,4%!&2%!(,*20$3,*=!%42**8!c'&,3,(?!
0#,! *,%%'-%! >('4! 0#,! >,,.62+)! $-+*/.,.! 4'(,! 2B$*$0=! (,P/$(,.! >'(! 0#,! 2+2.,4$+! 0'! 2..(,%%!
-'0$>$,.!<('6*,4%?!2-.!(,./+$-B!'(!+#/-)$-B!0#,!-/46,(!'>!P/,%0$'-%!<(,%,-0,.!0'!%0/.,-0%8!
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L(I+,4.I,'"94:.4(($.4:!
"#,!'-*$-,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!&2%!$4<*,4,-0,.!$-0'!CU!%,<2(20,!%,0%!'>!<(2+0$+,!P/,%0$'-%!L"26*,!
fM!0'!2**'&!%0/.,-0%!0'!<(2+0$+,!0#,!P/,%0$'-%!2%!'>0,-!2%!0#,=!&2-0,.!&$0#'/0!2-=!42()%8!"#,!
P/,%0$'-%!<(,%,-0,.!6,+24,!232$*26*,!0'!%0/.,-0%!$-!<2(2**,*!0'!0#,!*,+0/(,!0'<$+%8!K2+#!%,0!
+'-02$-,.!ve!<(2+0$+,!P/,%0$'-%!'-!23,(2B,!2-.!&,(,!.$(,+0*=!(,*,32-0!0'!0#,!*,+0/(,!0'<$+!'>!
0#,!&,,)8!"#,!.,B(,,!'>!.$>>$+/*0=!'>!0#,!P/,%0$'-%!&2%!.,%$B-,.!0'!6,!2.32-+,.8!5!.$%+/%%$'-!
>'(/4! &2%! 2*%'! %,0! /<! '-! F''.*,?! %'! 0#20! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! +'/*.! <'%0! P/,%0$'-%! 0'! %,,)!
+*2($>$+20$'-8!"#,!>'(/4!&2%!2.4$-$%0,(,.!6=!0#,!2+2.,4$+!2-.!#$%!.,4'-%0(20'(%8
=,&'("Q2""D)?'()(46,6.%4",4-"H/,:("/6,6./6.I/"5%$"L(I+,4.I,'"94:.4(($.4:
D)?'()(46,6.%4 >(/I$.?6.%4

B/,:("*6,6./6.I/

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9C :-0('./+0$'-?!<#=%$+2*!<('<,(0$,%!'>!>*/$.%?!>*/$.%!$-!%020$+!,P/$*$6($/4?! CaYY!6=!feC!/%,(%!LC99oM
<(,%%/(,!4,2%/(,4,-0%?!42-'4,0,(
d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9U! I'(+,%! '-! %/64,(B,.! <*2-,! %/(>2+,%?! 6/'=2-+=! 2-.! %026$*$0=! '>! C7fe!6=!f]e!/%,(%!LYn8eoM
>*'20$-B!'6R,+0%?!<(,%%/(,%!$-!2++,*,(20$-B!>*/$.!%=%0,4%
d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9f ;2B(2-B$2-! 2-.! K/*,($2-! .,%+($<0$'-%! '>! >*/$.! >*'&?! +'-0$-/$0=! C9na!6=!f7]!/%,(%!LY]8eoM
,P/20$'-?!>*'&!3$%/2*$%20$'-?!K/*,(u%!,P/20$'-!'>!4'0$'-?!%0,2.=!>*'&!
,-,(B=!,P/20$'d(2+0$+,!r/$J!97 S,(-'/**$!,P/20$'-?!#=.(2/*$+!2-.!,-,(B=!B(2.,!*$-,?!,-,(B=!0(2-%>,(! C9en!6=!ffa!/%,(%!LYf8foM
2-.!B,-,(2*!,-,(B=!,P/20$'d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9] F$.NH,%%$'-!",%0!C

ae7!6=!fCe!/%,(%!Lna8]oM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9e ;$-,2(! 4'4,-0/4! ,P/20$'-?! >'(+,%! +2/%,.! 6=! .,>*,+0$'-! '>! R,0%?! CU97!6=!f79!/%,(%!LY78UoM
>'(+,%!'-!-'JJ*,%?!*$-,2(!4'4,-0/4wS,(-'/**$AK-,(B=!,P/20$'-%
d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9a O$4,-%$'-2*! 2-2*=%$%! 2-.! %$4$*2($0=?! $-0('./+0$'-! 0'! *24$-2(! 2-.! C9n7!6=!fff!/%,(%!LYU8UoM
0/(6/*,-0!>*'&!$-!./+0%?!`,=-'*.%!-/46,(?!,-0(2-+,!(,B$'d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9n ;24$-2(! 2-.! 0/(6/*,-0! >*'&! $-! <$<,%?! 2-2*=0$+2*! %'*/0$'-%?! F''.=! C9YC!6=!fU7!/%,(%!LnY8noM
+#2(0!2-.!O2(+=!>($+0$'-!>2+0'(
d(2+0$+,!r/$J!9Y F$.!%,%%$'-!0,%0!U!`,3$,&

]Cf!6=!Ue7!/%,(%!Laf8CoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!C9 KQ0,(-2*!>*'&!6'/-.2(=!*2=,(%?!+#2(2+0,($%0$+%!'>!*24$-2(?!0(2-%$0$'-! aeC!6=!UnC!/%,(%!Laa8noM
2-.!0/(6/*,-0!J'-,%8!O(2B!'-!$44,(%,.!6'.$,%?!%)$-!>($+0$'-?!>'(4!
.(2B?!32($20$'-!'>!.(2B!+',>>$+$,-0!&$0#!`,=-'*.u%!-/46,(
d(2+0$+,!r/$J!CC 1'4<(,%%'(?!</4<!2-.!<$<,*$-,!+#2(2+0,($%0$+%

eUa!6=!Uaf!/%,(%!La]8eoM

d(2+0$+,!r/$J!CU "/(6$-,%?!+,-0($>/B2*!2-.!2Q$2*!>*'&!2-.!3,*'+$0=!.$2B(24%

]aU!6=!UaC!/%,(%!La]8CoM

KQ24!%24<*,

H24<*,!'>!U9C]!,Q24

Y]n!6=!fff!/%,(%!LYU8UoM

KQ24!%24<*,

H24<*,!'>!U9C7!,Q24

aeY!6=!fCn!/%,(%!Lnn8CoM

KQ24!%24<*,

H24<*,!'>!U9Cf!,Q24

]Y]!6=!Ue7!/%,(%!Laf8CoM

"#,!>$(%0!$4<*,4,-020$'-!'>!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!$-!U9Ce!#2.!(,%/*0,.!$-!3,(=!<'%$0$3,!(,%<'-%,%!
>('4!0#,!%0/.,-0%!L,-.!'>!%,4,%0,(!%20$%>2+0$'-@!]8UY!'/0!'>!eM8!:-!0#,!%,+'-.!$4<*,4,-020$'-!
'>! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! $-! U9Ca?! >2+,N0'N>2+,! 0/0'($2*%! &,(,! (,<*2+,.! &$0#! 0#,! '-*$-,! P/,%0$'-!
62-)?!+'/<*,.!&$0#!>,,.62+)!>'(/4%8!"#$%!#2.!0#,!2..,.!6,-,>$0!'>!B(,20*=!(,./+$-B!0#,!(''4!
2-.!#/42-!(,%'/(+,%!(,P/$(,.!0'!(/-!0#,!+'/(%,?!>('4!a!0/0'($2*!(''4%!2-.!a!0/0'(%!$-!U9Ce!
.'&-!0'!9!0/0'($2*!(''4%!2-.!U!0/0'(%!$-!U9CaM8!:-!U9Ca?!0#,!'-*$-,!2%%$B-4,-0!&2%!2*%'!42.,!
+'4</*%'(=!2-.!+'-0($6/0,.!U9o!0'&2(.%!0#,!>$-2*!42()!'>!0#,!+'/(%,8

!"I$.6.I,'"$(5'(I6.%4"%4"6+("?$%I(//"
5%!%,,-!$-!0#,!<(,3$'/%!%,+0$'-?!0#,!%#2(,.!P/,%0$'-!62-)!.$.!-'0!+'-%0(2$-!0#,!&2=!$-!&#$+#!
*,2(-$-B! .,%$B-! 0'')! %#2<,! $-! 0#,! .$>>,(,-0! +'/(%,%8! :-! ,2+#! +'/(%,! 0#,! P/$JJ,%! &,(,! /%,.!
.$>>,(,-0*=?!2++'44'.20$-B!6'0#!>'(420$3,!2-.!%/4420$3,!2%%,%%4,-0!2%!&,**!2%!<('3$.$-B!2-!
,>>,+0$3,!2<<('2+#!0'!%/<<'(0!2%%,%%4,-0!2-.!>,,.62+)!<('+,%%,%8!c,(,!$%!0#,!(,>*,+0$'-!'-!
0#,!<('+,%%!2-.!'/0+'4,%?!#$-0$-B!20!>/0/(,!.$(,+0$'-%8
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7+().I,'"94:.4(($.4:"!I,-().I!
F;! >,*0! 0#20! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! <('3$.,.! 4'(,! >*,Q$6$*$0=! 2-.! &2%! 4'(,! +/%0'4$%26*,! 0#2-! 2!
+'44,(+$2*!'>>N0#,N%#,*>!P/,%0$'-!62-)!<2+)2B,!0#20!&2%!0($2**,.!+'N+/((,-0*=8!"#,!2+2.,4$+!
>,*0!0#,$(!F''.*,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!<(,<2(,.!0#,$(!%0/.,-0%!>'(!0#,!0/0'($2*%!2-.!,-26*,.!0/0'(%!0'!
P/$+)*=!<('+,,.!0'!2-.!>'+/%!'-!4'(,!2.32-+,.!+'-+,<0%!./($-B!0#,$(!0/0'($2*%8!"#,!2+2.,4$+!
.$.! #'&,3,(! >,,*! 0#20! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! .$.! -'0! #,*<! %0/.,-0%! &$0#! +($0$+2*! 0#$-)$-B! 2-.!
2.32-+,.!*,2(-$-B^!0#,=!>,*0!0#20!4'(,!%+2>>'*.$-B!0'!%/<<'(0!%0/.,-0%!&2%!(,P/$(,.?!<,(#2<%!
$-!,$0#,(!>2+,N0'N>2+,!0,2+#$-B!'(!>2+,N0'N>2+,!0/0'($2*%!$-!'(.,(!0'!2+#$,3,!0#$%8!"#,!2+2.,4$+!
2*%'!>,*0!0#20!2!%02-.2(.!420($Q!'(!6,-+#42()!>'(!,32*/20$-B!'/0+'4,%!'>!0#,!<('R,+0!&'/*.!6,!
/%,>/*!0'!P/2-0$>=!0#,!,>>$+$,-+=!2-.!+'%0!%23$-B%!'>!.,3,*'<$-B!*,2(-$-B!(,%'/(+,%!0#$%!&2=8!
b-,! P/,%0$'-! 2('/-.! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! (,*20,%! 0'! 0#,! *'-BN0,(4! %/%02$-26$*$0=! '>! 0#,%,!
(,%'/(+,%?!2-.!0#,!-,,.!>'(!2!/-$3,(%$0=!'(!>2+/*0=!%0(20,B=!>'(!&#,-!0#,!2+2.,4$+A,./+20$'-!
.,3,*'<,(!'(!%0/.,-0!2%!<2(0-,(!*,23,!0#,!<('R,+0^!0#20!$%?!#'&!0'!#2-.*,!<('R,+0!#2-.'3,(!2-.!
+'-0$-/,.!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!(,%'/(+,%8!"#,!>,2(!$%!0#20!0#,!(,%'/(+,%!42=!6,+'4,!m'(<#2-,.\!
2%!0#,!+'/(%,!4'3,%!'-8!

7.1.'"94:.4(($.4:"!I,-().I!
HI!%2&!'-*=!%'4,!'>!0#,$(!<('R,+0!,Q<,+020$'-%!6,$-B!2+#$,3,.8!"#,!%0/.,-0!+'#'(0!&2%!P/$0,!
.$3,(%,! 2-.! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! &2%! '-*=! ,46(2+,.! 6=! %'4,! '>! 0#,%,! %0/.,-0%8! b-+,! 0#,!
42(),.! '-*$-,! P/$JJ,%! &,(,! +'4<*,0,.! L_,,)! a! '>! 0#,! +'/(%,M?! %0/.,-0! <2(0$+$<20$'-! $-! 0#,!
<(2+0$+,! L/-42(),.M! P/$JJ,%! .('<<,.8! I'(! %'4,! %0/.,-0%?! 0#,! <(2+0$+,! P/$JJ,%! &,(,! %0$**! 2!
B(,20! 4,.$/4! 0'! %0/.=^! #'&,3,(?! 4'%0! %0/.,-0%! 2<<,2(,.! </(,*=! 4'0$320,.! 6=! 42()%! $-!
P/$JJ,%!2-.!'0#,(!+'/(%,&'()!2%%,%%4,-0%8!5!),=!*,2(-$-B!,Q<,($,-+,!>('4!0#,!<('R,+0!&2%!
0#20!-'0!2**!%0/.,-0%!&'()!0#,!%24,!&2=8!I'(!42-=!%0/.,-0%?!$0!$%!2**!26'/0!0#,!42()%^!#'&,3,(?!
0#,!2+2.,4$+!%,,%!0#,!,>>$+2+=!$-!<('3$.$-B!<(2+0$+,!P/,%0$'-%!2%!2!%+2>>'*.!>'(!%0/.,-0%!&#'!
2(,! 4'0$320,.! 0'! *,2(-! >/(0#,(8! I/0/(,! 2.R/%04,-0%! &$**! 42),! /%,! '>! &,,)*=! 42(),.! P/$JJ,%!
&$0#!2!%42**!-/46,(!'>!P/,%0$'-%!0'!,-+'/(2B,!+'-0$-/'/%!*,2(-$-B8

L(I+,4.I,'"94:.4(($.4:"!I,-().I!
H1!,Q<,($,-+,.!#$B#!/%2B,!'>!#$%!P/,%0$'-!62-)%8!F,+#2-$+2*!,-B$-,,($-B!#2.!(,<*2+,.!$0%!
>*/$.%! >2+,N0'N>2+,! 0/0'($2*%! &$0#! '-*$-,! 0/0'($2*%! >'(! 0#,! %,4,%0,(?! 2-.! 0#,! /%2B,! <200,(-%!
$-.$+20,!0#20!(,%'/(+,%!%/+#!2%!0#$%!2(,!(,*,32-0!2-.!#,*<>/*!0'!%0/.,-0%!$-!0#$%!+'-0,Q08!"#,!
>*,Q$6$*$0=! '>! 0#,! P/,%0$'-! 62-)%! ,-26*,.! %0/.,-0%! 0'! <,(%'-2*$J,! 0#,$(! *,2(-$-B! ,Q<,($,-+,%8!
H0/.,-0%! &#'! -,,.,.! 2%%$%02-+,! +'/*.! %0$**! %,,)! #,*<! 0#('/B#! 2-! '-*$-,! >'(/4?! &#$*,! 4'(,!
2.32-+,.!%0/.,-0%!+'/*.!&'()!0#('/B#!0#,!P/,%0$'-%!20!0#,$(!'&-!<2+,8

*6H-(46"!/"#,$64($!
S2%,.!'-!0#,!>,,.62+)!>('4!0#,!2+2.,4$+%?!%0/.,-0%!2<<,2(,.!0'!B,0!2!B(,20!.,2*!'/0!'>!0#,!
P/,%0$'-!62-)%8!"#,!/%,!'>!'<,-N%'/(+,!H"51V!P/,%0$'-!0=<,!&2%!$.,2*!>'(!2!4$-$4/4!3$26*,!
<('./+0!2-.!+2-!6,!,2%$*=!$-0,B(20,.!&$0#!'/(!;FH!LF''.*,M8!c23$-B!2!%'>0&2(,!.,3,*'<,(!0#20!
#2%!,Q<,($,-+,!$-!0#$%!2(,2!&'/*.!,-26*,!0#,!0,24!0'!'3,(+'4,!%'4,!'>!0#,!+#2**,-B,%!&$0#!
0#,!H"51V!P/,%0$'-!0=<,?!42$-*=!(,*20$-B!0'!$0!6,$-B!.,3,*'<,.!>'(!420#,420$+2*!%/6R,+0%8!5%!
%/+#?!0#,(,!&,(,!%'4,!+#2**,-B,%!$-!0,(4%!'>!+2<0/($-B!0#,!+'((,+0!2-%&,(%!&$0#!<(,+$%$'-?!
2-.!<('3$.$-B!<,(%'-2*$%,.!>,,.62+)!0'!%0/.,-0%!62%,.!'-!(2-B,%!'>!$-+'((,+0!2-%&,(%8!"#,(,!
$%!%+'<,!0'!#23,!4'(,!>*,Q$6*,!P/,%0$'-%!0#20!2.2<0!0'!%0/.,-0!-,,.%!2-.!<('3$.,!<,(%'-2*$%,.!
>,,.62+)8!:-!0,(4%!'>!0#,!P/,%0$'-!P/2*$0=?!%0/.,-0%!(2<$.*=!+'44,-0,.!'-!4$-'(!,(('(%!$-!%'4,!
'>!0#,!P/,%0$'-%8!_#$*%0!0#,!P/,%0$'-%!.$.!#23,!2!(,3$,&!<('+,%%!2-.!0,%0$-B!&2%!/-.,(02),-!
&$0#!2!%42**!%24<*,!'>!%0/.,-0%?!2-!$4<('3,4,-0!>'(!>/0/(,!<('R,+0%!42=!6,!0'!$4<*,4,-0!2!
>'(42*!P/2*$0=!42-2B,4,-0!%=%0,4!0'!6,00,(!2/0'420,!02%)%!%/+#!2%!0(2+)$-B!+#2-B,%?!3,(%$'-!
+'-0('*!2-.!P/,%0$'-!0,%0$-B8!"#$%!%#'/*.!#23,!0#,!,>>,+0!'>!4$-$4$%$-B!%0/.,-0!+'4<*2$-0%!>('4!
,(('(%!$-!P/,%0$'-%!2-.!23'$.!%0/.,-0%!+#''%$-B!-'0!0'!200,4<0!0#,!P/,%0$'-%!./,!0'!+'-+,(-%!
'3,(!(,+,$3$-B!$-+'((,+0!>,,.62+)8
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9-HI,6.%4,'">(1('%?($!
"#,! <('R,+0! &2%! %/++,%%>/*! $-! %,3,(2*! &2=%8! I$(%0*=?! 0#,! 0,24! 2+#$,3,.! 0#,$(! '6R,+0$3,! '>!
.,%$B-$-B?!.,3,*'<$-B!2-.!$4<*,4,-0$-B!0#,!P/,%0$'-!62-)!.20262%,%!$-0'!0#,$(!+'/(%,%8!"#,!
<('R,+0! &2%! 2! +'**,+0$3,! (,%<'-%,! 0'! 0#,! 2+2.,4$+%\! $-%0(/+0$'-2*! 2&2(,-,%%?! 0#20! $%?! 0#,$(!
/-.,(%02-.$-B! '>! 0#,$(! 0,2+#$-B! <,.2B'B=! 2-.! <(2+0$+,! 2-.! #'&! 0#$%! +'/*.! <'0,-0$2**=! 6,!
$4<('3,.!0'!6,-,>$0!0#,$(!%0/.,-0%!LI2-B?!U9CCM8!"#,!0,24!.$.!P/$+)*=!(,2*$%,!0#20!0#,!%/++,%%!
'>! 0#,! <('R,+0! #$-B,.! '-! 0#,! $4<'(02-+,! '>! +(,20$-B! 2! 4$-$4/4! 3$26*,! <('./+0! 0#20! 4,0! 2!
+'44'-! -,,.! >'(! 2**! 0,24! 4,46,(%8! "#$%! #$B#*$B#0,.! 2-! 2(,2! >'(! <'0,-0$2*! $4<('3,4,-0! $-!
F''.*,?! &#$+#! $%! +/((,-0*=! 6,$-B! ,Q<*'(,.! 20! 0#,! /-$3,(%$0=?! &#,(,! 0#,! 26$*$0=! 0'! %#2(,! 2-.!
+'-0$-/'/%*=! %=-+! P/,%0$'-! 62-)! +20,B'($,%! 2+('%%! 4/*0$<*,! +'/(%,%! +'/*.! 6,! '>! 6,-,>$0! 0'!
>/0/(,! %$4$*2(! 0,24%8! K2(*=! 2B(,,4,-0! '-! 0#,! <('R,+0! -,,.?! +*,2(*=! .,>$-$-B! 0#,! <('R,+0! 2-.!
2B(,,$-B!'-!.,*$3,(26*,%!4,2-0!0#20!0#,!0,24!%02(0,.!.,3,*'<$-B!(,%'/(+,%!,2(*=!2-.!),<0!0#$%!
4'4,-0/4!/<!0#('/B#'/0!0#,!<('R,+08!"#,!%0/.,-0!<2(0-,(!&2%!2!&,*+'4,!2..$0$'-!0'!0#,!0,24!
2-.!#$%!+'-0($6/0$'-!0'!0#,!<('R,+0!&2%!$-32*/26*,!$-!.,%$B-$-B!P/,%0$'-%?!6/$*.$-B!0#,%,!$-0'!
0#,! +'/(%,! 2-.! (/--$-B! >'+/%! B('/<%! >'(! >,,.62+)8! b3,(2**?! 0#,! 0,24! .=-24$+%! &,(,! P/$0,!
/-$P/,! $-! 0#20! 0#,! .,3,*'<,(! -'0$+,.! 0#20! 0#,! 0,24! 2(,! %0$**! +'**26'(20$-B! 4'-0#%! 2>0,(!
+'4<*,0$-B! 0#,! <('R,+08! KQ24<*,%! '>! 0#$%! $-+*/.,! 0#,! 0,24! 2<<*=$-B! >'(! B(2-0%! 0'B,0#,(?! 2-.!
(,+'B-$J$-B!'0#,(!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0'!+'**26'(20,?!>'(!,Q24<*,!'-!2!<('R,+0!$-3'*3$-B!%#2($-B!*26!
(,%'/(+,%8!"#,!.,3,*'<,(!200($6/0,.!0#$%!0'!0#,!),=!>2+0'(!'>!0#,!0,24!#23$-B!0#,!($B#0!4$Q!'>!
<,(%'-2*$0$,%?!2-.!0#,!%24,!$-.$3$./2*!$-#,(,-0!4'0$320$'-!0'!$4<('3,!0#,$(!%0/.,-0%\!*,2(-$-B8!
:0!&2%!$-%<$(20$'-2*!>'(!0#,!.,3,*'<,(!0'!%,,!0#,!0,24!4,46,(%?!2**!&$0#!.$%0$-+0!<,(%'-2*$0$,%!
2-.! +'4<,0$-B! $-0,(,%0%?! +'4,! 0'B,0#,(! 2%! +'**,2B/,%! 0'! &'()! '-! '-,! <('R,+0?! 2-.! >'(4! 2!
+'44/-$0=!'>!<(2+0$+,!&#,(,!0#,=!+'-0$-/,!0'!2..!32*/,!0'!,2+#!'0#,(\%!<(2+0$+,8!

7%4I'H/.%4",4-"5H6H$("-.$(I6.%4"
5%! ,3$.,-0! >('4! 0#,! 32($'/%! 0,24! 4,46,(%\! (,>*,+0$'-%?! 0#,! %0/.,-0! >,,.62+)! $-! ,-.! '>!
%,4,%0,(!,32*/20$'-?!2-.!'3,(2**!%0/.,-0!<,(>'(42-+,?!0#,!42$-!02),2&2=!4,%%2B,!$%!0#20!0#,!
$-0,B(20$'-! 2-.! +'**26'(20$'-! <(,%,-0,.! 0'! <('./+,! 2! %$-B*,?! %#2(,.?! <'(026*,! (,%'/(+,! 0'!
%/<<'(0!%0/.,-0!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0#,$(!)-'&*,.B,!'>!>*/$.!4,+#2-$+%!&2%!2!%/++,%%8!S=!,Q<'%$-B!
0#,!(,>*,+0$'-%!'-!0#,!<('+,%%?!0#$%!<2<,(!>'**'&%!0#,!*$-,%!'>!F+V,--2!,0!2*8!LU997M?!42)$-B!
,Q<*$+$0!0#,!<('+,%%!>'(!'0#,(%!0'!'6%,(3,!2-.!*,2(-!>('48!"#,!32($,0=!'>!%)$**%!232$*26*,!$-!0#,!
0,24!<('3$.,%!2!0,4<*20,!0'!%/<<'(0!>/(0#,(!$-0,B(20$'-!20!>2+/*0=!*,3,*!2-.!.,4'-%0(20,%!0#,!
/%,>/*-,%%!'>!<,,(!%/<<'(0?!%0/.,-0%\!,-B2B,4,-0!2-.!,>>$+$,-0!.,3,*'<4,-08!"#,!%/++,%%!'>!
0#,! $-0,(N%+#''*! +'**26'(20$'-! $-! 0#$%! <('R,+0! 2*%'! <(,%,-0%! 2! <'0,-0$2*! >/0/(,! '<<'(0/-$0=! >'(!
+('%%N/-$3,(%$0=! +'**26'(20$'-!$-! 0#,! .,3,*'<4,-0! '>!%#2(,.! (,%'/(+,%8! b>! +'/(%,?! 0#,(,! 2(,!
%,3,(2*! 0,+#-$+2*! $4<('3,4,-0%! 0#20! +2-! 6,! 42.,! 0'! %/<<'(0! >/(0#,(! .,3,*'<4,-0! 2-.!
%/%02$-26$*$0=! '>! 0#,! (,%'/(+,! .,<*'=4,-08! I/(0#,(?! 4'(,! >$-,NB(2$-,.! (,%,2(+#! $%! 2*%'!
/-.,(&2=!0'!,Q<*'(,!$-!4'(,!.,02$*!%0/.,-0!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0#,$(!2+P/$%$0$'-!'>!),=!+'-+,<0%8!

C(5($(4I(/"
S'/(-,?!D8?!c2(($%?!O8?!X!F2=2.2%?!I8!LU99]M8!b-*$-,!K-B$-,,($-B!K./+20$'-@!;,2(-$-B!5-=&#,(,?!
5-=0$4,8!P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$?!QRLCM?!CfCsC7e8!#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C99UAR8UCenN
Ynf98U99]80699nf78Q!
1(2&*,=?!K8!I8?!F2*4P3$%0?!D8?!Z%0*/-.?!H8?!S('.,/(?!O8!`8!X!K.%0([4?!V8!LU9C7M8!S*.60$T0$@!
<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$8!1#24@!H<($-B,(!:-0,(-20$'-2*!d/6*$%#$-B8!#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C99aAYanN
fNfCYN9]]eCNY!
K32-%?!O8!;8!LCYY]M8!1/(($+/*/4!$-0,B(20$'-!20!5($J'-2!H020,!k-$3,(%$0=8!:-!7/54**)0$@-!U/5$.0*/-!0$!
<),4#.05$!NQQJ!HJ.6!+$$,#%!:5$3*/*$4*1!<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$!35/!.6*!HN-.!:*$.,/&!LE'*8!U?!
<8!7.78CN7.78a!3'*8UM8!#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98CC9YAI:K8CYY]87nfU7f!
I2-B?!j8!LU9CCM8!5!j,&!F,0#'.'*'B=!>'(!5%%$%0$-B!0#,!O,3,*'<4,-0!'>!:-%0(/+0$'-2*!5&2(,-,%%!$-!
",2+#$-B!2!;2(B,!K-B$-,,($-B!1*2%%!&$0#!5+2.,4$+2**=!O$3,(%,!H0/.,-0%8!V$.*/$#.05$#%!
P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$'!HO!LCM?!CeasCaa8!
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I'(.?!`8?!E$B,-0$-$?!;8?!E/*$+?!D8?!1#$0%2J?!F8!X!d(/%0=?!T8!LU9CeM8!"#('/B#!,-B$-,,(%\!,=,%@!5!Fbb1!
,Q<,($4,-08!HO.6!+$$,#%!:5$3*/*$4*!53!.6*!+,-./#%#-0#$!+--540#.05$!35/!<$@0$**/0$@!
<),4#.05$WL!++<<!HINX?!e]78!
I('=.?!D8!K8?!X!b#*2-.?!F8!_8!LU99]M8!:-0,B(20,.!K-B$-,,($-B!1/(($+/*28!P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!
<),4#.05$?!QRLCM?!C7asCe78!#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C99UAR8UCenNYnf98U99]80699nf]8Q!
T2(($%'-?!O8!`8?!X!V2-/)2?!c8!LU997M8!S*,-.,.!*,2(-$-B@!k-+'3,($-B!$0%!0(2-%>'(420$3,!<'0,-0$2*!$-!
#$B#,(!,./+20$'-8!C6*!V$.*/$*.!#$)!Y0@6*/!<),4#.05$?!OLUM?!Y]sC9]8!
#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C9CeAR8$#,./+8U99789U899C!
F+V,--2?!58!I8?!W2*32+?!S8?!X!;$B#0?!T8!D8!LU99YM8!"#,!`'*,!'>!1'**26'(20$3,!`,>*,+0$'-!'-!H#2<$-B!
K-B$-,,($-B!I2+/*0=!",2+#$-B!5<<('2+#,%8!P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$?!QZLCM?!CasUe8!
#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C99UAR8UCenNYnf98U99Y8069C99U8Q!
F$**%?!D8!K8?!X!"(,2B/%0?!O8!I8!LU99fM8!K-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-x:%!<('6*,4N62%,.!'(!<('R,+0N62%,.!
*,2(-$-B!0#,!2-%&,(8!+,-./#%#-0#$!P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$?![LUM?!UsCe8!
b*.%?!S8!F8?!F'%)2*?!S8!F8?!X!F$**,(?!`8!;8!LU99]M8!5%%,%%4,-0!$-!K-B$-,,($-B!K./+20$'-@!K3'*/0$'-?!
5<<('2+#,%!2-.!I/0/(,!1'**26'(20$'-%8!P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$?!QRLCM?!CfsU]8!
#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C99UAR8UCenNYnf98U99]80699nUe8Q!
d'(0,(?!_8!_8?!T(2#24?!18!`8?!H<($-B?!V8!58?!X!_,*+#?!V8!`8!LU9C7M8!S*,-.,.!*,2(-$-B!$-!#$B#,(!
,./+20$'-@!:-%0$0/0$'-2*!2.'<0$'-!2-.!$4<*,4,-020$'-8!:5?B,.*/-!\!<),4#.05$?!OJLH/<<*,4,-0!
1M?!Cn]sCY]8!#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C9CeAR8+'4<,./8U9C789U89CC!
d($-+,?!F8!LU997M8!O',%!5+0$3,!;,2(-$-B!_'()y!5!`,3$,&!'>!0#,!`,%,2(+#8!P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!
<),4#.05$?!Q[LfM?!UUfsUfC8!#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C99UAR8UCenNYnf98U99780699n9Y8Q!
H#/42-?!;8!D8?!S,%0,(>$,*.NH2+(,?!F8?!X!F+T'/(0=?!D8!LU99]M8!"#,!5SK"!gd('>,%%$'-2*!H)$**%h!x!12-!
"#,=!S,!"2/B#0y!12-!"#,=!S,!5%%,%%,.y!P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$?!QRLCM?!7Cs]]8!
#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C99UAR8UCenNYnf98U99]80699nUn8Q!
E'-!Vi(4i-?!"8!LCYY7M8!V$!+]!"#4T#&!;<)1='!^04.05$#/&!53!(40*$.0304!_,5.#.05$-8!;'-.'-@!1`1!d(,%%8!
_2*0#,(?!D8?!X!`2.+*$>>,?!O8!I8!LU99aM8!"#,!+'4<,0,-+,!.$*,442!$-!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-@!F'3$-B!
6,='-.!%$4<*,!B(2./20,!200($6/0,!42<<$-B8!+,-./#%#-0#$!P5,/$#%!53!<$@0$**/0$@!<),4#.05$?!
N[LCM?!7Cs]C8!#00<%@AA.'$8'(BAC98C9n9AUU9]7Y]U8U99a8CC7e7999!
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!
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!

!"#$%&"'(")'*$$+,-&'./0112'3,1%0/,1,-&'4)1,&-'4)(0,/1'5,("'
6%&7)-()8'9)0/,(:';69<'
D$+#'*2%!E8!F8!",,2?!G'-B!H8!I2-2?!5-.=!G/=-#6?!J,('-$+2!G2*/<)2+!2-.!K'-20#2-!18!;$2!
#
!1%*2./02#%!#$)!3456,.*/!(&-.*5-!1$70$**/0$7'!"4$#-8!9$0:*/-0.&!
;
!"*28#$02#%!#$)!+*/4-6#2*!1$70$**/0$7'!"4$#-8!9$0:*/-0.&!
2
!<#2,%.&!4=!1$70$**/0$7'!"4$#-8!9$0:*/-0.&!
34//*-64$)0$7!+,.84/!15#0%>!nytee1@student.monash.edu, hsgan4@student.monash.edu!

=>?!@A!'
5!+'-%,L/,-+,!'>!0#,!(2<$.!B('&0#!'>!+'4</020$'-!<'&,(!2-.!/6$L/$0=!'>!+'-%/4,(!4'6$*,!
.,3$+,%!#2%!6,,-!0#20!0#,!/%,!'>!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!M5NO!2<<*$+20$'-!2%!,./+20$'-2*!0''*%!0'!
,-#2-+,!0#,!*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,!'>!%0/.,-0%!#2%!6,+'4,!>,2%$6*,!MG,-(=%%'-?!Q99RO!
MD,%*'-,=?!Q9CSO8!:-!2..$0$'-?!&$0#!$-+(,2%$-B!-/46,(!'>!%0/.,-0%?!0#,!232$*26$*$0=!2-.!%0'(2B,!
%<2+,!>'(!<#=%$+2*!,L/$<4,-0!$-!#2-.%T'-!*26'(20'(=!%,%%$'-%!+2-!6,!2-!$%%/,!>'(!0,2+#$-B!
.,*$3,(=8!U,!#23,!.,3,*'<,.!2-!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!0#20!+2-!6,!/%,.!'-!%0/.,-0!
4'6$*,!.,3$+,%!0'!2$.!$-!0#,!0,2+#$-B!'>!I,'4,0($+?!V$4,-%$'-$-B!2-.!"'*,(2-+$-B!MIVW"O!$-!
2!*26'(20'(=!%,%%$'-!'>!2!X,+#2-$+2*!Y-B$-,,($-B!Z-$08!"#,!2<<*$+20$'-!<2+)2B,!&2%!
.,3,*'<,.!0'!#,*<!%0/.,-0%!0'!6($.B,!0#,!B2<!6,0&,,-!0#,!0#,'(,0$+2*!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!IVW"!
2-.!#'&!$0!$%!2<<*$,.!$-!0#,!42-/>2+0/($-B!.,%$B-!<('+,%%!$-!0#,!$-./%0(=8!

BC9B>D@''
"#,!'6[,+0$3,!'>!0#$%!(,%,2(+#!$%!0'!,32*/20,!0#,!,>>$+2+=!'>!2-!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!
.,%$B-,.!0'!+(,20,!2-!2+0$3,!*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,!2-.!.,4'-%0(20,!0#,!%$B-$>$+2-+,!'>!IVW"8!

6BB9>6=E'!
5!%<,+$>$+!IVW"!*26'(20'(=!%,%%$'-!&$**!$-+*/.,!2-!2..$0$'-2*!02%)!/0$*$%$-B!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!
(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-8!\,,.62+)!>('4!%0/.,-0%!0#20!<2(0$+$<20,!$-!0#,!-,&!*26'(20'(=!%,%%$'-!&$**!
6,!(,+'(.,.!2-.!,32*/20,.!0'!.,0,(4$-,!0#,!$4<2+0!'>!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!$-!+'--,+0$-B!0#,$(!
,P<,($,-+,!&$0#!0#,!<(,T+*2%%!*,2(-$-B!420,($2*%!2-.!0#,!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%8!N,%/*0%!&$**!6,!
+'4<2(,.!&$0#!<2%0!%0/.,-0!+'#'(0!>,,.62+)!'-!0#,!-'-T2/B4,-0,.!*26'(20'(=!%,%%$'-8!

9@DC*!D''
"#,!42['($0=!%0/.,-0%!<,(+,$3,.!0#20!0#,!2..$0$'-2**=!$-+*/.,.!,P,(+$%,?!$-+'(<'(20$-B!0#,!5N!
2<<*$+20$'-!&2%!6,-,>$+$2*!$-!(,$->'(+$-B!0#,$(!)-'&*,.B,!'-!B,'4,0($+!0'*,(2-+,%8!!

=>?=*CDF>?D'!
"#,!(,%,2(+#!%0/.=!.,4'-%0(20,.!0#,!,>>,+0$3,-,%%!'>!5N!2%!2-!2..$0$'-2*!*,2(-$-B!0''*!$-!
<('3$.$-B!%0/.,-0%!0#,!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!.,3,*'<!6,00,(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!2-.!3$%/2*$%20$'-!&$0#!2!
#2-.%T'-!,P<,($,-+,!$-!(,2*T0$4,8!:-.,,.?!%0/.,-0%!>$-.!0#$%!+'4<2(20$3,*=!4'(,!,-B2B$-B!
0#2-!0#,!+'-3,-0$'-2*!0,2+#$-B!4,0#'.%!0#20!$-3'*3,!0#,!4,2%/(,4,-0!'>!.$>>,(,-0!
.$4,-%$'-%!'>!32($'/%!4,+#2-$+2*!<2(0%!0'!L/2-0$>=!42-/>2+0/($-B!$4<,(>,+0$'-%8!

G@HI>94D'!
2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=?!B,'4,0($+!.$4,-%$'-$-B!2-.!0'*,(2-+$-B?!0'*,(2-+,?!4,0('*'B=!
"#$%!&'()!$%!*$+,-%,.!/-.,(!0#,!1(,20$3,!1'44'-%!500($6/0$'-!789!:-0,(-20$'-2*!;$+,-%,8!"'!3$,&!2!+'<=!'>!0#$%!*$+,-%,?!3$%$0!#00<@
AA+(,20$3,+'44'-%8'(BA*$+,-%,%A6=A789A!
!
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F-(#$8%J(,$-'
"#,!/-.,(B(2./20,!X,+#2-$+2*!Y-B$-,,($-B!/-$0?!XY1S7C]!Y-B$-,,($-B!V,%$B-!::!20!0#,!
Z-$3,(%$0=!'>!X'-2%#!$%!.,%$B-,.!0'!$-0('./+,!%0/.,-0%!0'!0#,!.,%$B-!'>!42+#$-,!,*,4,-0%?!
+'3,($-B!0#,!2%<,+0%!>'(!6,2($-B%?!%#2>0%?!B,2(%?!,0+8!Z*0$420,*=?!/<'-!%/++,%%>/*!+'4<*,0$'-!
'>!0#,!/-$0?!%0/.,-0%!2(,!,P<,+0,.!0'!#23,!2!+'4<(,#,-%$3,!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'-!B,'4,0($+!2-.!
,+'-'4$+!0'*,(2-+$-B!2%!&,**!2%!0'!,P24$-,!0#,!0,+#-$L/,%!>'(!$4<('3$-B!,-B$-,,($-B!
.,%$B-%!62%,.!'-!,+'-'4$+!2-.!>/-+0$'-2*!(,L/$(,4,-0%8!V/($-B!0#,!+'/(%,!'>!0#,!/-$0?!
%0/.,-0%!&$**!6,!(,L/$(,.!0'!<2(0$+$<20,!$-!2!4,0('*'B=!*26'(20'(=!+*'%$-B!0#,!,-.!'>!0#,!
%,4,%0,(8!"#,!6($,>$-B!%,%%$'-%!2-.!%,($,%!'>!'-*$-,!3$.,'!<(,%,-020$'-%!&,(,!B$3,-!0'!0#,!
%0/.,-0%!<($'(!0'!0#,!*26'(20'(=!%,%%$'-8!5**!0#$-B%!+'-%$.,(,.?!0#,!'3,(2**!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!
0#20!&,(,!.,%$B-,.!$-0'!0#,!*26'(20'(=!(,3'*3,%!2('/-.!0#,!>'**'&$-B!,*,4,-0%@!
C8! V,%+($6,!0#,!('*,!'>!4,2%/(,4,-0!$-!0#,!42-/>2+0/($-B!.,%$B-!<('+,%%!
Q8! X,2%/(,!.$4,-%$'-%!'>!<2(0%!0'!3,($>=!42-/>2+0/($-B!'/0</0!'-!2!+'4<'-,-0!*,3,*!
S8! H<,+$>=!0#,!B,'4,0($+!0'*,(2-+,%!(,L/$(,.!>'(!2!>/-+0$'-2*!.,%$B-!
:-!0#,!*26'(20'(=?!%0/.,-0%!2(,!<(,%,-0,.!&$0#!.$>>,(,-0!+'4<'-,-0%?!.,02$*!.(2&$-B%!&$0#!
%<,+$>$+20$'-%?!0#,!4,0('*'B=!0''*%!2-.!+'((,%<'-.$-B!4,0('*'B=!(,<'(08!"#,!02%)%!2**'+20,.!
0'!0#,!%0/.,-0%!&2%!0'!>$(%0!2-2*=%,!2-.!%0/.=!0#,!.(2&$-B%!2-.!0#('/B#!'6%,(320$'-!'>!0#,!
<2(0%?!0#,-!$->,(!<'%%$6*,!>/-+0$'-%!'>!0#,!2%%,46*=!2-.!(,*20$'-%#$<!6,0&,,-!0#,!
+'4<'-,-0%8!H/6%,L/,-0*=?!&$0#!0#,!/%,!'>!0#,!0''*%!MJ,(-$,(!+2*$<,(?!4$+('4,0,(?!,0+8O!
<('3$.,.?!%0/.,-0%!2(,!0'!4,2%/(,!0#,!<2(0%!2-.!.'+/4,-0!0#,!4,2%/(,4,-0%!$-!0#,!
4,0('*'B=!(,<'(0!0,4<*20,8!"#,(,2>0,(?!0#,!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!.,0,(4$-,!0#,!<2%%$-B!
2-.!>2$*$-B!+($0,($2!>'(!0#,!<2(0%!&$0#!0#,!23,(2B,!(,2.$-B%!'602$-,.8!50!0#,!%24,!0$4,?!>('4!
0#,!.202!+'**,+0,.?!%0/.,-0%!0#,-!2-2*=%,!2-.!42),!0#,!.,./+0$'-!'-!&#,0#,(!0#,!$-0,-.,.!
>/-+0$'-2*!'<,(20$'-!'>!0#,!+'4<'-,-0!#2%!4,0!0#,!%<,+$>$+20$'-%!'(!,*%,!>2$*8!:-!2..$0$'-?!0#,!
%0/.,-0%!&,(,!0#,-!,P<,+0,.!0'!(,>*,+0!2-.!+'44,-0!'-!0#,!.$>>,(,-0!<2(0%?!0#$%!0$4,!),,<$-B!
$-!4$-.!0#,!<2%%$-B!2-.!>2$*$-B!+($0,($2!0#20!&2%!.(2&-!'/0!>('4!0#,!'6%,(320$'-%!,2(*$,(8!
5%!2-!2..$0$'-2*!+'4<'-,-0!'(!,*,4,-0!>'(!0#,!*26'(20'(=?!2!.$>>,(,-0!2<<('2+#!'>!
$-+'(<'(20$-B!2-!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!2%!2-!2..$0$'-2*!*,2(-$-B!0''*!&2%!+'-%$.,(,.8!
"#$%!2..,.!2%<,+0!&2%!,P<*'(,.!2%!2!+'-%,L/,-+,!'>!-,&!2.32-+,%!$-!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!
+'-0,-0!+(,20$'-!2%!&,**!2%!0#,!/6$L/$0=!'>!%0/.,-0!4'6$*,!.,3$+,%?!$-!&#$+#!/%$-B!%/+#!
2<<*$+20$'-!0'!,-#2-+,!0#,!*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,!'>!%0/.,-0%!#2%!6,+'4,!B(,20*=!<'%%$6*,!2-.!
2+#$,326*,8!:-0,(,%0$-B*=?!4'%0!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!6,$-B!.,3,*'<,.!2(,!+'4<20$6*,!
0'!$-+(,2%$-B!-/46,(!'>!4'6$*,!.,3$+,%!./,!0'!0#,!(2<$.!B('&0#!$-!+'4</020$'-2*!<'&,(!2-.!
0#,!%$B-$>$+2-0!.,+(,2%,!$-!<'&,(!+'-%/4<0$'-!MG,-(=%%'-?!Q99RO8!"2)$-B!2.32-02B,!'>!
0#,%,?!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!+2-!6,!$-0('./+,.!0'!0#,!%0/.,-0%!2-.!,3,-!6,!/%,.!'-!0#,$(!4'6$*,!
.,3$+,%!0'!2$.!$-!0#,!0,2+#$-B!'>!2!<2(0$+/*2(!420,($2*!+'-0,-08!^-!0'<!'>!0#20?!0#,!$.,2!'>!0#,!
$-+*/%$'-!'>!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!$-!*,2(-$-B!%<2+,!+2-!2*%'!(,%'*3,!0#,!$%%/,%!'>!#23$-B!*$4$0,.!
232$*26$*$0=!2-.!%0'(2B,!+2<2+$0=!>'(!,L/$<4,-0!$-!#2-.%T'-!*26'(20'(=!,P<,($4,-0%!0''8!

6%&7)-()8'#)0/,(:';69<'
5/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!M5NO!$%!2!4$P0/(,!'>!2!.$(,+0!2-.!$-.$(,+0!3$,&!'>!0#,!<#=%$+2*?!(,2*T&'(*.!
,-3$('-4,-0?!2!0,+#-'*'B=!0#20!%/<,($4<'%,%!+'4</0,(TB,-,(20,.!,*,4,-0%!'3,(!2!/%,(_%!
3$,&!'>!0#,!,-3$('-4,-0?!&#$+#!+2-!6,!2%!%$4<*,!2%!0#('/B#!2!.$%<*2=!'>!2!+24,(28!:0!$%!2!
%<2+,`!2!3$%$'-!&#,(,!.$B$02*!.'42$-%!+2-!6,!6*,-.,.!&$0#!0#,!$4<(,%%$'-!'>!0#,!<#=%$+2*!
&'(*.8!5/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!,-#2-+,%!$-.$3$./2*_%!<,(+,<0$'-!'>!(,2*$0=?!&#$*%0!3$(0/2*!(,2*$0=!
(,<*2+,%!0#,!,-0$(,!(,2*!&'(*.!&$0#!2!%$4/*20,.!3$(0/2*!,-3$('-4,-0!MG,-(=%%'-?!Q99RO8!"#/%?!
2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!+(,20,%!2!+'4<'%$0,!4$P0/(,!'>!(,2*$0=8!"#$%!+2-!6,!6,%0!.,%+($6,.!&$0#!0#,!
X$*B(24_%!N,2*$0=TJ$(0/2*$0=!1'-0$-//4!2%!%#'&-!6,*'&8!
!
?/42**)0$7-'!++11@ABC!34$=*/*$2*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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!
K,&%#)'L2'M,/&#07N1'9)0/,(:O3,#(%0/,(:'=$-(,-%%7';E)-#:11$-P'QRRS<'

"#,!+'-0$-//4!%<2-%!>('4!(,2*T&'(*.!,-3$('-4,-0!0'!3$(0/2*!,-3$('-4,-0!20!6'0#!,P0(,4,!
,-.%?!&#,(,!$-!6,0&,,-!*$,%!0#,!4$P0/(,!'>!(,2*$0=8!U$0#!(,>,(,-+,!0'!0#,!>$B/(,!26'3,?!
2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!%/<,($4<'%,%!6'0#!0#,!.'42$-%!'>!#/42-T(,2*!&'(*.!$-0,(2+0$'-!2-.!
+'4</0,(T(,2*!&'(*.!$-0,(2+0$'-?!&#,(,!0#$%!,*$4$-20,%!0#,!-,,.!>'(!%&$0+#$-B!'>!>'+/%!
6,0&,,-!.'42$-%!MG,-(=%%'-?!Q99RO8!5%!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!#2%!0#,!+#2(2+0,($%0$+%!'>!
+'46$-$-B!6'0#!(,2*!2-.!3$(0/2*!,*,4,-0%?!$->'(420$'-!%/+#!2%!0#,!%/(('/-.$-B!,-3$('-4,-0!
'>!0#,!/%,(%!+2-!6,+'4,!4'(,!$-0,(2+0$3,!2-.!42-$</*26*,!$-!(,2*T0$4,8!

M$(,T0(,$-'
G23$-B!*,2(-,(%!.$3$-B!$-0'!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!%<2+,!&#,(,!0#,=!+2-!#23,!0&'T&2=!$-0,(2+0$'-%!
&$0#!3$(0/2*!'6[,+0%!$-!0#,!.$B$02*!.'42$-!2-.!0#,!<#=%$+2*!(,2*T&'(*.!,-3$('-4,-0?!$%!($%$-B!2%!
'-,!'>!0#,!<('4$-,-0!2<<('2+#,%!$-!+(,20$-B!/-$L/,!,./+20$'-2*!%,00$-B%8!"#,!4,2-%!'>!
$-+'(<'(20$-B!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2%!<2(0!'>!2!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!0''*!#2%!+(,20,.!4/+#!
$-0,(,%0!$-!0#,!,./+20$'-!>$,*.!&$0#!0#,!$-0,-0$'-!0'!,-#2-+,!2-.!(,.,>$-,!*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,!
'>!0#,!*,2(-,(%!MF,%$4!W!^a2(%*2-?!Q9CQO!MU2-B?!Q9CQO8!:0!$%!2*%'!%2$.!0#20!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!
$%!2*$B-,.!&$0#!0#,!+'-%0(/+0$3$%0!-'0$'-%!'>!,./+20$'-?!$-!&#$+#!<('4'0,%!%,*>T.$(,+0,.!
*,2(-$-B!0#('/B#!$-0,(2+0$'-%!&$0#!0#,!(,2*!2-.!3$(0/2*!,-3$('-4,-0!MU2-B?!Q9CQO8!!
:-!>2+0?!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!$-!0#$%!+'-0,P0!&$**!6,!>'+/%$-B!'-!#'&!5N!2%!2-!
2..$0$'-2*!*,2(-$-B!0''*!+2-!6,!2!%/<<*,4,-0!0'!0#,!*,2(-$-B%!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0%?!(20#,(!0#2-!
(,<*2+$-B!0#,!+'-3,-0$'-2*!4,0#'.!'>!$4<*,4,-0$-B!0&'T.$4,-%$'-2*!4,.$/4!$-!,./+20$'-8!!
"#,!<'0,-0$2*!'>!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!$-!,./+20$'-!$%!2*%'![/%0$>$,.!&$0#!0#,!26$*$0=!0'!<('3$.,!2-!
2.,L/20,!*,3,*!'>!(,2*$%4?!$-!&#$+#!$-.$3$./2*%!2(,!-'0!.$%+'--,+0,.!,-0$(,*=!>('4!0#,!(,2*!
,-3$('-4,-0!MF,%$4!W!^a2(%*2-?!Q9CQO8!"'!,4<#2%$%,!'-!0#,!%020,4,-0!26'3,?!2/B4,-0,.!
(,2*$0=!+2-!6,!2.'<0,.!2%!2-!2..$0$'-2*!*,2(-$-B!<*20>'(4!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!3$%/2*$%,!0#$-B%!2%!
<2(0!'>!0#,!*,2(-$-B!<('+,%%!4'(,!,>>,+0$3,*=?!*,2.$-B!0'!0#,!+(,20$'-!'>!2!4'(,!$-0/$0$3,!
*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,!&#$+#!+2-!6''%0!0#,$(!*,3,*!'>!/-.,(%02-.$-B8!5!%0(/+0/(,.!$-0,(2+0$'-!
&$0#!0#,!4'.,(20,!.=-24$+!(,<(,%,-020$'-!'>!$->'(420$'-!$%!)-'&-!0'!6,!26*,!0'!$4<('3,!
*,2(-$-B!%$B-$>$+2-0*=!2%!2(0$+/*20,.!$-!(,%,2(+#!+'-./+0,.!$-!0#,!<2%0!Mb'.,4,(?!c*',0a-,(?!
\,/,(*,$-!W!H<2.2?!Q997O8!
"#$%!%0/.=!2-2*=%,%!&#,0#,(!0#,!-20/(,!'>!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!$%!+2<26*,!'>!+'4<*,4,-0$-B!
0#,!'3,(2**!*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0%!$-!0,(4%!'>!6,00,(!3$%/2*$%20$'-?!2-.!<('3$.,!2!
+'-0,P0!>'(!$-+'(<'(20$-B!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!$-!0#,!+/(($+/*/4!'>!%0/.$,%8!

M)("$8$/$&:'
"'!2-2*=%,!0#,!,>>,+0$3,-,%%!'>!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!$-!,-#2-+$-B!0#,!*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,!6=!
+(,20$-B!2!4$P,.!(,2*$0=!,-3$('-4,-0!&#,(,!/%,(%!+2-!$-0,(2+0!2-.!42-$</*20,!0#,!
?/42**)0$7-'!++11@ABC!34$=*/*$2*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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%/(('/-.$-B!%/<,($4<'%,.!,*,4,-0%?!2-!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!<('0'0=<,!&2%!
.,3,*'<,.8!"#,!2<<*$+20$'-!<2+)2B,!.,3,*'<,.!&2%!&$0#!0#,!$-0,-0$'-!'>!<('3$.$-B!2!<*20>'(4!
>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!3$%/2*$%,!#'&!.$>>,(,-0!0'*,(2-+,%!+'/*.!<*2+,!2-!,>>,+0!'-!0#,!42-/>2+0/($-B!
'/0</0!'-!2!+'4<'-,-0!*,3,*!2-.!0#,!%/6%,L/,-0!>/-+0$'-2*!'<,(20$'-!'>!2!<2(08!"#,(,>'(,?!
0#,!<($42(=!4'0$3,!$%!0'!+'4<*,4,-0!0#,!,P$%0$-B!4,0('*'B=!*26'(20'(=!$-!(,$->'(+$-B!0#,!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!I,'4,0($+?!V$4,-%$'-$-B?!2-.!"'*,(2-+$-B8!

D$U(50#)'4)T)/$V7)-('!$$/1'
5!*$%0!'>!0''*%!2-.!<*20>'(4%!/%,.!0'!.,3,*'<!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!2(,!<('3$.,.!
6,*'&?!>'**'&,.!6=!2!6($,>!.,%+($<0$'-!'>!,2+#8!
C8!
Q8!
S8!
78!

J/>'($2!5/B4,-0,.!N,2*$0=!H'>0&2(,!V,3,*'<4,-0!F$0!MHVFO!
Z-$0=SV!I24,!Y-B$-,!
X'-'V,3,*'<!Md242($-!H0/.$'O!
b*,-.,(!

3%U$#,0'$%!2!>/-.24,-02*!%'>0&2(,!,*,4,-0!0#20!&2%!/%,.!0'!,-26*,!0#,!6/$*.$-B!6*'+)!'>!0#,!
2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-8!"#$%!%'>0&2(,!$%!/0$*$%,.!0'!<('3$.,!0(2+)$-B!2-.!(,+'B-$0$'-!
+2<26$*$0$,%!'-!.$>>,(,-0!<(,T.,>$-,.!02(B,0%!6=!,4<*'=$-B!+'4</0,(!3$%$'-!0,+#-'*'B=8!:-!0#,!
+2%,!'>!0#,!.,3,*'<,.!2<<*$+20$'-?!2!<*2-2(!$42B,!0(2+)$-B!2*'-B!&$0#!0#,!SV!'6[,+0!M<'$-0T
+*'/.!62%,.O!0(2+)$-B!&,(,!$4<*,4,-0,.!0'!%/<,($4<'%,!3$(0/2*!+'4<'-,-0%!'-!0#,!<#=%$+2*!
&'(*.!,-3$('-4,-0!$-!(,2*T0$4,8!
C-,(:W4'$%!2!B24,!,-B$-,!0#20!&2%!/%,.!>'(!0#,!>/-+0$'-%!0'!+(,20,?!,.$0!2-.!$-0,B(20,!.202!
2-.!+'.,!'-0'!0#,!(,+'B-$%,.!02(B,0!42(),(%!$-!0#,!(,2*T&'(*.!%<2+,8!Z-$0=!2**'&%!0#,!
'3,(*2=$-B!'>!.$>>,(,-0!.$B$02*$%,.!+'4<'-,-0%!&$0#!(,*20$3,!0'!0#,!02(B,0!$-!0#,!<#=%$+2*!
,-3$('-4,-08!"#,!0''*%!'>>,(,.!6=!0#,!%'>0&2(,!<2+)2B,!%/+#!2%!0#,!/%,(!$-0,(>2+,!6*'+)%!
&,(,!2*%'!,P<*'$0,.!0'!+(,20,!2!4'(,!$-0/$0$3,!2-.!$-0,(2+0$3,!2<<*$+20$'-?!&#,(,!/%,(%!&$**!6,!
26*,!0'!42-$</*20,!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!'6[,+0%!$-!(,2*T&'(*.!%<2+,8!
M$-$4)T)/$V'&#$+#!$%!2-!$-6/$*0!2<<*$+20$'-!'>!Z-$0=?!&#$+#!$%!2-!'<,-!%'/(+,!$-0,B(20,.!
.,3,*'<4,-0!,-3$('-4,-0?!&#$+#!,-26*,%!2.32-+,.!1e!%+($<0$-B!>'(!4'(,!+'4<*,P!#$B#T*,3,*!
2<<*$+20$'-%8!:0!&2%!/%,.!0'!+'4<$*,!+('%%T<*20>'(4!2<<*$+20$'-!6=!0#,!+'4<$*,(!'>!Z-$0=8!
\/-.24,-02**=?!X'-'V,3,*'<!&2%!/%,.!,P0,-%$3,*=!0'!<('3$.,!+'((,%<'-.$-B!$-0,(2+0$'-%!
2-.!>,,.62+)%!6,0&,,-!0#,!/%,(!2-.!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!+'4<'-,-0%!$-!0#,!%+,-,8!
X/)-8)#'$%!2-!'<,-T%'/(+,!SV!+'4</0,(!B(2<#$+%!%'>0&2(,?!&#$+#!&2%!/%,.!0'!+(,20,!2-.!
(,-.,(!'6[,+0%!2-.!+'4<'-,-0%!&$0#!#$B#,(!+'4<*,P$0=!$-!%#2<,%!0'!+(,20,!2!4'(,!(,2*$%0$+!
SV!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-8!\'(!$-%02-+,?!SV!4'.,*$-B?!0,P0/($-B!2-.!4'(,!>,20/(,%!
&,(,!/%,.!$-!+(,20$-B!0#,!.$>>,(,-0!2%%,46*=!<2(0%!0'!6,!B,-,(20,.!>'(!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-8!
"#,!26'3,!0''*%!2-.!<*20>'(4%!&,(,!+#'%,-!$-!.,3,*'<$-B!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!
$%!6,+2/%,!0#,=!#23,!0#,!+'44'-!>,20/(,%!$-!'>>,($-B!2!+('%%T<*20>'(4!.,3,*'<4,-0!,-B$-,?!
&#,(,!0#,!6/$*0!2<<*$+20$'-!<2+)2B,!$%!+'4<20$6*,!&$0#!42-=!.$>>,(,-0!.,3$+,%!2-.!'<,(20$-B!
%=%0,48!Y%%,-0$2**=?!0#,!%'>0&2(,!<2+)2B,%!2(,!2*%'!>(,,!>'(!.,3,*'<4,-0!</(<'%,%!&$0#!2!
&$.,!(2-B,!'>!$-6/$*0!>/-+0$'-2*$0$,%!2-.!2<<*$+20$'-!<('B(24!$-0,(>2+,%!M5c:%O8!D'0!0'!
4,-0$'-?!0#,=!2*%'!<('3$.,!B(,20!.'+/4,-020$'-!2-.!+'44/-$0=!0'!2$.!-,&!.,3,*'<,(%8!

6VV#$0J"'
5!0'02*!'>!>'/(!%0/.,-0%!&#'!<(,3$'/%*=!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!0#,!*26'(20'(=!%,%%$'-!&,(,!$-3$0,.!0'!
<2(0$+$<20,!$-!2!%/(3,=!,32*/20$'-!2-.!2<<*$+20$'-!/%26$*$0=!0,%0!0'!,32*/20,!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!
(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!0#20!&2%!.,%$B-,.!0'!,-#2-+,!0#,!*,2(-$-B!'>!0#,!+'-+,<0%!$-!I,'4,0($+?!
V$4,-%$'-$-B!2-.!"'*,(2-+$-B8!"#,!%/(3,=!&2%!$-0,-0$'-2**=!%$4<*,?!.,%$B-,.!0'!$-3,%0$B20,!
$>!0#,!<,(+,<0$'-%!2-.!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0'*,(2-+,%!'-!0#,!42-/>2+0/(,.!'/0</0!&,(,!
24<*$>$,.!&$0#!0#,!2..$0$'-2*!,*,4,-0!'>!#23$-B!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2%!<2(0!'>!0#,$(!2+0$3$0=8!"#,!
?/42**)0$7-'!++11@ABC!34$=*/*$2*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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<($42(=!L/,%0$'-%!2%),.!2-.!>'+/%,.!$-!0#,!%/(3,=!L/,%0$'--2$(,!&2%!&#,0#,(!0#,!%0/.,-0%!
/-.,(%02-.!0#,!>'**'&$-B!2%<,+0%!6,>'(,!2-.!2>0,(!0#,!,P,(+$%,@!
C8! "#,!+'-0,P0!'>!0'*,(2-+,!$-!<2(0%!42-/>2+0/($-B!<,(%<,+0$3,!
Q8! Y>>,+0%!'>!0'*,(2-+,!'-!0#,!'<,(20$'-2*!>/-+0$'-!'>!0#,!<('./+0!
"#,%,!&,(,!6'0#!,32*/20,.!>$(%0!20!0#,!<(,T2+0$3$0=!'>!0#,!%,%%$'-!2-.!0'&2(.%!0#,!,-.!'>!0#,!
2+0$3$0=!0'!(,3$,&!0#,!,>>,+0$3,-,%%!'>!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!$-!6($.B$-B!0#,!B2<!6,0&,,-!
0#,'(,0$+2*!2-.!<(2+0$+2*!/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#('/B#!+'-%0(/+0$3,!3$%/2*$%20$'-!'>!0#,!420,($2*!
<(,%,-0,.8!X'(,'3,(?!2!62+)B('/-.!3$.,'!'>!0#,!0,%0$-B!&2%!2*%'!(,+'(.,.!>'(!/%26$*$0=!
0,%0$-B!0'!,32*/20,!0#,!5N!2<<*$+20$'-!.,3,*'<,.?!0#/%?!<('3$.,%!2!.$(,+0!$-</0!'-!0#,!0''*_%!
+2<2+$0=!0'!4,,0!$0%!$-0,-.,.!</(<'%,8!
:-!,%%,-+,?!0#,!2+0$3$0=!>'(!0#,!%/(3,=!,32*/20$'-!>'(!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!&2%!
+2(($,.!'/0!20!S!.$>>,(,-0!%02B,%?!+'4<($%$-B!'>!/-.,(%02-.$-B!2%%,46*=!.(2&$-B%?!B,-,(20$-B!
0#,!2/B4,-0,.!<2(0!&$0#!.$>>,(,-0!0'*,(2-+,!%,0?!2-.!>$-2**=!2-2*=%$-B!0#,!>/-+0$'-2*!'<,(20$'-!
'>!0#,!2%%,46*=!&$0#!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!<2(0!$-0,(>2+,.!&$0#!0#,!<#=%$+2*!SVT<($-0,.!62%,8!!
"#,!<2(0$+$<20$-B!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!>$(%0!6($,>,.!&$0#!$-%0(/+0$'-%!>'(!0#,!0,%0$-B!20!0#,!%02(0!'>!0#,!
%,%%$'-?!&#$+#!&2%!0#,-!>'**'&,.!&$0#!2!<(,T2+0$3$0=!L/,%0$'--2$(,8!5!SVT<($-0,.!62%,!&$0#!
>,20/(,!42(),(%!&2%!0#,-!<('3$.,.!0'!0#,!%0/.,-0%!&$0#!0#,!2%%,46*=!.(2&$-B?!2*'-B!&$0#!0#,!
%<,+$>$+20$'-!'>!0#,!+*24<!0'!6,!B,-,(20,.!$-!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!%<2+,8!Y2+#!%0/.,-0!&2%!2*%'!
<('3$.,.!&$0#!2!026*,0!&$0#!0#,!.,3,*'<,.!2<<*$+20$'-!<2+)2B,!$-%02**,.!6,>'(,#2-.8!
1'-%,L/,-0*=?!0#,!'3,(2**!%,0/<!'>!0#,!0,%0$-B!$-+*/.,%!2-!5-.('$.!.,3$+,?!2%%,46*=!
.(2&$-B%!>'(!6'0#!SVT<($-0,.!62%,!2-.!0#,!+*24<!0'!6,!B,-,(20,.?!2!02(B,0!42(),(!>'(!0#,!
'3,(*2=$-B!2-.!<'%$0$'-$-B!'>!2/B4,-0,.!+*24<!B,-,(20,.?!2%!&,**!2%!0#,!SVT<($-0,.!62%,!
&$0#!>,20/(,!42(),(%!2002+#,.!%#'&-!2%!>'**'&,.8!

!
K,&%#)'Q2'6VV/,J0(,$-'()1(,-&'0J(,T,(:'1)(%V'

Y2+#!%0/.,-0!&2%!0#,-!B$3,-!Cf!4$-/0,%!0'!+'4<*,0,!2!%,($,%!'>!02%)%!&$0#!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!
2<<*$+20$'-!0'!,P24$-,!0#,$(!*,3,*!'>!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'-!0#,!,>>,+0%!'>!B,'4,0($+!0'*,(2-+,8!5%!
2!(,%/*0?!0#,$(!*,3,*!'>!/-.,(%02-.$-B!+2-!6,!(,>*,+0,.!0#('/B#!0#,$(!.,./+0$'-!2-.!,P<*2-20$'-!
42.,!'-!0#,!,-.!>/-+0$'-2*!'<,(20$'-!'>!0#,!2%%,46*=8!
"#,!<('+,./(,!'>!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!0,%0$-B!$%!%/442($%,.!$-!0#,!>*'&+#2(0!2%!%#'&-!6,*'&!$-!
\$B/(,!f8!H02B,!C!'>!0#,!2+0$3$0=!$-3'*3,%!0#,!%0/.,-0!2-2*=%$-B!0#,!2%%,46*=!.(2&$-B%!2-.!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#,!$-0,-.,.!>/-+0$'-2*!'<,(20$'-!'>!0#,!,-.!2%%,46*=!0'!6,!+'-%0(/+0,.8!\'(!
$-%02-+,?!0#$%!$-+*/.,%!0#,!(,L/$(,.!+*,2(2-+,!>$0!>'(!0#,!B,-,(20,.!+*24<!0'!6,!$-0,(>2+,.!&$0#!
0#,!<#=%$+2*!SVT<($-0,.!62%,!2-.!0#,$(!+'((,%<'-.$-B!>/-+0$'-2*!,P<,+020$'-%8!
X'3$-B!'-?!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!(,+'44,-.,.!0'!>'**'&!0#,!0/0'($2*!$-%0(/+0$'-%!0#20!&,(,!
,46,..,.!$-!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!>'(!0#,!>'**'&$-B!%02B,%8!:-!0#,!>'**'&$-B!%02B,!Q!2-.!S?!%0/.,-0%!
?/42**)0$7-'!++11@ABC!34$=*/*$2*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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&,(,!(,L/$(,.!0'!,32*/20,!0#,!,>>,+0%!%$P!.$>>,(,-0!/-$L/,!+2%,%!'>!0'*,(2-+,!%,00$-B%!M,P0(,4,!
+2%,%O?!&#,(,!0#,!+'((,%<'-.$-B!'/0</0!'602$-,.!&2%!%0/.$,.8!"#,!%,0!'>!0'*,(2-+,!%,00$-B%!
>'(!0#,!2-2*=%$%!&2%!<('3$.,.!2-.!/<'-!$-</00$-B!0#,!0'*,(2-+,?!%0/.,-0%!+2-!0#,-!B,-,(20,!
0#,!2/B4,-0,.!+*24<!'-!0#,!02(B,0!42(),(!$-!0#,!%+,-,!&$0#!(,%<,+0!0'!0#,!+'((,%<'-.$-B!%,0!
<2(24,0,(%8!H0/.,-0%!0#,-!26*,!0'!*'')!20!2!.$>>,(,-0!3$,&!'>!2-B*,!'>!0#,!B,-,(20,.!
2/B4,-0,.!+*24<!$-!0#,!%+,-,!6=!<('[,+0$-B!0#,!026*,0_%!+24,(2!'-0'!0#,!$42B,T62%,.!
0(2+)$-B!42(),(8!^-+,!%0/.,-0%!2(,!%20$%>$,.!&$0#!0#,!<2(0!B,-,(20,.?!0#,=!+2-!0#,-!$-0,(>2+,!
6'0#!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!+*24<!2-.!0#,!SVT<($-0,.!62%,!0'B,0#,(!$-!0#,!(,2*T&'(*.!%<2+,!6=!
.(2BB$-B!0#,!+'((,%<'-.$-B!<2(0!0'!0#,!<#=%$+2*!62%,!<('3$.,.8!50!0#,!$-%02-+,!&#,-!6'0#!0#,!
2/B4,-0,.!+'4<'-,-0!$-!0#,!.$B$02*!.'42$-!2-.!0#,!<#=%$+2*!62%,!$-!(,2*T&'(*.!%<2+,!
+'**$.,?!0#,!+*24<!&'/*.!0#,-!6,!+*$+),.!'-0'!0#,!62%,?!+(,20$-B!2-!2%%,46*=!2%!%#'&-!$-!
\$B/(,!S8!

!

!

K,&%#)'W2'.)-)#0()8'0%&7)-()8'J/07V'0-8',-()#U0J)8'011)7Y/:'

"#,!$-0,(>2+,.!+*24<!&'/*.!0#,-!+#2-B,!>('4!2!%'*$.!0,P0/(,!+'*'/(!0'!&$(,>(24,!0'!<('3$.,!
6,00,(!3$%/2*!3$,&%!'>!0#,!+*24<8!
:-!%02B,!S!'>!0#,!,P,(+$%,?!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!.$(,+0,.!0'!0#,!-,P0!%+,-,!&#,(,!0#,!$-0,(2+0$'-%!'>!
/%,(%!2-.!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!,*,4,-0%!+'4,!$-0'!<*2+,8!;$),&$%,?!0#,!%0/.,-0%!+2-!0#,-!$-0,(2+0!
&$0#!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!+*24<!B,-,(20,.!2-.!42-$</*20,!0#,4!&$0#!0#,!/%,(!$-0,(>2+,!0#20!&2%!
.,%$B-,.8!\'(!,P24<*,?!0#$%!$-+*/.,%!('020$-B!0#,!+*24<!2('/-.!0#,!<$3'0!'>!0#,!<#=%$+2*!62%,!
0'!0(2-%*20$-B!0#,!<2(0%!$>!0#,!+'--,+0$'-!&2%!*''%,8!"#('/B#!0#,!'6%,(320$'-%!2-.!
$-0,(2+0$'-%?!%0/.,-0%!2(,!0#,-!(,L/$(,.!0'!,P24$-,!0#,!,>>,+0%!'>!0#,!0'*,(2-+,!%,0!<(,3$'/%*=!
$-!B,-,(20$-B!0#,!+*24<!'-!0#,!(,*20$3,!+*24<$-B!4,+#2-$%48!

!

!

K,&%#)'Z2'X%,/(O,-',-()#0J(,$-'U))8Y0J+1'0-8'0-0/:1,1'($'0,8'/)0#-,-&'

X'(,!$-0,(,%0$-B*=?!&$0#!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=?!%0/.,-0%!+2-!$-%02-0*=!'6%,(3,!0#,!2%%,46*,.!
<2(0!20!.$>>,(,-0!2-B*,%8!\/(0#,(4'(,?!>,,.62+)%!&,(,!2*%'!(,+,$3,.!62%,.!'-!0#,$(!
$-0,(2+0$'-!&$0#!0#,!2%%,46*=?!&#$+#!+2-!6,!$-!0#,!>'(4!'>!3$6(20$'-%!&#,-!0#,!<2(0_%!
4'3,4,-0!(,2+#,%!0#,!6'/-.2(=!*$4$0!'>!0#,!$-0,(>2+,!0'!.$%0$-+0$3,!2*,(0!4,%%2B,%!0'!2$.!$-!
?/42**)0$7-'!++11@ABC!34$=*/*$2*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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0#,$(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!2%!$**/%0(20,.!$-!\$B/(,!78!\'(!2**!$-0,-0%!2-.!</(<'%,%?!0#,!%0/.,-0%!2(,!
,P<,+0,.!0'!6,!26*,!0'!3,($>=!0#,$(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,!,>>,+0%!'>!0'*,(2-+,!%,00$-B!0#20!&2%!
2**'+20,.!>'(!0#,!+*24<!B,-,(20,.!0'&2(.%!0#,!>/-+0$'-2*!'<,(20$'-!'>!0#,!,-.!2%%,46*=8!"#,!
%0,<%!.$%+/%%,.!26'3,!2(,!0#,-!(,<,20,.!0'!,P<*'(,!0#,!'0#,(!<'%%$6*,!+2%,%!2-.!0#,-!
+'-+*/.,.!&$0#!0#,!<'%0T2+0$3$0=!%/(3,=!L/,%0$'--2$(,8!5!%#'(0!$-0,(3$,&!&2%!2*%'!+'-./+0,.!
&$0#!0#,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!0'!B,0!%'4,!32*/26*,!>,,.62+)!'-!0#,!>,20/(,%!0#,=!>$-.!#,*<>/*!2-.!
,*,4,-0%!0'!6,!$4<('3,.!'(!24,-.,.!0'!>/(0#,(!(,3$%,!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!<2+)2B,!.,3,*'<,.8!

!
K,&%#)'[2'>T)#0//'0VV/,J0(,$-'()1(,-&'U/$5'

9)1%/(1'
C-8)#1(0-8,-&'$U'($/)#0-J)'

!
K,&%#)'\2'9)/0(,T)'U))8Y0J+'$-'(")'%-8)#1(0-8,-&'$U'($/)#0-J)

!
?/42**)0$7-'!++11@ABC!34$=*/*$2*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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"#,!(,*20$3,!>,,.62+)%!'>!0#,!$-$0$2*!<2(0!'>!0#,!%/(3,=!$%!0#,-!026/*20,.!2%!%#'&-!$-!0#,!
\$B/(,!]!26'3,8!^3,(2**?!0#,!%0/.,-0%!&#'!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!0#,!%/(3,=!,32*/20$'-!+'/*.!.,3,*'<!
2!6,00,(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'-!&#20!0'*,(2-+,!$%!>('4!2!<2(0!42-/>2+0/($-B!<,(%<,+0$3,!2>0,(!
/%$-B!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!<2+)2B,?!&#,(,!0#,(,!$%!2-!$-+(,2%,!'>!0#,!23,(2B,!
(20$-B!'>!98f!>('4!7898!^-!0#,!'0#,(!#2-.?!%0/.,-0%!>$-.!0#,4%,*3,%!#23$-B!2!B(,20,(!
3$,&<'$-0!2-.!<,(%<,+0$3,!'-!0#,!,>>,+0%!'>!.$>>,(,-+,!%,0!'>!0'*,(2-+,!>'(!0#,!B,-,(20,.!<2(0!
0'&2(.%!0#,!'<,(20$'-2*!>/-+0$'-!'>!0#,!,-.!2%%,46*=!2>0,(!0#,!+'((,%<'-.$-B!$-0,(>2+$-B!&2%!
+2(($,.!'/08!5%!2!(,%/*0?!0#,(,!&2%!2!%*$B#0!$-+(,2%,!$-!0#,!'3,(2**!(20$-B%?!&#$+#!(,>*,+0%!0#20!
0#,(,!$%!2!+'-%$.,(26*=!B''.!24'/-0!'>!2..,.!32*/,!0'!0#,!*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,!'>!2-!
$-.$3$./2*!&$0#!0#,!/%,!'>!,P0,(-2*!*,2(-$-B!0''*%!%/+#!2%!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=8!

*)0#-,-&')]V)#,)-J)'5,("'69'0VV/,J0(,$-'

K,&%#)'S2'K))8Y0J+'$-'(")'/)0#-,-&')]V)#,)-J)'

^-!23,(2B,?!<2(0$+$<20$-B!%0/.,-0%!6,*$,3,.!2-.!2+)-'&*,.B,.!0#20!0#,!2..$0$'-2*!2%%$%02-+,!
'>!#23$-B!0#,!.,3,*'<,.!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!+(,20,%!2!4'(,!$-0/$0$3,!,-3$('-4,-0!
>'(!6,00,(!*,2(-$-B!,P<,($,-+,8!:-.,,.?!0#,!(,%/*0!0/(-,.!'/0!0'!6,!20!0#,!6,%0!(20$-B!<'%%$6*,!
'>!f89?!&#,(,!%0/.,-0%!%0('-B*=!2B(,,!0#20!0#$%!2<<('2+#!'>!*,2(-$-B!&2%!4'(,!$-0,(2+0$3,!
0#2-!0#,!+'-3,-0$'-2*!4,0#'.!'>![/%0!2-2*=%$-B!0#,!2%%,46*=!.(2&$-B%8!\$B/(,!R!2*%'!%#'&%!
0#,!/%,!'>!2..$0$'-2*!0''*%!%/+#!2%!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!+2-!<('4'0,!6,00,(!3$%/2*$%20$'-!'>!0#,!
*26'(20'(=!,P<,($4,-0?!,%<,+$2**=!&$0#!0#,!26$*$0=!0'!B,-,(20,!2!>2/*0=!<2(0!'-!0#,!$-%02-+,!2-.!
'6%,(3,!0#,!%/6%,L/,-0!,>>,+0%!'-!0#,!2%%,46*=8!X2['($0=!'>!<2(0$+$<20$-B!%0/.,-0%!2*%'!
+'-%$.,(,.!0#20!0#,!5N!2+0$3$0=!#2%!$4<('3,.!0#,$(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,!$4<'(02-+,!'>!
+#''%$-B!0#,!+'((,+0!0'*,(2-+,!<2(24,0,(%?!0'!<('./+,!<2(0%!0#20!2(,!&$0#$-!0#,!/%26$*$0=!
+($0,($28!"#,(,!&2%!2*%'!2!<'%$0$3,!'/0+'4,!>('4!0#,!.202!+'**,+0,.?!$-!&#$+#!<2%0!%0/.,-0%!
.$%2B(,,.!&$0#!0#,!%020,4,-0!0#20!0#,!2..$0$'-2*!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!<(,<2(,.!>'(!
0#,!2+0$3$0=!.$.-_0!#,*<!0#,4!$-!*,2(-$-B!4'(,!,>>,+0$3,*=!&$0#!2!(20$-B!'>!C8f8!!

C1)#')]V)#,)-J)'5,("'(")'69'0VV/,J0(,$-'
\/(0#,(!2-2*=%$%!%#'&,.!0#20!%0/.,-0%!#23,!2!+'-%0(/+0$3,!2-.!$-0,(2+0$3,!,P<,($,-+,!$-!
/%$-B!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!./($-B!0#,!2+0$3$0=!&$0#!2!0'02*!23,(2B,!(20$-B!'>!f89!
2%!$**/%0(20,.!$-!\$B/(,!g8!H'4,!%0/.,-0%!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!0#,!2+0$3$0=!>'/-.!$0!%*$B#0*=!
+'4<*$+20,.!0'!B,0!%02(0,.?!#'&,3,(?!4'%0!'>!0#,4!B'0!/%,.!0'!$0!'3,(!0$4,8!:-!6($,>?!%0/.,-0%!
?/42**)0$7-'!++11@ABC!34$=*/*$2*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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>$-.!0#20!0#,!2..$0$'-2*!2+0$3$0=!'>!#23$-B!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!$-+'(<'(20,.!$-0'!0#,!*26'(20'(=!
&'/*.!#23,!6,,-!#,*<>/*!>'(!0#,4!&#,-!/-.,(02)$-B!0#,!*26'(20'(=!%,%%$'-!$-!0#,!<2%08!!

!
K,&%#)'^2'K))8Y0J+'$-'%1)#')]V)#,)-J)

C10Y,/,(:'!)1('
\('4!\$B/(,!h?!2!<'%$0$3,!+'((,*20$'-!+2-!6,!'6%,(3,.!6,0&,,-!0#,!0(2-%$0$'-!'>!,2+#!+2%,%!
0#20!&2%!+2(($,.!'/0!6=!0#,!%0/.,-0%?!&#,(,!0#,!0$4,!02),-!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!+'4<*,0,!2!%,0!'>!
02%)!$%!(,./+$-B!2%!0#,=!B,0!/%,.!0'!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-8!"#$%!+*,2(*=!$-.$+20,%!
2-.![/%0$>$,%!0#,!/%26$*$0=!'>!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!.,3,*'<,.!2%!/%,(%!&,(,!26*,!0'!4,,0!0#,!
,P<,+020$'-%!20!0#,!B$3,-!0$4,>(24,8!5%!>'(!0#,!%+,-2($'!&#,(,!%0/.,-0%!,-+'/-0,(!2-=!
.$>>$+/*0$,%!'(!,P<,($,-+,!2-=!>'(4!'>!+'->/%$'-?!0#,!*'-B,%0!0$4,!02),-!0'!'3,(+'4,!0#,!$%%/,!
&2%!6,*'&!2!4$-/0,8!G,-+,?!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!$%!/%26*,!2-.!$-0/$0$3,!0'!%'4,!,P0,-0!2%!0#,(,!
&,(,!4$-$42*!$%%/,%!0#20!&,(,!,P<,($,-+,.!6=!0#,!/%,(%8!!

!
K,&%#)'_2'40(0'J$//)J()8'U#$7'#)J$#8,-&'U$#'%10Y,/,(:'()1('

!

'

?/42**)0$7-'!++11@ABC!34$=*/*$2*!
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4,1J%11,$-'
5%!2**!%0/.,-0%!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!0#,!%/(3,=!,32*/20$'-!2+0$3$0=!+'4<*,0,.!0#,!02%)%!2**'+20,.!
&$0#!0#,!2**'+20,.!0$4,?!'/(!(,%/*0%!'602$-,.!4,0!0#,!,P<,+020$'-!$-!%0/.,-0%!$4<('3$-B!0#,!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!I,'4,0($+?!V$4,-%$'-$-B!2-.!"'*,(2-+$-B!+'-+,<08!5*%'?!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!
2<<*$+20$'-!&2%!'6%,(3,.!0'!#23,!+(,20,.!2!4'(,!$-0,(2+0$3,!2-.!,-B2B$-B!*,2(-$-B!
,P<,($,-+,?!2%!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!$-0,(2+0$-B!&$0#!0#,!.$B$02*$%,.!3$(0/2*!'6[,+0!2-.!0#,!<#=%$+2*!
62%,!20!0#,!.$>>,(,-0!<'$-0!'>!3$,&%8!"#,!>2+0!0#20!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!26*,!0'!42),!0#,!+'((,+0!
.,./+0$'-%!'-!0#,!,>>,+0%!'>!0#,!0'*,(2-+,!%,0!'-!0#,!,-.!>/-+0$'-2*!'<,(20$'-!'>!0#,!2%%,46*=!
%0('-B*=!*$-),.!0'!0'02*$0=!0#20!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!+2-!<('3$.,!$-!0#,!*,2(-$-B!<#2%,%8!
^0#,(!+'44,-0%!&'(0#!-'0$-B!>('4!0#,!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!0#20!#23$-B!0#,!2..$0$'-2*!,*,4,-0!'>!
2/B4,-0,.!2<<*$+20$'-!&'/*.!6,!2!(,2**=!/%,>/*!0''*!0'!#,*<!0#,4!/-.,(%02-.!2-=!0'<$+%!
6,$-B!02/B#0!$-!2!4'(,!+2<0$320$-B!2<<('2+#8!b,%$.,%?!>('4!0#,!>,,.62+)%!+'**,+0,.?!%0/.,-0%!
>$-.!0#$%!4,0#'.!'>!*,2(-$-B!>/-!2-.!,>>$+$,-0!$-!0,(4%!'>!L/2*$0=!2-.!%<,,.!'>!0,2+#$-B8!"#,!
%0/.,-0%!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!0#,!2+0$3$0=!2*%'!2<<(,+$20,%!0#,!32*/,!'>!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!$-!#23$-B!
0#,!26$*$0=!0'!<('3$.,!0#,4!.$>>,(,-0!.$4,-%$'-2*!3$,&<'$-0%!'>!2!<$,+,!'>!$->'(420$'-!>'(!6,00,(!
3$%/2*$%20$'-8!
^-!0#,!'0#,(!#2-.?!2!%,*,+0$'-!'>!%0/.,-0%!>'/-.!0#,!0/0'($2*!$-%0(/+0$'-%!$-+'(<'(20,.!$-0'!0#,!
2<<*$+20$'-!$-0,(>2+,!%*$B#0*=!+'->/%$-B!20!0#,!%02(0?!6/0!0#,!'3,(2**!>,,.62+)!&2%!,2%=!0'!/%,!
2>0,(!0#,=!B,0!/%,.!0'!0#,!>/-+0$'-%8!50!0$4,%?!%'4,!%0/.,-0%!+'/*.-_0!%,,!0#,!<2(0%!+*,2(*=!
./,!0'!0#,!>2+0'(!0#20!0#,!+'*'/(!+'46$-20$'-!'>!2/B4,-0,.!<2(0!2-.!0#,!<#=%$+2*!'6[,+0!2>0,(!
0#,!'3,(*2=$-B!&2%!-'0!+*,2(*=!.$%0$-B/$%#26*,8!!5-'0#,(!+'-%0(/+0$3,!>,,.62+)!&2%!0#20!0#,!
.(2BB$-B!2-.!.('<<$-B!'>!0#,!B,-,(20,.!<2(0!'-0'!0#,!62%,!4'.,*!$-!0#,!(,2*T&'(*.!%<2+,!
&2%!2!6$0!B*$0+#=!2-.!42=6,!/--,+,%%2(=!2%!&,**8!
D,P0?!>('4!0#,!/%26$*$0=!0,%0!+'-./+0,.!%$4/*02-,'/%*=?!%'4,!<'0,-0$2*!$%%/,%!&,(,!
#$B#*$B#0,.!%/+#!2%!0#,!.,3,*'<,.!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-!+2-!6,!B*$0+#=!20!0$4,%?!$-!
&#$+#!0#,!+24,(2!*'%,!0(2+)!'>!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!<2(0!6,>'(,!0#,!$-0,(>2+$-B!<#2%,8!V,%<$0,!
0#20?!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!&2%!26*,!0'!6,!(,%,0!&$0#!0#,!/%,(!$-0,(>2+,!6/00'-!,46,..,.!2-.!&2%!
>/**=!>/-+0$'-2*!2>0,(!0#208!:0!42=!6,!./,!0'!0#,!>2+0'(!'>!62.!*$B#0$-B!$-!0#,!0,%0$-B!(''4?!&#,(,!
2!42(),(!'>!6$BB,(!%$a,!2-.!2!+'4<2(26*,!*2(B,(!-/46,(!'>!>,20/(,!<'$-0%!'-!02(B,0!42(),(%!
+'/*.!<'0,-0$2**=!>$P!0#,!B*$0+#,%8!D'-,0#,*,%%?!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!.,3,*'<,.!2%!2!&#'*,!$-!0,(4%!
'>!$0%!*$),*$#''.!'>!/%2B,!2-.!(,<,2026$*$0=!&2%!%20$%>2+0'(=8!
5..$0$'-2**=?!2%!>'(!0#,!>/0/(,!&'()!'-!0#,!2/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=!2<<*$+20$'-?!&'/*.!6,!0'!,P<*'(,!
4'(,!$-0'!$0%!+2<26$*$0$,%!2-.!<'0,-0$2*!$-!0#,!+(,20$'-!'>!2!4'(,!$-0,(2+0$3,!*,2(-$-B!
,-3$('-4,-08!H$4$*2(*=?!2!4'(,!+'4<2+0!2-.!%$4<*,!0/0'($2*!$-%0(/+0$'-!&'/*.!6,!$-0,B(20,.!
$-0'!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!&$0#'/0!+'4<('4$%$-B!0#,!(,*,32-0!.,02$*%?!0'!#,$B#0,-!0#,!*,3,*!'>!
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.,B(,,!+'/(%,!$-!0#,!+'-0,Q0!'>!2!.$%+$<*$-,?!>'(!2<<*$+20$'-!,$0#,(!$-!0#,!.$%+$<*$-,!'(!'/0%$.,!
'>!0#,!.$%+$<*$-,!$-!L'6%!2-.!%)$**%!'>!0#,!>/0/(,!OI,2)$-!J-$3,(%$0=R%!E0(20,B$+!K*2-P8!
<(=2&">?"@&(A)/"B/)3&,#)%$C#"D,(17(%&"E&(,/)/0"F7%*-'&#"

D;GC! I$%+$<*$-,!)-'&*,.B,!
2-.!+2<26$*$0$,%@!

2<<('<($20,!0'!0#,!*,3,*!'>!%0/.=!(,*20,.!0'!2!.$%+$<*$-,!'(!
<('>,%%$'-!

D;GZ! 1'44/-$+20$'-@!

/%$-B!'(2*?!&($00,-!2-.!$-0,(<,(%'-2*!+'44/-$+20$'-!0'!
$->'(4?!4'0$320,!2-.!,>>,+0!+#2-B,!

D;G^! I$B$02*!*$0,(2+=@!

/%$-B!0,+#-'*'B$,%!0'!>$-.?!/%,!2-.!.$%%,4$-20,!$->'(420$'-!

D;G7! 1($0$+2*!0#$-)$-B@!

,32*/20$-B!$->'(420$'-!/%$-B!+($0$+2*!2-.!2-2*=0$+2*!0#$-)$-B!
2-.!L/.B4,-0!

D;G[! K('6*,4!%'*3$-B@!

+(,20$-B!%'*/0$'-%!0'!2/0#,-0$+!O(,2*!&'(*.!2-.!$**M.,>$-,.P!
<('6*,4%!

D;G_! E,*>M42-2B,4,-0@!

&'()$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!$-.,<,-.,-0*=?!2-.!02)$-B!
(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!>'(!<,(%'-2*!2+0$'-%!

D;Ga! ",24&'()@!

&'()$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!&$0#!'0#,(%!>('4!.$>>,(,-0!.$%+$<*$-,%!
2-.!62+)B('/-.%!

D;G\! D*'62*!+$0$Y,-%#$<@!

,-B2B$-B!,0#$+2**=!2-.!<('./+0$3,*=!$-!0#,!<('>,%%$'-2*!
+'-0,Q0!2-.!&$0#!.$3,(%,!+'44/-$0$,%!2-.!+/*0/(,%!$-!2!
B*'62*!+'-0,Q0!

1#2-B,!$.,2%?!%/+#!2%!0#,%,?!2(,!$-0,-.,.!0'!+2/%,!%$B-$>$+2-0!6('2.!%+2*,!.$%(/<0$'-!>'(!
$4<('3$-B!+/((,-0!<(2+0$+,8!E+'00?!1'20,%!2-.!5-.,(%'-!OZ99\P!T/'0,.!U/**2-e%!OCf\ZP!
%,4$-2*!&'()!'-!,>>,+0$3,!+#2-B,!42-2B,4,-0!$-!#$B#,(!,./+20$'-8!
HI33)!0)*#-!J0.?!$3!0)*#-!3$!?3J!.3!09>%*9*$.!.?*9!#/*!J#-.*)!0)*#-H!#$)!H=?#$6*!)3*-$K.!
L,-.!?#>>*$!M,.!9,-.!M*!%*)'!#$)!)*4.%&NA!

g,!$4<*$,.!0#20!$0!$%!3$02*!0#20!*,2.,(%?!20!2**!*,3,*%!%0(20,B$+2**=!<*2-!>'(!$4<*,4,-0$-B!+#2-B,8!
:-!0#$%!<2<,(?!&,!<(,%,-0!2!%=%0,420$+!2<<('2+#!0'!%/<<'(0$-B!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!
.,3,*'<4,-0!$-!0#,!E+#''*!'>!H-B$-,,($-B!20!I,2)$-!J-$3,(%$0=8!S#$*,!'/(!%/<<'(0!$-3'*3,.!
42-=!2(,2%!'>!+/(($+/*/4!.,%$B-!2-.!.,3,*'<4,-0?!#,(,!&,!>'+/%!'-!'/(!<*2-!2-.!0#,!
%0(20,B$,%!&,!/%,.!0'!2.32-+,!0#,!+2<2+$0=!'>!2+2.,4$+%!0'!$-0,B(20,!0,2+#$-B?!*,2(-$-B!2-.!
2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0,24&'()!%)$**%8!

E&(,/)/0"(/1"<&(*.)/0"G7++-,%"
;,2(-$-B!2-.!0,2+#$-B!%/<<'(0!20!I,2)$-!J-$3,(%$0=!$%!6'0#!+,-0(2*$%,.!2-.!.$%0($6/0,.8!:0!
>'**'&%!0#,!#/6!2-.!%<'),%!4'.,*!OD'%*$-B?!Z99fP?!&#,(,!%02>>!4,46,(%!,4<*'=,.!6=!
;,2(-$-B!U/0/(,%?!<('3$.,!<*2--,.!%/<<'(0!>'(!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!.,3,*'<4,-0!$-!
+'**26'(20$'-!&$0#!U2+/*0=!0,2+#$-B!%/<<'(0!%02>>!&#'!<('3$.,!.2=M0'M.2=!'<,(20$'-2*!%/<<'(08!
S$0#$-!0#,!U2+/*0=!'>!E+$,-+,?!H-B$-,,($-B!2-.!N/$*0!H-3$('-4,-0?!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0,2+#$-B!
%/<<'(0!%02>>!'<,(20,!2%!0#,!;,2(-$-B!E/<<'(0!",248!"#$%!0,24!+'-%$%0%!'>!2+2.,4$+!2-.!
<('>,%%$'-2*!%02>>!4,46,(%!0#20!%/<<'(0!32($'/%!>/-+0$'-%!>('4!+'/(%,!2-.!/-$0!.,%$B-?!0'!
*,2(-$-B!(,%'/(+,!<('./+0$'-?!2-.!,32*/20$'-!'>!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!<,(>'(42-+,8!!
G/(!L'6?!2%!2+2.,4$+!%02>>!$-!0#,!;,2(-$-B!E/<<'(0!",24?!$%!0'!$->*/,-+,!2+2.,4$+!2+0$'-!
0#('/B#!0#,!<('3$%$'-!'>!(,%'/(+,%?!0''*%!2-.!<('>,%%$'-2*!.,3,*'<4,-0?!0'!,-($+#!%0/.,-0!
*,2(-$-B!2-.!,Q<,($,-+,8!"#$%!&2=?!0#,!2+2.,4$+%!6,+'4,!'/(!*,2(-,(%?!2-.!'/(!('*,!2%!
+#2-B,!2B,-0%!$%!0'!%/<<'(0!2-.!>2+$*$020,!0#,$(!%+#'*2(%#$<!$-!",2+#$-B!2-.!;,2(-$-B8!S,!
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<('3$.,!<,(%'-2*$%,.!%/<<'(0!>'(!2+2.,4$+%!20!0#,$(!<'$-0!'>!-,,.!0'!+20,(!>'(!+'-%$.,(26*,!
.$3,(%$0=!$-!0#,$(!<,.2B'B$+2*!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!<(,<2(,.-,%%!0'!0,2+#!$-!#$B#,(!,./+20$'-8!G/(!
2<<('2+#!<(,%,-0,.!#,(,?!$%!,Q0(2+0,.!>('4!6'0#!0#,!%/<<'(0!&,!<('3$.,.!>'(!1'/(%,!
H-#2-+,4,-0!<('L,+0!2+0$3$0$,%?!2%!&,**!2%!0#,!E+#''*e%!$-$0$20$3,!0'!(,.,%$B-!,-B$-,,($-B!
+'/(%,%!2-.!/-$0%!>'(!.,*$3,(=!/%$-B!0#,!KGIN;!2<<('2+#8!!

H(*)2)%(%)/0"G&2IJ,&3)&:"(/1"6,-=2&'";1&/%)I)*(%)-/"
:-!0#,!KGIN;!2<<('2+#?!&#$*,!*,2(-$-B!2+0$3$0$,%!$-!42-=!KGIN;!/-$0%!(,T/$(,.!%0/.,-0%!0'!
+'4<*,0,!02%)%!2%!<2(0!'>!2!0,24?!&,!>'/-.!0#20!%0(20,B$,%!>'(!0,2+#$-B!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!
0,24&'()!%)$**%!&,(,!-'0!$.,-0$>$,.!'(!2B(,,.!/<'-!>'(!$4<*,4,-020$'-!2+('%%!0#,!+'/(%,8!S,!
$->'(42**=!$-0,(3$,&,.!0#,!1'/(%,!I$(,+0'(%!2-.!J-$0!1#2$(%!0'!/-.,(%02-.!0#,!(,2%'-%!>'(!
0#$%!B2<8!!
5!(,+/(($-B!0#,4,!&2%!0#,!(,>,(,-+,!0'!0,24&'()!2%!2!X%'>0!%)$**R?!&$0#!0#,!$4<*$+20$'-!0#20!$0!
&2%!-'0!2%!$4<'(02-0!2%!0#,!X#2(.!%)$**%R!(,*20,.!0'!2!%<,+$>$+!.$%+$<*$-,8!E,3,(2*!2+2.,4$+%!
2*%'!$.,-0$>$,.!0#20!0#,=!&,(,!-'0!$-!0#,!6,%0!<'%$0$'-!0'!2%%,%%!0,24&'()?!2%!0#,!4,,0$-B%!
2-.!.,3,*'<4,-0!%02B,%!'>!<('L,+0%?!'>0,-!'++/((,.!,Q0,(-2*!0'!0#,!+*2%%(''48!E'4,!
2%%/4,.!0#20!%0/.,-0%!%<'-02-,'/%*=!.,3,*'<!0,24&'()!%)$**%!&#,-!<('3$.,.!0#,!
'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!&'()!0'B,0#,(!$-!B('/<%8!`2-=!2+2.,4$+%!6,*$,3,.!0#20!B('/<!&'()!2-.!
0,24&'()!&,(,!'-,!2-.!0#,!%24,?!2-.!/%,.!0#,!0,(4%!$-0,(+#2-B,26*=8!
G/(!2-2*=%$%!'>!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!02%)%!(,3,2*,.!0#20!%0/.,-0!42()%!2%%'+$20,.!&$0#!0#,!
+'4<*,0$'-!'>!2!0,24!02%)?!&2%!62%,.!'-!0#,!<('./+0!O.,%$B-?!<('0'0=<,?!4'.,*P!2-.!-'0!0#,!
0,24!<('+,%%8!5+2.,4$+!%02>>!4,-0$'-,.!0#20!0#,=!&,(,!'>0,-!T/,%0$'-,.!6=!%0/.,-0%!
(,B2(.$-B!0#,!,T/2*!.$%0($6/0$'-!'>!42()%!>'(!<('./+0$'-!'>!2!<('./+08!E'4,!2+2.,4$+%!
(,%<'-.,.!0'!0#20!6=!(,T/$($-B!%0/.,-0%!0'!+'4<*,0,!2!%#'(0!T/,%0$'--2$(,!0'!4,2%/(,!
$-.$3$./2*!+'-0($6/0$'-!2-.!0#,(,6=!2.L/%0$-B!2!%0/.,-0R%!>$-2*!(,%/*08!"#,%,!2+2.,4$+%!
'6%,(3,.!0#20!0#$%!%,*>M!2-.!<,,(M2%%,%%4,-0!<('+,%%!&2%!'>0,-!.'-,!$-!#2(.!+'<=?!&2%!
.$>>$+/*0!2-.!0$4,!+'-%/4$-B8!

H-,'72(%)/0"8&#+-/#)3&"G7++-,%"
"'!2..(,%%!0#,!$%%/,%!$.,-0$>$,.!./($-B!0#,!%,*>M(,3$,&?!&,!.,3$%,.!2-!2+0$'-!<*2-!0'@!
C8! +#2-B,!0#,!2+2.,4$+!4$-.M%,0!'>!0,24&'()!2%!2!X%'>0!%)$**R!0'!2!3$02*!X0(2-%>,(26*,!%)$**R!
0#20!,4<*'=,(%!%,,)!$-!/-$3,(%$0=!B(2./20,%8!
Z8! ,-26*,!2+2.,4$+%!0'!,2%$*=!2-.!+'->$.,-0*=!0,2+#!2-.!2%%,%%!0,24&'()!%)$**%!/%$-B!
2-!'-*$-,!0''*8!
^8! 6/$*.!0#,!<,.2B'B$+2*!+'->$.,-+,!'>!'/(!2+2.,4$+%!$-!0#,!0,2+#$-B!2-.!2%%,%%$-B!'>!
0,24&'()!0#('/B#!<('>,%%$'-2*!.,3,*'<4,-08!

4.(/0)/0"(*(1&')*"')/1J#&%"
I/($-B!'/(!&'()!&$0#!2+2.,4$+%!$-!,-26*$-B!0#,$(!(,.,%$B-!'>!0#,!,-B$-,,($-B!+/(($+/*/4?!$0!
6,+24,!+*,2(!0#20!0#,(,!&2%!2!-,,.!0'!<('4'0,!B(2./20,!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!0#('/B#!
0,2+#$-B?!*,2(-$-B!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!<(2+0$+,8!S,!/%,.!2!+'-%$%0,-0!*2-B/2B,!2-.!
,-+'/(2B,.!2+2.,4$+%!0'!/%,!0#,!%24,!*2-B/2B,!&$0#!%0/.,-0%!0'!,-26*,!0#,$(!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!B(2./20,!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%8!S#,-!(,3$,&$-B!2%%,%%4,-0!2-.!*,2(-$-B!
.,%$B-?!&,!+#2**,-B,.!2+2.,4$+%R!(,>,(,-+,!0'!%'>0!O-'-M.$%+$<*$-,P!2-.!#2(.!O.$%+$<*$-,P!
%)$**%?!$-!'(.,(!0'!$4<('3,!0#,!$-0,B(20$'-!'>!0(2-%>,(26*,!%)$**%!$-0'!0#,!+/(($+/*/48!S,!
<('3$.,.!),=!(,>,(,-+,!420,($2*?!%/+#!2%!</(<'%,!42.,!6'')42()%?!0'!.,3,*'<!0#,$(!
3'+26/*2(=!2-.!.,>$-$0$'-!'>!0#,%,!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!2-.!0#,$(!2*$B-4,-0!&$0#!,4<*'=26$*$0=!
%)$**%8!
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6,-3)1)/0"%--2#"I-,"%&(*.)/0"(/1"(##&##'&/%"+,(*%)*&"
S'()$-B!&$0#!0#,!+,-0(2*!;,2(-$-B!U/0/(,%!%02>>?!&,!42.,!2-!'-*$-,!0''*!OE<2()K*/%P!
232$*26*,!>'(!0($2*!OS$**,=!c!D2(.-,(?!Z99fP8!"#('/B#!%,*>M!2-.!<,,(M2%%,%%4,-0!'>!%0/.,-0!
+'-0($6/0$'-!2-.!<,(>'(42-+,?!0#$%!0''*!2**'&,.!0#,!+2*$6(20$'-!'>!2-!$-.$3$./2*!42()!>('4!2!
0,24!02%)!4/+#!,2%$,(!0#2-!,Q0(2<'*20$-B!0#20!>('4!#2(.!+'<=!T/,%0$'--2$(,%8!g'&,3,(?!
./($-B!0#,!0($2*?!$0!6,+24,!+*,2(!0#20!<('3$.$-B!2!0''*!2-.!2!%,0!'>!X#'&!0'R!$-%0(/+0$'-%!&2%!-'0!
,-'/B#!0'!,-+'/(2B,!<2(0$+$<20$'-8!"#,!*2+)!'>!X6/=M$-R!>('4!2+2.,4$+!%02>>!0'!/%,!0#,!
E<2()K*/%!0''*!(2$%,.!%$B-$>$+2-0!T/,%0$'-%!(,B2(.$-B!#'&!0'!6,%0!%/<<'(0!0,24&'()!%)$**!
2%%,%%4,-08!
5*0#'/B#!2+2.,4$+%!&2-0,.!0'!/%,!0#,!0''*?!0#,=!*2+),.!0#,!0$4,!0'!*,2(-!26'/0!0#,!0''*!2-.!
*2+),.!0#,!+'->$.,-+,!0'!$4<*,4,-0!0#,!0''*!'-!0#,$(!'&-8!"#,=!&,(,!2*%'!/-%/(,!26'/0!
%,00$-B!,Q<,+020$'-%!>'(!0#,!*,3,*!20!&#$+#!0,24&'()!%)$**%!%#'/*.!6,!.,4'-%0(20,.!&$0#$-!2!
/-$0?!2-.!#'&!0'!0,2+#!2-.!2%%,%%!0,24&'()!%)$**%!(20#,(!0#2-!2%%,%%$-B!B('/<!&'()8!"#,!
+#2-B,!&,!,Q<,+0,.!>('4!2+2.,4$+%!&2%!6,='-.!0#,$(!<(,<2(,.-,%%!2-.!0#,(,>'(,!6,='-.!
0#,$(!+'4>'(0!Y'-,8!"#$%!'3,(%$B#0!<('3$.,.!0#,!$4<,0/%!>'(!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!2!%0(20,B=!0'!
<('3$.,!<('>,%%$'-2*!.,3,*'<4,-08!

6,-I&##)-/(2"1&3&2-+'&/%"
G/(!2+2.,4$+%!#23,!%$B-$>$+2-0!,Q<,(0$%,!$-!0#,$(!(,%<,+0$3,!,-B$-,,($-B!.$%+$<*$-,%?!2-.!
)-,&!#'&!0'!0,2+#!0#'%,!.$%+$<*$-,%8!g'&,3,(?!,-26*$-B!%0/.,-0!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!0(2-%>,(26*,!
%)$**%!,%%,-0$2**=!2..%!0'!0#,!2+2.,4$+R%!(,T/$(,.!%/6L,+0!4200,(!)-'&*,.B,8!S,!#2.!
2%%/4,.!0#20!2+2.,4$+%!#2.!0#,!26$*$0=!0'!0,2+#!2-.!2%%,%%!2!(2-B,!'>!0(2-%>,(26*,!%)$**%!2%!
+'(,!+/(($+/*/48!5%!0#,$(!%0(/BB*,!0'!$-0,B(20,!0(2-%>,(26*,!%)$**%!2%!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!
6,+24,!2<<2(,-0!$-!0#,!$-0,(3$,&%?!&,!<('3$.,.!<,(%'-2*$%,.!<('>,%%$'-2*!.,3,*'<4,-0!0'!
,Q0,-.!0#,$(!<,.2B'B$+2*!)-'&*,.B,8!

;'+2&'&/%)/0"G$#%&'(%)*"G7++-,%"
:-$0$2**=?!'/(!&'()!&2%!>'+/%%,.!'-!%/<<'(0$-B!0#,!2+2.,4$+!%02>>!0'!+'-%0(/+0!*,2(-$-B!
'/0+'4,%!20!+'/(%,!*,3,*8!"#$%!&2%!0#,-!0(2-%*20,.!0'!/-$0!*,3,*!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!*,3,*!$-!
2*$B-4,-0!&$0#!0#,!6'.=!'>!)-'&*,.B,!,46,..,.!&$0#$-!0#,!/-$0!2-.!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!02%)8!
"#$%!(,T/$(,.!2+2.,4$+%!0'!2(0$+/*20,!0#,!$-0,-0!'>!0#,!/-$0!0#20!0#,=!2(,!(,%<'-%$6*,!>'(?!$-!
(,*20$'-!0'!'0#,(!/-$0%!$-!0#,!+'/(%,!ON$BB%!c!"2-B?!Z9CCP8!
G/(!,Q<,($,-+,!$-!%/<<'(0$-B!0#,!E+#''*!'>!H-B$-,,($-B!0#('/B#!0#$%!42L'(!<,.2B'B$+2*!
+#2-B,?!+'->$(4,.!'/(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#20!2**!2+2.,4$+%!2%<$(,!0'!6,!%/++,%%>/*!0,2+#,(%8!
g'&,3,(?!&,!'6%,(3,.!T/2*$020$3,!.$>>,(,-+,%!$-!0,(4%!'>!0#,$(!,Q<,($,-+,!2-.!.,3,*'<4,-02*!
-,,.%8!h),(*$-.!OZ99^?!<8!^\9P!+20,B'($%,.!B('&0#!2-.!.,3,*'<4,-0!$-!0,(4%!'>@!
¥! ",2+#,(R%!+'4>'(0!&$0#!0,2+#$-B?!$-!0,(4%!'>!>,,*$-B!4'(,!+'->$.,-0!2%!2!0,2+#,(!'(!
0,2+#$-B!6,+'4$-B!*,%%!,>>'(0>/*b!
¥! "#,!0,2+#,(R%!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!%)$**%?!$-!0,(4%!'>!,Q<2-.$-B!+'-0,-0!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!
0,2+#$-B!420,($2*%?!2-.A'(!,Q<2-.$-B!(,<,(0'$(,!'>!0,2+#$-B!%0(20,B$,%b!
¥! ;,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!>'(!%0/.,-0%?!$-!0,(4%!'>!$4<('3$-B!%0/.,-0%R!*,2(-$-B!2-.!
.,3,*'<4,-08!
5*0#'/B#!0#$%!(,%,2(+#!,Q<*'(,.!%0(/+0/(2*!.$>>,(,-+,%!6,0&,,-!+20,B'($,%?!$0!%0'<<,.!%#'(0!'>!
,Q<*'($-B!0,2+#,(R%!+'4>'(0!&$0#!,Q0,-.$-B!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!6,='-.!0#,!.$%+$<*$-,?!0'!
$-0,B(20,!0(2-%>,(26*,!%)$**%!&$0#$-!0#,!+'(,!+/(($+/*/48!N=!,Q<*'($-B!0#,!&2=%!$-!&#$+#!0#,!
0,2+#,(R%!/-.,(%02-.$-B!2-.!+'4>'(0!+'46$-,%!&$0#!0#,$(!%)$**%!2-.!+'->$.,-+,?!&,!>'/-.!$0!
-,+,%%2(=!0'!<('3$.,!.,.$+20,.!%/<<'(0!>'(!0,2+#$-B!2-.!2%%,%%$-B!%<,+$>$+!0(2-%>,(26*,!
%)$**%?!>'(!,Q24<*,!0,24&'()!%)$**%8!
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N=!02(B,0$-B!0,-!X,2(*=!2.'<0,(%R?!&,!&,(,!26*,!0'!>'+/%!'/(!*$4$0,.!(,%'/(+,%!0'!%/<<'(0!
0#'%,!2+2.,4$+%!&#'!&,(,!&$**$-B!0'!+#2-B,!OS$*%'-!c!E02+,=?!Z997P8!G/(!<'%$0$'-!#2%!6,,-!
0'!6,!%/<<'(0$3,!(20#,(!0#2-!</-$0$3,8!5!+'-%,T/,-+,!'>!0#$%!2<<('2+#!$%!0#20!0#,!+#2-B,!
$4<*,4,-020$'-!+2-!02),!0$4,8!g'&,3,(?!0#,!6,-,>$0%!'>!0#$%!2<<('2+#?!>('4!'/(!<,(%<,+0$3,?!
'/0&,$B#%!0#,!%0(,%%!0#20!(2<$.!2-.!/-<*2--,.!+#2-B,!+2-!+2/%,8!
G/(!<*2-!#2%!6,,-!0'!/0$*$%,!0#,!%)$**%!'>!0#,!,2(*=!2.'<0,(%!>'(!<,,(M+'2+#$-B!2-.!4,-0'($-B?!
&#$+#!-'0!'-*=!+,*,6(20,%!0#,$(!&'()?!6/0!2*%'!<('4'0,%!%+#'*2(%#$<!'>!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!
Og2(($%?!U2((,**?!N,**?!I,3*$-?!c!d24,%?!Z99\P8!I/($-B!0#,!<('+,%%!'>!+#2-B,!$4<*,4,-020$'-?!
&,!&,(,!26*,!0'!$->*/,-+,!0#,!>'(420$'-!'>!0(/%0,.!+'**,B$2*!(,*20$'-%#$<%!&$0#$-!2-.!6,='-.!
0#,!.$%+$<*$-2(=!6'/-.2($,%8!"#,!0,-!,2(*=!2.'<0,(%?!,%%,-0$2**=!<('4'0,.!0#,!32*/,!'>!0#,!
%/<<'(0!0#20!&,!<('3$.,.!0'!'0#,(!2+2.,4$+%!$-!0#,!E+#''*8!i2*$.20$'-!>('4!0#,!E+#''*!>'(!
/-$0!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!(,.,%$B-!&'()?!0'B,0#,(!&$0#!0#,!3$%$6*,!B('&0#!'>!,2(*=!2.'<0,(%!$-!
0,2+#$-B!2-.!2%%,%%$-B!0,24&'()!%)$**%?!,-+'/(2B,.!'0#,(!2+2.,4$+%!0'!2<<('2+#!/%!>'(!
%/<<'(08!!
N2%,.!'-!0#,!<(,4$%,!0#20!&,!2(,!2**!*,2(-,(%!$-!2!+#2-B$-B!,-3$('-4,-0?!6/$*.$-B!0#,!
<,.2B'B$+2*!+'->$.,-+,!'>!2+2.,4$+%!&2%!3$02*!0'!,-26*,!+#2-B,!$4<*,4,-020$'-8!5%!'/(!
0,2+#$-B!2+2.,4$+%!&,(,!(,T/$(,.!0'!2<<*=!0#,!+#2-B,!20!0#,!%0/.,-0!*,3,*?!%/<<'(0!>'(!,2+#!
$-.$3$./2*!20!0#,$(!<'$-0!'>!-,,.!&2%!2!<($'($0=8!:-!0#$%!+#2-B,!%$0/20$'-?!&,!2<<*$,.!2!
%=%0,420$+!2<<('2+#!0'!,-%/(,!+*2($0=!26'/0!0#,!+#2-B,!2-.!&,(,!%0(20,B$+!$-!0#,!/%,!'>!
(,%'/(+$-B!<,.2B'B$+2*!%/<<'(0!>'(!$4<*,4,-020$'-!'>!0#,!+#2-B,!0#('/B#!0#,!%/<<'(0!&,!
<('3$.,.8!
E$4<*=!</0?!'/(!$.,-0$>$+20$'-!'>!0#(,,!%$B-$>$+2-0!+#2**,-B,%?!2%!&,!>'(4/*20,.!2!(,%<'-%$3,!
%/<<'(0?!#,*<,.!<($'($0$%,!%/<<'(0!%0(20,B$,%!>'(!>2+$*$020$-B!2-.!42-2B$-B!0#,!$4<*,4,-020$'-!
'>!+/(($+/*/4!+#2-B,!0'!0,2+#!2-.!2%%,%%!0,24&'()!%)$**%8!S,!+'44,-+,.!0#$%!<('+,%%!6=!
<('3$.$-B!+*2($0=!2('/-.!&#20!+#2-B,!&2%!-,,.,.!2-.!&#=?!2-.!&#20!$0!02),%!0'!$4<*,4,-0!
0#20!+#2-B,8!HT/2**=!$4<'(02-0!&2%!0'!%,0!<($'($0$,%!>'(!'/(%,*3,%!&$0#$-!0#,!;,2(-$-B!E/<<'(0!
",248!5!%/442(=!'>!'/(!$4<*,4,-020$'-!%0(20,B=!>'(!0,2+#$-B?!*,2(-$-B!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!
0,24&'()!%)$**%!$-0,B(20,.!0#('/B#!0#,!+'(,!,-B$-,,($-B!+/(($+/*/4!$%!$**/%0(20,.!$-!"26*,!Z8!
<(=2&"K?"G7''(,$"-I"-7,"#$#%&'(%)*"#7++-,%"#%,(%&0$"

G%,(%&0$"
I,>$-,!0#,!+#2-B,!
!

d/%0$>=!0#,!+#2-B,!
!

H%026*$%#!0#,!
0$4,*$-,!
!

@&#*,)+%)-/"
"#,!KGIN;!+/(($+/*/4!$%!/-.,(<$--,.!6=!0,24&'()?!2-.!%0/.,-0%!
2(,!(,T/$(,.!*,2(-!2-.!2+#$,3,!<('L,+0!'/0+'4,%!+'**26'(20$3,*=?!
&#$*,!.,4'-%0(20$-B!0#,$(!'&-!%/++,%%!0'&2(.%!$-0,-.,.!*,2(-$-B!
'/0+'4,%8!J<'-!B(2./20$'-?!%0/.,-0%!%#'/*.!.,4'-%0(20,!
0,24&'()!%)$**%!$-!<('>,%%$'-2*!%$0/20$'-%8!5+2.,4$+!<(2+0$+,!
-,,.,.!0'!+#2-B,!$-!'(.,(!0'!$-0,B(20,!0,2+#$-B?!*,2(-$-B!2-.!
2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0,24&'()!%)$**%!$-!0#,!+'(,!+/(($+/*/48!
",24&'()!%)$**%!2(,!#$B#*=!32*/,.!6=!,4<*'=,(%!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!
B(2./20,%8!G/(!$-$0$2*!(,3$,&!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!+'/(%,%!$.,-0$>$,.!
*$4$0,.!0,2+#$-B!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0,24&'()!%)$**%8!U'(!%0/.,-0%!
0'!6,!%/++,%%>/*!*,2(-,(%!$-!KGIN;?!0,24&'()!%)$**%!-,,.,.!0'!6,!
02/B#0?!<(2+0$+,.!2-.!2%%,%%,.!,Q<*$+$0*=8!
1/(($+/*/4!+#2-B,!>'(!0,2+#$-B!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0,24&'()!
%)$**%!-,,.,.!0'!+'$-+$.,!&$0#!0#,!<('B(,%%$3,!$4<*,4,-020$'-!'>!
KGIN;!4,0#'.'*'B=?!2%!&,**!2%!'0#,(!0$4,*$-,%!%,0!6=!0#,!
J-$3,(%$0=!>'(!#2-.6'')!</6*$+20$'-%!>'(!0#,!>'**'&$-B!=,2(8!

:.,-0$>=!
5%!4,46,(%!'>!0#,!;,2(-$-B!E/<<'(0!0,24?!&,!0'')!.$(,+0$'-%!
%02),#'*.,(%!2-.!
>('4!0#,!U2+/*0=!$-0'!'(.,(!0'!%/<<'(0!0#,!(,T/$(,4,-0%!'>!0#,!
0#,$(!(,%<'-%$6$*$0$,%! >'**'&$-B!%02),#'*.,(%?!&#$*,!(,%<,+0$-B!0#,$(!(,%<'-%$6$*$0$,%!2-.!
,Q<,(0$%,8!
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B/)%"*.(),#!&,(,!(,T/$(,.!0'!(,.,%$B-!0#,!/-$0!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!
02%)%?!,-%/(,!2*$B-4,-0!'>!/-$0!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!&$0#!D;G%?!2-.!
+'44/-$+20,!0'!%0/.,-0%!#'&!2-.!&#=!0,24&'()!%)$**%!&,(,!
02/B#0!2-.!2%%,%%,.8!
4-7,#&"@),&*%-,#!&,(,!(,T/$(,.!0'!>2+$*$020,!.$%+/%%$'-%!0#20!
$.,-0$>$,.!%<,+$>$+!/-$0%!>'(!%+2>>'*.$-B!0,24&'()!%)$**%?!2-.!
-,B'0$20,!&$0#!/-$0!+#2$(%!0#,!0$4,*$-,!>'(!$4<*,4,-020$'-8!
<.&"G*.--2!&2%!(,T/$(,.!0'!T/2*$0=!2%%/(,!0#20!2*$B-4,-0!
%020,4,-0%!&,(,!2(0$+/*20,.!/%$-B!2!%0/.,-0M+,-0(,.!*2-B/2B,!
&$0#$-!/-$0!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!$->'(420$'-!.'+/4,-0%8!
<.&"H(*72%$!&2%!(,T/$(,.!0'!<('3$.,!'<,(20$'-2*!%/<<'(0!
%0(20,B$,%!0'!#,*<!0#,!U2+/*0=!2-.!0#,!E+#''*!0'!%20$%>=!0#,!
J-$3,(%$0=R%!'3,(2**!B'2*%!2-.!3$%$'-8!
@&(A)/"E&(,/)/0"H7%7,&#!&2%!(,T/$(,.!0'!>2+$*$020,!0#,!
2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0,24&'()!%)$**%!$-!2**!+'/(%,%8!
<.&"B/)3&,#)%$!&2%!(,T/$(,.!0'!>/*>$*!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B!<('4$%,!0'!
%0/.,-0%!V0'!<('3$.,!2!6($**$2-0!,./+20$'-!0#20!,4<'&,(%!0#,4!>'(!
0#,!L'6%!2-.!%)$**%!'>!0#,!>/0/(,W8!

:.,-0$>=!+#2**,-B,%!
2-.!<'0,-0$2*!
%'*/0$'-%!
!

L(27)/0"%&(':-,A"#A)22#!j!N/$*.$-B!2+2.,4$+!+'->$.,-+,!$-!
0,2+#$-B?!*,2(-$-B!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0,24&'()!%)$**%8!
M&&%)/0"1&(12)/&#"I-,"*7,,)*727'"*.(/0&!j!E/<<'(0$-B!0$4,*=!
(,.,%$B-!'>!/-$0%!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!>'(!J-$3,(%$0=!</6*$+20$'-%8!
4-/%)/7)/0"#%71&/%#!j!1'**26'(20$-B!&$0#!0#,!U2+/*0=!0'!,-%/(,!
0#20!+/(($+/*/4!+#2-B,!.',%!-'0!2.3,(%,*=!$4<2+0!%0/.,-0!
<('B(,%%8!
B#)/0"(++,-+,)(%&"(##&##'&/%"%--2#!j!:.,-0$>=$-B!2-.!<('3$.$-B!
2-!,>>,+0$3,!'-*$-,!0''*!0#20!>2+$*$020,%!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0,24&'()!
%)$**%8!
G%71&/%"07)1&2)/&#"(/1",&#-7,*&#!j!D,-,(20$-B!,%%,-0$2*!
(,%'/(+,%!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0#20!%/<<'(0!0#,$(!0,24&'()!%)$**!
.,3,*'<4,-08!
M(,A)/0"(/1"0,(1)/0!j!E/<<'(0$-B!2+2.,4$+!%02>>!0'!/%,!0#,!
2%%,%%4,-0!0''*!,>>,+0$3,*=!0'!2-2*=%,!2-.!2<<*=!%0/.,-0!(,%/*0%!
2-.!+2*$6(20,!2-!$-.$3$./2*R%!42()!$-!0,24&'()8!
!*(1&')*":-,A2-(1!j!K('3$.$-B!L/%0M$-M0$4,!2-.!<,(%'-2*$%,.!
%/<<'(0!0'!2+2.,4$+!%02>>!02)$-B!$-0'!2++'/-0!0#,$(!&'()!<(,%%/(,%!
2-.!0$4,8!
;/%&0,(%)/0"6F@NE")'+2&'&/%(%)-/!j!5*'-B%$.,!$4<*2-020$'-!'>!
D;G%?!0#,(,!&2%!2!(,T/$(,4,-0!>'(!(,.,%$B-$-B!,-B$-,,($-B!
+/(($+/*/4!/%$-B!.,%$B-!62%,.!<('L,+0%8!

"2(B,0!2-.!%/<<'(0!
X,2(*=!2.'<0,(%R8!
!

",-!&(,2$"(1-+%&,#!&,(,!+#'%,-!62%,.!'-!0#,$(!$-0,(,%0!2-.!0#,!
E+#''*R%!<*2--,.!'>>,($-B!'>!0#,%,!/-$0%!$-!0#,!$4<*,4,-020$'-!'>!
KGIN;!+/(($+/*/48!
O&&1#"(/(2$#)#!M!!I/($-B!0#,!.,%$B-!<#2%,!&,!,%026*$%#,.!0#,!
-,,.%!'>!0#,%,!,2(*=!2.'<0,(%!2-.!<($'($0$%,.!'/(!&'()!0'!,-%/(,!
0#,!<('3$%$'-!'>!02(B,0,.!%/<<'(08!!
6,-I&##)-/(2"1&3&2-+'&/%!j!K('3$.,.!<,(%'-2*$%,.!%/<<'(0!0'!
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(,.,%$B-!2%%,%%4,-0?!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!2+0$3$0$,%?!0'!.,3,*'<!
(,%'/(+,%!>'(!%0/.,-0!,-B2B,4,-0?!0'!/%,!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!0''*!>'(!
,-B2B$-B!%0/.,-0%!$-!%,*>M!2-.!<,,(M2%%,%%4,-0?!0'!2-2*=%,!2-.!
>$-2*$%,!%0/.,-0!(,%/*0%8!
6,(*%)*(2"#7++-,%!j!:-!+*2%%!%/<<'(0!0#20!4'.,*%!0,2+#$-B!2-.!
*,2(-$-B!<(2+0$+,!>'(!2+2.,4$+%!0'!%/<<'(0!%0/.,-0!,-B2B,4,-0!$-!
0,24&'()!02%)%8!
8&3)&:"(/1",&I2&*%)-/!j!>2+$*$020$-B!2+2.,4$+!(,3$,&?!2-.!
$4<('3,4,-0%!0'!<(2+0$+,!0#('/B#!(,>*,+0$'-!'-!%0/.,-0!,32*/20$'-?!
%,*>M,32*/20$'-?!2-.!<,,(M,32*/20$'-8!
1,*,6(20,!
2+#$,3,4,-0%!

4-''7/)*(%)/0"-7%*-'&#!j!`2)$-B!2+2.,4$+!&'()!</6*$+!$-!
32($'/%!>'(/4%!>'(!(,<'(0$-B!62+)!0'!J-$3,(%$0=!E,-$'(!HQ,+/0$3,%8!

!

P/*-7,(0)/0"G*.-2(,#.)+"-I"<&(*.)/0"(/1"E&(,/)/0!j!
1'**26'(20$-B!&$0#!,2(*=!2.'<0,(%!0'!<(,%,-0!0#,$(!&'()!20!0#,!
J-$3,(%$0=!",2+#$-B!2-.!;,2(-$-B!1'->,(,-+,8!
G*.--2"*&2&=,(%)-/#!j!S'()$-B!&$0#!0#,!%+#''*!0'!'(B2-$Y,!
$-0,(-2*!+,*,6(20$'-%!>'(!2+)-'&*,.B$-B!0#,!,2(*=!2.'<0,(%?!
<('4'0$-B!0#,$(!%/++,%%!2-.!,-+'/(2B$-B!'0#,(%!0'!<2(0$+$<20,8!

H32*/20,!0#,!$4<2+0! G&2IJ,&3)&:!M!1'**,+0$-B!,3$.,-+,!0'!4,2%/(,!'/(!%/++,%%!$-!
'>!'/(!%/<<'(0!
%/<<'(0$-B!0#,!2+2.,4$+%!0'!$-0,B(20,!0,24&'()!%)$**%!$-!0,2+#$-B?!
*,2(-$-B!2-.!2%%,%%4,-08!"#$%!$-+*/.,%?!.,3,*'<$-B!2+2.,4$+!
!
,Q<,($,-+,!(,<'(0%?!%0/.,-0!>,,.62+)!'-!0#,!/%,!2-.!/%,>/*-,%%!
'>!0#,!0''*!>'(!%,*>M!2-.!<,,(M2%%,%%4,-0!'>!0,24&'()!%)$**%?!2-.!
.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!2!<*2-!>'(!+'-0$-/$-B!%/<<'(0!>'(!<('B(,%%$3,!
$4<*,4,-020$'-8!

4-/*27#)-/"
"#,(,!2(,!42-=!&2=%!0'!$4<('3,!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!<,(>'(42-+,8!5-!2+2.,4$+R%!<*2-!>'(!
B('&0#!<('3$.,%!0#,!-,,.!2-.!0#,!+'-0,Q0!>'(!%/<<'(0$-B!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!.,3,*'<4,-0!
OE'/0#&,**!c!`'(B2-?!Z9C9P8!S,!+'-%$.,(!0#20!0#,!%/442(=!026*,!'>!'/(!%=%0,420$+!%/<<'(0!
2<<('2+#!+2-!6,!/0$*$%,.!$-!'0#,(!+'-0,Q0%!>'(!42-2B$-B!+#2-B,8!K(,<2($-B!>'(!+#2-B,?!
$.,-0$>=$-B!+#2**,-B,%?!02(B,0$-B!2-.!0#,-!<('3$.$-B!<(2+0$+2*!%/<<'(0!0'!&$**$-B!<2(0$+$<2-0%?!
&,(,!0#,!>/-.24,-02*!+'4<'-,-0%!'>!'/(!%/<<'(0!%0(20,B=8!:-3,%0$-B!T/2*$0=!0$4,!$-!X,2(*=!
2.'<0,(%R!$-!0#,!$-$0$2*!%02B,%!'>!0#,!+#2-B,!<('+,%%?!<('3$.,.!0#,!,3$.,-+,!2-.!$4<,0/%!>'(!
%#$>0$-B!0#,!E+#''*R%!+/*0/(,!>('4!2!0,2+#,(M+,-0(,.!0'!2!*,2(-,(M+,-0(,.!<,.2B'B$+2*!
2<<('2+#8!"#,%,!,2(*=!2.'<0,(%!&$**$-B*=!,-B2B,.!&$0#!0#,!<('+,%%!0'!>/(0#,(!%/<<'(0!+#2-B,!
$4<*,4,-020$'-!2-.!6,+24,!0#,!+202*=%0!>'(!+#2-B,!2%!0#,=!%#2(,.!0#,$(!<'%$0$3,!,Q<,($,-+,!
&$0#!'0#,(%?!0#('/B#!+'-3,(%20$'-!2-.!<(,%,-020$'-8!U/(0#,(!&'()!$%!-,,.,.!0'!$4<*,4,-0!2!
&#'*,!'>!+'/(%,!2<<('2+#?!%+2>>'*.,.!0#('/B#!+*,2(!'/0+'4,%!2-.!%02-.2(.%!20!,2+#!=,2(!
*,3,*8!U('4!'/(!,Q<,($,-+,?!.,3,*'<$-B!2!0(/%0,.!+'**,B$2*!(,*20$'-%#$<!2-.!<('3$.$-B!<(2+0$+2*!
%/<<'(0!$%!3$02*!$-!6($-B$-B!26'/0!+#2-B,!*,2.,(%#$<!$-!0,2+#$-B?!*,2(-$-B!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!
<(2+0$+,8!

8&I&,&/*&#"
5B'/($.2%?!i8!OZ99aP8!"'&2(.%!0#,!%=%0,420$+!.,>$-$0$'-!'>!<('L,+0M62%,.!.,%$B-!4'./*,%!
C/32**)0$6-!34!.?*!O/)!P$.*/$#.03$#%!=:PQ!=3$4*/*$2*8!1246($.B,?!`2%%2+#/%,00%8!
h),(*$-.?!D8!E8!OZ99^P8!D('&$-B!2-.!.,3,*'<$-B!2%!2!/-$3,($%0=!0,2+#,(!M!32($20$'-!$-!
4,2-$-B8!(.,)0*-!0$!R06?*/!5),2#.03$'!DSO7P?!^a[M^f98!!
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N$BB%?!d8!N8?!c!"2-B?!18!E8MF8!OZ9CCP8!T*#2?0$6!43/!U,#%0.&!V*#/$0$6!#.!<$08*/-0.&@!W?#.!.?*!
-.,)*$.!)3*-!OU'/(0#!,.8P8!N,()%#$(,?!H-B*2-.@!"#,!E'+$,0=!>'(!],%,2(+#!$-0'!g$B#,(!
H./+20$'-?!G<,-!J-$3,($%0=!K(,%%!2-.!"&'!K,--!K*2Y28!
1#2-.(2%,)2(2-?!E8?!E0'L+,3%)$?!58?!;$00*,>2$(?!D8?!c!d''(.,-%?!`8!OZ9C^P8!K('L,+0M'($,-0,.!
.,%$B-M62%,.!*,2(-$-B@!5*$B-$-B!%0/.,-0%R!3$,&%!&$0#!$-./%0(=!-,,.%8!P$.*/$#.03$#%!
X3,/$#%!34!5$60$**/0$6!5),2#.03$'!DYO[P?!CC9fMCCC\8!!
D'%*$-B?!I8!OZ99fP8!H./+20$'-2*!.,3,*'<4,-0!$-!0#,!JF@!2!+'4<*,Q!2-.!+'-0(2.$+0'(=!(,2*$0=8!
P$.*/$#.03$#%!X3,/$#%!43/!+2#)*902!:*8*%3>9*$.'!FZOCP?![!M!C\8!!
g2(($%?!F8M;8?!U2((,**?!F8?!N,**?!`8?!I,3*$-?!`8?!c!d24,%?!]8!OZ99\P8!C**/!/*80*J!34!.*#2?0$6!0$!
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6(66,21

&,QWHJUDWLRQRIWKHRU\DQGSUDFWLFHLQWKHOHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJSURFHVV

&217(;7 $FROODERUDWLYHWHDFKLQJSURJUDPEHWZHHQ'HDNLQ8QLYHUVLW\DQG:XKDQ
8QLYHUVLW\RI6FLHQFHDQG7HFKQRORJ\ :867 LVDSDUWLFXODUUHDOL]DWLRQRIDOHDUQLQJDQG
WHDFKLQJWUDQVIRUPDWLRQ7KHFROODERUDWLYHSURJUDPDLPVWREULQJKLJKTXDOLW\$XVWUDOLDQ
FXUULFXOXPVWDQGDUGVWRPHFKDQLFDOHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVLQ:XKDQ&KLQD7RPDLQWDLQ
FROODERUDWLYHWHDFKLQJTXDOLW\WKHHQWLUH'HDNLQPHFKDQLFDOHQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPLV
WUDQVIRUPHGWRWKH:867FROODERUDWLYHSURJUDP


385326( 7KLVVWXG\IRFXVHVRQWKHTXDOLW\DVVXUDQFHRIWHDFKLQJLQWKHFROODERUDWLYH

SURJUDPZKHQWKHOHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJSURFHVVKDSSHQVRXWVLGH$XVWUDOLD:KHQD
0HFKDQLFDOHQJLQHHULQJSURJUDPLVRIIHUHGDWDGLIIHUHQWLQVWLWXWLRQDWDGLIIHUHQWWLPHVSDQLW
UHTXLUHVGLIIHUHQWOHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJVXSSRUWDVZHOODVHGXFDWLRQDOVHWWLQJV



$3352$&+
7RDGGUHVVWKHILUVWSUREOHPRILQVXIILFLHQWHTXLSPHQWZHGHYHORSHG
H[SHULPHQWDOHTXLSPHQWWKDWLVSRUWDEOHWR:8677RWDFNOHWKHSUREOHPRIWHDFKLQJ
DSSURDFKHVZHLPSOHPHQWHGIOLSSHGFODVVURRPWHDFKLQJZKHUHHTXLSSLQJVWXGHQWVZLWKVHOI
OHDUQLQJVNLOOVLVHPSKDVLVHG4XDQWLWDWLYHDQGTXDOLWDWLYHTXHVWLRQVZHUHJLYHQWRWKH
VWXGHQWVDWWKHHQGRIWKHWULPHVWHUWHDFKLQJWRDQDO\VHVWXGHQWV¶H[SHULHQFHVDQG
H[SHFWDWLRQVRQWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIQHZWHDFKLQJVW\OHV7KHRXWFRPHRIWKLVVXUYH\LV
WKHQIHGEDFNWRWKHLPSURYHPHQWSURFHVVRIVXFKQHZWHDFKLQJVW\OHVIRUWKHIXWXUH
DFDGHPLF\HDUVRIWKHFROODERUDWLYHSURJUDP


5(68/76 7KHDQDO\VHGVXUYH\UHVXOWVJLYHDQLQVLJKWLQWRVWXGHQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQRIWKH

QHZOHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJDSSURDFKHV7KHLQLWLDOUHVXOWVVKRZWKHRYHUZKHOPLQJO\SRVLWLYH
UHFHSWLRQRIWKHSURMHFWGHVLJQEDVHGDSSURDFK2EYLRXVTXDQWLWDWLYHLPSURYHPHQWVWKDW
KDYHEHHQPHDVXUHGDUHDVIROORZV6WXGHQWV¶LQYROYHPHQWLQFODVVURRPODEDFWLYLWLHVLV
LPSURYHGZKHQFRPSDUHGWRWKDWRIDSUHYLRXV\HDUFRKRUWZLWKWKHVDPHDFWLYLW\7KH:867
VWXGHQWVVKRZHGLPSURYHPHQWLQWHUPVRIIROORZLQJDORQJWKHLQWHQVLYHWHDFKLQJOHDUQLQJ
VFKHGXOH



&21&/86,216

)URPWKHVXUYH\UHVXOWVPRUHWKDQRIVWXGHQWVDJUHHGWKDWWKH
JURXSEDVHGSUDFWLFDODFWLYLWLHVZHUHPRVWKHOSIXOWRZDUGVDFKLHYLQJWKHOHDUQLQJJRDOV7KH
SURMHFWGHVLJQEDVHGOHDUQLQJDFWLYLWLHVKDYHHQKDQFHGVWXGHQWVOHDUQLQJFDSDELOLW\RI
XQGHUVWDQGLQJSUDFWLFDOWKHRUHWLFDOSURVSHFWVLQWKLVFRXUVH



.(<:25'6



/HDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJFROODERUDWLYHWHDFKLQJVWXGHQWV¶H[SHULHQFHV


7KLVZRUNLVOLFHQVHGXQGHUWKH&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV$WWULEXWLRQ,QWHUQDWLRQDO/LFHQVH7RYLHZDFRS\RIWKLVOLFHQVHYLVLW
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
7KHILHOGRIHQJLQHHULQJOLNHPDQ\WHFKQLFDOILHOGVLVLQFUHDVLQJO\ZRUNLQJLQDQLQWHUQDWLRQDO
HQYLURQPHQW,QWKH$XVWUDOLDQFRQWH[W$XVWUDOLDQHQJLQHHUVDUHLQFUHDVLQJO\SUDFWLFLQJLQDQ
LQWHUQDWLRQDO HQYLURQPHQW 2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG UHFHQW \HDUV KDYH VHHQ DQ LQFUHDVH LQ WKH
QXPEHURIHQJLQHHUVWUDLQHGRYHUVHDVZRUNLQJLQ$XVWUDOLD7KLVWUHQGLVDOVRVHHQLQKLJKHU
HGXFDWLRQ ZKHUH LQ UHFHQW \HDUV WKHUH KDV EHHQ DQ LQFUHDVLQJ QXPEHU RI WHDFKLQJ
SDUWQHUVKLSVEHWZHHQ$XVWUDOLDQDQGYDULRXVXQLYHUVLWLHVLQ$VLD
'HDNLQ 8QLYHUVLW\ LQ 9LFWRULD KDV HQJDJHG LQ D IHZ LQWHUQDWLRQDO HGXFDWLRQ SDUWQHUVKLSV IRU
WUDLQLQJ XQGHUJUDGXDWH HQJLQHHUV 7KH ILUVW ZDV D SDUWQHUVKLS EHWZHHQ WKH 6FKRRO RI
(QJLQHHULQJ DQG ,0& 7HFKQRORJLHV LQ 6LQJDSRUH WR GHOLYHU 'HDNLQ¶V XQGHUJUDGXDWH
HQJLQHHULQJ SURJUDPPH WR VWXGHQWV LQ 6LQJDSRUH E\ PHDQV RI GLVWDQFH HGXFDWLRQ DQG
LQWHQVLYH RQFDPSXV FODVVHV LQ 6LQJDSRUH GHOLYHUHG ERWK E\ ORFDO DFDGHPLFV DQG YLVLWLQJ
'HDNLQDFDGHPLFV %ULJJV &KQJ+DQ0LQJ 5XQQLQJRYHUVHYHUDO\HDUVZDVDVHFRQG
SDUWQHUVKLS EHWZHHQ 'HDNLQ DQG .ROHM 'DPDQVDUD 8WDPD .'8  &ROOHJH LQ 0DOD\VLD
6HOYDOLQJDP%LOOLQJV %RRWK 
,Q  'HDNLQ 8QLYHUVLW\ DQG WKH :XKDQ 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 6FLHQFH DQG 7HFKQRORJ\ :867 
HVWDEOLVKHG D SDUWQHUVKLS WR RIIHU D FRRSHUDWLYH %( 0HFKDQLFDO SURJUDPPH LQ &KLQD
&KDQGUDVHNDUDQ HW DO   7KH SURJUDP DLPV WR FRPSOHPHQW VLPLODU SURJUDPPHV
RSHUDWLQJDW:867DQGWRJLYHORFDO&KLQHVHVWXGHQWVDQLQWHUQDWLRQDOHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWLRQ
,QWKLVDJUHHPHQW&KLQHVHVWXGHQWVLQWKHSURJUDPPHFRPSOHWH\HDUVRIWKHFRXUVHORFDOO\
LQ :XKDQ 7KHQ WKH\ FDQ FRPSOHWH WKH UHPDLQLQJ WZR \HDUV RI WKH FRXUVH LQ $XVWUDOLD
*UDGXDWHVRIWKHSURJUDPUHFHLYHD%DFKHORURI(QJLQHHULQJIURP'HDNLQDQGIURP:867
6WXGHQWV DUH H[SRVHG WR PRGHUQ PHWKRGV RI LQVWUXFWLRQ VXFK DV FRRSHUDWLYH OHDUQLQJ DQG
GHVLJQEDVHG OHDUQLQJ 7KH LQLWLDO UHVXOWV RI WKH SURJUDPPH LQGLFDWH WKDW WKH SDUWLFLSDWLQJ
VWXGHQWV KDYH DQ HQKDQFHG DQG VDWLVIDFWRU\ OHDUQLQJ H[SHULHQFH -LDQJ   7KLV SDSHU
H[DPLQHV WKH H[SHULHQFH RI WHDFKLQJ RQH XQLW LQ WKH SURJUDPPH 6((: (OHFWUR
PHFKDQLFDO6\VWHPV,WGLVFXVVHVVRPHRIWKHFKDOOHQJHVZHIRXQGLQGHOLYHULQJWKHXQLWLQ
&KLQDDQGKRZWKHVHFKDOOHQJHVZHUHRYHUFRPH


8QLW2XWOLQHRI6((:DQGSUREOHPVWDWHPHQWV
8QLWRXWOLQHRI6((:
7KHFRXUVHLVDWKLUG\HDUHQJLQHHULQJHOHFWURPHFKDQLFDOXQLW7KLVXQLWLVDLPHGDWLQWURGXFLQJ
WKH XQGHUO\LQJ FRQFHSWV FRPELQLQJ PHFKDQLFV HOHFWURQLFV DQG FRPSXWLQJ LQ SURGXFLQJ
UHDOLVWLF PRGHUQ GD\ HQJLQHHULQJ V\VWHPV ,W FRPSULVHV VHYHUDO PDLQ PRGXOHV LQFOXGLQJ
,QWURGXFWLRQ WR (OHFWUR0HFKDQLFDO 6\VWHPV DQG 3URJUDPPLQJ WKH 3URJUDPPDEOH /RJLF
&RQWUROOHUV 3/&V 
7RSLFVFRYHUHGLQWKLVXQLWLQFOXGHFLUFXLWWKHRU\RSHUDWLRQDODPSOLILHUVIRUDQDORJXHVLJQDO
SURFHVVLQJSURJUDPPDEOHORJLFFRQWUROOHUV 3/&V DQGODGGHUORJLFVHQVRUVSRVLWLRQYHORFLW\
HQFRGHUV RSWLFDO SQHXPDWLF DQG K\GUDXOLF V\VWHPV PHFKDQLFDO DFWXDWLRQ PRWRUV'&
VWHSSHUPRWRUFRQWURODQGFRPSXWHULQWHUIDFH
6WXGHQWV XVHG WKHVH H[SHULHQFHV DV WKH VWDUWLQJ SRLQW IRU WKH GHVLJQ DQG UHVHDUFKEDVHG
DFWLYLWLHVZRUNLQJWRZDUGVWKHIROORZLQJ8QLW/HDUQLQJ2XWFRPHV
x 'ĂŝŶĂďĂƐŝĐƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŽĨW>ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵŵŝŶŐ͘
x hƐĞĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐĂŶĚƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐŝŶĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐƚŽĐŽŶƚƌŽůĂŶĚĚĞƐŝŐŶǀĂƌŝŽƵƐŵĞĐŚĂŶŝĐĂůƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ͘
x KďƚĂŝŶĂŶŝŶƐŝŐŚƚŝŶƚŽƐŝŐŶĂůĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐĂŶĚƐĞŶƐŝŶŐ͘
x WƌŽǀŝĚĞĂŶƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŝŶƚŽƚŚĞǁŽƌŬŝŶŐŽĨĞůĞĐƚƌŽͲŵĞĐŚĂŶŝĐĂůƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ͘
7KHXQLWKDVEHHQGHOLYHUHGLQERWKDFDGHPLF\HDUVDQG7KHDVVHVVPHQWLQWKH
DFDGHPLF\HDUZKHQWKHXQLWLVILUVWGHOLYHUHGLQ&KLQDZDVGHVLJQHGZLWKPRVWRIWKH
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IRFXVRQDVVLJQPHQWVDQGILQDOH[DP3DUWLFXODUO\LQWKHFXUULFXOXPXSWRRIWKH
ILQDOZHLJKWZDVGHGLFDWHGWRZULWWHQDVVLJQPHQWV IRUDVVLJQPHQWIRUDVVLJQPHQW
DQGIRUDVVLJQPHQW DQGRIH[DPLQDWLRQ
3UREOHPVWDWHPHQWV
7KHXQLWKDVEHHQGHOLYHUHGLQWKHFROODERUDWLYHSURJUDPVLQFHHDUO\IRUDFRKRUWRI
VWXGHQWV$WWKHHQGRIWKHWHDFKLQJSHULRGDVLPSOHHYDOXDWLRQVXUYH\ZDVFRQGXFWHG
DQRQ\PRXVO\ VRDVWRVHHNVWXGHQWVIHHGEDFNRQWKHXQLW7KHVWXGHQWVZHUHSULPDULO\DVNHG
WKUHHTXHVWLRQV
x ³:KDW,OLNHGDERXWWKHOHVVRQV WHDFKLQJPDWHULDOVDQGWHDFKLQJ ´
x ³:KDW,GLGQRWOLNHDERXWWKHOHVVRQV´
x $QG³ZKDW,ZRXOGVXJJHVWWRLPSURYHWKHOHVVRQV´
$WRWDORIVWXGHQWVSURYLGHGIHHGEDFNRXWRI$YDULHW\RIUHPDUNVZHUHUHFHLYHGVXFKDV
³WRRPDQ\OHVVRQVLQRQHZHHN´³JLYHPRUHH[DPSOHV´³SURYLGHPRUHUHDOLVWLFH[DPSOHV´³WKH
OHVVRQPD\EHQHHGVRPHH[SHULPHQWV´³WKHOHVVRQKDYH QR LQWHUDFWLRQ´HWF
7KHFRPPHQWVZKLFKZHUHPHQWLRQHGUHSHWLWLYHO\E\VWXGHQWVZHUHREVHUYHGDVWKRVHPLJKW
LQGLFDWH FRPPRQ FRQFHUQV ZLWKLQ WKH VWXGHQW FRKRUW 7\SLFDOO\ WKHUH DUH D WRWDO RI VHYHQ
FRPPHQWV   VXJJHVWLQJ WR KDYH PRUH SUDFWLFDOV DQG ILYH UHPDUNV   LQGLFDWLQJ
GLIILFXOW\WRDEVRUEWKHNQRZOHGJHLQDVKRUWSHULRGRIWLPH
$QLQYHVWLJDWLRQLQWRWKHFDXVHVRIWKRVHFRQFHUQVRIWKHFRKRUWZDVFDUULHGRXW,QIDFW
HYHQ WKRXJK DQ HQJLQHHULQJ XQLW WKHUH ZDV OLWWOH H[SHULPHQWDWLRQ GHPRQVWUDWHG WR WKH
VWXGHQWV 7KLV ZDV GXH WR XQDYDLODELOLW\ RI :867 HTXLSPHQW WKDW ILWV LQWR WKLV 'HDNLQ
HQJLQHHULQJ FXUULFXOXP $QRWKHU UHDVRQ ZDV WKDW WKHUH ZDV QR H[LVWLQJ 'HDNLQ HTXLSPHQW
ZKLFKFRXOGEHXVHGIRUERWKWHDFKLQJDW'HDNLQ8QLYHUVLW\DQG :867 UHPRWHLQVWLWXWLRQ 
&RQVHTXHQWO\ WKLV SRVHG D SUREOHP RI FRQVWUXFWLQJ D QHZ H[SHULPHQWDWLRQ WHVW EHQFK WKDW
FRXOGEHXVHGDW'HDNLQ8QLYHUVLW\DQGSRUWDEO\FDUULHGWR:867
9LDH[DPLQDWLRQRIWKHWHDFKLQJPHWKRGLQLWZDVREYLRXVWKDWWKHGLGDFWLFSHGDJRJ\KDV
FUHDWHGSDVVLYHOHDUQLQJHQYLURQPHQWZLWKLQWKHFRKRUW7RJHWKHUZLWKDWLJKWVFKHGXOH±RQO\
WZRZHHNVRIVWXG\LQJIRUWKHZKROH'HDNLQVXEMHFWLWFDXVHGVWUHVVDQGVWUDLQDPRQJVWXGHQWV
ZKR SDVVLYHO\ VWULYHG WR IROORZ WKH LQWHQVLYH VFKHGXOH 7KHUHIRUH WKH RWKHU LVVXH ZRUWK
GLVFXVVLQJLVZKHWKHUZHFDQDSSO\DWHDFKLQJPHWKRGWKDWLQVWLOVVWXGHQWVWROHDUQSURDFWLYHO\
LQWKHLQWHQVLYHWHDFKLQJPRGH


'HVLJQEDVHG5HPRWH/HDUQLQJDQG7HDFKLQJ
7RDGGUHVVWKHILUVWSUREOHPRILQVXIILFLHQWHTXLSPHQWZHGHYHORSHGH[SHULPHQWDOHTXLSPHQW
WKDWLVSRUWDEOHWR:8677KHHTXLSPHQWVDWLVILHVWZRSULPDU\REMHFWLYHV LWLVOLJKWZHLJKW
IRUWKHFDUU\LQJSXUSRVHDQG LWPXVWILWQLFHO\ZLWKLQWKHFXUULFXOXPDQGXQLWRXWOLQHRIWKH
H[LVWLQJ'HDNLQ8QLYHUVLW\XQLW
7KH UHVSHFWLYH XQLW HDUQLQJ RXWFRPHV UHTXLUH VWXGHQWV WR KDYH SUDFWLFDO FDSDELOLW\ LQ
SURJUDPPDEOHORJLFFRQWUROOHUV 3/& DQGNQRZOHGJHRQYDULRXVHOHFWURPHFKDQLFDOVLJQDOV
DQG V\VWHPV $Q H[SHULPHQW SODWIRUP WUDLQLQJ WKH VWXGHQWV WRZDUGV WKRVH RXWFRPHV ZDV
DVVHPEOHG E\ UHF\FOLQJ H[LVWLQJ /DE9ROW WHVW SDQHOV )HVWR 'LGDFWLF &RPSDQ\ QG  7KH
SODWIRUPFRQWDLQVDUHDO3/&DQGDVPDOOVFDOHZLQGWXUELQHV\VWHPDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH
1RW RQO\ VXLWDEOH WR WUDLQLQJ WKH VWXGHQWV WR DFKLHYH WKH OHDUQLQJ RXWFRPHV WKH H[SHULPHQW
SODWIRUPLVDOVRFRQVWUXFWHGLQDZD\WKDWLVSRUWDEOH$OOHTXLSPHQWFDQEHVWRUHGLQDFP
ORQJ[FPZLGWK[FPKHLJKWER[ )LJXUH $VVXFKWKHHTXLSPHQWFDQFRQYHQLHQWO\
EHWUDQVSRUWHGEHWZHHQ'HDNLQ8QLYHUVLW\DQG:867
,QWKHFXUULFXOXPWKHVWXGHQWVZRUNLQJURXSVWRVROYHGHVLJQEDVHGSUREOHPVFRQVWUXFWHG
DURXQGWKH3/&ZLQGWXUELQHSODWIRUP7KHEDVLFNQRZOHGJHRIWKHHTXLSPHQWZKLFKLVDERXW
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SURJUDPPDEOH ORJLF FRQWUROOHU 3/&  ZDV SUHVHQWHG ILUVW 7KHQ VWXGHQWV ZHUH JLYHQ GHVLJQ
SUREOHPVVWDUWLQJIURPEDVLFVWKHQJUDGXDOO\SURJUHVVLQJWRZDUGVPRUHDGYDQFHGOHYHOV

;ĂͿ dŚĞĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞƉůĂƚĨŽƌŵ




;ďͿ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĂƌĞƉƌĂĐƚŝĐŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞƉůĂƚĨŽƌŵ



)LJXUH7KHH[SHULPHQWSODWIRUPXVHGWRWUDLQSUDFWLFDOFDSDELOLW\LQ6((:








)LJXUH7KHSODWIRUPLVILWLQWRDSRUWDEOHER[ OHIWWKHGLPHQVLRQRIWKHER[ULJKW
GHYLFHVDUUDQJHGLQWKHER[ 








7R DGGUHVV WKH VHFRQG SUREOHP RI WHDFKLQJ DSSURDFKHV LQVWHDG RI FRQYHQWLRQDO GLGDFWLF
WHDFKLQJ ZH FDUULHG RXW IOLSSHGFODVVURRP WHDFKLQJ 9HOHJRO =DSSH  0DKRQH\  
ZKHUHHTXLSSLQJVWXGHQWVZLWKVHOIOHDUQLQJVNLOOVLVHPSKDVLVHG6WXGHQWVVSHQWWKHLUFODVV
WLPHHQJDJLQJLQDFWLYHDFWLYLWLHVUDWKHUWKDQOLVWHQLQJWRWZRZHHNV¶ZRUWKRILQWHQVLYHOHFWXUHV
1RZVWXGHQWVFDQLQYHVWPRUHOHDUQLQJKRXUVLQWRUHVHDUFKLQJGLUHFWHGUHVRXUFHVDQGWKHQ
FRPSUHKHQGWKHQHZNQRZOHGJHLQDPDQQHUFRQVLVWHQWZLWKDFWLYHOHDUQLQJ7KHVWHSVWRFDUU\
RXWIOLSSHGFODVVURRPVDUHSUHVHQWHGLQ)LJXUH
6RPH RI WKH VWHSV LQ )LJXUH  DUH LPSRUWDQW 3DUWLFXODUO\ WKH SUHSDUDWLRQ DQG LQWURGXFWRU\
OHFWXUHVDUHYLWDOVLQFHVWXGHQWVLQ&KLQDDUHQRWIDPLOLDUZLWKIOLSSHGFODVVURRPWHDFKLQJ6XFK
EHJLQQLQJOHFWXUHVSUHSDUHWKHVWXGHQWVZLWKWKLVNLQGRIOHDUQLQJDQGWHDFKLQJDSSURDFKZKLFK
LVFRQVLGHUHGXQFRQYHQWLRQDOLQ&KLQDDQGJHWWKHVWXGHQWVUHDG\WRZRUNLQJURXSV$OVRWKH
LQWURGXFWRU\ OHFWXUH JLYHV WKH VWXGHQWV DQ RYHUYLHZ RI WKH ZKROH XQLW FRQWHQWV WKH OHDUQLQJ
RXWFRPHVDQGDVVHVVPHQWVVRWKDWWKHVWXGHQWVFDQPDNHSODQVIRUWKHLUVWXG\LQWKLVVWXGHQW
IRFXVHGDSSURDFK
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WƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ
ďĞĨŽƌĞƚŚĞ
ĐůĂƐƐ

Ŷ
ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŽƌǇ
ůĞĐƚƵƌĞ

ĞĨŽƌĞ
ĨůŝƉƉĞĚͲ
ĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵ
ĐůĂƐƐ

/ŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝǀĞ
ĐůĂƐƐĞƐ

ĨƚĞƌĐůĂƐƐ

ƐƐĞƐƐƚŚĞ
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ
ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐĂƚ
ŚŽŵĞĂŶĚ
ŝŶͲĐůĂƐƐ

ͻEĞĞĚƐĂŶĚƐƚĂƚƵƐŽĨƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĂƌĞĨŽƵŶĚŽƵƚ
ͻ>ĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐƚŚĞŶƉƌĞƉĂƌĞĐŽŶƚĞŶƚƐ͘
ͻŚŽŽƐŝŶŐŵĞƚŚŽĚƐŽĨƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ͕ƚĞƐƚŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͘
ͻWƌĞƉĂƌŝŶŐƚŚĞůĂďĂŶĚƉƌŽũĞĐƚĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ͘

ͻdŚĞĨŝƌƐƚůĞĐƚƵƌĞŝƐĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚŵĂŝŶůǇďǇƚŚĞůĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐ
ͻ/ŶƚƌŽĚƵĞƚŚĞďĂƐŝĐĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐĂŶĚĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶƐ͘
ͻ'ŝǀĞĂŶŽǀĞƌǀŝĞǁŽĨƚŚĞǁŚŽůĞƵŶŝƚƐ͘
ͻĞƚĂŝůƚŚĞĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐĂŶĚĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐ͘
ͻ^ĞƚƵƉƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐŐƌŽƵƉƐ͘ĂĐŚŐƌŽƵƉŝƐŵĂŝŶůǇƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞĨŽƌĂƚŽƉŝĐ͘

ͻWŽƐƚĂůůŽĨƚŚĞĐŽŶƚĞŶƚƐĂŶĚƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞƐƚŽůŽƵĚĞĂŬŝŶ͘
ͻhƉůŽĂĚĂůůŽĨƚŚĞŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐĂŶĚƉƉƚƐůŝĚĞƐƚŽůŽƵĚĞĂŬŝŶ͘
ͻDĂŬĞƐƵƌĞƚŚĂƚƌĞĂĚŝŶŐƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐĂƌĞƌĞĂĚŝůǇĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ͘
ͻ,ĂǀĞĂůůƚŚĞƌĞĐŽƌĚĞĚůĞĐƚƵƌĞƐǀŝĚĞŽƐĂďŽƵƚĂůůƚŚĞƚŽƉŝĐƐƵƉůŽĂĚĞĚ͘
ͻ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĨŽůůŽǁƚŚĞƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĞĚŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ͕ůĞĂƌŶǁŝƚŚĞĂĐŚŽƚŚĞƌŝŶƚŚĞŝƌŐƌŽƵƉƐĂďŽƵƚ
ƚŚĞĂƐƐŝŐŶĞĚƚŽƉŝĐĂŶĚŵĂŬĞŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůŐƌŽƵƉƉůĂŶƐĨŽƌĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ͘

ͻdŚĞůĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐŐŝǀĞĂďƌŝĞĨŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞĨŽĐƵƐĞĚƚŽƉŝĐŽĨƚŚĞĚĂǇ͘
ͻĂĐŚŐƌŽƵƉǁŝůůƌĞƉŽƌƚƚŽƚŚĞǁŚŽůĞĐůĂƐƐ;ŝŶƚŚĞĨŽƌŵŽĨƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶͿĂďŽƵƚǁŚĂƚƚŚĞǇ
ŚĂǀĞůĞĂƌŶĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞĂƐƐŝŐŶĞĚƚŽƉŝĐ͘
ͻ>ĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐŐƵŝĚĞƐƚŚĞƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐƚŽĞǆƉůŽƌĞŵŽƌĞĂĚǀĂŶĐĞĚŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞĂƌŽƵŶĚƚŚĞƚŽƉŝĐďǇ
ƉŽƐŝŶŐƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ͕ĐĂƐĞƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ͕ĂŶĚĞǆĂŵƉůĞƐ͘
ͻdŚĞůĂƐƚƉŽƌƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞůĞĐƚƵƌĞŚŽƵƌŝƐĨŽƌĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶŝŶŐƌŽƵƉƐĂďŽƵƚƉƌŽďůĞŵƐƌĞůĂƚĞĚƚŽ
ƚŚĞƚŽƉŝĐŽĨƚŚĞĚĂǇǁŝƚŚůĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐΖĂƐƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ͘
ͻKŶĞƚŽƉŝĐƉĞƌĚĂǇŝƐƐƚƵĚŝĞĚĂĐƚŝǀĞůǇĂŶĚŝŶǀĞƐƚŝŐĂƚĞĚŝŶĚĞƉƚŚ͘

ͻ>ĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐŐŝǀĞŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬƚŽƚŚĞŐƌŽƵƉƐ͕ƐŚŽǁƚŚĞƐƚƌĞŶŐƚŚƐĂŶĚǁĞĂŬŶĞƐƐĞƐ͕ĂŶĚ
ĞŵƉŚĂƐŝǌĞƚŚĞŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚƉĂƌƚƐŽĨƚŚĞƚŽƉŝĐ͘
ͻ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞƚŽƐƚƵĚǇŝŶŐƌŽƵƉƐ͘
ͻ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĂƚƚĞŵƉƚƚŚĞƐĞŵŝŶĂƌƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐŝŶŐƌŽƵƉƐ͘
ͻ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐƐĞŶĚĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬƚŽůĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐǀŝĂĞŵĂŝůƐŽƌůŽƵĚĞĂŬŝŶ͘

ͻ>ĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐĂƐƐĞƐƐƚŚĞĞĨĨŽƌƚĂŶĚƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞŽĨĞĂĐŚŐƌŽƵƉ͘
ͻ>ĞĐƚƵƌĞƌƐŐŝǀĞĂŶŽǀĞƌĂůůƐƵŵŵĂƌǇ͘

)LJXUH'HWDLOHGLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKHIOLSSHGFODVVURRPIRU6((:
DIWHU%LJJVDQG7DQJ 


$QRWKHULPSRUWDQWVWHSLVWKHSUHVHQWDWLRQ VWHSLQ)LJXUH 6RPHVWXGLHVUHFRPPHQGWR
KDYHLQFODVVGLVFXVVLRQ+RZHYHUWKHVWXGHQWVWHQGWREHVK\$VEHLQJWKHLUILUVWWLPHLQWKLV
DSSURDFK WKH\ WHQG WR SDVVLYHO\ OLVWHQ UDWKHU WKDQ VSHDNLQJ RXW 7KH LQFODVV JURXS
SUHVHQWDWLRQLVDQLFHEUHDNLQJWHFKQLTXHVRDVWRJXLGHWKHVWXGHQWWRJUDGXDOO\H[SUHVVWKHLU
RSLQLRQSXEOLFO\DQGWKXVDFWLYHO\SDUWLFLSDWHWRWKHOHDUQLQJDQGVWXG\
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7KHIOLSSHGFODVVURRPLQWXUQVROYHVWKHSUREOHPRISDVVLYHGLGDFWLFOHDUQLQJDQGIDFLOLWDWHV
WKHVWXGHQWV¶DFWLYHOHDUQLQJLQDVKRUWSHULRGRIWLPH(YHQWKRXJKWKHZKROHSURFHVVWDNHV
DSSUR[LPDWHO\ WKH VDPH DPRXQW RI WLPH IDFHWRIDFH LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK WKH VWXGHQWV DV WKH
GLGDFWLFWKHZKROHORWRIWRSLFVRIWKHXQLWDUHGHOLYHUHGWRWKHVWXGHQWVLQDQDFWLYHZD\7KLV
KHOSVVWXGHQWVWRDYRLGWKHSDVVLYHIROORZHUSKHQRPHQRQ
,Q  LQ OLQH ZLWK WKH QHZ DSSURDFK IRU WKH FROODERUDWLYHWHDFKLQJ SURJUDP WKH XQLW
FXUULFXOXPHVSHFLDOO\DVVHVVPHQWVLVDOVRLPSURYHG,QVWHDGRIIRFXVLQJSXUHO\RQWKHH[DP
DQGZULWWHQDVVLJQPHQWVDVVHVVPHQWVRQSUHVHQWDWLRQDQGODERUDWRU\SUDFWLFDOVDUHLQFOXGHG
LQWKHLPSURYHGFXUULFXOXP$VVXFKXSWRRIWKHILQDOZHLJKWLVGHGLFDWHGWRDVVHVVPHQW
RI RUDO SUHVHQWDWLRQ DQG ODE ZRUN $VVHVVPHQW DOVR FRQWDLQV  RI GHVLJQ DQG DQDO\VLV
DVVLJQPHQWVDQGRIH[DPLQDWLRQ
$ ILQDO UHPDUN LQ WKLV VHFWLRQ LV WKDW WKH GHVLJQ RI H[SHULPHQWDWLRQ DV ZHOO DV WKH IOLSSHG
FODVVURRP DUH LQ IDFW IHDWXUHV RI GHVLJQEDVHG OHDUQLQJ '%/  WKHRU\ 7KH OHDUQLQJ
HQYLURQPHQWDVVLVWVWKHFXUULFXOXPWRPRYHLQWRWKHWZHQW\ILUVWFHQWXU\ZLWKVWXGHQWVEHLQJ
KDQGVRQLQWKHLUZRUN7KHVWXGHQWVGHYHORSSUREOHPVROYLQJVNLOOVHQJDJHLQFROODERUDWLYH
WHDPZRUN FUHDWH LQQRYDWLYH GHVLJQV OHDUQ DFWLYHO\ DQG ZRUN ZLWK UHDOZRUOG SUREOHPV ,Q
RWKHUZRUGVWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIPHWKRGVSUHVHQWHGLQWKLVVHFWLRQLVDFWXDOO\VKRZFDVLQJ
DQ DSSOLFDWLRQ RI '%/ 7KH 7DEOH  EHORZ PDWFKHV WKH IHDWXUHV RI '%/ WKHRU\ 'RSSOHW
&KULVWLDQ6FKXQQ6LON .U\VLQVNL DQGWKHWHDFKLQJDQGOHDUQLQJPHWKRGVSUHVHQWHG
KHUH
7DEOH'%/OHDUQLQJHQYLURQPHQWIHDWXUHV
'%/OHDUQLQJHQYLURQPHQWIHDWXUHV
 ĚĞƐŝŐŶͲďĂƐĞĚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĐƵƌƌŝĐƵůƵŵ
ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚŝŶƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĂŶĚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ͘
 ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐĂƌŽƵŶĚƉƌŽďůĞŵͬĚĞƐŝŐŶ
ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ͘






dĞĂŵͲďĂƐĞĚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐͬĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚŝŶŐ
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐŝŶĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƐĞŵŝŶĂƌƐ͘







dĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĂŶĚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ
ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐͬĞǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ͘

0HWKRGVLQWKLVVHFWLRQ
dŚĞĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚ
ƉůĂƚĨŽƌŵĂŶĚƚŚĞĚĞƐŝŐŶƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚĂƌŽƵŶĚƚŚŝƐĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚ
ƉůĂƚĨŽƌŵ͘
dŚĞĨůŝƉƉĞĚĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐŝŶ
ǁŚŝĐŚƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐǁŽƌŬ͕ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐ͕ĂŶĚ
ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐƌŽƵƉƐ͘
dŚĞƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞŽĨůĂďƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůƐĂŶĚ
ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶŝŶŐƌŽƵƉƐƚŽƐŽůǀĞĚĞƐŝŐŶ
ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ͘
ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐĨŽƌƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕
ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůƐ͕ĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƐƐŝŐŶŵĞŶƚƐ͕ĂŶĚ
ĞǆĂŵ͘



0HWKRGRORJ\
7RDVVHVVWKHHIILFDF\RIWKHSURSRVHGWHDFKLQJDQGOHDUQLQJDSSURDFKSHUVSHFWLYHVRIWKH
VWXGHQWV DERXW WKH SURSRVHG DSSURDFK DUH REWDLQHG 7KH VWXGHQWV¶ SHUVSHFWLYHV DUH DOVR
LPSRUWDQW IRU VWDII WR LPSURYH WKH WHDFKLQJ DQG OHDUQLQJ DSSURDFK IRU WKLV LQWHUQDWLRQDO
FROODERUDWLYH SURJUDP ,Q WKLV UHVHDUFK D SDSHUEDVHG VXUYH\ ZLWK ERWK TXDQWLWDWLYH DQG
TXDOLWDWLYHTXHVWLRQVZDVXWLOL]HGWRFDSWXUHWKHVWXGHQWV¶SHUVSHFWLYHVRQWKHXQLW
7DEOHVKRZVWKHVXUYH\TXHVWLRQVXVHGLQWKLVUHVHDUFK7KHTXHVWLRQVDUHFRQVWUXFWHGWR
GHWHUPLQH WKH VWXGHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFH RI WKHLU WKLUG\HDU XQGHUJUDGXDWH HQJLQHHULQJ ZLWKLQ DQ
LQWHUQDWLRQDOFROODERUDWLYHFRQWH[W7KHTXHVWLRQVDUHDOVRGHVLJQHGWRIDFLOLWDWHWKHTXDQWLWDWLYH
DQG TXDOLWDWLYH DQDO\VHV RI WKH VWXGHQWV¶ SHUVSHFWLYHV DERXW WKH GHVLJQEDVHG DSSURDFK
HPEUDFHG LQ WKH GHOLYHU\ RI 6((: (OHFWURPHFKDQLFDO 6\VWHPV LQ  )XUWKHUPRUH
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FKDOOHQJHVWRWKHQHZWHDFKLQJDQGOHDUQLQJDSSURDFKZDVLGHQWLILHGDWWKHVDPHWLPHYLDWKH
VXUYH\
7KHHQWLUHFRKRUWRIVWXGHQWVLQWKHLUWKLUG\HDUVWXG\ZDVDVNHGIRUWKHLUSHUVSHFWLYHVDQG
OHYHO RI H[SHULHQFH 7KH VXUYH\ ZDV FRQGXFWHG DQRQ\PRXVO\ DQG LQ D ZD\ WKDW VWXGHQWV¶
QDPHVDUHXQLGHQWLILDEOH5HVXOWVRIWKHVXUYH\ZRXOGSUHVHQWVWXGHQWV¶RZQH[SHULHQFHVDV
ZHOODVYDULRXVYLHZVRIWKHXQLWDQGWKHFRXUVH6XFKYLHZVDQGH[SHULHQFHVDOVRHQFDSVXODWH
NQRZOHGJHDQGH[SHFWDWLRQVRIWKHVWXGHQWV
7KH VXUYH\ DOVR VHUYHG WKH SXUSRVH RI LQIRUPLQJ WKH FROODERUDWLYH WHDFKLQJ SURJUDP DQ\
HYROYHGLVVXHVDQGLQWXUQHQKDQFLQJWKHVWXGHQWH[SHULHQFHRIWKHSURJUDP
$ELGLQJ HWKLFV SURFHVV DQG SURFHGXUH WKH UHVHDUFK VXUYH\ ZDV FRQGXFWHG RQO\ E\ D WKLUG
SDUW\ :LWKRXW WKH LQYROYHPHQW RI WKH XQLW FKDLU DQG UHODWHG DFDGHPLFV WKH VWXGHQWV DUH
VXUYH\HGZLWKWKHIROORZLQJTXHVWLRQV
7DEOH4XHVWLRQVIRUWKHVWXGHQWVXUYH\
ϭ͘ ƌĞǇŽƵŵŽƚŝǀĂƚĞĚƚŽůĞĂƌŶĂŶĚĂĐŚŝĞǀĞƚŚĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐŐŽĂůƐŝŶƚŚŝƐĚĞƐŝŐŶďĂƐĞĚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐƵŶŝƚ͍
Ϯ͘ ŽǇŽƵĨĞĞůĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞƚŽƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚĞĂŶĚŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝŶƚŚĞƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ͍
ϯ͘ ƌĞƚŚĞŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůͬŐƌŽƵƉďĂƐĞĚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐŵŽƐƚŚĞůƉĨƵůƚŽĂĐŚŝĞǀĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐŐŽĂůƐ͍
ϰ͘ ŽƚŚĞƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐŚĞůƉǇŽƵƚŽƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞĂŶĚŽďƚĂŝŶĚĞƐŝŐŶ;ĐŽĚŝŶŐͿƐŬŝůůƐ͍
ϱ͘ ŽƚŚĞƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐŚĞůƉǇŽƵƚŽƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞĂŶĚŽďƚĂŝŶƉƌŽďůĞŵͲƐŽůǀŝŶŐƐŬŝůůƐ͍
ϲ͘ ŽƚŚĞƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐŚĞůƉǇŽƵƚŽƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞĂŶĚŽďƚĂŝŶĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐŬŝůůƐ͍
ϳ͘ ŽƚŚĞƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐŚĞůƉǇŽƵƚŽƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞĂŶĚŽďƚĂŝŶƚĞĂŵͲǁŽƌŬƐŬŝůůƐ͍
ϴ͘ ŽǇŽƵĞŶŚĂŶĐĞǇŽƵƌƐĞůĨͲƐƚƵĚǇƐŬŝůůƐďǇďĞŝŶŐŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚŝŶƚŚĞĨůŝƉƉĞĚĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ
ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ͍
ϵ͘ KǀĞƌĂůůĂƌĞǇŽƵƐĂƚŝƐĨŝĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŶĞǁƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ;ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĂŶĚĨůŝƉƉĞĚĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵͿ͍
ϭϬ͘ŽĞƐƚŚĞƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚǇƚĂƐŬĞŶŚĂŶĐĞǇŽƵƌůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐǁŚĞŶĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚƚŽƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůůĞĐƚƵƌĞ
ĐůĂƐƐĞƐ͍


6XUYH\5HVXOWV
$WRWDORIVWXGHQWVSDUWLFLSDWHGLQWKHVXUYH\7KHVWXGHQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRQWKHLUOHDUQLQJ
H[SHULHQFH DUH VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  )RU DOO WKH TXHVWLRQV WKH PRVW FRPPRQ UHVSRQVH ZDV
DJUHHPHQW7KHPRVWTXHVWLRQVZLWKZKLFKVWXGHQWVDJUHHGZHUHTXHVWLRQVDQG$WRWDO
QXPEHURIRIVWXGHQWVDJUHHGWKDWWKHGHVLJQEDVHGOHDUQLQJXQLWKDGPRWLYDWHGWKHPWR
DFKLHYHWKHOHDUQLQJJRDOVRIVWXGHQWVDJUHHGWKDWWKHJURXSEDVHGSUDFWLFDODFWLYLWLHV
ZHUHPRVWKHOSIXOWRZDUGVDFKLHYLQJWKHOHDUQLQJJRDOV7KHVHUHVXOWVUHIOHFWWKHIDFWWKDWWKH
VWXGHQWVLQ&KLQDZKHUHWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOWKHRU\IRFXVHGWHDFKLQJLVHPEUDFHGKDYHDVWURQJ
GHVLUHWRZDUGVSUDFWLFDODQGGHVLJQEDVHGFXUULFXOXP
$URXQGRIVWXGHQWVGLVDJUHHGWKDWWKHLUVHOIVWXG\VNLOOVDUHHQKDQFHGE\SDUWLFLSDWLQJLQ
WKHIOLSSHGFODVVURRPWHDFKLQJDSSURDFK7KHVWXGHQWUHVSRQVHVWRTXHVWLRQLQGLFDWHGWKDW
WKHVWXGHQWVVWLOOILQGFRPPXQLFDWLRQDQLVVXHIRUWKHPLQWKHOHDUQLQJHQYLURQPHQW0RUHRYHU
VLQFHPDQ\VWXGHQWVH[SHULHQFHIRUWKHILUVWWLPHDFWLYHOHDUQLQJDQGVLQFHDOOWKHFODVVHVDUH
FRQGXFWHGLQ(QJOLVKUDWKHUWKDQLQWKHQDWLYH0DQGDULQWKHEHQHILWVRIIOLSSHGFODVVURRPDUH
QRW\HWIXOO\FRPSUHKHQGHG7KLVDUHDVKRXOGEHLQYHVWLJDWHGIXUWKHUWREHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGWKH
XQGHUO\LQJUHDVRQVIRUWKHKLJKQXPEHURIGLVDJUHHUHVSRQVHV
7KH VWXGHQW UHVSRQVHV WR TXHVWLRQV   DQG  LQ WKH VXUYH\ ZHUH VLPLODU 7KH FRPELQHG
QXPEHURIDJUHHGUHVSRQVHVIRUWKHVHTXHVWLRQVUDQJHGEHWZHHQ:HFDQVD\WKDWRI
WKHVWXGHQWVVXUYH\HGWKH\IHOWVLPLODUDERXWEHLQJVDWLVILHGZLWKWKHWHDFKLQJPHWKRGDQGDOVR
WKDW WKH SUDFWLFDO DFWLYLW\ WDVN KDG LQFUHDVHG WKHLU OHDUQLQJFRPSDUHG WR WUDGLWLRQDO OHDUQLQJ
$OVR WKH VWXGHQWV JHQHUDOO\ IHOW FRPIRUWDEOH LQ SDUWLFLSDWLQJ DQG LQWHUDFWLQJ LQ WKH SUDFWLFDO
DFWLYLWLHV 7KDW EHLQJ VDLG WKHUH UHPDLQV  RI VWXGHQWV HVSHFLDOO\ LQ 4 ZKR ZHUH QRW
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FRPIRUWDEOHZLWKWKHQHZOHDUQLQJHQYLURQPHQW)XWXUHRIIHULQJVRIWKLVFRXUVHZLOODGGUHVVWKLV
WRLQFUHDVHVWXGHQWVDWLVIDFWLRQ:KHQVWXGHQWVZHUHDVNHGDERXWZKDWVNLOOVWKH\REWDLQHG
IURP WKH SUDFWLFDO DFWLYLWLHV DJDLQ PRVW RI WKH UHVSRQVHV FOXVWHUHG WRZDUGV WKH DJUHH
UHVSRQVH



)LJXUH5HVXOWVRIWKHVWXGHQWVXUYH\


'LVFXVVLRQ
$W :867 VWXGHQWV DUH H[SRVHG WR DQ LQWHUQDWLRQDO H[SHULHQFH RI OHDUQLQJ HQJLQHHULQJ
SURIHVVLRQDONQRZOHGJHDQGWHFKQLFDONQRZOHGJHWKURXJKWKLVFROODERUDWLYHWHDFKLQJSURJUDP
&KDQJLQJWKHZD\RIOHDUQLQJZLOOFKDQJHWKHVWXGHQWV¶EHKDYLRXULQDFTXLULQJWKHYDOXHVDQG
FXOWXUHIRUIXWXUHFDUHHUUHDGLQHVV$VDQDWWHPSWRIWUDQVIRUPDWLRQLQWKLVSDUWLFXODUXQLWZH
KDYHWULHGIHZSURFHVVHVRIFKDQJLQJWKHFODVVURRP WHDFKLQJWRZDUGVDIOLSSHGFODVVURRP
DORQJZLWKDSRUWDEOHODERUDWRU\IDFLOLW\IRUVWXGHQWVWRZRUNRQGHVLJQSUREOHPVLQWHDPV
,W LV QRW RQO\ EULQJLQJ LQWHUQDWLRQDO YDOXHV WR WKH &KLQHVH VWXGHQWV 7KH PRWLYDWLRQ RI
FROODERUDWLYH WHDFKLQJ LV EULQJLQJ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ DQG VKDUHG YDOXHV EHWZHHQ VWDII DQG
VWXGHQWV 7KH VKDUHG YDOXHV ZLOO FUHDWH D VWURQJ FXOWXUH IRU D VXVWDLQDEOH HGXFDWLRQDO
SKLORVRSK\,QWKHSURFHVVRIWUDQVIRUPLQJHGXFDWLRQVWXGHQWV VKRXOGDEOHWRGHYHORSWKHLU
RZQOHDUQLQJJRDOV7RVHOHFWWKHLURZQOHDUQLQJJRDOVVWXGHQWVVKRXOGDQDO\VHSUREOHPVDQG
IUDPHTXHVWLRQVZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKHLQIRUPDWLRQWKH\ODFNWRVROYHWKHSUREOHPV*DUGQHUDQG
+DWFK *DUGQHU  +DWFK   VWDWH WKDW ³LQWHOOLJHQFH LV WKH FDSDFLW\ WR VROYH SUREOHPV´
7KHUHIRUH³VWXGHQWVVKRXOGOHDUQWRLQWHJUDWHNQRZOHGJHIURPGLIIHUHQWGLVFLSOLQHVDQGOHDUQ
WRVHOHFWPHWKRGVWKHRULHVDQGWRROVWRFRPHXSZLWKDVROXWLRQWKDWLVEDVHGRQWKHFKRVHQ
SUREOHP´ -RQDVVHQ 
7KH UHVXOWV VKRZ D FOHDU VHW RI SRVLWLYH VWXGHQW VDWLVIDFWLRQ IRU WKH 'HDNLQ 8QLYHUVLW\
HQJLQHHULQJGHVLJQFRXUVHWKH\KDGUHFHQWO\FRPSOHWHGDWWKHUHPRWHLQVWLWXWLRQ :867 7KH
UHVXOWVLQWKLVSDSHUDUHLQOLQHZLWKSUHYLRXVUHVXOWVUHSRUWHGLQERWK%LVKRS 9HUOHJHU  
DQG6FRWW.KRR3HWHU 5RXQG  LQZKLFKVLJQLILFDQWVWXGHQWSUHIHUHQFHIRUWKHDFWLYH
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OHDUQLQJ PRGH LV LQGLFDWHG )XUWKHUPRUH :867 VWXGHQWV¶ SRVLWLYH UHVSRQVH WR WKH GHVLJQ
EDVHGDQGSUDFWLFDOFXUULFXOXPDOLJQVZLWKDUHFHQWHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWLRQUHVHDUFK :RUGOH\
-RQHV7D\ORU 3HDUVRQ ZKHUHPRUHWKDQWKUHHTXDUWHURIWKHVXUYH\HGVWXGHQWVVDLG
WKDWWKH\KDGLPSURYHGXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIFRQFHSWVE\VSHQGLQJPRUHWLPHRQDFWLYHO\VROYLQJ
GHVLJQ SUREOHPV 7KHUHIRUH WKH UHVHDUFK LQ WKLV SDSHU LPSOLHV WKDW WKH DFWLYH OHDUQLQJ DQG
GHVLJQEDVHG FXUULFXOXP PDNH VWXGHQWV PRUH VDWLVILHG ZLWK WKHLU OHDUQLQJ RXWFRPHV
LUUHVSHFWLYHRIWKHJHRJUDSKLFDOGLIIHUHQFHLHWKHDSSURDFKLVDSSOLFDEOHQRWRQO\LQ$XVWUDOLDQ
FRQWH[WEXWDOVRDWRYHUVHDVLQVWLWXWLRQVRIFROODERUDWLYHWHDFKLQJSURJUDPV
7KHUHDUHVWLOOVRPHOLPLWDWLRQV7KHVHOLPLWDWLRQVDUHZRUWKEHLQJLQYHVWLJDWHGIXUWKHUWRPDNH
WKHUHPRWH'%/PRUHFRPSOHWH)RUH[DPSOHRIVWXGHQWVGLVDJUHHGWKDWWKHLUVHOIVWXG\
VNLOOVDUHHQKDQFHGE\WDNLQJSDUWLQWKHIOLSSHGFODVVURRP$QHFGRWDOHYLGHQFHKDVVXJJHVWHG
WKDWVWXGHQWVLQ&KLQDEHVLGHVEHLQJDFTXDLQWHGWRDQGFRPIRUWDEOHZLWKSDVVLYHOHDUQLQJVWLOO
ILQGLWGLIILFXOWWRFRPPXQLFDWHLQ(QJOLVKZLWK$XVWUDOLDQOHFWXUHUV7KHFRPPXQLFDWLRQEDUULHU
KDV OHG WR VRPH RI WKH VWXGHQWV QRW WR VHHN JXLGDQFH IURP WKH $XVWUDOLDQ OHFWXUHUV
&RQVHTXHQWO\WKHEHQHILWVRIDFWLYHOHDUQLQJDUHQRWIXOO\FRPSUHKHQGHGE\WKHVWXGHQWV0RUH
VXUYH\V DQG TXDQWLWDWLYH DQDO\VHV LQWR WKLV SUREOHP VKRXOG EH GRQH LQ WKH IXWXUH VR DV WR
UHVROYHWKHLVVXH)XUWKHUZRUNZLOOLQFOXGHDGHWDLOHGVXUYH\RIEHVWSUDFWLFHLQWHDFKLQJWRRII
VKRUHDQGLQWHUQDWLRQDOFRKRUWVDQGLQWHQVLYHWUDLQLQJIRUWKHWHDFKLQJVWDIIZKRWUDYHOIURP
$XVWUDOLDWR&KLQD
$QRWKHUOLPLWDWLRQLVWKDWWKHUHDUHEXGJHWFRQVWUDLQWVLQWKHSURJUDPWKDWKLQGHUVGHYHORSPHQW
RISRUWDEOHODEHTXLSPHQW7KHUHIRUHLWLVQRWHDV\WRH[SDQGWKHDSSURDFKSURSRVHGLQWKLV
SDSHU WR RWKHU XQLWV RI WKH :867 'HDNLQ SURJUDP 'HDNLQ 8QLYHUVLW\ LV WULDOOLQJ UHPRWH
ODERUDWRULHVLQZKLFKWKHVWXGHQWVYLDLQWHUQHWDUHDEOHWRUHPRWHO\FRQGXFWH[SHULPHQWVDQG
DQVZHUGHVLJQSUREOHPV+RZHYHUWKLVUHPRWHODEVROXWLRQLVGLIILFXOWWREHDSSOLHGLQ&KLQD
GXHWRWKHVORZDQGXQUHOLDEOHLQWHUQHWFRQQHFWLRQEHWZHHQ&KLQDDQG$XVWUDOLD
,QWKHIXWXUHWKHIROORZLQJZRUNLVSURSRVHGWRILQGVROXWLRQVIRUWKHLVVXHV
x ĂƌƌǇŝŶŐŽƵƚŵŽƌĞƐƵƌǀĞǇƐƚŽĨŝŶĚĂǁĂǇƚŽŚĞůƉƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐŝŵŵĞƌƐĞƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐďĞƚƚĞƌŝŶƚŽƚŚĞ
ĂĐƚŝǀĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ͘
x ǆƉĂŶĚƚŚĞĨůŝƉƉĞĚĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵĂŶĚ>ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚƚŽŽƚŚĞƌƵŶŝƚƐŽĨƚŚĞĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚŝǀĞƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ
ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵ͘
x /ŶƐƚĞĂĚŽĨŵĂŬŝŶŐƉŽƌƚĂďůĞůĂďĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚǁŚŝĐŚŝƐŵŽƌĞĞǆƉĞŶƐŝǀĞ͕ŵŽƌĞŵŽďŝůĞƉŚŽŶĞƐĂƉƉƐ
ĐĂŶďĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚĨŽƌƚŚĞƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĂƚďŽƚŚĞĂŬŝŶhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞŵŽƚĞŝŶƐƚŝƚƵƚŝŽŶ͘


&RQFOXVLRQ

$VSDUWRIDMRLQWXQGHUJUDGXDWHPHFKDQLFDOHQJLQHHULQJFRXUVHRIIHUHGE\'HDNLQ8QLYHUVLW\
DQG :XKDQ 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 6FLHQFH DQG 7HFKQRORJ\ D WKLUG\HDU XQLW RQ HOHFWURPHFKDQLFDO
V\VWHPVKDVEHHQWDXJKWLQ3UREOHPVZLWKWHDFKLQJSUDFWLFDOVNLOOVDQGPDLQWDLQLQJ
VWXGHQW HQJDJHPHQW OHG WR WZR VLJQLILFDQW SHGDJRJLFDO FKDQJHV IRU  )LUVWO\ D IOLSSHG
FODVVURRP GHVLJQEDVHG WHDFKLQJ DSSURDFK ZDV DGRSWHG DQG VHFRQG SRUWDEOH ODE
HTXLSPHQWZDVEURXJKWIURP$XVWUDOLDWR&KLQDWRJLYHWKHVWXGHQWVVRPHKDQGVRQOHDUQLQJ
H[SHULHQFHV$VXUYH\RIVWXGHQWVJLYHQDWWKHHQGRIWKHGHOLYHU\UHYHDOHGWKDWVWXGHQWV
RYHUZKHOPLQJO\ZHOFRPHGWKHFKDQJHVWRKRZWKHXQLWZDVGHOLYHUHGLQWKHWZRZHHNSHULRG
RILQVWUXFWLRQE\WKH'HDNLQOHFWXUHU
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CONTEXT
Concept inventories are tests used to elicit student misunderstandings and misconceptions.
Traditionally, they exist as a set of multiple-choice questions (MCQs), including the correct option, as
well as some distractors (Libarkin, 2008). This multiple-choice format allows for faster marking and
feedback; however, it does not identify conceptual misunderstandings, or if a student has guessed the
correct answer. By adding a space for students to add a textual justification (Goncher, Jayalath, &
Boles, 2016), their answers can be checked to ensure that the concepts are correctly understood.

PURPOSE
Automated textual analysis will allow insights to be uncovered, and to help speed up the process of
grading to give feedback to students and informing educators. As part of that process, we endeavour
to address the following questions:
1. What pointers can be identified that indicate a student’s conceptual understanding?
2. What conclusions can we make from these identified pointers to conceptual understanding?

APPROACH
Over the past four years, two concept inventories have been deployed, both with multiple choice
questions, as well as a free text field for students to give reasoning and explanation. We will combine
several machine learning techniques to analyse the textual response data, including:
· Word2vec – which allows words to be modelled as vectors, for easier computation (Mikolov,
Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013)
· LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) – Allows classification and grouping of topics and areas (Blei,
et al., 2003)
· SVMs (Support vector machines) – which allow classification to be performed and similar
areas grouped

RESULTS
Four pointers were identified to help to automatically determine if conceptual understanding is present.
The first three pointers can be determined with certainty, the fourth “validity of the response” is one
that is traditionally determined by a human marker. Comparing with an expert marked dataset, the
algorithm to determine this pointer achieved a 75% accuracy.

CONCLUSIONS
Using the four identified pointers we are able to detect if a student has correctly identified the concept
which they were being tested for in a particular question. The four pointers, allow some leniency if one
of these is not achieved, and can also allow us to draw conclusions as to where issues lie in a
student’s understanding. This presents several opportunities for benefits such as individualised
feedback for students and entire class feedback for educators.

KEYWORDS
Concept Inventories, Textual Analysis, Conceptual Understanding, Misconceptions, Machine Learning
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Introduction
Formative assessment can be a strong contributor to enhancing students’ learning
outcomes, especially if these are used to provide them with meaningful and timely feedback.
Nevertheless, for lecturers, this process can be very time consuming, and may even become
impractical for large classes. One approach to reduce the marking load is to use Multiple
Choice Questions, MCQs, which can be automatically marked. However, questions or
assessments that require text-based answers can provide more information about students’
understanding compared with standard MCQs (Birenbaum, 1987; Popping, 2012).
In order to better assess students’ conceptual understanding, our study focuses on
automating the collection and analysis of students’ written textual responses, together with
their MCQs selected answers. In our approach, we utilise text analysis and machine learning
techniques to process the information gathered from students’ textual responses.

Concepts
Concepts are representations of ideas in a simple form (Zirbel, 2006), and being the
foundation or building blocks for an entire subject, they lie at the core of developing student
understanding. Examples of concepts within the STEM area include: Time, Magnetism and
Energy. These concepts, represented in a simple form, can appear easy to grasp however,
many students fail to develop accurate understandings at school and can become confused
and disenfranchised when successive ideas are introduced at university. Educators need to
identify student misconceptions as they arise so that they can address them in their teaching.
Understanding of concepts also allows for a deeper knowledge gain, as opposed to a more
surface based approach. Concepts can also be defined in many ways, and this is just one
example.

Assessing Conceptual Understanding
Assessing the conceptual understanding of a student can be a time consuming task, and
responses need to be interpreted by a marker who is knowledgeable in the content area.
Concept inventories were designed to help alleviate this issue, using a series of multiplechoice questions. They are designed to include the correct option, as well several distractors
(Libarkin, 2008) however, one of the drawbacks of concept inventories is that they need to be
designed by experts (Arbogast, 2016), and usually are designed to test specific concepts
within an identified domain, e.g. signal processing.
Building on previous work (Cunningham-Nelson, Goncher, & Boles, 2016) further textual
data has been gathered from another cohort of electrical engineering undergraduate
students. We have selected a single question from the Signals and Systems Concept
Inventory to investigate further.

Signals and Systems Concept Inventory
The Signals and Systems Concept Inventory (SSCI) was developed to assess core concepts
in undergraduate signals and systems courses. The continuous-time and discrete-time
versions are validated 25-question multiple-choice exams, which assess certain signal
processing concepts in the continuous- and discrete- time domains. Potential solutions for
every question include distractors (incorrect selections) that assist in determining the type of
misconception a student may hold for each concept (Wage, Buck, Wright, & Welch, 2005).
Developers of the SSCI determined and refined the distractor selections through the
administration of earlier versions of the test. The SSCI was also designed to include a set of
synthesis questions, which linked and built on several questions in the SSCI, and questions
that require reverse reasoning. Additional details regarding the SSCI and its developers can
be found at: http://signals-and-systems.org.
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We utilised the discrete-time version of the SSCI in this paper, and examine how to
accurately evaluate student conceptual understanding using the SSCI questions. In this
study, students provided a multiple-choice response for each question and a written
explanation as to why they selected the specific multiple-choice option. Previous studies
utilising the augmented SSCI (multiple choice selection plus written response) have
investigated the text evaluation processes and insights into students conceptual
understanding not possible with MCQ-only questions (Goncher, Jayalath, & Boles, 2016;
Boles, Goncher, & Jayalath, 2015).
The SSCI Discrete-time test has seven conceptual areas, i.e. math, linearity time invariance,
sampling, filtering, transforms (time / frequency), convolution, and transform properties. We
present an example from the SSCI Discrete-time to highlight example concepts, distractors,
and student responses. Question 1 evaluates whether students can identify the sinusoid
cos( !) as having the highest frequency. Distractors include three signals that have obvious
sinusoidal shapes, but tests if respondents confuse high amplitude with high frequency or
large period, and if the sampling rate impacts the respondent’s selection.
Question 1: The plots show segments of four periodic signals, all on the same time and
amplitude scale. Each of the signals has the form A"cos(#$ !) with % < &$ ' . Which
signal has the highest frequency?
Question 1 on the discrete-time version is more difficult than the continuous-time version
however 89% of respondents answered correctly. Correct example responses included, “It
has the shortest period and thus the highest frequency” and “The frequency is how fast
something takes to complete one wavelength. A) takes 10s. C) takes 10s D) takes 20s B)
takes <2.5s”.
The example text responses illustrate how students can arrive at the correct multiple-choice
answer, but have varying explanations. The first response highlights the relationship between
frequency and period using the terminology, and the second example looks at each selection
as a case of how long it takes before the signal repeats itself. One of the incorrect
responses, e.g. “amplitude of the cos wave is the frequency, the largest amplitude is the
largest frequency,” confirms potential misconceptions identified by the SSCI developers.
Another respondent with an incorrect response, “Has the highest and lowest points,” also
had the same misconception but did not use the specific terminology of amplitude in the text.
The multiple-choice selection plus text responses show that students can arrive at either
correct or incorrect answers, but may have varying ways of explaining the understanding, or
misunderstanding of a concept.

Machine Learning and Text Analysis
In this work several text analysis and natural language processing techniques are used.
These are combined with machine learning algorithms, to predict a particular outcome. Some
key terms and processes used are discussed below.
LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a probabilistic model for a collection of data, such as text (Blei,
et al., 2003). Using a Bayesian technique data can be modelled and grouped. In terms of a
text corpora, this means grouping topics and words together to obtain keywords. One
common application for this, is automatically assigning labels to a large document which
would otherwise need to be manually labelled.
Word2vec
Word embedding allows words to be modelled in a vector space. When viewing words in a
vector space similar words will appear close to another, and relationships can be
represented by addition and subtraction operations. To create the word vectors, a preexisting model trained using many news articles was used (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean,
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2013). This model allows relationships between many English words to be preformed, and
can be used to help with meaning in this analysis.

Research Questions
Taking advantage of the careful design of the concept inventory questions multiple choice
questions and students’ free text justifications, we aim to identify key parts of responses, and
checkpoints which might tell an educator about a student’s learning progress. Automated
textual analysis will help speed up the process of grading and giving feedback to students
and educators. As part of that process, we endeavour to determine:
1. What pointers can be identified that indicate a student’s conceptual understanding?
2. What conclusions can we make from these identified pointers to conceptual
understanding?

Method
Pointers to Conceptual Understanding
Identifying students’ conceptual understanding is not a straight forward process. When a
student’s free text response to a question is being marked, generally, a marker will have key
aspects and terms in mind, and several “model solutions”. This however becomes more
difficult when marking responses automatically. Having both the multiple choice and short
response data available allows further insights into a student’s understanding. We have
defined four pointers or indicators, which we believe, used together, will provide an indication
of conceptual understanding.
Pointer 1 – Multiple Choice Correct
Utilising concept inventories which have carefully crafted questions and answer options
allows common misconceptions to be identified using the multiple choice option selected by
students. The multiple-choice response chosen is one pointer towards a students’ correct
understanding of a concept. This multiple-choice option can be easily marked by a computer,
and makes this first pointer straightforward to obtain.
Pointer 2 – Concept Mentioned
For this we need to first know which are the key concepts within the questions. This can be
done either by defining these manually for the questions, or by using methods such as LDA
to perform entity extraction automatically. After the topic is identified, we can then perform a
keyword match to find the keywords that occur in particular responses. If the concepts are
mentioned, then we can say this pointer has been met.
Pointer 3 – Response Uncertainty
In their responses, students were asked to use words such as ‘guess’ or process of
‘elimination’ to explain how they come to their answer. If these words are mentioned within a
students’ response, this adds doubt to the level of certainty and confidence in their answer.
This is something that is important to consider when performing analysis on a student
response. It is also important to consider the difference between the two words. We
considered that responses which include the word “guess” are more uncertain than those
which have the word “elimination”.
Pointer 4 – Free Text Validity
This is the most difficult pointer to determine, and results will vary. The validity of the written
response would traditionally need to be evaluated by a human marker. The marker will
compare the given response to a model or bank of model responses or their down expert
knowledge of the subject. However, this needs to be done in an automated fashion. Using
several machine learning methods, we aim to replicate this manual process.
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Responses for Q1 of the SSCI were initially manually labelled (marked) into three categories:
1. Concepts mentioned and correctly used
2. Concepts mentioned, but incorrectly used, or incorrect
3. Answer incorrect or major misconception.
These responses were manually labelled to be used to train and validate the machine
learning algorithms evaluated for this task. We start with the text responses given by
students and perform some initial pre-processing of the text to ensure that the text is ready
for analysis. This involves: transforming all the text to lowercase, moving stop words (i.e. it,
and, the) and lemmatising the words (using the base of each word).
The sentences are then converted into a “bag of words” model for processing. A bag of
words model (word frequency model) means that each sentence is converted into a row of
ones and zeros. All the sentences together form a sparse matrix, which can be quite large
however this sparse matrix is the input into various machine learning classification methods.
This bag of words representation is then passed into various machine learning classifications
methods mentioned below (Boser, Guyon, & Vapnik, 1992; Ray, 2017). The preliminary
results can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1 – Bag of Words Accuracies
Method

Extra
Trees
Classifier

Linear
Discriminant
Analysis

Logistic
Regression

KNN

DT

Naïve
Bayes

Linear
SVM

Gaussian
SVM

Accuracy

68.9%

58.0%

71.8%

64.9%

64.9%

56.9%

71.2%

74.1%

Table 1 shows that the Gaussian SVM classifier produces the best results (most correctly
classified responses). Using word2vec, representing the word responses as vectors, the
average word vector for each response can be found. This word vector was used with the
Gaussian SVM classification method above. This achieved a classification accuracy of
77.0%. This classification model was then used for predicting the outcome autonomously for
pointer 4.

Results
Overall Results
Initially results were examined for each pointer separately. These results have been
summarised in four separate tables, to reveal how the group of students performed across
each pointer for Q1 of the SSCI.
Pointer 1 – Multiple Choice Correct
The multiple-choice results show a good initial result for class understanding as a whole.
Table 2 below shows a count and percentage for both incorrect and correct results from the
multiple-choice answers. We can see that most students answered this question correctly,
and would hope that these students understand the concepts in the question. We can
investigate this further, looking at the remaining three pointers.
Table 2 - Summary of Multiple Choice Results (N=174)

Count

Percentage

Correct

155

89.1%

Incorrect

19

10.9%
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Pointer 2 – Concept Mentioned
The second pointer identified was whether students mentioned the key concepts for the
particular question. The key concepts that were required in a response could be determined
in one of two ways. One option is for the concepts to be identified by someone familiar with
the topic area or subject. For example, for the chosen question, three important concepts
were identified: Frequency (freq), Period and Time.
The second option is to use the LDA method to automatically identify topics within a
document can be identified. Providing all the student responses as input into the LDA
algorithm, topics can quickly be extracted. In this case, the top three topics grouped by single
words identified were: “period”, “signal” and “b”. Interestingly if the topics are grouped into a
larger number of words, further patterns emerge, such as the words “highest, frequency, and
b” being grouped into one topic. These show key terms which we might expect in a correct
response.
Table 3 shows a count of the responses which mentioned the manually chosen keywords:
frequency and period. Interestingly this number is significantly smaller than the number of
students who got the multiple choice option correct. Whether the student mentioned one of
the desired concepts is another pointer for correct understanding.
Table 3 - Summary of Concept Mentioned Results (N=174)
Count

Percentage

Concept Mentioned

123

70.7%

Concept not Mentioned

51

29.3%

Pointer 3 – Response Uncertainty
A further pointer for students’ conceptual understanding is the certainty in their answer. If a
response mentions “guess” or “elimination”, it can indicate little or no confidence in the
response. Doubt expressed in a student response could indicate a possible misconception,
or a lack of complete conceptual understanding. Table 4 shows a summary of these results,
with a breakdown of certainty within the various levels. It can be seen from this table that
most students are certain in the answer that they select.
Table 4 - Summary of Uncertainty Results (N=174)
Count
Students
Uncertain

Elimi

1

Guess

6

7
167

Students Confident

Percentage
0.6%
3.4%

4.0%

96.0%

Pointer 4 – Free Text Validity
The final pointer towards assessing conceptual understanding, and arguably the most
important is the free text response written by the student. A valid response from a student is
one that demonstrates full conceptual understanding, whereas misconceptions or a lack of
understanding can also be determined. Using the prediction methods previously discussed,
Table 5 shows a summary of these results. These provide an overall picture of the
understanding of the desired concepts in this question.
Table 5 - Summary of Validity Results (N=174)
Count

Percentage

Concept correctly used

130

74.7%

Concepts mentioned, but incorrectly used

20

11.5%

Answer incorrect or major misconception.

24

13.8%
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Selected Examples
Overall analysis can provide a good pointer to the overall level of understanding in a group of
students and looking at individual responses allows conceptual understanding to be
examined on a student by student basis. Selected examples of responses have been chosen
to show the possible conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis. For each example, the
automated outputs will be given, and explored. These chosen examples will hopefully
demonstrate where the automated process can succeed, but also where it can be improved.
Selected Example 1
The first example selected, given by a student is, “guess”.
Using the automated methods above, the following outcomes are achieved for the four
identified criteria as shown in Table 6.
Table 6 - Selected Example 1 Automated Results

P1: Multiple Choice

P2: Concept Mentioned

P3: Certainty

û

û

û

P4: Explanation “valid”
û

From these four criteria, we can reasonably determine that the student had no understanding
of the required concepts. This is evident by their short response, and no explanation.
Selected Example 2
The second response selected is, “Frequency is defined as number of cycles per second.
plot b has the most number of cycle within a one time period.”.
Table 7 shows the outcomes for each of the four pointers. Each of the pointers to conceptual
understanding has been met, demonstrating that the student understands the concept being
tested. This can be verified by reading the students response and comparing it to the
previously given model answer.
Table 7 - Selected Example 2 Automated Results

P1: Multiple Choice

P2: Concept Mentioned

P3: Certainty

ü

ü

ü

P4: Explanation “valid”
ü

Selected Example 3
The third student response selected is, “Most changes between pos & neg in given time
scale”.
The results in Table 8 from the four pointers show that the student correctly met the first
three pointers, but did not meet the final one. However, upon reading their response, we can
say that their explanation is valid and demonstrates understanding even though this
response is quite different from the “typical response” that is expected. Therefore, a
response obtaining the first three pointers, but missing the third should be manually reviewed
to check the automated classification of the third response.
Table 8 - Selected Example 3 Automated Results

P1: Multiple Choice

P2: Concept Mentioned

ü

ü

P3: Certainty
ü

P4: Explanation “valid”
û

Selected Example 4
The final response selected is, “It has the highest density of wave”
Table 9 shows that the student met two out of the four pointers outlined for conceptual
understanding. They did select the correct multiple choice option, and expressed no doubt
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about their answer, however they did not mention any of the listed concepts, and their
explanation was not deemed to be correct. This indicates a possible need to reinforce
required concepts.
Table 9 - Selected Example 4 Automated Results

P1: Multiple Choice

C2: Concept Mentioned

C3: Certainty

C3: Explanation “valid”

ü

û

ü

û

Conclusions From Combinations of Pointers
The four selected examples and out conclusions are summarised in Table 10. When trying to
determine conceptual understanding, the information from each of the four pointers can be
used. A few combinations have just been chosen to demonstrate the four pointers listed
here.
Table 10 - Combinations and Conclusions from Pointers

P1:
Multiple
Choice

P2:
Concept
Mentioned

P3:
Certainty

P4:
Explanation
“valid”

Overall Conclusion

û

û

û

û

No understanding at all of concept

ü

û

ü

û

Possible misconception, since they have
keywords or a correct response

ü

ü

ü

û

The first three pointers lead to a need to
double check the text response manually

ü

ü

ü

ü

Student has full understanding of concept

Conclusions and Recommendations
This paper presents four pointers identified to assess conceptual understanding. Data was
gathered across a four-year period, using a multiple choice concept inventory with added text
responses. Using the four pointers identified we can make conclusions about the
understanding of the student for the particular question. All of the four pointers are
automatically evaluated using a combination of text analysis techniques and machine
learning methods. The first three points can be determined with certainty, the fourth “validity
of the response” is one that is traditionally determined by a human marker. Compared with
an expert marked dataset, the algorithm to determine this pointer achieved a 75% accuracy.
One interesting note to make, is that the number of students who selected the correct MC
option is significantly more than the number of students who explained in words the correct
response. This emphasises that the combination of MCQs and short responses helps to test
conceptual understanding.
We have conducted our investigations on one question as an initial study. Further work
includes looking at how other types of models may help to improve the prediction accuracy
for pointer 4. Models such as recurrent neural networks take word order into account, which
our current prediction model does not. It would also be beneficial to consider ways which the
combinations of pointers present or not present can be used to give individual feedback to
students.
Using text analysis and machine learning methods, we were able to assess to a certain
degree, a student’s conceptual understanding of the presented topic. Using the four identified
pointers we are able to detect if a student has correctly identified the concept they were
being tested for in a particular question. This presents several opportunities for benefits such
as individualised feedback for students and entire class feedback for educators.
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CONTEXT
Project based learning (PBL) courses are becoming more popular in engineering programmes but,
when implementing this new style of teaching, it can be difficult to anticipate what
competencies/capabilities are needed by staff delivering these courses and what challenges they will
face. In 2012 Massey University implemented a ‘project spine’ that consists of a series of PBL courses
throughout the Bachelor of Engineering and Bachelor of Food Technology programmes. Since the
implementation of the project spine 5 years ago, staff have gained useful practical insights into the
delivery of PBL courses.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this research was to collect insights from staff involved in the delivery of PBL courses
with a particular focus on understanding what competencies and capabilities staff view as being
important, and to identify unique challenges staff have faced when delivering PBL courses and
determine areas for further improvement.

APPROACH
All staff involved in delivering project spine courses (including co-ordinators, teachers and supervisors)
were invited to participate in an initial online survey. This consisted of a series of questions to
determine the importance of a range of different competencies/capabilities on a Likert scale. The
questions were related to relevant graduate competencies and the expected benefits of PBL reported
in literature. Staff were then asked what challenges they had faced when delivering PBL courses. It
was anticipated that the mode of teaching and issues with student teams would be key challenges,
based on previous experience as well as the issues reported in literature, so additional open-ended
questions were asked on these topics. These were analysed using Affinity Diagrams to provide
common themes.

RESULTS
The staff competencies/capabilities which were rated as most important were a willingness to learn as
well as teaching experience, while those that rated lowest were industry experience and an
understanding of teaching theory. It is interesting to note that teaching experience was seen as one of
the most important attributes while an understanding of teaching theory was one of the least important
given the change in teaching style required in adopting PBL. The most common challenges with PBL
were related to group assessment, the different way of teaching, as well as course organisation and
administration. The majority of staff reported that they ‘sometimes’ experienced problems with student
teams and that these tended to be due to a single student either not putting in the effort or not being
as capable as the other team members. The most common solution to these issues was via
discussion/mediation.

CONCLUSIONS
The two key areas which require further improvement are the allocation of marks to individuals for
group work, and the challenges international students face in PBL courses, and managing the
solutions consistently across the programmes. The staff perspectives reported here will be valuable
for other institutions implementing PBL courses within their engineering programmes.
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Project based learning; professional development; staff competencies; staff capabilities
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Introduction
Several international studies have found that today’s engineering graduates require a
broader perspective in terms of social, environmental and economic issues, lack teamwork
and communication skills and, that while they have a good knowledge basis, they lack the
ability to apply their knowledge in a practical way (Mills and Treagust, 2003; Nair et al., 2009;
Male et al., 2010). One technique to enhance these skills is the use of project based learning
(PBL). PBL typically involves small groups of students working together under the
supervision of staff on a long term project (i.e. one semester or more) (Mills and Treagust,
2003). This approach to teaching encourages the students to be more active in their learning
and promotes critical and proactive thinking (Hadim and Esche, 2002), all of which are key
skills needed in graduate engineers (Goodyer and Anderson, 2011).
Following a substantial review (Goodyer and Anderson, 2011), Massey University
implemented a ‘project spine’ that consists of a series of PBL courses throughout the fouryear Bachelor of Engineering and Bachelor of Food Technology programmes in 2012. The
project spine consists of one PBL course per semester for each of the first two years and one
PBL double semester course for each of the third and fourth years (representing 25% of the
programme). These courses focus on developing professional skills required by engineers,
which includes communication skills, team work, project management, and the practical
application of theory learnt in theoretical courses. In the project spine, projects narrow in
focus from global perspectives in Year 1 to major specific Capstone projects in Year 4 (the
final year), with increasing autonomy in management of the projects by the students
themselves, and increasing level of ability in professional skills (Figure 1 of Tunnicliffe and
Brown, 2017). The projects are common to all majors in Years 1 and 2, but are increasingly
major specific in Years 3 and 4.The PBL style of teaching is quite different from traditional
courses. Typically, a team of staff are involved in the delivery of these courses. The different
roles involved are coordinators, teachers and supervisors, where staff may have more than
one role in the course. Coordinators plan the course curriculum and administer the course.
Teachers will present content that is outside of subject courses needed for the project.
Supervisors meet weekly with teams to check progress, advise on direction, and monitor the
teams for issues. All staff can be involved in assessment. Typically there are about 4-5 staff
involved in a particular course.
Cohort sizes are about 150 (Engineering and Food Technology) across two campuses,
students ranging in age from late teens to early twenties but also including some mature
students. Staff coordinate, teach or supervise on their home campus, with some intercampus
teaching and there is an overall coordinator for the course. Typically teams have four
students (range is 3-5). Project courses take place on a single day of six hours in the
students’ timetable, called the ‘project day’. This day is used for any content delivery,
assessment, supervision and project work and no other courses are scheduled for this day.
Students are also expected to spend an equivalent time outside the project day working on
the project. Moodle websites are used for project information, notes and assignment
submission. The first year courses have been described previously by Dahm and Anderson
(2013) and Shekar and Tunnicliffe (2017). Courses evaluations are completed by students at
least every two years and courses are reviewed across campuses annually.
The curriculum redesign focused on PBL as this was an effective method of implementing
the CDIO syllabus (Goodyer and Anderson, 2011). Broadly the projects take place over an
extended time period (a semester or double semester), they require the application of
knowledge from their subject courses (in the current or previous semesters), and the project
team has to manage their time, roles in the project and resources to deliver the completed
artefact (e.g. design or model), features that differentiate Project Based Learning from
Problem Based Learning (Mills and Treagust, 2003, Palmer and Hall, 2011). However it
might be argued that Year 1 in particular has characteristics of Project-Assisted Learning or
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Problem Based Learning as there is greater direction and content delivery from staff than in
later years (Palmer and Hall, 2011, Mills and Treagust, 2003).
The majority of research focuses on the theory rather than the practical realities of PBL
courses. Very few studies have examined what competencies and capabilities are required
by staff in order to effectively deliver these PBL courses even though staff are known to be
incredibly important to ensure the success of these courses (Hung, 2011). During the five
years since the implementation of the project spine, Massey University staff have gained
useful practical insights into the delivery of PBL courses. The purpose of this research is to
capture this information to inform others of this knowledge and to identify key areas that
could be further improved.

Methodology
All staff involved in the delivery of the project based courses (co-ordinators, teachers and
supervisors) were invited to participate in an anonymous online survey. This research was
reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics Committee, Application
SOB 17/15. The survey was administered by an independent person and all identifying
information was removed before the researchers were given access to the data. This initial
survey was used to gain insight of issues that the staff delivering these courses might have,
or capabilities that might be perceived by staff to be missing, and needed further
investigation. The results are intended to direct further research, using focus groups and
individual interviews, on the important findings from this survey to further develop PBL at
Massey University and, improve the Engineering and Food Technology programmes.
The survey first asked the staff to rate the importance of the following
competencies/capabilities in terms of their importance, in order to effectively deliver project
based spine courses: industry experience, experience managing projects, experience
managing people and teams, an ability to counsel and mentor, and technical knowledge
specific to the project content/context. The graduate attributes of the Washington Accord
(IEA, 2013) pertaining to Professional Skills such as “9 Individual and Team Work”, “10
Communication”, “11 Project Management and Finance”, and pertaining to the design of
artefacts such as “1 Engineering Knowledge.” and “3 Design/Development of Solutions” are
characteristic of project based learning (Mills and Treagust, 2003, Palmer and Hall, 2011).
These are common learning outcomes for project courses, and therefore the survey should
look at knowledge and experience in professional skills (project/people management and
teamwork, technical knowledge of the project context). The projects are intended to reflect
industry (Goodyer and Anderson, 2011), therefore, the opinion of staff was sought to see if
this was important. Staff also rated teaching experience, an understanding of teaching
theory, a willingness to learn and, a willingness to innovate. It was considered that teaching
experience and teaching theory should be considered as the project-based courses reflect a
change to a learning centred approach in course delivery, and previous research had
suggested that quality teaching would occur with a change in staff conceptions about
teaching (Kember and Kwan, 2000). This suggested staff have to learn and innovate to
deliver the courses, and reflects attribute 12 (lifelong learning) of the Washington Accord
(IEA, 2013).
Finally staff rated the need for a common mind-set within a particular course; and a common
mind-set within the entire project spine, as student surveys show, for example, that
differences in staff expectations of what is to be delivered in the project cause confusion for
the students.
These competencies/capabilities were rated on a five point Likert scale with the options very
important, important, moderately important, slightly important and not important available for
selection. Staff were also asked for any additional competencies/capabilities that they felt
were important.
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The survey also asked staff what the key challenges are that they have faced when
delivering project based courses. It was anticipated that common issues would include: the
different mode of teaching since most staff also delivered traditional content-based courses,
and issues with student teams, which was based on the authors’ experience and previous
work (Dahm and Anderson, 2013, Lima et al. 2007). Additional open-ended questions were
asked in these areas.
Staff were asked their preferred mode of teaching as different project based courses are
delivered in different ways. The options given were: all staff (teaching and supervisors)
present throughout the project day, separate teaching and supervision sessions, other
(please explain) and no preference.
The survey then focused on student teams as issues with student teams are well known
(Dutson et al, 1997, Hansen, 2006). Initially staff were asked how often they have
experienced issues with student teams working effectively in project based learning courses.
This was answered on a five point Likert scale with the options always, very often,
sometimes, rarely, never. Two open ended questions were then asked:
·

What often causes issues within student teams?

·

How do you resolve issues within student teams?

Finally with regards to student teams, the staff were asked if they used a team contact for the
courses they were involved with.
Based on the responses from the participants, the literature was reviewed in order to
compare these finding to others reported. There were a total of 40 potential participants and
20 responses were received giving a response rate of 50%. Of the participants who
completed the survey, 55% reported that they were involved in course coordination, 90%
involved in teaching and 65% involved in project supervision. Staff demographics were not
sought to remove the possibility of identifying staff given the small sample size within one
institution.

Results and discussion
Important competencies/capabilities
Staff evaluated a range of different competencies/capabilities in terms of their importance in
order to deliver the project based spine courses effectively. A summary of these results is
given in Figure 1, ranked from most important to least important. An analysis of the Likert
scale questions was conducted. The responses were scored 1-5 (1 not important, 5 being
very important) for each question and averaged. The average scores ranged from 4.25 (a
willingness to learn and teaching experience) to 2.95 (an understanding of teaching theory).
The most important competencies were a willingness to learn and teaching experience, both
receiving the same overall scores. It is interesting to note that while teaching experience
rates as one of the most important competencies, an understanding of teaching theory is
rated as least important. This is seen as important as it has been reported that fundamental
changes in teaching quality and learning are unlikely to happen without teachers changing
their conception of teaching (Kember and Kwan, 2000) in a course where teachers become
the facilitator (Frank et al., 2003) and one of the aims for the redesigned degree was better
engagement for students (Tunnicliffe and Brown, 2017). Industry experience (average score
of 3.90) and experience managing people and projects (3.85) are seen as moderately
important, which is positive since the project courses are industry based and developing the
students’ teamwork and project management skills, but mildly negative since they are not
very important given what the projects are supposed to achieve.
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Figure 1: Staff evaluation of the importance of competencies/capabilities for effective delivery
of project based courses.

Having a common mind-set within a particular course rated very highly. However staff did not
view a common mind-set over the entire project spine as being important. From a student
perspective however, this is important to ensure that the skills these courses aim to develop
are presented and assessed in a unified way.
Additional competencies/capabilities were also identified in the three areas of
motivating/enthusiastic, ability to work with others and flexibility. While the ability to work with
others might be linked to ‘experience managing people and teams’ it appears that the
participants saw this as a separate competency as it accounted for 55% of the answers
given.

Key challenges when delivering project based courses
Staff were asked the question: What are the key challenges that you have faced when
delivering project based spine courses? Using an Affinity diagram analysis each answer was
grouped with similar responses and the overall themes together with the frequency of their
occurrence are shown in Table 1.They are discussed further below.
Table 1: Key challenges staff have faced when delivering project based courses

Theme

Frequency of response

Group assessment

25%

Different way of teaching

22%

Course organisation/administration

19%

Managing staff

16%

Issues with student teams

13%

Physical resources

6%
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Group assessment
As shown in Table 1 challenges with group assessment were identified as the most frequent
challenge faced by staff. Assessment is often identified as an issue in the literature (for
example Helle et al., 2006, Lima et al., 2007).
Challenges identified by staff within this theme tended to relate to the challenge of assigning
individual marks and peer assessment. For example “marking group reports and allocating
marks to individual students” and “peer assessments – who to handle mark allocation as we
can be biased”. Some courses adopt a web-based peer assessment (Dahm and Anderson,
2013) but this is not used consistently. This is seen as a potential area which needs further
improvement, and is a consistent subject of student feedback in course surveys.
Different way of teaching and course organisation
Staff were asked their preferred mode of teaching and the results are shown in Table 2. The
‘project day’ could be comprised of a mixture of teaching, workshops, project work, meetings
with supervisors and assessments. A range of different modes of teaching have been
adopted by different courses. For some courses all staff (both teachers and supervisors)
attend all classes. The advantage of this mode of teaching is that all staff are familiar with the
course content and any instructions given to the students. However this does means that
these courses do have a high staff workload compared to a traditionally taught course. Other
courses have adopted a split day mode where part of the day will be allocated to teaching
and project activities while the rest of the day the supervisors attend and they have project
meetings with the students. This mode has a reduced staff workload but there is the potential
for confusion due to the students receiving different advice from teaching staff and
supervisors. With this mode of teaching clear communication between teaching staff and
supervisors is vital.
Table 2: Staff preferences for the mode of teaching

Mode of teaching

Percentage of responses

All staff (teachers and supervisors) present
throughout the day

28%

Separate teaching and supervision sessions

44%

A mixture of modes

11%

No preference

17%

Results show that the staff prefer to have separate teaching and supervision sessions
compared to all staff being present throughout the day (Table 2). It is thought that because
many staff are involved in multiple project based learning courses then the need to dedicate
an entire day to each course is probably seen as an issue in terms of managing their
workloads, which is consistent with other reported research (for example, Alves et al., 2016).
Staff had already identified the high workload involved in course management and
administration as a key challenge of these project based courses (Table 1). Helle et al.
(2006), in reviewing many published papers on the implementation of project based learning,
reported that the course organisation and administration is often reported as a challenge.
Support for administration tends to be underestimated when PBL is implemented (Hung,
2011). The benefits of adopting PBL despite the increased workload can be seen in the
increased confidence that students have when assessing their ability in Professional skills
(Tunnicliffe and Brown, 2017).
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Challenges with student teams
Issues with student teams are often cited in the literature as a challenge associated with
project based learning courses (for example Hansen, 2006). Therefore staff were asked how
often they had experienced issues with student teams. Results are shown in Figure 2. A wide
distribution of answers was given with the most frequent answers being “sometimes” and
“very often.”

Figure 2: Frequency that staff have experienced issues with student teams in project based
courses

Challenges with teams are inevitable as they are known to move through a range of stages
which Tuckman (1965) described as forming, storming, norming, and performing. In the
‘storming’ stage discussions can become heated as individuals within the team establish
their roles and positions of importance. This can lead to conflict. Hitchcock and Anderson
(1997) describe dysfunctional teams as those that get ‘stuck’ in this stage of conflict.
One tool that has been suggested in order to manage student teams is the team contract
(Seidel and Godfrey, 2005). This has been adopted by some PBL courses and is set up at
the start of the semester by the student teams. It is developed by the team and gives detail of
their goals and what they want to accomplish; expectations of team members; policies and
procedures; and consequences. Staff were asked whether they used the contract. It was
found that 47% of staff had adopted the contract in all courses they were involved with, 29%
were not using the contract and 24% were using the contract in some of the courses they
were involved in. The team contract is used consistently for the first two years of the
programme but thereafter its use varies or is not needed by groups.
Staff were asked to identify what they believed the underlying causes of student team issues
were. These responses were grouped by theme and the frequency of these comments is
given in Table 3.
Table 3: Causes of team issues according to staff

Theme

Percentage of responses

Student not pulling their weight

32%

Weak student

24%
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Theme

Percentage of responses

Cultural differences

14%

Issues with group organisation

14%

Personality clashes

11%

Dominant student

5%

The most common responses were regarding an uneven amount of work being completed by
group members either due to students not pulling their weight or a weak student who was not
as capable as the rest of the team (Table 3). This is consistent with other research (e.g. Lima
et al., 2007, Palmer and Hall, 2011). The distribution of these issues by year was not
determined. Supervisor meetings, progress meetings and a ‘Team Health’ check list can help
identify issues. Peer Assessment is applied to group marks but it is not effective in helping
identify the team issues when used only at the end of the course.
Staff reported that cultural issues led to problems within student teams. In particular the
English language level and the tendency for the international students to be shy were
identified. International students face many hurdles compared to domestic students. These
might include English as a second language (Andrade, 2006; Lethwaite, 1996; Barrett and
Huba, 1994), a need for cultural adjustment (Wan et al., 2000), a limited amount of ongoing
interactions with domestic students (Knight, 1997) and a need to adjust to local teaching and
learning styles (Ladd and Ruby, 1999; Stewart, 2007). These challenges can lead to limited
participation within the classroom (Tompson and Tompson, 1996). Project based learning
can escalate these problems as international students need to work in groups with domestic
students. Therefore international students need to work in teams together so that they get
the extra support required (Dahm and Anderson, 2013). Ensuring that this done consistently
is an area where further improvement is required.
Staff were then asked how they resolved issues within student teams and a summary of the
main themes is given in Table 4.
Table 4: Methods used by staff to resolve team issues

Theme

Percentage of responses

Discussion and mediation

71%

Monitoring and early intervention

17%

No solution found

8%

Move student to another group

4%

The vast majority of staff found that discussion and mediation with the team helps to resolve
any issues (Table 4). This included individual and group discussions, refering to the team
contract, revising plans, and outlining consequences for poor performance. Careful
monitoring and early intervention was also found to be useful. Staff suggested that it is
important to “identify issues early and make the team confront them”.
Only a small number of responses indicated that they had not found a suitable solution. One
example given also related to the challenge with international students saying that
“I have not found a solution for cultural differences. I have let students
resolve issues themselves or grouped students so that it is not a problem.”
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Another staff member had found a solution to this stating that
“I explain to domestic students that while international students may have
limited English and took time to feel confident expressing themselves, they
had other skills e.g. maths and could therefore become useful members of
the team.”

Conclusions
In this research a staff viewpoint is given regarding the delivery of project based learning
courses. In terms of key staff competencies/capabilities needed in order to deliver project
based learning courses effectively, a willingness to learn and teaching experience were seen
as most important. Of the competencies/capabilities listed, an understanding of teaching
theory was viewed as least important. Staff also suggested additional
competencies/capabilities and the most common suggestion was the ability to work with
others. Given that projects are ‘industry-based’ the greater importance of teaching
experience over project experience can be investigated, as does the greater importance of
teaching experience over an understanding of teaching theory, given the change in the way
course needs to be delivered using PBL, and the requirement to produce graduates that
meet the Washington Accord attributes with respect to professional skills.
In terms of unique challenges with PBL courses, group assessment, the different style of
teaching and course organisation and administration were the most common themes.
Challenges with student teams did occur on a regular basis but the majority of staff found
that discussion and mediation often worked effectively to resolve these issues.
Based on the findings of the survey there are two key areas where staff face challenges
which have not been overcome yet. The first of these is the need to generate individual
grades from group work and second is the challenges that international students face in
project based learning courses. Finally there is a need to apply solutions consistently in each
course.
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$FDGHPLFVRIWHQH[SUHVVFRQFHUQVDERXWWKHDVVXUDQFHRIOHDUQLQJIURPDVVHVVPHQWWDVNV
,QWHDPEDVHGSURMHFWVDQGLQGLYLGXDODVVLJQPHQWVWKHVHFRQFHUQVRIWHQIRFXVRQIUHHULGLQJ
WHDPPHPEHUVDQGWKHSRVVLELOLW\RIDVVLJQPHQWVXEPLVVLRQVEHLQJSODJLDULVHGDQGRU
RXWVRXUFHG'HVSLWHWKHLUVKRUWFRPLQJVIRUPDOH[DPLQDWLRQVDUHRIWHQIDYRXUHGDVDPHDQV
RIDFKLHYLQJOHDUQLQJDVVXUDQFHDVVWXGHQWVXQGHUWDNHWKHPRQWKHLURZQLQDFRQWUROOHG
HQYLURQPHQW+RZHYHUZKLOHIRUPDOH[DPVPD\PRVWO\HQVXUHWKHLQWHJULW\RIDVWXGHQW¶V
VXEPLVVLRQ VWXGHQWVRZQZRUN WKHFODLPWKDWWKH\SURYLGHDVVXUDQFHRIOHDUQLQJLVOHVV
FOHDU(YHQLIWKHTXHVWLRQVLQWKHH[DPYDOLGO\DVVHVVWKHDVVRFLDWHGVXEMHFWOHDUQLQJ
RXWFRPHVVWXGHQWVDUHIUHTXHQWO\DEOHWRSDVV DFKLHYH ZLWKXQVDWLVIDFWRU\DQG
SHUKDSVHYHQQRFDSDFLW\WRGHPRQVWUDWHOHDUQLQJLQVRPHVXEMHFWWRSLFDUHDVHYHQWKRXJK
WKH\PD\EHUHJDUGHGDVFRYHULQJUHTXLVLWHPDWHULDO)XUWKHUPRUHZKLOHXQGHUWDNLQJWKHVH
H[DPVPD\KLJKOLJKWWRVWXGHQWVWKHLUOHDUQLQJGHILFLHQFLHVWKH\KDYHRQO\PLQRULPSDFWRQ
WKHLUIXWXUHOHDUQLQJDVWKHUHLVRIWHQQRRSSRUWXQLW\IRUIHHGIRUZDUGDVVHVVPHQWV DSSO\
IHHGEDFNWRVXEVHTXHQWOHDUQLQJDQGDVVHVVPHQW WRPRWLYDWHWKHPWRDGGUHVVWKHVH
LGHQWLILHGOHDUQLQJJDSV
7KLVSDSHUUHSRUWVRQWKHLPSDFWRIDWKUHVKROGH[DPSURFHVVRQERWKVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJDQG
DVVXUDQFHRIWKDWOHDUQLQJ

%DFNJURXQG
$VVHVVPHQWLVFDUULHGRXWIRUPDQ\UHDVRQVLQFOXGLQJIRUTXDOLW\DVVXUDQFHLHFRQILUPLQJ
DFKLHYHPHQWRIOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVIRUSURYLVLRQRIIHHGEDFNWRVWXGHQWVDQGIRUORQJHUWHUP
OHDUQLQJ %RXG )DOFKLNRY 0XFKRIWKHOLWHUDWXUHRQDVVXUDQFHRIOHDUQLQJIRFXVHVRQ
WKHSURJUDPLQVWLWXWLRQDORUQDWLRQDOOHYHO:KLOHUHFRJQLVLQJWKHYDOXHLQFRQYHUVDWLRQVDW
WKHLQVWLWXWLRQDOOHYHODERXWZKDWZHPHDQE\OHDUQLQJVWDQGDUGVZHDUJXHDORQJZLWK
6DGOHU  DQG.QLJKW  WKDWWKHUHOLDELOLW\RIVXFKOHDUQLQJVWDQGDUGVGHSHQGV
RQWKHTXDOLW\RIWKHDVVHVVPHQWLQLQGLYLGXDOXQLWVRUVXEMHFWV
6DGOHU  GLVFXVVHVWKHFRQFHSWRIDVVHVVPHQWILGHOLW\GHILQLQJWKLVDV³WKH
H[WHQWWRZKLFKHOHPHQWVWKDWFRQWULEXWHWRDFRXUVHJUDGHDUHFRUUHFWO\LGHQWLILHGDV
DFDGHPLFDFKLHYHPHQW´ S 6DGOHU  GLVFXVVHVµHIIRUW¶DQGµDWWHQGDQFH¶DV
H[DPSOHVRIFRPSRQHQWVRIDVXEMHFWJUDGHWKDWGRQRWSURYLGHHYLGHQFHRIOHDUQLQJ
RXWFRPHDFKLHYHPHQW
6DGOHU  DQG3ULFHHWDO  DOVRFKDOOHQJHXVRQWKHSUDFWLFHRISURJUHVVLYH
DFFXPXODWLRQRIPDUNVWKURXJKRXWDVHPHVWHUIURPWDVNVVHWDWDORZHUOHYHOWKDQWKH
WKUHVKROGOHYHOIRUWKHVXEMHFW HJVLPSOHTXL]]HV 7KHUHDUHWZRDVSHFWVWRWKLVLVVXHRQH
LVWKDWPDUNVIURPWKHVHHDUO\DVVHVVPHQWWDVNVUHIOHFWOHDUQLQJDWDORZHUOHYHOWKDQLV
H[SHFWHGDWWKHHQGRIWKHVXEMHFWWKHRWKHULVWKDWWKHXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKDWVWXGHQWVKDYHLQ
HDUOLHUVWDJHVRIWKHVHPHVWHUPD\EHVLJQLILFDQWO\OHVVWKDQWKHLUXQGHUVWDQGLQJDWWKHHQGRI
WKHVHPHVWHU,QHLWKHUFDVHWKLVPDUNDFFUXDOSURFHVVFDQ³PLVUHSUHVHQWWKHOHYHORI
DFKLHYHPHQWUHDFKHGDWWKHHQGRIWKHFRXUVH´ 6DGOHUS 
7KLVZRUNLVOLFHQVHGXQGHUWKH&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV$WWULEXWLRQ,QWHUQDWLRQDO/LFHQVH7RYLHZDFRS\RIWKLVOLFHQVHYLVLW
KWWSFUHDWLYHFRPPRQVRUJOLFHQVHVE\
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$VVHVVPHQWDOVRSURYRNHVDQHPRWLRQDOUHVSRQVHLQVWXGHQWV%RXG )DOFKLNRY  
UHSRUWWKDW
“.. the emotional experience of being assessed is complex, and is a function of the relationship
between the expectations and dispositions of a learner, relationships between learners and
other people, the judgements made about learners and the ways in which judgements are
made.” SFK 

(PRWLRQDOUHVSRQVHVDUHSDUWRIHYHU\RQH¶VH[SHULHQFHRIEHLQJDVVHVVHG)RUVRPHWLPHLW
KDVEHHQFODLPHGWKDWDVVHVVPHQWLQJHQHUDODQGH[DPLQDWLRQVLQSDUWLFXODUFDQEHYHU\
VWUHVVIXO+RZHYHU*DEULHODQG*ULIILWKV  DQG3DOHWKRUSHDQG:LOVRQ  UHSRUW
WKDWZKLOHH[WUHPHDQ[LHW\GLVDEOHVOHDUQLQJVRPHGHJUHHRIDQ[LHW\VWLPXODWHVOHDUQLQJ
:LOOH\DQG*DUGQHU  SUHVHQWDOHDUQLQJIUDPHZRUNWKDWVXJJHVWVWKDWOHDUQLQJLV
PD[LPLVHGZKHQDQDVVHVVPHQWDFWLYLW\SURYLGHVDZHOOGHVLJQHGOHDUQLQJRSSRUWXQLW\DQG
SDUWLFLSDQWV VWXGHQWV DSSURDFKWKHDFWLYLW\ZLWKDOHDUQLQJIRFXV)XUWKHUPRUHIRUDOO
DVVHVVPHQWDFWLYLWLHV ERWKVXPPDWLYHDQGIRUPDWLYH ZHUHFRPPHQGWKDWDFDGHPLFVVKRXOG
XVHVFDIIROGLQJWRUHGXFHXQGHVLUDEOHDQ[LHW\SURPRWHHQJDJHPHQWDQGHQVXUHVWXGHQWV
XQGHUVWDQGDQGKHQFHFDQEHQHILWIURPWKHOHDUQLQJRSSRUWXQLW\SURYLGHG:HUHFRPPHQG
DFDGHPLFVXVHVFDIIROGLQJWRH[SODLQWRVWXGHQWV
x ZK\WKH\GHVLJQHGWKHDVVHVVPHQWDFWLYLW\WKHZD\WKH\GLG
x ZKDWOHDUQLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVWKHDFWLYLW\SURYLGHVWKHVWXGHQWV
x KRZVWXGHQWVFDQHYDOXDWHWKHLUOHDUQLQJIURPWKHDFWLYLW\DQG
x KRZLWLVJRLQJWRLPSDFWRQWKHLUUHDOLW\ HQDEOHWKHPWRVHHWKHZRUOGGLIIHUHQWO\ 
&RQVLGHULQJWKHVHLVVXHVRXUDLPLQGHVLJQLQJDVXPPDWLYHH[DPLQDWLRQSURFHVVZDVWR
x PDNHLWOHDUQLQJRULHQWHGDQGLQFOXGHDIHHGIRUZDUGFRPSRQHQWDOORZLQJVWXGHQWVDQ
RSSRUWXQLW\WRUHVSRQGWRIHHGEDFNDQGUHDVVHVVWKHLUOHDUQLQJ
x RQO\SURYLGHFUHGLWIRUGHPRQVWUDWHGDFKLHYHPHQWDJDLQVWVXEMHFWOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHV
x LQFUHDVHDVVXUDQFHRIOHDUQLQJLQWKDWVWXGHQWVZHUHDEOHWRGHPRQVWUDWHVDWLVIDFWRU\
OHDUQLQJLQDOOVXEMHFWWRSLFVDQG
x PRYHVWXGHQWVWRDSSURDFKWKHH[DPZLWKDOHDUQLQJIRFXV
7KLVSDSHUUHSRUWVRQWKHLPSDFWRIDWKUHVKROGH[DPSURFHVVRQERWKVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJDQG
DVVXUDQFHRIWKDWOHDUQLQJLQDILUVW\HDUHQJLQHHULQJVXEMHFW

$SSURDFK
$ODUJH !HQUROPHQWV PXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\ILUVW\HDUHQJLQHHULQJVXEMHFWZDVFKRVHQIRUWKLV
VWXG\6WXGHQWVZHUHUHTXLUHGWRXQGHUWDNHDWKUHVKROGH[DPLQZHHNRIDZHHN
VHPHVWHUWRGHPRQVWUDWHWKHVXEMHFWOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVDWDVDWLVIDFWRU\OHYHO6WXGHQWV
ZHUHUHTXLUHGWRDFKLHYHDVFRUHRIWRµSDVV¶WKLVH[DPWKHDLPEHLQJIRUVWXGHQWVWR
KDYHWRGHPRQVWUDWHVDWLVIDFWRU\XQGHUVWDQGLQJLQHDFKWRSLFLQRUGHUWRDFKLHYHDSDVVDQG
KHQFHSURPRWHDVVXUDQFHRIOHDUQLQJ7KHUHDVRQLQJEHLQJLWZRXOGEHH[WUHPHO\GLIILFXOWIRU
DVWXGHQWWRDFKLHYHLIWKH\GLGQ¶WKDYHVDWLVIDFWRU\NQRZOHGJHLQDOOWRSLFDUHDV
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHVXEMHFW
7KHIRXUVFDIIROGLQJUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVSUHYLRXVO\GLVFXVVHGZHUHFOHDUO\DUWLFXODWHGWR
VWXGHQWV7KH\ZHUHWROGWKDWWKHLQWHQWRIWKHH[DPZDVIRUWKHPWRKDYHWRGHPRQVWUDWH
VDWLVIDFWRU\NQRZOHGJHLQDOOUHTXLVLWHVXEMHFWPDWHULDOWKDWWKHH[DPZDVOHDUQLQJRULHQWHG
LQWKDWLWSURYLGHGLPPHGLDWHIHHGEDFNDOORZLQJWKHPWRLGHQWLI\WKHLUVWUHQJWKVDQG
ZHDNQHVVHVDQGUHFRJQLVHERWKPLVFRQFHSWLRQVDQGWRSLFVWKDWWKH\PD\QHHGWRUHYLVH
DQGWKDWWKHUHTXLUHPHQWWRDFKLHYHWRSDVVWKLVH[DPLQFUHDVHGRXUDVVXUDQFHRIWKHLU
FDSDFLW\WRVDWLVIDFWRULO\GHPRQVWUDWHWKHVXEMHFWOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHV,QH[SODLQLQJWKH
UHTXLUHPHQWWRDFKLHYHDQGGHPRQVWUDWHFRPSHWHQF\LWZDVUHODWHGWRWKH1HZ6RXWK
:DOHVGULYLQJWHVW/LNHWKHWKUHVKROGH[DPLWKDVDKLJKSDVVPDUN  DQGWRSDVV
GULYHUVPXVWGHPRQVWUDWHDOOWKHUHTXLVLWHFRPSHWHQFLHVWREHJLYHQDGULYLQJOLFHQVH7KLV
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DQDORJ\ZRUNVZHOODVPRVWILUVW\HDUVWXGHQWVKDYHUHFHLYHGWKHLUOLFHQVHZLWKLQWKHODVW
\HDUVRUNQRZSHHUVZKRKDYH
6WXGHQWVZKRIDLOHGWRDFKLHYHLQWKHILUVWH[DPZHUHJLYHQWKHRSSRUWXQLW\WRDWWHQGD
ZRUNVKRSDQGDWWHPSWDVXSSOHPHQWDU\H[DPLQZHHN,QWKHZRUNVKRSVVWXGHQWVFRXOG
DVNTXHVWLRQVWRFODULI\DQ\PLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJVDQGRUDGGUHVVDQ\JDSVLQWKHLUOHDUQLQJ
7KHIDFWWKDWWKHH[DPVZHUHPDUNHGDXWRPDWLFDOO\DOORZHGWKHLQVWUXFWRUWRSD\SDUWLFXODU
DWWHQWLRQWRWKHPRVWFRPPRQPLVWDNHVLQWKHZRUNVKRSV7KHVHZHUHLGHQWLILHGDVTXHVWLRQV
ZKHUHDVLJQLILFDQWFRKRUWRIVWXGHQWVWRRNPXOWLSOHDWWHPSWVWRDFKLHYHWKHFRUUHFWDQVZHU
7KHLQVWUXFWRUHQVXUHGWKDWPDWHULDODGGUHVVLQJWKHVHPLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJVZDVLQFOXGHGLQWKH
ZRUNVKRSSUHZRUN,QWKHZHHNZRUNVKRSWKHVWXGHQWVZRUNLQVPDOOJURXSVWRFRPSDUH
WKHLUSUHZRUNDQVZHUVEHIRUHWKHLQVWUXFWRUIDFLOLWDWHGGLVFXVVLRQRQHDFKTXHVWLRQFODULI\LQJ
DQ\PLVFRQFHSWLRQVDQGVXEVHTXHQWO\YDU\LQJWKHTXHVWLRQWRFKHFNVWXGHQWV¶
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ
7KHWLPHEHWZHHQWKHILUVWWKUHVKROGH[DPDQGWKHVXSSOHPHQWDU\H[DPSURYLGHGVWXGHQWV
ZLWKWKHRSSRUWXQLW\WRUHYLVHPDWHULDODGGUHVVLQJJDSVLQWKHLUXQGHUVWDQGLQJLGHQWLILHG
WKURXJKXQGHUWDNLQJWKHILUVWH[DPRUGXULQJWKHVXEVHTXHQWZRUNVKRS7KLVHQDEOHG
VWXGHQWVWRIHHGIRUZDUGWKHIHHGEDFNWKH\UHFHLYHGIURPWKHVHDFWLYLWLHV

,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ
7KHH[DPZDVGHVLJQHGWRKDYHDSSUR[LPDWHO\TXHVWLRQVRQHDFKRIWKHPDLQVXEMHFWWRSLF
DUHDV7KLVPHDQVZLWKWRSLFVWKHUHLVW\SLFDOO\TXHVWLRQV'HSHQGLQJRQWKHQXPEHURI
TXHVWLRQVVWXGHQWVDUHW\SLFDOO\JLYHQEHWZHHQWRPLQXWHVWRFRPSOHWHWKHH[DP7KH
H[DPLVFORVHGERRNDQGVWXGHQWVDUHSURYLGHGZLWKSDSHURQZKLFKWRZULWHDQ\ZRUNLQJRXW
WKH\PD\QHHGWRDQVZHUWKHTXHVWLRQV
7KHWKUHVKROGH[DPFRQVLVWHGRIPXOWLSOHFKRLFHPXOWLSOHDWWHPSW 0&0$ TXHVWLRQVVHWDWRU
MXVWDERYHWKHOHYHORIWKUHVKROGOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVIRUWKLVILUVW\HDUVXEMHFW6WXGHQWV
DQVZHUHGWKLV0&0$H[DPXVLQJWKH0XOWLSOH&KRLFH0XOWLSOH$WWHPSWPRGHLQ63$5.3/86
ZKLFKDOORZVVWXGHQWVWRLPPHGLDWHO\LGHQWLI\LIWKH\KDYHDQVZHUHGDTXHVWLRQFRUUHFWO\,I
WKH\KDYHVHOHFWHGWKHFRUUHFWUHVSRQVHDWLFNDSSHDUVRQWKHFRPSXWHUVFUHHQLQWKH
UHOHYDQWVTXDUHIRUWKDWRSWLRQDQGWKHVTXDUHEHFRPHVJUHHQ,IWKH\VHOHFWHGLQFRUUHFWO\
WKDWUHVSRQVHRSWLRQEHFRPHVUHGDQGWKH\FRQVLGHUWKHUHPDLQLQJRSWLRQVDQGWU\DJDLQ
VHH)LJXUH ,QVWUXFWRUVFDQVHWXSWKHPDUNLQJFULWHULDIRUWKHH[DP,QWKHUHSRUWHGFDVH
VWXGHQWVZHUHJLYHQZKHQDQVZHULQJFRUUHFWO\RQWKHILUVWDWWHPSWZKHQ
DQVZHULQJFRUUHFWO\RQWKHQGDWWHPSWZKHQDQVZHULQJFRUUHFWO\RQWKHUGDWWHPSWDQG
IRUDQVZHULQJFRUUHFWO\RQWKHWKRUWKDWWHPSW7KLVDQVZHUDQGPDUNLQJVXPPDU\
VFKHPHLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHDQGSURYLGHVIHHGEDFNIRUVWXGHQWVRQWKHLUVWUHQJWKVDQG
ZHDNQHVVHVDFURVVGLIIHUHQWWRSLFDUHDV)RUWKHVWXGHQWVKRZQLQ)LJXUHWKHVWURQJHVW
DUHDVDUH7RSLFDQGLQZKLFKWKHVWXGHQWDQVZHUHGDOOTXHVWLRQVFRUUHFWO\RQWKHILUVW
DWWHPSWZKLOHWKHLUZHDNHVWWRSLFDUHDLV7RSLFZKHUHWKH\WRRNWZRDWWHPSWVWRJHWWZR
TXHVWLRQVFRUUHFW
7KLVPDUNLQJUHJLPHLVIDLUHUWKDQDFKLHYHGXVLQJWUDGLWLRQDOPXOWLSOHFKRLFHTXHVWLRQV)RU
H[DPSOHLIDVWXGHQWNQRZVWKDWRIWKHDQVZHUVDUHLQFRUUHFWEXWLVXQVXUHZKLFKRIWKH
UHPDLQLQJDQVZHUVLVFRUUHFWWKHQWKH\FDQDFKLHYHRIWKHPDUNVDYDLODEOHIRUWKH
TXHVWLRQIRUGHPRQVWUDWLQJWKHLUSDUWLDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHDVVRFLDWHGWRSLF0RVWSHRSOH
FDQUHPHPEHUOHDYLQJDQH[DPDQGWKHQWKLQNLQJRIWKHFRUUHFWDQVZHUZKHQLWLVWRRODWHWR
GHPRQVWUDWHWKLVNQRZOHGJHQRUIRULWWRKDYHDQLPSDFWRQWKHLUJUDGH7KH0&0$IRUPDW
DOORZVDVWXGHQWZKRFKRRVHVDQLQFRUUHFWDQVZHUWREHJLYHQLPPHGLDWHIHHGEDFNDOORZLQJ
WKHPWRUHFRQVLGHUWKHLUWKLQNLQJDQGH[DPLQHWKHRWKHUDQVZHUVWRWU\DQGLGHQWLI\ZKHUH
WKH\PDGHDPLVWDNHDQGZKLFKDQVZHULVFRUUHFW+HQFHWKH\DUHOHDUQLQJDQGJHWWLQJ
IHHGEDFNZKLOHXQGHUWDNLQJWKHH[DPPDNLQJ0&0$DOHDUQLQJRULHQWHGIRUPRIDVVHVVPHQW
WKDWSURPRWHVPHWDFRJQLWLRQ VWXGHQWVUHSRUWWKLQNLQJDERXWWKHLUDSSURDFKWRDQVZHULQJ
TXHVWLRQV 
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7KH0XOWLSOH&KRLFH0XOWLSOH$WWHPSWPRGHLQ63$5.3/86ZDVLQVSLUHGE\WKH,PPHGLDWH
)HHGEDFN$VVHVVPHQW7HFKQLTXH ,)$7 FDUGV,QFRQWUROOHGWULDOVWKH,)$7PHWKRGZDV
VKRZQWRSURPRWHERWKUHWHQWLRQRIOHDUQHGPDWHULDO (SVWHLQHWDO'LKRIIHWDO
%URVYLFHWDO%URVYLF (SVWHLQ DQGKLJKHUOHYHOVRILQGHSHQGHQWOHDUQLQJ
%URVYLFHWDO3HUVN\ 3ROODFN 7KHFRPELQDWLRQRILPPHGLDWHIHHGEDFNDQGWKH
FDSDFLW\WRWKLQNDERXWDQGUHZRUNSUREOHPVWKDWWKH\JRWZURQJDWWKHILUVWDWWHPSWDVVLVWV
VWXGHQWVLQGLVFRYHULQJJDSVLQWKHLUNQRZOHGJHDQGDUHDVRIPLVFRQFHSWLRQ(DFKRIWKHVH
HOHPHQWVKDVWKHSRWHQWLDOWRLQFUHDVHGHHSOHDUQLQJ 3HUVN\ 3ROODFN +HQFHLI\RX
GRQRWKDYHDFFHVVWR63$5.3/86\RXFRXOGUHSOLFDWHWKHGHVLJQGLVFXVVHGLQWKLVSDSHU
XVLQJ,)$7FDUGV ZKLFKZDVWKHZD\WKHDXWKRUVLQLWLDOO\IDFLOLWDWHGWKUHVKROGH[DPVLQ
 63$5.3/86KDVWKHDGYDQWDJHRIFKRRVLQJWRSUHVHQWWKHTXHVWLRQVWRVWXGHQWVZLWK
WKHRUGHURIERWKWKHTXHVWLRQVDQGWKHDQVZHUVUDQGRPLVHG7KLVIXUWKHUHQKDQFHV
DVVHVVPHQWLQWHJULW\E\UHGXFLQJWKHFKDQFHVRIDVWXGHQWEHLQJDEOHWRJDLQDQDGYDQWDJH
E\ORRNLQJDWDQRWKHUVWXGHQW¶VVFUHHQGXULQJWKHH[DP

5HFRUGRIDWWHPSWVUHTXLUHG
WRDQVZHUHDFKTXHVWLRQ

&RUUHFWRQQGDWWHPSW


)LJXUH63$5.

0XOWLSOH&KRLFH0XOWLSOH$WWHPSW 0&0$ DVVHVVPHQWVFUHHQ

3/86

:KLOHQRWWKHIRFXVRIWKLVSDSHU63$5.3/86SURYLGHVDQDO\WLFVIRULQVWUXFWRUVDOORZLQJWKHP
WRLGHQWLI\ZKLFKTXHVWLRQVVWXGHQWVKDGGLIILFXOW\ZLWKDQGWKHIUHTXHQF\ZLWKZKLFKLQFRUUHFW
DQVZHUVZHUHFKRVHQDQGRQZKDWDWWHPSW7KLVDOORZVLQVWUXFWRUVWRLGHQWLI\FRPPRQ
PLVFRQFHSWLRQVDQGPLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJVDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH,QWKLVFDVHLWLVVKRZLQJWKH
FRKRUW¶VILUVWDWWHPSWUHVSRQVHVWRDTXHVWLRQ$V\RXZRXOGH[SHFWIRUDTXHVWLRQVVHWDWWKH
WKUHVKROGRUVDWLVIDFWRU\OHYHOPRVWVWXGHQWVVHOHFWHGWKHFRUUHFWDQVZHURQWKHILUVWDWWHPSW
ZKLOHDQVZHU&ZDVWKHPRVWVLJQLILFDQWGLVWUDFWRU7KLVLQIRUPDWLRQLVXVHGWRSURYLGH
IHHGEDFNWRVWXGHQWVDQGFODULI\PLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJLQVXEVHTXHQWIDFHWRIDFHVHVVLRQV
6WXGHQWVDUHDOVRSURYLGHGZLWKDGGLWLRQDOSUHZRUNIRUWKHHQGRIVHPHVWHUZRUNVKRSZLWKLQ
ZKLFKWKHVHPLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJVZHUHIXUWKHUH[SORUHGDQGGLVFXVVHG
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)LJXUH63$5.

0XOWLSOH&KRLFH0XOWLSOH$WWHPSW 0&0$ VWXGHQWDQVZHUVXPPDU\
VFUHHQ

3/86

+LVWRJUDP
VKRZLQJQXPEHU
RIVWXGHQWVZKR
VHOHFWHGHDFK
DQVZHURQWKHILUVW
DWWHPSW FRUUHFW
DQVZHULQGLFDWHG
E\WKHRUDQJHOLQH
ZDV( 


)LJXUH63$5.

0XOWLSOH&KRLFH0XOWLSOH$WWHPSW 0&0$ LQVWUXFWRUDQDO\WLFVVFUHHQ

3/86

,QWKLVVWXG\GLVFXVVLRQIRUXPSRVWVDVWXGHQWVXUYH\WXWRULDOGLVFXVVLRQVDQGDQDO\VLVRI
H[DPUHVXOWVZHUHXVHGDVGDWDWRLQYHVWLJDWHKRZVWXGHQWV¶EHKDYLRXUFKDQJHGEHFDXVHRI
WKHWKUHVKROGH[DPDVVHVVPHQWDQGWKHLPSDFWLWKDGRQWKHLUOHDUQLQJ

)LQGLQJV'LVFXVVLRQ
$YROXQWDU\TXHVWLRQQDLUHZDVGLVWULEXWHGWRVWXGHQWVDIWHUWKHWKUHVKROGH[DP5HVSRQVHV
ZHUHVXEPLWWHGIURPVWXGHQWVRIWKHWRWDOHQUROOHGZKLFKUHSUHVHQWVD
UHVSRQVHUDWH6WXGHQWVZHUHDVNHGWRLQGLFDWHWKHLUUHVSRQVHRQD/LNHUWVFDOHIURP
VWURQJO\GLVDJUHHWRVWURQJO\DJUHH7KHUHVXOWVIRUDVHOHFWLRQRIWKHVHTXHVWLRQVDUHVKRZQ
LQ7DEOHZKHUH6WURQJO\'LVDJUHHDQG'LVDJUHHUHVSRQVHVDUHDJJUHJDWHGDVDUHWKH
6WURQJO\$JUHHDQG$JUHHUHVSRQVHV7KHVHUHVXOWVQHHGWREHLQWHUSUHWHGNHHSLQJLQPLQG
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WKHUHODWLYHO\KLJKIDLOXUHUDWH  RIWKHILUVWWKUHVKROGH[DPDQGKRZWKLVPD\KDYH
LQIOXHQFHGVWXGHQW¶VUHVSRQVHV
7KHUHVXOWVLQGLFDWHWKDWWKHWKUHVKROGH[DPZDVVXFFHVVIXOLQPRWLYDWLQJVWXGHQWV  WR
HQJDJHZLWKWKHDVVHVVHGOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVZLWKDJUHHLQJWKDWLWPRWLYDWHGWKHPWR
OHDUQDOOWKHDVVHVVHGWRSLFV6WXGHQWVFRPPHQWLQJWKDW
Without passing the threshold exam one could not pass the unit and one needed 80 percent to
pass it. This motivated everybody to revise very well and work hard but also added a lot of
pressure and stress.
The threshold exam made me study hard on all the material we have covered in the semester,
due to the high pass-mark required. Therefore, I believe this engaged me more with the work
and hence I understand everything to a greater degree.
Threshold exam pushes me to deeply learn every topic.
Failing the whole unit if not passing was the motivation for learning.
Since the exam had a pass mark of 80%, it made me study for it and look back at lecture
slides and learn the content. Although I thought 80% was a little too high and got my nerves
running quite a bit.


7DEOH6XUYH\UHVXOWVIRU7KUHVKROG([DP



6WURQJO\'LVDJUHH 6WURQJO\$JUHH
'LVDJUHH  
$JUHH  

'LGWKHWKUHVKROGH[DPPRWLYDWH\RXWRHQJDJH
ZLWKDQGOHDUQWKHPDWHULDODVVHVVHG"





7KHUHTXLUHGSDVVUDWHIRUWKHWKUHVKROG
H[DPPRWLYDWHPHWROHDUQDOOWKHDVVHVVHG
WRSLFV





7KHUHTXLUHGSDVVUDWHFDXVHGPHWRIHHO
VWUHVVDQGDQ[LHW\





(YHQWKRXJKWKHWKUHVKROGH[DPXVHGWKH
PXOWLSOHFKRLFHPXOWLSOHDWWHPSWIRUPDWDQG
DVVHVVHGPDWHULDODWWKHWKUHVKROGRUVDWLVIDFWRU\
OHYHOUHTXLUHGWRSDVVWKHXQLWWKHUHTXLUHG
SDVVUDWHLVXQIDLULWVKRXOGEHOHVV





0RVWVWXGHQWVZKRGLVDJUHHGWKDWWKHWKUHVKROGH[DPPRWLYDWHGWKHPWROHDUQUHSRUWHGWKDW
WKH\DUHDOZD\VPRWLYDWHGWROHDUQWKHPDWHULDOLQDVXEMHFWDQGKHQFHKDYLQJDWKUHVKROG
H[DPKDGQRLPSDFWRQWKHZD\WKH\DSSURDFKHGWKHLUVWXG\RUZKHWKHUWKH\ZRXOGKDYH
VWXGLHGDOORIWKHWRSLFDUHDV
I will learn the material received from lecturer or tutor whatever threshold exam will be held or
not.
I wanted to get more than 80% anyway so I would have set that pass mark for myself.
Nope, 80% or higher would be my goal mark anyway.
The required pass rate didn't really motivate me to learn as my approach would have been the
same if it was just a normal exam.
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7KHUHZDVPXFKVWURQJHUDJUHHPHQW  ZKHQVWXGHQWVZHUHDVNHGZKHWKHUWKHUHTXLUHG
SDVVPDUNFDXVHGWKHPWRIHHOVWUHVVDQGDQ[LHW\ZLWKWKHPDMRULW\  DJUHHLQJWKDW
WKHSDVVPDUNVKRXOGEHOHVV
Yes, because there was such a high pass mark. This caused my peers and I to PANIC AND
STRESS an unwarranted amount about the exam.
Instead of motivating me to learn and thoroughly understand new material, the 80% pass rate
placed more pressure and stress on me.
It also caused me to stress out all week and definitely made me feel the worst on the day.

:KHQDVNHGWRVXJJHVWDIDLUSDVVUDWHUHPHPEHULQJWKDWWKHH[DPLVGHVLJQHGWRWHVW
OHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVDWWKHWKUHVKROGRUVDWLVIDFWRU\OHYHOWKHPRVWFRPPRQUHVSRQVHV
VXJJHVWHGEHWZHHQDQG$VPDOOFRKRUWRIVWXGHQWVH[SUHVVHGDEHOLHIWKDWLV
DSDVVPDUNLQDQ\DVVHVVPHQWDQGLWLVQHYHUIDLUWRUHTXLUHVWXGHQWVWRDFKLHYHPRUHWR
SDVV
$OHVVFRPPRQUHDVRQSURYLGHGE\VWXGHQWVIRUWKHWKUHVKROGH[DPFDXVLQJVWUHVVQRW
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHSDVVPDUNLQFOXGHGUHFHLYLQJLPPHGLDWHIHHGEDFNZKHQWKH\
VHOHFWHGDQLQFRUUHFWDQVZHU6WXGHQWVPRVWO\OLNHGWKHPXOWLSOHFKRLFHPXOWLSOHDWWHPSW
IRUPDWDVLWJDYHWKHPDFKDQFHWRUHFRYHUIURPDVLOO\PLVWDNHDQGRUGHPRQVWUDWHWKHLU
SDUWLDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHPDWHULDODVVHVVHGRQWKHTXHVWLRQHYHQLIWKH\JRWZURQJDWWKH
ILUVWDWWHPSW+RZHYHUVWXGHQWVZKRZHUHJHWWLQJPDQ\TXHVWLRQVZURQJUHSRUWHGWKH
LPPHGLDWHIHHGEDFNLQFUHDVHGWKHLUDQ[LHW\
I mostly felt threshold exam to be stressful when answering the questions and immediately
knowing the answer. It really made me nervous during the exam when I saw a lot of mistakes.

$QRWKHUVWUHVVLVVXHUDLVHGE\DVPDOOFRKRUWRIVWXGHQWVZKREHOLHYHDVVHVVPHQWVKRXOG
DOZD\VEHDFFXPXODWLYHIHOWVWUHVVHGEHFDXVHSDVVLQJWKHWKUHVKROGH[DPZDVD
UHTXLUHPHQWRISDVVLQJWKHVXEMHFW7KH\IHOWWKLVUHTXLUHPHQWZDVXQIDLU7KHVHVWXGHQWV
IHOWWKDWLIWKH\SDVVHGDOORIWKHDVVLJQPHQWVDQGJURXSZRUNDFWLYLWLHVWKHQWKH\VKRXOGSDVV
WKHFRXUVHLUUHVSHFWLYHRIKRZZHOOWKH\VFRUHGLQWKHWKUHVKROGH[DP7KHVHVWXGHQWV
FRPPHQWHGWKDW
It seems unfair that the 20% weighted exam can make you fail the entire subject if you fail it.
It isn't a good way to learn at all as telling a first year student that they are a failure isn't a great
way to start a 4 year degree.

6HYHUDOVWXGHQWVZKRIDLOHGWKHLQLWLDOWKUHVKROGH[DPH[SUHVVHGDQRSLQLRQWKDWWKH
TXHVWLRQVZHUHXQIDLUDQGLWZDVWKHXQIDLUQHVVRIWKHTXHVWLRQVLQWKHH[DPUDWKHUWKDQ
WKHLUOHYHORINQRZOHGJHDQGXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKDWSUHYHQWHGWKHPIURPSDVVLQJ
Most of the questions were vague and ambiguous, as there was not a clear 'right' or 'wrong'
answer. The questions could be interpreted in multiple different ways, which was very
frustrating as the 'correct' answer was often not how I would interpret a situation. For example,
one of the questions was regarding the HOC, and gave a situation where a guard was put in
place, eliminating any risk of injury. In the tutorials this was taught as an elimination, however
in the threshold exam this answer was incorrect. Even if students like myself put countless
hours into study and preparation for this exam, it is very frustrating to find questions that are
not based off the content we studied.

'HVSLWHIHHGEDFNEHLQJSURYLGHGRQWKHILUVWH[DPDQGVXEVHTXHQWIRUPDWLYHDVVHVVPHQW
DFWLYLW\LWZDVQRWXQFRPPRQWKDWLWZDVRQO\LQWKHZRUNVKRSIRUVWXGHQWVZKRKDGIDLOHGWKH
LQLWLDOH[DPWKDWWKHVHPLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJDQGNQRZOHGJHJDSVZHUHDGGUHVVHG7KHIRUPDW
RISUHZRUNSHHUVKDULQJSUREOHPYDULDWLRQDQGFRQILUPDWLRQ :LOOH\DQG*DUGQHU ZDV
QHFHVVDU\WRSUHYHQWVRPHVWXGHQWVIURPPDNLQJWKHVDPHPLVWDNHVDJDLQ7KHVHSUREOHPV
VHHPWRUHVXOWZKHQVWXGHQWVKDGDSURFHVVIRFXVHGRUPHFKDQLFDODSSURDFKWROHDUQLQJWKDW
IDYRXUHGOHDUQLQJKRZWRDQVZHUDTXHVWLRQLQDSDUWLFXODUFRQWH[WDQGWKHQWU\LQJWRDSSO\
WKHVDPHUXOHVWRDGLIIHUHQWFRQWH[WZKHUHWKHVDPHUXOHVRUUHDVRQLQJFRXOGQRWEHDSSOLHG
7KLVDWWLWXGHZDVVLPLODUWRWKHDWWLWXGHUHSRUWHGE\0DUWRQ'DOO¶$OEDDQG%HDW\  ZLWK
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³OHDUQLQJDVPHPRUL]LQJDQGUHSURGXFLQJ´ S 7KHZRUNVKRSDFWLYLWLHVDGGUHVVHGWKHVH
LVVXHVZLWKPDQ\RIWKHVHVWXGHQWVYROXQWHHULQJWKDWWKH\QRZUHDOLVHGWKH\IDLOHGWKHLQLWLDO
WKUHVKROGH[DPEHFDXVHRIWKHLUPLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJDQGNQRZOHGJHJDSVUDWKHUWKDQWKH
TXHVWLRQVEHLQJXQIDLU

&RQFOXVLRQV
7KLVVWXG\GHPRQVWUDWHGWKHSRWHQWLDORIDWKUHVKROGH[DPLQDWLRQSURFHVVWRLPSURYH
FRQILGHQFHLQDVVXUDQFHRIOHDUQLQJ3RVWH[DPZRUNVKRSVSURYLGHGVWXGHQWVZLWKDQ
RSSRUWXQLW\WRILUVWLGHQWLI\DQGWKHQDGGUHVVWKHLUPLVFRQFHSWLRQVEHIRUHDWWHPSWLQJD
WKUHVKROGH[DP6WXGHQWFRPPHQWVVKRZWKDWPDQ\RIWKHPZKRLQLWLDOO\IDLOHGWKHWKUHVKROG
H[DPRIWHQIRFXVHGRQPHFKDQLFDOOHYHOFRQFHSWXDOLVDWLRQVRIOHDUQLQJZKLFKFKDOOHQJHVXV
WRFKDQJHOHDUQLQJFXOWXUH


5HIHUHQFHV
%RXG' )DOFKLNRY1  5HWKLQNLQJDVVHVVPHQWLQKLJKHUHGXFDWLRQ5RXWOHGJH
%URVYLF*(SVWHLQ0&RRN0 'LKRII5  (IILFDF\RIHUURUIRUWKHFRUUHFWLRQRILQLWLDOO\
LQFRUUHFWDVVXPSWLRQVDQGRIIHHGEDFNIRUWKHDIILUPDWLRQRIFRUUHFWUHVSRQGLQJOHDUQLQJLQWKH
FODVVURRP7KH3V\FKRORJLFDO5HFRUG9ROSS
%URVYLF*DQG(SVWHLQ0  (QKDQFLQJ/HDUQLQJLQWKH,QWURGXFWRU\&RXUVH7KH3V\FKRORJLFDO
5HFRUG9ROSS
'LKRII5%URVYLF*(SVWHLQ0 &RRN0  3URYLVLRQRI)HHGEDFNGXULQJ3UHSDUDWLRQIRU
DFDGHPLFWHVWLQJOHDUQLQJLVHQKDQFHGE\LPPHGLDWHEXWQRWGHOD\HGIHHGEDFN7KH3V\FKRORJLFDO
5HFRUG9ROSS
(SVWHLQ0/D]DUXV$&DOYDQR70DWWKHZV.+HQGHO5(SVWHLQ% %URVYLF*  ,PPHGLDWH
)HHGEDFN$VVHVVPHQW7HFKQLTXH3URPRWHV/HDUQLQJDQG&RUUHFWV,QDFFXUDWH)LUVW5HVSRQVHV
7KH3V\FKRORJLFDO5HFRUG9ROSS
*DEULHO<DQG*ULIILWKV'6  (PRWLRQOHDUQLQJDQGRUJDQL]LQJ/HDUQLQJ2UJDQL]DWLRQ

.QLJKW3  7KHORFDOSUDFWLFHVRIDVVHVVPHQW$VVHVVPHQW (YDOXDWLRQLQ+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ

0DUWRQ)*'DOO¶$OEDDQG(%HDW\  &RQFHSWLRQRIOHDUQLQJ,QWHUQDWLRQDO-RXUQDORI
(GXFDWLRQDO5HVHDUFK±
3DOHWKRUSH5RE:LOVRQ-RKQ3  /HDUQLQJLQWKHSDQLF]RQHVWUDWHJLHVIRUPDQDJLQJOHDUQHU
DQ[LHW\-RXUQDORI(XURSHDQ,QGXVWULDO7UDLQLQJ%UDGIRUG  
3HUVN\$ 3ROODFN*  8VLQJ$QVZHUXQWLOFRUUHFWH[DPLQDWLRQVWRSURYLGHLPPHGLDWHIHHGEDFN
WRVWXGHQWVLQD3KDUPDFRNLQHWLFVFRXUVH$PHULFDQ-RXUQDORI3KDUPDFHXWLFDO(GXFDWLRQ9RO
  $UWLFOH
3ULFH0&DUUROO-2 'RQRYDQ% 5XVW&  ,I,ZDVJRLQJWKHUH,ZRXOGQ WVWDUWIURPKHUHD
FULWLFDOFRPPHQWDU\RQFXUUHQWDVVHVVPHQWSUDFWLFH$VVHVVPHQW (YDOXDWLRQLQ+LJKHU
(GXFDWLRQ
6DGOHU'5  *UDGHLQWHJULW\DQGWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIDFDGHPLFDFKLHYHPHQW6WXGLHVLQ
+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ
6DGOHU'5  )LGHOLW\DVDSUHFRQGLWLRQIRULQWHJULW\LQJUDGLQJDFDGHPLFDFKLHYHPHQW
$VVHVVPHQW (YDOXDWLRQLQ+LJKHU(GXFDWLRQ  
:LOOH\.DQG*DUGQHU$  &ROODERUDWLYH/HDUQLQJ)UDPHZRUNVWR3URPRWHD3RVLWLYH/HDUQLQJ
&XOWXUH,Q3URFHHGLQJVRIWKH)URQWLHUVLQ(GXFDWLRQ&RQIHUHQFH6HDWWOH:DVKLQJWRQ2FWREHU
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CONTEXT
Student satisfaction is an important metric used in teaching and education, and is used in most
educational institutions. There are many ways to measure student satisfaction (Elliott, 2002), however
student satisfaction is often given as both a numerical score on a Likert scale as well as a text
comment which contains further information. Although the numerical scores are often used, the free
text comment is an invaluable source of information, often providing further pointers towards possible
teaching enhancements.

PURPOSE
In this study, we explore the use of machine learning techniques to visualise student satisfaction. This
visualisation will be exploited in the context of the following 2 research questions,
1. How can we use visual representations of comments to examine student satisfaction?
2. What impact can this have for educators?

APPROACH
Using a dataset of over 20 subjects, many student comments and reviews were available for analysis.
Primarily, using an analysis method called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, et al., 2003), topics
can be extracted from these comments about subjects. Sentiment analysis is then used to find the
positivity and negatively of certain comments.

RESULTS
Using the approach mentioned, comments from two subjects were analysed to demonstrate the
capability of the process. For each subject, two figures were generated, one about the subject, and
one focussing on a keyword or topic of interest. Both figures contain 9 automatically determined
keywords as the focus of the plot. For each keyword, the length of the bar represents the frequency of
keywords. The positive and negative sentiment is also represented on the same figure. From these
figures, the reader can identify keywords related to a particular positive or negative sentiment.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have shown a process which automatically analyses and produces a visual
representation for student satisfaction. The produced visuals can be used by lecturers, subject
coordinators or managers to compare and review several subjects at once. As a lecturer, you would
not need to know how this system works, but have access to student feedback. With the student
feedback, these plots can be automatically generated. The visualisations can lead to quick detection
of both positive and negative aspects within a subject, thus prompting appropriate action.

KEYWORDS
Sentiment Analysis, Student Satisfaction, Machine Learning, Student Surveys
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Introduction
Student feedback is very important for improving teaching practice and allowing students to
express their views and ideas. Part of a teacher’s role is to manage and address the
expectations of students, and feedback and ratings from evaluation allows that to be done
(Cheong Cheng, 1997). From feedback, pointers and information can be determined and
hopefully influence the teaching style and method of delivery.
One form of feedback is determining whether the student had a positive, negative or neutral
experience in a subject. Sentiment analysis is a method which aims to determine this
positive, negative or neutral sentiment of a text statement. Many of these surveys ask for a
rating on a Likert scale, which will show sentiment, but this number does not provide
information about the sentiment of important components mentioned within a response. For
example, a response may say “The lectures were informative. The tutorials were difficult”.
With a single rating or number, we can’t determine which teaching activity students were
satisfied or not satisfied with.
In this work, we explore some text analysis techniques to automatically analyse student
responses. The main technique used here, known as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
allows a document to be classified into several topics, and each topic represented by some
keywords (Blei, et al., 2003). This is an important initial step for producing a visualisation of
student satisfaction.

Research Questions
In this study, we explore the use of machine learning techniques to visualise student
satisfaction. We aim to develop a method which will improve on existing techniques used for
visualisation, allowing the produced figures to be generated with an education use as the
primary objective. This visualisation will be exploited in the context of the following 2
research questions,
1. How can we use visual representations of comments to examine student satisfaction?
2. What impact can this have for educators?

Motivation
Being able to visualise a student’s perception of a topic or perception of a subject of interest
is very powerful. Quite often lecturers and universities have access to a large number of
responses from students and being able to easily summarise these would be useful in a
number of applications. As an example, in the Reframe framework (QUT, 2015) students are
asked to rate their overall satisfaction with the subject, and provide a free text comment.
These satisfaction scores are often used to compare subjects and assess student
satisfaction, but student satisfaction ratings can be flawed and may not be accurate. For the
student perception of subjects to be examined properly, all the text comments need to be
read. With large subjects, this can be quite time consuming for a lecturer to read through the
comments and summarise the key points. If a Dean or manager is trying to assess multiple
subjects, reading through all the comments is an almost impossible task, and there is no
easy way to compare two subjects together. In this work, we develop a visualisation method
for students’ text comments, and compare our results to the outputs of two existing text
analysis software.
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Method
The Data Set
Introduced in a previous work (Cunningham-Nelson, Baktashmotlagh, & Boles, 2016) we use
a dataset consisting of over 20 subjects across four years. QUT runs two student surveys
titled ‘Pulse’ and ‘Insight’ (QUT, 2015) obtaining students’ feedback in the early weeks of the
semester and at the end of semester. In each of these surveys, students are asked to rate
their views on three statements. They respond to each of these questions on a 5 point Likert
scale. For this work, we are focusing on the final statement “I am satisfied with this unit so
far” in both surveys. An open-ended response is then presented to the students, allowing
them to give feedback or further information on the scores that they give. This feedback often
contains suggestions for teaching improvements which can be used by teaching staff for
future iterations of the subject. An example of one of these responses is,
Satisfaction rating: 5. “Great structured unit. Very well organised and great
learning environments”
This shows a satisfaction score, and a comment which seems to reflect the student’s
satisfaction in the subject. This however is not always the case. The comment below shows
an example where this is not necessarily the case,
Satisfaction rating: 3. “Way too much new information all at once, which is
then built on the very next week, whether we have a solid foundation or
not…”
This satisfaction score given shows that the student is ok with the subject, but this is not
really reflected in the comment. It is important that we consider both the satisfaction scores
as well as the comments given by the students.

Choosing a Subset of Data
The total data set consists of many subjects, across many semesters, and the two surveys.
Depending on the desired purpose, the data can be used wholly, limited to a faculty, subject,
semester, etc. The data chosen depends on the type of level of information the user wants.
For analysis in this paper, the data used has been limited to single subjects within a single
semester. Both the “Pulse” and “Insight” survey data was used.

Pre-Processing the Data
When text data is being analysed, it is important to pre-process it, to ensure that small
inconsistencies don’t have a large effect on the results. For this analysis, several actions
were performed on the data, including,
·
·
·

Changing the text to be all in lowercase, so that “Hello” is treated in the same manner
as “hello”.
Removing the stop words (i.e. the, and, a) which are present in these responses, as
these are not important for the overall meaning.
Lemmatising the words (using the base of each word). For example “running” would
become “run” for the purposes of analysis.

Determining Keywords
After cleaning and preparing the data, methods which could then determine keywords were
investigated. One obvious method to determine keywords would be to use a frequency count
to see the words which are mentioned most frequently. This however does not group words
of similar topics together, and would perhaps include words that are not necessarily
keywords. Using the LDA method previously mentioned (Blei, et al., 2003), we can split the
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document into a set number of topics, and this will group similar terms under one keyword.
The implementation and testing of this was performed in Python. In this study, we have
selected 9 keywords, and run the LDA methods 10 times as the keywords returned can be
slightly different each time. The most common 9 keywords are selected as the keywords to
represent the subject.

Finding Sentiment of a Response
After the keywords have been selected, the sentiment of each keyword is determined.
Sentiment refers to the positivity or negativity of a word. Common examples where sentiment
analysis can be used are movie reviews (Jong, 2011) or product ratings. Twitter data is often
used a sample dataset to train and test sentiment analysis models (Pak & Paroubek, 2010).
When finding the sentiment in this work, the responses are initially broken into individual
sentences, to isolate each idea. Using a dataset known as “AFINN” (Nielsen, 2011) we can
see the sentiment of individual words. AFINN has a list of words which have been rated with
an integer between positive and negative 5, depending on satisfaction. For example, the
word “amazing” is labelled as a +4, and the word “conflict” is labelled as a -2. The sentiment
of each word is added up across the sentence, to give an indication of the students
satisfaction. If the overall score is negative, the sentiment is deemed to be negative, and if
the score is positive, then the sentiment is also positive. The sentiment calculated is then
linked with the keywords that occur within a sentence. The sentiment and keywords are then
combined into a figure, together with frequency of occurrence. This provides an initial view of
the subject overall.

Focussed Keyword Feedback
Taking this further, we can narrow down the data used to include only responses with one
keyword within the selected unit. We can then search for additional keywords, which are
mentioned often in conjunction with the keyword of interest. This is used as an additional
visual, to give more information into reasons why a keyword may have a positive or negative
sentiment.

Results
The analysis techniques described above can be used to identify subject overall feedback or
feedback specific to a keyword. As a use case, two subjects in single semesters were
selected to visualise student perception by using keyword specific data and identifying
positive and negative sentiment.

Example 1
For the first example, two plots show an overall view of the subject, automatically identifying
keywords within all the students’ responses, as well as the associated sentiment with that
keyword. The first subject selected was a first-year engineering subject that had free text
comments given by 72 students. These comments can range from positive to negative,
providing suggestions and allowing students to express how they felt about the subject.
Figure 1 below shows a whole subject level analysis of these responses.
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Figure 1 – Example 1: Single Subject Analysis

In this graph, nine keywords have been extracted, which are nine “topics”. These topics
summarise the text corpus. Let’s focus in on the keyword “tutor” as an example. From this
visual representation, we can see that 16 people mentioned tutor in a positive sense, and 3
negatively. This makes a total of 19 responses using the keyword tutor in either a positive or
negative sentiment. We can conclude from this representation, that most students are
content with tutorials. If desired, we could examine the negative responses for further detail.
Looking again at the graph above, we can see that the keyword “assessment” has equal
positive and negative sentiments. This makes it an important keyword that we might want to
focus more on. Figure 2 below shows a focussed analysis of responses which contained
“assessment”.

Figure 2 - Example 1: Focussed Keyword Analysis

From this graph we can see keywords (topics) that students are mentioning in the same
responses that mention assessment. It is important to note that in this situation, most
students use the words unit and subject interchangeable. Looking at the keyword “group” first
as an example. This suggests that most people are happy with group components of the
subject, and possibly the group components of “assessment”. A part of one of the student’s
comments which also reflects this is shown below,
“… manageable load of work but would not have wanted anymore
assessment. Also happy with the way the load is split so that if there is
trouble with groups you can still have the chance to pass if you put the
work in...”
Figure 2 also shows that some students negative feeling associated with the word “time”.
One response which reflects this is below,
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“'Mixed response from assessments. Good insight into today's problems
but waste of time”

Example 2
Let’s consider another example of a different subject. This is a second-year engineering
subject. Figure 3 below again shows another 9 automatically obtained keywords for this
subject. We invite the reader here to stop and think about the possible conclusions that could
be drawn from this information. Figure 4 is included also, giving a focussed keyword analysis
for the word “lecture”, for further consideration.

Figure 3 - Example 2: Single Subject Analysis

Figure 4 - Example 2: Focussed Keyword Analysis

Examining Figure 3 above, we can see that students have a positive outlook on most
aspects of the subject. Keywords such as “matlab” were found to be key terms in responses
for the subject, and the programming language MATLAB was taught in the subject. Analysing
Figure 4 further shows some keywords commonly used in responses with lecture. For
example, “lecturer” is mentioned mostly in a positive light. This is reflected in the comment
below,
“It's great to have such a passionate and inspiring lecturer…”
Content might be an area which we could examine and investigate more closely. Again,
selecting a comment, we can see this reflected below,
“Main Lecture: Sometimes hard to understand what he is saying, would
prefer if all the content was contained in the slides…”
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These visualisation techniques are able to inform the decisions which we make about
teaching strategies or which comments we may want to read more closely, without reading
the entire set of comments. This is quite powerful, especially when dealing with a large
number of comments.

Comparison with other Visualisation Techniques
Other text visualisation software is available; and we have selected two pieces of software to
demonstrate some capabilities and limitations with current visualisation tools. Leximancer
and a Word Cloud generator are discussed and shown below. The capabilities of each piece
of software are presented, and compared against the solution presented in this study. The
same dataset used in Example 1 is used for a consistent comparison.
Leximancer
Leximancer (Smith & Humphreys, 2006) can analyse a given text input. Leximancer has
many options. It allows the user to pick a number of topics, and also allows the user to
combine terms and topics. Figure 5 shows an example of an output which Leximancer can
produce from the “example 1” data. The figure shows relationships between words, for
example “group” and “work” are linked closely, as they were often mentioned together in the
context of group work.

Figure 5 - Leximancer Diagram for Example 1

Leximancer however has several limitations when it comes to visualising student satisfaction.
Firstly, a knowledge of the software is required to generate this type of plot, as well as a
software license. Some manual labelling and grouping is required to generate these plots.
The plot is also lacking in information about the frequency of occurrences, as well as
sentiment information for student satisfaction. You can find frequency information, but it is
not represented on the same plot.
Word Cloud
Word Clouds are another commonly used tool for visualising text. They are available to use
for free and require very little knowledge of the platform to use. The cloud conveys the key
words and frequencies, the more commonly occurring words being represented larger. This
allows important words to be brought to the reader’s attention easily.
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The word cloud is lacking in several of the same aspects of the Leximancer representation
for this application. Sentiment is not conveyed, and some important aspects can sometimes
become hidden amongst the other words.

Figure 6 - Word Cloud for Example 1

Conclusions and Recommendations
In this paper, we present a consistent way to automatically analyse and produce a visual
representation of student satisfaction for a subject. This can be useful when a reader is
dealing with a large number of comments, or would like to compare two subjects together
visually. In these visualisations, keywords are extracted automatically and grouped into
topics which are most relevant to students, as conveyed in their responses. The sentiment is
then found for each of these selected keywords, meaning that the reader can examine the
proportion of comments which mention the selected keyword in a positive or negative light.
The responses can then be examined even further, selecting a keyword to investigate
further, and finding which other keywords are mentioned often in conjunction with the
selected keyword. This allows for patterns and enable possible improvements in selecting
and implementing teaching strategies to be extracted, helping both educators and students.
It is important to emphasise that the entire process for creating the figures is automated,
apart from the user selecting a keyword which they want for the second stage of further
analysis. This is quite powerful, as it allows scalability for any number of comments, and
larger comments sets may provide more insights. Future work includes looking at additional
ways in which sentiment can be found, using a scale as opposed to a singular positive or
negative result. Being able to improve how the keywords or entities are detected, as well as
investigating possible links between these words would help to strengthen this work.
Being able to visualise student satisfaction from comments and feedback is a powerful tool.
The produced visuals can be used by lecturers, subject coordinators or managers to
compare and review several subjects at once. As a lecturer, you would not need to know
how this system works, but have access to student feedback. The lecturer also has the
option of changing more detailed parameters based on their needs. With the student
feedback, these plots can be automatically generated. The visualisations can lead to quick
detection of both positive and negative aspects within a subject, thus prompting appropriate
action.
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SESSION C2: Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and learning
environments

CONTEXT The development of an engineering practice degree in which students learn
entirely through industry projects has decoupled the curriculum, where curriculum is
considered to be the comprehensive list of skills, content and achievement standards that
students must achieve as they progress through their degree, from the unit-based structure
of the course. This means that rather than taking a series of units such as ‘calculus’ and
‘thermodynamics’, students learn the fundamental maths, physics and engineering concepts
when they become relevant in the context of a project. However there are still certain bodies
of knowledge and skills that all students must master if they are to work as engineers and it
is crucial that ‘the fundamentals’ are learnt by all students regardless of the specific projects
that they work on. A hierarchical learning structure is also still essential, as students must
master certain basic concepts before progressing to more complex ideas, but the paths
through this new structure will be more fluid, and different for each student depending on the
projects they undertake, their particular roles in each group project, and their personal
learning goals.

PURPOSE To identify what the key fundamental knowledge is that all graduate engineers
must have mastered to become engineers capable to contribute in 21st century practice.
APPROACH Several approaches are being used to identify the fundamentals. The first is to
consult the industry partners who are co-designing and co-delivering the practice-based
course. They have been very clear about the broad skills they require from graduates and
can provide insight into what knowledge is essential and assumed for students entering their
practice. The second is to map current engineering curricula, looking at the core knowledge
blocks and with an emphasis on the flow through the topics. If a particular topic is required
for a project, the previous mastered knowledge must be identified and student attainment
tracked to ensure students have sufficient grounding to access the content and apply it in the
project context. This mapping process will also identify which areas currently taught do not
lead into any other topics are not required for projects or used in industry.

RESULTS Digital disruption and a rapidly changing world have rendered many traditional
techniques unnecessary while necessitating the development of many other skill and
knowledge sets by engineering students, and it is not yet clear exactly what these will be. It is
anticipated that while some knowledge is perpetually fundamental, much of what is
traditionally taught may no longer be relevant to modern and future practices of engineering.

CONCLUSIONS Early consultation with industry partners indicates a greater focus on
budgeting and financial maths is important, along with a greater emphasis on mathematical
modelling and programming skills. ‘Basic’ maths and physics are considered fundamental but
more detailed research is needed to identify specific key topics areas.

KEYWORDS Fundamental knowledge, practice-based learning.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
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Introduction
Changes in society and technology have radically altered 21st century engineering practice
and graduate engineers increasingly require different skills and knowledge to be employable.
However engineering courses, while attempting to make headway in addressing the need for
the development of key transferable skills such as communication, have not changed in
terms of fundamental content for a number of years. This raises a number of questions such
as has the fundamental knowledge required of engineers changed? What do engineers still
need to understand and be able to calculate from first principles and what has been replaced
by technology? Do we need to teach how to use software tools and if yes, which ones? Do
all engineering graduates need the same technical depth in fields or is there scope to
produce different kinds of engineers, some with technical depth, others with a broader
background?
One of the greatest criticisms of traditional engineering pedagogy is that it is a theory based
science model that does not prepare students for the ‘practice of engineering’ (Felder,
Woods, Stice, & Rugarcia, 2000). In most engineering courses it is traditional that in first year
engineering, the majority of student time is spent on the mathematical and scientific basics
that underpin all engineering disciplines. In the second and third year, students may work on
industry and/or community projects, and industry practice takes place in the final year
(Jawitz, Shay, & Moore, 2002; Ku & Goh, 2010; Webster, 2000) or as a work placement
during the course. In a course based entirely around projects the course must be defined and
structured to allow students to obtain the required fundamental knowledge. Previous
research studies suggest that engineers should experience a broad base of fundamental
knowledge, skills, and engineering applications in practice within an undergraduate course
and later develop their specialist skills through professional practice in their selected
discipline (Lima, Carvalho, Assunção Flores, & Van Hattum-Janssen, 2007).
To address these issues a practice-based approach has been developed in which students
work in teams on industry-set projects from day one of their course and throughout, with all
content being taught in the context of these projects. The curriculum is being co-designed
with industry partners through consultation process ensuring it is relevant to current
engineering practices (Cook, 2017), a process adapted from the “Design your Discipline
(DYD)” stakeholder consultation process created to facilitate curriculum renewal in
undergraduate programs (Dowling & Hadgraft, 2013). The practice-based approach is
designed to motivate future engineers by establishing relevance in using the fundamentals at
appropriate places where it is needed in industry projects from day one of their course, as
establishing relevance is one of the main factors which induces students to adopt a deep
learning approach (Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981).
The development of an engineering practice degree in which students learn entirely through
industry projects has decoupled the curriculum, where curriculum is considered to be the
comprehensive list of skills, content and achievement standards that student must achieve
as they progress through their degree, from the unit-based structure of the course. This
means that rather than taking a hierarchical set of units such as ‘calculus’ and
‘thermodynamics’, students learn the fundamental maths, physics and engineering concepts
as they become relevant in projects. Obviously a hierarchical learning structure is still
essential, as students must master certain basic concepts before progressing to more
complex ideas, but the paths through this structure will be more fluid, and different for each
student depending on the projects they undertake, their particular roles in each group project,
and their personal learning goals. While this is laudable in terms of allowing students to have
individual learning journeys, there are still certain bodies of knowledge and skills that all
students must master if they are to work as engineers, the ‘fundamentals’.
In the context of a new practice-based engineering degree, in which students learn entirely in
projects, when curriculum is decoupled from unit structure in this way, core knowledge must
be carefully mapped and student attainment tracked. However the new structure of a
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practice-based course allows many assumptions to be challenged, including exactly what is
the fundamentals knowledge required to be an engineer is in the 21st century, both for all
engineers and for specific disciplines.
Previous work examining the different skills engineers require in 21st century practice has
focussed on determining the generic competencies, with many authors calling for increased
recognition of skills such as teamwork and communication, business and enterprise skills
and generic engineering competencies around digital literacy. Methods used to determine
which competencies are necessary in 21st century engineering are many and varied,
spanning literature reviews (Male, 2010), stakeholder consultations (Spinks, Silburn, &
Birchall, 2007), surveys and focus groups (Male, Bush, & Chapman, 2011), interviews (van
der Wal, Bakker, & Drijvers, 2017) and observations (Cardella, 2008).
Work around the fundamental knowledge required by engineers has often focused on
mathematical and digital skills. The universal use of ICT in all sectors changes the nature of
the mathematical and technical skills required in the workplace, but does not reduce the
need for mathematics (Hoyles, Wolf, Molyneux-Hodgson, & Kent, 2002). Niss (2003)
identified eight mathematical competencies, where competency is defined as the ability to
understand, judge, do, and use mathematics in a variety of contexts and situations. The
competencies identified are: thinking mathematically, reasoning mathematically, problem
posing and solving, modelling mathematically, representing mathematically, communicating
mathematically, symbolism and formalism language, and using aids and tools. Firouzian
(2016) surveyed students, teaching academics and practicing engineers about the perceived
importance of Niss’s eight mathematical competencies and found a mismatch in the
perceptions of academics and practicing engineers. Mathematical modelling was most
important to both groups but practicing engineers rated the importance on using tools and
software far more highly than academics.
This result agrees with the findings of van der Wal et al. (2017) who use the terminology
techo-mathematical literacies as coined by Kent, Bakker, Hoyles, and Noss (2005) to
describe the combinations of mathematical, statistical and technological skills necessary for
successful performance in the workplace. They used semi-structured interviews of fourteen
engineers from a spectrum of technical engineering domains to determine seven main
categories of techo-mathematical literacies: data literacy, technical software skills, technical
communication skills, sense of error, sense of number, technical creativity and technical
drawing skills.
This intersection between mathematical understanding and application and ‘using tools and
aids’ is where what is considered fundamental knowledge is shifting. As one of the
participants in van der Wal’s study says “I have to say, calculus and such, I have never used
it. Most of the time it is hidden in the software, and it would be nonsense to let someone
calculate for a whole day what a computer can do in a minute.” There are many questions to
be answered around what fundamental knowledge is needed in this new technology-driven
world where information can be accessed at the touch of a finger and digital tools are
ubiquitous.
This paper outlines the start of the process of identifying just what these fundamentals are as
they apply to 21st century engineering practice.

Approaches
To identify what the fundamental knowledge is a variety of approaches have been
considered. The first approach is the top-down stakeholder consultation approach, which has
used the industry consultation framework described in Cook (2017) to develop the broader
curriculum for this degree to understand the knowledge, skills and mind-sets industry
partners employing graduate engineers are seeking. The second is from the ground up,
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examining the current topics taught in the first year of an undergraduate engineering degree
and seeing how these map to the outcomes required by industry, identifying any branches
that do not connect in either direction.
The industry consultation process included a series of ideas workshops, curriculum
consultations and deep dive workshops centred around the course pillars of social impact,
emerging technologies, research & development and entrepreneurship.
The purpose of the ideas workshops was to explain the practice degree concept to Industry,
get their initial feedback and ask what knowledge, skills and mindsets they would like
graduate engineers to enter their industry already possessing. The outcomes from the ideas
workshops was a list of skills and attributes that was organised into a framework which was
presented back to Industry partners in the curriculum development workshops where is was
built-out and adapted. This early consultation with industry partners indicated a greater focus
was required on business and enterprise skills, that budgeting and financial maths are
important, along with a greater emphasis on mathematical modelling and analysis of big
data.
The curriculum deep-dive workshops then looked in detail at the curriculum areas connected
to the four pillars of the course: social impact, emerging technologies, research &
development and entrepreneurship. In these workshops participants were asked to expand
on specific curriculum points, what they meant in their industry context and what skills and
experiences student engineers would need to be able to demonstrate mastery of these. The
content taught in the core units of the current engineering degrees were mapped to produce
detailed content trees, indicating the topics taught, the interdependencies of the topics and
the pre-requisite knowledge for each topic.
At the time of writing the process of deep-dive industry consultation is ongoing, with some
preliminary results presented here.

Results
The process of industry consultation in still ongoing but some key ideas have emerged from
the stakeholder consultation process. Some general themes that have emerged from
industry workshops suggest an increased focus is required on professional skills, business
and finance, understanding organisational values and culture and valuing sustainability and
environmental issues (which are not considered further in this paper), coding, data analysis
and mathematical modelling. Automation, AI, 3D printing and design were also emphasised
as being important broad areas student engineers should be exposed to. Specific areas
within these were discussed in the workshops and from these the fundamental knowledge
underpinning them mapped out.
The result of the mapping process is a complicated web of topics, with many
interdependencies. An example of the outcome from the curriculum mapping is provided in
Figure 1. In unpacking the automation area identified in the Emerging Technologies industry
workshop, an outcome was that graduates should have the ability to use, select and control
actuators. This graduate outcome was linked (by the curriculum development team) to
different types of actuators, such as electrical, mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic
actuators. For the purposes of this paper, results are limited to mapping curriculum
associated with mechanical and electrical actuators only. The operating principles for electric
actuators are also linked to mechanical actuator principles (e.g. gears and drives. The control
of these two actuator types was mapped to principles of fluid statics and dynamics for
hydraulic actuators, and principles of electromagnetism for electric actuators). Underpinning
these engineering principles are the fundamental mathematical and scientific principles and
concepts. For the use and control of actuators, the identified fundamentals included basic
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algebraic expression, differentiation and integration, principles of force, energy and work,
substance properties, and measurement (including units).

Figure 1. Example of identified linkages between industry outcomes, engineering principles
and fundamental science and mathematics for actuators.

The linkages from the engineering principles converged to shared mathematical and
scientific principles; these are considered to be the fundamentals. It is expected that further
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mapping of the top level industry outcomes to engineering principles will identify further
shared mathematical and scientific principles. In addition, it is anticipated that many of the
fundamentals delivered within traditional engineering curriculum may not be mapped,
suggesting that they do not need to be included in the core curriculum. However, these
excluded fundamentals may be required within the curriculum for specialist engineering
fields, depending on specific industry outcomes.

Discussion & Conclusions
It is apparent that while, in a traditional education system, students are contained to a welldefined convergent problems, industry expects creative and innovative academic practice
that provides students valuable practical knowledge. Students require an opportunity to apply
engineering knowledge in practice, which means the purpose of engineering education in
most cases is to graduate engineers who can demonstrate engineering application in real
world scenarios (EA, 2012).
This model of using stakeholder consultation has highlighted broad concepts that are
required by engineers and here it has been used to attempt to identify the fundamentals
underpinning those concepts in terms of basic of mathematics, physics, electrical energy,
electronics circuit theory, environmental and materials science, mechanical design,
telecommunication networking, coding and programming etc. In all workshops there was a
strong focus in the discussion on the importance of generic competencies such as
communication and teamwork, skills as suggested by others (e.g. Male (2010)), often making
it challenging to elicit responses from industry participants focussing on more technical
competencies.
This process of identifying concepts and unpacking them to determine the key knowledge
that underpins them is an involved process, requiring iterative consultations with
stakeholders and in-depth mapping of interdependent topics at a detailed level. This work is
ongoing. Digital disruption and a rapidly changing world have rendered many traditional
techniques unnecessary while necessitating the development of many other skill and
knowledge sets by engineering students, and it is not yet clear exactly what these will be. It is
anticipated that while some knowledge is perpetually fundamental, much of what is
traditionally taught may no longer be relevant to modern and future practices of engineering.
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&217(;76WXGHQWUHVSRQVHV\VWHPV 656V DUHHIIHFWLYHWRROVWRHQKDQFHLQWHUDFWLYH
OHDUQLQJLQODUJHOHFWXUHVHWWLQJVE\PDNLQJOHDUQLQJLQWHUHVWLQJDQGHQJDJLQJZLWKWKHXVHRI
DWHFKQRORJ\VWXGHQWVDUHIDPLOLDUZLWK 3UHV]OHUHWDO )XUWKHUPRUHLQFODVV656V
SURYLGHLQVWDQWIHHGEDFNWRVWXGHQWVRQWKHLUOHDUQLQJUHGXFLQJWKHQHHGIRUWHDFKHUVWR
HQJDJHRXWVLGHRIFODVV :DOYRRUGDQG$QGHUVRQ +RZHYHUOHDUQLQJKDSSHQVLQ
PDQ\IRUPVDQGRFFXUVDVDUHVXOWRIVWXGHQWVHQJDJLQJLQDFWLYLWLHVLQVLGHDQGRXWVLGHWKH
FODVVURRP $VWLQ3DVFDUHOODDQG7HUHQ]LQL 7KLVVWXG\H[SORUHVWKH
HIIHFWLYHQHVVRIOHDUQLQJDFWLYLWLHVXVLQJ656VWRHQKDQFHQRQHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQW
HQJDJHPHQWDQGWRVXSSRUWWKHLUOHDUQLQJLQDQHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHRIDJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQ
FRXUVH7RRXUNQRZOHGJHWKLVLVWKHILUVWWLPHWKDWDFRPSDUDWLYHVWXG\RQWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVV
RILQFODVVYHUVXVDV\QFKURQRXV656VEDVHGRQVWXGHQWSDUWLFLSDWLRQDQGWKHLUSHUFHLYHG
HIIHFWLYHQHVVKDVEHHQFRQGXFWHG

385326(:HK\SRWKHVLVHWKDW656VFDQHQKDQFHVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWDQGOHDUQLQJLQ
HQJLQHHULQJFODVVURRPVWREHWWHUHQDEOHQRQHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVWROHDUQDERXW
HQJLQHHULQJFRQFHSWVLQDJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQILUVW\HDUFRXUVHRQVXVWDLQDELOLW\

$3352$&+4XL]]HVFRQVLVWLQJRIVHYHQTXHVWLRQVHDFKDQGEDVHGRQWKHDVVLJQHG
UHDGLQJDQGOHDUQLQJPDWHULDOFRYHUHGLQWKHSUHYLRXVFODVVZHUHDGPLQLVWHUHGLQHYHU\
HQJLQHHULQJFODVVWKURXJK*RRJOH)RUPV V\QFKURQRXVDFWLYLWLHV ,QDGGLWLRQRQOLQHSUDFWLFH
TXHVWLRQVZHUHFUHDWHGLQRXUOHDUQLQJPDQDJHPHQWV\VWHP&DQYDVVRWKDWVWXGHQWVZHUH
DEOHWRSDUWLFLSDWHDQ\WLPHIURPDQ\ZKHUH DV\QFKURQRXVDFWLYLWLHV $WWKHPLGSRLQWRIWKH
FRXUVHDVXPPDWLYHVWXGHQWHYDOXDWLRQDERXWWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKH656VZDVFRQGXFWHG
XVLQJDQRQOLQHTXHVWLRQQDLUHLQ4XDOWULFV7KHVXUYH\H[SORUHGWKHVWXGHQWSHUFHSWLRQRQ
HQKDQFHGHQJDJHPHQWDQGLPSURYHGOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVLQDQHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHRID
JHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQILUVW\HDUFRXUVH 1  ZKLFKLQFOXGHGILYHRWKHUPRGXOHV

5(68/76)RUW\HLJKWRXWRIVWXGHQWV  FRPSOHWHGWKHTXHVWLRQQDLUHWRPHDVXUH
WKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKH656$ERXWWKUHHTXDUWHUVRIWKHVWXGHQWVVWURQJO\DJUHHGDQG
DJUHHGWKDW656VZHUHKHOSIXOIRUWKHLUOHDUQLQJLQFUHDVHGWKHLUHQJDJHPHQWZLWKWKHFRXUVH
DQGZRXOGUHFRPPHQGH[WHQGLQJWKHXVHRIVLPLODU656VWRRWKHUFRXUVHPRGXOHVQRWMXVW
WKHHQJLQHHULQJRQH2YHUDOORIWKHUHVSRQGHQWVDOVREHOLHYHGWKDW656LQFUHDVHGWKHLU
LQWHUHVWLQHQJLQHHULQJDQGLPSURYHGWKHLUOHDUQLQJLQWKLVPRGXOHRIWKHFRXUVH6WXGHQWV
H[SUHVVHGDSUHIHUHQFHIRU656WRROVHPEHGGHGLQ&DQYDVRYHUWKHXVHRI*RRJOH)RUPV

&21&/86,2167KHUHVXOWVGHPRQVWUDWHWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRI656VLQHQKDQFLQJQRQ
HQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWV¶OHDUQLQJH[SHULHQFHE\LPSURYLQJWKHLUHQJDJHPHQWLQDQHQJLQHHULQJ
FODVVURRP:KDWLVFOHDUO\HYLGHQWIURPWKHVWXGHQWSHUFHSWLRQLVWKDWWKHXVHRI656VERWK
LQFODVVDQGDV\QFKURQRXVLVKLJKO\UHFRPPHQGHGIRUFRXUVHVWKDWUHTXLUHVWXGHQWVWR
HQJDJHLQDVLJQLILFDQWDPRXQWRIDVVLJQHGUHDGLQJVWKDWLVEH\RQGVWXGHQWV¶PDLQDUHDRI
VWXG\DQGLQFRKRUWVZLWKZLGHUDQJLQJDFDGHPLFEDFNJURXQGVDVZDVWKHFDVHIRUWKLV
JHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQFRXUVH

.(<:25'66WXGHQWUHVSRQVHV\VWHPVDV\QFKURQRXVRQOLQHTXL]]HVDFWLYHFODVVURRP
7KLVZRUNLVOLFHQVHGXQGHUWKH&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV$WWULEXWLRQ,QWHUQDWLRQDO/LFHQVH7RYLHZDFRS\RIWKLVOLFHQVHYLVLW
KWWSFUHDWLYHFRPPRQVRUJOLFHQVHVE\
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&RQWH[W
7HDFKLQJHQJLQHHULQJFRQFHSWVWRDJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQDXGLHQFHDWXQGHUJUDGXDWHOHYHOLV
HVSHFLDOO\FKDOOHQJLQJDVWKHVWXGHQWFRKRUWLVHVVHQWLDOO\QRQHQJLQHHULQJIRFXVHG7KH
FXUUHQWVWXG\ZDVFRQGXFWHGLQDILUVW\HDUJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQFRXUVHDWWKH8QLYHUVLW\RI
$XFNODQG7KHSXUSRVHRIWKLVFRXUVHLVWRLQWURGXFHVWXGHQWVWRWKHWKHRU\VFLHQFHDQG
SUDFWLFHRIVXVWDLQDELOLW\7KHFRPSOH[DQGG\QDPLFQDWXUHRIVXVWDLQDELOLW\LVLOOXVWUDWHGLQ
WKLVFRXUVHWKURXJKDPXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\DSSURDFKDGGUHVVLQJWKHUROHVDQGLPSOLFDWLRQVRI
VRFLDODQGFXOWXUDOSUDFWLFHV VRFLRORJ\PRGXOH OHJDOIUDPHZRUN ODZPRGXOH FXUUHQW
JRYHUQDQFHHFRQRPLFDQGEXVLQHVVPRGHOV EXVLQHVVPRGXOH SODQQLQJGHVLJQDQG
PDQDJHPHQWRIWKHEXLOWHQYLURQPHQW SODQQLQJPRGXOH EDVLFVFLHQFHWKDWXQGHUSLQV
VXVWDLQDELOLW\ VFLHQFHPRGXOH DQGSURGXFWDQGWHFKQRORJ\PDQXIDFWXULQJDQGOLIHF\FOHV
HQJLQHHULQJPRGXOH 
7\SLFDOFODVVVL]HVIRUWKLVJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQFRXUVHUDQJHIURPVWXGHQWV7KLV
FRXUVHLVWHDPWDXJKWZKHUHE\OHFWXUHUVIURPYDULRXVGLVFLSOLQHV (QJLQHHULQJ$UWV
%XVLQHVV/DZ6FLHQFHDQG3ODQQLQJ FRQWULEXWHWRWKHFRXUVHLQWKHLUUHVSHFWLYHPRGXOHV
7KHHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHFRPSULVHVIRXUZHHNVRIOHFWXUHVDQGWXWRULDOV WKUHHZHHNVEHIRUH
DQGRQHZHHNDIWHUWKHPLGVHPHVWHUEUHDN ZKLOHWKHRWKHUILYH)DFXOWLHVVSOLWWKHUHPDLQLQJ
ZHHNVRIWKHFRXUVHLQWRWKHLUGLVFLSOLQHVSHFLILFPRGXOHV/DVW\HDU  ZDVWKHILUVW
WLPHWKHOHDGDXWKRUWDXJKWWKLVFRXUVHDQGZKLOHH[SHULHQFLQJVRPHSRVLWLYHIHHGEDFNDW
WKHWLPHWKHUHZDVDFRQVLGHUDEOHURRPIRULPSURYHPHQWDVZDVHYLGHQWWKURXJKVWXGHQW
IHHGEDFNUHFHLYHGHLWKHUWKURXJKVWXGHQWV¶FRPPHQWVRUWKURXJKVWXGHQWFRXUVH
HYDOXDWLRQV,QDGGLWLRQPDQ\VWXGHQWVGLGQ¶WUHDGWKHDVVLJQHGFRXUVHPDWHULDOVXSORDGHG
WKURXJKWKHOHDUQLQJPDQDJHPHQWV\VWHP /06 &DQYDV
7KHJRDORIWKLVVWXG\ZDVWRLPSURYHVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWDQGHYRNHLQWHUHVWLQDQ
HQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHRQVXVWDLQDELOLW\LQDJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQFRXUVHFRPSULVLQJPDLQO\QRQ
HQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWV,WZDVKRSHGWRLPSURYHHQJDJHPHQWQRWMXVWLQWKHFODVVURRPEXWDOVR
RQOLQHWKURXJKWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIVWXGHQWUHVSRQVHV\VWHPV 656V WRIRVWHUDFWLYH
OHDUQLQJ


,QWURGXFWLRQ
7REHDQHIIHFWLYHWHDFKHULQHQJLQHHULQJVHHPVFKDOOHQJLQJWRPDQ\DFDGHPLFVDVWKHUH
VHHPVWREHDGLVFRQQHFWEHWZHHQµJHWWLQJWKURXJKFRQWHQW¶DQGµLGHDOVRIWHDFKLQJ¶7KLV
SUHVHQWVVLJQLILFDQWFKDOOHQJHVZKHQLQFRUSRUDWLQJDFWLYHOHDUQLQJWRUHGXFHWKHWUDQVPLVVLRQ
VW\OHRIOHFWXULQJ&RQVWUXFWLYLVPWDNHQWRRIDUFDQGLOXWHWKHULJRXUQHHGHGLQ67(0VXEMHFWV
)HOGHU %\FRQWUDVWULJRXUWDNHQWRRIDUFDQEHVWLIOLQJDQGGLVHQJDJLQJ+HQFH
WKHUHLVDQHHGWRUHWKLQNWUDGLWLRQDOHQJLQHHULQJSHGDJRJLFDOSUDFWLFHVWRKHOSVWXGHQWVOHDUQ
LQDQH[FLWLQJHQYLURQPHQWZLWKRXWFRPSURPLVLQJRQWKHULJRXUWKDWLVQHFHVVDU\IRUWKH
HQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWLRQ
2QHRIWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOPHWKRGVIRUHQJDJLQJVWXGHQWVLQWKHFODVVURRPKDVEHHQWKURXJK
WH[WERRNVDQGH[WHUQDOUHDGLQJV&RXUVHLQVWUXFWRUVDVVLJQUHDGLQJVWRVWXGHQWVIRUDYDULHW\
RIUHDVRQVPRVWFRPPRQO\EHFDXVHLWLVRIWHQLPSRVVLEOHWRSUHVHQWDOOUHFRPPHQGHG
FRXUVHPDWHULDOGXULQJFODVVWLPH 5\DQ &RPSOHWLRQRIDVVLJQHGUHDGLQJVEHIRUHD
WRSLFLVFRYHUHGLQFODVVDOORZVVWXGHQWVWREHWWHUFRPSUHKHQGWKHFODVVPDWHULDODQGLQWXUQ
LQFUHDVHVLQFODVVSDUWLFLSDWLRQDQGVWXGHQWLQWHUDFWLRQV 5\DQ*XUXQJ1DUORFK
HWDO$SSOHWRQHWDO 
+RZHYHUVWXGHQWFRPSOLDQFHZLWKUHDGLQJDVVLJQPHQWVKDVVWHDGLO\GHFOLQHGRYHUWLPH
&OXPSHWDO6DSSLQJWRQHWDO%XUFKILHOGDQG6DSSLQJWRQ 7KHUHFDQEH
DYDULHW\RIUHDVRQVIRUWKLVGHFOLQHLQFOXGLQJLQFUHDVHGSUHVHQFHRIHOHFWURQLFJDGJHWVDQG
WKHGLVWUDFWLRQVWKH\FDQFUHDWHLQVWXGHQWV¶DFDGHPLFOLYHV *LOEHUWDQG)LVWHU 1DWKDQ
 OLQNVORZOHYHOVRIUHDGLQJFRPSUHKHQVLRQWRDVWXGHQW¶VGHVLUHIRUPRUHSHUVRQDO
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WLPH$1DWLRQDO(QGRZPHQWIRUWKH$UWVUHSRUW  UHLQIRUFHVWKHK\SRWKHVLVWKDW
VWXGHQWVVSHQGVLJQLILFDQWO\PRUHWLPHRQPHGLDDQGHOHFWURQLFGHYLFHVWKDQRQUHDGLQJ
+RHIW 5DWKHUWKDQEDQQLQJWKHVHJDGJHWVDQGWHFKQRORJ\IURPWKHFODVVURRPLWLV
ZRUWKH[SORULQJZKHWKHUWKHVHFDQEHXVHGIRUWKHEHQHILWRIVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJLQVWHDG
1HZWHFKQLTXHVWRLQFUHDVHVWXGHQWUHDGLQJDQGFODVVSDUWLFLSDWLRQIRUDEHWWHU
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHDVVLJQHGFRXUVHPDWHULDODUHFRQVWDQWO\WULDOOHG *LEEVDQG-HQNLQV
1RYDNHWDO 2QHVXFKWHFKQLTXHLVDVVHVVLQJVWXGHQWVOHDUQLQJWKURXJK
IUHTXHQWTXL]]HVRQUHDGLQJDVVLJQPHQWV 1DUORFKHWDO$QJXVDQG:DWVRQ 
+DYLQJUHJXODULQFODVVTXL]]HVFDQHQFRXUDJHVWXGHQWVWRSD\FORVHUDWWHQWLRQWRWKH
DVVLJQHGUHDGLQJPDWHULDODVZHOODVWKHFRXUVHFRQWHQWZKLFKFDQLPSURYHWKHLU
XQGHUVWDQGLQJQRWRQO\RIWKHUHDGLQJPDWHULDOEXWDOVRRIWKHOHFWXUHPDWHULDOSUHVHQWHGLQ
FODVV 1DUORFKHWDO%URWKHQDQG:DPEDFK*UDKDP UHVXOWLQJLQ
LQFUHDVHGVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWDVGHILQHGE\$[HOVRQDQG)OLFN  ,QDGGLWLRQIUHTXHQW
TXL]]HVPD\OHDGVWXGHQWVWRVWXG\UHJXODUO\GXULQJWKHVHPHVWHUUDWKHUWKDQFUDPPLQJMXVW
EHIRUHWKHILQDOH[DP 1DUORFKHWDO&OXPSHWDO*LOEHUWDQG)LVWHU 
+RZHYHULWLVUHSRUWHGWKDWDOWKRXJKVFKHGXOHGRUVXUSULVHLQFODVVTXL]]HVFDQPRWLYDWH
VWXGHQWVWRFRPSOHWHWKHDVVLJQHGUHDGLQJVWXGHQWVWHQGWRYLHZVXFKTXL]]HVDV
SXQLVKPHQWGHSHQGLQJRQKRZWKRVHDUHDGPLQLVWHUHG 6DSSLQJWRQHWDO*UDKDP
 +HQFHLWLVLPSRUWDQWWRDGPLQLVWHUTXL]]HVRSWLPDOO\DQGLQWHJUDWHZLWKRWKHUOHDUQLQJ
DFWLYLWLHVIRUDKROLVWLFFRXUVHGHVLJQUDWKHUWKDQTXL]]HVEHLQJDQDGGRQDQGPHWZLWK
UHVLVWDQFHE\VWXGHQWV
$YDULHW\RIZD\VWRDGPLQLVWHURQOLQHTXL]]HV LQFODVVDQGDV\QFKURQRXV H[LVWDQGGLIIHUHQW
PHWKRGVPD\YDU\LQHIIHFWLYHQHVV)RUH[DPSOHWKHXVHRIUDQGRPO\DGPLQLVWHUHGTXL]]HV
PD\UHVXOWLQKLJKHUOHYHOVRIUHDGLQJFRPSOLDQFH 5XVFLR DQGVHOHFWLRQRIVXEVHWVRI
TXHVWLRQVIURPODUJHTXHVWLRQEDQNVFDQUHGXFHWKHOLNHOLKRRGWKDWVWXGHQWVZLOOVLPSO\
PHPRUL]HUHVSRQVHRSWLRQVZLWKRXWOHDUQLQJWKHPDWHULDO 'DQLHODQG%URLGD 
)XUWKHUPRUHUHVHDUFKVXJJHVWVWKDWSUHVHQWLQJIHHGEDFNVHSDUDWHO\DIWHUWKHVWXGHQW
DQVZHUVHDFKTXHVWLRQLQFOXGLQJERWKLQIRUPDWLRQDERXWDFFXUDF\DQGDVRXUFHRIDGGLWLRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQFDQHQKDQFHWKHOHDUQLQJH[SHULHQFHIRUVWXGHQWV 5\DQ%URWKHQDQG
:DPEDFK 3HGDJRJLFDOUHVHDUFKILQGLQJVDOVRVXJJHVWWKDWRQOLQHLQFODVVTXL]]HVIRU
DVVLJQHGUHDGLQJVFDQSURYLGHVWXGHQWVZLWKDYDULHW\RISRVLWLYHOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHV +LOOPDQ
6DODV0RUHUDHWDO )RUH[DPSOHWKHXVHRIRQOLQHDGPLQLVWHUHGTXL]]HVKDV
EHHQVKRZQWRPRWLYDWHVWXGHQWVWRFRPSOHWHDVVLJQHGUHDGLQJVLQFUHDVHSDUWLFLSDWLRQLQ
FODVVGLVFXVVLRQDQGLPSURYHSHUIRUPDQFHRQH[DPVIRUPDWHULDOFRYHUHGERWKRQWKH
TXL]]HVDQGLQFODVV %URWKHQDQG:DPEDFK-RKQVRQDQG.LYLQLHPL 
7KHTXHVWLRQµGRUHJXODURQOLQHDVVHVVPHQWVHQKDQFHVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHV"¶LVVWLOOWKH
VXEMHFWRIFRQVLGHUDEOHGHEDWHLQWKHOLWHUDWXUH%RQKDPHWDO  DQG(QJHOEUHFKWDQG
+DUGLQJ  QRWHGWKDWRQOLQHDVVHVVPHQWV DVFRPSDUHGWRPDQXDOO\PDUNHGSDSHU
EDVHGDVVHVVPHQWV UHVXOWHGLQQRGLVFHUQDEOHGLIIHUHQFHLQVWXGHQWSHUIRUPDQFHVRYHUD
UDQJHRIVXPPDWLYHDVVHVVPHQWV/LNHZLVH6PLWK  IRXQGWKDWRQOLQHTXL]VFRUHV
VKRZHGKLJKHUFRUUHODWLRQZLWKILQDOH[DPLQDWLRQPDUNVWKDQODERUDWRU\RUDVVLJQPHQWPDUNV
*ULPVWDGDQG*UDEH  IRXQGWKDWVWXGHQWVZKRFRPSOHWHGYROXQWDU\TXL]]HV
VLJQLILFDQWO\LPSURYHGWKHLUH[DPSHUIRUPDQFHV+RZHYHUWKHLUFRQFOXVLRQVZHUHH[SODLQHG
E\JRRGVWXGHQWVEHLQJERWKPRWLYDWHGWRWDNHYROXQWDU\TXL]]HVDQGOLNHO\WRGRZHOORQ
H[DPLQDWLRQV%URWKHQDQG:DPEDFK  FDXWLRQHGWKDWPDQGDWRU\TXL]]HVRQO\LPSURYH
H[DPSHUIRUPDQFHLIVWXGHQWVHPSOR\DQHIILFLHQWVWUDWHJ\RIXVLQJWKHTXL]]HVWRWHVWWKHLU
RZQNQRZOHGJHRIWKHPDWHULDOUDWKHUWKDQDWWHPSWLQJWRXVHWKHTXL]WROHDUQWKHPDWHULDO
.LEEOH¶V  VWXG\RIDODUJHFRKRUW Qa RI0HGLFDO3K\VLRORJ\FRXUVHGHPRQVWUDWHG
WKHHIIHFWRIYDU\LQJWKHLQFHQWLYHVJLYHQWRVWXGHQWVWRFRPSOHWHRQOLQHTXL]]HV.LEEOH
VXPPDULVHGUHVXOWVXQGHUWKUHHNH\ILQGLQJVILUVWVWXGHQWVZKRHOHFWHGWRXVHRQOLQH
TXL]]HVSHUIRUPHGEHWWHULQVXPPDWLYHH[DPLQDWLRQVVHFRQGZKHQWKHLQFHQWLYHVZHUH
LQFUHDVHGVWXGHQWSDUWLFLSDWLRQURVHGUDPDWLFDOO\DQGWKLUGTXL]VFRUHVZHUHVLJQLILFDQWO\
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FRUUHODWHGZLWKILQDOH[DPLQDWLRQUHVXOWV6LPLODUO\$QJXVDQG:DWVRQ  IRXQGVXSSRUW
IRUWKHK\SRWKHVLVWKDWUHJXODUXVDJHRIRQOLQHOHDUQLQJWRROVVLJQLILFDQWO\DQGSRVLWLYHO\
FRQWULEXWHGWRVWXGHQWSHUIRUPDQFH
2YHUDOOPXFKRIWKHOLWHUDWXUHVXJJHVWVDQLPSURYHPHQWLQOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVZKHQRQOLQH
TXL]]HVZHUHXVHGDVORZPDUNIRUPDWLYH RUVXPPDWLYH DVVHVVPHQWLQYROYLQJPHGLXPWR
ODUJHFRKRUWV JUHDWHUWKDQVWXGHQWV +RZHYHUPRUHGDWDDQGVWXGLHVZLOOEHYDOXDEOHLQ
WKLVGRPDLQ7KHODFNRIUHVHDUFKZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKHXVHRIIUHTXHQWIRUPDWLYHDVVHVVPHQWV
IRUHQJLQHHULQJFODVVURRPVFRPSULVLQJPDLQO\QRQHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVSURYLGHVWKH
RSSRUWXQLW\WRILOOWKDWUHVHDUFKJDS1RVLQJOHUHVHDUFKSURMHFWFDQSRVVLEO\H[DPLQHDOO
IDFHWVRIWKLVFRPSOH[UHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQOHDUQLQJLQWHUYHQWLRQVDQGVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJEXW
WKHIRFXVFDQEHRQGHYHORSLQJDJUHDWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIRQHHOHPHQWZLWKRXWGHQ\LQJWKH
H[LVWHQFHRIWKHRWKHUV )U\HWDO.DKX 7KHUHIRUHWKHIRFXVRIWKLVVWXG\LVWR
H[SORUHWKHVWXGHQWSHUFHSWLRQRQWKHXVHRIIUHTXHQWIRUPDWLYHDVVHVVPHQWWKURXJKWKHXVH
RIRQOLQHTXL]]HVLQWKHFODVVURRPLHOHDUQLQJWRJHWKHU V\QFKURQRXV DQGRXWVLGHWKH
FODVVURRP DV\QFKURQRXV 
2QHPHWKRGRIDGPLQLVWHULQJHIIHFWLYHRQOLQHIRUPDWLYHDVVHVVPHQWVLVWKURXJKWKHXVHRILQ
FODVV656V 3UHV]OHUHWDO $Q656LVDIRUPRIWHFKQRORJ\WKDWRIIHUVWHDFKHUVWKH
RSSRUWXQLW\WRDVNVWXGHQWVLQWKHFODVVURRPPXOWLSOHFKRLFHTXHVWLRQVWRZKLFKWKH\UHSO\
LQGLYLGXDOO\E\VHOHFWLQJDQDQVZHU7KLVZDVWUDGLWLRQDOO\FRQGXFWHGWKURXJKDKDQGKHOG
ZLUHOHVVWUDQVPLWWHUFDOOHGµ&OLFNHUV¶6WXGHQWVFKRRVHWKHLUDQVZHUVE\XVLQJ&OLFNHUVWKDW
VHQGDVLJQDOWRDUHFHLYHUDWWDFKHGWRWKHWHDFKHU¶VFRPSXWHUDQGWKHUHVXOWVDUHGLVSOD\HG
IRUWKHHQWLUHFODVVWRVHH+RZHYHU&OLFNHUVDUHXVXDOO\H[SHQVLYHWRREWDLQIRUODUJH
FODVVHV:LWKWKHDGYHQWRIQHZGLJLWDOWHFKQRORJLHVWKHLUXVHLVDOVREHFRPLQJREVROHWH
0RUHRYHUGLJLWDOPRELOHWHFKQRORJLHVDUHLQFUHDVLQJO\PDNLQJWKHLUZD\LQWRWKHFODVVURRP
VXFKDV656VWKDWXVH*RRJOHIRUPVRURQOLQHSROOLQJRUTXL]VRIWZDUH 0DWKLDVHQ 
0DWKLDVHQ  VWDWHVWKDW656VSOD\DQLPSRUWDQWUROHLQDVVHVVLQJVWXGHQWSURJUHVVDQG
FDSWXULQJWKHW\SHRIOHDUQHUGDWDWKDWDOORZVWHDFKHUVWRXQGHUVWDQGWKHLUVWXGHQWV¶SURJUHVV
DQGLQWHUYHQHLQDWLPHO\PDQQHURIWHQIHHGEDFNFDQEHLPPHGLDWHDIWHUVWXGHQWVFRPSOHWHG
WKHWDVN,WPDNHVOHDUQLQJLQWHUHVWLQJDQGHQJDJHVVWXGHQWVZLWKDWHFKQRORJ\WKH\DUH
IDPLOLDUZLWKLQDQLQWHUDFWLYHOHDUQLQJIRUPDW 3UHV]OHUHWDO %DVHGRQWKHOLWHUDWXUH
3DGK\H QRWRQO\WKHIHHGEDFNRQWKHDFFXUDF\RIVWXGHQWVHOHFWHGDQVZHUVEXW
SURYLGLQJVRXUFHVRIDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQFDQHQKDQFHWKHVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJ


2EMHFWLYH
7KLVVWXG\DLPVWRGHVLJQDSSO\DQGHYDOXDWHHIIHFWLYHRQOLQHTXL]]HVDVDSDUWRI656VWR
HQKDQFHVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJLQDJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQFRXUVHWKDWWHDFKHVHQJLQHHULQJFRQFHSWV
WRPDLQO\QRQHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWV


0HWKRGRORJ\
7KH656VZHUHLPSOHPHQWHGDVWZRFRPSRQHQWV)LYHLQFODVVTXL]]HV LQ&DQYDV ZHUH
DGPLQLVWHUHGIRUHYHU\HQJLQHHULQJFODVVDIWHUWKHILUVWZHHNRIOHFWXUHV7KHVHTXL]]HV
FRQVLVWHGRIVL[PXOWLSOHFKRLFHTXHVWLRQVHDFKSOXVDGLVFXVVLRQRULHQWHGTXHVWLRQIRUZKLFK
WKHUHZDVQRFRUUHFWDQVZHU7KHRSHQHQGHGTXHVWLRQEDVHGRQWKHRYHUDOOWKHPHRIWKH
OHFWXUHZDVXVHGWRUHFRUGVWXGHQWUHVSRQVHVDQGJHQHUDWHLQFODVVVWXGHQWGLVFXVVLRQ
UHJDUGLQJWKHWRSLF6LQFHSDUWLFLSDWLRQLQVXFKLQFODVV656UHOLHVRQVWXGHQWDWWHQGDQFH
DQGWKHLQWHQWLRQZDVWRUHDFKDOOVWXGHQWVHQUROOHGLQWKHFRXUVHDQDV\QFKURQRXV
FRPSRQHQWWRWKH656ZDVDOVRRIIHUHGZKHUHE\QHZRQOLQHTXL]]HVZHUHFUHDWHGVR
VWXGHQWVFRXOGSDUWLFLSDWHLQWKLVDFWLYLW\DQ\WLPHIURPDQ\ZKHUH/LWHUDWXUHVKRZVWKDW
SURYLGLQJVXFKIOH[LELOLW\LQDGPLQLVWHULQJTXL]]HVLVHVVHQWLDOWRLQFUHDVLQJVWXGHQW
SDUWLFLSDWLRQDQGHQJDJHPHQW 6DSSLQJWRQHWDO*UDKDP %RWK656V
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DV\QFKURQRXVDQGV\QFKURQRXVZHUHWULDOOHGDVYROXQWDU\VWXGHQWVHOIDVVHVVPHQWVDQG
ZHUHWKHUHIRUHQRWPDUNHGDVSDUWRIWKHRYHUDOOJUDGH7KHVWXGHQWSHUFHSWLRQRQWKH
HIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKH656VIRUWKHLUOHDUQLQJZDVFROOHFWHGYLDDQRQOLQHTXHVWLRQQDLUH
FRPSULVLQJHLJKWTXHVWLRQV

,Q&ODVV2QOLQH4XL]]HV V\QFKURQRXV 
7KHGHVLJQRILQFODVVRQOLQHTXL]]HVZDVLQIRUPHGE\WKHOLWHUDWXUHDQGE\IRUPDWLYH
DVVHVVPHQWPRGHOV 0F6ZHHQH\ :HLVV6PLWK6WLOOVRQ $OVXS 7KH
TXL]]HVZHUHZULWWHQZLWKWKHWKLUGSDUW\VRIWZDUH*RRJOH)RUPV*RRJOH)RUPVZHUH
VHOHFWHGEDVHGRQWKHLUYHUVDWLOLW\DYDLODELOLW\DQGVWXGHQWIDPLOLDULW\ *HKULQJHU
+DGGDGDQG.DODDQL 0DQ\XQLYHUVLWLHVDUHXVLQJ*RRJOH$SSVIRU(GXFDWLRQ*RRJOH
IRUPVFDQVHUYHDVDQHIIHFWLYHWRROIRU656VSURYLGLQJDZLGHUDQJHRIUHVSRQVHIRUPDWV
WKDWH[WHQGVEH\RQGWUDGLWLRQDOFOLFNHURSWLRQV6WXGHQWVDUHSURYLGHGZLWKLQVWDQWIHHGEDFN
IRUWKHLUDQVZHUVLPPHGLDWHO\DIWHUHDFKTXL]DQGDUHJLYHQFUHGLWIRUWKHQXPEHURI
TXHVWLRQVWKH\DQVZHURUWKHQXPEHURIFRUUHFWDQVZHUVWKH\VXEPLWRYHUWKHFRXUVHRIWKH
HQJLQHHULQJPRGXOH3UHYLRXVZRUNKDVVKRZQWKDWJLYLQJFUHGLWVLQFUHDVHVWKHUHVSRQVH
UDWHIRURQOLQHTXL]]HV *HKULQJHU HYHQWKRXJKWKHVHTXL]]HVDUHQRWSDUWRIWKH
FRXUVHDVVHVVPHQWV
2YHUDOOILYHLQFODVVTXL]]HVZHUHDGPLQLVWHUHGGXULQJILYHHQJLQHHULQJFODVVHV$OOTXL]]HV
FRPSULVHGVHYHQTXHVWLRQVHDFK6WXGHQWVZHUHDGYLVHGEHIRUHWKHFODVVVWDUWHGWREULQJLQ
DQHOHFWURQLFGHYLFHFDSDEOHRIDFFHVVLQJWKHLQWHUQHW/LQNVIRUWKHTXL]]HVLQ*RRJOH
)RUPVZHUHGLVSOD\HGGXULQJFODVVIRUVWXGHQWVWRDFFHVV7HQPLQXWHVZHUHGHGLFDWHGLQ
HDFKRIILYHFODVVHVIRUVWXGHQWVWRFRPSOHWHWKHTXL]]HVDQGIRULQFODVVGLVFXVVLRQRI
XSFRPLQJTXHVWLRQVUHOHYDQWWRWKHWRSLF

2QOLQH4XL]]HVLQ&DQYDV DV\QFKURQRXV 
,QSDUDOOHOZLWKLQFODVV656RQOLQHTXL]]HVZHUHFUHDWHGLQ&DQYDVDVDQDV\QFKURQRXV
656$WRWDORIPXOWLSOHFKRLFHTXHVWLRQVWKDWZHUHGLIIHUHQWIURPLQFODVVTXL]TXHVWLRQV
ZHUHFUHDWHGEDVHGRQWKHOHFWXUHFRQWHQWDQGDVVLJQHGUHDGLQJPDWHULDORIWKHHQJLQHHULQJ
PRGXOH7KHOLQNIRUVWXGHQWVWRDFFHVVWKRVHZHUHSRVWHGHDFKZHHNRQWKHFRXUVH
ZHESDJHDQGUHPDLQHGDFWLYHIRUWKHHQWLUHWLPHRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHEHIRUHWKH
VHPHVWHUEUHDNZKHQLWZDVFORVHG7KHSXUSRVHRIFUHDWLQJDQRWKHUIRUPRI656ZDVWZR
IROGILUVWWRFDSWXUHVWXGHQWVZKRGRQRWDWWHQGFODVVHVDQGWKXVPLVVHGSDUWLFLSDWLQJLQ
V\QFKURQRXV656VDQGVHFRQGWRFRPSDUHVWXGHQWV¶SUHIHUHQFHRIRQHIRUPRIWKH656
RYHUWKHRWKHU

4XHVWLRQQDLUH
$IWHUWKHVL[ZHHNVRIWKHFRXUVHZKLFKLQFOXGHGWKUHHZHHNVRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHDQG
WKHRWKHUWKUHHZHHNVRIVFLHQFHDQGVRFLRORJ\DVXPPDWLYHHYDOXDWLRQIRUPHDVXULQJWKH
HIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKH656VZDVFRQGXFWHGXVLQJDQRQOLQHTXHVWLRQQDLUHLQ4XDOWULFVGXULQJ
WKHVHYHQWKZHHNRIWKHFRXUVH7KLVVWXG\UHFHLYHGDSSURYDOIURPRXUXQLYHUVLW\¶V+XPDQ
3DUWLFLSDQWV(WKLFV&RPPLWWHH UHIHUHQFH 6WXGHQWFRQVHQWZDVREWDLQHGDVSDUWRI
WKHRQOLQHTXHVWLRQQDLUHLQRUGHUWRFROOHFWVWXGHQWUHVSRQVHVRQWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQRIWKH
HIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKH656V
7KHTXHVWLRQQDLUHLQFOXGHGHLJKWTXHVWLRQVDERXWVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWDQGLPSURYHG
OHDUQLQJRXWFRPHVLQWKHHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHRIWKHFRXUVH7KHILUVWTXHVWLRQDVNHG
VWXGHQWVDERXWWKHLUPDMRUILHOGRIVWXG\ZKLOHTXHVWLRQVUHTXLUHGDQVZHUVRQDSRLQW
/LNHUW6FDOH VWURQJO\DJUHHWRVWURQJO\GLVDJUHH 4XHVWLRQZDVDQRSHQHQGHGTXHVWLRQ
ZKLFKHQFRXUDJHGVWXGHQWVWRVXEPLWWKHLUFRPPHQWVWKURXJKWH[WLQSXW

,QWHQGHG%HQHILWV
7KHNH\EHQHILWVRIERWKV\QFKURQRXVDQGDV\QFKURQRXVTXL]]HVIRUOHDUQLQJLQFOXGHPRUH
GHWDLOHGDQGIUHTXHQWIHHGEDFNWRVXSSRUWVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJ7KLVLVSRVVLEOHWKURXJKLQEXLOW
DQDO\VLVRIUHVXOWVDYDLODEOHGXULQJLQFODVVDQGDV\QFKURQRXV656V2QOLQHTXL]]HVZLOOKHOS
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VWXGHQWVVWXG\UHJXODUO\DQGJDLQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHFRXUVHPDWHULDOWKURXJKRXWWKH
VHPHVWHUUDWKHUWKDQVLPSO\FUDPPLQJEHIRUHDFRPSUHKHQVLYHH[DPLQRUGHUWRLPSURYH
WKHLUSHUIRUPDQFH6WXGHQWVDUHDOVRH[SHFWHGWRHQJDJHPRUHDFWLYHO\LQWKHFODVVDVD
UHVXOWRIXQGHUVWDQGLQJFRQFHSWVFRYHUHGLQDVVLJQHGUHDGLQJV656VDUHDOVRH[SHFWHGWR
SURPRWHGLVFXVVLRQDQGFROODERUDWLRQDPRQJVWXGHQWVGXULQJFODVVDQGSURYLGHDVDIHVSDFH
IRUVK\DQGXQVXUHVWXGHQWVWRSDUWLFLSDWHDFWLYHO\2YHUDOOZHH[SHFWHGWKDWVWXGHQWVZLOO
IDFHIHZHUGLIILFXOWLHVLQOHDUQLQJVRPHRIWKHDGYDQFHGHQJLQHHULQJFRQFHSWVFRYHUHGLQWKH
FODVVDVDUHVXOWRIEHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIIXQGDPHQWDOVWKURXJKDGGLWLRQDOUHDGLQJV
7KHNH\EHQHILWWRWHDFKHUVLQFOXGHPRUHFRQVLVWHQWHIILFLHQWDQGHIIHFWLYHIHHGEDFN
PHFKDQLVPVWRLQIRUPFRXUVHGHVLJQLGHQWLILFDWLRQRIOHDUQLQJWKUHVKROGVDQGRSWLPLVH
FRQWHQWGHOLYHU\8QGHUVWDQGLQJWKHVWUDWHJLHVDQGWDFWLFVRI656VDQGIRUPDWLYH
DVVHVVPHQWZLOOSURYLGHLQVLJKWVLQWROHDUQLQJGHVLJQZLWKWKHDLPWRLPSURYLQJHQJLQHHULQJ
FRXUVHPDWHULDOVDQGFRQWLQJHQWWHDFKLQJWHFKQLTXHVDVSUHYLRXVO\GHVFULEHGE\0DWKLDVHQ
 DQGYDQGH3ROHWDO  UHVSHFWLYHO\:LWKWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI656VLWLV
KRSHGWRFRUUHFWO\GLDJQRVHVWXGHQWV¶XQGHUVWDQGLQJRILQFODVVDVZHOORXWVLGHFODVVURRP
WHDFKLQJWREHDEOHWRSURYLGHWDUJHWHGVXSSRUW)RUH[DPSOHWHDFKHUVFDQUHYLVHOHDUQLQJ
DFWLYLWLHVWRWDUJHWVSHFLILFDVSHFWVRIOHDUQLQJPLVFRQFHSWLRQVUHYHDOHGE\WKH656VZKLFK
DUHSDUWLFXODUO\XVHIXOIRUVWXGHQWVEHIRUHH[DPV
7KHOHDUQLQJVXFFHVVRILQFRUSRUDWLQJHIIHFWLYH656FDQEHPHDVXUHGYLDDQXPEHURI
SUR[LHVIRUH[DPSOHWKURXJK
 3DUWLFLSDWLRQVWDWLVWLFVRIWKH656V VFRUHVNQRZOHGJHPLVFRQFHSWLRQVQXPEHURI
DWWHPSWVHWF 
 6XPPDWLYHHYDOXDWLRQ TXHVWLRQQDLUHUHVSRQVHV 
 8QLYHUVLW\VWXGHQWHYDOXDWLRQUHVXOWVDQG
 3HUVRQDOIHHGEDFNREWDLQHGIURPVWXGHQWVHLWKHUYHUEDOO\RUWKURXJKZULWWHQ
FRPPXQLFDWLRQZLWKWKHWHDFKHU


5HVXOWVDQG'LVFXVVLRQ
7KHPHDQUHVSRQVHUDWHIRUILYHLQFODVVTXL]]HVZDVZKLFKFRUUHODWHGZHOOZLWKWKH
DYHUDJHVWXGHQWDWWHQGDQFHGXULQJWKHHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHUDQJLQJIURPWRVWXGHQWV
SHUOHFWXUH+RZHYHUWKHPHDQUHVSRQVHUDWHIRUDV\QFKURQRXVTXL]]HVZDVLQGLFDWLYH
RIDQLQFUHDVHGDFWLYLW\RXWVLGHFODVVWLPHUHDFKLQJPRUHVWXGHQWVZKLFKLVFRQVLVWHQWZLWK
ILQGLQJVIURPWKHOLWHUDWXUH 6DSSLQJWRQHWDO*UDKDP 6WXGHQWVVFRUHGRQ
DYHUDJHVOLJKWO\RYHUIRUERWKLQFODVVDQGDV\QFKURQRXV656V,WVKRZHGWKDW
VWXGHQWV¶SHUIRUPDQFHZDVQRWDIIHFWHGVLJQLILFDQWO\EDVHGRQWKHPRGHRI656GHOLYHU\
ZKHWKHUV\QFKURQRXVGXULQJFODVVWLPHRUDV\QFKURQRXV
)RUW\HLJKWRXWRIVWXGHQWV  FRPSOHWHGWKHTXHVWLRQQDLUHLQ4XDOWULFVEDVHGRQ
TXHVWLRQVWKDWH[SORUHGVWXGHQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRQWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRI656VXVHGLQWKH
HQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHRIWKHJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQFRXUVH)LJXUHVXPPDULVHVVWXGHQWV¶
UHVSRQVHVWRWKLVTXHVWLRQQDLUH$ERXWWKUHHTXDUWHUVRIWKHVWXGHQWV  VWURQJO\DJUHHG
DQGDJUHHGWKDW656VZHUHKHOSIXOIRUWKHLUOHDUQLQJLQFUHDVHGWKHLUHQJDJHPHQWZLWKWKH
FRXUVHDQGZRXOGUHFRPPHQGH[WHQGLQJWKHXVHRIVLPLODU656VWRRWKHUFRXUVHPRGXOHV
QRWMXVWWKHHQJLQHHULQJRQH2YHUDOORIWKHUHVSRQGHQWVDOVREHOLHYHGWKDW656
LQFUHDVHGWKHLULQWHUHVWLQHQJLQHHULQJDQGLPSURYHGWKHLUOHDUQLQJLQWKLVVXEMHFWDUHDRIWKH
FRXUVH
%DVHGRQWKHUHVSRQVHVLWZDVDOVRHYLGHQWWKDWWKHFKRLFHRIWKH656WRROXVHGLVLPSRUWDQW
DVWKHUHZDVDGLIIHUHQFHLQWKHSUHIHUHQFHIRUWRROVHPEHGGHGLQ&DQYDVVWXGHQWVWHQGHG
WRSUHIHUTXL]]HVHPEHGGHGLQ&DQYDV DYHUDJH/LNHUWVFRUHZDV FRPSDUHGWRTXL]]HV
GHVLJQHGLQ*RRJOH)RUPV DYHUDJH/LNHUWVFRUHZDV 2QHRIWKHSRVVLEOHUHDVRQVIRU
H[SODLQLQJWKLVGLIIHUHQFHFRXOGEHWKDWVWXGHQWVPDNHPRUHXVHRIDV\QFKURQRXV656GXH
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WRWKHIOH[LELOLW\RIWLPHDQGSODFH 6DSSLQJWRQHWDO $QRWKHUSRVVLEOHUHDVRQFRXOGEH
WKHIDPLOLDULW\RIVWXGHQWVZLWK&DQYDVDVLWLVRXUXQLYHUVLW\¶V/06IRUDOOFRXUVHV
)RUWKHRSHQHQGHGTXHVWLRQUHTXHVWLQJFRPPHQWVDQGVXJJHVWLRQVIURPVWXGHQWV
UHVSRQGHQWVFRPPHQWHG7KHRYHUDOOIHHGEDFNUHJDUGLQJWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI656VLQWKH
HQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHRIWKHFRXUVHZDVIDYRXUDEOH6HYHQRIWKHUHVSRQGHQWVVSHFLILFDOO\
DGGUHVVHGWKH656VDQGLWVSRVLWLYHLPSDFWRQWKHLUOHDUQLQJDQGSDUWLFXODUO\IRUH[DP
SUHSDUDWLRQZKLFKLVHYLGHQFHGLQWKHVWXGHQWFRPPHQWVEHORZ
"#the SRS is useful and easy for me to practice what I have learnt in class by
answering those online quizzes.$
"Extremely helpful when studying for the exam, provided a rough scope of what to
study and let you know what to focus on.$
2WKHUVWXGHQWVFRXOGDOVRVHHWKHEHQHILWRIH[WHQGLQJWKHXVHRI656VWRRWKHUPRGXOHVRI
WKHFRXUVHLQGLFDWLQJDQRYHUDOOGHVLUHWRKDYHDFWLYHOHDUQLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVDFURVVWKHHQWLUH
FRXUVHQRWMXVWWKHHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOH7KHIROORZLQJVWXGHQWFRPPHQWLOOXVWUDWHVWKH
EHQHILWRILPSOHPHQWLQJ656VRQOHDUQLQJDVSHUFHLYHGE\WKHVWXGHQW
"I understand that the SRS was only available for the engineering module and this
definitely helped my understanding of the content and was useful for the test in revision and
practice. For other sections of this course that did not use SRS I definitely did not understand
the content as well or do as well in the test as there were no practice quizzes #.whereas I
learnt from the answers that were provided at the end of each quiz for the engineering
section.$
6XPPDWLYHHYDOXDWLRQV 6(7 WKDWDUHXVHGXQLYHUVLW\ZLGHDWWKHHQGRIHDFKFRXUVHDQG
VHPHVWHUDUHDQRWKHUVRXUFHIRUDVVHVVLQJWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWHDFKLQJPHWKRGVDQGWKH
HIIHFWLYHQHVVRIFKDQJHVWRFRXUVHGHVLJQ'HVSLWHWKHIDFWWKDWWKHHQGRIVHPHVWHUUHSRUWLV
W\SLFDOO\JHQHUDWHGIRUWKHHQWLUHFRXUVHLQGLYLGXDOWHDFKHUHYDOXDWLRQVUHIOHFWVWXGHQW
SHUFHSWLRQVRQWHDFKLQJPHWKRGVLPSOHPHQWHGLQSDUWLFXODUPRGXOHV
$FFRUGLQJWRWKH6(7UHSRUWIRUWKLVFRXUVHVWXGHQWVZHUHVDWLVILHGZLWKWKHTXDOLW\RI
WKHFRXUVHDQGPRUHLPSRUWDQWO\EHOLHYHGWKDWWKHHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHZDVWDXJKW
HIIHFWLYHO\ PHDQVFRUHZDVDWRQDWR/LNHUWVFDOHIURPVWURQJO\DJUHHWRVWURQJO\
GLVDJUHH GXHWRWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI656V6LPLODUWRVWXGHQWUHVSRQVHVIURPWKH
TXHVWLRQQDLUHDGPLQLVWHUHGRQO\LQWKHHQJLQHHULQJPRGXOHFRPPHQWVLQFOXGHGLQWKH6(7
UHSRUWFHQWUHGRQWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRISUDFWLFHTXL]]HVDQGPXOWLSOHFKRLFHTXHVWLRQVIRU
RSWLPDOOHDUQLQJ)RUH[DPSOHRQHVWXGHQWFRPPHQWHG
"#[the teacher] had variety of content and was engaging in class. I enjoyed how his
content asked for perspective, and how the two options were presented, it wasn't so much a
case this is right and this wrong. More a case of there are the two options and here are the
conditions of both. The revision MCQs were also very helpful.$
$SDUWIURPWKHVHGRFXPHQWHGTXHVWLRQQDLUHVDQGXVDJHGDWDIURPWKH656VYHUEDODQG
YLVXDOIHHGEDFNLVDNH\HOHPHQWLQDVVHVVLQJHIIHFWLYHQHVVRILPSOHPHQWHGPHDVXUHV
'XULQJWKHGXUDWLRQRIWKHFRXUVHWKHWHDFKHUZDVDSSURDFKHGRQVHYHUDORFFDVLRQVE\
VWXGHQWVHLWKHUIDFHWRIDFHRUWKURXJKHPDLOWRH[SUHVVWKHLUVDWLVIDFWLRQZLWK656V
ZKHWKHUXVHGLQFODVVRUDV\QFKURQRXVSURYLGLQJSUDFWLFHTXHVWLRQV
,QDGGLWLRQWRLQFUHDVHGDWWHQGDQFHWKHFODVVLQWHUDFWLRQOHYHOZDVIRXQGWREHKLJKHU
FRPSDUHGWRWKHSUHYLRXV\HDUDVVWXGHQWVSDUWLFLSDWHGDFWLYHO\LQGLVFXVVLRQVRQWKHFODVV
WRSLFV6WXGHQWVDOVRDSSHDUHGEHWWHUSUHSDUHGIRUHDFKOHFWXUHDQGPRVWRIWKHPGLGQRW
VWUXJJOHZLWKWKHEDFNJURXQGPDWHULDOZKLFKZDVIXQGDPHQWDOIRUPRVWRIWKHDGYDQFHG
HQJLQHHULQJFRQFHSWVFRYHUHGLQFODVV+RZHYHUIXUWKHULQYHVWLJDWLRQVDUHUHTXLUHGWR
DVVHVVVWXGHQWVSDUWLFLSDWLQJLQ656VDUHPRUHOLNHO\WRFRPSOHWHWKHUHTXLUHGUHDGLQJVLQ
WKHFRQWH[WRIJHQHUDOHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWLRQFRXUVHVZKHUHWKHPDMRULW\RIVWXGHQWVZLOOQRW
PDMRULQWKHGLVFLSOLQH
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 )ROORZLQJLVP\VXEMHFWDUHD


 6WXGHQW5HVSRQVH6\VWHPVXVHGLQWKH&ODVVURRPZHUHKHOSIXOWRP\OHDUQLQJRIWKH
FRXUVHPDWHULDO


 ,HQMR\HGSDUWLFLSDWLQJLQ6WXGHQW5HVSRQVH6\VWHPVPRUHWKURXJK*RRJOH)RUPV LQFODVV
SUDFWLFHTXL]]HV 


 ,HQMR\HGSDUWLFLSDWLQJLQ6WXGHQW5HVSRQVH6\VWHPVPRUHWKURXJK&DQYDV SUDFWLFH
TXHVWLRQV RXWVLGHWKHFODVVURRP
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 6WXGHQW5HVSRQVH6\VWHPVLQFUHDVHGP\HQJDJHPHQWLQWKHFRXUVH


 ,ZRXOGUHFRPPHQGDGGLQJ6WXGHQW5HVSRQVH6\VWHPVWRRWKHUFRXUVHVDVZHOO


 2YHUDOO6WXGHQW5HVSRQVH6\VWHPVLQFUHDVHGP\LQWHUHVWLQWKHFRXUVHDQGPDGHPHEHWWHU
OHDUQWKHFRXUVHFRQWHQW


)LJXUH6WXGHQWUHVSRQVHVWRTXHVWLRQQDLUHLWHPVIRUPHDVXULQJWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKH656



&RQFOXVLRQV
7KHJRDORIWKHVWXG\ZDVWRLQFOXGHWHDFKLQJDFWLYLWLHVLQWKHFRXUVHGHVLJQWRIRVWHUVWXGHQW
HQJDJHPHQWDQGSURYLGHPRUHVFDIIROGHGOHDUQLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVDERXWHQJLQHHULQJFRQFHSWV
WDUJHWHGDWDGLYHUVHDXGLHQFHZKHUHHQJLQHHULQJLVQRWWKHPDLQDUHDRIVWXG\:HIRXQG
WKDWDV\QFKURQRXVTXL]]HVKDGDJUHDWHUUDWHRISDUWLFLSDWLRQFRPSDUHGWRWKHRQHV
FRQGXFWHG RQOLQH LQFODVV7KHUHVXOWVGHPRQVWUDWHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRI656VLQHQKDQFLQJ
VWXGHQWOHDUQLQJDQGHQJDJHPHQWLQDJHQHUDOHGXFDWLRQFRXUVHWKDWWHDFKHVHQJLQHHULQJ
FRQFHSWVWRPDLQO\QRQHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWV
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2XUILQGLQJVRIRQOLQHDGPLQLVWHUHG656VDVVXFFHVVIXOWRROVIRUHQKDQFLQJVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJ
DUHFRQVLVWHQWZLWKVLPLODUILQGLQJVLQRWKHUILHOGV &DVVDG\HWDO'LQRYHWDO
+HQO\2¶'Z\HUHWDO 7KHUHIRUHWKHXVHRI656VLVKLJKO\UHFRPPHQGHGIRU
DQ\LQVWUXFWRUWHDFKLQJDFRXUVHWKDWUHTXLUHVVWXGHQWVWRHQJDJHLQDVLJQLILFDQWDPRXQWRI
DVVLJQHGUHDGLQJVWKDWLVEH\RQGVWXGHQWV¶PDLQDUHDRIVWXG\DQGLQFRKRUWVZLWKZLGH
UDQJLQJDFDGHPLFLQWHUHVWV
)URPRXUH[SHULHQFHLWLVDGYLVDEOHWRSURYLGHERWKV\QFKURQRXVDQGDV\QFKURQRXVOHDUQLQJ
RSSRUWXQLWLHVWRPD[LPLVHVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQW0RUHRYHULWZRXOGEHLQWHUHVWLQJWR
LQYHVWLJDWHWKHHIIHFWVRIµZULWWHQTXL]]HV¶YHUVXVµRQOLQHTXL]]HV¶RQVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWDQG
OHDUQLQJRXWFRPHV+RZHYHUUHGXFHGFRVWVLQFUHDVHGHIILFLHQF\RIDQDO\VLVDQGHDVHRI
VHWWLQJXS656PDNHRQOLQHDGPLQLVWUDWLRQPXFKPRUHDSSHDOLQJFRPSDUHGWRWKHFROOHFWLRQ
RIUHVSRQVHVRQSDSHUSDUWLFXODUO\LQODUJHFODVVVHWWLQJV,QDGGLWLRQWKHWUXO\IRUPDWLYH
QDWXUHRI656VE\SURYLGLQJVWXGHQWVZLWKWKHRSSRUWXQLW\RIPXOWLSOHDWWHPSWVDWVROYLQJD
SUREOHPDQGLPPHGLDWHIHHGEDFNQRWMXVWIRUVWXGHQWVEXWDOVRWHDFKHUVFDQRQO\EHDWWDLQHG
LQWKHRQOLQHIRUPDW,WVKRXOGEHQRWHGWKDWRQOLQHTXL]]HVDUHMXVWRQHRIWKHPDQ\WRROV
DYDLODEOHIRU656VEXWDUHRQHRIWKHPRVWHIIHFWLYHGXHWRVRPHRIWKHDGYDQWDJHV
PHQWLRQHGDERYH
,QVXPPDU\VWXGHQWV¶UHVSRQVHVWRWKHTXHVWLRQµ2YHUDOO6WXGHQW5HVSRQVH6\VWHPV
LQFUHDVHGP\LQWHUHVWLQWKHFRXUVHDQGPDGHPHEHWWHUOHDUQWKHFRXUVHFRQWHQW¶VXSSRUW
WKHREVHUYDWLRQWKDW656VHIIHFWLYHO\LPSOHPHQWHGXVLQJRQOLQHWRROVFDQHQKDQFHVWXGHQW
OHDUQLQJDQGHQJDJHPHQWLQWKHFODVVURRP:KLOHWKLVH[DFWTXHVWLRQKDVQRWDSSDUHQWO\
EHHQSRVHGLQWKHOLWHUDWXUHYDULDQWVRQWKHVDPHWKHPHKDYHEHHQDQGWKHUHVXOWVIURPWKLV
VWXG\DUHIRXQGWREHLQDJUHHPHQWZLWKWKLVQRWLRQ .LEEOH$QJXVDQG:DWVRQ 

5HIHUHQFHV
$QJXV6'DQG:DWVRQ-  'RHVUHJXODURQOLQHWHVWLQJHQKDQFHVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJLQWKH
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Technology  ±
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$VWLQ$:  What Matters in College: Four Critical Years Revisited. 6DQ)UDQFLVFR-RVVH\
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GRL
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& Education±
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PHWDEROLVPQXWULWLRQXQLWEuropean Journal of Dental Education±
+LOOPDQ-  7KHLPSDFWRIRQOLQHTXL]]HVRQVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWDQGOHDUQLQJ5HWULHYHG-XQH
IURPKWWSEHUNVSVXHGXVLWHVGHIDXOWILOHVFDPSXV+LOOPDQB7/,BUHSRUWSGI
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LQDQXQGHUJUDGXDWHVRFLDOSV\FKRORJ\FRXUVHTeaching of Psychology±
.DKX(  )UDPLQJVWXGHQWHQJDJHPHQWLQKLJKHUHGXFDWLRQStudies in Higher Education
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.LEEOH-  8VHRIXQVXSHUYLVHGRQOLQHTXL]]HVDVIRUPDWLYHDVVHVVPHQWLQDPHGLFDO
SK\VLRORJ\FRXUVHHIIHFWVRILQFHQWLYHVRQVWXGHQWSDUWLFLSDWLRQDQGSHUIRUPDQFHAdvances in
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0DWKLDVHQ+  'LJLWDO9RWLQJ6\VWHPVDQG&RPPXQLFDWLRQLQ&ODVVURRP/HFWXUHVDQ
HPSLULFDOVWXG\EDVHGDURXQGSK\VLFVWHDFKLQJDWEDFKHORUOHYHODWWZR'DQLVKXQLYHUVLWLHVJournal
of Interactive Media in Education  SDUW
0F6ZHHQH\/ :HLVV-  $VVHVVLQJWKHPDWKRQOLQHWRRODSURJUHVVUHSRUWMathematics
and Computer Education
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SESSION S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
CONTEXT Engineers solve problems as an integral part of their work environment. Solving
problems (e.g. defining problems, analysing problems, interpreting information, transferring
concepts), has been determined as a significant generic engineering competencies that
engineers graduating in Australia require. To do so successfully, they must consider a range
of choices taking into account all appropriate factors before reaching a final decision. First
year engineering students bring with them a dearth of engineering experience to their studies
and make decisions based on limited knowledge and approaches to problem solution. This
paper investigates the experience of utilising alternative scenarios using ‘new’ thinking
approaches on the development of different methods to solving a materials selection problem
of engineering components. Student thinking is often limited in scale to one “size” and when
exposed to “unlimited” inputs, outcomes may be significantly different.
PURPOSE This research aims to answer the question “how does a change in approaches
to thinking in solving engineering problems influence a first year student’s decision making
process.” We are trying to understand how students think when exposed to situations which
they would not normally consider (or unusual or out of the ordinary).
APPROACH At the end of their first year studies in materials engineering, students were
presented with a problem of selecting a material and manufacturing process for an
engineering component. They were given a minimalist brief and had to rely on their previous
knowledge. Once they arrived at their solution (often a closed format) they were then asked
to consider alternative scenarios where the selection process allowed them unlimited
resources and time, or extremely limited resources and time. An online survey requiring
verbal answers was established to determine students’ approach to their decision making
based on their thinking process. The results were analysed according to aggregation of
similar verbal responses, to determine changes in thinking as a result of open ended
scenarios
RESULTS Analysis of results has indicated that first year students’ answers to the open
ended questions resulted in vastly different approaches to problem solution. Where
resources were unlimited, seemingly “unrealistic” solutions were proposed in terms of time,
finances and engineering capabilities; and where very limited resources were proposed, very
simple or less complex engineering solutions were proposed.

CONCLUSIONS When students are presented with an engineering problem at first they
proposed a closed form (standard) solution. However, when allowed to expand their
approach, where their resources are either unlimited or extremely limited, either “unusual” or
simple proposals are developed. By extending the student thinking to the extremes, they are
challenged in their thinking and decision making processes. These results may indicate how
students can approach decision making processes later in their engineering career.

KEYWORDS Thinking, problems, competencies.
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Introduction
Engineers solve all sorts of problems, often needing to create elegant solutions while working
within various limitations. Every potential answer an engineer devises for a problem must be
weighed against the realities of the physical world, available materials, and a finite budget
(Lawlor, 2014; National Academy of Engineering, 2004). It takes creativity to move
successfully from problem to solution, all while navigating a mesh of limitations (Cropley,
2016; Felder, 1987). Engineers Australia, as well as international engineering bodies, has
developed a set of competencies (i.e. defining problems, analysing problems, interpreting
information and transferring concepts), which every engineering graduate must attain as a
problem solver (King, 2008; Male, Bush, & Chapman, 2009; National Academy of
Engineering, 2004). First year engineering students bring with them a dearth of engineering
experience to their studies and make decisions based on limited knowledge and approaches
to problem solving. Creative problem solving may be difficult for these students' entering their
first year of engineering studies, where their high school studies have been rigidly structured
and problem-solving is well defined according to specific criteria. Students often see
engineering problem solving as a systematic and dispassionate process of applying impartial
scientific principles or truths, overlooking the human dimension in engineering problem
solving and for which not all the information is available.
Learning how to approach and solve problems, which relate to real world situations, is an
integral part of an engineering students’ education. Systematic engineering problem solving
has been the subject of a number of textbooks, e.g. (Carmichael, 2013; Cropley, 2016) and
introduced as formal courses in for example, a number of Australian engineering institutions
(UNSW, 2017; USQ, 2016; Victoria University, 2016). Structured engineering problemsolving teaching seem to follow a well-defined formulaic approach, but not always allowing
any room for creativity, originality, or inventiveness. Jonassen et al (2006) highlighted the
problems in the workplace as being significantly different from that found in the classroom
and often requires different thinking. Similarly, a structured education approach (e.g. the
teaching of solution strategies “problem” subjects) often results in problems with well-defined
solutions, involving a number of well-defined steps as summarized by Carmichael (2013) and
Cropley (2016); identification of a need; problem definition; search; constraints; criteria;
alternative solutions; analysis; decision; specification; and communication often resulting in
one solution, constrained within well-defined boundaries.
Student thinking is often limited in scale to one “size” and when exposed to “unlimited”
inputs, outcomes may be significantly different (McNeill 2016). Hence, the work outlined in
this paper investigates the influence of students’ experience of alternative solutions to
problem-solving using !new” thinking approaches employing the principle of TRIZ (Altshuller,
1984). The process of problem-solving for our students is implemented according to
systematic and organized steps, allowing the students to be guided to a solution. During this
process, students learn to analyse, evaluate, and make conclusions, while at the same time,
they apply their critical thinking skills, which may include the human aspect.

Problem-solving for engineering students
The introduction of TRIZ (Altshuller, 1984), especially in the engineering curriculum has
enhanced the thinking skills of engineering students in their approach to problem-solving
(Moehrle & Paetz, 2014). In their analysis of data from the introduction of TRIZ into the
engineering curriculum, their results indicated that teaching students !open-ended! problemsolving skills provided them with confidence in approaching difficult or unknown problems
(Moehrle & Paetz, 2014; Orloff, 2016). The students involved in these studies were all
exposed to techniques of using TRIZ in different problematic scenarios by considering
various scenarios, e.g. MATCEMIB (Mechanical, Acoustic, Thermal, Chemical, Electric,
Magnetic, Intermolecular & Biological) as hints to problem solution (Valentine 2017).
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A significant technique employed within the TRIZ approach is known as the DTC
(Dimension-Time-Cost) or STC (Size-Time-Cost) method (Belski & Skiadopolous, 2017;
Frenklach, 1998). In this method, the DTC/STC operator is aimed at improvements by
changing: the dimensions of the system from maximum to zero; the time from infinite to zero;
and the cost of the system from maximum to zero. The DTC is now commonly referred to as
the STC (size, time, and cost) operator and is a simple heuristic from the TRIZ family, which
is used to frame and reframe problems and to generate solution ideas. Once the students
have generated a solution, they are asked to consider solutions, which involve minimizing
and maximizing their proposal. The so-called STC operators under six constraints: Size = 0
7LPH  &RVW  DQGLQYROYHILYHVWHSVZKLFKDUHJLYHQLQ7DEOH
Table 1. Size-Time-Cost (STC) Operator: five Steps under six constraints
6L]H  7LPH  &RVW  

Establish the Object and the means to achieve Improvement
&RQVLGHUWKH2EMHFWXQGHUVL[FRQVWUDLQWV 6L]H  7LPH  &RVW  
Reflect onto the task under these six conditions and propose solution ideas
Consider the means to achieve these solutions under six constraints
Reflect onto the task under these six conditions and propose solution ideas

Research Question
The research question our work aims to answer is: !how does a change in approaches to
thinking in solving engineering problems influence a first year student's decision-making
process”. We are trying to understand how students think when exposed to situations, which
they would not normally consider (thinking unconventionally, or from a new perspective).

Participants
Participants were recruited from the full cohort of freshmen (first year engineering students)
studying the core subject of Engineering Materials during semester 1, 2017 at a university in
the south east of Australia. An introductory course was chosen because it was assumed that
students had a basic understanding of physics, chemistry, and mathematics. 110
undergraduate engineering students participated in this study (with 93 responding to the
survey). The majority of participants had completed either physics (47%) or physics and
chemistry (39%) in their last year of high school, as well as mathematical methods (58%) and
a combination of mathematical methods and specialist mathematics (35%). A minority of
students had not completed any physics (13%) or mathematics containing calculus (8%).
Participants were predominantly majoring in civil engineering (41%), followed by robotics and
mechatronics (24%), mechanical (18%) and telecommunications and electrical (17%).
Participants primarily described themselves as first year undergraduates in their first year of
studies in an engineering course (91%).

Method
Towards the end of their first year subject of materials engineering, students were presented
with an open-ended problem in blended mode; i.e. although there were no face-to-face
tutorial or laboratory activities associated with the activity information, students had access to
online information and face-to-face consultations from their tutors. The student cohort
comprised into six laboratory groups, each consisting of approximately 20 students. Students
completed their laboratory activities in groups of two. The materials selection activity
commenced during week 8 of the 12-week semester and was to be completed by week 11
(i.e. students had three weeks to complete the activity). It was an open-ended material
selection exercise where the various student groups were provided with an engineering
component and were required to determine appropriate selection of materials and
manufacturing processes. The materials selection activity comprised an exercise !to select
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materials based on properties, manufacturing, sustainability, available time, cost, and
performance.” The engineering components available for selection were allied to major
engineering disciplines and were both familiar and alien to the students, viz. bridge building
materials; hand tools; and home construction items.
For the first task of the activity (which was assessed), students were presented with the
instructions and the grading rubric, and were then asked to begin their activity, which was
required to be completed within seven days. Students submitted their work, which was saved
in the Learning Management System (LMS). The students submitted a one page “memo”
report and gave a three to five minute oral presentation substantiating their response to the
selection process, similar in procedure to business presentation for an industrial company.
Students submitted the memo report and oral presentation. They were then thanked for their
involvement, and asked to undertake a second and related activity. At no stage were the
students given any training or information in the requirements of the selection procedure.
For the second task of the activity (which was not assessed), the students were invited to
voluntarily complete a survey concerned with their “thinking” approach and an examination of
alternative strategies to the materials selection process, based on the STC approach (TRIZ,
2017). During this phase of the activity, each student was required to provide ‘open-ended’
solutions (where restrictions on size, time, and cost were removed) to the original problems
in a reflective environment. Not all the students responded to the optional second task of the
activity, and they were not penalised in their overall assessment.
For open-ended problem, students were briefly guided in a lecture environment on how to
interact and extract information using a learning management system (Blackboard©) and the
website which contained a repository of related information (TRIZ, 2017). The repository
explained the STC operator procedure and approaches to obtaining a set of solutions. The
students were not given any training in thinking processes, or materials selection
methodology. They were required to rely on their previous knowledge obtained from the early
content of the subject, their previous experiences, and their interaction with the outside world
of engineering, both through the WWW and physical contact, as well as incorporating many
of the competencies. Professional and personal attributes) are those required by Engineers
Australia (Engineers Australia, 2017).

Survey details
The students were required to “reflect on the problem under specific conditions and propose
solution ideas,” following their initial submission of the engineering problem-solving task.
Table 2. Grouped Survey Questions (based on the STC approach).

Engineering material based
Q1.1 What material would I use to construct
the object if the Size of the object was
infinitely small?

Q1.2 What material would I use to construct
the object if the size of the object was
infinitely big?

Q2.1 What material would I use to construct
the object in a very short period of time?

Q2.2 What material would I use to construct
the object if I had infinite time?

Q3.1 What material would I use to construct
the object if I had zero budget?

Q3.2 What material would I use to construct
the object if I had an infinite budget?

The survey consisted of six open-ended questions each with two parts, and was based on
the students’’ response to the STC questions (as given in Table 2). It is important to
acknowledge that open-ended questions have a great diversity of responses (Geer, 1988).
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The instructions were: “we wish to identify your thinking processes and approach to solving
the materials selection assignment. The whole process will take about 10-12 minutes.”

Data Analysis
Firstly, similar statements, phrases, or keywords related to the research question. During this
phase were identified; our concerns were not with duplicate but similar terminology. The
second stage focused grouping together similar statements, phrases or keywords related to
the research question, whereas the third phase involved looking back into the data for
connections amongst the groupings. The authors themselves reviewed the data in
accordance with guidelines developed in agreement with the recommendations of Miles,
Huberman, and Saldana (2013) and had a Cohen kappa inter-coder reliability of 90%
(Cohen, 1960). The survey results were analysed according to aggregation of similar written
responses, to determine changes in thinking as a result of open ended scenarios utilizing
thematic text analysis where there is an occurrence or co-occurrence of words or themes
(Popping, 2015). The text analysis was analysed according to the scheme developed by
Montgomery and Crittenden (1977) so coding involved “locating relevant information within a
larger context as well as evaluating the relative importance of two or more possible
responses to arrive at a single code,” based on human judgments. Linguistically similar
features of responses were grouped in sections for the engineering components in order to
arrive at comparable groupings.

Findings and Discussion
When students responded to the first engineering activity for realistic solutions to the
materials selection problems, they all selected either one of two classes of materials for the
engineering components, i.e. metals (e.g. varieties of steel, aluminium, or composites).
Because of the range in qualitative responses received, similar answers, were grouped and
collated.
When students were asked to reflect on their responses using the TRIZ (STC) approach
(according to Table 3, Q1.1-Q2.1; Q2.1-Q2.2 and Q3.1-Q3.2 a variety of traditional (steel,
aluminium and wood) and non-traditional materials (titanium, carbon nanotubes, graphene,
diamond, ceramics, and gold) were selected for the various constraints. A summary of the
materials chosen for bridge building, hand tools, and home construction are given in Figures
1, 2, and 3 respectively. Responses shown in Figure 1 indicate that there was not a trend for
any of the STC operators whether small or infinite. For example for infinitely small, carbon
nanotube/graphene was chosen, whereas for short time either wood or steel was chosen,
and for zero budget, wood was chosen.
Considering the opposite end of the spectrum, when infinitely big, students chose metals
(high strength), for infinite time they chose again high strength metals and for infinite budget
the students selected almost equally high strength metals and carbon nanotube/graphene. It
was only for infinitely small size or infinitely large budget that the section was non-standard
i.e. not a steel but carbon nanotube/graphene. In the area of home building materials,
responses are shown in Figure 2, which indicate that when materials selection is governed
by time there was not a trend for any of the STC operators; whether small or infinite. For
infinitely small size artefacts, polymers, followed closely by ceramics/glass/diamond were
chosen, and for short time periods, wood, followed by ceramics/glass were chosen, whilst for
zero budget, wood was clearly chosen.
Considering the opposite end of the spectrum, when infinitely big, students chose metals,
when they had infinite time; they chose almost equally ceramics/glass/diamond and metals,
and for infinite budget the students selected ceramics/glass/diamond followed by metals. For
all STC “large” cases, it interesting to note that metals were either the highest or next to
highest on the selection list. Drilling down further into this data showed that it was nontraditional metals such as titanium, which comprised most of the metals list.
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Figure 1. Materials for bridge building materials selection according to the STC approach.

Figure 2. Materials for home building materials selection according to the STC approach.

Figure 3. Materials for hand tools materials selection according to the STC approach.
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Moreover, in the third area, of hand tools detailed responses are given in Figure 3. Analysis
of responses for selection of materials for hand-tools also dictated by time, also show that
there was a definite trend for all of the STC operators whether small or infinite. In all cases,
the predominant material for selection was a metal. Again, drilling into individual data
components for metals, showed that the selection was not confined to steel or aluminium, but
now also included tungsten, titanium, tungsten and vanadium, exotic metals.
The results from this study are similar to those found by Wertz, Purzer, Fosmire, and
Cardella (2013) for students’ ability in retrieving information from the web, and importantly,
similar to findings from Ashby (2015) where students were required to undertake a case
study for selecting wind farm components and reflect upon their decision. The results of this
work were in agreement to that of a number of authors (Belski &Skiadopolous 2017, Moehrle
& Paetz,2014, and Frenklach,1998), in that allowing students to be free from traditional
thinking approaches results in a significant number of unconventional/familiar solutions which
may subsequently be the precursors to actual solutions. It is interesting to note that the
students selection of components of the STC operator was in no way influenced by the
lecturer, but was solely developed using blended/online delivery of information and relying on
the students’ own acknowledge and skills.
This qualitative survey does have limitations. The control experiment was that of the same
cohort of students who were first asked to submit a traditional engineering solution (using a
variety of information resources, web, journals, books), and after completion, reflect upon a
constraint-free approach. This change in their approach to materials selection was developed
(learned) by the students based on the information they received using the LMS and
Edison21 (TRIZ, 2017). The students were guided to learn independently, and use the STC
tool themselves when faced with a problem to solve in the future: a new achievement.

Closing remarks
Students can be exposed to a variety of problem-solving strategies based upon traditional
engineering solving techniques. These techniques are all constrained by specific engineering
requirements, leading to traditional solutions. However, when constraints to size, time, and
cost (STC) are removed, inspired, but not always practical solutions may be developed.
From these solutions, further refinement may arrive at solutions, which provide optimization
of any of cost, time or size restraint. The conclusions of this activity are that giving students
constraint-free activities often resulted in uncommon solutions to engineering materials
selection problems, whilst keeping in mind that standard solutions were also applicable.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT
The ever-changing landscape of online learning presents inherent technical and pedagogical
challenges regarding student engagement, satisfaction and the application of knowledge,
skills and abilities. The lack of face-to-face delivery defines the need for e-learning strategies
to foster student engagement and supply industrial credibility. This e-presence is
conventionally achieved via the use of synchronous online tutorial sessions (using web and
video conferencing) or online laboratories.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this work is to examine an identifiable gap in the current research; the
efficacy of embedding these remote and virtual laboratories into contextualised online
synchronous tutorial sessions.

APPROACH
The impact of this strategy is evaluated by studying educators and students undertaking
online engineering programs at The Engineering Institute of Technology (EIT). The study
uses three different research methodologies to determine the student and educator reaction,
the effect on learning and the technical challenges in implementation.

RESULTS
The key results indicate a strong preference (greater than 73% of students surveyed) in
favour of embedding labs in tutorials as opposed to having tutorials without embedded
laboratories. In addition there is a basis indicating an overall improvement in performance of
students who received tutorials with embedded laboratories as opposed to those that did not.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper concludes that the use of remote and virtual laboratories during live online tutorial
presentations improves the reaction of students and measurable learning outcomes. The
majority of students found significant educational benefits in attending these sessions as
compared to tutorial sessions without embedded remote laboratories; verified by subsequent
grade improvements. This was expected; relational learning and student engagement
increased and was accompanied by a reduction in the uncertainty and unfamiliarity with
remote and virtual laboratories.

KEYWORDS
E-learning; online learning; remote laboratories; virtual laboratories; interactive tutorials.
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Introduction
Over the past decade, there has been a proliferation of remote or distance learning using the
internet (often referred to as e-learning or online education) in the engineering education
areas (E. Allen & Seaman, 2006; Bersin, 2004; Bonk & Graham, 2006; Ma & Nickerson,
2006; Rossett, 2001). Typical approaches for e-learning are web-based (asynchronous) and
streaming of video (synchronous) over the internet (Rossett, 2001). The two forms of
learning are illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1: Asynchronous vs Synchronous e-learning

Almgren and Cahow (2005) believed that the factors responsible for improving computerbased engineering education were a desire to increase active and discovery learning, a
desire to make lab facilities available to the wider community and to provide students with
more meaningful practical experiences. They believed that the appeal for remote (or online,
as they termed it) labs is due “to the increasing demand for active learning and flexible
education, and for the appeal of implementing techniques of learning via discovery” (Almgren
& Cahow, 2005, p. 3). These comments are supported by the research conducted by M.
Phillips (2006), where respondents noted the need for more “hands-on” training and
concerns that e-learning may not provide it.
Kanyongo (2005) referred to L.J. Smith (2001) who listed the benefits of e-learning as being
“accessibility, flexibility, participation, absence of labelling, written communication experience
and experience with technology” (p. 1). On the other hand, L.J. Smith (2001) listed the
problems for e-learning being that of “team building, security of online examinations, absence
of oral presentation opportunities and technical problems” (p. 1). Brown and Lahoud (2005)
noted the remarks of Moore and Kearsley (1996) that courses delivered at a distance can be
as good as that of traditional classroom instruction. The synchronous form of e-learning –
being live and thus perhaps more interactive will be the focus of this research.
One of the areas of increasing interest in e-learning is the use of remote laboratories or
simulation software; an interactive hands-on approach to improve the learning experience.
There are generally two challenges with e-learning, the lack of interaction with the instructor
and the difficulty of providing real tools for practical exercises and to facilitate applied
learning (Cooper, 2000; Cooper et al., 2003). These two issues are addressed in this
research.
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Schank (2002) pointed out that many users commented on the poor quality of e-learning.
Although Shank (2002) was thinking along more general lines, he stated that learning by
doing was an essential part of the learning experience to enhance the absorption of material.
Learning by doing works because it strikes at the heart of the basic memory processes that
humans rely upon. We learn how to do things by assessing the efficacy of our efforts. We
learn when the rules apply and when they must be modified. We learn when our rules can be
generalised and when exceptional cases must be noted. We learn when our rules are
domain bound or when they can be used independently. We learn all this by doing, by
integrating these experiences into existing memory structures (Schank, 2002, p. 5).
Huntley, Mathieu, and Schell (2004) defined a laboratory (or lab, as it will be henceforth
referred to, for brevity) “as a room or building containing specialised equipment” (p. 398).
Lindsay (2005) noted that a typical lab class “comprised a small group of students, and a
demonstrator (often a postgraduate student), grouped around a piece of hardware located in
a lab. Students typically conduct a series of experimental procedures as outlined in the lab
handout, they record the data from the hardware, and they write up a report based on this
data and the underlying theory in the week or two subsequent to the session” (p. 44).
Gandole (2005) added to this by remarking that a lab “should aim to encourage students to
gain: manipulative skills, observational skills, an ability to interpret experimental data, an
ability to plan experiments, interest in the subject, enjoyment of the subject, and a feeling of
reality for the phenomena talked about in theory” (p. 49).
Colwell et al. (2002) noted that practical work and executing experiments help those students
studying science and engineering subjects. They quoted from Hewson and Hewson (1983)
who stated that these students need to engage in knowledge construction; a difficult
undertaking as they “need to develop both conceptual and procedural understanding by
appropriate actions” (Colwell et al., 2002). Jochheim and Roehrig (1999) noted that
experiments with live processes and real equipment provide engineering students with the
expertise needed to tackle engineering problems and improves their motivation. He added
that many physical phenomena are difficult to understand if written or explained in words;
they must be witnessed in action.
Lahoud and Tang (2006) pointed out that many distance learning students found that
traditional lab experiments were not an option due to geographical separation. They
suggested offering some form of virtual or remote lab environment for distance learning
students. They described the two possible solutions:
•

Virtual labs comprising simulation software running on a host machine. (They point
out two issues: students may struggle to achieve the required skills and practice
and servers which are powerful and expensive are often required to make the
simulations as realistic as possible).

•

Remote labs are equivalent to the traditional lab environment as they involve real
equipment, (An issue was noted; the labs are situated at a significant distance
from the learner).

Ma and Nickerson (2006) referred to the impact of information technology with the creation of
simulated labs and remote labs as useful alternatives to the traditional conventional labs.
They pointed out that the effectiveness of these two new lab approaches, as compared with
the traditional hands-on labs, was not examined in much detail in the research literature.
They felt, however, that the remote and simulated labs were an excellent way to share
specialized skills and resources over a wide geographical area by reducing overall costs and
improving the educational experience. Azimopoulos, Nathanail and Mpatzakis (2007)
concurred with this and emphasised the need for practical work as an important adjunct to
the theoretical study.
Esche (2005) listed the benefits of the remote labs for students, suggesting that they: offer a
more comprehensive experimental experience, offer a more accurate representation of a
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hands-on experience, optimise the students’ imagination and enthusiasm, allow for more
flexibility; instructors and students are not required at the same time, promote self-learning,
and allow for a more integrated self-assessment approach. Insofar as the instructors (and
their institutions) are concerned, the benefits include: easily adding lab demonstrations into
their instruction, monitoring the lab performance of students more rigorously, fewer
scheduling problems with large student numbers and fewer lab personnel required, more
flexible financial planning for expensive equipment, and greater levels of safety.
A slightly more negative perspective was provided by Albu, Holbert, Heydt, Grigorescu and
Trusca (2004). They suggested that remote labs were not as effective for training
engineering students for the following reasons: the handling of real equipment is limited;
there are fewer real world problems such as loose wiring and electrical contacts and students
are shielded from connecting equipment incorrectly. They suggested using remote labs as a
prelude to real laboratories.
This research investigates the impact on learning when synchronous e-learning is used and
is combined with remote and virtual laboratories.

Purpose
The purpose of this work is to examine and address the following research questions
regarding the student experience of live web and video conferencing supplemented by
remote and virtual lab exposure:
•

What are the reactions of student and educator when this approach is used?

•

What is the effect of the strategy on student learning?

•

What are the technical challenges when implementing this strategy and can they be
remedied?

Approach
Various research approaches and methodologies, such as paired T test and analysis of
variance were considered. For Method 1, similar to Tuysuz (2010), a two-tailed paired
samples T-test was used to analyse student grades between control and experimental
groups, to determine any significant difference to a 95% confidence interval. The Tuysuz
(2010) study also focused on both knowledge and attitude metrics (measured here in Method
3), regarding virtual laboratories. Other papers, such as Alghazo (2010), have similarly used
final grades as a metric for determining significant differences in teaching styles, in the case
of Alghazo, determining “no significant differences in the effectiveness of distance education
and traditional classroom education”.
In Method 2, due to the small sample size and number of questions, the confidence interval
method was not used and instead, the performance of each group was divided into sets
using question 1 and question 2 and the mean results compared.
For Method 3, in a similar approach to Tisdell (2016), the confidence interval was applied to
the Likert scale test in evaluating perceived student engagement.

Method 1
The first method is to determine if the use of live lab demonstrations impacts on student
grades. This method aims to compare student grades, for one unit in particular, by looking at
individual assessments and total unit grade averages over two cohort intakes. The same unit
is compared over two different cohorts of known delivery methodology. The content is kept
the same in both cohorts to ensure consistency of content being delivered. The difference:
one delivery cycle did not have embedded online lab demonstrations in tutorial sessions,
while the other more recent delivery cycle included live embedded online lab demonstrations.
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The unit used for this comparison is titled - “Industrial Process Control Systems” and is at the
Coursework Master Degree level.
The first delivery cycle, without embedded online labs, was delivered in 2015, 2nd semester.
The tutorials mainly consisted of theoretical and image based explanation of the various
control concepts EIT, 2015). Tutorials were one hour in length and delivered once per week
over 12 consecutive weeks.
The second delivery cycle, with embedded online labs, was delivered in 2016, 2nd semester.
In this unit, the tutorials consisted of embedded lab demonstrations. These lab
demonstrations were delivered in tutorial sessions by means of in session screen- or labshare, with the lecturer detailing and demonstrating various real-time aspects of advanced
control theory. At least half of the tutorial lectures included embedded online labs and these
were included early on in the unit delivery (EIT, 2016). Tutorials were one hour in length and
delivered once per week over 12 consecutive weeks.
At the end of both units, students were required to complete two major assessments. These
assessments were report-based, but they also required students to use lab software. This lab
was merely explained in the first delivery cycle, but embedded in the second delivery cycle.
The resulting grades for each of these cohorts was then derived and compared in order to
ascertain whether the changes to the tutorial delivery had any impact.
A second unit was selected as a control variable; to calibrate the study unit results and
account for the differences in student ability. This unit was delivered in parallel with the study
unit “Industrial Process Control Systems” in each of 2015 and 2016 respectively. The control
unit was delivered to each cohort identically and did not include embedded online lab
demonstrations in its tutorial sessions. The grades for the same students in each respective
cohort were then compared and used to determine whether there was any significant
difference in average student ability between the cohorts which would impact the study unit
results.

Method 2
The second method assessed students and educators across a range of cohorts and
engineering disciplines based on the content of a custom 30 minute live tutorial on the
subject of robotics and autonomous vehicles. The attendees were split into two groups.
Group A received a live tutorial without any remote or virtual lab demonstrations that covered
topics ranging from the basics of robots and control theory to simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) and the D star search algorithm.
Group B would receive a live tutorial covering the same content with the same basic slides;
however the second-half of the webinar was abridged and the additional free time was
dedicated to illustrating the concepts through the use of remote and virtual lab
demonstrations which included a Lidar/SLAM robot navigating around obstacles and a
graphical representation of the D star search algorithm using a C# program.

Figure 2: Lidar/SLAM robot lab demonstration
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Following each live tutorial, each individual was assessed on what they had learned using an
identical multiple-choice quiz with two questions (each with four options). The quiz for both
Group A and Group B was structured as follows:
•

Question 1: A question to select the correct statement, for which the options are
based on the content delivered in the identical first half of each group’s tutorial.
This was used as the control variable for the experiment as students from each
group had received the exact same material needed to answer this.

•

Question 2: A question to select the correctly depicted scenario given the following:
“A robot toy car (shown in red) can move horizontally or vertically to crosses on
the grid. The robot has assigned costs to each of these crosses (nodes) on the
map including the brown walls but it is not aware of the grey wall, which has just
been introduced. Its goal is to move to the blue circle following a path shown in
green. Using the D* (D star) algorithm, which of the below shows its most likely
initial guess at a path?” Four different illustrations were given, each showing a
different path that the robot could take. This was based on the second half of
each tutorial where, although both Group A and Group B had been taught how the
D star search algorithm works using examples, Group A was limited to
explanations and slide illustrations whereas Group B had online lab
demonstrations in addition to the abridged explanations and slide depictions
delivered to Group A.

The tutorial attendance was captured and used to verify the quiz submissions, administered
and collected using SurveyMonkey. The quiz results were then compared between the two
groups (EIT, 2017).

Method 3
The third method comprised of a four question survey in which students were asked to
indicate how strongly they agree or disagree with the following statements (as questions) on
a 5-point Likert scale rating by selecting one of; Strongly Disagree; Disagree; Neutral; Agree;
Strongly Agree:
•

Question 1: Online laboratories (software simulations or hardware with webcams) are
effective in helping me to understand engineering topics.

•

Question 2: Online tutorials that include online laboratory demonstrations are more
effective than online tutorials that do not include online laboratory demonstrations.

•

Question 3: I would like to see more online laboratory demonstrations in my
engineering course.

•

Question 4: I feel better equipped to complete my practical assignments when online
laboratory demonstrations are included in my course's online tutorial sessions.

The survey was sent to 496 students who have been studying for a period of at least 6
months with EIT and thus have encountered online laboratories. The responses were then
collected and tabulated (EIT, 2017).

Results
The results of each method are as follows:

Method 1
For the determination of embedded lab impact on student grades in historic delivery cycles,
the results are as follows: The first delivery cycle in 2015 had 32 students in the cohort and
the second delivery cycle in 2016 had 9 students in the cohort. The grades of the two major
assessments and their unit average are detailed in Table 1 below, where a 95% confidence
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interval is used to determine whether p<0.05, x" is the mean (%), and σ is the standard
deviation:
Table 1: Average grade performance (%) for compared delivery cycles

Experimental
Unit

2015 Delivery cycle 1

Assessment 2:

x•

σ

74.19±5.17

14.93

77.38±2.52

7.27

83.38±2.02

2.02

n

Assessment 1:
32

Unit Average:

2016 Delivery cycle 2
n
9

x

σ

81.22±6.63

10.14

79.78±9.86

15.09

86.56±5.7

8.73

t

p

1.08

0.31

Table 2: Control unit average grade performance (%) for compared delivery cycles

Control Unit
Unit Average:

2015 Delivery cycle 1

2016 Delivery cycle 2

n

x

σ

n

x

σ

32

82.25±5.65

16.32

9

82.63±10.2

17.26

t

p

0.06

0.95

Method 2
The results of the post-tutorial quiz are provided in the table below. 14 students/educators
attended the Group A session, whereas 22 students/educators attended the Group B
session.
Table 3: Post-tutorial quiz results for compared groups

Student Results

Group A

Group B

Q1 correct

11/14 = 78.57%

15/22 = 68.18%

Q2 correct

7/14 = 50%

12/22 = 54.54%

Q1 correct & Q2 correct

5/14 = 35.71%

11/22 = 50%

Q1 correct & Q2 incorrect

6/14 = 42.86%

4/22 = 18.18%

Q1 incorrect & Q2 correct

2/14 = 14.29%

1/22 = 4.54%

Q1 incorrect & Q2 incorrect

1/14 = 7.14%

6/22 = 27.27%

Method 3
Out of 496 students surveyed, 69 responded (13.9%), whose preferences are illustrated
below:
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Figure 3a: Q1 Results of the survey for tutorial quality improvement.

Figure 3b: Q2 Results of the survey for tutorial quality improvement.

Figure 3c: Q3 Results of the survey for tutorial quality improvement.
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Figure 3d: Q4 Results of the survey for tutorial quality improvement.

Table 4: Table of survey result statistics including 95% confidence interval

Survey Results

Survey
Questions

n

x

σ

Q1

69

3.87±0.23

0.96

Q2

69

3.8±0.23

0.99

Q3

69

4.04±0.22

0.94

Q4

69

4.04±0.21

0.91
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Discussion
Method 1
Factoring in the control unit; the difference in the average cohort grades between cycle 1 and
cycle 2 was less than 0.4%, as depicted in Table 2, indicating a comparable and nearequivalent level of student ability. The p-value is 0.95 showing no significant difference in the
ability between the 2015 and 2016 delivery cycles in the control group, thus students from
each group are of a similar ability level.
When comparing the experimental unit grades between the two delivery cycles, there is a
slight increase of 3% in grades for students who attended sessions with embedded online
labs, in delivery cycle 2. What’s interesting to note is that students performed better earlier in
the course, most likely due to their confidence in using the lab for their assessment. Students
without the embedded labs were left to their own devices in figuring out the labs, and this
might have an impact on their earlier performance. The grades converge towards the end of
the course and might indicate that students have all become more familiar with the labs due
to continued use throughout the course. The p-value is 0.31 which suggests a not significant
result at the 95% confidence interval, but given the scope of the study it warrants further
investigation.
The grade data is also quite low (n<100) for a parametric test. The size of the cohort could
influence the outcome, however, in the student surveys (also covered in this paper) for the
unit with embedded lab demonstrations; students clearly highlight their perceived value in,
and appreciation of, the inclusion of demonstrations for the practical parts of the work, where
the unit without the demonstrations had no mention of this in the surveys - arguing that there
was indeed a major impact when the labs were embedded. Additional limitations of the study
include the limited number of trials as well as the variance between unit types and learning
styles.

Method 2
The following was found when comparing the quiz results of Group A and Group B, detailed
in Table 3:
•

27% of Group B had incorrect answers for both Q1 and Q2, as compared to only 7%
of Group A. Focussing on Q1, which had identical delivery material between
Groups, 79% of Group A had a correct answer, compared to 68% in Group B.
This suggests an overall lower ability of Group B when delivered the same
material.

•

Despite this; 54% of Group B had a correct answer for Q2, as compared to only 50%
of Group A. Using Q1 to scale relative expected performance; 79% of Group A
were correct for Q1 and 50% for Q2.

•

Given only 68% of Group B was correct in Q1, following the trend derived from Group
A that would suggest an approximate 36.7% drop in correct responses from Q1 to
Q2; Group B would be projected to have only 43% correct responses for Q2; yet
they achieved 54% correct responses; 11% above the projection.

It would seem this increase in correct responses is due to the change in tutorial mode upon
which Q2 is assessed. The limitations influencing this conclusion are however, many,
including but not limited to the following considerations: technical differences in the delivery
between groups contingent upon the individuals internet connection and hardware; the
limited, diverse and asymmetric group sizes; the scale of the study; the method by which
tutorial time was re-allocated to remote and virtual labs as well as the type of labs
themselves; the types, nature and number of questions assessing tutorial content; ongoing
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and long-term assessment of group performance; the aptitude of the individuals for the
subject; the learning style of individuals; as well as a need to swap the strategy and control
group to further calibrate projected grades and determine causality.

Method 3
The survey presumes an equal likelihood of dissatisfied, impartial and satisfied students
responding. The responses, detailed in Figures 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d, as well as the summary in
Table 4, indicate a strong preference for embedded laboratories. 53.62% of responders
agreed with the statement that online laboratories (software simulations or hardware with
webcams) are effective in helping them to understand engineering topics, with a further
23.19% strongly agreeing, with a mean score of 3.87. 53.62% of responders agreed and
20.29% strongly agreed that online tutorials that include online laboratory demonstrations are
more effective than online tutorials that do not include online laboratory demonstrations; as
opposed to 2.9% disagreeing and 5.8% strongly disagreeing, with a mean score of 3.8. 46%
agreed and 33.33% strongly agreed that they would like to see more online laboratory
demonstrations in their engineering courses, with a mean score of 4.04, and 44.93% agree
and 33.33% strongly agree that they feel better equipped to complete their practical
assignments when online laboratory demonstrations are included in their course's online
tutorial sessions, with a mean score of 4.04.
The responses indicate a perceived benefit to embedding online laboratories in tutorials, with
over 73% of responses indicating perceived improvements to engagement and
understanding. Although the standard deviations were all < 1 and the confidence intervals <
0.24, the survey data is also quite low (n<100) for a parametric test. The limitations of these
results largely fall to: the diligence of the responder in accurately interpreting and answering
the questions; the scale of the survey; and a link with demonstrable long and short term
performance and understanding. Furthermore, all responders were international engineering
students across several levels and disciplines, yet it was not tracked whether these aspects
affect the responses, nor the fact that all of the students were undertaking engineering
courses under an online delivery mode and blended delivery mode students were not
considered.

Conclusions and Recommendations
From the three research methodologies employed, the paper observes that the use of
remote and virtual labs during live online tutorial presentations improves the reaction of
students and measurable learning outcomes. This strategy holds both a perceived
improvement to engagement and relational learning, a reduction in uncertainty regarding
online laboratories, as well as some evidence that it can yield net performance improvements
across student cohorts when implemented effectively, verified by subsequent grade
improvements. As with Tuysuz (2010) “it was identified as a result of this study that the use
of virtual lab increased students’ achievement levels and made a positive impact on students’
attitude”. Future work should expand on the size of the study, the evaluation methodologies
and the method by which labs are integrated into tutorials.
The general student feedback at EIT holds no shortage of open ended qualitative responses,
asking for an even “greater use of labs” or praising “the interaction with labs” for contributing
to a career-relevant “practical learning experience”; all points accentuated by the study
conclusions contained herein. The recommendation is thus as such; that engineering
educators may significantly enhance student engagement and relational learning by
embedding remote and virtual laboratories into contextualized online or blended tutorial
sessions, technical limitations notwithstanding. Future research will consider: larger sample
sizes, the different types of labs and tutorials, and the degree of student-tutorial interactivity.
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SESSION C2: Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and
learning environments
CONTEXT Monash University is regarded as one of the top 25 internationalised universities
in the world. As part of a curriculum redesign, Monash University’s Faculty of Engineering
recently introduced new multidisciplinary first year (FY) blended learning units that employ a
mix of flipped, project-based, peer-to-peer, and traditional learning approaches. The present
study focuses on one of these FY units with the aim of investigating the cross-cultural
acceptance of the non-traditional pedagogies by students belonging to Asian and western
campuses. Specifically, we present an international comparative study of the preferences for
the various teaching/learning and assessment components within our selected unit by
students in semester 2, 2016 on the Clayton (Australia) and Sunway (Malaysia) campuses.
PURPOSE The objective is to investigate if there are any culturally influenced preferences
in relation to self-directed versus an expert-directed learning of the FY multidisciplinary
blended learning unit.

APPROACH We carried out online surveys as well as focus group discussions involving
students from both campuses towards the end of the semester. A five-point Likert scale was
employed to capture the learning component preferences by students. The teaching/learning
and assessment components included in the unit are: pre-class online videos, pre-class
online textual material (called “e-publications” or “e-pubs”), pre-class quizzes, pre-practical
class videos and quizzes, Moodle-hosted online discussion forum, in-class (supervised)
problem worksheets, and in-class lecturer-led (“expert-led”) sessions.

RESULTS The results suggest that the self-directed out-of-class teaching/learning
components (pre-class lecture videos, quizzes, online discussion forum, etc) are slightly
more preferred by the Clayton students. The Sunway students, on the other hand, showed
slightly more liking for in-class guided problem solving and lecturer-led discussion of key
concepts. The latter students also showed more preference for the detailed e-pubs. The
most significant differences were found for pre-class videos (74% of Clayton students
compared to 60% of Sunway students perceive them as enabling learning the content before
the lecturer teaches/explains,) and in-class problems solving (72% of the Sunway students
compared to 59% Clayton students see this as a way of enhancing their learning).

CONCLUSIONS Our study suggests that Malaysia based FY students show overall
relatively lower preference for self-directed learning components compared to their Australia
based counterparts. It must be emphasized that the number of students with Asian
background studying engineering on the Clayton campus is considerable, yet there appears
to be an increased preference for self-directed learning components amongst them. The
present study sheds light on the intercultural aspects of innovative pedagogical
methodologies and their global reach.

KEYWORDS Flipped classroom, blended learning, culture, learning preference.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Globalisation of higher education is a growing phenomenon; the number of foreign university
campuses has been steadily increasing in many countries, especially in countries considered
as “education hubs”. Concurrently, the number of students carrying out education in foreign
countries, commonly referred to as “international students”, is also on the rise and estimated
to reach 7 million by 2020 (Altbach, Reisberg, and Rumbley 2009). The various implications
and ramifications of such cross-border and transnational education ventures have been the
subject of several publications (e.g., Lane, 2011; Knight, 2008; Lane et al., 2004; Skidmore
and Longbottom, 2011; Waterval et al., 2017).
With globalisation of education comes the need to understand how well the curricula and
pedagogies developed by a university for “native” students would be accepted by students in
a foreign country doing the same education program. In engineering, obviously, it is
impractical to have separate curricula and pedagogies for the originating country and target
foreign country/countries. Consequently, if uniform cross-border education standards are
sought within a successful and sustainable international education operation, the pedagogies
used by the education provider must be compatible with the predominant teaching/learning
preferences by students in all the countries involved.
Spurred on by the rapid developments in digital technologies, the past two-three decades
have been witnessing a tremendous adaptation by universities across the world of blended
teaching/learning methodologies as a means of providing innovative educational offerings
(Friesen, 2012; Blended learning: a disruptive innovation). The blended learning approach
calls for significant self-managed and self-directed learning by students. This could be
particularly challenging for First Year (FY) undergraduate students coming with a secondary
school training that utilises largely instructor-driven learning (Frambach et al., 2012). The
cultural context also dictates student readiness for undertaking self-directed learning. In
addition, the student learning styles and preferences shaped by cultural and ethnic
dimensions can be of considerable importance, as shown by international comparative
studies (e.g., Barron and Arcodia, 2002; Joy and Kolb, 2009; Holtbrugge and Mohr, 2010;
Fang and Zhao, 2014; Budeva, Kehaiova, and Petkus, 2015).
As a leading education provider in the Asia-Pacific region Monash University will be keen for
its education methodologies, largely developed in a western (Australian) context, to be
acceptable to and embraced by students not only within Australia but also in foreign
countries. The School of Engineering, Monash University Malaysia represents the largest
engineering education operation under Monash University outside of Australia. The student
population within the School of Engineering is largely Malaysian; however, approximately 2530% of the students come from other countries in the region and typically include students
from Middle Eastern and African countries as well. Thus “the Asian” or what may be termed
“non-western” context should be an important consideration at Monash University in
curriculum planning and redesigning. In an increasingly competitive tertiary education
industry environment, changes made to education practice should not only reflect the
emerging trends, but also lead to acceptance/uptake by large numbers of international
students.
In this paper, we present a cross-border comparative study of the preference for self-directed
versus other-directed teaching/learning components in a FY undergraduate multidisciplinary
engineering unit offered by Monash University with the aim of investigating the relative crosscultural acceptance of non-traditional pedagogies by students belonging to Asian and nonAsian campuses. Specifically, we present a comparative study of the preferences for the
various teaching/learning and assessment components within the unit by students in
semester 2, 2016 on the Clayton and Sunway campuses representing a predominantly
“western” and “Asian” cultural context, respectively
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Research Method
The present project forms part of a major study carried out on students doing two different
FY multidisciplinary engineering blended learning units on the two campuses. The study
presented here focused on the preferences by students on both campuses for various
teaching/learning/assessment materials included in the unit. The teaching/learning and
assessment components included are: pre-class videos, pre-class textual materials (“epubs”), pre-class quizzes, pre-practical class videos and quizzes, Moodle-hosted online
discussion forum, in-class (supervised) problem worksheets, and in-class lecturer (“expert”)led sessions”. It is to be mentioned that majority of the unit delivery aspects is the same on
the two campuses. These include: (1) students from both campuses having access to the
same teaching materials; (2) nearly identical assessments: pre-class quiz, class-participation
quiz, pre-practical quiz, practical participation, laboratory work, projects demonstration and
reports, and final examination; (3) the same amount of contact hours for the two cohorts; (4)
the “experts” (lecturers) in the teaching team having similar expertise and backgrounds on
both campuses. The only differences between the campuses are the background of the
students taking this unit and, perhaps, the background of the teaching assistants.
Online surveys and focus group discussions in relation to students’ preference/liking for the
learning and assessment components were carried out on both campuses towards the end
of Semester 2, 2016. Ethics clearance from Monash University Human Research Ethics
Committee (MUHREC) was obtained prior to carrying out the survey and focus group.
Consent form and explanatory statements approved by MUHREC were provided to each
participant. The online survey and the focus group participation was on a voluntary basis.
The online survey instrument was designed using Google Forms and the responses were
gathered through a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree.
Questions asked in the online survey consist of items such as “The pre-class videos on
Moodle helped me to learn the course content even before the lecturer explained/discussed
it in the expert-led session (ELS)”, “The epubs on Moodle helped me to learn the course
content even before the lecturer explained/discussed it in the ELS,” “The pre-lecture online
quizzes helped me to assess my learning progress,” “I made efforts to learn the course
content using resources other than that posted on Moodle”, and “The problem sheet helped
me with enhanced learning of the theory content”. In all, 78/515 students from Australia and
65/212 students from Malaysia participated in the study. Independent 2-sample t-test (a
value of 0.294) and ANOVA (significance value of 0.702) suggested no significant
differences student perception of self-directed (flipped) learning between the two campuses.
Semi-structured interviews were also conducted with randomly selected students who also
participated in the online survey. The focus-group interview consisted of 7 students from the
Malaysian cohort and 3 students from the Australian cohort. However, owing to the lack of
coherency in the feedback in relation to the present topic (a result of the small number of
participants from Australia), the focus group results are not discussed further.

Results and Conclusion
Figure 1 shows the cumulative responses to the question asking whether or not the students
learned better with the flipped mode compared to the traditional mode. As the purpose of the
present study was to determine the overall inclination of students to self-directed study (and
not the degree of the preference) in the present analysis both “agree” and “strongly agree”
responses have been combined. Similarly, both “disagree” and “strongly disagree” responses
have also been combined.
It is clear that students from the “western” (Clayton) campus show relatively higher
preference for the self-managed, self-directed (flipped) learning mode. The students from the
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Asian (Sunway) campus are significantly more ambivalent in their preference for the selfdirected, flipped learning mode compared to the traditional instructional mode of learning.

Figure 1: Cumulative student responses to preference for the flipped learning mode. Clayton
students (solid bar) and Sunway students (cross hatched bar).

More insights can be gained by analysing the detailed student preferences for the various
learning and assessment components employed in the unit (Figure 2). These components
have been grouped into two categories: “self-directed” and “guided.” Learning using the selfdirected components are managed entirely by students themselves in their own time
whereas the guided components are supervised or directed by the lecturers concerned.

Figure 2: Student preferences for the various learning and assessment components embedded
within the unit. Symbols as in Figure 1.

The online survey results suggest that the self-directed, out-of-class learning and
assessment components (pre-class lecture videos, quiz, online discussion forum, etc) are
slightly more preferred by the students doing their unit in a western environment (Clayton
campus). The students representing the Asian cultural context (Sunway campus), on the
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other hand, showed slightly more liking for in-class guided problem solving and lecturer-led
in-depth discussion of the key concepts. Students from the Asian context appear to have a
higher preferences for examination-oriented learning activities such as the problem sheets
and also would most likely to prefer a more face-to-face and physical interaction in the
expert-led sessions compared to students in the western context, as observed in some other
study also (Chen, 2014). The students from the Asian campus also showed slightly more
preference for the detailed e-pubs, possibly reflecting their relatively more dependence on
“delivered” content than own “researched” content.
The most significant differences were found for pre-class videos (74% of Clayton students
perceive it as helping them learn the content on their own before the lecturer
teaches/explains, compared to 60% of Sunway students) and in-class worksheet based
problems solving (72% of the Sunway students compared to 59% Clayton students see this
as a way of enhancing their learning). A striking aspect of the results is the relatively lower
student interest (from both campuses) in the online discussion forum (intended to facilitate
peer-to-peer sharing of learning) and lecturer-led sessions intended for in-depth and “big
picture” discussions. Empirically, we have observed a significant “spike” in online discussion
immediately prior to the final examination, particularly originating from students based on the
Clayton campus discussing the concepts in great depth; the Sunway students have been
thus far relatively less enthusiastic about such online discussions and keener to consult
lecturers in person. It is clear that although flipped/blended learning approach is designed to
facilitate just-in-time learning, there is a considerable amount of “catch up” learning occurring
towards the end of the semester. Interestingly, we have observed that the learning
preferences displayed by students on the two campuses do not translate to significantly
different “learning outcomes” achieved by students as measured by their grades.
From the foregoing discussion of self-directed versus other-directed learning behaviours of
students representing predominantly western and Asian cultural contexts it is clear that there
is a significant, albeit small, underpinning cultural bias in relation to student readiness for
self-directed learning. The Asian students have a higher preference for guided learning
activities. This is particularly important in relation to one of the necessary engineering
learning outcomes for undergraduate students as stipulated by the International Engineering
Alliance (Washington Accord): life-long learning skills development by the students. It is also
clear that despite such learning preference differences students from both cultures are able
to adapt and perform equal well.
A number of questions arise from the above discussion. How much independent learning can
students achieve when situated in different cultures? To what degree the pre-university
education shapes the students’ readiness to successfully embrace self-directed learning in
their tertiary education? Do factors such as English proficiency and cultural conditioning play
a part in determining students’ ability to learn using the emerging pedagogical innovations? It
would also be worth carrying out an in-depth study of the learning preferences of domestic
versus foreign students in a “western” campus.
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CONTEXT
The School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the University of Adelaide has for many
years been offering a range of Electrical and Electronic Engineering degrees in several
specialisations. By 2013 a range of external factors had combined to motivate a major review of
the curriculum for all of these qualifications

PURPOSE
There were several drivers for the review, including: the need to ensure AQF level 8 compliance;
changes to University policies since the previous revision; and recommendations from internal
reviews and accreditation processes. The primary motivation however was to refresh the technical
content of the program and to ensure that learning outcomes are aligned to Engineers Australia
Stage 1 Competency standards, the evolving needs of employers, and research education
outcomes.

APPROACH
Once the need for a major curriculum revision had been established, the challenge was to achieve
a School-wide transformation in mindset, from the entrenched content-based approach to a
pervasive outcomes-oriented approach. We describe the process we used to achieve this
transformation through a structured top-down design approach, maintaining clear traceability to the
objectives of the review. The working group leading the curriculum review was encouraged to ‘think
like engineers’ by first considering the project specifications (i.e., the skill and competency profile
that we wanted to achieve for the Adelaide Electrical and Electronic Engineering graduate), and
then applying design principles and a systems perspective to the task at hand.

RESULTS
The new curriculum commenced operation for the first time in 2016. The new curriculum is more
coherent and better focussed than the previous version, offering more flexibility to students in
choosing their preferred area of specialisation. Feedback indicated that we did not achieve all of
our learning and student engagement objectives in the first year courses, so the pedagogy has
been reviewed and fine-tuned for the 2017 delivery.

CONCLUSIONS
At this stage of implementation of the new program we are confident that the new curriculum is
working well, providing more flexibility for students and showing a clearer alignment to defined
learning outcomes. We expect that by the end of the year we will have sufficient feedback from
students to ascertain whether we have improved the student experience and program coherence
from their point of view.

KEYWORDS
Curriculum renewal; outcomes-based design; systems approach; curriculum design principles;
constructive alignment.
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Introduction
The School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (The School) at the University of Adelaide has
offered degrees in electrical engineering since 1946. Following developments in the discipline, the
original electrical engineering degree was renamed Electrical and Electronic Engineering in the
1980s and was later expanded to add a family of named degrees in Computer Systems
Engineering, Telecommunications Engineering, and Electrical and Sustainable Energy
Engineering, all based on a common mathematics, fundamental science and electrical engineering
science core. Throughout this evolution the School has balanced the introduction of new
technologies with the displacement from the curriculum of fundamental science, but without a
systematic review of pedagogy or program objectives.
By 2013 the School had become sensitised to the need to undertake a substantial curriculum
review because the pressures to introduce new technology content could no longer be managed
by this process of displacement. It was clear that a considered re-evaluation of what is the
essential knowledge for an electrical and electronic engineering graduate would be necessary to
produce a new program that could form the basis of education in the discipline over the next
decade or more. At the same time the School was dealing with a relatively flat demand for the
degree by school leavers, following the collapse in demand for ICT-oriented programs in the early
2000s.
External pressures were another significant driver for comprehensive change. New provisions in
University policy required additional generic content in all programs, most significantly the inclusion
of non-cognate elective options. The University also required explicit curriculum structures to meet
the AQF criteria for Level 8 Bachelor (Hons) degrees. Successive Engineers Australia (EA)
accreditation reports urged embedding professional competencies throughout the program.
Importantly, it was also becoming clear that specialised named degrees were declining in
popularity as, in the tight post-GFC employment market, students were looking for more generic
and portable qualifications.
It was clear, given the multiplicity of constraints that would have to be satisfied, that some difficult
compromises would be required and that we would need a robust set of criteria for making these
compromises. Meeting all these demands would be difficult to accommodate with incremental
changes to the existing structure.
Against this background the School resolved to undertake a comprehensive ground-up redesign of
its undergraduate engineering programs – probably the most extensive change to the program in
its history. Serendipitously, this coincided with a University-wide project to introduce a whole of
program curriculum development approach (Curriculum Renewal), enabling access to curriculum
design support.
At the outset, we committed to focusing on the graduate outcomes of the program, viewing all
current content in the program as being potentially disposable. This was a substantial change of
philosophy for what had long been a content-focussed curriculum. The University sponsored
Curriculum Renewal approach was grounded in Constructive Alignment principles promoted by
Australian education researchers (Biggs & Tang 2007; Oliver 2011; Lawson 2014). These
approaches did not, however, take a discipline focussed approach, e.g. ‘thinking like engineers’ for
engineering curriculum or ‘thinking like managers’ for management curriculum. Nor did they
consider the integrated and complex relationships between progression across the degree and
learning outcomes at the course level and at the degree level. They did, though, consider
development of professionally relevant competencies in some cases.

Project Curriculum Design Conceptualisation
The task of developing a proposal for a revised curriculum was placed in the hands of a curriculum
design team comprising the authors – academics in the School of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering and a curriculum design specialist (Eglinton Warner) who was assigned to the project
by the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic)’s office as part of the Curriculum Renewal project. The
academics on this team were selected for pragmatic reasons as well as for their interest in the
proposed work. This team represented a range of sub-disciplines within electrical and electronic
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engineering and teaching expertise at each year level within the degree. They were also a team
small enough to be able to make time to engage in the deep and robust exploration of issues and
ideas within the relatively short timeframe set by the University to demonstrate outcomes from the
Curriculum Renewal project. It was always intended that this team, at the conclusion of the
University sponsored project, would become a critical core who would then continue the work by
engaging with and building capability of colleagues throughout the School and the other
engineering schools within the Faculty.
The University’s Curriculum Renewal approach, grounded in Constructive Alignment (Biggs &
Tang 2007) conceives degrees and their courses as a system. In this system the learning
intentions at the degree level (Program Learning Outcomes) are achieved by the integrated and
aligned interactions of the learning intentions at the course level (Course Learning Outcomes),
developed through the learning activities and confirmed through the assessments. Collectively the
course assessments provide evidence of the progress towards and achievement of the Program
Learning Outcomes (Baume 2009). Applying this in the context of engineering the work of the team
was also influenced by work done at MIT (Crawley 2001; Crawley, Malmqvist, Lucas & Brodeur
2011) using a multiple perspectives and whole of degree approach to inclusion of professional as
well as technical skills in engineering degrees. It was also influenced by Toral, Mart"nez-Torres,
Barrero, Gallardo & Duran (2007) and Cornwell (1996) who used concept mapping to inform
curriculum design. Design principles (Lidwell, Holden & Butler 2003) were also considered when
developing a conceptual framework within which to operate. Based on initial review of available
literature at the time, combining these approaches and conceptualising curriculum design as an
engineering problem had not yet been applied in practice in Australia.
For this engineering problem (i.e. curriculum design) the required outputs in the form of graduate
outcomes were known (or at least would be agreed on by the stakeholders), the raw materials and
the external constraints were given, so the problem reduced to determining a process to achieve
the required outputs subject to these constraints – a standard engineering design process.
Framing the problem at hand as a need to achieve certain outcomes subject to numerous nonnegotiable constraints was key to securing acceptance of the idea that a completely new program
design would be necessary and that it was inevitable that some of the existing program content
would be discarded – at least from the program core.
The team executed the project by following the decomposition and definition stages captured in the
left hand side of the well-known system engineering V diagram (Forsberg and Mooz, 1991). The
integration and verification process on the right hand side of the V diagram is being executed as a
combination of outcomes mapping processes and progressive course implementation. We will
discuss this stage of the process in more detail towards the end of this paper.

Decomposition and Definition
Program Learning Outcomes and Technical Skills Profile
We conceptualised the User Requirements for our system as being a combination of the Program
Learning Outcomes (PLOs) and the Technical Skills Profile (TSP) that should be developed in our
graduates. The PLOs were adapted from the outcomes that had been developed in the process of
revising the programs for AQF Level 8 compliance in 2015. They strongly reflected the Engineers
Australia Stage 1 Professional Competency Standard (Engineers Australia, 2013) and the
mandated University Graduate Attributes. Consequently, the PLOs were largely focussed on
generic professional and engineering competencies and provided little detail about specific
technical and scientific knowledge and application abilities of graduates. The team was of the view
that our PLOs would be unlikely to be very different from those of many other electrical and
electronic engineering programs accredited by EA. On the other hand, the School did have a firm
view that its graduates would be distinguished by their profile of mathematical abilities, scientific
knowledge and breadth of exposure to electrical engineering science. The TSP was therefore
considered to be an essential part of the output specification for our graduates. We agreed, early
on, that our graduates should be characterised by a broad knowledge of the fundamental principles
and technologies, with a strong foundation in the underpinning mathematics and (to a lesser
extent) science.
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Arriving at an agreed technical skills profile was perhaps the most contentious step in the process.
We used a mapping process to capture the views of those in the working group on what is
essential, desirable or optional knowledge for our graduates. We began by brainstorming to
identify all of the areas of knowledge that might reasonably be considered for inclusion in the new
curriculum. These views were unquestionably influenced by the areas of technical expertise of the
individuals in the group, but because the team represented the broad range of specialisations
within the School, a wide range of views and perspectives was captured. The group was large
enough to be representative, but small enough to reach consensus in a pragmatic way. We initially
constructed a table of skill sets that each member of the initial design team considered to be
essential, desirable or neither for graduates on each specialisation. A section of this table is shown
in Table 1.
Table 1: Initial Assessment of Content (partial map shown)

Table 2: Theme Map (partial map shown)

Themes
After discussion and debate based on the level of support that different topics received in this initial
matrix, the topics were refined and aggregated into themes. Themes were classified according to
their level of importance to each specialisation expressed in the first map. The group then debated
and agreed upon the level, breadth and depth of coverage of each theme on each specialisation
and the approximate position of the coverage on the program – early, middle or late. Table 2
shows a section of the themes map. The importance of each theme is coded as A, B, or C in the
left hand section of the table. On the right the extent of breadth and depth of coverage agreed for
each theme is indicated by a capital B/D, lower case b/d or a hyphen -. The approximate location
on the curriculum is indicated in the last column by E, M or L for early, middle or late. A “V” in this
column indicates that a theme should be pervasive throughout the curriculum. Finally, a theme is
shaded for a specialisation if it is a distinctive theme for that specialisation. Dark purple shading in
the case of Systems Engineering indicates that the theme is intended to be a distinguishing
characteristic of all versions of the program.
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Figure 1: Dimensioning and Positioning Themes

As a final graphic aid to understanding the emphasis and trade-offs in each version of the program,
the information contained in the themes map was translated into a graphic showing the timing,
breadth and depth of each theme. We experimented with several graphical representations of the
space each theme would occupy in the different versions of the program, eventually settling on the
form shown in Figure 1. The size of each object in this diagram is meant to indicate breadth, and
the intensity of the shadow its depth. A thickening object indicates progressive development over
two or more years.
The next step was to rationalise the content by compressing the various sized and shaped themes
into the four-year duration of each program. This was a stage involving many compromises, but we
deliberately kept discussion at a high conceptual level, allowing us to make decisions based on
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high-level learning outcomes rather than attachment to specific content. A snap shot of this result
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Distribution of Broadly Defined Knowledge and Competencies across the Degree

Courses
Themes were then divided into courses, forcing further compromises as minor topics were merged
and larger topics were rounded up or down to fit standard course sizes. This resulted in the more
conventional 4x8 course map shown in Figure 3. There was a deliberate attempt to keep course
titles aligned to themes, rather than reflecting specific content. Different coloured shading reflects
different themes.

Figure 3: Preliminary Course Map

Then individual course design commenced, identifying course learning outcomes and titles. We
recognised the danger of losing alignment to program learning outcomes at this stage so we
tabulated each course with its learning outcomes under the theme of which it was part and ensured
that the progressive development of Course Learning Outcomes within a theme aligned to the
technical and/or professional learning outcomes that they were designed to serve. Toward the end
of this task, we decided to implement each specialisation as a major within the Electrical and
Electronic Engineering program. Figure 4 shows an extract from the early mapping under Majors.
While this added a further constraint, as we committed to keeping the core of the program common
in the first two years, enabling students to choose their major at the start of third year proved to be
one that was relatively easy to accommodate because of the earlier decision we had made about
the positioning of foundational topics in the early part of the program.
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Figure 4: Mapping against Majors

Integration and Verification
The program design was completed and approved in 2014 and introduced for students
commencing in 2016. To manage the workload of implementing such a comprehensive curriculum
review we are implementing the new course year by year. We are currently in the process of
teaching the first year of the program for the second time and the first offering of the new second
year, so we are in the relatively early stages of integration and verification. In the system
engineering language of Forsberg (Forsberg and Mooz, 1991) our courses are the configuration
items and we have so far designed and implemented two at level 1, four at level 2 and are in the
process of designing the level 3 courses. In all cases the courses have been designed to the
Course Learning Outcomes specified in the Decomposition and Definition stage.
The development of courses has involved the initial design team consulting and collaborating with,
advising and supporting colleagues. They have used their deeper understanding of the processes,
underpinning theories and justifications of the design developed through the initial Curriculum
Renewal project to build understanding and ‘buy-in’ of colleagues. This was integral for the longer
term plans of the School (i.e. beyond the initial 9 month project) as it was assumed that successful
implementation required the informed consent and engagement of academics within the School
and other engineering schools within the Faculty.
Verification of the full system design will of course not be possible until our first graduates emerge
at the end of 2019 when we will solicit feedback from both graduates and employers. In the
meantime we are verifying the outcomes of individual courses using the usual indicators: student
satisfaction rates, pass rates and average marks. We also completed a retrospective map of the
course learning outcome and assessment activities to program learning outcomes, EA Stage 1
Competencies and University graduate attributes, as part of preparation for a regular accreditation
review in 2017. The approach taken to curriculum mapping, grounded in Constructive Alignment
principles, using common tools (e.g. MS Excel) to represent complex relationships, has allowed the
integrity of the degree as a whole to be visualised, analysed and evaluated. Review of all this data
has validated our design.
Feedback from students on individual courses has been variable. In particular it is clear that we
have attempted to cover too much ground in the first attempt at one of the first year courses and
we are making changes to that (with consequent changes to one of the level 2 courses).

Conclusion
We believe that with this approach to curriculum design we achieved a fundamental change in the
philosophy of engineering curriculum design within our institution. The focus on program learning
outcomes and technical skills profile as the output of our programs has relieved us from the
debilitating focus on content. The traceability of course learning outcomes and course design and
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implementation to program requirements, through a conventional engineering decomposition and
definition process, has been crucial in securing both buy-in and support from our academic
colleagues and University-level approvals for the curriculum. It will also be the key to adapting the
program as we proceed with the integration and verification phase over the next two years:
adapting course design to respond to observed student learning outcomes and to student and
employer feedback. By ensuring all elements in the degree (timing, depth, breadth, content,
program and course learning outcomes, assessment and learning activities) are explicitly aligned
and monitored by the curriculum mapping and review processes, any future changes and
refinements can be tracked and considered to ensure the integrity of the system is maintained.
It was expected that a comprehensive curriculum revision like this was going to challenge some
long held views about the primacy of content in an engineering curriculum. On reflection, we could
have beneficially engaged with a broader group of colleagues at the outset, particularly in defining
the technical skills profile. Nevertheless, by adopting an engineering design approach we have
been able to completely justify our proposed changes by demonstrating that the design can be
traced back to agreed outcomes specifications. Furthermore, the proposed approach is applicable
to other engineering curriculum design and nothing prevents its utilisation in other disciplines.
Indeed this project has been used as an example of effective curriculum review and design
practices by the education specialist on the team, with other Schools and Faculties across the
University.
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SESSION C2: Interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary engineering programs and learning
environments

CONTEXT Software Engineering (SE) is one of the newest engineering disciplines, and the
ideal structure for an SE programme is not yet well understood. The purpose of this study
was to obtain feedback on topics that should be covered in an SE degree from Alumni of our
SE degree and local professionals working in the SE industry involved in hiring decisions.

PURPOSE We wanted to identify what we are doing well in our current programme, what is
valued by industry, and what new areas to include or improve. Our findings can be used by
other SE programmes as they update their cirriculum. We also wished to investigate whether
there was a perceived value in SE being a four-year engineering degree and what the
perceived differences were with a three-year Computer Science (CS) degree.
APPROACH We created two online surveys to get feedback on our SE programme, one for
SE Alumni and one for local SE professionals. The surveys, included Likert scale and openended questions. Respondents rated the importance of multiple SE-related skills and the
ability of local SE professionals in those skills. Respondents also provided their opinions on
various aspects of our SE degree.

RESULTS We got responses from 28 Alumni and 22 professionals from the local SE
industry. The results provide a ranked list of 37 skills deemed important for SE graduates,
which can be used to identify gaps in existing SE programmes. The skills ranked most
important were ÒWorking in a teamÓ, ÒCommunication skillsÓ and ÒSolving problems in a
teamÓ. We also compared the differences between the importance of a given skill and the
actual ability of SE professionals for that skill as rated by SE managers. The largest gaps
were software quality, software testing, software design, communication skills and solving
problems in a team.
We also found that the majority of respondents (20 of 26 or 76.9% of Alumni and 11 of 15 or
73.3% of industry respondents) believe there is a difference between the graduates of an SE
program compared to a CS program. Most respondents believe that there are unique
benefits for each degree and that the degrees complement each other.

CONCLUSIONS Soft skills are critical skills in SE and make up seven of the top eight most
important skills. Two soft skills, communication skills and solving problems in teams, were in
the top five gaps in current SE programs identified by SE hiring managers. Other areas
where SE programs could improve include strengthening the software quality, design and
testing skills of graduates. We also found that industry perceives a difference between a SE
and a CS graduate, and that both are needed in the software industry.
KEYWORDS Software Engineering, Software Industry, Curriculum
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Introduction
Software Engineering (SE) is one of the newest engineering disciplines. For many years, SE
was taught as one or two papers in a Computer Science (CS) degree, but recently emerged
as an Engineering program in its own right. Previous research found a large mismatch
between SE education and industry needs (Leibenberg et al. 2015), and despite initiatives to
define a core body of knowledge for SE there remains confusion about what distinguishes
SE and CS programmes (see, for example, Landwehr et al. 2017). Thus, the ideal structure
for an SE programme is still not yet well understood. SE was introduced at the University of
Auckland (UoA) in 2000, with the first graduates in 2003. It has successfully undergone three
accreditation processes, the last being in 2015. However, there has been no formal review
on how the Software Industry views the degree. The purpose of this study was to obtain
feedback on topics that should be covered in an SE degree from UoA SE Alumni and local
professionals working in the SE industry involved in hiring decisions for SE-related positions.
The SE program at the UoA is about to undergo a major curriculum review. We wanted to
identify what we are doing well in our current programme, what is valued by industry, and
what new areas to include or improve. We also wished to investigate whether there was a
perceived value in SE being a four-year engineering degree and what the perceived
differences were with the three-year CS degree, also offered at the UoA.

Related Work
The term "Software Engineering" has been around since the late 1960s (Landwehr et al.
2017, Parnas 1999), yet its precise definition remains unclear. Parnas (2011) calls SE a
discipline that is missing in action. The term was used as a euphemism for "programmer" in
job advertisements (Parnas 1999), and the difference between these terms is often unclear
even today (Landwehr et al. 2017). The term is also used interchangeably with Software
developer (Tookey 2015). Tookey (2015) argues this is to the detriment of the software
development profession, because hiring managers focus more on skills related to learnable
technologies, rather than focusing on broader SE skills; this is ultimately having an impact on
the quality of software products produced.
The ambiguity in the definition also impacts on how SE is taught. There have been a number
of efforts to define a core body of knowledge for SE. The Software Engineering Body of
Knowledge (SWEBOK)1 is an IEEE Computer Society publication which identifies 15
knowledge areas: requirements, design, construction, testing, maintenance, configuration
management, engineering management, engineering process, methods, quality, professional
practise, engineering economics, computer foundations, mathematical foundations, and
engineering foundations. It was first published in 2004 and is now up to its third version.
SWEBOK was intended as a guide to what skills a SE graduate should have after 4 years of
training. However, it covers only material that is specific to SE. The Curriculum guideline for
Undergraduate Degree Programs in Software Engineering (SE2014)2 is another IEEE
Computer Society publication, which is similar to SWEBOK, but it is specifically aimed at
undergraduate program development and also includes material not specific to SE that is
necessary for professional engineering training, including mathematical and engineering
fundamentals and professional practice skills. Its first version was also published in 2004,
and a revised version came out in early 2015. SE2014 identifies 10 knowledge areas:
Computing essentials, maths and engineering foundations, professional practise, software
modelling and analysis, requirements analysis and specification, software verification and

1
2

https://www.computer.org/web/swebok
http://www.securriculum.org/SE2014FinalVersion.pdf
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validation, software process, software quality, and security (Ardis 2015). There is a large
amount of consensus in the skills required for SE in the two documents, although the
knowledge areas are organised differently (Tookey 2015).
There is also literature available on curricula for specific SE programmes using the above
principles ( e.g. Frezza et al. 2006, Karaunasekera and Bedse 2006, Ramakrishnan 2007,
Alarifi et al. 2014, Camilloni et al. 2015). However, Landwehr et al. (2017) argue that instead
of looking at curricula and knowledge areas it is better to look at capabilities required for a
software engineer to be able to develop products. They note that there is a difference
between how science and engineering programs present the bodies of knowledge in SE. The
former teaches students how to verify and extend that knowledge; the latter teaches students
how to apply that knowledge when developing products. They also argue that the associated
body of knowledge will grow quickly in SE, but the capabilities required for software
engineers are the fundamentals and will be slow to change. Yet, Moreno et al. (2012) argue
there are still gaps between what industry wants and the skill set of the graduates.
The original motivation for Curriculum guideline for Undergraduate Degree Programs in
Software Engineering SE2004 (SE2014Õs predecessor) was a survey of 200 participants in
the US software industry (Lethbridge 2000). Participants were asked for feedback on 75
education subject areas. The topics were determined by studying typical university curricula
in computer science and computer engineering (Lethbridge 2000). The results suggested the
need for a new curriculum, which ultimately gave rise to SE2004. To investigate the
universality of the industry needs, industry in other countries have also been assessed using
the same set of criteria, such as Britain (Kitchenham et al. 2005), Finland (Surakka 2007)
and South Africa (Liebenberg et al. 2015). However, these studies used out-dated subject
criteria (based on Lethbridge (2000)) and focused only on the technical skills (e.g.
databases, programming) and did not include soft skills. Aasheim et al. (2009, 2012)
surveyed the US industry with their own set of criteria that included both soft skills and
technical skills. In both of their studies, the top 10 skills were the same: honesty and integrity,
attitude, willingness to learn new skills, communication skills (written and oral), analytic skills,
professionalism, ability to work in teams, flexibility, motivation, and interpersonal skills.
However, these surveys focus only on the US industry.
Stevens and Norman (2016) surveyed the Information technology sector about graduate
skills, and found that there was an identified need for more soft skills. However, whilst this
sector includes Software Engineers, it involves other software professionals, and our specific
focus is SE graduates, particularly those from our University, which has the longest running
SE program in the country, with the first intake in 2000. The original syllabus was motivated
by SWEBOK and later SE2004. The SE profession has since matured, and there is now a
better understanding of what SE entails. We were interested in gaining insights on the local
industry attitudes towards our curricula and identifying any gaps.

Methodology
Description of Survey
We created two online surveys to get feedback on the SE Program, one for the UoA SE
Alumni and one for local SE professionals. The surveys, which had ethics approval, included
Likert scale and open-ended questions. Respondents rated the importance of multiple SE
related skills (listed in Table 2) and the ability of SE graduates in these skills. Similar to
Lethbridge (2000) and Aishem et al. (2009, 2012) the skills were topic areas within SE
(based on topics covered by the current UoA curriculum). In addition, we also included key
graduate attributes inspired by graduate competencies from the Institute of Professional
Engineers New Zealand. To rate the importance of SE related skills, we used an unbalanced
(skewed towards the positive) rating scale since we expected mostly positive answers and
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Figure 1: Age of survey participants

wanted to measure the degree of the responses (Parasuraman 2006). Respondents also
provided opinions on various aspects of the SE degree. The full survey can be found online 3.

Survey Participants
The survey was sent to UoA SE alumni and professionals working at local software
engineering companies. We got responses from 28 Alumni, 26 of whom stated they were
currently working in the Software Industry. For the SE professionals, we obtained 22
responses, including 18 who said they are often involved in hiring decisions. We asked each
participant several demographic questions including age, gender, years of experience, and
education level.
Not surprisingly, our Alumni respondents tend to be relatively young, due to the short
duration of the SE program; only one of the Alumni respondents was older than 35 years old.
The SE Industry respondents are more varied with respect to age as shown in Figure 1. The
Industry participants also had more experience working in the SE industry than the Alumni
participants. The Alumni participants had 6.5 years of experience on average, compared to
14 years for the Industry participants. The education level varied across both sets of
participants; however, the Alumni participants have a slightly higher education level on
average. This is likely due to the SE degree being a joint Bachelor/Honours degree, provided
a minimum grade point average is obtained. The highest level of education for each set is
shown in Table 1. The gender of our participants is in line with the current ratios in industry,
with 16% of our respondents identifying as female and the remainder identifying as male.
Table 1: Highest education level of participants

Education Level

Alumni

Industry

High school degree

0%

13%

Bachelor degree

32%

35%

Honours degree

42%

30%

Masters degree

21%

22%

Doctoral degree

4%

0%

3

http://kblincoe.github.io/survey/AAEE2017_Alumni_Survey.pdf and
http://kblincoe.github.io/survey/AAEE2017_Industry_Survey.pdf
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Results
Skills in Software Engineering
In our survey, we asked respondents to rate, using a five-point Likert-type scale, the
importance of 37 different skills or knowledge areas. Alumni respondents rated the
importance based on the skills needed in their current role, and industry respondents rated
the importance based on their hiring decisions for SE related positions. The soft skills
dominate the top most important skills, with ÒWorking in a teamÓ, ÒCommunication SkillsÓ and
ÒSolving problems in a teamÓ being the top three ranked skills. Table 2 shows the average
rating for each skill across all respondents. There was not a significant difference between
the two groups of respondents.
Table 2: Mean importance of skills across all respondents

Rank Skill

Rating Rank Skill

Rating

1

Working in a team

4.49

19

Software dev. methodologies

3.45

2

Communication skills

4.49

20

Parallel & distributed computing 3.28

3

Solving problems in a team

4.44

21

Requirements engineering

3.26

4

Professionalism

4.34

22

Data structures & algorithms

3.12

5

Software quality

4.19

23

Human computer interaction

3.12

6

Solving problems independently 4.12

24

Computer Networks

3.02

7

Working independently

4.09

25

High performance computing

2.93

8

Ethics

4.07

26

Algorithms for optimisation

2.81

9

Industry experience4

4.06

27

Operating systems

2.72

10

Programming

4.02

28

Artificial intelligence

2.40

11

Software design

4.02

29

Machine learning

2.35

12

Software architecture

3.91

30

Formal specification & design

2.33

13

Software testing

3.84

31

Mathematical modelling

2.28

14

Agile and lean software dev.

3.77

32

Digital systems design

2.19

15

Object orientated software dev

3.58

33

Robotics & intelligent systems

2.02

16

Database systems

3.55

34

Embedded systems

2.00

17

Computer security

3.51

35

Microcomputers

1.98

18

Project management

3.49

36

Computer graphics

1.93

4

Industry experience results based on Industry participants only, as it was not included in the Alumni
survey
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Table 3: Top five skill gaps identified by Hiring Manager respondents.

Skill or Knowledge Area

Importance

Ability

Difference

Software quality

4.56

2.53

-2.03

Software testing

4.19

2.73

-1.45

Software design

4.19

3.07

-1.12

Communication skills

4.44

3.33

-1.10

Solving problems in a team

4.50

3.47

-1.03

We also asked the hiring manager respondents to rate their satisfaction with the abilities of
software engineers they currently employ or manage for the same set of skills. When looking
at the differences between the ratings for the importance of a given skill and the ratings for
the actual ability of software engineers for that skill, the largest gap identified by the hiring
managers was Software Quality. Table 3 shows the mean ratings for importance and ability
and the difference between these ratings for the top five largest gaps.
When comparing the SE and CS graduates, the majority of respondents (20 of 26 or 76.9%
of Alumni and 11 of 15 or 73.3% of industry respondents) believe there is a difference
between the graduates of the two degrees. In addition, most respondents believe that there
are unique benefits for each degree and that the degrees complement each other.
Word clouds from Industry participant responses describing the benefits of each degree are
shown in Figures 2 and 3. The word clouds were generated by Qualtrics with the degree
names removed as stop words. As can be seen, a CS degree was perceived to have the
benefit of providing exposure to the latest technology and tools and a deep understanding of
technology. The SE degree was described as providing more real-world, practical knowledge
with a solid engineering background. In regards to the degree duration, the shorter duration
of the CS degree was cited as a financial benefit for students, while the extra year of study
was cited as a benefit of the SE degree for the ability to gain more knowledge and
experience before entering the workforce.
The majority of SE professionals involved in hiring decisions stated that individual strengths
and weaknesses of a candidate would be more important in their hiring decision than the
difference between these degrees.

Figure 2: Benefits of Software Engineering

Figure 3: Benefits of Computer Science

Discussion
In terms of importance, our participants rate soft skills very highly. Soft skills dominate the
top ten ranked skills, similar to what Aasheim and colleagues (2009, 2012) found. Aasheim
et al. (2009) found that US industry ranked interpersonal skills as the most important followed
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by personal skills and, after that, technical skills. Leibenberg et al. (2015) only asked industry
to rate technical skills and found that design skills were the most important skills in the South
African Software industry, followed by testing and maintenance. These skills also rank highly
in our study. This shows that whilst there will always be local influences on the industry
needs, there is commonality across the international community.
We also identified some skill gaps. In the early 2000s, the skill gaps identified by industry
were in human computer interfaces, real-time system design, software metrics, software
reliability, and requirement gathering (Leibenberg et al. 2000). These gaps had largely
disappeared post 2010 (Leibenberg et al. 2015). In our study, the three skills with the
greatest gap were software quality, software testing and software design. These have some
overlap with the largest skills gap identified by industry in Leibenberg et al. (2015) and in
Lethbridge (2000). When comparing the results of our study and those of LethbridgeÕs 2000
study, the size of the skill gap in both software testing and software design is less in our
study. Lethbridge (2000) identified gaps of 1.9 for Testing and 1.7 for Design, compared to
our data, which shows gaps of 1.45 and 1.12, respectively. Both studies used a five-point
scale, but further investigation is needed to verify if there is a statistically significant
difference. The more recent studyÕs findings were similar to ours (Leibenberg et al. 2015).
This suggests a potential improvement in the teaching of those subjects over time.
Two soft skills - communication skills and solving problems in a team - were in the top five
skill gaps identified by industry. While previous studies found a need for more soft skills (e.g.
Moreno et al. 2012, Aasheim et al. 2012), these previous studies had an explicit IT
perspective and were not specific to SE. Thus, this is the first SE focused study to identify a
soft skills gap. This is interesting; because Tockey (2015) argued that SE hiring managers
are not making soft skills explicit in software engineering related jobs and instead focus on
more learnable, technical skills. Tockey (2015) argues this is to the detriment of the software
industry. Our results indicate that there is at least some awareness by hiring managers of the
need to further emphasize and prioritize soft skills.

Limitations
Our survey respondents were self-selected, and their opinions may not generalize to all SE
professionals. However, our sample size was comparable to many similar studies described
in the related work (eg. Kitchenham et al. 2005, Surakka 2007, Stevens and Norman 2016).
Importantly, we obtained responses from Alumni of the SE degree at UoA (of which there is a
small pool) and from professionals working at nearly all of the local software engineering
companies. Of course, it is likely that many of the Industry respondents do not have SE
degrees, so they may not be as familiar with the SE degree as our alumni respondents.
However, since the goal of the study was to understand the perceptions of the software
engineering degree of those currently employed in the SE industry, the degree our industry
respondents obtained is not important. All industry respondents work at software engineering
companies and have, on average, more than 13 years of experience in the SE industry.

Conclusion
We conclude that soft skills (like working in a team and communication) are critical skills
needed in SE. Thus, SE degrees must include these important components. There are areas
where programs could improve, particularly around improving the software quality skills of
graduates. Another important finding is that industry does perceive a difference between a
SE and a CS graduate, and that both are needed in the software industry.
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT Teaching security courses is a challenging task in computer science program
since it requires careful integration of theoretical concepts with their practical applications. In
this paper, a quantitative approach is used to evaluate effective learning platforms and
different learning styles for cyber-security courses. The outcomes of the study show that
practice-based learning is the most effective learning method for cyber-security courses and
student performance can further be enhanced significantly through social learning instead of
solitary learning.
PURPOSE The main goal of this research is to understand the effects of learning styles and
platforms for successful adaptation of different pedagogical practices. The following research
questions are designed to achieve the expected outcomes.
ü For cyber-security courses, does the performance of a student match with his/her selfspecified learning performance?
ü How learning platforms affect a student's performance in cyber-security courses? What
factors play significant roles to successfully run a cyber-security course?
ü Which type of learning mechanism is the most effective for cyber-security courses? Is
learning in a group better than individual learning?

APPROACH Quantitative research is defined as a scientific method which follows a number
of procedures such as generation of models, identifying theories and hypotheses,
development of instrumentals and methods for measurement, experimental control and
manipulation of variables, collection of empirical data, modelling and analysis of data and
evaluation of results. This research follows experimental modes of inquiry which follows a
standard form namely, participants, materials, procedures and measures.

RESULTS The results show that there is no single platform that includes all features to
successfully run a cyber-security course. However, this problem can be solved by integrating
those features with existing platforms. The study also suggests that learning performance
can further be enhanced by choosing appropriate learning style.

CONCLUSIONS This paper investigates the impacts of learning platforms and learning
strategies for cyber-security courses. Similar experiments from different aspects will be
interesting to test their validity. The outcome can be used for further decision making e.g.,
the correlation of learning style difference could help to determine whether customized
learning styles would be more effective for teaching cyber-security courses
KEYWORDS Quantitative research, Learning style, Cyber-security
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Introduction
With the increased use of World Wide Web, malware and cyber-threats have also increased
exponentially in the last few years. While cyber-attacks have been growing rapidly, it was
predicted that there would be a global deficit of about two million cyber-security professionals
in 2017 (Zantua, Dupuis, & Popovsky, 2015). This shortfall in critical cyber-security skills can
mainly be overcome by promoting cyber-security programs in higher education. However,
teaching cyber-security at undergraduate or postgraduate levels has been challenging for a
number of reasons and has led to a shortage of qualified people with the right skills. This
global phenomenon is due to lack of expertise and resources to develop and teach such
programs, and keep up with continuously evolving discipline. The digital disruption and
adoption of fast changing technologies by businesses and customers create a perfect
environment for adversaries. The unknown vulnerabilities, zero-day exploits, high risk levels
and possible consequences with lack of countermeasures leave the governments,
businesses and industries off-guard. From world leading organizations to small businesses
have fallen victims and became an embarrassing situation for nations.
The solution to cyber-security challenges begins from creating skilled workforce in this
space, who will have the fundamental knowledge and skills to evaluate and address issues.
Since any security solution is a balancing act, the fact evolving nature of threats require
understanding and appreciation of the issues at all levels. This demands immediate action to
roll out programs by educational institutions at various stages: undergraduate, postgraduate,
professional development, up-skilling of workforce etc. Scholarship of Learning and Teaching
needs to happen to steadily improve cyber-security education and cope with future
challenges. Since learning platforms and individual learning style play a significant role in
students' performance, this study uses a quantitative approach to evaluate them in real
classroom environment. Quantitative research deals with systematic and scientific
investigation of quantitative properties and phenomena, and their relationships. One of the
key benefits of quantitative approach is that the procedure ensures reliability and validity of
experiments. The main goal of this research is to understand the effects of learning styles
and platforms for successful adaptation of different pedagogical practices. The following
research questions are designed to achieve the expected outcomes.
· For cyber-security courses, does the performance of a student match with his/her
self-specified learning performance?
· How learning platforms affect a student's performance in cyber-security courses?
What factors play significant roles to successfully run a cyber-security course?
· Which type of learning mechanisms is the most effective for cyber-security courses?
Is learning in a group better than individual learning?

Related Works
Extensive research have been conducted to investigate the applicability of both new and
existing learning styles and platforms during last few decades. This is becasuse learning
platforms and learning strategies have significant impacts on learning outcomes. A learning
platform is an integrated set of interactive services that provides the participants access to
common resources and communication tools as well as exchange information with each
other. Similar to learning platforms, learning strategies also offer a number of ways to
enhance learning capabilities. For example, problem based learning provides an efficient
way to acquire basic competencies where students learn about a topic through the solving of
problems (Gorghiu, 2015). In contrast, students are presented with the problem in inquiry
based learning and asked to demonstrate self-analysis and critical thinking required to solve
the problem (Gordon, 2015).
Sheen (2015) proposed an extensible technology framework for cyber-security education.
The paper explores different types of teaching methods, technology, and means used to
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explain theoretical concepts. The framework uses a central engine to coordinate learning
management with infrastructure in order to reduce administrative burden in cyber-security
education.
Alshammari, Anane, and Hendley (2015) proposed an approach for learning style adaptivity
and developed an e-learning system to facilitate personalized and adaptive learning. The
authors also conducted experiments on sixty subjects and the results indicate that matching
learning materials with learning style of the students significantly enhance learning gain and
satisfaction.
Bell, Vasserman, and Sayre (2015) developed an assessment tool that can be used to
measure student interest and self-efficacy in relation to cyber-security. This tool enables
educators to detect changes in student outcomes and thus helps in systematically improve
pedagogical strategies.
Cheung, Cohen, Lo, and Elia (2011) used Challenge Based Learning (CBL) methodology to
cyber-security courses. In this approach, students are encouraged to collaborate with their
peers, ask questions and develop a thorough understanding of the studied concepts and
solve real world challenges. In addition to this, participating in cyber-security competitions,
publishing research findings and making presentations are held regularly for guiding
activities.
In this paper, our main emphasis is on different learning styles and platforms that can be
used to enhance learning performance of students in cyber-security courses. Modern
learning platforms like PebblePad, Blackboard and Facebook page are also evaluated in the
experiments as they are most commonly used tools for interactive learning.

Quantitative Research Methodology
Quantitative research is defined as a scientific method, which generally follows a number of
procedures such as generation of models, identifying theories and hypotheses, development
of instrumentals and methods for measurement, experimental control and manipulation of
variables, collection of empirical data, modelling and analysis of data and evaluation of
results (Cresswell, 2003). The quantitative research methodology includes less rigorous
experiments known as quasi-experiments, which are more suitable compared to true
experimental designs as it does not have any time and logistical constraints. This research
follows experimental modes of inquiry, which follows a standard form namely, participants,
materials, procedures and measures. The following subsections describe these four forms of
experimental methods used in this research.

Participants
For this experiment, 30 undergraduate students of the Network Security course and 21
postgraduate students of the Network Information Security course have been selected, who
are studying Bachelor of Information Technology (BIT) and Masters of Information
Technology (MIT) programs. This study follows a 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design: resources
(learning platforms, learning styles), statement of values (implicit, explicit), and participants’
identification (BIT, MIT). In addition, another dimension: individual versus group is also
included in the experiments as a control and relevant for learning styles.

Variables
The main objective of this research is to evaluate the impacts of learning platforms and
learning styles for cyber-security courses. A number of standard questions are designed for
experiments to collect each student's individual preference. The collected data are tested
and verified against real time responses conducted throughout the courses. The implicit
statement of values condition is measured from the standardized format used in the
experiment, whereas the explicit statement of values condition is obtained measuring the
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responses of the participants (BIT and MIT). Group experiments are also designed to
analyze the treatment variables and the performance measures of the students obtained
from the experiments are used to draw the final conclusion.

Instrumentation and Materials
The experiments are conducted for six consecutive weeks during lab hours and each week
students are asked to answer or solve a number of questions. In first part, students are
provided five technical questions and engaged in a repetitive question and answer session to
find the correct solutions. The second part consists of five complex and challenging problems
to be solved collaboratively. For the third part, a number of practice questions are provided
and on the basis of knowledge acquired to solve those problems, the students are asked to
solve five related questions. The answers are collected through three different platforms
namely Blackboard, PebblePad and Facebook page. While submitting answers through
PebblePad, students faced problems to upload their answers because of missing
instructions. A mock experiment with dummy questions is held to overcome the problem. The
following topics are used in undergraduate questionnaires: Unix Programming, Public Key
Infrastructure, Hash and Digital Signatures, Security Tools, SQL Injection, and Same Origin
Policy. On the other hand, postgraduate questionnaires include Advanced cryptographic
schemes, Cipher modes, Secure Electronic Transaction (SET), Intrusion Detection System
(IDS), Firewalls, and IP traceback. Some of these questions are descriptive (e.g., which
features differentiate intrusion prevention system from IDS?) whereas some others are
technical (e.g., for a given network scenario, what configurations should be changed to
establish a telnet connection between two systems?). At the end of each week’s workshop,
students’ answers are collected through learning platforms for evaluation. The outcomes are
the average of the students' six weeks performance.

Experimental Procedures
The experimental procedure includes four steps: i) collection of demographic data, ii)
learning platforms, instrument and materials, iii) learning styles and iv) learning tasks. In
learning tasks, students answered a number of questions related to weekly lectures. Three
learning platforms are used alternately to obtain the answers and the measurement is done
on collected data to evaluate students' self-reported learning styles. As mentioned above, a
mock session has also been conducted to overcome the PebblePad problem and the new
results are recorded for analysis. Another experiment is done by randomly assigning
students into groups (ten undergraduate and seven postgraduate groups) where each group
consists of exactly two members. We have used the 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design experiment
that uses two treatment variables to examine the performance as well as effects of the
treatment variables on final outcomes. In this task, students are asked to develop a simple
host based Intrusion Detection System. All students received the same background
knowledge required to solve the task. The experiment has been conducted from two
dimensions: one is problem/ practice based solution (A) that seems to be relevant to learning
styles whereas individual/ group (B) dimension serves as a control. The first group only
receives the treatment as shown below.
Group A:

R ---------- O -------------- X ------------------ O

Group B:

R ---------- O ------------------------------------ O

Here, X denotes treatment, manipulation, induction, O denotes measurement, observation,
and R is random assignment.

Threats to Validity
Threats of validity are classified into two categories: i) internal validity threats and ii) external
validity threats. The following subsections describe each of these threats.
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Internal Validity Threat Control
History- In this experiment, both groups have experienced the same current events. So no
other current event affected the change in the dependent variable. Maturation- No changes
occur in the dependent variable due to normal experimental processes because both groups
experience the same experimental processes. Selection- As all the subjects are selected and
all of them have received treatment or control condition, there is no impact on the dependent
variable. Experimental Mortality- It means that whether some participants drop out and does
it affect in the results or not. In the experiments, the same participants involved in the entire
study in both experimental and control groups, so there appears to be no bias. Testing- Both
groups get a pre-test in the experiment but a pre-test may have the experimental group more
sensitive to the treatment. Instrumentation- The measurement method, materials and
instruments have not been changed during the research.

External Validity Threats Control
Unique program features- A motivated set of facilitators for small group discussions may
exist. Effects of Selection- probably applicable to other computer science courses. Effects of
Setting- computer science students have their own culture, so it is doubtful if this would be
applicable to other types of students such as medical students. Reactive effects of
experimental arrangements- it would be better to imitate the results in other related
programs.

Results and Analysis
The first experiment has been designed to test whether the performance of an individual
student matched with his/her self-specified learning performance. The outcomes indicate that
problem-based learning is more preferable compared to inquiry-based and practice based
learning styles for cyber-security courses. 78.43% students have found right answers
through problem-based learning, whereas the amount for practice-based and inquiry-based
learning is 62.74% and 54.90% respectively. This outcome is consistent with their selfreported learning styles as shown in Figure 1. The percentile representation of experimental
outcomes shows that 40% students learn better through problem-based learning whereas
the number is 32% and 28% for practice-based and inquiry-based learning respectively.
These figures are very close to their self-specified learning styles where 46% students chose
problem-based learning, 30% of them preferred practice-based learning, and the rest 24%
students specified inquiry-based learning.

Figure 1: Learning performance outcomes for different learning styles

The second experiment is conducted to examine the impacts of different learning platforms.
Students’ responses are observed and accuracy is measured in terms of successful
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collaboration and effective use of provided resources. The outcomes show that 67.78%
accuracy is achieved while using PebblePad, whereas the level of accuracy obtained for
Blackboard and Facebook Page is 53.30% and 49.23% respectively. However, in selfspecified instrument, 38% students chose to use Blackboard while 33% and 29% of them
specified PebblePad and Facebook Page as their preferred learning platforms as shown in
Figure 2. Thus, experimental results do not support self-specified learning platforms. We
noticed that PebblePad supports some unique features compared to other platforms such as
individual feedback, group feedback, sharing workbook with any group member. PebblePad
is a good learning platform for collaboration among group members and course instructor.
Although Facebook Page is more user friendly, it doesn't provide most of the basic features
such as setting submission deadline, student grading and integration of third party tools. On
the other hand, Blackboard supports many third-party tools such as SafeAssign, TurnItIn,
Tweak and WebAssign. However, in addition to other limitations, Blackboard is not user
friendly like PebblePad and Facebook Page. From the experiments, it is understandable that
there is no unique platform, which provides all necessary features to run a cyber-security
course. In terms of students' satisfaction and learning performance, PebblePad outperforms
other two platforms in our experiments.

Figure 2: Impacts of different learning platforms on learning outcomes

To address third research question, students are divided into multiple groups with exactly two
members: ten undergraduate groups and seven postgraduate groups. In this task,
undergraduate and postgraduate students are asked to develop a simple IDS and an
advanced IDS respectively using shell script in groups and individually. The IDS has two
parts: i) verification file generation and ii) intrusion detection. Practice-based learning method
has been implemented as a learning strategy for the first part whereas problem-based
approach is followed for the second part. Students are taught basic shell script programming
and essential features required to design the IDS. From obtained results, it was found that
88.23% students in groups could solve the part 1 using practice-based method, whereas it is
64.70% for individual. On the other hand, part 2 is solved by 76.47% students working in
groups, whereas it is 47.05% for individual learning. We also calculated the chi-square p
value with one degree of freedom. The p value is 0.478, which indicates that there is no
statistically significant difference between the observed value and the expected value. Thus,
the experimental outcomes indicate that learning in groups is more suitable compared to
individual learning for cyber-security courses. Similarly, practice-based learning is more
effective than problem-based learning according to obtained results.
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Conclusion
This paper investigates the impacts of learning platforms (Blackboard, PebblePad and
Facebook Page) and learning strategies (inquiry-based, problem-based and practice-based)
for cyber-security courses. Similar experiments from different aspects (e.g., Yammer platform
and project based learning) will be interesting to test their validity. The results show that
there is no single platform that includes all features to successfully run a cyber-security
course. However, this problem can be solved by integrating those features, wherever
possible, with existing platforms. The study also suggests that learning performance can be
enhanced by choosing appropriate learning style. The outcome can be used for further
decision making such as the correlation of learning style difference could help to determine
whether customized learning styles would be more effective for teaching cyber-security
courses. This paper will provide a good background for researchers interested to perform
further research in cyber-security education. Our future work aims to evaluate other learning
platforms and learning styles to examine their applicability for cyber-security courses.
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18!
O8!
W8!
G8!

5<<*=!.$%+$<*$-2(=!.*67$06#%(%)$**%?!
93<<,$06#.*(2-.(633/)0$#.*!02%)%!&$0#!+'Y&'(),(%!2-.!%02),#'*.,(%?!
(*%4I<#$#8*!02%)%?!<('U,+0%!2-.!+2(,,(!.,3,*'<4,-0?!!
5**!&$0#$-!2(8%3H#%!63$.*J.D!

5*0#'/B#!0#,(,!#2%!6,,-!2!#$%0'(=!'>!<('U,+0Y62%,.!*,2(-$-B!$-!0#,!G2+/*0=!>'(!42-=!=,2(%?!&,!
2(,!-'&!<*2--$-B!0'!02),!0#$%!0'!0#,!-,c0!*,3,*?!%#$>0$-B!0#,!,4<#2%$%!>('4!e('U,+0%!0'!I0/.,-0!
;,2(-$-B8!I0/.$'%!,46'.=!0#20!%#$>0!PD8!E2.B(2>0!,0!2*8?!N9CbQ?!&$0#!,2+#!%,4,%0,(!#23$-B!2!
%0/.$'!+'4<'-,-0!'>!N\Y\9f?!%/(('/-.,.!6=!4'(,!0(2.$0$'-2*!0,2+#$-B!'>!%)$**%8!
I0/.$'%!<('3$.,!%0/.,-0%!&$0#!'<,-Y,-.,.!<('U,+0!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0'!.,3,*'<!0#,!>/**!(2-B,!'>!
<('>,%%$'-2*!+2<26$*$0$,%8!W2+#!%0/.,-0!.,>$-,%!2!%,0!'>!$-0,-.,.!'/0+'4,%!$-!2!*,2(-$-B!
+'-0(2+0!2-.!0#,-!&'()%!0'!%20$%>=!0#,4?!&#$+#!0#,=!0#,-!.'+/4,-0!$-!2!<,(%'-2*!*I:3/.43%038!
I0/.$'%!(,]/$(,!B(2./20,!200($6/0,!W!$-!2+0$'-!T!%,*>Y42-2B,4,-0!2-.!%,*>Y*,2(-$-B8!
5!+#2**,-B$-B!02%)!(,]/$(,%!>$(%0!2-!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!$0%!63$.*J.?!0#,!%=%0,4!$-!&#$+#!$0!$%!
,46,..,.?!0#,!+*$,-0!$**)-!4/%0!6,!$.,-0$>$,.?!2-.!>'(42**=!(,+'(.,.!2%!0#,!/*K,0/*<*$.-!0'!
6,!.,*$3,(,.!P<'$-0!5!26'3,Q8!"#,%,!2/0#,-0$+!<('U,+0!02%)%!&$**!/%/2**=!6,!.,3,*'<,.!&$0#!
$-./%0(=!<2(0-,(%8!!
I0/.,-0%!/%,!0#,!)*-08$!<('+,%%!P<'$-0!FQ?!,4<20#$%$-B!&$0#!0#,!%02),#'*.,(%!0'!/-.,(%02-.!
0#,!<('6*,4!2%!.,,<*=!2%!<'%%$6*,8!"#,!$-$0$2*!>'+/%!$%!'-!<('6*,4!.,>$-$0$'-8!:%!0#,!<('6*,4!
+*,2(d!5(,!0#,!(,]/$(,4,-0%!+*,2(!2-.!.,*$3,(26*,d!P"8!F('&-?!N99K_!:OWg?!N9CL_!I02->'(.!
X-$3,(%$0=!.8I+#''*?!N9CLQ!
:-!0#,!<('+,%%!'>!.,3,*'<$-B!2!%,0!'>!<'0,-0$2*!%'*/0$'-%!2-.!$-!,32*/20$-B!0#,4!2B2$-%0!0#,!
(,]/$(,4,-0%?!32($'/%!)$-.%!'>!0,+#-$+2*!P26%0(2+0$'-!2-.!4'.,**$-BQ!%)$**%!&$**!6,!(,]/$(,.!
P<'$-0!1Q8!!
W-B$-,,($-B!2-.!:"!(2(,*=!#2<<,-%!2%!$-.$3$./2*!2+0$3$0=!T!.*#<-!2(,!(,]/$(,.!2*4'%0!2*&2=%8!
93<<,$06#.03$!2-.!633/)0$#.03$!2(,!),=!%)$**%!P<'$-0!OQ?!*$),*=!0#,!4'%0!$4<'(02-0!%)$**%!
2+('%%!2!+2(,,(!PH8!"(,3,*=2-?!N9C7Q8!W:"!<('>,%%$'-2*%!%<,-.!2('/-.!b9f!'>!0#,$(!0$4,!
+'44/-$+20$-B!6'0#!&$0#$-!0#,!0,24!2-.!2+('%%!0,24!6'/-.2($,%8!
(*%4I<#$#8*<*$.!P<'$-0!WQ!$%!0#,!),=!$-B(,.$,-08!W-B$-,,(%!2-.!:"!<('>,%%$'-2*%!4/%0!6,!
26*,!0'!42-2B,!0#,$(!&'()?!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0$4,!0'!6,+'4,!(,*$26*,!2-.!<('./+0$3,!0,24!
4,46,(%8!"#,!%0/.$'%!(,]/$(,!%0/.,-0%!0'!42$-02$-!2!(,>*,+0$3,!U'/(-2*!0#20!&$**!#,*<!0#,4!0'!
$.,-0$>=!%0(,-B0#%!2-.!&,2)-,%%,%?!0'!%#2<,!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B!2+('%%!0,+#-$+2*!2-.!-'-Y
0,+#-$+2*!+2<26$*$0$,%8!
G$-2**=?!%0/.$'%!&$**!#,*<!%0/.,-0%!0'!%,,!0#,!B*'62*!-20/(,!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!2-.!:"!<(2+0$+,!
P<'$-0!GQ?!6'0#!$-!0#,!+'-0,c0!'>!<('6*,4%!2-.!.,%$B-!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!6/0!2*%'!$-!0#,!-20/(,!'>!
0#,!0,24%!$-!&#$+#!0#,=!&$**!&'()?!6*,-.$-B!+/*0/(2*!2-.!.$%+$<*$-2(=!<,(%<,+0$3,%8!!
"#,!%0/.$'!$%!0#,!3,#$+*,!>'(!,2+#!$-.$3$./2*Z%!*,2(-$-B?!2%!<2(0!'>!0#,$(!'3,(2**!+2(,,(!
.,3,*'<4,-0!20!0#,!/-$3,(%$0=8!"#,$(!<,(%'-2*!,Y<'(0>'*$'!&$**!6,!2!(,+'(.!'>!0#,$(!2+#$,3,4,-0!
'>!0#,!B(2./20,!+2<26$*$0$,%!2-.!'>!0#,$(!(,2.$-,%%!0'!%0,<!$-0'!0#,!&'(*.!'>!&'()?!'(!,3,-!
.,>$-,!0#,$(!'&-!&'()!&'(*.8!:0!&$**!+'-02$-!42-=!,c24<*,%!0#20!4$B#0!6,!.$%+/%%,.!20!2!U'6!
$-0,(3$,&?!.,4'-%0(20$-B!0#,!B(2./20,!$%!&'()Y(,2.=8!:4<'(02-0*=?!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!2-!,Y
<'(0>'*$'!(,]/$(,%!%,*>Y(,>*,+0$'-?!2!),=!<('>,%%$'-2*!+2<26$*$0=8!

2/"34+/(6+;.&;4'4+/(
"#,!),=!<2(0!'>!0#,!V:O5I!<('U,+0!$%!$-3'*3$-B!%0/.,-0%!2%!<2(0-,(%!$-!0#,$(!'&-!,./+20$'-8!
"#$-B%!B,0!.'-,!.3!%0/.,-0%!$-!0#,!+/((,-0!/-$3,(%$0=!,-3$('-4,-08!S,!&2-0!0'!+#2-B,!0#208!
"#,!+'(,!V:O5I!0,24!$%!&'()$-B!&$0#!0#,!X-$3,(%$0=!:--'320$'-!G,**'&%!PX:G%Q?!>'/(!%0/.,-0%!
>('4!0#$(.?!>'/(0#!2-.!>$>0#!=,2(%!2+('%%!.$>>,(,-0!,-B$-,,($-B!.$%+$<*$-,%8!"#,=!2(,!0#,!>$(%0!
%0/.,-0%!0'!6,!%,*,+0,.!2%!<2(0!'>!2!I02->'(.!X-$3,(%$0=!<('B(24!,4<'&,($-B!%0/.,-0%!0'!
6,+'4,!2B,-0%!'>!,-0(,<(,-,/($2*!+#2-B,!20!0#,$(!/-$3,(%$0$,%!/%$-B!)*-08$!.70$@0$8!2%!2!0''*!
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P.8I+#''*?!N9CLQ8!W2+#!'>!0#,%,!%0/.,-0%!/-.,(0'')!'-*$-,!0(2$-$-B!$-!G,6!N9CL?!>'**'&,.!6=!
2!&,,)!'>!$44,(%$'-!$-!.,%$B-!0#$-)$-B!20!I02->'(.!$-!V2(+#8!
"#,!X:G%!#23,!%'!>2(!,-+'/(2B,.!%0/.,-0!>,,.62+)!>('4!.$>>,(,-0!+'#'(0%!26'/0!G2+/*0=!
<('B(24%8!"#,=!&'()!2*'-B%$.,!2+2.,4$+!2-.!<('>,%%$'-2*!%02>>!0'!6($-B!26'/0!+#2-B,%!
%0/.,-0%!&2-0?!%/+#!2%!>'(/4%!2-.!&'()%#'<%8!"#,!X:G%!#23,!2*%'!2++,<0,.!0#,!02%)!'>!
.(2>0$-B!2!<('<'%2*!0'!(,</(<'%,!2!.,%$B-20,.!%0/.,-0!*,2(-$-B!%<2+,!$-!'/(!6/$*.$-B?!>$-.$-B!
'/0!#'&!%0/.,-0%!&2-0!0'!/%,!$0!2-.!&#20!-,,.%!0'!6,!2..,.!2-.!+#2-B,.8!"#$%!$%!2!3,(=!
,c+$0$-B!2-.!B('&$-B!,-0,(<($%,8!!
5-'0#,(!$-$0$20$3,!$%!L*#/$0$8!#H3,.!L*#/$0$8?!&#$+#!2$4%!0'!4,,0!0#,!*,2(-$-B!-,,.%!'>!
%0/.,-0%!$-!0#,!G2+/*0=?!&'()$-B!&$0#!0#,!I0/.,-0!e('4'0$'-2*!D,<(,%,-020$3,%!'>!X"I!
PIeDgX"IQ?!%0/.,-0%!&#'!2(,!<$3'02*!$-!B2$-$-B!'0#,(!%0/.,-0%Z!,-B2B,4,-0!$-!
+'-3,(%20$'-%8!!
"#,!X:G%?!0#,!IeDgX"I!2-.!$-.$3$./2*!%0/.,-0%!>('4!32($'/%!%0/.=!<('B(24%!2-.!
<('>,%%$'-2*!62+)B('/-.%!2(,!2*%'!+'4$-B!0'B,0#,(!2%!<2(0-,(%!&$0#!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!
%02>>!0'!$-0,(<(,0!%0/.,-0!>,,.62+)!%/(3,=%8!"#,=!<('3$.,!$-%$B#0%!$-0'!$4<('3$-B!%<,+$>$+!
*,2(-$-B!2(,2%!2-.!0#,!&$.,(!%0/.,-0!,c<,($,-+,8!
"#,!V:O5I!0,24!#2%!$-3$0,.!0#,!X:G%!2-.!>($,-.%!'>!X:G%!0'!<2(0$+$<20,!$-!+'-3,(%20$'-%!
<,(02$-$-B!0'!1/(($+/*/4!D,-,&2*!e('U,+0%!$-+*/.$-B!2!-,&!V,+#2-$+2*!2-.!V,+#20('-$+%!
e('B(24?!2!-,&!1$3$*!W-B$-,,($-B!<('B(24!2-.!(,*20,.!%/6Y42U'(%?!2!-,&!V2%0,(!'>!
W-B$-,,($-B!PD'6'0$+%Q?!D,-,&,.!1'(,!%/6U,+0%?!:--'320$'-!%0/.$'%?!2-.!2!I0/.,-0!
1'44/-$+20$'-!<2+)2B,8!
g/(!G2+/*0=!#2%!>'(!0&'!=,2(%!-'&?!$-%$%0,.!'-!%0/.,-0!<2(0$+$<20$'-!20!(,0(,20%?!&'()%#'<%!
2-.!>'(/4%8!"#$%!=,2(?!CN!%0/.,-0%!200,-.,.!0#,!G2+/*0=Z%!",2+#$-B!2-.!;,2(-$-B!5.32-+,!$-!
I,<0,46,(!&'()$-B!2*'-B%$.,!26'/0!K9!2+2.,4$+!2-.!<('>,%%$'-2*!%02>>!$-!2(0$+/*20$-B!%0'($,%!
'>!%/++,%%!2-.!2+#$,3,4,-08!5**!#23,!+'44$00,.!0'!+'-0$-/$-B!0#,!&'()!$-!*,2(-$-B!
<2(0-,(%#$<%!&$0#!2+2.,4$+%8!
:-!0#,!-,c0!%,+0$'-?!%0/.,-0%!0,**!0#,$(!%$.,!'>!0#$%!<2(0-,(%#$<!$-!4'(,!.,02$*8!

2/"34+/(E"+(B.#F,1.G,(",$+<(84,$<+()1$+F$+<(
"'!/-+'3,(!0#,!#$..,-!<2$-%!2-.!/->/*>$**,.!.,%$(,%!'>!%0/.,-0%!&$0#$-!'/(!+/((,-0!,./+20$'-!
%=%0,4!2-!2.2<020$'-!'>!0#,!M*-08$!570$@0$8!e('+,%%!PW4<20#$%,?!O,>$-,?!:.,20,?!e('0'0=<,?!
",%0Q!#2%!6,,-!/%,.!$-!%0/.,-0Y*,.!>'(/4%!2-.!&'()%#'<%8!"#,%,!>'(/4%!2(,!.,3,*'<,.!2-.!
(/-!6=!%0/.,-0!*,2.,(%!$-!2-!,>>'(0!0'!,-B2B,!0#,$(!<,,(%!2-.!2**'&!0#,4!0'!<$-<'$-0!),=!
,*,4,-0%!'>!0#,!+/((,-0!/-$3,(%$0=!,c<,($,-+,!0#20!-,,.!$4<('3,4,-08!F=!2**'&$-B!%0/.,-0%!0'!
42-2B,!0#,%,!&'()%#'<%?!2!>($,-.*=!2-.!+2%/2*!,-3$('-4,-0!$%!,%026*$%#,.!2**'&$-B!#'-,%0!
0#'/B#0%!2-.!$.,2%!0'!6,!/-+'3,(,.!2-.!.$%+/%%,.!T!2!+(/+$2*!,*,4,-0!0'!0#,!%/++,%%!'>!0#,!
&'()%#'<%!0#/%!>2(8!5!0=<$+2*!'-,!#'/(!&'()%#'<!02),%!0#,!>'**'&$-B!>'(4@!
C8! ;<:#.70-*!T!e2(0$+$<20$-B!%0/.,-0%!2(,!2%),.!0'!<2$(!/<!&$0#!%'4,'-,!,*%,!$-!0#,!(''4!
2-.!+'-3,(%,!'3,(!2!B$3,-!0'<$+8!G'(!,c24<*,@!hi'/(!G$(%0!i,2(!Wc<,($,-+,!20!X-$3,(%$0=j!
'(!hE'&!i'/!"(23,**,.!0'!X-$3,(%$0=!"'.2=j8!!"#,!0'<$+!'>!0#$%!>$(%0!2+0$3$0=!$%!02$*'(,.!0'!0#,!
B('/<!'(!>'+/%!'>!0#,!>'(/48!O/($-B!0#,$(!+'-3,(%20$'-?!%0/.,-0%!2(,!,-+'/(2B,.!0'!2%)!h\!
S#=%j!2-.!>'**'&!/<!]/,%0$'-%!0'!0#,$(!<2(0-,(Z%!%020,4,-0%!$-!'(.,(!0'!+'2c!'/0!0#,!
/-.,(*=$-B!(,2%'-$-B!6,#$-.!0#,$(!0#'/B#0%8!5-=0#$-B!0#20!0#,!%0/.,-0%!>$-.!0'!6,!
$-0,(,%0$-B?!<2$->/*!'(!/-,c<,+0,.!$%!&($00,-!.'&-!'-!<'%0Y$0!-'0,%!2-.!./4<,.!'-!
6/0+#,(%Z!<2<,(8!
N8! M*40$*!T!S$0#!2!+'**,+0$'-!'>!<'%0Y$0!-'0,%!>('4!0#,!$-0,(3$,&%?!%0/.,-0%!0#,-!>'(4!*2(B,(!
B('/<%!2-.!.$%+/%%!&#20!0#,=!/-+'3,(,.8!5%!2!0,24?!0#,=!4/%0!-'&!+#''%,!'-,!'(!2!
(,*20,.!+'46$-20$'-!'>!h<2$-Y<'$-0%j!'(!$-0,(,%0%!>('4!0#,!+'**,+0$'-!&#$+#!0#,=!4/%0!/%,!
0'!+(,20,!2!he('6*,4!O,>$-$0$'-j8!"#$%!<('6*,4!.,>$-$0$'-!4/%0!02),!0#,!>'(4!'>!hE'&!4$B#0!
&,[j8!G'(!,c24<*,?!hE'&!4$B#0!&,!#,*<!%0/.,-0%!>'(4!%0('-B,(!>($,-.%#$<%!$-!0#,$(!>$(%0!
=,2(!'>!/-$3,(%$0=dj!'(!hE'&!4$B#0!&,!#,*<!%0/.,-0%!>,,*!%2>,!'-!0#,$(!&2=!#'4,!>('4!
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+24</%dj8!I020$-B!0#,!<('6*,4!.,>$-$0$'-!$-!0#$%!&2=!2**'&%!U'$-0!'&-,(%#$<!'>!0#,!%,0!02%)!
2-.!'<,-%!0#,!<('6*,4!/<!0'!#23,!2!*2(B,!-/46,(!'>!%'*/0$'-%8!
M8! N)*#.*!Y!:-!0#,!%24,!B('/<%?!%0/.,-0%!2(,!2%),.!0'!/%,!0#,!hi,%!2-.[j!4,-02*$0=!0'!
(2<$.Y>$(,!$.,2!B,-,(20$'-!%/(('/-.$-B!0#,$(!+#'%,-!<('6*,4!.,>$-$0$'-8!:-!0#$%!<'(0$'-!'>!
0#,!&'()%#'<!2-=0#$-B!B',%!2-.!-'!$.,2!$%!.$%4$%%,.!'(!.$%+/%%,.!20!*,-B0#8!I0/.,-0%!
2(,!2**!,-+'/(2B,.!0'!%02-.!P-'0!%$0Q!2-.!0'!+'-0($6/0,!0'!2!+'**,+0$'-!'>!<'%0Y$0!-'0,!$.,2%8!
78! A/3.3.&:*!T!50!0#,!+'-+*/%$'-!'>!0#,!$.,2!B,-,(20$'-!<#2%,!0#,!B('/<%!4/%0!-'&!%'(0!
0#('/B#!2**!'>!0#,$(!<'%0Y$0!-'0,%!2-.!,$0#,(!2%!2!%02-.2*'-,!$.,2!'(!2%!2!+'46$-20$'-?!
<('<'%,!2-!$-0,(3,-0$'-!0'!0#,$(!+#'%,-!<('6*,4!.,>$-$0$'-8!"#$%!$-0,(3,-0$'-!4/%0!0#,-!6,!
0/(-,.!$-0'!2!<#=%$+2*A3$%/2*!<('0'0=<,!6=!2-=!4,2-%8!Wc24<*,%!$-+*/.,!%0'(=6'2(.$-B?!
('*,!<*2=!2-.!<#=%$+2*!4'.,*%!42.,!>('4!+(2>0!420,($2*%8!
\8! 5*-.!T!"#,!B('/<%!4/%0!-'&!%#'&!0#,$(!<('0'0=<,%!0'!2-'0#,(!B('/<!2-.!#23,!0#,!'0#,(!
B('/<!,c<,($,-+,!0#,!%'*/0$'-!0#20!#2%!6,,-!+(,20,.8!S$0#!32*/26*,!>,,.62+)!>('4!(2<$.!
(,2*Y&'(*.!0,%0$-B?!.,%$B-!$0,(20$'-%!+2-!6,!<,(>'(4,.!'-!2-=!'>!0#,!.,%$B-!%02B,%!/-0$*!2!
%20$%>2+0'(=!<('<'%2*!#2%!6,,-!.,3,*'<,.8!
"#,!.202!B20#,(,.!>('4!0#,%,!&'()%#'<%!#2%!6,,-!$-32*/26*,!$-!/-+'3,($-B!%'4,!0(/,!
.,%$(,%!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0%8!:0!2*%'!2**'&%!%0/.,-0%!0'!02),!'&-,(%#$<!'>!<('6*,4%!0#,=!2(,!>2+$-B!
2-.!B$3,%!0#,4!0#,!<'&,(!0'!B,-,(20,!%'*/0$'-%!&$0#$-!0#,!%<2+,!'>!0#,!'-,!#'/(!%,%%$'-?!
(,%/*0$-B!$-!2!%,-%,!'>!<($.,?!%20$%>2+0$'-!2-.!<('./+0$3$0=8!
"#$%!.,%$B-!<('+,%%!+2-!6,!3$,&,.!'-!2!4/+#!*2(B,(!%+2*,!2-.!>'(4%!2!+'(,!<('+,%%!&$0#$-!
0#,!V:O5I!<('U,+08!F=!&'()$-B!&$0#!%0/.,-0%!2%!<2(0-,(%?!2!3,(=!.,,<!*,3,*!'>!,4<20#=!$%!
26*,!0'!6,!2+#$,3,.!2%!0#,!%0/.,-0%!0#,4%,*3,%!2(,!+(,20$-B!%'*/0$'-%!0'!<('6*,4%!0#,=!2(,!
>2+$-B8!:-!,%%,-+,?!$0!+2-!0/(-!0#,!/-$3,(%$0=!,c<,($,-+,!$-0'!2-!'<,-!(,%'/(+,!<*20>'(4!&#,(,!
%0/.,-0%!2(,!<('3$.,.!&$0#!(,%'/(+,%!0#,=!-,,.!0'!+'-./+0!0#,$(!%0/.$,%!2-.!<('U,+0%8!
I0/.,-0%!2(,!26*,!0'!.,3,*'<!2!B(,20,(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,$(!'&-!0#'/B#0%!2-.!2**'&%!>'(!
(,>*,+0$'-!'>!%$0/20$'-%!$-!&#$+#!0#,=!2(,!>2+,.8!
)-./0123!4501!6.-728.!,-8!905:3;0<3!
I0/.,-0!(/-!&'()%#'<%!#23,!/-+'3,(,.!-/4,('/%!<('6*,4%!&#$+#!%0/.,-0%!+'-%$.,(!'>!#$B#!
$4<'(02-+,!20!X"I@!
C8! "#,!-,,.!>'(!$+%#4*,43(,/"3@(,G*%4,!'-!+24</%!>'(!6'0#!]/$,0!%0/.=!2-.!>'(!P-'$%$,(Q!
B('/<!2+0$3$0$,%!
o! g-,!B('/<!<('<'%,.!2!+'*'/(,.!%$B-2**$-B!%=%0,4!$-!0#,!*$6(2(=!0'!$.,-0$>=!32+2-0!
%0/.=!%<2+,%!>'(!&2$0$-B!%0/.,-0%8!
N8! O,%$(,!>'(!2!<#4*/4#("+$;4#,$/@=,.%$*&(>*&*+%4!
o! I'4,!%0/.,-0%!#23,!<('<'%,.!h+#$**!'/0!k'-,%j!0'!2**'&!%0/.,-0%!0'!02),!2!6(,2)!>('4!
%0/.=!2-.!0'!%'+$2*$k,!&$0#!>($,-.%8!
o! ha2<!<'.%j!#23,!6,,-!(,]/,%0,.!6=!B('/<%!'>!%0/.,-0%!&#'!0(23,*!*'-B!.$%02-+,%!0'!
B,0!0'!/-$3,(%$0=!2-.!6,*$,3,!2!-2<!&'/*.!#,*<!0#,4!42$-02$-!>'+/%!*20,(!$-!0#,!.2=8!
M8! H#4*/4#(,"GG.#/(-.#(,/"34+/(4+/#4G#4+4"#,!
o! I'4,!%0/.,-0%!#23,!.$%+/%%,.!2!.,%$(,!0'!%02(0!0#,$(!'&-!6/%$-,%%,%!'(!*'')!$-0'!0#,!
h%02(0Y/<!+/*0/(,j!6/0!2(,!/-%/(,!#'&!0#,=!+'/*.!</(%/,!0#,%,!23,-/,%!&$0#'/0!
2>>,+0$-B!0#,$(!%0/.$,%8!
78! 5#.I4%/(>*,43(&4*#+$+<!
o! V2-=!%0/.,-0%!#23,!,c<(,%%,.!#$B#!$-0,(,%0!$-!$-+(,2%,.!<('U,+0!62%,.!*,2(-$-B!6'0#!
$-!0#,!>'(4%!'>!<(2+0$+2*!+*2%%,%A!2%%,%%4,-0%!2-.!$-!$-0,(-%#$<A&'()!,c<,($,-+,!
'<<'(0/-$0$,%8!
g3,(2**!'-,!'>!0#,!6$BB,%0!$-%$B#0%!$-0'!0#,!+/((,-0!%0/.,-0!4$-.%,0!$%!0#20!%0/.,-0%!2(,!,2B,(!
0'!*,2(-!2-.!#23,!2!*2(B,!.,%$(,!0'!6,!+#2**,-B,.!2-.!0'!.'!&,**!$-!0#,$(!%0/.$,%!6/0!0#,=!>,,*!
2%!0#'/B#!0#,=!2(,!%'4,0$4,%!*2+)$-B!0#,!(,%'/(+,%!2-.!-,+,%%2(=!%/<<'(08!D,%'/(+,%!
A/36**)0$8-'!++;;BCDE!93$4*/*$6*!
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%/+#!2%!>2+,!0'!>2+,!0$4,!&$0#!*,+0/(,(%?!#2-.%!'-!<('U,+0%?!+*,2(!$-%0(/+0$'-%?!>*,c$6*,!
2%%,%%4,-0%!2-.!$-+(,2%,.!%<2+,!0'!/-.,(02),!%0/.=!#23,!2**!6,,-!(,<,20,.*=!-24,.8!
S$0#!0#$%!+'4,%!%'4,!%/(<($%,%?!#'&,3,(?!2%!42-=!%0/.,-0%!2(,!2*%'!/-2&2(,!'>!%'4,!'>!
0#,!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!2-.!(,%'/(+,%!2*(,2.=!232$*26*,!0'!0#,48!:0!$%!<'%%$6*,!0#20!'-,!'>!0#,!),=!
'/0+'4,%!>('4!0#,%,!&'()%#'<%!$%!0#20!(,%'/(+,%!-,,.!0'!6,!4'(,!3$%$6*,!2-.!2+0$3,*=!
<('4'0,.!0'!%0/.,-0%!0'!B$3,!0#,4!0#,!B(,20,%0!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!42),!/%,!'>!&#20!$%!232$*26*,8!
"#,!%,+'-.!6$BB,%0!$-%$B#0!>('4!0#,%,!&'()%#'<%!$%!0#,!$-0,(,%0!0#20!%0/.,-0%!02),!'-+,!0#,=!
2(,!,c<'%,.!0'!0#,!.,%$B-!<('+,%%8!g-+,!0#,=!#23,!B'-,!0#('/B#!2!>,&!$0,(20$'-%!'>!0#,!
<('+,%%!42-=!#23,!6,,-!3,(=!,2B,(!0'!<2(0$+$<20,!$-!>'**'&$-B!%,%%$'-%!2-.!2(,!'<,-!26'/0!
0#,$(!.,%$(,!0'!+'-0$-/,!%#2<$-B!0#,!/-$3,(%$0=!0'!%/$0!0#,$(!-,,.%8!"#$%!2B2$-!+'4,%!62+)!0'!
0#,!+'(,!<($-+$<*,!'>!V:O5I!T!#23$-B!%0/.,-0%!2%!<2(0-,(%8!!
5!/-$3,(%$0=!$%!4/+#!4'(,!0#2-!2!6/%$-,%%!%,**$-B!,./+20$'-?!2*0#'/B#!%'4,!'>!0#,!%24,!
<($-+$<*,%!2<<*=8!S#,-!.,3,*'<$-B!2-=!<('./+0!'(!%,**$-B!2-=!%,(3$+,?!0#,!6/%$-,%%!&$**!
>*'/($%#!$>!$0%!+/%0'4,(%!2(,!%20$%>$,.!2-.!0#,=!>,,*!2%!0#'/B#!0#,=!2(,!0#,!+'4<2-=Z%!-/46,(!
'-,!<($'($0=8!:>!%0/.,-0%!+2-!%,,!0#20!0#,=!2(,!6,$-B!</0!>$(%0!2-.!0#20!0#,!/-$3,(%$0=!$%!0#,(,!0'!
6,-,>$0!0#,4!2-.!B('&!&$0#!0#,$(!-,,.%?!0#,!%/++,%%!'>!0#'%,!%0/.,-0%!2-.!0#,!(,</020$'-!'>!
0#,!$-%0$0/0$'-!2%!2!&#'*,!&$**!>'**'&8!

J"#/14#(KAG&.#*/$.+(.-(2/"34+/(6,,"4,(
S,!2*%'!#23,!0#,!B''.!>'(0/-,!0'!#23,!2-!,c0,(-2*!>2+$*$020'(!&'()$-B!&$0#!/%!'-!0#,!+#2-B,!
42-2B,4,-0!<('+,%%,%!6,#$-.!V:O5I8!J(,B!H,-)$-%!0,**%!#'&!#,!#2%!6,,-!(/--$-B!S'(*.!
12>l!PS'(*.!12>l?!N9CLQ!+'-3,(%20$'-%!>'(!2!>,&!&,,)%!-'&8!"#,!2$4!'>!0#,%,!+'-3,(%20$'-%!
#2%!6,,-!0'!B,0!20!0#,!#,2(0!'>!0#,!$%%/,%!0#20!0('/6*,!6'0#!%0/.,-0%!2-.!%02>>@!#'&!+2-!&,!
+(,20,!2!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0,2+#$-B!,-3$('-4,-0!0#20!$%!4'(,!%20$%>=$-B!>'(!/%!2**d!!
E,(,Z%!J(,BZ%!6($,>!,c<*2-20$'-!'>!0#,!<('+,%%@!
"#,!B,-$/%!$-!0#,!S'(*.!12>l!2<<('2+#!$%!0#20!$0!42),%!$0!%2>,!0'!#23,!+'-3,(%20$'-%!0#20!
4200,(!$-!B('/<%!'>!MY\!2('/-.!%42**!026*,%8!E'&,3,(?!.'$-B!%'4,0#$-B!'-+,!-,3,(!B,0%!0'!
0#,!(,2*!.,<0#!'>!2-!$%%/,8!:0Z%!-'!%/(<($%,!0#20!-'0#$-B!4/+#!+#2-B,%!&$0#'/0!2!(,B/*2(!
+#2-+,!0'!.$B!.,,<,(!$-0'!$%%/,%!T!0'!>$-.!0#,!,*,<#2-0!$-!0#,!(''48!:-!4=!,c<,($,-+,?!$0!$%!
2*%'!3$02*!0#20!2!4,46,(!'>!0#,!42-2B,4,-0!0,24!6,!<(,%,-0!20!,3,(=!+'-3,(%20$'-?!%'!0#20!
),=!$%%/,%!+2-!6,!<('B(,%%,.8!
"'!&#20!,c0,-0!.',%!2!+'(<'(20,!<('+,%%!*$),!0#$%!0(2-%*20,!$-0'!&'()$-B!&$0#!/-$3,(%$0=!
%0/.,-0%d!1/*0/(,!$%!+'4<*,c!2-=&#,(,8!:-!2!*2(B,!/-$3,(%$0=?!0#,(,!$%!2!&#'*,!-,&!.$4,-%$'-!
0'!/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#,!(,2**=!.,,<!$%%/,%?!0#,!,*,<#2-0!$-!0#,!(''48!!
"#,(,!%,,4!0'!6,!2!#/B,!-/46,(!'>!%/(>2+,!$%%/,%!26'/0!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!2-.!%0/.,-0!
,-B2B,4,-0!2-.!*,2.,(%#$<!0#20!*'')!$4<'%%$6*,!0'!/-.,(%02-.!*,0!2*'-,!(,%'*3,!2-.!0#,(,!
2(,!-'0!2!*'0!'>!.,,<!+'-3,(%20$'-%!6,0&,,-!%0/.,-0%!2-.!0,2+#,(%?!6,0&,,-!0,2+#,(%!
0#,4%,*3,%?!2-.!6,0&,,-!/-$3,(%$0=!*,2.,(%!2-.!0,2+#,(%!2-.!%0/.,-0%8!W3,(='-,!%,,4%!0''!
6/%=!0'!#23,!0#'%,!,c0,-.,.!+'-3,(%20$'-%8!"#,(,!$%!2*%'!<*,-0=!'>!>,,.62+)!>('4!%0/.,-0%!
0'!0,2+#,(%!2-.!0'!0#,!/-$3,(%$0=!0#('/B#!>'(42*$%,.!%0/.,-0!>,,.62+)!%/(3,=%8!S$0#!%'!4/+#!
+'44/-$+20$'-!#2<<,-$-B?!&#=!#23,!2-'0#,(!4,0#'.'*'B=d!!
"#,(,!$%!2!<('6*,4!&$0#!2BB(,B20,.!>,,.62+)!$-!0#20!$0!$%!2**!,$0#,(!4/3<!$-.$3$./2*%!'(!.3!
$-.$3$./2*%@!'-,!0'!42-=!'(!42-=!0'!'-,8!:0Z%!#2(.!0'!B,0!#,2(.!-'!4200,(!#'&!B''.!0#,!
>,,.62+)!'(!#'&!<'&,(>/*!0#,!+'44/-$+20$'-8!"#,(,!$%!U/%0!%'!4/+#!0'!02),!$-!0#20!$0Z%!#2(.!
0'!B,0!200,-0$'-8!!
"#20Z%!&#=!&,!2(,!0(=$-B!0#,!S'(*.!12>l!+'-3,(%20$'-%!&$0#!%0/.,-0%8!S,!#23,!-'&!
+'-./+0,.!4'(,!0#2-!C9!'>!0#,%,!%42**!026*,!+'-3,(%20$'-%!W2+#!&,,)*=!%,%%$'-!02),%!2-!
#'/(8!!
B1*/L,(<.$+<(04&&M!"#,!200,-.$-B!%0/.,-0%!2(,!>/**=!,-B2B,.!2-.!0#'/B#0>/**=!+'-0($6/0$-B!0'!
0#,!+'-3,(%20$'-8!W2+#!$--'320$'-!+2>l!B',%!.,,<,(!>('4!0#,!<(,3$'/%!+'-3,(%20$'-8!"#,%,!
A/36**)0$8-'!++;;BCDE!93$4*/*$6*!
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2(,!#$B#!]/2*$0=!+'-3,(%20$'-%!0#20!#23,!0#,!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!</0!$%%/,%!$-!2!.$>>,(,-0!*$B#08!:Z4!
+'->$.,-0!0#20!&,!2(,!B,00$-B!+*'%,(!0'!0#,!m,*,<#2-0!$-!0#,!(''4Z8!!
g-,!$%%/,!0#20!+'-%$%0,-0*=!,4,(B,%!$%!15DW!T!2+2.,4$+%!+2($-B!26'/0!%0/.,-0%!2-.!26'/0!
+(,20$-B!2!B''.!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-0?!%0/.,-0%!+2($-B!26'/0!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B?!2-.!,3,(='-,!
+2($-B!26'/0!%#2($-B!#'-,%0!>,,.62+)!&$0#!,2+#!'0#,(8!"#$%!0#,4,!'>!+2($-B!2*$B-%!&,**!&$0#!
0#,!$-0,-.,.!'/0+'4,%!'>!V:O5I!T!0'!+(,20,!2!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-0!&#,(,!%0/.,-0%!+2-!'&-!
0#,$(!'&-!*,2(-$-B!2-.!.,3,*'<!0#,4%,*3,%!$-!2!%2>,!,-3$('-4,-08!

2"''4#(2/"3$.,(
I/44,(!%0/.$'%!2(,!'-,!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!%$4/*02-,'/%*=!2..(,%%!%0/.,-0!.$%%20$%>2+0$'-!20!
#23$-B!>,&!%/6U,+0!'>>,($-B%!'3,(!2!%/44,(!0,(4!2-.!2*%'!0'!*2/-+#!0#,!V:O5I!<('U,+08!"'!
.20,?!'3,(!Mb9!%0/.,-0%!#23,!,c<(,%%,.!2-!$-0,(,%0!$-!<2(0$+$<20$-B!$-!2!%0/.$'!,c<,($,-+,8!
S#20!2(,!%/44,(!%0/.$'%d!
I/44,(!%0/.$'%!2(,!.,%$B-,.!0'!6,!#$B#!,-,(B=?!#$B#!+'**26'(20$'-?!<('U,+0Y62%,.!%/6U,+0%!
&#,(,!%0/.,-0%!+2-!,-B2B,!$-!(,2*Y&'(*.!+#2**,-B,%8!"#,=!2(,!>2+$*$020,.!6=!2!4$c0/(,!'>!
2+2.,4$+!,c<,(0%?!$-./%0(=!2-.!+'44/-$0=!<2(0-,(%8!X%$-B!2!.,%$B-!0#$-)$-B!>(24,&'()?!
%0/.,-0%!(,B/*2(*=!,-B2B,!$-!<$0+#$-B!2-.!+($0$]/$-B!&'()!24'-B!<,,(%8!!
5+2.,4$+%?!%0/.,-0%!2-.!$-./%0(=!<2(0-,(%!#23,!<('<'%,.!2!(2-B,!'>!<('U,+0%!6('2.*=!
+*/%0,(,.!$-0'!0#,!>'**'&$-B!2(,2%@!
¥! V,,0$-B!>/0/(,!#/42-!-,,.%!$-!+$0$,%!2-.!.,3,*'<$-B!+'/-0($,%!
¥! O202!%+$,-+,!2-.!2(0$>$+$2*!$-0,**$B,-+,!
¥! O,%$B-!2-.!6/$*.!242k$-B!.,3$+,%!
I0/.,-0%!2%!<2(0-,(%!$%!%,,-!$-!0#$%!$-$0$20$3,!$-!0&'!),=!&2=%8!G$(%0?!0#,!.,%$B-!'>!0#,!%0/.$'!$%!
<,.2B'B$+2**=!%0/.,-0Y+,-0(,.!2-.!>'%0,(%!(,*,32-+,?!&#$+#!#2%!6,,-!2-'0#,(!),=!2(,2!'>!
+'-+,(-!>'(!%0/.,-0%8!!
I,+'-.?!>'/(!%,-$'(!/-.,(B(2./20,!,-B$-,,($-B!%0/.,-0%!#23,!02),-!*,2.,(%#$<!'>!$-.$3$./2*!
%0/.$'%!2-.!&$**!6,!*,2.!>2+$*$020'(%!T!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B?!%42(0!+$0$,%?!2!n$3$.!*$B#0$-B!
$-%02**20$'-!2-.!%<2+,!,-B$-,,($-B8!

!.+%&",$.+,(
V:O5I!$%!26'/0!0#,!>/0/(,!%020,!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!20!X"I8!S,!6,*$,3,!,./+20$'-!
%0(20,B$,%!2-.!<(2+0$+,%!-,,.!0'!+'-0$-/'/%*=!2.2<0!0'!2!(2<$.*=!+#2-B$-B!&'(*.8!g/(!-,&!
+/(($+/*2!&$**!6,!62%,.!'-!0(2-%>'(420$3,?!+'**26'(20$3,!2-.!+'-0$-/'/%!(,-,&2*8!!
g/(!%0/.$'Y62%,.!+/(($+/*2!,46'.=!0#,!),=!$.,2%!>('4!0#,!$-0,(-20$'-2*!(,3$,&%@!2!
<('>,%%$'-2*!%<$-,!'>!<('U,+0%!4'.,**,.!'-!,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$+,?!/%$-B!(,2*!%+,-2($'%!>('4!
$-./%0(=!2-.!+'44/-$0=!<2(0-,(%8!
:-!V:O5I?!%0/.,-0%!2-.!2+2.,4$+%!&$**!B,0!0'!6,!0#,$(!0(/,!2-.!2/0#,-0$+!%,*3,%8!g/(!
%0/.,-0%!2-.!2+2.,4$+%!&$**!,-B2B,!$-!B,-/$-,?!4/0/2*!2-.!2/0#,-0$+!<2(0-,(%#$<%8!V:O5I!
(,%<,+0%!0#20!%0/.,-0%!2-.!2+2.,4$+%!2(,!'-!2!U'/(-,=!0'B,0#,(?!6'0#!%,,)$-B!4,2-$-B!2-.!
6'0#!0,2+#$-B!2-.!6'0#!*,2(-$-B8!"#$%!$%!2!<('+,%%!'>!+'-0$-/'/%!2-.!0(2-%>'(420$3,!+#2-B,!
>'(!,3,(='-,8!
V:O5I!2$4%!0'!6/$*.!0#,!%/<<'(0!%=%0,4!(,]/$(,.!0'!,-26*,!0#,!.($3,(%!'>!'/(!>/0/(,!
,./+20$'-8!:0!#2%!2!<'%$0$3,!3$6,!0#20!#2(-,%%,%!2-.!200(2+0%!%02>>!2-.!%0/.,-0%!2-.!0#,!&$.,(!
+'44/-$0=8!"'B,0#,(?!&,!(,*=!'-!0#,!.,%$B-!0#$-)$-B!<('+,%%!0'!#,*<!/%!2+#$,3,!(,42()26*,!
>,20%8!!
H/%0!2%!a5I5!<*2+,.!2!42-!'-!0#,!4''-!2-.!Igai!</0!2!4/%$+!<*2=,(!$-!'/(!<'+),0%?!%'!
V:O5I!2$4%!>'(!./#$-43/<#.03$8!S,!>'+/%!'-!0#,!2Y#2!4'4,-0%8!S,Z3,!2**!#2.!0#,4?!4$c,.!
&$0#!>,,*$-B%!'>!>2%+$-20$'-?!$-%<$(20$'-?!.$%+'3,(=?!+#2**,-B,!2-.!%/++,%%8!S,!(,4,46,(!
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0#,48!"#,(,Z%!2!+'--,+0$'-8!I'4,0#$-B!>,,*%!/-*'+),.8!:0!%0$+)%!&$0#!/%8!S#20!&,Z(,!*'')$-B!
20!%/..,-*=!%,,4%!3,(=!.$>>,(,-08!S,!%#2(,!'/(!%0'($,%!26'/0!0#,48!1(,20$-B!%0$+)=!%0'($,%!
2-.!%0'(=0,**$-B!$%!'-,!&2=!0'!#,*<!/-$0,!0#$%!+/*0/(,!'>!+'-0$-/'/%!+#2-B,!$-!0#,!G2+/*0=!2-.!
&,!#23,!>'/-.!0#20!%0/.,-0!%0'($,%!2(,!'>0,-!0#,!4'%0!/(B,-0!2-.!+'4<,**$-B8!!

E4-4#4+%4,(
F,2-*2-.?!O8?!^!E2.B(2>0?!D8!PN9C7Q8!;$80$**/0$8!;),6#.03$=!5/#$-43/<#.03$!#$)!N$$32#.03$8!
V,*6'/(-,@!DV:"!e/6*$%#$-B8!
F('&-?!"8!PN99KQ8!O,%$B-!"#$-)$-B8!O#/2#/)!P,-0$*--!Q*20*FPH/-,Q8!!
124,('-?!:8?!^!E2.B(2>0?!D8!PN9C9Q8!;$80$**/0$8!#$)!N95!L*#/$0$8!#$)!5*#670$8!+6#)*<06!
(.#$)#/)-!(.#.*<*$.8!D,0($,3,.!>('4!I=.-,=@!
#00<@AA.$%+$<*$-,%02-.2(.%8<6&'()%8+'4A&A<2B,A\Nb\LbRLAG('-0e2B,!
12(-,B$,!G'/-.20$'-!>'(!0#,!5.32-+,4,-0!'>!",2+#$-B8!PN99RQ8!12(-,B$,!12**%!>'(!
"(2-%>'(420$'-!'>!W-B$-,,($-B!W./+20$'-8!!!D,0($,3,.!>('4!
#00<@AA&&&8+2(-,B$,>'/-.20$'-8'(BA<(,%%Y(,*,2%,%A+2(-,B$,Y+2**%Y0(2-%>'(420$'-Y
,-B$-,,($-BY,./+20$'-!'-!!
.8I+#''*8!PN9CLQ8!X-$3,(%$0=!:--'320$'-!G,**'&%8!!!D,0($,3,.!>('4!
#00<%@AA.%+#''*8%02->'(.8,./A/-$3,(%$0=Y$--'320$'-A/-$3,(%$0=Y$--'320$'-Y>,**'&%!'-!K!a'3!
N9CL!
E2.B(2>0?!D8?!e($'(?!H8?!;2&%'-?!H8?!5/6(,=?!"8?!^!H2(42-?!D8!PN9CbQ8!Q*)*-08$0$8!;$80$**/0$8!
9,//06,%#!#/3,$)!(.,)03-8!e2<,(!<(,%,-0,.!20!0#,!5/%0(2*2%$2-!5%%'+$20$'-!>'(!
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CONTEXT

Transferable skills are highly sought by employers and deemed crucial for employability.
Research shows that transferable skills contribute as much as 85% to students’ success
(Wats & Wats, 2009). Teaching transferable skills to tertiary students in technical and
business disciplines is time-consuming and difficult to document.
PURPOSE

We conducted a study to determine whether presentation skills can be taught online, using
AVW-Space, a controlled video-based learning environment.
APPROACH

A large scale experimental study was conducted with engineering students. In the first
phase, the students were instructed to watch and comment on eight videos individually, and
after that (in phase 2) to rate comments written by others. Two surveys were administered,
before and after interaction with AVW-Space. We also collected data about students’
interactions with AVW-Space, as well as the marks students received on their presentations.
RESULTS

The study provided insights into student engagement with videos and the impact on
developing presentation skills. Out of 904 enrolled students, 463 completed Survey 1 (pretraining), and 324 students watched videos in AVW-Space. We divided the participants who
completed Survey 1 (pre-training) into three categories: Inactive (160 students who did not
watch videos), Passive (153 students who watched videos but made no comments), and
Constructive (150 students who watched videos and made comments). Constructive
students wrote a total of 1,302 comments. The analysis of the comments indicated learning,
with students noticing important elements of tutorials, as well as reflecting on their previous
experience in giving presentations. We compared the presentation marks of the whole 2017
class to those of the 2016 class, when AVW-Space was not available. There was a
significant increase (p < .0001) in presentation marks for the 2017 class in comparison to the
2016 class, with the effect size (Cohen’s d) of 0.44. The only difference between the two
courses was the use of AVW-Space. There was also a significant difference (p < .001) in
presentation marks in 2017 between students who did not watch videos and those who did.
CONCLUSIONS

The results demonstrated that active engagement with videos promoted learning, leading to
improved presentation skills. This gives strong support for using AVW-Space to augment
transferable skills training for engineering students. In our future work, we will enhance the
environment to provide adaptive feedback and support during active video watching.
KEYWORDS

Presentation skills training, video-based learning, active video watching
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Introduction
Transferable skills (such as communicating, negotiating, collaborating, critical thinking,
reasoning about societal/ethical responsibilities and intercultural awareness) are widely seen
as crucial for employability in the knowledge economy (World Economic Forum, 2016;
National Research Council, 2012; Spronken-Smith et al., 2013). Research shows that
transferable skills contribute as much as 85% to students’ success (Wats & Wats, 2009).
However, it is challenging to teach transferable skills explicitly to tertiary students in technical
and business disciplines (Anthony and Garner, 2016), as they are time-consuming and
difficult to document. Students need to practice under various conditions, receive feedback,
reflect on it and do more practice. Teachers typically do not have enough resources to
provide such support to each individual student.
Videos can be a powerful method for transferable skills training (Cecez-Kecmanovic and
Webb, 2000; Conkey et al., 2013; Cronin and Cronin, 1992), where learning requires
contextualisation in one’s personal experience and an ability to see different perspectives.
Simply providing videos is not enough though, as watching videos is inherently a passive
form of learning (Chi and Wylie, 2014), often resulting in a low level of engagement. In order
to learn effectively, students need to engage with the video content and self-regulate their
learning. One of the proven strategies to increase engagement is to integrate interactive
activities such as quizzes into videos (Kovacs, 2016). Although this strategy increases
engagement, it requires changing existing videos, resulting in substantial effort from the
teacher.
We conducted a large-scale study to determine the effectiveness of teaching presentation
skills using AVW-Space (Mitrovic et al., 2016), a controlled video-based learning
environment. The previous studies (Mitrovic et al., 2017) showed that only students who
were engaged during video watching by commenting on videos and by rating comments
written by others improved their understanding of presentation skills. In this study, we
focused on first-year engineering students: the study was conducted in ENGR101, a
mandatory course at the University of Canterbury for all Engineering students. The course
involves a group project, in which students work on an Engineers Without Borders design
challenge (http://www.ewbchallenge.org/). At the end of the project, students are required to
present their results. Due to the lack of sufficient lecture time and resources, the ENGR101
students do not receive any training on presentation skills. In 2017, we provided online
training on presentation skills using AVW-Space.
In the following Section, we present the instance of AVW-Space used in the study, followed
by the description of the experimental design. The research questions we focused on were
whether the provided training for presentation skills was effective overall, and also for what
type of students the training was beneficial. We then present the results of the analyses
performed on the data collected during the study, and avenues for future work.

Teaching Presentation Skills in AVW-Space
AVW-Space is a Web-based environment which supports engagement during video watching
via interactive notetaking, tapping into students’ familiarity with commenting on videos in
social networking sites. AVW-Space allows the teacher to select a set of publicly-available
YouTube videos for students to watch. The environment supports engagement during video
watching by providing micro-scaffolds to facilitate the commenting on videos and the
reviewing of comments made by others.
The first phase consists of students watching and commenting on the videos individually.
The instance of AVW-Space used in the study contained eight videos, which have previously
been used in two studies (Mitrovic et al., 2017). Four videos were tutorials on how to give
presentations, while the remaining four videos were example presentations (two TED talks
and two 3-minute PhD pitch presentations). The student can stop a video at any time, enter a
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comment and specify an aspect, which indicates the intention of the comment (Figure 1). For
the tutorials, aspects aimed at stimulating reflection included: “I didn’t realise I wasn’t doing
it”, “I am rather good at this”, and “I did/saw this in the past”. There was one additional
aspect, “I like this point”, to encourage the learner to externalize relevant learning points. For
the example videos, the aspects corresponded to presentation skills covered in the tutorials,
which included “Delivery”, “Speech”, “Structure”, and “Visual aids”.

Figure 1: The commenting interface of AVW-Space

In the second phase, the teacher selects the comments that will be open to the whole class,
so that students can review and rate each other’s’ anonymised comments (Figure 2). The
student can click on the time a particular comment was made to watch the part of the video
to which the comment refers. In such a way, the student can compare his/her own comments
to those of others, and further reflect on their experience. The AVW-Space instantiation for
presentation skills included five categories for rating comments: “This is useful for me”, “I
hadn’t thought of this”, “I didn’t notice this”, “I don’t agree with this”, and “I like this point.”

Experiment Design
The study was conducted with volunteers from ENGR101, and was approved by the Human
Ethics Committee of the University of Canterbury. After providing informed consent, the
participants completed Survey 1, which included questions related to demographic
information, background experiences, motivation and attitudes using the Motivated
Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MLSQ) (Pintrich and de Groot, 1990). The students
were instructed to watch the tutorial videos first, and then to critique the example videos,
focusing on structure, delivery and speech, and visual aids. In the second phase of the study,
students were asked to rate comments written by others.
At the end of the study we administered Survey 2, which included the NASA-TLX
questionnaire (Hart, 2006) measuring the students’ cognitive load, and the TAM
questionnaire, measuring the perceived usefulness of AVW-Space (Davis, 1989). In addition
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to survey responses, we collected data about students’ interactions with AVW-Space, as well
as the marks students received on their presentations.

Figure 2: The rating interface of AVW-Space

Results
Out of 904 enrolled students, 463 completed Survey 1. Of those, 367 students logged into
AVW-Space, but only 324 participants watched at least one video. Some students watched
the videos passively, and made no comments. There were 164 participants who commented
on videos, and wrote a total of 1,302 comments (mean = 7.94, sd = 9.51, range [1,75]).
There were 334 students who completed Survey 2, but some of them either did not complete
Survey 1 or did not watch any videos.
The first step of data analysis consisted of data cleansing. We removed incomplete
submissions to Survey 1, and performed a post-hoc split of participants into three categories:
the Inactive participants are those who have not watched any videos (160 participants),
Passive participants who watched videos but made no comments (153 participants), and
Constructive participants, who watched videos and made comments (150 participants). In the
following subsections we discuss the findings using the data from those 463 participants.

Findings from the profile survey
Table 1 presents demographic data, as well as the summary of the MLSQ responses. The
majority of participants were male (71.9%), which is common for engineering courses. There
was no difference in ages of the three categories, with most of the participants being younger
than 30. The majority (83.15%) were native English speakers (the Native row in Table 1).
Survey 1 had questions using the Likert scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest) related to how
much formal training the participants had on presentation skills, their experience in giving
presentations, how often they watched YouTube videos, and how often they used YouTube
for learning (the YT4L row). Regarding formal training, 49.5% reported no formal training,
39.1% reported some training, 42 participants (9.1%) reported “quite a bit of training”, 8
participants reported a lot of training (1.73%), and six participants (1.3%) reported significant
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training. The most common type of training was received in high school (225 participants),
followed by training at university (9 students), practice with feedback (52) and other types
(29). The examples lf the latter category include speech and drama, public speaking courses,
debating workshops, scouting and training in the English as the Second language courses.
Table 1: Survey 1 data (* and ** denote significance at the 0.05 and 0.001 level respectively)
All (463)

Constructive
(150)

Passive
(153)

Inactive
(160)

Significant

Male

333

90

116

127

Female

128

59

37

32

Gender - Other

2

1

0

1

Age <30

455

149

147

156

Age 30+

8

1

6

4

Native

385

122

127

136

Non-native

78

28

26

24

Training

1.67 (0.81)

1.66 (0.78)

1.69 (0.81)

1.66 (0.85)

Experience

2.19 (0.84)

2.3 (0.84)

2.13 (0.83)

2.14 (0.85)

YouTube

4.11 (1.08)

4.06 (1.07)

4.13 (1.04)

4.13 (1.13)

YT4Learning

3.15 (1.12)

3.15 (1.1)

3.25 (1.09)

3.04 (1.15)

Task Value
Self-Efficacy*

3.89 (0.66)
3.59 (0.64)

3.96 (0.59)
3.68 (0.65)

3.88 (0.68)
3.61 (0.63)

3.84 (0.69)
3.48 (0.64)

Academic control

4.11 (0.57)

4.16 (0.58)

4.09 (0.51)

4.09 (0.62)

Intrinsic motivation
Extrinsic
motivation*

3.68 (0.61)
4.07 (0.67)

3.77 (0.58)
4.19 (0.64)

3.64 (0.62)
4.03 (0.66)

3.64 (0.64)
3.99 (0.68)

F = 3.63

Effort
Regulation**

3.45 (0.67)

3.58 (0.67)

3.52 (0.63)

3.25 (0.67)

F =11.13

Rehearsal

3.08 (0.74)

3.17 (0.7)

3.03 (0.78)

3.06 (0.72)

Organization

3.11 (0.92)

3.25 (0.89)

3.03 (0.94)

3.05 (0.91)

Elaboration
Self-Regulation*

3.59 (0.67)
3.22 (0.49)

3.67 (0.66)
3.29 (0.51)

3.55 (0.65)
3.25 (0.49)

3.55 (0.69)
3.14 (0.46)

F = 3.82

F = 3.79

Regarding experience in giving presentations, 304 participants reported giving project
presentations, followed by coursework presentations (141), seminars (47), conference
presentations (19), pitching an idea (108), outreach (14), presentations to a general audience
(196) and other types of presentations (55). There was no difference between the categories
on how often they watched YouTube videos, or how often they used YouTube for learning.
The 46 MLSQ questions used the Likert scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). The responses
were summarised into 10 dimensions reported in Table 2. Using one-way ANOVA, we
identified significant differences between the categories on four dimensions. The Tukey’s
HSD correction identified that Constructive participants had significantly higher scores in
comparison to Inactive participants for Self-Efficacy, Extrinsic motivation and Self-regulation
(p <.05 for all three dimensions), as well as for Effort Regulation (p < .001). Furthermore,
there was a significant difference between the scores of Passive and Inactive participants for
Effort Regulation (p < .01).
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Student engagement
Table 2 presents data about students’ engagement. The Videos Watched row reports the
average number of videos watched by students, with the standard deviation in parenthesis,
as well as the range. Please note that some students watched videos multiple times,
therefore the maximum number of videos was greater than eight. There was a significant
difference on the number of videos watched by the three categories. The variances for the
Constructive and Passive categories on the number of videos watched were equal (as
identified by the Levene’s test); the number of videos watched by Constructive participants
was significantly higher than that of Passive participants (two-tailed t = 6.95, p < .001).
Table 2: Engagement of the three categories
All (463)

Constructive

Passive

Inactive

Signif.

Videos Watched

4.62 (4.86)

8.69 (4.43)
[1,22]

5.46 (3.63)
[1,25]

0

F = 281.09
p < .001

Comments

2.44 (6.39)

7.53 (9.38)
[1,75]

0

0

F = 100.89
p < .001

Only Constructive participants commented on the videos. Table 3 presents the distribution of
comments over videos. The participants commented on all videos, but commenting
frequency was higher for shorter videos (Figure 3, left).
Table 3: Comments/ratings per video. The Open column shows the number of comments
available for rating. The Rating column shows the number of times comments were rated.
Video

Length (s)

Comments

Frequency

Open

Ratings

Tutorial 1

174

161

0.93

108

638

Tutorial 2

457

144

0.32

94

310

Tutorial 3

355

181

0.51

122

401

Tutorial 4

322

154

0.48

95

306

Example 1

203

111

0.55

70

253

Example 2

508

118

0.23

80

294

Example 3

408

141

0.35

92

320

Example 4

205

119

0.58

78

306

739

2,828

Total

1,129

The distribution of ratings over cue time (i.e. the time in the video when a comment was
made) is illustrated in Figure 3 (right). There was a significant correlation between the cue
time for a comment and the number of ratings it received (r = 0.3, p < .0001), with the
comments close to the start of a video receiving significantly more ratings. This is the
consequence of the design of the rating interface, which presents the comments for rating
sorted by the cue time.
The analysis of comments indicated learning, with students noticing important elements of
tutorials, as well as reflecting on their previous experience in giving presentations. An
example comment made using the “I am rather good at this” aspect was: “I'm quite good at
variation of voice, but speak too fast"” Another example comment tagged with the “I didn't
realize I wasn't doing this” aspect was: “It's important to make sure the first and last 3
minutes are the best. I found this useful, and when doing my presentation I should plan the
ending first.”
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Figure 3: Comment frequency (left) and the distribution of ratings (right)

Findings from Survey 2
Survey 2 contained the TAM and NASA-TLX questionnaires. The ten TAM questions
(Davies, 1989) were based on the Likert scale from 1 (highest) to 7 (lowest). Due to space
constraints, we only report the average of questions 3 (Using AVW-Space would enhance
my effectiveness when developing transferrable skills), 4 (I would find AVW useful in my
studies/job), 8 (If I am provided the opportunity, I would continue to use AVW for informal
learning), 9 (Using AVW-Space would enable me to improve my transferable skills quickly)
and 10 (Using AVW-Space would improve my performance considering the development of
transferable skills). We refer to this average as TAM-Usefulness. There were 118 replies
from Constructive (mean = 3.75, sd = 1.58), and 96 replies from Passive participants (mean
= 3.33, sd = 1.37).The difference in rankings was significant (t = 2.09, p < .05). It was
interesting that Passive participants ranked AVW-Space as more useful, although they did
not use the environment as we anticipated.
The NASA-TLX questionnaire required students to report how demanding it was to use
AVW-Space, how much effort they invested, how frustrated they felt and how well they
thought they performed at the task. The questions were asked separately for commenting on
videos, and for rating others’ comments. The responses were based on the Likert scale from
1 (lowest) to 20 (highest). The scores provided by Passive participants were significantly
higher than those by Constructive students for demand and effort on commenting (p < .05),
as well as on demand for rating (p < .05 for all three comparisons).

Presentation Marks
Out of 904 enrolled students, 836 gave presentations on their projects. The presentations
were marked by human tutors blind as to whether a given student used AVW-Space or not.
The maximum mark on the presentation was 15. The overall average for the whole 2017
class was 12.62 (sd = 1.44). We compared the 2017 presentation marks to the 2016 class,
when AVW-Space was not available. The two-tailed t-test revealed a significant increase (t =
9.61, p < .0001) in presentation marks for the 2017 class in comparison to the 2016 class (n
= 812, mean = 11.86, sd = 1.73), with the effect size (Cohen’s d) of 0.44. The only difference
between the two courses was the use of AVW-Space.
We found a significant difference (F = 10.92, p < .001) when comparing the average
presentation marks for Constructive students (n = 148, mean = 12.99, sd = 1.44), Passive
students (n = 152, mean = 12.73, sd = 1.29) and the Inactive category (n = 155, mean =
12.24, sd = 1.53). The Tukey’s HSD revealed a significant difference between Constructive
and Inactive participants (p < .001), as well as for Passive and Inactive participants (p < .01).
The difference in presentation marks between Constructive and Passive students was
marginally significant (p = .09).
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Conclusions and future work
The students who used AVW-Space received significantly higher presentations marks in
comparison to their peers. There was also a marginally significant difference in presentation
marks for Constructive students in comparison to their peers who watched the videos
passively. The analysis of the profile data showed that constructive students have higher
metacognitive and learning skills; this findings is consistent with previous research findings
showing that students with lower levels of self-regulation use educational technology less
effectively (Gašević, Mirriahi and Dawson, 2014). We also discovered a significant
improvement in presentation marks in 2017 in comparison to the 2016 class, where the only
difference was the use of AVW-Space. Overall, these results demonstrated that interacting
with AVW-Space was beneficial for students. However, not all students used AVW-Space,
and some who used it have not behaved in a constructive way. In our future work, we will
enhance the environment to provide adaptive feedback and support during learning.
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT A STEM education community of practice (CoP) – Educats - has been established
at a large university in Australia. This small, local CoP is comprised of postgraduate students,
postdoctoral and professional staff in the Faculty of Engineering and Faculty of Information
Technology. Wenger (2011) defines CoPs as “groups of people who share a concern or a
passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly”. The
shared passion in Educats is better teaching and better learning of STEM subjects in higher
education, particularly concerning constructively aligned, outcomes-based education. This
paper details the conception and development of this CoP, and addresses the implications on
research; teaching practice; pedagogy and identity.
PURPOSE This paper describes the structure of Educats, the activities and achievements
thus far and the implications on professional identity, research, teaching practice and personal
well-being.
APPROACH Educats is a self-organised CoP comprising of education-focused early-career
researchers from STEM disciplines. Members regularly participate in professional
development events and social activites. In a semi-structured interview, members reflected on
their involvement in the CoP and the influence that their involvement has had on their
development and progression as early-career researchers.
RESULTS All Educats members reported individual benefits to their research, teaching, and
professional development or personal well-being. Members have improved in research skills
as a result of participation in external professional development activities such as training
programs and conferences. Other members have initiated their education research and
education-focused career path as a result of their involvement and through the support
exchanged within the community. Nearly all members reported that their involvement with
Educats has benefited their personal mental and physical well-being. Educats has attracted
great interest from non-early-career academics and senior university staff with its contributions
to teaching and learning becoming increasingly evident within the institution.

CONCLUSIONS The experiences and achievements shared by Educats members thus far
demonstrate that a small, local non-hierarchical and self-organised CoP can offer immense
individual benefits and significant contributions to teaching and education research in higher
education. Additionally, such a CoP has proven to be a great social and support platform for
early-career educational researchers.
KEYWORDS Community of practice; early-career researchers; scholarship of learning and
teaching; professional identity
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Introduction
A community of practice (CoP) – Educats - has been established at a large university in
Australia. At time of writing, this small, local CoP is comprised of postgraduate, postdoctoral
and professional staff from STEM disciplines. The purpose of Educats is to support its
members in their development as early-career researchers (ECRs) and educators through
social interaction, discourse, group reflection and practice in pedagogy. Educats is selforganised, non-hierarchical and cross-disciplinary, with social interaction being the significant
motivation for involvement and active participation in activities. All members demonstrate
individual expertise in educational areas such as blended learning and reflective practice and
combine their expertise to drive evidence-based teaching practices in STEM education. The
mission of Educats is twofold: the first being continuous improvement in teaching practices that
aim to have a positive impact on student learning, the second being outputs in educational
research and scholarship of teaching and learning, with dissemination of research outcomes
that make a societal contribution in STEM education.
This paper describes the formation and structure of Educats, the activities and achievements
thus far and the implications on professional identity, research, teaching practice and personal
well-being. The research question at hand is: what are the implications of membership in a
CoP on the teaching; research; professional development and personal well-being of ECRs?

Context
Educats was initially formed as a hub for education-focused postgraduate students in
Engineering to support each other in their research. Since then, it has evolved to include
undergraduate (adjunct), postdoctoral, early-career academic and professional staff across
two faculties (engineering and information technology). A strong bond was established
amongst members from their shared appreciation for cats, gifs and memes. The name Educats
is thus derived from a combination of the words 'education' and 'cats'. Undergraduate student
adjunct members of the group are called ‘Edukittens’. ECRs wishing to join the CoP do so via
personal invitation by an existing member. The candidate undergoes a vetting process in
which existing members check the candidate’s professional profile (LinkedIn), social networks
(Facebook) and relevant experience or expertise (teaching and research) for alignment with
the CoP. Potential members are identified from the combined social and professional networks
of existing members.

Communications
The primary medium of communication among Educats is Slack, a social and team
management platform (Slack, 2017). At the time of writing, there are six chat channels to
streamline communications (Table 1) on specific topics such as professional development
events or conferences. Slack is the main platform through which weekly lunches are organised
and is additionally a space for social interaction among members.

Professional Development Activities
Educats members attend a variety of professional development activities as a group. These
professional development activities expose members to current and best practices in teaching
and research and help members to develop their teaching practice and research skills. Three
existing members are currently participating in an eighteen-month long training program for
higher education research organised centrally (non-faculty specific) by the university - the
Higher Education Research (HER) Program. Members have attended training workshops for
questionnaire design (research); peer evaluation (teaching) and events for networking and
sharing of pedagogical best practices. Attendance at educational conferences is particularly
important within Educats. Conferences attended at time of writing include: the 2017 Learning
and Teaching Conference at our university and the 2017 Australian Conference on Science
and Mathematics Education (ACSME, 2017). Members have also attended externally
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facilitated education-focused events, these included seminars on: the current status of learning
analytics; motivation, commitment and wellbeing in secondary teaching; and developing
education research practices at the faculty level. Two members attended a week-long winter
school on education research facilitated by the Australasian Association for Engineering
Education (AAEE). The significance and impact of these activities is discussed later.
Table 1: List and description of the Educats' Slack channels
Channel Name

Description

# aaee

Preparations, discussions and updates relating to the upcoming AAEE
conference

# askacat

Help/feedback/advice from members about teaching practices, pedagogies and
student experience

# events

Information on upcoming seminars; workshops; training courses; conferences
and other education-focused events on and off campus

# general

Discussions, articles, other multimedia relevant to education research and
practice

# random

Weekly lunch communications; meme sharing; chit chat

# ratherbehere

Travel and holiday photos from Educats members - places we’d all rather be than
at our desks!

Event Organisation
A primary function of Educats is to organise and facilitate professional development events for
the CoP and the wider academic community, both as individuals and as a group. The
development and delivery of these events contribute to members’ professional development
and faculty service. One member of Educats has developed and delivered comprehensive
training modules on implementing a formal peer evaluation system. Two members worked
together to develop and deliver a training module on aligning assessment with learning
outcomes (the latest in a series on constructive alignment for outcomes-based education).
These training modules are recognised by the central university staff development unit and
count towards the professional development employment requirements for all staff members.

Teaching and Pedagogy
There is diversity in discipline, teaching experience and pedagogy expertise within Educats;
this enables members to take advantage of each other’s strengths to collaborate by developing
teaching practices, educational technology and enhancing pedagogies. The range of
disciplines and backgrounds of Educats members include: educational design; aerospace;
chemical; electrical and mechanical engineering; and computer science. The various teaching
roles and experience of Educats members include: tertiary teaching associate (TA) (2-7 years);
lecturer (1-2 years); teaching support leader (3 years); non-tertiary teaching (4-7 years) and
research supervisor (1-3 years). The fields of pedagogy expertise within Educats include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

learning management systems
teaching/learning content development
professional accreditation
assessment and evaluation
constructive alignment (Biggs and Tang, 2011)
undergraduate critical thinking development
active learning
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The diversity in discipline, teaching experience and pedagogy expertise provides an
environment in which members exchange knowledge and skills that ultimately enhance the
quality of teaching and learning at the university.

Research
All Educats members undertake education research projects - either for their postgraduate
studies or for their academic career development. The CoP enables members to support each
other in their individual education research and also facilitates collaboration among the group.
Members discuss aspects of their research through Slack and during weekly lunch meetings.
Examples of discussion topics are: education theories; epistemology; data collection methods
and data analysis techniques. The researchers regularly meet to collaborate on research
projects. These include: writing conference papers; developing educational technology;
developing methodology and delegation of research tasks such as data collection and
analysis. Peer review is a significant aspect of the research activities within Educats. Members
regularly participate in peer review of other members’ academic writing, examples of which
include: research proposals; literature reviews; ethics applications; conference papers and
grant applications. Members also share within the group knowledge and insight gained from
their respective research supervisors and education research mentors. Discourse,
collaboration and peer review within the group has enhanced members’ quality of education
research; this shall be discussed later.

Social Activities
Social activities are an important aspect of engagement within the CoP; these activities provide
the foundation upon which members strengthen their sense of belonging in the CoP and build
interpersonal relationships with like-minded people. There are two primary social events on
the Educats calendar: weekly lunches and end-of-semester (EoS) celebrations. Weekly
lunches on campus are a valuable opportunity for members to discuss ongoing teaching and
research progress. Not all members attend weekly lunch due to individual teaching and
research commitments. In Educats, there are no repercussions for lack of attendance; though
in any given week, lunch is attended by at least three members. Examples of lunchtime
discussion topics are: conference planning; event planning; faculty and departmental news;
active learning teaching practices and classroom anecdotes. Potential members being
considered for addition to the CoP are invited to lunch so that existing members can further
evaluate whether the candidate will be suitable for the CoP. EoS celebrations (e.g. nacho
parties) allow current Educats members and affiliates to unwind, socialise and share personal
highlights of the semester. These events allow members to strengthen interpersonal
relationships within the CoP; the implications of the social aspect of Educats is discussed later.

Theoretical Perspective
The operations of Educats and the structure of this study is primarily informed by Wenger’s
(1998) community of practice. Wenger defines CoPs as “groups of people who share a concern
or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly”.
Educats is aligned with those CoPs within higher education institutions that exist with the
purpose of promoting the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) in Engineering
Education. Educats identifies with the definition of SoTL as phrased by Mann and Chang
(2012) to include three main activities:
1. Engagement with the existing knowledge on teaching and learning.
2. Self-reflection on teaching and learning in one’s own discipline (often involving
education research).
3. Public sharing of ideas about teaching and learning within the discipline.
CoPs in universities typically focus on specific topics in higher education; examples include
blended learning, learning analytics, education research. Members in these CoPs are
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generally motivated by the potential for professional development and networking. Educats
places stronger emphasis on social support and a sense of belonging to engage its members.
Educats members revel in opportunities to interact with each other - people to whom they can
relate on a personal (e.g. cryptocurrency and fantasy fiction) as well as professional level.
These unconventional aspects about the Educats CoP act as the social bedrock for the group’s
structure and operations.
Wenger (1998) outlines three structural characteristics of a CoP as Domain, Community and
Practice. The Domain is the shared interest to which members commit and the shared
competence that distinguishes members from other people. For Educats, the primary domain
is pedagogical practice in STEM education, with a sub-domain being the workings of a
university including administration, student services and university politics. The Community is
the activities, relationships and sharing of ideas and knowledge between its members. In
Educats, this is a collection of ECRs and academics who are passionate about creating
positive impact in STEM education. The practices are outcomes-based STEM education and
education research. It is also the shared resources (experiences, stories, tools, pedagogies)
which empower members to succeed in their respective roles as educators and researchers.

Method
All existing Educats members (seven) participated in a semi-structured group interview roughly
six months after the CoP was first established. The interview questions prompted members to
reflect on how their involvement with Educats has influenced their teaching, research and
personal well-being. Members also provided demographic data regarding their roles, teaching
and research experience and expertise. The group interview was audio recorded and
transcribed, and themes were uncovered according to the categories outlined in the research
question. Approval from the university’s Human Research Ethics Committee was sought and
granted prior to the interviews and consent was obtained from participants (project ID: 10809).

Results and Discussion
Analysis of interview responses revealed the prevailing themes to be: formation and citizenship
in the group; implications on education research and teaching practice; professional
development; social engagement and personal support. These themes are discussed in the
following sub-sections.

Formation and Citizenship
Educats members have developed a strong sense of community and citizenship since its
formation. Enthusiasm, participation and engagement in discourse and activities has increased
significantly. Those members that were highly enthusiastic at the beginning have remained so,
while those who were shy or nonchalant at first now demonstrate strong engagement and
interest. One member who described themselves as an introvert said at the beginning: “I’m
just a lurker; don’t mind me.”; this member has since helped to develop new capabilities in an
audience response system for teaching large classes at the university; this member has also
been instrumental in developing the branding of Educats by commissioning the design of a
logo for the CoP. When asked about the reason behind the positive shift in interest and
engagement, this member shared that it was related to their career aspirations which had
shifted from discipline-based engineering research to teaching and education research.
There is a unanimous sentiment that members are glad to be amongst a community of likeminded people who demonstrate a genuine interest in enhancing education at a researchintensive university. Several members highlighted that being able to brainstorm on teaching
practices and research projects with others in the community has been highly valuable and
beneficial. When asked what the purpose of Educats is, members were unanimous in saying
that it is “having people to bounce ideas off”; “having people that you can collaborate on
research with”; moral support; and exchange of knowledge and expertise.
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Members were highly appreciative of having a community of people who share their
enthusiasm for education and teaching; one member said:
“I can be as passionate about teaching as I want and it would be okay...it was acceptable,
whereas I wouldn’t have that feeling outside of the group.”.

Another member likened the group citizenship to that of a technical engineering research
group:
“I haven’t had this since I worked in a research lab... it’s people to have lunch with, it’s people
to talk to about your work who are at a similar stage of their career to you and who are working
on similar issues but not the same problems”.

Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of Educats as a CoP is that it rejects any notion of
hierarchy and power-difference. This is exemplified in one member’s comment:
“there’s no power differential in this group, it’s a very flat structure. It would be very different if
we had senior academics in this group; it may feel like we had to defer to them whereas we can
generate our own ideas and not be influenced by what senior people are going to think of us so
it’s nice to have peers or equals to talk to”.

This member also added that Educats
“is not a work group; it is more about everybody contributing equally and bringing something to
the table”.

The community citizenship provides an inclusive place for members to express their
ideas and opinions and learn from one another on equal footing. The absence of a hierarchy
and power difference in the community encourages all members to participate and contribute
equally.

Influence on Education Research and SoTL
Educats has played a critical role in catalysing education research projects among its
members. Members all agreed that they would not have participated in certain events
(seminars; workshops and conferences) and programs (AAEE Winter School and HER
program) were it not for the encouragement and support from other members. Involvement in
Educats has initiated two members’ education research and encouraged members to make
submissions for the annual AAEE conference. One member felt that the group may not have
made as many submissions to this conference without the reciprocating encouragement and
support amongst members.
Peer review and regular feedback exchanged within the community has enabled members to
develop their education research knowledge and skills. Frequent peer review amongst
members have been highly beneficial for ethics applications; questionnaire design; developing
data collection methods and general academic writing. Members build upon education
research knowledge by regularly contributing to a cloud repository of literature; education
jargon; research methods and pedagogies. Knowledge and skill development through peer
review, feedback and knowledge transfer have helped members to develop their confidence
in education research and to overcome feelings of imposter syndrome.
Raising awareness for SoTL is another purpose of Educats and in doing so the community has
gained ‘notoriety’ amongst various faculties and senior staff at the university. One member
stated that the purpose of Educats is “to share experiences, generate awareness and promote
educational technologies and techniques within the university or within the faculty”. One
member that works closely with senior staff informed the group that Educats is known amongst
Directors of Teaching, Associate Deans and staff from the Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor
and Vice-President (Education). This ‘notoriety’ has helped generate further awareness of the
growing significance of teaching and pedagogies in STEM. A reputation within the university
will also help Educats to obtain support and funding to enable education research outputs and
enhancements in teaching and pedagogies.
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Influence on Teaching and Pedagogy
The diversity in discipline, teaching experience and pedagogy expertise has enabled Educats
members to exchange feedback, insight and knowledge in their roles as teaching associates,
lecturers and supervisors. Consequently, members have been able to improve in specific
areas in their roles. There is exchange of feedback and insight between the postgraduate
students and members that have research supervision duties. This exchange produces two
outcomes: 1) supervisor members learn about effective supervision practices so that the they
can better understand and cater for the needs of their students and 2) postgraduate members
develop an understanding of supervision from the supervisor’s perspective which enables
them to strengthen relations with their own supervisors. There is exchange of feedback and
insight on teaching between members with TA and lecturer roles. One TA in Educats reflected
that through discourse and interaction with the lecturers and more experienced TAs, they had
gained confidence in approaching the class and students. Another less experienced TA
remarked that they had become “far more aware of diversity in student cohorts” and that it had
helped them to better support the teaching and lecturer in their unit.
Feedback from TAs and lecturers on the use of ARS prompted one member to develop new
features in the ARS that they developed as part of their PhD which is used extensively at our
university. One member shared with the group that they had implemented another member’s
recommendations on engaging women in STEM. The member with expertise in female
engagement reflected: “it was great to see someone being so receptive of work that I’d done”.
One member reflected that the training modules on teamwork and peer evaluation developed
by another member had been very well received by university staff. The training modules have
been attended by over 100 educational staff and there has since been an uptake of better
pedagogical practices on teamwork and peer evaluation. This was evidenced by a significant
increase in the number of users of the peer evaluation system and positive feedback from
students.

Influence on Professional Development
Professional development is a core focus for the ECRs who make up Educats. All members
reported that they had attended more seminars, workshops and conferences as a collective
with other members of Educats and that they were not as likely to have attended these as
individuals. Members have shared with the community knowledge and insight gained from
participating in professional development activities. This has resulted in a wealth of knowledge
and resources on many topics relevant to research, teaching and pedagogy and is shared
within the community via Google Drive. These resources are easily accessible to members
and enables the community to build upon existing knowledge and learn from others.
Educats is a community which aids the development of members’ professional identity. Two
members have been inspired to transition from discipline-based technical research to
education research and pursue education-focused career paths. This is exemplified by one
member’s reflection of their transition from lecturing to educational design:
“It’s helped me to define my career path a lot more because even though I’m a lecturer and as
a PhD student in the past, you would think being a lecturer is like the holy grail. I’ve actually
found that it’s not really for me; I don’t have the right personality for it and so through the Educats
I’ve learnt that there are other career paths that I can take which embraces my teaching passion
and it’s actually quite nice to be guided in that sense”

Members have reported that they have found Educats to be a safe and inclusive environment
to express themselves as professionals without apprehension of judgement. One member
reflected on the sense of validation they felt within Educats:
“It’s more a case of finding a group of people who would take my expertise seriously and not
talk down to me because occasionally what happens is that academic staff would consider
themselves superior even though they’re not doing a great job of something that you’re trying
to teach them to do and it’s purely just because of their mode of employment.”
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These sentiments demonstrate that a local CoP such as Educats can play a significant role in
the professional identity and development of ECRs.

Social Support and Personal Well-being
The social support exchanged in Educats has been beneficial to members’ personal mental
and physical well-being. All members valued the weekly lunches as an opportunity to take a
“mental break” from their research or teaching. This is exemplified in one comment:
“Without these Thursday lunches it would just be “eat it at your desk” and having a group to
come and do that with instead of having your lunch at your desk is probably one of the best
things about this group.”

When asked how participation in Educats has influenced their personal well-being, nearly all
members shared anecdotes on how this CoP has benefited their mental health. Two members
highlighted that Educats helped to lessen feelings of isolation in their respective divisions, as
exemplified in one member’s anecdote of an instance of workplace conflict: “without Educats…
I would have physically been a lot more isolated, I would have been in my office a lot more if it
wasn’t for you guys”. One member spoke of the support and advice they received from other
members regarding a difficult transition between universities and described that support to be
very useful, valuable and “crucial in this transition period”. Another member reflected that they
are now better able to confront their emotions in personal issues as exemplified in their
comment:
“We’ve come out of engineering where no one ever talks about their feelings and I feel like this
group has really helped me to confront some of that stuff and really grow as an individual, grow
more mature and to be able to handle those kind of situations better in my mind.”

One member shared that they had been inspired to participate in regular physical activity for
health and fitness upon hearing about the fitness regimes of other members in Educats. This
member reflected that:
“I find my PhD life is often very stressful. Participating in Educats has given me a valuable
resource for help and support. I have spoken to members of the group multiple times about
managing stress and finding a healthy life balance. In fact, I now take part in weekly exercise
as a result of my conversations with the cats.”

These anecdotes demonstrate that participation in a CoP like Educats is beneficial to
members’ personal mental and physical well-being. Members’ positive responses indicate that
a CoP that serves both professional and social purposes can empower members to lead a
more balanced lifestyle and achieve personal growth. The personal well-being of ECRs is often
not the subject of faculty attention despite its significant impact on the quality of teaching and
research at universities, as exemplified in the experiences within Educats. Members derive a
collective identity and a strong sense of belonging from their involvement in the research,
teaching and professional development aspects of the CoP. The social and emotional support
exchanged within Educats reinforces and strengthens this collective identity and sense of
belonging.

Upcoming Activities
Educats are facilitating the upcoming inaugural Faculty Education Retreat, bringing together
education-focused members of staff from across all the departments in the Faculty of
Engineering. The group collectively designed activities with set learning outcomes which
included round-table skill-sharing sessions, Lego ideation, and the development of a grassroots plan to achieve the faculty's strategic goals for learning and teaching.

Conclusions
A collaborative, non-hierarchical, self-organised community of practice has been established
for education-focused ECRs. This community focuses on development of members’ education
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research; teaching, pedagogies and professional identity. This is achieved through
participation, development and delivery of professional and social events. Involvement in this
community has provided members with a professional and social identity and a strong sense
of belonging. This is reflected in new research outputs; new collaboration in teaching and
pedagogy; continuous professional development and improved personal well-being. A CoP
like Educats is recommended for ECRs to support their professional and personal
development. A sense of locality, proximity and social rapport is recommended for such a CoP.
Ways in which ECRs can establish their own local CoP include: networking at local
conferences; education-focused events; local education-focused bodies and postgraduate
associations.
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SESSION C4: The role and impact of engineers and the engineering profession
in the wider community
CONTEXT
With more Australian engineering degrees adopting a common first year model, there is
significant opportunity for specialisations to promote themselves to students in order to
increase their enrolments. Against a backdrop of increased competition to attract students
and adverse media attention on mechanical engineering with the collapse of the automotive
manufacturing sector in Australia, the Mechanical and Aerospace Department from a
Melbourne based university considered it imperative that a more concerted effort be made to
promote mechanical engineering in the extra-curricular space. While the pedagogy of
engagement within the context of the classroom is widely documented, few works focus on
how these techniques translate to engaging students beyond their normal studies. Thus,
recommendations from the literature on learning and engagement can be made to inform a
generic activity design. However, the adaptation of these for enhancing student
understanding of a specialisation of engineering in an engagement purpose is relatively
uncharted territory.

PURPOSE
This research describes the design of a modular and multifaceted engagement activity,
informed by literature on engagement pedagogy. Furthermore, the research details how this
was applied to change preconceived notions of what mechanical engineering is, for a cohort
of first year students prior to their engineering branch selection.

APPROACH
Recommendations from the literature on learning and engagement were researched and
collated to form a generic set of engagement activity design requirements. These were used
to develop a mechanical engineering engagement activity (MEEA). The activity task, inspired
by Theo Jansen’s walking machine “The Strandbeest”, was designed to highlight various
aspects of mechanical engineering, and draw links to existing unit learning outcomes in the
degree. The MEEA was subsequently implemented and a mixed method approach to
surveying participants was utilized.

RESULTS
An increase in the self-reported understanding and appreciation of the scope of the
mechanical engineering discipline was seen for students who participated in the MEEA.
Results indicate that there was an increased female interest and representation in the MEEA.

CONCLUSIONS
The implementation of the MEEA resulted in a greater understanding of the breadth and
variety of careers available to mechanical engineering graduates. It can be suggested from
this that scholarship of learning and teaching can be successfully applied in the engagement
space.

KEYWORDS
engagement, first year, branch selection, discipline selection, common first year
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Introduction
In 2015 a prominent Australian University changed the structure of its engineering degree
significantly to incorporate all branches in a common degree structure. Previously, the
aerospace, mechatronics and environmental engineering streams were standalone degrees.
Consequently, there was more opportunity but also more competition to attract students to
each specialisation. Similarly, the discipline stream units were merged into new design
themed core units which encompassed elements of each branch.
Mechanical engineering is commonly associated with cars due to the likeness with
mechanics. While classical and many modern mechanical engineering roles do involve cars,
there is a whole host of opportunities which lie outside of this trope. By redefining mechanical
engineering as involving the study, analysis and design of anything that moves or is
subjected to forces or loads, it places emphasis on the broader context which mechanical
engineers can exist in. This is particularly important for attracting a diverse group of students
whose interests may fall outside of this stereotype and may be unaware of the broader roles
of a mechanical engineer in society. Furthermore, engineering in itself is typically viewed as
an overtly male dominated field (Smeding 2012, Ceci et al. 2007, Cheryan et al. 2015). While
the numbers of males still outweigh those of their female counterparts, the number of
females in engineering and mechanical engineering are slowly rising (Kaspura, 2015). This
stereotype however is grounded in numbers. Engineers Australia documented the number of
female engineering graduates as being 15.8% across all disciplines and 7.14% for the
!mechanical and industrial engineering! group (Kaspura, 2015). At the university in question
this trend is paralleled with approximately 22% female enrolment across all streams and
approximately 14% in mechanical engineering (Phimphachanh 2016). These low numbers
consequently feedback into themselves as it further perpetuates the misconception that
women cannot or should not partake in engineering as reflected by the low rates.
Against a backdrop of adverse media attention on mechanical engineering with the collapse
of the automotive manufacturing sector in Australia, it was considered imperative that a more
concerted effort be made to promote mechanical engineering in the extra-curricular space.
The Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering (Dept. M+AE) chose to develop
new engagement workshops to be primarily held during orientation week and in the lead up
to branch selection. The Mechanical Engineering Engagement Activity (MEEA) was designed
to initialize contact and dialogue between prospective first year students, the Dept. M+AE
and current students. With a generic underpinning design stemming from scholarship of
learning and teaching, it was intended that the MEEA would attract and engage students,
particularly those undecided on a stream of choice. The MEEA aimed to improve students
understanding of and familiarity with the mechanical engineering course and careers and to
improve enrolment levels for the mechanical engineering stream, along with an increasing
proportion of female students. Additionally, it was intended that after implementation at a
university level the activity could be deployed wider into the high school engagement space
to engage a broader cross section of the community with mechanical engineering and
increase visibility of women in mechanical engineering.

Theoretical Perspective
Techniques to Attract Students to STEM
Fun activities have long been used to attract and engage students. In recent years, they
have commonly been used as tools to attract students into STEM. They have the largest
effect when activities break down complex mechanisms and systems into a simplified and
easier to understand framework (Shernoff et al., 2003). It has been shown that hands on
activities are the preferred method by high school students to be engaged with engineering
(Little et al., 2009). Furthermore, it has been shown that students engage and are motivated
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most when presented with a challenging problem to solve independently with appropriate
support (Shernoff et al 2003). Voluntary student participation in engagement activities has
also been positively correlated with improved academic outcomes (Wilson et al. 2014).
Specific Techniques to Engage Female Students
Colours and tones have gender associations in common society, with darker tones and blue
hues being associated with males (Cunningham, 2011). Thus by including colours and tones
not primarily associated with the male gender, it assists in positioning mechanical
engineering as being a more inclusive discipline. Furthermore, it has been shown that female
students in particular require strong female influences on career model off (Watt, 2016).
Thus, by having a strong female influence in the demonstration and delivery of workshops,
students will be more impartial to considering mechanical engineering as a stream of
selection.

Method
Generic Engagement Activity Design
An active learning mode of delivery was selected as most appropriate as it has been shown
to be one of the most engaging methods of content delivery for students (Prince et al., 2007;
Anderson R et al., 2007; Prince, 2004; Taylor 2014; Shernoff et al., 2003). Tasks were
inquiry based to facilitate critical thinking and problem-solving skill development
(Shernoff et al., 2003; Prince et al., 2007). A wide range of connections or links with
elements of the relevant degree were included (case based teaching; Prince et al., 2007).
These links were drawn explicitly, by relating activities to specific units or areas of study, as
well as signposting how particular skills are further developed over the course of the degree
Sample competency levels were shown to give students an idea of how their capabilities
would be developed. Activity difficulty was set slightly above the expected level of
competency (Shernoff et al., 2003). Where dependencies were identified between tasks,
appropriate scaffolding was provided to allow for correct solutions to be implemented
before transition to the next task. In this way, all groups were paced and were able to
progress at a similar rate.
A multifaceted and modular activity was selected, so that it could be deployed in a variety
of different contexts. Simplicity in the execution of the activity was desired, such that it could
be maintained and delivered by final year university students with minimal preparation or
training. To ensure program longevity, a handover process was established. This included
storing all designs and teaching materials such that they are permanently accessible.
A unique brand identity was carefully applied consistently in line with theories on gender
neutrality in colour and branding. A relaxed, casual and inviting session ambiance was
carefully cultivated through the use of music and the way the students and staff running the
activity presented themselves and interacted with attendees (Gasiewski et al., 2012).
Demonstrators were carefully selected, with a preference for people who were personable,
welcoming and approachable so participants felt they were able to freely discuss any
predicaments and questions with them (Gasiewski et al., 2012).
MEEA Activity Theme
A walking machine inspired by Theo Jansen’s walking sculpture series “The Strandbeest”
(Jansen, 2016) was designed using computer aided design (CAD) and manufactured
primarily using laser cutting as seen in figure 1.
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Figure 1: CAD of finalised walking machine design with single motor drive (at rear) showing the redesigned gear train
(left) and image of completed walking machine assembly with dual drive capabilities (motors attached at each end).

The walking machine comprising six individual leg assemblies was designed such that it
allowed for a range of tasks to be generated from its design. The outline of the leg section
could be developed before structural integrity of the “stacked” arrangement explored. Each
leg assembly was designed such that it could function independently from the complete
assembly. The common “crankshaft” based driving method did not provide this capability, so
the crank was replaced functionally with a redesigned gear train which could be driven by an
Allen key or long hexagonal rod in the single and total assemblies respectively. Nyloc
fasteners were used to prevent self-tightening or loosening of standard nuts due to torques
generated during walking. DC gear-reduction motors were incorporated on both a single and
dual drive basis with control boxes and mounts being designed and laser cut for each set up.
The two-motor design allowed the device to walk forward, backwards and also turn.
MEEA Activity Details
A 3-hour MEEA was designed around the generic engagement activity guidelines described
above. Pairs of students were tasked with discovering the correct leg mechanism assembly
and stacked arrangement. Students were paced through this by giving solutions at each
stage before progressing to the next stage. That is, they were given the correct leg
mechanism before proceeding to determining the correct stacked arrangement of a single leg
before proceeding to determining the double leg arrangement. After assembly and testing of
their single leg set, six of the pairs of students worked together to determine the optimal
phasing of the legs to allow successful operation of the walker.
In the session introduction and at each opportunity throughout the session’s activity,
elements were linked back to aspects of mechanical engineering and the mechanical
engineering course at the university. For example, when discussing manufacturing methods
of the activity’s walking machine, 3D printing and laser cutting were discussed including their
use on projects such as aerospike engines and 3D printed hands. Another example is when
determining stacked arrangement structural integrity and design of structures to react shear,
bending and torsional loads without breaking is discussed and linked to the Solid Mechanics
unit in which these concepts are covered.
Generic marketing to attract students using images of the walking machine, a brief outline
and the session details were used to attract students. A strong female leads and primarily
female support demonstrators were utilized unbeknownst to students at the time of
registration. A voluntary and anonymous paper survey of participating students was collected
at the completion of the most recent workshop set with approval from the university’s Human
Research Ethics Committee (Project ID: 10581). This survey employed a mix method
approach of non-Likert scale (Select from statement responses), two Likert scales (Very
Poor/ Poor/ Average/ Very Good/ Excellent and Definitely Not/ Not Likely/ Likely/ Very Likely/
Extremely Likely) and open-ended questions (Text response).
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Results and Discussion
The MEEA was initially implemented for first year engineering students. It has attracted 214
registrations and 196 attending first year students across its offerings in this form. The latest
iteration from September 2017, the focus in this paper, saw 41 registrations and 38 attending
students (36 respondents, n=36). Of these students, there was 27% female enrolment. This
indicates above average engagement with female students when reflecting on the national
and university figures for mechanical engineering enrolment which are classically 7% and
14% respectively.
Understanding Mechanical Engineering
When prompted about their knowledge prior to participating in the MEEA as being that they
“didn’t know anything about mechanical at all”, “knew a little about mechanical”, “knew a bit
about mechanical but was still unsure” or “knew and understood mechanical”, 79% of
respondents identified that they knew little about mechanical engineering prior to
attending to the session. 97% of participants indicated that participating in the MEEA
improved their understanding of mechanical engineering to some extent, with 45% of
responses indicating that it “very much” improved their understanding when provided with the
options of “very much”, “slightly better”, “still not sure” and “have no idea”. As a majority of
students indicated that they knew only a little about mechanical engineering before attending
the session, it reflects the importance of making a concerted effort to engage and educate
students on the opportunities within each discipline. Furthermore, due to the increase in
understanding of mechanical engineering seen, it can be said that engagement activities
may be one avenue to assist students with gaining insight into a discipline’s nuances.
Engagement with Mechanical Engineering
69% of respondents indicated that prior to attending the MEEA that mechanical engineering
was “one of” the streams they were considering with 22% documenting that they were “a
little” interested in mechanical engineering. This was when presented with the options “I
wasn’t interested”, “I was a little interested”, “Mechanical was one option” and “I was
definitely planning on choosing mechanical”. No participant reported that their level of
interest in mechanical engineering decreased as a direct outcome of participation in
the MEEA when presented with the options of “I am less interested”, “my interest has not
increased or decreased”, “I am a little more interested”, “Mechanical is now an option that I
am considering” and “I am now definitely planning on choosing mechanical”. 33% of students
reported being a “little more” interested in mechanical engineering while 44% identified that
mechanical engineering is now an option they were considering for branch selection. As no
student’s interest in mechanical engineering regressed and some students reported an
increase in interest, it demonstrates that there was no net harm caused by undertaking an
engagement activity in this instance. This suggests that for an institution looking at engaging
students with a discipline of engineering, engagement activities could be considered as a
beneficial method to do this.
MEEA Activity Design
When considering the design of the session itself, 95% of students felt they had enough time
to complete the tasks, 97% felt that the session was of a good length and 97% felt that the
session was of appropriate difficulty. This was reported when students were prompted if they
had enough time to complete tasks with the statements “Yes”, “No, I would have preferred it
to be shorter”, “No, I would have preferred it to be a little longer” and “No, I would have
preferred it to be much longer”, if the session was of appropriate length with statements
“Yes”, “I would have preferred it to be shorter” and “I would have preferred it to be longer” as
well as if the session was of appropriate difficulty with statements “Yes”, “No, it was too easy”
and “No, it was too complex”. The students who participated in this particular session felt that
it had been designed appropriately. This was of importance given the activity difficulty being
set slightly above expected competency levels. It could be suggested that students in this
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cohort responded well to the challenge in the structured environment created. All students
indicated that they were likely to recommend the MEEA, demonstrating the overall
satisfaction with the scholarship of learning and teaching choices implemented in this context
and instance. Taking the Definitely Not to Extremely Likely 5-point Likert scale where 0
represents definitely not and 5 represents extremely likely, the average score for the
likelihood of recommending the session was 4.3 ± 0.7.
Written Feedback
Written feedback demonstrated students enjoyed the problem-solving elements and that the
best aspect of the MEEA was the hands-on nature of the tasks. Given students have
ample opportunities during their studies in first year to partake in hands on activities by way
of three major design projects, one can suggest that this is not merely through lack of
opportunity to partake in such activities from which this is being derived. This also bodes well
as the mechanical engineering degree incorporates many hands-on projects and
experiments.
Similarly, students noted that they appreciated the introduction to the
mechanical engineering course and the “down to earth” and friendly nature of the
demonstrators. These comments reflect many of the scholarship of learning and teaching
choices made including the emphasis on inquiry based learning and the ambiance.
Furthermore, it emphasises the important of selecting the right people for the task as the
demonstrators were often noted as a key influencer on the student experience.

Conclusion
The MEEA attracted a higher incidence of female students than expected, suggesting that
careful design and marketing can in some regards, overcome stereotypes presented about
an engineering discipline. The MEEA improved students understanding of mechanical
engineering significantly, suggesting that scholarship of learning and teaching
recommendations for learning and engagement at an academic level are transferable into
the engagement space. This is further supported by student respondents indicating that the
MEEA was enjoyable and that the best aspects were the hands-on nature of the task and the
problem-solving elements, both direct reflections of the recommendations considered.
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$-3,%0!$-!2-=!&2=!0#,=!*$),!2+('%%!0#,!<('T,+0%8!"#,!>,,.62+)!$%!/%,.!6=!0#,!0,24%!4'3$-B!
>'(&2(.8!!
"2%)!N+!!
\('<'%$0$'-!

E,,)!g!\('B(,%%!\$0+#@!J$-$4/4!I$26*,!\('./+0!YJI\Z!2-.!I2*/,!

",24%!2(,!2%),.!0'!<(,<2(,!2![!4$-/0,!3$.,'!<$0+#!'/0*$-$-B!0#,$(!I2*/,!\('<'%$0$'-!2-.!
&#20!0#,!JI\!0#,=!&$**!.,*$3,(!&$**!6,8!"#,=!#23,!2**!<('0'0=<,.!0#,$(!JI\!6=!0#$%!%02B,8!!
"#,=!%<,+$>=!#'&!0#,=!&$**!.,3,*'<!+/%0'4,(!(,*20$'-%#$<%!2-.!&#20!+#2--,*%!&$**!6,!/%,.!>'(!
.$%0($6/0$'-!2-.!>/*>$*4,-08!!"#,=!/<*'2.!0#,!3$.',!0'!='/!0/6,!'(!2!%$4$*2(!<*20>'(4!2-.!
<('3$.,!2!*$-)!3$2!0#,!;JH!>'(!0#,$(!<,,(%!<2(0$+$<20,!$-!+'-%0(/+0$3,!+($0$U/,!'>!2**!0#,!0,24%8!
"2%)!N!.!!E,,)!CN!d,<'(0@!:-0,**,+0/2*!\('<,(0=!Y:\Z?!G$-2-+$-B!2-.!1'4<*$2-+,!
L2+#!0,24!B,-,(20,%!2!(,<'(0!'-!#'&!0#,=!&$**!.,2*!&$0#!0#,!+'4<*$2-+,!2-.!>$-2-+,!2%<,+0%!
'>!0#,$(!%02(0/<8!"#,!(,%'/(+,%!0#,=!-,,.?!0#,$(!+'%0!+'-%$.,(20$'-%?!0#,$(!(,3,-/,!4'.,*?!
0#,$(!:\!2-.!+'4<*$2-+,!+'-+,(-%M!"#,%,!2(,!<'%0,.!$-!0#,!>'(/4!2B2$-!2-.!,2+#!$-.$3$./2*!
$%!2%),.!0'!(,3$,&!2-.!+($0$U/,!V!(,<'(0%8!
!
5%%,%%4,-0!02%)![!
"2%)![!$%!&'(0#![9e!2-.!$%!./,!$-!&,,)!C[!$0!$%!0#,!>$-2*!S,4'!2-.!:-3,%04,-0!\$0+#@!!
L2+#!0,24!<$0+#,%!0#,$(!%02(0/<!$.,2!0'!2!<2-,*!'>!$-./%0(=!*,2.,(%?!$-3,%0'(%?!<,,(%!2-.!KKK!
%02>>8!"#,=!<(,<2(,!2!V!4$-/0,!<$0+#!2-.!2!<('%<,+0/%!>'(!<'0,-0$2*!$-3,%0'(%8!:-.$3$./2*!
%0/.,-0%!2(,!2B2$-!2%%$B-,.!fC99?999!0'!$-3,%0!$-!2-=!&2=!0#,=!*$),!2+('%%!0#,!<('T,+0%8!!
!

D&&$1'()*?()0)".*F"03('()6*D/,'%(*F"03('()6*>53"+5%$.*
F"03('()*0(.*="W-+*X%."$*,%*."+')('()*,5"*/%-3+":*
?()0)".*F"03('()*
S,*$3,($-B!4,2-$-B>/*?!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!,F<,($,-+,%!(,+'B-$%,%!0#,!+#2-B$-B!-,,.%!'>!0#,!
NC%0!+,-0/(=!%0/.,-08!h'-,%?!I2*.,]?!Q'&2)'&%)$?!2-.!d2%4/%%,-!YCgg7Z!#23,!.,3,*'<,.!2!
%,0!'>!,$B#0!$-.$+20'(%!'>!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!0'!B/$.,!,./+20'(%!2<<*=$-B!$0!$-!0#,$(!<(2+0$+,8!"#,!
2<<*$+20$'-!$-!0#$%!+'/(%,!$%!.,%+($6,.!6,*'&8!!
:-.$+20'(!C8!!
H/++,%%>/*?!,-B2B,.!*,2(-,(%!2(,!(,%<'-%$6*,!>'(!0#,$(!'&-!*,2(-$-B8!"#,!%0/.,-0%!$-!KKKK!
.,>$-,!0#,$(!'&-!*,2(-$-B!B'2*%!0#('/B#!%,*>!%,*,+0$-B!0#,$(!<('T,+0%!2-.!,32*/20$-B!0#,$(!
2+#$,3,4,-0%!0#('/B#!<,,(!(,3$,&!2-.!(,>*,+0$3,!&($0$-B8!"#,=!2(,!%'*3$-B!(,2*!<('6*,4%!2-.!
.,3,*'<$-B!+2<2+$0=!0'!6,!%0(20,B$+!$-!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B?!%#2($-B!2-.!0(2-%>,(($-B!)-'&*,.B,!0'!
%'*3,!0#,!<('6*,4%!+(,20$3,*=!&#$*%0!6,$-B!+'**26'(20$3,?!32*/$-B!2-.!#23$-B!0#,!%)$**%!0'!&'()!
&$0#!'0#,(%8!!
:-.$+20'(!N8!!
"2%)%!>'(!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!2(,!+#2**,-B$-B?!2/0#,-0$+?!2-.!4/*0$.$%+$<*$-2(=8!:0!$%!2!+'4<*,F!
02%)!0'!$.,-0$>=!2!+'44,(+$2*!'<<'(0/-$0=?!>$-.!2!<('./+0A!%,(3$+,!'(!4$F,.!4'.,*!%'*/0$'-!0'!$0!
2-.!.,3,*'<!2!3$26*,!6/%$-,%%!4'.,*!0'!.,*$3,(!$08!"#,!<('+,%%!$-3'*3,%!4/*0$<*,!%)$**!%,0%!2-.!
'++/(%!'3,(!2!%/%02$-,.!*,-B0#!'>!0$4,8!"#,!KKKK!*,2(-$-B!,F<,($,-+,!$%!!2/0#,-0$+!$-!0#20!$0!
+'((,%<'-.!0'!0#,!02%)%!'>!&'()<*2+,%!'>!0'.2=!2-.!0'4'(('&8!"#,!+'**26'(20$'-!02),%!<*2+,!
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&$0#!<,,(%!2-.!4,-0'(%!&$0#$-!KKKK!2%!&,**!2%!&$0#!'0#,(%!'/0%$.,!>2+/*0=8!"#,!$-0,B(20,.!
$-%0(/+0$'-!2<<('2+#!/%,.!$-+'(<'(20,%!<('6*,4X62%,.!*,2(-$-B!Y0#('/B#!0#,!<('T,+0Z?!
%+2>>'*.,.!6=!0#,!0#,'(=!<('3$.,.!$-!+/(($+/*/48!!
:-.$+20'(![8!!
5%%,%%4,-0!'>!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!$-3'*3,%!<(,%,-0$-B!%0/.,-0%!&$0#!2-!2/0#,-0$+!02%)?!<('T,+0?!
'(!$-3,%0$B20$'-?!2-.!0#,-!'6%,(3$-B?!$-0,(3$,&$-B?!2-.!,F24$-$-B!0#,$(!<(,%,-020$'-%!2-.!
2(0$>2+0%!0'!2%%,%%!&#20!0#,=!2+0/2**=!)-'&!2-.!+2-!.'8!\,(>'(42-+,X62%,.!2%%,%%4,-0!#2%!
6,,-!.,%$B-,.!$-?!<2(0$+/*2(=!&$0#!(,%<,+0!0'!02%)!N8!:0!$%!B,-,(20$3,!$-3'*3$-B!0#,!%0/.,-0%!$-!
B,-,(20$-B!0#,$(!'&-!<,(>'(42-+,!+($0,($2!Y0#('/B#!0#,!<,,(!(,3$,&?!(,>*,+0$3,!&($0$-B!2-.!
$-3,%04,-0!2+0$3$0$,%Z8!"#,=!<*2=!2!),=!('*,!$-!0#,!'3,(2**!.,%$B-?!,32*/20$'-?!2-.!(,<'(0$-B!'>!
0#,$(!2%%,%%4,-08!"#$%!<,(>'(42-+,X62%,.!2%%,%%4,-0!%0(20,B=!+'--,+0%!0'!+/(($+/*/4!2-.!
$-%0(/+0$'-!2-.!$%!'-B'$-B?!(,<(,%,-0$-B!2**!0#,!4,2-$-B>/*!2%<,+0%!'>!%0/.,-0!2-.!0,24!
<,(>'(42-+,!,U/$026*,!%02-.2(.%!0#20!2<<*=!0'!2**!%0/.,-0%8!!
:-.$+20'(!78!!
:-%0(/+0$'-2*!4'.,*%!2-.!%0(20,B$,%!>'(!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!%#'/*.!6,!$-0,(2+0$3,8!:-%0(/+0$'-!$-!
KKKK!2+0$3,*=!,-B2B,%!0#,!%0/.,-0%!$-!$-0,(2+0$3,!&'()%#'<%?!<(,%,-020$'-%!2-.!
2%%,%%4,-08!:-%0(/+0$'-!$%!B,-,(20$3,?!,-+'/(2B$-B!0#,!%0/.,-0%!0'!+'-%0(/+0!2-.!<('./+,!
)-'&*,.B,!$-!4,2-$-B>/*!&2=%!2+('%%!0#,!%0(/+0/(,!'>!0#,!>'/(!%02B,%!'>!0#,!S'/6*,!S$24'-.!
4'.,*8!"#,!%0/.,-0%!$-0,(2+0!B,-,(20$3,*=!&$0#!0#,$(!0,2+#,(!2-.!<,,(%?!$-3'*3,.!$-!0,2+#$-B!
,2+#!'0#,(!$-0,(2+0$3,*=!&$0#$-!2-.!2+('%%!0#,$(!0,24%!2-.!2%!$-.$3$./2*%!0#'/B#!0#,$(!&,,)*=!
0,24!&'()%#'<!<2(0$+$<20$'-!2-.!0#('/B#!0#,!<,,(!(,3$,&!<('+,%%,%8!"#$%!>2+$*$020,%!+'X
+'-%0(/+0$'-!'>!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!<('4'0,%!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!0#20!$%!<('6*,4?!<('T,+0?!2-.!B'2*!
62%,.8!!
:-.$+20'(!V8!!
"#,!*,2(-$-B!+'-0,F0!'>!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!(,U/$(,%!0#,!i+*2%%(''4^!0'!6,!<,(+,$3,.!2%!2!
)-'&*,.B,X6/$*.$-B!*,2(-$-B!+'44/-$0=!&#,(,!4,46,(%!.,3,*'<!%#2(,.!/-.,(%02-.$-B%!
+'**26'(20$3,*=?!2-.!+(,20,!,4<20#,0$+!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-0%!0#20!32*/,!.$3,(%$0=!2-.!4/*0$<*,!
<,(%<,+0$3,%8!"#,(,!2(,!2!-/46,(!'>!%/4420$3,!2-.!>'(420$3,!2+0$3$0$,%!2+('%%!0#,!%,4,%0,(!
.,%$B-,.!0'!6/$*.!0#,!*,2(-$-B!+'44/-$0=!2-.!+,*,6(20,!$0%!.$3,(%$0=8!"#,=!$-+*/.,!2!%,($,%!'>!
$+,6(,2),(!2+0$3$0$,%!$-!&,,)!C?!0#,!'-*$-,!$-0('./+0$'-!,F,(+$%,%?!2!+*2%%!*/-+#!&#,(,!
,3,(='-,!6($-B%!2!0(2.$0$'-2*!.$%#!0'!%#2(,!$-!'/(!*/-+#!6(,2)!6,0&,,-!0#,!B/,%0!%<,2),(!2-.!
0#,!&'()%#'<%?!+'**26'(20$3,!<('6*,4!.,>$-$-B!2-.!%'*3$-B?!+'-%0(/+0$3,!<,,(!(,3$,&!2-.!
,-0(,<(,-,/($2*!2+0$3$0$,%8!
:-.$+20'(!O8!!!
P('/<$-B!>'(!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!+'**26'(20$3,!&'()!0#20!$%!*,2(-$-BX+,-0,(,.!%#'/*.!$-3'*3,!
%42**!#,0,('B,-,'/%!0,24%!'>!0&'!'(!4'(,!%0/.,-0%8!`=!>(24$-B!B('/<!>'(420$'-!$-!FFFFF!
%0/.,-0%!2(,!,-+'/(2B,.!0'!>'(4!0,24%!'>!/<!0'!>$3,?!62%,.!'-!+'44'-!0,+#-'*'B=!$-0,(,%0%!
2-.!%#'/*.!$-+*/.,!2!4$F!'>!.$>>,(,-0!B,-.,(%?!+/*0/(2*!62+)B('/-.%?!%)$**%?!2-.!.$%+$<*-2(=!
,F<,(0$%,8!"#$%!6($-B%!2!&,2*0#!'>!62+)B('/-.!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!<,(%<,+0$3,%!0'!0#,!.$>>,(,-0!
0,24!02%)%!2-.!,-%/(,%!$-+(,2%,.!*,2(-$-B!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!6,0&,,-!<,,(%8!!
:-.$+20'(!R8!!
:-!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!+'-0,F0%!0#,!('*,!'>!0#,!$-%0(/+0'(!$-!0#,!+*2%%(''4!%#$>0%!>('4!
$->'(420$'-!B$3,(!0'!>2+$*$020'(?!B/$.,?!2-.!*,2(-,(8!5%!2!>2+$*$020'(?!0#,!$-%0(/+0'(!<('3$.,%!0#,!
($+#!,-3$('-4,-0%!2-.!*,2(-$-B!,F<,($,-+,%!-,,.,.!>'(!+'**26'(20$3,!%0/.=!2-.!2+0%!2%!2!
B/$.,?!$-+'(<'(20$-B!4,.$20$'-?!4'.,*$-B?!2-.!+'2+#$-B!$-0'!0#,$(!<(2+0$+,8!D>0,-!0#,=!
6,+'4,!2!+'X*,2(-,(!2-.!+'$-3,%0$B20'(!&$0#!0#,!%0/.,-0%8!:-!KKKK!0#,!2/0#'(?!0#('/B#!0#,!
.,%$B-!'>!0#,!+'/(%,?!<'%$0$'-%!0#,4%,*>!2%!2!>2+$*$020'(?!+'X*,2(-,(!2-.!+'**26'(20'(8!"#,=!
B/$.,!0#,!%0/.,-0%!0#('/B#!2**!0#,!(,%'/(+,%?!420,($2*%!2-.!2+0$3$0$,%?!>2+$*$020,!0,24!
>'(420$'-!2-.!.,3,*'<4,-0?!+'2+#!0#,!0,24!0#('/B#!0#,!$--'320$'-!2-.!,-0(,<(,-,/(%#$<!
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<('+,%%!2-.!4'.,*!0#,!32($'/%!4,0#'.%!0#,!0,24%!+2-!/%,!$-!0#,$(!<('T,+0!62%,.!*,2(-$-B!
2-.!<('6*,4!%'*3$-B8!!
:-.$+20'(!W8!!
"#,!%0/.,-0!('*,!$-!2-!,-B2B,.!*,2(-$-B!%+,-2($'!$%!0#20!'>!2-!,F<*'(,(8!"#,$(!$-0,(2+0$'-!&$0#!
0#,!<#=%$+2*!2-.!3$(0/2*!(,%'/(+,%?!0#,$(!<,,(%?!4,-0'(%?!+'**26'(20'(%!2-.!0#,!$-%0(/+0'(!
>2+$*$020,%!%0/.,-0%!0'!.$%+'3,(!+'-+,<0%!2-.!2<<*=!%)$**%8!"#,=!2(,!0#,-!,-+'/(2B,.!0'!(,>*,+0!
/<'-!0#,$(!.$%+'3,($,%!0#('/B#!'6%,(3$-B!2-.!2<<*=$-B!0#,!0#$-)$-B!<('+,%%,%!/%,.!6=!
<(2+0$0$'-,(%8!"#,=!$-0,B(20,!&#20!0#,=^3,!*,2(-,.!2-.!6,+'4,!<('./+,(%!'>!)-'&*,.B,?!
+2<26*,!'>!42)$-B!%$B-$>$+2-0!+'-0($6/0$'-%!0'!0#,!*,2(-$-B!+'44/-$0=8!"#,!2/0#'(!<('3$.,%!

2**!0#,!+'/(%,!420,($2*%!/<!>('-0!>'(!0#,!%0/.,-0%!0'!-23$B20,!2-.!B/$.,%!0#,!%0/.,-0%!
0'!/%,!0#,4!$-!+'-0,F0?!.,%$B-$-B!$-!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!>'(!<,,(%!0'!6,!,F<,(0%?!,F<*'(,(%!
2-.!0,2+#,(%!$-!0#,!0,24%8!
!!
D/,'%(*F"03('()*
d,B!d,32-!$-0('./+,.!2+0$'-!*,2(-$-B!$-!0#,!4$.XCg79^%!2%!S$(,+0'(!'>!L./+20$'-!>'(!0#,!
`($0$%#!Q20$'-2*!1'2*!`'2(.?!2-.!+'-0$-/,.!0'!.,3,*'<!2-.!<('4'0,!$0%!<($-+$<*,%!/-0$*!#$%!
.,20#!$-!N99[8!5+0$'-!*,2(-$-B!>'+/%,%!'-!$-+(,2%$-B!*,2(-$-B!+2<2+$0=!&#$*,!(,%<'-.$-B!0'!2!
(,2*X&'(*.!+#2**,-B,!$-!2!+('%%X.$%+$<*$-2(=!0,248!"#,!%0/.,-0%!$-!KKKK!2**!%,*>X%,*,+0!(,2*X
&'(.!<('6*,4%!'-!&#$+#!0'!&'()!0'&2(.%!2..(,%%$-B!&$0#?!0,+#-$+2*!2-.!,-0(,<(,-,/($2*!
>(24,&'()%!2+('%%!0#,!%,4,%0,(8!d,>*,+0$'-!$%!2-!$4<'(02-0!<2(0!'>!0#,!2+0$'-!*,2(-$-B!
,F<,($,-+,!FFFFF!%0/.,-0%!(,>*,+0!'-!0#,$(!'&-!,F<,($,-+,?!0#,$(!0,24^%!&'()!2-.!0#,!&'()!'>!
0#,$(!<,,(%8!J/+#!'>!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B!'++/(%!$-!%42**?!4/0/2**=!%/<<'(0$3,!0,24%?!02)$-B!
2.32-02B,!'>!0#,$(!0,24!4,46,(%^!,F<,($,-+,8!b-'&*,.B,!2-.!,F<,($,-+,!,F+#2-B,!
6,0&,,-!0#,!0,24!4,46,(%!B,-,(20,%!>(,%#!2<<('2+#,%!2-.!#,*<%!6/$*.!$--'320$'-!2-.!
*,2(-$-B!+2<2+$0=!&$0#$-!0#,!0,248!
"#,!0,24%!%02(0 &$0#!2!<,($'.!'>!%0(20,B$+!U/,%0$'-$-B!'>!0#,!<('6*,48!"#,=!%,0 2+0$'-!$0,4%!
2-.!B'2*%!2*$B-,.!0'!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!%0(/+0/(,!2-.!2-2*=%,!0#,$(!<('B(,%%!0'&2(.%!0#,%,!
B'2*%8!5%!$-.$3$./2*%!2-.!0,24%!0#,=!(,>*,+0!/<'-?!2-.!.'+/4,-0?!0#,!<('+,%%!2-.!<(,%,-0!
0#,!'/0+'4,%!'>!0#,$(!&'()!>'(!(,3$,&8!!
"#,!0,24!2(,!,4<'&,(,.!2-.!0(/%0,.!&$0#!0#,!-,+,%%2(=!(,%'/(+,%!0'!02),!'-!0#,!$%%/,!0#,=!
$.,-0$>=!&$0#!%'4,!B/$.2-+,!2-.!4,-0'($-B8!!
!
"#,(,!2(,!%$F!+'4<'-,-0%!$-!2-!2+0$'-!*,2(-$-B!+'-0,F0!2%!$**/%0(20,.!$-!>$B/(,!C!6,*'&8!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Y')-3"*LM*>5"*+'W*/%7&%("(,+*%2*0/,'%(*$"03('()*23%7*5,,&+MZZ8'0$:%3)Z0/,'%([$"03('()Z**
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"#,(,!$%!2!B('/<!'(!0,24?!%/<<'(0,.!6=!2!+'2+#?!&#'!/-.,(02),!2!*,2(-$-B!,F<,($,-+,!&#$*%0!
%'*3$-B!2!(,2*!<('6*,48!!
"#,!+'-0,F0@*
5+0$'-!*,2(-$-B!$%!$-0,-.,.!0'!$-+(,2%,!0#,!*,2(-$-B!+2<2+$0=!'>!2!0,24!6=!0#,4!(,%'*3$-B!2!
(,2*!<('6*,4!$-!2-!'(B2-$]20$'-2*!+'-0,F08!
"#,!+'-0,F0!>'(!0#,!%0/.,-0%!$%!0'!/%,!2-!,-0,(<($%,!4'.,*!0'!2..(,%%!2-!$.,-0$>$,.!
'<<'(0/-$0=!'(!<('6*,4!2-.!0'!*,2(-!26'/0!,-0(,<(,-,/(%#$<!>('4!0#$%8!!!
"#,!%$0/20$'-@***
5+0$'-!*,2(-$-B!6,B$-%!&$0#!2!+*,2(*=!.,>$-,.!'(B2-$%20$'-2*!'<<'(0/-$0=!'(!<('6*,48*
"#,!%0/.,-0!0,24%!$.,-0$>=!0#,!'<<'(0/-$0=!'(!<('6*,4!2-.!%,0!'6T,+0$3,%!0'!4,,0!$08!
"#,!0,24!$%!>/**=!,4<'&,(,.!0'!6($-B!0#,!+#2**,-B,!0'!2!%/++,%%>/*!+'-+*/%$'-8!
"#,!0,24@*
5+0$'-!*,2(-$-B!0,24%!+'4<($%,*4,46,(%*>('4!.$3,(%,!62+)B('/-.%?!%)$**%!2-.!,F<,($,-+,8*
"#,!%0/.,-0!0,24%!2(,!,F<,+0,.!0'!>$(%0!.,>$-,!2-.!/-.,(%02-.!0#,!'6T,+0$3,?!!
0#,-!+'44$0!0#,$(!,-,(B=!2-.!,F<,(0$%,!0'!0#,!0,24!<('+,%%!0'!2..(,%%!$08!"#,=!<2(0$+$<20,!2%!
,U/2*%?!,4<'&,(,.!2-.!,-+'/(2B,.!0'!+'-0($6/0,!0'!2!+'**26'(20$3,!%'*/0$'-8!"#,=!*,2(-!
26'/0!>,**'&!0,24!4,46,(%!,2(*=!$-!0#,!,F<,($,-+,!0#('/B#!2%%,%%4,-0!C2!2-.!N2!2-.!
%'4,!$+,6(,2),(!,F,(+$%,%!$-!+*2%%8!"#$%!$-+*/.,%!62+)B('/-.%?!(2-B,!'>!,F<,(0$%,!2-.!%)$**%!
2-.!#'&!0#,%,!+2-!+'-0($6/0,!0'!0#,!'6T,+0$3,M!
:-%$B#0>/*!U/,%0$'-$-B!2-.!(,>*,+0$3,!*$%0,-$-B@!
FFFF!%0/.,-0%!/%,.!.,%$B-!0#$-)$-B!4,0#'.%!<2(0-,(,.!&$0#!,$0#,(!0#,!;,2-!'(!`/%$-,%%!
J'.,*!12-32%!0'!/-.,(02),!2!($B'('/%!,-U/$(=!<('+,%%!2('/-.!0#,!'<<'(0/-$0=!'(!<('6*,48!!
h'/(-2*$-B@*
H0/.,-0%!(,+'(.!0,24!2-.!<,(%'-2*!,F<,($,-+,%?!(,%,2(+#?!*,2(-$-B%!2-.!$-%$B#0%8!"#,!
%=-0#,%$%,!0#,%,!(,+'(.%!$-0'!0#,$(!2%%,%%4,-0!<(,%,-020$'-%!2-.!(,>*,+0$3,!&($0$-B8!
5+0$'-!$0,4%@!
H0/.,-0!0,24!4,46,(%!.$3$.,!02%)%?!%,0!0$4,*$-,%?!2-.!$-.$3$./2*%!'(!%/6XB('/<%!$4<*,4,-0!
0#,48!:-.$3$./2*%!2(,!+#2**,-B,.!6'0#!0'!/%,!0#,$(!(2-B,!'>!,F<,(0$%,!2%!&,**!2%!%0(,0+#!0#,$(!
2<<('2+#,%!0'!$4<*,4,-020$'-8!
",24!4$.X+'/(%,!(,3$,&%M*
5+('%%!0#,!%,4,%0,(?!$-!*$-,!&$0#!2%%,%%4,-0%?!0#,!0,24!2%%,%%,%!>,,.62+)?!.$%+/%%,%!
<('B(,%%?!.,2*%!&$0#!<('6*,4%!2-.!%,0%!-,F0!%02B,%!'>!0#,$(!&'()8!"#,=!.'+/4,-0!'/0+'4,%!
2-.!2..!0'!0#,!T'/(-2*$-B8!
",24!+'-+*/.$-B!(,3$,&%j!$-%0$0/0$'-2*!(,3$,&@*
FFF!%0/.,-0!0,24%!2-.!$-.$3$./2*%!(,>*,+0!'-!<,(>'(42-+,!2-.!2(,!<('3$.,.!>,,.62+)!>('4!
<,,(%?!0#,$(!+'/(%,!+''(.$-20'(?!4,-0'(%!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!<2-,**$%0%8!
1'2+#$-B@*
d,B!d,32-?!>'/-.,(!'>!2+0$'-!*,2(-$-B?!6,*$,3,.!0#20!0,24!4,46,(%!2(,!0#,$(!6,%0!+'2+#,%?!
>2+$*$020'(%!'(!*,2.,(%8!`=!<('3$.$-B!%0(/+0/(,!2-.!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!%0/.,-0%!$-!FFFF!0'!.,3,*'<!
,F<,($,-+,!$-!(,>*,+0$3,!2-.!B('/<!<('+,%%,%?!2%!&,**!2%!'/0%$.,!>2+$*$020'(%!2-.!4,-0'(%!'(!
+'2+#,%!0'!2%%$%0!0#,!0,24?!4/+#!2%!2-=!(,%'/(+,!+2-!6,!2++,%%,.8!!
!

>53"+5%$.*F"03('()*
"#(,%#'*.!+'-+,<0%!%$0!20!0#,!#,2(0!'>!2!6'.=!'>!)-'&*,.B,8!"#,=!2(,!0#,!>/-.24,-02*!
/-.,(%02-.$-B%!0#20!%0/.,-0%!-,,.!0'!kB,0k!$-!'(.,(!>'(!+'(,!.$%+$<*$-2(=!)-'&*,.B,!0'!42),!
%,-%,8!:-!0#$%!+'/(%,!0#,(,!2(,!2!-/46,(!'>!0#(,%#'*.!+'-+,<0%?!6/0!-'0!2**!2(,!(,*,32-0!0'!0#,!
,-0$(,!+'#'(0!./,!0'!0#,!4$F,.!62+)B('/-.%!2-.!,F<,($,-+,!*,3,*%!0#,=!#23,8!!!
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:!&$**!B$3,!2-!,F24<*,!>('4!FFFF!'>!,2+#!'>!0#,!>$3,!+#2(2+0,($%0$+%!'>!0#(,%#'*.!+'-+,<0%!2-.!
#'&!0#,=!2(,!.,2*0!&$0#!$-!0#,!+'/(%,8!
!
"(2-%>'(420$3,@!
"(2-%>'(420$3,!+'-+,<0%!,>>,+0!2!%#$>0!$-!2!*,2(-,(^%!<,(+,<0$'-!&#,(,!0#,$(!-,&!
/-.,(%02-.$-B%!6,+'4,!<2(0!'>!&#'!0#,=!2(,?!#'&!0#,=!%,,!2-.!>,,*8!:-!FFFF!'-,!
0(2-%>'(420$3,!+'-+,<0!$%!0#20!'>!0#,!/%,(!+,-0(,.!.,%$B-!<($-+$<*,!'>!,4<20#=!>'(!0#,!,-.!
/%,(!'>!2!<('./+0!'(!%,(3$+,8!H0/.,-0%!,46,.!0#,!<(2+0$+,!'>!/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#,!-,,.%!'>!0#,!
/%,(!$-!'(.,(!0'!<('3$.,!0#,!6,%0!%'*/0$'-%!>'(!0#,48!!
!
:((,3,(%$6*,@!!
:((,3,(%$6*,!+'-+,<0%!2(,!/-*$),*=!0'!6,!>'(B'00,-!'-+,!/-.,(%0''.!2-.!,2(*$,(!6,#23$'/(%!2-.!
<200,(-%!2(,!-'0!*$),*=!0'!6,!(,0/(-,.!0'8!"#,!+'-0$-/2*!(,>*,+0$3,!(,3$,&!<('+,%%!.,3,*'<%!0#,!
%0/.,-0!26$*$0=!0'!6,+'4,!2!+'-%0(/+0$3,*=!+($0$+2*?!(,>*,+0$3,!<(2+0$0$'-,(!2-.!*$>,!*'-B!*,2(-,(8!
!
:-0,B(20$3,@!!
:-0,B(20$3,!+'-+,<0%!,F<'%,!%0/.,-0%!0'!0#,!$-0,((,*20,.-,%%!'>!+'-+,<0%!0#,=!#23,!
<(,3$'/%*=!%,,-!2%!/-(,*20,.8!:-!0#,!+2%,!'>!KKKK!>,&!%0/.,-0%!#23,!<(,3$'/%*=!42.,!0#,!
+'--,+0$'-!6,0&,,-!0#,!('*,%!'>!,-B$-,,(%!2-.!'0#,(!,F<,(0%!%/+#!2%!*,B2*?!+'4<*$2-+,?!
42(),0$-B?!+'44/-$+20$'-!2-.!.,%$B-!$-!0#,!$--'320$'-!2-.!+'44,(+$2*$%20$'-!<('+,%%8!
!
`'/-.,.@!!
`'/-.,.!+'-+,<0%!6'(.,(!'-!-,&!'(!'0#,(!0#(,%#'*.%?!<2(0$+/*2(*=!$-!$-0,(.$%+$<*$-2(=!%/6T,+0%!
%/+#!2%!KKKK!&#,(,?!$-!0#,!+'-0,F0!'>!>'/-.$-B!2!%02(0/<!0#,!%0/.,-0%!4/%0!+'-%$.,(!2**!'>!
0#,!.$>>,(,-0!.$%+$<*$-2(=!.$4,-%$'-%!'>!(/--$-B!2!%42**!6/%$-,%%8!
!
"('/6*,%'4,!b-'&*,.B,@!
"('/6*,%'4,!)-'&*,.B,!(,>,(%!0'!.$>>$+/*0!0'!B(2%<!+'-+,<0%8!G'(!0#,!%0/.,-0%!$-!FFFF!0&'!
2(,2%!'>!0('/6*,%'4,!)-'&*,.B,!2(,8!C8!#'&!0'!.,3,*'<!2!6/%$-,%%!4'.,*!>'(!0#,$(!%02(0/<8!
"#$%!$%!2..(,%%,.!0#('/B#!<('3$.$-B!2!&,,)*=!%0,<!6=!%0,<!&'()$-B!0#('/B#!0#,!`/%$-,%%!
J'.,*!12-32%!+'/<*,.!&$0#!,F<,(0!4,-0'($-B8!N8!0#,!-,,.!>'(!,-B$-,,(%!0'!$44,.$20,*=!%'*3,!
2!<('6*,4!6,>'(,!+#,+)$-B!$0!$%!2+0/2**=!2!<('6*,4!2-.!0#,-!>/**=!/-.,(%02-.$-B!&#=!$0!$%!2!
<('6*,4!2-.!0#,!32($'/%!'<0$'-%!0#20!+'/*.!2..(,%%!$08!"#$%!$%!%'*3,.!0#('/B#!(,U/$($-B!0#,!
%0/.,-0%!0'!32*$.20,!0#,$(!6/%$-,%%!$.,2!2-.!0'!0#,-!0,%0!0#,$(!<('<'%,.!4$-$4/4!3$26*,!
<('./+0!&$0#!/%,(%!6,>'(,!>$-2*$%$-B!0#,$(!%'*/0$'-%8!!
!

="W-+*X%."$*
"#,!QLKaH!4'.,*!Y>$B/(,!N!6,*'&Z!.,%+($6,%!0#,!<('+,%%,%!0#('/B#!&#$+#!2!0,24!'>!
+'**26'(20'(%!42=!<('B(,%%!>('4!0#,!%02(0!0'!0#,!>$-$%#!'>!2!<('T,+0!2-.!0#,!<'%%$6*,!
+'-0$-/20$'-!'>!+'**26'(20$'-!0#('/B#!%/++,%%$3,!>/0/(,!<('T,+0%8!:0!$%!0#,!4'.,*!/%,.!0'!>'(4!
2-.!B/$.,!0,24%!$-!KKKK8!:0!2+)-'&*,.B,%!0#20!0#,!+'**26'(20$'-!.',%!-'0!2*&2=%!%02(0!20!0#,!
<'$-0!'>!QLKaH8!:0!'>0,-!6,B$-%!6,>'(,!0#20!<'$-0!&$0#!2!+'/(0$-B!<('+,%%!&#$+#!$%!,4/*20,.!$-!
KKKK!0#('/B#!2!-/46,(!'>!2+0$3$0$,%!&#,(,!%0/.,-0%!%#2(,!0#,$(!$.,2%!&$0#!0#,$(!<,,(%!$-!
+*2%%!3$2!;JH!2-.!B,0!0'!)-'&!,2+#!'0#,(!0#('/B#!;JH!2-.!+*2%%!62%,.!$-0('./+0$'-!
2+0$3$0$,%8!"#,!Q,F/%!J'.,*!2*%'!2+)-'&*,.B,%!0#20!&'()$-B!0'B,0#,(!.',%!-'0!,-.!2>0,(!'-,!
+'**26'(20$'-8!:>!$0!$%!%/++,%%>/*!2!+'**26'(20$'-!%#'/*.!*,2.!0'!%/++,%%$3,!>/0/(,!
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+'**26'(20$'-Y%Z!'>!0#,!0,24!'(!2!%/6%,0!'>!0#,!0,248!"#,(,!42=!-'0!2*&2=%!6,!2-!$--'320$'-!
'(!2-!,-0(,<(,-,/(%#$<!+'4<'-,-0!0'!0#,!<('T,+08!"#,%,!2(,!0(,20,.!2%!'3,(*2=%8!!

!

!
!
Y')-3"*NM*>5"*="W-+*X%."$:**

!
!

4,-."(,*<-,/%7"+*
G'(!0#,!%0/.,-0%?!0#$%!+'/(%,!$%!.,*$3,(,.!$-!2!3,(=!.$>>,(,-0!>'(420!0'!2-=!+'/(%,!0#,=!2(,!
/%,.!0'8!G,,.62+)!%/BB,%0%!0#20!0#$%!$%!B''.8!5%<,+0%!'>!0#,!<('B(24!0#,=!(,2**=!,-T'=!
$-+*/.,!0#,!,F<'%/(,!0'?!2-.!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!$-0,(2+0!&$0#?!B/,%0!%<,2),(%?!>$-.$-B!'(!6,$-B!
2%%$B-,.!4,-0'(%?!%,*,+0$-B!0#,$(!'&-!(,2*!<('T,+0%!0'!&'()!'-?!%,*,+0$-B!0#,$(!'&-!0,24%!0'!
&'()!$-?!#23$-B!0#,!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!.,3,*'<!2!6/%$-,%%?!#2-.%!'-!&'()%#'<%?!(,>$-$-B!
+'44/-$+20$'-!%)$**%?!<,,(!(,3$,&!<('+,%%?!<(,%,-0$-B 0'!<'0,-0$2*!$-3,%0'(%?!*,2(-$-B!.,%$B-!
0#$-)$-B!4,0#'.%!2-.!0''*%?!/%$-B!0#,!6/%$-,%%!4'.,*!+2-32%?!2++,%%!0'!2**!0#,!420,($2*%!3$2!
;JH8!_'&,3,(?!%'4,!%0/.,-0%!$-.$+20,.!0#,=!>$-.!0#,!%,*>!.,0,(4$-20$'-!$-!<('T,+0!2-.!0,24!
%,*,+0$'-!.2/-0$-B!2-.!&'/*.!*$),!0#,4!0'!6,!2%%$B-,.8!
J2-=!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0!0,24%!+'-0$-/,!0'!&'()!'-!0#,$(!$.,2%?!'(!2!4'.$>$,.!3,(%$'-!'>!0#,4?!
2>0,(!0#,!+'/(%,!$%!'3,(8!H'4,!.'!%'!'-!0#,$(!'&-?!%'4,!4'3,!$-0'!$-+/620'(!2-.!2++,*,(20'(!
<('B(24%!$-0,(-2**=!20!KKKK!'(!'/0%$.,!$-!0#,!6('2.,(!,+'%=%0,48!H'4,!>$-.!$-3,%04,-0!
>/-.$-B8!H'4,!02),!0#,$(!<('T,+0%!62+)!0'!0#,$(!&'()<*2+,!2%!2-!$-0,(-2*!$--'320$'-!<('T,+08!
H'4,!0,24%!02),!0#,$(!<('T,+0%!2-.!<(,%,-0!0#,4!$-0,(-2**=!2-.!,F0,(-2**=!20!<$0+#!
+'4<,0$0$'-%!2-.!#23,!6,,- %/++,%%>/*!$-!B2$-$-B!<($],%!2-.!'0#,(!(,&2(.%!'(!%/<<'(08!
H'4,!%0/.,-0%!#23,!02),-!0#,$(!<('T,+0%!62+)!#'4,!0'!2-'0#,(!+'/-0(=!2-.!2(,!%0$**!&'()$-B!
'-!0#,48!H'4,!%0/.,-0%!(,2*$%,?!2>0,(!0#,!+'/(%,!$%!+'4<*,0,.?!0#20!0#,=!2(,!-'0!0#,!($B#0!>$0!
>'(!%02(0/<!6/0!,-T'=,.!0#,!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!.$%+'3,(!0#$%8!!!
!

="W,*4,"&+*
:0!$%!0#,!$-0,-0!'>!0#,!2/0#'(!0'!.,3,*'<!0#$%!+'/(%,!>/(0#,(!0'!,-26*,!$0!0'!6,!/-.,(02),-!'-*$-,?!
6=!.$%02-+,!%0/.,-0%!2-.!0'!6,!%+2*,.!0'!6,!26*,!0'!+20,(!0'!4/+#!*2(B,(!+'#'(0%8!"#$%!&$**!
(,U/$(,!%'4,!+'-%$.,(20$'-!'>!#'&!0'!.,3,*'<!0#,!+'44/-$0=!'>!*,2(-$-B!,F<,($,-+,%!$-!2-!
'-*$-,!+'-0,F0!2-.!#'&!0'!>2+$*$020,!4,-0'($-B8!!
!
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C"2"3"(/"+*
5%#42-?!S8!YN99CZ8!1$3$*!%'+$,0=!+'**26'(20$'-!&$0#!6/%$-,%%@!`($-B$-B!,4<'&,(4,-0!62+)!$-8!E'(*.!
S,3,*'<4,-0?!NgYRZ?!C9gRXCCC[8!
`*24,.?!J8!h8!YN9C7Z8!P,00$-B!,-0(,<(,-,/(%#$<!,./+20$'-!'/0!'>!0#,!+*2%%(''4!2-.!$-0'!%0/.,-0%^!
#,2.%8!L-0(,<(,-,/(%#$<!d,%,2(+#!h'/(-2*?!7YNZ?!N[RXNO98!!
`/]2-?!"8?!2-.!`8!`/]2-8!YCgg[Z8!"#,!J$-.!J2<!6'')@!_'&!0'!/%,!(2.$2-0!0#$-)$-B!0'!42F$4$],!='/(!
6(2$-k%!/-02<<,.!<'0,-0$2*8!Q,&!l'()@!\*/4,8!
1''),?!Q8!h8!YCggZ78!I2($,0$,%!'>!)-'&*,.B,!,*$+$020$'-!0,+#-$U/,%8!:-0,(-20$'-2*!h'/(-2*!'>!_/42-!
1'4</0,(!H0/.$,%?!7C?!W9CXW7g8!
S$*&'(0#?!d8!YCggWZ8!5+0$'-!;,2(-$-B!$-!2!Q/0%#,**8!:-!EC+1!E$.*/$#.02$#%8!d,0($,3,.!h/*=!NV?!N99W?!
>('4!#00<@AA&&&8$02<$-0*8+'4A2+0$'-*,2(-$-B$-2-/0%#,**8#04!
FFFF8!YN9COZ8!a%$-B!a%,(X1,-0(,.!S,%$B-!(,%,2(+#!4,0#'.%!0'!,%026*$%#!%0/.,-0!,F<,+020$'-%!'>!
%,(3$+,%!2-.!(,%'/(+,%8!12%,!%0/.=!@!FFFF8!N90#!SJ:@!5+2.,4$+!S,%$B-!J2-2B,4,-0!1'->,(,-+,!
:->*,+0$'-!\'$-0@!S,%$B-!d,%,2(+#!J,,0%!S,%$B-!\(2+0$+,!`'%0'-?!aH5?!NN!Ng!h/*=!N9CO!
FFF8!YN9CVZ8!;,3,(2B$-B!.,%$B-!0''*%!2-.!4,0#'.%!0'!.,3,*'<!%0/.,-0!+'4<,0,-+=!>'(!+('%%X
.$%+$<*$-2(=!+'**26'(20$'-%!2-.!$--'320$'-%8!:-!58h8!d'/(),?!c!I8!d,,%?!YL.%8Z8!J'3$-B!>('4!Q'3$+,!
0'!LF<,(0!'-!0#,!('2.!0'!,F<,(0$%,@!S,3,*'<$-B!,F<,(0$%,!$-!0#,!3$%/2*!.'42$-?!Y<<8OOXCC9Z?!
1#24<2$B-?!:**$-'$%@!1'44'-!P('/-.8!!
FFF8!YN9C7Z8!:%*2-.!:--'320$'-!;26@!S,3,*'<$-B!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!,-B2B,!$-!+('%%X
.$%+$<*$-2(=!+'**26'(20$'-!>'(!$--'320$'-!2-.!.,%$B-!62%,.!<('6*,4!%'*3$-B!>'(!B*'62*!%/%02$-26$*$0=!
$%%/,%8!NW0#!5/%0(2*$2-!2-.!Q,&!m,2*2-.!5+2.,4=!'>!J2-2B,4,-0!Y5Qm5JZ!1'->,(,-+,?!H=.-,=?!
5/%0(2*$2?!9[!S,+!N9C7!X!9V!S,+!N9C78!\('+,,.$-B%!'>!NW0#!5/%0(2*$2-!2-.!Q,&!m,2*2-.!5+2.,4=!
'>!J2-2B,4,-0!Y5Qm5JZ!1'->,(,-+,8!5Qm5J8!N9C!!
FFF8!YN9C7Z!Q,F/%?!1'**26'(20$'-?!1(,20$'-!n!/0$*$%$-B!,F0,(-2*!2-.!$-0,(-2*!+'**26'(20'(%!2%!%'/(+,%!'>!
+'-%0(/+0$3,!>,,.62+)8!aQHE!;,2(-$-B!2-.!",2+#$-B!G'(/4!@!J'3$-B!G,,.62+)!G'(&2(.@!
:--'320$'-!2-.!D<<'(0/-$0=8!J2=!g!N9C7!!
h'-,%?!`8?!I2*.,]?!P8?!Q'&2)'&%)$?!h8?!c!d2%4/%%,-?!18!YCgg7Z8!S,%$B-$-B!;,2(-$-B!2-.!",+#-'*'B=!
>'(!L./+20$'-2*!d,>'(48!D2)!`('')?!:;@!Q'(0#!1,-0(2*!d,B$'-2*!L./+20$'-2*!;26'(20'(=8!h'-,%?!
`8P8?!P8I2*.,]?!h8!Q'&2)'&%)$?!2-.!18!d2%/4%%,-!
b'*6!S5!YCgW7Z!LF<,($,-0$2*!*,2(-$-B@!LF<,($,-+,!2%!0#,!%'/(+,!'>!*,2(-$-B!2-.!.,3,*'<4,-08!
L-B*,&''.!1*$>>%@!\(,-0$+,!_2**!
;2+)o/%?!J8!YN9CVZ8!I2*/,!1(,20$'-!2%!L./+20$'-2*!\#$*'%'<#=8!S'+0'(!'>!L-B$-,,($-B?!1#2*4,(%!
a-$3,(%$0=!'>!",+#-'*'B=8!!
J,=,(?!h8!_8!G8!c!;2-.?!d8!YN99[Z8!"#(,%#'*.!+'-+,<0%!2-.!0('/6*,%'4,!)-'&*,.B,!YCZ!*$-)2B,%!0'!
&2=%!'>!0#$-)$-B!2-.!<(2+0$%$-B!&$0#$-!0#,!.$%+$<*$-,%8!:4<('3$-B!%0/.,-0!*,2(-$-B!0#,'(=!2-.!
<(2+0$+,!X!C9!=,2(%!'-8!DF>'(.@!D1H;S8!!
Q'32)?!h8!S8!YCggWZ8!;,2(-$-B?!+(,20$-B?!2-.!/%$-B!)-'&*,.B,@!1'-+,<0!42<%!2%!>2+$*$020$3,!0''*%!$-!
%+#''*%!2-.!+'(<'(20$'-%8!J2#&2#?!Q8h8@!L(*62/48!
d,,3,%?!"8!18?!c!;2>>,=?!h8!J8!YCgggZ8!S,%$B-?!2%%,%%4,-0?!2-.!,32*/20$'-!'>!2!<('6*,4X62%,.!
*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-0!$-!/-.,(B(2./20,!,-B$-,,($-B8!_$B#,(!L./+20$'-!d,%,2(+#!2-.!S,3,*'<4,-0?!
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Motivating diverse student cohorts with targeted learning material
in control engineering
Felix H. Kong, Brian K.M. Lee, Ian R. Manchester

SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT
Our introductory control engineering course is found to be difficult by many of our third-year
students who come from various engineering streams (e.g. biomedical, aeronautical). To
ensure that students come away with a working knowledge of control engineering relevant to
their field, it is important to keep this diverse cohort of students motivated. In addition, our
course relies on knowledge from prerequisite courses; incoming students may have gaps in
this knowledge. Also, some topics may need more clarification outside of lectures throughout
the semester.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this project was to better motivate students from multiple streams to engage
with course material, and to give students additional help on specific topics that students
were unclear about.
APPROACH
We conducted weekly post-lecture surveys, and based on these surveys, produced postlecture follow-up videos addressing topics that students indicated difficulty with. Additionally,
we attempted to motivate our diverse group of students using a stream-specific design
project (e.g. a simplified rocket landing problem for aeronautical students, closed-loop insulin
control for biomedical students).
RESULTS
Two sources were used for results: the Unit of Study Survey (USS), which obtained general
feedback regarding the course, and a Follow Up Survey (FUS) run by the authors. The FUS
asked questions specifically about the two new teaching methods mentioned in the
Approach. Roughly 60% of the class responded to the USS, while about 10% responded to
the FUS.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on student feedback and the authors' own reflections, the videos were well received,
and were helpful to students to follow the course and during revision at the end of semester.
The stream-specific design projects did appear to motivate students better, but could be
improved by a better balance in difficulty and guidance from instructors.
KEYWORDS
Control engineering, Problem-Based Learning
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Motivating diverse student cohorts with targeted learning
material in control engineering
Felix H. Kong, Brian K.M. Lee, Ian R. Manchester

Introduction
Upper level undergraduate courses and masters level courses in STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics) are often highly technical, and rely heavily on
rigorous theoretical concepts. In engineering, it is often difficult to connect to physical
intuition and practical insight, which can impede student motivation and interest.
Our introductory control engineering course AMME3500 at the University of Sydney has
about 300 undergraduate and postgraduate students from varying streams, including
aeronautical, mechanical, mechatronic, and biomedical engineering. In such a large and
diverse class, the standard practice of lecturing and giving assignments may not be the best
way to keep students motivated. Mills & Treagust (2003), for example, suggest that the
conventional ‘chalk-and-talk’ engineering curricula are overly focused on the technical
aspects, providing limited relevance to industrial practice and insufficient design experience.
This may prevent students from engaging with the course material. In particular, it may
reduce motivation.
As an effort to counteract this, we targeted student motivation in two ways: firstly, by
producing videos targeting topics they have identified as being confused about, and
secondly, by giving a stream-specific assignment to target students based on interest.
As an upper-level course, our course content builds upon materials covered in prerequisites;
if a student fails to understand a basic topic, s/he will struggle to learn topics dependent on it.
In order for students to learn effectively, especially in a problem-based learning environment,
basic concepts from prerequisite courses must be understood, which in our experience has
not always been the case.
Blended learning provides a good avenue for this, in particular online videos, which are
available at any time. This facilitates revision at the student's own pace, which can increase
student ownership of their own learning (Urdan & Schoenfelder, 2006). Online pre-lecture
lesson modules are increasingly popular for teaching STEM related courses, (e.g. Docktor &
Mestre, 2014; Chen, Stelzer & Gladding, 2010). However, without student feedback, the
topics of such videos must be selected by the teaching staff, which may or may not align with
the topics that students need most; we created follow-up videos informed by post-lecture
surveys that target specific areas that students have indicated difficulty with.
This is a natural extension of the “flipped” classroom, where content delivery is given during
non-contact hours. It reserves contact hours for more interactive work, which can increase
the students' sense of ownership towards their own learning (Abeysekera & Dawson, 2015).
The sense of ownership is increased by allowing students to participate in post-lecture
surveys, to ask for help on particular topics, and to receive additional support on those
topics.
Recently, there has been interest in making assignments more relevant to practical
engineering problems by making them more realistic, complex, and open-ended; e.g.
(Verbič, Keerthisinghe, Chapman, 2017). Our course already makes use of a problem-based
learning component in the form of a design project, which can enhance intrinsic student
motivation (Norman & Schmidt, 1992). But in such a large cohort, assigning just one problem
to all students may leave some students uninterested. For example, a closed-loop insulin
pump controller design would be more easily recognized as applicable to a biomedical
student than an aeronautical one; vice versa for a longitudinal autopilot controller for an
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aircraft. As student interest motivates students (Pintrich, 2003), course content is more
effective when students are interested, and is better able to relate it to prior knowledge that
they may have acquired from other courses in their stream. One way to do this is to put
course content into the context of their degree; we created stream-specific assignments to
motivate the diverse cohort, one design project for each stream: biomedical, mechanical,
mechatronic, and aeronautical.
In this paper we describe the implementation of the stream-specific assignments, the postlecture surveys, and their corresponding online follow-up videos. We describe and comment
on some results about the reception of these new teaching methods, and give a few
concluding remarks.

Method
We separate our approach to the stream-specific assignments from the follow-up videos into
two sections, below.

Follow-up videos from post lecture surveys
Our approach to video content outside of contact hours was to use them as targeted
feedback on specific issues that students struggled with. Through weekly post-lecture
surveys on the class forum, we identified topics that students wanted more clarification on.
Based on this information, follow-up videos were produced by the lecturer, and were videos
addressing topics such as linearization, the Laplace transform, and sketching a Bode plot.
Each video was hosted on YouTube, with an announcement containing the links to the
videos posted on the class forum. Figure 1 shows the follow-up video for Taylor series, which
was a result of students expressing interest in revising the topic of linearization and Taylor
series.

Figure 1: A follow-up video on Taylor Series
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Stream-specific assignments
Our approach was to assign a stream-specific design project (e.g. a simplified rocket landing
problem for aeronautical students, closed-loop insulin control for biomedical students), and to
develop post-lecture videos for specific topics that students have indicated difficulty with.
The design projects, assigned in the second half of semester, were designed as an
interesting example of control engineering applied to the context of each stream, shown in
Table 1. The assessable material within the design projects was kept the same across all
streams, despite the differences in topic. For example, while each stream was given a
different nonlinear system, all students were required to produce a linearized model about
some operating point. Similarly, while the control design objectives were different between
streams, the design methods covered in the course are applicable to any stream. Also, a
small stream-specific ‘bonus’ question was given to each stream, which encouraged deeper
thought on the application of the controller design in a practical scenario.
Table 1: Stream-specific assignment topics

Stream

Design Project topic

Biomedical

Control of closed-loop insulin pump

Mechanical

Steering control of autonomous vehicle

Mechatronic

Motion control of 2-link robotic arm

Aeronautical

Rocket first-stage re-entry and landing control

To ensure that the students work on the same model, a Simulink template was provided with
MATLAB source code. To prevent any potential discrepancy in workload between different
streams, the following structure was used in all questions.
Design project fairness guidelines
1. In the Simulink template is a block for an actuator (e.g. a motor for mechatronics
students) with unknown dynamics; all students were required to identify a model of
the actuator. The actuator code was obfuscated to prevent modification or easy
discovery of model parameters. The actuator model for each stream is second order,
stable, and has poles sufficiently far away that there is minimal impact on the plant
dynamics, even if the student fails to accurately identify the dynamics of the actuator.
2. The model of the system (e.g. the robot arm for mechatronics students) is given to
students, but is nonlinear. All students must linearize this model about an operating
condition. The models for each stream have either three or four states.
3. All students must design a controller for the linearized model.
4. All students are encouraged to attempt the 'bonus' question. In bonus questions, the
student must conduct additional research to develop a more advanced model (e.g.
glucose-insulin kinetics with additional compartmental dynamics), and repeat 2. and
3. on the model. Bonus questions are not necessary to achieve full marks.
To support the integration of numerical calculations into practical intuition, we developed
visualizers for aeronautical, mechanical, and mechatronic streams. These simple visualizers
helped students understand how the graphs they obtain from simulations relate to real-life
engineering problem (e.g. how the graph of yaw angle of a car relate to actual driving). No
visualizers were provided for the biomedical stream due to the inherent difficulty of
visualizing chemical concentrations within a pancreas.
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Figure 2: Simulink template from aeronautical stream design project (top) and simple
visualization of rocket (bottom).

Results and discussion
To evaluate the effectiveness of these new teaching methods, results were obtained from the
Unit of Study Surveys (USS's), and also a Follow-Up Survey (FUS) designed to evaluate the
follow-up videos and the stream-specific assignments in particular. The USS run by the
university had 190 respondents, while the FUS had 33. As the USS was not designed to
evaluate these new teaching practices, for the USS we have restricted ourselves to using
only the comments that specifically mention the new teaching practices. On the FUS,
students were asked to respond to a number of questions on a Likert scale from 1 ("strongly
disagree") to 5 ("strongly agree"); these results are shown in Table 2 (see Appendix).

On follow-up videos
The follow-up videos were evidently very popular, some of them being viewed over 300
times, according to their YouTube viewer counts. When asked what “the best aspects of this
Unit of Study” were, many responded on the USS saying follow-up videos were the best
aspects. The following are typical comments:
Youtube videos were highly informative and helpful
The small videos on [the class forum] for topics we were struggling for [sic]
were very good and helpful and good to refer back to, maybe more of them
would be helpful.
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I really liked the videos. I feel like those kind of Khan Academy style videos
are a lot more effective at teaching concepts. Perhaps you could expand on
those and make it a weekly thing which students should watch before the
lecture, then use the lecture time more to go through examples and answer
student questions rather than go through lecture slides in the traditional
format.
I really appreciated the extra videos posted on [the class forum].
... great online content videos posted by [the lecturer].
The suggestion in the third comment is exactly the flipped classroom according to
Abeysekera & Dawson (2015), Hereid & Schiller (2013), among others. This suggestion, and
related ones, are seen repeatedly throughout the Unit of Study feedback. The feedback
closely aligns with the course coordinator's own thoughts on improvements to make to the
course next year; next year we plan to utilize out-of-class videos more heavily for information
transmission, including some pre-lecture videos that introduce some of the content.
Interestingly, while 48% of FUS respondents said that they "strongly preferred" or "preferred"
pre-lecture videos over post-lecture follow-up videos, 31% were neutral, suggesting that
many were unsure (see Table 2). Based on this information, we may implement both preand post-lecture videos in the coming year.
In addition, 82% of FUS respondents (see Table 2) "agreed" or "strongly agreed" that the
"post-lecture videos helped [them] improve [their] understanding of concepts in this subject",
and 86% "agreed" or "strongly agreed" that the "the videos specifically targeted the areas
[they were] confused about". These results suggest that the videos served their intended
purpose of targeting areas where students were confused, within the FUS respondents, at
least. Hence we will continue to produce these videos in future iterations of the course.
Many comments were also made about changing the role of lectures to being more
interactive, such as:
I strongly suppose [sic] that the lecture should involve more practical
projects...
I strongly believe the Unit of Study should transition to teaching concepts
through the short, concept focused videos and leave lectures to … see[ing]
the lecturer's approach to problems.
[the] lectures could be more engaging.
This is further support for the "flipped classroom" approach, in which content delivery is done
at home instead of in the classroom. We are interested in moving in this direction, that is, to
have short videos focusing on the technical concept, and using class time to show simple
and more in-depth uses of the concept. Encouragingly, one lecture was delivered entirely by
video, and a separate survey (with about 10% response rate) showed that students
overwhelmingly preferred content delivery by online video, with about 70% considering it
more useful than an in-person lecture.

On stream-specific assignments (DP2)
The stream-specific assignment was the second design project (DP2) given to students, in
the second half of semester. When asked what "the best aspects of this unit of study" were,
students responded on the USS:
Interesting problems to solve.
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The assignments are giving lot of knowledges [sic] and application skills
Relevant, interesting content
… the variety of design projects is great, allows everyone to look into
something relevant
… assignments are engaging.
In the FUS, 72% of respondents "agreed" or "strongly agreed" that "because the [streamspecific assignment] was specific to [their] stream, [they] were better able to understand the
relevance of the content in this subject to [their] degrees" (see Table 2). Of the students that
responded "agree" or "strongly agree", 82% of those "agreed" or "strongly agreed" that
because the assignments were stream-specific, they "[were] more motivated to learn how to
solve it". This connection suggests that presenting the assignment in a relevant context does
in fact result in increased student interest and motivation, at least in the FUS population.
However, delivery of such an assignment must be carefully organized; opinions on the
difficulty of the assignments was mixed, with only 38% "agreeing" or "strongly agreeing" that
"the relative difficulty of [the assignments] between different streams was well balanced" (see
Table 2). Several comments voiced this view, for example:
!The difficulty between streams seemed pretty uneven, which was a little
frustrating. I understand that there were complications for some of the
streams' tasks which definitely influenced this.!
While we believe the assignments were approximately equal in difficulty, as described in the
Methods section, communicating this to the students clearly could have been improved. We
will attempt to make this clearer in future years. One way to do this might be to release the
"fairness" guidelines used to design the assignments to the students, which was kept
confidential. We are also considering tightening the relationship between different
assignments by making them more uniform.
Another consideration for any assignment is the amount of guidance that instructors can
give. 83% of FUS respondents "agreed" or "strongly agreed" that "[they] felt that [they]
needed more guidance from teaching staff on how to approach [the design project]" (see
Table 2). Too much guidance may result in students submitting seemingly good assignments
despite inadequate understanding of the concepts, while too little guidance may result in
students feeling helpless and unmotivated. Getting this balance right is difficult with openended projects; we are still considering what kinds of guidance would be best. Next year, we
are considering sorting students into classes based on stream, which may allow more withindiscipline discussion, but reduces the interdisciplinary nature of this course.

Conclusions
Overall, it seems that the follow-up videos were successful in addressing specific topics
students were confused about, and allowing for a reusable revision resource as semester
continued. While the stream-specific assignments were received with mixed opinions, our
core objective of motivating students better seems to have been achieved according to our
FUS sample. In future iterations of the course, we will continue to seek feedback from
students to evaluate the effectiveness of this targeted approach to teaching an upper level
STEM class.

Appendix
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Table 2: FUS survey results
1

2

3

4

5

The post-lecture videos helped me improve my understanding
of concepts in this subject

0%

10%

7%

21%

62%

The videos specifically targeted the areas I was confused
about

3%

3%

7%

41%

45%

I would prefer pre-lecture videos that give a preview of the
content and concepts, rather than post-lecture follow-up videos

10%

10%

31%

10%

38%

I would prefer that the videos cover theoretical concepts rather
than worked examples.

28%

28%

21%

3%

21%

DP2 challenged me to learn the content of the subject at a very
high level

0%

3%

17%

28%

52%

Because DP2 was specific to my stream, I was better able to
understand the relevance of content in this subject to my
degree

7%

0%

21%

24%

48%

Because DP2 was specific to my discipline, I enjoyed it more
and was more motivated to learn how to solve it.

3%

10%

10%

17%

59%

I felt that I needed more guidance from teaching staff on how
to approach DP2.

0%

14%

3%

34%

48%

From what I know from talking to other students, the relative
difficulty of DP2 between different streams was well balanced.

14%

21%

28%

14%

24%
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CONTEXT
Most undergraduate engineering units of study tend to focus on the development of technical
skills and knowledge, coupled with the ability to apply these skills and knowledge. Engineers
also need to be able to critically reflect on the nature of the work they do, using aspects of
philosophical enquiry to examine and analyse the nature and impact of their work. The form
of this philosophical enquiry can be very broad, and may include aspects such as; ethics,
sustainability, risk, aesthetics, socio-political factors, methodology and critical thinking.

PURPOSE
To provide a learning opportunity and environment for students interested in a holistic
overview of engineering; what it means to be an engineer, how engineers interact with
society, how the nature of engineering has changed over time and to help create an
awareness of the need for engineers to effectively use critical thinking skills and techniques
when examining problems and designing engineered solutions.

APPROACH
A first-year level Unit of Study (UoS) (ENGG1000 History and Philosophy of Engineering)
was developed in 2013 and has been delivered every semester since 2014. The unit is
aimed at multi-disciplinary engineering students who are interested in gaining a broad
overview of the history, nature, and philosophy of engineering. The UoS is delivered by a
single facilitator, in a small, intimate learning environment. A traditional lecture/tutorial based
teaching model is not utilised; rather every session is delivered with flexibility, driven strongly
by student input. Class discussion of ideas and concepts related to the syllabus form the
core basis for learning; with the direction of discussion and material covered often led by
students. Students also have input into the nature and structure of assessment tasks, and
corresponding assessment criteria.

RESULTS
Student feedback was obtained via formal Unit of Study Surveys (USS) and informal
discussions with students, plus unsolicited emails from students. The UoS receives very
favourable responses in the USS and has been awarded faculty teaching commendations.
The students find it interesting, engaging and a welcomed change to their more technically
focussed subjects.

CONCLUSIONS
The small class size led to a positive discussion based learning environment and students
find the course interesting, primarily due to the nature of the subject matter and the learning
environment. Students gain an increased awareness of various philosophical aspects of
engineering, more understanding of the evolving role of engineers in society, and develop
their own personal philosophy of engineering.

KEYWORDS
History, Philosophy, Engineering, Critical Thinking
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
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Introduction and background
Most undergraduate engineering units of study tend to focus on the development of technical
skills and knowledge, coupled with the ability to apply these skills and knowledge to relevant
problems. However, it is also important that engineers can critically reflect on the nature,
impact and significance of the work they do, using elements of philosophical enquiry and
critical thinking skills; to ensure their work is aligned with the needs, expectations and
requirements of society. Due to the diverse, holistic nature of engineering applications, the
form of this philosophical enquiry will be broad, and may include aspects such as ethics,
sustainability, risk, aesthetics, socio-political factors, methodology, critical thinking, the
epistemology of engineering plus others.
This paper discusses and describes a unit of study (ENGG1000 History and Philosophy of
Engineering) developed and delivered in the Faulty of Engineering and Information
Technologies at the University of Sydney by the author, over the past four years. ENGG1000
is a first-year level free elective aimed at engineering students who are interested in gaining
a broad overview of the history, nature, and philosophy of engineering. Enrolment levels are
approximately 20 per semester, with most students being in their final year of undergraduate
study and from all engineering disciplines within the Faculty. Students mostly have a genuine
interest in the subject matter and engage with the material, but there are also always a few
that take the course to enable full enrolment load or for other various reasons.
The aim of the paper is to introduce the unit of study and provide background/context and
reasoning for the importance of the subject matter, in the context of engineering curriculum. It
is hypothesised that students achieve positive pedagogical outcomes, such as improved
critical thinking skills, greater levels of engaged enquiry and an awareness of the role
engineers play in shaping society.

Philosophy of engineering
Philosophy of engineering is a recent area of study that is similar in many ways to philosophy
of science, but much less mature in its development. Applying philosophical principles to
engineering is not new and engineers often do so without realising, but creating a greater
awareness of philosophical methodology in engineering students through formal study is less
common. There is much scope for philosophy to help inform the practice of engineering, and
for engineering to inform and raise philosophical questions. Gaining greater understanding of
philosophical concepts and techniques can be of advantage to engineers dealing with
complex problems; through the methods of conceptual clarification, critical thinking and clear
argument (McCarthy, 2007).
Merging philosophy and engineering together can be difficult, primarily when analysing the
conception of knowledge, with knowledge generated by engineering normally differing from
knowledge generated by philosophical reflection. Large scale engineering projects contain a
vast amount of knowledge, generated by many teams and the resultant knowledge is held by
organisations, rather than by individuals (McCarthy, 2007). Much of the knowledge
generated by engineering projects can also not be verified by scientific theories, due to the
imprecise nature of many engineering activities. It is therefore of value to explore and
analyse the methodology of engineering, in order to gain a greater philosophical
understanding of the nature of engineering (Bulleit, Schmidt, Alvi, Nelson, & Rodriguez-Nikl,
2015).

Engaged and enquiring minds
A general move towards online, flipped and blended learning strategies in engineering
education has led to students’ requiring a greater self-motivation to learn and manage their
own learning activities. First year students especially find this more difficult as their learning
prior to University entrance is typically more teacher oriented. Successful latter year
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engineering students have generally developed more effective personal learning strategies,
and perhaps also a stronger ‘enquiring’ mind-set.
Engineering students’ exhibiting greater enquiring mind tendencies are typically more
motivated to study, seek information through research (most often online) and develop a
greater understanding of subject matter and the context in which is relates to or is applied,
and generally adopt a ‘deep’ learning approach. From the author’s experience as an
engineering educator, a minority of engineering students exhibit strong ‘enquiring mind’
tendencies.
In the current global environment, for a graduate engineer to be of increased value and use
to an organisation, the possession of an enquiring mind is a valuable attribute, and should
lead to better, more thorough and original engineering. Engineers that exhibit attributes of an
enquiring mind should be more creative, innovative and thorough in engineering practice.
"The enquiring mind of engineers - 'how can I do it better, faster, safer' - has enriched human
life on so many levels.” (Alexander, 2016)

Developing strong student engagement is a common aim of educators, with an expectation
that students who are engaged in their learning will comprehend material faster and with
‘deeper’ understanding. Engaged students should also develop stronger foundations for lifelong learning, a trait that is especially relevant to engineering students expected to undertake
a life time of ongoing professional development.
Increased student engagement in learning should lead to a faster development of attributes
related to an enquiring mind, as the students move towards deeper learning and
understanding of the subject matter.
Another positive method to help develop a stronger sense of ownership and engagement
with students is to actively involve them in the formation of assessment activities and
corresponding assessment criteria (within reason and with limitations).
Most engineering courses delivered at University level do not actively or explicitly incorporate
elements of philosophical enquiry, but rather are focused on the development of technical
knowledge, skills and understanding. Encouraging students to actively analyse their
knowledge and understanding, with questions such as; how they obtain knowledge? where
did it come from? is it true? how do I know it’s true? can I improve/expand on this
knowledge? can I apply it to different contexts? etc. helps foster the development of an
enquiring mind, aiding these students to go beyond the ‘average’ engineering student’s level
of knowledge and understanding.

Critical thinking skills
Engineering students often lack critical thinking skills, or the ability to think critically about
engineering, not just within engineering (Claris & Riley, 2012). Critical thinking skills and
techniques are of vital importance for successful engineers, the ability to critically analyse
information, processes and knowledge leads to more informed decision making, and
corresponding beneficial outcomes to society.
The development of strong critical thinking skills in engineering students should also lead to
higher levels of engagement and philosophical enquiry.

Epistemology of engineering
Epistemology of engineering has changed over time, from ancient observers and
experimenters, through the master and apprentice model and eventually to modern formal
engineering education based on scientific knowledge and methods. Different students learn
in differing ways, and creating an awareness of one’s own learning strengths and
weaknesses through reflective learning is an important skill for engineering students to
obtain, leading to more effective continual professional development.
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A current challenge for engineering educators is to create a knowledgeable generation of
engineers, who have the skills and knowledge beyond those presented in traditional
engineering curriculum (Hamzah, Ismail, & Isa, 2012).

Flexible, intimate learning environment
Smaller, more personal learning environments should have a positive impact on student
engagement levels, provided the subject matter is interesting, relevant and engaging. Active
contribution to discussions by students gives them a greater sense of involvement, and
coupled with the ability to guide the discussion’s direction, an increased sense of personal
ownership of their own learning. When used in this way successfully, these class-wide
discussions can lead to greater student engagement and help in the formation of
philosophical enquiry.

Engineers and society
Interaction between human society and engineers has helped develop and guide the
advancement of engineering technology and humans; with society posing problems for
engineers to solve, and engineers developing new technology that changed the course of
human history, helping shape the world we live in now. This interaction is vitally important for
society to continue to develop in a sustained manner.

Historical changes in the nature of engineering
Many engineering students have an interest in the history of engineering and there is an
enormous amount of information that exists. By examining the nature of engineering
‘breakthroughs’ over time and the subsequent impact on society, students gain an improved
understanding of the potential impacts of their own engineering work.
The changing perception of society’s views of engineers is also of interest, as throughout
history the ‘place’ of engineers in society has varied. As we head towards an era of
increased automation, the engineer is yet again placed in the situation of potentially creating
large impacts on society, both positive and negative. Examining historical engineering
processes, events and technologies aids engineering students to appreciate the multiplicity
of causes and effects that are involved in the discipline, plus encourages students to ask how
and why something did or did not happen, and to develop their own personal perspectives on
‘how and why’ (Dias, 2014).
The world is on the cusp of another great industrial revolution, the age of oil and coal is
coming to an end, and increased use of automation will likely change the very nature of work
for a large proportion of society, and have potentially huge impacts on the world. Engineers
are very much responsible for these changes and need to be aware of the ethical and social
implications of decisions they make, and impacts of engineering they perform.

Implementation
A traditional lecture/tutorial based teaching model is not utilised in this unit; rather every
session is delivered with flexibility, driven strongly by student input. Class discussion of ideas
and concepts related to the syllabus form the core basis for learning activities; with the
direction of discussion often led by students. Students also have input into the nature and
structure of assessment tasks, and corresponding assessment criteria.

Unit content/syllabus
The unit is delivered every semester and the general course structure is listed below:
1. Introduction, what is engineering?
2. History of engineering 1 (prehistory – romans)
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3. Methodology and philosophy of engineering
4. Engineering and society
5. History of engineering 2 (medieval – industrial revolution)
6. Epistemology of engineering and professional development
7. History of engineering 3 (1880-1950)
8. Socio-politics of engineering and technology
9. History of engineering 4 (1950-present)
10. Critical thinking skills
11. Engineering and society, the future?
This general structure has been developed based on student feedback and class interaction;
students always have strong interest in more discussion of the historical aspects of
engineering, and those sessions can be hard to keep to schedule. A strong focus has been
kept on course components that are related to the development of skills relevant to critical
thinking and engaged philosophical enquiry; skills that should lead to an increased
development of an enquiring mind.
The exact weekly content does vary somewhat, based on student interest and the extent,
content and direction of classroom discussion. Topics of discussion that require further
investigation are noted and taken to online forums for further investigation and discussion.

Assessment activities
Assessment tasks
There are currently six assessable tasks/activities in the unit:
1. Oral presentation
2. Written report
3. Online multimedia blog
4. Quiz
5. Active class participation
6. Active online class participation
The oral presentation involves short presentations to the class of a significant engineering
event or breakthrough, and discussion of the impact of the event/breakthrough on society.
The written report task varies based on students’ ideas and proposals, generally there is a
focus on technological breakthroughs, but some students explore the more philosophical
aspects of the unit material.
The online multimedia task is well received by most students, as it allows them to utilise a
large variety of sources of information and material, generally focusing on the evolution of a
historical engineering technology/product and the subsequent impact on society. Some
students have got very engaged in this activity and created over 40 posts during eight weeks.
Other students engage with individual blogs by adding comments to posts.
The quiz is an in class short answer mini exam that assesses the students’ understanding of
the unit material and their ability to demonstrate and use philosophical concepts introduced
in the unit.
The last component of assessment is class participation, both physically in class and also in
an online learning environment (Blackboard LMS).
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Student contribution to assessment task details/criteria
A popular feature of the unit is the ability of students to have active involvement in the
development of the actual assessment tasks and grading criteria (within reason). Students
are free to suggest the nature of topics for the report and blog, and as a class wide group
determine many aspects of the grading criteria (within reason).

Student reception and feedback
USS Results
Over the seven instances that the unit has been delivered, the overall student satisfaction (as
obtained through the Unit of Study Survey process has averaged 4.4/5.0). The unit has
received multiple Faculty commendations.
In answer to the question “What have been the best aspects of this unit of study?”, (via the
formal Unit of Study Survey process) students’ comments included:
“Engagement in classes. While tangents that occur in class can lead to us falling behind
schedule, they are extremely interesting and really lead to challenging my perceptions about
what it means to be an engineer - and what my responsibilities will be, especially when
relating history and philosophy to major engineering projects throughout the past.”
“This unit of study is one of the best ones that I have come across. The quality of teaching
was spot on. This unit should be added as one of the core units. Everything about this unit
was excellent and interesting.”
“This was a very unique uos. Rod's units have always been different in a good way. This class
was more of a conversation between everyone rather than Rod teaching. This was very
enjoyable, and I wish we could have had more classes.”
“The most interesting unit I have had this semester. The overall purpose of the unit was clear
and has changed the way I think about engineering within society.”
“Overall, the course itself was enjoyable and very fascinating. Being able to understand the
past and present of engineering is such a key aspect to the success of future engineers.”
“Open forum discussion was a great change from the normal unit. It has helped me develop
skills that aren't really taught by any other subject”
“It's a very interesting course and encourages me to use my own research skills to
supplement what is learnt in class. It's very student-driven, and no maths, which is a nice
change... The assessment tasks are also very enjoyable, and I like that they are so self-driven
and you can do them on pretty much whatever you want. The format and small class sizes are
also really good.”
“I really enjoyed it. I didn't think I would, but I think it's going to help me be a better engineer.”

Students have also occasionally provided unsolicited feedback via email, such as:
“…would like to say I miss History and Philosophy a lot. It was hands down the best subject
I've done in my time at Sydney University.”

In semester 2 2017, one student has returned from the previous semester to attend many of
the sessions out of their own interest.
This year, two students that completed the unit have proposed and undertaken final year
thesis projects with the author, related to engineering ethics. They attributed their interest in
this field of research to having previously completed the unit of study.
Informal discussion sessions with the students indicate that the students find the course
interesting and enjoyable, very different to their regular courses, and engaging - through both
the nature of the subject matter and delivery of content. Students appreciate the flexibility in
the course structure and the positive reception/incorporation of their ideas/thoughts into the
course content and direction.
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Student dissatisfaction does occur but is minimal and normally relates to face to face
teaching hours being insufficient (majority of class does not want to increase the hours) and
the subject of assessment tasks being too similar. Students were recently given greater
freedom to generate their own assessment tasks (within reason) and a small number do take
this opportunity to negotiate different tasks.

Discussion
Encouraging the development of an enquiring mind aids students’ engagement and levels of
self-efficacy, by enabling them to obtain a deeper level of learning and understanding.
(Patterson, Campbell, Busch-Vishniac, & Guillaume, 2011) Students are also more likely to
gain a positive attitude towards learning and increased self-confidence (Riegle-Crumb et al.,
2015) and are expected to have developed the basis for fundamental enquiry based
competencies, which should aid them in future professional careers and improve their own
agency and responsibility (Terkowsky, Haertel, & Bielski, 2014).
Informing students about concepts related to the epistemology of engineering helps them
critically reflect on their own learning style, and to identify their personal strengths and
weaknesses, which aids their continual ongoing professional development.
Discussing the historical development of engineering as a profession helps encourage
development of an enquiring mind, as students generally gain interest in historical
engineering events and undertake independent research.
Much of the unit’s assessment activities revolve around the interaction between engineers
and society, and how engineers have a very large and crucial role in the development and
progression of society. Reinforcing this understanding in engineering students will help make
them a more valuable member of society, and help align them with expectations of society.
Small class sizes foster an increased sense of involvement in students, normally leading to
improved student engagement. Class wide discussions have proven very effective in
generating student interest, and the multidisciplinary nature of the student cohort leads to an
improved understanding of the more holistic and diverse nature of engineering. Active
learning activities like effective class debate and discussion leads to more engaged students
with stronger critical thinking skills (Hamouda & Tarlochan, 2015).
The difference between online and in class engagement is evident; students that may have
difficulties speaking in class are often more active in the online environment, and the use of
online discussion enables students to provide references and links etc. Students are actively
encouraged early on to initiate their own discussion threads, with varying levels of success;
some students will only ever reply to existing threads, whilst others engage an enquiring
mind-set and actively seek new topics and points of interest to discuss.
The unit is not without issues, predominantly that by encouraging active class wide student
led discussion it can be difficult to keep the unit on schedule; often active and lively
discussions need to be stopped and taken online due to in-class time constraints, which
often leads to students then becoming dis-engaged with the topic of discussion.
The unit tends to start with a more guided form of enquiry, with the unit facilitator posing
questions and normally initiating/leading discussions earlier in the semester, with the aim of
informing students about concepts and processes involved in philosophical enquiry. Students
are then provided with less guidance and encouraged to form a more open style of enquiry,
with the aim of improving their own self-led enquiry skills.
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Conclusion
An engaged, philosophically enquiring mind
This paper provides a background and overview of a new unit of study related to the study of
history and philosophy of engineering, outlined the general aims and unit structure, plus the
expected and observed learning outcomes.
Small class sizes led to a positive discussion based learning environment and students find
the course interesting and engaging, primarily due to the nature of the subject matter and the
learning environment.
Students’ completing the unit gain; a greater awareness of the role of engineers in society,
improved skills and ability in philosophical enquiry, stronger critical thinking skills and greater
development of an enquiring mind-set. These outcomes will enable students to become
better engineers of more value to society, with the ability to greater inform themselves of
impacts and implications of engineering projects/technologies, and to apply techniques of
philosophical enquiry to make better decisions and create better products for the benefit of
humankind. Elements of the unit could be applied to many other engineering units of study,
specifically areas such as engaged enquiry and critical thinking and
It is the author’s intention to undertake a scholarly longitudinal investigation of the learning
outcomes related to this unit, in particular the concept of the encouragement and
development of an enquiring mind-set in students, and whether it can lead to the creation of
‘better’ engineers for society.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT
As students’ preferred ways of working change over time, so too must the ways in which
research skills are integrated in the curriculum. Subject librarians collaborated with academic
staff to improve the integration of research skills into a core first year engineering course by
changing the mode of delivery from face-to-face only, to a blended model. The change in
research skills delivery was concurrent with a move from summative to formative
assessment methods within the course and a change in institutional learning management
system (LMS). These changes allowed subject librarians to deliver content in a sustainable
way that ensured a positive student experience given the predicted growth in enrolments in
engineering.
PURPOSE
The end-goal for this work was to improve student outcomes in independent research,
referencing, and academic writing, in a more sustainable and accessible way.
APPROACH
An eLearning Research Skills course was created, which was linked to the first course
assignment using constructive alignment (Biggs, Tang, & Society for Research into Higher
Education, 2011) and was integrated into the LMS. The eLearning Research Skills course
addressed student needs and incorporated learning outcomes which were concept-based
and practical, rather than skills based. Optional face-to-face support was also available via
targeted assignment-specific drop-in sessions. User research and needs’ analyses were
carried out through pre- and post-implementation staff interviews (assignment markers,
course coordinator) as well as student focus groups, interviews and an in-lecture survey.
RESULTS
Staff interviews and student feedback (via the self-evaluation checklist) indicated that the
move from face to face to blended delivery maintained student performance. Advantages
were noted in sustainability of staff resources and student access at “point of need”. The
eLearning Research Skills course also provides a good foundation for future studies.
CONCLUSIONS
Measuring the effectiveness of programme-specific eLearning initiatives was challenging.
Further research is required to explore methodologies for evaluating the effectiveness of a
blended learning approach.
KEYWORDS
Blended learning, eLearning, research skills, curriculum integration
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Introduction
The ENGGGEN140 course is a first year core programme course in the Faculty of
Engineering with an intake of more than 850 students in semester one 2016. The number of
students enrolled in the course increases every year and it is expected that enrolments will
reach 1000+ by 2020. Thus the engineering subject librarians face significant challenges in
terms of sustainability of the face-to-face delivery of research skills. Research skills include
identifying appropriate information sources; searching for information; evaluating information;
writing and referencing. Research skills are important for developing student interest in
research programmes (Saylor & Kukreti, 2016) and for the development of desirable
graduate attributes.
A change in the university LMS in 2016 to Canvas provided the opportunity for subject
librarians to work with academic staff to improve the delivery of research skills content; from
face-to-face only, to a blended model. Canvas is an open-source LMS developed by
Instructure (Whitmer & Daley, 2008). The blended model included an eLearning Research
Skills course and drop in sessions allowing students to have a face-to-face discussion on
their assignment and ask questions of subject librarians.
The eLearning Research Skills project was initiated in May 2015. The eLearning Research
Skills course was launched in March 2016 and was embedded into the ENGGGEN140
course in Canvas.

Aims
Initial interviews with the course coordinator and assignment markers suggested that
students were poor to middling at research and referencing. Academic writing and
referencing techniques were not covered well in the existing face-to-face course. The
purpose of the eLearning Research Skills course was to improve student outcomes in the
areas of research, referencing and academic writing, attributes reflected in several of the
capabilities of the Graduate Profile (The University of Auckland, 2017), and to deliver
coursework in a more sustainable and accessible way.

Methodology
User Input
A variety of methods were used to identify the key issues: interviews were conducted with
staff involved with the course before the introduction of the e-Learning initiative; students
who had completed the course previously were surveyed and participated in focus groups.
Questions asked on Piazza about academic and information literacy were analysed by type.
Piazza is an online platform where students can ask questions about the course content and
other students, teachers and other staff associated with the course provide the answers in
real-time (Sankar, 2009). Written workshop evaluations submitted in 2015 were analysed
and an in-lecture survey was conducted in 2015, before the eLearning Research Skills
course design was initiated. Findings from the in-lecture survey showed that students found
the research skills taught by subject librarians beneficial to their assignment completion.
Furthermore, students indicated that the blended model was their preferred delivery mode for
this type of content.
The ability to identify and distinguish between appropriate information sources, referencing
and citing and writing appropriately for engineering were all identified as areas where
students needed support. Previous research conducted on similar topics has also identified
the same key issues faced by engineering undergraduate students (Ali, Abu-Hassan, &
Daud, 2009; Blicblau, Bruwer, & Dini, 2016; Wertz, Purzer, Fosmire, & Cardella, 2013).
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Effectiveness of the eLearning Research Skills course was evaluated after implementation.
Staff were interviewed about student performance and students provided feedback using an
optional online feedback form.

Design Approach
A student-centred design approach was adopted. Elements of constructive alignment (Biggs
et al., 2011) were used to ensure that learning outcomes, learning and teaching activities,
and assessment were linked. In order to support diverse learning styles (Mestre, 2006) a
blended model with optional face-to-face support was delivered via targeted assignmentspecific drop-in sessions.
The design principles of the eLearning Research Skills course were derived from the three
broad theoretical perspectives: associationist (learning as activity), cognitive (learning as
achieving understanding) and situative (learning as social practice) (Greeno, Collins, &
Resnick, 1996; Mayes & De Freitas, 2004). For example, the eLearning Research Skills
course included sources of information with repeated patterns, showing differences between
them, followed by activities. Each module of the eLearning Research Skills course had selftests with immediate feedback provided. A self-evaluation checklist was provided for
students enabling them to self-assess their performance and learning.
Constructivist perspective where students build knowledge and make meaning (Biggs et al.,
2011) underpinned the design. The eLearning Research Skills course was aligned with the
first assignment and integrated into Canvas giving it clear meaning and purpose. By using
the skills learnt from the eLearning Research Skills course students were able to complete
their first assignment and reinforce capabilities in research and writing that would support
them through subsequent coursework requirements in their degree.

Assessment
Assessment of skills acquisition by students was the most challenging part in designing the
eLearning Research Skills course. Due to the large class size, assessment was based on
multiple choice quizzes. Multiple choice quizzes are not an ideal form of assessment as they
can inadvertently encourage surface learning (Biggs et al., 2011). However it is possible to
avoid surface learning while still using these quizzes by making questions scenario based
(Hulse, Han, Melnichenko, & Brookes, 2011). See Appendix 1 for an example scenario
question.
Formative assessment self-tests were built into the content of the eLearning Research Skills
course, allowing students to test their knowledge throughout, with immediate feedback
provided. A self-evaluation checklist was included at the end of the eLearning Research
Skills course with links to further help, advice and resources if students were still unsure of
the material.
However, because students were allowed unlimited attempts to complete the multiple choice
quizzes, it was difficult to gauge the learning progress of students from the eLearning
Research Skills course alone.

Results and Discussion
Staff interviews and student feedback indicated that the move from face-to-face to blended
delivery maintained student performance. By using the final self-evaluation checklist at the
end of the eLearning Research Skills course, students self-assessed their performance and
learning, noting improvements in finding resources, writing and retaining information.
However, comments from assignment markers and the course coordinator at the end of
semester were more revealing, showing that although improved, issues in writing and
referencing still persisted. Therefore, there is still room for improvement in the writing and
referencing modules of the eLearning Research Skills course.
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Students provided feedback via an optional online feedback form. Students commented that
they liked the self-tests and videos used throughout the eLearning Research Skills course.
Students also commented that the eLearning Research Skills course was too long and that
the videos could be improved with the addition of background music; further areas for
development.
Some improvements have been noticed in the sustainability of delivery and accessibility of
the content. Content is able to be delivered more sustainably in the context of staff hours to
850+ students by using Canvas. The previous mode of content delivery used face-to-face
workshops and library tours and took approximately 106 staff hours each semester to deliver.
Delivering the content via Canvas takes one staff member approximately five hours to load
the content and set up the multi choice quizzes.
Sustainability in delivery of the eLearning Research Skills course was improved by moving to
a blended mode of delivery. However, a significant investment of time was still required to
develop the e-Learning Research Skills course. Thus, library staff time requirements have
moved from delivery to development, with a concomitant improvement in resource quality.
Accessibility of content has been greatly improved for students. The previous mode of
content delivery meant that students could only attend at set times and made no allowances
for timetable clashes, unavailability or forgetfulness on the part of the student. By making the
content available online 24/7, students can access it when and wherever they like, at point of
need.
The authors have found that an eLearning approach allows for consistency of content
delivery and for pedagogy to be improved. The e-Learning Research skills course provides a
good foundation for student research and writing skills and supports students through
subsequent course work requirements in their degree.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Investigating ways to assess and measure the effectiveness of eLearning is a common
research theme in this area. Findings of previous studies are the same or similar; there are
distinct benefits to learners who participate in eLearning with those benefits furthered for
learners participating in blended learning (Liaw, 2008; Shittu, Olufunmilola, & Osunlade,
2016; Wong & Ng, 2016).
Evaluation methodologies that could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the eLearning
Research Skills could be adapted from those used in a real-life engineering case study of an
online library tutorial (Hulse et al., 2011). Methodologies included direct observation, online
feedback, test results, and a qualitative questionnaire, ideally these would be applied with
before-and-after course assessment. The assessment of effectiveness of the eLearning
Research Skills course remains problematic without within-cohort measures of improvement.
Further research is required to explore methodologies to evaluate the effectiveness of the
blended learning approach.

Appendix 1 - Example scenario question
You have just received your assignment topic and need to start looking for information. This
is difficult as you don’t fully understand the topic yet. You need to get a good overview of the
topic so you try the following sources. Which one is the best choice in this situation?
A. A newspaper
Incorrect. While a newspaper is good for later in your assignment it is not a good starting
point for a basic overview.
B. A blog
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Incorrect. While a blog may contain useful information about your topic, it is not a good
starting point for a basic overview.
C. An encyclopaedia
Correct. An encyclopaedia entry is both peer reviewed and provides an overview of your
topic, allowing you to find out where your assignment question fits in to the wider context.
Use encyclopaedias to discover key terms, dates, people and themes relating to your topic,
prior to searching for more specific information.
D. A journal article
Incorrect. Journal articles can be very specific and concentrate on narrow subtopics within
the broader subject area so are not a good starting point for a basic overview.
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching
process
CONTEXT Charles Sturt University (CSU) launched a new engineering degree in 2016, with
a strong focus on self-directed and self-motivated learning. Admission to the programme
was based on ATAR, a secondary application form, and a candidate interview. Staff
reflections at the conclusion of the first year showed that these three metrics alone did not
sufficiently identify candidates able to complete topics, i.e. engineering content learning and
assessment modules, at a sufficient pace to progress on to the latter stages of the course. In
an effort to improve the recruitment and candidate evaluation process the staff decided to
trial a survey measuring student perceptions of their readiness to partake in a self-directed
learning environment.
PURPOSE The purpose of this study is to see whether studentsÕ scores on the SelfDirected Learning Readiness Scale (Guglielmino, 1977), or the Learning Preference
Assessment (Guglielmino & Guglielmino, 1991), are predictive of eventual academic success
specific to topic completion.
APPROACH The Self-Directed Learning Readiness Survey was administered on a
volunteer basis amongst the student cohort in the first week of the first semester; the
outcomes of the survey were compared to topic completion data and a student reflective
prompt on the experience.
RESULTS Neither the quantitative or qualitative data showed any conclusive evidence
connecting student perceptions of self-directed learning and topic completion. When
controlling for sex, cohort, or school-leaver versus mature-aged, no strong correlations
emerged between SDLRS scores and the number of topics of completed. This is potentially a
result of a small sample size, self-selection bias of participants, or lack of longitudinal
analysis beyond the first 6 months.
CONCLUSIONS With neither student SLDRS scores, or written perceptions of self-directed
learning, showing anything conclusive explaining topic completion in the CSU programme,
other methods of administration or tools will need to implemented in the future to better target
the desired outcomes.
KEYWORDS Self-Directed Learning, Problem-Based Learning, Topic Completion
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CONTEXT
Charles Sturt University launched its engineering programme in 2016 on the foundation of a
self-directed learning paradigm coupled with a series of engineering challenges and industry
placements. The admissions procedure involves potential candidates submitting their
transcripts, ATAR, and take part in an interview with CSU staff. The results of this process
have shown a wide range in academic performance by admitted students, made particularly
visible in their rates of topic completion (Sevilla, Senevirathna, Li & Lindsay, 2016). As a
result of the breadth of academic performance between the first and second cohorts,
additional predictive mechanisms have been trialled.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to analyse if student perceptions of self-directed learning
readiness translated into academic performance, particularly in regards to topic completion.
Self-directed learning as an educational phenomenon has many different definitions and
interpretations (Chi, 2009). For this study, we used Gureckis and MarkantÕs definition of selfdirected learning which states Òallowing learners to make decisions about the information
they want to experienceÓ (Gureckis & Markant, 2012, p. 465). This distinction has
implications for both what is learned and what is learnable. The central premise of the selfdirected paradigm is agency in choice of content, along with the ability to situate oneself
within their existing knowledge schema, as opposed to passive learning in which the choice
of information selected is limited and directed by the instructor (Rehder & Hoffman, 2005).
The combination of agency of choice of learning material along with objective metrics to
assess oneÕs progress have both been shown to be powerful tools in supporting studentsÕ
efficacy beliefs (Schunk & Pajares, 2002) and act as a theoretical backbone for the CSU
programme.
CSUÕs engineering programme was founded in 2016 under a self-directed learning paradigm
in which students have access to a wide array of pre-requisite-free content from Day 1 of the
programme and can progress through additional content at a pace of their choosing. This
method of progression through an engineering degree is unique in that once students begin
the degree, they are required to guide their own pathway and rate of topic completion as
there are only two major milestones at 18 months, and again after four years of placement.
Given the self-directed nature of the programme, the Self-Directed Learning Readiness
Scale (SDLRS) was administered to both the first and second cohorts to assess if there
exists a correlation between their SDLRS scores and their topic completion performance.
The SDLRS is a 58-item survey instrument that was developed by Guglielmino (1977) and
modified later to the Learning Preference Assessment (Guglielmino & Guglielmino, 1991) in
an attempt to remove respondent biases associated with the previous instrument name.
Given the self-directed nature of the CSU programme, the results of the SDLRS were used
to see if any trends emerged that could explain student performance towards topic
completion in the programme.

APPROACH
In addition to the SDLSR survey data, we collected qualitative data obtained from student
responses to a reflection prompt. Students completed written reflections, where they
reflected on their a) understanding of self-directed learning and b) identified areas for
improvement in the following weeks of the semester. The reflections on self-directed learning
were completed in participantsÕ first-year, first-semester of the programme in the context of a
design and project-based course.
Students selected to use the self-directed learning themed reflection from several options,
which focused on other themes such as teamwork, service learning and ethics. At the time of
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this study, six students who participated in the SDLSR survey also utilised the self-directed
learning reflection prompt.
To utilise studentsÕ written reflections, we extracted responses regarding their perceptions of
self-directed learning. In this paper, we qualitatively analysed the response data from the first
prompt: ÒWhat does self-directed learning mean to you?Ó
The study collected qualitative data from six of the 15 total participants, where the written
reflections were best used to get further insights into studentsÕ perspectives on self-directed
learning at this stage in their engineering studies.

RESULTS
Quantitative: SDLRS and Topic Completion
In total, 14 students completed the SDLRS survey which reports scores of 58-201 as below
average, 202-226 as average, and 227-290 as above average with a mean of 214. Table 1
illustrates the results of the survey and the corresponding number of topics completed by
each participant. The classifications from left to right designate male (M) or female (F), first
(1) or second cohort (2), school-leaver (S) or mature-aged (M), and which student within this
category (a, b, c, d, e).
Table 1: SDLRS vs. Topic Completion
Participant

Percentile

SDLRS Score

M1Sa
M2Sa
M2Ma
F1Sa
M2Sb
F1Sb
M2Sc
F2Sa
M1Sb
M2Sd
M1Ma
M1Mb
M2Se
M2Mb

18%
66%
92%
60%
83%
63%
74%
76%
8%
69%
92%
76%
69%
33%

193
227
254
223
241
225
233
236
181
230
253
235
230
205

Topics at 6
Months
7
189
125
97
112
62
70
81
107
68
15
69
121
122

In addition to the raw data shown in Table 1, a graphical representation illustrates
these results in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: SDLRS Score vs. Topic Completion Across Cohorts
As shown in Figure 1, the statistical analysis was inconclusive. When controlling for sex,
cohort, or school-leaver versus mature-aged, no strong correlations emerged between
SDLRS scores and the number of topics of completed. This is potentially a result of a small
sample size, self-selection bias of participants, or lack of longitudinal analysis beyond the
first 6 months. Given that CSUÕs first major topic completion milestone occurs at 18 months
into the programme, this may be a better measure of the effects of studentsÕ perceptions of
their readiness to embark on a self-directed learning curriculum.

Qualitative: Student Perspectives on Self-Directed Learning
We utilised student perspectives on SDL, based on their qualitative feedback, to provide
context for the SDLR survey responses. We extracted responses from participants that
completed both the SDLR survey and SDL reflection, ÒWhat does self-directed learning mean
to you?Ó The qualitative findings support the context of SDL in this study, and provide
possible comparisons with the existing definition, and models of SDL.
Participants reflected on the meaning and application of self-directed learning in various
ways. The student responses suggest qualitatively different perceptions of self-directed
learning, and how it applies to their own studies. When asked about the meaning of selfdirected learning students responded:
P2: ÒSelf-directed learning involves several aspects including, self-motivation and
self-discipline. When a balanced is attained productive self-directed learning can be
achieved.Ó
P5: ÒSelf-directed learning is the process in which an individual has the responsibility
to identify their learning needs and to act in a manner that meets all learning needs.
This means that the certain person must be willing to self-learn content, although help
may be provided upon requesting, and ensure that they have learnt whatÕs required.Ó
The responses from participants P2 and P5 display an awareness of self-directed learning as
a framework to utlise self-motivation, and discipline, in order to identify and learn content.
These participants also linked self-directed learning to an interest in 1) learning, 2)
possessing an interest in the material, or 3) acknowledging the material is applicable to their
current work, e.g. design projects. Participant P2, goes on to describe that ÒI am more dirven
to learn the subject content of topics when I am interestedin the topic, or when the topic is
relevant to the design challegne that I am working on [sic].Ó Participant P5 forecasts that the
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motivation to Òself-learn contentÓ is due to needing this skill in the workforce, e.g. ÒÉthat out
in the workforce, no one will be next [to] an engineer telling them how to do their job.Ó
Other participants responded with their perspectives of self-directed learning:
P1 Ò Self-directed learning involves an individual being able to learn without the
assistance of an academic or peer. Work is completed entirely by the individual
without any help.Ó
P6: ÒSelf-directed learning means that an individual is able to learn, reflect and
improve regarding events constantly without anybody explicitly informing the
individual the result. Individual is aware of the environment and able to process what
is required that are not yet acquired, then proceed to leaning the information with
credible sources, thus requirement could be met in a professional manner.Ó
These types of responses focus on learning from a more independent approach. Selfdirected learning is also without the assistance of peers or academics, or someone explicitly
directing the student. Participant P6 expanded on the role of the individual in the learning
experience, where the individual also needs to acknowledge what they know, do not know,
and how to acquire the relevant information for learning.
We point out that the participants are first-year students (first-year technically within the
identified curriculum in this study), and acknowledge that inexperienced students are more
challenged with minimal guidance. Participant one (P1) highlights the possible difficulty in
understanding how self-directed learning can be utilising more than the individual component
related to learning, i.e. support from instructors and peers.
Participants P3 and P4 chose to reflection on how they could improve their approach to selfdirected learning, including how to seek better resources or document their learning process.
In these instances, the respondents placed responsibility on the individual on the way
information is acquired and how it it can be used to help them progress in their degree.
P3 ÒMy goal [for self-directed learning] is to seek better resources when researching a
topic.Ó
P4: ÒThe element of self-directed learning that I wish to improve upon is the
documentation of learning, an aspect that I perceive as integral within the [course]
curriculum.Ó
The definitions and perspectives varied from participant to participant, however statements
made by participants expose some elements related to the learner making decisions about
what they chose to experience, which aligns with the Gurecki & Markant (2012) definition of
self-directed learning.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the data collected for this study, the SDLRS cannot be used as a sole predictor of
academic success in a primarily self-directed learning environment nor studentsÕ perspective
on the meaning of self-directed learning. While this study is greatly limited by sample size,
larger participation in the future would likely provide greater clarity as to the value of the
SLDRS as a predictor of performance in a self-directed learning programme. What is clear at
this junction is that with a small sample size, the data is susceptible to strong outliers, and
further, with the data being collected in the first 6 months of the programme, that various
types of behavioural changes pertinent to topic completion soon emerged prior to the 18
month-240 topic deadline were not represented.
Moving forward it will be important to trial the methods outlined in this paper on a wider
sampling of students across cohorts and triangulate this data with further performance
metrics across the active cohorts in the programme. Lastly, beyond student perceptions of
ability, it will also be valuable to explore various methods of scaffolding students to adjust to
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the realities of a self-directed paradigm so that they can be successful within the context of
the programme and beyond.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process

CONTEXT
As part of their work experience students are required to complete a 6000 word report. In
addition to description of the work performed students are asked to describe three skill areas
(from a list of seven) which have been most developed, to comment on the professional
context of their work, to reflect on their studies and to make suggestions for changes to the
degree program.

PURPOSE
The aims of this study were to mine the wealth of information which students record in their
final year work experience reports, to collate the data and use it to make improvements to
the educational experience of students, to make more effective integration of the practical
experience into the degree, and provide the school with enhanced industry contacts.

APPROACH
407 student reports covering a period of 5 years were reviewed both qualitatively and using
algorithmic text mining. Available pdf files were converted to text files and the text scanned to
determine frequently used words and phrases. Statistics of the areas where students were
engaged, the skills most exercised and differences between local and overseas experiences
were obtained. Particular attention was given to identifying areas where students were poorly
prepared.

RESULTS
The free form of the student reports presented challenges in extracting consistent and
meaningful data. Nevertheless, statistics were developed showing which sectors of civil
engineering were employing most students, and of the skills most required. It was noted that
within Australia communication skills were seen as very important, whereas for students
doing work experience overseas design was the main skill used and communication the
least. For all students professional conduct and teamwork skills were significantly enhanced.

CONCLUSIONS
It is recommended that a revised web based report be developed to enable more thorough
and reliable statistics to be obtained, that greater efforts be made to coordinate student and
employer expectations and to enhance student workplace readiness. Skill areas where
students reported the most challenges were in information seeking, teamwork skills and
professional communication, and it is recommended that these be better addressed in the
preparatory programs.

KEYWORDS
Work experience, Generic skills, Work readiness
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Work experience is integral to all engineering programs in Australia, and it is considered
important and valuable by all stakeholders: students, industry and academics (King, 2008).
Currently Engineers Australia requires industrial training as part of any accredited
engineering degree, with this usually taking the form of 12 weeks’ full-time work. Although
the benefits are widely agreed upon there appears to have been little academic study of the
benefits of work experience in engineering within Australasia apart from a report on a newly
developed program in computer engineering (Pauling and Komisarczuk, 2006). There is
anecdotal information that suggests students are finding it harder to acquire quality
experiences, employers report being overwhelmed by applications, and increasingly work
experience is being unpaid. As noted by King (2008) the challenges involved in finding work
experience lead to a small, but growing number of students not completing their work
experience until after their academic studies are finished, resulting in delays in graduation
and also an undesirable lack of integration of the experience with their studies. At the same
time the government is introducing more obligations on universities to ensure the quality of
work experience, particularly where this experience is integrated with the degree. There is a
general movement in higher education towards greater use of Work-Integrated Learning
(WIL) as it is considered to have many benefits and a good theoretical base (Orrell, 2011).
There are a range of requirements for successful WIL recommended by Orrell (2011). At an
institutional level these include a clear understanding of the purpose, value and expectations
together with appropriate resourcing and integration with university support services. From
an educational perspective students need to be prepared for the range of required tasks and
expectations of employers, they need to be challenged and be given responsibilities and be
provided with an opportunity for reflection on practice that is supported by the university.
Finally strong relationships and effective communication between the university and the
industry partners are required. In addition, it has been suggested that students need
workplace experience during their studies to properly understand the importance of ethical
practice and of going beyond simple compliance.
The wide range of companies and roles that graduates fulfil in those companies also
presents difficulties for universities in providing the resources and support needed for really
effective work experience and in providing clarity of expectations. For example over the
summer break in 2015, approximately 150 students from the School of Civil Engineering at
the University of Sydney were undertaking work experience and this was with about 80
different employers.
In response to some of the challenges mentioned above universities are adopting creative
solutions to ensure students are able to benefit from greater knowledge and understanding of
industry practices. These include formal industry based programs, cooperative education
schemes, increasing use of industry projects, site visits (may be virtual) and the use of
industry professionals as course lecturers. Currently these initiatives are adding to the 12
weeks full-time work. However pressures to graduate and ensure quality are leading to
universities considering more formal instruction and a reduction in time spent in industry.
A further significant concern for the students and ultimately for the success of work
experience is that increasingly students are accepting unpaid positions to enable graduation.
While this may be acceptable for short periods of experience, 12 weeks without pay will
create hardships for many students who often rely on casual jobs to support them through
university studies. Work experience that is valuable and improves a student’s job prospects
would justify taking on an unpaid position, but the data on outcomes from unpaid work
experience are mixed (Oliver et al, 2016).
Another issue is the increasing number of international students, all of whom are required to
obtain work experience. At present this is largely occurring in their country of origin as
Australian employers are reluctant to take on international students as there is little benefit in
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it for them. Perceived issues include language difficulties, lack of cultural understanding and
visa limitations that prevent subsequent employment. British studies (Milburn, 2009) have
also reported the exclusion of minorities and poor treatment of international students during
work experience. It has been suggested that there is a significant national benefit to be
obtained by giving international students Australian work experience.
In addition to these specific concerns, work experience has the potential to facilitate
communication between employers and universities and to provide input into curricula.
Traditionally engineering employers valued graduates for their technical knowledge and
intellectual capabilities. However, there is now increasing emphasis on good interpersonal
skills, practical work experience and commercial understanding. For universities the
requirements for the latter has led to a reduction in the engineering science content of the
courses, but the question of where and how the skills that make graduates work-ready are
best developed is not resolved.
For all these reasons a better understanding of the nature and value of work experience of
engineering students is required.

Context
At the University of Sydney both undergraduate and professional masters course
engineering students are required to complete a zero credit point subject practical
experience. Currently the subject has prerequisites which results in the practical experience
generally occurring when the students have one year of study remaining. Students are
expected to find an opportunity through their own efforts, and after 12 weeks or 420 hours of
the experience to write a 6000 word report summarising their experience. The intention of the
report is to get the students to reflect on the experience, its connection to the course, and the
skills required of graduate engineers. They also have an opportunity to comment on their
studies. At present the reports are only reviewed by the student’s final year thesis supervisor
and receive a simple pass/fail mark. Provided that the students have followed the prescribed
headings and written in reasonable English, the reports are passed and no further action,
such as providing feedback, is taken.
For several years the reports have been submitted electronically, stored and forgotten. This
data resource contains information on the students’ experience in terms of the skills and
types of work. The majority of students report that the most important skills are related to
communication, effective teamwork, information-seeking and use of IT. While academic staff
feed this information back to the students, the value of building skills in these areas does not
appear to be fully appreciated by the students until work experience. The data resource of
past reports provides an opportunity to feed-forward this information using the student
feedback. Also, the resource contains data from the whole cohort of how they value the
course and has suggestions for possible improvements and innovations. There are obvious
benefits to capturing and aggregating this data.
This paper provides the outcomes of a preliminary project which aimed to tap into this
resource of information. The procedure used to mine the wealth of information which
students record in their final year work experience reports is described and the data collated
and discussed. From the results some suggestions are made to improve the educational and
practical work experiences of students.

Review of Work Experience Reports
Process
407 work experience reports (WERs) submitted by prospective Civil Engineering graduates
were surveyed from the periods 2010-2012 and 2014-2015. The reports were analysed by an
algorithmic text-mining method to quantitatively gauge the type and extent of the skills
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exercised by the students and the type of work undertaken. The methodology was based on
an assessment of the frequency of occurrence of selected indicative words and phrases.
This was achieved by extracting text files from the stored pdf files and processing these in a
Matlab environment to identify the relative frequencies of targeted terms within the reports
and the distribution of these frequencies overall. The quantitative algorithmic analysis was
supported by the manual examination of individual reports to provide further understanding of
the issues identified and a deeper insight into student experiences. In particular, the
identification of the key skills most exercised and developed was extracted from students’
answers in the ‘Graduate Outcomes Table, Assessment of Learning Progression’ forms,
attached to individual reports.
The skills that were searched for were in the seven areas specified in the list of graduate
attributes provided to assist students in writing their reports, namely:
x Design
x Engineering/IT specialisation
x Maths/Science Methods and tools
x Information Seeking
x Communication
x Professional conduct and teamwork
x Project management.

Data Summary
A majority of the work experience was undertaken by graduating students within Australia
(76%) with 19% undertaking work experience in mainland China and the remainder across
various other countries, all in the region of far-eastern Asia.
Most Exercised skills
With relation to the graduate outcomes, the skills students reported most exercised, shown in
Figure 1, were: communication (42% of students), design (33%), and professional conduct
and teamwork (28%). A notable discrepancy was observed in the trends of skill usage
between students having conducted their experience overseas (predominantly China) and
those having undertaken work experience in Australia. In particular, students having
undertaken work overseas were more likely to report the Design, Maths/Science Methods
and Tools and Engineering/IT specialisations as being more exercised and/or developed. In
contrast the key skill of communication, which emerged as the most exercised skill overall
was not significantly exercised in international work experience.

Figure 1: Most exercised skills
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Most developed skills
A similar breakdown of data has been obtained for students’ reports of skills most developed.
It should be noted that not all student reports specified skills developed as separate to skills
exercised. From an analysis of these data, communication and information seeking are most
developed, with respectively 57% and 37% of students identifying these skills as having been
among the most developed during their work experience. From a comprehensive review of
student reports a notable observation is the lack of preparedness of students with regards to
communicating with staff and managers across the various levels of hierarchy in the host
organisation. However, the student experience is generally portrayed in a positive aspect
with respect to these deficiencies and it is more common to encounter sentiments of
achievement and professional development rather than conflict and friction arising from
deficiencies in these attributes.

Figure 2: Most developed skills

Unexpected Outcomes
One interesting outcome of the work experience relates to the acquisition of practical
experience in their chosen sector and the development of new insights into the various
aspects of the field (i.e. “tricks of the trade”). In particular this relates commonly to “soft skills”
not developed in their degree program. This finding highlights the importance of work
experience and suggests that there would be benefit in including industry professionals in
teaching and curriculum design within the earlier years of the degree, particularly in specialist
civil streams.
Another finding was that work experience often led directly to the commencement of a
career. Approximately 15% of students reported the possibility of ongoing employment
arising from their work experience. These career opportunities involve either continuing parttime employment during their final year of study and/or opportunities for employment
subsequent to graduation. It should be noted that self-employment was not reported by
students, suggesting that the work experience is insufficient for students to consider
entrepreneurism or independent career paths.

Analysis of the key skills
Communication
A high number of students identified communication as being the most important skill
exercised and developed during practical experience. This was expressed as being most
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important to develop as well as being the most common source of difficulties. For example,
many students reported that asking for help and clarification regarding workplace duties was
likely to cause disharmony.
Scope of Work
From numerous WERs, a varying degree of misalignment is evident between student and
employer expectations in areas including the scope of the students’ role, skill level, work
activities and outcomes. This may derive in part from a lack of preparation on behalf of both
students and the industry hosts prior to the commencement of work experience. This can be
ameliorated by better preparation of the students by the University and by providing better
information to the employers.
Task Related Skills
As a significant subset of the mismatch in expectations, it was in approximately 10 % of
cases, reported that students were unprepared to carry out the technical tasks expected of
them at the commencement of work (for example: modelling, management and site
inspection duties). However, in a clear majority of cases, these initial difficulties were
resolved, leading to positive learning outcomes rather than ongoing difficulties. In a few
isolated cases skill deficiencies resulted in negative student experiences, in particular when
accompanied by poor communication.
Teamwork and Interpersonal Conflict
Teamwork and dealing with the wide range of construction industry personnel was a concern
for many students who reported friction in dealing with colleagues. This can be considered a
distinct subset of the required professional communications skills. In particular conflict with
construction labourers appeared to occur with not insignificant frequency. The teamwork
experiences of students in their undergraduate degree had not prepared them for the full
range of possible work-colleague situations that they might find themselves in. It is difficult to
replicate this range in the course-work subjects, but some exposure to the full range of workcolleagues (and not just professional engineers) might help students adjust their
expectations.
Sourcing Information
Students identified information seeking as a key attribute exercised (27%) and developed
(37%) during their work experience. Across all civil engineering sub-disciplines and sectors,
students reported encountering difficulties in acquiring and processing large volumes of
information from sources such as work reports, standards and various technical documents.
These are skills which can easily be included in the undergraduate curriculum. Informationseeking skills, such as internet finding and filtering, should be part of any undergraduate’s
toolkit and resources are usually easily available through the university librarians and
archivists.

Student observations
Student growth
The work experience, by and large, caused the students to readjust their understanding of
the multitude of aspects in the engineering profession, with most appreciation coming in the
areas of risk management, client liaison, teamwork, communication, protocol development,
documentation and reporting.
Student Career Intentions
Most students reported satisfaction with their current path and career intentions, though a
sizeable minority expressed some re-assessment of their career plans. A similar scenario is
encountered with respect to academic direction, with varying degrees of self-evaluation by
students.
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Degree reflections
Students reported the following recommendations/criticisms of their degree:
x

Many (~8%) report a view that a greater emphasis should be placed on design
education rather than mathematical calculations.

x

The need for some teaching of AutoCAD software is frequently mentioned.

x

More emphasis should be placed on acquiring job-relevant skills in the framework of
their academic studies. The reports frequently mention the need for a greater
emphasis on practical work and workplace-focused situations. Conversely a
significant number of students reported that they would like to make changes to
syllabi to emphasise the more academic aspects of the degree, as these theoretical
aspects are less accessible through workplace based development.

While these results are insightful, more quantitative data would be required before any
remedial action should be suggested or implemented.

Recommendations
The results of the data-mining available to this current research do not lead to
incontrovertible findings, however they can be said to be indicative of what may be expected
by further and better designed methods. With this in mind the following recommendations are
presented:
1. Presentation of the final (6000 word) report should include a significant amount of
form-based and on-line information. If well-designed, this could lead to an easily
analysed database which could lead to the implementation of better preparation and
experience for the students’ work placement.
2. Coursework-based modules should be introduced in the UG program to better
prepare students for their work placement experience. These could include the
following breakdowns:
a. Module: Communication skills, which would include:
i. Professional workplace communication.
ii. Effective and valuable communication with non-engineers.
iii. Technical writing and reporting, including exposure to actual
engineering reports to both technical and non-technical audiences.
iv. Conflict avoidance and dealing with people of varied backgrounds.
b. Module: Job skills, which could include:
i. Career planning
ii. Resume writing
iii. Job seeking tools
iv. Self-development awareness.
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Conclusion
Industrial placement is a crucial component of the BE degree however the student
experience can be improved through better preparation and support of students. The Work
Experience report is a potential wealth of information about what can be done to make these
improvements and thus create better prepared graduate engineers.
Preliminary analysis of historical reports presents strong evidence for continued development
of student feedback mechanisms with a view to feed-forward important information on
expectations to students. The reports also point to the need for better communication with
industry representatives to clarify student skills and provide clearer expectations. In
particular, there is evidence that greater integration of the Work Placement with the rest of
the degree would lead to better outcomes for the students.
Based on these preliminary findings, there is justification for designing a better system for the
submission of work reports whereby the data can be more easily analysed and provide more
reliable feedback into the preparatory programs. Future development of this research is
planned using form-based work report submissions which can inform the Practical
Experience Placement program.
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"#,! %/44$0! +'44,-+,.! $-! G#-'4! G,-#! &$0#! 0#,! >$(%0! >'/(! .2=%! %<,-0! .,3,*'<$-B! 2-!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!1246'.$2-!+/*0/(,!0#('/B#!2!(2-B,!'>!,Q,(+$%,%!$-+*/.$-B!2!%,($,%!'>!<(,M
<*2+,4,-0!&'()%#'<%!(/-!6=!0#,!>2+$*$020$'-!0,248!"#,%,!&'()%#'<%!$-0('./+,.!<2(0$+$<2-0%!0'!
0#,! Y1O! <('+,%%! 2%! &,**! 2%! %'4,! ),=! +'-%$.,(20$'-%! '>! #/42-$02($2-! ,-B$-,,($-B?!
%/%02$-26$*$0=?!2-.!0#,!%0(,-B0#%!62%,.!2<<('2+#!0'!.,3,*'<4,-08!P0/.,-0%!2*%'!#2.!2!+#2-+,!
0'!2<<*=!&#20!0#,=!#2.!*,2(-0!0#('/B#!2!%,($,%!'>!,Q,(+$%,%?!,-B2B$-B!&$0#!0#,!*'+2*!+'44/-$0=8!
f-,! '>! 0#,! ),=! +'-%$.,(20$'-%! 0#20! &2%! %0(,%%,.! 20! 0#$%! %02B,! &2%! 0#,! -,,.! 0'! >'+/%! '-!
/-.,(%02-.$-B! 0#,! +'-0,Q0! 2-.! +/*0/(,! '>! 1246'.$2! 6,>'(,! %02(0$-B! 0'! .,>$-,! %'*/0$'-%?! 2!
0,-.,-+=!0#20!,-B$-,,($-B!%0/.,-0%!2(,!)-'&-!0'!,Q#$6$0!EU'-+#,(!H!V'#($?!I9CWK8!
"#,! 4$..*,! %02B,! '>! 0#,! .,%$B-! %/44$0! +'-%$%0,.! '>! 2! #'4,M%02=! ,Q<,($,-+,! $-! 2! (/(2*!
1246'.$2-! 3$**2B,8! "#$%! <('3$.,.! 2-! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! ,Q<,($,-+,! 0#,! (,2*$0$,%! '>! *$>,! $-! 2!
.,3,*'<$-B! (/(2*! +'44/-$0=8! P0/.,-0%! /-.,(0'')! 2+0$3$0$,%! .,%$B-,.! 0'! .,3,*'<! +/*0/(2*!
/-.,(%02-.$-B! '>! 0#,! (,2*$0$,%! '>! *$>,! >'(! 0#,%,! <,'<*,8! 5+0$3$0$,%! $-+*/.$-B! <2(0$+$<20$-B! $-!
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2B($+/*0/(2*!<(2+0$+,%?!>''.!<(,<2(20$'-!2-.!+/*0/(2*!,3,-0%8!P0/.,-0%!2*%'!'6%,(3,.!,Q24<*,%!
'>! +'44/-$0=! ,3,-0%?! +/*0/(2*! <(2+0$+,%?! ,./+20$'-2*! <(2+0$+,%?! ,4<*'=4,-0! '<<'(0/-$0$,%?!
#,2*0#!2-.!#=B$,-,!<(2+0$+,%?!>''.!<(,<2(20$'-!2-.!&2%0,!.$%<'%2*8!"#,=!+'-./+0,.!$-0,(3$,&%!
&$0#!4,46,(%!'>!0#,!3$**2B,!/%$-B!0(2-%*20'(%!0'!.,3,*'<!2!.,,<,(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!&#20!0#,=!
&,(,!'6%,(3$-B8!"#,%,!2+0$3$0$,%!&,(,!.,%$B-,.!0'!<('3$.,!2!&,2*0#!'>!*,2(-$-B!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!
2%!&,**!2%!2!<(2+0$+2*!2<<*$+20$'-!'>!0#,!g.$%+'3,(R!2-.!g,4<20#$%,R!<#2%,%!'>!0#,!Y1O!<('+,%%8!
P0/.,-0%!&,(,!,-+'/(2B,.!0'!(,>*,+0!.2$*=!'-!&#20!0#,=!'6%,(3,.!$-!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!2-.!0'!
*$-)! 0#,$(! (,>*,+0$'-%! 0'! 0#,$(! ,3'*3$-B! /-.,(%02-.$-B! '>! .,3,*'<4,-0! 2-.! #/42-$02($2-!
,-B$-,,($-B8!
"#,! (,42$-.,(! '>! 0#,! .,%$B-! %/44$0! &2%! %<,-0! 02)$-B! 0#,! )-'&*,.B,! B2$-,.! ./($-B! 0#,!
+'44/-$0=!3$%$0%!0'!.,3,*'<!<'0,-0$2*!%'*/0$'-%!>'(!0#,!+'44/-$0=8!P0/.,-0%!>'(4,.!$-0'!0,24%?!
+'**20$-B!0#,!$->'(420$'-!B2$-,.!./($-B!0#,!g.$%+'3,(R!2-.!g,4<20#$%,R!<#2%,%?!&#$+#!0#,=!0#,-!
>,.!$-0'!0#,!g$.,20,R!2-.!g<('0'0=<,R!<#2%,%!'>!0#,!Y1O!<('+,%%8!S$-2*!.,%$B-!%'*/0$'-%!&,(,!
.,3,*'<,.!2-.!<(,%,-0,.!0'!(,<(,%,-020$3,%!>('4!,2+#!'>!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!0#20!&,(,!3$%$0,.!
./($-B!0#,!%/44$0?!0#,%,!(,<(,%,-020$3,%!<('3$.,.!>,,.62+)!'-!0#,!<(2+0$+2*$0$,%!2-.!<'0,-0$2*!
>'(! $4<*,4,-020$'-! '>! 0#,! .,%$B-! %'*/0$'-%! <('./+,.! 6=! 0#,! %0/.,-0! 0,24%8! "#$%! <('+,%%!
<('3$.,.! %0/.,-0%! &$0#! 2-! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! +'4<*,0,! 0#,! Y1O! <('+,%%! 2-.! .,3,*'<! 2-!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#20!0#,!6,%0!.,%$B-!$-0,-0$'-%!42=!-'0!2*&2=%!6,!2<<('<($20,!>'(!0#,$(!$-0,-.,.!
%02),#'*.,(%8!
L<'-!(,0/(-$-B!>('4!0#,!.,%$B-!%/44$0!,2+#!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!2%),.!0'!(,>*,+0!'-!#'&!0#,$(!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!.,3,*'<4,-0!2-.!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B!#2.!+#2-B,.!6,+2/%,!'>!0#,$(!
,Q<,($,-+,8!
F'0#!0#,!DNF!.,%$B-!+#2**,-B,!2-.!0#,!DNF!#/42-$02($2-!.,%$B-!%/44$0!<('B(24%!<('3$.,!
2!&,2*0#!'>!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!.,3,*'<!0#,$(!)-'&*,.B,!'>!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B!
2-.!0'!$4<*,4,-0!0#,!Y1O!2+('%%!2!(2-B,!'>!+'-0,Q0%8!5%!%/+#!0#,%,!<('B(24%!2..(,%%!0#,!
d%0/.,-0%e!B(2./20,!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!'>!gB*'62*!+$0$h,-%#$<R!2-.!g%/%02$-26*,!<(2+0$+,R!2%!&,**!
2%! 0#,! D-B$-,,(%! 5/%0(2*$2! ED5K! %02B,! C! +'4<,0,-+=! C8J! +@! g2<<(,+$20,! 0#,! %'+$2*!
,-3$('-4,-02*?! 2-.! ,+'-'4$+! <($-+$<*,%! '>! %/%02$-26*,! <(2+0$+,R8! P0/.,-0%! 2*%'! #23,! 0#,!
'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!.,3,*'<!0#,$(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!Y1O!$-!0#,!+'-0,Q0!'>!%'4,!'>!0#,!%/%02$-26*,!
.,3,*'<4,-0!B'2*%?!-24,*=@!g+*,2-!&20,(!2-.!%2-$020$'-R?!g2>>'(.26*,?!+*,2-!,-,(B=R?!g$-./%0(=?!
$--'320$'-!2-.!$->(2%0(/+0/(,R!2%!&,**!2%!g%/%02$-26*,!+$0$,%!2-.!+'44/-$0$,%R8!

V")3%@2*
"#$%! %0/.=! ,Q24$-,.! #'&! %0/.,-0%R! <,(%<,+0$3,%! '-! #/42-$02($2-! ,-B$-,,($-B! 2-.! B*'62*!
%/%02$-26$*$0=! +'4<,0,-+$,%! .,3,*'<! 62%,.! '-! 0#,$(! #/42-$02($2-! ,-B$-,,($-B! ,Q<,($,-+,%8!
G2(0$+$<2-0%! $-! 0#$%! %0/.=! $-+*/.,.! %$Q! 42*,%?! 0&'! >,42*,%T! '>! 0#,! %$Q! <2(0$+$<2-0%?! 0&'!
<2(0$+$<2-0%! #2.! +/*0/(2*! 62+)B('/-.%! >('4! 2! P'/0#! D2%0! 5%$2-! 62+)B('/-.8! "#,%,! 0&'!
<2(0$+$<2-0%! &,(,! 6'(-! $-! P'/0#! D2%0! 5%$2! 6,>'(,! 4'3$-B! 0'! 2-.! *$3$-B! $-! 5/%0(2*$2?! 2-.!
,Q<,($,-+,.! %$4$*2(! *$3$-B! ,Q<,($,-+,%! 0'! 0#,! $44,(%$3,! +/*0/(2*! ,Q<,($,-+,%! 2%! <2(0! '>! 0#,!
O,%$B-! P/44$08! O,%$B-! P/44$0! <2(0$+$<2-0%! $-! 0#$%! %0/.=! (,+,$3,.! +'/(%,! +(,.$0! >'(! 0#,$(!
<2(0$+$<20$'-! 2-.! +'4<*,0$'-! '>! 2%%,%%4,-0! 02%)%?! #'&,3,(! 0#,! <2(0$+$<20$'-! &2%! -'0! 2!
(,Z/$(,4,-0!'>!0#,!+'/(%,!+'4<*,0$'-?!'(!(,Z/$(,4,-0%8!5**!<2(0$+$<2-0%!0#20!(,%<'-.,.!0'!0#,!
$-0,(3$,&%! 2-.! &,(,! <2(0! '>! 0#,! %/44$0! 2%! <2(0! '>! 0#,! D-B$-,,($-B! +'/(%,?! 2(,! $-+*/.,.! 2%!
<2(0$+$<2-0%!$-!0#$%!%0/.=8!!
N,! +'**,+0,.! %0/.,-0M<('./+,.! .'+/4,-0%?! %/+#! 2%! (,>*,+0$'-%?! (,*20,.! 0'! 0#,! DNF! O,%$B-!
P/44$08! G(,M! 2-.! <'%0M! %0/.,-0! $-0,(3$,&%! 2-.! (,>*,+0$'-%! >('4! 0#,! DNF! 5/%0(2*$2! .,%$B-!
%/44$0!&2%!2-2*=%,.!62%,.!'-!0#,!+'.$-B!%0(/+0/(,!$-!"26*,!C8!P0/.,-0%R!<,(%<,+0$3,%!'-!0#,$(!
,Q<,($,-+,%! '>! B*'62*! +'4<,0,-+$,%?! 2%! 0#,=! (,*20,! 0'! #/42-$02($2-! ,-B$-,,($-B! 2-.!
.,3,*'<4,-0?!!
"#,! (,%,2(+#,(%! 2-2*=%,.! ,$B#0! %0/.,-0! <2(0$+$<2-0R%! <(,M! 2-.! <'%0M! %/44$0! (,%<'-%,%8!
P0/.,-0%! 2-%&,(,.! 0#,! Z/,%0$'-! <($'(! 0'! 0#,! 6,B$--$-B! '>! 0#,! .,%$B-! %/44$0?! 2-.! 0#,-!
$44,.$20,*=!2>0,(!0#,!+'44/-$0=!%02=!2-.!+'-+*/%$'-!'>!0#,!%/44$08!!!
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A.-$"*M?*75'.(1).41.(*8(61(""41(6*89&"41"(0"2*/%@1(6*:)450)54"*

1'.,!

P/6M+'.,!

O,>$-$0$'-!

Y/42-!
1,-0(,.!
O,%$B-!

!

O,%$B-!0#$-)$-BA!/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#,!<('6*,4?!
+'-0,Q0?!-,,.%?!2-.!<('0'0=<$-B!%'*/0$'-%!

Y/42-$02($2-!
D-B$-,,($-B!

!

X,>,(,-+,!0'!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B?!'(!
#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B!+'-0,Q0%!

!

O,3,*'<4,-0?!
O$%26$*$0=!

Y/42-$02($2-!D-B$-,,($-B!,-+'4<2%%$-B!4'(,!0#2-!
0,+#-'*'B=!'(!.$%2%0,(!(,*$,>!EP4$0#?!1'4<%0'-?!
i2*,?!F2$**$,?!H!"/(-,(?!I9CJK!

P'+$2*?!1/*0/(2*?!
X,*,32-+,!'>!%'+$2*?!+/*0/(2*?!2-.!,-3$('-4,-02*!
2-.!D-3$('-4,-02*! +'-0,Q0!0'!,-B$-,,($-B!EP4$0#?!1'4<%0'-?!i2*,?!
F2$**$,?!H!"/(-,(?!I9CJK!
"#,!+'.$-B!%0(/+0/(,!&2%!62%,.!'-!<(,3$'/%!*$0,(20/(,!(,B2(.$-B!.,%$B-!0#$-)$-B!$-!
.,3,*'<4,-0!,-B$-,,($-B!E;,3$-,?!5B'B$-'?!H!;,%-$,&%)$?!I9CJK!2-.!(,*,32-0!,-B$-,,($-B!
,./+20$'-!&'()!$-!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B!EP4$0#?!1'4<%0'-?!i2*,?!F2$**$,?!H!"/(-,(?!
I9CJK8!!

E"25$)2*
"#,!<(,M%/44$0!2-.!<'%0M%/44$0!$-0,(3$,&!Z/,%0$'-%!<('4<0,.!%0/.,-0%!0'!.,>$-,!,-B$-,,($-B!
2-.! #/42-$02($2-! ,-B$-,,($-B8! "#,! </(<'%,! '>! 0#,! %0/.=! &2%! 0'! ,Q24$-,! $>! 0#,! %/44$0!
,Q<,($,-+,%!+'-0($6/0,.!0'!%0/.,-0%R!.,3,*'<4,-0!$-!,-B$-,,($-B!+'4<,0,-+$,%8!"#,!2-2*=%$%!
$.,-0$>$,.! %0/.,-0%R! <,(%<,+0$3,%! '-! ,-B$-,,($-B! <($'(! 0'?! 2-.! 2>0,(! 0#,! .,%$B-! %/44$0!
,Q<,($,-+,8!!
N,! >'/-.! 0#20! <($'(! 0'! 0#,! %/44$0! W9! <,(+,-0! '>! 0#,! <2(0$+$<2-0%R! .,>$-$0$'-! '>! ,-B$-,,($-B!
$-+*/.,.! (,>,(,-+,! 0'! 2-! ,-B$-,,(R%A! ,-B$-,,($-BR%! ('*,! $-! %'+$,0=?! ,8B8! G2(0$+$<2-0! C@!
<5$40$**/0$4!.2!=*!0-!>#-03#%%&!?,..0$4!.24*.@*/!-A0%%-!&2,BC*!%*#/$.!;/2=!.*3@$2%24&!#$)!=#.@-!
#$)!./&0$4!.2!0$32/?2/#.*!.@#.!0$.2!#))/*--0$4!#!?/2>%*=!.@#.B-!>*$*;030#%!.2!-230*.&Dc!"&,-0=M
>$3,!<,(+,-0!'>!<2(0$+$<2-0%!.$.!-'0!(,>,(!0'!,-B$-,,($-B!>('4!2!%'+$,02*!'(!<,'<*,A!+'44/-$0=M
$4<2+0,.?!,8B8!G2(0$+$<2-0!7@!<*$40$**/0$4!0-!#!?/2;*--02$!.@#.!)*#%-!E0.@!?/2>%*=!-2%C0$4!>&!
0$)0C0),#%-!E0.@!-?*30#%0-*)!A$2E%*)4*!#$)!-A0%%-!;2/!?/2>%*=-!2;!@04@!32=?%*F0.&!#$)!/*G,0/*-!
#!C*/&!@04@!%*C*%!2;!,$)*/-.#$)0$4DH!"#,!'0#,(!IW!<,(+,-0!$-.$+20,.!2!+#2-B,!$-!0#,!<2(0$+$<2-0%R!
$-$0$2*!.,>$-$0$'-!>('4!2!<('>,%%$'-2*M'($,-0,.!_'6!0'!$-+*/.,!0#,!('*,!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!$-!%'+$,0=?!
,8B8!G2(0$+$<2-0!W@!<I$0.0#%%&!.@0$A0$4!0.!>*0$4!=2/*!2;!#!?/2;*--02$'!#$)!$2E!32$-0)*/0$4!0.!=2/*!
2;!#!=0$)-*.!#$)!=2/*!2;!#$!#??/2#3@!.2!32=?%*F!-2%,.02$-'!#-!E*%%!#-!-0=?%*!-2%,.02$-D!J,.!
=2/*!0$!.@*!#-?*3.-!2;!.*3@$03#%!?/2>%*=-!E@03@!#/*!*F?*/0*$3*)!>&!.@2-*!0$!.@*!32==,$0.&!
.@#.!=#&!$2.!@#C*!-?*30;03!A$2E%*)4*!2;!E@#.!.@*!-2%,.02$!=04@.!>*!2/!@2E!.2!#??/2#3@!.@#.!
-2%,.02$8c!
P/%02$-26*,! .,+$%$'-M42)$-B! <('+,%%,%! 0#20! +'-%$.,(! 2<<('<($20,! %/%02$-26$*$0=! 2-.! ,0#$+2*!
$%%/,%!2(,!),=!0'!.,3,*'<$-B!2<<('<($20,!0,+#-'*'B$,%!2-.!.,%$B-%!0#20!+(,20,!<'%$0$3,!+#2-B,!
$-! .,3,*'<$-B! +'44/-$0$,%8! P0/.,-0%! 3$,&,.! 0#,! ('*,! '>! #/42-$02($2-! ,-B$-,,(%! 0'! $-+*/.,!
,4<20#$%$-B! &$0#! 0#,! +'44/-$0$,%?! 2-.! .$.! -'0! $-+*/.,! .$%2%0,(! (,*$,>! 62%,.! '-! 0#,$(! <'%0M
%/44$0!(,%<'-%,%8!F,*'&!$%!2-!,Q24<*,!'>!2!<2(0$+$<2-0!(,%<'-%,!0#20!#$B#*$B#0%!0#,!(,*,32-+,!
'>!0#,!%'+$2*!2-.!+/*0/(2*!+'-0,Q0%8!!
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bYDR%! #23,! 2! (,%<'-%$6$*$0=! 0'! ,-%/(,! 0#,$(! $4<2+0! $%! 0#20! '>! 2! <'%$0$3,! -20/(,?! 0#20!

$-+*/.,%! <2=$-B! 200,-0$'-! 0'! &#20! 2! +'44/-$0=! -,,.%! 2%! '<<'%,.! 0'! &#20! 42=! 6,!
+'-%$.,(,.! 2%! 2! (,Z/$(,4,-0! 6=! 2-! '/0%$.,! $-.$3$./2*! '(! ,-0$0=8! YDR%! 4/%0! 6,! 3,(=!
%,-%$0$3,! 2-.! (,%<,+0>/*! 0'! +/*0/(2*! 0(2.$0$'-%! 6=! ,-($+#$-B! 0#,4%,*3,%! &$0#! +/*0/(2*!
)-'&*,.B,! 6,>'(,! 200,4<0$-B! 0'! ,4<20#$%,! &$0#! +'44/-$0$,%! 2-.! ,Q<*'(,! .,%$B-!
'<<'(0/-$0$,%8! 5-! ,4<#2%$%! $%! 0'! 6,! <*2+,.! '-! ,4<20#=?! '-,! '>! 0#,! ,%%,-0$2*! 0''*%!
(,Z/$(,.!>'(!2!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,(8c!
P0/.,-0%!&#'!&'(),.!&$0#!0#,!+'44/-$0=!<2(0-,(%!$-!./($-B!0#,!O,%$B-!P/44$0!G('B(24!$-!
1246'.$2!/0$*$h,.!0#,!+'-0,Q0!'>!0#,!+'44/-$0=!&#,-!.,>$-$-B!0#,!.,%$B-!'<<'(0/-$0=!2-.!&,(,!
4'(,! %,-%$0$3,! 0'! 0#,! ,-.M/%,(! (,Z/$(,4,-0%8! DQ<,($,-+,%?! %/+#! 2%! &'()$-B! &$0#! 0#,!
+'44/-$0=! 4,46,(%! $-! 0#,! +'(-! >$,*.%! '(! $-0,(3$,&$-B! 0#,! %+#''*! 0,2+#,(?! +*2($>$,.! 0#,!
$4<'(02-+,! '>! ,-.M/%,(! (,Z/$(,4,-0%8! "#,! P/44$0R%! <(,M+'44/-$0=! 2+0$3$0$,%! $-0('./+,.!
%0/.,-0%! 0'! 0#,! <#2%,%! '>! 0#,! Y1O8! S'(! ,Q24<*,?! 0#,! ,4<20#$%,! <#2%,! 2+0$3$0=! >2+$*$020,.!
%0/.,-0%!0'!$-0,(2+0!&$0#!<,'<*,!0#20!+'/*.!6,!/%,(!'>!2!<('<'%,.!.,%$B-!$.,28!!
5%!<2(0!'>!0#,!DNF!O,%$B-!P/44$0?!%0/.,-0%!,-B2B,.!$-!2+0$3$0$,%?!0#20!,-+'/(2B,.!0#,4!0'!
0#$-)!26'/0!,4<20#$%$-B!&$0#!0#,!,-.!/%,(?!2-!,Q24<*,!'>!%0/.,-0%!.,%$B-$-B!$4<('3,4,-0%!
>'(! "/)! "/)! .($3,(%R! 0(2-%<'(020$'-! %'*/0$'-%! $%! %,,-! $-! S$B/(,! C8! f0#,(! <('B(24! B(2./20,%!
(,>*,+0,.!0#20!0#,!O,%$B-!P/44$0!2**'&,.!0#,4!+'44/-$+20,!$-!4'(,!+#2**,-B$-B!%$0/20$'-%?!
2-.!0#20!0#,=!B2$-,.!2!4'(,!B*'62*!<,(%<,+0$3,!'-!0#,!$4<2+0%!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!.,%$B-8!
!

!
L1654"*Q?*8'&.)312"*!"216(*C3.2"*F0)1#1)W**

O,%$B-! P/44$0! ,-B$-,,($-B! %0/.,-0! <2(0$+$<2-0%! (,<'(0,.! 0#20! 0#,$(! $44,(%$'-! $-! 0#,!
+'44/-$0=! 2-.! ,-B2B$-B! &$0#! 0#,! +'44/-$0=! 4,46,(%?! (,%/*0,.! $-! 2! 4'(,! ,4<20#,0$+!
2<<('2+#! 0'! .,%$B-! &#,(,! 0#,=! .,>$-,.! 0#,! .,%$B-! '<<'(0/-$0=! >('4! 0#,! /%,(R%! <,(%<,+0$3,!
(20#,(!0#2-!0#,$(!'&-!<,(%<,+0$3,%8!!
"#,! <'%0M%/44$0! (,%<'-%,%! 2-2*=%,.! <2(0$+$<2-0%R! <,(%<,+0$3,%! '-! ,-B$-,,($-B! 2-.!
.,3,*'<4,-0!0'!(,>*,+0!2-=!<,(%<,+0$3,!+#2-B,%!$-!0#,!,-B$-,,($-B!B*'62*!+'4<,0,-+$,%8!"#,!
>*'&$-B!Z/'0,!>('4!G2(0$+$<2-0!7!#$B#*$B#0%!2!.,3,*'<4,-0!$-!0#$%!%0/.,-0%R!<,(%<,+0$3,!'>!0#,$(!
26$*$0=! 0'! /-.,(%02-.! 0#,! $4<*$+20$'-%! '>! +/*0/(2*! .$>>,(,-+,%! 2-.! 2-! 2<<(,+$20$'-! '>! '0#,(!
+/*0/(,%!E[*,$-MU2(.-,(?!2-.!N2*),(?!I9CCK8!!
G2(0$+$<2-0!7@!bi=!.,>$-$0$'-!'>!.,3,*'<4,-0!#2%!%#$>0,.!%'4,&#20?!6/0!:!6,*$,3,.!0#20!$>!<,'<*,!#2.!2++,%%!
0'!(/--$-B!&20,(!2-.!%2-$020$'-?!,*,+0($+$0=?!,./+20$'-!2-.!#,2*0#!%,(3$+,%?!0#,-!0#,=!&'/*.!6,!+'-%$.,(,.!
.,3,*'<,.8!"#$%!$.,2!#2%!+#2-B,.!2!*$00*,!0#'/B#!2-.!6('2.,-,.8!N#$*,!0#,%,!2(,!2**!%0$**!B''.!$-.$+20'(%?!
0#,=! .'-R0! (,<(,%,-0! 0(/,! .,3,*'<4,-08! U$3,-! 0#,! 1246'.$2-! +'-0,Q0?! 0#,(,! &,(,! ,*,4,-0%! '>! 0#,%,!
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$-.$+20'(%!&#$+#!.$.!,Q$%0!$-!2**!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!0#20!:!%2&?!>('4!0#,!+$0=?!%42**!0'&-%?!2-.!,3,-!$-!0#,!0$-=!
3$**2B,!+'44/-$0$,%8!S'(!4,?!#23$-B!'6%,(3,.!0#,!<(,%,-+,!'>!42-=!'>!0#,%,!),=!$-.$+20'(%!2-.!-'0$-B!
0#,! 26%,-+,! '>! '0#,(%?! $0! 6,+24,! 2<<2(,-0! 0#20! 0#,%,! 2*'-,! .$.! -'0! %$B-$>=! .,3,*'<4,-0?! ,%<,+$2**=! $-!
$-%02-+,%! &#,(,! 0#,(,! &,(,! '63$'/%! ,Q0,(-2*! $-</0%8! i=! .,>$-$0$'-! '>! .,3,*'<4,-0! $%! '-,! &#,(,! 0#,%,!
>2+$*$0$,%!2-.!%,(3$+,%!%0$**!,Q$%0?!6/0!0#,=!2(,!$-%0$B20,.!2-.!$-%02**,.?!.,3,*'<,.!2-.!$4<('3,.!6=!0#,!*'+2*!
<,'<*,! 2-.! -'0! 6=! 2-! '/0%$.,! %'/(+,8! 5-.! 0'! 0#$%! ,-.?! $>! 0#,! *'+2*! +'44/-$0=! +2-! >2+$*$020,! 0#,$(! '&-!
$4<('3,4,-0?!0#,-!0#,=!2(,!.,3,*'<$-B8!

"#,! <'%0M%/44$0! (,%<'-%,%! '>! <2(0$+$<2-0%R! <,(%<,+0$3,%! '-! ,-B$-,,($-B! 2-.! .,3,*'<4,-0!
>'+/%,.! '-! #'&! 0#,! ,Q<,($,-+,! '>! 0#,! %/44$0!$-+'(<'(20,.!<2(0$+$<2-0%R!(,>*,+0$'-! !'>!Y1O?!
P/%02$-26$*$0=?!2-.!#'&!0#,!,Q<,($,-+,%!2**'&,.!%0/.,-0%!0'!+'44/-$+20,!2+('%%!+/*0/(,%!2-.!
.,2*! &$0#! ,0#$+2*! $%%/,%8! "#,! DNFM! %/<<'(0,.! ,Q<,($,-+,%?! $-! +'-_/-+0$'-! &$0#! 0#,! <('_,+0M
62%,.!*,2(-$-B!2<<('2+#?!!<('3$.,!2!%+2>>'*.,.!'<<'(0/-$0=!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!,Q<,($,-+,!(,2*$%0$+!
#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B!.,%$B-!,Q<,($,-+,%!0#20!+'-0($6/0,!0'!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!B(2./20,!
B*'62*!+'4<,0,-+$,%8!!!

!1205221%(*
P,3,(2*!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0!,-B$-,,(%!&#'!200,-.,.!0#,!.,%$B-!%/44$0!#23,!+/*0/(2*!62+)B('/-.%!
0#20!2(,!'>!2!%$4$*2(!+'-0,Q0!0'!0#20!,Q<,($,-+,.!$-!1246'.$28!"#$%!42=!#23,!#,*<,.!0#,4!0'!
.,3,*'<!2!.,,<,(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,!+/*0/(,!2-.!+'-0,Q0!0#20!0#,=!,Q<,($,-+,.!'-!0#,!.,%$B-!
%/44$0!2%!'<<'%,.!0'!0#'%,!%0/.,-0%!&$0#!2!4'(,!&,%0,(-!62%,.!+/*0/(2*!62+)B('/-.8!
f-,! '>! 0#,! ),=! <'$-0%! 0#20! &2%! %0(,%%,.! +'-0$-/'/%*=! 0#('/B#'/0! 0#,! .,%$B-! %/44$0! 6=! 0#,!
>2+$*$020$'-!0,24!&2%!0#20!0#,!2$4!'>!0#,!%/44$0!&2%!-'0!0'!2<<*=!<(2+0$+2*!,-B$-,,($-B!%)$**%!
6/0! 0'! .,3,*'<! 2! .,,<,(! /-.,(%02-.$-B! '>! 2-'0#,(! +/*0/(,! 2-.! 0#,$(! .,3,*'<4,-0! (,*20,.!
'<<'(0/-$0$,%8! :-! B,-,(2*?! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! &,(,! 4$-.>/*! '>! 0#$%! 2<<('2+#?! ,-B2B$-B! &$0#! 0#,!
+'44/-$0=!3$%$0%!6=!0(=$-B!0'!/-.,(%02-.!(20#,(!0#2-!%,,)!%'*/0$'-%8!
"#('/B#!200,-.$-B!0#,!.,%$B-!%/44$0!+*'%,*=!2>0,(!+'4<*,0$'-!'>!0#,!DNF!.,%$B-!+#2**,-B,?!
0#,!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!&,**!<(,<2(,.!0'!2+0$3,*=!,-B2B,!&$0#!0#,!Y1O!<('+,%%8!!
;$4$020$'-%!0'!0#,!%0/.=!<(,%,-0,.!$-!0#$%!2(0$+*,!2(,!2!%42**!%/6%,0!'>!<2(0$+$<2-0%?!+'4<2(,.!
0'!%0/.,-0%!0#20!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!6'0#!0#,!DNF!+#2**,-B,?!O,%$B-!P/44$0?!2-.!2(,!$-+*/.,.!$-!
0#,!1PL!D-B$-,,($-B!+'/(%,!+/(($+/*/48!5%!<2(0!'>!0#,!Z/2*$020$3,!(,%,2(+#!2-2*=%$%!%0(/+0/(,?!
&,!2$4!0'!<('3$.,!(,<(,%,-020$3,!%24<*,?!>'+/%$-B!'-!2!<2(0$+/*2(!+'-0,Q0!$-!4'(,!.,02$*8!N,!
2*%'! 2+)-'&*,.B,! 0#,! *$4$020$'-%! '>! 0#,! +'-0,Q0! '>! 0#,! %0/.=! 0#20! <('3$.,%! 2-! $44,(%$3,!
,Q<,($,-+,!>'(!%0/.,-0%!&$0#$-!2!%<,+$>$+!,-B$-,,($-B!.,3,*'<4,-0!+'-0,Q08!!
X,+'44,-.20$'-%! >'(! 0#,! ,-B$-,,($-B! ,./+20$'-! +'44/-$0=! 0#20! 2(,! $-0,(,%0,.! $-!
$4<*,4,-0$-B! (,%/*0%! >('4! 0#,! <2(0$+$<2-0%?! &'/*.! 6,! 0'! .,3,*'<! .,%$B-! 2+0$3$0$,%! 0#20!
$-+'(<'(20,! %'+$,02*! >2+0'(%! $-0'! ,-B$-,,($-B! .,%$B-! ,2(*$,(! $-! 0#,! +/(($+/*/48! ! :-+'(<'(20$-B!
%'+$,02*!>2+0'(%!$-0'!,-B$-,,($-B!.,%$B-!EP4$0#?!1'4<%0'-?!i2*,?!F2$**$,?!H!"/(-,(?!I9CJK!2(,!
$4<'(02-0! 0'! .,3,*'<$-B! %0/.,-0%R! B*'62*! +'4<,0,-+$,%8! P0/.,-0%! &#'! 2(,! ,Q<'%,.! 0'! Y1O!
2-.!'0#,(!%/%02$-26*,!.,%$B-!<(2+0$+,%!%#'/*.!6,-,>$0!>('4!2..$0$'-2*!,Q<,($,-+,%!0#20!,Q<'%,!
%0/.,-0%! 0'! 32($'/%! >2+0'(%?! ,8B8! %'+$,02*?! ,-3$('-4,-02*! 2-.! +/*0/(2*?! $4<2+0$-B! ,-B$-,,($-B!
.,%$B-8!"#,!$44,(%$3,!,Q<,($,-+,%!#,*<,.!%0/.,-0%!0'!6,!%,-%$0$3,!0'!,-.M/%,!(,Z/$(,4,-0%?!
B2$-! B*'62*! <,(%<,+0$3,! '-! $4<2+0%! '>! ,-B$-,,($-B! .,%$B-?! 2-.! +'44/-$+20,! $-! 4'(,!
+#2**,-B$-B! ,-3$('-4,-0%?! 2(,! $4<2+0>/*! 0'! .,3,*'<$-B! B*'62*! +'4<,0,-+$,%8!!
X,+'44,-.20$'-%!>'(!+'-0,Q0%!0#20!2(,!-'0!26*,!0'!<('3$.,!$44,(%$3,!,Q<,($,-+,%!&'/*.!6,!
0'! <('3$.,! 2+0$3$0$,%! 0#20! 2**'&?! 2-.! ,-+'/(2B,?! %0/.,-0%! 0'! +'-%$.,(! 0#,! %'+$2*! >2+0'(%! 0#20!
$4<2+0!.,%$B-!2-.!#'&!%0/.,-0%!%#'/*.!$-+'(<'(20,!'0#,(!,-3$('-4,-02*!2-.!+/*0/(2*!>2+0'(%!
$-0'!,-B$-,,($-B!.,%$B-8!!
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/%(0$521%(*
D-B$-,,(%!'<,(20,!$-!2!#'*$%0$+!%'+$,0=?!&#,(,!2!+'-+,(-!>'(!0#,!,-3$('-4,-0!2-.!0#,!/%,(!$%!
),=!0'!,-B$-,,($-B!.,%$B-8!S2+$*$020$-B!%0/.,-0%!0'!/%,!2!#/42-M+,-0(,.!.,%$B-!2<<('2+#?!6=!
+'-%$.,($-B!0#,!%'+$2*?!,-3$('-4,-02*?!2-.!,+'-'4$+!$4<2+0%!'>!0#,$(!.,%$B-%?!$4<('3,%!0#,$(!
+'4<,0,-+=!0'!6,!2!4'(,!&,**M('/-.,.!2-.!B*'62*!,-B$-,,(8!DQ<,($,-+,%?!%/+#!2%!0#,!
O,%$B-!P/44$0?!&#,(,!%0/.,-0%!2(,!,Q<'%,.!0'!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0#20!+2-!2**'&!0#,4!0'!/0$*$%,!'(!
2<<*=!B*'62*!+'4<,0,-+$,%!2%!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,(%!$%!6,-,>$+$2*!0'&2(.!0#,$(!'3,(2**!
<('>,%%$'-2*!$.,-0$0=!2%!2-!,-B$-,,(8!!!

E"+"4"(0"2*
F('&-?!`8!V8?!G($+,?!V8?!"/(-,(?!V8!G8?!H!1'**,=?!58!EI9CJK8!G('>,%%$'-2*!.,3,*'<4,-0!&$0#$-!%0/.=!
26('2.!<('B(24%!>'(!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20'(%!0'!B2$-!+'->$.,-+,!$-!<(,<2($-B!%0/.,-0%!0'!+'-0($6/0,!
0'!0#,!P/%02$-26*,!O,3,*'<4,-0!U'2*%8!:-!69.@!+$$,#%!:2$;*/*$3*!2;!.@*!+,-./#%#-0#$!+--230#.02$!
;2/!5$40$**/0$4!5),3#.02$K!++55!678L!E<8!jJK8!P'/0#,(-!1('%%!L-$3,(%$0=8!
D-B$-,,(%!N$0#'/0!F'(.,(%!5/%0(2*$28!EI9C\2K8!"#,!DNF!1#2**,-B,8!X,0($,3,.!>('4!
#00<@AA&&&8,&6+#2**,-B,8'(BA+'-0,-0A26'/0M<('B(24!
D-B$-,,(%!N$0#'/0!F'(.,(%!5/%0(2*$28!EI9C\6K8!G'%$0$'-!O,%+($<0$'-!k!O,%$B-!P/44$0!5+2.,4$+!
S,**'&8!
U'-+#,(?!58?!H!V'#($?!58!EI9CWK8!1'-0,Q0/2*!1'-%0(2$-$-B!'>!P0/.,-0!O,%$B-!G(2+0$+,%8!V'/(-2*!'>!
D-B$-,,($-B!D./+20$'-?!C97@!IWIMI\]8!.'$@!C98C99IA_,,8I99\j!
[*,$-MU2(.-,(?!P8!P8?!H!N2*),(?!58!EI9CCK8!O,>$-$-B!B*'62*!+'4<,0,-+,!>'(!,-B$-,,($-B!%0/.,-0%8!
:-!54,($+2-!P'+$,0=!>'(!D-B$-,,($-B!D./+20$'-8!54,($+2-!P'+$,0=!>'(!D-B$-,,($-B!D./+20$'-8!
[(24,(?!V8?!G'(,#?!O8?!H!5B'B$-'?!58!EI9C\K8!L%$-B!"#,O,%$B-DQ+#2-B,!2%!2!)-'&*,.B,!<*20>'(4!>'(!
#/42-M+,-0,(,.!.,%$B-M.($3,-!B*'62*!.,3,*'<4,-08!:-!OP!]\MC!G('+,,.$-B%!'>!0#,!IC%0!
:-0,(-20$'-2*!1'->,(,-+,!'-!D-B$-,,($-B!O,%$B-!E:1DO!C\K!l'*!C@!X,%'/(+,!P,-%$0$3,!O,%$B-?!
O,%$B-!X,%,2(+#!5<<*$+20$'-%!2-.!12%,!P0/.$,%?!l2-+'/3,(?!12-2.2?!ICMIW89]8!I9C\8!
;,3$-,?!O8!:8?!;,%-$,&%)$?!i8!58?!H!5B'B$-'?!58!i8!EI9CJK8!O,%$B-!"#$-)$-B!$-!O,3,*'<4,-0!
D-B$-,,($-B8!:`"DX`5":f`5;!VfLX`5;!fS!D`U:`DDX:`U!DOL15":f`?!^IE^K?!C^jJMC79J8!
;,3$-,?!O8!:8?!5B'B$-'?!58!i8?!2-.!;,%-$,&%)$?!i8!58!EI9CWK?!bO,%$B-!"#$-)$-B!$-!O,3,*'<4,-0!
D-B$-,,($-Bc8!G('+,,.$-B%!'>!0#,!I9CW!Y2(3,=!i/..!O,%$B-!N'()%#'<!:m8!
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SESSION C5: Systems perspectives on engineering education
CONTEXT In interdisciplinary research, tacit epistemological differences can influence how
research is interpreted and judged as trustworthy or otherwise. One example is in education
research in engineering. A complication in the development of engineering education
research as a field is that many of its practitioners have moved into education research from
a background in traditional engineering, underpinned by a positivist epistemology with
established criteria of research rigour. However, an arguably similar consensus has not been
reached for criteria of research quality in education, at least not in inter-disciplinary areas like
engineering education. One consequence is that researchers from such a positivist tradition
can be dismissive of interpretivist research findings, and only find positivist research
trustworthy.

PURPOSE How to defend interpretivist knowledge claims in engineering education
research?

APPROACH Walther, Sochacka, and Kellam (2013) used an analogy with quality
management in engineering to develop a process-oriented framework for interpretive
research quality. Instead of judging only the quality of research outcomes, as is typical in
positivist research, they focused instead on the processes of both making and handling data.
In this paper, this framework is unpacked and used to defend the results of the authors’
previously published phenomenographic study of lecturing (Daniel, 2016; Daniel, Mann, &
Mazzolini, 2016).

RESULTS In this paper, the reliability and validity of the outcomes of a previous
phenomenographic study of ways of experiencing lecturing are established. This is achieved
through reference to established conventions in phenomenographic research, thick
descriptions of how the data was collected and analysed, and comparison to the results of
similar studies, all within the framework of interpretivist research quality developed by
Walther et al. (2013). Such thick descriptions of data collection and analysis are often
omitted from phenomenographic publications, whereas detailing this process can lend weight
to such research’s reliability.

CONCLUSIONS Interpretivist methodologies have an important role in engineering
education research. By taking pains to establish the validity and reliability of interpretivist
research outcomes, it is hoped they will be accepted more widely amongst researchers,
regardless of whether they come from a positivist or interpretivist background.
KEYWORDS Research quality, epistemology, interpretivist
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Introduction
“Show me a cultural relativist at 30,000 feet and I'll show you a hypocrite”
Richard Dawkins
River out of Eden (1995)
In inter-disciplinary research, tacit epistemological differences can influence how we interpret
research and judge its trustworthiness. One example is in engineering education research,
and in STEM education research in general. A complication in the development of STEM
education research as a field is that many of its practitioners have moved into education
research from a background in traditional science, underpinned by a positivist epistemology
with established criteria of research rigour. However, a similar consensus has not been
reached for criteria of research quality in STEM education research. One consequence is
that researchers from a positivist tradition can be dismissive of interpretivist research
findings, and only find positivist research trustworthy. This is illustrated in the above quote,
and in the following excerpt from an interview conducted with a physics lecturer (Daniel,
2016):
I went to a talk by Eric Mazur that made me more aware that there is actually not just some
theories on why active learning might be better, but a lot of hard-nosed detailed statistically
significant research, at first-year level anyway, on why it is better … and that was really what
made me aware that this isn’t just teaching and learning specialists wittering on about
the latest pedagogical craze, this is well backed by hard evidence with good p-values
[Zorro, p. 32]

In a positivist tradition, research quality is typically judged by the validity and reliability of
findings. Validity can be defined as the “agreement of the results of a measurement with the
true value of the measured quantity” and reliability as the “repeatability” of measurement
(Sirohi & Radha Krishnan, 1983). With their emphasis on measurement, validity and
reliability are sometimes operationalized as accuracy and precision.
But how to make sense of these concepts in interpretivist research, where there are no
objective ‘true values’, and the complexity and uniqueness of social systems belie the
possibility of exact repeatability?
In social science research, there is a long tradition of exploring these questions of
interpretivist research quality (e.g. Guba (1981), Krefting (1991), and Schwandt, Lincoln, and
Guba (2007)). However, in this study we used a new framework for research quality that is
perhaps more appropriate and accessible for engineering educators, as it attempts to build a
bridge between engineering practice and interpretivist research.
Walther et al. (2013) used an analogy with quality management in engineering to develop a
process-oriented framework for interpretive research quality. Instead of judging only the
quality of research outcomes, as is typical in positivist research, they focused instead on the
processes of both making and handling data. They reframed reliability as the extent to which
random influences on the research process are minimised, and unpacked validation into four
different aspects, centred around the question of “whether the researcher sees what they
think they see” and how they conform to meaning conventions in reporting their work to the
relevant research community.
In this paper, we will describe this research quality framework and give contrasting examples
of how it can be used to characterise quality interpretivist research. Then we will explore how
it was used to defend the first author’s PhD phenomenographic research into lecturers’
different ways of experiencing lecturing, in the epistemological cold-war battleground of
engineering education.
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Reliability and Validity
Scientific Research Quality
Scientific research quality is generally evaluated by its reliability and validity, operationalised
as precision and accuracy (Figure 1). The goal is to have results clustered tightly around the
centre of the metaphorical target. That is, results that are both precise and accurate, as
represented in the bottom right diagram.

Validity

Are you on target?

Reliability
Do you get the same
result each time?

Figure 1: Characterising scientific research quality

Results that are on-target but only clustered loosely, as in the top right, are said to have a
large random error. This could reflect a low-resolution measuring instrument, or perhaps a
relationship affected by factors you haven’t considered. For example, although a person’s
height is a useful predictor of their weight, the impact of other relevant variables means that if
you measured the weight of a number of individuals with the same height, there would still be
considerable variation.
Conversely, results that are tightly clustered but off-centre, as in the bottom left, indicate
either a zero or systematic error. One recent high-profile example of such precise but
inaccurate measurements was the six-sigma result of neutrinos traveling faster than light
(Adam et al., 2012), which was later found to be spurious due to a subtle systematic error.
Another example is the crash of the NASA Mars Climate Orbiter in 1999, because one team
was measuring thrust in imperial units, but another team was assuming these values were in
metric units (Grossman, 2010).
Research questions like “What is the speed of neutrinos in a vacuum?”, or “What is the
relationship between height and weight of Australian adults?”, are about investigating
objective reality and collecting ‘hard’ data. However, typical education research questions,
like “What does ‘great teaching’ mean to different people?” or “How do different students
perceive successful research supervision?” are instead about the researcher making sense
of subjective experiences. That is, they reflect an interpretivist, rather than positivist,
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epistemology. If the same criteria of positivist research quality are applied to interpretivist
education research, asking questions like “Do you get the same result each time?” and “Are
you on target?”, one may be tempted to conclude, like Zorro in the above quote, that such
research is meaningless and “just teaching and learning specialists wittering on about the
latest pedagogical craze”.

Characterising interpretivist research quality
Walther et al. (2013) developed a framework for interpretivist research quality, adapting the
concepts of positivist research quality to the interpretivist domain (Table 1). Instead of the
positivist focus on judging only the quality of research results, they applied an analogy with
quality management and focused on the research processes of making and handling data.
Table 1: Frameworks of research quality

Interpretivist research

Positivist research
Results

Focus
Reliability

Validity

(Walther, Sochacka et al., 2013)

Do you get the same result each time?
No random error
Are you on target?
No systematic error

Processes
cf. Quality management
Mitigating random influences on the
research process
Process reliability
Does the researcher see what they
think they see?
Theoretical, procedural,
communicative, and pragmatic
validation

They interpreted reliability as ‘process reliability’, and unpacked validation into four different
aspects (Table 2). Note that they used the term ‘theory’ to mean the researcher’s
interpretation or ‘sense-making’ of the phenomenon under investigation.
Table 2: Four different aspects of validation (Walther et al., 2013)

Aspect

Related to:
the fit between the social reality under investigation and the theory
Theoretical
generated
features of the research design that inherently improve the fit between the
Procedural
reality studied and the theory generated
the integrity of the interlocking processes of social construction with the
Communicative
relevant communication communities
Pragmatic

the compatibility of theoretical constructs with empirical reality

As in positivist research, the goal is always to conduct valid and reliable research. To help
demonstrate what valid and reliable interpretivist research looks like, we will first show what it
is not (cf. variation theory (Bussey, Orgill, & Crippen, 2013)), by giving some counterexamples of low-reliability and low-validity research.
Low reliability example
If, for example, a researcher had to go through a dozen research assistants before finding
one that agreed with her thematic coding of some interview data (as has been reported
anecdotally), the research would have low process reliability. The analysis would arguably be
more a reflection of the idiosyncrasies of the researcher, than the views put forward in the
interviews.
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Low validity example
If a researcher were to use student feedback surveys with the belief that this was a measure
of teaching quality, this would be an example of low validity research – the researcher would
not be seeing what they thought they were. Student feedback surveys are more a reflection
of the presenter’s charisma or fluency (Carpenter, Wilford, Kornell, & Mullaney, 2013;
Naftulin, Ware, & Donnelly, 1973), or the respondents’ biases (MacNell, Driscoll, & Hunt,
2014), than teaching quality or student learning.
Low reliability and low validity example
Were a researcher to investigate what it means for research supervision to be a success, by
interviewing students, including some of her own, about their perceptions (as has been
reported anecdotally), this would be an example of research that is both low reliability and
low validity. Because of the unexamined power dynamic between the supervisor and her
students, the research would not be valid. Further, because of the mix of students, with some
being her own, and some not, this would arguably be an ‘unmitigated random influence on
the research process’, or in other words meaning that the research had low reliability.
As opposed to these low reliability and low validity examples, in the following section we
argue for the high reliability and high validity of one of our previous studies.

Establishing the reliability and validity of our previous work
We previously conducted a phenomenographic investigation of experiences of lecturing,
asking ‘What are the different ways of experiencing lecturing?’. Although other studies have
investigated different experiences of teaching in general, this was the first study with a
specific focus on lecturing. The results of that investigation are explored in detail elsewhere
(Daniel, 2016; Daniel et al., 2016). In summary, we identified the following five qualitatively
distinct ways of experiencing lecturing, framed by three themes of experiencing awareness:
student diversity, interaction, and lecture purpose.
1. Lecturing as soliloquy
2. Lecturing as connecting meaning
3. Lecturing as cultivating individuals
4. Lecturing as transformatively co-creating
5. Lecturing as enacting research
Claims of research quality in engineering education often remain tacit. In the first author’s
PhD thesis (Daniel, 2016), the five criteria of the Walther et al. (2013) quality research
framework were explicitly addressed in multiple ways, for both making and handling data.
In the following sub-sections, representative examples of how this was achieved are given
for each of the criteria, to give a flavour of how this framework can be used in practice. For
the sake of brevity, in each case the quality of the research process of only either making
data or handling data are discussed. The first person ‘I’ is used to indicate it was the first
author’s analysis and interpretation.
Theoretical validation
Walther et al. (2013) describe this quality criterion (p. 640) as answering:
Do the concepts and relationships of the theory appropriately correspond to the social
reality under investigation?
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In other words, this aspect focuses on the question: to what extent does the knowledge
produced by an investigation relate to the empirical phenomenon in question?
Making the data
In our study, this was addressed by purposely recruiting as diverse a sample as possible. In
phenomenography, the goal is not to gain a representative sample, but instead to capture a
wide pool of experiences of the phenomenon in question. For this investigation into lecturing,
the dimensions along which we sought to maximise diversity included gender, university
context (regional versus urban, research-focused versus technology-focused), discipline, and
years of lecturing experience.
Furthermore, the object of study was not lecturing practice per se, for which perhaps an
observational study would be most appropriate. Instead of such a first-order empirical study,
the object of study was understanding the different ways in which lecturing is experienced.
Although the extent to which it can do so is innately limited (Säljö, 1997), the best tool we
have for this is analysing the different ways people talk about the phenomenon, to
deconstruct what is salient to them about the phenomenon. Thus, semi-structured interviews
were used.
Procedural validation
Procedural validation is about making clear what aspects of the research design improve the
fit between the social reality and the interpretation thereof.
Handling the data
In analysing the transcripts it was important to try to identify instances in each transcript, and
in the pool of transcripts as well, of each critical variant to ensure that my interpretation was
not based on some idiosyncratic analysis of one decontextualised utterance but grounded in
the context of the transcript and the pool of transcripts.
In addition, when I had felt I had identified some ‘essence’ of a transcript after reading it, I
made sure I could identify supporting quotes to defend my knowledge claim. I had to always
question my interpretations, and purposely look for and consider disconfirming instances, to
limit the extent to which I was projecting my biases on to the data. This process of cyclically
evaluating conjectured interpretations against the data is sometimes called the ‘constant
comparative method’ (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
I used a number of strategies to critique my own interpretation and decision-making process
of analysis. I kept a detailed record (cf. Chapter 6 of my thesis) of decisions and
interpretations and sought always to evaluate them against the transcripts and disregard
intuitive interpretations that I could not defend without quotes. I was aided in this process by
two critical friends (Costa & Kallick, 1993) who helped shape the analysis by challenging me
on points that I had glossed over or not backed up with supporting quotes. If I could not
argue from the quotes for a particular interpretation, it was disregarded.
Communicative validation
This criterion refers to the extent to which meaning and interpretation is communicated with
different stakeholders in the research process: participants, the research team, education
practitioners, and other researchers and the literature more broadly.
Making the data
At the beginning of each interview, through both the consent form and a quick spoken
introduction, I would describe my research project and highlight that I was interested in their
experiences of lecturing, and that there were no ‘correct’ answers. If participants asked what
I meant by lecturing, I would explain that I was asking about what happened when they had a
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lecture on their timetable, or about what happened in the lecture hall. In this way, I ensured
that we were talking about the same phenomenon, but avoided projecting any of my own
judgements or understandings about lecturing.
As I wrote on my interview protocol as a prompt for myself, I would ‘guard against assuming
any terms they say’. In practice this meant that I would avoid paraphrasing participants’ ideas
back to them to seek their confirmation, which would involve recasting their ideas through my
awareness, or not checking terms at all, which would imply me making assumptions about
meanings of terminology. Instead, when relevant concepts were referred to, I would neutrally
probe them, using questions such as “what do you mean by that?” or “can you give me an
example?”, with the assumption in the interpretation that the provided example is an
exemplar of that concept, that for the respondent it epitomises the features of the concept
important to them. Sometimes, I would simply repeat their words with an upward inflection –
a non-judgemental way of asking them to elaborate on the meaning of a particular term or
phrase.
Using these strategies I communicated with participants my motives for the research, and
clarified any ambiguous terminology.
Pragmatic validation
Walther, Sochacka et al. (2013) characterise pragmatic validation as the “process of
determining whether the theory and constructs used or developed in a particular study can
withstand prolonged exposure to the empirical reality” (p. 647). That is, do the results actually
make sense. In phenomenography for example the goal is to describe variation, therefore the
results should actually show some variation.
Handling the data
My analysis was pragmatically validated in several ways.
The analysis process was meaningful for me

Similar to how the participants found the interview process a useful reflective device, as a
lecturer myself, I found the interviews and subsequent analysis a prompt for reflection on my
own practice and understanding. It also prompted me to reflect on issues outside of teaching,
as well as helping me make sense of other education contexts in new ways. I explore these
reflections in detail in my thesis, but overall I can assert that the process has been
meaningful for me.
Phenomenographic assumptions validated by findings

Phenomenography assumes that there is a coherent hierarchy of categories of description
that relates the variation in how participants’ transcripts reflect the different ways they
experience a particular phenomenon. I found such a hierarchy, and therefore my study is
pragmatically validated.
Potential application to professional development

Beliefs about teaching are a necessary, but not sufficient, component of successful
pedagogical reform (Henderson, Beach, & Finkelstein, 2011). It is my hope that this study will
contribute to the discussion about teaching beliefs in a meaningful way by prompting
lecturers to reflect on their practice, and perhaps eventually be incorporated into future
effective professional development programs for lecturers, thereby incidentally demonstrating
its pragmatic validity.
Process reliability
Within a positivist epistemology, reliability refers to the consistency of repeated
measurements. In an interpretivist paradigm, the complexity and uniqueness of different
participants and contexts are central, and so the criterion of repeatability is no longer
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applicable. Instead, Walther et al. (2013) adapt the idea of reliability into interpretivist
research as the extent to which the research process is independent of random influences,
including the idiosyncrasies of the researcher. They advocate for the “development and
explicit documentation of dependable procedures in making and handling the data” (p. 649).
Making the data
I provided ‘explicit documentation’ of my phenomenographic data collection process in my
thesis (Daniel, 2016), and summarise it briefly here.
I conducted two pilot interviews, which were not used in the analysis, which I recorded and
reviewed with my supervisors to refine the interview protocol and my interview technique.
When debriefing with one of the pilot interview participants, and analysing with him to what
extent I had allowed my own awareness to influence the direction it took, he commented
poetically that “you opened a canvas for me to paint my understanding on”.
I recorded the interviews on a digital voice recorder, then had them transcribed by a
professional transcriber (except for two interviews which I transcribed myself), and then
subsequently verified the transcription myself, to correct phonetic substitutions or other
transcription errors.

Conclusion
Vouching for the quality of interpretivist research processes is sometimes overlooked
compared to the review processes in place for judging research outcomes, typically
published as conference or journal papers. Quality research outcomes are predicated upon
quality research processes, but claims of the latter are most often implied rather than made
explicit in engineering education research. This work makes an important first step in
interpretivist engineering education research by using a systematic quality framework,
developed through an analogy with engineering quality management, to explicitly argue for
the reliability and validity of a phenomenographic education research study.
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CONTEXT
It is a universal human right for those with a disability to have equitable access to higher
education (UN General Assembly, 2006). However in Australia and many other countries the
participation and completion rates of people with disability in higher education remain
significantly lower than for people without disability.
PURPOSE
To consider the current state in Australia of inclusion in higher education for people of
working age with a disability and review the current level of inclusion in STEM higher
education at one of Australia’s public universities.
APPROACH
A survey and analysis of available statistical data for higher education and engineering
education was performed focusing on disability and inclusion of students with disability.
RESULTS
This paper presents the statistical status of disability inclusion of higher education in
Australia (for public universities) and of STEM inclusion at one of Australia’s public
universities.
CONCLUSION
Disability inclusion in higher education is gaining increasing attention in Australia and
internationally. For almost 70 years there has existed an underlying universal human rights
obligation for the majority UN member nations to ethically ensure education access and
inclusion for all. It is only within the last 25 years in Australia that this principle has been
specifically embodied in legislation and including higher education.
Gaps in research on disability inclusion in Australia and internationally ensure difficulty in
precision when attempting to determine the actual prevalence rates of student disability and
identifying the major barriers to higher education access and engagement for persons with
disability.
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Disability, inclusion, STEM, Australia
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Introduction
It has been almost seventy years since the United Nations proclaimed its Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UN General Assembly, 1948) in which Article 26(1) states that,
“Everyone has a right to education,“ and,
“Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and higher education
shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.”

This all-inclusive statement makes no specific reference to the relative physical and/or
mental abilities of all assessed as being of equal merit to be considered on an equitable
basis and for many member nations of the UN, including Australia, the existence of
corresponding policies, legislation, standards, regulations, and resourcing to action these
committed principles to uphold the rights of persons with disabilities (physical and/or mental)
is much more recent. In Australia, the binding legislation for (all) education providers has
been in existence for only twenty five years as Commonwealth legislation, namely the
Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA) (Department of Education and Training, 2017b) and
its corresponding Commonwealth regulatory standards, Disability Standards for Education
(Standards) which were first issued in 2005 (Department of Education and Training, 2017c).
More recently, in 2006, the United Nations adopted the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities (CRPD). This currently has 160 signatories including Australia (UN General
Assembly, 2006). The CRPD’s stated purpose (ibid) is to:
“…promote, protect and ensure the full and equal enjoyment of all human rights and
fundamental freedoms by all persons with disabilities, and to promote respect for this inherent
dignity.”

Article 24 of the CRPD addresses education and the obligation of all signatories to ensure
that persons with disabilities are not excluded from “the general education system” although
the scope of the convention is limited to primary and secondary education for children. In
Australia the DDA and its accompanying Standards are inclusive of post-secondary (higher)
education, specifically addressing the right of people with disability to be protected against
discrimination in education (Department of Education and Training, 2017b):
“…enrolling or studying in a course at a private school or public school, college, or university.”

The Standards define the obligations of education providers in Australia to provide
reasonable adjustments where necessary to include individual students with disability where
“adjustment” is defined as (Department of Education and Training, 2017c):
“...a measure or action taken to assist a student with disability to participate in education and
training on the same basis as other students.”

And “reasonable adjustment” is defined as (Ibid):
“…if it achieves this purpose while taking into account the student’s learning needs and
balancing the interests of all parties affected, including those of the student with disability, the
education provider, staff, and other students.”

There exists no requirement for adjustments or changes to accommodate the needs of any
individual student with disability if this poses “unjustifiable hardship” on the education
provider (Department of Education and Training, 2017c).
In 2011 the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) ratified and issued the National
Disability Strategy 2010-2020 (Department of Social Services, 2011) and in 2012 the
Australian Government announced the creation of the National Disability Insurance Scheme
(NDIS) which is currently being rolled out nationwide (Gillard, 2012)
In Australia, the legislative and regulatory environment for persons with disabilities appears
to invoke stakeholder theory (assessment of the respective impacts on all relevant
stakeholders) to determine what is deemed reasonable as obligatory adjustment or change
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by any provider of services (including education services) so as to be inclusive of persons
with disability.

Disability in Australia
Disability is defined in Australia by the DDA and it includes total or partial loss of bodily
(physical) or mental functions as well any disorder, illness, or disease that affects a person’s
learning, perception of reality, emotions, judgement, or behaviour (Department of Education
and Training, 2017b).
The DDA intentionally seeks to be broad in defining disability to include physical, sensory,
neurological, and learning types of disability and so it is not surprising that the documented
prevalence of disability in Australia continues to increase as definitions and diagnoses of
particular disabilities are enhanced and updated. For example, the recent reclassification and
redefinition of Autism and Asperger’s Syndrome as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013) has led to a subsequent increase in the
identification of persons (all ages) with ASD.
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), in 2015, the Australian population (all
ages) totalled 23.4 million and of these 4.3 million (18.3%) reported living with a disability. Of
the persons with (at least one) disability, 78.5% reported a physical condition (most
commonly a back-related problem) and 21.5% reported mental and behavioural disorders. A
further 22.1% of the Australian population reported in 2015 a long-term health condition that
resulted in no disability leaving 59.5% of the Australian population in 2015 reporting neither
disability nor long-term health condition. (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016a).
For comparison, in the United States in 2012, the USA population (all ages) totalled 313.9
million and of these 39.7 million (12.6%) reported living with a disability (National Science
Foundation, 2017).
The data for Australia was produced by the ABS Survey of Disability, Ageing, and Carers
(SDAC) and is aligned with the World Health Organisation’s definition of disability such that
the ABD survey defines disability as (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016a):
“…any limitation, restriction or impairment which restricts everyday activities and has lasted, or
is likely to last, for at least six months.”

The SDAC defines four levels of disability severity for core activities (Ibid):
x

Profound limitation: greatest need for help or who are unable to do an activity

x

Severe limitation: sometimes need help and/or have difficulty

x

Moderate limitation: need no help but have difficulty

x

Mild limitation: need no help and have no difficulty but use aids or have limitations

In 2015 in Australia, 1.4 million of the 4.3 million people with disability had a profound or
severe limitation (nearly half of whom were aged over 65 years). The prevalence of disability
in the Australian population was slightly higher for females (18.6%) than males (18.0%) with
this gender imbalance more pronounced in older age groups. (Ibid).
There were 164,000 people in Australia reported by the 2015 SDAC as having Autism (a
42% increase from 115,400 in 2012) and of these 64.2% have a profound or severe core
activity limitation.
Due to changes in how autism is clinically diagnosed since 2013 (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013) it is expected that the reported prevalence of Autism in Australia will
further increase in future as more Australians are identified with this disorder. There is a
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significant imbalance in the gender rates for Autism with males having a prevalence rate of
1.1% compared to females with 0.3%.
The SDAC defines six broad disability groups where a group may include only a single
disability or include a number of similar disabilities. The six disability groups are (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2016a):
x

Sensory

x

Intellectual

x

Physical

x

Psychosocial

x

Head injury, stroke or acquired brain injury

x

Other

Just over 50% of the 4.3 million people with disability in Australia in 2015 reported using aids
or equipment with 25.9% using communication aids for speaking, reading, writing, hearing,
email, or internet activities. Hearing aids were the most common type of communication aid
used by 17.7% of people with disability (Ibid).
Within the 2015 resident population in Australia of 23.4 million, there were 15.4 million
(65.9%) aged 15 to 64 years (working age population). Of this working age population, 2.2
million (14%) reported a disability of which 538,000 (25.9% with a disability) had profound or
severe core activity limitation (3.5% of the total working age population) (Ibid).
For comparison, in 2012 within the resident population in the United States of 313.9 million,
there were 195.5 million (62.3%) aged 18 to 64 years. Of this population group, 20.5 million
(10.5%) reported a disability (National Science Foundation, 2017). This age group does not
include ages 15 to 17 years however the reported disability rate for the age group 15 to 64
years in the United States in 2012 was 13.1%, for the age group 18 to 34 years was 6.0%,
and for the age group 5 to 17 years was 5.4% so an exact age grouping of 15 to 64 years for
this data is likely to show a lower reported disability rate than for the age group 18 to 64
years.
In 2015 only 53.4% of the working age population with disability were part of the Australian
labour force (employed or seeking work) compared to 83.2% of the working age population
reporting no disability. The unemployment rate for those with disability was almost double at
10% compared with 5.3% for those without disability. Nearly half (46.6%) of the working age
population with disability was not in the labour force compared to 16.8% for those without
disability (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016a).

Disability Inclusion in Australian Higher Education
In 2015 of the 2.2 million resident population with a disability in Australia, 41% had achieved
Year 12 or equivalent education (up from 35.6% in 2012) as compared to 62.8% (up from
59.8% in 2012) for the resident population without disability. Only 17% of the working age
population with a disability had completed a Bachelor Degree or above in higher education
compared to 30.1% of working age people without disability(Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2016b)
In Australia, people with disabilities other than Autism are 2.3 times more likely, and people
without disability are 4.4 times more likely, to have a Bachelor degree or above than people
with Autism (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016a).The ABS estimates that in May 2016 a
total of 3.1m (19.7%) of the 15.7 million working age population in Australia was enrolled in
formal study. Of this 1.3 million (43% of those enrolled in study) were enrolled in a course in
higher education (Ibid).
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According to data from the Department of Education and Training’s (DET’s) for the first half
of 2016 (1 January to 30 June), of the reported 1.25 million students enrolled at some time
during this period in higher education 1.15 million (up from 1.12 million) in first half of 2015)
were enrolled within the 38 public “Table A” universities (Note that Table A includes the
Bachelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education, Darwin, which accounts for only 15
students in this dataset). The total undergraduate enrolment (including Diploma courses and
other undergraduate award courses) at Australian public universities in the first half of 2016
was 825,000 with female representation at 55.7% (Department of Education and Training,
2017a).
But of the 1 million plus students engaged in higher education in Australia, what is the
reported prevalence rate of disability, i.e., how many students with disability are reported
and, more importantly, receiving education provider-based support as students? The
National Centre for Student Equity in Higher Education (NCSEHE) has analysed data from
DET and reports that the national student with disability (as reported) rate in 2015 was 6.2%
(Koshy, 2016).
However this rate must be treated with caution as it has been computed only for one level of
course across the Table A public universities. Koshy analysed only the Bachelors Pass
course level ignoring all course levels below (including Associate Degree, Advanced
Diploma, Diploma, etc.) and all course levels above (including Bachelor’s Honours,
Bachelor’s Graduate Entry, and all postgraduate levels). According to DET data for the first
half of 2016, the Bachelor’s Pass course level accounts for 708,807 students (61.8% of all
levels – undergraduate and postgraduate reported by DET). While this is the most significant
level (by student numbers) in Australian higher education the sole use of it eliminates
consideration of almost 40% of all higher education students in Table A public universities
and almost 45% of all higher education students in Australia (all education providers)
(Department of Education and Training, 2017a).
The course levels reported by DET cover Australian Qualifications (AQF) levels 5 through 10
(Australian Qualifications Framework, 2017) whereas Koshy’s data on student equity
enrolments and ratios, computed from DET data, covers only AQF Level 7 (Bachelor
Degree) courses. This of particular relevance to accredited professional undergraduate
courses such as for engineering where in Australia they are at AQF Level 8 (Bachelor
Honours Degree).
Students with disability data (Koshy, 2016), although limited to AQF 7 (Bachelor Degree)
courses at the Table A public universities in Australia shows that at least for over half of all
higher education students in Australia the reported rate of students with disability has been
increasing year-over-year from 4.4% in 2008 to 6.2% in 2015.
In 2011, the Department of Industry, Innovation, Science, Research, and Tertiary Education
(DIISTRE) published a participation rate across all Table A public universities of 4.77% for
domestic students with disability higher education in Australia in 2011 with an increase yearover-year of this rate from 4.01% in 2006 to 4.77% in 2011 (Department of Industry
Innovation Science Research and Tertiary Education (DIISTRE), 2011).
Consulting firm KPMG performed and analysis of unpublished DET data and determined that
students with disability accounted for 5.1% of all students in higher education in 2013
(increasing from 3.7% in 2004) (KPMG, 2015).
How does the reported rate of student disability in Australia compare internationally? Of the
23 million undergraduates students in the United States in 2012 there were almost 2.6 million
(11%) students with disability. (National Science Foundation, 2017).
The data for students in the United States also reveals that the reported rate of disability for
graduate students was lower than for undergraduate students at 7% and that for both
undergraduate and graduate students the likelihood of students with disability enrolling in a
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science or engineering course was about the same as for students without disability (one in
four for undergraduate and one in five for graduate). (Ibid).
Research in the United States to investigate the popular belief that students with ASD were
more likely to enrol in STEM courses in higher education was affirmative with the findings
that the STEM participation rate was significantly higher for young adults with ASD (34.31%)
as compared to the general (Neurotypical or non-ASD) population (22.80%) (Wei, Yu,
Shattuck, McCracken, & Blackorby, 2013). This research study also indicated that with
increasing early diagnosis of children with ASD that their postsecondary (higher education)
enrolment rate may continue to increase.
In United Kingdom higher education, in 2014/15 there were 2.3 million students and 83,000
(3.6%) were reported as students with disability (Taylor, Turnbull, Bleasdale, Francis, &
Forsyth, 2016).
Of the public universities in Australia, Deakin University accounted for 45,600 students
(4.0%) during the first half of 2016. Deakin’s Faculty of Science, Engineering, and Built
Environment contains courses that align to four DET broad fields of education: Natural and
Physical Sciences, Information Technology, Engineering and Related Technologies, and
Architecture and Building. In the first half of 2016, the Table A public universities in Australia
had a total 284,021 students enrolled collectively in these four fields of education
(Department of Education and Training, 2017a).
An analysis of internal enrolment data shows that on 1st October 2017, the total enrolment
(all course levels) in the Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built Environment (SEBE) was
over 7,600 students. Combining the DET 2016 data and the Deakin 2017 data gives an
indicatory (only) result of approximately 2.7% of students across these four fields of
education across Australia were enrolled in SEBE courses at Deakin (with an obvious
caution on the inexactness of this figure).
Of the 7,600 students enrolled in SEBE courses at Deakin, as of 1 October 2017 there were
198 students (2.6%) registered with Deakin’s centralised Disability Resource Centre for
formal support and assistance with their studies as a student with disability. This reported
rate of students with disability in SEBE (for 2017) is significantly lower than the national rate
of 6.2% (for 2016) reported by Koshy - at less than half.
As is the default policy with most education providers, at Deakin it is up to the student to
seek assistance with support services and nominate themselves as a student with disability.
One contributing factor causing lower-than-expected student with disability rates (as
measured by prevalence rates of disability in the general population) in Australia is likely to
be the perceived social stigma of being identified as ‘disabled’ and especially if the disability
is one of mental health (Fuller et al., 2009; Kimball, Wells, Ostiguy, Manly, & Lauterbach,
2016; Simpson & Ferguson, 2014).
The significantly lower reporting rate within SEBE courses at Deakin indicates that students
are either unaware, poorly informed, or reluctant to seek assistance for their disability from
the centralised resource centre. This is a common problem in higher education where the
onus is on the student to identify themselves as a student with disability in order to receive
support and appropriate adjustments to assist their learning (Borland & James, 1999;
Fossey, Chaffey, et al., 2017).
According to the NCSEHE a contributing factor for lower participation by students in disability
support resources offered by education providers is a lack of awareness of the availability of
these resources by students and how their specific needs could be met (Cunninghame,
Costello, & Trinidad, 2016).
A common problem in researching disability, not only in students but in the general
population, is the plethora of definitions – especially for data collection and reporting
purposes. This issue exists not only across various institutions, national and internationally,
but also between government departments (Gale & Parker, 2013).
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An example of this disparity in data and statistics for disability is national rate of reported
disability in Australia for those aged 15 to 64 years (working age population). In 2011
DIISTRE published a reference value of 8% disability rate for this population group
(Department of Industry Innovation Science Research and Tertiary Education (DIISTRE),
2011). This rate is significantly lower than the ABS published rate for this population group in
2015 of 14% (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016a).
This problem is also evident when seeking to compare student disability data as recorded
and reported within education providers and as recorded and reported nationally and
internationally. For example, at Deakin University a total of 13 distinct disability groups are
used to record student disabilities. One of the significant groups accounting for 27% of all
student with disability registrations at SEBE has a very broad title of “Medical Condition” and
so it prevents direct comparison to other grouping schemes – such as the six broad disability
groups used in the SDAC.
From the SEBE data however the dominant disability group is “Mental Health or Psychiatric”
with a prevalence rate of over 40% of registered students with disability. This rate appears to
correspond with a rate for mental health disability of almost 40% of students with a reported
disability at another Australian public university, Latrobe University (Simpson & Ferguson,
2014). Simpson & Ferguson also report that the number of students reporting a mental
health disability at Latrobe has doubled over recent years.

Disability Inclusion in Australian Engineering Education
In Australia, in the first half of 2016, there were over 1.2 million enrolled students in higher
education and of these over 900,000 (72.1%) were Australian citizens. Of this total student
population over 98,000 were enrolled in engineering and related technologies courses
(Department of Education and Training, 2017a).
Engineering and related technologies courses (all levels) accounted for 96,286 students
(8.4%) of the 1.15 million students enrolled across the 38 Table A public universities in the
first half of 2016, up 4.2% from the first half of 2015 (Ibid).
Of the 7,600 students enrolled in SEBE courses at Deakin, 1,700 (22.4%) were enrolled in
Engineering and Related Technologies courses and of these 1,700 students only 26 (1.5%)
were registered with Deakin’s Disability Resource centre as a student with disability.
There were almost 550 postgraduate degree-by-coursework students within these totals of
which only 1 student (0.2%) was registered as a student with disability and this accounts for
the significantly lower disability reporting rate for this field. For undergraduate students there
were 25 (2.1%) registered as a student with disability; still lower than the overall Faculty
reporting rate (2.6%).
The data readily available and presented here on disability inclusion in engineering education
at one Australian University only offers a slight insight into the current situation – both within
this institution and nationally. What is apparent is that a gap exists in research on disability
inclusion not only in engineering education but more broadly across all STEM courses in
higher education and across high education in general at a national level and international
level (Järkestig Berggren, Rowan, Bergbäck, & Blomberg, 2016). Like many existing studies
what is uniquely presented here is limited to a single university when looking at disability
inclusion in engineering education.
What may also exist as a potential barrier to increased disability inclusion in Australian
engineering education is the degree of difficulty and length of most accredited undergraduate
engineering courses. Aside from the University of Melbourne’s Bologna-modelled “3+2 year”
Bachelor/Master course, in Australia accredited undergraduate engineering courses are 4
year’s full time duration and at AQF Level 8 (Bachelor’s Honours).
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An opportunity may exist to revise existing or develop new pipeline engineering courses,
typically 2 years duration at AQF Level 5 or 6, so as to be more attractive and more
accommodating of students with disability. In the United States, students with disability are
more likely to enrol in courses of 2 years duration (National Science Foundation, 2017). Also
in the United States students who engage in research in the first 2 years of college are more
likely to persist with STEM courses (Graham, Frederick, Byars-Winston, Hunter, &
Handelsman, 2013). If a causal link exists here for engagement and retention then it may
support the development of more inclusive pipeline engineering courses for Australian higher
education.

Improving Disability Inclusion
Since 2008 a number of fields of education have lost enrolment share even though the
overall higher education student enrolment in Australia continues to increase year-over-year.
(Norton & Cakitaki, 2016). Of concern to many is the continual decline in enrolment share of
STEM courses including engineering and information technology.
Although participation rates in STEM courses, as compared to non-STEM courses, in higher
education is greater for students with ASD the overall participation rates of students with
ASD, and of students with disability, remains relatively low in Australia. As such the
underserved disability population, and especially those with ASD as a disability, exist as an
underutilised source of skilled labour for the Australian economy.
This opportunity exists not only in Australia but also other countries including the United
States which similarly has a growing shortage of STEM-skills in the work force (Thurston,
Shuman, Middendorf, & Johnson, 2017; Wei et al., 2013). In the United States a 2012 report
by the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology predicted a deficit of 1
million STEM graduates over the following decade (Graham et al., 2013). In Australia this
shortfall and potential for enabling additional STEM student sources was recognised by the
2008 Bradley Review of Australian Higher Education – as highlighted by Larkin et al. (Larkin,
Nihill, & Devlin, 2014).
And contrary to popular belief (i.e., assuming persons with disability are most likely to be
employed in occupations involved light or sedentary work) in Australia the largest proportion
of employed persons with disability (almost 20%) are working in professional occupations
(Athanasou, 2014).
Through the use of Universal Design for Learning (UDL), the ability exists to provide an
enhanced environment for students in higher education where individual student needs can
be better accommodated so as to enable greater access, greater engagement and retention,
and greater course and graduate outcomes for a greater proportion of the working age
population. Existing research, although limited, indicates that a combination of reasonable
adjustments and support can be effective in supporting students with disability in higher
education (Fossey, Chaffey, et al., 2017).
UDL promised the ability to individualise adjustments for students so as to enable knowledge
to be gained, knowledge to be demonstrated, and interaction with teachers and peer
students (Burgstahler, 2015). An example of this is the use of UDL in engineering education
to reduce language-related barriers for students with learning disabilities (Variawa &
McCahan, 2010).
But UDL in STEM higher education presents many as-yet unsolved issues as identified by
Moon et al. (Moon, Todd, Morton, & Ivey, 2012) including:
x

Major gaps exist in research on how STEM can accommodate students with disability

x

Lack of research in the application of UDL to higher education
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x

How to make “team-based” (such as project-based learning) and “hands-on” learning
(such as laboratory-based learning tasks) more inclusive

x

How to make work-integrated learning, especially course-mandated work integrated
learning more inclusive

The traditional academic, as associated with non-constructivist objectivist teaching methods,
is under increasing threat primarily due to increasing demands for greater authenticity in
learning and assessment tasks (Cavenett, 2017). With increasing awareness of types and
prevalence of disability in the general population an increasing need exists for improved for
disability inclusion in education at all levels including higher education.
An in-depth study of students at a small Australian University reports that students with
disability feel that there is a lack of understanding by academics of the pressures they are
under and their grades did not reflect their true abilities (Ryan, 2007). This adds to the
complexity involved – of increasing authenticity in learning and assessment while
simultaneously improving inclusion.
Adequately supporting students with disability in higher education requires individualised
(reasonable) adjustments to the learning environment, learning tasks, and assessment and
with this there exists a need to further explore more effective and less complex processes to
enable this (Brett, 2016; Fossey et al., 2015).
However some of these adjustments are occurring “naturally” as more education providers
shift to online and blended learning methods exploiting contemporary communication and
information technologies. With almost 26% of the Australian population using aids for
communication, the underlying adjustment technologies and learning methods either already
exist, e.g., electronic forms of study materials that are compatible with various types of
communication aids, or can be reasonably enhanced to provide the necessary individual
adjustment. Online learning, for example, does and can provide for inclusion of students with
severe or profound psychosocial or intellectual disability (Boyd, 2014).
Improving disability inclusion in higher education requires the need for academics to include
principles of universal design in the development and provision of course curricula and
learning experiences (Järkestig Berggren et al., 2016). Effective academic-student
relationships demand skill, knowledge, and capability on behalf of the academic. The
academic must be capable of coping with being a person of trust for the student: the current
observation is that students often reveal their disability directly to teachers with whom they
have an existing relationship rather than to an education provider’s centralised disability
support service (Fossey et al., 2015).
And the adjustment needed is not only with the learning and assessment, as controlled by
the academic staff, but also adjustment by universities to enable and support the academic
staff for developing and implementing more inclusive practices (Smith, 2010). This may
include appropriate training and development of academic staff so they are capable of
designing and enabling reasonable adjustments for individual students with disability
(Asghar, Sladeczek, Mercier, & Beaudoin, 2017; Fossey, Bigby, et al., 2017).

Conclusion
Data on the prevalence of disability within higher education students in Australia, and
internationally, indicates that students with disability are underrepresented and there exists a
need to improve disability inclusion in higher education. However there also is evidence that
student disability is underreported, in Australia, and internationally due to a number of
inhibiting factors including student reluctance to identify themselves as having a disability
and an associated perceived social stigma.
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Gaps in the research on the actual prevalence rates of student disability in higher education
exist and this coupled with the variance in definitions of disability and how it is recorded and
reported makes it difficult to perform any detailed comparative analysis of national and
international student disability data. Assessment of available data and research supports a
conclusion that actual prevalence rates of student disability in higher education in Australia
significantly higher than reported. And that students with disability are reluctant to seek, or
unaware of the availability and value of, disability support from within higher education
providers and also that there exists significant barriers to higher education access for a
significant proportion of the population with disability.
In Australia and other countries including the United States there is a sustained trend of a
decline in enrolments in STEM courses in higher education coupled with an increasing
shortage of STEM-skills in the work force. Increased disability inclusion in higher education
offers a way to tap into an underutilised source of STEM students to boost the supply of
STEM-skilled graduates.
To increase disability inclusion in higher education a multiple stakeholder supportive
environment will need to provide reasonable adjustment on an individual student basis to
outcomes-based effective (and authentic) learning and assessment to be possible for all
students (including students with disability).
There exists in Australia, and internationally, an underutilised source of STEM students that
can boost the supply of STEM-skilled graduates to work forces, such as Australia’s,
experiencing an increasing shortage of STEM-skilled professionals. To significantly increase
disability inclusion in higher education will require significant change involving multiple
stakeholders.
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L42$"'(Q/(:$36#1'(#H(N#"O.J#5(,634+43*(H#$"/(=J'('.5#$.'&(8%24%''"4%2(?",6346'(06,&'1*(
+,-$'.(,%&(3J'(.J,"'&($%&'".3,%&4%2(#H(3J'(+,-$'.P(

A'.$-3./(0634%2(,%&("'H-'634%2(#%(+,-$'.(
>5%'$6%2,#)&')@'2'C62$,#$%N7'$=",=6%'#7'%:%6+%&,-'2&*'$52&+%7'27',5%'C62$,#$%'+6)/7'2&*'
*%4%")C7'&%/'8&)/"%*+%'2&*'C%67C%$,#4%E'>5%'%7C)=7%*'42"=%7'+%&%62,%*'F0',5%'!$2*%:0'
/27'C)7#,#)&%*'27'/)68#&+'42"=%7'F%$2=7%',5%0'/#""'#&%4#,2F"0'F%':)*#@#%*'27',5%'$=",=6%')@'
,5%'!$2*%:0'*%4%")C7'2&*',5%'42"=%7'$)&,#&=%',)'F%'#:C"%:%&,%*'#&,)'*%$#7#)&J:28#&+'
C6)$%77%7E'!,',5%'$):C"%,#)&')@',5%'/)6875)C'2&*')&$%',5%')=,$):%7'/%6%'*#7,6#F=,%*',5%'
C26,#$#C2&,7'$2:%'F2$8',)+%,5%6'2&*'6%@"%$,%*')&',5%'+%&%62,%*'42"=%7'2&*',5%'%4)"=,#)&')@'
,5%'42"=%7'@6):'/)6875)C')&%',)',5%'6%7=",')@'/)6875)C',56%%E'\#,5#&',5#7':%%,#&+-',5%',%2:'
2$8&)/"%*+%*',52,'%D=#,0'2&*'*#4%67#,0'75)="*'F%$):%'*#4%67#,0'2&*'#&$"=7#)&E'>5%'C6)$%77'
)@'+%&%62,#&+'7526%*'42"=%7'6%D=#6%7'C26,#$#C2&,7',)'F%'2*4)$2,%7'@)6',5%')6+2&#72,#)&'2&*',)'
6%$)+&#7%',5%'42"=%')@'*#@@%6%&,')C#&#)&7E'_,'/27',56)=+5'2'C6)$%77')@'6%@"%$,#)&'2&*'
$)""2F)62,#)&',52,'!$2*%:0':%:F%67'F%+2&',)'&%+),#2,%',5%#6'C%67C%$,#4%7'2&*'F%+#&',)'
@)6:'7526%*'42"=%7'@)6',5%'!$2*%:0E'
>5%'%7C)=7%*'42"=%7'$)J$6%2,%*'F0',5%'!$2*%:0'26%'F%#&+'=7%*'#&'2""'27C%$,7')@',5%'
!$2*%:0'$6%2,#)&'7=$5'27'%42"=2,#&+'2&*'7%"%$,#&+'C),%&,#2"'#&#,#2,#4%7-'+%&%62,#&+'2&'%,5#$2"'
C26,&%675#C'C)"#$0',)'+=#*%',5%'7%"%$,#)&')@'%L,%6&2"'C26,&%67'2&*'$6%2,#&+'2'$=",=6%',)'2,,62$,'
2&*'7=CC)6,'2'*#4%67%'7,2@@'2&*'7,=*%&,'$)5)6,E'3#&$%',5%'$6%2,#)&')@',5%'%7C)=7%*'42"=%7'
!$2*%:0'6%C6%7%&,2,#4%7'524%'C26,#$#C2,%*'#&'2'4#7#)&'7%,,#&+'/)6875)C'/5%6%'C26,#$#C2&,7'
$6%2,%*',5%'7,62,%+#$')FK%$,#4%7',)'2$5#%4%'%2$5')@',5%'42"=%'%"%:%&,7E'\)6875)C7'/%6%',5%&'
5%"*'/#,5'2""'!$2*%:0':%:F%67',)'2"#+&'2&*'C6#)6#,#%7',5%#6'C6)K%$,7',)'$)&,6#F=,%',)',5%7%'
)FK%$,#4%7'#&'2':2&&%6',52,':2L#:#<%*',5%'#:C2$,'2$6)77'2""'+%&%62,%*'4#7#)&'%"%:%&,7E'
>56)=+5)=,',5#7'C6)$%77-',5%'%7C)=7%*'42"=%7'/%6%'=7%*'27'2'"%&7',)'#&@)6:',5%'*%$#7#)&J
:28#&+'C6)$%77%7E'

G4.6$..4#%'
!&'%LC"#$#,'7,2,%:%&,')@',5%'$=",=6%')@',5%'!$2*%:0'%LC6%77%*',56)=+5',5%'@#4%'%7C)=7%*'
42"=%7'*%7$6#F%*'#&',5#7'C2C%6'C6)4#*%*'2,'"%27,'@)=6',2&+#F"%'F%&%@#,7',)',5%')C%62,#)&')@',5%'
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C62$,#$%'27'F),5'2'C6)@%77#)&2"'7%64#$%7'C6)4#*%6'2&*'2'5#+5%6'%*=$2,#)&'#&7,#,=,#)&E'!,'2'
7,62,%+#$'"%4%"-',5%'42"=%7'C6)4#*%'2',%7,'2+2#&7,'/5#$5'C),%&,#2"'#&#,#2,#4%7'$2&'F%'K=*+%*'2&*'
,5=7'C6)4#*%'$"%26'*#6%$,#)&',)',5%'C62$,#$%E']C%62,#)&2""0-',5%'42"=%7'26%'2'C)/%6@="',))"',)'
+=#*%'*%$#7#)&J:28#&+G'*%$#7#)&7',52,'26%'#&$)&7#7,%&,'/#,5',5%'42"=%7'26%'&),'*%7#62F"%'2&*'
26%',5=7'24)#*%*-'2&*'),5%6')C,#)&7'$)&7#*%6%*E'\#,5#&',5%'$)&,%L,')@',5%'C62$,#$%'6%C)6,%*'#&'
,5#7'C2C%6-',5%'42"=%7'524%'2"6%2*0'F%%&'%@@%$,#4%"0'=7%*',)'+=#*%'*%$#7#)&J:28#&+'26)=&*'
,5%',0C%7')@'#&*=7,60'C26,&%67',52,',5%'!$2*%:0'$5))7%7',)'%&+2+%'/#,5-'2&*'#&*%%*-',)'
+=#*%'*%$#7#)&7')&',5%'"%4%"')@'%&+2+%:%&,'/#,5'7C%$#@#$'$):C2&#%7E'
O2"=%7JF27%*'*%$#7#)&J:28#&+'707,%:7-'/5%&'=7%*'%@@%$,#4%"0-'$2&'F%'#:C"%:%&,%*'2$6)77'
C62$,#$%7',)'*%4)"4%'*%$#7#)&J:28#&+'*)/&',56)=+5'5#%626$5#%7'F0'%:C)/%6#&+'#&*#4#*=2"7-'
&),'K=7,':2&2+%67-',)':28%'*%$#7#)&7-'0%,'%&7=6#&+',52,'7=$5'*%$#7#)&7'26%'&),'*%,6#:%&,2"',)'
,5%'C62$,#$%'27'2'/5)"%E'a=6,5%6-'$"%26'42"=%7'26%'2&'%@@%$,#4%',))"'@)6'6%$6=#,:%&,'2&*'
6%,%&,#)&')@-'#&',5#7'$)&,%L,-'F),5'2$2*%:#$'2&*'C6)@%77#)&2"'7,2@@-'2&*'7,=*%&,7E'9LC"#$#,"0J
7,2,%*'42"=%7'2,,62$,'#&*#4#*=2"7',52,'7526%',5)7%'42"=%7'2&*'#&$6%27%7',5%#6'$)::#,:%&,',)'
,5%'C62$,#$%'/5%&',5%0'%LC%6#%&$%',5%#6'F%"#%@7'2&*'277=:C,#)&7'6%@"%$,%*'#&',5%#6'/)68'
Q3=""#42&-'3=""#42&-'T'P=@@,)&-'VWWVSE''
9:C")0#&+'42"=%7'27'2'@62:%/)68',)'$)&7,6=$,'*%$#7#)&':28#&+'#7'&),'=&$)::)&'#&'
%&+#&%%6#&+'C62$,#$%-'27'(2,2"2&)'QVWXV-'CE'XXZS'7,2,%7'k%&+#&%%6#&+'#7'2'42"=%J"2*%&'
C6)@%77#)&'/#,5'2'7,6)&+'%,5#$2"'@)=&*2,#)&lE'>5%',6=%',%7,')@',5%'42"=%7'$6%2,%*'F0',5%'
!$2*%:0'/#""'"#%'#&',5%'$)::=&#$2,#)&-'#:C"%:%&,2,#)&-'2&*')/&%675#C')@',5%'42"=%7'F0'7,2@@-'
7,=*%&,7'2&*'7=CC)6,%67')@'!$2*%:0'/5)'/%6%'&),'C6%7%&,'#&',5%'$)&7,6=$,#)&')@',5%'42"=%7E'''''

06O%#N-'&2'1'%3.(
>5%'2=,5)67'/#75',)'2$8&)/"%*+%',5%'%:C")0%%7'2&*'C26,&%67')@',5%'9&+#&%%6#&+'H62$,#$%'
!$2*%:0'2&*'3/#&F=6&%'I&#4%67#,0'/5)'%&*)67%*'2&*'7=CC)6,%*',5#7'6%7%26$5E'

A'H'"'%6'.(
!=7,62"#2&'()=&$#"')@'9&+#&%%6#&+';%2&7'_&$E'QVWXiSE'_&$6%27#&+',5%'H26,#$#C2,#)&')@'\):%&'#&'
9&+#&%%6#&+'9*=$2,#)&E'_&B'!=7,62"#2&'()=&$#"')@'9&+#&%%6#&+';%2&7'_&$-'E'
!06%-'1E-'1#""7-'?E-'T'U#""-'?E'QVWX[SE'no%7-'_'*)'F%")&+NB'>5%'/):%&'/5)'7,20'#&'%&+#&%%6#&+E'
:$5#$(('#$5)!-&8#(,>)RQ[S-'VXdJV[VE'
P2&*=62-'!E'QXYZVSE'3%"@J%@@#$2$0':%$52&#7:'#&'5=:2&'2+%&$0E'9;('#2<$)7,.23/4/5#,->)GIQVS-'XVVE''
(2,2"2&)-'UE'QVWXVSE'>=6F="%&,'@"=#*':%$52&#$7-'5#+5'7C%%*'/%2C)&7-'2&*',5%'7,)60')@',5%'%26,5E'_&'(E'
P2#""#%-'!E'H2/"%0-'T';E'b#"%0'Q9*7ES-'9&+#&%%6#&+'2&*'7)$#2"'K=7,#$%B'_&',5%'=&#4%67#,0'2&*'
F%0)&*'QCCE'XWiJXVWSE'\%7,'.2@20%,,%-'_&*#2&2B'H=6*=%'I&#4%67#,0'H6%77E'
(%$5-'9E'!E'QVWX[SE'(=",=6%')@'*#7%&+2+%:%&,'#&'%&+#&%%6#&+E'!2#($2(>)1(23$/4/5.>)S&;<$)T<4&(,>)
GUQXS-'AVJiVE'
(%$5-'9E'!E-'T'\2#*<=&27-'>E'?E'QVWXXSE'p24#+2,#&+',5%'5%,%6)&)6:2,#4#,0')@'%&+#&%%6#&+B',5%'
%LC%6#%&$%7')@'"%7F#2&-'+20-'2&*'F#7%L=2"'7,=*%&,7E':$5#$(('#$5)!-&8#(,>)GQXS-'XJVAE''
;%C26,:%&,')@'9*=$2,#)&'2&*'>62#&#&+E'QVWXdSE'!(4(2-(8)S#53('):8&2<-#/$)!-<-#,-#2,)K)DEFR)!-&8($-)
8<-<H'(2&F%662'b%,6#4%*'@6):'///E%*=$2,#)&E+)4E2=e7%"%$,%*J5#+5%6J%*=$2,#)&J7,2,#7,#$7J
VWXfJ7,=*%&,J*2,2E'
;)"2&-'3E'.E-'T'U26$#2-'3E'QVWWVSE'12&2+#&+'F0'42"=%7E'V/&'$<4)/0)O<$<5(;($-)W(+(4/7;($->)DFQVS-'
XWXJXXiE'
a2="8&%6-'\E'QVWWYSE';)#&+'+%&*%6'#&'%&+#&%%6#&+'/)68C"2$%'$=",=6%7E'__E'U%&*%6'#&e2=,5%&,#$#,0'2&*'
,5%'#&e4#7#F#"#,0'C262*)LE':$5#$(('#$5)!-&8#(,>)FQ[S-'XdYJXZYE'
U)*@6%0-'9E'QVWWYSE'9LC")6#&+',5%'(=",=6%')@'9&+#&%%6#&+'9*=$2,#)&B'>5%'?)=6&%0E'9&,-'<4<,#<$)V/&'$<4)
/0):$5#$(('#$5):8&2<-#/$>)FRQXS-'XJXVE'
R=&,-'OE-'.20,)&-';E-'T'H6#&$%-'3E'QVWXfSE'W#+(',#-.)O<--(',E'b%,6#%4%*'@6):'
5,,CBee///E:$8#&7%0E$):eqe:%*#2e:$8#&7%0eF=7#&%77'@=&$,#)&7e)6+2&#<2,#)&e)=6'#&7#+5,7e/50'
*#4%67#,0':2,,%67e*#4%67#,0':2,,%67E275L'
12:26#"-'pE'!E-'I75%6-'9E'.E-'.#-'(E'bE-'9$)&):0-';E'bE-'T'c%&&%*0-'1E'3E'QVWXdSE'1%27=6#&+'
=&*%6+62*=2,%'7,=*%&,7`'%&+#&%%6#&+'7%"@J%@@#$2$0B'!'42"#*2,#)&'7,=*0E'V/&'$<4)/0):$5#$(('#$5)
:8&2<-#/$>)FERQVS-'[ddJ[YfE'
.2:F-'3E-'?2$87)&-'?E-'\2"7,2F-'!E-'T'R=)-'3E'QVWXfSE':8&2<-#/$<4)/77/'-&$#-.)#$)9&,-'<4#<)DEFRE'
b%,6#%4%*'@6):'1%"F)=6&%B'5,,CBee///E:#,$5%""#&7,#,=,%E)6+E2=e/CJ
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$)&,%&,e=C")2*7eVWXfeXXe9*=$2,#)&2"J)CC)6,=&#,0J#&J!=7,62"#2JVWXfJ\5)J7=$$%%*7J2&*J/5)J
:#77%7J)=,JXYp)4XfEC*@'
]@@#$%')@',5%'(5#%@'3$#%&,#7,E'QVWXdSE'9&,-'<4#<M,)!1:O)X/'@0/'2(H)!2#($2(>)1(23$/4/5.>):$5#$(('#$5)
<$8)O<-3(;<-#2,E''b%,6#%4%*'@6):'5,,CBee///E$5#%@7$#%&,#7,E+)4E2=e/CJ
$)&,%&,e=C")2*7e!=7,62"#27J3>91J/)68@)6$%r@=""J6%C)6,EC*@E'
j7,%6+226*-'(E'bE-'>#::%6:2&7-'PE-'T'c6#7,#&77)&-'cE'QVWXXSE';)%7'2'*#@@%6%&,'4#%/'$6%2,%'7):%,5#&+'
&%/s'>5%'%@@%$,')@'%:C")0%%'*#4%67#,0')&'#&&)42,#)&E'Y(,(<'23)Z/4#2.>)LEQ[S-'fWWJfWYE''
H2K26%7-'aE-'T'1#""%6-'1E';E'QXYYASE'b)"%')@'7%"@J%@@#$2$0'2&*'7%"@J$)&$%C,'F%"#%@7'#&':2,5%:2,#$2"'
C6)F"%:'7)"4#&+B'!'C2,5'2&2"07#7E'V/&'$<4)/0)(8&2<-#/$<4)7,.23/4/5.>)[\QVS-'XY[E''
H2,6#$8-'RE'!E-'T'c=:26-'OE'bE'QVWXVSE'12&2+#&+'\)68C"2$%';#4%67#,0E'!9Q:)]7($>)DQVS-'
VXfZVAAWXVAAAdXfE'
H2/"%0-'!E'QVWWYSE'I&#4%672"#<%*'&2662,#4%7B'H2,,%6&7'#&'5)/'@2$=",0':%:F%67'*%@#&%'k%&+#&%%6#&+lE'
V/&'$<4)/0):$5#$(('#$5):8&2<-#/$>)U[QAS-'[WYJ[XYE''
H)&,)&-'1E'cE-'9*:#7,%6-'?E'RE-'I8%#"%0-'.E'3E-'T'3%#&%6-'?E'1E'QVWWXSE'I&*%67,2&*#&+',5%'b)"%')@'3%"@J
9@@#$2$0'#&'9&+#&%%6#&+'9*=$2,#)&E'V/&'$<4)/0)($5#$(('#$5)(8&2<-#/$>)UEQVS-'VAiJVfXE''
b#"%0-';E'QVWWZSE'9&+#&%%6#&+'2&*'3)$#2"'?=7,#$%E'32&'b2@2%"-'(!B'1)6+2&'2&*'("20C))"E'
326826-'1E-'>0,"%6-'bE-'T'H2":%6-'3E'QVWXASE'Z<'-#2#7<-#/$)/0)"/;($)#$):$5#$(('#$5=)63<44($5(,)<$8)
7'/8&2-#+()#$-('+($-#/$,E'b%,6#%4%*'@6):'5,,CBee*6)E*%28#&E%*=E2=e4#%/e;IB[WWZffdi'
3$5%#&-'9E'RE'QVWXWSE']'5<$#^<-#/$<4)2&4-&'()<$8)4(<8(',3#7'QO)"E'VSB'?)5&'\#"%0'T'3)&7E'
3$5%#&-'9E'RE'QXYZ[SE'>5%'6)"%')@',5%'@)=&*%6'#&'$6%2,#&+')6+2&#<2,#)&2"'$=",=6%E']'5<$#^<-#/$<4)
W.$<;#2,>)FDQ3=::%6S-'X[JVZE''
3$5m&-';E!E'QXYYfSE'13()'(04(2-#+()7'<2-#-#/$('=)S/")7'/0(,,#/$<4)-3#$@)#$)<2-#/$)QV&*'9*ESE'!"*%675),-'
IcB'!6%&2E'
3=""#42&-'\E-'3=""#42&-'bE-'T'P=@@,)&-'PE'QVWWVS'!"#+&#&+'#&*#4#*=2"'2&*')6+2&#72,#)&2"'42"=%7',)'7=CC)6,'
$52&+%E'V/&'$<4)/0)63<$5()O<$<5(;($->)DQ[S-'VAiJVfAE'
>)&7)-'cE'.E'QVWXASE'9&+#&%%6#&+'#*%&,#,0E'_&'!E'?)56#'T'PE'1E']"*7'Q9*7ES-'6<;%'#85()3<$8%//@)/0)
($5#$(('#$5)(8&2<-#/$)'(,(<'23'QCCE'VdiJVZVSE'p%/'o)68B'(2:F6#*+%'I&#4%67#,0'H6%77E'
>)&7)-'cE'.E'QVWWdSE'3,=*%&,'%&+#&%%67'2&*'%&+#&%%6'#*%&,#,0B'(2:C=7'%&+#&%%6'#*%&,#,#%7'27'@#+=6%*'
/)6"*E'6&4-&'<4)!-&8#(,)/0)!2#($2():8&2<-#/$>)FQVS-'Vi[J[WiE''
\)68C"2$%'U%&*%6'9D=2"#,0'!+%&$0E'QVWXdSE'13()%&,#$(,,)2<,()0/')5($8(')(_&<4#-.H)30*&%0'b%,6%4%*'
@6):'///E/+%2E+)4E2=e7#,%7e*%@2=",e@#"%7e/+%2JF=7#&%77J$27%J@)6J+%&*%6J%D=2"#,0EC*@E'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

''
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!""##$%&'!()*+#,#*(#!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!

!"#$%&'()*+$"#,)-$./#0)1')&',/*%"2)3"45#6%)7"$8#94":)
D,--$>,(!"/(-,(?!;*,&,**=-!E2--!
1$20$**/0$2!3/#4.04*!+4#)*5&'!(60$7,/$*!8$09*/-0.&!:;!<*4=$:%:2&!
>://*-?:$)0$2!+,.=:/!15#0%@!A.,/$*/B-60$C*),C#,!

;<;;=>?)1F@!:-0,(.$%+$<*$-2(=!2-.!+('%%G.$%+$<*$-2(=!,-B$-,,($-B!<('B(24%!2-.!*,2(-$-B!
,-3$('-4,-0%!
!>?@<A@)
H-B$-,,(%!#23,!2!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!0'!%,(3,!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!$-!&#$+#!0#,=!&'()!2-.!+(,20,!
%'*/0$'-%!0'!0#,!+#2**,-B,%!0#20!%'+$,0=!>2+,%!$-!0#,!FC%0!+,-0/(=?!&#$*,!42$-02$-$-B!0#,!
,+'-'4$+!3$26$*$0=!'>!0#,!'(B2-$%20$'-%!0'!&#$+#!0#,=!6,*'-B8!!
1/((,-0!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!2<<('2+#,%!'>0,-!>2**!%#'(0!'>!,I/$<<$-B!B(2./20,%!&$0#!0#,!
(,I/$(,.!%)$**%!0'!-23$B20,!0#,!0,-%$'-%!6,0&,,-!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'*'B$+2*!%/%02$-26$*$0=!2-.!
+(,20$-B!>$-2-+$2*!32*/,8!!
5-!,4,(B$-B!+'-+,<0!$-!6/%$-,%%!*$0,(20/(,?!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!9#%,*?!'>>,(%!2!>(24,&'()!0'!
+(,20,!32*/,!>'(!%'+$,0=!&#$*,!%$4/*02-,'/%*=!+(,20$-B!>$-2-+$2*!32*/,!>'(!+'4<2-$,%8!!
BCDB>;<)
"#$%!<2<,(!,J<*'(,%!#'&!0#,!+'-+,<0!'>!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!9#%,*!42=!6,!0(2-%>,((,.!>('4!
6/%$-,%%!*$0,(20/(,!0'!0#,!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!+'-0,J0?!2%!2!&2=!0'!,I/$<!B(2./20,%!&$0#!
0#,!%)$**%!%/$0,.!0'!0#,!/-)-'&-%!'>!>/0/(,!,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$%,8!!
1BBD>1!E)
"#$%!<2<,(!(,>*,+0%!'-!&#20!%#2(,.!32*/,!4,2-%!0'!%0/.,-0%?!/-$3,(%$0$,%?!$-./%0(=!2-.!
+'44/-$0$,%!$-!0#,!+'-0,J0!'>!$-0,B(20$-B!$-./%0(=!2-.!%,(3$+,!*,2(-$-B!<('K,+0%!2%!2!4'.,!'>!
+'/(%,!.,*$3,(=8!)
D<;CF@;))
"#,!+(,20$'-!'>!0#,!-,&!L2+#,*'(!'>!H-B$-,,($-B!M(2+0$+,!20!N&$-6/(-,!O-$3,(%$0=!'>!
",+#-'*'B=!2-.!0#,!(,%/*0$-B!$-./%0(=!<('K,+0!>(24,&'()!2(,!/%,.!2%!2-!,J24<*,!0'!,J<*'(,!
#'&!0#,!+'-+,<0!'>!+(,20$-B!%#2(,.!32*/,!42=!6,!$4<*,4,-0,.8!!
!>?!FC;=>?;))
"#,!+'-+,<0!'>!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!9#%,*!$%!2!4,+#2-$%4!0#20!+2-!6,!/%,.!&$0#$-!,-B$-,,($-B!
,./+20$'-!0'!,I/$<!B(2./20,%!&$0#!%)$**%!(,I/$(,.!>'(!0#,!/-)-'&-%!'>!0#,!>/0/(,!&#$*,!
%$4/*02-,'/%*=!<('3$.$-B!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!>'(!/-$3,(%$0$,%!2%!$-%0$0/0$'-%!0'!<'%$0$3,!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!
>'(!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!$-!&#$+#!0#,=!2(,!*'+20,.8!!
!

G<HI>DJ;):-./%0(=!<('K,+0%?!%#2(,.!32*/,)!

"#$%!&'()!$%!*$+,-%,.!/-.,(!0#,!1(,20$3,!1'44'-%!500($6/0$'-!789!:-0,(-20$'-2*!;$+,-%,8!"'!3$,&!2!+'<=!'>!0#$%!*$+,-%,?!3$%$0!#00<@
AA+(,20$3,+'44'-%8'(BA*$+,-%,%A6=A789A!
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!

='%"4,/6%&4'))
N'+$,0=!$%!>2+$-B!B*'62*!+#2**,-B,%!2%%'+$20,.!&$0#!.,<*,0$-B!-20/(2*!(,%'/(+,%?!+*$420,!
+#2-B,?!$-+(,2%$-B!<'</*20$'-%!2*'-B!&$0#!0,+#-'*'B$+2*!2.32-+,%!0#20!#23,!6'0#!0#,!
<'0,-0$2*!0'!</%#!%'+$,0=!0'&2(.%!'(!2&2=!>('4!%/%02$-26$*$0=!PL('42-!Q!R'6S(0?!F9CTU8!"#,!
,-B$-,,(%!'>!0#,!FC%0!+,-0/(=!&$**!-,,.!0'!2*0,(!0#,$(!%)$**%,0%!2-.!2<<('2+#,%!0'!(,%<'-.!0'!
0#,%,!+#2**,-B,%!2-.!$-!0/(-!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!4/%0!2.2<0!0'!+(,20,!B(2./20,%!(,2.=!0'!
&'()!$-!0#$%!+#2-B$-B!,-3$('-4,-08!!!
H-B$-,,(%?!<,(#2<%!4'(,!%'!0#2-!4'%0!'0#,(!<('>,%%$'-2*%?!#23,!0#,!<'0,-0$2*!0'!+(,20,!*2(B,!
%+2*,!0,+#-'*'B$+2*!%'*/0$'-%!0'!+(,20,!<'%$0$3,!%'+$2*!PL2$**$,?!F9C7V!W$0X<20($+)?!F9CYU!2-.!
,+'*'B$+2*!$4<2+0!2-.!0'!%#$>0!%'+$,0=!0'&2(.%!%/%02$-26$*$0=!PW$0X<20($+)?!F9CYU8!:0!$%!0#,!
(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!'>!,-B$-,,(%!0'!>/*>$*!0#$%!<'0,-0$2*8!"#$%!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!$%!(,+'B-$%,.!$-!0#,!
<(,246*,!>'(!0#,!H-B$-,,(%!5/%0(2*$2!PH5U?!5/%0(2*$2Z%!<,2)!,-B$-,,($-B!6'.=?!1'.,!'>!H0#$+%!
%020,%@!
[5%!,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$0$'-,(%?!&,!/%,!'/(!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!%)$**%!>'(!0#,!6,-,>$0!'>!0#,!
+'44/-$0=!0'!+(,20,!,-B$-,,($-B!%'*/0$'-%!>'(!2!%/%02$-26*,!>/0/(,8!:-!.'$-B!%'?!&,!%0($3,!0'!
%,(3,!0#,!+'44/-$0=!2#,2.!'>!'0#,(!<,(%'-2*!'(!%,+0$'-2*!$-0,(,%0%8\!PH-B$-,,(%!5/%0(2*$2?!
F9CTU!

H-B$-,,(%!2(,!,J<,+0,.!0'!6,!6'0#!0,+#-$+2*!<('>,%%$'-2*%!2-.!*,2.,(%!&$0#$-!0#,$(!
+'4<2-$,%8!H-B$-,,(%!4/%0!0#,-!6,!,I/$<<,.!&$0#!0,+#-$+2*!2-.!<('6*,4!%'*3$-B!%$**%!(,2.=!
0'!02+)*,!+'4<*,J!B*'62*!+#2**,-B,%!$-!2..$0$'-!0'!6/%$-,%%!2+/4,-!2-.!*,2.,(%#$<!%)$**%!
P]20$'-2*!5+2.,4=!'>!H-B$-,,($-B?!F99^U8!!
"#,(,!2(,!42-=!%0/.$,%!&$0#$-!0#,!*$0,(20/(,!+2**$-B!>'(!+#2-B,%!0'!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!
2<<('2+#,%!0'!(,%<'-.!0'!4,,0!0#,!-,,.%!'>!2!+#2-B$-B!%'+$,0=!!PL,2-*2-.!Q!_2.B(2>0?!
F9C7V!`$-B?!PF99aUU8!"#,(,!2(,!42-=!.$>>,(,-0!4'.,*%?!+/(($+/*/4?!<,.2B'B$,%!2-.!
>(24,&'()%!6,$-B!0(2$*,.!2-.!2.'<0,.!6=!0#,!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!+'44/-$0=!$-!(,%<'-%,!
0'!0#$%8!H./+20$'-2*!<('B(24%!%/+#!2%!0#,!HbL!1#2**,-B,?!2-!5/%0(2*2%$2-!.,%$B-!<('B(24!
PH-B$-,,(%!b$0#'/0!L'(.,(%!5/%0(2*$2?!F9CTU?!2*'-B!&$0#!+'/(%,%!'-!,-B$-,,($-B!2-.!%'+$2*!
K/%0$+,!PL2$**$,?!F9C7U!2-.!0#,!($%,!'>!.,.$+20,.!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!<('B(24%!
$-!5/%0(2*$2!2-.!],&!c,2*2-.!2(,!2**!<('3$.$-B!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!>'(!%0/.,-0%!0'!,J<*'(,!0#,!('*,!
'>!,-B$-,,(%!$-!+(,20$-B!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!2-.!%/%02$-26$*$0=8!1'/(%,%!>'+/%$-B!'-!6/%$-,%%?!
,-0,(<($%,!2-.!42-2B,4,-0!%)$**%!2(,!2*%'!6,$-B!42.,!232$*26*,!0'!,-B$-,,($-B!%0/.,-0%8!!
b$0#$-!$-./%0(=!0#,!-,,.!'>!+'4<2-$,%!0'!6,!>$-2-+$2**=!%/%02$-26*,!2-.!+(,20,!2!<('>$0!$%!
'>0,-!$-!.$(,+0!+'4<,0$0$'-!&$0#!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'*'B$+2*!2B,-.2%!2-.!0#,!<(,%%/(,!>('4!%'+$,0=!
0'!+'-0($6/0,!0'!0#,%,!2B,-.2%!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F99Y?!F9CCU8!"#$%!0,-%$'-!6,0&,,-!%'+$2*!
2-.!,+'*'B$+2*!$4<2+0!2-.!<('>$0!42)$-B!$%!$-!<2(0!<,(<,0/20,.!6=!'/0.20,.!-'0$'-%!'>!
+'(<'(20,!%'+$2*!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!P1NRU!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F99Y?!F9CCU8!b$0#$-!0#,!6/%$-,%%!
*$0,(20/(,!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!9#%,*!P1NdU!$%!,4,(B$-B!2%!2-!2*0,(-20$3,!0'!1NR!0#20!+(,20,%!
%'+$2*!$4<2+0!&#$*,!%$4/*02-,'/%*=!+(,20$-B!>$-2-+$2*!32*/,!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F99Y?!F9CCU8!
"#,!+'-+,<0!'>!%#2(,.!32*/,!$%!%0$**!,4,(B$-B!6/0!$%!2*(,2.=!6,$-B!2.'<0,.!6=!+'4<2-$,%8!
"#,(,!$%!2!-,,.!0'!<('3$.,!+'4<2-$,%!&$0#!B/$.2-+,!'-!#'&!0'!$4<*,4,-0!0#,!+'-+,<0!
Pe,46,)?!N$-B#?!Q!L#2)''?!F9CYU!$-!2..$0$'-!0'!2!-,,.!>'(!6/%$-,%%!%+#''*%!0'!2.'<0!6,00,(!
+/(($+/*/4!0'!6,00,(!<(,<2(,!B(2./20,%!0'!+(,20,!%#2(,.!32*/,!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F99Y?!F9CCU8!!
H-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!'>0,-!>2**%!%#'(0!'>!,I/$<<$-B!B(2./20,%!&$0#!0#,!(,I/$(,.!%'+$2*!2-.!
,+'-'4$+!%)$**%!0'!+'-0($6/0,!0'!4'3$-B!%'+$,0=!0'&2(.%!%/%02$-26$*$0=!PW$0X<20($+)?!F9CYU8!
"#,(,!$%!2!-,,.!0'!>'+/%!4'(,!'-!6'0#!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'-'4$+!2%<,+0%!&$0#$-!,-B$-,,($-B!
,./+20$'-!PW$0X<20($+)?!F9CYU8!W/(0#,(4'(,?!2%!6/%$-,%%!%+#''*%!4/%0!+#2-B,!2<<('2+#,%!0'!
2**'&!B(2./20,%!0'!-23$B20,!0#,!0,-%$'-!6,0&,,-!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!2-.!<('>$0!42)$-B!%'!.',%!
,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-8!"#$%!<2<,(!,J<*'(,%!#'&!0#,!+'-+,<0!'>!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!9#%,*!P1NdU?!
42=!6,!0(2-%>,((,.!>('4!6/%$-,%%!*$0,(20/(,!0'!0#,!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!+'-0,J0?!2%!2!&2=!0'!
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<(,<2(,!,-B$-,,($-B!B(2./20,%!0'!6,!26*,!0'!-'0!K/%0!-23$B20,!0#,!0,-%$'-%!6,0&,,-!%'+$2*!
$4<2+0!2-.!,+'-'4$+!<('>$0!6/0!0'!23'$.!0#,!0,-%$'-!$-!0#,!>$(%0!<*2+,8!!
"#$%!<2<,(!.',%!-'0!200,4<0!0'!+($0$I/,!2*0,(-20$3,!2<<('2+#,%?!-'(!.',%!$0!200,4<0!0'!
+'4<2(,!0#,!$-+'(<'(20$'-!'>!1Nd!0'!'0#,(!2<<('2+#,%!&$0#$-!0#,!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!
*$0,(20/(,8!"#$%!<2<,(!%$4<*=!$-0('./+,%!0#,!+'-+,<0!2-.!<('3$.,%!%/BB,%0$'-%!'>!#'&!0#,!
+'-+,<0!'>!+(,20$-B!%#2(,.!32*/,!42=!6,!$-+'(<'(20,.!$-0'!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!/%$-B!0#,!
+(,20$'-!'>!2!-,&!L2+#,*'(!'>!H-B$-,,($-B!M(2+0$+,!20!N&$-6/(-,!O-$3,(%$0=!'>!",+#-'*'B=!
PN&$-6/(-,U!2%!2-!,J24<*,!0'!%0$4/*20,!.$%+/%%$'-!2-.!.,620,8!!

@+#)%#'*&4')K#%9##')*46&$.)&83$6%)$',)#64'48&6)3"47&%))
"#,(,!$%!2!<(,32$*$-B!3$,&!&$0#$-!0#,!B,-,(2*!</6*$+!0#20!+'4<2-$,%!42),!<('>$0%!20!0#,!
,J<,-%,!'>!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!$-!&#$+#!0#,=!&'()?!0#20!+'4<2-$,%!&$**!<($'($0$%,!<('>$0%!'3,(!
.'$-B!%'+$2*!B''.!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F9CCU8!>:/?:/#.*!-:40#%!/*-?:$-070%0.&!P1NRU!<('B(24%!
&$0#$-!+'4<2-$,%!#23,!,4,(B,.!'3,(!42-=!.,+2.,%!$-!(,%<'-%,!0'!0#$%!+($0$+$%4!6=!0#,!
B,-,(2*!</6*$+8!"#,!.,>$-$0$'-!'>!1NR!32($,%!&$.,*=!&$0#$-!0#,!*$0,(20/(,?!2%!.'!0#,!
>(24,&'()%?!2-.!$-!%'4,!+2%,%!*2+)!'>!>(24,&'()%?!&$0#!&#$+#!+'4<2-$,%!+(,20,!1NR!
<'*$+$,%8!:-!B,-,(2*?!#'&,3,(!1NR!<('B(24%!>'+/%!'-!+(,20$-B!<'%$0$3,!,-3$('-4,-02*!2-.!
%'+$2*!$4<2+0%!6,='-.!0#,!+'4<2-$,%!*,B2*!'6*$B20$'-%!PL'%+#GL2.$2?!E'-0*'(GN,((20%?!Q!
"2((2X'-?!F9CfU8!!
5%!1NR!<('B(24%!,J0,-.!6,='-.!2!+'4<2-=Z%!*,B2*!'6*$B20$'-%!2-.!+'(,!6/%$-,%%!0#,=!2(,!
0=<$+2**=!+'-%$.,(,.!0'!6,!2!>$-2-+$2*!6/(.,-!6=!'(B2-$%20$'-%!PL'%+#GL2.$2!,0!2*8?!F9CfU!2-.!
$-+'4<20$6*,!&$0#!42)$-B!2!<('>$0!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F9CCU8!e,%<$0,!0#,!>$-2-+$2*!+'%0!'>!1NR!
0'!2!+'4<2-=?!%'+$,02*!<(,%%/(,!'-!+'4<2-$,%!0'!6,!%,,-!.'$-B!%'+$2*!B''.!#2%!(,%/*0,.!$-!
0#,!+'-0$-/$-B!<($'($0$%20$'-!'>!1NR!2+0$3$0$,%!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F99Y?!F9CCU8!b#20!(,%/*0%!$%!2!
0,-%$'-!&$0#$-!+'4<2-$,%!6,0&,,-!42J$4$%$-B!<('>$0%!2-.!+(,20$-B!<'%$0$3,!%'+$2*!2-.!
,+'*'B$+2*!$4<2+0!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F99Y?!F9CCU8!"#$%!0,-%$'-!$%!'-,!0#20!,-B$-,,($-B!
<('>,%%$'-2*%!4/%0!*,2(-!0'!-23$B20,!0#('/B#'/0!0#,$(!+2(,,(%8!!
M('>$0!42)$-B!2-.!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!#'&,3,(!2(,!-'0!4/0/2**=!,J+*/%$3,8!"#,(,!$%!2!-,,.!>'(!-,&!
4$-.%,0%!2-.!'(B2-$%20$'-2*!2<<('2+#,%!0'!(,>(24,!#'&!+'4<2-$,%!3$,&!2-.!2+0$'-!0#,!
+(,20$'-!'>!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'*'B$+2*!$4<2+0!P5/%0(2*$2-!1,-0(,!>'(!1'(<'(20,!N'+$2*!
R,%<'-%$6$*$0=?!F9C7U8!HJ24<*,%!'>!0#,%,!-,&!2<<('2+#,%!+2-!6,!%,,-!$-!0#,!($%,!'>!%'+$2*!
,-0,(<($%,%!PR,$**=?!F9CYU!2-.!LG+'(<'(20$'-%!PL!;26?!F9CTU8!H-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!$-!0/(-!
-,,.%!0'!2.'<0!-,&!+/(($+/*/4!2-.!<,.2B'B$,%!0'!,I/$<!B(2./20,%!&$0#!0#,!%)$**%!(,I/$(,.!0'!
2<<('2+#!6/%$-,%%!2-.!0#,!+(,20$'-!'>!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'*'B$+2*!$4<2+0!$-!-,&!&2=%8!!!

!"#$%&'()*+$"#,)-$./#)L)%+#)64'6#3%)
M'(0,(!2-.!`(24,(!$-0('./+,.!0#,!+'-+,<0!'>!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!9#%,*!P1NdU!$-!_2(32(.!
L/%$-,%%!R,3$,&!2(0$+*,%!$-!F99Y!2-.!F9CC!2%!2-!2*0,(-20$3,!0'!+'(<'(20,!%'+$2*!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!
P1NRU!0#20!-,B20,%!0#,!0,-%$'-!6,0&,,-!42)$-B!2!<('>$0!2-.!+(,20$-B!%'+$2*!$4<2+08!!
[N#2(,.!32*/,!+2-!6,!.,>$-,.!2%!<'*$+$,%!2-.!'<,(20$-B!<(2+0$+,%!0#20!,-#2-+,!
+'4<,0$0$3,-,%%!'>!2!+'4<2-=!&#$*,!%$4/*02-,'/%*=!2.32-+$-B!0#,!,+'-'4$+!2-.!%'+$2*!
+'-.$0$'-%!$-!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!$-!&#$+#!$0!'<,(20,%8\!G!PM'(0,(!Q!`(24,(?!F9CCU!

N'4,!&'/*.!2(B/,!0#20!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!9#%,*!$%!%$4<*=!2-!'<0$42*!.,>$-$0$'-!'>!4:/?:/#.*!
-:40#%!/*-?:$-070%0.&C!W'(!,J24<*,?!0#,!5/%0(2*$2-!1,-0(,!>'(!1'(<'(20,!N'+$2*!R,%<'-%$6$*$0=!
P511NRU!.,>$-,!1NR!2%@!
[g(B2-$%20$'-2*!<(2+0$+,%!0#20!2..(,%%!0#,!$4<2+0%!'>!2-!'(B2-$%20$'-!'-!6/%$-,%%?!%'+$,0=!2-.!
0#,!,-3$('-4,-0!'(!%,,)!0'!+(,20,!<'%$0$3,!%'+$2*!32*/,!0#('/B#!+'(,!6/%$-,%%8\!G!P5/%0(2*$2-!
1,-0(,!>'(!1'(<'(20,!N'+$2*!R,%<'-%$6$*$0=?!F9C7U!

d,(=!>,&!1NR!<('B(24%!*$3,!/<!0'!0#$%!$.,2*!#'&,3,(!2-.!2(,!$-%0,2.!2+0$3$0$,%!/-(,*20,.!0'!
+'(,!6/%$-,%%!0#20!2**'&!>'(!B''.!.,,.!</6*$+$0=!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!PL'%+#GL2.$2!,0!2*8?!F9CfU8!"#,!
3/:4**)0$2-'!++11DEFG!>:$;*/*$4*!
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511NR!C9G=,2(!(,3$,&!'>!0#,!%020,!'>!1NR!$-!5/%0(2*$2!2-.!],&!c,2*2-.!-'0,.!0#20!1NR!
<('B(,%%!&2%!/-%20$%>2+0'(=!2-.!+2**,.!>'(!%=%0,4$+!+#2-B,!$-!1NR!<(2+0$+,%!$-!'(.,(!0'!
2..(,%%!.,,<G(''0,.!%'+$2*?!,-3$('-4,-02*!2-.!,+'-'4$+!+#2**,-B,%!P5/%0(2*$2-!1,-0(,!>'(!
1'(<'(20,!N'+$2*!R,%<'-%$6$*$0=?!F9C7U8!:-!0#$%!<2<,(?!&,!(,+'B-$%,!0#,!'3,(*2<%!6,0&,,-!
1NR!2-.!1Nd!6/0!#23,!+#'%,-!0'!>'+/%!'-!0#,!+'-+,<0!'>!1Nd?!2%!.,>$-,.!6=!M'(0,(!2-.!
`(24,(!26'3,?!2%!$0!+/0%!0#('/B#!0#,!.$>>,(,-0!.,>$-$0$'-%!2-.!'/0.20,.!2<<('2+#,%!0'!1NR!
B$3$-B!(''4!0'!$-%<$(,!-,&!0#$-)$-B!2-.!2+0$'-8!!
"'!<2(2<#(2%,!M'(0,(!2-.!`(24,(!PF99Y!2-.!F9CCU!+'(<'(20,!%'+$2*!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!<('B(24%!
2(,!'>0,-!),<0!%,<2(20,!>('4!0#,!6/%$-,%%!%0(20,B=!2-.!$-!2!*'0!'>!+2%,%!2(,!,$0#,(!42-2B,.!
6=!42(),0$-B!.,<2(04,-0%!'(!$-.,<,-.,-0!/-$0%!%/+#!2%!>'/-.20$'-%!&$0#$-!2!+'4<2-=8!"#,!
+'-+,<0!'>!%#2(,.!32*/,!6($-B%!0#,!>'+/%!'-!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!$-!>('4!0#,!>($-B,%!'>!2-!
'(B2-$%20$'-!0'!0#,!+'(,!6/%$-,%%!%0(20,B=8!"#,!#$B#G*,3,*!1dN!>(24,&'()!0#20!M'(0,(!2-.!
`(24,(!PF99Y!2-.!F9CCU!<(,%,-0!(,3'*3,%!2('/-.!$.,-0$>=$-B!0#,!<'$-0%!'>!$-0,(%,+0$'-!
6,0&,,-!%'+$,0=!2-.!0#,!+'4<2-=!'(!'(B2-$%20$'-Z%!'<,(20$'-%8!1'(<'(20,!%'+$2*!2B,-.2%!
2(,!0#,-!+(,20,.!0'!2..(,%%!32*/,!+#2$-!%'+$2*!$4<2+0%!2-.!%'+$2*!.$4,-%$'-%!'>!+'4<,0$0$3,!
+'-0,J0!20!0#,%,!$-0,(%,+0$'-%8!
b,!<('<'%,!0#20!1Nd!>(24,&'()%!+'/*.!6,!$-+'(<'(20,.!$-0'!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!
+/(($+/*/4!0'!,I/$<!B(2./20,%!&$0#!%)$**%!>'(!0#,$(!+2(,,(%!$-!2..$0$'-!0'!,46,..$-B!1Nd!
<($-+$<*,%!$-0'!/-$3,(%$0=!'<,(20$'-2*!2-.!(,%,2(+#!%0(20,B$,%!0'!%#'&!*,2.,(%#$<!2-.!
B,-,(20,!-,&!)-'&*,.B,!'-!0#,!+(,20$'-!'>!%#2(,.!32*/,8!!!

@+#)*46&$.)"#*34'*&K&.&%2)47)/'&-#"*&%&#*))
O-$3,(%$0$,%!2(,!-'0!$44/-,!>('4!0#,!<(,%%/(,%!'>!%'+$,0=!0'!+(,20,!%'+$2*!$4<2+08!5%!</6*$+!
$-%0$0/0$'-%!/-$3,(%$0$,%!#23,!2!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!0'!%,(3,!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!$-!&#$+#!0#,=!2(,!
*'+20,.!P]h(Bi(.!Q!L,-B0%,-?!F9CYU8!"#$%!%,(3$+,!$%!(,>*,+0,.!$-!0#,!%0(20,B$+!<*2-%!'>!
/-$3,(%$0$,%!2+('%%!5/%0(2*$2!2-.!],&!c,2*2-.8!W'(!,J24<*,?!N&$-6/(-,!O-$3,(%$0=!'>!
",+#-'*'B=Z%!F9F^!%0(20,B$+!>(24,&'()!<'%$0$'-%!N&$-6/(-,!2%![2!&'(*.!+*2%%!/-$3,(%$0=!
+(,20$-B!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'-'4$+!$4<2+0!0#('/B#!%+$,-+,?!0,+#-'*'B=!2-.!$--'320$'-\8!!
O-$3,(%$0$,%!$-0,(%,+0!&$0#!%'+$,0=!2-.!#23,!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0'!+(,20,!%#2(,.!32*/,!&$0#!%'+$,0=!
0#('/B#!0#,!,./+20$'-!'>!%0/.,-0%?!0#,!.,3,*'<4,-0!'>!%02>>!2-.!0#,!)-'&*,.B,!+(,20,.!
0#('/B#!(,%,2(+#8!"#,%,!%24,!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!,J$%0!&#,-!0#,!>'+/%!-2(('&%!>('4!2!&#'*,!
$-%0$0/0$'-2*!3$,&!0'!2!>'+/%!'-!2!%$-B*,!>2+/*0=?!%/+#!2%!,-B$-,,($-B?!'(!2!%$-B*,!.$%+$<*$-,!
&$0#$-!2!>2+/*0=?!%/+#!2%!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-8!!!

!"#$%&'()*+$"#,)-$./#)%+"4/(+)#'(&'##"&'()#,/6$%&4')
50!N&$-6/(-,!O-$3,(%$0=!'>!",+#-'*'B=!2-!'<<'(0/-$0=!#2%!2($%,-!0'!(,0#$-)!,-B$-,,($-B!
,./+20$'-!2-.!,J<,($4,-0!&$0#!-,&!2<<('2+#,%!0#('/B#!0#,!+(,20$'-!'>!0#,!H-B$-,,($-B!
M(2+0$+,!5+2.,4=!P0#,!5+2.,4=U?!*2/-+#$-B!$-!F9Ca?!2-.!$0%!2%%'+$20,.!L2+#,*'(!'>!
H-B$-,,($-B!M(2+0$+,!P_'-'/(%U!PLHM_U8!"#,!5+2.,4=!$%!'-,!'>!42-=!$-$0$20$3,%!0#20!
'<,(20$'-2*$%,!N&$-6/(-,Z%!4$%%$'-!0'!+(,20,!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'-'4$+!$4<2+08!"#('/B#'/0!0#,!
+(,20$'-!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=!+'-%$.,(20$'-!#2%!6,,-!B$3,-!0'!#'&!0#,!5+2.,4=Z%!'<,(20$'-%!
4$B#0!+(,20,!%#2(,.!32*/,!&$0#!0#,!*'+2*!+'44/-$0=!'>!E,*6'/(-,!&#,(,!0#,!5+2.,4=!$%!
*'+20,.?!+'44/-$0$,%!&$0#$-!d$+0'($2!2-.!5/%0(2*$2!4'(,!6('2.*=?!0#,!5/%0(2*$2-!<('>,%%$'-2*!
,-B$-,,($-B!%,+0'(!2-.!>$-2**=!0#,!$-0,(-20$'-2*!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!+'44/-$0=!'>!&#$+#!
5+2.,4=!%02>>!2(,!4,46,(%8!!
"#,!5+2.,4=!$%!6,$-B!,%026*$%#,.!2%!2!%$4/*20,.!+'-%/*0$-B!>$(4!&$0#$-!N&$-6/(-,8!N0/.,-0%!
&$**!K'$-!0#,!5+2.,4=!2%!2%%'+$20,%!,-('**,.!$-!0#,!LHM_8!"#,!LHM_!$%!6,$-B!+'G+(,20,.!
&$0#!$-./%0(=!2-.!&$**!6,!.,*$3,(,.!,-0$(,*=!0#('/B#!(,2*G&'(*.!<('K,+0%!&$0#!$-./%0(=!2-.!
+'44/-$0=!<2(0-,(!'(B2-$%20$'-%8!1/(($+/*/4!&$**!6,!.,*$3,(,.!&$0#!2!K/%0G$-G0$4,!2<<('2+#!
2-.!%0/.,-0%!+2<26$*$0=!0'!2<<*=!0#,!+'-+,<0%!&$0#$-!0#,!+/(($+/*/4!0(2+),.!0#('/B#!4$+('G
+(,.,-0$2*%8!N0/.,-0%!&$**!4'3,!0#('/B#!>'/(!$-0,-%$3,!%$JG&,,)!/-$0%!2!=,2(?!&$0#!,2+#!/-$0!
3/:4**)0$2-'!++11DEFG!>:$;*/*$4*!
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>'+/%$-B!'-!'-,!'>!>'/(!+/(($+/*/4!<$**2(%V!%'+$2*!$4<2+0?!,4,(B$-B!0,+#-'*'B=?!(,%,2(+#!2-.!
.,3,*'<4,-0!2-.!,-0(,<(,-,/(%#$<8!:-!2..$0$'-!0'!0#,!<('K,+0%!+'-./+0,.!&$0#$-!0#,!>'/(!
/-$0%?!C^j!'>!%0/.,-0Z%!&'()*'2.!&$**!6,!.,.$+20,.!0'!%,(3$+,!*,2(-$-B!<('K,+0%!&'()$-B!
2*'-B%$.,!5+2.,4=!%02>>!'-!*'-BG0,(4!<('K,+0%!&$0#$-!0#,!+'44/-$0=8!!
:-!0#,!,2(*=!%02B,%!'>!,%026*$%#$-B!0#,!5+2.,4=!2!%0(20,B$+!<*2--$-B!<('+,%%!&2%!
/-.,(02),-?!$.,-0$>=$-B!0#,!+'-0($6/0$'-!0#20!0#,!5+2.,4=!+'/*.!42),!0'!%'+$2*!$%%/,%!
2>>,+0$-B!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!$-!&#$+#!0#,!5+2.,4=!$-0,(%,+0%8!"#,!%0(20,B$+!<*2--$-B!<('+,%%!
$.,-0$>$,.!>$3,!3$%$'-!,*,4,-0%!0#('/B#!&#$+#!0#,!5+2.,4=!+'/*.!#23,!$4<2+0@!
C8!
F8!
f8!
78!
^8!

e,3,*'<!,-B$-,,(%!%/$0,.!>'(!0#,!/-)-'&-%!'>!>/0/(,!,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$%,!!
H46'.=!2-.!2.3'+20,!%/%02$-26$*$0=!!
1,*,6(20,!6,$-B!2-.!6,+'4$-B!<('>,%%$'-2*%!!
H46(2+,!.$3,(%$0=!2-.!$-+*/%$'-!
R,G$42B$-,!2-.!0(2-%>'(4!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!!

"#,!.,%$B-!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=Z%!<('B(24%?!<'*$+$,%!2-.!<('+,./(,%!$-!2**!2(,2%!$-+*/.$-BV!
'<,(20$'-%!2-.!$->(2%0(/+0/(,?!<,'<*,!2-.!+/*0/(,?!%,(3$+,%!2-.!,-B2B,4,-0!&$0#!+'44/-$0=!
2-.!+*$,-0%?!2(,!20!0#,!0$4,!'>!&($0$-B!0#$%!<2<,(!6,$-B!2*$B-,.!0'!0#,!>$3,!3$%$'-!,*,4,-0%!2-.!
42<<,.!0'!%#'&!#'&!0#,=!&$**!+'-0($6/0,!0'!0#,!2+#$,3,4,-0!'>!.,%$(,.!'/0+'4,%!2-.!0#/%!
+(,20,!%#2(,.!32*/,!/-.,(!,2+#!'>!0#,!3$%$'-!,*,4,-0%8!!!!

=',/*%"2)$',)*#"-&6#).#$"'&'()3"45#6%*)7"$8#94":))
"#,!%0(/+0/(,!'>!0#,!LHM_!2**'&%!>'(!-20/(2*!$-0,(%,+0$'-%!&$0#!6'0#!0#,!5/%0(2*$2-!
,-B$-,,($-B!%,+0'(!2-.!0#,!6'2(.,(!+'44/-$0=!0#('/B#!%0/.,-0G*,.!<('K,+0%!&$0#!$-./%0(=!2-.!
+'44/-$0=!62%,.!'(B2-$%20$'-%8!"#,!LHM_!$-+*/.,%!0&'!0=<,%!'>!%0/.,-0G*,.!<('K,+0%?!CU!
$-./%0(=!62%,.!<('K,+0%!&$0#$-!0#,!%$JG&,,)!$-0,-%$3,!/-$0%!2-.!FU!*'-BG0,(4!%,(3$+,!*,2(-$-B!
<('K,+0%!&$0#!+'44/-$0=!62%,.!'(B2-$%20$'-%8!!
N,(3$+,G*,2(-$-B!<('K,+0%!#23,!6,,-!/%,.!$-0,(-20$'-2**=!&$0#!B(,20!%/++,%%!0'!,46,.!2!
%,-%,!'>!%'+$2*!(,%<'-%$6*=!2-.!,I/$<!%0/.,-0%!&$0#!B*'62*!+$0$X,-%#$<!%)$**%,0%!PL$,*,>,*.0?!
M20,(%'-?!Q!N&2-?!F9C9V!M($0+#2(.!Q!"%2-B?!F999U8!N,(3$+,G*,2(-$-B!<('K,+0%!<*2+,!%0/.,-0%!
&$0#$-!+'44/-$0$,%!&#,(,!0#,=!&'()!'-!2!<('K,+0!0#20!6,-,>$0%!0#,!+'44/-$0=!$-!&#$+#!0#,=!
2(,!,46,..,.8!N,(3$+,G*,2(-$-B!<('K,+0%!0#('/B#!0#,$(!3,(=!-20/(,!#23,!0#,!<'0,-0$2*!0'!
+(,20,!%#2(,.!32*/,!&$0#!+'44/-$0$,%8!N,(3$+,!*,2(-$-B!<('K,+0%!+'-./+0,.!$-!$%'*20$'-!0'!
$-./%0(=!<('K,+0%!#'&,3,(!#23,!0#,!<'0,-0$2*!0'!<,(<,0/20,!0#,!3$,&!0#20!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!$%!
2+#$,3,.!0#('/B#!1NR!2+0$3$0$,%!0#20!2(,!%,<2(20,!0'!+'(,!6/%$-,%%8!!
:-!0#,!5+2.,4=!%0/.,-0%!&$**!2*%'!&'()!'-!(,2*G&'(*.!<('K,+0%!$.,-0$>$,.!6=!$-./%0(=!<2(0-,(%!
$-!2..$0$'-!0'!%,(3$+,!*,2(-$-B!<('K,+0%8!"#,%,!$-./%0(=!<('K,+0%!2(,!2*%'!3$,&,.!2%!2-!
'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!+(,20,!%#2(,.!32*/,8!:-./%0(=!<('K,+0%!#23,!0#,!<'0,-0$2*!0'!+(,20,!%#2(,.!
32*/,V!
¥! W'(!*%/,#'%*)6=!<('3$.$-B!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0'!6/$*.!%)$**%?!B2$-!,J<'%/(,!0'!<('>,%%$'-2*!
&'()$-B!,-3$('-4,-0%!2-.!6/$*.!0#,$(!<('>,%%$'-2*!-,0&'()%V!
¥! W'(!&',/*%"2)3$"%'#"*!0'!+('&.%'/(+,!-,&!$.,2%!2-.!$--'320$3,!%'*/0$'-%!>'(!
<('K,+0%!0#,=!$.,-0$>=!$-!2..$0$'-!0'!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0'!$.,-0$>=!/<G2-.G+'4$-B!02*,-0!
&$0#$-!0#,!-,J0!B,-,(20$'-!'>!,-B$-,,(%V!
¥! W'(!*46&#%2!6=!2+0$-B!2%!0(2-%>'(420$3,!<*20>'(4%!0#('/B#!&#$+#!$-./%0(=!<2(0-,(%!$-!
+'**26'(20$'-!&$0#!5+2.,4=!%0/.,-0%!2-.!%02>>!+2-!$.,-0$>=!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0'!$-+(,2%,!
0#,!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'*'B$+2*!32*/,!'>!0#,!$-./%0(=!<2(0-,(Z%!+'(,!6/%$-,%%8!M2(0$+$<20$-B!
$-!%0/.,-0!<('K,+0%!2**'&%!$-./%0(=!<2(0-,(%!0'!,J<*'(,!0#,%,!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!$-!2!*'&G
($%)!42--,(?!&$0#'/0!0#,!-,,.!0'!+'44$0!0$4,!'(!>$-2-+$2*!(,%'/(+,%!/<G>('-08!!!!
!
H%026*$%#$-B!(,2*G&'(*.!<('K,+0%!2-.!<2(0-,(%#$<%!&$0#!$-./%0(=!2-.!+'44/-$0=!62%,.!<2(0-,(!
'(B2-$%20$'-%!#'&,3,(!$%!-'0!,-'/B#!0'!,-%/(,!0#20!%#2(,.!32*/,!$%!+(,20,.8!50!0#,!0$4,!'>!
3/:4**)0$2-'!++11DEFG!>:$;*/*$4*!
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&($0$-B!0#$%!<2<,(!0#,!5+2.,4=!$%!$-!0#,!<('+,%%!'>!+(,20$-B!2-!$-./%0(=!<('K,+0%!>(24,&'()!
+'4<*,0,!&$0#!0''*%!0'!2%%$%0!2+2.,4$+!%02>>!0'!.,%$B-!%0/.,-0!<('K,+0%!0'!,J<*$+$0*=!+(,20,!
%#2(,.!32*/,?!<($'($0$%,!<('K,+0%!0#20!&$**!+'-0($6/0,!0'!2+#$,3$-B!0#,!5+2.,4=!2-.!6('2.,(!
N&$-6/(-,!O-$3,(%$0=!'>!",+#-'*'B=!%0(20,B$+!<*2-%?!,>>,+0$3,*=!>2+$*$020,!%0/.,-0%!0'!.,*$3,(!
<('K,+0%!2-.!,32*/20,!0#,!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!0#,=!+(,20,8!!

!4'6./*&4'*)
H-B$-,,(%!'>!0#,!>/0/(,!4/%0!6,!,I/$<<,.!&$0#!%)$**%!0'!2..(,%%!B*'62*!%'+$2*!2-.!,+'*'B$+2*!
+#2**,-B,%8!"#,=!4/%0!6,!26*,!0'!%,(3,!%'+$,0=!2-.!+(,20,!>$-2-+$2*!32*/,!0'!0#,!+'4<2-$,%!
$-!&#$+#!0#,=!'<,(20,8!g/0.20,.!-'0$'-%!'>!+'(<'(20,!%'+$2*!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!+'/<*,.!&$0#!
%'+$,02*!<(,%%/(,!'-!+'4<2-$,%!0'!+(,20,!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!'/0%$.,!'>!0#,$(!*,B2*!'6*$B20$'-%!2(,!
+(,20$-B!0,-%$'-%!6,0&,,-!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!2-.!<('>$0!42)$-B8!1/((,-0!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!
2<<('2+#,%!2(,!-'0!2.,I/20,*=!<(,<2($-B!B(2./20,%!0'!-23$B20,!0#$%!0,-%$'-8!!
"#,!,4,(B$-B!+'-+,<0!&$0#$-!0#,!6/%$-,%%!*$0,(20/(,!'>!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!9#%,*!<('3$.,%!2!
>(24,&'()!>'(!+'4<2-$,%!0'!$.,-0$>=!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!0'!+(,20,!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!&#$*,!
%$4/*02-,'/%*=!+(,20$-B!,+'-'4$+!32*/,!>'(!0#,!+'4<2-=8!"#,!+'-+,<0!'>!4/*#.0$2!-=#/*)!
9#%,*!$%!2!4,+#2-$%4!0#20!+2-!6,!/%,.!&$0#$-!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!0'!,I/$<!B(2./20,%!&$0#!
%)$**%!(,I/$(,.!>'(!0#,!/-)-'&-%!'>!0#,!>/0/(,!&#$*,!%$4/*02-,'/%*=!<('3$.$-B!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!>'(!
/-$3,(%$0$,%!2%!$-%0$0/0$'-%!0'!<'%$0$3,!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!>'(!0#,!+'44/-$0$,%!$-!&#$+#!0#,=!2(,!
*'+20,.8!!

D#7#"#'6#*)
5/%0(2*$2-!1,-0(,!>'(!1'(<'(20,!N'+$2*!R,%<'-%$6$*$0=8!PF9C7U8!<=*!FE.=!&*#/!H!3/:2/*--!#$)!
?/:-?*4.-!;:/!>(I!0$!+,-./#%0#!#$)!J*6!K*#%#$)@!<=*!(.#.*!:;!>(I!0$!+,-./#%0#!#$)!
J*6!K*#%#$)!+$$,#%!I*90*68!R,0($,3,.!>('4!#00<@AA2++%(8+'482/A&#20G&,G.'A+%(G
(,%'/(+,%A+%(G(,%,2(+#A@!!
L!;268!PF9CTU8!b#20!2(,!L!+'(<%k!!!R,0($,3,.!>('4!#00<@AA6+'(<'(20$'-8+'482/A&#20G2(,G6G
+'(<%G9!
L2$**$,?!18!PF9C7U8!1$20$**/0$2!#$)!(:40#%!L,-.04*!M$!.=*!8$09*/-0.&!#$)!N*&:$)8!5%#*2-.8!
L,2-*2-.?!e8?!Q!_2.B(2>0?!R8!PF9C7U8!1$20$**/0$2!*),4#.0:$@!M$$:9#.0:$!#$)!./#$-;:/5#.0:$!
R,0($,3,.!>('4!!
L$,*,>,*.0?!58!R8?!M20,(%'-?!`8!l8?!Q!N&2-?!18!b8!PF9C9U8!E,2%/($-B!0#,!32*/,!2..,.!>('4!
%,(3$+,!*,2(-$-B!$-!<('K,+0G62%,.!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-8!M$.*/$#.0:$#%!L:,/$#%!;:/!
1$20$**/0$2!1),4#.0:$'!DOPfU?!^f^G^7Y8!!
L'%+#GL2.$2?!E8!"8?!E'-0*'(GN,((20%?!D8?!Q!"2((2X'-?!E8!58!PF9CfU8!1'(<'(20,!%'+$2*!
(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!>('4!W($,.42-!0'!M'(0,(!2-.!`(24,(8!<=*:/*.04#%!14:$:504-!P*..*/-'!Q?!
CCGC^8!!
L('42-?!l8!:8?!Q!R'6S(0?!`8G_8!PF9CTU8!5!>(24,&'()!>'(!%0(20,B$+!%/%02$-26*,!.,3,*'<4,-08!
L:,/$#%!:;!>%*#$*/!3/:),4.0:$'!FRE?!CTGfC8!.'$@C98C9CYAK8K+*,<('8F9C^8C98CFC!
e,46,)?!`8?!N$-B#?!M8?!Q!L#2)''?!d8!PF9CYU8!;$0,(20/(,!(,3$,&!'>!%#2(,.!32*/,@!5!0#,'(,0$+2*!
+'-+,<0!'(!2!42-2B,4,-0!6/XX&'(.8!L:,/$#%!:;!N,-0$*--!1.=04-'!FQGPFU?!FfCGFYT8!!
H-B$-,,(%!5/%0(2*$28!PF9CTU8!H-B$-,,(%!5/%0(2*$2!1'.,!'>!H0#$+%8!!!R,0($,3,.!>('4!
&&&8,-B$-,,(%2/%0(2*$28'(B82/A,0#$+%!
H-B$-,,(%!b$0#'/0!L'(.,(%!5/%0(2*$28!PF9CTU8!HbL!1#2**,-B,8!!!R,0($,3,.!>('4!
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CONTEXT Distance engineering education is a familiar and well-accepted mode of study in
Australia, especially for regional areas, due to improvements in technology and convenience
of learning opportunities. Many students choose distance mode over face-to-face because of
flexibility around work and family commitments. But still, there are a lot of challenges to
maintain student engagement and to make learning by distance as effective as on-campus
studies. Moreover, most of the distance students choose to study and want to engage with
academics outside standard working hours which challenges work-life balance. Online
support tools such as Zoom allow students and academics to connect through virtual tutorials
from any convenient location, which is an effective use of technology to improve student
engagement and their success rate while minimising the inconvenience of after-hours
commitments for academics.
PURPOSE The aim is to study the effectiveness of using Zoom technology to offer evening
tutorial sessions to improve the success of students studying foundation engineering units by
distance mode at a regional university, while maintaining a manageable workload for
academics.
APPROACH A course Moodle site gives information about the learning behaviors of
students. For example, data can be collected on how many students watched a lecture or the
most frequently watched parts of lectures. In this study, student engagement with the course
was measured by closely observing the number and types of posts to the Q&A Forum on the
Moodle site for the years 2016 and 2017 and the number of students attending Zoom virtual
tutorials when introduced in 2017.

RESULTS Data collected from the Moodle site over the 2016 and 2017 course offerings
showed levels of engagement were maintained with the learning resources (Q&A Forum in
2016 and additionally the Zoom virtual tutorials in 2017). Also, a similar response rate was
recorded for the course evaluation questionnaire but satisfaction scores improved in many
areas. The introduction of Zoom virtual tutorials resulted in higher student satisfaction and a
reduction in instructor workload of approximately 25%.

CONCLUSIONS By offering online Zoom tutoring sessions, the number of questions and
answers posted on the Moodle has reduced significantly and reduced the workload of
academics. This has been achieved without reducing the engagement levels of students or
altering the grade distribution.
KEYWORDS Online teaching support, Zoom virtual tutorial; student satisfaction.
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Introduction
Distance education originated to fulfill the demand for education by those who would not be
able to participate in face to face courses. It is suitable for those courses which do not
require physical attendance during the learning process. Distance education incorporates a
variety of ways to enable students to progress along the pathway of their studies.
CQUniversity (CQU) offers two pathways in its engineering degrees. One is with Co-op
experience (the dual award program Bachelor of Engineering/ Diploma of Professional
Practice (Engineering)) and another is the distance education program (Jorgensen &
Howard, 2005a). CQU employs new technologies to provide state of the art education to
enrolled students. At this moment, CQUniversity is also well regarded in Australia as the
nation’s most inclusive and engaged university due to offering distance education and as well
as having campuses in many regional areas. Approximately 27% of the enrolled CQU
engineering students take their courses as a distance mode due to the flexibility of
technology (Mandal, 2015).
Emerging technologies allow instructors and students as well as student-student connection
in a real-time and or time delayed alliance. Several techniques were used to deliver the
distance program for a period of time (Cohen & Ellis, 2001). First generation distance
education basically depends on print based education (Kaufman, 1989; Nipper, 1989).
Whereas second generation distance study evolved to print and broadcasting system
(Peters, 2002). Third generation distance education heavily dependent on web-based tools,
such as web conferencing which enables student – teacher more equitable communication
(Bates, 2005). Software companies are creating user-friendly tools that are incorporated in
learning and teaching in an educational institution. The latest addition is called “Zoom”, full
details of this application are available online: https://www.zoom.us
From Term 1 2017, CQU enabled “Zoom” as the virtual live classroom for distance students’
educational purposes. Zoom is a web based tool which enables collaboration between
individuals and groups through video conferencing, video and audio calling, instant and
persistent messaging, and file sharing. Zoom was adopted primarily as a replacement Virtual
Live Classroom (VLC), but offers a range collaboration opportunities – within and beyond
CQU.

Background
Implementation of technologies for distance studies is dependent on individual comfort
levels, monetary resources and visionary leadership (Beldarrain, 2006). The educational
institution must be aware of the influence and outcome of the technologies that have been
used for facilitating learning pathways. It’s also equally important to train the educators to
familiarise them with a new technology including its possible flaws during the process. To
adopt a new technology, CQU follows the seven principles of good learning and teaching
practice provided by (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). Irrespective of delivery method,
technology should:
·

Encourage contact between students and faculty.

·

Develop reciprocity and cooperation among students.

·

Use active learning techniques.

·

Give prompt feedback.

·

Emphasise time on task.
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·

Communicate high expectations.

·

Respect diverse talents and ways of learning.

CQU encourages all academic staff to undertake these approaches for achieving better
learning outcomes. The online distance pedagogical journey can be integrated by using
emerging technologies such as “Zoom” by applying these seven principles.
Now distance learners are interested in connecting with peers and receiving prompt
feedback from their instructors and want to study interactively. This is more applicable to
those specialised subjects which need to be explained step by step, for example tutoring
about mastering software applications.

Course History
This paper illustrates the gain in learning effectiveness using “Zoom” technology for the
particular specialised subject called “Drafting for Engineer’s” which is offered in distance
mode as part of an Associate Degree in Engineering. Two consecutive year’s data has been
analysed to determine correlations between using the new technology “Zoom” and effects on
student satisfaction and feedback. In addition, the numbers of relevant technical questions
asked through the Moodle site have been considered in this study to assess the qualitative
relevancy of the “Zoom” tool.
Table 1: Summary of the number of students enrolled, student satisfaction scores and
a number of questions posted on the Moodle Q&A Forum for two consecutive years.
Drafting for Engineers (ENAG11009)
Item

Enrolled
Students

Responses

Response
Rate

Overall
satisfaction
score out
of 5

2016
Term 1

45

18

40%

3.2

279

Recorded video
and Q&A forum

2017
Term 1

34

18

53%

4.5

129

Recorded video
plus first time
used “Zoom” as
an interactive tool
for live tutorial

Year

Number of
Questions
asked
through
Moodle site

Types of
resources

Student Satisfaction Scoring System and its Application
The teaching and learning environment is greatly influenced by a student evaluation and
feedback process (Sayem & Rasul, 2015). Frequent student evaluation and adding their
feedback into course improvement will make the learning process more informative and
interactive. CQU uses a five-scale rating system to evaluate course performance. The
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corporate target of average satisfaction of a course is 4.0 out of 5.0. In addition, at least 50%
or more student feedback has been considered acceptable in the evaluation process. Finally,
CQU also has an attrition target of less than 30% failures in a particular course. Updated
resources along with innovative learning and teaching methods incorporated with the latest
technology have been used to fulfill the CQU corporate targets. The key points of the
changes are to: 1) Improve the student learning process, 2) Increase positive satisfaction in
the student learning journey, and 3) Reduce the student dropout rate. The following section
summarises the different strategies that have been considered to meet the corporate
requirements.

Teaching Interventions
Table 2 summarise the various teaching interventions that are responding to student
feedback for the years 2016 and 2017.
Table 2: Summary of the various teaching interventions responding to student
feedback for the years 2016 and 2017.
2016 HT 1 : Drafting for Engineers (ENAG11009)
Student feedback

Source

Recommendation

Action taken

Online tutorials were
of benefit to students

Have your
say survey

Increase the number of
Online tutorials to enable
students to ask questions
and be shown the answer

Casual staff
conducted fourteen,
two hour online
tutorials during the
term

Too many folio
exercises

Have your
say survey

Review the Pass/Fail
requirement of the folio
exercises and possibly allow
students to choose how
many folio activities they do;
however specific help on
Assignment tasks will not be
given as the assignments
are meant to be done solely
by each student without help
from staff or other students

The number or folio
activities were
reviewed and
reduced slightly in
line with the hours
students are
expected to spend on
a 6CP unit

Course videos were
good and showed
step by step
instructions

Have your
say survey

Review the current online
videos and add more where
needed

Completely reviewed
all videos prior to the
term and employed
casual staff to add/fix
over ten, 30min
videos

Assessment items
were returned late

Have your
say survey

Staff will monitor and ensure
the timely return of feedback
to students for future
offerings

Coordinator helped
teaching staff with
marking
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Table 3: Learning resource score and forum discussion statistics for 2016 and 2017
2016 Term 1

2017 Term 1

Enrolled students

45

34

Course evaluations

18

18

Student engagement

36% participation in Q&A
forum

35% participation in Zoom
virtual tutorials

Types of learning
resources

Q&A Forum and 2 one-hour
online tutorial sessions

Q&A Forum and 14 one-hour
Zoom virtual tutorials

HD grades (%)

70%

75%

Student satisfaction of
learning resources as a
numerical scale from 1
(low) to 5 (high)

3.1

4.0

Q&A Forum posts per
student

1.9

1.0

Instructor time to deliver
learning resources

Number of Q&A Forum
replies (148) multiplied by
nominal time to reply (10
minutes) plus 2 hours of
online tutorial session.

Number of Q&A Forum
replies (38) multiplied by
nominal time to reply (10
minutes) plus 14 hours of
online tutorial session.

26 hours

20 hours

Results and Discussion
Quality assurance of learning and teaching processes is very important for any educational
institution to sustain its progress. For academics, it’s also important to deliver high-quality
learning methods (Dekkers, Howard, Adams, & Martin, 2014). Modern technology has
provided vital assistance to achieve the required standard of quality of learning tools. From
Table 1, student satisfaction rates indicate that tutorial sessions with “Zoom” technology have
influenced the achievement of a higher satisfaction score (4.5). Student feedback in the year
2017 said that Online “Zoom” tutorial sessions provided good interactive help. Another
important key parameter is the number of questions posted in the Q&A Forum over 2016 and
2017. In 2016, the same course was offered without “Zoom” and the number of questions
asked per student was 1.9, whereas this was approximately half in 2017. In 2017, due to
tutorial sessions being offered by “Zoom the instructor workload reduced by approximately
25%. The introduction of Zoom also resulted in a marginal increase in the percentage of HD
grades awarded. As assessments were not significantly changed over this period, this is
anecdotal evidence that Zoom tutorials may also allow students to obtain deeper learning.
In addition, at the time of “Zoom” tutorial sessions, students showed their interest about the
“Zoom” collaborative tool for providing effective impacts to achieve the goals of the course.
Therefore, we can consider that there has been a positive impact of “Zoom” technology in the
learning process. Further analysis can be done to determine the impact of “Zoom” by
organising a one to one survey based on a questionnaire on the students’ “Zoom”
experience. The author will recommend this for the next stage of the learning development.
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Instructor Observation
The author observes from solicited and unsolicited feedback about the “Zoom” collaborative
tool that it creates better student satisfaction. Students enjoy tutorial sessions and asked for
extra sessions due to the effectiveness of “Zoom” technology. In particular, for the “Drafting
for Engineers” course, “Zoom” was especially helpful to allow students to see live command
of various tools and their applications through the course teacher. Course teachers also
enjoy seeing the benefits of the “Zoom” tool, especially for distance courses. Overall,
students and course teachers were both happy to use “Zoom” collaborative for the first time
in their “Drafting for Engineers” course.

Conclusion
The implications of introducing Zoom virtual tutorials was examined with respect to student
satisfaction, student engagement and instructor workload in a core drafting course within the
Associate Degree in Engineering at CQUniversity. It was found that by using “Zoom”, the
learning process is more interactive, which creates positive student satisfaction and better
experiences in their learning journey. The innovative approach of “Zoom” enhances positive
learning outcomes for diverse groups of students as well as encouraging higher education in
remote areas while potentially reducing workloads for instructors.
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SESSION Integrating Humanitarianism in Engineering Education
CONTEXT The potential that engineering offers of making a positive impact on society
motivates many students, yet most university courses only appeal explicitly to this motivation
through add-on global experience or service-learning programs. Furthermore, there is an
increasing body of research showing that such Social Impact programs lead to improved
student outcomes, especially in the development of the professional skill-sets and mind-sets
required in the 21st century engineering workforce.
At Swinburne University of Technology, social impact is being integrated and embedded in a
new curriculum, co-designed with industry partners, grounded in education research, and
built around work-oriented pedagogies including project-based learning. Projects will be
aligned with 4 Pillars: Emerging Technologies, Entrepreneurship, research & Development
(research in lowercase to indicate the emphasis on Development), and Social Impact. This
paper reports on the process of incorporating Social Impact into this new curriculum.

PURPOSE How can Social Impact be integrated throughout an engineering curriculum?
APPROACH Building from an industry co-design process of identifying and unpacking the
suite of skills required to succeed and flourish as an engineering graduate, the next stage is
developing the curriculum and learning experiences that will enable students to acquire these
skills. Within the context of Social Impact, this process involves consulting the education
research literature on developing these skills, input from prospective Social Impact project
partners, comparison with related project-based and service-learning programs, and then
further consultation and validation with industry stakeholders.

RESULTS Several milestones have been reached in developing the Social Impact
curriculum pillar. The key aspects distinguishing it from the other pillars have been identified
as empathising and communicating with people from diverse backgrounds. A system of
micro-credentials will be used as a framework for developing students’ skills, and some of
these, such as human-centred design, thinking globally, and embracing diversity, have been
mapped to Social Impact. At the time of writing, a Deep Dive curriculum workshop had just
been held with industry stakeholders – the outcomes and analysis will be presented at the
conference, along with an update on the curriculum development process.
CONCLUSIONS By incorporating lessons learned from other programs around the world,
evidence-based teaching strategies from the research literature, and ongoing consultation
with prospective project partners and industry stakeholders, Swinburne University of
Technology is in the process of developing a world-class new initiative to integrate Social
Impact throughout the engineering curriculum.
KEYWORDS curriculum design, social impact, service-learning
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Introduction
Swinburne University of Technology (SUT) is developing an innovative practice-based
engineering undergraduate degree, with a curriculum co-designed with industry (Cook,
Mann, & Daniel, 2017). Rather than the traditional focus on technical content, this new
Bachelor of Engineering Practice (Honours) degree will enable graduates to develop the
professional skill-sets and mind-sets required in the 21st century engineering workforce. This
new project-centric curriculum will have projects aligned to 4 Pillars: Emerging Technologies,
Entrepreneurship, research & Development, and Social Impact. The ongoing process of
developing a curriculum framework for this last Pillar, Social Impact, is the subject of this
paper.

Context
Growth of service-learning and social impact in tertiary education
Service-learning is a recent and growing development in university education. For example,
the first research publications only started coming out in the 1990s (e.g. Markus, Howard,
and King (1993), but since then multiple journals have been dedicated to this burgeoning
area. The International Journal for Service Learning in Engineering: Humanitarian
Engineering and Social Entrepreneurship issued its first Volume in 2006, and the Journal of
Service-Learning in Higher Education followed suit in 2012.
In engineering, this trend towards addressing social impact can be seen in the rise in recent
years of humanitarian engineering education. For example, Engineers without Borders
Australia has been running curricular and extra-curricular programs for undergraduate
students in this space for more than a decade. Some universities offer humanitarian
engineering education research projects or degree specialisations (Amadei & Sandekian,
2010; n.a., 2017a), and now for the first time, the AAEE conference is hosting a session on
“integrating humanitarianism in engineering education”.
Addressing social impact is an important trend in engineering education that is being
centrally incorporated in the new co-designed curriculum at SUT.

Co-designing a new engineering curriculum with industry
At SUT, the process of co-designing a new curriculum with industry, aligned to university and
Engineers Australia requirements, together with input from student focus groups, is well
underway. It will be summarised briefly here, as it is has been described in detail elsewhere
(Cook et al., 2017).
Its structure has so far entailed two broad stages: stakeholder consultation and consensus
building, adapted from the Design your Discipline process (Dowling & Hadgraft, 2013). The
industry stakeholder consultation process involved three ideas workshops with more than 60
individuals representing more than 50 diverse engineering employers, who were asked to
brainstorm and discuss emerging industry trends, the skills required of future graduates, and
more.
Those inputs were analysed and distilled into a draft curriculum framework, successive
iterations of which were the subject of two further curriculum development workshops. This
consensus building stage involved a total of 21 participants from 18 different organisations
giving feedback and input into revising the draft curriculum. At the time of writing, four ‘deep
dive’ workshops are being held to plumb the four curriculum pillars one-by-one in detail with
industry representatives. The analysis and outcomes of the Social Impact deep dive will be
presented at the AAEE Conference in December.
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The draft curriculum of the Bachelor of Engineering Practice (Honours) degree is
summarised below in Figure 1. It consists of three domains of people, self, and work,
complemented by the ‘fundamentals’. Each of the domains of people, self, and work, is
divided into three sub-domains. Each of these sub-domains in turn subsumes a number of
underlying skills. For example, Communication has been unpacked to include: listening,
questioning, adaptive communication style, persuasion & pitching, presentation skills,
networking, and writing. Similarly, Management includes project management, risk
management, time management, people management & team building, feasibility &
prioritising, and budgeting.

Figure 1: The domains and sub-domains of the draft curriculum

Developing the Social Impact pillar
Inputs and interactions
Apart from input from industry stakeholders, and potentially others such as regulatory or
government bodies, the initial and ongoing development of a curriculum and assessment
framework for the Social Impact pillar involves a number of inputs and interactions. This
includes input from similar programs, feedback loops with industry partners and other
ongoing monitoring and evaluation, and engaging with the relevant research literature (see
Figure 2). These inputs have been described in detail previously (Daniel & Mann, 2017), and
so are only summarised briefly here.
Many service-learning programs in engineering exist at other universities (Bielefeldt et al.,
2013). EPICS, at Purdue University, having started in 1995 is perhaps the best known of
these, involving inter-disciplinary student teams earning academic credit solving technologybased problems for local community organisations (Oakes, Coyle, & Jamieson, 2000). The
Service-Learning Integrated throughout the College of Engineering (SLICE) program at the
University of Massachusetts-Lowell has the goal of integrating service-learning into every
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semester of their engineering degree and so will offer an important comparison point for our
own program (Duffy, Barrington, West, Heredia, & Barry, 2011; n.a., 2017b).

Evaluation

Social
Impact
Pillar

Similar
Programs

Industry
Partner
Perspectives

Education Research Literature
Figure 2: Inputs and interactions informing the Social Impact Pillar

Working successfully on Social Impact projects will require the development of a number of
associated skills, such as engaging community members, human-centred design, working
cross-culturally, and more. Many research papers have investigated different teaching
strategies to nurture these skills, or developed resources that could be useful for teaching
them. For example, Gilbert, Held, Ellzey, Bailey, and Young (2014) reviewed the literature on
teaching community engagement skills, whereas Mazzurco and Jesiek (2017) identified five
best-practice principles for community engagement - a resource both students and teachers
can use in developing skills in this area. In a previous paper (Daniel & Mann, 2017), we
reviewed this literature in more detail.
Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of this new program will be key to ensuring the best
outcomes. Apart from more typical project-based assessment, there will be regular debriefs
with project clients, industry mentors, and students themselves. For Social Impact in
particular, there are a number of relevant validated survey instruments, such as those
developed to measure attitudes towards sustainability (Hess, Brownell, House, & Dale,
2015), or towards community service (Shiarella, McCarthy, & Tucker, 2000), that will be
adapted to evaluate our program.

The Social Impact pillar in the degree framework
Students in the new degree program at SUT will join a functioning practice, the Engineering
Practice Academy, on Day 1. Each year of the degree, the student experience will be centred
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around four 6-week ‘sprints’. Each sprint, students will work in small groups on a project
aligned to one of 4 Pillars: Social Impact, Emerging Technologies, research & Development,
and Entrepreneurship (Figure 3). Although these projects represent the bulk of the workload,
students will also participate in professional development experiences as well as working on
a longer-term service learning project.

Figure 3: The degree framework of four curriculum pillars

Projects in the different pillars will be distinguished by different key aspects, as indicated at
the bottom of Figure 3. The key aspects of the Social Impact pillar are empathy and
communication. Empathy is a central component of human-centred design. Social Impact
projects will focus on developing students’ ability to empathise with people from a different
background from their own. The other key aspect of Social Impact projects will be developing
students’ communication skills in diverse contexts. For example, it could be that in a Social
Impact project, students will develop and practice the skills to communicate effectively and
empathise with members of a rural community to identify a design opportunity, communicate
with their teammates in developing their ideas and designs, and then be able to empathise
with the perspective of a philanthropic board to so communicate their proposal convincingly
enough to win a funding grant.
In the workplace, the ability to communicate and empathise underpin the concepts of
psychological safety and collective intelligence in teams, which in turn are key determinants
of team effectiveness (n.a., n.d.; Woolley, Chabris, Pentland, Hashmi, & Malone, 2010).

Service-learning versus the Social Impact project
Although each year all students will complete a 6-week social impact team project, they’ll
also spend about 10% of their time working on an Academy-wide service learning project. Of
course, the service learning project is intended to have a social impact, so the question
arises, how is it different to the project within the Social Impact pillar?
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There are several key differences. The intended outcome of the Social Impact project is that
students develop particular skills, especially regarding their ability to empathise and
communicate with people from a different background to their own. It is a contained, shortterm project that will be a central component of each students’ performance review, and will
effectively involve the student teams conducting R&D for the project client. Conversely, the
service-learning project will be on a time-scale of years rather than weeks, and rather than
being focused on student learning and assessment, will instead be about producing a
tangible outcome for the client.
The first Social Impact pillar project that the initial ‘pathfinder’ cohort in 2018 will work on is
the EWB Challenge. The EWB Challenge is an established humanitarian engineering design
program for first-year students, now in its tenth year (Jolly, Crosthwaite, & Kavanagh, 2010).
It involves student teams from around Australia and overseas developing design solutions for
community-based partner organisations in developing countries. The best student designs
are shared with the community partner each year. That is, the student teams research and
develop ideas and prototypes to address issues faced by the partner organisations and their
communities, and so the EWB Challenge is the archetypal Social Impact project.

Micro-credentials underpinning the Social Impact pillar
One task in developing the new degree program has been reconciling the curriculum codesigned with industry (Figure 1) with the university framework of two semesters split into
four sprints (Figure 3). To facilitate this process, we physically printed each curriculum point
on a separate slip of paper and then had a robust and interactive discussion to map them to
the different pillars. A snapshot of this process is shown below in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The process of mapping the People curriculum domain to the different Pillars

The outcome of this process was matching the following six points to the Social Impact pillar:
Global Citizenship, Engineering impact on society, Problem scoping, Empathy, Personal
ethics, and Sustainability and Life-cycle analysis. Students will develop proficiency in these
areas under a system of micro-credentials, with incremental milestones leading up to
graduate-level expertise.
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Social Impact curriculum deep dive with industry
As a further input to the development of the Social Impact pillar, a dedicated workshop was
held with industry representatives. The workshop involved participants discussing the
meaning of social impact in engineering, and associated skills, knowledge, and attitudes.
Participants also discussed the processes and issues involved in understanding the social
impact of new designs and industry projects.
Some of the skills identified include emotional intelligence, self-awareness, and good
questioning, which resonate with the key aspects of the Social Impact pillar: empathy and
communication. Challenges identified with social impact include understanding the broader
context of a project (e.g. social, political, historical, etc.), environmental impacts, financial
concerns, and health and safety issues. Developing a curriculum and student experience to
equip students with the skills to meet these challenges in the workplace is an ongoing focus
in the continued development of the new degree program.

Conclusion
The new Bachelor of Engineering Practice (Honours) degree at Swinburne University of
Technology is an exciting development in engineering education, doing away with outmoded
traditional approaches to instruction, and in their place co-designing a new curriculum
centred on work-oriented pedagogies and grounded in education research. Social Impact is
one of four Pillars of project-based learning that will comprise a key aspect of the student
learning experience.
In this paper, the ongoing process of integrating Social Impact into this curriculum has been
described. An update of this process will be presented at the AAEE conference in December.
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT Many universities and vocational training institutions conduct laboratories as
simulated experiments. This is due to the costs and supervision needs to conduct hands-on
labs safely. Numerous studies have presented mixed opinions on whether hands-on
laboratory work is more conducive to learning than a simulated laboratory. Most of the
studies put students from experimental and control groups in significantly different conditions.
Therefore, it is hard to reach any definite conclusion regarding the influence of the learning
mode onto the learning achievements.
PURPOSE This study compares learning outcomes of student laboratory work in an energy
storages course conducted in two different modes: first as a practical hands-on exercise and
second using computer-based simulations.

APPROACH In order to provide reliable insights, this study implements optimized research
methodology to avoid any other effect (e.g. learning synchronicity/distance
learning/instructions) on the learning outcome rather than the effect of the learning mode
itself. The student laboratory experiments were created in a manner that they could be
conducted in both modes in the same way and using a single set of instructions. To ensure a
comparable group environment for the individual student, the students were arranged into
two similar groups based on the student's practical experience. In this crossover study, the
groups were taught the same topics by means of interchanging learning modes.
RESULTS To evaluate the influence of each mode on student learning, short written tests
regarding the previous experiment were conducted at the beginning of the subsequent
laboratory session. 102 students have taken part in the study in two years. Overall learning
results of hands-on experiments were slightly better than those of simulated laboratories
(Cohen's d=0.25), the difference in performance was statistically significant (p<0.02).
Through solicited feedback on each laboratory session, in hands-on mode more students
expressed they have acquired new insights/comprehensions (76% vs. 66%, Cohen's d=0.23,
small effect, p<0.07).

CONCLUSIONS Following the strategy not to optimize the lessons individually to the
learning mode, other influences on the learning outcome, which were usually mixed, were
excluded. The students' subjective opinions show advantages of the hands-on mode. Based
on the objective data, a weak, but significant outcome to better knowledge acquisition with
hands-on laboratory experiments was achieved. This observation is against the trend of the
literature in the last years towards better or equal learning with nontraditional labs. Some of
the excluded factors might have a stronger influence on student learning than estimated
previously. To get a clear view, the authors recommend isolated research.

KEYWORDS Hands-on vs. simulated experiment, battery experiment, learning-mode
comparison
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Many universities and vocational training institutions conduct laboratories as simulated
experiments instead of using the traditional hands-on way (Ma 2006, Brinson 2015, Heradio
2016). One reason is the cost of required lab equipment to conduct hands-on experiments. In
case of potentially dangerous learning objects – like lithium-ion cells (Dahn 2011) –
additional supervision is necessary to conduct traditional labs safely.
This study compares learning outcomes of student laboratory work conducted in two different
modes: first as a practical hands-on exercise and second using computer-based simulations.
Previous studies have presented conflicting outcomes (Ma 2006, Brinson 2015, Heradio
2016, e.g. Mathiowetz 2016, Sarabando 2016). After comparing the results of such research,
Ma and Nickerson (2006) concluded that many studies did not allow to reach universally
applicable conclusions.
Most of the studies put students from experimental and control groups in significantly
different conditions. This is a result of separately developing and optimizing the teaching
experiment in each mode, as the teachers/researchers do not see the modes as directly
competing solutions for exactly the same objective, they prefer to accommodate different
circumstances with both modes. For example, students conduct hands-on experiments in
groups whilst on campus, but as off-shore students they are engaged in simulated exercises
over the web and individually. Therefore, it is hard to reach a definite conclusion regarding
the influence of the learning mode onto the learning achievements based on this kind of
studies. As the change of modes is linked with other influences on the learning outcome (like
changing learning objectives in the two modes, amount/type of supervision, cooperative
learning effects, distance learning vs. learning in the university, and/or differing instructional
papers) such studies always compare the combination of aspects. If these interfering aspects
have stronger influences, the studies are unable to specifically identify the difference in
learning effectiveness of one aspect (Lindsay 2005). This may explain the inconsistent
outcome of present research (Ma 2006, Brinson 2015). Most of these other influences are
difficult to describe clearly in written form, or just not mentioned in the publications. In order
to provide more reliable insights, the present study follows an optimized research
methodology to avoid many other influences on the learning outcome while comparing the
modes. The student experiments were strictly developed in such a manner that the learning
objectives and experimental procedure were matching in both modes.

Approach
In a crossover study, both groups were taught the same objectives, clustered into four
content areas. All of the content areas were related to lithium-ion cells or battery systems.
The first group learned the first and third area with traditional hands-on experiments while the
second group was taught the same areas by computer-based simulations. The second and
fourth areas were taught using the opposite learning mode in both groups.
In the beginning of the next laboratory session 10-minute long tests were conducted to
evaluate the influence of the mode on student’s knowledge on the content areas of the
previous experiment. To compare which mode has been more successful, the mean results
for each group were evaluated. Moreover, the students were asked to reflect on their
learning during each session in an online survey.
The experiment was conducted three times. Forty students of the study program "Electrical
Engineering and Electric Mobility" at Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt (THI) were enrolled
in the mandatory laboratory subject in summer-semester 2016. Thirty THI students were
enrolled in summer-semester 2017. All students were asked to join the full anonymous study.
Additionally an international summer school was included in the study to collect a broader
database.
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Learning objectives of the laboratory
It was decided to teach the most relevant transferable skills and knowledge that may be
beneficial for the students' future careers. Thus, students should get familiar with the
characteristic behavior and the most important parameters of battery cells. They should also
gain knowledge on how to determine the parameters of battery cells self-sufficiently by
means of appropriate experimental setups.
The recognized learning objectives where clustered into four main content areas: (A) contact
and isolation resistance, (B) open-circuit voltage, (C) internal resistance and power, and (D)
energy of cells. Grouped in these areas, seven laboratory experiments were conducted in
both modes in the same manner:
x Low Resistance Measurements (A1): Students discover that a multimeter is an
inaccurate tool for low ohmic measurements (milliohm range), and why such
measurement is a misuse of this tool. They learn how to use alternative procedures
for low ohmic measurements, including the four-wire measurement in AC and DC.
x Contact Resistance (A2): Students conduct experiments with a variety of typical
electrical connections in battery systems to determine the contact resistance values.
x Isolation Resistance (A3): Students learn to estimate the influence of moisture on the
isolation resistance.
x Voltage Curve (B): Students investigate the voltage of a cell depending on the state of
charge. They use two different types of lithium-ion cells.
x Internal Resistance (C1): Students learn to use AC- and DC-methods to measure
internal resistances, being aware of the temperature dependency of battery cells.
Students learn to approximate temperature changes caused by power loss inside a
cell.
x Power (C2): Students investigate the maximum discharge rate of battery cells.
Students discover the dependency of maximum discharge power from state of
charge, pulse duration, and temperature.
x Energy and Capacity (D): Students determine the capacity of a lithium-ion cell and
learn about the factors influencing it. They learn to calculate the energy efficiency of
charge and discharge cycles.
Each experiment was developed in parallel for both modes. Only a single set of instructions
was created and then used in both laboratory modes, as instructions affect the learning
outcome of an experiment, e.g. Chamberlain 2014 found, that the guidance level can
influence student exploration.

Creating two comparable groups for the crossover study
In a crossover study, differences of the compared groups' average performances may be
equalized by statistics. Nevertheless, with the goal of isolating the influence of the learning
mode in the experiment, the authors had to consider the in-group interaction in laboratories.
The same student may have different experiences in different groups, with consequent
effects on his or her learning (van der Laan Smith 2007, Webb 1989). It was assumed that
students with more practical experience might perform differently than their peers with a
lesser practical background. Therefore the authors tried to create each of the two laboratory
groups from students with a similar mix of practical skills. For the two study semesters of
2016 and 2017, an introductory questionnaire that asked students of their practical
experience was developed. Its results were used for the group allocations. While completing
the questionnaire, each student created a code-word that was used in the study to allocate
the responses and test results to the appropriate individual, while keeping all participants
anonymous. These code words were also used to assign students into laboratory groups.
(Steger 2016)
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Thirty-two students from the international summer school were allocated to groups to ensure
similar distribution of the field of studies, number of study semester, and the nationality of the
students in each group.

Conducting laboratories in content areas A to D
For each of the four main content areas a session with practical hands-on experiments and a
session with computer-based simulations were established. Planned as a crossover study,
each group followed the same sequence of contents, while alternating the learning mode
between sessions. The first group handled the first content area with a computer-based
simulation while the second group conducted it as a hands-on experiment. For the upcoming
session both groups switched between learning modes. For the first content area, a specially
created web tool was used for simulations. For the other areas a black box simulation of the
battery cell and the hands-on equipment (Steger 2017a) was used. The battery simulation
imitates all effects observed in the student experiments and was parameterized to match the
battery cells which are used in the hands-on mode. To avoid any influence from user’s
interface, in both modes the simulation model was controlled by the same graphical user
interface, a program to create the sequences for testing batteries. In both groups students
selected companions to work in small teams of three to five students on the experiments. All
groups and teams remained constant to avoid changing cooperative learning while the
conduction of the semester lasting educational experiment. The laboratories were developed
in a way to be conducted autonomously by the students in a supervised environment. All the
learning targets were addressed through the experiment procedure/instructions, without
essential explanations from the instructor. To pass the subject all learning teams had to
prepare a written laboratory report for each content area.
During international summer school two trimmed content areas were taught on the same
day; the same crossover principle was used as during ordinary semesters in 2016 and 2017.

Online survey after conducting the experiments
All student participants excluding that of the international summer school were asked to
express opinions on their laboratory learning in a short online survey. It was conducted fully
anonymously using the university’s digital learning environment. Responses to the following
survey questions were compared in order to evaluate the laboratory learning in both learning
modes:
(a) "By conducting the experiment I gained new insights/comprehensions today." (German:
"Ich habe heute durch den Versuch neue Erkenntnisse gewonnen.") This was a yes/no
answer and coded 1 or 0.
(b) "At which point in the experiment did you have the biggest problem proceeding with the
experiment?" (German: "An welcher Stelle im Versuch hatten Sie am meisten Probleme
voranzukommen?") This was a free text question, which was not compulsory. For data
evaluation, the information was coded to 1 if any problem was mentioned or to 0 if students
wrote nothing or were expressing they had no problems.
(c) "The procedure of the experiment is quite difficult (1) / feasible (0.5) / easy (0)" (German:
"Die Versuchsdurchführung ist recht schwer / machbar / leicht") The answers were coded in
a three step Likert scale.
(d) "The content of the experiment is also relevant for me outside the university; I can
imagine that it will be beneficial for my future professional life." (German: "Der Inhalt des
Versuchs hat auch außerhalb der TH Relevanz für mich; ich kann mir vorstellen, im
Berufsleben Gewinn aus dieser Versuchsdurchführung zu ziehen.") The answers were coded
in a five step Likert scale: fully agree (1) / somewhat agree (0.75) / maybe (0.50) / somewhat
disagree (0.25) / disagree (0)
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Testing the learning outcome
Three written knowledge tests - each lasting 10 minutes - were used to determine the
influence of the learning mode on student learning outcomes. Knowledge gained by students
in a laboratory was tested just prior to the next laboratory session. A mix of descriptive and
multiple-choice questions, free response, and drawings on the learning objectives of the
previous experiment were used. The results were evaluated using a positive point system.
The achievable number and the distribution of the points were set fixed beforehand.
As the tests were conducted anonymously, the students were distinguished by their selfcreated code words that were created by individual students during the Questionnaire on
practical experience.
To exclude time influence on memorizing knowledge the authors aimed for equal time lapses
between two sessions and thereby between experiments and its corresponding tests for both
compared groups. Unfortunately this goal was not achieved regarding content area A in 2016
(Steger 2016). By conducting the sessions for both groups on the same day of the week it
was easier to keep the time gap between the experiments and tests equal for both learning
modes in 2017.
Independent of the learning mode, the same environment was established for both groups
during tests. All students were able to sit at a desk in the same computer laboratory while
working on the knowledge tests.
To find out which mode provides better learning outcome, average results for the test for
each group were compared between hands-on and simulated modes.
Assessment of the influence of the study mode on learning outcomes of students that
participated in the international summer school was similar to that of the students of peers
that conducted laboratories during study semester. Due to logistical constrains, though, tests
on the laboratory knowledge were administered to students as an examination one week
after the experiments.

Results
Learning outcomes based on written tests
In year 2016 with 40 students for three content areas (A to C) a weak effect towards benefits
of the hands-on mode was discovered. Hands-on laboratory sessions led to a better
knowledge acquisition compared to simulated experiments. Content area D showed no
difference between the modes. Overall learning results of hands-on experiments were
slightly better than those of simulated laboratories (weak effect, Cohen's d=0.22), but the
difference in performance was not statistically significant. (Steger 2016)
The second experimental run was conducted with 30 students in summer semester 2017.
The range of individual scores was from 20% to 79% for hands-on, and from 15% to 77% for
the simulated mode. For content areas A (d=0.50) and D (d=0.80, p<0.02) an effect towards
benefits of the hands-on mode was measured. Content area C resulted in a weak effect
(d=0.14) in the same direction, and content area B showed no difference between the
modes. This run was demonstrating hands-on laboratory sessions led to a significant better
knowledge acquisition compared to simulated experiments (d=0.34, p<0.05).
Additionally the learning outcome of 32 participants of the international summer school 2017
in Ingolstadt was evaluated. A short version of content areas B and C1 was taught.
Independent samples T-test showed that content area B had no effect (d=-0.09), and content
area C1 demonstrated a small to medium effect towards better learning in hands-on mode
(d=0.44).
Overall learning results of hands-on experiments were slightly better than those of simulated
laboratories (small effect, Cohen's d=0.25), the difference in performance was statistically
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significant (p<0.02). The correlation between an individual student’s overall performance in
the knowledge tests and learning better with simulations is very weak and insignificant
(Pearson correlation 0.12, p=0.37, N=53).
Table 1: Learning Results Comparison

Research run

Number of
Students

Std. Deviation
of Percentage
Points

Mean
Sample Value of
size N
Points

Both modes

Hands-on

Mean
Sample Value of
size N Points

effect size /
Cohens d
(pos = adv. of
hands-on)

Student's t
distribution /
p-value onetailed

Simulated

THI 2016

40

17%

73

47%

75

44%

0.22

0.09

THI 2017

30

20%

58

56%

57

50%

0.34

0.03

THI SS 2017

32

24%

28

60%

28

56%

0.15

0.28

102

20%

159

53%

160

48%

0.25

0.014

ALL

In the 2017 research the pre-questionnaire was extended to ask for more detailed
information. There was no correlation found between average mark in the study program and
individual more effective learning mode (Spearman rho=0.03, N=24). Students who had not
studied directly after school, but made a German VET (Vocational Education and Training,
BMBF 2016), which is a dual (company & school) apprenticeship training and studied later
(1st) have more hands-on experience (Pearson r=0.50, p=0.008, N=27) and (2nd) learn better
with hands-on experiments compared to simulations (Pearson r=0.53, p=0.007, N=25) as
they (3rd) have comparatively bad results with simulated experiments (Pearson r=0.47,
p=0.017, N=25).

Online survey for student feedback
The student feedback results are based on all results of the first and second summer
semester iteration. Student feedback was not collected during the summer school due to
time constraints. Because fewer students responded to the questionnaire in 2016 (37%), an
incentive was offered for completing the questionnaire in 2017 (Steger 2017b). The minimum
passing score of 50% was reduced to 45% for participation in the online survey. As a result
the return rate increased to 70% in 2017.
(a) In hands-on mode more students expressed they have acquired new
insights/comprehensions (76% vs. 66%, Cohen's d=0.23, small effect, p<0.07).
(b) Slightly more students mentioned problems while conducting the hands-on equivalents
(45% vs. 39%, Cohen's d=0.12, not significant, very weak effect).
(c) The engagement in the simulated experiments was stated to be a very small amount (5%
of scale) more difficult. Cohen's d=-0.16 demonstrates a very weak effect, which was not
significant.
(d) In the feedback form on the experiments, students who conducted the experiments in the
hands-on mode rated the execution of the experiments a little more beneficial for their future
professional life (58% hands-on vs. 54% simulation, Cohen's d = 0.20, small effect).
A significant correlation between (a) and (d) was found. It shows that students who claimed
that they gained new insights also tend to believe that the execution of the experiment will
help them in their future professional life (Pearson's r=0.36, p<0.001, Spearman's rho=0.35).
Looking at both modes separately, this correlation in the simulation mode was little stronger
(Pearson's r=0.39, p<0.001; Spearman's rho=0.40; N=86) compared to the hands-on mode
(Pearson's r=0.30, p=0.115; Spearman's rho=0.27; N=92).
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Interesting is a significant weak correlation that exists only in hands-on mode: Students who
(c) stated a hands-on experiment difficult, tend to not (d) consider it beneficial for their future
professional life (Pearson's r=-0.23, p=0.017; Spearman's rho=-0.22; N=86). Regarding
simulated experiments Pearson's r and Spearman's rho is 0.04.
The actual methodology does not allow establishing correlations between individual learning
outcome and student's feedback, as the standard online feedback form did not ask for the
self-created code word that was used in the tests. The authors plan to request this missing
information by updating a questionnaire and use the information for the next iteration.

Conclusions
Learning outcomes based on written tests
Following the strategy not to optimize the lessons individually to the learning mode, other
influences on the learning outcome, which were usually mixed, were excluded. Based on the
existing data, a weak, but significant outcome of better knowledge acquisition with hands-on
laboratory experiments was achieved. This is against the trend of the recent literature that
reported on better or equal learning with nontraditional (virtual/simulated) labs (Heradio 2016,
Brinson 2015). Some of the excluded factors might have a stronger influence on student
learning than estimated previously. To get a clear view, the authors recommend isolated
research. The study on the mode will be continued through 2018 at THI and at more
universities and training institutions with different types of students (e.g. international
students, students enrolled in summer schools).
The average performance in the knowledge tests of a single student is independent from his
better performing learning mode. It is important to note that this is the result of the created
group environment, and may differ if one creates groups of high and low performers.
The difference between students that completed German Vocational Education and Training
before studies and those who enrolled at university directly after school was interesting.
Obviously, the VET-participants have more hands-on experience. This fact was confirmed by
the study. The group creation questionnaire distributed the VET-participants equally to both
groups based on the hands-on experience without using the VET-info. In 2017, 59% of the
participating students in the study were VET-participants. Looking at the correlational data,
this group learns better with hands-on experiments compared to simulations, as they have
significant disadvantages while taught by simulations. Checking the 2017 results of the
knowledge test separately, confirmed this point of view: VET-participants had a significant
better learning outcome with hands-on experiments (Pearson r=0.56, p<0.015, N=60 tests),
while non-VET-participants had no significant difference (N=37 tests).

Online survey for student feedback
The students' opinions show advantages of the hands-on mode. The effect between both
modes in the student's subjective opinion about gained knowledge (a) is very similar to the
objective results tests, even when student’s expressions are less significant. Regarding
mentioned problems (b) and stated difficulty (c) the experiments are considered equivalent.
The slight, insignificant differences may be a result of statistical effects. To clarify this, more
data collection is necessary. Asking the students to describe the laboratory difficulty in a free
text answer may help to gain a deeper insight. Independent from the learning mode, more
than forty percent of the students stated the opinion that they do not benefit in their future
professional life from the experiments (d). There are slight advantages in the hands-on mode
and it is planned to ask in future experiments for missing content students estimate as more
important for their future profession.
The correlation between (a) and (d) suggests that students who believed that the execution
of the experiment will help them in their future professional life also expressed that they
gained new comprehension. The slightly stronger correlation between (a) and (d) in the
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simulations mode suggests that teachers should pay attention to explain the relevance of the
experiment in simulated labs more carefully. Comparing the amount of positive answers in
(a) and (d), one can conclude that the students do not consider all of the gained insights
relevant for their profession. Identifying these insights may be beneficial for the improvement
of the experiments. Future surveys will ask for the greater or lesser beneficial insights gained
and whether these are considered useful outside the university.
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SESSION

Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century

CONTEXT

In order to provide for Australia’s long-term needs for engineers, it has become
apparent that the profession needs to promote itself to school-age children. This is so that the
seeds of interest in engineering are planted early enough so that they can grow. Recent
research indicates that this can be most effectively done in primary schools. Students tend to
decide whether they have an interest in STEM fields before secondary school.
The Centre for Advanced Design and Engineering Training (CADET) was established as a
facility for educating engineers, starting in primary school and providing facilities and expertise
all the way to doctoral studies. One key component of CADET’s mission is to provide outreach
programs in engineering to students in both primary and secondary school.

PURPOSE A primary-school outreach program was developed to give students an
authentic engineering experience in the context of developing a small racing car and working
with an associated cross-disciplinary team. The program was designed to be completely
immersed and integrated with the Victorian Curriculum at year six.
APPROACH The program was named “Fast Cars in Schools.” Teams of students from a
number of primary schools developed a complete racing package of a small car, team jerseys,
logos, advertising posters, and even sponsorship. The teams then competed with each other
to develop the best car and the best overall presentation. Members of the teams had specific
roles on designing and building the car, designing and producing the jerseys, promotion, and
reporting. In addition to tasks specific to the cars, participating students attended additional
practical sessions on the physics and aerodynamics of racing cars, and how one’s reaction
times affect the outcome of a race. The program was fully integrated in the school curriculum
over two terms. In developing a competitive racing car, the student teams were required to
formulate their own questions of inquiry. Under the guidance of their teacher and assigned
mentors, the teams also had to solve several basic engineering problems associated with
producing a car that performs well in an actual race.

RESULTS The 2015 pilot program ran with a small number of schools in the Geelong
region. In 2016, this was extended to 14 schools across Geelong and the Werribee region. In
all, around 1000 students participated in the program. The final competition was held at the
Deakin Waurn Ponds campus and was attended by 190 students. Feedback from teacher and
students was overwhelmingly positive.
CONCLUSIONS

The team successfully showed how the CADET centre is helpful to a
school’s curriculum needs and is not merely a destination for one-day excursions. By applying
the educational concept of activity-based learning, the CADET team successfully integrated
most aspects of the Victorian year-six curriculum into this program.

KEYWORDS Outreach; F1 in schools; primary school; Victorian curriculum.
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Introduction
The shortage of engineers in Australia is well known, and does not appear to be going away
anytime soon (Hoffman, 2017; Topsfield, 2006; Walton, 2012). A broader problem nationally
is the inadequate number of school leavers and university graduates with training in the STEM
fields, which includes engineering (Tytler, Osbourne et al., 2008). This skills shortage may be
traced to the lack of interest, or disengagement, of high-school students with STEM-related
subjects. There is evidence that seeds of a high-school student’s interest in STEM and the
aspiration to pursue a career in STEM are sown in primary school (Archer, Osbourne et al.,
2013). Recent strategies for increasing STEM interest in high school include exposing and
engaging students in primary schools to activities that promote STEM-related fields as exciting
and attractive (Education Council, 2015). These activities include those related to engineering,
such as design (Brophy, Klein et al., 2008).
In 2015, Deakin University opened a new education centre called the Centre for Advanced
Design and Engineering Training (CADET) (Loussikian, 2015). This centre provides
engineering education opportunities from primary school right up to doctorates. The Centre
rests on three foundations: university education in engineering, industry engagement, and
school outreach. Indeed, one of CADET’s main objectives is to “increase the awareness and
attractiveness of engineering as an education and career option, particularly for women, in
regional schools” (Littlefair & Stojcevski, 2012).
Numerous outreach activities exist with the goal of making STEM fields interesting to school
students. Many are related to engineering. Since its opening, CADET has run numerous school
outreach programmes aimed at students of all levels. The activities range from simple tours of
the facility and labs, to short engineering-design projects, to preparing students for exams in
years 11 and 12.
With this national goal in mind, CADET investigated and developed a primary-school outreach
initiative that would engage students; and hopefully instil in them not only an interest in
engineering, but an excitement for the field. Central to the activity are the practice of
engineering design, and the need to engage all students, both those who are comfortable with
maths and science and those who are not. Thus the problem considered here is whether an
engineering outreach program can be developed that engages students in an immersive
method of learning with a comprehensive approach to the process of engineering, and at the
same time is fully integrated with the local school’s curriculum.

Methodology of Fast Cars in Schools
The outreach programme described here is called “Fast Cars in Schools,” a collaborative
project between CADET, Catholic Education Melbourne, and a number of local primary
schools. Fast Cars in Schools was designed to support year-5/6 teachers and students to
engage in science, design and technology through the topic of ‘Formula 1 Racing’.
A working party with representation from the schools established the curriculum goals and
supported the design of assessment rubrics for the major areas of study, aiming for a deeplearning, inquiry-based experience for the students. Curriculum areas included activities for
understanding science, mathematics, design, engineering and art, with options for considering
humanities. Additionally the STEM skills and capabilities of ethical thinking, critical & creative
thinking, and collaboration for learning, as well as the technologies for learning and literacy,
social and emotional learning underpinned the inquiry. The education model behind everything
was experienced-based learning (Andersen, Boud, & Cohen, 2000). Students were allowed to
formulate their own inquiry questions and work out the answers themselves.
Fast Cars in Schools explicitly addressed several key learning areas found in the Victorian
Curriculum: physical science, arts, media studies, mathematical data analysis, physical
education, teamwork, leadership, and public speaking. At the same time, the programme
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allowed students to apply their learning in a practical, creative and exciting way. The
programme was designed to run over two school terms, integrating all curriculum outcomes. It
included a visit to CADET, a sports-performance workshop, trial racing days and a final race
off day. The programme provided participating students with mentors from local secondary
colleges, University students (including engineering students and pre-service teachers) to
provide guidance to the teams through their investigations and decision making. It followed a
team-based approach, and the tasks required from each team were more than design-andbuild. The team was required to design a small racing car, find external sponsorship, design
logos and a team T-shirt, produce a poster about their car, and give an oral presentation. This
way, the team incorporated a range of skills from the students, not just those associated with
designing and building the finished product.
The aims of Fast Cars in Schools were seven-fold:
1. For students to go through the process of designing, creating, testing, analysing,
redesigning and retesting a car to race. 
2. For students to participate a series of project based tasks linked to Formula 1 racing,
the creation of the car and promotion to develop skills and knowledge in diverse areas
linked to the curriculum.
3. To provide a platform for promoting group-based learning strategies.
4. To inspire young students to identify the value and application of STEM.
5. To support teachers in developing engaging STEM project based activities for students.
6. To support teachers in developing generic curriculum documents that may be used in
any school linking required outcomes to aspects of the activities designed as part of
the program.
7. To make connections between primary schools, secondary colleges, universities and
industry.
Each team was made up of five students, and there were a number of specific assessed
tasks:
x The team needed to design and create a car that would be raced on a 20-m track.
x The team created a poster that included the team’s name, a logo, a photograph of the
team and their car, a description of their approach to the problem of designing the car,
and a description of the science behind their design that discussed technical aspects
such as weight, friction, rolling, and aerodynamics.
x Each team was to give a five-minute oral presentation, which was assessed by a panel
of judges.
x Each team designed and produced a team T-shirt.
The rules of the competition followed the template used by the international competition “F1 in
Schools,” junior-cadet class (Re-Engineering Australia Foundation, 2017). The centrepiece of
the competition was a regulation cardstock racing car powered by a standard CO2 soda
canister. In Australia, F1 in Schools uses the cardstock racers mostly as a fund-raising tool,
whereas the primary-school competition is run mainly in the United Kingdom. The teams raced
their cars along a 20-m track, and the times for the trip were measured and recorded.
Originally the programme was aimed at schools within 25 km of CADET, but there were some
participating schools up to 200 km away. The schools and their teams visited CADET twice
each. In the first visit, the teams attended hour-long workshops on the physics of racing cars,
basic aerodynamics, and reaction times, figures 1 and 2. (We note that written parental
permission was granted to use and publish photographs of any of the participating children.)
The workshops on reaction times were conducted by the Victorian BioScience Education
Centre (BioLab, 2017).
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Figure 1: Students performing physics experiments on friction (left) and air resistance (right).

Figure 2: Students measuring reaction time.

After the first visit, the schools set time aside in their term schedules for the students to work
on their designs, perform further physical experiments associated with the performance of their
cars, and obtain lessons on the science and maths that lie behind the competition. For
instance, one school had each team attend a double period (1.5 hours) once a fortnight to work
on the project as part of its specialist curriculum. Class time was also spent reinforcing the
lessons learned on physics and biomechanics that occurred during the earlier visit to CADET.
Parental involvement was strongly encouraged and often obtained.
On the second visit, the teams competed with each other in the race, poster, and oral
presentation. Each school ran qualifying heats and finals in school, then and sent their team
with the fastest car for the finals, along with an additional wild card entry from each school.
Additional curriculum-based projects were also assessed on the day and prizes and medals
awarded in the major categories of team Logo/T-shirt design and A1 poster of the team’s
learning journey. Optional minor categories included visual design of the car and an oral
presentation of the learning journey. These categories were judged according to scaled sets
of judging criteria by an independent panel that included representatives of the University’s
School of Engineering.
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For this study, we determined the success of the programme through anecdotal observations
of the students competing in their races and making their presentations, and conversations
with the teachers and school administrators.

Results and Discussion
After a small pilot in 2015, a larger programme was run in 2016. Most schools ran the
programme in term 3. A few schools ran it in terms 2 and 3. All in all, 12 primary schools, 38
classes, and about 950 year 5 and 6 students completed the programme. Half of the students
were boys and half were girls. The majority of participating teachers were women, the gender
mix typically found in primary schools. Figure 3 shows some sample cars built by the students,
and figure 4 shows one of the races.

Figure 3: Sample racing cars.

Figure 4: Students prepare to race their teams’ cars.

From our observations, the response from both the students and their teachers was
overwhelmingly positive. Students were clearly engaged throughout the activities. One teacher
was impressed by the way his students were able to stay focussed on their tasks during the
classroom sessions, even in a double period, and their ability to work out scientific processes
that in a primary-school context are quite complicated. He also noted that in this programme,
teachers learned new things as much as the students did. Some participating students,
parents, and teachers were interviewed by one of the funding bodies and their thoughts
published in two YouTube videos (Catholic Education Melbourne, 2016a, 2016b). The
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excitement of the students is clearly visible in these videos, as well as the satisfaction of the
parents. The interviewed teachers stressed how the program successfully integrated many
aspects of the state curriculum into the students’ activities, while working in their teams towards
an exciting goal. Table 1 shows some of the comments made by teachers on the day of the
final race.
Table 1: Teacher comments at the conclusion of the final race.

Thanks again for such a fantastic day. The kids had the most wonderful time and learning
experience.
A huge thank you for the F1 unit, the most successful unit I have had the opportunity to
teach and hopefully it will be an option in the years to come"
Thanks for a wonderful day. The students were very happy to be a part of the experience.
Thanks for coordinating a fantastic opportunity for our students on Friday. They really
enjoyed the friendly and approachable manner of the judges throughout the day.
Ashby kids learnt a lot and have had a fantastic journey.

The programme was vastly different from what a school usually does. Traditionally, educators
tend to put learning into separate boxes (such as reading, maths, physics, design, technology,
art). On the other hand, especially at the primary level, students take a cross-disciplinary
approach to learning, which is clearly employed here. Thus this programme is well suited to
how primary students actually think. It was quite a challenge designing this to fit the state
curriculum.
Fast Cars in Schools integrated as much of the year-six Victorian curriculum as possible, and
was assessed continuously as the students went through the programme. Each member of a
team had a role, whether it be technical, artistic, or social. We must stress that this was neither
a series of school excursions designed to market engineering courses, nor an extra-curricular
activity, like the official F1-in-Schools. The students who participated were not taking an
elective subject as there are no electives in primary school. It was not a pass-fail programme.
It was a fully-integrated, whole-class learning endeavour, a far deeper learning experience
than what one would obtain from a tour or a series of discrete learning activities.
We certainly intend to run this again in future years, subject of course to funding being
available. We also intend to complete the education research by conducting interviews with
the participating teachers (or better yet, the students) to see if there were any changes in their
students’ attitudes towards STEM in general and engineering in particular. It would also be
interesting to track the students’ selections of elective subjects as they progress through years
7-10.

Summary and Conclusions
An engineering-oriented educational outreach program for primary-school students was
designed and trialled. The programme was designed to support the educational needs of the
participating schools. The team engaged primary schools into understanding how the CADET
facility might be useful for their curriculum delivery. We successfully integrated the Victorian
year-six curriculum into the programme through the practice of experiential-based learning.
The feedback that was received by participating students, parents, and teachers was
exceedingly positive. To finish this research, we intend to interview the teachers involved to
see whether they notice any longer-term interest in science and engineering in their students
as a result of this experience.
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#00<@AA+(,20$3,+'44'-%8'(BA*$+,-%,%A6=A789A!
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<#&$05,*&'0#)
"#$%!<2<,(!(,<'(0%!'-!0#,!<('+,%%!2<<*$,.!6=!0#,!F-B$-,,($-B!G(2+0$+,!5+2.,4=!20!
H&$-6/(-,!I-$3,(%$0=!'>!",+#-'*'B=!0'!6('),(!2-.!+'-%0(/+0!2-!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!>'(!2!
&'()$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-0!>'(!2!-,&!,-B$-,,($-B!+'/(%,8!"#$%!<2<,(!.,02$*%!0#,!$-$0$2*!
<#2%,!'>!2!*'-B$0/.$-2*!%0/.=!0#20!$%!$-3,%0$B20$-B!6,$-BE2-.E6,+'4$-B!2!0&,-0=E>$(%0E+,-0/(=!
,-B$-,,(!2-.!0#,!'-0'*'B$+2*!+'-.$0$'-%!0#20!,-26*,!%/+#!2!<('+,%%!&$0#$-!2!/-$3,(%$0=8!S,$-BE
2-.E6,+'4$-B!$%!$->*/,-+,.!6=!2/0#,-0$+!*,2(-$-B!0#('/B#!2-.!26'/0!<(2+0$+,?!,-B2B,4,-0!
&$0#!'0#,(%!2-.?!0#,!2(0$>2+0%!0#20!<('./+,!0#,!420,($2*!&'(*.!MT2**O5*62?!P99U2?!P99U6L!
T2**O5*62!V!H2-.6,(B?!P9C9?!P9C7L!W,$.,BB,(?!P9CCL!H2-.6,(B!V!T2**O5*62?!P99UN8!"#$%!
<2<,(!2<<*$,%!0#,!/-.,(%02-.$-B!0#20!0#,!2(0$>2+0%!0#20!+(,20,!0#,!420,($2*!&'(*.!$-!&#$+#!
,./+20$'-!2-.!)-'&*,.B,!2(,!.,*$3,(,.!+2-!2>>'(.!4,2-$-B!2-.!0#,!+'-%0(/+0$'-!'>!
,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$+,!)-'&*,.B,8!!
X#,-!+'4<*,0,.?!0#,!F-B$-,,($-B!G(2+0$+,!5+2.,4=!M5+2.,4=N!,-3$('-4,-0!&$**!6,!2!
</(<'%,E.,%$B-,.!%<2+,!>'(!,./+20$-B!>/0/(,!,-B$-,,(%!2-.!<(,<2($-B!0#,4!>'(!0&,-0=E>$(%0E
+,-0/(=!,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$+,8!"#,!-,&!S2+#,*'(!'>!F-B$-,,($-B!G(2+0$+,!MW'-'/(%N!.,B(,,!20!
H&$-6/(-,!I-$3,(%$0=!'>!",+#-'*'B=!$%!2!-,&!2<<('2+#!0'!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-?!&#,(,!
%0/.,-0%!&$**!K'$-!2-.!&'()!&$0#$-!2!>/-+0$'-$-B!,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$+,!%,0!/<!'-!+24</%!>'(!
0#,$(!>'/(!=,2(%!'>!%0/.=8!"#,=!&$**!&'()!'-!$-./%0(=!<('K,+0%?!+'44/-$0=E62%,.!<('K,+0%!2-.!
'0#,(!2+0$3$0$,%!2%!$>!0#,=!&,(,!$-!<(2+0$+,!>('4!0#,$(!>$(%0!.2=8!H0/.,-0%!&$**!6,!4,-0'(,.!6=!
2+2.,4$+!2-.!$-./%0(=!4,-0'(%?!2-.!B(2./20,!&'()!(,2.=8!"#,!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!$-!&#$+#!
0#,!5+2.,4=!&$**!6,!%$0/20,.!$%!6,$-B!</(<'%,*=!.,%$B-,.!0'!,-26*,!0#,!+/*0/(,!2-.!2+0$3$0$,%!
'>!0#,!5+2.,4=8!"#,!<('+,%%!0'!.,%$B-!0#,!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!$%!2!%#2(,.!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!
6,0&,,-!5+2.,4=!%02),#'*.,(%?!/-$3,(%$0=!.,+$%$'-E42),(%!2-.!0#,!,4<*'=,.!2(+#$0,+08!
G('K,+0!%02),#'*.,(%!M/-$3,(%$0=!.,+$%$'-E42),(%!2-.!>2+$*$0=!42-2B,(%N!,-B2B,.!&$0#!
/-$3,(%$0=!<*2--$-B!2-.!+'-%0(/+0$'-?!2(,!+'-./$0%!'>!0#,!32*/,%!2-.!3$%$'-!'>!2!/-$3,(%$0=8!
"#,!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!'>!2!Y/-$3,(%$0=!+2-!$-3$0,!'(!(,K,+0!.&,**$-B!0#('/B#!$0%!6/$*0E$-!3$%$'-!
2-.!,-0,(<($%,?!,4,(B$-B!>('4!0#,!32*/,%?!3$,&%!2-.!3$(0/,%!'>!0#'%,!&#'!,-3$%$'-,.!$0Z!
M[\(B](.!V!S,-B0%,-?!P9C^?!<8!_N8!D,2-$-B?!0#,!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!'>!2!/-$3,(%$0=!$%!2!%$B-$>$,(!
'>!0#,!32*/,%!2-.!3$%$'-!'>!0#,!/-$3,(%$0=!2-.!0#/%?!Y%/<<'(0%!2-.!<('4'0,%!<2(0$+/*2(!6,$-B!
2-.!6,+'4$-B%!$-!,./+20$'-!&#$*,!%0$>*$-B!2-.!<(,3,-0$-B!'0#,(%Z!M[\(B](.!V!S,-B0%,-?!P9C^?!
<8!_N8!"#$%!<2<,(!.,*$3,(%!2-!2++'/-0!'-!0#,!<('+,%%!/-.,(02),-!6=!0#,!%02),#'*.,(%!'>!0#,!
5+2.,4=!&#'!$-+*/.,.!/-$3,(%$0=!.,+$%$'-E42),(%?!5+2.,4=!,4<*'=,,%!2-.?!,-B$-,,($-B!
,./+20'(%!0'!+'-%0(/+0!2-.!2(0$+/*20,!0#,!,%<'/%,.!+/*0/(,?!32*/,%!2-.!'6K,+0$3,%!'>!0#,!
5+2.,4=8!"#,!'/0+'4,!'>!0#$%!<('+,%%!&2%!0#,!B,-,(20$'-!'>!0#,!+'-+,<0/2*!+'-0,-0!>'(!0#,!
2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=O%!.,%$(,.!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-08!!
"#,!<('./+0$'-!'>!2-!,-3$('-4,-0!0#20!$%!(,%<'-%$3,!0'!2!%<,+$>$,.!,%<'/%,.!+/*0/(,?!32*/,%!
2-.!'6K,+0$3,%!(,J/$(,!%#2(,.!/-.,(%02-.$-B!6,0&,,-!<('K,+0!%02),#'*.,(%!$-!(,B2(.!0'!&#20!
0#,!,%<'/%,.!+/*0/(,?!32*/,%?!2-.!'6K,+0$3,%!&$**!6,8!"#,!+(,20$'-!'>!4/0/2*!/-.,(%02-.$-B!$%!
+'4<*,R!2-.!(,J/$(,%!%02),#'*.,(%!0'!6('),(!0#,$(!<,(%<,+0$3,%!2-.!<'%$0$'-%!'-!0#,!B$3,-!
<('K,+08!H#2(,.!/-.,(%02-.$-B!(,J/$(,%!0#,!(,*20$'-2*!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,!$-.$3$./2*!2-.!0#,!
+'**,+0$3,!&$0#!(,%<,+0!0'!&#'!&$**!6,!/%$-B!0#,!,-3$('-4,-0!2-.!0#,!32*/,!'>!0#,!,-3$('-4,-0!
0'!0#'%,!/%,(%8!5-!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,!$-.$3$./2*!$%!$4<'(02-0!6,+2/%,!$0!2%)%!0#20!
%02),#'*.,(%!$-0,(('B20,!0#,$(!2%%/4<0$'-%!2-.!0'!2+)-'&*,.B,!0#,!2%%/4<0$'-%!'>!'0#,(%8!
5-!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!$%!<2(0!'>!0#,!$-$0$2*!%02B,%!'>!0#,!+'-+,<0$'-!'>!2!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0?!2-.!
$0!$%!2!Y.,+$%$3,!$-0,(2+0$3,!,*,4,-0Z!M`=.?!P997?!<8!P7_N!0#20!$%!2!<('./+0!'>!0#,!%'+$2*!
%0(/+0/(,%!'>!0#,!%02),#'*.,(%!&#'!+'-%0(/+0,.!$08!!
5-!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!$%!2!%'+$'E%<20$2*!2(0$>2+0!+(,20,.!6=!%'+$,02*!2%%/4<0$'-%!$-!(,B2(.!0'!
0#,!'++/<20$'-!2-.!/%2B,!'>!2-!,-3$('-4,-08!5-!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!Y(20#,(!0#2-!<(,%+($6$-B!
0#,!,-.!%'*/0$'-Z!MW2/B?!P9Ca?!<8!a9N!.'+/4,-0%!(,J/$(,4,-0%!2-.!>(24,%!0#,!<('K,+0!&$0#!
(,%<,+0!0'!<('K,+0!32*/,%?!3$%$'-%!2-.!'6K,+0$3,%8!H02),#'*.,(%!&#'!+'-%0(/+0!2-!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!
6($,>!2(,!0#,(,>'(,!<('K,+0$-B!0#,$(!3$%$'-%!'>!'++/<20$'-8!:-!0#,!+2%,!'>!0#$%!<('K,+0?!
%02),#'*.,(%!&#'!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!0#,!B,-,(20$'-!'>!0#,!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!&,(,!+'-./$0%!'>!
@/58**)0$:-'!++==ABCD!;5$6*/*$8*!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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0#,$(!'&-!2-.!2!+'**,+0$3,!.,%$(,!>'(!#'&!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!+2-!6,!2-.!%#'/*.!6,!
.,*$3,(,.!-'&!2-.!$-0'!0#,!>/0/(,8!

G)7%-,"43-"%5)"#7'$0#8"#&)%$&'*,-%&"5)&+$0,(+)%)
N%$&'*'N%&0$2)5"4'(#)%NN$0%*+))
5!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!$%!Y+'.,.!&$0#!%$B-$>$,(%!'>!32*/,!2-.!<'&,(Z!M1#2(0,($%?!c2--'-?!D2=,%?!
[=,?!V!H0,<#,-%'-?!P9Ca?!<8!7CN!0#20!+2-!6,!&,*+'4$-B!0'&2(.%!%'4,!$-.$3$./2*%!2-.!
Y/-&,*+'4$-B!0'&2(.%!'0#,(%Z!M[\(B](.!V!S,-B0%,-?!P9C^?!<8!_N8!H02),#'*.,(%!'>!0#,!
5+2.,4=!<2(0$+$<20,.!$-!0&'!<2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!&'()%#'<%!0#20!2..(,%%,.!0#,!6/$*0!
,-3$('-4,-0!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=!2%!2!%$B-$>$,(!'>!2-!,%<'/%,.!+/*0/(,8!G2(0$+$<2-0%!2++,<0,.!0#,!
<,(+,<0$'-!0#20!/-$3,(%$0$,%?!2-.!0#,!>2+0!0#20!0#,!5+2.,4=?!6,$-B!%$0/20,.!&$0#$-!2!/-$3,(%$0=!
#2.!2-!'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!2..(,%%!%=%0,4$+!$%%/,%!$-!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-!2-.!#2.!2-!
'6*$B20$'-!0'!2.32-+,!<,(%'-2*?!2+2.,4$+!2-.!%'+$,02*!32*/,!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!,./+20$'-8!"#,!
6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!0#20!&$**!#'/%,!0#,!5+2.,4=!$%!K/%0!'-,!'>!0#,!%0(20,B$+!%$B-$>$,(%!2-.!
42-$>,%020$'-%!2..(,%%$-B!0#,!'-0'*'B$+2*!+'-.$0$'-%!'>!6,$-BE2-.E6,+'4$-B!2!0&,-0=E>$(%0E
+,-0/(=!,-B$-,,(8!"#,!'/0+'4,!'>!0#,!<2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!&'()%#'<%!&2%!2!+'E+'-%0(/+0,.!
2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>8!"#,!<2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!&'()%#'<%!&,(,!%0(/+0/(,.!2('/-.!H+#,$-O%!
MP9C9N!%0(/+0/(2*!4'.,*!'>!'(B2-$Q20$'-2*!+/*0/(,!&#,(,6=?!+/*0/(,!$%!2!<('./+0!'>!$-.$3$./2*!
2-.!+'**,+0$3,!2%%/4<0$'-%?!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%!2-.?!2(0$>2+0%8!!!
G2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!$%!Y26'/0!-,B'0$20$-B!32*/,%Z!M:3,(%,-?!W2*%)'3?!V!;,'-B?!P9CP?!<8!__N?!
0#,!32*/,%!'>!<('%<,+0$3,!,-.!/%,(%?!<('K,+0!+#24<$'-%!2-.!<('K,+0!%02),#'*.,(%8!5!
<2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!<('+,%%!+2-!6,!+'-%$.,(,.!2!32*/,%E*,.!2<<('2+#!0#20!>2+$*$020,%!2-.!
B,-,(20,%!0#('/B#!.,%$B-,.!2+0$3$0$,%!2!+'-%,-%/%!'>!%#2(,.!32*/,%!2-.!%#2(,.!4,2-$-B!>'(!
2!<('K,+08!5!<2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!2<<('2+#!$%?!0#,(,>'(,?!2!Y4/0/2*!*,2(-$-B!<('+,%%!2-.!2!+'E
+'-%0(/+0$'-!'>!<('6*,4!2-.!%'*/0$'-Z!MS(,.$,%?!1#'&?!V!d''%0?!P9C9?!<8!C^eN!6,0&,,-!
<2(0$+$<2-0%!2-.!0#,!.,%$B-!>2+$*$020'(%?!&#'!2(,!+'-%$.,(,.!+'E.,%$B-,(%!'>!0#,!%'*/0$'-8!5!
.,%$B-,(?!(,B2(.,.!2%!2!42),(!'>!0#$-B%!2-.!Y%'4,0$4,%!#,!42),%!0#,!>$-2*!<('./+0L!4'(,!
'>0,-?!#,!42),%!2!(,<(,%,-020$'-!E!2!<*2-?!<('B(24?!'(!$42B,!E!'>!2-!2(0$>2+0?!0'!6,!
+'-%0(/+0,.!6=!'0#,(%Z!MH+#f-?!CUUa?!<8e_N8!"#,!%02),#'*.,(%!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=!&#'!
+'-0($6/0,.!0'!0#,!<2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!&'()%#'<%!&,(,!+'-%$.,(,.!.,%$B-,(%!'>!0#,!
,%<'/%,.!+/*0/(,!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=8!"#,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!+'-./$0%!'>!0#,!2(0$+/*20$'-!'>!2-!
2/0#,-0$+!,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$+,?!&#,(,!0#,(,!&$**!6,!(,*20$'-%#$<%!6,0&,,-!/-$3,(%$0=!2-.!
%'+$,0=!0#20!Y2(,!$-!2-.!>'(!,2+#!'0#,(Z!M[\(B](.!V!S,-B0%,-?!P9C^?!<8!C7N!$-!0#,!%/<<'(0!'>!
6,$-BE2-.E6,+'4$-B!2!0&,-0=E>$(%0!+,-0/(=!,-B$-,,(8!
"#$%!<2<,(!>'+/%,%!'-!0#,!>$(%0!<#2%,!'>!2(0$+/*20$-B!0#,!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!2%!2-!2(0$>2+0!'>!0#,!
,%<'/%,.!+/*0/(,!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=8!X$0#$-!0#,!+'-0,R0!'>!H+#,$-O%!MP9C9N!&'()?!2(0$>2+0%!2(,!2!
3$%/2*!2-.!3,(62*!%$B-$>$,(!0#20!2>>'(.!4,2-$-B!2-.!<('3$.,!420,($2*!+'-0,R0!0'!2!%$0/20$'-8!
5<<*=$-B!H+#,$-O%!%0(/+0/(2*!4'.,*!'>!'(B2-$Q20$'-2*!+/*0/(,!<(,%,-0,.!2!0#,'(,0$+2*!
>(24,&'()!$-!&#$+#!0'!.,*$3,(!&'()%#'<!2+0$3$0$,%!2-.!2*%'!/-.,(02),!2!(,>*,+0$'-E$-E2+0$'-!
<('+,%%!&#,(,6=?!0#,!$-%$B#0%!>('4!&'()%#'<!'-,!&2%!+'44/-$+20,.!2-.!,-2+0,.!/<'-!
6,>'(,!2-.!&$0#$-!0#,!%/++,,.$-B!&'()%#'<8!`,>*,+0$'-E$-E2+0$'-!<('3$.,%!2!>(24,!0'!
2+)-'&*,.B,!0#20!+/*0/(,!$%!,4,(B,-0!2-.!$0!$%!0#('/B#!0#,!+=+*,!'>!$4<*,4,-020$'-!2-.!
(,>*,+0$'-!0#20!$->'(4,.!.,3,*'<4,-0!'++/(%?!*,2.$-B!0'!2!.,%$(,.!+'E+'-%0(/+0,.!'/0+'4,8!!!!

F"4"%$*+)8"&+05A)D%$&'*'N%&0$2)5"4'(#)10$64+0N4)
G2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!&'()%#'<%!2(,!.,%$B-,.!0'!+#2**,-B,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!2%%/4<0$'-%!
(,B2(.$-B!0#,!B$3,-!%=%0,4?!%,(3$+,!'(!<('./+0!$-!J/,%0$'-8!g/(0#,(4'(,?!<2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!
2%!2!4,0#'.!<(,%,-0%!0#,!6,*$,>!0#20@!
#%%!<*5<%*!9#4*!-5>*.90$:!.5!566*/!.5!.9*!)*-0:$!</58*--!#$)!.9#.!.9*&!8#$!2*!25.9!#/.08,%#.*!
#$)!8/*#.04*!19*$!:04*$!#<</5</0#.*!.55%-!10.9!19089!.5!*E</*--!.9*>-*%4*-!F(#$)*/-'!ABBA'!
<GCHG!!
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G2(0$+$<2-0%!&#'!,-B2B,.!$-!0#,!5+2.,4=!&'()%#'<%!$-3'*3,4,-0!2-.!,R<'%/(,!0'!0#,!
5+2.,4=!32($,.!>('4!6,$-B!2!>'/-.$-B!4,46,(!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=!0'!6,$-B!-,&*=!2<<'$-0,.!
,4<*'=,,!&$0#$-!0#,!5+2.,4=8!:-!0'02*?!0#,(,!&,(,!,$B#0!<2(0$+$<2-0%!&$0#!%,3,-!<2(0$+$<2-0%!
$-!&'()%#'<!'-,?!%$R!<2(0$+$<2-0%!$-!&'()%#'<!0&'!2-.!>$3,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!$-!200,-.2-+,!20!6'0#!
&'()%#'<%8!"#,!&'()%#'<%!&,(,!.,%$B-,.!2-.!>2+$*$020,.!6=!0&'!.,%$B-!(,%,2(+#,(%!&#'!
&,(,!20!0#,!0$4,!,R0,(-2*!0'!0#,!2+2.,4$+!%02>>!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=8!"#,!>2+$*$020'(%!&,(,!
<(,%,-0,.!&$0#!0#,!%$-B*,!+'-%0(2$-0!6,$-B?!0#20!0#,!'/0+'4,!'>!0#,!&'()%#'<%!-,,.,.!0'!6,!
2-!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!0#20!+'44/-$+20,.!0#,!(,J/$(,4,-0%!'>!2!&'()$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!
,-3$('-4,-0!>'(!,-B$-,,(%!0#20!&,(,!B('/-.,.!6=!32*/,%8!!!!!!!!!
"#,!0&'!&'()%#'<%!&,(,!%0(/+0/(,.!0'!$4<*,4,-0!2!(,>*,+0$'-E$-E2+0$'-!<('+,%%!4,2-$-B!0#20!
0#,!&'()%#'<%!&,(,!.,%$B-,.!0'!>2+$*$020,!2!<('+,%%!'>!$-.$3$./2*!&'()!2-.!(,>*,+0$'-!>'**'&,.!
6=!%#2($-B!2-.!+'**,+0$3,!<2(0$+$<20$'-8!H0(/+0/($-B!0#,!&'()%#'<%!$-!%/+#!2!&2=!<('3$.,%!0#,!
'<<'(0/-$0=!>'(!$-.$3$./2*!3'$+,%!0'!6,!#,2(.!2-.!/-.,(%0''.!6,>'(,!2!+'**,+0$3,!3'$+,!$%!
+(,20,.8!"#,!&'()%#'<!>2+$*$020'(%!+'4<$*,.!0#,!3$%/2*!2-.!0,R0/2*!.202!<('./+,.!./($-B!0#,!
&'()%#'<%?!%=-0#,%$Q,.!$0!2-.!(,0/(-,.!2-!$-%$B#0%!(,<'(0!0'!0#,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!6,>'(,!0#,!
%/++,,.$-B!&'()%#'<8!
X'()%#'<!'-,!>'+/%,.!'-!B,-,(20$-B!%#2(,.E4,2-$-B!0#('/B#!0#,!2(0$+/*20$'-!'>!$-.$3$./2*!
2-.!+'**,+0$3,!+/((,-0!2-.!>/0/(,!2%%/4<0$'-%!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=8!5+0$3$0$,%!$-+*/.,.@!
¥! c,-,(20$'-!'>!2!3$%/2*!*2-B/2B,@!<2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!<(,%,-0,.!&$0#!2-!2%%'(04,-0!'>!
$42B,%!2-.!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!%,*,+0!>$3,!$42B,%!0#20!(,<(,%,-0,.!0#,$(!3$%$'-!>'(!0#,!2+2.,4=8!
G2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!>/(0#,(!0'*.!0'!.'+/4,-0!0#('/B#!0,R0?!%<,+$>$+2**=!&'(.%!0#20!.,<$+0,.!
2+0$3$0$,%!2-.!6,#23$'/(?!&#=!0#,=!#2.!%,*,+0,.!0#,!$42B,%8!G2(0$+$<2-0%!%#2(,.!0#,!
'/0+'4,!'>!0#,!02%)!2-.!0#,!*2-B/2B,!>'(4,.!6,+24,!0#,!>'/-.20$'-2*!.,%+($<0'(%!>'(!
0#,!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!&$0#$-!0#,!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>8!
¥! c,-,(20$'-!'>!2!%020,4,-0!'>!$-0,-0@!<2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!&($0,!.'&-!2!%$-B*,!
<'$-0E'>E3$,&!%020,4,-0!>'(!0#,!5+2.,4=!/%$-B!0#,!&'(.%!B,-,(20,.!$-!0#,!<(,3$'/%!02%)8!
G2(0$+$<2-0%!+'**,+0$3,*=!,32*/20,.!0#,!B,-,(20,.!<'$-0E'>E3$,&!%020,4,-0%!*'')$-B!>'(!
%$4$*2($0$,%?!.$>>,(,-+,%!2-.!,3,-0/20$-B!$-!2!%$-B*,!%#2(,.!%020,4,-0!'>!$-0,-08!
¥! 1(,20,!2!3$%$'-!>'(!2!.,%$(,.!>/0/(,!%020,@!G2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!0#,-!%,<2(20,.!$-0'!0&'!
0,24%!'>!>'/(!2-.!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!<('./+,!2!/0'<$2-!3$%$'-!%0'(=!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=?!2!%0'(=!
>('4!0#,!<,(%<,+0$3,!'>!2!%0/.,-0!2-.!0#,!<'$-0!'>!3$,&!'>!2-!$-./%0(=!<2(0-,(8!"#,!
<2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!2-%&,(!>'/(!J/,%0$'-%!0#20!2..(,%%,.!MCN!.,%$(,.!2+0$3$0$,%!
/-.,(02),-!$-!0#,!5+2.,4=?!MPN!2!(,2+0$'-!'(!J/'0,!26'/0!2!>/0/(,!/%,(%O!$-$0$2*!,-+'/-0,(!
&$0#!0#,!5+2.,4=?!MbN!2!(,%<'-%,!'(!J/'0,!0#20!,R<(,%%,.!2!>/0/(,!/%,(!%/%02$-,.!
,R<,($,-+,!&$0#!0#,!5+2.,4=!2-.?!M7N!2-!/(62-!*,B,-.!26'/0!0#,!5+2.,4=8!G2(0$+$<2-0%!
$42B$-20$'-!2-.!2%%/4<0$'-%!+'-0('**,.!0#,!2++'/-0%!'>!0#,!4/*0$<*,!<('%<,+0%!'>!0#,!
5+2.,4=8!"#,!%0'($,%!6,+24,!2!+'-3,(%20$'-!<$,+,!>'(!&#20!0#,!%'+$2*!2-.!420,($2*!
,-3$('-4,-0!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=!+'/*.!2-.!%#'/*.!6,!$>!0#,!32($'/%!/0'<$2-!%0'($,%!&,(,!0'!
#2<<,-8!!
¥! H020,4,-0!'>!$-0,-0!(,>*,+0$'-@!G2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!(,>*,+0!'-!0#,!<(,3$'/%*=!
B,-,(20,.!%020,4,-0!'>!$-0,-08!G2(0$+$<2-0%!+'**,+0$3,*=!<('./+,.!0#,!%020,4,-0!'>!$-0,-0@!
+!85%%#25/#.04*!85>>,$0.&!#$)!)&$#>08!</#8.08*!*$:#:0$:!#$)!*><51*/0$:!*$:0$**/-!2&!
)0-/,<.0$:!85$4*$.05$!.5!0></54*!.9*!15/%)G!
X'()%#'<!0&'!6/$*0!/<'-!0#,!'/0+'4,%!'>!0#,!2+0$3$0$,%!+'-./+0,.!$-!&'()%#'<!'-,8!
X'()%#'<!0&'!&2%!>'+/%,.!'-!0#,!B,-,(20$'-!'>!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%!2-.!/-<2+)$-B!0#,!.,%$(,.!
+/*0/(,!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=8!5+0$3$0$,%!$-+*/.,.@!!!
¥! 5..(,%%$-B!H+#,$-O%!2<<('2+#!0'!'(B2-$%20$'-2*!+/*0/(,@!G2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!
6(2$-%0'(4!0#,$(!2%%/4<0$'-%!2-.!,R<'%,.!32*/,%!>'(!0#,!5+2.,4=!$-.$3$./2**=8!!
G2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!0#,-!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!+'44/-$+20,!2-.!.,%+($6,!0#,!2(0$>2+0!2-.!%=46'*%!
&#$+#!<(,%,-0,.!(,*,32-+,!0'!0#,!2%%/4<0$'-%!2-.!32*/,%!6,+2/%,!2%%/4<0$'-%?!
,R<'%,.!32*/,%?!2(0$>2+0%?!2-.!%=46'*%!.'!-'0!,R$%0!$-!$%'*20$'-!2-.!0#/%!,2+#!*,3,*!'>!
+/*0/(,!-,,.%!0'!6,!$.,-0$>$,.!2-.!2..(,%%,.8!G2(0$+$<2-0%!0#,-!$-.$3$./2**=!(,>*,+0,.!2-.!
<('3$.,.!>,,.62+)!'-!0#,$(!<,,(O%!&'()!/%$-B!2-!:!*$),!A!:!&'/*.!*$),!0'!)-'&!4'(,!2+0$3$0=L!
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>(24$-B!>,,.62+)!2%!2!<'%$0$3,!),,<%!+'44/-$+20$'-!+#2--,*%!'<,-8!g'**'&$-B!$-.$3$./2*!
(,>*,+0$'-?!<2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!#23,!2-!'<,-!.$%+/%%$'-!>'+/%$-B!'-!0#,!
%020,4,-0%!$.,-0$>$,.!2%!6,$-B!I!15,%)!%0J*!.5!J$51!>5/*8!!
¥! 1'-+,-0(20$-B!'-!2(0$>2+0%@!G2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!.$(,+0,.!0'!/%,!0#,!*,R$+'-!B,-,(20,.!$-!
&'()%#'<!'-,!$-!+'-K/-+0$'-!&$0#!0#,!'/0+'4,%!>('4!0#,!<(,3$'/%!02%)!0'!6(2$-%0'(4!2-!
$.,2*!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!'>!0#,!5+2.,4=8!G2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!B/$.,.!0'!%,*,+0!2!32*/,!'>!0#,!
5+2.,4=!2-.!2..(,%%!<,(+,$3,.!+#2**,-B,%!'(!62(($,(%!0#20!$4<,.,%!0#$%!32*/,8!
G2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!0#,-!$-%0(/+0,.!0'!B,-,(20,!2!%<20$2*!+'-%$.,(20$'-!+'-+,<0!0#20!&'/*.!
'3,(+'4,!0#$%!<,(+,$3,.!+#2**,-B,!'(!62(($,(8!G2(0$+$<2-0%!+'4<*,0,.!0#,!02%)!$-.$3$./2**=!
0#2-!%#2(,.!62+)!0'!0#,!B('/<8!!!!!!

F"4,-&4A)O$06"$'#()4+%$"5),#5"$4&%#5'#()
:-+*/.$-B!$-.$3$./2*!2-.!+'E+'-%0(/+0,.!+'-0,-0!&$0#$-!0#,!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!0(2-%>'(4%!2!
.'+/4,-0!>('4!6,$-B!2-!$-.$3$./2*!+'-%0(/+0,.!2(0$>2+0!0'!6,$-B!2!%'+$'E%<20$2*!2(0$>2+0!0#20!$%!
+'E'&-,.!6=!<('K,+0!%02),#'*.,(%8!"#,!0&'!&'()%#'<%!6,+24,!2!+202*=%0!>'(!<('K,+0!
%02),#'*.,(%!0'!+'44/-$+20,!2-.!+'E+'-%0(/+0!0#,!32*/,%!2-.!+/*0/(2*!>(24,&'()!0'!$->'(4!
0#,!&'()$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-0!>'(!6,$-BE2-.E6,+'4$-B!2!0&,-0=E>$(%0E+,-0/(=!
,-B$-,,(8!"#,!(,%/*02-0!'/0+'4,!>('4!0#,!&'()%#'<%!&2%!2!+'-%$.,(,.!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!
0#20!<(,%,-0,.!.$4,-%$'-%!'>!.,*$3,($-B!0&,-0=E>$(%0E+,-0/(=!,-B$-,,($-B!<(2+0$+,%8!"#,!
2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!<('3$.,.!$->'(420$'-!'-@!
¥! "#,!+'-0,R0!'>!0#,!<('K,+0!0#20!$-+*/.,.!0#,!<('<,(0=!.,02$*%!2-.!62+)B('/-.!'-!0#,!
5+2.,4=8!
¥! "#,!5+2.,4=O%!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%8!
¥! "#,!<('K,+0!'6K,+0$3,%!0#20!+'44/-$+20,.!0#,!5+2.,4=!6,$-B!2-!2+0$3$0=E62%,.!&'()$-B!
2-.!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-0!>'(!%02>>?!(,%,2(+#,(%?!%0/.,-0%?!2-.!$-./%0(=8!
¥! 5!%,+0$'-!0$0*,.?!.90-!0-!$5.?!0#20!'/0*$-,.!&#20!0#,!5+2.,4=!&$%#,.!0'!23'$.!$-!(,B2(.%!0'!
6'0#!+/*0/(2*!2-.!,-3$('-4,-02*!%0(/+0/(,%8!
¥! G('K,+0!+'-%$.,(20$'-%!0#20!'/0*$-,.!#'&!0#,!5+2.,4=!,-3$('-4,-0!-,,.%!0'!,-B2B,!&$0#!
0#,!%'+$2*!>26($+!'>!H&$-6/(-,!I-$3,(%$0=!2-.!0#,!&$.,(!+'44/-$0=8!
¥! 1'4<'-,-0%!'>!0#,!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!0#20!&'/*.!>2+$*$020,!2!>*,R$6*,?!2-.!0(2-%<2(,-0!
&'()$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!,-3$('-4,-08!
X'()%#'<!<2(0$+$<2-0%!B,-,(20,.!0#,!0,R0/2*!+'-0,-0!>'(!0#,!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>8!"#,!0,R0/2*!
+'-0,-0!&2%!<('./+,.!./($-B!0#,!40-,#%!%#$:,#:*!2+0$3$0=!2-.!<('3$.,.!0#,!*,R$+'-!>'(!0#,!
2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!M(,>,(!0'!>$B/(,!CN8!"#,!40-,#%!%#$:,#:*!2+0$3$0=!#$B#*$B#0,.!0#20!&#=!
<2(0$+$<2-0%!2(,!200(2+0,.!0'!2-!$42B,!32($,%!2-.!0#,!*2-B/2B,!/%,.!0'!.,%+($6,!0#,!2+0$3$0$,%!
2-.!6,#23$'/(%!2-!$42B,!.,<$+0%!0'!0#,4!.$>>,(%8!['!<2(0$+$<2-0!&#'!%,*,+0,.!0#,!%24,!
$42B,!/%,.!0#,!%24,!.,%+($<0$3,!&'(.%!0'!,R<*2$-!&#=!0#,=!#2.!42.,!0#,!%,*,+0$'-8!"#,!
'/0+'4,!'>!40-,#%!%#$:,#:*!2+0$3$0=!/-.,(*$-,.!0#20!0#,!*,R$+'-!/%,.!0'!.,%+($6,!
,-3$('-4,-0%!(,*$,%!'-!2!-/46,(!'>!%$4$*2(!&'(.%!#'&,3,(?!0#,(,!$%!.$%<2($0=!$-!0#,!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!&#20!0#,%,!&'(.%!4,2-!2-.!(,<(,%,-08!X'(.%!%/+#!2%L!'<,-?!<($320,?!
4/*0$E*2=,(,.?!$-%<$(20$'-2*?!,-B2B$-B!2-.?!<('>,%%$'-2*!0'!-24,!6/0!2!>,&!2(,!&'(.%!0#20!
<('./+,!246$B/$0=!&#,-!+'44'-*=!/%,.!2%!.,%+($<0'(%!6=!6'0#!0#'%,!&#'!+(,20,!<2(0$+/*2(!
,-3$('-4,-0%!2-.!0#'%,!&#'!'++/<=!0#,48!"#,!40-,#%!%#$:,#:*!2+0$3$0=!6('),(,.!-'0!'-*=!
0#,!$-.$3$./2*O%!.,%$(,%!>'(!0#,!5+2.,4=!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!6/0!2*%'!4$0$B20,.!/-.,(%02-.$-B!
'>8!g'(!,R24<*,8!&#20!2!+'**26'(20$3,!,-3$('-4,-0!(,<(,%,-0%!6'0#!<#=%$+2**=!2-.!
4,02<#=%$+2**=!2-.!&#20!2!+'**26'(20$3,!,-3$('-4,-0!&'/*.!%=46'*$%,!&$0#$-!0#,!+'-0,R0!'>!
0#,!5+2.,4=8!
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Human aspects I Mastery I Futuristic I Inspirational I Playful I Open
I Industrial I Interaction I Professional I Collaboration I Multilayered I Creative I Colour I Experiment I Transparent I Next Generation
I Reflective I Engaging I Friendly I Desirable I Present I Open +
Private I Inspired by nature I Informal I Making stuff I Community I
Connected - staff + students I Joyful I Sound - silence, buzz, white
noise I Formal I Outside I Different Space I Evidence I Raw - Unfinished
I Connected to outside I Educating the whole person I Virtual /
Physical - seamless I Zones I Empowering I Flexible I Personal
- sense of home - sense of place - sense of belonging I
Distinctive I Serving a purpose I Has a hum

!

P'(,$")QA)?03*0#4&$,*&"5)-"R'*0#)&+%&)'#/0$8"5)&+")&"R&,%-)*0#&"#&)0/)&+")%$*+'&"*&,$%-).$'"/9)
L0$54)&+%&)8,-&'N-")N%$&'*'N%#&4),4"5)1"$")N$"4"#&"5)'#).0-59)

"#('/B#!2!(,>*,+0$'-E$-E2+0$'-!<2(0$+$<20'(=!.,%$B-!&'()%#'<!<('+,%%?!<2(0$+$<2-0%!,-B2B,.!$-!
2!+=+*,!'>!$-.$3$./2*!&'()!2-.!(,>*,+0$'-!>'**'&,.!6=!%#2($-B!2-.!+'**,+0$3,!<2(0$+$<20$'-!2-.!
<2(0$+$<2-0%!$.,-0$>$,.!>$3,!&'()$-B!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%!>'(!0#,!5+2.,4=8!"#,!&'()%#'<!<('+,%%!
+'->$(4,.!0#20!0#,!%''-,(!2!+'-%,-%/%!'>!%#2(,.!4,2-$-B!'>!%02),#'*.,(%!$%!6('),(,.?!0#,!
4'(,!0#,!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!&$**!(,>*,+0!0#,!,R<(,%%,.!(,J/$(,4,-0%!'>!0#,!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%8!
"#,!>$3,!&'()$-B!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%!6,$-B@!!
¥! ,J/$0=!2-.!.$3,(%$0=?!!
¥! (,%<,+0?!!
¥! &'()$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!2(,!%'+$2*?!!
¥! +'**26'(20$'-!2-.?!!
¥! '<,--,%%8!
"#,!>$3,!32*/,%!&,(,!+'-%$.,(,.!&'()$-B!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%!6,+2/%,!0#('/B#!2-!$0,(20$3,!
<('+,%%!'>!(,>*,+0$'-!2-.!$4<*,4,-020$'-!0#,!32*/,%!&$**!6,!0,%0,.!2-.!(,>$-,.!2%!0#,!
5+2.,4=!.,3,*'<%!2-.!,R<2-.%8!"#,!&'()$-B!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%?!2%!%#'&-!$-!>$B/(,!P?!
+'-0$-/,.!0'!,3'*3,!%$-+,!0#,!+'4<*,0$'-!'>!&'()%#'<!0&'!2-.!&2%!02),-!$-0'!2!>/(0#,(!0&'!
&'()%#'<%!0#20!&,(,!.,%$B-,.!0'!%<,+$>$+2**=!2..(,%%!0#,!B,-,(20$'-!'>!0#,!,%<'/%,.!32*/,%!
>'(!0#,!5+2.,4=8!
1(,20$-B!%#2(,.!4,2-$-B!6,>'(,!2-!2(+#$0,+0!$%!+'-0(2+0,.!<('3$.,%!0#,!>'/-.20$'-!0'!
+'-%$.,(!2-.!J/,%0$'-!0#,!%<20$2*!+'-%$.,(20$'-!'>!0#,!>/0/(,!6/$*0!,-3$('-4,-0!+'-+,(-$-B!
&#,0#,(!0#,!<('<'%,.!'/0+'4,%!&$**!%/<<'(0!'(!#$-.,(!0#,!2<<*$+20$'-!'>!0#,!,%<'/%,.!
32*/,%8!5+2.,4=!%02),#'*.,(%?!,R<2-.,.!'-!0#,!4,2-$-B!'>!,2+#!32*/,!2-.!#'&!0#,!6/$*0!
,-3$('-4,-0!+'/*.!6,!3$,&,.!2%!2!42-$>,%020$'-!'>!0#20!32*/,8!g'(!,R24<*,?!0#,!(,+'B-$0$'-!
0#20!&'()$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!2(,!%'+$2**=!0(2-%<$(,.!$-!0#,!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!2%@!
79*!*$40/5$>*$.!10%%!*$85,/#:*!#$)!6#80%0.#.*!.9*!8,/#.05$'!-9#/0$:'!0.*/#.05$!#$)!
)58,>*$.#.05$!56!25.9!0$)040),#%!#$)!85%%*8.04*!15/J0$:'!%*#/$0$:!#$)!J$51%*):*!:*$*/#.05$G!
79*!*$40/5$>*$.!$**)-!.5!6#80%0.#.*?!.*#>K15/J0$:!#$)!0$)040),#%!15/J0$:!>5)*-!65/!#%%!
588,<#$.-!F-.#66'!-.,)*$.-!#$)!0$),-./&HG!79*!)040-05$!2*.1**$!-9#/*)!#$)!51$*)!#$)!
0$)040),#%!#$)!85%%*8.04*!*$40/5$>*$.-!0-!0><5/.#$.G!79*!0$8%,-05$!56!#$!5<*$!J0.89*$*..*!L!8#6*!
-<#8*!10.9!#!%#/:*!85>>,$#%!J0.89*$!.#2%*?!./#4*/-*-!-580#%0M0$:!#$)!15/J0$:G!!

"#,!32*/,!'>!'<,--,%%!2-.!%<,+$>$+2**=!0#,!%/6E.,>$-$0$'-!'>!1*!8#$$5.!</*-8/02*!5/!
</*)*.*/>0$*!19#.!10%%!2*!*E<*/0*$8*)!&2%!+#2(2+0,($%,.!&$0#$-!0#,!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!2%@!!
79*!8/*#.05$!56!#$!*>*/:*$.!*$40/5$>*$.!.9#.!0-!-8#%#2%*!#$)!>#%%*#2%*G!79*!*$40/5$>*$.!
$**)-!.5!#)#<.!54*/!.0>*!#$)!2*!/*-<5$-04*!.5!$*1!</#8.08*-!.9#.!>#.*/0#%0M*!0$!/*-<5$-*!.5!
89#$:0$:!#8.040.0*-'!</5N*8.-!#$)!588,<#$.-G!79*!*$40/5$>*$.-!$**)!.5!2*!)*-0:$*)!0$!-,89!#!
1#&!.9#.!.9*&!8#$!2*!#)#<.*)!)*<*$)0$:!5$!.9*!/*O,0/*>*$.-!56!.9*!588,<#$.-!#$)!.9*!
</5N*8.-G!79*!*$40/5$>*$.!$**)-!.5!2*!-8#%#2%*!0$!#-!>,89!.9#.!06!.9*!8,//*$.!</5<5-*)!/55>-!
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)5!$5.!</540)*!#)*O,#.*!-<#8*!65/!.9*!#8.040.0*-'!</5N*8.-!#$)!588,<#$.-!56!.9*!=$:0$**/0$:!
@/#8.08*!+8#)*>&!>5)0608#.05$-!#$)L5/!#))0.05$#%!/55>-!8#$!2*!0$85/<5/#.*)!#.!#!%#.*/!-.#:*G!!!!!!!

5(0$+/*20$'-!'>!2!<(2+0$+,%!</(<'%,!&$0#$-!2-!2(+#$0,+0/(2*!6($,>!$%!+(/+$2*!6,+2/%,!2!6($,>!$%!0#,!
Y+'44/-$+20$'-!'>!$-%0(/+0$'-%!26'/0!$-0,-0$'-!2-.!'6K,+0$3,%Z!M`=.?!P997?!<8!PbCN!2-.!$>!0#,!
<('K,+0!%02),#'*.,(%!&#'!2(,!(,<(,%,-020$3,%!'>!0#,!/-$3,(%$0=!2(,!-'0!'-!%#2(,.!B('/-.?!
+*,2(!+'44/-$+20$'-!$%!<'0,-0$2**=!K,'<2(.$%,.8!!

P'(,$")@A)B+")10$6'#()"4N0,4"5)7%-,"4)0/)&+")G*%5"82)&+%&)'#/0$8"5)&+")*0#&"#&)0/)&+")
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Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process.

CONTEXT

The School of Engineering at Deakin University has undergone a significant
transition towards making design and projects the basis for the undergraduate curriculum
rather than the more traditional approach based on lectures, texts, and examinations. A new
curriculum, called Project-Oriented Design-Based Learning (PODBL), is now in its second year
of implementation. The curriculum allows for approximately one half of the total content in the
course to be based on design projects.

PURPOSE This study seeks to study and evaluate the effectiveness of a second-year
mechanical unit in the new PODBL curriculum.
APPROACH SEM200, Machine Design, was developed as a new two-credit-point unit in the
Bachelor of Engineering, mechanical and mechatronics streams. It runs in the first semester
of the second year, and is takes up one half of the total content in the semester (two credit
points). The remaining half of semester is shared between a unit on engineering mathematics
and another on fluid mechanics (one credit point each). The main project for this unit is centred
on the design of a mechanical-based machine that must perform a defined set of tasks with a
defined set of criteria. The project aims to reflect a real-world engineering project environment.
Students work in teams. The assessment consists of a team project plan, a team presentation
of the final product, an interim report, and a final portfolio. The unit is offered both to on-campus
students at Geelong and online.

RESULTS The unit been offered twice – in 2016 and again in 2017. The project for both
years was to build a robot following the rules and specifications of the Engineers-Australia
Warman Design-and-Build Competition. Forty-eight students completed the unit in 2016, and
100 students completed the unit in 2017. The average mark for 2016 was 66/100, and for 2017,
the average mark was 67/100. Student reviews of the unit were mostly positive and the
teaching team have learned a number of important lessons that will influence further offerings
of this and other PODBL units.
CONCLUSIONS

SEM200 is the third two-credit-point project-design unit in which
mechanical and mechatronics students enrol. The academic performance of the students
indicates that the content and assessment is appropriate for second-year students. The
student feedback suggests that although the unit involves a great deal of work, students
enjoyed both the challenge posed by the unit and the satisfaction of completing a complicated
design project in the space of a single semester.

KEYWORDS Project-oriented design-based learning; PODBL; projects; design.
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Introduction
A recent trend in engineering education in the past 15 years or so is the shift from an emphasis
on the science of engineering to an emphasis on problem solving, projects, and design. This
is one of the five major shifts in engineering education recently identified by Jeff Froyd of the
IEEE (Froyd, Wankat, & Smith, 2012). Design is now commonly seen in engineering education
as a very important component and that which distinguishes engineering from other fields such
as applied physics.
The School of Engineering at Deakin University has very recently redesigned its Bachelor of
Engineering courses to make design projects a major component of the curriculum. Deakin
offers undergraduate courses in civil, electrical/electronics, mechatronics, and mechanical
engineering. About 30% of the School’s undergraduate students attends the University almost
wholly online (Long, Joordens, & Littlefair, 2014). The revised courses use design projects as
the focal points of learning. The new curriculum is called Project-Oriented Design-Based
Learning, or PODBL (Chandrasekaran, 2013a; Chandrasekaran, 2013b). It developed from
significant research into aspects of project-based learning, problem-based learning
(Chandrasekaran, 2014; Chandrasekaran, Stojcevski et al., 2012), and the School’s long
experience in teaching design projects (Chandrasekaran, Long, & Joordens, 2015; Joordens
& Jones, 1998).
The PODBL model is a learning and teaching approach that is based on engineering design
activities while driven by a project. It has been proposed to use PODBL in Deakin Engineering
to encourage independent learning and a deeper approach to learning. It is also an approach
that supports the development of information literacy and design thinking in the field of tertiary
education - two of the key learning outcomes in engineering these days. There are many
versions of project based learning as well as design based learning. Deakin’s engineering
approach is a unique combination of the two (Joordens, Chandrasekaran et al., 2012). PODBL
indicates that students learn through real engineering design activities while driven by a project
that has a defined deliverable, and is presented to the students with an industry partner or an
academic staff.
The new PODBL curriculum was designed to cater for online students (Maung-Than-Oo,
Chandran, & Stojcevski 2014) as well as the more traditional on-campus students (Chandran,
Chandrasekaran, & Stojcevski, 2013; Chandrasekaran, Littlefair et al., 2014). Early trials of the
PODBL approach in an electrical-engineering unit have been presented elsewhere (Chandran,
Chandrasekaran, & Stojcevski, 2014, 2015). The new, full PODBL curriculum was first offered
in 2016, and is currently rolled out to the first, second, and third years of the course. Fourth
year will be offered from 2018.
The PODBL curriculum specifies that one half of a student’s studies will be in the context of a
design project. In the previous curriculum, each semester comprised four units of study, or
eight each year, for a total of 32 units. Each unit was one credit point (cp), 0.125 EFTSL, apart
from the final-year capstone project units, which were two cp each (0.25 EFTSL). In the PODBL
curriculum, each semester has one two-credit-point design/project unit, and two one-creditpoint support units covering core engineering concepts. For example, table 1 shows the course
structure for the Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering. In a typical two-cp PODBL unit, the unit
content is emphasised in the first half of the 11-week semester, and most of the lecture material
is delivered then. In the second half of semester, the class-time shifts towards design-studio
and project work. Students are normally put into teams. Most units follow the University’s
Cloud-Learning model (see for example, Long, 2015), where most lecture material is delivered
by means of videos posted to the unit website, and class time is focussed on studios, seminars,
and active learning.
Our previous AAEE presentation described the development of the first-year unit Engineering
Fundamentals, one of the one-credit-point support units (J. M. Long, Chandrasekaran, & Orwa,
2016). In this paper, we present the first results from a fully-integrated, two-cp PODBL design
unit: SEM200, Machine Design. We report on the design and delivery of this unit to mechanical
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and mechatronics students in 2016 and 2017, both on-campus and online. We present the
unit’s intended learning outcomes, the structure and delivery of the unit, the students’
academic performance, their satisfaction with the unit, and the lessons we learned in this
exercise.
Table 1: PODBL Course structure for BE Mechanical.
First year
Sem-1

Sem-2

SEJ101

SEB101

SIT199

Design Fundamentals (2 cp PODBL)

Engineering Fundamentals

Applied Algebra and
Statistics

SEJ103

SIT194 Introduction to
Mathematical Modelling

SIT172 Programming for
Engineers

Materials Engineering Project
(2 cp PODBL)

Second year
Sem-1

Sem-2

SEM200

SEP291

SEM218

Machine Design (2 cp PODBL)

Engineering Modelling

Fluid Mechanics

SEM201

SEM216

SEM202

Structural Design (2 cp PODBL)

Stress and Failure
Analysis

Thermodynamics

Third year
Sem-1

Sem-2

SEM300 Thermo-Fluid System Design
(2 cp PODBL)

SED304

SEM313

Product Development

Manufacturing

SEM301 Industrial Control (2 cp PODBL)

SEM302

SEM327

Advanced Stress Analysis

Dynamics of Machines

Fourth year
Sem-1

Sem-2

SEJ441

SEM400

Capstone Project 1 (2 cp)

Computational Fluid
Dynamics

SEJ446

SEM406

Capstone Project (2 cp)

Advanced Modelling and
Simulation

Engineering elective

Engineering elective

SEM200 Machine Design
SEM200 is a project-and-design-based unit that allows students to develop technical and
professional practice skills relevant to machine design. The unit runs in the first semester of
the students’ second year. Students build on fundamental knowledge previously acquired in
engineering design, engineering fundamentals, project management and professional
communication. The main project for this unit is centred on the design of a mechanical-based
machine that performs a defined set of tasks with a defined set of criteria/rules. SEM200 has
six learning outcomes. Students who complete and pass the unit can:
1. Develop, implement and complete a project management strategy in a project team
for the design and build of a machine to specific requirements.
2. Recall discipline specific knowledge relating to mechanical and mechatronic
machines and machine elements.
3. Apply discipline specific knowledge relating to the design of machines in order to
develop innovative engineering solutions.
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4. Identify and communicate occupational health-and-safety (OHS) considerations of
stakeholders and professional engineers.
5. Communicate effectively and in a professional manner to convey both technical and
non-technical content.
6. Communicate design process, mechanical and mechatronic concepts, and evaluation
of product, professional ethical considerations, and reflection of project team
performance through a professional portfolio.
The student assessment is a mix of individual and team items:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Team project plan 10%,
Individual online tests (2 x 5% each) 10%,
Team project gateway presentation 10%,
Individual project gateway report 15%,
Team product demonstration/showcase 20%,
Individual final project portfolio 35%.

The unit’s project centres on a modified version of the Warman Student Design-and BuildCompetition that is run annually by Engineers Australia (Churches & Smith, 2016). In 2016,
the competition required students to build a machine that would deliver a payload after crossing
a gap between two table-tops along an upward-sloping pole. The machine had to find the pole,
attach itself and traverse the pole, drop off the pole and drive to a destination. In 2017, the
competition requires students to design and build a robot that collects golf balls, squash balls,
and racquetball balls, separates the golf balls from the others, and places the golf balls into
one container and the remaining balls into another container (Engineers Australia, 2017). The
students were divided up into teams of six students each. Each team worked on its robot,
completing it in time for a unit competition in the final week of semester. Figure 1 shows
examples of the projects built by the students in the two years the unit has been offered.

Figure 1: Examples of student-built machines for the SEM200
projects for 2016 (left) and 2017 (right).
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During the 11-week semester, weekly on-campus class time is divided up into two lecture
classes (one hour each), seminar/tutorials (two hours each), and practical studios (two hours
each). Each student attends both lectures, one seminar, and two studios each week. Lectures
and tutorials were used to convey the primary unit content to the students. They used the
studios to work on the project in their teams. In addition, the studios allowed the teaching team
to scaffold the learning towards the requirements and deliverables for the project. Engineering
topics covered in the unit include computer-aided design (CAD), Arduino programming, project
management, safety, mechanical and mechatronic components, and ethics (table 2). Lectures,
seminars, and many studios were video-recorded and posted to the unit website for the benefit
of all students, on-campus and online. Weekly online seminars and two-hour studios were held
by means of the BlackBoard Collaborate web-conferencing software (Long, Cavenett, Gordon,
& Joordens, 2014). On-campus and online students were brought together in week 7 as part
of the School’s residential week for all students.
Table 2: Weekly class topics and activities.
Week Lecture topics

Seminar topics

Studio topics

1

Introduction; Project and
team management

Review of CAD basics Introduction to Warman Competition and
benchmarking; teamwork

2

Product development (PD)
process overview; PD
Problem formulation

Part and assembly
modelling

Team and project management;
Prototyping

Advanced assemblies

3

Design for safety; PD
concept development;

Safety by Design;
PD problem formulation, concept
development, concept screening

4

Intro to machine elements:
gears, cams, bearings,
links, pulleys

Detailed design in CAD Detailed design considerations 1; Team
check-up and assignment work

5

Intro to mechatronics:
transducers, actuators,
sensors, basic control

Intro to Arduino,
basic control
systems,
programming

6

Machine elements
calculations 1

CAD communication
and project work

7

Scheduled classes, studios
and seminars replaced by two
full days for Intensive Week
for both Campus and Cloud
students

Intensive Week
focuses on
activities related
to Project
Gateway tasks

Intensive Week will also focus on
professional practice activities (OHS, WSA,
ethics in engineering design)

8

Machine elements
calculations 2; Mechanical
design and safety factors

Machine elements
- CAD and hand
calculations

Ethics in engineering design; Discussion
and feedback from Intensive Week and
Project Gateway tasks;

9

Drawings, dimensioning,
tolerancing

Arduino
programming
review and

Finalise design and/or work on
manufacturing prototype

Tolerancing; Mechanical
failure

Part drawings

Finalise prototype build

10

Tolerances 2; SEM200
review/summary

Assembly drawings

Finalise prototype build; Campus
competition - practice and final

11
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Methodology
For this study, enrolment numbers, student final marks and attrition were examined for 2015
and 2016, for both on-campus and online students. Student satisfaction was also examined by
means of the University-wide standard survey of completing students. In the studentsatisfaction survey, 12 questions are posed to the students and the students indicate their
agreement on a Likert scale (table 3). Students are also invited to make written comments on
aspects of the unit with which they are happy and aspects most need of improvement.
Table 3: Survey questions on student satisfaction.
No.

Statement

1

The learning outcomes in this unit are clearly identified.

2

The learning experiences in this unit help me to achieve the learning outcomes.

3

The learning resources in this unit help me to achieve the learning outcomes.

4

The assessment tasks in this unit evaluate my achievement of the learning outcomes.

5

Feedback on my work in this unit helps me to achieve the learning outcomes.

6

The workload in this unit is appropriate to the achievement of the learning outcomes.

7

The quality of teaching in this unit helps me to achieve the learning outcomes.

8

I am motivated to achieve the learning outcomes in this unit.

9

I make best use of the learning experiences in this unit.

10

I think about how I can learn more effectively in this unit.

11

Overall, I am satisfied with this unit.

The survey is anonymous and the data collected is used for research purpose without any
identification linked to it. The research study survey was approved and acquired a ethics
clearance from the Human Ethics Research Committee at Deakin. The students are not
compelled by any teaching academics to participate in this survey. It is not compulsory and it
will not affect their marks or curriculum participation in anyways. The survey was given by a
third person who is not part of the teaching team. The cohort of students are aware of
participation based on their own consent.

Results
Table 4 shows the academic results for this unit. On average, on-campus students performed
at a Credit level, whereas online students performed a bit better, a low Distinction. There were
few differences in academic performance from 2016 to 2017. Student satisfaction results are
given in figure 2. In 2016, from 17 answered surveys (on-campus only), and in 2017, from 24
answered on-campus surveys and 11 from online students, the results indicate that students
were very satisfied with most aspects of the unit. The lowest scoring area was in relation to
feedback on student submissions (statement No. 5). It can be noted that on-campus
satisfaction on this statement increased significantly from 2016 to 2017. Most students were
satisfied with the delivery of the unit.
It is evident that in 2017, the student satisfaction results were above the School average on
most questions. When both on-campus and online student satisfaction scores are combined,
the 2017 survey shows results that are above the School average in all but one area
(feedback). Averaging all responses for all questions in 2017, the survey results show that the
percentage agreement for SEM200 was four percentage points above the School average.
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The survey also provides the student the opportunity to provide written comments on what
aspects of the unit they found helpful and what areas need improvement. Due to space
limitations, the full detail of these comments cannot be included in this paper. However, the
authors have attempted to summarise the main results of these here. Regarding the helpful
aspects of the unit, the most number of written comments were relating to the project itself, its
hands-on and practical nature, the fact that it was a “real” problem that was being solved and
the fact that the project allowed the students to complete a full design cycle from concept
development, to detailed design, to building and testing. Qualitatively, the areas where the
student comments noted needed most improvement were relating to: the timeliness and
amount of feedback; the high workload associated with this unit (although it is a two cp unit);
the requirement to sort through and digest a large amount of information and content; and the
need to focus more on project management techniques.
Table 4: Summary of academic marks 2016-2017.

Cohort

No. students
competed

No. students
withdrawn

AVG final
mark (%)

Standard
deviation

Median final
mark

2016 on
campus

44

4

65

13

64

2016 online

4

3

71

6.8

72

2017 on
campus

72

5

65

11

65

2017 online

28

4

72

11

72

100
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80

%agreement
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9
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11

Schoolaverage

Figure 2: Results of the student-satisfaction survey.
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Discussion
This is the first time Deakin has developed an engineering unit based on the Warman
competition. There are only a few universities in Australia with engineering courses that use
Warman as the basis of an engineering-project unit, such as ADFA (UNSW Canberra), Monash
University, University of Newcastle, and RMIT. Apart from RMIT, these engineering units are
Deakin’s equivalent of one credit point. Like RMIT’s MIET2420, Mechanical Design 1, SEM200
is two credit points.
In his study, Felder identifies ‘Engineering Design’ as a systematic, intelligent process in which
designers generate, evaluate, and specify concepts for devices, systems, or processes whose
form and function achieve clients’ objectives or users’ needs while satisfying a specified set of
constraints (Felder & Silverman, 1988). Design problems are classified as open-ended
problems that generally have multiple solutions. A formal systematic problem-solving
methodology is useful for these types of problems. Design is a continuous process of problem
solving that many involve multiple iterations. The design process starts by identifying the
problem. This allows students to search for possible opportunities to assist them in
understanding the problem and therefore develop a design brief. Through research, students
can then gather information on different methods, approaches and ideas to allow them to seek
new solutions (Atman, Adams et al., 2007; Bailey & Szabo, 2007). When a new solution is
implemented, a model or prototype is developed. The prototype is then tested and evaluated
against the specifications developed in the design brief for functionality.
In a PODBL environment, participants work in teams of four to six members with a facilitator.
The same group meets regularly throughout the trimester to work on a series of design
activities. The learning and teaching delivery is a combination of cloud and located learning
activities. Cloud learning enables students to evidence their achievement. Units contain
integrated short, accessible, highly visual, media-rich, interactive learning experiences rebuilt
for the mobile screen, and integrating learning resources created by Deakin and other worldly
universities and premium providers. Cloud learning require students to be generators of
content, collaborators in solving real world problems, and evidence their achievements in
professional and personal digital portfolios. With located learning experiences in place,
students who come to campus will have the opportunity to engage with teaching staff and
peers in opportunities for rich interpersonal interaction through large and small team activities.
As mentioned previously, the area which scored the lowest with respect to the studentsatisfaction surveys was with regards to student feedback. However, this was also one of the
areas of largest improvement from 2016 to 2017 – i.e. an increase of over 21% when
considering both the online and on-campus students. The improved results in this area can be
attributed to: (i) improved rubrics and assessment criteria for assessment tasks, which also
aided in (ii) improved timeliness of feedback, and (iii) increased informal discussions between
teaching staff and teams during studio activities on progress towards project.
Additionally, the area of largest improvement in the student survey results from 2016 to 2017
was relating to statement No. 6 – The workload in this unit is appropriate to the achievement
of the learning outcomes. This was particularly interesting considering that the student
workload was not reduced from 2016 to 2017. (In fact, it may have increased slightly with some
small modifications to the assessment tasks.) However, more attention was given by the
teaching team to ensure that the teaching and learning activities (including the course material,
seminars, studios and assessment tasks) were explained with respect to how they aligned with
the learning outcomes of the unit. It also worth noting that the academic marks between 2016
and 2017 do not show any notable differences (Table 4).
Finally, the survey results show some small differences between the on-campus and online
students. However, considering the average of the percentage agreement for all statements in
the survey in 2017, it is evident that the online students resulted in a small 1.8 percentage
points less agreement compared to on-campus students. The largest differences were relating
to statements No. 1 and No. 5. The academic results showed that the online students
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performed better than the on-campus students. This aligns well with the experience of
academic staff at Deakin University, where the demographic of the online students are skewed
towards mature-aged students with trade or similar qualifications and so tend to perform better
with more applied/practical units.
In 2017 the third year of the PODBL curriculum is being offered for the first time. In addition to
refining this unit for 2018 and beyond, we intend to consult the lecturers of the third-year
PODBL units to gain further insight into the students’ conceptual development, and to ensure
that in terms of the conceptual knowledge required of graduate engineers, nothing is left out.

Summary and Conclusions
The implementation of Project Oriented Design Based Learning was successfully in the
second-year unit of the undergraduate mechanical engineering and mechatronics degrees.
Over 140 on-campus and off-campus students have completed the unit over 2016-2017 with
student satisfaction that was in general above the school average. Feedback from students
will be used to improve the delivery of the unit in future years.
Project Oriented Design Based Learning is generally regarded as a creative and innovative
method for engineering education. When compared to traditional lecture-based or teachercentered engineering curriculum, the PODBL model appears to inspire an enhanced learning
environment for students. The conversion and implementation of this particular unit from the
Mechanical Engineering program to PODBL is a gateway to enhance the relationship between
the program and current University practices in the future.
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2<<*$+20$'-! 0,2+#$-B! 2-20'4=! /%$-B! $-0,(2+0$3,! $-0,(-2*! 3$(0/2*! 6'.=! ,K<*'(20$'-8! "#,!
.$%+$<*$-,! '>! %+$,-+,! #2%! *,2.! 0#,! ,K<*'(20$'-! $-! FH! 0,2+#$-B! 2-.! ,-B$-,,($-B! $%! %02(0$-B! 0'!
42),!2.32-+,%!$-!0#$%!%<2+,8!
1'-%0(/+0$'-! %2>,0=! ,./+20$'-! $%! 2-! $4<'(02-0! <2(0! '>! 0#,! +$3$*! ,-B$-,,($-B! +/(($+/*/48! c,d2!
2-.!H2B2-!GD9CSI!<'$-0!0'!2!*2+)!'>!4,0#'.%!0'!,>>,+0$3,*=!+'-0,K0/2*$J,!%2>,0=!$->'(420$'-!$-!
2-! ,-B2B$-B! &2=8! "#,%,! 2/0#'(%! .,3,*'<,.! 2-! $-0,(2+0$3,! FH! %=%0,4! /%$-B! (,2*! $-+$.,-0!
(,<'(0%!0'!0,2+#!+'-%0(/+0$'-!%2>,0=8!c(,*$4$-2($*=!(,%/*0%!%/BB,%0!6,00,(!%0/.,-0!,-B2B,4,-0!
&$0#! 0#,! *,2(-$-B! ,-3$('-4,-08! :44,(%$3,! 0,+#-'*'B$,%! %/+#! 2%! 5H! 2-.! FH! 2(,! ,>>,+0$3,!
0''*%! 0'! .,3,*'<! PY! 3$%/2*$J20$'-! ,K<,($,-+,%! 0'! >2+$*$020,! 4/*0$.$%+$<*$-2(=! .,%$B-! ,./+20$'-!
G12462?!N'*,(?!a!1'-0,('?!D9CSI8!!
FH!,-3$('-4,-0%?!PQ9E.,B(,,!3$.,'%!2-.!5H!#23,!0#,!<'0,-0$2*!0'!2%%$%0!,./+20'(%!0'!0,2+#!
/%$-B! $--'320$3,! 0,2+#$-B! 4,0#'.%! G5%06/(=?! D9CQI8! :-! 2..$0$'-?! 0#,! 2/0#'(! 2++,-0/20,.! 0#,!
3$02*!-,,.!0'!0(2$-!,./+20'(%!&#'!+2-!>/(0#,(!<('3$.,!$44,(%$3,!,./+20$'-2*!,K<,($,-+,%!2-.!
$-! '(.,(! 0'! %/++,%%>/**=! $-0,B(20,! 0#$%! 0,+#-'*'B=! 2%! 2! %02-.2(.! 4,.$/48! :44,(%$3,!
0,+#-'*'B$,%!+2-!-'0!'-*=!,-B2B,!(,B/*2(!+*2%%(''4! %0/.,-0%!6/0!2*%'!#2%!0#,!<'0,-0$2*!>'(!
.$%02-+,! *,2(-$-B! Gc'0)'-O2)! ,0! 2*8?! D9CQI! 2-.! 2(,! $-+*/%$3,! *,2(-$-B! ,-3$('-4,-0%! >'(!
.$>>,(,-0*=!26*,.!%0/.,-0%!Gc23*$)?!D9CSI8!
!
!
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>6'40(#$
"#,!</(<'%,!'>!0#$%!&'()!$%!0'!(,<'(0!'-!2!<$*'0!$-$0$20$3,!02),-!6=!0#,!M-$3,(%$0=!'>!N=.-,=!0'!
,4<*'=! $44,(%$3,! FH! 0,+#-'*'B=! $-! /-.,(B(2./20,! 2-.! <'%0B(2./20,! *,2(-$-B8! "#$%! <2<,(!
.$%+/%%,%!0#,!2<<('2+#!>'**'&,.!0'!$-0('./+,!$44,(%$3,!FH!>'(!*,2(-$-B?!0#,!32($'/%!%02B,%!
'>! <*2--$-B! 2-.! 0#,! .,<*'=4,-0! '>! $--'320$3,! 0,+#-'*'B=?! 0#,! 0(2$-$-B! '>! 2+2.,4$+%! 2-.!
0,2+#$-B!+2%,%!+/((,-0*=!02/B#0!$-!0#,!*26'(20'(=8!!!!!!

A44'0,7"$
"#,! <$*'0! <('O,+0! &2%! .$3$.,.! $-0'! >'/(! %02B,%! 62%,.! '-! 0#,! <('<'%,.! '6O,+0$3,%! 2-.! 0#,!
(,T/$(,4,-0!'>!2!CD!4'-0#!<('O,+0!0$4,*$-,8!!

81,.#$%3$%-)1),5$(#164$$
:-! %02B,! :?! ,K0,-%$3,! 0,%0$-B! '>! FH! 0,+#-'*'B=! &2%! <,(>'(4,.! 0'! .,+$.,! '-! 0#,! 0,+#-'*'B=!
6,%0! %/$0,.! >'(! 0,2+#$-B! 2-.! +'->$B/(20$'-! '>! 2! 0,2+#$-B! %<2+,8! "#,! 2$4! &2%! 0'! %,*,+0!
0,+#-'*'B$,%! 0#20! %/<<'(0,.! 2! (2-B,! '>! FH! ,K<,($,-+,%! $-+*/.$-B! PQ9E.,B(,,! 3$.,'%! 2-.!
+'-%0(/+0,.!3$(0/2*!(,2*$0=!,-3$('-4,-0%8!X2%,.!'-!0#$%!$-$0$2*!0,+#-'*'B=!.,+$%$'-?!&,!>/(0#,(!
,32*/20,.! 6'0#! VLY%! >'(! %,3,(2*! 2%<,+0%! $-+*/.$-B! +'%0?! <('+/(,4,-0! *'B$%0$+%?! %+2*,! $-!
0,(4%! '>! .,<*'=26*,! /-$0%?! 0,+#-$+2*! +'4<*,K$0=?! %<2+,! (,T/$(,4,-0%?! +'-0,-0! 232$*26$*$0=?!
>/0/(,! FH! .,3,*'<4,-0! 2%! &,**! 2%! 2>0,(! %2*,%! %/<<'(08! "'! %/<<'(0! +'-0,-0! +(,20$'-?! PQ9!
+24,(2%?!$-+*/.$-B!.('-,!4'/-0$-B%?!&,(,!2*%'!$-3,%0$B20,.8!!
!

81,.#$%%3$!',)-)-.$A7,C#&)7($,-C$!610'($$
"#,! 2$4! '>! %02B,! ::! &2%! 0'! ,4<'&,(! 2+2.,4$+%! 0'! .,3,*'<! 2-.A'(! %,*,+0! 0#,$(! '&-!
,./+20$'-2*!FH!+'-0,-0!$-!0#,!>'(4!'>!$44,(%$3,!PQ9!3$.,'%!'(!3$(0/2*!,-3$('-4,-0%8!"#('/B#!
$-0('./+0'(=! &'()%#'<%?! 2+2.,4$+%! 2-.! 0/0'(%! &,(,! B$3,-! 2-! '($,-020$'-! '>! :44;;8! "#,!
*,%%'-! <*2-! >'(! 0#,! %,%%$'-%! $-+*/.,.! 0(2$-$-B! 0'! /%,! 0#,! FH! #2(.&2(,?! 62%$+! +'->$B/(20$'-!
%,00$-B%!2-.!2-!'3,(3$,&!'>!232$*26*,!FH!+'-0,-08!5>0,(!,K<,($,-+$-B!6'0#!PQ9E.,B(,,!3$.,'%!
2-.!FH!2<<*$+20$'-%!2-!,-B$-,,($-B!0,2+#$-B!+2%,!&2%!.$%+/%%,.8!!
D#*#504)-.$EFG$H)C#0($
:-!2!%,+'-.!&'()%#'<?!0#,!2$4!&2%!0'!0(2$-!2+2.,4$+%!$-!0#,!'3,(2**!&'()>*'&!>('4!(,+'(.$-B!
0'! <*2=$-B! PQ9E.,B(,,! 3$.,'%8! Y,02$*,.! B/$.,*$-,%! &,(,! <(,<2(,.! &$0#! %0,<! 6=! %0,<!
$-%0(/+0$'-%!'-!#'&!0'!(,+'(.?!,.$0!2-.!<*2=!PQ9E.,B(,,!3$.,'%!/%$-B!5.'6,!c(,4$,(,!'(!2%!
2-!$-.,<,-.,-0!2<<*$+20$'-!/%$-B!0#,!B24,!.,3,*'<4,-0!%'>0&2(,!M-$0=8!!
:0-(1'671#C$H)'16,5$@#,5)12$9-*)'0-&#-1($
"#,! 0#$(.! &'()%#'<! &2%! 0'! 2%%$%0! 0#'%,! 2+2.,4$+%! &#'! &$%#,.! 0'! 6/$*.! +/%0'4! FH!
,-3$('-4,-0%8!"#$%!&'()%#'<!>'+/%,.!'-!%'>0&2(,!0''*%?!<*20>'(4%!2-.!&'()>*'&%!0'!.,3,*'<!
FH!,-3$('-4,-0%8!5!B/$.,*$-,!&2%!<(,<2(,.!0'!.,4'-%0(20,!#'&!0'!3$%/2*$J,!PY!4'.,*%!2-.!
.2028! 5..$0$'-2**=?! $-%0(/+0$'-%! &,(,! B$3,-! 26'/0! #'&! 0'! /%,! ,K$%0$-B! FH! 2<<*$+20$'-%! 0'!
<('./+,!,./+20$'-2*!+'-0,-0!>'**'&$-B!2!%$4<*,!&'()>*'&8!!
81,.#($%%%$,-C$%H3$!#,7")-.$,-C$9*,56,1)0-$
N02B,!:::!'>!0#,!<('O,+0!&2%!0#,!.,*$3,(=!'>!0,2+#$-B!+'44,-+$-B!$-!5/B/%0?!D9CS!G%,4,%0,(!
DI8!5-!'-*$-,!6'')$-B!%=%0,4!&2%!+(,20,.!0'!>2+$*$020,!0#,!%+#,./*$-B!'>!0/0'($2*%!>('4!/-$0%!'>!
%0/.=! &#,(,! 0#,! 2+2.,4$+! #2.! +'4<*,0,.! 0#,! &'()%#'<! 0(2$-$-B8! N0/.,-0! -/46,(%! 2-.!
,K<,($,-+,%!&,(,!(,+'(.,.!./($-B!0#,!%,4,%0,(8!
e32*/20$'-! $%! 0#,! >$-2*! %02B,! '>! 0#,! <('O,+0! 2-.! +'-%$%0%! '>! 2! 3'*/-02(=! '-*$-,! %/(3,=! >'(!
%0/.,-0! <2(0$+$<2-0%! 2-.! 2+2.,4$+! 0,2+#$-B! %02>>8! e0#$+2*! +*,2(2-+,! &2%! %'(0! 0#('/B#!
M-$3,(%$0=! V/42-! e0#$+%! 1'44$00,,8! "#$%! ,32*/20$'-! $%! %,0! 0'! 6,! +'4<*,0,! 6=! 0#,! ,-.! '>!
%,4,%0,(!D8!!
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81,.#$%3$%-)1),5$(#1I64$
"&'!232$*26*,!VLY%!0#20!>$00,.!0#,!<($42(=!+($0,($2!&,(,!W+/*/%!H$>0!&$0#!$0%!0'/+#!+'-0('**,(%!
2-.!V"1!F$3,8!:-!%02B,!:?!W+/*/%!H$>0!&$0#!0'/+#!+'-0('**,(%!&2%!%,*,+0,.!2>0,(!2!.,02$*,.!FH!
0,%0$-B! 0'! +#''%,! 0#,! 6,%0! #2(.&2(,! 0'! %/<<'(0! 0#,! *,2(-$-B8! ],! >'/-.! 0#20! 0#,(,! &2%! 2!
32($,0=! '>! +'-0,-0! 232$*26*,! >'(! 6'0#! <*20>'(4%! 2-.! 6'0#! +'/*.! %/<<'(0! .$3,(%,! $44,(%$3,!
+'-0,-08!Y/($-B!0,%0$-B!'>!6'0#!0,+#-'*'B=!%,0/<%?!0#,!W+/*/%!H$>0!#2.!>,&,(!0(2+)$-B!$%%/,%!
2-.! #2.! 2! (,*20$3,*=! *'&,(! ($%)! '>! 0($<! #2J2(.%! >'(! 4/*0$<*,! /%,(%! $-! 2! +'->$-,.! %<2+,8! "#,!
W+/*/%!H$>0!2*%'!<('3$.,%!2!6,00,(!%,20,.!,K<,($,-+,!2-.!-,,.%!*,%%!%,20,.!%<2+,!<,(!/%,(!
G2<<('K$420,*=! C! 4DI8! 1'-%$.,($-B! 0#20! &,! $-0,-.,.! 0'! .,%$B-! 2! %<2+,! >'(! 0/0'($2*! %,%%$'-%!
G42K!D9!E!D7!%0/.,-0%I?!0#,!W+/*/%!H$>0!&2%!>'/-.!0'!6,!0#,!4'%0!%/$026*,!0,+#-'*'B=8!!"#$%!
0,+#-'*'B=!,32*/20$'-!*,2.!0'!0#,!</(+#2%,!'>!DQ!%,0%!'>!W+/*/%!H$>0!VLY%?!0'/+#!+'-0('**,(%!
2-.!#$B#E,-.!FH!c1%!G:-0,*!$S?!5%/%!fDS9!4'0#,(6'2(.?!CQ!gX!'>!H5L?![99!gX!L8D!bFL,!
NNY?!b3$.$2!g"h!C9i9!B(2<#$+!+2(.I8!L'(,'3,(?!0&'!PQ9E>*=!7j!+24,(2%!GPQ9!Z*=?!D9CSI!2-.!
2! PYH! .('-,! &$0#! j'.2)! c:hcHW! Nc! PQ9! +24,(2%! Gj'.2)?! D9CSI! &,(,! </(+#2%,.! 0'!
<('./+,!PQ9E.,B(,,!3$.,'%8!"26*,!C!*$%0%!0#,!<('%!2-.!+'-%!'>!0#,!(,%<,+0$3,!FH!%,0/<%!>'(!
/%,!$-!2-!,./+20$'-2*!%<2+,8!!
!
!,/5#$J3$!#7"-050.2$(#5#71)0-$/2$7')1#'),$K4'0$LMN$70-$LINO$

!:')1#'),$
1'%0!
c('+/(,4,-0!
b/46,(!'>!/-$0%!

",+#-$+2*!%,0E/<!
N<2+,!
1'-0,-0!<*20>'(4%!
Z/0/(,!c(''>$-B!
N/<<'(0!

;7656($@)P1$
k!5MY!l\99!
E!N#$<%!>('4!MN5!

B!:$H%H9$
E! 5MY!lC799!
k!;'+2*!</(+#2%,!
-! L/*0$<*,! /-$0%! +'4<20$6*,! &$0#!
'-,!%,-%'(!%,0!
k! :-.$3$./2*! 0(2+),(%! 4,2-! 6,00,(!
-! N,-%'(!
%+(,,-$-B!
2-.!
%+2*26$*$0=!
$-0,(>,(,-+,!
k!!;,%%!+26*,%!
k!!"(2+)$-B!2++/(2+=!
E!!"(2+)$-B!$%%/,%!
E!!!126*,%!2%!2!0($<!#2J2(.!
E!N$00$-B!,K<,($,-+,!
E!!!N02-.$-B!,K<,($,-+,!
m!P!4D!G%$00$-B!nC!4DI!
n!7!4D!
k!W+/*/%!H$>0!%0'(,!2<<%!
k!5<<%!2-.!+'-0,-0!232$*26*,!
k!PQ9!3$.,'%!>(,,!
k!L'(,!$-0,(2+0$3,!+'-0,-0!
k! 5! 0,+#! %02(0E/<?! -'&! Z2+,6'')!
k!X2+),.!6=!V"1!
'&-,.!
E!;$4$0,.!
k!N/<<'(0!3$2!(,B$'-2*!'>>$+,%!

%&&#'()*#$+#,'-)-.$+,/0',10'2$84,7#$
"#,!.,+$%$'-!0'!2.'<0!0#,!W+/*/%!H$>0!B/$.,.!0#,!.,%$B-!'>!0#,!*26'(20'(=o%!<#=%$+2*!%<2+,!0'!
%/<<'(0! 0#,! 02(B,0! 0/0'($2*! %$J,! >'(! *,2(-$-B! %,%%$'-%8! "'! >2+$*$020,! 6'0#! $44,(%$3,! 0,2+#$-B!
2-.!+'-0,-0!.,3,*'<4,-0!0#,!*26!%<2+,!&2%!.$3$.,.!$-0'!0&'!&'()!J'-,%8!"&'!FH!.,%)%!20!
0#,! >('-0! &,(,! 2**'+20,.! >'(! +'-0,-0! .,3,*'<4,-0! 0'! ,-26*,! +'-0,-0! +(,20$'-! 2+0$3$0$,%! $-!
<2(2**,*! 0'! 0,2+#$-B! %,%%$'-%! %+#,./*,.! $-! 0#,! *26?! 2%! .,<$+0,.! $-! Z$B/(,! C8! "#(,,! #,$B#0!
2.O/%026*,!.,%)%!$-!0#,!>$(%0!62=!&,(,!2*%'!$-%02**,.!>'(!.$%26$*$0=!2++,%%8!!!
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!
Q).6'#$J3$Q500'$>5,-$R$C#*#504&#-1$,-C$1#,7")-.$(4,7#S$!04$*)#T$T)1"$4)-U$/0V#($)-C)7,1)-.$
1"#$(#-(0'$,'#,$P0'$#,7"$70&461#'S$

81,.#$%%3$!',)-)-.$A7,C#&)7($,-C$!610'($
:-! 0'02*! D9! 2+2.,4$+%! 2-.! C\! 0/0'(%! >('4! >'/(! >2+/*0$,%! &,(,! 0(2$-,.! 0'! +'-./+0! 0,2+#$-B! $-!
0#,! $-0('./+0'(=! &'()%#'<%8! 5+2.,4$+%! /%,.! 0#,! W+/*/%! Z$(%0! 1'-02+0! 0/0'($2*! GW+/*/%! FH?!
D9CS2I?! g''B*,! "$*0! X(/%#! ! Gg''B*,?! D9CS6I! 2-.! g''B*,! e2(0#FH! Gg''B*,?! D9CS2I! 0'!
>24$*$2($%,!0#,4%,*3,%!&$0#!0#,!0,+#-'*'B=!2-.!$0%!+2<26$*$0=8!1'44'-!<('6*,4%!,K<,($,-+,.!
&$0#! 2+2.,4$+! 200,-.2-+,! 20! 0#,! 0(2$-$-B! &2%! 0#,$(! *$4$0,.! 0$4,! 0'! <2(0$+$<20,! $-! 0#,!
&'()%#'<%8!Y/($-B!0#,!&'()%#'<%!0#(,,!'/0!'>!D9!2+2.,4$+%!(,<'(0,.!4'0$'-!%$+)-,%%!2-.!
0&'! '/0! '>! D9! (,<'(0,.! 0#20! 0#,! VLY! &2%! /-+'4>'(026*,! &#$*,! &,2($-B! B*2%%,%8! "#,%,!
(,<'(0%! &$**! 6,! +'4<2(,.! 0'! 0#'%,! (,<'(0,.! ./($-B! %0/.,-0! /%,! $-! N02B,! :::8! 5+2.,4$+%!
$-.$+20,.! +'-+,(-! 26'/0! 0#,! 0$4,! (,T/$(,.! 0'! <('./+,! +'-0,-0! >('4! .,%$B-! 0'! 0,2+#$-B!
,K,+/0$'-! 2-.! 0#,! (,%'/(+,%! (,T/$(,.8! :-! 0#,! $-$0$2*! &'()%#'<?! %'4,! 2+2.,4$+%! %#'&,.!
$-0,(,%0!0'!6($-B!$44,(%$3,!>$,*.!0($<%!0'!0#,$(!+*2%%,%8!"#$%!&2%!'-,!&2=!0'!B$3,!,K<,($,-+,%!
'>!(,2*E*$>,!%$0/20$'-%!'>!&'()!%$0,%!'(!<*2+,%!-'0!,2%$*=!2++,%%$6*,!0'!%0/.,-0%8!
EFG$,-C$*)'16,5$'#,5)12$70-1#-1$7'#,1)0-$T0'U("04($
W-*=!%,3,- 2+2.,4$+%!200,-.,.!0#,!+'-0,-0!+(,20$'-!&'()%#'<%8!"#$%!&2%!2!+*,2(!$-.$+20'(!
'>!0#,!+'-+,(-!'>!2+2.,4$+%!'3,(!0#,!24'/-0!'>!(,%'/(+,%!(,T/$(,.!>'(!+'-0,-0!+(,20$'-8!!:0!
&2%! -'0! 2$4,.! >'(! 2+2.,4$+%! &$0#! 0#,%,! .$3,(%,! 62+)B('/-.%! 0'! .,3,*'<! /-$0! %<,+$>$+!
420,($2*! &$0#$-! 0#,! &'()%#'<?! 6/0! (20#,(! 0#,! 2+2.,4$+%! &,(,! B/$.,.! 0'! /-.,(%02-.! 0#,!
24'/-0! '>! ,>>'(0! 2-.! +'%0! $-3'*3,.! 0'! .,3,*'<! +/%0'4! ,-3$('-4,-0%8! ],! .$%+/%%,.! 0#,!
<'%%$6$*$0=! '>! /%$-B! ,K$%0$-B! FH! ,./+20$'-2*! 2<<*$+20$'-%! 2-.! <('3$.,.! 0,+#-$+2*! +'-02+0%! 0'!
<(,<2(,!0#,$(!$44,(%$3,!0,2+#$-B!420,($2*8$
"#,! .,3,*'<4,-0! %/<<'(0! <('3$.,.! 6=! 0#$%! &'()%#'<! &2%! $-%0(/4,-02*! $-! (,./+$-B! 0#,! 0$4,!
2-.!+'%0!'>!<('./+$-B!0#,!T/2*$0=!$44,(%$3,!+'-0,-08!5+2.,4$+%!&,(,!2*%'!B$3,-!2!#2-.%E'-!
,K<,($,-+,! &$0#! /%$-B! PQ9E>*=! 7j! GPQ9! Z*=?! D9CSI! 2-.! 2! PYH! NW;W! .('-,! &$0#! j'.2)!
c:hcHW!Nc!PQ9!Gj'.2)?!D9CSI!+24,(2%8!5*%'?!200,-.,,%!*,2(-0!0'!,.$0!2-.!</6*$%#!2!%24<*,!
3$.,'! >'(! /%,! $-! FH8! "#,! :44;;! 0,+#-$+2*! 0,24! '>>,(,.! %/<<'(0! 0'! 2+2.,4$+%! >'(!
.,3,*'<4,-0!&#,(,!(,T/,%0,.!0'!,K,+/0,!0$4,*=!0,2+#$-B!%,%%$'-%8!!!

81,.#$%%%$,-C$%H3$!#,7")-.$,-C$9*,56,1)0-$
N02B,!:::!#2%!+'44,-+,.!&$0#!0,2+#$-B!%,%%$'-%!6,$-B!#,*.!$-!0#,!:44;;8!:-!%,4,%0,(!0&'!
D9CS?!CC!2+2.,4$+%!>('4!>'/(!>2+/*0$,%!G,-B$-,,($-B?!%+$,-+,?!2(+#$0,+0/(,!2-.!2(0%I!2-.!%$K!
%+#''*%! 6''),.! 0,2+#$-B! %,%%$'-%?! 2%! %#'&-! $-! "26*,! D8! "#,(,! &,(,! C\! 0(2$-,.! 0/0'(%! &#'!
2%%$%0,.! 2+2.,4$+%! ./($-B! 0#,%,! %,%%$'-%8! ! :-! 0'02*?! -,2(*=! Q99! %0/.,-0%! ,-('**,.! $-! %,3,-!
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%/6O,+0%! 2(,! ,K<,+0,.! 0'! *,2(-! +'/(%,! %<,+$>$+! 02%)%! /%$-B! 0#,! *26! $-! D9CS8! 5! (/--$-B!
0,2+#$-B!%,%%$'-!$%!.,<$+0,.!$-!Z$B/(,!D8!!
!

!
Q).6'#$W3$A$1#,7")-.$(#(()0-$)-$1"#$5,/0',10'2$

X2%,.! '-! 0#,! ,K<,($,-+,%! &$0#! 2+2.,4$+! &'()%#'<%?! 4$-'(! 4'0$'-! %$+)-,%%! 2-.! <('6*,4%!
&$0#! 0#,! &,2($-B! '>! B*2%%,%! &,(,! 2-0$+$<20,.8! V'&,3,(?! &$0#! 0&'! 0#$(.%! '>! 0#,! 0,2+#$-B!
+'4<*,0,! '-*=! '-,! %0/.,-0! (,<'(0,.! >,,*$-B! /-+'4>'(026*,! &$0#! 2! >,2(! '>! #,$B#0%8! "'! .20,!
0#,(,! #23,! 6,,-! -'! %0/.,-0%! (,<'(0$-B! 4'0$'-! %$+)-,%%?! &#$+#! $%! *$),*=! ./,! 0'! 2! ='/-B,(!
B,-,(20$'-! #23$-B! 4'(,! ,K<,($,-+,! &$0#! 0#$%! 0=<,! '>! 0,+#-'*'B=8! "'! $4<('3,! 0#,! /%,(!
,K<,($,-+,%?! &,! ,-%/(,.! 0#20! 2-! :44;;! 0,24! 4,46,(! &2%! 232$*26*,! 0'! %/<<'(0! 0#,! >$(%0!
%,%%$'-!>'(!,2+#!%/6O,+08!
Y/($-B!0,2+#$-B?!$0!&2%!'6%,(3,.!0#20!0#,!%,-%'(!2(,2!G42(),.!6=!0#,!<$-)!6'K!$-!>$B/(,!DI?!
%<'-02-,'/%*=! (,%,08! "#$%! +2/%,.! 0#,! /%,(! 0'! 3$,&! +'-0,-0! >('4! 2-! 2&)&2(.! 2-B*,?!
%'4,0$4,%! ('020,.! Ci9! .,B(,,%8! "#,! ,K2+0! 0,+#-$+2*! +2/%,! '>! 0#,%,! %<'-02-,'/%! %,-%'(!
2(,2!(,%,0%!$%!-'0!)-'&-8!"#,!%'*/0$'-!>'(!2!0,2+#$-B!,-3$('-4,-0!&2%!0'!4'3,!0#,!%0/.,-0!0'!
2-'0#,(!/-$0!2-.!(,%,0!0#,!+'4</0,(?!&$0#!%/6%,T/,-0!(,+2*$6(20$'-!'>!0#,!%,-%'(!2(,2%8!
!
!,/5#$W3$:6''#-1$1#,7")-.$)-$1"#$5,/0',10'2$K-01$)-756C)-.$P)-,5$2#,'$1"#()(O$

D)(7)45)-#$

e-B$-,,($-B!!!
a!:"!

!
N+$,-+,!
!

86/X#71($
816C#-1(K<O$
1:F;D9C9!e-3$('-4,-02*!
D79!
e-B$-,,($-B!!
!
1:F;PPC9!V/42-$02($2-!
P[!
e-B$-,,($-B!!
!
ebgg[C9P!N2>,0=!N=%0,4%!2-.!
[9!
H$%)!!
!
1:F;PD9Q!N0,,*!N0(/+0/(,%!!
[9!
P[!
X:W;C\\S!Z('4!L'*,+/*,%!0'!
!
e+'%=%0,4%!!
Ci!
cVN:P\CC!c#=%$'*'B=!!

:0-1#-1$

PQ9!3$.,'%!2-.!PY!4'.,*%!

PQ9!3$.,'%?!PY!4'.,*%!2-.!
PY!FH!2<<*$+20$'-%!

5(0!2-.!N'+$2*!
N+$,-+,%!

5H:bQ\97!L'6$*,!L,.$2!2-.!
g24,%!!

Ci9

FHA5H 2<<*$+20$'-%

"'02*!

S!

Q9i!

!
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!#,7")-.$:,(#$%3$B6&,-)1,'),-$9-.)-##')-.$$
V/42-$02($2-! e-B$-,,($-B! $%! '>>,(,.! 2%! 2! 0#$(.E=,2(! ,*,+0$3,! &#$+#! $-0('./+,%! 0#,! ('*,! '>!
,-B$-,,(%! $-! .,3,*'<4,-0?! .$%2%0,(! (,*$,>?! (,4'0,! +'44/-$0$,%! 2%! &,**! 2%! B*'62*!
%/%02$-26$*$0=8! N0/.,-0%! >(,T/,-0*=! .$.! -'0! #23,! 2-=! ,K<,($,-+,! >$(%0#2-.! '>! .,3,*'<4,-0! '(!
.$%2%0,(! +'-0,K0%! 2-.! $0! &2%! 2! +#2**,-B,! 0'! (,2+#! 0#,! .,%$(,.! *,2(-$-B! '/0+'4,%! 0#('/B#!
*,+0/(,(%! 2-.! (,2.$-B! 420,($2*! 2*'-,8! "/0'($2*%! $-! 0#,! :44;;! &,(,! .,%$B-,.! 0'! $-+(,2%,!
%0/.,-0%! /-.,(%02-.$-B! 0#('/B#! PQ9E.,B(,,! 3$.,'%! '>! /(62-! $->'(42*! %,00*,4,-0%! 2-.! (/(2*!
3$**2B,%8!p5Mb"!FH!Gp2/-0?!D9CSI!$%!'-,!2<<*$+20$'-!0#20!#2%!2!&$.,!%,*,+0$'-!'>!PQ9!.,B(,,!
3$.,'%?! 2-! ,K24<*,! '>! &#$+#! $%! q]'4,-! '-! 0#,! 4'3,o! 62%,.! $-! b$B,(?! ],%0! 5>($+28! "#,!
%0/.,-0%! 3$,&,.! 0#,! +'-0,-0! 2-.! &,(,! 0#,-! 2**'+20,.! 2! >(24,! G0$4,! <'$-0I! $-! 0#,! 3$.,'! 0'!
42),! .,02$*,.! '6%,(320$'-%! 2('/-.! 2! <2(0$+/*2(! ,-B$-,,($-B! >'+/%! G&20,(?! ,-,(B=?! 0(2-%<'(0!
'(! 6/$*.$-B! +'-%0(/+0$'-I! 2-.! (,<'(0! 62+)! 0'! 0#,! +*2%%8! N0/.,-0! $->'(42*! >,,.62+)! &2%! 0#20!
0#,=!>,*0!0#20!0#,=!2(,!2+0/2**=!<(,%,-0!$-!0#,!PQ9!3$.,'!2-.!$0!(,2**=!'<,-,.!0#,$(!,=,%!0'!#'&!
0#$-B%!(,2**=!&,(,8!e-B2B,4,-0!$-!+*2%%!&2%!#$B#!2-.!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!,K+$0,.!0'!6,!/%$-B!0#,!
-,&!0,+#-'*'B=8!
!
!#,7")-.$:,(#$%%3$Q'0&$Y05#765#($10$970(2(1#&($
"#$%! /-$0! ,K24$-,%! 0#,! >/-+0$'-! '>! 6$'*'B$+2*! '(B2-$%4%! 2-.! 0#,$(! $-0,(2+0$'-%! &$0#! *'+2*!
,+'%=%0,4%! .'&-! 0'! 0#,! 4'*,+/*2(! *,3,*8! Z$(%0! =,2(! %+$,-+,! %0/.,-0%! .,*3,! $-0'! 0#,!
4$+('%+'<$+! /-$3,(%,! '>! 6,='-.! +,**%?! 0'! 0#,! %0(/+0/(,! 2-.! >/-+0$'-! '>! 32($'/%! 6$'4'*,+/*,%!
$-+*/.$-B! Yb5! 2-.! <('0,$-%! 20! 0#,! 20'4$+! *,3,*! 2-.! B2$-! /-.,(%02-.$-B! '>! #'&! 0#,$(!
$-0,(2+0$'-%! 2(,! +(/+$2*! >'(! #'4,'%02%$%8! N0(/+0/(2*! 4'.,**$-B! '>! 0#,%,! 4'*,+/*,%! &2%!
<2(0$+/*2(*=!$4<'(02-0!-'0!'-*=!$-!B2$-$-B!2-!2<<(,+$20$'-!>'(!#'&!$-0,(4'*,+/*2(!>'(+,%!2(,!20!
<*2=!$-!0#,!>'*.$-B!'>!<('0,$-%?!6/0!2*%'!0'!(,+'B-$%,!),=!4'0$>%!$-!<('0,$-!%0(/+0/(,%!2-.!#'&!
0#,%,! +'-0($6/0,! 0'! 0#,! (,2+0$3$0=! 2-.! >/-+0$'-! '>! <('0,$-! ,-J=4,%8! "'! $4<('3,! %0/.,-0!
/-.,(%02-.$-B! '>! <('0,$-! >/-+0$'-! 6=! %0(/+0/(2*! 4'.,**$-B! '>! <('0,$-%! /%$-B! X*,-.,(! 2-.!
$-0,(2+0$-B! &$0#! 0#,%,! %0(/+0/(,%! $-! PY! %<2+,! /%$-B! M-$0=PY! $-! 0#,! :44;;8! "#,%,! 0/0'($2*%!
2..$0$'-2**=!$-0('./+,.!0#,!%0/.,-0%!0'!0#,!-,,.!>'(!.$B$02*!*$0,(2+=!$-!0#,!>$,*.!'>!6$'*'B=!$-!0#,!
DC%0! +,-0/(=! 0#('/B#! 62%$+! ,K<'%/(,! 0'! PY! 4'.,**$-B! %'>0&2(,! 2-.! B24,! .,3,*'<4,-0!
<($-+$<*,%8! ! "#$%! ,K,(+$%,! 2$4,.! -'0! '-*=! 0'! >2+$*$020,! 0#,! (,0,-0$'-! '>! 0#,'(,0$+2*! )-'&*,.B,!
.,*$3,(,.! ./($-B! *,+0/(,%! 6/0! 2*%'! 0'! ,K<'%,! %0/.,-0%! 0'! PY! 4'.,**$-B?! B24,! .,3,*'<4,-0!
2-.!62%$+!%+($<0$-B8$
!#,7")-.$:,(#$%%%3$81##5$81'6716'#($
"#$(.!=,2(!/-.,(B(2./20,!%0/.,-0%!,-('**,.!$-!%0,,*!%0(/+0/(,%!G+$3$*!,-B$-,,($-BI!+'/(%,!/%,.!
$44,(%$3,! FH! ,-3$('-4,-0! 0'! $-3,%0$B20,! <'(02*! >(24,! %0(/+0/(,8! "#,! 2$4! &2%! 0'! 2**'&!
%0/.,-0%! 0'! /-.,(%02-.! &,**! 0#,! %,-%,! '>! %+2*,! 6=! -23$B20$-B! 2('/-.! 0#,! %0(/+0/(,! 2%! 0#,=!
+2-!$-!<,(%'-8!"#$%!&2%!4'(,!(,2*$%0$+!,K<,($,-+,!0#2-!%$4<*=!*'')$-B!20!0#,!%0(/+0/(,!'-!2!
DY!%+(,,-8!"#$%!%,-%,!'>!%+2*,!$-+*/.,%!2!(,2*$%0$+!%<2-!0'!#,$B#0!(20$'!'>!0#,!%0(/+0/(,?!62=!
%<2+$-B?! %,+0$'-! .,<0#%! '>! 2**! 0#,! 42$-! >(24,! 4,46,(%?! $-+*/.$-B! 6,24%?! +'*/4-%?! 2-.!
+('%%E6(2+$-B?! ,0+8?! 2-.! (,*20$3,! %$J,%! '>! 2**! 0#,! 4,46,(%! G(,*20$3,! 0'! ,2+#! '0#,(I8! 5-'0#,(!
42$-! B'2*! &2%! 0'! #23,! %0/.,-0%! 6,00,(! /-.,(%02-.! +'--,+0$'-! .,%$B-8! "#,=! +'/*.! %,,! #'&!
<#=%$+2**=! 0#,! +'--,+0$'-%! 2(,! >'(4,.! 2-.! #'&! ,3,(=0#$-B! >$0%! 0'B,0#,(?! 2-.! $-! 2! (,2*$%0$+!
%+2*,?! 2-.! 2B2$-! %$J,%! (,*20$3,! 0'! ,2+#! '0#,(! G6'*0%! 2-.! %0$>>,-,(%! 0'! 42$-! >(24,! 4,46,(%I8!
F$(0/2*!,-3$('-4,-0!&2%!6/$*0!$-!M-$0=!/%$-B!N),0+#/<!4'.,*%!&#,(,!%0/.,-0%!+'/*.!-23$B20,!
2-.!'6%,(3,!32($'/%!.,02$*%!'>!0#,!>(24,!%0(/+0/(,8!!!

:0-756()0-$$
:44;;! #2%! <('3,.! 0'! 6,! 2! %/++,%%>/*! <$*'0! <('O,+0! >'(! "#,! M-$3,(%$0=! '>! N=.-,=8! 5+2.,4$+!
2-.!%0/.,-0!3,(62*!>,,.62+)!(,+,$3,.!#2%!+*,2(*=!.,4'-%0(20,.!0#20!$44,(%$3,!FH!,./+20$'-!
$%!<,(+,$3,.!2%!2-!,-B2B$-B!0,2+#$-B!0''*!2+('%%!4/*0$<*,!.$%+$<*$-,%!$-!2!#$B#,(!,./+20$'-2*!
,-3$('-4,-08!:-$0$2*!(,<'(0%!2(,!<'%$0$3,!>('4!0#,!CC!2+2.,4$+%!+'-./+0$-B!0,2+#$-B!%,%%$'-%!
$-! :44;;! &#'! #23,! .,*$3,(,.! $44,(%$3,! *,2(-$-B! ,K<,($,-+,%! 2<<('K$420,*=! Q99! %0/.,-0%!
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,-('**,.!$-!%,3,-!%/6O,+0%!2+('%%!0#(,,!.$>>,(,-0!>2+/*0$,%?!#'&,3,(!0#,!.,02$*,.!,32*/20$'-!$-!
%02B,! :F! &$**! B$3,! 4'(,! $-%$B#08! Z/0/(,! <*2-%! >'(! :44;;! 2(,! 0'! +'-0$-/,! $-! $0%! +/((,-0!
+'->$B/(20$'-!>'(!D9Ci!&$0#!2..$0$'-2*!2+2.,4$+%!0,2+#$-B!&$0#!0#,!0,+#-'*'B=8!"#,!M-$3,(%$0=!
'>! N=.-,=! 2*(,2.=! #2%! <*2-%! 0'! $-+*/.,! FH! 0,+#-'*'B=! $-! -,&! </(<'%,E6/$*0! >2+$*$0$,%! 20! 2!
*2(B,(!%+2*,8!!
!

@#P#'#-7#($$
PQ9!Z*=8!GD9CSI8!PQ9!Z*=8!H,0($,3,.!N,<0,46,(!C7?!D9CS?!>('4!#00<%@AA%#'<PQ9>*=8+'482/A!
5%06/(=?!58!GD9CQ?!Z,6(/2(=!DPI8!5/B4,-0,.!(,2*$0=?!3$(0/2*!(,2*$0=!2-.!PQ9E.,B(,,!3$.,'!$-!,./+20$'-8!
H,0($,3,.! N,<0,46,(! CP?! D9CS?! >('4! #00<@AA%<*2%#826+8-,082/A-,&%2-.2(0$+*,%A6*'BAE
A6ADD9DPD9A2/B4,-0,.E(,2*$0=E3$(0/2*E(,2*$0=E2-.EPQ9E.,B(,,E3$.,'E$-E,./+20$'-!
12462?! p8! Y8?! N'*,(?! p8! ;8?! a! 1'-0,('?! L8! GD9CSI8! :44,(%$3,! F$%/2*$J20$'-! ",+#-'*'B$,%! 0'! Z2+$*$020,!
L/*0$.$%+$<*$-2(=! Y,%$B-! e./+20$'-8! :-! c8! f2<#$($%! a! 58! :'2--'/! Ge.%8I?! <*#/$0$4! #$)!
:2%%#=2/#.02$! >*3?$2%240*-@! A2B*%! <*#/$0$4! 532-&-.*C-D! E.?! F$.*/$#.02$#%! :2$;*/*$3*'! <:>!
6789'! G*%)! #-! 1#/.! 2;! G:F! F$.*/$#.02$#%! 6789'! H#$32,B*/'! I:'! :#$#)#'! J,%&! KL8E'! 6789'!
1/23**)0$4-'!1#/.!F!G<<8!P^CCI8!!
Y,.,?!18!GD99\I8!:44,(%$3,!:-0,(>2+,%!>'(!e-B2B,4,-0!2-.!;,2(-$-B8!(30*$3*?!M6MG[\C9I?!QQ^Q\8!!
Z(,$-2?!;8?!a!W00?!L8!GD9C[I8!5!;$0,(20/(,!H,3$,&!'-!:44,(%$3,!F$(0/2*!H,2*$0=!$-!e./+20$'-r@!N020,!'>!
0#,! 5(0! 2-.! c,(%<,+0$3,%8! :-! >?*! 88! .?! F$.*/$#.02$#%! (30*$.0;03! :2$;*/*$3*! *<*#/$0$4! #$)!
(2;.N#/*!;2/!5),3#.02$!G<<8!CPP^C7CI8!X/+#2(,%08!
g''B*,8! GD9CS2I8! :-0('./+$-B! g''B*,! e2(0#! FH8! H,0($,3,.! N,<0,46,(! Di?! D9CS?! >('4!
#00<%@AA3(8B''B*,8+'4A,2(0#A!
g''B*,8! GD9CS6I8! :-0('./+$-B! "$*0! X(/%#8! H,0($,3,.! N,<0,46,(! Di?! D9CS?! >('4!
#00<%@AA&&&80$*06(/%#8+'4A!
V"18!GD9CSI8!V"1!F$3,8!H,0($,3,.!N,<0,46,(!CP?!D9CS?!>('4!#00<%@AA&&&83$3,8+'4A2/A<('./+0A!
:O2J?! j8?! X'B.2-'3=+#?! 58?! a! "(,%+2)?! "8! GD9CQI8! F$(0/2*! &'(*.%! 3%! 6'')%! 2-.! 3$.,'%! $-! #$%0'(=!
,./+20$'-8!F$.*/#3.0B*!<*#/$0$4!5$B0/2$C*$.-?!EO67GN,<0,46,(I?!C^DQ8!!
:J2(.?! N8! g8?! p/2-,%! Ls-.,J?! p8! 58?! a! c2*'4,(2?! c8! H8! GD9CSI8! F$(0/2*! H,2*$0=! e./+20$'-2*! "''*! >'(!
V/42-!5-20'4=8!J2,/$#%!2;!"*)03#%!(&-.*C-?!E8G[I?!D^S8!!
p2/-08! GD9CSI8! :44,(%,! ='/(%,*>! $-! +$-,420$+! FH8! H,0($,3,.! N,<0,46,(! Di?! D9CS?! >('4!
#00<%@AA&&&8O2/-03(8+'4A!
j'.2)8!
GD9CSI8!
j'.2)!
c:hcHW8!
H,0($,3,.!
N,<0,46,(!
C7?!
D9CS?!
>('4!
#00<%@AA%0'(,84=<$K<('8+'4A$-.,K8<#<t('/0,u<('./+0A<('./+0a<('./+0v$.uC9P!
W+/*/%! FH8! GD9CS2I8! W+/*/%! Z$(%0! 1'-02+08! H,0($,3,.! N,<0,46,(! Di?! D9CS?! >('4!
#00<%@AA&&&8'+/*/%8+'4A,K<,($,-+,%A($>0ACDCSC[[S[CQ[\QD[A!
W+/*/%!FH8!GD9CS6I8!N0,<!$-0'!H$>08!H,0($,3,.!N,<0,46,(!CP?!D9CS?!>('4!#00<%@AA&&&8'+/*/%8+'4A!
c23*$)?! p8! GD9CSI8! eK<,($,-0$2*! L,.$2! 2-.! Y$%26$*$0$,%! $-! e./+20$'-@! e-26*$-B! ;,2(-$-B! 0#('/B#!
:44,(%$3,?!:-0,(2+0$3,?!1/%0'4$J26*,?!2-.!L/*0$E%,-%'($2*!Y$B$02*!c*20>'(4%8!P=0Q,0.2,-!<*#/$0$4D!
+$!F$.*/$#.02$#%!J2,/$#%?!87GCI8!!
c,d2?! 58! L8?! a! H2B2-?! e8! Y8! GD9CSI8! 1'-0,K0/2*$J$-B! +'-%0(/+0$'-! 2++$.,-0! (,<'(0%! $-! 3$(0/2*!
,-3$('-4,-0%!>'(!%2>,0=!,./+20$'-8!1/23**)0$4-!L!F555!H0/.,#%!R*#%0.&?!Pi\^P\98!!
c'0)'-O2)?! F8?! g2(.-,(?! L8?! 12**2B#2-?! F8?! L200$*2?! c8?! g/,0*?! 18?! c,0('3$w?! F8! L8?! a! p'32-'3$w?! j8!
GD9CQI8! F$(0/2*! *26'(20'($,%! >'(! ,./+20$'-! $-! %+$,-+,?! 0,+#-'*'B=?! 2-.! ,-B$-,,($-B@! 5! (,3$,&8!
:2CS,.*/-!T!5),3#.02$?!KU?!P9\^PDS8!!
H'%?! L8?! "($3,%?! p8! F8?! a! ;'-O'-?! b8! GD9CSI8! Z('4! %0,(,'%+'<$+! (,+'(.$-B! 0'! 3$(0/2*! (,2*$0=! #,2.%,0%@!
Y,%$B-$-B!2!-,&!&2=!0'!*,2(-!%/(B,(=8!A*,/23?0/,/40*?!VMGCI?!C^[8!!
N'/)/<?! 18! GD999I8! Y,>$-$-B! F$(0/2*! H,2*$0=@! Y$4,-%$'-%! Y,0,(4$-B! ",*,<(,%,-+,8! J2,/$#%! 2;!
:2CC,$03#.02$?!E6G7I?!SP^\P8!
]2(6/(0'-?!N8!GD99\I8!N,+'-.!;$>,!$-!#$B#,(!,./+20$'-@!5%%,%%$-B!0#,!<'0,-0$2*!>'(!2-.!0#,!62(($,(%!0'!
.,<*'=$-B! 3$(0/2*! &'(*.%! $-! *,2(-$-B! 2-.! 0,2+#$-B8! I/0.0-?! J2,/$#%! 2;! 5),3#.02$#%! >*3?$2%24&?!
E7GPI?!7C7^7DQ8!!

A7U-0T5#C.#&#-1($
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C3: Integration of teaching and research in the engineering
training process
CONTEXT Boud (2000) has argued that higher education assessment must be sustainable
so it “meets the needs of the present and prepares students to meet their future learning
needs”. Within engineering education, sustainability means tasks should have real-world
currency and encourage lifelong learning and self-regulatory competence. Portfolios are a
widely adopted assessment practice in engineering which aligns well with understandings of
sustainable assessment; however, many students have not experienced this assessment
before entering higher education. Mismanaging the implementation of these assessments at
critical times such as first encounters can often result in student bewilderment and
frustration, potentially leading to increased attrition.
PURPOSE The study aimed to develop effective scaffolding and supports for introducing
portfolio assessment to first-year engineering students in response to student voice data.
APPROACH An action research approach was adopted to examine the implementation of
portfolio assessment with a cohort of Engineering students from diverse backgrounds.
Students’ experiences of this portfolio assessment were gathered via surveys where they
were asked to rate assessments on the ‘value’ of their learning, how much ‘effort’ was
required to complete them and how ‘difficult’ they were to complete. These investigations,
along with student satisfaction and results, informed significant revisions to the assessment
structure of the unit in 2016 and further refinements in 2017; while the largely cross-sectional
design means that such data cannot establish that one approach was more effective, they
can provide some anecdotal evidence of improvements in the student experience.
RESULTS Data indicated that unit revisions might have improved both students’
experiences and their academic achievement. For example, Absent Fail grades fell in 2017
to only seven down from 17 in 2015. Also, the 2017 cohort achieved an increase in grade
point average of 4.91 up from 4.27 in 2015. Improvements in student satisfaction in areas of
assessment tasks, learning resources and Moodle navigation were also noted.
CONCLUSIONS These data suggest that not only could students see the benefit of
portfolio assessment, but that introducing it in a structured and scaffolded way potentially
improves the student experience and also their academic results.

KEYWORDS Portfolio assessment; Student success; Foundation studies
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Introduction
Boud (2000) has argued that higher education assessment must be sustainable so it “meets
the needs of the present and prepares students to meet their future learning needs” (p. 151).
Furthermore, sustainable assessment creates learners who are more able to cope with the
changes they will experience in their working life (Boud & Soler, 2016). Adaptability is
especially critical for graduate engineers, who must quickly come to terms with and
continuously stay abreast of rapid and frequent change in the sciences and technologies
which underpin their field (Engineers Australia 2013).
Unlike many commonly used higher education assessment genres (e.g., exams, traditional
essays), which are primarily used to measure learning, sustainable assessment tasks
become learning pathways for students to develop intricate knowledge, skills, and
dispositions. Developing and implementing such sophisticated assessment is challenging for
institutions with a range of study modes (online, blended, and on-campus) and diverse
students who vary widely in demographic characteristics such as age, socio-economic
status, and ethnicity. Furthermore, sustainable assessment should have real-world currency
and encourage students to develop lifelong learning skills and self-regulatory competence to
perform in complex and rapidly evolving environments.
To develop these skills, students must often engage with pedagogies and assessment
genres they may not have previously encountered. Project-based learning contextualises the
curriculum via inquiry around complex and current project scenarios and is often assessed
through portfolio assessment, self- and peer-assessment and in some cases, reflective
writing. These assessment genres, implemented effectively, can foster lifelong learning and
self-regulatory competence.
The use of project-based learning and novel forms of assessment is not new to engineering
education but students can react negatively on their initial encounter when they are placed
outside of their comfort zone, or they do not understand what to do to be successful
(Struyven & Devesa, 2016).
The study aimed to develop effective scaffolding and support for introducing portfolio
assessment to first-year engineering students in response to student voice data. It was
thought that portfolio assessment would provide students with a sustainable assessment
experience that would help them develop not only engineering content knowledge and skills,
but also improve their self-regulation and abilities to act as self-directed learners.

Methodology
The study reported here was part of the larger Higher Education Participation and
Partnerships Programme (HEPPP) funded Supporting Student Assessment Success (SSAS)
Project (Dargusch & Harris, 2015-2017), investigating students’ perceptions of the
assessment supports provided in first-year university courses. Ethical clearance was
obtained (H15/02-024) to gather data on student experiences of assessment supports within
the unit. All data were collected by the second and third authors who were not involved in
teaching into the unit.
An action research approach was adopted to examine implementation of portfolio
assessment in a project-based learning core unit (ENEG11001 – Engineering Skills 1,
superseded in 2016 by ENEG11005 – Fundamental of Professional Engineering) offered to
first-year students in several engineering courses at CQUniversity. Data for this paper were
primarily collected via the university higher education dashboard and student surveys.
Students were provided details of the study and ethical safeguards, giving consent by
choosing to complete the instrument. Students’ value perceptions were obtained from the
2015 cohort by 42 participants representing a 27% response rate. In 2017, 37 participants
returned valid surveys representing a 26% response rate. Participants were asked to rate
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assessments on a six-point scale in terms the ‘value’ of their learning, how much ‘effort’ was
required to complete them and how ‘difficult’ they were.
Several interventions were conducted with the aim of better preparing students for portfolio
assessment. Feedback from staff and students were used to make improvements to the unit
(Table 1). Interventions were implemented over the 2016 and 2107 offerings of ENEG11005.
Table 1: Interventions to assessments and supports
2015

2016

2017

Portfolio Assessment:

Portfolio Assessment:

Portfolio Assessment:

100% Individual Portfolio due
in Exam Week. Comprising
Grade Nomination (selfassessment against the
marking rubric), Personal
Reflective Journal, Individual
Workbook, Individual
Reflective Paper
(encouraged to submit early
to obtain formative feedback
by Week 6), Individual
Drawing Folder (formative
feedback offered in Week 9),
Self and Peer Assessment
results, and a Viva Voce.

30% Individual Portfolio due
in Exam Week similar to
2015 but without Reflective
Paper and Drawing Folder to
allow separate assessments
which scaffold skills for
creating the portfolio.

As with 2016 but Viva Voce
removed because it required
substantial staff effort, yet
had limited value by students
(Taylor, Harris, and
Dargusch 2015).

Other Assessments:

As with 2016 but second
reflective paper replaced with
a summative Team Technical
Report in response to
student feedback regarding
excessive assessment on
individual reflection and not
enough emphasis on team
project outcomes. This
structure promotes
completing all aspects of the
team project to ensure
adequate evidence is
obtained for addressing the
portfolio marking rubric.

Other Assessment:
Four team projects with
formative technical reports or
presentation to create
scenarios for students to
compile evidence in their
portfolio of meeting the
marking rubric and unit
learning outcomes.
Assessment Supports:
· Reflective writing guide
· Referencing guide
· Basic examples of Grade
Nominations and entries
in Workbooks and
Reflective Journals
· Portfolio Marking Rubric
· Technical Report
Template

10% Individual Reflective
Paper due in Week 4, to
scaffold reflective writing.
30% Individual Sketching
and new AutoCAD drawing
activities due in Week 7, to
scaffold the development of
technical skills for the team
project.
30% Project Action Plan and
Individual Reflective Paper
due in Week 9 to prepare
students for addressing the
portfolio marking rubric.
One team project with
formative technical report
and presentation, in
response to students’
requests to limit the number
of project investigations.
Assessment Supports:
· As with 2015 plus …
· Instructional videos for
drawings activities as they
are highly valued by
students (Taylor, Harris,
and Dargusch 2015) and
they flip the classroom
making assessments a
learning pathway (Brown
2005).
· Reflective Paper exemplar
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Also in 2017, to help students perceive the importance of mastering skills being taught at the
foundation level, a framework was introduced for progressive development of professional
skills based on critical aspects of employability for engineers (Nair, Patil & Mertova 2009;
Trevelyan 2014; Willmot & Colman 2016; Dowling et al. 2016).

Results and Discussion
Results are presented by comparisons over the three-year period to 2017 being offerings of
ENEG11001 – Engineering Skills 1 in 2015 superseded by ENEG11005 – Fundamental of
Professional Engineering in 2016. Key areas analysed include student satisfaction; unit
grade distribution; and students’ perceptions of assessment task ‘value’ to their learning, how
much ‘effort’ was required to complete them and how ‘difficult’ they were to complete.

Student Satisfaction
The response rate for the student satisfaction surveys over the three years remains
reasonably constant (approximately 60%), indicating that comparisons between the cohorts
can be made and that in these units, the students remained reasonably engaged (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Student satisfaction trends in ENEG11001 (2015) & ENEG11005 (2016 & 17)

The 2017 offering achieved or equalled the highest student satisfaction across all key
performance areas, suggesting that the interventions have overall achieved a positive
outcome for the students’ experience and satisfaction.
The satisfaction score for assessment requirements remains consistently below the
university average despite focus by the teaching team on thoroughly introducing and
preparing students for the assessment (Portfolio, Reflective Paper, Self-and Peer
Assessments). This result confirms reports in the literature that students may react
negatively to new forms of assessment (Struyven & Devesa, 2016).
Assessment tasks, learning resources and Moodle navigation (Web-based learning
management software) all show significant improvements in student satisfaction.
Interventions which focused on improving these aspects of the unit appear to have been
successful; it appears that having a structured approach to introducing assessment was
appreciated by the students.
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Grade Distribution
Minimal changes were made to the standard, type and level of assessments over this period,
yet the grade point average has been steadily increasing with more students now able to
achieve exceptional results and higher attainment of the unit learning outcomes (Figure 2).
This indicates the approaches used to introduce new assessments may effectively reduce
the negative reactions to first encounters of foreign assessment types, at least in relation to
student grade concerns.

Figure 2: Grade trends in ENEG11001 (2015) & ENEG11005 (2016 & 17)

Student numbers are slightly reducing in line with current trends in engineering enrolments
across Queensland. An increasing completion rate has enabled the number of students
passing the unit to be maintained.
Absent Fail grades are steadily decreasing, suggesting that students are increasingly feeling
capable of attempting these forms of assessment. Managing attrition at CQUniversity is
challenging owing to servicing regional centres in Queensland which have some of
Australia’s highest representations of students with low socio-economic status. Furthermore,
many students are the first in their family to higher education, and/or of Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander descent. Considering this context, these interventions have achieved
encouraging results for student retention.
In 2017, 75% of students achieved a grade of Credit or higher suggesting the new methods
of introducing assessments and other interventions are allowing most students to achieve
good results and to accomplish the unit learning outcomes confidently.

Students’ perceptions of value, effort and difficulty of assessment tasks
The range in task value perceptions of students analysed in the 2015 and 2017 offerings is
very similar with upper and lower means approximately at 4.1 and 5.2, where ‘Moderately
Valuable’ was coded 4.0 and ‘Valuable’ was coded 5.0 (Figure 3). This consistency suggests
that direct comparisons of task value rankings between the two cohorts could provide an
insight into changes in students’ perceptions of assessment tasks resulting from the
interventions.
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Figure 3: Students’ perceptions of task value, effort and difficulty (denoted by marker size)

The 2017 cohort thought assessment tasks required less effort to complete but, as stated
earlier, this cohort also achieved a higher grade point average. This is consistent with
indicators that task difficulty also reduced marginally in 2017 (Figure 3). The reduction in
effort by students was intentional as interventions included better preparing students for the
assessments and reducing the number of projects. Enabling students to achieve higher
grades with less effort has introduced learning efficiencies, and has also reduced instructor
workloads with fewer projects to facilitate and responses needed for assessment queries and
to correct students’ misconceptions.
Replacing some freehand sketching activities with AutoCAD tasks has made the drawing
assessment the most valuable to students by directly developing skills for their team project
and portfolio, where previously it was moderately valuable by comparison to other
assessments. The task is now also perceived to be easier through scaffolding with
instructional videos which enables students to learn through completing the assessment.
Many encouraging comments were received from the students: “I found the videos extremely
helpful as I learn well visually. Being able to rewind and watch again was very helpful.” The
change in student perception of this task is a positive indication of benefits that can be
achieved through a structured approach to introducing portfolio assessment where suitable
resources support students through the learning opportunities.
Replacing the second reflective paper and activities from the textbook with a new summative
assessment of a Team Project Technical Report (30%) made this task significantly more
valuable to students’ learning and marginally more difficult to complete, requiring students to
apply a lot more effort. This is a positive change as preparation of technical reports and
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working with peers are essential skills that are also now progressively developed using a
whole-of-course approach following suggested practices for sustainable assessment. This
intervention also allowed students to create many suitable entries for their Portfolio
Workbook and to unpack learning scenarios in their Reflective Journal, thus creating a
structured approach to introduce the Portfolio assessment. The new iteration of the unit
should also prepare students very well for further units that focus on developing these
professional skills.
Reducing the portfolio to 30% resulted in a moderate reduction in value, effort and difficulty
for the grade nomination (a self-assessment of their Portfolio and nomination of what grade
students believe they have achieved against the marking rubric). This result was mostly as
intended. The grade nomination should be perceived as an assessment support tool which
provides clear instructions for efficiently completing portfolio assessment to their desired
level of achievement. Thus, the intentions were to reduce the effort needed and difficulty with
the tasks but not to reduce its perceived value towards their learning. Greater emphasis
might be needed to link the portfolio activities back to the unit learning outcomes and hence
enable students to comprehend that they are beginning their development of skills expected
in engineering practice.
Reducing the number of reflective journal entries in response to student feedback (15 down
from 25) has devalued the reflective journal task but not significantly reduced the effort
required or difficulty. This is not a positive change. Instilling reflective practice is essential for
engineering graduates and learning through self-assessing and reflection is a key part of
sustainable assessment. As with the Grade Nomination, more emphasis on the link with
professional practice might be necessary to increase the perceived value of this task.
The perceived value, effort, and difficulty of the Workbook has reduced by separately
assessing the Team Report. This is believed to be a transfer of value perceptions from
individual tasks to team-based tasks which is a positive outcome for building professional
skills and attaining the unit learning outcomes.
Changing the topic of the reflective paper from 'the history of engineering practice' to
'transitioning to higher education' and making this task a separate summative assessment
(10%) has significantly devalued the task and reduced the effort and difficulty. This is also
not a positive change. Without a longitudinal study, it is impossible to measure whether the
new topic will better prepare students for their future learning needs. Also, without further
questioning of students, it is unknown what impact assigning a low summative percentage
had on students’ perceptions. If something is not highly valued, it is likely to be easily
forgotten, which works against the objectives of sustainable assessment.
Self and peer-assessment remained of similar value to the students but required much less
effort in 2017. The only change to this assessment was to encourage teams to establish a
self and peer-assessment grading rubric as part of their Portfolio assessment. It appears that
this has helped students to complete the task allowing them more time to devote to other
activities.

Conclusions
Several interventions were developed to better prepare students for new forms of
assessment such as portfolios, reflective papers and self and peer assessment in a first-year
engineering unit. Student satisfaction and grades were analysed over a three-year period to
2017, along with student surveys and interviews to establish students’ perceptions of
assessment task ‘value’ to their learning, how much ‘effort’ was required to complete them
and how ‘difficult’ they were to complete. It is important to note that relatively low sample
sizes were studied providing anecdotal evidence of improvements in the student experience.
These data suggest that not only could students see the benefit of a structured approach to
introducing assessment, but that introducing sustainable assessment can potentially improve
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the student experience and academic results. Student satisfaction increased across nearly
all performance areas. More students attempted assessments, completed the unit, and
achieved excellent grades.
Most interventions resulted in a positive impact on students’ perceptions of assessment
tasks. Introduction of instructional videos, AutoCAD activities and a summative assessment
on the Team Project Report was well received by students and created learning pathways,
giving students insight into their future learning needs, and skills in self-assessment, selfdirection and working with their peers.
Further work remains to increase value perceptions of preparing a portfolio grade
nomination, a reflective journal and a reflective paper, all of which are essential skills for
practising engineers and key components of sustainable assessment.
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SESSION
C1: Integration of Theory and Practice in the Learning and Teaching Process

CONTEXT We have augmented a large Artificial Intelligence course with a blended learning
component, using a social constructivist cloud-based learning platform. This afforded the
opportunity to redesign the course delivery by using a flipped tutorial approach where
students engage in online activities and interactions which are then consolidated in a face-toface tutorial. The main focus of this paper is a maze widget which was developed for learning
about path search algorithms as part of these online activities.
PURPOSE To create a widget that would offer both constructive and interactive learning
experiences in order to help students better conceptualize and understand the relative
strengths and weaknesses of nine different path search algorithms.
APPROACH The maze widget allowed students to step through and visualize an algorithm
selected from a drop-down menu on randomly generated mazes, as well as creating their
own mazes using an online editing tool, and posting them to online galleries where students
could view, comment upon, and interact with submissions from other students. Qualitative
student feedback was collected to gauge the extent to which this maze widget helped
students with learning path search algorithms.

RESULTS Students posted a great variety of mazes to the gallery and wrote descriptions
which seem to indicate not only a deeper understanding of the material than was previously
possible, but also a better student learning experience.

CONCLUSIONS We found that a carefully designed interactive widget can help students to
learn a challenging topic through exploration and interaction, and reach a deeper
understanding of the fundamental concepts. A collaborative and iterative course design
process informed by educational theory can lead to innovative approaches in engineering
education, which make learning experiences more engaging and effective.
KEYWORDS Path Search Algorithms, Constructivist Simulations, ICAP Framework
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Introduction
This paper describes our experiences in the redesign of a large Artificial Intelligence course,
including migration from face-to-face delivery to blended learning with flipped tutorials. We
include background and motivation, some of the innovations we introduced, general
observations about student experience, and a detailed description of a maze widget which
we developed to help students learn about path search algorithms.

Collaborative Course Design and Development
We recently undertook to redesign a large Artificial Intelligence course at UNSW Ð motivated
by the need to accommodate a significant increase in student enrolments, as well as a desire
to enhance the educational experience with online materials, innovative presentation and
specially designed widgets. Funding support was obtained through a new University initiative
to explore digital uplift through collaboration with external education technology providers. In
our case, the technology provider was OpenLearning, a cloud-based social constructivist
learning platform with a focus on activity-centered learning in a student-centered online
collaborative learning environment.
An academic who had been teaching the course for a number of years in a more traditional
face-to-face format acted as subject matter expert (SME), and collaborated on all aspects of
the course redesign and delivery with an instructional designer (ID) from OpenLearning who
was pursuing postgraduate studies in the learning sciences. The maze widget was created
by a software engineer (SE) from OpenLearning with feedback and guidance from the SME.
The SE, who was a student in the SMEÕs course some years earlier, had course design
experience, a theoretical background in education, and expertise in artificial intelligence.
The team collaborated remotely to contribute content, design, coding and development of the
course, using tools such as Slack, Google Drive and the online learning platform itself, which
were chosen for being both easy to learn and effective at supporting collaboration. The SME
and ID met weekly over several months to plan, co-develop, and finalize course design and
content, while the SE advised on technical issues and worked intensively on the maze
widget.

Blended Learning with Flipped Tutorials
In total, 260 undergraduate and 300 postgraduate students were enrolled in the course.
There was great diversity among these students in regard to prior study, coding experience,
relevant general knowledge and socio-cultural background. In order to meet the needs of
such a large and diverse group of students, and keep them engaged and motivated, we
designed a blended learning model which expanded upon the existing slide decks and
lecture recordings with short tablet-style walkthrough videos, links to extension material, and
online activities that formed a flipped tutorial model.
Lectures were scheduled on Thursday evenings, and the material from each lecture was
consolidated in smaller ÒflippedÓ tutorial groups (problem sections) of 25 students, which
were all scheduled on Thursday or Friday of the following week. Course content was
released in advance of the lecture in the form of text, images and short explanatory videos.
Students were expected to work through a number of online activities in the collaborative
learning platform during the week between each lecture and the corresponding tutorial.
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The general idea of the flipped classroom is to use technology to introduce content in
advance, in order to free up class time for an expanded range of learning activities (Roehl et
al., 2013). In consideration of the large class size, we developed a flipped tutorial approach
in which students are introduced to the content during the lectures, develop their
understanding through online activities and interactions during the week, and consolidate
their understanding of the material through smaller group discussions and reflection in the
face-to-face tutorials at the end of the week. In addition to the tutors (teaching assistants), an
online facilitator (who was a former student in the course) was recruited to create social
presence and support/guide learners as they progressed through the course.

Path Search Algorithms
One theme that is fundamental in many areas of engineering education is the interplay
between algorithms and problem instances. A variety of competing algorithms or techniques
are presented for solving a certain class of problems; but, some of these algorithms may be
better suited than others to a particular situation, depending on certain attributes of the
problem instance. In this paper we particularly focus on path search algorithms. The students
are first introduced to these algorithms in Weeks 3 and 4 of our course, and the algorithms
are demonstrated by tracing through examples from the textbook (Russell & Norvig, 2016)
which involve finding a path between specified cities in a map of Romania. Students are then
expected to apply the same algorithms to more complex domains such as solving a 4-by-4
sliding tile puzzle. In previous offerings of the course, a typical tutorial question might be:
ÒDescribe a search space in which breadth-first-search performs much worse than depthfirst-searchÓ. However, we found that students were generally unable to come up with their
own answers to this type of question; and, even when told an answer by the tutor, they still
had difficulty conceptualizing the relative strengths and weaknesses of the various
algorithms.
Traditional textbook instruction is limited as it can contain knowledge that is decontextualized
and explicit. Beyond simply delivering an exposition of each algorithm, we felt that students
would gain a deeper understanding if they were able to create their own problem instances,
apply the various algorithms, and explore for themselves why certain kinds of test cases
would cause one algorithm to perform particularly well, while another may consume excess
time or memory, or produce a poor quality solution. Simulations were chosen as a tool
because they allow knowledge to be experienced contextually, so implicit domain knowledge
is learned, which Òwill foster deeper understanding and make the information more
accessible in appropriate problem-solving contextsÓ (Taylor & Chi, 2006).
We therefore designed a purpose-built maze widget to support the online activities for Weeks
3 and 4 of the course Ð which covered Uninformed and Heuristic Path Search Algorithms,
respectively. The aim of the widget is to facilitate conceptualization of the algorithms and
exploration of the interplay between algorithms and problem instances, thus bridging the gap
between simple examples that can be worked through by hand, and complex domains which
are too large or multi-dimensional to be directly visualized. This approach builds upon the
observation that Òthe move from a static model in an inert medium, like a drawing, to dynamic
models in interactive media that provide visualization and analytic tools is profoundly
changing the nature of inquiry in mathematics and scienceÓ (Brown et al., 1999).

Maze Widget
The maze widget allows students to generate a grid maze and then select from nine different
path search algorithms, of which five are uninformed (depth-first, breadth-first, iterative
deepening, cost-directed, and bi-directional cost-directed searches) and four are heuristic or
ÒinformedÓ search algorithms (Greedy, A-star, iterative-deepening A-star, and bi-directional
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A-star). For the heuristic search algorithms, students can additionally choose between two
different heuristics (Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance). The widget was
implemented in a flexible way which allowed the algorithms to be introduced over two
separate activities within the course Ð the first to introduce the uninformed searches, and the
second to build upon those concepts with the heuristic searches.
The widget code was written for the Web in ES6, and included implementations of each of
the algorithms. The implementation allows students to run the algorithm at varying speeds, or
step through one line at a time, so the algorithm can be visualized for immediate reflection.
Pseudocode for the selected algorithm is displayed alongside the simulation, thus allowing
the student to easily follow the logic of the algorithm as each step is executed and displayed
by the simulator.
The widget design went through three main iterations. The first conceptualized its use as a
visualization tool. Students would first be asked to select a certain style of maze (tree maze,
graph maze, concentric tree maze, concentric graph maze, alternating squares or empty)
from a drop-down menu, and then press a button to generate a random maze in the specified
style (Figure 1). They could then select an algorithm from another drop-down menu and step
through the algorithm, or let it play out automatically Ð with a speed control. This would
provide students with immediate reflection on how the algorithms execute within the gridmaze, and an opportunity to compare and contrast the different approaches.

Figure 1: Maze widget simulating a depth-first search on a randomly generated maze

A second iteration of the design enabled active and constructive experimentation. The widget
was augmented with maze editing functionality, using an interface which is similar to a simple
ÔpaintÕ program. By selecting colours from a palette, the student could move the start location
(green), add one or more goal locations (red) or ÒpaintÓ the maze with obstacles (black) or
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empty spaces (white). This allowed for more open-ended exploration of path search
algorithms which afforded a more constructive learning experience. Students could actively
explore and experiment, and by reflectively analyzing the resulting behaviour of the
simulation, build analogies/schemas/concepts for how each algorithm behaved in customized
test cases, and how to construct situations which illustrated the strengths and weaknesses of
each search algorithm.
The purpose of the third iteration was to promote and enable a community of sharing. The
widget was further augmented to allow the sharing of student-created mazes (Figure 2). This
also included the ability to tie into the platformÕs social sharing tools to share and showcase
different scenarios, enabling students to experiment with and further modify each otherÕs
creations in simulation, with the opportunity for community feedback and commentary.

Figure 2: Gallery view of student-created mazes and interactions

Activities and Discussion Points
Students were encouraged to work through online activities and discuss their findings both
on-line and in the face-to-face tutorials at the end of the week. Discussion points for the
flipped tutorial on Uninformed Path Search Algorithms (Week 3) included:
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Compare the speed of Depth First Search (DFS) and Breadth First Search (BFS) on
random tree mazes and concentric graph mazes
Create a maze for which BFS finds a solution considerably faster than DFS
Create a maze for which DFS finds a solution considerably faster than BFS
Create a maze for which bi-directional search is faster than BFS
Run Iterative Deepening Search (IDS) on a random maze and explain why it is slow
For what type of problem (not a maze) would IDS be faster than BSF and DFS?
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Discussion points for the tutorial on Heuristic Path Search Algorithms (Week 4) included:
¥

Create a maze for which Greedy Search takes much longer than A*Search

¥

Create a maze for which Greedy Search produces a path that is much longer than the
optimal path

¥

Create a maze for which A*Search with the Euclidean distance heuristic takes much
longer than with the Manhattan distance heuristic

¥

Create a maze that is interesting for some other reason

Pedagogical Approach
The OpenLearning platform provided the design team the opportunity to augment the
traditional lecture approach, and to provide opportunities for more engaging and collaborative
learning experiences. The design team used the ICAP framework (Chi & Wylie, 2014) to
provide a guideline for the activities we adapted for the flipped tutorial model. The ICAP
hypothesis posits that Òengagement behaviors can be categorized and differentiated into one
of four modes: Interactive, Constructive, Active, and Passive. The ICAP hypothesis predicts
that as students become more engaged with the learning materials, from passive to active to
constructive to interactive, their learning will increaseÓ (Wiggins et al., 2017). This has been
proven to be effective in engineering education (Menekse et al., 2013), and was central to
the development of our maze widget, which in addition to helping students visualize and
contextualise path search algorithms, provided opportunities for constructive and interactive
learning experiences.

Figure 3: Students sharing mazes which illustrate the relative strengths and
weaknesses of Greedy Search and A* Search

The functionality of the maze widget allows students to explore the same algorithm on
different kinds of problem instances (Figure 3) allowing for analogical encoding by drawing a
comparison across examples (Gertner et al., 2003) thus leading to a deeper understanding
of the algorithms.
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Student Feedback
Even though it was only a formative task for group discussion and self-evaluation, the maze
widget activities proved to be very popular with the students, with many students making
multiple contributions and insightful comments.
Our findings from observing the student contributions on the platform, coupled with the
qualitative student feedback supports the finding in (Menekse et al., 2013) that Òthe ICAP
hypothesis provides a comprehensive methodology to create and design materials and
activities that will promote effective learning in engineering classroomsÓ.

Figure 3: Students sharing mazes which illustrate the relative strengths and
weaknesses of Greedy Search and A* Search

Qualitative feedback was incorporated into a reflection page at the end of each module.
Following the first use of the Maze widget in week 3, Uninformed Path Search, students were
given an opportunity to provide any insights about the blended module. The results show
that students benefited from the visualization of the maze widget, and the widget helped
students gain a deeper conceptual and practical understanding of the algorithms.
Across all comments on the platform, there was a lot of feedback on the maze widgets, and
all of it was positive. Voluntary feedback from students included:
ÒThe maze search widget was helpful in learning about search strategies, I really
enjoyed seeing how the algorithms work.Ó
ÒThis week's activities gave me a more clear idea about how Breadth First Search
and Depth First Search perform in different types of mazes. It was something I had a
brief idea about but never visualised it.Ó
ÒI enjoyed to maze widget Ð itÕs a really great representation of all the different
algorithms and really helped to solidify my understanding"Ó
Òthe maze apps makes learning it more interactive less theoreticalÓ
ÒI thought the maze app was a brilliant piece of kit, well done guys.Ó
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A deeper understanding of specific path search strategies gained by students interacting with
the maze widget can be seen in the following student comments:
ÒThis week I enjoyed further studying search algorithms, and learnt quite a lot about
depth-first search. Primarily derived from it drunkenly wandering about the maze
field.Ó
ÒI did not enjoy having to watch the maze-solving widget run using different search
algorithms Ð sometimes it was frustrating seeing how close the algorithm was to the
solution but how long it was taking to actually find it (of course this ultimately provides
helpful insight into each algorithm)""Ó
Feedback from another student illustrates how the maze widget helped to further develop a
practical understanding of a search algorithm:
ÒThe Romania problem has helped me to understand different uninformed search
strategies. The maze search widget gave me a better insight of how uninformed
searches are linked to the real world.Ó
Another student provided feedback that identifies the strengths of using a simulation to
visualize algorithms over traditional teaching approaches:
ÒI felt that I learnt a lot in regards to search patterns Ð really wished I did this course
with COMP1927 Ð was so lost during it Ð> this is by far amazing" :DÓ
Overall, we found that the OpenLearning platform, and specifically the maze widget
simulation are very well-suited for engineering education. The social constructivist platform
created opportunities for students to learn collaboratively, and the qualitative feedback from
the students indicates that the maze widget helped students to visualize, conceptualize, and
understand how to apply the algorithms.

Next Steps
An iterative approach has been taken to the maze widget design, and to the overall course
design as well. Quantitative data from the course analytics has been analyzed, and
qualitative feedback from students has been reviewed. Reflections on the design included
some technical adaptations, as well as providing more student control, better use of the
online tutorial group function, and the inclusion of some more tablet-style walkthrough videos
for difficult technical components of the course. There are plans to make the maze widget
available outside of the course, and the design team may experiment with a productive
failure approach (Kapur, 2012) outside of the course, and potentially adapt sequencing
based on what is learned.
The success of the blended learning and flipped tutorial approach has led us to consider
modifying the course so it can stand alone as an online offering. It should be noted that this
would still require an online presence for the lecturer and chosen course facilitators. We also
plan to gather more qualitative and quantitative data around the final assignment, designed
by the SE together with feedback and guidance from the SME, which required students to
apply their knowledge of path search algorithms gained from the maze widget to solve a
game-based ÔAdventure LandÕ scenario.

Conclusion
Our experiences supported the use of the ICAP framework, which Òcan provide specific
guidelines for how to create lessons that incorporate overt behaviors that are associated with
higher levels of engagement and their associated knowledge-change processesÓ (Chi &
Wylie, 2014) and we suggest that it is a useful tool for appraising course design and delivery.
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Simulations like the maze widget could potentially be applied in any area involving the
interplay between algorithms and problem instances. Potential applications include: sorting,
storage & retrieval, graph and tree algorithms, string & text processing, machine learning,
constraint satisfaction, game theory, data compression, signal and image processing, circuit
design, network routing and switching, and cryptography.
Our collaborative and innovative design process highlighted integration in engineering on
multiple levels Ð academic and industry, teacher and (former) student, theory and practice Ð
thus illustrating how an engineering approach to education can make learning experiences
more engaging and effective.
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CONTEXT
In an increasingly interconnected and rapidly changing world, the role of vibrant, creative
and diverse engineering workforce is critical. To contribute to technological advancements,
engage in global collaboration, solve complex problems, encourage a more social and
leadership skill, it is necessary for the future engineers to be more diverse in its racial,
gender, and socioeconomic representation. Many Australian universities followed the recent
government objectives aimed to increase participation in Higher Education (HE) and created
the courses and programmes providing alternative pathways to HE for students from nontraditional, mature students and low socioeconomic status (SES) backgrounds. However, the
majority of non-traditional students select non-engineering courses as the option of
university pathway.

PURPOSE
This study focused on research of student’s commitments during their study at the Western
Sydney University, The College together with an example of successful development and
integration of Social Media project (YouTube Channel) to the first year engineering
curriculum.

APPROACH
The quantitative data were collected from three engineering courses: Standard Diploma in
Engineering, Extended Diploma in Engineering and Associate Degree in Engineering (online
course). The analysis of student’s workload was conducted from the student’s diaries where
students recorded the time they spend on the different activities during the week. The
analysis of YouTube Channel created for the first year engineering students was conducted
according to the number of views, audience retention, number of shares and comments.

RESULTS
This study demonstrated that the students from the university pathway programs, such as
the Diploma and Extended Diploma in Engineering are required to spend significant amounts
of time which is not directly linked to their studies, such as part-time job, care responsibilities
and travel time. To increase student’s engagement and learning performance in engineering
academic pathway program a multimedia Project in the form of YouTube Channel was
created and integrated into the first year engineering subject curriculum. Created videos
received very positive feedback from students which also led to the improved unit
assessment results and demonstrated the strong interest with the wider engineering
community.

KEYWORDS
Engineering pathway, non-traditional students, social media, YouTube
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Introduction
Throughout the developed world, including Australia, policies aimed at widening participation
in higher education (HE) are increasingly being implemented to improve the quality of the
national workforce (Carpenter, Dearlove, & Marland, 2015). In Australia, this policy agenda
has been driven by the Review of Australian higher education (Brooks, 2004) which has set
a target to increase the intake of students so that a larger proportion of the population will
hold an undergraduate degree by 2020. There has been progress in this regard in Australia
proved by the increased rate of higher education participation over the past decade for
individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds (Li, et al, 2017).
While more students from low socioeconomic status (low-SES) enrolling at the university, it
is also well recognised (Steinberg & Monahan, 2007) that students from a low-SES group
are in general less prepared to fit into the university system.
Students from low SES backgrounds often have complex lives and competing priorities.
Many of these students required to have a job and many have other caring responsibilities.
They must balance academic study with these caring and related responsibilities, which
often include the need to engage in paid employment while studying.
For that reason, some innovative approaches in high education found to be quite effective,
especially for the students from low-SES. Social Media is well known as an effective
“problem-solving tool”. When people have a question one strategy they can use to get an
answer is friendsourcing - broadcasting the question to one or more of their social networks.
For example, people can post a question via a status update on Facebook, share interesting
YouTube videos or send a message to a group chat on a messaging app (Khojasteh, et al,
2017). A similar effect was observed in education, where Social Media was well recognised
for providing students and educators socially engaged educational experiences with
unsupervised and informal tools and spaces where authentic learning occurs (Oliveiar, et al,
2017).
This study focused on research of student’s commitments during their first year engineering
study at the Western Sydney University (WSU), The College together with an example of
successful development and integration of Social Media project (YouTube Channel) to the
first year engineering courses.

The study of student’s workload in the university pathway programs
The analysis of student’s workload was conducted from the student’s diaries where
students recorded the time they spend on the different activities during the week: from
Monday to Sunday. The quantitative data were collected at the WSU, the College from three
engineering courses: Standard Diploma in Engineering, Extended Diploma in Engineering
and Associate Degree in Engineering (online course). Successful completion of the Diploma
courses grants student entry into the second year of study in the Bachelor Degrees in
Engineering at the Western Sydney University. The data was collected during week 4 in the
Second Term of the Diploma Programs and during week 5 in the Quarter 3 of the Associate
Degree Program.
The total of 109 students agreed to participate in the study.
The parameters of each course are summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1
Program
Standard
Diploma
Extended
Diploma
Associate
Degree

Mode of
delivery

Entry
requirements

Length of study

Number of students
participated in the study

Face-to-face

ATAR 50

12 months, full time

35

Face-to-face

Open access

16 months, full time

53

Online

3-year industry
experience

4 years, part time

21

As a first step in data analysis from the students’ diaries, we excluded data of students who
did not complete any parts of the questionnaires. In addition, the data were evaluated for
irregularities. Specifically, we looked for anyone who responded to each survey item with the
same answers (e.g., marked “0” for all time spend for the face-to face study).
To understand and compare student’s commitments during the weekdays and the weekend,
the total number of hours students spend for each activity was calculated from Monday to
Friday and from Saturday to Sunday separately. The summary of the student’s commitments
as average hours during the weekday and the weekend for three programs – Standard
Diploma in Engineering, Extended Diploma in Engineering and Associate Degree in
Engineering are shown in Figure 1.
As demonstrated in Figure 1, both Extended and Standard Diploma students indicated a
large amount of time associated with the part time job with an average time of 8.5 hours on
the weekday and 7.16 hours on the weekend for the Standard Diploma and 6.3 hours on the
weekday and 6.6 hours on the weekend for Extended Diploma.
Students from online Associate Degree in Engineering (Figure 1c) spend 35 – 40 hours a
week for the full time job. They attend online sessions during the weekdays and spend the
most time for the self-study during the weekends.
Many students indicated having care responsibilities, such as looking after siblings and
parents/grandparents. The average time associated with care responsibilities are shown to
be more on the weekdays which is usually related to the family responsibilities students have
to share with their parents.
Also, students indicted a large amount of time they spend for traveling to and from their
home campus that often has a significant influence on their attendance of the face-to-face
classes.
The above results raise an important message that non-traditional students, such as
students from the low SES backgrounds, can be less successful in the HE not just because
of the previous academic achievements, but also because of the significant time they are
required to allocate to the non-study commitments. These students often don’t have a
sufficient level of support from the family (David, 2010, Brooks, 2004; Murphy, 2009), and
often need to support themselves and their family working part time or looking after young
brothers and sisters. That creates an extra challenge for teachers to maintain student’s
attendance and to keep their study motivation.
To enhance student’s academic performance and motivation the development of multi-mode
learning where students can obtain an extra help from co-curricular resources with the
possibility to socialise with peers could be the option. With new technologies, it has now
become possible for educators to self-create high-quality online resources (Bae & Lee,
2015) which can be further integrated to the course and serve as a self-study, revision tool
or an alternative option for students.
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Figure 1. The summary of (A) Standard Diploma, (B) Extended Diploma and (C) Associate
Degree student’s commitments during the week.
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Development and integration of the YouTube Channel to the first year
engineering courses
According to usage statistics, all adults aged 16+ have a profile on at least one social
networking site. But we can also predict that within university range this percentage is even
much higher. YouTube become one of the most popular sources for students to search for
video lessons and tutorials. But the large number of videos and the general low ability of first
year students to search, locate, process, evaluate and use information leads to information
overload, inability to find the needed information and to extract the important points. Also, it
has been demonstrated that only a minority of YouTube videos related to the particular topic
are useful for teaching due to misleading content and poor quality.
To increase WSU, the College student’s engagement and learning performance in
engineering academic pathway program a YouTube Chanel named Engineering by Steps
was created.
Link to YouTube Channel:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMBAl3O8EDKdXwpUDU3mMBw
The series of video tutorials in Electrical Fundamentals that are similar to the classroom
working environment were created using a hand writing tool and an instructor voice over. All
videos were made available to the public with enabling comments.
The videos received very positive feedback from students which also was combined with the
improved unit assessment results.
A

B

Figure 2. (A) Audience number of views and (B) retention (average minutes) reports
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The YouTube statistics report (Figure 2) demonstrates stable audience interest with an
average of 2000 views per day (Figure 2a) and good audience retention (Figure 2b) with an
average of 3 minutes watching time per video, considering that an average length of the
videos is 5 minutes. The YouTube channel wasn’t specifically advertised, however for the
period of three years the videos attracted over one million views, over 4,500 people
subscribed, over 600 comments were posted and the videos were shared 3,500 times
showing the strong interest with the wider engineering community.
When video tutorials were introduced for the first time in 2014, student’s average
learning experiences in the Electrical Fundamentals, collected from the student’s surveys on
the unit (Figure 3) showed a significant increase in the unit’s 2014 score when compared to
those from 2012 and 2013.

Figure 3. Feedback on student’s learning experience for the Electrical Fundaments unit
from 2012 to 2014 (blue) compared to WSU, the College’s average feedback on all units offered
campus-wide in 2014 (purple).

Student’s comments from the questionnaires and surveys, as well as public comments from
the YouTube channel, indicated that Social Media project had been well received. Some
examples of comments include the following:
‘Thank you so much, it helps a lot, I wish if you can solve many problems’
‘Video tutorial was useful in my study, especially when I was studying for a test at
home. It did help me understand topics and it would be better if I could have video
tutorials in all my subjects, especially physics and maths’
‘The videos helped me to understand the topic and basically I passed the
midsemester exam be referring to the video tutorials’
’I used videos as a guide to do extra questions and revisions’

Conclusion
As demonstrated in this study, the journey for non-traditional students in the university
pathway program isn’t always easy and overwhelmed with a large number of personal
commitments that are not directly associated with the study. However even being in the
group of considerable financial disadvantage and low socio-economic status, the students
can be motivated, talented and willing to succeed in the course which evidenced by their
successful progression towards a university degree.
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The development of video tutorials based on the student’s needs to improve their
understanding of the unit’s content, helped them to learn and revise materials in their own
time and to engage them in the study. From the analysis of students’ feedback, YouTube
data and final student’s grades it can be concluded that the integration of Social Media
component into the first year engineering curriculum was effective in improving the learning
process, especially on issues related to an understanding of the concepts studied in class.
Throughout this study, the positive global perception and satisfaction of the participants after
the implementation of the videos is noticed.
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+'4<$*,.!$-0'!B('/<%8!"#,!(2-)$-B%!&,(,!-'(42*$%,.!2-.!2..,.!>'(!,2+#!%)$**!%,0!0'!<('./+,!
2-! 2BB(,B20,! %+'(,! Y"26*,! CZ8! "#,! #$B#,(! 0#,! %+'(,?! 0#,! B(,20,(! $4<'(02-+,! $%! 200($6/0,.! 0'!
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%+$,-+,8!
K'&,3,(?! %'4,! $->'(42-0%! &,(,! +'-+,(-,.! 26'/0! 0#,! *$4$0,.! 2<<*$+20$'-! '>! %/+#!
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<,'<*,!&#'!+2--'0!#,*<!0#,4%,*3,%c8!!
"#,! .$%+/%%$'-%! '>! 0#,! >'+/%! '>! 0#,! G2L'(! &,(,! 2++'4<2-$,.! &$0#! $-0,-%$3,! .$%+/%%$'-%! '>!
&#20!$0!%#'/*.!6,!+2**,.8!:-!2..$0$'-!0'!0#,!(,%,(320$'-%!(,B2(.$-B!0#,!-2(('&!2%%'+$20$'-%!'>!
0#,! 0,(4! b#/42-$02($2-c! &$0#! .$%2%0,(! (,*$,>! '3,(%,2%?! %,3,(2*! $-0,(-2*! 2-.! ,W0,(-2*!
%02),#'*.,(%!>'/-.!0#,!0,(4!0''!b4$%%$'-2(=c?!b+'*'-$2*c?!b$4<,($2*c?!2-.!b'3,(6,2($-Bc8!5*%'?!
0#,(,!&2%!2!+'-+,(-!%0,44$-B!>('4!0#,!42(),0!%/(3,=!26'/0!B,-,(2*!,4<*'=,(%P!<,(+,<0$'-%!
26'/0!%0/.,-0%!&$0#!2!b#/42-$02($2-c!42L'(!'-!0#,$(!.$<*'428!
5-'0#,(!%/(3,=!&2%!+'-./+0,.!24'-B!%0/.,-0%!&$0#$-!0#,!V2+/*0=8!7CC!%0/.,-0%!(,%<'-.,.!
0'! 0#,! E/,%0$'-@! b:42B$-,! 0#20! ='/! 2(,! 2! #$B#! %+#''*! %0/.,-0! %,*,+0$-B! ='/(! >/0/(,!
%<,+$2*$`20$'-! 2-.! 0#20! %0(,24%! &$0#! 0#,! >'**'&$-B! -24,%! 2(,! '>>,(,.! 6=! 0#,! I+#''*! '>! 1$3$*!
H-B$-,,($-B8! 1'-%$.,($-B! ='/(! $-0,(,%0%?! ='/(! >/0/(,! +2(,,(?! 2-.! ,3,(=0#$-B! ,*%,! 0'B,0#,(?!
&'/*.!='/!0#$-)!'>!+#''%$-B!2-=!'>!0#,!%0(,24%!*$%0,.!6,*'&e!5%%/4,!0#20!='/!.'!-'0!)-'&!
0#,$(! +'-0,-0?! %'! ='/! #23,! 0'! B/,%%! '-*=! >('4! 0#,$(! -24,%8! "#,! '<0$'-%! <('3$.,.! 2-.! 0#,!
(,%/*0%! &,(,@! YCZ! bM*'62*! H-B$-,,($-Bc! YJCiZ?! YOZ! bS,3,*'<4,-0! H-B$-,,($-Bc! YORiZ?! YJZ!
bK/42-$02($2-!H-B$-,,($-Bc!YOOiZ?!2-.!b['!%/+#!%0(,24!&'/*.!200(2+0!4,c!YOCiZ8!
"#,! (,2%'-! &#=! 0#,! V2+/*0=! +#'%,! bK/42-$02($2-! H-B$-,,($-Bc! ! '3,(! bM*'62*! H-B$-,,($-Bc?!
&#$+#! &2%! 4'(,! <'</*2(! 24'-B! %0/.,-0%?! &2%! <2(0*=! 6,+2/%,! 0#,! V2+/*0=! &2-0,.! 0'!
,4<#2%$`,! 0#,! <'%$0$3,! %'+$,02*! $4<2+0! 2%! 0#,! 42$-! >'+/%! '>! 0#,! G2L'(8! "#,! 0,(4! bB*'62*c!
4$B#0! ! -'0! %'/-.! 2<<('<($20,! >'(! <('L,+0%! $-! 5/%0(2*$2-! (,4'0,! +'44/-$0$,%! j! '-,! '>! 0#,!
<*2--,.!02(B,0!2(,2%!'>!0#,!G2L'(8!Y5*0#'/B#?!$0!&2%!(,+'B-$`,.!0#20!$0!$%!<'%%$6*,!0'!&'()!'-!
<(,%%$-B! $%%/,%! '>! B*'62*! $4<'(02-+,! .'4,%0$+2**=8Z! G'(,'3,(?! 0#,! 0,(4! K/42-$02($2-!
H-B$-,,($-B!&2%!/%,.!6=!H-B$-,,(%!&$0#'/0!X'(.,(%!Y2*0#'/B#!&$0#!(,%,(320$'-%Z?!&#'!&,(,!
$.,-0$>$,.! 2%! 2-! $4<'(02-0! >/0/(,! <2(0-,(! >'(! 0#,! G2L'(8! 5-'0#,(! (,2%'-! &#=! 2! -24,! &#$+#!
$4<*$,%! 2! >'+/%! '-! 0#,! #/42-! +'-.$0$'-! 2%! +'4<2(,.! 0'! 4'(,! -'(420$3,*=! -,/0(2*! bB*'62*c!
&2%!%,*,+0,.?!&2%!0#20!0#,!0,(4!&2%!/%,.!2*(,2.=!6=!%'4,!/-$3,(%$0$,%!'3,(%,2%8!

86)1"2&$+&L)$0)(,#&(-&6%/1")#/-/"#&$1")#"(#&
5!%/(3,=!'>!,W$%0$-B!<('B(24%!$-!'0#,(!+'/-0($,%!>'/-.!0#20!%'4,!2+2.,4$+%!$-!0#,!TI5!0,-.!
0'! /%,! 0#,! 0,(4! bK/42-$02($2-! H-B$-,,($-Bc! >'(! 4$-'(%! 2-.! 42L'(%! 2$4,.! 20! 2<<*$+20$'-! '>!
,-B$-,,($-B! $-! *'&N$-+'4,! +'-0,W0%8! M*'62*! H-B$-,,($-B! 42L'(%! 2-.! 4$-'(! 0,-.! 0'! >'+/%!
4'(,! '-! <(,<2($-B! ,-B$-,,(%! >'(! &'()! '/0%$.,! '>! 0#,$(! +'/-0(=! '>! '($B$-! 2-.! /->24$*$2(!
+/*0/(,%!6/0!&$0#'/0!0#,!+'--'020$'-%!'>!b#,*<$-B!$4<'3,($%#,.!<,'<*,c8!
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"#,! %/(3,=! .$.! -'0! >$-.! ,-0$(,! X2+#,*'(! .,B(,,%! '>! K/42-$02($2-! H-B$-,,($-B! 6/0! %,0%! '>!
/-$0%! /-.,(! K/42-$02($2-! H-B$-,,($-B! *26,*! 20! F,--! I020,! T-$3,(%$0=! YK/42-$02($2-!
H-B$-,,($-B!2-.!I'+$2*!H-0(,<(,-,/(%#$<Z?!1'*'(2.'!I+#''*!'>!G$-,%!YG$-'(!$-!K/42-$02($2-!
H-B$-,,($-BZ?! "#,! a#$'! I020,! T-$3,(%$0=! YK/42-$02($2-! H-B$-,,($-B! 1,-0,(! j! $-+*/.$-B!
<'%0B(2./20,! '<<'(0/-$0$,%Z?! G2%%2+#/%,00%! :-%0$0/0,! '>! ",+#-'*'B=! YG:"! K/42-$02($2-!
_,%<'-%,! ;26Z?! 2-.! a(,B'-! I020,! T-$3,(%$0=! YK/42-$02($2-! H-B$-,,($-B?! I+$,-+,! 2-.!
",+#-'*'B=Z8!!
I'4,! 54,($+2-! /-$3,(%$0$,%! /%,.! '0#,(! *26,*%! >'(! <('B(24%! &$0#! 2! %$4$*2(! >'+/%?! %/+#! 2%!
5($`'-2! I020,! T-$3,(%$0=! YM*'62*! _,%'*3,! F('B(24Z?! T-$3,(%$0=! '>! 1'*'(2.'?! X'/*.,(!
YG'(0,%,-! 1,-0,(! >'(! H-B$-,,($-B! $-! S,3,*'<$-B! 1'44/-$0$,%Z?! 2-.! F/(./,! T-$3,(%$0=!
YM*'62*!H-B$-,,($-B!F('B(24Z8!
!
!

G"+/%/%0&-."&#H$L"&
5%! %,,-! 26'3,?! .$>>,(,-0! $-%0$0/0$'-%! .,>$-,! K/42-$02($2-! H-B$-,,($-B! $-! .$>>,(,-0! &2=%8! d,!
2.'<0,.!2-!2<<('2+#!0#20!&,!L/.B,.!2<<('<($20,!>'(!0#,!+'-0,W0!'>!2-!5/%0(2*$2-!/-$3,(%$0=@!
bF,>#$0.#/0#$! 5$60$**/0$6! 0-! .9*! #==%02#.03$! 34! *$60$**/0$6! .3! >**.! .9*! $**)-! 34!
23>>,$0.0*-!6%3G#%%&H!I90%*!>#0$.#0$0$6!#!432,-!3$!#==/3=/0#.*$*--!#$)!-,-.#0$#G0%0.&J<!!
K/42-$02($2-! ,-B$-,,(%! 2(,! %)$**,.! ,-B$-,,(%! >('4! 2**! .$%+$<*$-,%?! &#'! 2<<*=! 0#,$(! %)$**%!
2-.!)-'&*,.B,!0'!+#2**,-B,%!<(,%,-0!$-@!
¥! S,3,*'<$-B!+'/-0($,%!!
¥! S/($-B!2**!%02B,%!'>!.$%2%0,(!!
¥! :-.$B,-'/%!+'44/-$0$,%!!
¥! _,4'0,!+'44/-$0$,%!!
¥! M*'62*!%/%02$-26$*$0=!
"#,! *,%%'-! *,2(-,.! >('4! 0#,! %+'<,! '>! 0#,! G2L'(! &2%! <,(#2<%! $0! &2%! 0''! 6('2.! 2-.!
'3,(*2<<,.! &$0#! +'4<'-,-0%! '>! %/6L,+0%! $-! %/%02$-26*,! ,-B$-,,($-B?! ,-3$('-4,-02*!
,-B$-,,($-B! 2-.! $-0,(-20$'-2*! <('L,+0! 42-2B,4,-08! "'! .,N+'->*$+0! 0#,%,! '3,(*2<%! 0#,! >'+/%!
>'(!0#,!G2L'(!&2%!,4<#2%$%,.!0'!6,!$-!.,3,*'<4,-02*!+'-0,W0%8!
!

G"#/0%/%0&-."&H6))/H6'6,&
d#,-! .,%$B-$-B! 0#,! +/(($+/*/4! $0! &2%! >$(%0*=! .,+$.,.! 0#20! >$,*.&'()! '3,(%,2%! 2-.! $-! (,4'0,!
+'44/-$0$,%! $-! 5/%0(2*$2! &$**! 6,! 2! +'(,! +'4<'-,-0! '>! 0#,! G2L'(8! I,+'-.*=?! $0! &2%! .,+$.,.!
0#20!0#,!G2L'(!&$**!$-+*/.,!2!/-$0!0#20!&$**!6,!>'+/%!'-!%#2($-B!'>!,W<,($,-+,!'>!B/,%0!%<,2),(%!
>('4! 0#,! $-./%0(=8! d,! >'/-.! 0#20! '/(! $-./%0($2*! <2(0-,(%! 2-.! %/<<'(0,(%! &,(,! &$**$-B! 0'!
+'-0($6/0,! 0'! *,+0/(,%! 2-.! 0#$%! &2%! %,,-! 2*%'! 2%! 2-! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! %0(,-B0#,-! 0#,! *$-)%!
6,0&,,-! 0#,! G2L'(! 2-.! 0#,! $-./%0(=8! HW<,($,-+,.! <(2+0$0$'-,(%! +2-! ,W<*2$-! 0'! 0#,! %0/.,-0%!
#'&! 0'! <(,<2(,! >'(! B*'62*! +2(,,(%?! ,%<,+$2**=! >'(! &'()! $-! .,3,*'<$-B! +'/-0($,%! 2-.! 4'%0!
.,42-.$-B! +'-0,W0%! %/+#! 2%! .$%2%0,(! (,+'3,(=8! "#,! /-$0%! %#'/*.! 6($-B! 0'B,0#,(! %0/.,-0%!
>('4! .$3,(%,! .$%+$<*$-,%! 2-.! 6=! *,00$-B! 0#,4! +'**26'(20,! '3,(! 0&'! =,2(%! $-! I=.-,=! 2-.!
'3,(%,2%! 0#,! $-0,-0$'-! &2%! 0'! .,3,*'<! 2! +'#,%$3,! +'44/-$0=! 2-.! *'-BN*2%0$-B! (,*20$'-%#$<%!
24'-B!%0/.,-0%!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!+'-0($6/0$-B!0#,$(!,-B$-,,($-B!)-'&*,.B,!0'!&'(0#=!+2/%,%8!
"#,!&#'*,!%0(/+0/(,!'>!0#,!G2L'(!&2%!.,%$B-,.!-'0!0'!,W+*/.,!2-=!,-B$-,,($-B!%0/.,-0!>('4!
2-=! %<,+$2*$`20$'-!6=! <(,(,E/$%$0,%8! "#,! %,*,+0$'-! '>! %0/.,-0%! 0'! 0#,! G2L'(! &'/*.! 6,! '-*=! $-!
0,(4%!'>!2+#$,3,4,-0%?!>$0?!2-.!4'0$320$'-!-'0!0#,$(!%<,+$2*$`20$'-8!"#,!%,*,+0$'-!02),%!<*2+,!
./($-B!,-('*4,-0!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0%!0'!0#,!>$,*.&'()!/-$0!'>!%0/.=?!&#$+#!$%!2-!,%%,-0$2*!,*,4,-0!
'>!0#,!G2L'(8!"'!2%%/(,!%0/.,-0%P!%2>,0=!$-!0#,!>$,*.?!0#,!-/46,(!'>!%0/.,-0%!2++,<026*,!0'!0#$%!
>$,*.&'()! /-$0! $%! .,0,(4$-,.! 6=! 0#,! +2<2+$0=! '>! *'+2*! <2(0-,(%! $-! 0#,! >$,*.&'()! *'+20$'-! ,2+#!
=,2(8!"#$%!*'B$%0$+!-,+,%%$0=!L/%0$>$,.!0#,!.,+$%$'-!-'0!0'!2**'&!%'4,!%0/.,-0%!0'!,-('*!$-!0'!0#,!
/-$0! 2-.! 0#,(,>'(,! <(,3,-0! 0#,4! >('4! +'4<*,0$-B! 0#,! G2L'(! j! 2! /%,>/*! '<0$'-! 0'! #23,! >'(! 2!
G2L'(! $-! ,-B$-,,($-B! &$0#! -'! >'(42*! <(,(,E/$%$0,%8! 5! /-$0! '>! %0/.=! &$0#! -'! (,E/$(,4,-0! $-!
0,(4%! '>! E/2-0$020$3,! %)$**%! 2-.! 3,(=! '<,-N,-.,.! '/0</0%! 4$B#0! 4$%02),-*=! 200(2+0! %0/.,-0%!
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&#'! %,,)! 2-! ,2%=! +(,.$0! 2-.! *,2.! 0'! <('6*,4%! $-! 0#,! >$,*.8! "#$%! ,*,4,-0! '>! ,W+*/%$3$0=! &2%!
,W<,+0,.!0'!200(2+0!0'<!%0/.,-0%!2-.!200(2+0!0#,!200,-0$'-!'>!,4<*'=,(%8!
I<,+$>$+2**=?! 0#,! G2L'(! +'-%$%0%! '>! >'/(! >/**! %/6L,+0%! YQ! /-$0%! '>! +(,.$0! ,2+#Z! +#'%,! >('4!
+'4<'-,-0! 5?! X?! 1! 2-.! S! Y"26*,! OZ8! "#,-! 0&'! >/**! %/6L,+0%! $-! 2<<*$,.! (,%,2(+#! >('4!
+'4<'-,-0! H8! :4<'(02-0*=! 0#,! >$,*.&'()! +'4<'-,-0! Y1Z! &2%! $-+*/.,.! 2%! 2! +($0$+2*! %)$**N%,0!
.,3,*'<4,-0! /-$0! 62%,.! $-! (,2*N&'(*.! ,W<,($,-+,%8! "#$%! >$,*.&'()! &2%! %/<<'(0,.! 6=!
5/%0(2*$2-!M'3,(-4,-0!V/-.$-B!0#('/B#!0#,![,&!1'*'46'!F*2-!I+#,4,8!
>(I'"&PN&8-)6H-6)"&$+&-."&56,(%/-()/(%&7%0/%"")/%0&J(4$)&+$)&QR&6%/-#&$+&H)"*/-N&&

&

86I4"H-#&

G"-(/'#&

C&

1:k;JJC9!K/42-$02($2-!H-B$-,,($-B!!

J(.!=,2(!,*,+0$3,?!$-0('./+0$'-!

S&

1:k;\JJ9!H-B$-,,($-B!>'(!%/%02$-26*,!.,3,*'<4,-0!!! 70#!=,2(!,*,+0$3,?!B(,20,(!.,<0#!

=&

G&

7&

1:k;\JJ9!M*'62*!H-B$-,,($-B!V$,*.&'()?!'(!
I;:1!J999!'(!I;:1!7999!
I,(3$+,!;,2(-$-B!:-.$B,-'/%!1'44/-$0$,%!
5I[IOQQ\!T-.,(%02-.$-B!I'/0#,2%0!5%$2?!'(!
FGM"Jl\R!:-0,(-20$'-2*!F('L,+0!G2-2B,4,-0!
HSTVJ9OQ!M*'62*!F'3,(0=!2-.!H./+20$'-!
:";IQ99R!S$%2%0,(!_,*$,>!a<,(20$'-%!
KIXKJ99]!:-0,(-20$'-2*!K,2*0#!
1:k;79OO!"#,%$%!5!
1:k;79OJ!"#,%$%!X!

"&'N&,,)!
.'4,%0$+!
'(!
$-0,(-20$'-2*! >$,*.&'()! Y&$-0,(!
2-.!%/44,(!6(,2)Z8!!
X(,2.0#! %/6L,+0%! .,*$3,(,.!
'/0%$.,! '>! 0#,! %+#''*! 2-.! +2-!
6,!02),-!20!2-=0$4,!
!
V$-2*!=,2(!0#,%$%!(,*20,.!

!
E3$.*$.!34!E7KLMMCB!F,>#$0.#/0#$!5$60$**/0$6!
"#$%!+'/(%,!,W<*'(,%!0#,!('*,!'>!,-B$-,,(%!$-!.$%2%0,(!(,+'3,(=!2-.!#/42-$02($2-!2%%$%02-+,!
$-! 0#,! 4'%0! 3/*-,(26*,! +'44/-$0$,%8! "#,! /-$0! '>! %0/.=! $%! +'-+,(-,.! &$0#! &2=%! $-! &#$+#!
,-B$-,,(%!+2-!#,*<!%/+#!+'44/-$0$,%!.,2*!&$0#!%/..,-!-20/(2*!'(!42-N42.,!%#'+)%?!6,>'(,!
'(! 2>0,(! 0#,=! '++/(8! "#,! %0/.,-0%! .,3,*'<! 2-! /-.,(%02-.$-B! '>! 0#,! *$-)2B,%! 6,0&,,-! *$>,N
%/<<'(0$-B! $->(2%0(/+0/(,%?! &,**N6,$-B! '>! +'44/-$0=! 2-.! 0#,$(! 3/*-,(26$*$0=! 0'! .$%2%0,(%8!
"#('/B#! 2! %,0! '>! +2%,! %0/.$,%! 2-.! *,+0/(,%! <('3$.,.! 6=! B/,%0! %<,2),(%! &$0#! ,W<,($,-+,! '>!
#/42-$02($2-! &'()! 2-.! $-0,(-20$'-2*! .,3,*'<4,-0! <('L,+0%?! 0#,! /-$0! (2$%,%! 2-.! ,W<*'(,%! 2!
-/46,(! '>! E/,%0$'-%8! K'&! +2-! 0#,! ,>>,+0$3,-,%%! '>! b#/42-$02($2-! $-0,(3,-0$'-%c! 6,!
4,2%/(,.?! 2-.! &#20! 2(,! 0#,! 4'%0! $4<'(02-0! .,0,(4$-2-0%! '>! ,>>,+0$3,-,%%e! d#'! 42),%!
.,+$%$'-%! '-! %/+#! $-0,(3,-0$'-%! 2-.! 2(,! 0#,=! 2! #/42-! ($B#0e! d#20! $%! 0#,! ('*,! '>! .$3,(%,!
%02),#'*.,(%! $-! (,%<'-%,! 0'! +($%,%! $-! 3/*-,(26*,! %,00$-B%e! K'&! 0'! +'44/-$+20,! &$0#! 0#,4!
2-.! +''<,(20,! &$0#! 0#,4! &#$*,! /<#'*.$-B! #$B#! ,0#$+2*! %02-.2(.%! 2-.! 20! 0#,! %24,! 0$4,!
(,%<,+0$-B!0#,$(!+/*0/(,!2-.!0#,!&2=%!0#$-B%!2(,!.'-,!*'+2**=e!K'&!0'!&'()!&$0#!2-.!>'(!-'-N
B'3,(-4,-02*! 2-.! -'-N<('>$0! '(B2-$`20$'-%e! K'&! 0'! +''(.$-20,! *2(B,! $-0,(-20$'-2*! <('B(24%!
0'! (,%<'-.! 0'! #/42-$02($2-! +($%,%e! K'&! 0'! +'46$-,! 0,+#-'*'B$+2*! 2-.! %'+$2*! 2<<('2+#,%!
&#,-!2..(,%%$-B!3/*-,(26$*$0$,%!$-!%'+$'N0,+#-$+2*!%=%0,4%e!:4<'(02-0*=?!&#20!('*,!,-B$-,,(%!
+/((,-0*=!<*2=!2-.!%#'/*.!$.,2**=!<*2=!$-!$4<*,4,-0$-B!#/42-$02($2-!$-0,(3,-0$'-%e!
E3$.*$.!34!E7KLNMMB!O%3G#%!5$60$**/0$6!10*%)I3/P!
M*'62*! ,-B$-,,($-B! >$,*.! &'()! $%! 2! <('L,+0N62%,.! $-0,(.$%+$<*$-2(=! $-0,-%$3,! /-$0! '>! %0/.=! $-!
&#$+#! %0/.,-0%! &$**! ,W<*'(,! #'&! 0'! /0$*$`,! 0#,! )-'&*,.B,! B2$-,.! $-! +*2%%(''4! +'/(%,%! 0'!
$4<*,4,-0! ,-B$-,,($-B! <('L,+0%! $-! *'&N+2<2+$0=! +'-0,W0%8! "#,! %0/.,-0%! B2$-! <(2+0$+2*!
,W<,($,-+,! &'()$-B! $-! 0,24%! $-! 2! %2>,! 2-.! %/<,(3$%,.! ,-3$('-4,-0! 6=! <2(0$+$<20$-B! $-! (,2*!
,-B$-,,($-B! <('L,+0%! 0#20! 2$4! 0'! $4<('3,! *$3$-B! +'-.$0$'-%! '>! $-#26$02-0%! '>! 3/*-,(26*,!
+'44/-$0$,%! $-! 5/%0(2*$2! 2-.! '3,(%,2%8! "#,! <('L,+0%! %0$4/*20,! 0#,! %0/.,-0%P! 2&2(,-,%%! '>!
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B*'62*! %'+$2*! <('6*,4%! 2-.! 0#,! <2%%$'-! 0'! 02+)*,! 0#,48! "#,! %0/.,-0%! <(2+0$+,! 0'!
+'44/-$+20,?! .,3,*'<! 0(/%0?! 2-.! -,B'0$20,! &$0#! 0#,! *'+2*! %02),#'*.,(%! 2-.! +''<,(20,! &$0#!
0#,! *'+2*! B'3,(-4,-02*! /-$0%?! 0#,! <($320,! %,+0'(?! 2-.! 0#,! +$3$*! %'+$,0=! 0'! ,W<*'(,! 0#,! (''0!
+2/%,%! '>! 0#,! /-+'3,(,.! <('6*,4%8! "'! %/++,%%>/**=! +'44/-$+20,! 0#,$(! $.,2%?! 0#,! %0/.,-0%!
42=! -,,.! 0'! /%,! '0#,(! *2-B/2B,%! 0#2-! H-B*$%#8! "#,=! %,2(+#! >'(! <'0,-0$2*! ,-B$-,,($-B!
2<<('2+#,%!0'!0#,!(,$-3$B'(20$'-!'>!*'+2*!+'44/-$0$,%!2-.!2$4!0'!2+#$,3,!0#,!6,%0!'/0+'4,%!
&$0#! *$4$0,.! </6*$+! '(! <($320,! $-3,%04,-0%8! "#,=! *,2(-! $-! <(2+0$+,! 0#20! 2! %'*/0$'-! 0'! +'4<*,W!
B*'62*! %'+$2*! <('6*,4%! +2--'0! 6,! >'/-.! 0#('/B#! 2-=! ,-B$-,,($-B! .$%+$<*$-,! 2*'-,! 6/0! (20#,(!
0#('/B#! +''<,(20$'-! 2-.! +'-%/*020$'-! &$0#! ,W<,(0%! >('4! '0#,(! >$,*.%?! 0#,! .$(,+0*=! 2>>,+0,.!
%02),#'*.,(%?!2-.!0#,!B,-,(2*!</6*$+8!
!
E3$.*$.!34!E7KLNMMB!5$60$**/0$6!43/!-,-.#0$#G%*!)*;*%3=>*$.!!!
"#,!E/,%0$'-!'>!0#$%!+'/(%,!$%!#'&!0'!6/$*.!(,%$*$,-0!+$0$,%!2-.!+'44/-$0$,%!0#20!&$**!,-26*,!$-!
0#,! >/0/(,! $-+*/%$3,! %'+$2*! 2-.! ,+'-'4$+! B('&0#! &$0#$-! 0#,! <*2-,02(=! (,%'/(+,! 6'/-.2($,%e!
"#$%!+'/(%,!$%!26'/0!,-B$-,,($-B!>'(!*'-BN0,(4!$4<('3,4,-0!'>!0#,!#/42-!+'-.$0$'-8!"#$%!/-$0!
&$**!$-0('./+,!0#,!+'-+,<0!'>!%/%02$-26*,!.,3,*'<4,-0!2-.!0#,!('*,!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!$-!02+)*$-B!
B*'62*!<('6*,4%8!:0!,W<*'(,%!0#,!+#2**,-B,%!,-+'/-0,(,.!$-!(/--$-B!,-B$-,,($-B!<('L,+0%!2-.!
<('B(24%! 0#20! 2(,! %'+$2**=! $-+*/%$3,?! ,-3$('-4,-02**=! %/%02$-26*,?! &#$*,! +'-0($6/0$-B! 0'!
,+'-'4$+! .,3,*'<4,-08! "#,! E/,%0$'-%! 02+)*,.! $-! 0#,! /-$0! $-+*/.,! 0#,! >'**'&$-B@! d#20! $%!
.,3,*'<4,-0! 2-.! #'&! 0'! 4,2%/(,! $0e! d#20! 2(,! 0#,! +2/%,%! '>! <'3,(0=e! K'&! 0'! 6/$*.!
%/%02$-26*,! +$0$,%! 2-.! (/(2*! +'44/-$0$,%! 0#20! <('3$.,! <#=%$+2*! 2-.! >''.! %,+/($0=! 0'! 0#,$(!
$-#26$02-0%! 2-.! ,-26*,! 0#,4! #,2*0#=! *$3,%e! K'&! 0'! 2+#$,3,! ,E/$026*,! 2++,%%! 0'! &20,(! 2-.!
#,2*0#! %,(3$+,%! B*'62**=e! K'&! +2-! $4<('3,.! 4,2-%! '>! </6*$+! 0(2-%<'(0! 2-.! $->'(420$'-N
+'44/-$+20$'-! 0,+#-'*'B$,%! +'-0($6/0,! 0'! 0#,! %'+$2*! $-+*/%$'-! $-! /(62-! 2-.! (/(2*!
+'44/-$0$,%e! K'&! +2-! ,-B$-,,($-B! $->(2%0(/+0/(,! 2-.! -,&! 0,+#-'*'B$,%! +'-0($6/0,! 0'!
<'3,(0=!(,./+0$'-!2-.!%/%02$-26*,!B('&0#!*'+2**=!2-.!B*'62**=e!
!
L*#/$0$6!3,.23>*-!
"#,!*,2(-$-B!'/0+'4,%!&,(,!62%,.!'-!0#,!%)$**N%,0%!$.,-0$>$,.!6=!0#,!$-./%0(=!2.3$%'(=!<2-,*!
¥! 5<<*=! %<,+$2*$%,.! ,-B$-,,($-B! )-'&*,.B,! 0'! <('<'%,! $4<('3,4,-0%! $-! 0#,! .,*$3,(=! '>!
#/42-$02($2-!2-.!.,3,*'<4,-02*!<('L,+0%8!
¥! 56$*$0=!0'!$.,-0$>=!#/42-!$%%/,%!2-.!*'+2*!+'-%0(2$-0%!2-.!.,%$B-!2<<('<($20,!%'*/0$'-%8!
¥! 56$*$0=! 0'! 2-2*=%,! 0#,! <('+,%%! '>! $4<*,4,-0$-B! 2-! ,-B$-,,($-B! %'*/0$'-! 2-.! 0#,! 26$*$0=! 0'!
+(,20,!6,00,(!<('L,+0!'/0+'4,%!6=!$4<('3$-B!<('+,%%8!
¥! HW<,($,-+,! $-! 0#,! /%,! '>! 2%%,%%4,-0! 0''*%! 2-.! 0,+#-$E/,%! 0'! B/2B,! +'44/-$0=! -,,.%!
2-.A'(!0#,!*'-BN0,(4!,>>,+0$3,-,%%!'>!.,3,*'4,-0!2-.!(,%<'-%,!<('B(24%8!
¥! 1#2**,-B,%!>2+,.!6=!+'->*$+0$-B!+/%0'4%!2-.!+'4<,0$-B!'/0+'4,%!&$**!<(,%,-0!.$*,442%!
&#$+#!2(,!(,%'*3,.!6=!(,>,(,-+,!0'!<,(%'-2*!2++'/-026$*$0=!#$,(2(+#$,%8!
!

Q*4*/*$2*!.*R.-!
5! %/(3,=! '>! (,>,(,-+,! 0,W0%! &2%! /-.,(02),-! 6=! (,3$,&$-B! 2-=! 0$0*,%! &$0#! 0#,! (,>,(,-+,! 0'!
#/42-$02($2-! ,-B$-,,($-B! '(! %/%02$-26*,! ,-B$-,,($-B8! "#,! (,%/*0%! &,(,! 4$W,.! &$0#! %'4,!
%/%02$-26$*$0=! 0,W0%! 6,$-B! 0''! B,-,(2*! $-! -20/(,! &#$*,! %'4,! #/42-$02($2-! 0,W0%! >'+/%,.!
,-0$(,*=! '-! #/42-$02($2-! .$%2%0,(! (,%<'-%,8! 5>0,(! (,3$,&! 2! (,>,(,-+,! 0,W0%! >('4! a#$'! I020,!
T-$3,(%$0=?!TI5!YF2%%$-'!O9CQZ?!2-!5>($+2-!<'*$0$+2*!,+'-'4$%0!YG'='!O99]Z!2-.!"#,!I<#,(,!
F('L,+0!K2-.6'')!Y"#,!I<#,(,!F('L,+0!O9CCZ!&,(,!%,*,+0,.8!
!
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=6))/H6'6,&*"'/1")2&
T/"'*3$)O&*"'/1")2&
d,!-,,.,.!0'!>$-.!2!%=%0,420$+?!%2>,?!2-.!2>>'(.26*,!&2=!0'!6($-B!2!*2(B,!-/46,(!'>!%0/.,-0%!
0'! 0#,! <('L,+0%! $-! (,4'0,! +'44/-$0$,%! 2-.! '3,(%,2%?! ,-26*,! 0#,4! 0'! +'**26'(20,! &$0#! *'+2*!
%02),#'*.,(%?! 2-.! 20! 0#,! %24,! 0$4,! .,*$3,(! 2+2.,4$+! +'-0,-0! +'-%$.,(,.! &'(0#=! '>! >$-2*!
=,2(%!'>!X2+#,*'(!'>!H-B$-,,($-B!20!2!(,%,2(+#N$-0,-%$3,!/-$3,(%$0=8!
!
F2(0-,($-B!&$0#!H-B$-,,(%!&$0#'/0!X'(.,(%!2-.!0#,$(!,W<,($,-+,.!>2+$*$020'(%!,-26*,.!0'!6($-B!
2! *2(B,! -/46,(! '>! %0/.,-0%! 0'! 0#,! >$,*.! &$0#'/0! <('#$6$0$3,! 0$4,! .,42-.%! '-! *'B$%0$+%!
42-2B,4,-0! 6=! 0#,! 2+2.,4$+! %/<,(3$%'(%8! "#,! >*$<! %$.,! '>! <2(0-,($-B! &$0#! 2! J(.! <2(0=!
<('3$.,(! 0#20! (/-%! %02-.2(.$%,.! +,-0(2*$`,.! <('B(24%! $%! 2! <2(0$2*! *'%%! '>! +'-0('*! '3,(! 0#,!
42-2B,4,-0! '>! 0#,! <('B(24! 2-.! 0#,! -,+,%%$0=! 0'! 42),! %'4,! +'4<('4$%,%! $-! 0,(4%! '>!
2+2.,4$+!+'-0,-08!G'(,!+/%0'4$`20$'-%!'>!0#,!<('B(24!4,2-%!#$B#,(!+'%0!0#20!-,,.!0'!6'(-!
6=!%'4,'-,8!!
!
"#,! +'%0! >'(! '/(! .'4,%0$+! %0/.,-0%! &2%! '>>%,0! 6=! 0#,! 232$*26$*$0=! '>! [,&! 1'*'46'! F*2-!
>/-.$-B!<('3$.,.!6=!0#,!S,<2(04,-0!'>!V'(,$B-!5>>2$(%!2-.!"(2.,!<('3$.,.!6=!0#,!5/%0(2*$2-!
M'3,(-4,-08! "#,! /-232$*26$*$0=! '>! 0#$%! >/-.$-B! >'(! $-0,(-20$'-2*! %0/.,-0%! (2$%,.! $%%/,%! '>!
,E/$0=!2-.!,3,-0/2**=!0#,!I+#''*!'>!1$3$*!H-B$-,,($-B!20!0#,!T-$3,(%$0=!'>!I=.-,=!2B(,,.!0'!
%/6%$.$%,!0#,!<2(0$+$<20$'-!+'%0!'>!2!*$4$0,.!-/46,(!'>!#$B#*=NE/2*$>$,.!$-0,(-20$'-2*!%0/.,-0%!
,2+#!=,2(8!"#,!E/,%0$'-!'>!>$-2-+$2*!%/%02$-26$*$0=!&$**!2($%,!&#,-![,&!1'*'46'!F*2-!>/-.$-B!
+,.,%8!V$,*.&'()!&$**!2*&2=%!6,!4'(,!+'%0*=!0#,-!+*2%%(''4!/-$0%!2-.!%/6%$.$,%!<('3$.,.!6=!
0#,!T-$3,(%$0=!&$**!6,!-,+,%%2(=!0'!.,*$3,(!0#,!.,%$(,.!'/0+'4,%!20!0#,!.,%$(,.!%+2*,!(,E/$(,.!
6=!0#,!T-$3,(%$0=!I0(20,B$+!F*2-8!
:-! 2..$0$'-! 0'! 0#,! *'B$%0$+%! $-! 0#,! >$,*.! 0#20! $%! >2+$*$020,.! 6=! 2! 0#$(.! <2(0=?! 2%! +'4<2(,.! 0'! 2!
+*2%%(''4!/-$0!'>!%0/.=?!>$,*.!&'()!/-$0!'>!%0/.=!(,E/$(,%!4'(,!2.4$-$%0(20$3,!%/<<'(0!6,>'(,!
0#,!.,<2(0/(,8!"#,!I+#''*!2<<'$-0,.!2-!2.4$-$%0(20$3,!%02>>!4,46,(!'-!0&'!.2=%!<,(!&,,)!
62%$%! 0'! +''(.$-20,! 0#,! %0/.,-0%8! :-%0$0/0$'-%! 0#20! &2-0! 0'! (/-! %$4$*2(! <('B(24%! %#'/*.!
2**'+20,!-,+,%%2(=!(,%'/(+,%!>'(!%/+#!%/<<'(08!5-'0#,(!(,E/$(,4,-0!>'(!%/++,%%>/*!>$,*.&'()!
$%! #$B#! 2+2.,4$+! %02>>! 0'! %0/.,-0! (20$'8! d,! (,2*$`,.! 0#20! $0! $%! '<0$42*! 0'! #23,! 2<<('W$420,*=!
'-,! 0/0'(! <,(! C\! %0/.,-0%! $-! 2..$0$'-! 0'! 2+2.,4$+! '3,(%$B#0! 2-.! (,%'/(+,%! -,,.! 0'! 6,!
2**'+20,.!0'!0#$%!2%!&,**8!
"#,! (,%/*0%! &,(,! B''.! 2-.! 0#,! >$,*.&'()! <('3,.! <'</*2(! 24'-B! %0/.,-0%8! "#,! 2<<*$+20$'-%!
>'(! >$,*.&'()! >'(! &,(,! B(,20,(! 0#2-! 0#,! -/46,(! '>! <*2+,%! 232$*26*,8! "#,! 2+0/2*! ,-('*4,-0!
-/46,(%!2(,!$-!"26*,!J8!

G"'/1")2&$+&H'(##)$$,&6%/-#&
"#,!>$(%0!*,+0/(,!%/6L,+0!&2%!.,*$3,(,.!$-!I,4,%0,(!O!O9CR!&$0#!JQ!,-('**,.!%0/.,-0%8!X2%,.!
'-!0#,!-/46,(!/-.,(B(2./20,%!2-.!0#'%,%!0#20!#23,!232$*26*,!,*,+0$3,%!0'!+#'%,!42L'(%!!$0!$%!
,%0$420,.!0#20!0#,!42L'(!&$**!(,2+#!R9!j!]9!%0/.,-0%!<,(!=,2(!+'#'(08!
>(I'"&QN&G"'/1")2&$+&.6,(%/-()/(%&"%0/%"")/%0&H6))/H6'6,&

A%/-&

G"'/1")"*&

1:k;\JJ9!M*'62*!H-B$-,,($-B!V$,*.&'()!

I/44,(!%,%%$'-!S,+,46,(!O9CQ! C]!
j!:-.$2!

1:k;\JJ9!M*'62*!H-B$-,,($-B!V$,*.&'()!

d$-0,(!%,%%$'-!D/*=!O9CR!j!:-.$2!

J7!

1:k;JJC9!K/42-$02($2-!H-B$-,,($-B!

I,4,%0,(!O!O9CR!

JQ!
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8-6*"%-&,$-/1(-/$%&&
V'(!0#,!*,+0/(,!62%,.!%/6L,+0!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!2%),.!&#=!0#,=!#2.!+#'%,-!0#,!%/6L,+08!H2+#!
%0/.,-0 (,<*$,.! &$0#! 0#(,,! &'(.%8! a/0! '>! 0#,! l9! (,%<'-%,%! 0#,! 4'%0! >(,E/,-0*=! 4,-0$'-,.!
(,2%'-! &2%! U$-0,(,%0P! Y-$-,! +'/-0%Z! >'**'&,.! 6=! U$4<2+0P! Y%$W! +'/-0%Z! YV$B/(,! CZ8! a0#,(!
>(,E/,-0*=! 4,-0$'-,.! (,2%'-%! &,(,! U.$>>,(,-0P?! U2*0(/$%4P?! U+2(,,(P! 2-.! UB*'62*P! Y>'/(! +'/-0%!
,2+#Z8!"#,!&'(.+*'/.!2*$B-%!&$0#!0#,!2%%,%%4,-0!0#20!%'+$2**=!2&2(,!%0/.,-0%!&#'!&2-0!0'!
42),!2-!$4<2+0!&$0#!0#,$(!.,B(,,!&,(,!+#'%$-B!0#,!#/42-$02($2-!,-B$-,,($-B!%/6L,+08!"#,(,!
&2%!(,<'(0%!%,+'-.!#2-.!>('4!%'4,!%0/.,-0%!0#20!'0#,(!%0/.,-0%!&#'!&,(,!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!0#,!
%/6L,+0!6/0!#2.!-'0!+#'%,-!0#,!/-$0!6,+2/%,!0#,=!&,(,!&'(($,.!0#20!0#,(,!&'/*.!6,!2!*2(B,!
-/46,(!'>!,%%2=%!0'!&($0,!2-.!0#,=!&,(,!+'-+,(-,.!26'/0!0#,$(!&($0$-B!%)$**%8!

!
T/06)"&MN&F$)*&H'$6*&0"%")(-"*&+)$,&#-6*"%-&)"#L$%#"#&-$&-."&U6"#-/$%&VF.2&*/*&2$6&H.$$#"&
-$&#-6*2&.6,(%/-()/(%&"%0/%"")/%0WX&&

T/"'*3$)O&'"()%/%0&$6-H$,"#&
V$,*.&'()!%/6L,+0%!.,*$3,(,.!$-!:-.$2!2-.!I24'2!&,(,!,2+#!2!0&'N&,,)!<('B(24!%/<<'(0,.!
6=!H-B$-,,(%!&$0#'/0!X'(.,(%!2-.!62%,.!'-!0#,$(!S,%$B-!I/44$0!<('B(248!"#,!<('B(24!#2%!
0#(,,! %02B,%! '>! 7! .2=%! ,2+#@! +/*0/(2*! '($,-020$'-! 2-.! #/42-! +,-0(,.! .,%$B-! &'()%#'<%?!
#'4,%02=!2-.!0#,-!.,%$B-!2-.!0#,-!>$-2*!<(,%,-020$'-%8!
V'(! 0#$%! %/6L,+0! 2..$0$'-2*! +'-0,-0! &2%! $-0('./+,.! 0'! %0/.,-0%! 0#('/B#! 2! <(,N.,<2(0/(,!
&'()%#'<!2-.!2%%,%%4,-08!"#,!2%%,%%4,-0!+'-%$%0,.!'>@!<(,N.,<2(0/(,!2%%$B-4,-0!>'+/%,.!
'-! 0#,! ISM%?! $-N+'/-0(=! <2(0$+$<20$'-! 42()?! B('/<! <(,%,-020$'-! 2-.! (,<'(0! 3$.,'! 2-.! 2-!
$-.$3$./2*!(,<'(0!2-.!<,(%'-2*!(,>*,+0$'-8!
I0/.,-0%! &,(,! >(,,! 0'! $.,-0$>=! .,%$B-! +#2**,-B,%! 2-.! +'4,! /<! &$0#! .,%$B-! $.,2%! 0#20!
$-+*/.,.@! &20,(! 2-.! &2%0,&20,(?! +'-%0(/+0$'-! 2-.! (,%<'-%,! .$%20,(! ($%)! (,./+0$'-! 2-.!
2B($+/*0/(2*!<'%0!<('+,%%$-B8!

T/06)"&PN&T/"'*3$)O&L/H-6)"#&-(O"%&/%&9%*/(&/%&G"H",I")&PYMR&Z![&(%*&8(,$(&/%&\6'2&PYM]&ZB[&
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8-6*"%-&"1('6(-/$%&(%*&+""*I(HO&
"#,!>'(42*!/-$0!'>!%0/.=!,32*/20$'-%!>'(!%/44,(!2-.!&$-0,(!/-$0%!'>!%0/.=!%+'(,.!%20$%>2+0$'-!
(20$-B%!26'3,!0#,!%+#''*!23,(2B,!Y78J!2-.!78Q!(,%<,+0$3,*=?!2%!+'4<2(,.!0'!J8]Z8!1'44,-0%!
>('4!0#,!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!0#20!0#,!>$,*.&'()!#2.!2**'&,.!0#,4!0'!2<<*=!0#,$(!,-B$-,,($-B!%)$**%!0'!
(,2*N&'(*.! <('6*,4%8! G2-=! (,2*$%,.! .$>>,(,-0! +2(,,(! <20#%! 2(,! 232$*26*,! 0'! #/42-$02($2-!
,-B$-,,(%8! I0/.,-0%! 2*%'! (,>*,+0,.! 0#20! 0#,! $44,(%$3,! '3,(%,2%! >$,*.&'()! ,W<,($,-+,!
$4<('3,.! 0#,$(! 26$*$0=! 0'! &'()! $-! 0,24%! 2-.! $-! +('%%N+/*0/(2*! %,00$-B%8! "#,! %0/.,-0%P!
,W<,($,-+,! '>! 0#,! .'4,%0$+! >$,*.&'()! &2%! %$4$*2(*=! <'%$0$3,8! a-,! %0/.,-0! &('0,! 0#20!
<2(0$+$<20$-B!$-!0#,!<('L,+0!&2%!0#,!4'%0!/%,>/*!2-.!$4<'(02-0!0#$-B!%#,!#2%!.'-,!$-!#,(!*$>,8!!
"#,! G2L'(! %,,4%! 0'! <'%$0$3,*=! $4<2+0! %0/.,-0! (,+(/$04,-0! 2*(,2.=8! "#,! V2+/*0=! '>>,(%!
;,2.,(%#$<! I+#'*2(%#$<%! 0'! 0#,! 6($B#0,%0! #$B#! %+#''*! %0/.,-0%8! :-! 0#,! *2%0! ('/-.! '>!
2<<*$+20$'-%?!2<<('W$420,*=!C9i!'>!2<<*$+2-0%!%<,+$>$+2**=!%020,.!0#20!0#,=!2(,!2<<*=$-B!0'!0#,!
V2+/*0=! 6,+2/%,! '>! 0#,! G2L'(! 2-.! 2! -/46,(! '>! '0#,(! %0/.,-0%! 4,-0$'-,.! 0#,$(! B,-,(2*!
#/42-$02($2-!$-0,(,%0%8!

B",(/%/%0&H.(''"%0"#&
a-,!+#2**,-B,!'>!%/+#!$-0,(.$%+$<*$-2(=!$-$0$20$3,!$%!&'()$-B!2+('%%!2.4$-$%0(20$3,!6'/-.2($,%!
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CONTEXT
In recent years, the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
professions have been making significant efforts to attract and retain a broader cross-section
of the community to study engineering, and in turn enter the engineering profession. This is
often done through outreach programs with primary- and high-school students. However,
there is no recognised framework for providers of these outreach programs to evaluate
whether their activities are leading to the broadening of undergraduate intake or diversity in
the profession.
PURPOSE
This study will consider existing professional inclusion and diversity frameworks and their
potential application to STEM outreach activities. This will provide insight into and a potential
platform to evaluate diversity initiatives in STEM outreach activities.
APPROACH
Diversity and inclusion frameworks created by business, government, and university bodies
are analysed for common themes. These themes are considered alongside the literature
around the attraction of students of diverse backgrounds into STEM to identify areas where
STEM outreach may be able to learn from work done by professional bodies.
RESULTS
This review brings together the literature on early pathways to STEM and the best practice of
professional bodies in regards to retaining people with diverse backgrounds. Areas that
require further investigation for the creation of a full evaluation framework are highlighted.
CONCLUSIONS
It is currently challenging to objectively assess the value of STEM outreach activities. This
review will provide a specific platform for a framework to evaluate STEM outreach activities,
with a focus of attracting more students with diverse backgrounds cohorts into STEM
professions.
KEYWORDS
STEM education, outreach programs, diversity, inclusion, framework
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Towards a framework for evaluating diversity in STEM
outreach programs
Introduction
The growth of the science, technology, engineering, and maths (STEM) workforce has been
described as “critical” for Australia’s economy and prosperity (Office of the Chief Scientist,
2016). However, Australia is currently training fewer STEM professionals than it needs to
stay competitive on the international stage (The Australian Industry Group, 2015). STEMbased educational outreach (EO) activities have been a long-term strategy to build
awareness of tertiary study of STEM subjects, as an important step towards a STEM career.
There has also been popular recognition of the need to attract talent from diverse
backgrounds into STEM careers. As a place of early exposure to opportunities in STEM, EO
providers connect with children and young adults, who are already forming stereotypes about
STEM careers (Frost & Diamond, 1979; Levy, Sadovsky, & Troseth, 2000). At this early
decision point (Correll, 2001; X. Wang, 2013), EO activities play a key role in providing
positive impressions of STEM fields to people from diverse backgrounds and currently
underrepresented groups.
However, there is no recognised framework for EO providers to inform and evaluate their
organisational strategy with respect to attracting people from diverse backgrounds into their
programs and into further STEM-related studies. This paper investigates current
benchmarking and diversity frameworks in governments, business, and universities and from
this, highlights relevant factors for measuring diversity and inclusion in STEM EO activities.

Defining Diversity Groups
There are many definitions of diversity and underrepresented groups, each geared towards
describing diversity in different contexts. For this review, diversity groups identified by the
Diversity Council Australia (Diversity Council Australia, 2017), the Australian Commonwealth
Government (Department of Employment Education and Training, 1990), and the UK’s
Science Council and Royal Academy of Engineers joint Diversity Progression Framework
(Royal Academy of Engineering, 2015) were considered. These were chosen to ensure the
underrepresented groups were relevant to Australia, the higher education context, and STEM
fields. The Diversity Progression Framework was chosen despite its UK context, as it was
difficult to find an Australian counterpart who provided a similar holistic definition.
From these sources, five diversity groups were identified, and will be considered further in
this review:
· Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples (Indigenous)
· Women in STEM
· People with disabilities
· People who identify as LGBTQ+
· People from minority race and ethnicity groups

Situating STEM Educational Outreach Programs
STEM EO includes activities which promote learning and engagement with STEM subjects,
but operate outside of regular curricula and are typically run by an external partner or
provider. STEM EO can be pitched anywhere on a spectrum of student interest and
experience – from students who have had limited opportunities or interest and are
experiencing STEM for the first time, to students who have shown an aptitude in STEM and
are being extended in a specialist area. As such, EO is one way that students from diverse
backgrounds who are not formally engaging with STEM subjects may interact with
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professionals in STEM fields or STEM subject-matter. It is important, then, that these
programs are attractive to students with diverse backgrounds and encourage further
engagement.
The choice to adopt a STEM pathway can be viewed in relation to Rogers (2003) InnovationDecision Process, where there are five stages of adoption: knowledge, persuasion, decision,
implementation, and confirmation. These stages are explained and applied to the STEM EO
context in Figure 1 below.

Knowledge

Impact of STEM EO
Awareness of STEM pathways
Initial participation in STEM-related experiences
E.g. participation in STEM EO

Persuasion

Seeks information about STEM pathways
Opportunistic participation in STEM-related experiences
E.g. participation in STEM EO

Decision

Plans to take next step in STEM pathway
E.g. chooses to study STEM further

Rejection

Adoption
Later Adoption

Tries out elements of STEM pathways
Purposeful participation in STEM-related experiences
E.g. STEM subjects or majors, industry experiences
Plans to take multiple steps in STEM pathway
E.g. chooses to pursue study, work
experience, promotions
towards a career in STEM

Implementation

Discontinuance
Confirmation

Figure 1: Innovation-Decision Process, Adapted to STEM Pathway

As an opportunity for exposure or extension, STEM EO offers a chance for students to
engage with the initial two stages, knowledge and persuasion. This is particularly important
for those students who are not gaining this experience through traditional pathways such as
school.

Factors for attracting students to a STEM pathway
If STEM EO programs are to effectively provide students of diverse backgrounds exposure to
and initial experiences in STEM pathways, they must be effective in both attracting and
retaining students of all backgrounds to STEM. Key influences on a student’s aspirations to a
career in STEM include (Andersen & Ward, 2013; Bandura, Barbaranelli, Caprara, &
Pastorelli, 2001; Dick & Rallis, 2017; M. Wang & Degol, 2013; X. Wang, 2013):
·
·
·
·

achievement in STEM-related subjects
self-efficacy in STEM subjects
perceived relative advantage in a STEM career, such as perceptions of pay
opportunities, job security, or opportunity to be challenged
the influence of others, such as parents, teachers, peers, and STEM professionals

However, these influences are not uniform across all underrepresented groups, and each
influence will be discussed briefly below.
Achievement in STEM-related subjects at high school level is a positive influence on a
student’s choice to choose a STEM career. Andersen & Ward's (2013) analysis of data from
the High School Longitudinal Study of 2009 found that while the effect of science attainment
was consistent across ethnic groups studied (Black, Hispanic, and White), Black students
were more likely to consider mathematical attainment of importance. Ability in other areas
affects career choice – mathematically capable students with high verbal skills are less likely
to pursue STEM careers than those with high mathematical skills but moderate verbal skills
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(M. Wang, Eccles, & Kenny, 2013). This has been linked to a higher number of women
leaving STEM majors (Wai, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2005).
Self-efficacy refers to a student’s belief about their own ability. Self-efficacy can predict
career choice better than personality matching, thinking consequentially about potential
difficulties, or outcome expectations (Bandura et al., 2001). However, the effect of stereotype
threat often negatively affects self-efficacy; for example, causing women to perform more
poorly in STEM subjects (Cadinu, Maass, Rosabianca, & Kiesner, 2005) and meaning
women tend to feel more need than males to be prepared for the mathematical aspect of
engineering before they will consider it as a feasible career option (Frehill, 1997).
Perceived relative advantage in a STEM career can include a student’s assumptions or
stereotypes about the job, their perception of pay, security, and prestige, and other future
benefits of studying STEM. The “Draw a Scientist” test has uncovered that students across
ages, gender and ethnic groups have a perception of scientists as Caucasian and male,
working with technology in a laboratory (Finson, 2002). Cheryan et al. (2011) suggests that
aspects of these stereotypes may keep students, particularly those who do not fit the
stereotype, away from STEM. Andersen & Ward (2013) found that Hispanic students
considered STEM utility—the perception that a STEM subject or major will benefit the
student in the future—to be more important than students of other ethnicities.
As with the previous factors, the influence of others in a decision to pursue STEM careers
varies across demographic groups. For example, women are more likely to draw their selfefficacy from social persuasions such as encouragement from family members, teachers,
and peers, while men’s self-efficacy is more likely to be influenced by their interpretations of
their achievements (Zeldin, Britner, & Pajares, 2008; Zeldin & Pajares, 2000).
Beyond the individual factors for attracting students to a STEM pathway, students of diverse
backgrounds also face additional challenges after entering a STEM environment. CuttsWorthington (2017) explores key factors impacting representation in engineering for
underrepresented gender and ethnicity groups, Indigenous students, students from low
socio-economic backgrounds, students with disability, and LGBTQ+ students in an Australian
context. Cutts-Worthington identified five key factors impacting retention of students of
diverse backgrounds: sense of belonging, academic preparation, perception of engineering,
stereotype threat, and financial burden. Other, less-significant factors of note were
representation, career concerns, and discrimination and bias.
It is important to note that areas of diversity cannot be simply considered separately.
Students at the intersection of two or more areas of diversity may be influenced in a way that
is not a direct addition of the research concerning the two areas separately. It is also
important to note that there is a range of diversity within each area of diversity, as identified
in this paper. For example, students with physical disabilities may experience these factors in
a very different way to those with learning disabilities or mental illness. Lastly, the research
so far focuses much more on differences across gender and ethnicity than it does on
LGBTQ+, Australian Indigenous, and people with disability.

Existing frameworks for diversity
For each of the five diversity categories selected for this review two peak bodies were
chosen that:
·
·
·

demonstrate representation of that diversity category
have a defined framework, benchmark or award program
demonstrate influence or impact in one or more sectors

Impact was measured on an adapted Impact Management Planning and Evaluation Ladder
(IMPEL) (Department of Education and Training 2016). Only frameworks from organisations
demonstrating Level 5 impact—narrow opportunistic adoption were considered. Preference
was also given to frameworks pertinent to STEM or educational contexts, or aimed at an
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Australian audience. These were then analysed to provide insight into the potential
usefulness of these frameworks in a STEM EO context.
Table 1 outlines the 10 frameworks chosen for the review. The organisation’s purpose or
vision is listed alongside their membership or reach as an indication of their influence.
Table 1: Organisations providing Frameworks

Disabilities

Women in
STEM

Indigenous

Equity
Group

Organisation

Purpose

Membership/Reach

Universities Australia [a]
Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) [b]
Workplace Gender Equality
Agency (WGEA) [c]
Science in Australian Gender
Equity (SAGE) [d]
Australian Local Government
Association (ALGA) [e]
Australian Network on Disability
(AND) [f]

Represents Australian universities
Coordinates strategic policy on
education
Promotes gender equality in
workplaces
Supports gender equity in STEM
and medicine
Serves as national voice for local
councils
Advances the inclusion of people
with disability in business

Universities in Australia
Educators in Australia
Workplaces in Australia
Australian universities
and workplaces
Local government
across Australia
Workplaces in Australia

Pride in Diversity (PiD) [g]

Minority
ethnicity

LGBTQ+

Reducing exclusion, and
Workplaces in Australia
homophobia in the workplace
Beyond Blue [h]
Provides information and support Health services,
for mental health
schools, workplaces
Equality Challenge Unit (ECU) [i] Support ethnic diversity in higher Universities in the UK
education institutions
Business in the Community [j]
Building a fairer society and more Businesses in the UK
sustainable future
[a] (Universities Australia, 2013) ; [b] (Education Council, 2014); [c] (Workplace Gender Equality
Agency, 2017); [d] (Science in Australia Gender Equity, 2017); [e] (Australian Local Government
Association, 2010); [f] (Australian Network on Disability, 2017); [g] (Pride in Diversity, 2015); [h]
(Beyondblue, 2016); [i] (Equality Challenge Unit, 2017); [j] (Business in the Community, 2017)

Major themes, or attributes, found across the frameworks were identified through a thematic
analysis. The frameworks were then mapped against these themes to give an understanding
of the importance and prevalence of these attributes.

Common attributes across frameworks
Twelve common themes, or attributes, derived from the frameworks listed in Table 1 are
listed and described in Table 2 below.
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Table 2: Attributes derived from Frameworks
Attribute

Standard Operating Activities

Policy/
Accountability
Formal Structures
Evaluation /Review

Training Staff/
Students
Representation/
Recruitment
Leadership Support

Framework principles coded to this attribute discussed…
· Development of procedure, policy, or strategy to make the organisation
more diverse or inclusive
· Transparency or accountability throughout the organisation
· Creation of positions, committees or other groups, or feedback systems
to improve diversity and inclusion
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

External Relationships

Organisational Attitudes

·
Seeking/ Using
Best Practice

Welcoming Culture

·
·
·
·
·

Support Diverse
Groups

·

Acknowledgement
of Intersectionality

·

Community Links/
Consultation

·
·
·

Impact Outside the
Organisation

·
·

Collecting data or information about the current state of the organisation
Review of initiatives or actions taken towards increasing diversity and
inclusion
Reporting mechanisms or processes
Training for staff or students about diversity and inclusion
Ensuring that staff or students have the skills they need to be inclusive
Development or training given to diverse staff or students
The representation of equity groups within the organisation, sometimes
at different levels within the organisation
Attracting and recruiting people from equity groups into the organisation
Inclusive statements or policy created or signed off by the
organisation’s upper leadership
Actions or embodiment of framework principles by the organisation’s
upper leadership
Pursuing or reading research to understand and implement new ideas
pertaining to diversity and inclusion
Commitment to innovative activities or “doing better”
Concepts that take diversity and inclusion beyond compliance
Encouraging, promoting, or incentivising inclusive behaviour
Creating physical environments that acknowledge or celebrate diverse
groups
Initiatives designed to promote diversity and inclusion, such as ensuring
resources are sensitive and accessible, adjustments being made, or
policy being changed
Understanding the interplay between equity groups, and that they
cannot be considered as completely separate
Acknowledge that an individual may not belong to only one equity group
Seeking input or looking for feedback on diversity and inclusion actions
from the local community or other organisations
Seeking input or looking for feedback on diversity and inclusion actions
from people who identify with the equity group in question
Choosing or influencing suppliers and customers to adopt a similar
value of diversity and inclusion
Considering the organisation’s ability to serve customers in equity
groups

Table 3 (in the appendix) maps between the attributes identified in Table 2 and the
frameworks that they occurred in. The spread of attributes across the frameworks concerned
with different equity groups suggest that at least some of the attributes of a good diversity
and inclusion framework are shared across the different types of diversity.
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Application to STEM Educational Outreach
In this paper, three areas of concern relating to diversity in STEM EO have been identified:
·
·
·

the people in diversity groups
the factors that influence a decision to explore a STEM pathway
the organisational attributes which promote diversity

These have been summarised in Figure 2.

·

·
·
·

·

Diversity Groups
Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander peoples
(Indigenous)
Women in STEM
People with
disabilities
People who
identify as
LGBTQ+
People from
minority race and
ethnicity groups

Influencing Factors
Achievement in
STEM
· Self-efficacy in
STEM
· Perceived relative
advantage
· Influence of others
Additional Challenges
· Sense of belonging
· Academic
preparation
· Perception of
STEM
· Stereotype threat
· Financial burden
·

Organisational Attributes
Policy/ accountability
Formal Structures
Evaluation/ review
Training staff/ students
Representation/ recruitment
Leadership support
Seeking/ using best practice
Welcoming culture
Support diverse groups
Acknowledgement of
intersectionality
· Community Links/
consultation
· Impact outside the
organisation
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Figure 2: Summary of Diversity Groups, Factors, and Attributes

Understanding the relationships between these three areas (represented by the arrows in
Figure 2) is a key area of further work for reducing the barriers for a STEM career for diverse
people.
It is important to recognise the nuances in how the different diversity groups experience and
perceive the factors that encourage students to explore the STEM pathway. As evidenced in
this review, not all factors apply equally to all groups of students, and this becomes even
more complex when considering individuals who may fit in multiple groups. Each person’s
individual characteristics and identities will affect how they see and react to the activities of
STEM EO.
Organisational attributes describe the implicit and explicit actions both within and outside of
an organisation. It is here that STEM EO organisations can make systemic change to affect
diversity. However, initiatives at organisational level may affect multiple influencing factors in
different ways. Understanding the relationship between organisational attributes and the
factors that influence students along the STEM pathway will allow STEM EO organisations to
make informed decisions about their diversity policies and strategies.
The strong commonalities between frameworks directed at different diversity groups suggest
that some measures may lead to better inclusion for all groups; however, the differences
between the emphases of frameworks suggest that different groups are also likely to require
tailored support. Understanding how initiatives targeted at one diversity group may affect
other diversity groups is also of importance.
A further consideration when looking at STEM EO organisations is the broad variety of
activities that make up EO. The STEM Program Index 2016 (SPI) (The Australian Industry
Group, 2016) lists a wide range of STEM EO activities, including after-school clubs and
holiday programmes, competitions, excursions, in-school programmes, mentoring, school
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visits, out of school programmes, and residential programmes. These programs are delivered
by a wide variety of organisations, including universities, museums, not-for-profits,
foundations, and both small and large businesses. The recent interest in STEM also
suggests there may be a number of start-up groups delivering outreach activities. These
groups may have an entirely different organisational structure to the groups targeted by the
frameworks used in this review. Understanding the different organisational contexts is an
important factor for investigating diversity in the STEM EO sector as a whole.

Conclusions and Future Work
If the STEM field is to increase diversity at industry level, it must consider how diversity can
be increased at earlier stages in the STEM pathway. It is important, then, to consider how
diversity can be improved in the first impressions that STEM EO provide at the early stages
of the innovation-decision process.
This review has investigated the frameworks used by businesses, government and
universities to improve diversity across five underrepresented groups, and considered how
these may be useful for the STEM EO context. From this, 12 common attributes were
identified. In addition, nine key factors and challenges that influence students to adopt STEM
pathways were identified from the available literature.
Having identified these attributes, further work in this area is required to assemble these
considerations into a coherent framework which can be applied to the niche area of
organisations working in STEM EO. This review and its findings form only preliminary work in
understanding what must be done to measure and affect participant diversity in STEM EO
organisations. Future work will require a considerable understanding of how diversity groups
and organisational attributes influence the decision of individuals into a STEM pathway.
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Appendix
Table 3: Framework-Attribute Mapping

Evaluation/ Review

Training Staff/
Students

Representation/
Recruitment

Leadership Support

Seeking/ Using Best
Practice

Welcoming Culture

Support Diverse
Groups

Acknowledgement of
Intersectionality

Community Links/
Consultation

Impact Outside the
Organisation

Minority
ethnic
groups

LGBTQ+

People
Women in Indigenous
with
People
STEM
disabilities

Organisation

Formal Structures

Attributes

External
Relationships

Organisational Attitudes

Policy/ Accountability

Standard Operating Activities

6
4

4
4

10
5

7
5

8
4

6
5

8
4

6
3

7
4

2
2

3
3

3
3

Universities Australia
COAG Education Council
WGEA
SAGE
ALGA
AND
PiD
BeyondBlue
ECU
BiTC

Instances (/10)
Instances across Diversity Groups (/5)
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CONTEXT
In a large unit with several hundred students it is almost impossible for a unit co-ordinator to
provide the support, guidance and personal attention that all students need. In such cases
the burden of care falls largely on sessional tutoring staff. Since this is a perennial problem it
is therefore important that a systematic evidence based approach be used for empowering
tutors to meet the needs of students. The paper will argue that the best system to use is one
that adheres to the known evidence on i) how to recruit staff and ii) how to best train the
recruited staff effectively, given the limited training resources available.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether implementation of an evidence based
system for recruiting and training tutors translates to improved teaching outcomes.
APPROACH
The approach was to trial the evidence based system for recruiting and training tutors in a
large first year engineering unit (ENGG1300) and to evaluate the results. The recruitment
strategies included a) the use of written applications, b) interviews with structured
behavioural questions, c) testing applicants on a task they are likely to perform when they
tutor, and d) preferencing those with demonstrated conscientiousness in their academic
record and prior successes in teaching or tutoring (Schmidt and Hunter, 1998; Bock, 2015).
The evidence based training strategies included microteaching (videotaping teaching and
then watching it back in the presence of a mentor) and personal mentoring (Hattie, 2008).
The success of the system was evaluated by i) comparing student satisfaction of tutor scores
in ENGG1300 with other units, ii) exploring ENGG1300 tutor perceptions of the tutor
recruitment and training system via a focus group among tutors, iii) exploring ENGG1300
student perceptions of their tutors via a focus group for students and iv) extracting unsolicited
student comments on tutors in independently conducted unit evaluations.
RESULTS
The findings indicate that the interventions have been quite successful. The indicators of
success include i) student satisfaction scores for tutors in ENGG1300 which are higher than
in other comparable units, ii) positive findings from the focus group for students with regular
comments such as “the tutors in ENGG1300 are better than the tutors in other subjects” and
“they are all good”, iii) positive findings from the focus group for tutors indicating that tutors
are very satisfied with the processes in place for tutors and iv) a particularly large number of
new applicants for tutoring in ENGG1300.
CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that strong tutor performance is achievable if evidence based practices are
used in both recruitment and training.
KEYWORDS
Tutor recruitment, tutor training, evidence based practice.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Every year at the University of Queensland about 850 students take the first year Electrical
Engineering unit, ENGG1300. About 500 of these students take it in Semester 1 and about
350 take it in Semester 2. In such large units the students have much more contact with the
tutors than with the lecturer and so it is very important that the tutors do a good job.
There are typically 10-14 tutors employed each semester and their main task is to facilitate
activities in the active learning sessions, which run for two hours twice a week. About 3 new
‘junior tutors’ are employed each semester, with these tutors not having tutored previously in
ENGG1300. The other tutors have worked in ENGG1300 before and these tutors are
referred to as ‘senior tutors’.
A typical active learning session is staffed by 4-5 tutors and involves about 80-100 students.
During these sessions the tutors assist student teams to:
• solve theoretical problems,
• build circuits and
• conduct measurements to verify their theoretical solutions.
Before attending the active learning sessions the students are asked to read preparatory
documents and/or watch videos. There is no summative assessment in the active learning
sessions, apart from a practical exam which occurs around Week 10 of the 13 week
semester. Despite the lack of summative assessment in the active learning sessions,
attendance is relatively high, with student feedback suggesting that the strong attendance
rates are because the sessions are helpful to learning.
This paper explores the important issue of how to facilitate high quality tutoring. A number of
proactive evidence based initiatives have been pursued and tested in ENGG1300, and they
will be discussed in the following sections.

Tutor recruitment
According to the work in (Hattie, 2003), about 50% of the variance in a person’s achievement
comes from the person themself, while 30% comes from the trainer. In training tutors, then, it
is the inherent ability of the tutors themselves which is likely to be the most important
predictor of good outcomes. The greatest gains in tutor performance, therefore, are likely to
come by recruiting the tutoring applicants with the greatest potential.
Because of the importance of tutor recruitment, ENGG1300 has adopted an evidence based
approach. Research studies suggests that the best way to find recruits for a job is to seek out
people who (Schmidt and Hunter, 1998; Bock, 2015):
•
•
•
•

can demonstrate good performance on tasks they will perform in their job,
have the requisite level of general cognitive ability,
are conscientious, and
perform well in structured interviews that involve questions with proven ability to
separate good future performers from weak ones.

Using a combination of all four of the above discriminators tends to work better at finding the
right staff than using any single one of them alone. Accordingly, within ENGG1300 at the
University of Queensland, priority is given to recruiting those who:
•
•

have a high GPA (and presumably therefore have good general cognitive ability),
have a consistently good (rather than sporadically good) academic record, suggesting
that they are conscientious,
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•
•

can provide good answers to a set of structured interview questions (such as those
provided in Appendix I), and
have prior teaching experience with good performance or can perform well on an
unrehearsed teaching task in an interview. One such task might be to explain to the
unit co-ordinator how to find a Thevenin Equivalent Circuit.

Tutor training
While judicious selection of tutors is important for finding tutors with good potential, shrewd
training is important for developing that potential. As such, it is important to consider the
evidence on what kind of training works best. Conventional teacher education (via courses
such as Dip Ed and Bachelor of Education) do not work well – these courses tend to have an
effect size of only 0.11 (i.e. they tend to increase achievement in students by only about 1/9
of a standard deviation) (Hattie, 2008). This represents a very small payoff, given the
resources typically poured into conventional teacher education courses.
According to the work in (Hattie, 2009; Bloom, 1984), two training interventions which have
much higher effect sizes are:
•
•

microteaching (effect size = 0.88), and
personal tutoring/mentoring (effect size = 2.0).

The following sub-section section discusses microteaching, while the subsequent one
discusses personal tutoring/mentoring.

Microteaching
Microteaching requires that a trainee:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

prepare and perform some teaching,
watch a video replay of that teaching in the presence of a supervisor,
self-reflect on ways to improve their skills after watching the video,
listen to feedback from the supervisor after jointly watching the video with their
supervisor, and
act on the self-feedback and supervisor-feedback to improve future teaching.

Microteaching is implemented in ENGG1300 according to the following methodology. The
junior tutors are advised of the need to do microteaching before the semester commences,
and the process starts formally in about Week 5. Around that time one of the senior tutors
organises an information session for the new tutors in which microteaching assignments are
planned. These assignments involve the new tutors giving a brief presentation to the class
and/or leading a small part of the active learning session. Advice is given on how to prepare
for the session and how to get the most out of the exercise. The presentations or leadings of
the session are videotaped and subsequently watched back by the new tutor, who then
reflects on how to improve. The senior tutor also provides feedback to stimulate further
reflection.
Each junior tutor does at least one microteaching session and preferably two in their first
semester of employment. These exercises help to advance the expertise of the new tutors
and equip them to transit from novice to expert comparatively rapidly.

Personal tutoring/mentoring
Personal tutoring can increase achievement by up to about 2 standard deviations. This is
generally considered to be a practical upper bound on the level of improvement that is
possible. However, the 2 standard deviation increase only happens if there is a relatively
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intense investment by the personal tutor into the learner. Lesser increases tend to occur
when lesser investments are made (Bloom, 1984).
The personal tutoring/mentoring intervention used for ENGG1300 operates on two levels.
Firstly, an academic is involved in tutoring/mentoring one or more of the senior tutors (as well
as the new tutors to a lesser extent). Then the senior tutors engage in tutoring/mentoring of
the new tutors.
Personal mentoring of junior tutors by senior tutors
Commencing tutors are assigned to an experienced tutor who works together with them in
one or more active learning sessions. The senior tutor helps to set expectations for what will
be required of the new recruit.
The new tutors begin by performing the more straightforward tutoring tasks (such as
answering student questions) from the start of the semester. As the semester progresses
they are gradually drawn into performing the more challenging tasks (such as leading active
learning sessions and giving brief presentations to reinforce technical material). Until Week 5
of the semester the new tutors are asked to simply observe the more challenging tasks being
performed by the senior tutors.
Commencing in about Week 5 the junior tutors are required to prepare a number of five
minute presentations for the students, and they are encouraged to incorporate some
measure of interaction within these presentations. One or more of these presentations will be
implemented according to the microteaching methodology. The exact nature of the concepts
to be presented is negotiated between the trainee and their mentor.
The mentor takes responsibility (along with the unit co-ordinator) for helping the trainee to
develop other aspects of their teaching capabilities as well. This mentoring involves such
activities as:
• providing reflections on the trainee’s classroom management, pacing, and manner
with students,
• offering suggestions on alternative ways of doing explanations, activities, interactions
with students, etc.
As the semester continues the junior tutors are given more opportunities to practice the more
complex tasks. Additionally, the new tutors have the benefit of the anonymous student
feedback provided by the university’s teaching evaluation at the end of the semester. When
the tutors commence their second semester of employment it is assumed that they will have
grown in confidence and skill sufficiently to be able to lead whole sessions by themselves.
Expectations are also set for conscientiousness in the workplace. Tutors are advised, for
example, that they are not to use their phone during the tutorials.
Personal mentoring of tutors by an academic
To facilitate the tutoring/mentoring of the tutors, the academic staff have:
• prepared lesson plans to guide the steps of the lead tutors,
• created pre-reading videos which model the kinds of presentations, clarifications,
question posing and/or question answering that are required from the tutors,
• personally worked side by side with a number of the senior tutors in the active
learning sessions, and participated in exchanging feedback, providing examples, and
giving instruction to the tutors on evidence based teaching principles,
• encouraged the tutors to undertake special initiatives for developing personal rapport
with students. This has included the making of raps, music videos, game shows, etc.
One of the out-workings of this encouragement was a rock video compiled by the tutors
to
instruct
students
on
how
to
prepare
for
their
prac
exam
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(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63zhUJjqjTU). This video has now had over tenthousand views on You-Tube.

Quantitative evaluation
Independently conducted tutor evaluation scores:
The overall ENGG1300 tutor evaluation scores obtained in the independently conducted
university tutor evaluations were very high, with the average score in semester 1 of 2017
being 4.77/5.0. Certainly, the students at least, believed that the tutors were doing a very
good job.
Additionally, the average overall student evaluation score for ENGG1300 in 2017 was
4.5/5.0. By comparison, the average overall unit satisfaction score for first year engineering
units was 3.76/5.0. Given that most of the learning for the unit tends to take place in the
sessions run by tutors, the high unit evaluation score would seem to be a further student
endorsement of the quality of the tutors.
Tutor recruitment:
One of the metrics used to recruit tutors was GPA. This section examines whether or not
there is a correlation between GPA and tutor performance. To estimate the latter (albeit
imperfectly), the average tutor ratings of students were used. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of
average tutor evaluation score vs. GPA. The correlation coefficient for the scatter is 0.1719
and thus there is quite a weak relationship between GPA and tutor evaluation scores.
In hindsight, the weak correlation is not surprising. Studies have shown that a certain
‘threshold’ level of general cognitive ability is necessary for a person to perform well in the
workplace, but beyond that threshold level, cognitive ability tends to be relatively unimportant
(Vaillant, 2012). Tutors for ENGG1300 were not recruited unless they had a moderately high
GPA and so it is not surprising that GPA does not greatly impact on ENGG1300 tutor
performance.
Tutors were also recruited based on prior tutoring experience, whether that be in high school
tutoring, private tutoring or coaching, or tutoring at university. It is of interest to know whether
prior experience in tutoring in ENGG1300 is a better predictor of tutoring in other areas. To
test this notion, a correlation was performed between the tutor evaluation scores in 2017 vs.
the number of semesters of prior tutoring experience in ENGG1300. The correlation
coefficient was found to be 0.0167. The very low level suggests that tutoring of any form is
effective for preparing people to do a good job of tutoring in ENGG1300.
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Figure 1. Scatter plot of Grade Point Average (GPA) vs. overall tutor evaluation score.

Tutor training
Two focus groups were organised in Semester 1, 2017 to extract findings on the tutor
training scheme used in ENGG1300. One was a focus group comprised of tutors and the
other was a focus group comprised of students. Both focus groups were moderated by the
ENGG1300 unit co-ordinator.
The central themes emerging from the focus group for tutors were:
seeing the example of other tutors was very helpful to improving as a tutor,
feedback (mentoring) from other tutors was very helpful for improving as well,
the academic mentoring provided via guided lesson plans was helpful,
the tutor team worked very well together with very few conflicts,
empathy (being able to step into students’ shoes) was pivotal to being successful as a
tutor,
• the micro-teaching was liked by most but not all tutors. Some tutors possibly did not
like it because it was confronting to see oneself on video.

•
•
•
•
•

The key themes emerging from the focus group for students were:
• the students believed all of the tutors did a good job,
• the tutors helped to clarify concepts presented in lectures with good explanations,
• having two active learning sessions a week was very good for reinforcement of
learning,
• the tutors in ENGG1300 were better than tutors in other first year units,
• the tutors were good at relating the maths inherent in electrical engineering to the real
world.
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The university’s end of semester unit evaluation system provides students with the
opportunity to provide free-form comments about all aspects of the unit, including the tutors
and their performance. They are prompted to give free-form comments with the questions:
•

“What were the best aspects of this course?”, and

•

“What improvements would you suggest?”

In the previous three semesters there were a total of 275 students who responded to the
university’s survey. There were 38 explicit comments about the tutors and 37 of them were
positive. The one negative comment suggested the tutors could improve by engaging
students in more discussion on practical issues in electrical engineering. A sample comment
was “The tutors were really great and approachable and probably the most helpful tutor out
of any of my courses”.
There were also 81 explicit comments about the active learning sessions run by the tutors
and 80 of these were positive. These comments typically pertained to the active learning
sessions being helpful for consolidating learning. The single negative comment suggested
that the sessions could be more interactive.

Conclusion
A strategy for enhancing tutor quality in a large first year engineering unit has been devised,
implemented and tested. The strategy involves using recruitment and training processes that
are evidence based and known to have high effect sizes. The recruitment consists of
prioritising the selection of students who i) can demonstrate good teaching (either from past
tutoring or via a set task in an interview), ii) have high general cognitive ability, iii) are
conscientious and iv) are able to perform well in structured interview questions. The training
involves i) microteaching, ii) personal mentoring of senior tutors by academic staff and iii)
personal mentoring of junior tutors by senior tutors.
The scheme has been found to be successful according to both quantitative and qualitative
measures, with the average tutor evaluation scores from students being 4.77/5.0 in 2017. It
has also been judged to be qualitatively successful based on the findings of two focus groups
and student comments in independent university based student evaluations.
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FDQEHQHILWHQRUPRXVO\IURPWKHHYLGHQFHEDVHGSDUDGLJPRIFRJQLWLYHVWUDWHJ\VFDIIROGLQJ



.(<:25'6

(GLVRQVRFLDOHQWHUSULVHVFRJQLWLYHVWUDWHJ\VFDIIROGLQJ

7KLVZRUNLVOLFHQVHGXQGHUWKH&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV$WWULEXWLRQ,QWHUQDWLRQDO/LFHQVH7RYLHZDFRS\RIWKLVOLFHQVHYLVLW
KWWSFUHDWLYHFRPPRQVRUJOLFHQVHVE\
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
&UHDWLQJLQFUHDVHGRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRURWKHUVLVDVLJQLILFDQWDQGZRUWKZKLOHJRDOEXWLWLVDOVRD
FKDOOHQJLQJRQH7RQDYLJDWHWKLVFKDOOHQJHLWLVLPSRUWDQWWRLQYHVWLJDWHDQGSXUVXHHYLGHQFH
EDVHGVWUDWHJLHV7KHVNLOORIEHLQJDEOHWRFUHDWHLQFUHDVHGRSSRUWXQLW\IRURWKHUVLVDQLOO
GHILQHG RQH DQG DV VXFK LW WHQGV WR EH IRVWHUHG ZHOO ZLWK FRJQLWLYH VWUDWHJ\ VFDIIROGLQJ
&66 
&66KDVEHHQIRXQGWREHRQHRIWKHEHVWSRVVLEOHDSSURDFKHVIRUGHYHORSLQJLOOGHILQHG RU
JHQHULF VNLOOV 5RVHQVKLQH ,WLQYROYHVWKUHHNH\VWHSV
  )LQG H[SHUWV LQ WKH WDUJHW VNLOO DQG LVRODWH WKH FRJQLWLYH VWUDWHJLHV WKH\ XVH DV WKH\
H[HUFLVHWKHLUVNLOO
  'HYLVH SURPSWV ZKLFK FDQ IDFLOLWDWH HQJDJHPHQW ZLWK WKH FRJQLWLYH VWUDWHJLHV
GHWHUPLQHG LQ 6WHS  7KH SURPSWV FDQ EH VXFK WKLQJV DV FKHFNOLVWV WDUJHWHG
TXHVWLRQV SHUWLQHQW DQDORJLHV JXLGHG UHIOHFWLRQV SK\VLFDO PRGHOV H[DPSOHV WKLQN
DORXGSURWRFROVZHOOWKRXJKWRXWURXWLQHVDQGSURJUDPVHWF
  3UDFWLFH WKH FRJQLWLYH VWUDWHJLHV IURP 6WHS  ZLWK WKH DLG RI WKH SURPSWV GHYLVHG LQ
6WHS
,QLGHQWLI\LQJH[SHUWVLQWKHILHOGRIFUHDWLQJLQFUHDVHGRSSRUWXQLW\LWLVKDUGWRLJQRUH7KRPDV
(GLVRQ $  LVVXH RI Life Magazine QDPHG KLP DV WKH PRVW LQIOXHQWLDO SHUVRQ RI WKH
SUHYLRXV  \HDUV 7KLV KRQRXU ZDV EHVWRZHG RQ KLP ODUJHO\ EHFDXVH RI WKH ZD\ KH
WUDQVLWLRQHG VRFLHW\ IURP WKH VWHDP DJH WR WKH HOHFWULFDO DJH +H ELUWKHG VHYHUDO QHZ
LQGXVWULHV LQFOXGLQJ WKH (OHFWULF 3RZHU ,QGXVWU\ WKH 0XVLF ,QGXVWU\ ZLWK KLV LQYHQWLRQ RI D
VRXQG UHFRUGHU  WKH )LOP ,QGXVWU\ ZLWK KLV FRLQYHQWLRQ RI WKH ILOP FDPHUD  DQG KH KDG D
PDMRU LQIOXHQFH RQ WKHGHYHORSPHQW RI WKH $XWRPRELOH ,QGXVWU\ $OO RIWKHVH QHZLQGXVWULHV
RSHQHGXSFDUHHUSDWKVIRUPXOWLWXGHVRISHRSOH
(GLVRQKLPVHOIRIWHQ WKRXJKQRWDOZD\V XVHGWKH&66DSSURDFKWRGHYHORSKLVVNLOOV7R
GHYHORS KLV IRUPLGDEOH SRZHUV RI LQYHQWLRQ IRU H[DPSOH KH XVHG WKH WKUHH VWHS &66
DSSURDFK
  +H LQWHQVHO\ VWXGLHG WKH FRJQLWLYH DQG H[SHULPHQWDO VWUDWHJLHV RI :LOOLDP )DUDGD\
WKHZRUOG¶VJUHDWHVWH[SHULPHQWDOLVW
  +H XVHG WKH GRFXPHQWHG H[SHULPHQWDO SURFHGXUHV RI :LOOLDP )DUDGD\ DV SURPSWV
ZKLFKFRXOGHQJDJHKLPLQJUDVSLQJ)DUDGD\¶VFRJQLWLYHVWUDWHJLHV
  +HUHSHDWHG)DUDGD\¶VPDQ\H[SHULPHQWVWRKHOSZLWKKLVH[SHUWLVHIRUPDWLRQ
$V ZLOO EH VHHQ (GLVRQ DOVR XVHG WKH &66 DSSURDFK LQ VRPH RI KLV KXPDQLWDULDQ
HQGHDYRXUVWKRXJKQRWDOZD\V7RLOOXVWUDWHWKLVSRLQWWKHSDSHUFRQVLGHUVWKUHHSDUWLFXODU
FDVHVWXGLHVIURP(GLVRQ¶VOLIHZLWKWKHVHFDVHVWXGLHVUHYROYLQJDURXQGKLVHIIRUWVWR
L  KHOSWKHSRRULQ$PHULFD
LL  LPSURYHHGXFDWLRQDORXWFRPHVIRU\RXQJ$PHULFDQVDQG
LLL  PHQWRULQJRWKHUVWRFUHDWHLQFUHDVHGRSSRUWXQLWLHV
7KHQH[WVHFWLRQGHVFULEHV(GLVRQ¶VHIIRUWVLQHDFKRIWKHVHWKUHHFDVHVWXGLHV7KH
VXEVHTXHQWVHFWLRQSXOOVWRJHWKHUWKHOHVVRQVZKLFKFDQEHOHDUQHGIURPWKHVHFDVHVWXGLHV
ZKLOHWKHVHFWLRQDIWHUWKDWGLVFXVVHVWKHLPSOLFDWLRQVIRUHQJLQHHULQJHGXFDWLRQ)LQDOO\
FRQFOXVLRQVDUHSUHVHQWHG
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&DVHVWXGLHVIURP(GLVRQ¶VOLIH
&DVHVWXG\+HOSLQJWKHSRRULQ$PHULFD
(GLVRQ¶V PDQ\ VXFFHVVHV JDYH KLP WKH FRQILGHQFH WR WDFNOH QXPHURXV FKDOOHQJLQJ
SUREOHPV 2QH RI WKHVH SUREOHPV ZDV KRZ WR KHOS WKH SRRU LQ WKH KHDYLO\ SRSXODWHG 1HZ
<RUN &LW\ DUHD +H EHOLHYHG WKDW KH FRXOG JLYH WKH ORFDO SHRSOH LQFUHDVHG RSSRUWXQLWLHV E\
FUHDWLQJORZFRVWKRXVLQJIRUWKHP (GLVRQGLGQRW VHHNWRPDNHDSURILWIURPWKLVYHQWXUH
UDWKHUKHGLGLWVLPSO\WRLPSURYHWKHORWRIWKHSRRU
(GLVRQH[SHQGHGKXJHDPRXQWVRISHUVRQDOHIIRUWRQWKHSURMHFWDQGGHYLVHGDQLQJHQLRXV
FRQVWUXFWLRQ VFKHPH ZKLFK LQYROYHG D VLQJOH FRQFUHWH SRXU UDWKHU WKDQ FUHDWLQJ PDQ\
VPDOOHUVWUXFWXUHVDQGDVVHPEOLQJWKHPWRJHWKHU '\HUDQG0DUWLQ 7KHKRXVHVEXLOW
ZLWKWKLVSURFHVVZHUHPDGHDYDLODEOHDWDERXWRQHWKLUGRIWKHXVXDOFRVW(GLVRQDQGKLV
DVVRFLDWHVVXFFHVVIXOO\DVVHPEOHGRIWKHVHKRXVHVLQ1HZ-HUVH\
:KLOHWKHKRXVLQJSURMHFWZDVDWHFKQRORJLFDOVXFFHVVLWIDLOHGGLVPDOO\LQLWVDWWHPSWWRKHOS
WKHSRRU7KHKRXVHVGLGQRWVHOODVQRRQHVHHPHGWRZDQWWKHVWLJPDRIEHLQJ³UHVFXHG
IURPVTXDORUDQGSRYHUW\´ 3HWHUVRQ %HFDXVHWKHKRXVHVGLGQRWVHOOWKHSURMHFWZDV
DOVR D VLJQLILFDQW ILQDQFLDO IDLOXUH 7KH ODUJH RXWOD\ IRU WKH QHZ HTXLSPHQW QHHGHG WR
FRQVWUXFWWKHKRXVHVZDVQRWUHFRXSHG


&DVHVWXG\&UHDWLQJLQFUHDVHGRSSRUWXQLW\E\LPSURYLQJHGXFDWLRQ
$V D \RXQJ ER\ 7KRPDV ZDV GHFODUHG E\ KLV WHDFKHU WR EH PXGGOH KHDGHG +LV PRWKHU
EHFDPH DODUPHG DW WKH WHDFKHU¶V DWWLWXGH DQG GHFLGHG WKDW 7KRPDV QHHGHG D WHDFKHU ZKR
EHOLHYHGLQKLP6KHWKHUHIRUHGHFLGHGWRHGXFDWHKLPKHUVHOI (GELRJ +HUHIIRUWVLQ
WHDFKLQJ7KRPDVZHUHYHU\VXFFHVVIXODQGKHZDVYHU\JUDWHIXO7RZDUGVWKHHQGRIKLVOLIH
(GLVRQSXEOLFO\VWDWHGWKDW
³0\ PRWKHU ZDV WKH PDNLQJ RI PH 6KH ZDV VR WUXH DQG VR VXUH RI PH DQG , IHOW , KDG
VRPHWKLQJWROLYHIRUDQGVRPHRQH,PXVWQRWGLVDSSRLQW´
(GLVRQ EHOLHYHG WKDW KLV RSSRUWXQLWLHV LQ OLIH DURVH IURP WKH HGXFDWLRQ KH UHFHLYHG DW WKH
KDQGV RI KLV PRWKHU +H LQ WXUQ VRXJKW WR FUHDWH WKHVH NLQGV RI RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU RWKHU
$PHULFDQFKLOGUHQ+HZDVJUHDWO\LQVSLUHGE\0DULD0RQWHVVRULDZRPDQZKRDEDQGRQHGD
VXFFHVVIXOFDUHHUDVDPHGLFDOGRFWRUWRZRUN ZLWK XQUXO\ \RXQJFKLOGUHQLQDSRRUDUHDRI
5RPH0RQWHVVRULZDVDQHQRUPRXVO\VXFFHVVIXOKXPDQLWDULDQUROHPRGHOZKRKHOSHGPDQ\
FKLOGUHQ)RUKHUHIIRUWVVKHZDVWKULFHQRPLQDWHGIRUD1REHO3HDFH3UL]HLQ
DQG
0RQWHVVRUL KHUVHOI EXLOW XS KHU KXPDQLWDULDQ DQG HGXFDWLRQDO VNLOOV YLD WKH &66
PHWKRGRORJ\6KHVWDUWHGZRUNLQJZLWKPHQWDOO\KDQGLFDSSHGFKLOGUHQDQGWRLQIRUPKHUZRUN
VKH FDUHIXOO\ VWXGLHG WKH ZRUN RI WKH PRVW LQVSLULQJ H[SHUWV VKH FRXOG ILQG ± -HDQ 0DUF
*DVSDUG ,WDUG DQG (GRXDUG 6HJXLQ ,WDUG ZDV WKH )UHQFK GRFWRU ZKR WRRN RQ WKH
H[WUDRUGLQDU\FKDOOHQJHRIWU\LQJWRUHKDELOLWDWHWKHVRFDOOHGµZLOGER\RI$YH\URQ¶7KLVER\
KDGEHHQUDLVHGLQWKHZLOGIURPDERXW\HDUVRIDJHWLOODERXW6HJXLQFRQWLQXHG,WDUG¶V
ZRUN ZLWK KDQGLFDSSHG FKLOGUHQ DQG LQ WKH SURFHVV GHYHORSHG PDQ\ KDQGVRQ PDWHULDOV
ZKLFK VHUYHG DV SURPSWV IRU OHDUQLQJ 0RQWHVVRUL VWDUWHG XVLQJ WKH VDPH W\SHV RI SURPSWV
EXWWKHQFUHDWHGPDQ\QHZRQHVRIKHURZQ7KHFKLOGUHQLQ0RQWHVVRUL¶VFODVVHVUHSHDWHGO\
HQJDJHG ZLWK WKHVH SURPSWV XQWLO WKH\ FDPH WR µ$KDD¶ PRPHQWV FKDUDFWHULVHG E\ GHHS
OHDUQLQJ0RQWHVVRULHYHQWXDOO\IRXQGWKDWWKHVHSURPSWVZRUNHGZHOOZLWKQRQKDQGLFDSSHG
FKLOGUHQDVZHOODQGVKHILOOHGKHUFODVVURRPVZLWKWKHP
,QVSLUHG E\ KLV RZQ H[SHULHQFHV ZLWK KLV PRWKHU (GLVRQ ZDV PRWLYDWHG WR LQFUHDVH
HGXFDWLRQDO RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU FKLOGUHQ 7R UHDOLVH WKLV YLVLRQ KH HQOLVWHG WKH VHUYLFHV RI
0RQWHVVRUL ZKRP KH UHFRJQLVHG DV DQ H[SHUW $ORQJ ZLWK $OH[DQGHU *UDKDP %HOO DQG
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:RRGURZ :LOVRQ (GLVRQ LQYLWHG 0RQWHVVRUL WR FRPH WR $PHULFD :KHQ VKH FDPH VKH
DUWLFXODWHG DQG SURPRWHG KHU FRJQLWLYH DQG HGXFDWLRQDO VWUDWHJLHV 7KH UHFHSWLRQ ZLWKLQ
$PHULFD ZDV PRVWO\ SRVLWLYH DQG (GLVRQ DQG %HOO UHVSRQGHG E\ ILQDQFLDOO\ VXSSRUWLQJ WKH
HVWDEOLVKPHQW RI 0RQWHVVRUL VFKRROV DQG WUDLQLQJ ERGLHV %HOO HYHQ VHW XS D 0RQWHVVRUL
FODVVURRPLQKLVRZQKRPH
7KH0RQWHVVRULHGXFDWLRQDOV\VWHPZDVZHOOUHFHLYHGLQ$PHULFDLQLWLDOO\EXWIRUDWLPHLWIHOO
RXWRIIDYRXU7KHORVVRIRSHQQHVVWRWKHV\VWHPZDVGXHWRWKHIDFWWKDWVRPHLQIOXHQWLDO
$PHULFDQDFDGHPLFVZDJHGDFDPSDLJQWRGLVFUHGLWWKHZRUN,QWKHORQJWHUPKRZHYHUWKH
0RQWHVVRUL VFKRROV JUHZ LQ SRSXODULW\ DQG ZHUH IRXQG WR SXQFK ZHOO DERYH WKHLU ZHLJKW $
VWXG\ SXEOLVKHG LQ Science IRU H[DPSOH VKRZHG WKDW WKH 0RQWHVVRUL VFKRROV LQ $PHULFD
ZHUH RXWSHUIRUPLQJ FRQYHQWLRQDO VFKRROV LQ ERWK DFDGHPLF DFKLHYHPHQW DQG VRFLDO VNLOO
GHYHORSPHQW /LOODUGDQG(OVH4XHVW 
8OWLPDWHO\WKH0RQWHVVRULV\VWHPKDGDVLJQLILFDQWLPSDFWRQ(QJLQHHULQJLQQRYDWLRQMXVWDV
(GLVRQ DQG %HOO KDG HQYLVDJHG 7KLV ZDV WKH ILQGLQJ RI D VL[ \HDU VWXG\ RQ LQQRYDWLRQ E\
'\HUDQG*UHJHUVRQ7KDWVWXG\LGHQWLILHG0RQWHVVRULVFKRROVDVWKHSHGDJRJLFDODSSURDFK
ZKLFKVHHPHGWREHPRVWVXFFHVVIXODWSURGXFLQJKLJKO\HIIHFWLYHHQWUHSUHQHXUV '\HUHWDO
  7ZRRI WKH WKUHH PRVW YDOXDEOH FRPSDQLHV LQ WKH ZRUOG Google DQG Amazon  ZHUH
IRXQGHGE\0RQWHVVRULDOXPQL0RUHRYHUWKHGoogle IRXQGHUV/DUU\3DJHDQG6HUJH\%ULQ
KDYHSXEOLFO\FODLPHGWKDWWKHLU0RQWHVVRULWUDLQLQJZDVWKHUHDVRQWKH\ZHUHDEOHWRDFKLHYH
VRPXFKVXFFHVV

&DVHVWXG\0HQWRULQJRWKHUVWRFUHDWHLQFUHDVHGRSSRUWXQLWLHV
(GLVRQ KLPVHOI FRQWULEXWHG WR WKH ELUWKLQJ RI WKUHH QHZ LQGXVWULHV ZKLFK RSHQHG XS PDQ\
RSSRUWXQLWLHVIRURWKHUV(GLVRQDOVRPHQWRUHGRWKHUVZKRZHQWRQWRGHYHORSQHZLQGXVWULHV
RI WKHLU RZQ 7KH PRVW QRWDEOH RI WKHVH PHQWHHV ZDV +HQU\ )RUG ZKR GHYHORSHG WKH
$XWRPRELOH,QGXVWU\
)RUGOLNH(GLVRQGHYHORSHGKLVWHFKQRORJLFDOH[SHUWLVHE\XVLQJD&66DSSURDFK)RUGZDV
LQDZHRI(GLVRQMXVWDV(GLVRQKDGEHHQLQDZHRI)DUDGD\/LNH(GLVRQ)RUGDVVLGXRXVO\
VWXGLHG WKH DSSURDFKHV RI KLV UROH PRGHO DQG DSSOLHG WKHP 8QOLNH (GLVRQ KRZHYHU )RUG
ZDVDEOHWRVWXG\WKHFRJQLWLYHVWUDWHJLHVRIKLVPHQWRUDWFORVHUDQJH+HZHQWWRZRUNIRU
(GLVRQZKHQWKHRSSRUWXQLW\DURVHVRWKDWKHFRXOGEHQHILWIURPFORVHSHUVRQDOFRQWDFW
)RUG VRRQ EHJDQ GRLQJ H[SHULPHQWV ZLWK JDVROLQH HQJLQHV DQG (GLVRQ KHDUG DERXW WKHVH
H[SHULPHQWV(GLVRQWKHQDSSURDFKHG)RUGDQGDVNHGKLPWRJLYHKLPVRPHGHWDLOVRQKLV
ZRUN$IWHU)RUGRXWOLQHGKLVSODQV(GLVRQEDQJHGKLVILVWRQWKHWDEOHDQGWROG)RUGWKDWKH
KDGDJUHDWLGHDSDUWLFXODUO\DV)RUG¶VFDUZRXOGFDUU\LWVRZQSRZHUSODQW
)RUGZDVWUHPHQGRXVO\HQHUJLVHGE\(GLVRQ¶VZRUGVDQGODWHUFODLPHGWKDW
³7KDW EDQJ RQ WKH WDEOH ZDV ZRUWK ZRUOGV WR PH 1R PDQ XS WR WKHQ KDG JLYHQ PH DQ\
HQFRXUDJHPHQW , KDG KRSHG WKDW , ZDV KHDGHG ULJKW VRPHWLPHV , NQHZ WKDW , ZDV
VRPHWLPHV,RQO\ZRQGHUHGLI,ZDVEXWKHUHDOODWRQFHDQGRXWRIDFOHDUVN\WKHJUHDWHVW
LQYHQWLYHJHQLXVLQWKHZRUOGKDGJLYHQPHDFRPSOHWHDSSURYDO7KHPDQZKRNQHZPRVW
DERXWHOHFWULFLW\LQWKHZRUOGKDGVDLGWKDWIRUWKHSXUSRVHP\JDVPRWRUZDVEHWWHUWKDQDQ\
HOHFWULFPRWRUFRXOGEH²LWFRXOGJRORQJGLVWDQFHVKHVDLGDQGWKHUHZRXOGEHVWDWLRQVWR
VXSSO\ WKH FDUV ZLWK K\GURFDUERQ 7KDW ZDV WKH ILUVW WLPH , HYHU KHDUG WKLV WHUP IRU OLTXLG
IXHO $QG WKLV DW D WLPH ZKHQ DOO WKH HOHFWULFDO HQJLQHHUV WRRN LW DV DQ HVWDEOLVKHG IDFW WKDW
WKHUH FRXOG EH QRWKLQJ QHZ DQG ZRUWKZKLOH WKDW GLG QRW UXQ E\ HOHFWULFLW\ ,W ZDV WR EH WKH
XQLYHUVDOSRZHU´
)RUG FRQWLQXHG WR VKDGRZ (GLVRQ DQG DEVRUE DQG SUDFWLFH KLV FRJQLWLYH VWUDWHJLHV )RUG
HYHQ ERXJKW D SURSHUW\ QH[W GRRU WR (GLVRQ LQ )ORULGD LQ KLV ODWHU \HDUV VR WKDW KH FRXOG
VSHQGWLPHZLWKKLP7KHWZRSURSHUWLHVDUHSUHVHUYHGWRGD\DVDWRXULVWDWWUDFWLRQNQRZQDV
WKH(GLVRQ)RUG:LQWHU(VWDWH(YHQWXDOO\)RUGIROORZHG(GLVRQ¶VH[DPSOHE\HVWDEOLVKLQJD
QHZLQGXVWU\WKH$XWRPRELOH,QGXVWU\ZKLFKEHFDPHDQLQGXVWULDOMXJJHUQDXW
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/HVVRQVWREHOHDUQHG
&RQVLGHUILUVW&DVH6WXG\,WLVSHUWLQHQWWRZRQGHUZK\DPDQZKRFRXOGLPSDFWVRKHDYLO\
RQWKHZRUOGDWODUJHIDLOHGLQWKHVHHPLQJO\VLPSOHUWDVNRIFUHDWLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUWKHSRRU
LQ1HZ<RUN7KHDQVZHUPD\ZHOOOLHLQWKHIDFWWKDW(GLVRQZDVRIWHQVXFFHVVIXOZKHQKH
XVHG HYLGHQFH EDVHG SUDFWLFHV VXFK DV FRJQLWLYH VWUDWHJ\ VFDIIROGLQJ  DQG KH ZDV RIWHQ
XQVXFFHVVIXOZKHQKHGLGQRW
(GLVRQIDLOHGWRFDUHIXOO\VWXG\WKHVWUDWHJLHVRIDQ\KXPDQLWDULDQHQJLQHHULQJH[SHUWVEHIRUH
YHQWXULQJ RXW DV KH GLG 5DWKHU KH VLPSO\ XVHG KLV µJXW LQVWLQFW¶ 6DGO\ WKLV LQVWLQFW SURYHG
LQDGHTXDWH(GLVRQ¶VFRJQLWLYHVWUDWHJ\IRUFUHDWLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUWKHSRRUZDVWRXVHKLV
HQJLQHHULQJ µNQRZKRZ¶ WR SURYLGH DIIRUGDEOH KRXVLQJ ZKLFK ZRXOG IUHH XS GLVSRVDEOH
LQFRPH 7KDW LV KH VRXJKW WR GLUHFWO\ FKDQJH WKHLU VRFLRHFRQRPLF VWDWXV ,Q KLQGVLJKW LW LV
QRW WRR KDUG WR VHH WKDW WKLV ZDV D IODZHG DSSURDFK 7KH HYLGHQFH VXJJHVWV WKDW VRFLR
HFRQRPLFVWDWXVKDVDVXEVWDQWLDOLPSDFWRQSHRSOHV¶DFKLHYHPHQWZLWKDUHSRUWHGDYHUDJH
HIIHFW VL]H RI  +DWWLH   ,W LV KRZHYHU TXLWH GLIILFXOW WR FKDQJH GLUHFWO\ &RJQLWLYH
VWUDWHJ\VFDIIROGLQJE\FRQWUDVWKDVDQHIIHFWVL]HRIWKHRUGHURIDQGFDQEHHQJDJHG
GLUHFWO\ +DWWLH (GLVRQIDLOHGWRDGRSWHYLGHQFHEDVHGDSSURDFKHVDQGIDLOHG
,Q FRQWUDVW WR &DVH 6WXG\  (GLVRQ¶V HIIRUWV LQ &DVH 6WXG\  GHPRQVWUDWHG PXFK EHWWHU
HQJDJHPHQW ZLWK HYLGHQFH EDVHG SURFHVVHV (GLVRQ ZDQWHG WR DGYDQFH HGXFDWLRQ DQG VR
KH VRXJKW RXW RQH WKH ZRUOG¶V IRUHPRVW H[SHUWV ± 0DULD 0RQWHVVRUL +H WKHQ SDUOD\HG KHU
VWUDWHJLHV LQWR WKH IDEULF RI $PHULFDQ VFKRROV (GLVRQ¶V YLVLRQ IRU FUHDWLQJ LQFUHDVHG
HGXFDWLRQDO RSSRUWXQLW\ ERUH IUXLW LQ WKH ORQJWHUP LQ VSLWH RI WKH GLVFUHGLWLQJ HIIRUWV RI
SRZHUIXODGYHUVDULHV
,Q &DVH 6WXG\  DV LQ WKH HDUOLHU VWXGLHV WKH &66 PHWKRGRORJ\ SURYHG WR EH LPSRUWDQW
+HQU\ )RUG FRSLHG WKH H[DPSOH RI (GLVRQ DQG XVHG &66 WR GHYHORS KLV H[SHUWLVH +H
VKDGRZHG(GLVRQWKURXJKRXWKLVOLIHZRUNLQJZLWKKLPVRFLDOLVLQJZLWKKLPDQGHYHQEX\LQJ
DKRXVHQH[WWRKLPVRWKDWKHFRXOGVHHDQGOHDUQIURPKLVPHQWRU¶VWKLQNLQJVWUDWHJLHV

,PSOLFDWLRQVIRU(QJLQHHULQJ(GXFDWLRQ

7KH DIRUHPHQWLRQHG FDVH VWXGLHV VXJJHVW WKDW &66 LV D YHU\ VXFFHVVIXO DSSURDFK IRU
GHYHORSLQJ JHQHULF VNLOOV LQFOXGLQJ VNLOOV ZLWKLQ WKH KXPDQLWDULDQ DUHQD ,W ZRXOG VHHP
DGYDQWDJHRXV LI WKLV WKLV NLQG RI DSSURDFK FRXOG EHFRPH QRUPDWLYH LQ XQLYHUVLWLHV +RZ
WKHQFRXOGWKLVEHDFKLHYHG"

2QH RI WKH PRVW REYLRXV HGXFDWLRQDO SDUDGLJPV HPSOR\LQJ WKH &66 DSSURDFK LV WKH
0RQWHVVRULV\VWHP7UDQVIHUULQJWKHSULQFLSOHVXVHGLQ0RQWHVVRULHGXFDWLRQWRXQLYHUVLWLHV
WKHQ ZRXOG EH D JRRG ILUVW VWHS WR IRVWHULQJ WKH &66 DSSURDFK $V GLVFXVVHG LQ 2¶6KHD
 2¶6KHD DQG 2¶6KHD   WKHUH DUH D QXPEHU RI NH\ SULQFLSOHV XQGHUSLQQLQJ
0RQWHVVRULWUDLQLQJDQGDOPRVWDOORIWKHPFDQEHWUDQVODWHG WRVRPHGHJUHHDWOHDVW LQWR
XQLYHUVLW\OHYHOWUDLQLQJ$QH[SOLFLWH[DPSOHRIXVLQJWKH&66DSSURDFK IRUUHIOHFWLYHGHVLJQ 
LVDOVRSURYLGHGLQ 2¶6KHDDQG.HDUQH\ 


&RQFOXVLRQV

$ NH\ FRPPRQ HOHPHQW LQ (GLVRQ¶V YDULRXV VXFFHVVIXO DWWHPSWV DW FUHDWLQJ HQKDQFHG
RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU RWKHUV ZDV WKH XVH RI FRJQLWLYH VWUDWHJ\ VFDIIROGLQJ 7KLV DSSURDFK KDV
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EHHQ VKRZQ WR EH HIIHFWLYH IRU JHQHULF VNLOOV GHYHORSPHQW LQ JHQHUDO DQG WKH FDVH VWXGLHV
IURP (GLVRQ¶V OLIH VKRZ LW WR EH HIIHFWLYH IRU LQLWLDWLYHV WR FUHDWH LQFUHDVHG RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU
RWKHUV,WLVFRQFOXGHGWKDWFRJQLWLYHVWUDWHJ\VFDIIROGLQJVKRXOGEHXVHGPRUHLQWKHWUDLQLQJ
RI HQJLQHHULQJ SDUWLFXODUO\ IRU WKH SXUSRVHV RI LQFUHDVLQJ RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU WKH
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What Difference Do the Differences Make: Cultural
Differences as Learning Resources in a Global Engineering
Course
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CONTEXT Over the past two decades, engineering educators and researchers in higher
education have witnessed a growing emphasis on the intercultural competency for
engineering graduates, due to the globalization in the market and workplace (Downey et. Al.
2006; Grandin & Hedderich, 2009; Valtaranta, 2013). In response to such reality, colleges
and universities have initiated numerous technology-enabled intercultural programs and
leveraged the task-based team activities to enhance intercultural exchange (e.g., Korhonen,
2002; Cajander, Daniels, & von Konsky, 2011). Nevertheless, the dominant discourses in this
field tend to be framed by political, economic and organizational perspectives, with limited
efforts devoted to understand educational experiences that students will go through in those
courses and programs. Therefore, more attention should be paid to “the intercultural
meetings and cultural content in education” and how to make that happen from a curriculum
perspective.
PURPOSE By examining what and how students had constructed while engaging in an
intercultural activity in a global technology-enabled engineering course, the research
examines how the curriculum design supported or constrained opportunities of intercultural
exploration in a global context.

APPROACH The study is situated in an ongoing four-year ethnographic project guided by
Interactional Ethnography approach (Green, Skukauskaite and Baker, 2012; Castanheira,
Crawford, Dixon, & Green, 2001). Data collected for the study include video records of
classroom interaction, artifacts made by groups and instructors, filed-notes and interviews.
The collected data was analyzed via ethnographic and discourse analysis.

RESULTS Firstly, it identifies that three groups of students, when provided a same task
prompt, differed in multiple dimension in the group assignment, not only in contents and
formats of presentations, but also ways of negotiating, making decisions and collaborating in
preparing the assignments within the groups. Secondly, it finds that students extended and
reformulated understandings of other cultures after contrasting the three presentations, and
adapted effective ways of group working from other groups. Thirdly, it identifies that the
transformations in student understandings and actions were made possible by the
instructor’s curriculum design, including designing of the tasks as well as the structure of the
class activities.

CONCLUSIONS The research provides an evidence-based inquiry exploring how and in
what ways the instructor’s curriculum design created and shaped opportunities of
intercultural learning in global engineering education practice. The learning evidence along
with the identified transformation in student understandings shows that to support the
intercultural learning in engineering education, it needs instructors to carefully and
deliberately design the learning activities and opportunities.
KEYWORDS engineering education, cross-cultural communication, educational
ethnography
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Introduction
Nowadays, U.S. engineering programs are undergoing a shift from a traditional focus on
“hard” technical skills, to an additional recognition of “soft” cultural skills, especially
intercultural communication competency. Important initiatives have been made in the
engineering curriculum, including the coursework requirements that students take foreign
language and general education courses with an emphasis in international aspects and
participate in study/work abroad programs. For example, Downey et.al. (2006) report a
course titled Engineering Cultures as an effort to integrate global learning into classroom
experience at Virginia Tech and the Colorado School of Mines, which was designed to
engage larger numbers of engineering students to take the critical first step toward global
competency. These studies, along with more recent ones (Van Maele, Vassilicos, &
Spencer-Oatey, 2013; Hahn, & Sorenson, 2014; Deardroff & Deardorff, 2016), have provided
practical guidance and suggestions for promoting intercultural competency among
engineering students.
Literature review suggests some tensions within the intercultural initiatives. Ciftci (2016) in a
literature review of computer-based intercultural learning suggests that the majority of current
intercultural programs are fact-based, and sometimes superficial, in which students mainly
exchange factual knowledge of different cultures and fails to maximize the opportunity to
foster in-depth dialogues. Meanwhile, current research on intercultural education is usually
outcome-oriented, focusing on the valuation and assessment of student development of
intercultural competency. Guided by the orientation, a number of assessment models and
frameworks have been developed, while limited research has been developed to focus on
the enacted curriculum, examining the process how learning happens and students develop
their intercultural understandings.
To bridge the research gap, this study presents a curriculum analysis of an intercultural
learning task in a global technology-enabled engineering course that was jointly participated
by three teams of students located in USA, Mainland China, and Taiwan (n=60). Focusing on
the process of team tasks presented in the class, it explores how these three teams of
students, when provided a common task statement, differed in ways of taking up the task,
and how such differences in teamwork practice became resources for students to
reformulate their understandings and actions in subsequent activities. Based on the empirical
evidence, it examines how the curriculum design supported or constrained opportunities of
intercultural exploration in a global context. Methodologically, the study is guided by an
ethnographic perspective and adopts discourse analysis to trace the learning process. It
provides an evidence-based inquiry exploring how and in what ways the instructor’s
curriculum design, including the task design and the course structure, created and shaped
opportunities of exploring intercultural communication in global engineering education
practice.

Research Design
Research setting
The study was conducted in an undergraduate engineering course Principles and Practices
of Global Innovation in a global educational program called the iPodia Alliance
(http://ipodia.USU.edu/) in 2016, which involved three globally distributed research
universities in US, Mainland China, and Taiwan (USU, CHU, and TWU). To attend the
course, students, who gathered in their local classrooms on their own campuses, were
connected by the videoconferencing technology in a World-Classroom in which they
attended lectures simultaneously. The lectures were delivered by the instructor who was
physically located in the American classroom. The subject matter of the 14-week course was
engineering design thinking from a socio-technical perspective. Its critical argument was that
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designers must synthesize various social and technical factors to create functional artifacts
(or service) that can satisfy customer needs (Jing & Lu, 2008) since social and cultural
factors shaped customer needs while technical factors decided practical feasibilities. To help
students understand how to explore the culture of a market, the instructor designed two
intercultural activities along the quarter.
The present study focuses on the second intercultural activity titled An Extraordinary
Description of an Ordinary Day on Campus. Guided by an ethnographic view of culture as
socially and interactively constructed in everyday life, this task aimed to engage students in
reflecting upon their everyday practice and exploring how the local culture was constructed in
and through social interaction, as a preliminary step for future investigation on the culture in a
foreign market. As requested by the task, three teams were formed by school and each team
prepared 10-minute presentations for detailed and situated descriptions about their daily
activities in a micro-level. On the day of presentation, the class section was structured into
three parts. Firstly, each of the three teams took turned to have their team presentation. After
that, the technical staff cut off the videoconferencing connection among classrooms for the
30-minute in-team discussion, in which they identified differences and similarities that were
made visible about campus lives from the three previous presentations. Then, three
classrooms were reconnected, and each team had a 10-minute response to present their
findings.

Participants
The study (as well as the course) was participated by 60 lower-division undergraduate
students from three universities in U.S., Mainland China, and Taiwan, with 20 from each
university. As shown in Table 1, while USU students were exclusively from engineering and
business backgrounds, CHU and TWU students were more diversified in academic
backgrounds, including engineering, science, social science, humanity, and arts.
Table 1 Discipline Backgrounds of the Participant Students in the Study

USU
CHU
TWU

Engineering
15
6
7

Science
0
2
2

Social science
5
7
7

Humanity and arts
0
5
4

Total
20
20
20

Research method
The research is guided by an international ethnographic (IE) approach (Green, Skukauskaite
and Baker, 2012; Castanheira, Crawford, Dixon, & Green, 2001). This perspective focuses
on artifacts and actions associated with language-in-use and provides a systematic and
empirical way to record, analyse, interpret and report understandings constructed through
social interaction within a social group. Unlike the quantitative methods verifying theories in a
deductive way, it is an iterative, recursive and abductive reasoning process with an ultimate
purpose to understand the insider’s perspective. Guided by the IE approach, this research
grounded the inquiry of curriculum on the task construction and social interaction in the class.
Based on that, it explored what knowledge and understandings had been constructed and
made visible.
Multiple methods were used to collect qualitative data, including field observation, class
interaction videos, student interviews. The analysis followed a typical ethnographic research
cycle, which consists of asking questions, collecting data, making a record, and analysing
these data (Spradley, 1980). Generally speaking, the analysis starts with a summary
description of activities happening within the context, then moves into more focused
explorations of certain segments that might shed light on the research question, and finally to
the more micro-level analysis of selected segments of observed interactions. To answer the
research question, this research began at a general level of observation of the class
interaction and gradually narrowed in how a particular activity (as well as a segment of the
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assignment) was constructed (Spradley, 1980; Gumperz, 1982). Through the analytical
approach, two kinds of data tables are created: an event map and a transcript. An event map
represented phased and themed activities constructed by participants, while a transcript
showed the moment-by-moment interactions among participants as they acted in a
concerted way to achieve these activities. By using these two kinds of the data table,
researchers were able to develop a comprehensive as well as in-depth understanding of
students’ task construction.

Findings and Discussion
Based on the analyses, the research findings are presented in the following two subsessions.

A same task, different take-ups
The field observation reveals that three teams of students, when provided a same task
statement, delivered their own presentations that differed in multiple dimensions. In terms of
the presentation format, USU students presented a PowerPoint slideshow, while the other
two teams chose non-traditional formats: CHU students played a short movie to manifest
their project, and TWU students presented a stage show in which students as actors acted
out their project as if telling a story. The difference in format shows that each team had their
own understanding of what counted as a presentation. While USU students held a regular
view of a presentation as the business-style slideshow, CHU and TWU students appeared
not to be constrained by the regular style, but creatively incorporating other media, format,
and resources into the presentation. Beyond the presentation format, was in-depth difference
reflected in presentation contents, including the content structures, their problem-solving
strategy, and more importantly, the student learning.
Further analysis shows in-depth differences in the presentation contents. Table 2
summarizes the multi-level differences across the three presentations. In short, the NTU
students presented a theatrical play supported by the linguistic, gesture, and spatial modes.
In the play, they used narration to trace Ruby’s, who was set as a typical NTU student, life
routine across a day on campus. By unfolding Ruby’s campus activities, it provided a
detailed and situated description about the cultural practices on the NTU campus. As for the
CHU students, they delivered an oral presentation and a movie as their assignment, which
jointly used the linguistic, visual, and audio modes. In the movie, they created two characters
as typical CHU students, Science Guy and Sunny Girl, and traced their experience across
multiple settings on campus. By adopting the narration and comparison of rhetoric mode,
they created situated description about their campus life as well as the problematical
practices. Last but not least, the USU students did a PowerPoint presentation with linguistic,
written, and visual modes. By organizing the content in a tree structure, they employed the
division/classification rhetoric mode and exhausted student tools, options, and choices in the
four dimensions of their lives, i.e., transportations, foods, academic life, and extracurricular
life. Their description was oriented to a more comprehensive picture of student life by adding
up the concrete options, while their view of student life went beyond the physical boundary of
the university campus and included activities out of campus.
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Table 2 Multifaceted differences of the Presentations across the three groups
TWU

CHU

USU

Theatric play

Format
Mode
Organization
Focus
Rhetoric style
What counted
as extraordinary
description
What counted
as the ordinary
campus life

Remarks + movie
Linguistic(oral), visual,
Language, gesture, spatial
audio
Parallel contrast of two
Single tracing unit
tracing units

Slideshow
Linguistic, written, visual
Tree structure

Cultural practice

Customer needs

Tools, options, and
choices

Narration

Narration,
comparison/contrast

Division

Detailed and situated
description
A typical student’s daily
activity in typical settings
on campus

Breadth and
Situated description with
comprehensiveness, to
multiple manifestation and
exhaust possible options
underlying reasons
and add up
Typical students’
Student life in a daily
significant problems in
basis, within and out of
living on campus
campus

What Difference Did the Differences make?
After the presentations, the instructor assigned the class for a 30-minute discussion section.
For the discussion session, the videoconferencing connection across three classrooms was
cut off, leaving each team to have discussion on their own. Each team had to identify some
differences and similarities in campus activities from the three presentations. After that, three
teams would be reconnected and present their team discussion outcomes and findings as a
response. During the investigation of team discussion and responses, the differences made
visible in previous presentations turned out to shape students’ understanding and trigger two
kinds of transformation.
The first transformation was evident in USU team’s discussion. In addition to the differences
and similarities, they also discussed how to present their findings. Table 3 is a transcript of
an excerpt from the discussion:
Table 3 Transcript of A Segment of USU Team Discussion
Lin
e

Speaker

Message Unit (Narrator)

Contextualizational Cues

334

Male

I say um we should make a 5-minute
video right now

Class laughs

335

Female

iMovie!

High volume

Within this segment, a male student proposed to make a video, as CHU team did, for the
incoming response and the class responded with laughter. The proposal to make a video
reflects that USU students were aware of the difference, if not a gap, between their own
presentation and the other two, and they appeared to want to learn from CHU team and
present a video as well. Such self-awareness also can be seen in their following response as
well, when a USU student opened their response by saying:
We noticed that apparently we, since we’re all business majors, engineers in our team, that
we aren’t as creative (as our previous presenters). So we decided that we should add
something to our slide show in our attempt to be more creative, as you guys.

In this excerpt, USU team admitted that they were not as “creative” as other two teams,
acknowledging a gap in ways of doing presentations. They further contributed the gap to
their academic backgrounds of either engineering or business, which was believed to shape
their particular ideas of presentations and constrain their creativity. To break the constraint
and “be more creative”, they changed their way of doing the response by incorporating a
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short live show, which they learned from TWU team. It is clear that, by contrasting the
presentation done by others and themselves, USU team reframed their understanding of
what counted as a presentation and how to deliver a good presentation. That is, students’
understanding of the presentation was greatly broadened by new ideas and best practices.
Inspired by these models, they reformulated their mindset and adjusted their actions in the
consequent response.
Another kind of transformation in understanding can be seen in three teams’ response, which
was caused by the differences in campus activities shown in the three presentations. TWU’s
response can be used as an example to demonstrate such a transformation. In explaining
what differences and similarities they found among three presentations, the TWU presenter
said as following:
We try to discuss the unconsciousness part that lies the little clip shot by the CHU students,
and the slides of USU students. Like in little clip, there are some part like, Science Boy try to
ask for the seat, and the sunny girl also ask for the seat, and other parts like, the Science Boy
after he ordered meal, he also tried to find a place, and also like the sunny girl dancing on the
platform of the metro, and these points are indicating that PKU students have needs and
demands under their consciousness part of their brain, to seek for the space in their life, in
their campus life. They’re trying to find space, or the demand, or the X in the clip, are related
to these kinds of wants in their daily life. We think about that’s what we got for CHU students.
And comparing to TWU students, we think that we also have this kind of situation on our
campus. Since we have so many students also on our campus, we do have limited space, so
we want for more space for our personal space. But compared to CHU we are freer, we do not
have obligation or regulation, that we could not have activity in some building in some places,
outside, inside the campus, or we do not have the regulation that we need to go to bed at 11.
Without the regulation, we have more freedom, or the right to use the space on our campus.
So compared to CHU students, although we also have this kind of problem, we have more
flexible in this issue.

In this excerpt, the presenter cited specific activities from presentations as evidence to
support their observation that CHU students were “seek(ing) for the space in their life”. These
activities were carefully selected and reframed to fit into their central claim about the physical
space problem. Based on the concrete evidence, he directly pointed out the inference and
interpretation made by his team: CHU students had needs on space. The word choice,
“under their consciousness part of their brain”, indicated that the TWU team attempted to go
beyond the surface of these activities and extract some essential understanding about CHU
campus. The attempt was successfully achieved when he removed all these superficial
differences in detailed activities between CHU and TWU and identified a shared problem in
an abstract and essential level, the space issue. In addition to the similarities, he further
identified differentiated reasons underlying the phenomenon. That was, even there was
insufficient space in TWU campus, they did not have “obligation or regulation” that
constrained students’ usage of space as CHU did. By building connections across campus
lives and reading beyond the surface, they advanced their understandings about cultural
differences and developed in-depth understandings of essential reasons underlying these
differences and similarities.
Similar advancement in understandings could also be found in CHU and USU teams’
responses. For example, CHU figured out the growing awareness of privacy among this
generation of college students as one of the essential reason for the space problem. As
shown in the above analysis, the advancement in understandings was made possible by the
previous presentations, in particular, the differences in presented activities. From this
perspective, these presentations, like a collection of library references, provided rich
resources for students to contrast and reflect upon, so they could go beyond the concrete
activities and develop deeper understandings about the cultures and cultural differences.
The transformations presented above, make visible how the curriculum design and course
structure with three phases of activities-- presentations, discussions, and responses, created
the possibility for reformulation in understandings and actions. The presentations were not
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only to present the final products of teamwork that happened before the class section but to
also provide a starting point for engaging students in the practices and processes of
exploring the similarities and differences in ways of doing presentations and campus-based
activities across teams. From this perspective, as three teams unfolded their work in
presentations, these presentations became public texts for interpretation, constituting
new(er) contexts of the class. By observing what other teams were doing and where, when,
and with whom, students (re)framed their discourses, adjusted their decisions, and
(re)formulated their actions in consequent events, in order to match the changing context. In
this sense, students in interaction became environments and contexts for each other, and
they shaped and in turn were shaped by the context being constructed (Erickson & Shultz,
1981).

Discussion
This study presented a curriculum analysis of an intercultural learning activity in a global
engineering course. By examining the assignment presented by the three teams, it identified
different practices and understandings constructed by students in doing the task. Based on
that, it further explored how the instructor turned the difference in taking up the given task
into a new opportunity for learning. That is, the differences in doing the presentations and the
different contents of campus activities presented in the presentations, were used by students
as resources to reformulate their understandings and reframe their consequent actions. By
uncovering the practice and process of student engagement in the designed activities, the
study shows that the curriculum design supported student learning and exploration in
intercultural communication.
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Engineering students in Monash University Malaysia, an LCA software, GaBi was introduced
for the first-time in 2017. It was part of the effort to introduce research-led approaches and
up-to-date knowledge using technology-enhanced engagement. As part of the assignment
question, GaBi software for advanced LCA analysis was introduced to study electricity
generation using renewable and nonrenewable options. Through collaborative efforts with
librarians, the research skills development (RSD) workshops have been integrated to assist
the• •students• •with• •self-directed• •learning• •of• •new• •software• •for• •their• •LCA• •assignments.

PURPOSE •How to embed the research skills amongst the students when dealing with their
assignment?
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RESULTS •The closed ended survey results 75% stating the workshop was good or
excellent, they enjoyed the opportunity to work with classmates, and the workshop developed
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CONCLUSIONS •RSDf has enhanced students’ research skills when conducting
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Introduction
Assignments are integral part of many undergraduate courses and often used as summative
assessments to gauge the student’s performance. The assignments are carefully designed
by the educators to enhance specific set of skills required by the students as per the course
syllabus. The required skills vary from problem-solving to public-speaking, depending on the
nature of the courses and degrees offered. However, most of the assignments will require the
students to begin the task by ‘researching’ about the problem at hand. Interestingly, the
ability to carry out the required research on the task assigned can be further enhanced by
exposing• •the• •students• •on• •the• •framework• •known• •as• •‘research• •skills• •development’• •(RSD).
The RSD framework is a conceptual model that provides an explicit scaffold and precise
building blocks for the student to develop their research skills (e.g., information literacy,
academic writing, critical thinking; Willison & O’Regan, 2007). The RSD framework was
developed by researchers at the University of Adelaide (Willison & O’Regan, 2007) and
represents a conceptual framework that assists academics and staff to develop academic
curricula• •that• •explicitly• •develop• •research• •skills• •for• •their• •students.
Research and communication skills need to be fostered over several years and students will
benefit most from this if the RSD framework is clearly defined through their assignments and
they are made aware of the progression they will encounter from the first stages of the
degree• •through• •to• •graduation• •(Burkill,• •2009).
The RSD delineates the skills associated with research into six facets: embark on research
and clarify understandings needed; find information and generate data; evaluate information
and data, and reflect on processes used; organise information and manage processes;
analyse trends and synthesise new understandings; and communicate and apply
understandings and processes ethically. These six facets are elaborated into five levels of
student autonomy, with Level 1 being Prescribed Research and Level 5 being Open
Research (Willison & O’Regan, 2007). The student autonomy is determined based on the
degree of input provided by the instructor when assigning the task, either through
step-by-step• •approach,• •restricted• •degree• •of• •guidance• •or• •fully• •open-ended.
The RSD can also be used to introducing students to necessary aspects of research
processes; and for analysing teaching, learning and assessments elements in curricula.
(Willison & Buisman-Pijlman, 2016). A multi-institution study showed that use of the RSD
framework could effectively help individual educators and small teams to design
semester-length courses that developed students’ discipline-specific research skills in many
disciplines and year levels (Willison, 2012). The RSD framework is also useful in assisting
staff to develop assessment rubrics that explicitly state the skills required to succeed in an
assessment• •task.
The importance of research skills is established as mentioned above and can be taught
through RSD framework to students. In the offering of CHE3163, students were required to
use a new life cycle assessment (LCA) software known as GaBi. This is a free educational
software with user-friendly features. Students needed to carry out their assignment with the
software and compare their experience without the LCA software. In learning the software,
students needed to apply self-directed learning through various research skills. The scope of
work in this paper focuses on students experience in learning research skills through
‘research• •skills• •development’• •(RSD)• •framework• •workshops.

Approach
The 2-hours RSD workshops were designed and conducted. It has been previously shown
that collaborative learning environments help improve students’ critical thinking and
reasoning skills (Collier, 1980; Dunne & Bennett, 1990), particularly if peer learning is directly
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associated with an assignment (Boud, Cohen, & Sampson, 2001). Consequently, the
workshops were designed as an interactive class where group discussion was used to
analyze the assessment task and decide how to best approach the LCA assignment. Small
workshops are usually better for problem based learning, as they promote discussion and
higher order cognitive reasoning skills (Boud et al., 2001; Collier, 1980; Dunne & Bennett,
1990).
The classes were conducted in two workshops of 42 students and 15 students, respectively
with five staff members present: two academic staff, two librarians, and one research
assistant. Two librarians facilitated the workshops, providing students with activities for
discussions on RSD and the academic staff facilitated the discussion on linking LCA
assignment with RSD skills. The activities included: (1): students to discuss and draw their
interpretation of a ‘research savvy’ student; (2) students to read a press release about
‘Facebook is closing down’ and explain why they trusted or distrusted the press release’; (3)
students were given a set of six colourful cards, which each card assigned to one of the six
RSD facets, and students to match the cards to the skills that they identified in other
activities and (4) students to have discussions around the RSD placemat and how it can be
used to support their assignments. Students were encouraged to work in groups during the
activities and they were then asked to present their ideas to the workshop. All activities used
in the workshops were designed to help students to derive the six facets of the RSD and
were given to students in a logical sequence to help them in understanding the RSD. After
attending the workshop, students were expected to be able to correlate the RSD with their
research• •process• •and• •apply• •the• •RSD• •to• •improve• •their• •assignment.
During the workshop, students were introduced to the RSD framework as well as linking it to
the LCA assignment given. The students were given the LCA assignment to evaluate the
environmental indicators such as global warming potential, acidification and nutrification,
associated with electricity generation options using renewable and nonrenewable options.
Students needed to map the research skills that they learnt in the workshop by listing down
the type of skills they needed to accomplish the LCA assignment and map them with 6 facets
of RSD. Completion of LCA assignment primarily involved self-learning of a new software,
known as GaBi. Students needed to apply the fundamentals learnt under LCA topic using the
software to calculate the environmental indicators that were mentioned above. They were
asked• •to• •brainstorm• •and• •present• •their• •findings• •during• •the• •workshop.
At the end of the workshop, the feedback from the RSD workshops were gathered through
both close and open-ended survey questions. The close-ended surveys were run as a
Monash Audience Response Survey (MARS) session and open-ended survey feedback was
gathered• •through• •printed• •feedback• •forms.

Results• •and• •Discussion
Both quantitative and qualitative questions as shown in Table 1 were provided to participants.
Fifty-seven• •students• •completed• •the• •feedback• •form• •after• •the• •workshops.
Table• •1:• •Close-ended• •questions• •for• •RSD• •workshop
No

Question

1

The• •overall• •the• •workshop• •was

2

The• •content• •of• •the• •workshop• •was• •at• •the• •right• •level• •for• •me
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3

The• •workshop• •was• •thought• •provoking

4

The• •content• •of• •the• •workshop• •is• •relevant• •to• •my• •learning

5

The• •workshop• •achieved• •the• •stated• •learning• •objectives

6

I• •enjoyed• •the• •opportunity• •to• •work• •with• •classmates/• •in• •groups

7

There• •were• •sufficient• •opportunities• •to• •participate• •in• •this• •workshop

8

The workshop developed my understanding of how I could apply
the• •RSD• •to• •LCA• •assignments

9

The workshop developed my understanding of how I could apply
the RSD to self-directed learning when I conduct LCA
assignments

10

The RSD workshop nudged me into learning ‘how to think” rather
than• •“• •what• •to• •think”• •and• •to• •unpack• •thinking• •processes

11

The workshop brought home the importance of my role in student
autonomy / academic independence when I conduct the LCA
assignments

12

The workshop provided me with a framework and space to
strengthen career and lifelong skills in terms of sustainability in
engineering

The feedback form comprised of 12 Likert-scale statements (i.e. quantitative questions)
about the effectiveness of the RSD workshop activities included: “The workshop was thought
provoking”, “I enjoyed the opportunity to work with colleagues from other areas across the
university” and “The workshop developed my understanding of how I could apply the RSD to
LCA assignments”. The Likert scale questions numbered 2-12 from ranged from (5) being
strongly agree, (4) agree, (3) neutral, (2) disagree (1) strongly disagree; whereas question
number 1 had a scale of 5(Excellent), 4(Good), 3(Fair), 2(Could be better) and 1(Poor). The
quantitative survey containing the Likert-scale questions feedback form was run as a Monash
Audience• •Response• •Survey• •(MARS)• •to• •increase• •engagement• •and• •the• •number• •of• •responses.
Table• •2:• •Open-ended• •questions
No

Questions

1

Something• •new• •I• •discovered• •was• •……………

2

Something• •I• •would• •like• •to• •know• •more• •about• •is• •…………..
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3

Would• •you• •recommend• •this• •workshop• •to• •friends?

4

Any• •other• •comments?

Students were also given open-ended questions through printed feedback forms as listed in
Table 2. The open–ended survey questions were further evaluated along themes of
responses• •and• •its• •significance.
The Likert-scale questions survey (Table 1) results approximately 75% stating the workshop
was good or excellent (Q1), they enjoyed the opportunity to work with their classmates (Q6),
and the workshop developed their understanding of how they could apply the RSD to
self-directed learning when conducting the LCA assignment (Q9); results depicted in Figures
1,• •2• •and• •3.

Figure• •1• •:• •Response• •to• •question• •on• •‘overall• •experience• •of• •the• •workshop’
The workshop comprising of various fun activities such as building a pyramid and drawing a
‘research-savvy’ student provided the engineering students to break-free from traditional
class setting lectures and tutorials. Observations and informal feedback received from the
students were positive, which contributed to 75% of class agreeing that the workshop was
good or excellent. More than 60% of the participants also agreed to the statement ‘The RSD
workshop nudged me into learning “ how to think” rather than “ what to think” and to unpack
thinking• •processes.
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Figure• •2• •:• •Response• •to• •question• •on• •‘working• •with• •classmates’
Some of them were introduced to new friends during the workshop and enjoyed the
experience. Most importantly, the RSD framework unpacked important skills needed in
planning the LCA assignment task. They brain-storm the LCA assignment and discussed on
how to carry out the task using a new software. This also resulted in 75% of the class
agreeing that the workshop helped them to apply RSD to self-directed learning of new
software, GaBi. This free educational software is being introduced for the first time in offering
of unit CHE3163 and posed students with new challenge of learning the software with
minimal help from the tutorials conducted. Students are aware of traditional manual LCA
calculations• •and• •required• •to• •apply• •the• •fundamentals• •when• •using• •the• •software.

Figure• •3• •:• •Response• •to• •question• •on• •‘self-directed• •learning’
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The results of open-ended feedback (Table 2) is illustrated in the Pareto Charts and depicted
as Figures 4, 5 and 6. The responses to the open ended questions were categorized
according• •to• •main• •themes• •and• •Pareto• •Charts• •was• •generated• •based• •on• •the• •80/20• •principle.
The significant themes from “Q1: something new I discovered” were “awareness and
applications of RSD, exposure and awareness, importance of self-autonomy”.Other feedback
received included “enjoyed the activities of the day, gained more knowledge and skills,
importance of communication and importance of teamwork”. Some of the interesting
comments include : “•I have not researched well for my past assignments and I learned that
there are many ways to research, evaluate and compose question”; “on how to apply RSD to
my LCA assignment and student role in doing LCA assignment” and “the detail in which a
project should be handled and the layers of depth in research for me to handle assignments
through• •RSD”.

Figure• •4:• •Response• •to• •Q1• •according• •to• •themes• •and• •categories
As for question 2 ’ Something I would like to know more about is” the significant themes that
came through at 80% were “more on RSDf and applications”, “awareness and applications”
and less significant were the feedback on “other aspects” as can be seen on Figure 5. Some
of the interesting comments are “how to do research in an efficient way” and ‘the way to
research the software”. The second comment in the former sentence shows the gap in the
workshop conducted in which there was no activity on linking RSD with the use of learning a
new software. This is mainly due to the limitation of time for the workshop as well as no
discussions were designed to discuss about the special features of the software. Such
students’ feedback is an important aspect to further improve the design of activities to
brainstorm specifically on the software and RSD framework. However, discussions on how to
carry out the overall LCA assignment after learning about RSD was carried out effectively.
Students were also exposed to the marking rubrics designed specifically for the LCA
assignment. The rubrics provided them with clear expectations on each grade requirement
on different aspects of assignment such as LCA methodology, LCA indicator calculations,
report• •presentation,• •and• •critical• •review• •of• •the• •environmental• •burdens• •calculated.
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Figure• •5:• •Response• •to• •Q2• •according• •to• •themes• •and• •categories
As• •for• •the• •third• •question• •“• •Would• •you• •recommend• •this• •workshop”• • •84%• •said• •“yes’.• • •13.7• •%
were• •neutral• •and• •2%• •said• •“No”• •as• •illustrated• •in• •the• •Figure• •6• •below.• •Most• •of• •them• •also• •added
that• •it• •would• •be• •helpful• •if• •they• •recommended• •to• •their• •friends• •who• •are• •keen• •on• •research.• •This
shows• •the• •significance• •of• •the• •RSD.

Figure• •6:• •Response• •to• •Q3• •on• •‘recommendation• •of• •the• •workshop’

Conclusions
It is evident from the quantitative and qualitative analysis that the RSD framework has
enhanced students’ research skills before conducting LCA assignments. Students benefited
from learning six facets of RSD framework and clear about autonomy they have on their LCA
assignment. However, the RSD framework can be applied in all assignments and research
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work. The development of the marking rubrics and discussion revolving around it during
workshop• •has• •helped• •students• •to• •get• •clear• •directions• •on• •the• •expectation• •of• •LCA• •assignment.
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching proces
CONTEXT Charles Sturt University introduced a new engineering degree in 2016, with a
strong focus on self-directed and –motivated learning. The outcomes of the first year of
operation show that while some students are able to thrive in such an environment, the
majority required significant scaffolding to work effectively in a self-directed environment. A
tool was needed to balance the need for supporting students to become self-directed
learners, without providing so much support that they become reliant upon the scaffolding
and thus do not develop the necessary independent learning skills.

PURPOSE The investigation was whether the introduction of a “MetroGnome” for the
students to benchmark progress against would provide a sufficient balance of scaffolding to
develop self-directed learning.

APPROACH Each week the students are given a progress update for the MetroGnome – a
garden gnome who lives in the student learning commons. In this way academics can
provide a gamified benchmark for minimum acceptable progress to the students, without
having to produce competitive league tables of actual progress amongst the cohort.
RESULTS The progress of the MetroGnome very clearly emerged as the expected
benchmark performance of the cohort, with most students calibrating their efforts to either
keep up with or not fall too far behind the performance benchmark. There are issues with the
intended perception of minimum performance vs the emergent perception of adequate
performance that need to be resolved; however overall progress is much better for the
MetroGnome supported cohort than the cohort without out. An unanticipated consequence
was the significant ill feeling toward the MetroGnome on the part of the student cohort.
CONCLUSIONS Making progress benchmarks explicit has served to improve progress
through the cohort; however the anthropomorphication of the benchmark into the form of a
Garden Gnome has led to some unanticipated side effects that will need to be adapted for in
future implementations.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
A key feature of the engineering course is self-directed and self-motivated learning (Knowles,
1975; Butler & Cartier, 2005). In order to complete the multi-session subject ENG271,
student engineers must successfully complete at least 240 topics from the Topic Tree. The
topics are presented to the students in a recommended order, but there are few fixed
prerequisites – students can jump ahead and skip topics if they wish, but they must still
accumulate a total of 240 earned topics (Sevilla & Morgan, 2016).
The students have three semesters in which to accumulate these topics. In addition they
also have access to the materials over the non-semester break periods. Therefore in total
they have around 64 weeks from the commencement of the subject to the deadline for
completion; of these, around 36 are explicit teaching weeks.
The pacing is therefore very simple. Students who wish to only complete topics during
semesters will need to complete around 6 per week; students who wish to complete topics
continuously over the holidays need to complete around 4 per week. This pacing is made
clear to all students at the commencement of their studies, and while intellectually this may
be clear to them, their behaviours show that they have not internalised this expectation.
Slow early progression leads to a significant risk of non-completion by the end of the subject.
The latter two categories introduced a substantial risk for the management of the program.
At the completion of the first three semesters, all CSU student engineers move in to industry
as Cadet Engineers. To be eligible for placement as a cadet, a student must successfully
complete ENG271; however the process of allocating cadets to hosts has to be finalised
three weeks before the results of ENG271 can be known. As a result, we are required to
predict in advance whether a student is going to complete ENG271 successfully, and then
manage this element of the placement process – balancing the risk of not placing a student
who then successfully reaches the target against the risk of having to “un-place” a student
who does not complete.

Figure 1: The first 300 days of Cohort 1.

Nodes in Figure 1 represent topics on the tree. Inspection of Figure 1 will reveal that all
members of the cohort are short of the 80 to 120 topics needed by week 20 (assuming need
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is defined as the 4 to 6 topics per week described above). As such, some kind of intervention
was necessary to encourage earlier engagement with the 240-topic assessment item (even
though it is not assessed until nearly 18 months after the start of the first session). The
academic team discussed interventions such as posting a leader board (rejected because of
the demoralising effect on the slowest members of the cohort); the Yellow line in the pool
(although there was not a consensus for a 4 topic per week or 6 topic per week or world
record movement of the line…); etc. A key concern was providing the appropriate
scaffolding to allow them to work in a self-directed environment (Sevilla & Morgan, 2016).
Eventually, a metronome was chosen to set the pace, and it was agreed that the metronome
be set to the slowest likely to success in going on placement pace.

What’s a MetroGnome?
It was clear from the behaviour of our first cohort that there was no immediate consequence
for slow topic acquisition. There was an intellectual understanding that this mean that more
work was being deferred and accumulating for their future selves; but there was no
immediate now consequence for them to face. It was important to develop that immediate
consequence without removing the self-directedness of their study. A coercive assessment
target of weekly topic completion would absolutely have provided the motivation required;
however that motivation would have been entirely extrinsic (Schunk, Meece & Pintrich,
2014), and would not have developed students’ ability to plan and monitor their own work.
The solution that was chosen was gamification (Huang & Soman, 2013; Kapp, 2012). Rather
than a coercive requirement, building a cultural expectation through a less threatening
competition was chosen as the way forwards. Competition can be a strong motivator – if it is
a competition you can win (Moore, 2014). We deliberately wanted to avoid establishing a
situation where student engineers felt that they had fallen massively behind the leaders and
would never be able to catch up. The fastest progressing students do not need more
motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2017); we needed a mechanism to help the backmarker move
forwards.
There is a range of learning styles amongst any cohort, and their response to deadlines
varies. Three archetypes were identified within the cohort: Turtles, who plod along at a
constant pace each week and reach the goal steadily and inevitably; Frogs, who make a
series of small hops to get to target; and Kangaroos, which make infrequent large hops to
reach the target. The individual progress for each student engineer in cohort 1 is depicted in
Figure 1. All behaviours are clearly evident amongst members of cohort 1. Some student
engineers stay true to form throughout, whilst others exhibit all three behaviours at time
during their first 300 days. And some roos are still waiting for their first big jump even 300
days into the session.

Turtles vs frogs vs kangaroos
From a risk management perspective, it is the turtles that provide the lowest risk. Students
who are progressing in a steady, consistent manner are the most predictable; combining a
strong history of good weekly progress with the progress already made are the lowest risk,
as they are the least likely to suddenly not reach the goal. From this perspective the ideal
student would be one who proceeds every week in a lockstep cadence – essentially ticking
away like a metronome. This musical metaphor was a potential option that was explored,
due to the large number of students in the cohort for whom music is an identified hobby or
interest.
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The origins of how a metronome became “the MetroGnome” idea are lost in the mists of
time; however the choice to anthropomorphise our cadence comes with significant
advantages. Making the MetroGnome a person (see figure 2.) allowed us to provide
variability, personality and agency to the cadence that we wished to set.

Figure 2: The MetroGnome, a proud member of the Bravo cohort.

In reality, no student is ever going to maintain an exact cadence for sixty-five consecutive
weeks; and establishing an expectation that this is possible, or even healthy, is
counterproductive. By humanising the cadence, we give the option of varying the number of
topics expected each week. Certainly the clear average is sufficiently large so as to ensure
adequate progress overall; but the MetroGnome has good and bad weeks, the same as the
students do. This allows us to show that variability of performance is acceptable, provided it
is managed. It also allows us to show that we are aware of the competing demands upon
the cohort’s time by having the MetroGnome slow down in a week when we are aware that
all of our students would also be slow – examples of impedance include: residential games,
state of origin, grand finals, mid-session and summer break get away with mates from back
home, etc. It is not important that progress during a particular week is slow, even slower than
the MetroGnome. What is important is that increasing the average topics per week during
some other period of time compensates for slow weeks.
The MetroGnome has personality in a way that a ticking clock does not. We are able to
ascribe emotions and desires to him; he is able to be a part of the cohort, rather than simply
an appliance. The original intention was that he become somewhat of a mascot for the
cohort, and thereby a potential avenue for introducing cultural messages into the student
body. As a “person” the MetroGnome has agency. While not self-mobile, he can be moved
around the Engineering building. He can attend meetings and events; he has a tangible
presence within the building, rather than being just a number in a weekly email.

Paper topics Patterns of Topic Acquisition – before & AFTER
The topic progress of the cohort 1 and cohort 2 are depicted in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.
Both cohorts began university studies at the end of February, so the figures depict their topic
progression over the first 6 weeks (approximately one month of session, plus the first midsession break). Whilst not all attributable to the MetroGnome, you will see in the figures, both
the number of topics being attempted, and the number of student engineers attempting these
topics has significantly increased between cohorts 1 and 2.
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Figure 3: Topic progress on the first April 12th for cohort 1.

Figure 4: Topic progress on the first April 12th for cohort 2.

Anecdotal observations
The progress of the MetroGnome was intended as a clear signal as to the minimum
acceptable progress level for the cohort; that any student who was not keeping up with the
MetroGnome was at risk for non-completion, and thus could be targeted for intervention and
support. This was not how his progress was perceived. Rather than being a minimum
threshold, his progress was normalised as the acceptable or expected performance – the
yellow line (target) in the pool, rather than the back of the peloton (as intended by the
academic team).
The presence of the MetroGnome made the progress issue visible where it had previously
been silent; however the conversations were largely missing the point. All students
understand that they need to be “ahead of the MetroGnome”; but rather than embracing this
and progressing, we found them haggling over whether the official count was correct, and
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obsessing on it being unfair that topics submitted but not yet marked couldn’t be counted
towards being ahead of the MetroGnome.
A significant number of our students struggle to keep up with the MetroGnome; there is the
possibility that constant reminders of this are serving to demotivate rather than to encourage
(Pajares, 1996). While at a certain point students need a realistic self-appraisal of their
progress, we must not discourage them from learning. What is clear is that the MetroGnome
is deeply unpopular amongst a subset of the cohort. He has been found placed in a corner
facing the wall; he has not become the cherished mascot that we had hoped he would be. In
short, the student engineers began to dislike the MetroGnome, exclude him from meetings,
etc. In other words, he absorbs much of the blame and anger formerly reserved for the
course director…
One incidental side effect of the introduction of the MetroGnome was a decrease in
emphasis on the project based learning (PBL) portion of the curriculum, i.e., the engineering
challenges, that ran in a parallel subject. By strongly emphasising each week to students the
importance of topics, and by updating them with their progress and comparing that to the
MetroGnome, the teaching team sent a clear signal as to what was valued. The flip side to
this signal was that the other parts of the curriculum, which were not the subjects of weekly
updates and sans MetroGnome, must therefore have been less important. This led to a
decreased emphasis on, and performance in, the Engineering Challenge subjects. Whilst
emphasizing the importance of what had been neglected by the first cohort, the MetroGnome
also deemphasized the importance of what had been the most visible success of the CSU
Engineering program.

Conclusions
Making progress benchmarks explicit has served to improve progress through the cohort;
however the anthropomorphication of the benchmark into the form of a Garden Gnome has
led to some unanticipated side effects that will need to be accounted for, and adapted for in
future implementations. Achieving the perfect balance between emphasis on topics and
performance in the PBL subjects is an ongoing challenge. The MetroGnome as a member of
cohort 2 has achieved the desired effect, and it is likely that a new MetroGnome will join each
future cohort. That said, the CSU Engineering teaching team will continue to explore brave
new ways of dealing with the unintended consequences – most notably restoring the balance
between projects and topics. Both are cornerstones of the CSU Engineering model (Morgan
& Lindsay, 2015)
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CONTEXT
The Unit of Study, Mechanical Design 1 is a traditional mechanical engineering design
subject that depends on the use of lectures and texts focusing on applied solid mechanics
content in key design areas but historically less so on creativity, creative methods and the
design process. The methods used to generate innovative ideas with a mechanical focus are
seldom described in the standard mechanical design literature. When students are given set
tasks, they are able to readily complete mechanical design problems to varying degrees of
completion when presented with an initial creative design framework. However, when the
creative design framework is removed from the problem, an impediment that is most likely
caused by a lack of developed creative design skills has been observed.

PURPOSE
The use of idea generation methods that have not traditionally been used in mechanical
engineering design based literature are explored with a future aim to improve student’s skills
in developing innovative creative solutions that are suitable for subsequent survey analysis.

APPROACH
The initial approach decided upon before a comprehensive study takes place, emphasised
creativity and creativity methods within a milestone lecture and reinforced its importance in
subsequent mechanical design focused lectures and tutorials. Informal discussion and
observations made during tutorial sessions reinforced the viability of future work.

RESULTS
Positive feedback in discussions held indicated that when more emphasis was placed (by
way of lectures, tutorials and discussions) on the use of a creativity method, a more
productive outcome in ideation (idea generation) was noted. It is expected that the use of
broader and more socially open idea generation methods such as Design Thinking will yield
more and better mechanical design ideas than the sole use of the traditional linear design
process.

CONCLUSIONS
This discussion paper has found that placing greater emphasis on creativity in a mechanical
design framework is more successful than those used in the traditional mechanical design
process. A more formal study will commence and be undertaken across the next twelve
months by way of a formal survey and qualitative data analysis. The use of richer content
more focused on creativity will be included into mechanical design units of study with an
outcome giving graduates greater idea generation skills that are readily transferable into
industry or potential postgraduate study needs.

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
Creativity in the context of engineering courses is typically defined by authors such as Daly
et al (2014) as, ‘The ability to engage in a creative process’. Whilst Howard et al (2007) refer
to a creative process rather than creativity and define it as, ‘A cognitive process culminating
in the generation of an idea’. Widely used mechanical design based teaching texts such as
Shigley et al (2004) and Norton (2006) do not directly refer to creativity, but the ‘Design
Process. Shigley et al defines the ‘design process’ as an ‘innovative and highly iterative
process’ and emphasises that it is a ‘decision-making process’. Similarly, Norton (2006)
states that the design process is, ‘essentially an exercise in applied creativity’.
In summary, the definition of creativity varies if and when it is noted in the literature. The
absence, apparent lack of emphasis and unity in the definition of creativity is a major concern
as the important role that creativity plays in engineering solutions cannot be underestimated.
The need for creativity in a design based curriculum is critical. Christiaans and Venselaar
(2005) (cited in Charyton 2015) state, ‘65 percent of engineers in the workforce (from
mechanical, application and manufacturing engineering companies) agreed that today’s
engineers need to be more creative and innovative to be globally competitive’. Creative
solutions are clearly valued and needed by society.
There should thus be pressure on Universities to put greater emphasis on ensuring that
creativity is a part of design courses offered in their engineering programs. Stoufer et al
(2004) cited in Charyton (2015) further emphasises this point, ‘Without training in the
fundamentals of creativity, only 3 % of the population associate creativity with engineering’.

Background
The key goals of this paper are to present the current state of creativity in the mechanical
design Unit of Study (UoS), Mechanical Design 1, MECH2400/9400 offered at the School of
Aerospace, Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering, University of Sydney and the future
potential for development within the mechanical stream. The MECH2400 cohort is made up
of undergraduate students undertaking a core UoS that is a part of the Mechanical,
Aeronautical, Biomedical and Mechatronic second year streams; whilst the MECH9400
cohort is made up out of postgraduate students who mostly originate from overseas
universities.
In 2017, the total number of students enrolled in the UoS equalled 330. The current large
number of students has created challenges in terms of repour between the lecturer and
students. This is a particularly salient point in a design based UoS as students are less likely
to engage in discussion or raise questions within a large cohort. Coupled to this point, very
few of the students have any previous practical mechanical design experience.
This UoS also serves as a platform for further study in more stream specific UoS offered by
the School. Within the mechanical stream, Figure 1.0 illustrates the UoS as a key foundation
stone within the framework of a proposed Engineering Design Major and subsequent core
UoS that focus on Manufacturing Engineering.
Within the mechanical stream the UoS delivers introductory content that is broadly divided
into three core components;
1. Graphics - Freehand sketching, engineering drawings using AS1100 as a
framework and CAD using SolidWorksTM as a medium.
2. Design - Creativity, the design process and stress/strain analysis of machine
elements and bearings using derived equations.
3. Power Transmission - Analysis of common machine elements involved in power
transmission throughout a mechanical system.
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Figure 1.0 Proposed Engineering Design Major UoS Map (Source: Briozzo, P. 2017)

Figure 2.0 and 2.1 Lectorial and Solution (Source: Briozzo, P. 2017)

Lectures
Lectures are given in a traditional format twice weekly for a period of one hour each in
duration. As at 2017, the number of students easily exceeds 300. However, a recent trend
noted by the author is that the number of students attending the lectures has dropped. The
typical flow of the lecture is for the author to pause midway and introduce a “lectorial”. A
lectorial is a mini tutorial to be undertaken during five to ten minutes of the lecture. Informal
discussions with students have indicated that lectorials promote a positive and active
learning environment rather than a passive listening space. It has been informally observed
by the author that students that take part in the regular lectorials often demonstrate
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engagement with the topic at hand and are better placed to undertake the week’s tutorials.
Figures 2.0 and 2.1 demonstrate a week 1 lectorial and its accompanying solution that
reinforce recent delivered lecture material, focusing on special concepts, third-angle and
isometric projections.

Tutorials
Tutorial enrolments are large and range from 60 to 100 students per room. Students are
generally given printed tutorial material related to the lecture content of the week. Tutorial
content is also available online but it has been observed by the author that printing a
separate sheet focuses the task at hand. Once tutorials have been undertaken, the students
attempt is inserted into a Portfolio that is self-assessed and reviewed by tutors on a monthly
basis. The tutorials also provide a meeting place for group assignments and informal
meetings with the author.

Course syllabus and weekly content
A breakdown of the weekly content and the assessment schedule is provided in Table 1.0.
Table 1.0 Simplified Unit of Study and Assessment Outline (Source: Briozzo, P. 2017)
Week

Weekly Content

1

Freehand Sketching; Orthogonal Projections + CAD

2

Assessment

Detail & Assembly Drawings to AS1100 + CAD
Design for Reliability; (Guest Lecturer)

3

Tolerancing - Dimensional & Geometric + CAD

Free Hand Sketch (5%)

4

Specifications & Drawing Analysis + CAD

5

Design & Creativity; Applied Stress (Beams) + CAD

Design Portfolio 1 (5%)

6

Design of Structural Bolted Connections to AS4100
+ CAD

Group Assignment: Design,
Analysis & Eng. Drawings (10%)

7

Bearings Plain & Rolling Element + CAD

Quiz 1 (20%)

8

Springs + CAD

9

Geometry of Gears +CAD

Design Portfolio 2 (5%)

10

Design of Shafts to AS1403 + CAD

Group Assignment: Design & Build
(20%)

11

Keys and Shrink Fits & Couplings + CAD

12

Flat & V Belt Drives + CAD

Design Portfolio 3 (5%)

13

Toothed Belt Drives & Engineering Analysis + CAD

Quiz 2 (20%); Group Assignment:
Gearbox Design (10%)

Initial graphics content
The UoS begins by introducing students to basic freehand drawing skills, in order to generate
pictorial projections incorporating straight lines and ellipses. The pedagogy used is a
combination of; traditional lectures using a lectern based visualiser, lectorials and a
conventional tutorial based task associated with each lecture topic. Orthogonal projections
and the remaining content related to student learning in graphics are covered in the same
format.
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Figure 3.0 Sketching an Ellipse (Source: McHugh, P. 1993)

Figure 3.1 Third Angle Projection (Source: Boundy, A. 2002)

The importance of freehand sketching skills in creativity and the design process is
paramount. Goldschmidt and Smolkov (2006) (cited in Charyton 2015) state, ‘Sketching is
instrumental in design problem solving and results in creative solutions.’ Blackler (1995) goes
further to reinforce engineering drawings as a necessary topic in design, ‘Engineering
drawings are an essential element in the design process itself, in communicating the design
outcome and in preserving the design details for future reference’. Effective sketching skills
and the ability to generate and read engineering drawings are highly valuable life-long skills
required by all engineering graduates within their respective discipline. These are skills that
are technology independent. It is the author’s experience that skills gained in the use of
specific CAD packages quickly become obsolete as software and hardware revisions are
introduced across a relatively short period of time.

Creativity in mechanical design
In this UoS, creativity in mechanical design is delivered following the content on graphics.
The topic of creativity in mechanical design is broken down into six main methods that
students may wish to consider using to generate ideas:
1. Trial and Error: Trial and error is presented with Edison as its leading proponent.
However, this creativity method is not encouraged in the UoS as it lacks a hypothesis
and does not require valuable research to be undertaken, which may have averted
time consuming false leads. Whilst the method may produce a random solution
(without a benchmark) it may be applied in cases that lack any background
knowledge. Trial and error as a creativity method is observed to be very common
amongst students initially faced with their first “design and build” or “competition”
based tasks.
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2. Brainstorming (in a Group Setting): Group brainstorming is promoted as a divergent
creativity method in the UoS as most of the assignments require group work, regular
meetings and ongoing positive repour between students. This creativity method is
also directly supported in the tutorials by encouraging “round table” discussions with
direct support from tutors and the UoS coordinator. Assignment assessment in the
UoS is indirectly linked to successful group work which depends on the generation of
a number of creative solutions. The use of trade-off tables as demonstrated in Table
2.0 are encouraged as an effective divergent method that allows for the comparison
and evaluation of a number of brainstormed solutions. It should be noted that Tradeoff tables are not a creativity method but a tool used to categorise brainstormed
ideas.
Table 2.0 Example of Trade off Table (Source: McHugh, P. 1993)
Beam &
Rod

Concepts
Functions

Rack &

Swing Link

Pinion

Value

Score

V*S

Score

V*S

Score

V*S

( /10)

( /10)

( /10)

( /10)

( /10)

( /10)

( /10)

Smooth
Finish

2

6

12

4

8

9

18

Corrosion
Resistance

6

4

24

3

18

2

12

Speed

4

5

20

3

12

6

24

Stability

8

4

32

9

72

7

56

Range

4

7

28

4

16

5

20

Total

116

126

130

3. Analogy: The use of analogy as a creativity method is highly encouraged as it draws
on previously well-known and successful designs and encourages their application in
an alternate environment. Analogy inspired designs may also be drawn from nature.
Figures 4.0 and 4.1 illustrate a successful implementation of analogy as a creativity
tool. Students readily accept and use analogy in their group assignments as it is easy
use and completed by readily available internet search engines.

Figure 4.0

Figure 4.1

Weddell Seal showing off her flippers!

Flippers

(Source: Costa, D. 2017)

(Source: Unknown. 2017)

4. Inversion: Inversion is defined by Clear (2017) as, ‘This way of thinking, in which you
consider the opposite of what you want, is known as inversion’. The creativity method
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inversion is presented but not readily implemented by students as it requires a more
structured definition of examples than the tutorial time allows. A simple case is
provided, ‘How to do you clean windows so more light can get in? Reconsider the
situation as one of letting more light in, not necessarily cleaning the windows.’
5. Design Thinking: Design Thinking (DT) or human-centred design focuses on the
client needs rather than technical problems. Figure 5.0 breaks down the various steps
in the DT process. One of the leading proponents of Design Thinking, Brown (2008)
defines DT, “a discipline that uses the designer’s sensibility and methods to match
people’s need with what is technologically feasible and what a viable business
strategy can convert into customer value and market opportunity.” DT as a creativity
method, is particularly strong in multi diciplinary projects such as Project Everest,
Figure 5.1. During the UoS given in 2017, students were able to directly relate to DT
as a creativity method as one of the student’s from the cohort, J. Bergman (personal
communication, August 24, 2017) presented their work using DT on Project Everest
in Cambodia.

Figure 5.0

Figure 5.1

Design Thinking Process

Project Everest

(Source: IDEO 2017)

(Source: Bergman, J. 2017)

6. Mind maps: The use of mind maps as a creativity tool in the UoS is highly
encouraged with informal student feedback indicating that their use is a positive move
towards idea generation. Mind maps allow a broader picture of a design to be formed
Figure 6.0 highlights the combined use of DT and Mind maps. Elmansy (2017) states
that, ‘Mind mapping is one of the efficient methods that organise all of these (design
thinking methods) in a formation and in a visually brain-friendly method.’ In contrast,
Figure 6.1 illustrates a flow chart from typical mechanical design text. Note that it
does not directly emphasise the creativity component of the design process.
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Figure 6.0

Figure 6.1

DT Mind Map

Phases in Design

(Source: Brown, T. 2008)

(Source: Shigley et. al. 2004)

Figures 7.0 to 7.2 graphically illustrate the key steps in developing a relevant mind map
within the UOS. Using a central theme of the redesign of a connecting rod that was originally
designed for an agricultural purpose into a connecting rod that is needed for a racing engine,
students are asked to explore the features of the connecting rod that need to be researched
and redesigned. Students are initially asked to draw two faint lines diagonally opposed to
accurately locate the centre of the page. Figure 7.1 illustrates a basic freehand line sketch
that graphically identifies some of the key features of the connecting rod is drawn to define a
central starting point. The line drawing is then converted into a coloured shaded image (in
this case, grey) as shown in Figure 7.1 in order to give the image a level of realism. It is
important to actually sketch the image by hand rather than to use an already prepared image
in order for the participant to gain a level of geometric familiarisation.

Figure 7.0

Figure 7.1

Connecting Rod Initial Line Sketch

Connecting Rod Shaded Image

(Source: Briozzo, P. 2017)

(Source: Briozzo, P. 2017)

In order to give the image a level of realism, it is important to actually sketch the image by
hand rather than to use an already prepared image in order to gain a level of geometric
familiarisation with the design at hand.
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Figure 7.2 Connecting Rod Mind Map (Source: Briozzo, P. 2017)

Once a level of guidance through some of the features that need redesigning has taken
place, students are guided by tutors to research key points such as; boundary conditions,
materials, manufacturing, shape & dimension. These are core points that are represented by
coloured thick branches that radiate outward from the central theme, gradually thinning and
diverging outward to represent the various sub themes associated with the redesign. Figure
7.2 defines most of the features of a basic Mind map as applied to a mechanical design
based problem.
Pahl et al (2007) refer to semantic networks as a graphical method of representing a
mechanical design based problem. However, semantic networks differ from mind maps in
that they emphasise the connections that exist between the separate features rather than the
progressive idea development that radiates from a central point. Figure 8.0 illustrates
semantic network for a bearing.

Figure 8.0 Extract of a Semantic Network Related to Bearings (Source: Pahl, et al. 2007)
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Results
Tutors observed some students’ attempts at applying the mind map method resembled
closely to a semantic network, similar to Figure 8.0, consisting mostly of words or phrases
within interconnected nodes, with no incorporation of sketches. Students who followed the
steps introduced for constructing the mind map, included many common features as shown
in Figure 7.2. Some mind map attempts included a basic outline sketch without further
attempts at adding realism. Most students needed further clarification before attempting to
construct the mind map, perhaps indicating their unfamiliarity with this type of activity in the
UoS. Informal discussions with students indicated that using mind maps as a creativity tool
assisted in the visualisation of the problem given but to a lesser degree in generating ideas.

Discussion
The informal discussions and the authors’ observations of student’s preferred ideation
methods in mechanical design based assignments over a number of semesters warrants
further research. A formal study that incorporates;
x Qualitative data gathered using ethnographic research methods to directly interview
students with an aim to gather their opinions on the effectiveness of different relevant
creativity methods, and;
x Graphic data gathered from mind maps and compared using criteria such as; shape,
colour, depth of text content, variety, quantity etc.; 
Image analysis methods incorporating coding techniques such as those suggested by
Cohen et al. (as cited in Rose 2007) that carefully dissect each facet of an image by
asking a systematic series of questions e.g. “What are the features of the image”, may be
readily applied to any samples of drafted creativity samples collected.
It is proposed that creativity methods could be introduced to other components within the
course syllabus, with the aim to foster students’ confidence in implementing more creativity
tools in mechanical design problem solving.

Conclusion
This paper has presented the current status and need for the development of creativity skills
in students in a UoS that focuses on the area of mechanical design. However, creativity and
innovation skills should be life-long skills that are instilled in graduates in each UoS that they
undertake in their degree. The authors feel that a necessary start must be made in order to
establish; what are the initial skills in creativity that students possess, which creative
methods are relevant to a particular UoS and which are the most effective for a given
problem as a matter of priority.
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SESSION: C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT Throughout 2015 and 2016, the Faculty of Engineering and the Built
Environment at the University of Newcastle re-envisaged the suite of engineering programs
on offer to meet the future needs of students and society. One of the key areas addressed in
the changes was the formation of a strong backbone of professional practice courses running
vertically through the programs. One of these professional practice courses was a complete
revision of the dedicated Project Management course. This paper describes the
transformation we have commenced, the pitfalls and successes.

PURPOSE The purpose the new course (ENGG3500: Managing Engineering Projects) was
not to make our students “Project Managers” per se, but rather, to give all of the Faculty’s
230 engineering students a clear understanding of the broader philosophy and expectations
that underpin the project-based reality of almost all engineering-related workplaces.

APPROACH The course centred on the themes presented within the Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). The students worked in flipped-mode, with pre-reading
material and presentations made available. The first part of a weekly “lecture” summarised
key elements of that week’s Project Management (PM) theme, which was followed by a
senior-industry person giving a presentation that highlighted their own PM experiences,
highlights and pitfalls. Tutorial sessions provided opportunities for the students to explore
elements of that week’s theme, with assessment items conducted within tutorial; additionally,
current practitioners facilitated all tutorial sessions. Students had to work in project-teams
throughout the semester, and deliver assessment items based on a project of their own
choice. Their Major assessment item was a full Project Management Plan (PMP) that
required multiple presentations, as well as a formal document. At the end of the course, an
industry-panel of current PM practitioners received PMP presentations from 4 student-teams.

RESULTS The students assimilated PM information prior to each week’s “lecture”, which
helped them fully appreciate the PM “life-lessons”, as given within that week’s Case-Study.
Indeed, this engagement with Senior PM’s was a great success, with both industry and
students feeling that the transfer of information, and, mentoring, was one of the highlights of
the course. Students were able to see and appreciate the benefit of each week’s CaseStudy. All Case-Study presentations were Pro-bono. Industry engagement (within tutorial
sessions) was, again, extremely well received by the students, as any tutorial/assessment
questions were answered, on the spot, by people currently working as PMs. Future coursedevelopment will focus on “sharpening” the assessment items, with a view to achieve the
same outcomes but with less assessment items. Other development will improve how
student’s peer-assess each other for their work within their own PM-team environment.
CONCLUSIONS The students received a clear understanding of the (broad) processes,
philosophies and language of the current Australian and international PM workplace. Finally,
the weekly Case-Studies by senior industry PM practitioners was extremely well received by
the students, as it gave them an immediate and tangible perspective on the reality of PM
requirements, and across all facets of leading and managing engineering projects (as
defined within the PMBOK).

KEYWORDS Engineering project management, industrial engagement
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Introduction
Throughout 2015 and 2016, the Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment at The
University of Newcastle re-envisaged the suite of engineering programs on offer to meet the
future needs of students and society. One of the key areas addressed in the changes was
the formation of a strong backbone of professional practice courses running vertically
through the programs. One of these professional practice courses was a completely new
implementation for a dedicated Project Management (PM) course. This paper describes the
development and first deployment of this new course, highlighting the pitfalls, successes and
lessons learnt.
The purpose the new course (ENGG3500) was not to make our students “Project Managers”
per se, but rather, to give all of the Faculty’s engineering students – enrolled across 28
different programs – a clear understanding of the broader philosophy, language and
expectations that underpin the project-based reality of almost all engineering-related
workplaces. The new course fits in different places within various programs, some students
are in their 3rd year, whilst some in their 4th year. In either case, all of the students have an
opportunity to use the PM skills learnt in the remaining semester(s) of their program.

Approach
The course centred on the 12 related themes as-presented within the Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK, 2013):
x Organizational Influences and Project Life Cycle
x Project Management Processes
x Project Integration Management
x Project Scope Management
x Project Time Management
x Project Cost Management
x Project Quality Management
x Project Human Resource management
x Project Communications Management
x Project Risk Management
x Project Procurement Management, and
x Project Stakeholder Management
Indeed, one course (within just one semester) is clearly not enough time to make any
undergraduate student (nor a masters-level student) a fully-fledged project manager, so that
is not what was attempted. Rather, the intent was to have the students engage with the
PMBOK’s themes, and, ultimately, have them work individually - and in teams - in their
production of a formal Project Management Plan (PMP).
The actual course content for ENGG3500, across the semester, is given within Table 1.
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Table!1: Weekly course!content!for!ENGG3500

Week 1

Introduction to course, Defining a project, Defining project management

Week 2

Project management roles, Belbin’s team roles

Week 3

Initiating a project, Gaining project approval, The project charter, Project scope

Week 4

Project management methodologies and approaches, Stakeholder management

Week 5

Developing a project schedule, Software applications to develop a schedule

Week 6

Risk management, Controlling risk

Week 7

Human resource management, Communication management

Week 8

Cost management

Week 9

Project ethics

Week 10

Quality management, Procurement management – what is procurement?

Week 11

Closing the project

Week 12

Presentation of Project Management Plans to an Industry Panel.
NOTE: only Four Student-Teams presented on this day, with the selection of
Student-Teams based on every team’s Presentation-performance during Week
11’s Tutorial session.

For semester weeks 1-11 the students worked within the following regime:
Flipped!coursework!material. The students were given access to a variety of “pre-reading”
documents, short videos and lecture slides; all provided via the University’s learning
management system.
x

The intent was that students would come to the weekly “lecture” with a reasonable
understanding of that week’s PMBOK theme, with a view that they would be better
situated to receive, and understand, that week’s industry presented Case-study.

x

It was expected that these weekly “pre-reading” packs would typically require 1-2
hours engagement. For example, prior to Week 9’s Project-Ethics case-study, the
students were expected to locate the following documents (working web links were
given) with the expectation that they would access, download and read this
information:
o

Nelson, L & Netherton, M.D. (2017) Project Ethics, Week 9 summary notes for
ENGG3500.

o

Bazerman, MH and Tenbrunsel, AE (2011) Ethical breakdowns.

o

Hart, M (2011) The ethical lessons of Deepwater.

o

McFarland, M (2012) Occidental Engineering Case Study: Part 1 – An ethics
case study and commentary, and Part 2 – A tutorial on ethical decision
making.
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Senior!Industry!presenters. The first part of each weeks “lecture” was a quick summary of
the key elements of that week’s Project Management theme – as given by the Course’s
Coordinator. This was immediately followed by a case-study, presented by an industry-based
guest speaker.
x

All of the people giving these case-studies were very experienced, senior Industry
people. Their brief was to give a presentation highlighting their own (and very
personal) PM experiences, highlights and pitfalls, and as they related to that week’s
PMBOK theme (as detailed earlier in the Approach section of this paper).

x

Indeed, the University was extremely fortunate to have case studies delivered by
Senior Industry people, as listed at Table 2. Further, each of these presenters were
extremely gracious in giving their valuable time - and experiences - pro-bono.

Industry!Tutors. Later each week, a single 2-hour tutorial session provided students the
opportunity to discuss and explore elements of that week’s PM theme, with some minor
assessment items (listed later in this paper) conducted within the tutorial sessions.
x

Each tutorial session was facilitated by industry-sourced tutors, where each tutor was
a current PM practitioner. Table 3 lists the numbers of various Industry Tutors and
highlights the diversity of PM practitioners who facilitated and advised the student’s
tutorial sessions.
Table!2: Senior!Industry!people!who!presented!PM!Case-Studies!for!ENGG3500

Week: Weekly!PM!Theme:

Senior!Industry!Person:

Organisation:

2

PM roles

Bill Sidwell

Alstom ECS

3

Initiating a project

Andrew Vild

Project Everest

4

PM methodologies

Clint Bruin

ResTech Pty Ltd

5

PM scheduling

Tim de Grauw

APD Power Engineering

6

Risk

Peter Carson

NSW Roads and Maritime

7

HR management

Pierre Gouhier

RPC Technologies

8

Cost management

James Kennedy

Laing O’Rourke

9

Ethics

Jim Bentley

Hunter Water

10

Quality & Procurement

Tim Nancarrow

AMP Control

11

Closing the project

Gavin Lewis

BAE Systems

Table!3: Variety!of!PM!practitioners!who!facilitated!Tutorial!Sessions!for!ENGG3500

Type of PM
Organisation:

Numbers of PM
Practitioners:
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Method!of!assessment
Throughout the semester, students worked in project-teams (of six people), and delivered
assessment items based on a project of their own choice. A number of generic projects were
offered to every team (as listed in Table 4); however, since the course was intended to be
applicable for students across a range of degree-programs, teams were also given the
flexibility to choose a project that they felt worked well within the particular skill-sets of their
team. A sample of some of the alternate project chose by different project teams is also listed
within Table 4. Whatever project was chosen by each team, that project then remained with
them for the remainder of the course. If any team did wish to make-up a project of their own,
they were assisted and guided in their selection by their tutor.
In the end, the choice of project was not that important, as it was not the actual project that
mattered so much, rather, the goal was to allow students to develop and demonstrate their
PM skills through the “management” of their chosen project - whatever that may be.
Table!4: Projects!undertaken!by!some!of!the!different!project-teams

Generic projects available to all teams:

Design and build a community garden space
Design and develop an on-campus workplacement software package
Design and develop a land-regeneration
management project for a local space

Specific projects developed by some teams:

A power-supply distribution network
A community water-playground
An integrated IT distribution network across
The University of Newcastle
A wall between USA and Mexico
Development of a racing car

Assessments
ENGG3500 had a variety of assessment items: minor and major, as listed in Table 5. There
was a mix of individual, group and peer marks available, with group-work marks capped at
50% of the total, and peer-assessed marks capped at 10% for any one assessment item; as
per broader University policy. Finally, of the 6 minor assessment items worth 3.75%, only
their top-4 were included in their final grade; the intent was to give students an opportunity to
“have-a-go”, and not be penalised for any early mistakes.
One of the goals for the assessment schedule was to provide a number of minor assessment
items with a view to provide feedback on components of work that would, ultimately, end up
within their final PMP. Teams were also given multiple opportunity to physically present to
their tutor groups during the semester, with the intent of giving them regular feedback and
thus improving their final, major, PMP presentation. The assessment schedule for the course
is given in Table 5.
Each of the minor assessment items were items that would eventually, “plug-in” to the final
PMP. Thus students had the opportunity to receive weekly feedback on (components of)
their final PMP. Further, a 30% Major assessment was required half way through the
semester. This major assessment was, in effect, ‘Part A’ of the final PMP, and again gave
students the opportunity to submit work at the level required in their final PMP. The marking
of the first part of the PMP, as an early assessment item, gave students another opportunity
to receive early feedback on what was required for their final written PMP.
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The final PMP assessment required a group-presentation component, worth 10% of the
overall course mark. To allow students an opportunity to develop their team’s presentation
skills, a number early presentations were delivered by each team (within tutorial sessions)
where minor marks and feedback were given immediately. The final lecture-session of the
course involved the top four project-teams re-delivering their PMP, to the whole class plus an
Industry panel. The industry panel consisted of the senior industry people who had given
case-studies throughout the semester and the Industry sourced tutors. These four teams
were awarded bonus marks, with the “Winning Team” (as determined by the Industry Panel)
awarded further bonus marks to incentivise the activity.
The majority of marks were allocated to MAJOR assessment items. Indeed, 80% of the total
marks were possible from 3 of the 10 assessment Items, with each of the minor items
designed to be components of the Major assessment items, and where the students had time
to integrate feedback from the Minor items into their Major items.
Table!5: Assessment!items!for!ENGG3500

Assessment Item:

Type of assessment:

Minor Assessment 1

Individual submission

Minor Assessment 2

Group Submission

Minor Assessment 3

Minor Assessment 4

MAJOR Assessment

Group Presentation

Group Submission

Written Submission

(Part!A)

Minor Assessment 5

Minor Assessment 6

Minor Assessment 7

Group Submission

Group Presentation

Individual submission
Group Presentation

MAJOR Assessment
(Final!PMP)
Written Report
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Involvement:
Individual Mark:

Weighting:
3.75 %

Group mark:

3.375 %

Peer mark:

0.375 %

TOTAL:

3.75 %

Group mark:

3.375 %

Peer mark:

0.375 %

TOTAL:

3.75 %

Group mark:

3.375 %

Peer mark:

0.375 %

TOTAL:

3.75 %

Individual mark:

20.25 %

Group mark:

6.75 %

Peer mark:

3.00 %

TOTAL:

30.00!%

Group mark:

3.375 %

Peer mark:

0.375 %

TOTAL:

3.75 %

Group mark:

3.375 %

Peer mark:

0.375 %

TOTAL:

3.75 %

Individual Mark:

5.00 %

Group mark:

9.0 %

Peer mark:

1.0 %

TOTAL:

10.00!%

Individual mark:

25.25 %

Group mark:

10.75 %

Peer mark:

4.00 %

TOTAL:

40.00!%
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Group!work!and!Peer!assessments.
One of the key outcomes of ENGG3500 was for students to come together in diverse teams
and – collectively - produce their final PMP. Of course, bringing together a number of
students from different programs (and at different levels within their programs) and requiring
them to work collaboratively was challenging. Indeed, for many students, this was the first
time they had worked with students from every program within the Faculty; this, by definition,
created a challenging team-based environment – and not dissimilar to industry teams that
are assembled from a number of different specialisations for a new project. To counter any
perceived or actual concerns that “Group projects aren’t fair” the course used the Self & Peer
Assessment Resources Kit (SparkPLUS) developed by Willey (2014). SparkPLUS was used to
facilitate feedback to each member of each team, as given by other members of that team.

Results
The change in teaching practice has impacted in these ways: the students were able to
access and assimilate PM information prior to each week’s “lecture”, which then helped them
fully understand and appreciate the PM “life-lessons”, as given within that week’s
Case-Study presentation. Indeed, this engagement with Senior PM’s was a great success,
with both industry and students feeling that the transfer of information, and, effectively,
mentoring by some very senior people, was one of the highlights of the course. Students
were able to immediately see and appreciate the benefit of each week’s Case-Study. All
Case-Study presentations were Pro-bono; however, all industry-based tutors were paid for
their time, either individually or via cost recovery to their firms. This aspect of industry
engagement (within tutorial sessions) was, again, extremely well received by the students, as
any – and all – of their tutorial/assessment questions were answered, on the spot, by people
currently working as PMs.
The tangible deliverable for each student was their team’s formal PMP. Direct feedback from
members of the Industry Panel (who received the presentations from the final four project
teams) was that the PMPs were of a very-high standard, particularly for students only
learning the broad context of Project Management. Indeed, one senior industry person stated
that she had to remind herself that the projects, as presented, were not real, and had been
“made-up” by the students, such was the comprehensiveness of the plans delivered.

Challenges!and!Opportunities
Whilst the new course was viewed as a success, as with any new venture there is room for
improvement, and ENGG3500 was no exception. A summary of key issues and their
proposed solution(s) are:
x

Getting industry people linked into the University’s systems much earlier. Whilst
industry people are, of course, already involved in many aspects of the Faculty’s
different programs, this was the first time that such a large course had 100% of tutor
support drawn from industry. Ordinarily, such a large number of tutors would be
drawn from post-graduate and post-doctoral groups, meaning that the majority of
people would be already “on-board” when it comes to their access to the University’s
IT systems. However, the inevitable delays as so many external people were
integrated meant that the Course-Coordinator’s workload increased dramatically.

x

The assessment-workload was logistically ambitious at the start of the course,
particularly given the delay in system access for every industry tutor. This delay
meant that (each week) hundreds of assessment items had to be individually
retrieved, disseminated, and retrieved between the Course-Coordinator and each
tutor. This workload-reality meant that the assessment system quickly became
overloaded, and timely feedback to all students - in the first part of the course -
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suffered. The students were scathing of this problem, and, quite rightly, saw it as a
very bad example of project management.
x

Future course-development will alter the assessment items, with a view to achieve
the same outcomes but with less (minor) assessment items - this will reduce tutor and
course coordination workload.

x

The student peer-review system, whilst extremely valid, did not properly work.
Not through any fault with the SparkPLUS method, rather, though logistics challenges
experienced as part of Course Coordination of a new course. The implementation of
SparkPLUS via a new IT system, which, when combined with the overloaded
assessment feedback problem, meant that peer-reviews were, effectively, abandoned
for some assessment items. Where peer-review didn’t work, students were given full
marks for the peer-review component of that assessment item. Future development
will improve the peer-assessment methodology via improved IT system delivery.

x

With such a diverse group of students drawn from so many programs, when any one
student dropped the course the workload for the remaining members of their
project team increased. It was not possible to simply re-balance the numbers within
project teams by reallocating students to alternate tutorial sessions, due to the
significant number of clashes with so many other classes. The solution is that next
time the course is run, all tutorial groups will be run at the same time. This will,
by definition, remove the flexibility of some students to choose a tutorial session that
(possibly) best suits their personal time choices; however we believe it will be better
to have a layout whereby students can be readily transferred between teams, and
thus re-balance the numbers within each project team, such that workload is similar –
and fairer – across all students.
o

The ability to run all tutorials for ENGG3500at the same time was facilitated by
the serendipitous 100% redevelopment and implementation of a new
timetable across the whole of the Faculty for 2018. This meant that
ENGG3500, with its diverse number of programs, could be timetabled first,
rather than attempting to “fit it within the gaps” of an existing timetable.

Conclusions
A completely new PM course was designed and delivered as part of a large-scale program
rewrite. This PM course featured senior engineers with substantial PM experience, providing
their reflections and knowledge related to ‘that weeks’ PMBOK topic. This was provided
pro-bono by each presenter in response to a “mail out” seeking their input. In response to
our request, some 35 industrialists responded for the 12 available lectures, demonstrating a
willingness from local industry to engage with the University. The input from these industry
people was well received by the students, as it gave them an immediate and tangible
perspective on the reality of PM requirements.
The use of industry based “junior PMs” was likewise received well by the students, as these
tutors brimmed with credibility in the PM space.
The mock projects from which the students developed (and presented a PM Plan for)
were of sufficient quality that external reviewers needed reminding that these were not active
projects.
Students reflecting back on the course after the completion, have commented that the
practice skills in presenting and reporting have made a positive impact in their studies.
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CONTEXT This research is focused on understanding the role of virtual laboratories and
physical laboratories, specifically in the context of the electrical engineering discipline. It is
important to emphasize that the research is not aimed at replacing physical laboratories as
they form an essential part of the education of electrical engineers, but focuses on how
virtual laboratories are used to supplement learning in physical laboratories.

PURPOSE Specifically, this research aims to identify the important learning objectives and
virtual laboratory design features, as well as how virtual laboratories supplement physical
laboratories from both the student and faculty perspectives. Additionally, the important
design guidelines for the implementation of virtual laboratories are explored.

APPROACH A mixed method approach was used in the research that included both
qualitative and quantitative methods.
A detailed literature review was performed,
supplemented by multiple surveys of both students and faculty. A virtual laboratory was
designed and implemented using the input of the students to better understand what users
desire and require in their virtual laboratory and students provided helpful input to the
development and refinement of the virtual laboratory. The results of the surveys, along with
the findings in the literature and the findings from developing and implementing a working
virtual laboratory were combined to address the research aims.

RESULTS In the literature, virtual laboratories have been found to be effective for students,
particularly those with limitations, either physical or time-based, who may have difficulties
with aspects of accessing physical laboratories and the associated scheduling. Instructors
and technical staff may find virtual laboratories useful, but with additional challenges for setup, maintenance and integration with coursework. Many studies argue the effectiveness of
virtual laboratories but find disadvantages related to insufficient realism, ineffective
groupwork capabilities, maintenance of the systems and a lack of appropriate skill set
development for real-world situations. Advantages of physical laboratories included flexibility
for students, more time for experimentation, fewer overcrowded classroom and lower costs
than physical laboratories.

CONCLUSIONS From the surveys, it was determined that the concept of realism and
teamwork in the virtual laboratory are most important to students. Realism supports
studentsÕ abilities to meet learning objectives, such as experimentation, design,
instrumentation and their ability to understand and replicate theoretical models, while
teamwork skills improve their ability to be successful in the classroom and in their careers.
For their virtual laboratory, they desire easy-to-use interfaces that are reliable and consistent,
and help them to learn by providing feedback on errors and feedback from their tutors, as
well as providing supplementary learning tools. Many students that were surveyed identified
using the simulator to prepare for testing and the virtual laboratory gave them the opportunity
to experiment at their own pace when time in the physical laboratory was more limited.

KEYWORDS Virtual laboratories, electrical engineering.
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Introduction
Like many global industries, post-secondary education has seen a significant evolution over
the past half century due to the influence of information technology. In particular, higher
education at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels has seen considerable innovation
in the means through which teaching is provided. While traditional delivery mechanisms such
as lectures, laboratories involving real-world equipment and classroom examinations are still
employed to a significant degree in higher education, they are being supplemented or
replaced by technology-enhanced means such as online streaming of lectures, timed online
examinations and virtual laboratories.
Such modern digital resources serve as tools for educators to enhance the quality of
education whilst catering to the individual learning preferences of students. For instance,
through traditional means of teaching, students may be limited geographically to the location
of the classroom, whereas streaming of such lectures online frees them from such a
restriction. This in turn, allows students to save time, manage their learning around a busy
schedule with family, work and commuting. However, location is only one of the many
limitations that digital education resources solve. Given the scalability of modern media,
educators can provide teaching with reduced effort to large numbers of students. As a result,
the fees for education can be lowered since delivery costs per student are reduced. The
digital domain provides an enhanced delivery of education through visual, audio and
information-gathering resources that are difficult to replicate otherwise in a purely non-digital
domain.
On the other hand, there are some learning activities which are difficult to effectively replicate
in an on-line environment. Engineering laboratories are one such activity, where on-campus
delivery is still the dominant mechanism, and on-line delivery is in its preliminary stages.
While various manifestations of education technology are highly capable from a functional
point of view, the design itself must also address factors that are crucial to the learning
process and crucial to skill development of electrical engineering students.

Background
The following definitions relate to educational laboratories where students build and
investigate engineering structures to better understand their operation.
A Physical Laboratory is a traditional laboratory where students are physically co-located
with the apparatus under investigation. Often (but not always) students perform their
experiments in groups that are supervised and assisted by laboratory demonstrators. A
physical laboratory refers to the traditional laboratories which are built upon real estate and
have physical equipment (Budhu, 2002).
In a Remote Laboratory, students also perform their experiments on physical equipment,
where control and data acquisition to the equipment is mediated by sensors and actuators
which in turn are accessed by a web interface (Tawfik, et al., 2013). Students may still
conduct the experiments together in groups supervised by a demonstrator, or they could
access the equipment at times and places of their choosing.
A Simulation Laboratory is where students perform experiments using a computer simulation
of a system. The simulator may implement a realistic model of a system (such as a
simulated circuit breadboard into which simulated wires, components and meters are
connected) or on a more abstract model (such as a circuit schematic).
A Virtual Laboratory is an umbrella term for both remote and simulation laboratories, i.e., any
laboratory where access to the experiment is entirely on-line. A virtual laboratory is a
laboratory experience without the physical laboratory (Keller & Keller, 2005). Virtual
laboratories are programmed systems that can simulate the features and activities of the real
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experiments that are done inside a real laboratory (Harry & Edward, 2005); (Altalbe,
Bergmann and Schulz, 2015).
In a virtual laboratory, experiments are conducted and controlled partially or totally by using
computers, simulation and animations, and more recently with the use of mobile devices
(Frank & Kapila, 2017). Various models of virtual laboratories differ in their level of replication
of reality (Budhu, 2002). The ÒMIT iLabÓ system is an open-source software framework which
supports online (usually remote) laboratory experiments (Hardison, DeLong, Bailey, &
Harward, 2008). It was first developed for batch-mode remote experiments and has been
recently extended to support interactive experiments with the addition of a highly
configurable service of the laboratory resource scheduling, a huge and strong data storing
system, and capability to support high bandwidth communication systems between the
laboratory server and the client.
The International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC) has been studying virtual and
remote laboratories for over a decade, including a control education remote laboratory
(Esquembre, 2015). The remote options at the RobUALab include robots, servers for the
network and teleoperation, camera, and software for modelling, access control and the robot
interface (Jara, Candelas, Puente, & Torres, 2011). Some of the earliest work with remote
laboratories and robotics was developed at the University of Western Australia along with
remote robotics developed in the Mercury Project (industrial robot arm with a camera) and
the Telegarden Project (Jara, Candelas, Puente, & Torres, 2011).
Individual differences amongst students and relative openness of the laboratories are
important factors to be considered while designing experiments. Quality of interface and
level of social interaction are important aspects to be considered to meet the student needs
(Jara, Candelas, Puente, & Torres, 2011). It is important that while designing such
laboratories the perceptions of the relevant students should be considered. This is because
the perception of realism can be manipulated to improve the effectiveness (Nickerson,
Corter, Esche, & Chassapis, 2007).
The design of online group work and the teaching method should be conducive to improving
its effectiveness (Koh & Hill, 2009). Features of the online environment, personal attributes
of the learners, and the teaching strategies employed by the instructors impact the learning
process (Koh & Hill, 2009). Frustration with working in online groups can lead to situations
where members drop out of the interactions (Warkentin, Sayeed, & Hightower, 1997). Other
important barriers hindering participation of students in online group work include lack of
availability of time and studentsÕ preference for reading compared to discussing matters
online (Fung, 2004).
The process of conducting an experiment on the system should be explained in simple terms
and be easy to understand (Stefanovic, 2013). The software needs to have a good interface,
should have multi-platform portability, and should offer modularity by allowing development
of the program in parts. Further, it should be compatible with the available hardware and
should align with the existing code (Stefanovic, 2013). Debugging and help options are
important. Features, such as extendable program libraries, increase the flexibility of the
system. Multimedia features are particularly important (Tiwari & Singh, 2011). However, ease
of use of the interface is more important in the context of learning and cognition compared to
smoothness of navigation (Budhu, 2002). Help features can provide real-time guidance and
support (Keller & Keller, 2005).
Ideally, a virtual laboratory must include a real-life scenario from which the student can
collect data in a realistic environment (Stefanovic, 2013). This is because, in effect, working
with a simulation is like exploring an algorithm which tries to imitate the real world. The
discoveries made in the process of experimentation may be those related to the algorithm.
One approach makes the system appear to control like a real lab (Keller & Keller, 2005). The
laboratory responds with a video of the experiment. Students can remotely control the
system, watch the video and gather data at various points in the video. The software collects
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and presents the data gathered or generated by the students. This is different from the
simulation where the data is already fed into the algorithm (Keller & Keller, 2005). Animation
techniques, videos, and 3D models help make the system more attractive for the students
(Babateen, 2011).
In (Balamuralthara, 2013), student feedback was obtained on attitudes towards computerbased laboratories and experimentation. When students were asked to rate important
aspects of laboratories, the authors found teamwork to be the highest rated item by the
students. Students indicated that teamwork was essential to successfully conducting an
experiment. Besides rating teamwork highly, students also felt that having assistance from a
supervisor or technician was important.

The Simulator
The virtual laboratory prototype was designed to be a breadboard simulator for electronic
circuits (DC based) and allowed students to connect components like resistor, diode, LED,
IC, inductor and power supply on the given platform in a manner much like a real
breadboard. It allowed them to simulate the results in the form of current and voltages based
on real mathematical data and formulas based on Ngspice. The app makes heavy use of
modern web browser features like JavaScript, DOM manipulation, SVG graphics and AJAX.
The tool is different from a standard simulator as it can be coded to work with real equipment
so students can have the experience of being in a real laboratory. When there is a good
camera with proper zoom, students can see the same results on their simulator as they see
on the camera attached to physical equipment, making the tool a remote laboratory and a
simulation laboratory.
The virtual electronic circuit simulation laboratory system is a process that enables users to
assemble and simulate electronic circuit via the library of SPICE3f5. Electronic circuit
components were designed to be dragged and dropped into place in the schematic drawing.
The term UQEEVL refers to UQ Electrical Engineering Virtual laboratory which allows
students, tutors and professors to interact remotely and conduct virtual versions of their
experiments (electronic circuits) at any time and obtain required results. Additionally, they
also help carry out experiments that cannot be performed in physical laboratories due to
limitations in equipment. Once users log in, they can then create a new project and drag
components into the schematic drawing.
The tool is designed such that users can create their own experiments, retrieve saved
reports from the database, and share and edit experiments. The system also provides a chat
option to ease communication with tutors, classmates and groups. Spice3 was installed on
the university server and a trusted domain at EAIT was registered for the tool at UQ
(https://virtual-laboratories.eait.uq.edu.au). Ngspice release 23 was installed and is based on
three open source software packages: Xspice, Cider1b1 and Spice3f5. There was a need
for three separate programs and these are explained below:
1. A custom Java-based circuit editor that operates using an Internet browser, and
generates circuit diagrams and netlists that can be stored on a database as <any
name>.cir, able to display simulation results.
2. A web-server application that enables students to store userÕs circuits and simulation
results on a database, that can also communicate with the simulation package. An
example of this is currently operating on the University of Queensland's webserver.
3. A simulation package that can create circuit netlists and produces circuit waveforms,
voltages, etc. Users never access this package, only the webserver does. This also
runs on a server.
After successful completion of the whole circuit, the systemÕs intelligent logic layer will
determine the mode of the circuit. The power source management, diode and resistors are
stored with their corresponding values, properties. The collected data can thereafter be sent
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to the application server and via this server the whole data are processed using the
SPICE3f5 library. The total circuit is solved and the simulation result is then sent to the userÕs
browser window.

Figure 1: Lifecycle of the Simulation Software

Methods
In this research, a mixed method approach was used that consists of both qualitative and
quantitative methods (Creswell, 2013). Firstly, a detailed critical analysis of the available
literature was performed using a scoping study approach where a systematic review of
existing literature related to virtual and physical laboratories is undertaken. Secondly, an
experimental approach was employed by developing an example virtual laboratory to better
understand the challenges related to the laboratory implementation. Thirdly, survey data and
interviews were analyzed including the quantitative data and qualitative data.

Results
In the literature, faculty and student evaluations of virtual laboratories were mixed. Some
students felt that computer experiences were not capable of replacing the physical laboratory
experience and argued that computer screens are not capable of replacing many laboratory
instruments. Collaboration in online environments was found to be frustrating for some
students, but others felt their teamwork skills improved. Studies found that students find
physical laboratories easier and more satisfying than virtual laboratories and that virtual
laboratories are integral to traditional laboratories, but not a replacement.
Several studies in the literature advocated that the learning outcomes obtained in virtual
laboratories are comparable to the outcomes obtained in the physical laboratory and for
disabled students, and students in remote or rural areas, access to laboratories is now a
reality. Educational leaders found it increasingly important to provide online learning, while
for faculty, generating the exercises was found to be more burdensome. Again, the literature
was somewhat mixed in that monitoring of students was found to be more difficult in one
study, but others found that virtual laboratories improved the monitoring of students.
In the survey results, realism was the most important consideration of the respondents as
shown in Figure 4, and indicates that a virtual laboratory should provide an experience that
gives students the same capabilities that they have in the virtual laboratory. The students
expressed desires for realism so that their education received in the virtual laboratory is
comparable to the education they receive in the physical laboratory and that the skills
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developed are transferrable to a real-world setting. The ability of a virtual laboratory to
supplement physical laboratories appears to be highly dependent on the concept of realism.

Figure 2: Analysis of Open Ended Survey Responses

Around 7% of the respondents indicated that they were more interested in using a physical
laboratory as opposed to any virtual laboratory. While overall, most respondents were
excited about using the simulator, it is important to note that there is a contingent of the
student population that prefers the experience in the physical laboratory. Some of the
student responses were quite adamant about their desire to work in a physical laboratory,
including the following:
¥

ÒI would not want to use virtual laboratories. I am paying to learn how to use
equipment in the real world. It is of no use to me if I am using a virtualization of a
physical device, if I have not understanding of how it works in the real world.Ó

One student commented, although not an advocate, that virtual laboratories are highly
relevant in the cases of hazardous circumstances or where the real-world application of the
skills require use of a virtual or remote operation of equipment.
From the comparison survey of virtual laboratories to the Breadboard simulator, it was found
that students were using the Breadboard in timeframes associated with exams and rated
using the Breadboard prior to an exam as the highest-ranking working style. Efficient use of
time was the highest- ranking advantage. Some students found a very effective use of the
tool by confirming physical laboratory work using the simulator prior to testing. The online
setting provided the additional time to work and rework exercises however the results from
the surveys fail to indicate that virtual laboratories can completely replace physical
laboratories.
In the literature user interface, realism, individualization, storage capacity, social interaction,
simplicity, multimedia features, help features and qualified technical staff were identified as
important design considerations in virtual laboratories. Features identified in the surveys
were the user interface, realism, real-time tutors, chat, online help, system response to
errors, speed and reliability, message consistency, visual clarity, knowledge sharing
capabilities, and individualized and group scheduling.
While social interaction is mentioned in the literature, real-time (or almost real-time) feedback
and chat features are specific items mentioned by the students that do not appear in the
literature. The use of error correction feedback was extremely important to the students as a
design feature.
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Discussion
The most important learning objectives for students were teamwork and learning from
failures, skills that help students become more successful in the classroom and in their
careers. Both the literature review and the survey results were consistent in finding that
virtual laboratories need to provide realism for students to meet their learning objectives.
Beyond what is currently in the literature, it was also found that students prefer to have online
tools for communicating with their tutors and they would prefer that the interaction be in
real-time. Both real-time interaction with tutors and real-time corrections to mistakes were
important to students.
A new finding in this research was that the students preferred to use the virtual
laboratory to prepare for examinations, which is consistent with concerns regarding time
management. Students may not have sufficient time in the physical laboratory to master the
concepts being presented, or may have difficulties scheduling laboratory-based classes due
to institutional resource constraints. Another important finding, suggested by the students,
was the need for virtual laboratories to prepare them for real-world situations where
virtual or remote skills are necessary. As technology has improved, engineers have more
opportunities to respond to hazardous, or otherwise dangerous settings by using virtual and
remote tools.
From this research, it would be difficult to argue that virtual laboratories can completely
replace physical laboratories, but the students were found to be effective at using the virtual
laboratory to improve their learning and supplement their learnings to perform better on their
tests. They also point out the need to learn how to develop skills using remote and virtual
environments that are currently necessary in real-world environments (for example,
hazardous situations).
From the literature and the survey responses and interviews, this suggest the development
of design guidelines, which are still under development. In summary, these guidelines
suggest that a successful virtual laboratory deployment should (i) enable sharing of
knowledge and real-time feedback, (ii) enable options for individualized learning and group
scheduling, (iii) provide an intuitive user interface that is simple and easy to use, (iv) provide
visual clarity in the user interface, (v) provide speed and reliability, (vi) provide functionality
for experimentation, (vii) provide consistent messages and message positioning, (viii) provide
system responses to errors, (ix) provide realism, (x) provide real-time access to tutors, (xi)
provide online help and (xii) provide an environment that supports the physical laboratory.

Limitations and Future Work
The surveys and interviews are specific to the participants and users of the laboratory in this
research, so the findings must be understood as such. There are a wide variety of online
learning systems that are tailored to different academic programs, where opinions of their
usefulness may be much different. While there were no findings presented in this research
that deviated severely from previous findings in the literature, it is possible that students and
faculty that chose not to respond may have had much different responses than the students
and faculty that did respond.
The measurement of realism in the virtual laboratory and how it is measured would be a
useful area of research. Perception-based measurements may be useful, supplemented by
quantitative techniques for calculating the deviation of a virtual environment from a physical
environment. As commercialization of the tools increases, a standardized measure of
realism could be developed.
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process
CONTEXT Within many maths-heavy (MH) undergraduate engineering units (UEU),
teaching teams rely on written worked-solution documents to assist students in bridging the
gap between tutorials and self-directed study. However, these are limited in their usefulness
as they are a passive medium and poor at communicating the ‘why’ required for deeper
understanding. Alternatively, worked-example videos (WEVs) involve an instructor
demonstrating a solution while discussing the underlying strategies being employed. The
audio-visual medium encourages increased interaction with the content, promoting cognitive
processing and improving the quality of student learning. Limited studies have investigated
the potential for WEVs as high-quality blended learning resources in UEU. Better
understanding of WEV impact could lead to their widespread use in the blended learning
transformation.
PURPOSE To explore the impact of WEVs in MH-UEU by investigating student-video
usage, interaction, and attitude, and the resultant effect on perceived academic performance.
APPROACH WEVs were produced weekly for two MH-UEU at the Queensland University
of Technology. Student engagement, perceived academic performance and attitude toward
the WEVs were evaluated using a mixed methods approach incorporating viewership data
and an end-of-semester survey. The study comprised 1,713 students across five cohorts
over three semesters.

RESULTS Students engaged significantly with the WEVs with almost 24,500 views and 89
days of continuous viewing time across the five cohorts. Exam preparation was the dominant
motivator for WEV usage. Approximately 90% of students used an active learning style when
interacting with the WEVs, with many taking advantage of video controls like pausing,
skipping and rewinding. This enabled students to work alongside the WEVs, using them to
provide hints and verify solution processes, as well as concentrate on specific sections of the
WEVs, thus individualising their learning to focus on areas they found challenging. The
majority of students agreed WEVs improved their knowledge of the unit content, had the
potential to improve their grades, and would be useful in other similar units.

CONCLUSIONS WEVs are a valuable blended learning tool, capable of empowering
student learning and enabling deeper engagement with problem solving tasks. Student
interactions with the WEVs suggest that they are well-suited to MH-UEU where worked
examples are an important learning tool.

KEYWORDS Worked example videos, blended learning, supplementary videos
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Introduction
Engaging students in curriculum is a perpetual challenge, which is now being confronted by
the move away from traditional lecture and tutorial delivery into the online space (Whatley &
Ahmad, 2007). Blended learning, the combination of face-to-face and online instruction
(Garrison & Kanuka, 2004), is the new expectation for engineering education. One
opportunity of blended learning is the introduction of worked-example videos (WEVs) to
complement the traditional written worked-solutions provided in maths-heavy undergraduate
engineering units (MH-UEU). Considerations must be made for how online resources impact
on the student experience and learning outcomes. Yet, there has been limited study into the
integration of WEVs in UEU. This study will investigate the impact of introducing WEVs into
two semester-long UEU. Their impact in terms of student engagement, attitude and
achievement, will be evaluated to understand whether WEVs are a suitable blended learning
resource for integration into existing units.

Background
Videos are a popular method for delivering online experiences (McGarr, 2009). The rise in
their use has been enabled by the advent of YouTube and the accessibility of recording
devices like smart phones and tablets, which has made videos cheap and easy to produce
(Kay, 2012). Based on a comprehensive literature review by Kay (2012), most videos in the
tertiary context have been recorded lectures and audio-overlaid PowerPoint presentations.
These video types do not represent innovative approaches to developing online resources,
as each mimics a passive classroom experience with little potential for encouraging active
learning like group discussion, practice or teaching others (Prince, 2004). This approach to
blended learning is counterproductive as video lectures have been shown to be less
engaging than face-to-face lectures (Foertsch, Moses, Strikwerda, & Litzkow, 2002) and can
serve as direct replacements for classroom experiences leading to reduced class attendance
(Wieling & Hofman, 2010). Despite this, there is benefit in the convenience that these videos
provide students in terms of ease of viewing and flexibility, as well as for instructors for ease
of production and inclusion into existing courses (Wieling & Hofman, 2010).
Another type of video resource is the worked-example style, where mathematical-based
problems are worked through step-by-step while the instructor narrates the process (Kay &
Kletskin, 2012). WEVs gained significant recognition through the rise of ‘Khan Academy’
(Khan, 2016) which has become a major educational resource over the past decade by
producing short WEVs on a wide range of topics. However the study of their impact in the
tertiary education context has been limited (Kay, 2012). With regard to undergraduate
engineering, Wandel (2009) and Wandel (2010) produced WEVs targeted at external
students of thermodynamics. Belski (2011) and Belski and Belski (2013) studied the
effectives of traditional written solutions compared to WEVs, as well as knowledge transfer
improvements for an electronics unit. Martin (2016) used videos to demonstrate examples in
an electrical engineering unit, however only a handful were made available which were not
completed in class. Student cohorts were less than 100 in each of these studies. Thus there
is a gap in evaluating the impact and value of WEVs in blended learning for large units.
WEVs show promise for blended learning because they can meet students at their point-ofneed when practicing during their self-directed studies outside of class, making them an
excellent resource for complementing face-to-face instruction. In fact, start-ups have begun
targeting this space with companies such as ‘SpoonFeedMe’ emerging as providers of video
summaries for specific university courses (SpoonFeedMe, 2017). Video explanations are
superior to the written solutions traditionally provided for self-directed practice, as written
solutions are unable to effectively convey the underlying problem solving strategies and
thought processes used to develop a solution. Instead, students must infer from the lines of
working why the process has been done a certain way, with students who are unable to
reason this tending to solve related problems with ineffective and erroneous techniques
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(Clement, Lochhead, & Monk, 1981). Unsurprisingly, research indicates that learning
requires both visual and audio cues to best promote cognitive processing (Whatley & Ahmad,
2007). WEVs can take advantage of this as well as address the major issues associated with
other video types. Incorporating WEVs into self-directed study encourages active learning
whilst providing a different experience to that in the classroom, making it a genuine blended
learning approach.

Methodology
To investigate WEV impact, a study was conducted across three semesters involving two
UEU at the Queensland University of Technology; these units were Dynamics (Dyn) and
Mechanics (Mec). Dynamics is a second-year course taken by students in the mechanical
engineering stream which introduces the concepts of dynamics for particles and rigid bodies,
while Mechanics is a first-year course taken by all engineering students concerned with the
physical behaviour of structures subjected to forces. Both units focus on mathematical-based
problem solving. All students were based on-campus with the face-to-face contact hours
listed in Table 1. Attendance was not enforced and lectures were recorded and made
available online. The assessment items for each unit are shown in Table 1, where it is noted
that the problem solving task, quizzes and final exam directly assessed problem solving skills
with short mathematical-based questions. Dynamics was the first unit to incorporate the
WEVs in Semester 1, 2016 with WEVs incorporated into Mechanics the following semester.
Data has subsequently been collected for three cohorts of Dynamics and two cohorts of
Mechanics.
Table 1: Unit comparison

Attribute

Dynamics

Mechanics

Face-to-Face
Contact Hours
per Semester

Lectures: 2 hours/week (main) and 1
hour/week (maths supplement)
Tutorials: 1.5 hours/week

Lecture: 2 hours/week
Tutorials: 1.5 hours/week
Experimental Labs: 2 x 2 hours

Computer Labs: 5 x 2 hours
Assessment
Items

Problem Solving Task, Computer
Lab Assignment, Final Exam

3 × Online Problem Solving Quizzes,
Group Design Project, Final Exam

Cohorts

Dyn-1: Semester 1, 2016
Dyn-2: Semester 2, 2016
Dyn-3: Semester 1, 2017

Mec-1: Semester 2, 2016
Mec-2: Semester 1, 2017

A set of WEVs were developed for each unit, such that each video focused on a single
mathematics-based engineering problem, usually selected from the textbook, which aligned
with the key content covered in face-to-face classes. Typically three to four WEVs were
produced for each weekly topic, with the problems chosen such that they ranged in difficulty
from simple to challenging. WEVs were structured to guide and enhance student learning.
Each WEV opened with the question being introduced by the instructor, who then broadly
discussed the problem solving approach to be employed, before working through the
example systematically step-by-step by writing on the screen. Audio was used to narrate the
process, emphasising connections between steps and the underlying principles as
recommended by Clark and Mayer (2008). Common mistakes and misconceptions were
clarified. Diagrams and visuals were used where appropriate to better communicate key
concepts (Mayer, 2001). Videos were typically five to twenty minutes long. The videos were
released to students at the end of the relevant week as a supplementary follow-up activity.
The WEVs were styled to break down the barrier between the instructor and the viewer, to
maximise engagement and thus encourage active learning. In line with this, the WEVs
incorporated a conversational communication-style, with tone and language representative of
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a tutorial where the problem is solved in front of an audience. This is supported by Mayer
(2001) who advocates that a conversational approach is better for learning than a formal
one, as viewers tend to feel that the instructor is engaging with them personally. To further
enhance this, video editing was used sparingly, so the real-time thought process of the
instructor was captured, maintaining the feel of a natural tutorial. The WEVs were kept as
short as possible to maintain the attention of the viewers.
The WEVs were complemented by a ‘recap’ video for each topic which was similar to the
summary presented at the beginning of tutorials. These summaries are also promoted in the
literature as a useful tool for revising lecture material and for exam preparation (Whatley &
Ahmad, 2007).
In terms of practical implementation, the videos were captured using a Microsoft Surface Pro
computer with the pen accessory, using the software programs of Microsoft OneNote,
Microsoft Screen Expression/Screencast-O-Matic and Microsoft Movie Maker. The videos
were uploaded unlisted to a YouTube channel and then embedded within the learning
management system (LMS) Blackboard.
A data collection strategy incorporating both quantitative and thematic data was used to
assess student-video engagement, interaction and attitude as well as the impact of WEVs on
perceived academic performance. Students were surveyed anonymously at the end of each
semester to elucidate their interactions and attitudes towards the WEVs. The survey had 10
to 12 questions across a combination of checkbox, Likert scale and open-ended comment
responses. The survey was available online and was estimated to take 5 minutes to
complete. Thematic analysis was applied to student comments describing how they
interacted with the WEVs with data coded manually into two major themes of video controls
and prompting. The first dynamics cohort (Dyn-1) was not surveyed. Viewing statistics for all
cohorts were collected from YouTube and the LMS.

Results & Discussion
To understand the impact and effectiveness of WEVs in MH-UEU, three main areas were
analysed; viewership statistics, student interactions with WEVs and impact on perceived
academic performance. Table 2 presents key metrics of the WEVs across the five cohorts. It
is immediately apparent that students highly utilised the WEVs with a total of 24,478
recorded views, averaging 14.3 views per student. Views per student increased across
consecutive cohorts. The increased viewership is attributed to improved awareness of the
WEVs by the student body following a promotional drive by teaching staff. This was
implemented in response to feedback that students were unaware the WEVs existed until
late in the semester (a common problem experienced by other developers of WEVs, e.g. Kay
and Kletskin (2012)). The time viewed per student is mixed for consecutive cohorts, which
may be attributed to students selectively viewing sections of the videos discussed below.
To analyse this further, WEV viewership throughout the semester was explored (Figure 1).
For Mechanics cohorts, two notable peaks in viewership were observed coinciding with
quizzes held in weeks 4-5 and 8-9 (a third quiz was held in weeks 14-15 but this is hidden by
end-of-semester study). The quizzes were only open for seven days which likely contributed
to concentrated increases in viewership during these periods. Conversely, dynamics cohorts
showed fairly steady viewership throughout the semester, with a slight dip near the end of
semester when students were likely finalising assignments (weeks 11- 13). Interestingly, no
major change in viewing is evident around the problem solving task due date (week 9)
despite students reporting using the WEVs for this assignment. This may be because the
assignment was released several weeks before the due date so assignment-related views
were spread over a wide timeframe. Most significantly, a large peak is observed at week 15
for all cohorts, making up 57% of the total views. This peak corresponds to the final exam.
These findings infer assessment is the largest driver of WEV viewership, which is largely
unsurprising given that assessment tends to be a driver for student learning (Brown, 2005).
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Table 2: Key metrics of WEVs across cohorts

Cohort

Attribute
Dyn-1
Students Enrolled

Dyn-2

Dyn-3

Mec-1

Mec-2

270

160

211

685

387

42

44

44

55

55

Total Views Recorded by YouTube

3408

2501

3393

8476

6700

Total Hours Viewed from YouTube

361

203

332

672

568

Average Views/Student

12.6

15.6

16.1

12.4

17.3

80

76

95

59

88

Survey Respondents

N/A

33

48

77

90

Response Rates %

N/A

21

23

11

23

Total Videos

Average Minutes Viewed/Student

Figure 1: WEVs views per week from YouTube (inset zoomed in)

Hypothesising that WEVs encourage deep learning, student interactions with WEVs were
investigated via the end of semester survey. Students were asked about their motivations for
using the WEVs with results shown in Figure 2a. Both units show similar trends, with the vast
majority of students reporting exam revision as a key driver; this is in line with the above
viewership analysis. Despite assessment being the dominant driver for WEVs usage,
between 30% and 50% of students reported using WEVs in an ongoing capacity during the
semester for consolidating learning in face-to-face classes, to make up for missed classes,
and to clarify understanding of challenging concepts. A small minority of students reported
using the WEVs as a replacement for tutorial attendance. This suggests WEVs provide an
effective blended learning experience which has minimal impact on reducing class
attendance.
It is interesting that fewer students used the WEVs for assignments than for the exam. This
may be explained by assignments setting a well-defined task compared to exams, for which
students only know the broad topics being assessed. This means there is more value in
reviewing a large number of problems for exams, such as those in the WEVs, in order to
prepare for all possibilities. Furthermore, the assignments in both units tended to test content
soon after it was taught compared to the exams which assessed content taught weeks in the
past. Thus the WEVs became an excellent tool for systematic revision, supported by student
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Figure 2: (a) Reasons students used the WEVs from survey responses, (b) Student responses
to how they typically interacted with WEVs

comments such as, “I have looked at the videos as part of my revision … they are a great
refresher.” This demonstrates WEVs are well-suited to units with significant final exams. The
similarity of an assignment’s style to the WEVs can also help to pinpoint the types of units
that would see the most engagement with WEV resources. In Mechanics, of the students
who reported using the WEVs for assignment help, 98% said this was for the quizzes and
just 25% for the group project. The quizzes asked questions similar to the WEVs, while the
project was very different, requiring analysis of a structure for its cause of failure and then an
open-ended redesign. Likewise, in Dynamics, of the students who reported using the WEVs
for assignment help, 100% said they used them for the problem solving task and 64% for the
computer lab assignment. The problem solving task asked questions similar to the WEVs,
whereas the computer lab assignment required simulation of problems using software and
comparison with hand calculations. This suggests WEVs are well-suited to units with
assessment strategies centred on testing problem solving skills with questions similar in style
to those presented in the WEVs.
Figure 2b shows how students interacted with the WEVs. Approximately 90% of students
solved the examples before, during or after watching the WEV and thus employed an active
learning approach, compared to only 10% of students who did not attempt the examples and
consequently used a passive approach. This provides strong evidence that WEVs can
facilitate active learning opportunities where students independently practice their problem
solving skills. This is important as the shift from a receiving learning mode to a participating
learning mode is linked to better understanding and knowledge retention (Prince, 2004).
To further explore student-video interactions, thematic analysis was conducted on open
responses where students described how they interacted with the WEVs. The first major
theme identified was using the video controls of pausing, rewinding and skipping. Students
most frequently discussed using pausing to work alongside the WEVs with comments such
as, “I paused throughout the video and attempted to move farther from there and if I was
stuck I would continue with the video.” This is consistent with the earlier finding that the
majority of students were attempting the questions while engaging with the WEVs. Skipping
and rewinding were regularly noted as a way of focusing on the parts of a question which
were most challenging. This was supported by comments like, “I usually skipped over easy
parts and repeated watching the most important parts of solving the question.” This suggests
WEVs can enable students to individualise their learning and review aspects they find
challenging at their own pace. This self-paced learning afforded by the video medium has
previously been identified as an area which students enjoy (Chester, Buntine, Hammond, &
Atkinson, 2011).
The second major theme identified in the thematic analysis was prompting, with students
using the WEVs to further their learning in different ways. Some students reported using the
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WEVs to prompt their solution processes in real-time to give hints on how to proceed when
they became stuck. This contrasted against others using the WEVs as reinforcement for their
problem solving strategy such as, “Attempted sections at a time. So when a new part of the
solution was about to start I would attempt it and then verify that I did it right with the video.”
Some students reported using the WEV examples as a guide for attempting additional
examples from the textbook, evidenced by comments like, “Watched the video and applied
the theory to another question.” This implies the WEVs can serve as a launching pad for
further study. This could be further encouraged by recommending additional practice
problems related to each worked-example, which was in fact proposed by some students
when asked how the WEV concept could be improved. These findings support WEVs as a
means of encouraging active learning.
The survey also assessed whether students felt their understanding of engineering concepts
had improved and if they would get a better grade from using the WEVs. The results are
shown in Figure 3(a-b). This shows most students strongly agree the WEVs had a positive
impact on their technical content knowledge, and they perceive this would result in better
grades in the unit. This suggests WEVs can contribute to improving academic performance.
Furthermore, students agreeing that their understanding had increased, suggests that they
were not using the WEVs as a tool for memorising solution processes, but rather learning the
content on a deeper level. Figure 3c shows student attitudes toward the WEV resources are
extremely favourable, with the majority strongly agreeing that they would use WEVs if made
available other similar units. This was also echoed frequently in the open responses, again
strengthening the argument that these WEVs would be suitable for other units.

Figure 3: Likert scale responses to survey questions (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree)

Conclusions
WEVs are well-suited to MH-UEU where solving worked-examples is a key teaching tool.
Students are most likely to engage with the WEVs around the exam preparation period, with
secondary engagement drivers being to reinforce content throughout the semester, make up
for missed classes, clarify understanding of difficult concepts, and help for assignments
which ask questions similar in style to the worked-examples. Only a small number of
students reported using the WEVs to replace tutorials, indicating that the WEVs were
primarily used to compliment face-to-face classes.
Students overwhelming interact with the WEVs using an active learning approach by
independently working through the questions, often using the WEVs for hints when they get
stuck and to verify their solutions. This is enabled by the video controls of pausing, skipping
and rewinding which allow students to personalise their learning by concentrating on sections
of the WEVs which they find challenging. Students report that they understand technical
content better and expect to achieve better grades in the unit from using the WEVs. Students
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overwhelmingly agree that they would use WEVs if they were developed in other similar
units. As such, it is shown that WEVs can be an effective tool for embedding blended
learning approaches within MH-UEU.
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
$ NH\ DUHD LQ WKH &KHPLFDO (QJLQHHULQJ FXUULFXOXP LV SURFHVV HFRQRPLFV ZKLFK IRUPV WKH
EDFNERQH RI SURFHVV GHVLJQ  7HDFKLQJ DQG GHOLYHU\ RI WKLV XQLW PD\ EH GLIILFXOW GXH WR WKH
GLYHUVHHFRQRPLFVFRQFHSWQRWIDPLOLDUDPRQJVWHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWV$QRWKHUFKDOOHQJHLQ
WHDFKLQJ SURFHVV HFRQRPLFV LV WKDW ZKLOH WKH WKHRU\ PD\ EH UHODWLYHO\ VWUDLJKWIRUZDUG WKH
DSSOLFDWLRQRIWKHWKHRU\WRUHDOZRUOGVLWXDWLRQLVTXLWHFKDOOHQJLQJ6WXGHQWVPD\DOVRILQG
WKHWRSLFUHODWLYHO\µGU\¶DVSDUWVRIWKHWRSLFPD\EHTXLWHHPSLULFDO,QRUGHUWRLPSURYHWKH
GHOLYHU\RIWKLVW\SHRIXQLWWRHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVDPRUHDSSOLHGDSSURDFKLVLQWURGXFHGLQ
WKLVFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
$QRWKHU FKDOOHQJH ZKLFK PD\ EH IDFHG ZKHQ GHOLYHULQJ D XQLW RI WKLV QDWXUH LV WKDW VRPH
VWXGHQWV LQ WKH FODVV PD\ EH FRPLQJ IURP D GRXEOH GHJUHH &RPPHUFH(QJLQHHULQJ
EDFNJURXQG  ,Q HVVHQFH WKHVH VWXGHQWV ZRXOG KDYH FRYHUHG DQG KDYH OHDUQW WKH EDVLF
HFRQRPLFV WKHRU\ LQ WKHLU FRPPHUFH FRXUVHV  7HDFKLQJ VXFK D XQLW VWDUWLQJ IURP WKH
WKHRUHWLFDO DSSURDFK ZLOO QRW EH LQWHUHVWLQJ IRU WKHVH VWXGHQWV  ,QFUHDVLQJ WKH VFRSH RI WKH
FRQWHQW RU PDNLQJ WKH FRXUVH PRUH GLIILFXOW WR FDWHU IRU WKH FRPPHUFH VWXGHQWV PD\ DOVR
PDNHWKHXQLWWRRGLIILFXOWIRUHQJLQHHULQJRQO\VWXGHQWV7KHUHIRUHRQHDOWHUQDWLYHLVWRKDYH
PRUHDSSOLFDWLRQVIRUPRIWHDFKLQJLQFRUSRUDWHGLQWRWKHXQLWZKLFKZLOOFDWHUWRERWKVWUHDPV
RIVWXGHQWV
7KLV FRPPXQLFDWLRQ GHVFULEHV DQG SURYLGHV LGHDV RQ KRZ WKLV IRUP RI WHDFKLQJ FDQ EH
LQWURGXFHG EDVHG RQ WKH UHYDPSLQJ RI D XQLW GHOLYHUHG LQ 0RQDVK 8QLYHUVLW\ LQ   7KH
DXWKRU ZLOO DOVR VKDUH WKH H[SHULHQFH HVSHFLDOO\ WKH ILQHU GHWDLOV LPSRUWDQW LQ WKLV IRUP RI
DSSOLFDWLRQ EDVHG GHOLYHU\ RI WKH XQLW E\ WKH LQWURGXFWLRQ RI D ODUJH FDVH VWXG\ EDVHG
GLVFXVVLRQDSSURDFKLQOHFWXUHVFRPSOHWHO\UHSODFLQJWKHWUDGLWLRQDOGLFWDWLYHW\SHRIOHFWXUHV

&KDOOHQJHVLQWKHSUHYLRXVGHOLYHU\DSSURDFK
,Q RUGHU WR EHWWHU DSSUHFLDWH WKH FDVH VWXG\ EDVHG DSSURDFK LQWURGXFHG LQ WKLV
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ LW ZLOO EH LPSRUWDQW ILUVWO\ GHVFULEH WKH VFRSH RI WKH HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLFV
PDWHULDOV FRYHUHG OLVWHG EHORZ FKURQRORJLFDOO\  7KLV LV LPSRUWDQW IRU WKH UHDGHU WR EHWWHU
DSSUHFLDWH WKH VWUDWHJLHV KLJKOLJKWHG ODWHU RQ DQG WR LQWHUSUHW IRU DSSOLFDWLRQ WR WKHLU RZQ
XQLWV

 0DUNHW,GHQWLILFDWLRQDQGIRUHFDVWLQJ
D :KDWLVDPDUNHW±6XSSO\'HPDQG
E &ODVVLILFDWLRQRIPDUNHWVKLJKORZGHPDQGFRPPRGLW\VSHFLDOW\HWF
F 'LIIHUHQWIRUHFDVWLQJWRROVIRUGHPDQGYROXPH
G 'LIIHUHQWIRUHFDVWLQJWRROVIRUSULFLQJ
 &DSLWDOFRVWHVWLPDWLRQ
D 6WDJHVRIHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVHYDOXDWLRQV
E /RFDWLRQVHOHFWLRQ
F 6RXUFHVRIFDSLWDORUIXQGLQJ
G 7RROVWRSUHGLFWFDSLWDOFRVWV
L (TXLSPHQWE\HTXLSPHQWHVWLPDWLRQ
LL :KROHSODQWHVWLPDWLRQ
LLL %DWWHU\OLPLWVLQFDSLWDOFRVWHVWLPDWLRQ
LY (IIHFWRIORFDWLRQDQGLQIODWLRQ
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 2SHUDWLQJFRVW
D 9DULDEOHFRVWV UDZPDWHULDOXWLOLWLHVFOHDQLQJHWF 
E )L[HGFRVWV PDQSRZHURYHUKHDGVDGPLQLVWUDWLRQVDOHVUHVHDUFKHWF 
F :RUNLQJFDSLWDO
 3URILWDELOLW\HYDOXDWLRQ
D &DVKIORZHVWLPDWLRQ
L 7D[HV
LL 'HSUHFLDWLRQ
LLL ,QIODWLRQ
LY 1RQFXPXODWLYHFXPXODWLYHFDVKIORZHVWLPDWLRQ
E 1HWSUHVHQWYDOXHHVWLPDWLRQ
F 3URMHFWSD\EDFNSHULRG
G (FRQRPLFULVNDVVHVVPHQW

%HIRUH WKH UHYDPSLQJ WKHVH WRSLFV ZHUH W\SLFDOO\ FRYHUHG YLD  KRXUV RI OHFWXUH RYHU 
ZHHNV  7KH V\OODEXV IRU WKH HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLFV OLVWHG DERYH FRQVWLWXWH RQHWKLUG RI D
ODUJHU XQLW ZKLFK DOVR IRFXVHV RQ SURFHVV VDIHW\ DQG HQYLURQPHQWDO PDQDJHPHQW  7KH
FXUUHQWVFRSHRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVPDWHULDOVFRYHUHGZHUH PDLQO\IRFXVHGRQWKH
IRUHFDVWLQJ LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI EXLOGLQJ D PDQXIDFWXULQJ IDFLOLW\  ,W GRHV QRW SXW HPSKDVLV RQ
RWKHUDVSHFWVRIHQJLQHHULQJVXFKDVSURGXFWLRQPDQDJHPHQWDQGSURGXFWGHYHORSPHQWHWF
ZKLFKZLOODOVRUHTXLUHHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFDQDO\VLV :DOWHU 
7KHVHPDWHULDOVZHUHPDLQO\FRYHUHGE\ILUVWO\JRLQJWKURXJKWKHWKHRU\DQGWKHQIROORZHGE\
VKRUW H[DPSOHV RU DSSOLFDWLRQ IRU HDFK WKHRUHWLFDO VHFWLRQ FRYHUHG  7KH H[DPSOHV ZHUH
PDLQO\ QRW UHODWHG WR HDFK RWKHU  6XFK DQ DSSURDFK PD\ HIIHFWLYHO\ FRYHU WKH WKHRUHWLFDO
DVSHFWVDGHTXDWHO\KRZHYHULWPD\QRWJLYHWKHVWXGHQWVRSSRUWXQLW\WROLQNXSWKHVHLGHDV
,WLVDOVRQRWHZRUWK\WKDWWKHRUHWLFDODVSHFWVRIWKHVHWRSLFVDUHUDWKHUHPSLULFDO7KHUHIRUH
WKHUHLVPLQLPDOYDOXHWRWHDFKWKHVHFRQFHSWVWKHRUHWLFDOO\ LWZRXOGKDYHEHHQYHU\ERULQJ
WRRWRWHDFK 7KHDVVHVVPHQWVIRUWKHHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVHFWLRQLQYROYHV
 *URXS$VVLJQPHQWRQPDUNHWHYDOXDWLRQ
 *URXS$VVLJQPHQWRQFRVWDQGSURILWDELOLW\HVWLPDWLRQ
 :ULWWHQH[DPZLWKSDUWRIWKHH[DPFRYHULQJHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFV

6LQJOHODUJHFDVHVWXG\UHSODFLQJOHFWXUHDSSURDFK
7KH GHOLYHU\ RI WKHVH XQLWV ZHUH WKHQ UHYDPSHG E\ LQWURGXFLQJ D ODUJH HQJLQHHULQJ FDVH
VWXG\IURPZKLFKWKHVHFRQFHSWVZHUHLQWURGXFHG7KLVDOVRWLHVLQFORVHO\ZLWKWKHLQWHQGHG
RXWFRPH RI WKH XQLW DV VWXGHQWV DUH H[SHFWHG WR NQRZ KRZ WR DSSO\ WKHVH FRQFHSWV LQ
HYDOXDWLQJ WKH HFRQRPLFV RI HQJLQHHULQJ SURMHFWV 6ZLWFKLQJ IURP D WUDGLWLRQDO WKHRUHWLFDO
DSSURDFK WR HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLFV WR D FDVH VWXG\ DSSURDFK KDV EHHQ UHSRUWHG DQG
GHVFULEHG E\ VHYHUDO UHSRUWV LQ WKH OLWHUDWXUH 0DQRKDU  5XVV DQG 1DQFH 
%UXQQKRHIIHU,,, 0RVWRIWKHVHSDSHUVVXJJHVWWKHXVHRIGLIIHUHQWFDVHVWXGLHVLQWKH
ZHHNO\ GHOLYHU\ RI WKH XQLW IROORZHG E\ GLVFXVVLRQ RI WKH FDVHV LQ RU RXW RI OHFWXUHV RU DV
DGGLWLRQDOJURXSSURMHFWVRXWVLGHRIOHFWXUH2QH UHSRUWVXJJHVWHGWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRID
JDPH LQ WKH RSLQLRQ RI WKH DXWKRU DQDORJRXV WR FDVH VWXGLHV DOEHLW D VLJQLILFDQWO\ PRUH
LQWHUDFWLYHDSSURDFKDVDQDGGLWLRQDOFRPSRQHQWFRPSOHPHQWLQJWUDGLWLRQDOOHFWXUHV 'DKP
   7KHUH ZDV DOVR D UHSRUW LQ WKH OLWHUDWXUH LQ ZKLFK VOLJKWO\ ODUJHU FDVH VWXGLHV ZHUH
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LQWURGXFHGVWUHWFKLQJDFURVVKDOIRIWKHWHDFKLQJVHPHVWHU %DUVDQWL ,QWKHVHUHSRUWV
DSDUWIURPWKHDSSURDFKE\%DUVDQWL  UHJDUGOHVVRIWKHGLIIHUHQWIRUPVLQZKLFKFDVH
VWXG\ZDVLQWURGXFHGVWXGHQWVKDGWRILUVWO\OHDUQWKHWKHRU\LQFODVVEHIRUHDWWHPSWLQJWKH
FDVHVWXGLHV7KHFXUUHQWUHSRUWGLIIHUVIURPWKRVHGHVFULEHGLQWKHOLWHUDWXUHDQGDLPHGDW
XVLQJFDVHVWXG\GLVFXVVLRQVDVWKHPDLQWHDFKLQJPHGLXPZLWKRXWWKHQHHGWRVWXGHQWVWR
ILUVWO\OHDUQHGWKHWKHRU\WKHWKHRU\RQO\IRUPDOL]HGDQGLQWURGXFHGRQO\DIWHUWKHFDVHVWXG\
GLVFXVVLRQ,QDGGLWLRQRQO\RQHVLJQLILFDQWO\ODUJHFDVHVVWXG\ZKLFKVWUHWFKHVDFURVVWKH
ZKROH GHOLYHU\ SHULRG RI WKH HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLFV VHFWLRQ RI WKH XQLW  7KH PDLQ
K\SRWKHVHVZHUH:LOOD³FDVHVWXG\GLVFXVVLRQILUVW´DSSURDFKEHPRUHHIIHFWLYHLQWHDFKLQJ
HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLFV" :LOO D ODUJH FDVH VWXG\ KHOS VWXGHQWV OLQN WKH GLIIHUHQW PDWHULDOV
EHWWHU"
,QRUGHUWRDVVHVVWKHVHK\SRWKHVHVWKHRWKHUDVSHFWVRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVSDUWRI
WKHXQLWZDVGHOLEHUDWHO\PDLQWDLQHGWKHVDPHWKHSUHYLRXV\HDU3OHDVHUHIHUWRWKHVHFWLRQ
DERYHIRUPRUHGHWDLOV7KHPDLQGLIIHUHQFHZDVWKDWWKHWUDGLWLRQDOOHFWXUHVKDYHQRZEHHQ
FRQYHUWHGLQWRWKHGLVFXVVLRQRIWKHODUJHFDVHVWXG\7KLVLVFRPSOHWHO\IOLSSLQJWKHGHOLYHU\
DSSURDFK LQ FRQWUDVW WR VRPH DSSURDFKHV UHSRUW LQ WKH OLWHUDWXUH ZKHUH FDVH VWXGLHV ZHUH
DGGHGDVDQDGGLWLRQDOFRPSRQHQWWRFRPSOHPHQWWUDGLWLRQDOOHFWXUHV 0DQRKDU )RU
WKLVWKHGLVFXVVLRQVRIWKHFDVHVWXGLHVZHUHQRWDVVHVVHGDQGWKHUHLVQRPDUNVDWWULEXWHG
WRWKHODUJHFDVHVWXG\LQWURGXFHG
'UDZLQJIURPWKHH[SHULHQFHDQGIDPLOLDULW\RIWKHDXWKRUDFDVHVWXG\LQWKHHYDOXDWLRQRI
WKHFRQVWUXFWLRQDQGRSHUDWLRQRIDVNLPPLONSRZGHUPDQXIDFWXULQJIDFLOLW\ZDVLQWURGXFHG
6WXGHQWV DOVR JHW WR FRQFXUUHQWO\ OHDUQ LQ JUHDWHU GHWDLO RI WKH HFRQRPLFV RSHUDWLRQ DQG
WHFKQLFDO DVSHFWV RI WKH GDLU\ LQGXVWU\ ZKLFK LV D PDMRU LQGXVWU\ LQ 9LFWRULD  7KH QHZ
VWUXFWXUHEHORZZDVWKHQLQWURGXFHG7KHKHDGLQJVSURYLGHGDUHNH\VHFWLRQVRIWKHOHFWXUH
RUTXHVWLRQV GHOLYHUHGWRWKHVWXGHQWVRYHUZHHNV

 0DUNHW,GHQWLILFDWLRQDQGIRUHFDVWLQJ
D :KDWDUHWKHPDUNHWVZKLFKFDQEHGHULYHGIURPUDZPLON" 6XSSO\'HPDQG
FODVVLILFDWLRQRIPDUNHWV 
E :KDWLVWKHRXWORRNRIVNLPPLONDQGIXOOPLONSRZGHUGHPDQGRYHUWKHQH[W
\HDUV" 0DUNHWYROXPHIRUHFDVWLQJ 
F :KDWLVWKHPDUNHWYDOXHRIVNLPPLONDQGIXOOPLONSRZGHURYHUWKHQH[W
\HDUV" 3ULFHIRUHFDVWLQJ 
 &DSLWDOFRVWHVWLPDWLRQ
D :KRZLOOEHWKHVWDNHKROGHUVDQGGHFLVLRQPDNHUVLQWKHVNLPPLONSODQW
SURMHFW" VWDJHVRIHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFHYDOXDWLRQ 
E 6KRXOGZHEXLOGWKHVNLPPLONSRZGHUSODQWLQQRUWKHUQHDVWHUQRUZHVWHUQ
9LFWRULD" ORFDWLRQVHOHFWLRQ 
F 6KRXOGZHUHOHDVHERQGVLQMHFWFDSLWDOVHDUFKIRUDQJOHLQYHVWRUVRUJR,32
WRJHWFDSLWDOIRUWKHSURMHFW" VRXUFHVRIFDSLWDO 
G /HWXVHVWLPDWHWKHFRVWRIWKHSURMHFWEDVHGRQVRPHVLPLODUODUJHSURMHFWV
LPSOHPHQWHGLQ1HZ=HDODQG ZKROHSODQWHVWLPDWLRQLQIODWLRQ 
H /HWXVGRXEOHFKHFNWKHURXJKHVWLPDWLRQZLWKDHTXLSPHQWE\HTXLSPHQWFRVW
HVWLPDWLRQ HTXLSPHQWE\HTXLSPHQWHVWLPDWLRQLQIODWLRQ 
I +RZDERXWZHEXLOGWKLVSODQWLQ&KLQD" HIIHFWRIORFDWLRQ 
 2SHUDWLQJFRVW
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D +RZPXFKPLONGRZHQHHGIRUWKHVNLPPLONSRZGHUSODQW" UDZPDWHULDO
FRVWV 
E :KDWLVWKHHQHUJ\UHTXLUHPHQWLQDVNLPPLONSRZGHUSODQW" XWLOLWLHV 
F :KDWLVFOHDQLQSODFH &,3 VWUDWHJLHVLQDSODQWDQGZDVWHPDQDJHPHQW
VWUDWHJLHV" XWLOLWLHVDQGZDVWHPDQDJHPHQWFRVWV 
G +RZPDQ\RSHUDWRUVDQGDGGLWLRQDOSHUVRQQHODUHUHTXLUHGWRRSHUDWHWKH
SODQW" PDQSRZHUDQGRYHUKHDG±IL[HGFRVWV 
H :KDWKDSSHQVLIZHQHHGWRUDPSXSRUGRZQWKHSURGXFWLRQFDSDFLW\GXHVWR
VHDVRQDOYDULDWLRQV" :RUNLQJFDSLWDO 
 3URILWDELOLW\HYDOXDWLRQ
D +RZPXFKWD[GRZHKDYHWRSD\EDVHGRQRXUHVWLPDWHGVNLPPLONSRZGHU
SODQWRSHUDWLRQ" WD[HVGHSUHFLDWLRQQRQFXPXODWLYHFDVKIORZ 
E :KHQZLOOZHJHWEDFNRXULQYHVWPHQWRQWKHVNLPPLONSRZGHUSODQW"
FXPXODWLYHFDVKIORZDQGSD\EDFNSHULRG 
F 6KRXOGZHEHLQYHVWLQJRXUFDSLWDOLQRWKHULQYHVWPHQWWRROVRURSSRUWXQLWLHV"
1HWSUHVHQWYDOXHHVWLPDWLRQ 
G +RZZLOOWKHIOXFWXDWLRQLQPLONSULFHRUGHPDQGDIIHFWWKHRXWORRNRIWKH
SURMHFW" HFRQRPLFULVNHYDOXDWLRQ 
H :KDWLVLQIODWLRQDQGKRZLWDIIHFWVWKHHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFHYDOXDWLRQ
LQIODWLRQ 

,WFDQEHVHHQWKDWWKHQHZVWUXFWXUHLVDFWXDOO\DVHULHVRIGLVFXVVLRQVUHYROYLQJDURXQGD
ODUJH H[DPSOH LQ ZKLFK WKH VWXGHQW ZLOO UHSHDWHGO\ JR WKURXJK  7KH WKHRU\ FRYHUHG XQGHU
HDFK GLVFXVVLRQ LV OLVWHG LQ EUDFNHWV QH[W WR WKH WRSLF RI WKH GLVFXVVLRQ  7KHVH WRSLFV DUH
GHOLYHUHG DV GLVFXVVLRQV DQG WKH VWXGHQWV DUH RQO\ LQIRUPHG RI WKH WKHRU\ DIWHU WKH
GLVFXVVLRQ:KLOHWKHVHTXHVWLRQVIRUGLVFXVVLRQPD\FKDQJHGHSHQGLQJRQWKHFDVHVWXG\
XVHGLWLVWKHLQWHQWLRQRIWKHDXWKRUVWRLOOXVWUDWHWKHDSSURDFKDQGWRJLYHDQH[DPSOHWRWKH
UHDGHURQKRZWKHVHWRSLFVFDQEHIOLSSHG7KHUDWLRQDOHIRUWKLVSHGDJRJLFDODSSURDFKWKH
FKDOOHQJHVLQZKLFKLWZDVLQWHQGWRRYHUFRPHIRUHDFKSDUWLFXODUWRSLFLVJLYHQLQ7DEOH
)RUEULHYLW\WKHWHFKQLFDOFRQWHQWRIWKHVHLQGLYLGXDOVHFWLRQDQGQRWLQFOXGHGDQGLQWHUHVWHG
UHDGHUVDUHGLUHFWHGWRWKHUHIHUHQFHFLWHGKHUH %UHQQDQ 
5HIHUULQJ WR 7DEOH  IRU FRPSRQHQWV RI WKH V\OODEXV LQ ZKLFK WKH WKHRU\ ZDV UHODWLYHO\ WRR
HPSLULFDO VWXGHQWV PD\ ILQG LW GLIILFXOW WR VHOHFWLRQ FRUUHODWLRQV DQG HPSLULFDO FRQVWDQWV
VXLWDEOH IRUVSHFLILF HFRQRPLF HVWLPDWLRQV %\ IOLSSLQJWKHGHOLYHU\ RI WKH FRQWHQWVWXGHQWV
FDQ ILUVWO\ H[DPLQH D UHDO DQG UHDO QXPEHUV  EHIRUH PDNLQJ FRPSDULVRQ ZLWK WKH HPSLULFDO
WKHRU\  7KLV ZDV LQWHQGHG WR KHOS VWXGHQWV PDNH EHWWHU MXGJHPHQW RI WKH HPSLULFDO WRROV
DYDLODEOH LQ HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLFV  :KLOH 3DUW DE DUH QRW HPSLULFDO LQ QDWXUH VWXGHQWV
PD\ILQGWKHVHIXQGDPHQWDOWKHRU\FRPSOH[WKLVZRXOGEHWKHILUVWWLPHWKH\DUHH[SRVHGWR
HFRQRPLFWHUPDQGFRQFHSWVWKH\PD\QRWKDYHWKHµVHQVHRIPRQH\¶7KHUHIRUHVLPLODUO\
WKH UDWLRQDOH ZDV WR VWDUW LQWURGXFLQJ WKHVH FRQFHSWV E\ H[DPLQLQJ UHDO QXPEHUV IURP WKH
FDVHVWXG\ ZKLFKWKH\ZRXOGKDYHJHQHUDWHGE\WKHPVHOYHVRYHUWKHSDVWIHZZHHNVRIWKH
FRXUVH  7KHRU\ IRU 3DUW DEF DUH UHODWLYHO\ YHU\ JHQHUDO DQG LQ WKH RSLQLRQ RI WKH DXWKRU
WKHUHLVOLWWOHYDOXHLQWHDFKLQJWKHPLQGHWDLO7KHYDOXHLQWKHRU\LQWURGXFHGLQ3DUWDEF
OLHV LQ EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ WKH FRQVWUDLQWV ZKHQ DSSO\LQJ WKHP DQG WKHVH DUH EHVW
LQWURGXFHGLQWKHIRUPRIDUHDOFDVHVWXG\
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$GGLWLRQDOREVHUYDWLRQV
)RUVLQJOHGHJUHHHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVWKHUHZDVVLJQLILFDQWO\PRUHTXHVWLRQVDVNHGGXULQJ
OHFWXUHV LQ 3DUW  ZKHQ FRPSDUHG WR WKH RWKHU SDUWV RI WKH FRXUVH  7KLV LV HVSHFLDOO\ LQ
JUDSSOLQJ ZLWK KRZ GHSUHFLDWLRQ DIIHFWV WD[ FDOFXODWLRQ  ,Q IDFW DGGLWLRQDO OHFWXUH WLPH ZDV
DOORFDWHGH[SODLQLQJGHSUHFLDWLRQIURPWKHSHUVSHFWLYHRIµERRNNHHSLQJSUDFWLFH¶DQGLWDFWXDO
WDQJLEOH PHDQLQJ  ,QWHUHVWLQJO\ WKURXJKRXW WKH VHPHVWHU WKHUH ZDV IHHGEDFN IURP GRXEOH
GHJUHH HQJLQHHULQJFRPPHUFH VWXGHQWV WKDW WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ DSSURDFK DFWXDOO\ KHOSHG WKHP
XQGHUVWDQG EHWWHU WKH GHSUHFLDWLRQWD[ FRQFHSWV ZKLFK WKH\ KDG OHDUQHG LQ WKH FRPPHUFH
XQLWV YHUEDOIHHGEDFNIURPWZRVWXGHQWVDIWHUWKHOHFWXUHV 
)URPWKHTXHVWLRQVUDLVHGLQFODVVZKHQGHOLYHULQJRIWKHQHWSUHVHQWYDOXHFRQFHSWWKHUH
ZDVVLJQLILFDQWFRQIXVLRQDPRQJVWWKHVWXGHQWRQWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQFDOFXODWLQJWKHWRWDO
QHWSUHVHQWYDOXHDQGWKHLQWHUQDOUDWHRIUHWXUQRIDSURMHFW'HWDLOVRQWKHVHFRQFHSWVFDQ
EH REWDLQHG IURP DQ\ HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLFV WH[WERRN %UHQQDQ    7KH VWUDWHJ\
GHYLVHGLQWKHGHOLYHU\RIWKLVXQLWLVWRH[SODLQWKDWERWKFRQFHSWXWLOL]HVWKHVDPHWKHRUHWLFDO
IUDPHZRUNLQFDOFXODWLQJQHWSUHVHQWYDOXH7KHRQO\GLIIHUHQWLVWKDWWRWDOQHWSUHVHQWYDOXH
HYDOXDWLRQXWLOL]HVDIL[HGUDWHRIUHWXUQDVDEDVLVIRUFRPSDULVRQZKHUHDVWKHLQWHUQDOUDWHRI
UHWXUQ HYDOXDWLRQ XWLOL]HV D ]HUR WRWDO QHW SUHVHQW YDOXH DV D EDVLV IRU HYDOXDWLRQ  ,Q WKH
RSLQLRQ RI WKH DXWKRU WKLV VHW RI H[SODQDWLRQ VHHPHG WR SURYLGH D ORJLFDO DSSURDFK WR OLQN
WKHVHWZRFRQFHSWV

7DEOH5DWLRQDOHRIWKHLQWURGXFWLRQRIWKHQHZSHGDJRJLFDODSSURDFK
6HFWLRQRIWKHV\OODEXV
EDVHGRQWKHSUHYLRXV
GHOLYHU\DSSURDFK
DEFG

DEF

G

DEF

DE

&KDOOHQJHVLQWKHSUHYLRXV
DSSURDFK

+RZWKHQHZDSSURDFK
DLPVWRRYHUFRPHWKH
FKDOOHQJHV

7KHRU\WRRHPSLULFDO

([DPLQHUHDOFDVHVDQG
QXPEHUVILUVWWREHWWHU
DSSUHFLDWHWKHHPSLULFDO
WKHRU\

&RQFHSWVWRRJHQHUDO

([DPLQHWKHFRQVWUDLQWV
LQWKHFRQFHSWVYLDD
FDVHVWXG\DQG
VLJQLILFDQWO\PLQLPLVHWKH
WKHRU\SDUWRIWKHGHOLYHU\

7KHRU\WRRHPSLULFDO

([DPLQHUHDOFDVHVDQG
QXPEHUVILUVWWREHWWHU
DSSUHFLDWHWKHHPSLULFDO
WKHRU\

7KHRU\WRRHPSLULFDO

([DPLQHUHDOFDVHVDQG
QXPEHUVILUVWWREHWWHU
DSSUHFLDWHWKHHPSLULFDO
WKHRU\

7KHRU\PD\EHFRPSOH[IRU
VRPHVWXGHQWV

6WXGHQWVWRILUVWO\ZRUN
ZLWKPRQHWDU\YDOXHV
JHQHUDWHGE\WKHPVHOYHV
EHWWHUIDPLOLDULW\ EHIRUH
WKHLQWURGXFWLRQRIWKH
WKHRU\
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6WXGHQWHYDOXDWLRQDQGRQJRLQJZRUN
7KHUH ZDV QR IRUPDO DQG VSHFLILF VXUYH\ RU FODVV IHHGEDFN XQGHUWDNHQ WR HYDOXDWH WKLV
FKDQJH LQ WKH WHDFKLQJ SHGDJRJ\  7KH RYHUDOO HYDOXDWLRQ IRU WKH XQLW IROORZLQJ 0RQDVK
8QLYHUVLW\¶V JHQHUDO XQLW HYDOXDWLRQ V\VWHP ZDV KRZHYHU VOLJKWO\ ORZHU ZKHQ FRPSDUHG WR
WKHSUHYLRXV\HDU 7DEOH ,WLVQRWHZRUWK\WKDWWKHHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFSDUWRIWKHXQLW
FRQVWLWXWHVRQO\RQHWKLUGRIWKHZKROHXQLWDQGLWZDVXQFOHDULIWKHHYDOXDWLRQVFRUHGLUHFWO\
UHIOHFWV WKH WKH FKDQJHV XQGHUWDNHQ IRU WKH HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLF SDUW RI WKH XQLW
$QRQ\PRXV TXDOLWDWLYH IHHGEDFN IURP WKH VWXGHQWV DOVR GLG QRW VSHFLILFDOO\ DGGUHVVHG WKH
XVH RI WKH QHZ SHGDJRJ\  7KH DFWXDO GHWDLOHG IHHGEDFN ZDV QRW LQFOXGHG KHUH IRU
FRQILGHQWLDOLW\,QJHQHUDOWKHZHUHFRPPHQWVWKDWWKHGHOLYHU\RIWKHHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLF
SDUWRIWKHFRXUVHKHOSHGLQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHWULFN\ILQDQFLDOFRQFHSWV6XUSULVLQJO\PRVW
RI WKH FRPPHQWV IRU LPSURYLQJ SHUWDLQV WR WKH KXJH QXPEHU RI VOLGHV XVHG WR JXLGH WKH
GLVFXVVLRQGXULQJWKHOHFWXUHVHVVLRQFRPPHQWVZKLFKLVQRWUHODWHGWRWKHSHGDJRJ\XVHG
,WLVQRWHZRUWK\WKDWWKHXVHRIWKHODUJHQXPEHURIVOLGHVZHUHPHDQWWRµIOLSFDUG¶DQLPDWH
WKHSUHVHQWDWLRQ6WXGHQWVGLGQRWOLNHWKLVPDLQO\GXHWRWKHGLIILFXOW\LQSULQWLQJWKHVOLGHV
0RUHVSHFLILFTXDQWLWDWLYHVXUYH\ZLOOEHXQGHUWDNHQLQWKHXSFRPLQJVHPHVWHU
,Q DGGLWLRQ WR DGGUHVVLQJ WKH FRPPHQW IURP WKH VWXGHQW VXUYH\ IURP WKH DGGLWLRQDO
REVHUYDWLRQV DERYH RQ WKH GLIILFXOW\ IDFHG E\ VWXGHQWV LQ 3DUW  RI WKH PDWHULDOV FRYHUHG
WKHUH LV QRZ RQJRLQJ ZRUN WR SXW PRUH HPSKDVLV RQ WKLV DUHD LQ WKH XSFRPLQJ VHPHVWHU
7KLVZLOOEHEDODQFHGE\UHGXFLQJWKHWLPHDOORFDWHGWRWKHWHDFKLQJRIHFRQRPLFIDFWRUVDQG
WKHPDWKHPDWLFVLQYROYHGLQWKHXQLW7KLVDOVRIROORZVWKHSHGDJRJLFDOFKDQJHGLVFXVVHGE\
5LVWURSK  KLJKOLJKWLQJIRUVWURQJHUHPSKDVLVRQDUHDVVXFKDVWD[ ZKLFKLVDIIHFWHGE\
WKHFRPSXWDWLRQRIGHSUHFLDWLRQ DQGLQIODWLRQ

7DEOH6WXGHQWHYDOXDWLRQRIWKHZKROHXQLW ±ORZHVW±KLJKHVW 

SUHYLRXV
DSSURDFK 


SHGDJRJLFDO
FKDQJH 

7KH/HDUQLQJ2XWFRPHVIRUWKLVXQLWZHUH
FOHDUWRPH





7KHLQVWUXFWLRQVIRU$VVHVVPHQWWDVNV
ZHUHFOHDUWRPH





7KH$VVHVVPHQWLQWKLVXQLWDOORZHGPHWR
GHPRQVWUDWHWKHOHDUQLQJRXWFRPHV





7KH)HHGEDFNKHOSHGPHDFKLHYHWKH
/HDUQLQJ2XWFRPHVIRUWKHXQLW





7KH5HVRXUFHVKHOSHGPHDFKLHYHWKH
/HDUQLQJ2XWFRPHVIRUWKHXQLW





7KH$FWLYLWLHVKHOSHGPHDFKLHYHWKH
/HDUQLQJ2XWFRPHVIRUWKHXQLW





,DWWHPSWHGWRHQJDJHLQWKLVXQLWWRWKH
EHVWRIP\DELOLW\





2YHUDOO,ZDVVDWLVILHGZLWKWKHXQLW





(YDOXDWLRQTXHVWLRQV
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&RQFOXVLRQ
7KHVWUDWHJLHVGHVFULEHGLQWKLVFRPPXQLFDWLRQFDQEHWDLORUHGIRURWKHUH[DPSOHVVSHFLILFWR
WKHH[SHUWLVHRUH[SHULHQFHRIWKHOHFWXUHU7KHSULQFLSOHLVWRXVHDODUJHH[DPSOHLQZKLFK
WKH VWXGHQW FDQ UHSHDWHGO\ GLVFXVV WKURXJKRXW WKH VHPHVWHU  $QRWKHU PDLQ VWUDWHJ\
LQWURGXFHGKHUHLVWRUXQWKHOHFWXUHVDVDIRUPRIGLVFXVVLRQDQGRQO\LQWURGXFHWKHFRQFHSW
DVDQµDUWLIDFW¶IURPWKHGLVFXVVLRQ7KLVVWUDWHJ\ZLOOPDNHWKHODUJHO\HPSLULFDORUTXDOLWDWLYH
QDWXUHRIPRVWRIWKHHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFFRQFHSWVPRUHLQWHUHVWLQJ:KHQLPSOHPHQWLQJ
WKLVDSSURDFKUHDGHUVDUHDGYLVHGH[DPLQHWKHWZRµOHFWXUHVFKHGXOHV¶SURYLGHGDERYHDVD
JXLGHRQZKRWRPRGLI\WKHWKHRUHWLFDOFRQWHQWRIWKHOHFWXUHVLQWRVXLWDEOHGLVFXVVLRQWRSLFV
IRU WKH ODUJH FDVH VWXG\ ,W LV QRWHZRUWK\ WKDW WKH SHGDJRJLFDO DSSURDFKHG LQWURGXFHG KHUH
XVHV WKH ODUJH FDVH VWXG\ WR UHSODFH OHFWXUHV DQG QRW DQ DGGLWLRQDO FRPSRQHQWV RU
DVVHVVPHQWWROHFWXUHV/DVWO\IHHGEDFNIURPVLQJOHGHJUHHHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWVLQGLFDWH
WKDW WKH PRVW HQMR\DEOH RXWFRPH IURP D XQLW RI WKLV QDWXUH LV WKDW LW H[SRVHV WKHP WR
HFRQRPLF FRQFHSWV ZKLFK WKH\ KDYH QRW FRQVLGHUHG EHIRUH  ,W LV WKHRSLQLRQ RIWKH DXWKRU
WKDW WKLV VKRXOG EH WKH PDLQ DLP RI HQJLQHHULQJ HFRQRPLF XQLWV ZKLFK LV WR IRFXV RQ
SURYLGLQJH[SRVXUHWRVWXGHQWVWRDEUHDGWKRIHFRQRPLFFRQFHSWVUDWKHUWKDQIRFXVLQJRQ
WKHµQLWW\JULWW\¶GHWDLOVRIHFRQRPLFV6XFKSKLORVRSK\LIDGRSWHGVKRXOGDOVREHUHIOHFWHGLQ
WKHW\SHRIDVVHVVPHQWVGHYHORSHGIRUWKHXQLW

5HIHUHQFHV
%DUVDQWL5&DVHVWXGLHVLQHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVIRUHOHFWULFDOHQJLQHHULQJVWXGHQWV
$6((6RXWKHDVW6HFWLRQ&RQIHUHQFH
%UHQQDQ'3URFHVVLQGXVWU\HFRQRPLFV$QLQWHUQDWLRQDOSHUVSHFWLYH,&KHP(
5XJE\8.
%UXQKRHIIHU,,,*(QJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVIRUIUHVKPHQHQJLQHHUV$6(($QQXDO
&RQIHUHQFH ([SRVLWLRQ&ROXPEXV2KLRKWWSVSHHUDVHHRUJ
'DKP.,QWHUDFWLYHVLPXODWLRQIRUWHDFKLQJHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFV$QQXDO
&RQIHUHQFH0RQWUHDO&DQDGDKWWSVSHHUDVHHRUJ
0DQRKDU3&DVHVWXGLHVLQHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVIRUPDQXIDFWXULQJFRPSHWLWLYHQHVV
$PHULFDQ6RFLHW\RI(QJLQHHULQJ(GXFDWLRQ3DSHU$&
5LVWURSK-(QJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVWLPHIRUQHZGLUHFWLRQV"$QQXDO&RQIHUHQFH 
([SRVLWLRQ$XVWLQ7H[DVKWWSVSHHUDVHHRUJ
5XVV-+1DQFH:5/HDUQLQJDFURVVGLVFLSOLQHV$FDVHVWXG\DSSURDFKWRWHDFKLQJ
HQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFVDQGEXVLQHVVSROLF\3URFHHGLQJRIWKH$PHULFDQ6RFLHW\IRU
(QJLQHHULQJ(GXFDWLRQ$QQXDO&RQIHUHQFH ([SRVLWLRQ6HVVLRQ
:DOWHU6$V\VWHPVDSSURDFKWRHQJLQHHULQJHFRQRPLFV$QQXDO&RQIHUHQFH 
([SRVLWLRQ3LWWVEXUJK3HQQV\OYDQLDKWWSVSHHUDVHHRUJ
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SESSION S2: EDUCATING THE EDISONS OF THE 21ST CENTURY
CONTEXT Recent research has demonstrated that simple idea generation (ideation)
techniques can assist students to generate a significantly higher number of ideas relative to
an equivalent control group (Belski et al., 2015), and that students can learn to effectively
apply ideation techniques using either a pen-and-paper or computer-based approach
(Valentine, Belski, & Hamilton, 2017). This raises the question of how applicable the findings
of these studies may be to other ideation techniques in general, and whether certain ideation
techniques may actually demonstrate no effective increase in performance, or demonstrate a
difference in performance between pen-and-paper or web based approaches. In order to
adopt ideation techniques into courses covering creativity or problem-solving, educators
should ideally ensure that the techniques in question have been shown to be effective, based
upon the outcome of empirical studies.

PURPOSE To establish whether the findings of Belski et al. (2015) and Valentine et al.
(2017) may be expanded to incorporate a secondary simple ideation techniques such as
Size-Time-Cost Operator, or whether the findings may only be limited to the Fields of
MATCEMIB technique.

APPROACH A simple TRIZ (Russian: teoriya resheniya izobretatelskikh zadach, English:
theory of inventive problem solving) based ideation heuristic (Size-Time-Cost Operator) was
selected for the study, and a pen-and-paper and equivalent computer-based worksheet
template designed to guide a person through implementing the technique, were created.
Seventy-nine engineering students were allocated into one of three groups; a control group
(provided with no external guidance), a group which utilised the pen-and-paper Size-TimeCost template, or group which utilised the computer-based Size-Time-Cost template.
Students were presented with a creativity problem and provided with ten minutes to generate
as many ideas as possible. Student performance was then assessed based on the number
of distinct ideas and diversity of ideas, and the average performance of each group
compared.

RESULTS Results showed that students generated an average of 5.03, 5.04 and 4.20
distinct ideas for the control, pen-and-paper and computer based groups, respectively, and
that there were no significant differences between any of the groups for the number of ideas
generated, or diversity of ideas. These outcomes do not challenge the findings of Valentine
et al. (2017) that students can apply ideation techniques equally effectively using either penand-paper or computer, but did not find any difference between control and experimental
groups as found by Belski et al. (2014).

CONCLUSIONS The outcomes of this study suggest that certain ideation techniques may
not always help a student to perform statistically significantly more effectively, compared to a
control group. This reinforces the need for educators to ensure the techniques they aim to
introduce are first shown to be empirically effective, and that educators need to emphasise
that while heuristics may not always lead to a solution, certain heuristics may be more
suitable than others for maximising the chances of the ideation phase being successful.

KEYWORDS Computer-based learning, ideation, TRIZ
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
The ability to be creative and show innovation have been demonstrated to be important for
graduates in the field of engineering, with studies reporting that engineering employers place
value upon the ability to be able to effectively demonstrate competency in these skills (Male,
Bush, & Chapman, 2010; Nair, Patil, & Mertova, 2009). The ability to be creative is primarily
concerned with being able to think of novel (i.e. original, non-obvious), useful solutions to
resolve a situation (Cropley, 2015), a situation often faced when presented with a new or
unfamiliar problem. Creativity therefore relies heavily on the process of idea generation
(ideation). Ideation is considered to be a main stage of the problem solving process,
according to numerous models which depict the problem solving process (Belski, 2002).
Research has highlighted several concerns within engineering curricula, which can make it
difficult for engineering students to effectively demonstrate and enhance their creativity skills.
When generating ideas to resolve a new or unfamiliar problem, students will often
conceptualise an initial idea and then find it difficult to think of additional ideas (Condoor,
Shankar, Brock, Burger, & Jansson, 1992; Kershaw, Holtta-Otto, & Lee, 2011; Samuel &
Jablokow, 2010), a phenomenon known as design fixation. Many students become quickly
satisfied with the immediate result and move on with the idea they have produced, rather
than spending more time searching for other possible solution ideas (Samuel & Jablokow,
2010). Spending only a short time searching for ideas to resolve a problem makes it more
likely that ideas which may be more suitable, effective or profitable will be missed during the
ideation process. This can severely limit a person’s ability to be creative.
Educators may consider how this challenge may be met, to assist students to overcome
these issues and to effectively build their creativity skills. Instead of implementing large scale
curricula reforms or designing courses that are dedicated to teaching creativity skills,
alternative solutions may be appropriate. One suggestion is that students may be exposed to
short (less than an hour duration) creativity related activities throughout the duration of a
degree (Belski, Hourani, Valentine, & Belski, 2014). Belski et al. (2014) argue that such
activities may be integrated into existing courses such as those on engineering design, and
that exposure to such tasks may be an effective method to teach students creativity skills
while meeting restrictive curricula restraints. Meta-reviews have previously investigated the
effectiveness of creativity training on training participants, and established that creativity
training generally results in enhanced creativity levels for involved participants (Scott, Leritz,
& Mumford, 2004; Tsai, 2013), suggesting this idea may have credence.
Over a series of replicated experiments, it was consistently shown that introducing students
to a simple ideation technique enabled them to perform more effectively when faced with an
unfamiliar problem, than a comparable control group (Belski et al., 2015). Moreover, it was
demonstrated that exposing students to ideation techniques which do not take much time to
learn, can have measurable long term benefits to creativity performance even after an
intermittent period of several months (Valentine, Belski, & Hamilton, 2016). These outcomes
were expanded upon by Valentine et al. (2017), who demonstrated that students are able to
apply ideation techniques equally effectively using either a pen-and-paper or computerbased approach. This outcome lead to the suggestion that self-contained web-based tools
may provide a suitable means to enable students to engage in learning ideation techniques,
and that this may also be done without requiring educators to provide class time.
Although the results of these studies are encouraging, there is one major limitation. In the
empirical studies conducted (Belski et al., 2015; Valentine et al., 2016, 2017), the ideation
techniques used have primarily been limited to the Fields of MATCEMIB (Mechanical,
Acoustic, Thermal, Chemical, Electric, Magnetic, Intermolecular, Biological) technique, and
Substance-Field Analysis technique, which is heavily based upon the Fields of MATCEMIB
technique (Belski, 2007). This raises the question to what extent the findings of these studies
may be expanded to incorporate additional ideation techniques, or whether the findings may
only be limited to the Fields of MATCEMIB. In particular, it was of interest to know whether
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an alternative simple ideation technique can lead to improved performance over a control
group, and whether students may also effectively implement alternative simple ideation
techniques using a computer-based or pen-and-paper approach.

Methodology
Size-Time-Cost Operator
To establish whether the findings of Belski et al. (2015) and (Valentine et al., 2017) may be
expanded to include a secondary heuristic, selection of an alternative ideation technique was
required for this study. Size-Time-Cost Operator is a TRIZ (Russian: teoriya resheniya
izobretatelskikh zadach, English: theory of inventive problem solving) heuristic that is used
for framing and re-framing problems. The heuristic encourages a practitioner to consider the
situation of interest from six alternative new scenarios, and what they may do to resolve the
problem under these new conditions. These conditions include scenarios where the
practitioner (i,ii) may use or make something very large or very small in size, (iii, iv) has
infinite or zero time to resolve the problem, (v,vi) has infinite or zero money to resolve the
problem (Gadd, 2011, p. 18). The aim is that the practitioner will be forced to consider new
situations, hopefully generating new solution ideas that may be used to aid in resolving the
original problem. Size-Time-Cost Operator was selected as the ideation technique for this
study, because it does not require specialised domain knowledge to utilise, and is suitable for
students to learn in a short period of time (Belski, 2015).

Participants of the Study
Participants of the study were three tutorial classes of third year undergraduate engineering
students. The tutorial classes were part of a course on engineering design. The experiment
was conducted during a class which included discussion on the topic of creativity and
problem-solving within the engineering discipline. As part of the class, students were
involved in an ideation activity, which formed the basis for the experiment. This activity was
not assessed as part of the course marks, but it was expected that students would attempt
the activity as part of the practical material that was covered during the class. Before the
activity began, students were made aware of the research project and advised that if they
wished to participate, they would be able to anonymously submit their worksheets to the tutor
(or online database for computer-based students) for analysis at the conclusion of the task.
Participants of one tutorial class were used as a Control Group (CG) (N=23), while
participants of the other two classes were allocated to either the pen-and-paper (PPG)
(N=26) or the computer-based group (CBG) (N=30), depending on whether they had brought
a computer to the class. A pre-experiment questionnaire, shown in Table 1, was utilised to
establish whether the groups were equivalent, to allow for comparison between the groups.

Pre-Experiment Questionnaire
All participants were requested to complete a pre-experiment questionnaire. The
questionnaire was comprised of questions that were utilised to understand whether the three
groups possessed confidence levels similar baseline competencies in computing, problemsolving, and creativity skills, which may influence the outcomes of the experiment. Students
were asked questions about their confidence in their computing ability, general problemsolving skill, problem-solving self-efficacy, fluency (i.e. number of ideas) during creative
tasks, and regularity of creative thought using a 7-point Likert Scale questions (1-Strongly
Disagree, 7-Strongly Agree). Results of the questionnaire may be observed in Table 1.
Results of the Mann-Whitney U Test of significance showed that there were no statistical
differences between any of the groups on any of the questions, suggesting the groups may
be considered equivalent.
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Table 1: Pre-Experiment Questionnaire. 7-point Likert (1-Strongly Disagree, 7-Strongly Agree)

Question

CG
(N=23)
M (SD)

PPG
(N=26)
M (SD)

CBG
(N=30)
M (SD)

1. I am very comfortable using computers for
university related learning activities.

6.17 (1.20)

6.16 (1.11)

6.67 (0.76)

2. I am very good a problem solving.

4.96 (0.88)

5.24 (0.88)

5.37 (1.05)

3. I am certain that I am able to resolve any
problem I will face.

4.78 (1.38)

5.04 (1.14)

5.20 (1.10)

4. I come up with novel ideas all the time.

4.56 (1.50)

4.68 (1.15)

4.77 (1.30)

5. I always have many concepts for how to
resolve a problem I am facing.

5.00 (1.60)

5.04 (1.06)

5.07 (1.02)

Worksheet Templates
In order to compare performance of the three groups in an ideation activity and record
questionnaire data, it was required that worksheet templates be provided for the participants
of each group. Worksheet templates consisted of two sheets of paper in the case of CG and
PPG, or two consecutive website pages for CBG. The first page of each template consisted
of the pre-experiment questionnaire, and the second page included instructions and space to
write during the ideation activity. The paper–based and computer-based templates for PPG
and CBG were designed to be as similar as possible, so that any potential difference in
performance between the groups may be attributed to the different platforms being utilised.
The computer-based template for CBG allowed users to move between sequential web
pages using buttons at the bottom of the pages. A button placed at the bottom of the second
webpage allowed CBG to submit their ideas to an online database for later analysis. The
second page of the worksheet template for CG was a blank and did not provide or suggest
any guidance as to what may be done during the ideation activity.
The worksheet templates for PPG and CBG were required to be designed so that
participants of these groups could implement the Size-Time-Cost Operator heuristic, without
the need for prior instruction. This was done to match the conditions in the experiments by
(Belski et al., 2015), where students were not provided with any prior instruction in how to
utilise the provided material. The second page of the worksheet templates for PPG and CBG
consisted of a set of six short sentences which encapsulate the six scenarios that form the
basis of Size-Time-Cost Operator technique. A primary instruction was written at the top of
the page: “Consider how you may resolve this problem if you could:”. This was followed by
the following six conditions, each placed on a new line; (i) use (or make) something big, (ii)
use (or make) something small, (iii) take a very long time, (iv) take only a very short time, (v)
spend a very large amount of money, (vi) spend only a very small amount of money.

Experiment Procedure
The design of the experiment was based upon the experiment designs utilised in the studies
by Belski et al. (2015) and Valentine et al. (2017), with some changes. Students were first
provided with a brief overview of the activity. It was explained that participants would be
provided with a worksheet for the activity, shown a creativity related problem, and be
provided with 10 minutes to write down as many ideas to resolve the problem as they could.
Participants of the study were then provided with a worksheet template applicable to the
group they were in, and requested to complete the pre-experiment questionnaire.
Participants were then presented with the problem displayed in Figure 1. This scenario was
adapted from a problem originally developed for a TRIZ creativity workshop at the University
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of Oxford (Gadd, 2011, p. 32). The problem presented the situation of a glass of water that
has been placed on top of a table. The problem asked a person to think of as many ways as
they can for removing the water from the glass, while ensuring not to move either the glass
or the table. Students were provided with 10 minutes to generate ideas and write them down
on the provided worksheet or webpage. At the tasks’ conclusion, 23 and 26 worksheet
templates were handed to the tutor from CG and PPG respectively, while a total of 30 entries
from CBG were submitted to the database for analysis.

Figure 1: Problem that required students to generate solution ideas

Data Analysis
Submitted student worksheet templates or database entries were evaluated according to
similar criteria followed in the study by Belski et al. (2015). Participants’ performance was
evaluated according to the distinct number of ideas that they had generated (idea fluency),
and the diversity of the ideas that they had generated (idea flexibility). Idea fluency and
flexibility are two common metrics that are used to assess creative performance (Cropley,
2000). Outlandish or unusual ideas (such as reversing gravity or using lasers) were not
excluded, as long as the proposed solution may somehow resolve the presented problem.
Ideas were considered distinct when the methods of removing water were not the same,
even if they used similar physical concepts. For example, “use a straw” and “use a
vacuum/syringe” were not distinct because they each utilise the concept of suction, while
“use a vacuum” and “use compressed air to force out the water” were considered distinct as
one idea uses suction while the other uses pressure. Analysis by the evaluators showed that
overall, ideas proposed by students tended to align with one of 12 distinct concepts. These
concepts including (but were not limited to): displacement, suction, pressure or force (e.g.
compressed air), chemical change, evaporation or heating, freezing, absorption, electrolysis,
cutting a hole in the base of the glass, syphoning, gravity (e.g. such as reversing gravity),
and vibrating the water without moving the glass. To assess idea fluency, it is common that a
set of categories are provided. Initially, it was expected that ideas would be allocated to the
categories of Size, Time or Cost. However, during evaluation it became clear that these
categories were not suitable, because it was often not clear which category (if any) students
were considering when writing the idea. As categories utilised in the study by Belski et al.
(2015) (the eight fields of MATCEMIB) were suitable, these categories were instead adopted
for use in this study. This also allowed for a larger number of MATCEMIB categories to be
used (8 instead of 3), allowing idea flexibility to more accurately reflect whether a student had
generated ideas which utilised several distinct areas of knowledge.
Due to the subjective nature of the evaluation methodology, three assessors independently
evaluated the idea fluency and flexibility for each submitted student worksheet template or
database entry. To calculate fluency, the number of distinct ideas proposed by the student
was established and recorded. Each idea was then allocated into one of the available
categories. Once all ideas had been evaluated, the total number of categories used by the
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participant was established and recorded as the idea fluency. These evaluations were then
checked for inter-rater reliability. The evaluations were shown to be reliable, with Cronbach’s
Alpha of 0.953 for idea fluency and 0.845 for flexibility. For further statistical analysis, each
student’s idea fluency and flexibility was then set as the average of the three assessor’s
evaluations (e.g. 5.33 if evaluations were 5, 5, and 6, respectively).

Results
Results showed that students had an average idea fluency of 5.03 (SD: 1.82), 5.04 (SD:
2.33) and 4.20 (SD: 1.96) for CG, PPG and CBG, respectively. Average idea flexibility was
3.10 (SD: 0.93), 2.99 (SD: 0.78) and 2.68 (SD: 0.90) for CG, PPG and CBG, respectively.
The non-parametric Mann-Whitney U Test was used to test for statistical significance
between groups, as the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality showed several distributions for idea
fluency (CG and PPG) and idea flexibility (CG, PPG and CBG) were not normally distributed
(p < 0.05). Outcomes showed there were no significant differences between any of the
groups for either idea fluency or idea flexibility. Effect sizes between CG and PPG were
negligible for idea fluency (Cohen’s d = 0.00) and flexibility (Cohen’s d = 0.13). Small effect
sizes of a level to be considered educationally significant (Wolf, 1986), were established
between PPG and CBG for idea fluency (Cohen’s d = 0.40) and flexibility (Cohen’s d = 0.47).
Due to the lack of significance in performance between groups, the groups may be combined
to examine whether the metrics of idea fluency and idea flexibility were significantly
correlated. Analysis showed a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.763, significant at the
p<0.001 level. This demonstrated that student’s ability to generate numerous ideas was
linked to their ability to consider several fields of knowledge in the ideation process.

Discussion
The results of this study have demonstrated that exposing students to the Size-Time-Cost
Operator heuristic does not necessarily lead to increased ideation performance relative to an
equivalent control group. This outcome does not necessarily suggest that Size-Time-Cost
Operator is unable to enhance ideation performance, but that it was unable to in this case.
Student ideas generally aligned with one of approximately 12 overall distinct ideas,
suggesting that there may only be a limited number of possible solutions to the chosen
problem, which may influence the ability of Size-Time-Cost Operator to be effective. Results
may differ if students were provided with a problem that can be considered more ‘real-world’;
this is a potential limitation of the study. This outcome suggests that the findings of Belski et
al. (2015) are unlikely to be easily generalised to accurately include a large number of simple
ideation heuristics, and that heuristics would each need to be individually evaluated in order
to comprehend the effectiveness of each heuristic. Where educators seek to implement the
teaching of ideation heuristics into curricula, it is important that the chosen ideation heuristics
have been empirically demonstrated to enhance ideation performance over a control group,
ideally on several independent occasions. The results suggest that students may be unable
to effectively implement Size-Time-Cost Operator without prior instruction. Future research
may aim to establish whether providing explicit prior instruction in the use of Size-Time-Cost
Operator may lead to enhanced performance over a control group.
Considering the performance of PPG and CBG, although the number and diversity of ideas
generated by PPG was higher than CBG, there were no statistical significances for either
metric. Therefore when considering statistical significance, it has been shown that students
were able to utilise a computer-based Size-Time-Cost Operator template at least as well as a
pen-and-paper version, even if the technique itself did not enhance performance relative to a
control group. These results do not oppose the results found by Valentine et al. (2017),
where the group which utilised the pen-and-paper template generated a higher number of
ideas than the computer-based group, but the difference was also statistically insignificant.
However, it was also established that the effect sizes between PPG and CBG for idea
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fluency and flexibility were of an educationally significant level (Wolf, 1986). This potentially
suggests that there may have been an unclear minor disadvantage to students who utilised a
computer-based approach. The entire ideation phase of the experiment was spent on only
one web page, so navigation of the website is unlikely to be an issue. Literature reviews
comparing the experience of using paper-based and digital-based platforms have highlighted
that reading from computer screens typically takes more cognitive effort and takes longer
than reading on paper (Leeson, 2006; Millar & Schrier, 2015). However, the instructions
provided to students were relatively minimal with only six short prompts provided, suggesting
the cause for difference in performance may reside elsewhere.
The results of this study highlight an important point for educators; if computer-based
ideation activities are to be provided for students, it is imperative not only to check if students
fare equally well using computer as with pen-and-paper. It is important to ensure that the
technique, and way it is being delivered, leads to a measured enhancement to performance.
The Fields of MATCEMIB and Size-Time-Cost Operator heuristics work in different ways,
meaning the difference in performance between control groups and groups who implement
these heuristics may relate to this. Problem-solving as a process is commonly modelled as a
series of four steps including: understanding and framing the problem, devising a solution
(ideation), implementing a solution, and evaluating and reflecting upon the implemented
solution (Belski, 2002). The Fields of MATCEMIB heuristic works by directly providing a
person with a set of suggested solution ideas (a Field of MATCEMIB or specific subconcept). The aim is that each suggested solution idea may work as an analogy that triggers
an idea from the person’s long term memory, based upon something they may have seen or
done in the past. The Fields of MATCEMIB heuristic is primarily associated with the second
phase of problem solving; ideation. The Size-Time-Cost Operator works in a different
manner, however. It first suggests a person to consider a set of extreme conditions (framing
the problem), then think how the problem may be resolved under each of these extreme
conditions (ideation), utilising ideas generated under the extreme conditions to try and
resolve the original problem. In other words, the Size-Time-Cost Operator incorporates both
the first and second stage of problem solving, not just the second stage as is the case with
Fields of MATCEMIB. This may result in Size-Time-Cost Operator requiring more time and
effort to be able to effectively generate ideas.

Conclusion
Recent research has demonstrated that exposing students to simple ideation heuristics (the
Fields of MATCEMIB technique) was able to enhance their ideation performance relative to a
control group (Belski et al., 2015), and that students were able to apply ideation heuristics
effectively using either pen-and-paper or computer-based approach (Valentine et al., 2017).
This study has investigated whether these research findings are repeatable when an
alternative ideation heuristic is applied. Outcomes have demonstrated that exposing students
to the Size-Time-Cost Operator technique did not lead to improved ideation performance
relative to a control group. This contrasts with previous studies which demonstrate that using
the Fields of MATCEMIB technique did improve performance. Results of this study also
demonstrated that students were able to apply the Size-Time-Cost Operator technique
effectively using either pen-and-paper or computer-based approach, aligning with the results
of previous studies. The outcomes of this study suggest that not all well-established ideation
techniques enhance idea generation performance. Where educators wish to expose students
to simple ideation techniques, it is imperative not to assume that exposing students to any
well-established ideation technique will always lead to enhanced performance. It is essential
that the decision of what techniques are to be provided or taught is given as much
consideration as the primary decision to teach ideation techniques in the first place. The
decision of what techniques may be taught should ideally be based upon the results of
empirical research that demonstrate the technique to be effective, in order to deliver the
highest benefit to both the educator and students.
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SESSION S2: EDUCATING THE EDISONS OF THE 21ST CENTURY
CONTEXT It has been reported that current teaching methods may lead to a significant
decrease in students’ creativity skills over the four years taken to complete an engineering
degree. One reported approach of increasing creativity performance is exposure to suitable
idea generation heuristics (Belski, Hourani, Valentine, & Belski, 2014). Research has
demonstrated that students are able to apply suitable idea generation heuristics equally
effectively using either a pen-and-paper or computer based approach, and that learning the
heuristic using either platform leads to measurable enhancements in long-term performance
(Valentine, Belski, & Hamilton, 2016). Website-based idea generation activities would
requiring web browser software for usage, and the potential for enhanced interactivity, which
can enhance engagement. But even simple websites generally take more time, effort and
resources to make than other digital formats, such as Portable Document Format (PDF) files.
PURPOSE To establish whether students (in a voluntary setting) are more likely to use a
website or PDF version of an idea generation template (similar in layout and content), when
provided with the option to use either, or both. This will help to establish whether it is
worthwhile to expend resources developing website-based versions in the interest of
encouraging student usage of the learning resources in a voluntary setting, instead of PDF
versions that generally take fewer resources to construct than website versions.
APPROACH Two idea generation heuristics were selected and learning resources were
created for each heuristic; instructional video showing how to apply the heuristic, along with a
website format template and similar PDF format template that each guided a person through
the process of applying the heuristic. These resources were placed within a website that had
been designed for the distribution of creativity related heuristics and techniques, which
students were able to voluntarily make use of for self-directed study. A database was used to
record the date and time each time either the website or PDF template for either heuristic
was accessed over a period of twenty six weeks. Entries were collated into the appropriate
week in which they occurred, and analysis was conducted to establish whether students
were more likely to access one format of template than the other on average during a week.

RESULTS For the first heuristic, students accessed the website version at a ratio of 1.52
times more often than the comparable PDF version, and the difference was statistically
significant. For the second heuristic, students accessed the website version at a ratio of 1.39
times more often than the PDF version, but the difference was not statistically significant.

CONCLUSIONS Overall, the findings may suggest that the uptake rate of digital-based
idea generation activities in a voluntary usage setting may be higher if website versions of
templates are provided rather than PDF versions, although this cannot be stated with
certainty. Educators may therefore be inclined to dedicate resources to developing and
hosting website versions, in the interest of maximising usage of provided learning resources
by students. However, this study has not investigated whether usage of one digital format
over the other lead to differences in apparent learning gains, which would also be important
for educators to know before adopting such a decision.

KEYWORDS Ideation, digital format, usage statistics
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Introduction
The need for creativity
The ability to demonstrate a creative and innovative demeanour is one of the expected traits
of professional engineers (Engineers Australia, 2011). Research has demonstrated that
fourth year undergraduate engineering students perceived themselves to be significantly
more innovative than first year undergraduate engineering students (Davis & Amelink, 2016),
suggesting that studying an engineering degree leads to an increase in students’ confidence
in their ability to be innovative and successfully build related skills. However, it is apparent
that students’ perceptions may not accurately reflect measured results. It has been reported
that the problem-solving self-efficacy of students actually declines over the four years taken
to complete an engineering degree (Steiner et al., 2011). Genco, Hölttä-Otto, and Seepersad
(2012) investigated the innovative capabilities of first year and fourth year engineering
students when solving a specified open-ended design problem. The overall findings
suggested that fourth year students were less innovative than their first year counterparts.
Other research has reported a concerning finding that the measured creativity levels of fourth
year engineering students were significantly lower than that of their first year counterparts,
although critical thinking was similar was measured to be similar (Sola, Hoekstra, Fiore, &
McCauley, 2017), This may unfortunately suggest that some students’ creativity actually
decreased during the four years taken to complete an engineering degree. This is concerning
as innovation requires the ability to generate ideas which can be considered as original or
creative, that are also applicable in a practical manner to a real problem (Amabile, Conti,
Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996). When these outcomes are considered together, the
conclusions are disconcerting. It is apparent that while students consider themselves as
more innovative as a result of studying an engineering degree, research findings show that
there is a disconnect between students’ perspectives and their measured performance.
Inclusion of explicit (i.e. clearly stated in the learning outcomes) creativity related material
within engineering curricula is relatively uncommon (Daly, Mosyjowski, & Seifert, 2014;
Marquis, Radan, & Liu, 2017). It is asserted that where creativity related material is covered
within curricula, it is typically covered through the introduction of idea generation (ideation)
techniques or heuristics as part of a class on design (Genco et al., 2012). Finding ways to
overcome the current lack of creativity related material is a challenge faced by many
educators who deal with an already full curriculum.
Educators who have previously introduced courses that focus on the development of
creativity and problem solving skills have reported benefits of enhanced creativity
performance (Anderson, 2006; Chang, Chien, Yu, Chu, & Chen, 2016; Mahboub, Portillo,
Liu, & Chandraratna, 2004). Considering creativity training on a larger scale, meta-reviews
have concluded that creativity training (such as use of ideation techniques) is generally an
effective means of enhancing the creativity of training participants, although it can depend on
the context under which training is conducted (Scott, Leritz, & Mumford, 2004; Tsai, 2013).
An experiment conducted by Belski et al. (2014) investigated the influence of ideation
techniques on first year engineering students in an ideation task of 15 minutes duration. It
was found that exposing students to techniques resulted in significantly improved idea
generation performance, leading to the suggestion that short, self-contained ideation
activities may be included in courses throughout an engineering degree as a means of
enhancing the creativity of students. Follow up research concluded that providing creativity
training on the application of an ideation heuristic via a 10 minute instructional video and
subsequent involvement in a 15 minute ideation task, lead to a measurable enhancement to
participants’ ideation performance even after a period of three months (Valentine et al.,
2016). Furthermore, it was established that students were able to effectively perform in the
initial ideation task using either a pen-and-paper or computer-based template, and that the
platform which students used during the initial task had no influence on the long-term
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performance of participants. It was therefore concluded that web-based ideation tools may
be a suitable means of providing students with opportunities to enhance their creativity skills,
while having the benefit that students may access and make use of them at any time, and
that educators may provide this access without requiring the use of dedicated class time.

Digital-based ideation activities: in which format?
A significant dilemma to this conclusion is that websites generally take significant time, effort,
and resources to develop and host. This raises the question of whether it is worthwhile to
expend resources to develop web-based tools which guide a user through the process of
applying a specified ideation technique, when students may instead make use of a digital
format template which takes fewer resources to develop, such as PDF (Portable Document
Format). Students may potentially make higher usage of digital-based ideation activities if
they are website-based, though this is unclear. However, this would lead to a
disadvantageous situation for educators who would need to spend more time, effort and
resources to construct the required learning materials.
There is a current lack of studies in the available literature which have attempted to
investigate the usage rates or preferences of students when provided with two digital format
ideation template alternatives. Many studies that compare the actual usage (or access) rates
of two formats that present identical content using the same layout, are library based studies
which have investigated the usage rates of print books compared to their equivalent sametitle electronic-book formats (Christianson & Aucoin, 2005; Morgan, 2010; Ramirez &
Tabacaru, 2015; Taylor, 2013). Literature comparing digital-based formats is relatively limited
in the literature. Pettifer et al. (2011) compared the theoretical advantage and disadvantage
perspectives of representing academic articles in different digital formats such as PDF and
websites, finding that each format has different benefits or drawbacks depending on the
context, such as storage, human tasks (such as reading) or machine task (such as searching
for text). Other literature reports findings of participants’ usage preferences. A survey of 281
academics conducted by Elsevier investigated which format academics preferred for
research related purposes, establishing that academics considered PDF to be preferable for
in-depth reading, but website format to be preferable for searching for information due to
convenience (Aalbersberg, 2013). A related study of 184 undergraduate students conducted
by Schierhorn, Wearden, Schierhorn, Tabar, and Andrews (1999) found that when provided
with the choice of reading a traditional print newspaper or a digital newspaper using either
website or Portable Document Viewer (PDV) formats, participants demonstrated an overall
statistically significant (p <0.05) preference for digital items in the PDV, rather than website
format. Although these studies provide insightful research findings, it is difficult to accurately
infer which format of ideation templates students may be more likely to utilise or preference.
The aim of this study is to investigate students’ access rates of two digital-based ideation
templates that are presented in different formats (PDF and website), when presented with
the voluntary opportunity to utilise either (or both) for use in self-directed study.
Understanding which format of digital-based template is more heavily accessed will help
educators to understand whether it is worth investing time, effort and resources in the
development of website-based ideation templates in this context, or if it is suitable to provide
templates that take fewer resources to develop and host, such as PDF.

Methodology
Ideation Techniques
To compare usage rates of two digital format ideation templates, appropriate templates first
needed to be created. For this, selection of an appropriate ideation technique upon which to
base the templates was required. The website- and PDF-based templates were required to
be designed in order to guide a person through applying the technique with minimal external
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instruction. To check for repeatability, it was selected that two ideation techniques would be
utilised and a website- and PDF-based template would be created for each.
The Fields of MATCEMIB (Mechanical, Acoustic, Thermal, Chemical, Electric, Magnetic,
Intermolecular, Biological) is a TRIZ (Russian: teoriya resheniya izobretatelskikh zadach,
English: theory of inventive problem solving) based problem-solving methodology that is
primarily designed to find solution ideas to problems of a technical nature. The technique has
repeatedly been shown to enhance the ideation performance of engineering students relative
to a control group provided with no external guidance (Belski et al., 2015). Moreover, it has
been demonstrated that exposure to the Fields of MATCEMIB technique and subsequent
engagement in an ideation task of 15 minutes duration lead to measurable improvement in
ideation performance even after a period of three months (Valentine et al., 2016). Therefore,
this technique was selected as one of the two ideation techniques for which digital-based
templates would be created.
The Fields of MATCEMIB technique requires relevant domain knowledge to apply the
technique most effectively. Therefore, it was nominated that the second technique be more
widely applicable to a wider range of problem types, not take much time to learn, and not
require specific domain knowledge. Size-Time-Cost Operator is a TRIZ ideation technique
(Gadd, 2011, p. 18) which meets these criteria (Belski, 2015), and was accordingly chosen
as the second technique for which digital-based templates would be created.

Digital-Based Templates
PDF templates were first created for both of the two ideation techniques. The templates
consisted of several steps appropriate for the ideation technique. For each technique, the
template guided the user to first set up the scenario of interest in the manner appropriate for
the technique. Once all necessary information was provided, the templates guided the user
to generate ideas to resolve the problem. Both the Fields of MATCEMIB and Size-Time-Cost
Operator techniques do this by systematically repetitive means. Each technique forces the
user to focus on and consider one distinct concept at a time, which has been asserted to
improve ideation performance as it means that a person is less likely to try and
simultaneously consider several potential solution ideas (Belski & Belski, 2008). A separate
prompt and space to write ideas was provided for each of the distinct concepts a person
must consider when implementing each technique. The Fields of MATCEMIB asks a person
to consider eight distinct concepts for generating ideas (the fields of Mechanical, Acoustic,
Thermal, Chemical, Electric, Magnetic, Intermolecular, Biological) (Belski, 2007), therefore
these templates included eight applicable prompts and space to write ideas underneath,
displayed on the template one after another. Likewise, the Size-Time-Cost Operator asks a
person to consider six distinct scenario for generating ideas (when available Size, Time, and
Cost are zero or infinite) (Gadd, 2011, p. 18) and the applicable prompts were presented
sequentially and with space to write ideas underneath.
Once the PDF templates were created, a website-based version of each was created. The
website versions were designed to have a similar layout to the PDF versions. Each website
template contained several webpages which the user was able to sequentially navigate
through, and logically segmented the information contained within the PDF versions into
appropriate webpages. Alongside the digital-based templates, an instructional video of
approximately 10 minutes duration that explained to students how the appropriate heuristic,
was created for each of the two heuristics.
An index webpage was then created for each heuristic. Each index webpage contained links
to the three resources applicable for each heuristic; the instructional video, the PDF
template, and the website template. Both of the index webpages, videos, PDF templates and
website templates were then placed within a repository website that had been specifically
designed for distribution of creativity related heuristics and techniques, that students would
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be able to voluntarily make use of in self-directed study in order to enhance their creativity
when solving open-ended or ill-defined problems that formed part of their coursework.

Data Collection
In order to assess the rate at which students accessed one type of digital-based template
compared to the other, a database was set up to record an entry every time a student
independently accessed the website or PDF template for either heuristic. Each entry
recorded the date and time of the resource access.
At the beginning of a university semester, the repository was promoted to engineering
students of some Australian and New Zealand universities through the Engineers Without
Borders association and the Golden Key International Honour Society. Engineering
educators at these universities, especially those teaching courses on engineering design or
participating in the Engineers Without Borders Challenge, were requested to inform their
students regarding the availability of the repository and briefly discuss potential benefits of
utilising creativity heuristics within their projects. Due to the nature of promotion of the
repository and voluntary usage of its’ contents by educators and students, it was not possible
to fully control the extent to which educators promoted the repository within their classes, or
accurately predict exactly how many students the repository was promoted to. This is a
limitation of the study, and results may therefore be different if students were required to use
the repository for their projects. Educators and students were again provided with the
information after a period of eight weeks. The creativity heuristic resources were made
available to students to voluntarily use in self-directed study for a period of 26 weeks, and the
access rate of each template style for both heuristics was recorded over this period of time.

Data Analysis

Figure 1: Accumulative of Times Each Resource Accessed over 26 week period

After the period of 26 weeks had concluded, the data was analysed. The data was evaluated
and categorised according the week in which the database entry had been created. This
allowed observation of how many students had accessed each template during each of the
26 available weeks. The accumulated number of times that each template had been
accessed at the start of each week can be observed in Figure 1. Analysis showed that there
were a relatively high number of template accesses in week 10, compared to other weeks.
Each resource type was accessed at least 12 times during week 10. The Fields of
MATCEMIB web tool was accessed 13 times during week 12, and the Size-Time-Cost
Operator web tool was accessed 10, 12 and 12 times in Weeks 2, 5 and 12, respectively.
These relatively high usage values may reflect weeks where academics may have informed
students about the availabilities of the self-directed learning resources, creating a higher
uptake by students in their respective courses.
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Results
Analysis showed that students used the Fields of MATCEMIB PDF template a total of 70
times during the 26 weeks (M: 2.69, SD: 2.66), while they used the Fields of MATCEMIB
website template a total of 97 times (M: 3.73, SD: 3.64); a ratio of 1.39 website utilisations for
each PDF utilisation. Students used the Size-Time-Cost Operator website a total of 87 times
during the 26 weeks (M: 3.35, SD: 3.58), and used the PDF template 132 times (M: 5.08, SD:
3.38); a ratio of 1.52 website utilisations for each PDF utilisation. The access data for all four
templates were not normally distributed according to the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test of
normality; therefore the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U Test was used to check for
statistical significance between groups. Results of the Mann-Whitney U Test showed that
there was statistical significance between usage rates of the Size-Time-Cost Operator
template formats (Z=-2.318, p=0.020), but not between usage rates of the Fields of
MATCEMIB template formats.
It can be observed in that the standard deviation for the usage rate of several templates was
quite large compared to the mean. This is likely caused by the unusually high access rates of
templates during certain weeks, as previously discussed. It was therefore decided to reconduct analysis with outliers removed to see if this resulted in any change to the statistical
significances. Removal of outliers resulted in the Size-Time-Cost Operator website version
being accessed a total of 43 times (M: 1.87, SD: 1.14), and the PDF version a total of 69
times (M: 2.88, SD: 2.09), respectively. The Fields of MATCEMIB website version was
accessed a total of 69 times (M: 2.76, SD: 2.01), and the PDF version a total of 132 times
(M: 5.08, SD: 3.38), respectively. Evaluation showed that after removing appropriate outlier
values from each group, statistical significance between Size-Time-Cost Operator template
access rates remained, while the lack of statistical significance between Fields of
MATCEMIB template access rates also remained. In other words, removing outliers from
each group did not change the results.

Discussion
The results of this study have demonstrated that when provided with the opportunity to make
use of either website- or PDF-based ideation templates that are equivalent in content and
similar in design layout in a voluntary manner, students may be more likely to access the
website-based version, although this cannot be stated with certainty. It was evaluated that
students accessed the Size-Time-Cost Operator website ideation template significantly more
often on average per week than the PDF template, with the website version being used at a
rate of 1.52 times that of the PDF version. However, this finding was not repeatable for
template access rates for the Fields of MATCEMIB heuristic. Although students accessed the
Fields of MATCEMIB website template at a rate of 1.39 times that of the PDF template, the
difference in mean number of weekly accesses by students was statistically insignificant.
It is difficult to directly compare the findings of this study to that of existing literature, as
existing studies either compare actual usage rates of print and equivalent electronic book
formats, or compare the preferences people have between two digital-based formats that are
being used in very different contexts to this study (such as academic research or newspaper
reading). Previous research has found that people significantly preferred to read and access
newspapers using a Portable Document Viewer format over a website format (Schierhorn et
al., 1999), while this study found that participants accessed the website version at a higher
rate. As the participants of this study and the study by Schierhorn et al. (1999) were both of
similar age groups, this suggests that the usage rates or preferences that people are likely to
show between two digital-based formats, may be highly dependent on the context or activity.
These outcomes suggest that there may be merit in the notion that educators may seek to
develop digital-based ideation templates that are website based for use in voluntary settings.
Although the mean weekly usage rate of Fields of MATCEMIB web template was not
significantly higher than the PDF template, the usage ratio suggests students still suggests a
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slight preference for the website templates. Educators may consider how these findings may
assist them to engage students with ideation style learning activities in a voluntary context.
As students have already demonstrated a potential slight preference for website based
ideation templates in a voluntary setting, educators may use this to their advantage in the
interest of encouraging higher usage of the learning resources. Software which has
increased levels of interactivity is likely to encourage students to use the software, especially
where the software can be considered fun to use (Cavallucci & Oget, 2013). It may be
reasoned that if educators were to develop website-based ideation activities with high levels
of appropriate interactive features (as opposed to being akin to a static worksheet), and
make students aware of these interactive features, students may be further inclined to make
use of ideation learning materials that are provided for them to use in a voluntary setting. In
turn, this may help to enhance their creativity skills and help to at least in part overcome the
decline in creativity and innovation skills that has been reported to occur over the four years
taken to study an engineering degree (Genco et al., 2012; Sola et al., 2017).
It is important to consider the limitations of this study. It is required to emphasise that this
study did not aim to address whether students may make more effective use of ideation
templates when they are in PDF or website format, but aimed to provide a foundation for
understanding whether students show a preference for one format or the other in a voluntary
setting. While it is reasonable to assert that students may simply use the format that is
provided if no choice it offered, and that there may not be reason for educators to consider
website format over PDF format, it is important to reflect on the voluntary usage of learning
resources that aimed to be addressed in this study. It is likely that students will make use of a
voluntary learning resource at a higher rate, when it suits their preference of format. Students
may show a different preference of format if they are required to use the learning resource.
The consideration of whether one format may be more beneficial to students than the other
in a voluntary setting, and whether students may prefer one format over the other in a setting
where they are required to use the resources was outside the scope of this study and is a
possible direction for future research. Future research may investigate whether these
findings are repeatable in a setting where students are expected to use the resources.
Qualitative measures may also provide insight into the potential benefits or disadvantages of
using templates, or engaging in activities, that use one digital format or another.
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SESSION S2: EDUCATING THE EDISONS OF THE 21ST CENTURY
CONTEXT Engineering employers consider the ability to innovate and be creative as useful
employment skills. Unfortunately, it has been reported that the creativity skill of some
undergraduate engineering students decreases throughout a degree, and that many students
are likely to suffer design fixation and stay with the first idea that comes to mind during idea
generation, inhibiting their ability to generate creative concepts and develop their abilities.
Numerous educators advocate for increased focus on creativity material within engineering
curricula; one demonstrated method of enhancing these skills is to directly introduce students
to creative problem-solving approaches. This raises the question to what extent existing
engineering programs include creativity-related content that aims to overcome these issues,
as currently this is not quantifiably understood for Australian engineering programs.
PURPOSE To establish the extent to which students are exposed to creativity-related
concepts and taught creativity-related heuristics in Australian undergraduate tertiary
engineering programs, in order to comprehend whether Australian engineering programs
actively assist in providing students with course material that enhances their ability to apply
creative approaches and develop alternative solutions to a problem.
APPROACH A list of Australian Qualification Framework Level 8 engineering single
degrees accredited by Engineers Australia (offered during 2017) with “electrical” in the
degree title and which had available program handbooks was compiled, resulting in set of 34
distinct degree programs offered at 25 tertiary institutions. A list of all the core/compulsory
courses that a student must complete as part of each program was complied. Each course
outline/handbook (including course description, learning outcomes etc.) was then consulted
to determine whether the course explicitly (i) discussed the concept of creativity and/or
innovation within the field of engineering (ii) included material on the application of creative
approaches to aid in developing alternative problem solutions. Courses were evaluated to
either meet each of the criteria or not, based upon information in the course outline.

RESULTS Of the 34 programs and 919 core courses evaluated, a total of 20 courses at 17
institutions included explicit demonstration or explanation of the concept of creativity and/or
innovation within the field of engineering. No programs were evaluated to include courses
containing material that explicitly exposed students to, or required of application of, creativity
heuristics or techniques. It was also established that very few courses required students to
specifically demonstrate creativity and innovation in their stated learning outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS Results show an overall lack of curricula material aimed at exposing and
teaching creativity skills within Australian undergraduate electrical engineering programs, as
well as a widespread lack of curricula material which explicitly discusses the concepts of
creativity and innovation within the field of engineering. In order for tertiary institutions to
produce students who are able to be more creative and overcome inhibition to develop
alternative concepts, it is recommended that programs adapt to incorporate learning
outcomes that are specifically aimed at enhancing students’ creative thinking skills.

KEYWORDS Creativity, ideation, course outlines, learning outcomes
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Introduction
The ability to show a “creative, innovative and proactive demeanour” is one of the expected
competencies of an accredited professional engineer within Australia (Engineers Australia,
2011). Studies demonstrate that engineering employers place value on the ability of their
employees to effectively demonstrate utilisation of skills relevant to this area (Male, Bush, &
Chapman, 2010; Wickramasinghe & Perera, 2010).
Creativity is important to engineering, because it directly relates to a core component of
problem-solving. Although there are numerous models that describe stages which comprise
the problem-solving process (Belski, 2002), one stage is common amongst these models:
the stage of generating solutions to the problem that is being faced. This stage is often
referred to as the idea generation stage. Unfortunately, idea generation is a stage of
problem-solving that engineering students tend to do poorly. Students can become easily
hampered by design fixation and find it hard to develop alternative solution ideas (Condoor,
Shankar, Brock, Burger, & Jansson, 1992; Kershaw, Holtta-Otto, & Lee, 2011; Samuel &
Jablokow, 2010). Many students are likely to fixate on the first idea which comes to mind and
find it hard to change their focus (Kershaw et al., 2011; Samuel & Jablokow, 2010), a
situation made worse by spending insufficient time generating alternative solution ideas
(Samuel & Jablokow, 2010). These traits can severely limit students’ ability to be creative.
This does not suggest that students do not see the value in creativity-related material: the
inclusion of creativity within engineering education is something which has shown to be
positively valued by engineering students of all year levels (Waller, 2016).
It has been suggested by Daly, Mosyjowski, and Seifert (2014) that inclusion of creativityrelated material within engineering programs is relatively rare. Numerous educators consider
there is a need for increased focus on creativity and innovation material within engineering
curricula in tertiary institutions (Atwood & Pretz, 2016; Cropley, 2015; Daly et al., 2014;
Samuel & Jablokow, 2010; Tekic, Tekic, & Todorovic, 2015), as many engineering programs
lack such content. Research has also concluded that engineering students who initially
demonstrate a higher self-confidence in their creativity skills are less likely to complete an
engineering degree, and are more likely to drop out (Atwood & Pretz, 2016). It may be
considered that some students with higher levels of creative self-confidence may feel as
though they are unable to effectively express and further enhance their creativity throughout
an engineering degree. A recent study reported results that may support this notion; while
the critical thinking capabilities of senior and freshman engineering students were found to
be relatively similar, senior students were evaluated to overall be significantly less creative
than their freshman counterparts (Sola, Hoekstra, Fiore, & McCauley, 2017).
These findings raise the consideration to what extent do Australian engineering programs
currently engage students with creativity-related material. Existing research in this area
primarily focuses on programs outside of Australia, and is often limited to the analysis of
programs at one institution, such as studies conducted by Daly et al. (2014) and Marquis,
Radan, and Liu (2017). This leads to the further consideration of how Australian engineering
programs may further work to ensure that the creativity-related competencies set out by
Engineers Australia (2011) are effectively enhanced during a four-year engineering degree.
Currently it is not quantifiably understood to what extent Australian engineering programs
engage students with creativity-related material.

Methodology
Assessing whether courses teach “creativity”
Attempting to determine if an engineering program may teach anything related to creativity, is
clearly too vague without further clarification. For example, some educators may consider
that in order to complete certain capstone or engineering design projects, it is inferred or
implied that creativity must be shown, while other educators may advocate that creativity
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must be explicitly included within the learning outcomes of a course. As the role of an
educator should ideally be to attempt to enhance the skills of the entire cohort where
possible, it is important to not only consider whether engineering curricula cater for students
who can effectively demonstrate creative skills, but aim to enhance the skills of those who
struggle to do so. In order to evaluate how creativity is currently taught and may therefore be
improved, it is required that meaningful and measurable criteria are utilised. This study will
focus on evaluating whether courses explicitly cover selected material related to creativity.
One potential measure was evaluation of whether engineering programs include material
which sufficiently explains the importance and concept of creativity within the domain of
engineering. Inclusion of such material is likely to provide students with a more concrete
understanding of how creativity and innovation relate to their chosen field of study, potentially
resulting in students becoming more aware and engaged with the area of creativity and
innovation. Explicit knowledge that engineering employers value these skills may also
motivate students to seek out methods of enhancing their creativity.
It has been asserted by Genco, Hölttä-Otto, and Seepersad (2012) that “creativity, as part of
the engineering design curriculum, is typically taught by introducing a set of ideation methods
as part of a junior- or senior-level, or occasionally a freshman-level design class”. This
assertion is reflected by the findings of a study which discovered that faculty members from
the field of engineering rated the generation of multiple ideas or outcomes as being the most
important factor that was related to creativity (Marquis & Vajoczki, 2012). A second potential
measure was therefore to evaluate whether engineering programs included material which
actively demonstrates to students that it is possible to enhance their creativity skills by
implementing structured processes that are designed for this purpose (i.e. creativity training).

Creativity-related heuristics and techniques
Creativity-related heuristics or techniques in this study refer to any structured processes that
are designed to enhance a person’s creativity when used, often by leading to the creation of
additional solution ideas that may not otherwise have been thought of by the person. The
ability to generate alternative ideas and consider ideas from various fields of knowledge or
categories, are often used as core metrics to assess creativity (Cropley, 2000). Such
creativity-related heuristics or techniques may include (but are not limited to) Brainstorming,
Mind mapping, 6-3-5, C-sketch, Six Thinking Hats and Random Word by Edward de Bono
(De Bono, 1988) and TRIZ (Russian: teoriya resheniya izobretatelskikh zadach, English:
theory of inventive problem solving) methodologies.

Compiling details of Australian electrical engineering programs
This study is limited to the consideration of programs that adhere to the requirements of
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) Level 8, and only covers the sub-discipline of
electrical engineering, due to resource and scope constraints. AQF level 8 corresponds to a
bachelor honours degree program (Australian Qualifications Framework Council, 2013). For
Australian engineering programs, this comprises undergraduate engineering programs
completed over four years full-time.
In order to evaluate whether Australian electrical engineering programs expose students to
creativity-related material, a list of applicable programs was required. A list of AQF Level 8
engineering degrees accredited by Engineers Australia (2017) with the words “electrical” and
“engineering” within the degree title was compiled. Double or dual degree programs were
excluded, only single degree programs were considered for analysis. This list was then
reduced to include all programs for which an applicable program structure was publicly
accessible from the host institution’s website, resulting in a set of 34 distinct degree
programs offered at 25 tertiary institutions. Distinct refers to the fact that each program has a
unique title; several programs at the same institution may include the same course.
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For each program, a list of all the core or compulsory courses that a student must complete
in order to graduate from the program was compiled. All forms of electives courses were
excluded from consideration as the aim was to establish whether a program ensured that a
student was exposed to creativity-related course material, not only whether the program
provided students with the opportunity to be exposed to creativity-related course material.
Ideally, if engineering educators wish to enhance the creativity-related knowledge and skills
of students, such material should be incorporated in a way that it clearly forms part of the
intended learning outcomes for at least one core course within the program.

Criteria for analysing course outlines
For each of the 34 unique degree programs, the course outline or handbook (including
course description, learning and teaching activities, expected deliverables, learning
outcomes etc.) of every compulsory course was then accessed by means of the applicable
institution’s website. The information contained within the course outline was then consulted
to establish whether it may be argued that the course was likely to meet one or both of two
selected criteria. Analysis of online publicly available course outlines has previously been
used by Marquis et al. (2017) to assess how creativity instruction varied across disciplines at
a tertiary institution, although the process of how course outlines were analysed was
different. Both criteria were considered and analysed independently, so a course was able to
meet the first criterion but not the second, or vice-versa.
The first criterion was whether the course explicitly introduced the concept of creativity and/or
innovation within the field of engineering. This included, but was not limited to:
·

Description of how creativity, innovation or ideation may be a part of the problem
solving or engineering design process. For example, demonstrating a model of the
problem-solving process and highlighting that “developing several alternative solution
ideas” (or similar wording) is often modelled as the second of four primary stages.

·

Providing information that allows students to understand that there are methods,
heuristics or techniques designed to enhance creativity (such as mentioning that
Brainstorming, TRIZ, 6-3-5 or C-sketch techniques exist), but students are not
actually shown the detailed process of how to apply such processes.

·

Case studies or analysis of people that have worked in engineering-related fields and
are considered to have been creative. For example, analysis of what made the
person “creative” or “innovative”, and how the student may learn from this.

The second criterion regarded whether the course explicitly included material on the
utilisation or application of creativity-related heuristics and techniques. This included, but was
not limited to:
·

Students are shown the detailed process of applying specific creativity or ideationrelated heuristics or techniques by an educator (such as Brainstorming, TRIZ, 6-3-5
or C-sketch techniques), but may not be required to apply the technique themselves.

·

Students are expected to apply a nominated creativity-related heuristic or technique
to a problem, in an active learning manner (such as Brainstorming, TRIZ, 6-3-5 or Csketch techniques). It did not matter whether students’ work was assessed or not.

Courses were evaluated to either meet each criterion or not, based upon information in the
course outline on the applicable institution’s website. Courses were evaluated to not meet
criterion where the course outline only claimed to meet section 3.3 (“Creative, innovative and
pro-active demeanour") of the Stage 1 competencies set out by Engineers Australia (2011). It
was required that the course outline made clear how this was actually achieved through
course content, and so for the purposes of this study, met the criterion.
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Procedure for analysing course outlines (Data analysis)
To analyse each course, an independent spreadsheet was created for each engineering
program. The list of compulsory courses within each engineering program was then listed on
the applicable spreadsheet. Analysis was conducted in two stages. The first stage aimed to
reduce the list of courses in each program to those which may reasonably be considered to
meet either of the two criteria based upon text within the course outline, even if the link may
be rather vague. This included (but was not limited to) mentioning words like “thinking skills”,
“creativity” and “innovation” or any derivation (such “creative” or “innovate”). The second
stage introduced a form of inter-rater reliability, by reducing the list of courses to those which
were more likely to be widely accepted as meeting one or both of the two criteria.
During the first stage, one assessor evaluated the content contained within the course outline
or handbook for each compulsory unit within each engineering program. This resulted in the
analysis of 919 courses from 34 independent engineering programs. In this stage, the
assessor evaluated whether it was possible for each course outline to reasonably be linked
to meet either the first and second criterion. As previously described, where it was
established that a vague link may be made, the course was not excluded. Courses were
included where they provided details that were somewhat analogous to the example
situations previously mentioned, or included any information which may reasonable be
interpreted as somewhat covering the concept of creativity in engineering, or use of
application of creativity-related processes. This resulted in 877 of the original 919 courses
being excluded during the first stage, with 42 unique courses being considered to potentially
fulfil either one or both of the two evaluation criteria.During the second stage of analysis,
three different assessors that were not part of the first stage of course evaluations, were
provided with a list of all courses that were not selected for exclusion during the first stage.
Each assessor then independently reviewed each course outline, and evaluated whether the
course independently met either one or both of the two provided criteria. Results of these
evaluations were then checked for agreement. For instances where at least two of the three
assessors evaluated that a course met a certain criterion, the course was deemed to have
met that criterion and was recorded. Otherwise, the course was recorded as not meeting the
criterion.

Results
Results of the second stage of analysis showed that out of the 34 unique engineering
programs assessed, there were a total of 17 programs which included at least one course
which met the first criterion and discussed the concept of creativity and/or innovation within
the field of engineering. Considering all of the 919 compulsory courses that were assessed, it
was established that 20 courses were deemed to meet the first criterion and discussed the
concept of creativity and/or innovation within the field of engineering.
Of the 34 unique engineering programs that were assessed, it was established that no
programs included courses that met the second criterion and included material on the
application of creativity-related heuristics and techniques. Although some assessors
evaluated some courses as meeting criterion 2, there was never an agreement between
assessors that any course met the criterion.

Discussion
Reflecting on the results of this study, it was found that only half of Australian undergraduate
electrical engineering programs include content which explicitly engage students with actively
and purposefully learning how creativity relates to their domain of study. Where such material
is included, it is usually restricted to one course within the program. Additionally, very few
programs (if any) were found to include discussion on how students may work to improve
their own creativity skills. Inclusion of course content which aims to explicitly expose students
to creativity-related material appears to be relatively rare, suggesting that students are likely
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to have few opportunities to learn about the topic of creativity during the four years taken to
complete an engineering degree. At a minimum, these outcomes demonstrate that it is rare
for courses to incorporate learning outcomes that are explicitly related to creativity. These
outcomes are similar to those of Marquis et al. (2017), who evaluated that only 1% of the
total 149 engineering course outlines at a Canadian tertiary institution contained explicit
references to creativity. Overall, the outcomes of this study confirm the conclusions of Daly et
al. (2014), that inclusion of creativity-related material is relatively rare within engineering
programs. The assertion of Genco et al. (2012) that creativity in the engineering curriculum is
usually taught by introduction of ideation techniques, also does not appear to be an accurate
depiction of engineering curricula within Australia.
The findings of this study suggest that creativity is overall given a low priority within existing
engineering curricula. Educators may assert that students are implicitly exposed to the topic
of creativity and sufficiently build upon related skills through situations which allow students
more freedom of design, such as capstone or engineering design projects. However, where
one of the intentions of a course is to develop creativity-related knowledge or skills, it should
ideally form one of the clear learning outcomes for that course. A core issue exists within a
conclusion that creativity is sufficiently enhanced through current teaching methods
Research has demonstrated that current. methods of exposing students to creativity-related
material and enhancing creativity-related skills, does not necessarily lead to an increase in
creativity and innovation related-traits over a four year engineering degree, in fact, significant
decreases were reported (Genco et al., 2012; Sola et al., 2017).
The startling outcomes of this study have shown findings important both to engineering
education, and engineering industry. Studies demonstrate employers place high value on
creativity skills (Male et al., 2010; Wickramasinghe & Perera, 2010). In addition, recent
reports have highlighted the need for creativity and innovation within Australian businesses,
in order to be able to perform effectively and compete within the Australian economy
(Deloitte, 2017; Department of Employment, 2016). It is clear that engineering programs may
not consistently produce graduates who effectively meet this industry requirement. Adapting
engineering curricula should be of utmost importance to curricula designers, to ensure that
Australia will be able to produce engineering graduates who are able to meet this challenge.
There is a question of what may be done to try and address these findings. One previous
suggestion is the introduction of short activities that are designed to expose students to
specified creativity-related heuristics, as such activities may be accommodated into existing
curricula restraints by being included in various courses throughout an engineering degree
(Belski, Hourani, Valentine, & Belski, 2014). It has been demonstrated that introducing
students to such heuristics can have real benefits to their creative performance, even after a
period of three months (Valentine, Belski, & Hamilton, 2016). Such measures may allow
educators to provide students with increased opportunities to work on enhancing their
creativity skills throughout studying an engineering degree. If engineering programs are
adapted to ensure that some courses provide students with an introduction to the topic of
creativity in engineering, this may allow students to become more creative, innovative, and
better meet the changing requirements of engineering industry. Additionally, it recommended
that where courses intend to cover any creativity related topics, even if it is not a primary
learning outcome of the course, that these topics are clearly outlined in the course guide of
handbook. This will help comprehension of how engineering programs address the “creative,
innovative and proactive demeanour” capability described by Engineers Australia (2011).
It is important to consider the limitations of this study. It is possible that the results presented
in this study may not be able to generalised to reflect the entirely of engineering curricula
within Australia. This study has been limited to undergraduate engineering courses in the
electrical discipline. Programs of other engineering disciplines or postgraduate level may
explicitly include creativity-related material at a higher rate. Engineering programs within
Australia may also be different to other comparable countries. While outside the scope of this
study, future research may aim to address these points by investigating whether the findings
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of this study are similar to that of other engineering disciplines within Australia, or how
Australian electrical engineering programs compare to that of other counties. Ideally, two or
more assessors may independently carry out the first stage of course outline or handbook
analysis, and then compare which courses were commonly evaluated to match the criterion
or not. This may lead to more reliable results. A large number of courses were excluded
during the first stage of data analysis. However, it is imperative to consider the construction
of engineering programs. Many programs consist primarily of courses which focus on the
development and application of domain specific knowledge that is required in order to be
able to work as an engineer; the majority of such courses focus on developing convergentbased problem-solving skills. As is reasonably anticipated, the vast majority of these courses
do not contain material which is expected to relate to creativity.
A limitation of using course outlines to assess whether courses meet the two criteria is that
the level of detail provided by tertiary institutions is not standardised and is subjective. Some
institutions have shorter descriptions and less information, while others have longer
descriptions with more detailed information which make it easier to assess if the course fulfils
the criterion. It is unreasonable to expect that all course outlines will detail all material that is
covered throughout the course. However, it must be noted that course outlines at a minimum
are expected to describe the core details of what is covered or taught in the course. It can
therefore be reasonably asserted that if a course outline does not contain details which
explicitly relate to creativity, it is clear that the development of creativity skills is not likely to
be a primary learning outcome for the course. Nevertheless, it is possible that certain
courses may include material which meets either or both of the two criteria, but this
information was not clearly included in the course outline and was therefore excluded.

Conclusion
Recent research has reported that the creativity skills of engineering students do not
necessarily increase during the four years taken to study an engineering degree, despite that
creativity is a skill industry seeks. This study investigated the extent to which Australian
electrical engineering programs engage students with creativity-related material, to
understand whether sufficient actions are currently being taken to address this concerning
issue. Specifically, it was investigated whether programs explicitly included material which
discussed the topic of creativity within the field of engineering, and explicitly included material
on the utilisation or application of creativity-related heuristics or techniques. Course outlines
for 919 core courses from 34 distinct electrical engineering programs (offered by 25 tertiary
institutions) accredited by Engineers Australia, were evaluated. It was found that 20 courses
(from 17 programs) offered at 17 institutions explicitly included material which discussed the
topic of creativity in engineering, while not one of the 919 core courses evaluated included
material on the utilisation or application of creativity-related heuristics or techniques. These
findings confirm recent assertions of educators who note that creativity is not widely taught,
and is generally given a low priority in engineering education. These outcomes demonstrate
that teaching of creativity-related skills at many tertiary institutions is likely done through
implicit methods such as completion of capstone projects rather than explicit methods, and
may not provide many students with sufficient instruction to effectively build on their skills. In
order for engineering graduates to better meet the challenges faced by industry, educators
may need to re-assess how creativity is currently taught and whether students are currently
provided with sufficient exposure and instruction in the use of creativity.
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Structured Abstract
Context
As all engineers are fully aware the mathematics in engineering courses is used not only for
calculating solutions to problems, but for many other functions. Mathematics is a language
for understanding, a language for teaching, and most importantly it is a language that makes
self-study and continuing professional development easier. It is therefore necessary that
engineers know not only various mathematical procedures but also understand them and are
fluid in them, i.e. can use them easily and almost without thinking. In order to get this fluidity,
it is necessary that students are exposed to two processes when learning mathematics:
x

x

The student must be given lectures which explain the important concepts in the
relevant mathematics clearly. Further, these lectures must be given by a lecturer that
understands the structure of the particular mathematical topic being covered and who
understands the links between the topics being covered and the other mathematical
topics that engineers need to know.
The students need to undertake directed practice with relevant feedback in the
mathematics that they need to know.

Purpose
The hypothesis of this paper is that in order to become fluid in mathematics the student
needs to spend time working on tutorial problems.

Approach
This paper will present data showing that the time spent on directed practice of tutorial
problems is highly correlated with the improvement in the students’ marks. Using a
proprietary computer package (MyMathLab Global by Pearson Publishers) to obtain practice
time and the difference between the marks of a diagnostic mathematics test in the first week
of the semester and the marks in the final exam a correlation analysis will be undertaken.

Results
This analysis will show that the more time that a student spends on directed practice the
greater will be their improvement in marks.

Conclusions
A problem with this study is that correlation is not causation and other factors may be
influencing the correlation. The paper will discuss these points in detail and show that the
correlation analysis is likely to have a high validity and that the initial hypothesis is
reasonable.

Keywords: Directed-practice, feedback, practice-time.
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Introduction
As all engineers are fully aware, the mathematics in engineering courses is used not only for
calculating solutions to problems, but for many other functions. Mathematics is a tool for
seeing patterns and interconnections, it is a tool for facilitating understanding, a language for
teaching and explaining technical concepts, and most importantly it is a language that
facilitates self-study and continuing professional development. Modern technology is
changing at such a rate that many products and processes are obsolete within a short time.
It is therefore essential that engineers have the tools to enable them to keep up to date:
mathematics is one of the most important of these tools.
It is therefore necessary that engineers know various mathematical procedures but, more
importantly, that they understand them and are fluid in them, i.e. can use them easily and
almost without thinking.

Background to the Study
The Importance of Working Memory for Learning
When students are learning a new concept, it is their working memory that is being used to
understand the new topic and relate it to other relevant concepts (Baddeley, 2004).
Unfortunately, human working memory is limited. It can hold about 7 independent items in
storage at a time (Baddeley, 2004). Therefore, when teaching a new topic, lecturers must
take care not to fill the students’ working memory with items that are not directly related to
the concept being taught (Barclay, Bransford, Franks, McCarrel, and Nitsch 1974). If a
lecturer is using mathematics as an aid to explain a new engineering concept, the
mathematics that the lecturer uses must be mathematics that the students are fluid with.
That is, mathematics that the students have stored in their long-term memories because long
term memories have the property that they are able to access concepts rapidly,
subconsciously and almost without thinking (Willingham, 2009). This is necessary so that
the lecturer can explain the new concept without the student having to use up limited working
memory to understand the mathematics underlying the new concept before they can direct
their working memory to the new concept. If the students are using their limited working
memory to understand the underlying mathematics they will not have sufficient reserves of
working memory to allocate to fully understanding the new engineering concept which, in
turn, will be detrimental to their learning (Cumming and Elkins, 1999).
In order to make the mathematics fluid and to prevent it from using up limited working
memory while teaching other engineering concepts it is necessary that the students have
transferred the key mathematical concepts to their long-term memory. This is achieved via
directed practice of the basic mathematical procedures and concepts together with regular
feedback (Willingham, 2009).

Becoming an Expert
The research into the abilities and creation of experts is relevant to the above discussion.
Ericson, et.al. have shown that in order to become an expert in a particular area such as
violin playing, chess, etc. it is necessary for the average person to spend about 10 000 hours
of directed, goal oriented practice with regular feedback (see graph below) (Ericson, Kampe,
and Tesch-Romer, 1993). In addition, a person with a background of directed practice in an
area has increased ability to concentrate on topics in that area (Brown, Roediger III,
McDaniel, 2014). Anecdotally, many of our students seem to have difficulty with
engagement and concentration.
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Figure 1: Ericson’s data for violinists’ practice time (Ericson, et.al., 1993)

An expert in a particular field has the ability to see the solution to a problem in that field
rapidly and unconsciously without using significant amounts of working memory (Ericson,
Kampe, and Tesch-Romer, 1993). Lecturers are experts in their fields and therefore need to
keep the above in mind when dealing with students learning a new topic. That is, what is
automatic and immediately obvious to the lecturer is unlikely to be so to the student
(Willingham, 2009).

Aims of Directed Practice
As discussed above, the overall aims of directed practice in mathematics is to make the
students fluid and automatic with mathematics, and to have the ability to retrieve basic
mathematical concepts rapidly and subconsciously, (Alexander, Kulikowich, and Schulze,
1994). In addition, it has been found that students that are fluid with mathematics are more
likely to see the deep structure within mathematics than those who do not have mathematical
fluidity (Schacter, 2002).
In order for practice to be effective it must have the following characteristics:
x

x
x
x
x
x

The person practicing must practice beyond perfection (Bahrick and Hall, 1991). That is, the
person practicing must not stop practicing when she can do a particular practice item once
correctly but repeat it a number of times.
The practice must be directed, have a goal and receive regular feedback (Kang, McDermott,
and Roediger, 2007; Gladwell, 2008).
The basic concepts underlying the practice item must be regularly reviewed (Ellis, Semb, and
Cole, 1998; Bahrick, and Hall, 1991).
The practice should be distributed in time and not concentrated in one long session
(Soderstrom and Bjork, 2014).
The learners must concentrate on what they are doing and think about what they are doing
(Willingham, 2009).
Practice of different concepts should be interleaved with each other rather than doing one
concept then the next, etc. (Brown, et.al, 2014).
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Study Conducted at the Manukau Institute of Technology
Structure of the Study
The study that is the subject of this paper was conducted at the Manukau Institute of
Technology, it involved 31 students, and it dealt with the first-year mathematics paper:
Engineering Mathematics 1 (141.514). This paper is the first of two one-semester
mathematics papers studied during the three-year engineering degree at the polytech. A one
semester paper runs for 15 weeks and consists of 3 hours of lectures plus one tutorial hour
per week. In addition, the students are expected to do 6 hours of self-study per week per
subject.
During week one the students were given a diagnostic test based on the year-eleven school
mathematics syllabus. The reason for choosing the year-eleven material was the students
have to have year-thirteen mathematics to get entry to the three-year engineering degree
and, therefore, should be able to do year-eleven school mathematics without any difficulty.
The mark obtained by the students on the diagnostic test was then compared with their mark
in the final end-of-semester exam as described below. It is interesting to note that 16 out of
31 students failed (< 50%) this diagnostic test and the average mark was only 45.6%. This
confirms anecdotal evidence claiming the schools are not adequately preparing students for
tertiary study.
In order for the students to get directed practice in the basic mathematic concepts an online
package published by Pearson’s (MyMathLab Global) was used. A test bank of 11 quizzes
with each quiz consisting of about 30 questions was set up. Each quiz covered a major topic
in the Mathematics 1 syllabus, e.g. matrices. The quizzes were allocated 15% of the
students’ final mark to encourage the students to do the quizzes, i.e. seven quizzes were
allocated 1% each and 4 quizzes, on more important topics, were allocated 2% each. In
addition to the quizzes the students sat three class tests worth 35% in total and an end-ofsemester exam worth 50%.
The quizzes were done in a collaborative environment in order to get regular feedback. That
is, the students could discuss the problems with each other, they had access to a tutor for
one hour per week, and the online package had help functions. In addition, the students
could do the quizzes off campus and could get help from family, friends, etc.
The online help functions for the quizzes consisted of access to an e-book that automatically
provided the students with a textual explanation of the theory behind the problem that they
were currently working on. In addition, the online help had a “hint” function that showed the
students a step-by-step procedure for any problem that they were currently working on.
The students could do the quizzes as many times as they wished and the highest mark
achieved for any particular quiz was recorded as the student’s mark. Each quiz question for
a particular topic had the same mathematical structure but different numerical values so each
student did a numerically different set of quiz questions for each topic.
As discussed above, the aim of this directed practice was to improve the fluidity of the
students with basic mathematics concepts.

Results of the Study
Detailed results comparing the improvement in the student marks with the time spent on the
quizzes are given in the appendix below.
As shown in a previous paper (Shepstone, 2016), the effect size of the improvement in
student marks from the diagnostic test to the final exam was 0.7 (0.4 is regarded as good in
the educational setting, Hattie (2009)) and the Student’s t-test showed that the means of the
diagnostic test marks and the final exam marks were significantly different. These results
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showed that the students had significantly improved their mathematical performance
between the diagnostic test and the end-of-semester exam.

Figure 2: Mark improvement vs time regression analysis

The current study compared the improvement in the student’s results between the diagnostic
test and the end-of-semester exam with the amount of time spent by the students on the
quizzes as shown in the graph above.
To do the analysis shown in the graph it was assumed that the students’ improvement in
mathematics marks relative to the time spent on the quizzes would follow a traditional
learning curve. That is, the learning would be more rapid initially and then increase at a
diminishing rate as more time was spent on the quizzes. Therefore, a log curve was fitted to
the data as shown on the graph; the equation of this curve is also shown on the graph. The
R2 of this curve is 0.33 showing that this curve explains 33% of the variation in the data. In
other words, it may be hypothesised that the time spent on the eleven quizzes explained
33% of the improvement in the students’ marks. Alternatively, Figure 2 shows that for an
average student to improve her marks by, for example, 22% she needs to spend 40 hours
working on the quizzes.

Discussion of the Results and Limitations of the Study
Considering that the quizzes made up only 15% of the students’ final mark this result shows
that the quizzes had a proportionally large effect on the students’ results.
The remaining 66% of the variation in the data was probably due to a number of factors. As
the graph shows, a number of students made improvements in their marks that were
significantly better than the regression curve. This could be because those students spent
time exploring why they got a question wrong or they engaged with the lectures more
effectively and thus made more rapid progress. Also, some students have not studied
mathematics for a number of years and the quizzes may have provided a reminder and
revision of material they already knew. That is, this material may have already been stored
in their long-term memory and the quizzes brought it to the surface again.
Other students made improvements in their marks that were significantly worse than the
regression curve and, in a few cases, were even negative. This negative variation in the
data could be because some students found the volume of work involved in the Engineering
Mathematics 1 course was too much and they became more confused as the course
progressed. In addition, these students may not have engaged with the lectures and may
not have tried to understand why they had got problems wrong on the quizzes but merely
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continued to the next problem. The time spent on a quiz is a proxy measure for how well the
students actually engaged with the quiz. It therefore, does not indicate how well this time was
utilised for effective learning. As the graph below shows (the horizontal axis is the student
number) some students’ marks improved in direct relation to the time that they spent on the
quizzes whereas other students’ marks showed a negative correlation indicating that these
students did not engage effectively with the quizzes.

Figure 3: Mark improvement and time spent on quizzes.

In addition, the data in the appendix shows that the average student spent 1 hour 7 minutes
per week working on the quizzes in excess of the one hour timetabled tutorial time.
Considering that students are expected to spend 6 hours per week outside of timetabled time
working on each subject this 1 hour and 7 minutes is not impressive. (Admittedly, the
students also had to study for the three tests and the final examination but it is unlikely that
they spent 4 hours and 53 minutes on these activities per week.)
This study has a number of limitations. Firstly, correlation is not causation, however it is
reasonable to hypothesise that time spent doing quizzes has a casual effect on the students’
results. Secondly, this study is small as it involves only 31 students so it shall be run for a
number of semesters to see whether these results are robust. In addition, it would be
advantageous for an independent polytech to repeat the study to see if they obtain similar
results. Thirdly, this study was not a blinded study because of ethical considerations. The
ethics committee required that all the students be taught in the most effective way possible
which meant that all the students had to do the quizzes and it was not acceptable to divide
the study into two halves with only half the group doing the quizzes. Fourthly, the end-ofsemester examination was significantly more difficult than the diagnostic test because it
included topics such as calculus, matrices, and complex numbers which the diagnostic test
did not. Therefore, these results are probably an underestimate of the improvement that the
students made. Finally, this study ran for only 15 weeks which is a short time for any
substantial improvement in a student’s mathematical ability to be made, particularly in the
light of Ericson’s work which indicates that substantial amounts of time on directed practice is
needed to make major improvements in one’s abilities.
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CONTEXT Engineering professionals and educators have different interpretations or
perspectives on certain engineering competency items, for example, mathematical
modelling. The question here is how such differences impact the structuring and
interpretation of engineering competencies at the general level.

PURPOSE This paper responds to the following questions: How can certain engineering
competency items be clustered with others? Is there empirical evidence to support such
structures?
APPROACH The research questions stems from a comparative literature review of existing
national and international engineering competency standards. Empirical data used in this
paper was collected from a small-scale survey. Social Network Analysis (SNA) was used as
the method for data analysis – engineering competency mapping.
RESULTS A set of conceptual maps have been made to depict the clustering of 60
engineering competency items identified in a real-life engineering company in China.
CONCLUSIONS It is argued that the Social Network Analysis algorithm can be
appropriated for the study of engineering competencies. This algorithm provides indicators of
identifying relatively “important” competency items, which create implications for
undergraduate engineering practice programs.
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Introduction
Despite scientific and technical challenges that engineers have confronted through history, a
long lasting non-technical challenge may seem to be more evident in recent years. Such a
challenge may be termed as “an identity challenge” (Christensen et al., 2009). This term can
be interpreted from educational as well as industrial and/or professional perspectives.
Engineers Australia provides a typical professional interpretation of this term in its Stage 2
Engineering Competency Standards mentioning that “the community has certain
expectations of experienced professional engineers, their competence, how they apply this
competence and how they will conduct themselves” (Engineers Australia 2012, p.2). This
indicates that engineering competency may be critical in shaping engineers’ professional
identity.
Studies of engineering competencies can be approached from a comparative literature
review of existing engineering competency standards and/or models. Not only do the
narratives of certain competency items lead to interpretations from different perspectives, but
also the structures of mapping engineering competency items may indicate different
approaches of competency building.
From a brief comparative study of some existing engineering competency standards/models
developed in different countries – Australia, United States, and China – mathematical
modelling is found as a competency item which exemplifies a tension of interpretation from
two different perspectives – the practical vs. the theoretical. On one hand, modelling is
perceived as a practical skill of simulating real world problems, depicting the ability of
problem solving (Dowling & Hadgraft, 2013 and International Engineering Alliance, 2013). On
the other hand, it can also be perceived as a major part of theoretical knowledge focusing on
understanding engineering sciences (United States Department of Labour, 2015). In
between, modelling may not be considered as an independent competency item (Ministry of
Education, 2013 and Engineers Australia, 2012).
This complexity poses two questions. First, how can competency items be clustered to
create a structure for better understanding? Second, is there empirical evidence to support
such a complexity in the real-life workplace?
This paper presents a method of mapping engineering competency items with empirical data
collected from a Chinese nuclear power engineering company.

Research
The research question of this paper comes from a comparative literature review. Empirical
data used in this paper was collected from a small-scale survey. Social Network Analysis
(SNA) is used as the method for data analysis – engineering competency mapping.

Literature Review
The scope of literature covers 5 engineering competency standards or graduate and
professional attributes standards published by national and international agencies from 2012
to 2015. These documents are listed as the following:
·

Stage 1 Engineering Competency Standards, Engineers Australia 2012 (EA1)

·

Stage 2 Engineering Competency Standards, Engineers Australia 2012 (EA2)

·

Environmental Engineering Graduate Capabilities and the Stage 1 Competency
Standard in the Define Your Discipline (DYD) project, Office for Learning and
Teaching, Department of Industry, Innovation, Science, Research and Tertiary
Education, Sydney 2013 (DYD)
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·

Graduate Attributes and Professional Competencies Version 3,
Washington/Sydney/Dublin Accords, International Engineering Alliance 2013 (IEA)

·

Nurturing Outstanding Engineers – General Standards, Ministry of Education China
2013 (MOE)

·

Engineering Competency Model, United States Department of Labour 2015 (AAES)

A summary of the literature review can be seen in Table 1:
Table 1: Comparative review of competency standards
MOE

IEA

EA1

EA2

AAES

DYD

Level

BA/MA/PhD

Graduate/Pro
fessional

Graduate

Professional

Professional

Graduate

Style

Summarized
narratives

Tables

2 Column
table

3 Column
table

Pyramid in
tiers

4 Dimensional
diagram

Engineering
Discipline

All

All

All

All

All

Environmental

Number of
competency
items

Not specified

Graduate:12

16 Elements
+ a list of
indicators of
attainment

16 Elements
+ a list of
indicators of
attainment

Tier1:7

Technical:7

Tier2:7

Process:6

Tier3:10

Generic:7

Tier4:10

Context: Not
specified

Professional:
13

Tier5:Not
specified

Table 1 demonstrates several methods of identifying, structuring and presenting engineering
competency items at graduate and professional levels. Such diversity stems from what H.J
Passow and C.H. Passow (2017) have identified as a language problem – consistency of
wording and difficulty in defining the scope – in a meta-analytical research of this topic.
Although, these well-established standards revealed the complexity of presenting
engineering competency items, they did not provide effective ways – in terms of visual
expressiveness – of illustrating the “relative importance” (Passow & Passow, 2017) of some
items. On top of that, the practical vs. theoretical tension embodied in such competency
items remains ambiguous. This ambiguity can be exemplified by the cluster of some items
with similar features.
Another example is “procedure compliance”. In the tier 4 competencies in the AAES
competency model, engineering sciences are grouped with procedure compliance
competencies such as quality control and assurance (United States Department of Labour,
2015). While Engineers Australia Stage 2 Standards (2012) address the routine aspects in
the interpretation of individual responsibility. This indicates two possible focuses for the
notion of procedure compliance, in the sense that academics may emphasize the systematic
approach of engineering design or systems engineering based flows of work, which is, in
fact, an academic training, while professionals focus on compliance of organizational
routines manifested by individual responsibility.
The academic aspect of procedural competencies is identified as a series of process
capabilities in the DYD project (Dowling & Hadgraft, 2013). Although the Chinese standards
touched upon both aspects, they were all regarded as a form of knowledge because
graduates are only required to be familiar them. Evidence for application seems quite
obscure in the Chinese standards (Ministry of Education, 2013).

Empirical data collection
Empirical data used in this paper was collected from a Chinese nuclear power engineering
company, which included almost all major engineering disciplines and typical engineering
activities such as design, procurement, construction and commissioning. In this respect, such
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data represents understanding of engineering competencies from a professional perspective
in China. Two methods of data collection were adopted. In the first phase, a free listing
survey was carried out and in the second phase, another group of participants were invited to
take part in a sorting survey.
The free listing survey involved 14 participants. They were asked to list at least 20
competency items related to their daily work. From a disciplinary perspective, these
participants included nuclear physicists, mechanical engineers, structural design engineers,
digital control engineers and electrical engineers.
At the beginning of the free listing survey, initial data collected represented a range of
narrative styles, from summarized sentences to short phrases and words. All these were in
Chinese. This brought in two major difficulties. The first difficulty is that expressions of
engineering competency items in a synthetic way will lead to unavoidable misinterpretations
by the researcher, attempting to break down such synthesized information. It also generated
a difficulty for translating the research findings into English, in order to perform a study in an
international context, hence to depict possible cultural characteristics. One example of this
can be found in Appendix 1 C47 Philosophical Thinking. This translation came out from a
compromise of both its English and Chinese meanings. In fact, in most cases, critical thinking
in English may be the most appropriate equivalent. But, the notion of critical thinking in
Chinese normally refers to dialectics which changes the original meaning to a limited scope.
However, using the term philosophical thinking may bring in some redundancy with C2
Logical Reasoning. As a consequence, participants were asked to provide answers in short
phrases in the second round. Eventually, 60 relatively independent items (refer to Appendix
1) were identified and translated into English by the researcher.
This list of 60 engineering competency items was used as an input for the following sorting
survey which involved 31 participants who were asked to sort these 60 items into groups
based on whatever criteria that the participants considered appropriate. Each individual
sorting result can be illustrated by a 60X60 data sheet with “1” indicating that those two
competencies have been grouped together while “0” indicates those were not grouped
together (Appendix 1).

Figure 1: Individual sorting sheet

Thirty one individual sorting sheets were then aggregated with each participant given a
weight of 1/31 (the arithmetic mean).

Figure 2: Aggregation (n=31)

This aggregated data sheet is used as the input data for a Social Network Analysis (SNA) to
generate a graphic structure of engineering competency items identified in this company.
SNA has been used to study individual knowledge sharing relationships in a company and
the validity of depicting relationships of concepts (Brandes & Erlebach, 2005). Hence it was
assumed to be an effective way of giving a visual structure for engineering competency
items. A high number indicates an average high level of relatedness.
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Mapping Engineering Competencies by SNA
In order to render an SNA diagram using UCINET 6.0, a threshold value indicating valid
relationship is critical. Theoretically, the strength of relationship between each pair of
competency items can be quantified by the aggregated value in Figure 2. In practice, such
threshold value is found on a trial-error test. Three threshold values were tested. The first
possible value is 8/31=0.258 which indicates that approximately1/4 of the participants
consider that such a pair of items relate to each other. In this respect, 0.258 can be
considered as a possible threshold value. The second possible value tested is 16/31=0.516
(1/2) and the third value is 24/31=0.774 (3/4).
At each threshold value the SNA diagrams can be illustrated as the following:

Figure 3: SNA mapping at the value of 0.258

In Figure 3 (threshold = 0.258), nodes are almost evenly distributed. Inter-relationships
among nodes are too complicated. 1686 ties were identified above the threshold.

Figure 4: SNA mapping at the value of 0.516

In Figure 4 (threshold = 0.516), nodes can be regarded as clustered into 4 groups with some
bridging nodes connecting the major clusters. Three isolated nodes are listed on the top
corner. They are C8 Objectivity, C47 Philosophical thinking and C52 Social concerns. An
explanation for their isolation perhaps derives from the ambiguity of their definitions. 404 ties
were found.

Figure 5: SNA mapping at the value of 0.774

Figure 5 is the SNA diagram rendered at the threshold value of 0.774. A long list of isolated
nodes appears at the left margin. Five groups of competencies are identified. 74 ties are
visible mainly within the largest group (all of them are generic items). The relationships
between the largest group and other nodes are not presented. Therefore, it is an oversimplified demonstration of engineering competencies in the workplace.
Node attributes such as degree centrality (the number of links incident upon a node) and
betweenness (the degree of which nodes stand between each other indicating control of the
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network) are useful to depict relative “importance” of certain nodes in an SNA diagram
(Brandes & Erlebach, 2005). Modifying Figure 4 with these measurements leads to further
interpretations of some “important” nodes (See Figures 6-7). Further analysis on the data is
based on Figure 4, using a threshold value of 0.516.
Figure 6 shows the SNA diagram at 0.516 modified by setting node size based on degree
centrality, which is a count of connected nodes.

Figure 6: SNA mapping at 0.516 Degree Centrality

Figure 7 shows the SNA diagram at 0.516 by setting node size based on betweenness.

Figure 7: SNA mapping at 0.516 Between-ness

Figure 8 derives from Figures 6 and 7 by picking up significant nodes indicated by degree
centrality and betweenness measurements. Node geometric locations are kept unchanged.
C16 Common Sense
C2 Logical Reasoning

Generic
C3 Curiosity 4, 200
C56 Resolve Confrontation 13, 226
C50 Emotional Control
15, 73
C49 Work under Pressure 15, 73
C48 Sceptical
11, 6
C12 Prudence
10, 8
C14 Hardworking
10, 8
C20 Work in a Group
13, 24
C17 Open Minded
11, 6
C19 Aesthetics 8, 278 C55 Variations

C27 Environmental Consciousness
C54 Risk Control
Node
C7

2, 0
4, 206

Context
C24 Problem Simplification 3, 12
C6 Problem Clarification
3, 176
C9 Mathematical Modelling

4, 179

Process
5, 263
5, 321
6, 122
Name
Drawings

C43 QA and QC
C23 Cost Control
Degree Centrality
13

Technical
C7 Drawing
C31 Project Experience
C41 Operation and Maintenance
C40 Erection and Commissioning
C32 Technical Standards
C38 Reference Projects
C34 Manufacturing Techniques
C57 Literature Study

13, 192
12, 145
11, 6
11, 6
12, 95
10, 141
12, 7
5, 215

C30 Industrial Health and Safety 3, 343
C29 Procedure Compliance 5, 340
5, 68
4, 3
Betweenness
192

Figure 8: SNA mapping interpretation

Engineering competencies in Figure 8 are divided into 4 groups, a generic group, a process
group, a context group and a technical group. A detailed illustration of constituents in each
group can be found in Appendix 2. This finding largely corresponds to the DYD research.
In this figure, “important” engineering competencies can be defined as those with both high
values of degree centrality and betweenness. High values of these measurements represent
both high frequency of appearance of one competency item in multiple types of engineering
tasks and the impact of it to overall performances in work.
Regarding an engineering project as a social process, resolving and assimilating different
opinions serves as the theme of the generic group (Bucciarelli 1996). This may be the reason
why C56 ‘Resolve confrontations’ is identified as the most important generic item, with both
high value of degree centrality and betweenness. The node connects to 13 engineering
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competencies and is situated in a “favoured” position to facilitate overall practical
performances.
In the technical group, C7 Drawing, is considered as the most important item because the
focus of the nuclear power engineering company is design. In reality, making drawings is a
fundamental technical skill that a design engineer needs to master in order to pass complex
technical information to others, including to construction teams.
Compared to the generic and the technical groups, there are fewer nodes in the context and
process groups. But, on average, they hold higher betweenness values. This suggests that
they serve as the major brokering items between personal attributes and individual technical
knowledge and skills.
C9 Mathematical Modelling is placed in the context group adjacent to the technical group
because in real life engineering practice, modelling requires a deep understanding of the
context of application. In this respect, it explains why a high betweenness value appears.
C55 (Contract) Variations is placed in the process group but serves as linkage between
generic and process competencies because, in practice, variation orders often re-shape
technical and commercial agreements. The negotiation process of agreeing to a variation
involves personal attributes.
C29 Procedure Compliance is a brokering competency that connects the process group and
the technical group. The earlier discussion in the literature review is supported by the
particular geometric location of this node.

Discussions and Implications
The research presented in this paper demonstrates the usefulness of conceptual maps
(Wheeldon & Ahlberg, 2012) in the study of engineering competencies. The Social Network
Analysis (SNA) algorithm has been used as a mapping tool to model perceived relatedness
between competencies. It sheds light on a previous attempt to use the Multidimensional
Scaling (MDS) algorithm (Hadgraft, Tilstra & Thebuwana, 2014) to generate statistically more
rigorous concept maps – in terms of competency item clustering. Compared to MDS maps,
SNA maps may have stronger expressiveness in relationship interpretations and pointing out
relative “importance”.
Undergraduate engineering education in China is experiencing a practical shift and has long
gone into internationalization. This perception can be strengthened by the nation’s
participation in the Washington Accord in the year 2016 (International Engineering Alliance,
2017). However, what can be observed in Table 1 is that many differences between China’s
domestic engineering graduate competency standard and the international standard exist.
These differences may lead to some difficulties for academics in other countries to
understand the Chinese paradigm of engineering education. This paper provides some
empirical evidence and translations to fill this gap.
Rather than a historical perspective towards the characteristic of Chinese engineering
culture, this paper proposes an analytical approach. As is indicated in this paper, the
structural and narrative features of engineering competency items gathered from Chinese
engineering professionals may lead to new understandings of the contemporary reality.
From an educational perspective, process and context competencies should be emphasised
in the practice programs such as projects and internships in undergraduate engineering
education. Process competencies should not be limited to the knowing of particular
manufacturing or construction processes based on theoretical demonstrations. In fact,
process competencies largely refer to compliance to certain organizational regulations and
managerial agendas. The attainment of these competencies requires an understanding of
both an organization and the scope of the tasks defined in a particular context.
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Context competencies support technical performances because problem solving starts with
problem identification and definition in which an understanding of the context is a prerequisite. In this respect, they are likely the competencies that can better be developed in the
workplace.

Conclusions
This paper has presented a way of creating a conceptual map by Social Network Analysis for
engineering competencies with survey data collected from a real-life company. The authors
acknowledge that language translation has likely had some impact on the study.
The paper reveals different perspectives of certain engineering competency elements and
how such differences are represented in the workplace. Four clusters of skills: generic,
process, context, and technical, have been revealed by the modelling, in a similar way to the
DYD research mentioned earlier.
The research described in this paper supports the notion that conceptual maps “assist
people to produce patterns of how they organized and structured their thoughts; concept
maps were later developed into meta-cognitive tools for learning and teaching” (Wheeldon
and Ahlberg, 2012, p23). Specifically, the Social Network Analysis algorithm can be
appropriated for the study of engineering competencies.
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Appendix 2 Engineering competency sorting in 4 dimensions
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SESSION S2: Educating the Edisons of the 21st Century
CONTEXT This paper gives a brief review of the general situation of the TRIZ education in
mainland China. A lot of successful cases of TRIZ application all over the world support its
effectiveness in research & development, design and manufacturing, etc. In 1987, TRIZ was
introduced into China, especially starting from 2007, a variety of TRIZ activities spread
rapidly. Yet, the challenges are still remaining. This paper summarizes the current status,
addresses the impact of the TRIZ education in China and highlights the challenges ahead.
PURPOSE Share the general situation of the TRIZ education in mainland China to the
international community.

APPROACH Seven sections below will be included in the paper, i.e. (1) Introduction, (2)
TRIZ educator / Trainer’s profile, (3) TRIZ education at university, (4) TRIZ education at
industry, (5) TRIZ education at society, (6) Discussion of effects of TRIZ application, (7)
Reflection and suggestion.
RESULTS Under the spreading of variety of TRIZ education, hundreds thousands of TRIZ
fans are active on the wide stage in different fields. And this will bring the very positive
influence to Chinese capacity on innovation.
CONCLUSIONS Several points need to be studied deeply, i.e. how to promote TRIZ
Trainer’s ability? How can the learner get the concrete effects when they face the
engineering problem? Which parts of TRIZ should be taught for different audience?
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1. Introduction
The publication of the first TRIZ book in Chinese language at Guangdong People’s Press Creativity as an Exact Science, translated from Russian by Xiang Wei and Mingze Xu in 1987,
is the milestone of TRIZ entrance into mainland China. The same book had been translated
again by Guangwei Wu & Shulan Liu and published in 1990 at BEIHANG University Press.
Unfortunately, the book, one of ‘Man and Creation series’, had not drawn much attention at
that time. Based on the three most powerful Chinese academic journal electronic platforms,
e.g. China Academic Journal Electronic Publishing House, Wanfang Data and VIP
Information, only one TRIZ paper (Niu, 1999) was published on the Chinese journals before
2000. In 2001, the TRIZ theory training was introduced in China (Lu, 2017) and TRIZ theory
was only used in few fields such as aerospace engineering, military engineering, equipment
manufacturing industry etc.
From 2007 on, the innovation method (including TRIZ theory) was promoted vigorously by
MST (Ministry of Science and Technology). The specific promoting operation was under the
control of The Administrative Centre for China’s 21, and then, China Innovation Method
Society was established. Heilongjiang Province, Sichuan Province and Jiangsu Province
were selected as the first batch pilot provinces to do the regional popularization and
application of innovation method financed by some national foundations. In 2009, 9 more
provinces were added to the pilot provinces pool, afterward, 30 Regional innovation methods
to promote the application and service bases had been created by 2016. One of main target
of the popularization and application of innovation method is the TRIZ education based on
the classical TRIZ.
Since 2012, MATRIZ (International TRIZ Association) series certificate training has been
given by Sergei Ikovenko who is the President of MATRIZ. The whole MATRIZ certification
training materials with logo of GEN3 Partners (Ikovenko, 2013) began to circulate among the
Chinese certificate candidates and the modern TRIZ framework was introduced in the mean
time.
In order to cultivate the creative talents in Chinese universities, the Innovative Methodology
Teaching Steering Subcommittee was established by Ministry of Education in May,
2013.TRIZ is one of the innovative methodologies. U-TRIZ (Zhao, 2015) was put forward by
Min Zhao, Wucheng Zhang, etc. In 2015, and it is gradually becoming the backbone
inventive methodology of TRIZ Research Council of China Association of Inventions.
In this paper, the current status of TRIZ education in China will be reviewed, including the
educators/trainers, TRIZ education in university, TRIZ education/implementation within
industry. Finally, impact of the TRIZ education in China and its perspectives are discussed.

2. TRIZ educators or trainers’ profile
In mainland China, all the TRIZ educators or trainers come from 3 main channels, e.g. social
channel, semi-official channel, and official channel, which will be introduced in the followings.
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2.1 Social Channel
Before 2012
For those TRIZ teachers supported by governmental finance who had no opportunity to
participate the formal TRIZ training workshops, self-study almost was the only way to learn
TRIZ knowledge in mainland China. During that period of time, classical TRIZ knowledge
hierarchy dominated the Chinese TRIZ books. The contents include Ideal Final Result, 8
Laws of Evolution, Technical Contradiction & 40 Inventive Principles, and Physical
Contradiction & Methods of Separation, Su-Field Model & 76 Standard Solutions, Scientific
Effects Database, ARIZ-85C and Innovative Thinking Methods. Here ‘Innovative Thinking
Methods’ include Nine Screens, Method of Smart Little People, Size-Time-Cost Operator and
Golden Fish Method. These TRIZ teachers are real TRIZ fans and exist in the colleges and
research institutes.

After 2012
Facing public learners, TRIZ Master Sergei Ikovenko opened the first batch 5-day MATRIZ
Level 2 certification training in September 2012 and 13-day Level 3 certification training in
August 2013. Both workshops were held in Shanghai, the biggest city in China. The modern
TRIZ knowledge hierarchy (Figure 1) was firstly and formally introduced into mainland China.
By September 2017, the number of MATRIZ certified TRIZ specialists has reached 1693,
include 903 in level 1, 680 in level 2, 108 in level 3 and 2 in level 4. Many of them are TRIZ
educators who spread the modern TRIZ knowledge.

2.2 Semi-Official Channel
TRIZ Research Council of China Association of Inventions is a registered non-government
organization. It attracts a lot of TRIZ fans to join in and its research scope is mainly focused
on TRIZ. Min Zhao, founder of U-TRIZ, is the director of the council. The first batch U-TRIZ
trainer classroom training, 24-hour course, was given by Min Zhao in Hangzhou, China in
July 2017. 31 people took part in the training workshop. Because of the relative short lifetime
of U-TRIZ, the U-TRIZ popularization and application is still in progress.
ĀFunction-oriented, Attribute-As-Core” is the theoretical core points of U-TRIZ.
Innovation means utilizing the current attributes sufficiently, finding or activating the potential
attributes of substance and deploying the attributes to the suitable substance. As a result,
new function will appear naturally. Paying attention to the attributes of substance or system is
the key point of U-TRIZ.
In the future, U-TRIZ trainers will most likely emerge from the semi-official channel, TRIZ
Research Council of China Association of Inventions.

2.3 Official Channel
Most of the earliest TRIZ teachers participated in the innovation method training class given
by two training teams: IWINT(a training and consulting company focus on TRIZ) and HUT
(Hebei University of Technology), supported by MST. During the training period, a lot of
university professors and international TRIZ experts were invited to deliver TRIZ courses. All
the TRIZ teacher candidates came from the innovation method piloting provinces. After the
training, TRIZ teachers began to do the regional popularization and application of TRIZ in
their province.
The knowledge framework taught in the class includes innovative thinking techniques, TRIZ
and industry engineering. Therefore, many contents were packaged in the innovative method
pool. For example, many other innovative thinking techniques are included and explained in
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a brief manner, such as Synectics method, QFD, Checklist, SIT etc. TRIZ weighs about 60%
of the total scores in the final examination. With the popularization of innovative method,
TRIZ becomes the symbol of innovation method and the other two blocks decline gradually.
Because classical TRIZ was taught in the classroom, some TRIZ trainers chose to take part
in the MATRIZ certificate training courses given by Sergei afterward.

Problem Identification
Innovation
Benchmarking

Function
Analysis

Flow
Analysis

Cause-Effect
Chains
Analysis

Trimming

Feature
Transfer

Key Problem Analysis

Problem Solving

Conceptual Direction Development

ARIZ Application

Function-Oriented Search

Clone Problem Application

Standard Solution Application

Inventive Principle Application

Scientific Database Application

Concept
Substantiation

Secondary Problem Solving
Idea Substantiation
Super Effect Analysis
Concept Evaluation

Figure 1: Modern TRIZ (source: Gen3 Partners Product Innovation Roadmap)

3. TRIZ education at University
3.1 Undergraduate students or below
In mainland China, many colleges have set the TRIZ-related courses. There are 4 kinds of
the TRIZ education, i.e. elective TRIZ course focus on TRIZ only, the ‘Mechanical innovative
Design’ course in which TRIZ only as one chapter be included, ‘Innovation and
entrepreneurship’ course in which TRIZ only as one chapter be included, a 1~3-hour lecture
popularizing TRIZ knowledge. To be more specific, there is only one university, Northeast
Forestry University, to establish the specific teaching and research office focus on TRIZ
teaching and research (Fu, 2013).
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Recently, innovation and entrepreneurship project is strongly promoted by Chinese Premier
Keqiang Li. More and more colleges begin to open and emphasize innovation-related
courses. The elective TRIZ course textbook and contents, either classical or modern TRIZ, is
highly dependent on teacher and vary from college to college.
Taking “Theory and Application of Modern TRIZ - A Technical Method of Scientific and
Technical Innovation” (Table 1) as an example: this course is a public elective course faced
on all discipline students in Zhengzhou university, and its intention is to let students know the
basic knowledge and logic of TRIZ.
Table 1: TRIZ contents and time distribution

Chapter

time

Chapter

time

z

Introduction

2h

z

40 Inventive Principles

8h

z

Innovative Thinking Method

2h

z

Technical Contradiction

4h

z

Function Analysis &
Trimming

4h

z

Physical Contradiction

2h

z

Cause Effect Chain Analysis

2h

z

Su-Field Model & standard
solutions

2h

z

Function-Oriented Search

2h

z

Evolution of Engineering System

2h

As a supplement to traditional course, online open course ‘Innovative Method (TRIZ) Theory
and Method’ (Gao, 2014) given by professor Guohua Gao from Beijing University of
Technology was published online in 2014. TRIZ learning platform ‘ETRIZ’ (Ma, 2017) created
by HUT has been published now.

3.2 Master and PhD degree program
Using ‘TRIZ’ as keyword to search the Master and PhD Thesis/dissertations on China
Academic Journal Electronic Publishing House, 627dissertations can be retrieved. The top 5
universities are: 1) Hebei University of Technology; 2) Northeast Forestry University; 3)
Tianjin University; 4) Shandong University; 5) Zhejiang University.
National Engineering Research Center for Technological Innovation Method and Tool, Hebei
University of Technology, Led by Professor Runhua Tan, is the most famous TRIZ research
organization in mainland China. There are 19 core TRIZ researchers there. In 2016, The
Altshuller Institute for TRIZ Studies awarded Prof. Tan the recipient of the Altshuller Medal
for 2016

3.3 Student TRIZ Club or Group
University students in China are members of numerous TRIZ clubs/groups. TRIZ fans
participate in various innovative activities and competitions. Many types of innovative
competitions are held in China annually. Among them, National !TRIZ! Cup Innovative
Competition for College Students is held by Heilongjiang province and is an only TRIZspecified competition for college students. In the process of taking part in the competition,
students invite TRIZ teacher as their tutor. The TRIZ knowledge and application with depth
can be employed to guide the students.

4. TRIZ education at Industry
4.1 Popularizing Training Supported by Government
There are two levels TRIZ trainings at industry: one is the national level training and the other
is provincial level training. All the expense of training is covered by the national innovative
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method project. What the enterprises need to do is selecting engineers and organizing the
training classroom.
The national level training is undertaken by two national teaching teams: IWINT and HUT.
This training faces the national EDEs (Experimental & Demonstration Enterprise) which are
selected by MST after evaluating the enterprise’s applications. Taking Henan Province as an
example, there are only 4 famous enterprises being selected as the national EDE. Two
enterprises were trained by IWINT and the other two by HUT. After three stages training, the
engineers can obtain the Innovation Engineer Certificate Level1~3 if they pass the
examination and project oral defense.
The provincial level training is undertaken by the regional teaching team. As a member of
Henan provincial teaching team, I participated three times in TRIZ training for enterprises
and taught the topic “Function Analysis and Trimming”.
Taking Henan province as an example, the TRIZ training for enterprise includes 3 stages
(Table 2).
Table 2: 3-stageTRIZ training contents

First stage (4-Day)

Second stage (4-Day)

Third stage (4-Day)

Opening Ceremony (3h)

Function Analysis &
Trimming (6h)

Presentation (PPT) of
engineering problem
(2-Day)

Creative Thinks (3h)
Introduction of TRIZ (3h)
Resource Analysis (3h)
Contradiction Analysis (3h)
40 Inventive Principles (3h)
Discussion and Coaching
(6h)

Su-Field Model & 76
Standard Solutions (6)
Trends of System
Evolution (3h)

Discussion & Coaching
(1-Day)

Fundamental of Patent
(3h)

Examination (Half-Day)

Patent Writing (3)

Project oral Defense
(Half-Day)

Discussion and
Coaching (3h)

4.2 Commercial Training
At the beginning of TRIZ entrance into China, some gigantic enterprises, such as BAO
STEEL, tried to deploy TRIZ and spent considerable budget to invite the external
professional training and consultant teams. It is said that the outcomes, especially in the
realistic problem solving, cannot satisfy company’s directors and there is few report
regarding BAO STEEL TRIZ on the public media recently.
From 2013 on, Dr. Yongwei Sun, vice president of MATRIZ and MATRIZ Level 4 specialist,
joined NICE (National Institute of Clean and Low-Carbon Energy) and was main responsible
person for deploying DFSS &TRIZ as a full-time staff. Like GE (General Motors) where he
ever worked, Sergei Ikovenko was invited to give the MATRIZ Level 2 & 3 training for NICE’s
engineers. Dr. Sun takes part in most TRIZ projects as a tutor within NICE.

5. TRIZ education at Society
5.1 MATRIZ Certificate Training from Level 1~3
From 2012, MATRIZ certificate training became popular gradually. By August, there are 4
MATRIZ accredited CEM representatives for Level 1 and 2 representatives for Level 2 in
mainland China. MATRIZ certificate trainings are held aperiodically in different city. Usually,
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Level 1 training is undertaken by Chinese lecturers and Level 2&3 is given by TRIZ Master.
Most MATRIZ level 2 & 3 certificate holders are Sergei’s students.

5.2 Social network play the very important role
TRIZ popularization depends on the social network to a extents. Instant messengers, such
as QQ and WeChat, are the two most used platforms in China, e.g. MATRIZ QQ group 1
with1009 members and MATRIZ QQ group 2 with1071 members. TRIZ Research Council of
China Association of Inventions Association QQ group includes 347 members. More than
2000 people are active in the TRIZ social network. TRIZ news, problem discussion and
argument are circulated within the TRIZ circle.
Online free TRIZ training course is delivered aperiodically via MATRIZ QQ group. More than
20 lectures have been held. Non-scheduled offline TRIZ salons in several metropolises, such
as Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Xi'an, etc. are opened as well.

6. Discussion of TRIZ education effects
6.1 Enterprise Engineers
Having experienced the TRIZ training in the enterprise, engineers reflect that many TRIZ
heuristics, such as Smart-Little-People, Nine-Screen, Inventive Principals, etc., can open up
their thinking obviously. However, few tutors can show them the breakthrough inventive
solving of their real-life problems on-site successfully. On the other hand, engineers who
understand and are capable of applying TRIZ have been trapped deeply in their own puzzles
without more energy to realize their potential.
All companies are very pragmatic# How to evaluate the effectiveness of TRIZ application in
enterprise and make enterprise leadership believe it is worth for popularization of TRIZ
continually, using appropriate mechanism to deploy TRIZ project etc., are big challenges
without the governmental financial support.

6.2 College Students
In university, majority TRIZ courses are public elective courses during the undergraduate
period. Understanding the basic knowledge and logic is the aim of such courses. The
students’ intention to select this class is to gain additional academic credits. In the meantime,
compared with the compulsory courses, TRIZ course requirement is much lower. It is no
doubt that TRIZ can open-up students thinking distinctly. However, only TRIZ enthusiasts are
willing to actively employ TRIZ systematic methodology in their project when they take part in
various competitions.

6.3 Social TRIZ fans
Upon the huge population of mainland China, there are many active TRIZ fans in the social
network. The fact of more than 2000 active QQ members shows the evidence. Because of
the expensive cost, a few TRIZ fans can afford the formal MATRIZ certificate training. An
even fewer TRIZ fans have the opportunity to be guided by the real TRIZ expert hand-byhand during the process of solving the realistic problem. The fact that few TRIZ books have
the step-by-step description of a realistic problem solving using TRIZ in detail brings great
difficulty for the TRIZ Fans

7. Reflections and suggestions
Almost everyone thinks TRIZ a great theory during the early stage, but it is not easy to solve
the realistic problem using TRIZ completely. The following suggestions and measures should
be taken to improve the popularization and application of TRIZ.
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7.1TRIZ, itself, needs to be developed and improved continually
There are so many tools in TRIZ which makes TRIZ very complex. But the relationship and
logic between each tool is not very clear. It is usually difficult to connect the TRIZ tools with
the specific situation. So, TRIZ should be improved following two directions: simple/easyunderstandable TRIZ, and exact TRIZ for specific situation.

7.2 TRIZ Trainers need to promote ability
The fact that less successful popularization and application of TRIZ in enterprises is mainly
caused by the TRIZ educators who possess insufficient TRIZ expertise. Just like (Belski,
2015) mentioned that:
Most of the academics who have tried introducing TRIZ to students did not apply its tools to
real projects themselves. They became aware of TRIZ from publications on TRIZ industrial
successes or as a result of participation in TRIZ workshops and conferences. The foundations
of TRIZ seemed sound to them. TRIZ tools that looked simple to use appeared ambiguous
when applied to problems.

Before all, the TRIZ educators who possess sufficient TRIZ expertise must be cultivated. In
the meantime, TRIZ textbooks for different level TRIZ learners must be provided. Otherwise,
a lot of TRIZ learners are easy to lose their confidence for TRIZ.

7.3 The realistic effects need to emphasize
In mainland China, people always pay more attention to the complete knowledge which
should be taught and neglect the practical effects. It is well known that activity without
positive feedback can barely bring long-lasting interests. In order to gain the satisfied effects,
the complicated structure of TRIZ must be tailored accordingly. Classifying the contents of
TRIZ and combining with the corresponding textbook for different audience is one of the
important tasks for efficient TRIZ popularization and application.
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SELECT SESSION
C4: The role and impact of engineers and the engineering profession in the wider community

CONTEXT
This paper presents a program that has been developed to provide a pathway for students
from secondary school into the New Zealand Diploma of Engineering (NZDE). In New
Zealand, the Government has highlighted that there is a deficit of engineers going into
industry at level 6 and 7 (Tertiary Education Commission, 2010), which will have a serious
impact on NZ productivity in the years to come. To address this issue a NZ ITP and two local
Hamilton secondary schools formed a partnership that would provide a meaningful pathway
for level 3 students that would allow access to tertiary study and industry beyond.

PURPOSE
This program of study needed to take students who had disconnected with maths and
physics and to connect them with engineering concepts in a contextualised manner and to
provide them with entry into the NZDE. While the focus of this program was on year 13
students, this program also needed to provide opportunities for target groups such as Maori
and Pacifica and Women, to engage with the world of engineering that would enable them to
pathway into tertiary study. The first pilot of this program was run in 2016.

APPROACH
To develop this program, it was necessary for teachers from school and Wintec to work
closely together to develop a model that would support these aims. To do this we developed
a fully integrated 3+2 model, where students would participate in a contextualised program
of study for three days at school. To compliment this the students attended Wintec for 2 days
and were enrolled in Level 3 Trades Academy courses that would support the teaching at
school.

RESULTS
From the first running of the program in 2016, out of the 15 students enrolled from Fairfield
College, 9 achieved NCEA level 3 (achieved 80 credits. Out of these students all 9 of these
students then enrolled in the NZDE.
One of the offshoot benefits from this program has been the learning and professional
development that has come from teachers from both school and ITP moving into each
other’s environment to teach. One of the main findings was that many students reported that
without the experience and appreciation of the course they would have left school without a
clear goal or direction for their future.

CONCLUSIONS
Generally, this program has worked well and has managed to provide a pathway for
students into the NZDE. It has also provided some unforeseen benefits.

KEYWORDS
Integrated programme; contextualised learning; 3+2 model
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Introduction
In New Zealand, the Government has highlighted that there exists a deficit of engineers
going into industry with level 6 and 7 qualifications (Tertiary Education Commission, 2010).
This deficit has been highlighted because it will have a serious impact on NZ productivity in
the years to come. To address this deficit in engineering graduates Tertiary Education
Commission (TEC) developed the Engineering Education 2 Employment (EE2E) campaign
(http://engineeringe2e.org.nz/, 2017), to promote engineering careers within schools
predominantly. Waikato Institute of Technology (Wintec), and two local Hamilton secondary
schools - Fairfield College, and Fraser High School, formed a partnership that would enable
level 3 students access to tertiary study through the New Zealand Diploma of Engineering
(NZDE) and industry beyond. This paper will focus on the development of this programme,
its aims and objectives, from both Wintec and the school’s perspectives. It will also look at
the first intake onto the programme, the issues that were faced and what has been learnt
from them, and how that has shaped the development of the next phase of the programme.

Purpose
In 2010 the National Engineering Education Plan (NEEP) Project put forward a national plan
for ensuring that the right numbers of the right types of graduates are produced to meet New
Zealand’s needs (Tertiary Education Commission, 2010). Table 1 below shows the areas
where the NEEP project projected that more graduates would be needed if New Zealand
were to be an Innovation led economy.
Table 1: The deficit of engineering Graduates as identified by the NEEP project in 2010

Qualification type

Level 6
NZ Diploma in Engineering
Engineering Technicians –
2 year qualification
(Dublin Accord)
Level 7
Bachelor of Engineering
Technology
Engineering Technologists
3 year qualification
(Sydney Accord)
Level 8
Bachelor of Engineering
Professional Engineers
4 year qualification
(Washington Accord)
Total

Actual
Estimated
qualifications annual needs
completed in “business as
2018
usual”

Estimated
annual needs
“innovation led
economy”

% growth
required

270

500

750

85% - 178%

180

400

600

120% - 233%

1050

1100

1400

5% - 33%

1500

2000

2750

33% - 83%

To achieve this aim, the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) developed a working party
known as Engineering Education 2 Employment (EE2E). This group were tasked with
increasing the number of students entering engineering. Part of the approach used by this
group was looking at Secondary Tertiary Partnerships (STP’s) which included a range of
different options that would bring secondary schools and tertiary institutions together to
promote engineering as a career of choice. One of these options is the 3+2 partnership and
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this is the basis of the Integrated Pathways Programme developed between Wintec and both
Fairfield College and Fraser High School.

The 3+2 approaches for secondary / tertiary programmes
The purpose of a 3+2 partnership (3 + 2 days) is to offer greater choice of curriculum for
learners in the senior secondary school at Level 3, which are aligned to Vocational
Pathways. This diversity can provide a range of pathways because of this multi-partnership
approach.
While secondary schools have traditionally done well in preparing those school leavers who
move on to degree-level study (around 30% of school leavers), they typically do less well in
preparing the remaining 70% of school leavers for further study, training and employment
(Ministry of Education, 2016). This latter group of young people have diverse needs. 3+2
approaches are primarily aimed at better meeting the curriculum needs of students who
have already turned 16 and who have achieved NCEA Level 2. There are also others likely
to benefit
Figures published by Education Counts (2017) using Ministry of Education data, identified
that for secondary school leavers in 2015 - 2016:
·

19% left school before completing NCEA Level 2

·

27% of learners completed NCEA Level 2 and left without attempting NCEA Level 3

·

53% of learners completed NCEA Level 2 and went on to gain NCEA Level 3

·

32% of students went on to degree level study

This information indicated that there was an opportunity for 3+2 approaches primarily for the
27% of learners with NCEA Level 2 but leave without completing NCEA Level 3, but who
might have stayed if the curriculum offering were different. It is also highly likely that this type
of programme would appeal to some of the 19% who leave before NCEA Level 2. It may
also appeal to some of the 53% of students who progress to achieving NCEA Level 3; after
all, only 32% of these go directly to degree level study on leaving school.
What is also really worth mentioning is that some of the 32% that leave to go into degree
level study might also find a mix of school and/or tertiary/work appealing – particularly if
careful subject selection and programme planning keep the possibility of gaining a University
Entrance award alive.
There are significant benefits for learners who enrol in 3 + 2 approaches. It opens up
learning opportunities that cannot be delivered at school or at a tertiary organisation and
allows learners to achieve NCEA level 3 while working towards a relevant tertiary
qualification.
Involvement in a 3 + 2 programme allows students to also experience tertiary learning while
still at school while providing an insight into the wide range of careers and jobs available.
This type of programme assists learners with an opportunity to plan their pathway to
employment and access relevant leaning to get started.

Wintec’s Perspective
Wintec has adopted this 3+2 model of learning with two local high school, Fraser High
School and Fairfield college to provide benefits to students and secondary schools while
also providing a clear and meaningful pathway for student to transition into tertiary study.
This approach when applied to engineering means, that Wintec could have some control
over the level and types of maths and physics that these students studied, before they
transitioned into the NZDE in either Civil, Electrical or Mechanical Engineering. This has
been a significant issue in the past and has contributed to disengagement and retention
issues with maths at this level.
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Fairfield Colleges’ Perspective
Fairfield College saw this as an exciting opportunity to connect our students to an
engineering pathway that offers significant career prospects. It was a compelling proposition
to create purpose and context in learning, with a clearer line of sight between what a student
learns at school and how it is connected to an engineering vocational pathway.
As a secondary school, we saw this as a means of retaining students in secondary school
education as some of these students would have otherwise left during the year. It provided
students with an opportunity to re-engage with science, while giving them a level 3
qualification and a career pathway at the same time. The programme was envisaged to act
as a type of springboard for students towards studying at level 5 or level 6 once they left
secondary school.
Fairfield College deliberately restricted entry into this programme to year 13 students
because we viewed the NCEA Level 3 qualification as the school exit qualification that we
were supporting students to achieve rather than a level 2 qualification. We promoted the
view that this year was not the final year of secondary school, but the first year of a threeyear programme that placed our students in the strongest possible position to pursue tertiary
studies with a particular focus towards enrolling at Wintec and studying for the NZ Diploma
of Engineering (NZDE). This programme enabled us to strengthen our learning relationship
with the tertiary institution and gave our school an opportunity to contribute to an area of
national need. The programme was developed to include the following:
·

·
·

·

Engineering Science was a requirement. In this the students studied Mathematics and
Physics, which was contextualised to Engineering and was developed with the two
institutions working together. A lot of the teaching of the Physics and Mathematics
concepts were through practical projects.
Effective Oral and Written Communication was offered as this was needed for any career
of our students’ choice.
Healthy Living, was made up of cooking, food and nutrition and physical activity. The
reasoning behind including this course of study here was that these are the life skills
needed by young adults.
Developing Career Competencies had a strong focus on career education and soft skills.
Students developed their CVs and learnt interview skills with the help of the career
navigator programme developed through the Graeme Dingle Foundation and the ‘Grow’
programme from Deloitte. During some of the sessions in this class engineers were
invited into class to give motivational talks to the students to maintain focus and
enthusiasm in engineering.

Development of the Integrated programme
To develop this program, it was necessary for teachers from school and Wintec to work
closely together to develop a model that would include the different components of the
programme mentioned above. To achieve this, regular meetings were arranged between
tutors at Wintec and School that allowed the development of a fully integrated 3+2
curriculum - where students would participate in a contextualised program of study for three
days at school and 2 days at Wintec. It was important that we developed the school based
programme so that it was aligned with the work that students would be engaged in at
Wintec. At school, this learning in combination with the fact the students would be out of
school for two days, resulted in the decision to set the programme as a stand-alone course
that operated independently from the normal school timetable. The objective from the
school’s point of view was to develop a programme that would deliver engineering
competencies, as well as support more holistic growth in the students. An example
timetable and summary of content is provided in Table 2 below.
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Table 2. The timetable for the Integrated Pathways students in 2016 (Fairfield College).

Period

Monday

8.40 (1)
Effective Oral and
1
Written
Communication
Whanau 9.40 Whanau

2
Lunch 1
3

4
Lunch 2
5

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

9.00 study
class

Friday
8.40 (2)
Developing Career
Competencies
9.40 Whanau

WINTEC

WINTEC

10.00 (2)
Effective Oral and
Written
Communication
11.00

9.50 (6)
Engineering
Science

10.00 (3)
Developing Career
Competencies

10.45

11.00

11.35 (3)
Engineering Science

11.20 (1)
Healthy
Living

11.35 (4)
Engineering
Science

12.35 (4)
Engineering Science

12.45 (2)
Healthy
Living

12.35 (5)
Engineering
Science

1.35

1.35

1.35

2.10 (5) Healthy
Living

2.10 (3)
Engineering
Science

3.10

3.10

2.10 (6)
Effective Oral and
Written
Communication
3.10

During the three days at school the students would study Engineering science (Maths and
Physics), Communications, Physical Education and Health Science. The Engineering
Science component was developed from the NCEA level 2 Achievement standards for
Maths and Physics, which were suitable for entry into the NZDE in Engineering at Wintec.
Tables 3 and 4 over the page, shows the list of Maths and Physics achievement standards
that would be taught in school. With these standards in mind teaching activities were
selected that would enable the students to explore engineering concepts from the three
engineering disciplines, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
These activities were designed to engage the students with the maths and physics required
to support the concept, all the while making sure that the requirements of the Achievement
standards were being met. A typical example was the design and build of bridges. This
activity included research into different bridge designs which also looked at the maths and
physics associated with each design. The students then had to build a bridge to fit a specific
criterion and then test them. The students’ knowledge of these discipline areas was tested
at the end of each term.
To compliment this programme of work the students attended Wintec for 2 days and were
enrolled in two Level 3 Trades Academy courses in Mechanical Engineering (Semester 1)
and then Building and Construction (Semester 2). These courses were chosen because:
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Table 3. Maths Achievement standards being taught at school

Maths Core compulsory must be taught
Unit

Title

Credits

Level

91259

Exams

Apply trigonometric relationships in solving
problems

3

2

Internal

91261

Apply algebraic methods in solving problems

4

2

External

91262

Apply calculus methods in solving problems

5

2

External

2

2

Internal

4

2

Internal

Compulsory with less emphasis
91269

Apply systems of equations in solving problems
Optional/ Extended

91257

Applied graphical methods in solving problems

Table 4. Physics Achievement standards being taught at school

Physics Core compulsory must be taught
Credits

Level

Exams

91171

Demonstrate understanding of mechanics

6

2

External

91173

Demonstrate understanding of electricity and
electromagnetism

6

2

External

91169

Demonstrate understanding of physics relevant to
a selected context

3

2

Internal

1. they would complement the teaching at school;
2. they were courses that Wintec already delivered and that the students could access
with their current skill levels; and
3. They would be able to achieve NCEA level 3 credits through these Unit standards.
Tables 5 and 6 below show the list of Unit standards that the students studied on this
programme. The Achievement standards mentioned in tables 3 & 4 above and the Unit
standards in tables 5 & 6 below, refer to discrete pockets of learning around a specific topic.
The credit level gives an indication of the amount of work required with one credit equating
to 10 hours of study. The standards can be either level 1,2 or 3, and an approved
programme of Unit standards can lead to a qualification, while the Achievement standards
lead to NCEA level 1, 2 or 3.
This teaching was supported by site visits in a range of different engineering disciplines such
as to a visit to Glenbrook Steel Mill to talk about Materials and materials testing, and also a
visit to Huntly Power station. Guest lectures were also arranged with engineers coming in to
talk about what they did in the real world. A very good example of this was a visit by a young
Civil Engineering (Wintec) graduate working with MWH who talked to the students about his
background and studies and provided some really interesting examples of the modelling he
uses for road design.
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Table 5. Mechanical Engineering Unit Standards

Unit Standard Title

Credit

Level

25075

Perform basic fabrication operations under supervision

12

2

4797

Demonstrate knowledge of the composition of engineering
materials

5

3

21910

Interpret mechanical engineering drawings

5

3

10 credits available out of the possible 20 credits listed below
22908

Demonstrate and apply knowledge of manually controlled
machining operations

10

3

2677

TiG Welding

6

3

2683

Thermal cutting

4

3

Total NZQA Credits

32

Table 6. Building and Construction Unit Standards

Unit
Standard

Title

Credit

Level

12998

Demonstrate knowledge of carpentry hand tools.

4

3

12999

knowledge of timber machining equipment

3

3

13037

Safely use and maintain carpentry hand tools on site.

6

3

13038

Safely use and maintain bench saws

2

3

24378

Perform building calculations.

4

3

24381

Knowledge of floor framing and flooring construction.

3

3

24401

Install thermal insulation materials in buildings on site

1

3

13032

Non-mechanical, Mechanical Construction Equipment

1

3

16407

Use and maintain hand and power tools for electrical work

4

3

Total NZQA Credits

28

During the running of the program all institutions worked closely together providing ongoing
support to ensure that delivery aligned to provide the best possible learning experience for
the students. To determine how well this program of study was progressing, a framework of
data collection was wrapped around the program. Data was collected via a range of different
mechanisms both at school and at Wintec. At school discussions between the students and
teachers occurred throughout the week, the information from which was fed into weekly
sessions at Wintec. Aligned with this every 6 weeks all tutors would meet to discuss student
progress, and to ensure that the students were receiving adequate academic and pastoral
support.
As well as the 6 weekly meetings at Wintec data on student progress while at Wintec was
gathered using a variety of different mechanisms, including in class feedback, student forum
sessions, and assessment marks. As well monthly progress reports were compiled and sent
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to schools and parents to keep them informed of the students’ progress. This also allowed
for intervention strategies as required. As the program drew to its conclusion a survey of the
students was also conducted. The aim of this survey was to determine why the students
engaged with the program, what they thought they had got out of it and also where they
believed it was taking them.

Results
Out of the 15 students enrolled from Fairfield College in 2016, 13 students achieved all or
some of the 48 credits available at NCEA level 3 from the Mechanical Engineering and
Building and construction courses at Wintec. Out of these students, 9 were eligible to enrol
in the Mechanical NZDE. The remaining 4 progressed out into employment.
Feedback provided by the students from the initial survey suggests that they were better
prepared for study at tertiary level and were more confident in their understanding of
practical and project based approaches to teaching. The students also mentioned that
because of their involvement with the Integrated Pathways programme they believed they
were more informed of the potential engineering pathways available to them in engineering.
They also believed that they could make more informed choices about their future study and
career pathways. However, the students also mentioned that they had been influenced in
their choice of engineering discipline through their exposure to the practical engineering
courses they had studied first in Trades Academy, rather than the site visits and guest
speakers. Hence all the students from Fairfield College enrolled into the Mechanical NZDE.

Discussion
From the conversion rate of students into the NZDE this programme could be deemed a
success, the disconnected had been connected. However, this is only from one school, this
conversion rate did not translate to Fraser High School. A major issue faced by both
institutions was the selection of the students for the Integrated Pathways Programme. For
Fairfield College, the aim of the programme was to provide an alternative way for some of
their students to achieve NCEA level 3. For Fraser High School it was more about providing
their students with exposure to engineering career pathways, while many of their students
were already enrolled in and were studying towards NCEA level 3. This provided 2 cohorts
of very different students coming into Wintec. However, the aim for Wintec was for a cohort
of students who would be better prepared and equipped for entry into the NZDE, and as all
parties were working towards a common goal it was possible to provide modifications to the
programme, generally within the school, that would complement each cohort.
While the idea of the programme worked well in theory, some of the realities of the contexts
in which we work provided several significant obstacles, for example issues with funding
when moving between secondary and tertiary environments. In NZ, secondary funding is
governed by the Ministry of Education (MOE) while tertiary funding is overseen by the
Tertiary Education Commission (TEC). Therefore, for funding of the programme, there were
significant hoops to jump through which needed to satisfy either one or both funding bodies.
Another major issue was time-tabling of activities between the various institutions, this
proved to be quite challenging but the constant communication amongst the team enabled
the re-arrangement of classes to accommodate most timetable changes and issues.
While we have focussed on some of the issues, there have been a number of unforeseen
benefits to all the institutions involved – one of these comes in the form of the learning and
professional development that has come from teachers from both schools and ITP moving
into each other’s environment to teach. This has provided significant benefit in providing
linkages for the students between their theory and practice, and in improving teaching
practice in both institutions
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For the students, a significant learning was how influenced they were by the first Trades
Academy programme that they studied. This means that going forward the programme
design needs to ensure that the students have equal exposure to the three main engineering
disciplines so that they could make a qualified choice on their field of study. As can be seen
from the numbers who enrolled into Mechanical Engineering this was not the case for this
particular cohort.

Conclusions
Overall this programme has been a success and both schools have moved into a second
year of the programme. The partnership has used the learnings from the pilot in 2016 to
implement changes and move the programme forward, to enhance the students’ experience
and learning opportunities within engineering.
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CONTEXT Teaching in laboratories plays an integral role in education. This includes both
proximal as well as remote laboratories. In many instances, learning activities are designed
around equipment and traditional laboratory activities. Pedagogical aspects and instructional
design are often not considered or are an afterthought.

PURPOSE The aim of this project was to help to address this gap by designing,
implementing and facilitating an open online course on the pedagogy of using laboratory
experiences in the curriculum.

APPROACH The MOOC for Enhancing Laboratory Learning Outcomes (MELLO) has been
designed to assist educators at all levels, from schools to universities, to improve the quality
of laboratory experiences in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
education. Experienced educators seeking to review and revise current practices or
beginning educators were all welcome to participate. Based on learning theory and research
literature, online course has been developed that covers constructive alignment of practical
activities with the wider curriculum, learning objectives, pedagogical approaches to
laboratory learning, laboratory modalities and session planning.

RESULTS 120 participants from Australia and around the world took part in the course.
While the participants did not work on their own laboratory activity throughout the courses (as
envisaged when designing the course), participants who actively took part in the course were
positive about the value of the course.

CONCLUSIONS The MOOC has been capable of supporting a large number of
participants including university educators around the world who use laboratory experiences
and will continue to do so through future iterations of the course. Moving forward, there is
scope to adapt the pedagogical approach of the course to cater for the way the participants
have engaged with the material.
KEYWORDS laboratory teaching, practical learning activities, MOOC
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Introduction
When designing learning activities, one of the key focus questions is: What do we want the
students to be able to do when they have completed the activities? In the context of practicebased disciplines such as Engineering and Sciences, this often includes practical tasks.
Such skills are traditionally taught in laboratory classes and these are often favourites of
students as they provide tangible ways to apply theoretical concepts.
Technological developments in the last two decades have enabled new approaches for
teaching through laboratories These include remote laboratories (Maiti, Maxwell, & Kist,
2014), virtual laboratories (Nedic, Machotka, & Nafalski, 2003) as well as augmented reality
in labs (Andujar, Mej’as, & Marquez, 2011). These allow access to hardware or virtual
experiments remotely via the Internet but come with a range of pedagogical issues which
need to be tackled for optimal implementation.
Learning and teaching is being widely addressed for academic classes, through learning and
teaching support units, for example. There is also a strong focus on articulated learning
outcomes by Australian Higher Education Standards Framework (Birmingham, 2015) and
professional accreditation bodies such as Engineers Australia. However, this focus often
does not translate to pedagogical approaches to teaching in laboratories.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that many laboratory activities are not outcomes of critical
evaluation and course design; they are often products of tradition, availability of equipment,
personal exposure and preferences of academics involved.
An OLT project on adaptive learning guides (Lowe, Murray, Lindsay, & Bharathy, 2014) has
also identified this shortfall, both in the literature review of the project report as well as the
evaluators comments. Appendix C p. 3-4 states that Ò...there has been less attention to the
pedagogic issues involved in providing skeleton lesson plans. This is a potentially interesting
direction for future work in the area.Ó
The Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) for Enhancing Laboratory Learning Outcomes
(MELLO), disused in this paper is an attempt to address this gap. The remainder of the paper
briefly introduces the underlying educational framework followed by a section that outlines
the course design. Sections on data collection, findings and observations conclude the
paper.

Educational Framework
The content that is presented in MELLO is based on key literature in the field. Main sources
that have informed the content development include fundamental objectives of Engineering
instructional laboratories (Feisel & Rosa, 2005) and generic aims for traditional Science
laboratory learning (Johnstone & Al-Shuaili, 2001). These are linked to learning activities in
laboratories through the principle of constructive alignment (Biggs & Tang, 2007). For
example, WhiteÕs (1996) description of how ÒlaboratoryÓ learning can be conceived of as an
instance in which the learner experiences learning Òepisodes¬ has been explored as this
places a greater focus on learning objectives, activities and outcomes instead of equipment,
as is often the case in discussions of laboratory tasks.
Laboratories can be classified as expository, inquiry, discovery, and problem-based
(Johnstone & Al-Shuaili, 2001). This approach helps to better understand condition for
learning, laboratories present and helps to unpack associated aims, outcomes, approaches
and procedures. Generally speaking, teachers can support the development of appropriate
learner behaviours by designing lessons and scaffolding learning according to the conditions
for learning that are appropriate to the lab type (Scardamalia, Bereiter, McLean, Swallow, &
Woodruff, 1989, pp. 53-64).
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Course Design
This course has taken an educational rather than a technical focus on the design of labs. It
therefore covers a set of key educational issues for the effective design of labs, including:
¥

Constructive alignment between labs and other aspects of curriculum

¥

Design and selection of achievable learning objectives

¥

Selection and implementation of an appropriate pedagogical approach to labs Ð
matched to the learning objectives that have been set (for example, expository,
discovery or problem-based)

¥

Selection of appropriate lab modality (e.g. face to face, versus remote, versus
simulated)

¥

Planning and preparing lab sessions for enhanced learning

Participants in the course have a degree of choice over how they participate. At the most
basic level, the course provides a series of lectures, videos and resources as stimuli for
participants to begin considering how labs should be designed in order to be educationally
effective. These materials form the core of the course upon which other optional activities
can be built. In addition to these materials, a number of planning and design activities are
suggested for participants to undertake individually in order to progress their own
instructional design knowledge and experience. As such, the course has an organizing and
critically reflective function not available to teachers simply searching for available
information about labs.

Course Learning Outcomes
The main course outcomes can be summarised as follows: By the end of the course,
participants will be able to
¥

contrast how laboratory activities are used in different disciplines and identify parallels
to your own laboratory learning activities,

¥

draw a map of how the learning activities in your lab are aligned,

¥

evaluate different types of laboratories, learning opportunities they present and apply
the insights to your context,

¥

develop activity guides and lesson plans based on sound pedagogical principles.

Modes of Participation
MOOCs come with various degrees of social interaction and levels of commitment by
participants. To cater for a broad spectrum, MELLO has supported two modes of
participation, a connectivist MOOC (cMOOC) focusing on a mix of self-directed and social
learning; and an xMOOC that provides open access to learning materials. The cMOOC has
used an Action Learning approach based on the model developed by Revans (2011) that
uses an iterative process of ÒExplore - Plan - Act - ReflectÓ. In contrast, the xMOOC supports
self-paced participation with access to the content created for the ÒExploreÓ component of the
cMOOC and discussion forums.
The x-mode is intended to engage individuals who want quick access to the content,
structure and activities of the course, but are unwilling or unable to commit to regular
meetings, sharing, and the timelines of the Action Learning Cycle. The benefit of the course
in the xMOOC mode is that it helps participants to access key materials and organize and
think about the materials and their implications in a way that conducting their own search of
the literature would not do (or would take much more time to do). In this view, the course
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provides structure to the key theory, research and examples in the laboratory learning field,
thus improving access to the field for participants.

Platform Used for the Course
There are a number of large open learning platforms available, such as Coursera, Ed-X,
Udacity, Canvas Network and Open Learning. Given that the project operated on a small
budged and that home institution is not affiliated with any of the larger providers, finding a
suitable platform proved to be a challenge. The other difficulty was around requirements of
copyright and content ownership. These issues caused some significant delays and
ultimately required the rescheduling of the course start.
The constraints included a platform that allows fee access to the course. Ultimately an
agreement was reached that satisfied the requirement of the funding body, the institutionÕs
legal requirements and the need to access to appropriate facilities to deliver the course. In
the end, operational factors outweighed considerations for educational features.
OpenLearning was used as a platform to offer MELLO, which generally worked well for the
xMOOC component of the course.

Course Structure
Typical modules in the course consist of web-based, multimedia & text-based study
materials. Brief expert videos and webinars provide stimulus material about key concepts.
Virtual tours provide a window into labs in use. These components are combined with
activities, contributions by participants and further reading. The main modules are:
Module 1 - Developing laboratory classes for the digital age
Module 2 Ð Developing the aims, objectives and alignment of laboratory classes
Module 3 - Types of labs and the conditions for learning they present
Module 4 Ð Structuring and Supporting Learning in Laboratory Classes
Module 5 - Modern Laboratory Learning Environments
Module 6 - Bringing it all together - developing activity guides and lesson plans

Data Collection
In order to assess the value, relevance and significance of the course, data was collected
from participants in three ways. As a part of the course activities (subject to explicit consent)
students in the course completed both entry and exit surveys in order to both analyse their
own needs and goals, and to gather information about their reasons for participation, their
expectations and perceptions of the course. This data helps in the interpretation of
discussion data that was collected during the course from students engaged in course
activities within the open learning platform. This data gives insights into how students were
responding to specific issues within the course, and therefore whether the course was
meeting its aims.

Observations
Whilst 120 students participated in the course, there was a smaller group who actively
contributed to discussions. As is common in MOOC courses, significant attrition was
apparent as the course progressed. It should be noted that such attrition is not necessarily
indicative of the value or effectiveness of the course, because it is not known what the goals
or expectations of departing students were if they did not complete an entry survey. For
example, if their goal was to access specific information for their own needs, the course
satisfying this goal may be the reason for their early departure. Such an instance would
mean the course was successful rather than the opposite.
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Participation Over Time
Figure 1 shows student comments (in discussion topics) over time. The graph suggests that
the early interest in the course was high and that this was supported by the high level of
activity within the cohort.
That is, it is more interesting and rewarding to engage in discussion when there are many
others also doing so. It should be noted that not all students joined the course at the same
time, which is why the spread of comments does not coincide with the ten-week period
around which the course is designed.

Figure 1 Figure 1 - Number of participant comments and likes over time

ParticipantsÕ Motivation
First, it is necessary to note some findings from the entry and exit surveys concerning
participants« reasons for participation. In total, 24 participants completed the voluntary entry
survey, and seven completed the exit survey. Whilst this appears to be a high level of
attrition, the research literature shows this to be normal in MOOCs (e.g., GŸtl, Rizzardini,
Chang, & Morales, 2014).
The entry survey asked participants their reasons for taking part in the course. Of the 24
responding participants, it is noteworthy that only five of these cited specific pedagogical
goals and two specific curricular goals. Their specific comments are as follows:
Specific pedagogical goals:
¥

I work in educational development in STEM. I would like to learn more about lab
teaching in a global perspective and am curious to see how a MOOC on lab teaching
can be organized.

¥

I am working to modernize our labs and want a fresh perspective of how labs are
offered elsewhere and get insight into the advances in delivering labs.

¥

Working as a young assistant professor in a technical university implies, in general,
teaching applications for different disciplines. In my case, most of these applications
consist in practical lessons conducted inside lab sessions. For this reason, I
continuously try to develop my teaching skills and the way I organize my laboratory
classes in order to improve the learning activities I conduct during these classes and I
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am confident that this course will help me to make a step forward in achieving this
objective.
¥

We are in the process of revamping a number of our lab courses and it seemed like
this course would give me food for thought.

¥

How to design a pedagogical efficient lab activity.

Specific curricular goals:
¥

Because I am working on the development of remote laboratories in the electronics
field.

¥

I am looking for ways to improve the practical part of the courses I teach.

Only some of these goals relate to the development or improvement of specific laboratory
activities. The remainder of the participants« comments concerning their reasons for taking
part were seen to be either general pedagogical goals or general learning goals (10 and 7
instances respectively). For instance, some participants cited ÒcuriosityÓ, wanting to improve
their teaching in a general way or Òto get the best for my students.Ó Whilst these are all valid
aims, they do not necessarily coincide with an ability among participants to undertake the
specific lab design activities that were suggested in the course. Similarly, comments about
expectations about and desired outcomes of the course show that many participants had not
formed a clear idea of what they would get from the course. This may explain why no
participants showcased a revised lab activity at the end of the course.
Notwithstanding these findings, the other comments from the entry and exit surveys are
uniformly positive about participants« value for the course. Of the seven participants who
completed the exit survey, three agreed and four strongly agreed that the course had helped
them to think effectively about what laboratory teaching entails, and four agreed and three
strongly agreed the course had helped them to think about what laboratory learning means
for their students.

Action Learning Participation
Of the one hundred and twenty participants in the MOOC, only four (3.3%) registered interest
in participating in the Action Learning mode. Of these only two completed that process by
forming a learning set and participating in the online meetings and creating a project. Both
responded to the exit survey with one agreeing and the other strongly agreeing that the
Action Learning cycles were successful in engaging them in this MOOC.
There were a number of challenges when preparing to conduct Action Learning in the
context of a MOOC. Firstly, Action Learning is not a commonly used professional learning
strategy in MOOCs. No evidence of conducting a MOOC using a formal Action Learning
process as the pedagogical approach was found in the literature prior to this attempt. The
novelty and unfamiliarity of the approach may have impacted willingness to participate in this
mode.
Secondly, the technical capability of this and other MOOC platforms limits the ability for
participants to find other participants in compatible time zones to form learning sets. The lack
of a suitable tool for self-matching meant that Action Learners had to register and then wait
to be matched with potential Learning Set members using tools outside the MOOC platform.
This challenge was compounded by the staggered starting dates of many participants. One
participant who requested to engage in an Action Learning mode joined the course four
weeks after the beginning of the program and as a result, there was no one to match them
with. Another potential Action Learner never responded to the internal messages in the
system to complete the matching process.
A dedicated tool for matching participants to form Action Learning Sets in MOOCs would
solve this problem. The features would need to include the attributes of the individuals that
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would allow matching. This could include time zone, days and times available for Learning
Set meetings, languages spoken, email address, and platform for web-conferencing.
Thirdly, Action Learning Sets, the small groups who meet periodically through the course,
usually meet synchronously. In online programs, this means they need to use tools such as
text chat, audio chat, virtual worlds or web-conferencing. This adds a requirement for a level
technical expertise not required in the self-paced mode which simply involves clicking on
links on web pages, viewing videos and typing comments. This may have been another
barrier to selecting Action Learning as a mode of engagement with the MOOC.

Relevant Pedagogies for Laboratory Learning
Concerning whether the MOOC had given them strategies for identifying appropriate
pedagogies for use in their lab and whether it gave them the chance to share and explore
explicit strategies for improving lab learning, and how the strategies could be introduced to
their teaching, the results were more equivocal:
The MOOC gave me strategies for identifying appropriate pedagogies for use in my lab
Neutral

2

Agree

1

Strongly agree

3

The MOOC gave me the chance to share and explore explicit strategies for improving
laboratory learning in my students
Neutral

2

Agree

4

Strongly agree

1

I can see how at least some of the strategies can be introduced to my teaching
Neutral

3

Agree

1

Strongly agree

3

Table 1 - Exit survey responses about specific pedagogical strategies

Here, the neutral responses may relate to participants« lack of a specific lab activity to relate
the teaching development to.
As was seen above, discussion in the course was higher in volume in the early stages of
participation, and facilitators participated in this discussion to try to promote in-depth
discussion of the activity questions that were provided. However, although contribution to
discussion was frequent and at times thoughtful and insightful, especially during the first two
modules, participants did not often comment on one topic more than once, thereby limiting
the depth of discussion. Where the facilitator participated in discussion posts with feedback
or requests for more information, this was often not responded to, or a superficial level of
thought was given to the prompt
The course (especially the activity prompts that were provided) intended that participants
would reach a greater degree of discussion and reflection on the issues being discussed.
However, this degree of discussion may not be achievable in asynchronous forums, and may
better lend itself to synchronous sessions, such as the action learning groups. This may be
tested in future iterations of the course, with greater numbers of participants actively
contributing in each access mode.
A number of strategies are available that may assist with this. First, recruitment of
participants into the course should better emphasise that the course is most effective for
participants who have a specific laboratory learning experience in mind or that is relevant to
their context to be used as an example or a tool for thinking about the issues with. Without
this, some of the fundamental problems highlighted throughout the course, such as a
tendency to design for students to complete a task instead of designing for students to learn
something specific, do not become clear to participants. Second, with ongoing and
increasing participation in the course, a community of inquiry may be built in which existing
participants may continue to take part in discussion around core issues. This kind of critical
mass would allow for the improvement of both volume and depth of discussion.
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Conclusions
The course has supported educators form a range of disciplines including Engineering,
Sciences, Health Sciences, ICT and Teacher Education. Participants included university
educators as well as Secondary School Science teachers. This led to more diverse
interactions on laboratory experiences in learning and teaching. The project has developed
resources that will remain available. It has enabled systematic and broad opportunistic
adoption of best practices in the use of laboratory experiences in learning and teaching at
universities and in schools. While most participants have not engaged with the courses in the
way it was originally designed, the participants were very positive about the course and the
content.
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!

!"#$%&'()*+,-./ 01234/,5(6*#7&.1-,(5*8*91-4*:(;45-8;4<*
$&&-18=>*;1*!"#%*#(585494(;*?1-*@1'(5*A194(*
D'-$2!D2..$E/$F!G2=2!G2(+/%!
!

1$02*/-0.&!34!5*67$3%38&!(&)$*&
93//*-:3$)0$8!+,.73/!;<#0%= maya.marcus@uts.edu.au

!#!!:BC*!D6*:%!:-0,B(20,.!H-B$-,,($-B!H./+20$'-!I,+,%%2(=J!
0BC"#E"**
"#,!+2**!0'!$-+(,2%,!0#,!+2<2+$0=!'>!5/%0(2*$2K%!D"HG!&'()>'(+,!#2%!(,%/*0,.!$-!2!%<'0*$B#0!'-!
0#,!+'4<2(26*=!>,&,(!-/46,(!'>!&'4,-!&'()$-B!$-!D"HG8!L-,!%0(20,B=!0'!2..(,%%!0#$%!*2+)!
'>!(,<(,%,-020$'-!$%!2-!$-0,B(20,.?!MD"H5GK!2<<('2+#!0'!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!D"HG8!
D"H5G!,./+20$'-!(,+'B-$%,%!0#,!('*,!'>!2(0%A#/42-$0$,%!2-.!0#,!<'0,-0$2*!/0$*$0=!'>!2!4'(,!
+(,20$3,!4$-.%,0?!2<<*$,.!0'!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0,2+#$-B!D"HG8!N#$*%0!D"H5G!$%!%0$**!2!(,*20$3,*=!
-,&!<,.2B'B$+2*!2<<('2+#?!(,%,2(+#!%/BB,%0%!<'%$0$3,!'/0+'4,%!&#,(,6=!='/-B!<,'<*,!+2-!
.,3,*'<!$--'320$3,!2-.!0(2-%.$%+$<*$-2(=!%)$**%,0%!0#20!+2-!,-#2-+,!0#,$(!,4<*'=4,-0!
<('%<,+0%!$-!.$%+$<*$-,%!%/+#!2%!,-B$-,,($-B8!

FGHFB!#**
"#,!D"H5G</-)!O$(*%!1'PQ,%$B-!<('B(24!2$4%!0'!.,0,(4$-,!$>!2-!$-0,B(20,.!2<<('2+#!0'!
,./+20$'-!2+('%%!0#,!%+$,-+,?!0,+#-'*'B=?!,-B$-,,($-B?!2(0%!2-.!420#%!RD"H5GS!>$,*.%?!+2-!
<('4'0,!%0('-B,(!,-B2B,4,-0!2-.!2!%,-%,!'>!,4<'&,(4,-0?!+'->$.,-+,!2-.!2B,-+=!24'-B!
='/-B!&'4,-!$-!0,(4%!'>!0#,$(!&$**$-B-,%%!0'!</(%/,!D"HG!%0/.=!2-.!+2(,,(%8!

$FFHB$0I**
5!C9P.2=!<('B(24!&2%!+'-./+0,.!$-!I'3,46,(!T9CU?!$-3'*3,.!TU!B$(*%!R2B,.!CVWCU!=,2(%S!
>('4!0#(,,!D=.-,=!#$B#!%+#''*%8!D0/.,-0%!&,(,!,-*$%0,.!0'!.,%$B-!2!D"H5GP62%,.!
,./+20$'-2*!<$*'0!>'(!0#,$(!<,,(%8!;'-B$0/.$-2*!.202!&2%!+'**,+0,.!>('4!'-*$-,!<(,P!2-.!<'%0P
<('B(24!%/(3,=%8!

H#!GJ"!**
X$-.$-B%!(,3,2*!2!/-$E/,?!>,42*,!<,(%<,+0$3,!0#20!+2-!/0$*$%,.!0'!$4<('3,!D"HG!,-B2B,4,-0!
<('B(24%!>'(!0#,$(!<,,(%!R<2(0$+/*2(*=!$>!%/+#!<('B(24%!%,,)!0'!$-0,B(20,!0#,!2(0%?!#/42-$0$,%!
2-.!%'+$2*!%+$,-+,%!2%!2!4,2-%!'>!$-+(,2%$-B!$-0,(,%0?!,-B2B,4,-0!2-.!(,0,-0$'-!$-!D"HGS8!
D0/.,-0%!(,<'(0,.!$4<('3,4,-0%!$-!0#,$(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,!0=<,%!'>!&'()!<,'<*,!
/-.,(02),!$-!%+$,-+,?!0,+#-'*'B=?!,-B$-,,($-B?!2-.!2(0%!$-./%0($,%?!2%!&,**!2%!0#,!32($,0=!'>!
+('%%P.$%+$<*$-2(=!%)$**%!-,,.,.!0'!&'()!$-!D"HG!$-./%0($,%8!1'P.,%$B-!<('3,.!0'!6,!2!>$00$-B!
4,0#'.'*'B$+2*!>(24,&'()!>'(!0#,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!0'!,Y<,($,-+,!2!%2>,!2-.!%/<<'(0$3,!
,-3$('-4,-0!0'!,Y<,($4,-0!2-.!0($2*!0#,$(!$.,2%8!Z('B(24!>,,.62+)!&2%!<(,.'4$-2-0*=!
<'%$0$3,?!&$0#!2-!23,(2B,!%20$%>2+0$'-!2B(,,4,-0!(20$-B!'>![T\!2+('%%!2**!>,,.62+)!
+20,B'($,%8!!

0BC0JG!:BC!**
"#,!D"H5G</-)!O$(*%!+'P.,%$B-!<('B(24!$.,-0$>$,.!6,-,>$0%!D"HGP5(0%!$-0,B(20$'-?!2%!&,**!
2%!$%%/,%!2-.!'6%02+*,%!0#20!2.3,(%,*=!2>>,+0!='/-B!&'4,-K%!,-B2B,4,-0!$-!D"HG!>$,*.%!
%/+#!2%!,-B$-,,($-B8!!!!

K#@ABH3!***
D"HG?!D"H5G?!B,-.,(?!+'P.,%$B-!
"#$%!&'()!$%!*$+,-%,.!/-.,(!0#,!1(,20$3,!1'44'-%!500($6/0$'-!789!:-0,(-20$'-2*!;$+,-%,8!"'!3$,&!2!
+'<=!'>!0#$%!*$+,-%,?!3$%$0!
<=!'
<=
!'>!
!'
>!0#
>!
0#$%
0#
$%!*
$%
!*$+
!*
$+
#00<@AA+(,20$3,+'44'-%8'(BA*$+,-%,%A6=A789A!
C!
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:(;-1<'=;,1(*
:-!5/%0(2*$2?!D"HG!RD+$,-+,?!",+#-'*'B=?!H-B$-,,($-B!2-.!G20#%S!)-'&*,.B,!$%!(,+'B-$%,.!
2%!2-!$4<'(02-0!2%<,+0!'>!0#,!>2%0,%0!B('&$-B!'++/<20$'-%!2-.!$--'320$'-%8!Q,%<$0,!0#$%?!
$-0,(,%0!2-.!,-('*4,-0!$-!D"HG!%/6^,+0%!2<<,2(%!0'!6,!'-!0#,!.,+*$-,!24'-B!5/%0(2*$2-!
%0/.,-0%!R_,--,.=?!;='-%!`!a/$--?!T9C7F!Z($+,&20,(#'/%,+''<,(%?!T9CVS8!"#,!+2**!0'!
$-+(,2%,!0#,!+2<2+$0=!'>!5/%0(2*$2-!%0/.,-0%K!D"HG!,-B2B,4,-0!#2%!(,%/*0,.!$-!2!%<'0*$B#0!
'-!0#,!+'4<2(26*=!>,&,(!-/46,(!'>!&'4,-?!$-!<2(0$+/*2(?!,-('**$-B!$-!D"HG!<('B(24%?!2-.!
&'()$-B!$-!D"HG!$-./%0($,%!Rb*$+),-%02>>?!T99VF!b('2.*,=?!T9CVF!O(,,->$,*.!,0!2*8?!T99TS8!
H2(*=!(,%,2(+#!%/BB,%0%!0#20!2+2.,4$+!2002$-4,-0!<(,%,-0%!'6%02+*,%!>'(!&'4,-!0'!,-0,(!
D"HG!<('B(24%!R,8B8?!c2>>,!,0!2*8?!T99US8!L0#,(!(,%,2(+#!%/BB,%0%!$0!$%!&'4,-K%!.$>>,($-B!
$-0,(,%0!2-.!4'0$320$'-%!RD4$0#!T9CCS?!2-.!0#,$(!<,(+,<0$'-%!'>!%,*>P,>>$+2+=!$-!D"HG!>$,*.%!
RX2*)!,0!2*8?!T9CUF!I=,!,0!2*8?!T9CTF!d2**2!`!1,+$*?!T9C7S!0#20!$->*/,-+,%!0#,!-/46,(%!'>!
&'4,-!$-!D"HG8!5($%$-B!>('4!2-.!+'-0($6/0$-B!0'!0#,%,!>2+0'(%!2(,!,-3$('-4,-02*?!%'+$2*?!
+/*0/(2*?!<'*$0$+2*!2-.!$-%0$0/0$'-2*!>2+0'(%!R1,+$!,0!2*8?!T99[F!Z#$<<%?!T99TF!D4$0#!T9CCF!
",(e$2-?!T99US!&$0#!0#,!>$-.$-B!0#20!+,(02$-!D"HG!>$,*.%!2(,!<,(+,$3,.!6=!&'4,-!2%!6,$-B!
*,%%!&,*+'4$-B!'(!,3,-!#'%0$*,!,-3$('-4,-0%!RG:"?!C[[[F!D'--,(0!,0!2*8?!T99]S8!!
f2(),-$-B!62+)!0'!,2(*$,(!%0/.$,%!,Y24$-$-B!2002$-4,-0?!N2-B?!H++*,%!2-.!_,--=!RT9CgS!
>'/-.!0#20!2<0$0/.,!$-!420#%!2-.!+'((,%<'-.$-B!*,%%,(!2<0$0/.,!$-!3,(62*A+'44/-$+20$3,!
>$,*.%!&2%!2-!$->*/,-+$-B!>2+0'(!$-!%0/.,-0%K!.,+$%$'-!0'!</(%/,!2!D"HG!+2(,,(8!54'-B!
%0/.,-0%!&$0#!%0('-B!E/2-0$020$3,!2<0$0/.,%?!0#,!2/0#'(%!(,<'(0,.!0#20!&'4,-!&,(,!4'(,!*$),*=!
0#2-!4,-!0'!<'%%,%%!%=44,0($+2*!2<0$0/.,!0,-.,-+$,%?!$8,8?!&'4,-!#2.!2!%0('-B!2<0$0/.,!$-!
6'0#!E/2-0$020$3,!2(,2%!#$)!3,(62*A+'44/-$+20$3,!2(,2%8!"#/%!2($%,%!0#,!+'-0,-0$'-!0#20!2-!
2..$0$'-2*!,Y<*2-20$'-!>'(!&'4,-K%!/-.,((,<(,%,-020$'-!$-!D"HG!$%!6,+2/%,!&'4,-!&$0#!
#$B#!D"HG!2<0$0/.,%!42=!6,!<(,%,-0,.!&$0#!4'(,!+#'$+,!(,B2(.$-B!0#,$(!<('%<,+0$3,!
+2(,,(%8!N#,(,2%!>'(!4,-!&$0#!%0('-B!2+2.,4$+!2<0$0/.,%!$-!E/2-0$020$3,!2(,2%?!0#,!'<0$'-%!
2(,!-2(('&,(!2-.A'(!+*,2(,(!./,!0'!0#,$(!4'(,!2%=44,0($+2*!2<0$0/.,!<('>$*,8!d2**2!2-.!1,+$*!
RT9C7S!(,>,(!0'!0#$%!2%!0#,!M6(,2.0#!62%,.K!4'.,*!'>!>,42*,!/-.,((,<(,%,-020$'-!$-!D"HG8!
N#,-!+'-%$.,($-B!0#$%!+'4<*,Y!,+'*'B=!'>!>2+0'(%?!0#,(,!$%!-'0!*$),*=!0'!6,!2!%$-B*,!M%$*3,(!
6/**,0K!$-0,(3,-0$'-8!5!+'44'-!2<<('2+#!20!0#,!_PCT!*,3,*!#2%!0=<$+2**=!6,,-!0'!2..(,%%!B$(*%K!
2-.!&'4,-K%K!2002$-4,-0!B2<%?!2-.!0'!$-+(,2%,!+'->$.,-+,!2-.!,Y<'%/(,!0'!D"HG8!b/$*.$-B!
'-!0#$%!2<<('2+#?!D"H5G!,./+20$'-!$%!2!(,*20$3,*=!-,&!$-0,(3,-0$'-!0#20!#2%!%#'&-!<('4$%,!
$-!$0%!+2<2+$0=!0'!2..(,%%!2!&$.,(!2((2=!'>!$->*/,-+$-B!>2+0'(%8!"#$%!<2<,(!<(,%,-0%!>$-.$-B%!
>('4!0#,!D"H5G</-)!O$(*%!1'PQ,%$B-!<('B(24!0#20!#2%!/0$*$%,.!D"H5G!,./+20$'-!0'!,-B2B,!
='/-B!&'4,-!$-!D"HG8!!!

!"#$%*
D"H5G!%02-.%!>'(!D+$,-+,?!:->'(420$'-!",+#-'*'B=?!H-B$-,,($-B?!5(0%!R$-+*/.$-B!+(,20$3,!
2(0%?!0#,!%'+$2*!%+$,-+,%!2-.!0#,!#/42-$0$,%S!2-.!G20#%!RG$**,(!`!_-,e,)?!T9CgS8!:0!42=!6,!
.,>$-,.!+'-+,<0/2**=!2%!0#,!$-0,B(20$'-!'>!$0%!+'-%0$0/,-0!.$%+$<*$-,%!&$0#$-!2!6('2.,(!
<#$*'%'<#=!'(!&2=!'>!0#$-)$-B!2-.!.'$-B!0#20!2*%'!$-+'(<'(20,%!+(,20$3$0=!2-.!$--'320$'-8!
L($B$-20$-B!$-!0#,!hD?!D"H5G!$%!2!4'3,4,-0!0#20!#2%!B(2./2**=!B2$-,.!4'4,-0/4!%$-+,!
T9C9!RH**$%?!T9CUS8!"#'/B#!0#,(,!$%!32($20$'-!$-!D"H5G!2<<('2+#,%?!20!$0%!#,2(0!$%!0#,!
/-.,(%02-.$-B!2-.!2<<*$+20$'-!'>!%'+$2*!2-.!#/42-!+'-0,Y0%!(,*20,.!0'!$%%/,%8!L<,(20$'-2**=?!
D"H5G!+2-!42-$>,%0!$-!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0,2+#$-B!2<<('2+#,%?!0#('/B#!,./+20$'-2*!$-%0$0/0$'-!
<'*$+=!2-.!<(2+0$+,!R,8B8!+/(($+/*/4!2-.!2%%,%%4,-0!.,%$B-S?!2-.!0#('/B#!'(B2-$%20$'-2*!
+/*0/(,!$-!&'()<*2+,%!R,8B8?!$-!(,+(/$04,-0?!<('>,%%$'-2*!.,3,*'<4,-0?!2-.!#/42-!(,%'/(+,%!
<'*$+$,%S8!"#,!6,-,>$0%!'>!0#,!D"H5G!<#$*'%'<#=!#23,!6,,-!,%<'/%,.!6'0#!$-0,(-20$'-2**=!
R12(,!`!;/'?!T9CUS?!2-.!*'+2**=!Rb2((!,0!2*8?!T99iS?!&$0#!42-=!+'/-0($,%!*'')$-B!0'!$-0,B(20,!
M0(2-%3,(%2*K!+'4<,0,-+$,%!$-0'!0#,$(!,./+20$'-!%=%0,4%8!!
"#'/B#!'>!<'0,-0$2*!6,-,>$0!0'!2**!D"HG!>$,*.%?!D"H5G!2<<('2+#,%!42=!6,!'>!<2(0$+/*2(!/0$*$0=!
$-!,-B$-,,($-B!./,!0'!0#,!>$,*.K%!%/%+,<0$6$*$0=!0'!+#2-B,%!$-!0,+#-'*'B=?!0#,!,+'-'4=?!0#,!
,-3$('-4,-0?!2-.!0#,!200,-.2-0?!,3'*3$-B!-,,.%!'>!+*$,-0%!2-.!0#,!+'44/-$0=8!D232B,?!1#,-!
Z('+,,.$-B%?!55HHT9C]!1'->,(,-+,!
"#$%&'!(&)$*&'!+,-./#%0#!
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2-.!d2-2%/<2!RT99]S!(,+'44,-.!0#20!,./+20$'-2*!$-%0$0/0$'-%!%#'/*.!,-26*,!%0/.,-0%!0'!
6,+'4,!3,(%20$*,!jB*'62*!,-B$-,,(%k8!"#,!200($6/0,%!'>!2!B*'62*!,-B$-,,(!$-+*/.,!3,(%20$*$0=!
2-.!4/*0$P.$%+$<*$-2(=!0#$-)$-B?!0#,!26$*$0=!0'!2.'<0!2!4'(,!#'*$%0$+!2<<('2+#!0'!<('6*,4P
%'*3$-B?!,>>,+0$3,!+'44/-$+20$'-!%)$**%?!0#,!26$*$0=!0'!&'()!&$0#!.$>>,(,-0!<,'<*,!$-!.$3,(%,!
%,00$-B?!2-.!0'!.,4'-%0(20,!%'+$2*!2&2(,-,%%!2-.!(,%<'-%$6$*$0=!RG$**,(!`!_-,e,)?!T9CgS8!
D"H5G!<,.2B'B=!+2-!+'-0($6/0,!0'!2+#$,3$-B!0#,%,!'6^,+0$3,%!0#('/B#!$0%!,4<#2%$%!'-!
+'-%0(/+0$3$%0?!%0/.,-0P+,-0($+?!+(,20$3,!2<<('2+#,%!0#20!,4<#2%$%,!2!%'+$2*!'(!#/42-!+'-0,Y0!
$-#,(,-0!0'!42-=?!$>!-'0!4'%0?!<('6*,4!$%%/,%8!:-!0,(4%!'>!,-B$-,,($-B!<,.2B'B=?!1'--'(?!
_2(4')2(!`!N#$00$-B0'-!RT9CVS!(,>,(!0'!0#,!.'4$-2-0!$-%0(/+0$'-!4,0#'.!$-!,-B$-,,($-B!2%!
6,$-B!M+#2*)!2-.!02*)K!2-.!%/<<'(0!2!4'(,!$-E/$(=!62%,.!2<<('2+#!6'(('&,.!>('4!2(0%P62%,.!
<,.2B'B$,%8!N#,-!2<<*$,.!0'!D"HG!*,2(-$-B?!D"H5G!,./+20$'-!2*%'!#2%!<'0,-0$2*!0'!2<<,2*!
0'!2!&$.,(!32($,0=!'>!*,2(-,(%!6,='-.!4,(,*=!0#,!D"HGP$-+*$-,.!R5#-!`!_&'-?!T9CgS!

">4*!"#$%&'()*+,-./*01234/,5(*F-15-89*
"#,!+'P.,%$B-!<('B(24!&2%!+'-./+0,.!2+('%%!,*,3,-!.2=%!$-!I'3,46,(!T9CU8!"#,!2$4!'>!
0#,!<('B(24!&2%!0'!,4<'&,(!='/-B!&'4,-!6=!<'%$0$'-$-B!0#,4!2%!,Y<,(0%!'-!#'&!0#,=!
&2-0,.!0'!,-B2B,!&$0#!D"HG!2-.!D"H5G?!2-.!0'!<('3$.,!0#,4!&$0#!2!<*20>'(4!0'!.,%$B-!2!
*,2(-$-B!,Y<,($,-+,!0#20!0#,!<('^,+0!0,24!+'/*.!%/6%,E/,-0*=!<$*'08!1'P.,%$B-!&2%!%,*,+0,.!
2%!2!<2(0$+/*2(*=!%/$026*,!4,0#'.'*'B=8!:0!,-26*,%!2-!204'%<#,(,!'>!+'**,+0$3,!+(,20$3$0=!6=!
<*2+$-B!0#,!.,%$B-!<('+,%%!$-!0#,!#2-.%!'>!0#,!<,'<*,!&#'!B2$-!32*/,!>('4!0#,!'/0+'4,!
RD2-.,(%!`!D$4'-%?!T99[S8!
"&,-0=P%$Y!>,42*,!%0/.,-0%!2B,.!CVPCU!=,2(%!>('4!0#(,,!D=.-,=!#$B#!%+#''*%!200,-.,.!2!>/**!
.2=!&'()%#'<!20!2!D=.-,=!/-$3,(%$0=!&#,(,!0#,=!*,2(-,.!26'/0!D"H5G!R0#('/B#!+2%,!
%0/.$,%!2-.!4,,0$-B!D"H5G!<(2+0$0$'-,(%S?!.,%$B-!0#$-)$-B?!2-.!,4<20#=8!"#,=!0#,-!%<,-0!
0#,!>'**'&$-B!-$-,!.2=%!$-0,(3$,&$-B!<,,(%!'-!0#,!0'<$+!'>!,-B2B$-B!='/-B!&'4,-!$-!D"HG!
2-.!D"H5G?!/%$-B!E/,%0$'-%!'>!0#,$(!'&-!.,%$B-8!H2+#!<2(0$+$<2-0!&2%!<('3$.,.!&$0#!2!.$2(=!
0'!02),!-'0,%!2-.!(,>*,+0!'-!0#,$(!B*,2-$-B%8!Z2(0$+$<2-0%!(,0/(-,.!0'!0#,!h-$3,(%$0=!>'(!2!
%,+'-.!&'()%#'<!0'!,-B2B,!$-!>/(0#,(!.,%$B-!0#$-)$-B!0#('/B#!/-<2+)$-B!0#,$(!$-0,(3$,&%!2-.!
$.,-0$>=$-B!),=!$-%$B#0%8!"#,=!&'(),.!$-!0,24%!0'!2<<*=!0#,$(!-,&!)-'&*,.B,!0'!<('0'0=<$-B!
0#,$(!3$%$'-!'>!2!D"H5G!%+#''*!'>!0#,!>/0/(,8!"'!2%%$%0!0#$%!+(,20$3,!<('+,%%?!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!
<('3$.,.!&$0#!+(2>0!420,($2*%!0'!+(,20,!0#,$(!RM*'&P>$KS!<('0'0=<,%8!!

!
:9854*D6*!;'<4(;/L*&8-;,=,&8;,(5*,(*;>4*=12<4/,5(*&>8/4*1?*;>4*&-15-89*
Q202!&2%!+'**,+0,.!0#('/B#!<(,P 2-.!<'%0P<('B(24!'-*$-,!%0/.,-0!%/(3,=%8!"#,!2$4!'>!0#$%

&2%!0'!2%%,%%!+#2-B,%!$-!%0/.,-0!<,(+,<0$'-%!'>!%,*>P,>>$+2+=!(,*20$-B!0'!0#,!D"H5G!
.$%+$<*$-,%?!2-.!0'!2%+,(02$-!*,2(-$-B!<(,>,(,-+,%!2-.!200$0/.,%!(,B2(.$-B!>/0/(,!%0/.=!2-.!
&'()8!Q,%+($<0$3,!%020$%0$+2*!2-2*=%$%!&2%!/-.,(02),-!/%$-B!G$+('%'>0!HY+,*!T9CU8!
1'((,*20$'-2*!%020$%0$+%!&2%!-'0!/-.,(02),-!./,!0'!0#,!%42**!%24<*,!%$e,%8!"#,!<2(0$+$<20$-B!
%+#''*%!&,(,!%,*,+0,.!62%,.!'-!,Y$%0$-B!(,*20$'-%#$<%!&$0#!h"D!2-.!0#,!26$*$0=!'>!0,2+#,(%!0'!
.,3'0,!2.,E/20,!0$4,!0'!%/<<'(0!2-.!*,2.!0#,!<('B(24!$-!0#,$(!%+#''*%8!5!+'-3,-$,-+,!
%24<*$-B!4,0#'.!&2%!/%,.!0'!(,+(/$0!<2(0$+$<2-0%!&$0#!0,2+#,(%!2%),.!0'!$.,-0$>=!%0/.,-0%!20!
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0#,$(!%+#''*%!&#'!&,(,!*$),*=!0'!6,!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!<2(0$+$<20$-B8!5**!%0/.,-0%!#2.!<2(,-0A!
B/2(.$2-!+'-%,-0!0'!<2(0$+$<20,!$-!0#,!(,%,2(+#!2-.!#23,!0#,$(!<#'0'B(2<#%!/%,.!6=!h"D8!!!

H4/'.;/*
>*<38/#:706!0$43/<#.03$!
"&,-0=P>$3,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!R>('4!0#(,,!%+#''*%S!0'')!<2(0!$-!0#,!<(,P<('B(24!%/(3,=?!&#$*,!TC!
%0/.,-0%!0'')!<2(0!$-!0#,!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=8!50!0#,!%02(0!'>!0#,!<('B(24!R-lTVS?!0#,(,!&,(,!
CC!B$(*%!R77\S!&,(,!2B,.!CV!=,2(%?!Cg!B$(*%!RVT\S!&,(,!2B,.!CU!=,2(%!RV9\S?!2-.!C!B$(*!R7\S!
&2%!2B,.!C]!=,2(%8!f2*>!'>!0#,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!&,(,!6'(-!$-!5/%0(2*$2?!&#$*,!4'(,!0#2-!]g\!'>!
%0/.,-0%!#2.!20!*,2%0!'-,!<2(,-0!&#'!&2%!6'(-!'3,(%,2%!$-!<(,.'4$-2-0*=!5%$2-!+'/-0($,%8!
I,2(*=!2-!,E/2*!-/46,(!'>!%0/.,-0%!%<'),!42$-*=!H-B*$%#!20!#'4,?!'(!2-'0#,(!*2-B/2B,8!
G'%0!4'0#,(%!R]]\S!2-.!>20#,(%!RiC\S!#2.!+'4<*,0,.!2!/-$3,(%$0=!+'/(%,8!
(,?@*6.!#$)!%*#/$0$8!:/*4*/*$6*-!
"#,!'3,(&#,*4$-B!42^'($0=!'>!%0/.,-0%!2B(,,.!0#20!$0!&2%!$4<'(02-0!>'(!0#,4!0'!%0/.=!G20#%!
R[T\S?!D+$,-+,!RiV\S?!2-.!",+#-'*'B=!R]]\S8!G'%0!%0/.,-0%!*$%0,.!%+$,-+,?!420#%!2-.!:"!2%!
6,$-B!0#,$(!>23'/($0,!%/6^,+0%8!:-0,(,%0$-B*=?!0#,(,!&,(,!0&'!-,&!%/6^,+0!2(,2%A0#,4,%!,3$.,-0!
$-!0#,!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=!(,%<'-%,%8!H-B$-,,($-B!&2%!2!-,&!%/6^,+0!2(,2!4,-0$'-,.!6=!
'-,!%0/.,-0!$-!0#,!<'%0P<('B(24!(,%<'-%,%8!5..$0$'-2**=?!>'/(!%0/.,-0%!4,-0$'-,.!0#20!0#,=!
,-^'=,.!2!4$Y!'>!%/6^,+0%?!&$0#!%'4,!,Y<*2$-$-B!0#20!$0!&2%!0#,!$-0,B(20$'-!'>!+,(02$-!%/6^,+0%!
0#20!0#,=!>'/-.!2<<,2*$-B8!
!ABC!%0D*!*$80$**/0$8!?*6#,-*!0.!7#-!#!%3.!34!7#$)-E3$!#6.020.0*-!#$)!$3.!<,67!
73<*F3/D!G!HIE&*#/!3%)'!:3-.E:/38/#<!-,/2*&!:#/.060:#$.!
:-!0,(4%!'>!*,2(-$-B!<(,>,(,-+,%!23,(2B,.!2+('%%!<(,P!2-.!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=!(,%<'-%,%?!
%0/.,-0%!(,<'(0,.!2!%0('-B!<(,>,(,-+,!>'(!R$-!'(.,(!'>!<(,>,(,-+,S@!*,2(-$-B!>2+0%?!*,2(-$-B!6=!
.'$-B?!%'*3$-B!<('6*,4%?!2<<*=$-B!*,2(-$-B!$-!0#,!(,2*P&'(*.?!42)$-B!4'.,*%?!
,Y<,($4,-020$'-?!2-.!0,24&'()8!D0/.,-0%!2*%'!2%+($6,.!B(,20,(!$4<'(02-+,!$-!%0/.=$-B!
420#%?!%+$,-+,!2-.!0,+#-'*'B=?!2#,2.!'>!2(0%8!D0/.,-0%K!%,*>P(20,.!+'->$.,-+,!*,3,*%!
R23,(2B,.!2+('%%!<(,P!2-.!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=%S!%#'&,.!#$B#,(!*,3,*%!'>!2B(,,4,-0!$-!
(,*20$'-!0'!+'->$.,-+,!$-!D+$,-+,!RiC\S!2-.!5(0%!R]C\S?!2-.!+'4<2(20$3,*=!*'&,(!*,3,*%!'>!
2B(,,4,-0!(,*20$-B!0'!+'->$.,-+,!$-!G20#%!RU[\S!2-.!:"!RUC\S8!I,3,(0#,*,%%?!2**!0#,!
%0/.,-0%!2B(,,.!0#20!0#,=!&,(,!+'->$.,-0!0#,=!+'/*.!.'!&#20,3,(!0#,=!%,0!0#,$(!4$-.!0'8!!
J,.,/*!-.,)&!#$)!6#/**/!:%#$-!
5**!0#,!%0/.,-0%!2B(,,.!0#20!0#,=!&'/*.!*$),!0'!200,-.!/-$3,(%$0=?!2-.!0#,!42^'($0=!$-!0#,!<(,!
Rii\S!2-.!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=!R[9\S!2B(,,.!0#20!0#,(,!&2%!2!*$-)!6,0&,,-!D"HG!%/6^,+0%!
2-.!0#,$(!>/0/(,!+2(,,(!<*2-%8!N#,-!2%),.!26'/0!0#,!0=<,%!'>!^'6%!%0/.,-0%!<(,>,((,.?!0#,$(!
(,%<'-%,%!4'%0*=!>,**!&$0#$-!>,**!&$0#$-!0#,!D+$,-+,%!2-.!f,2*0#!D+$,-+,%!>$,*.%!R,8B8!
.,-0$%0(=?!4,.$+2*!(,%,2(+#?!4,.$+$-,?!'<0'4,0(=?!-/(%$-B?!<#2(42+$%0S8!c,42$-$-B!
(,%<'-%,%!&,(,!.$%0($6/0,.!R$-!'(.,(!'>!<(,>,(,-+,S!2+('%%!:"?!1(,20$3,!5(0%?!;2&?!
5(0%Af/42-$0$,%?!H-B$-,,($-B?!G,.$2A1'44/-$+20$'-%?!5(+#$0,+0/(,!2-.!b/$*.$-B?!2-.!G/%$+8!
"#,!4'%0!+'44'-!,Y<*2-20$'-!&2%!0#20!%0/.,-0%!,Y<(,%%,.!2!%0('-B!$-0,(,%0?!2<0$0/.,!'(!
<2%%$'-!>'(!0#,!.$%+$<*$-,%A0'<$+%8!"#,!%0/.,-0%!2*%'!,Y<(,%%,.!0#,$(!.,%$(,!0'!.'!%'4,0#$-B!
0#20!+'/*.!6,-,>$0!0#,!+'44/-$0=8!!
B!*$@3&!"*)06#%!-3$38/#:7&!3/!/#)038/#:7&!?*6#,-*!B!./,%&!)3!%32*!7*%:0$8!
:*3:%*K!570-!@3?!802*-!<*!-#.0-4#6.03$!#$)!%04*!4,%40%<*$.!?*6#,-*!0.!<#D*-!
<*!#!:#/.!34!-3<*.70$8!8/*#.'!F7067!0-!7*%:0$8!.3!-#2*!:*3:%*L-!%02*-K!B$!
#))0.03$!.3!3.7*/!/#)03%38&!<3)#%0.0*-'!.7*!0<#8*-!.#D*$!7*%:!.3!)0#8$3-0-'!
./*#.'!#$)!6,/*!<#$&!:*3:%*!F0.7!)0-*#-*-!3/!%04*!.7/*#.*$0$8!0%%$*--*-!
F7067!B!43,$)!2*/&!0$.*/*-.0$8!G!HME&*#/!3%)!:3-.E:/38/#<!-,/2*&!
:#/.060:#$.!!
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D$Y0=P0&'!<,(+,-0!$-.$+20,.!0#20!0#,=!&,(,!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!%0/.=$-B!420#%!20!/-$3,(%$0=!$-!0#,!
<(,P<('B(24!%/(3,=?!&#$*,!U9\!%2$.!0#,=!&,(,!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!%0/.=$-B!420#%!0#,!<'%0P<('B(24!
%/(3,=8!c,B2(.$-B!%0/.,-0%K!$-0,(,%0!$-!%0/.=$-B!0,+#-'*'B=!20!/-$3,(%$0=?!0#,!>$B/(,%!&,(,!
2*%'!%$4$*2(!2+('%%!6'0#!%/(3,=%?!&$0#!Vi\!$-!0#,!<(,P<('B(24!%/(3,=?!2-.!VV\!$-!0#,!<'%0P
<('B(24!%/(3,=8!"#,!4'%0!-'026*,!.$>>,(,-+,%!$-!0#,!(,%<'-%,%!&2%!$-!,-B$-,,($-B?!&#,(,!
$-0,(,%0!$-!%0/.=$-B!,-B$-,,($-B!$-+(,2%,.!>('4!V9\!0'!UV\8!"#,!%,+'-.!4'%0!-'026*,!
.$>>,(,-+,!&2%!$-!$-0,(,%0!$-!%0/.=$-B!2(0%?!&#$+#!('%,!>('4!Vi\!$-!0#,!<(,P<('B(24!%/(3,=?!0'!
UV\!$-!0#,!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=8!"#,(,!&2%!2*%'!2!%*$B#0!$-+(,2%,!$-!$-0,(,%0!$-!%0/.=$-B!
%+$,-+,!20!/-$3,(%$0=?!>('4!UV\!0'!]9\8!!
:-!0,(4%!'>!0#,!%0/.,-0%K!<,(+,<0$'-%!(,B2(.$-B!0#,!*$-)!6,0&,,-!D"HG!%/6^,+0%!2-.!0#,$(!
>/0/(,!+2(,,(?!0#,!<,(+,-02B,%!&,(,!3,(=!%$4$*2(!2+('%%!0#,!<(,P!2-.!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=%8!
H$B#0=P,$B#0!<,(+,-0!'>!%0/.,-0%!2B(,,.!0#20!0#,(,!&,(,!*$-)%!$-!0#,!<(,P<('B(24!%/(3,=?!
&#$*,!0#$%!<,(+,-02B,!$-+(,2%,.!0'![9\!$-!0#,!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=8!c,B2(.$-B!%0/.,-0%K!
<,(+,<0$'-%!'-!0#,!*$-)!6,0&,,-!2(0%!2-.!0#,$(!>/0/(,!+2(,,(?!0#,!<,(+,-02B,%!(,42$-,.!
+'-%$%0,-0!20!U9\!2+('%%!6'0#!<(,P!2-.!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=%8!
;$80$**/0$8!#-!#!:/34*--03$!
D0/.,-0%K!<,(+,$3,.!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!&#20!,-B$-,,(%!.'!$-!2!<('>,%%$'-2*!+'-0,Y0!$-+(,2%,.!
>('4!iC\!$-!0#,!<(,P<('B(24!%/(3,=!0'!iU\!$-!0#,!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=8!"#'/B#!0#,!
%0/.,-0%!#2(6'/(,.!%'4,!/-+,(02$-0=!26'/0!0#,$(!2<0$0/.,!>'(!2!+2(,,(!$-!,-B$-,,($-B?!'3,(!
#2*>!'>!0#,4!R2+('%%!6'0#!%/(3,=%?!(,%<,+0$3,*=S!>,*0!0#,=!#2.!&#20!$0!02),%!0'!6,+'4,!
,-B$-,,(%8!N#,-!2%),.!26'/0!0#,!%)$**%!'(!0(2$0%!0#20!,-B$-,,(%!-,,.!0'!<'%%,%%?!0#(,,!42$-!
0#,4,%!,4,(B,.!>('4!0#,!E/2*$020$3,!(,%<'-%,%8!"#,!#$B#,%0!-/46,(!'>!(,>,(,-+,%!RCg!
(,>,(,-+,%S!&,(,!42.,!$-!(,*20$'-!0'!M%'>0!%)$**%K!2-.!<,(%'-2*!200($6/0,%!2%%'+$20,.!&$0#!
&'()$-B!$-!0#,!>$,*.!'>!,-B$-,,($-B8!"#,%,!$-+*/.,!0#,!26$*$0=!0'!<('6*,4!%'*3,?!0#$-)!
+(,20$3,*=?!&'()!+''<,(20$3,*=?!2-.!6,$-B!>'+/%,.?!4'0$320,.!2-.!.,.$+20,.8!!
N3<*$!0$!(5;"!O!(5;+"!
5**!0#,!%0/.,-0%!2+('%%!6'0#!%/(3,=%!2B(,,.!0#20!&'4,-!&'/*.!42),!B''.!,-B$-,,(%?!2-.!
0#20!0#$%!&2%!2!B''.!+2(,,(!+#'$+,!>'(!&'4,-8!"#,!32%0!42^'($0=!'>!%0/.,-0%!>,*0!0#,(,!&,(,!
-'!62(($,(%!0'!&'4,-!&'()$-B!$-!2(0%!R[9\S?!>'**'&,.!6=!%+$,-+,!RiV\S?!420#%!RU9\S?!2-.!
>$-2**=?!,-B$-,,($-B!R7V\S?!2-.!:"!R7V\S8!"#,!%0/.,-0%!&#'!%2$.!0#,(,!&,(,!62(($,(%!42$-*=!
>,*0!0#20!0#,=!&,(,!0'!.'!&$0#!B,-.,(!W!,8B8!6,$-B!>,42*,!<(,%,-0,.!2-!'6%02+*,!0'!</(%/$-B!
+2(,,(%!$-!,-B$-,,($-B!6,+2/%,!'>!%'+$,0=K%!<,(+,<0$'-!0#20!D"HG!+2(,,(%!2(,!-'0!2!M0=<$+2*K!
>,42*,!'++/<20$'-8!
P*/6*:.03$-!34!:#/*$.#%Q8,#/)0#$!#$)!.*#67*/!-,::3/.!34!-.,)&0$8!(5;"!#$)!+/.-!
5**!0#,!%0/.,-0%!>,*0!0#20!0#,$(!<2(,-0%AB/2(.$2-%!0#'/B#0!%0/.=$-B!D"HG!%/6^,+0%!&2%!
$4<'(02-08!I,2(*=!2**!0#,!%0/.,-0%!>,*0!0#20!0#,$(!0,2+#,(%!,-+'/(2B,.!0#,4!0'!%0/.=!D"HG!
R[U\!<(,P<('B(24?![9\!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=S8!D0/.,-0%K!3$,&%!(,B2(.$-B!0#,!$4<'(02-+,!'>!
2(0%!.$.!-'0!.$>>,(!B(,20*=!6,0&,,-!<(,!RUi\S!2-.!<'%0!RUV\S!<('B(24!%/(3,=%8!D$4$*2(!
>$-.$-B%!&,(,!(,<'(0,.!(,B2(.$-B!%0/.,-0%K!<,(+,<0$'-!'>!0#,$(!0,2+#,(%!%/<<'(0!$-!%0/.=$-B!
2(0%!RVU\!<(,P<('B(24?!VV\!<'%0P<('B(24S8!"#,!B(,20,%0!.$>>,(,-+,!&2%!$-!%0/.,-0%K!
<,(+,<0$'-%!'>!0#,$(!<2(,-0%AB/2(.$2-%K!%/<<'(0!'>!%0/.=$-B!2(0%?!&#$+#!$-+(,2%,.!>('4!79\!0'!
VV\8!D0/.,-0%K!'&-!3$,&%!26'/0!0#,!$4<'(02-+,!'>!%0/.=$-B!2(0%!&2%!-,3,(0#,*,%%!%0$**!#$B#,(!
0#2-!0#,$(!<,(+,<0$'-!'>!0,2+#,(!,-+'/(2B,4,-0?!'(!0#,$(!<,(+,<0$'-!'>!<2(,-02*AB/2(.$2-!
%/<<'(0!0'!%0/.=!2(0%8!!
P/38/#<!4**)?#6D!
Z('B(24!>,,.62+)!&2%!<(,.'4$-2-0*=!<'%$0$3,?!&$0#!2-!23,(2B,!%20$%>2+0$'-!(20$-B!'>![T\!
2+('%%!0#,!C9!>,,.62+)!+20,B'($,%?!62%,.!'-!0#,!T9!(,%<'-%,%!(,+,$3,.!0'!0#$%!E/,%0$'-!>('4!
0#,!<'%0P<('B(24!%/(3,=!R%,,!X$B/(,!CS8!D0/.,-0%!$-.$+20,.!0#20!0#,!<('B(24!#,*<,.!0'!
$4<('3,!0#,$(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!2**!0#,!D"H5G!.$%+$<*$-,%!R%,,!X$B/(,!TS!W!%+$,-+,!R]9\S?!
2(0%!R]9\S?!,-B$-,,($-B!RU9\S?!2-.!:"!RU9\S8!D0/.,-0%!&,(,!#'&,3,(!*,%%!,E/$3'+2*!26'/0!
0#,!<('B(24!2%%$%0$-B!0#,$(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!420#%?!&$0#!#2*>!0#,!%0/.,-0%!$-.$+20$-B!M=,%K!2-.!
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0#,!'0#,(!#2*>!$-.$+20$-B!M-'K8!D0/.,-0%!4,-0$'-,.!0#20!0#,$(!B,-,(2*!/-.,(%02-.$-B!2-.!
2&2(,-,%%!'>!0#,!$-.$3$./2*!D"H5G!.$%+$<*$-,%!2%!&,**!2%!#'&!0#,!.$%+$<*$-,%!+'/*.!6,!
+'46$-,.?!#2.!$4<('3,.!2%!2!(,%/*0!'>!<2(0$+$<20$'-!$-!0#,!<('B(248!!

!
M,5'-4*D6*F-15-89*M44<N8=)*

!
M,5'-4*O6*!;'<4(;/L*&4-=4&;,1(*1?*P>4;>4-*;>4,-*'(<4-/;8(<,(5*1?*!"#$%*&-1?4//,1(8.*-1.4/*
>8<*,(=-48/4<*8/*8*-4/'.;*1?*;>4*&-15-89*

3,/='//,1(*
"#,!2$4!'>!0#,!+'P.,%$B-!<('B(24!&2%!0'!<('3$.,!='/-B!&'4,-!2B,.!CVPCU!=,2(%!&$0#!2-!
'<<'(0/-$0=!0'!*,2(-!4'(,!26'/0!D"H5G!0#$-)$-B?!0'!<('3$.,!0#,$(!0#'/B#0%!2-.!$.,2%!26'/0!
,-B2B,4,-0!&$0#!D"HG!2-.!0#,!2(0%?!0'!4,,0!D"H5G!('*,!4'.,*%?!2-.!0'!+'P.,%$B-!2!
D"H5G!<('B(24!>'(!0#,$(!<,,(%8!X$-.$-B%!>('4!0#,!<(,%,-0!%0/.=!(,3,2*,.!$4<('3,4,-0%!$-!
<2(0$+$<2-0%K!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!0#,!2**!0#,!+'4<'-,-0!D"H5G!.$%+$<*$-,%!R,Y+,<0!G20#%S?!'>!
0#,!0=<,!'>!&'()!<,'<*,!/-.,(02),!$-!D"H5G?!2-.!26'/0!0#,!32($,0=!'>!+('%%P.$%+$<*$-2(=!
%)$**%!2-.!0(2$0%!'-,!-,,.%!0'!&'()!$-!D"HG!$-./%0($,%8!c,*20,.!0'!0#$%?!<2(0$+$<2-0%!2*%'!
(,<'(0,.!B(,20,(!/-.,(%02-.$-B!2-.!2<<(,+$20$'-!'>!#'&!.$>>,(,-0!0=<,%!'>!)-'&*,.B,!+2-!6,!
$-0,B(20,.!2-.!/%,.!0'!2..(,%%!<('6*,4%8!!
"#,!$-+'-+*/%$3,!>$-.$-B%!(,*20,.!0'!<,(+,$3,.!$4<('3,.!/-.,(%02-.$-B!'>!420#%!R%,,!X$B/(,!
TS!%$B-2**,.!0'!0#,!<('^,+0!0,24!0#20!4'(,!%#'/*.!6,!.'-,!0'!.,4'-%0(20,!0#,!$-0,B(20$'-!'>!
Z('+,,.$-B%?!55HHT9C]!1'->,(,-+,!
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E/2-0$020$3,P62%,.!%)$**%!2-.!0,+#-$E/,%!R2-.!0#,$(!<(2+0$0$'-,(%S!$-0'!0#,!<$*'0!<('B(24?!$-!2!
&2=!0#20!&$**!6,!,-B2B$-B!2-.!4,2-$-B>/*!$-!2-!$-0,(.$%+$<*$-2(=!+'-0,Y08!!!!!
D0/.,-0%!$-.$+20,.!0#20!$-0,(,%0?!<2%%$'-!2-.!%'+$2*!$4<2+0!&,(,!%$B-$>$+2-0!>2+0'(%!0#,=!
+'-%$.,(,.!$-!+'-0,4<*20$-B!>/0/(,!+2(,,(%8!"#$%!%,-0$4,-0!2*$B-%!&$0#!0#,!'>0P.$%+/%%,.!
200($6/0,%!'>!O,-,(20$'-!m!R$8,8?!.$B$02**=!+'--,+0,.?!<(2B420$+?!+'**26'(20$3,?!
,-0(,<(,-,/($2**=P4$-.,.!2-.!2%<$(,!0'!#23,!0#,$(!&'()!$4<2+0!'-!%'+$,0=!Rf2^)'&$+e!,0!2*8?!
T9CUSS8!"#$%!>$-.$-B!(,>*,+0%!<2%0!(,%,2(+#!0#20!(,<'(0%!'-!&'4,-K%!$-+*$-20$'-!0'!&'()!$-!^'6%!
&#,(,!0#,=!>,,*!26*,!0'!6,!'>!#,*<!0'!'0#,(%!R1'(6,00!`!f$**?!T9CVS8!!
L3,(2**?!0#,!>$-.$-B%!<'$-0!0'!2!%0('-B!<(,>,(,-+,!24'-B!<2(0$+$<2-0%!>'(!2&2(,-,%%!2-.!
,Y<'%/(,!0'!0#,!<(2+0$+2*!32*/,!'>!0#,$(!*,2(-$-B?!<(,>,(($-B!2!#2-.%P'-!2<<('2+#8!"#,!
%0/.,-0%!&2-0,.!0'!%,,!#'&!0#,!$->'(420$'-!2-.!)-'&*,.B,!0#,=!2+E/$(,!20!%+#''*!+'/*.!6,!
/%,.!$-!0#,!+'44/-$0=!2-.A'(!$-!2!<('>,%%$'-2*!+'-0,Y08!"#,=!,-^'=,.!*,2(-$-B!>2+0%?!6/0!20!
0#,!%24,!0$4,!2*%'!*,2(-$-B!6=!.'$-B8!"#,%,!<(,>,(,-+,%!#23,!%/6%,E/,-0*=!$->'(4,.!0#,!
<('^,+0P62%,.!*,2(-$-B!2<<('2+#!/0$*$%,.!$-!0#,!<$*'0!<('B(24!$-!T9C]8!!
5!4'(,!<,(%'-2*$%,.?!+'-%0(/+0$3$%0!2<<('2+#!0'!*,2(-$-B!26'/0!2-.!2<<*=$-B!D"H5G!0#$-)$-B!
&$**!2**'&!%0/.,-0%!0'!6($.B,!0#,!B2<!6,0&,,-!0#,'(=!2-.!<(2+0$+,?!.,4'-%0(20$-B!/0$*$0=!'>!
26%0(2+0!$.,2%!2-.!<('4'0,!,-B2B,4,-0!$-!D"HG!0#('/B#!,Y<'%/(,?!<(2+0$+,!2-.!
,Y,4<*$>$+20$'-8!D/+#!%0/.,-0P+,-0($+!4'.,%!'>!*,2(-$-B!#23,!6,,-!2%%'+$20,.!&$0#!$-+(,2%,%!
$-!%0/.,-0!%,*>P,>>$+2+=!Rd2-G,0,(P5.24%!,0!2*8?!T9C7S8!:-0,B(20$-B!2!%'+$2*A#/42-!+'-0,Y0!0'!
D"HG!42=!&'()!0'!2..(,%%!$%%/,%!'>!&'4,-K%!(,<'(0,.*=!*'&,(!<,(+,<0$'-!'>!%,*>P,>>$+2+=!$-!
D"HG!RX2*)!,0!2*8?!T9CUS?!,3,-!&#,-!0#,$(!$-0,(,%0!*,3,*%!42=!2*(,2.=!6,!#$B#8!:-!$-%02-+,%!
&#,(,!&'4,-!<'%%,%%!%0('-B!2<0$0/.,%!$-!D"HG!2%!&,**!2%!$-!3,(62*!2(,2%?!0#,!$-0,B(20$3,!
2-.!$-0,(.$%+$<*$-2(=!-20/(,!'>!D"H5G!42=!2<<,2*!6,+2/%,!$0!4'3,%!6,='-.!.$%+$<*$-2(=!
M%$*'%K!2-.!,-26*,%!&'4,-!0'!/0$*$%,!2!&$.,(!32($,0=!'>!2<0$0/.,%!RN2-B?!H++*,%!`!_,--=?!
T9CgS8!:0!$%!-'0,&'(0#=!0#20!0#,!%0/.,-0%!$-!0#$%!%0/.=!&,(,!4'(,!*$),*=!0'!+$0,!%'>0!%)$**%!2#,2.!
'>!R2-.!$-!2..$0$'-!0'S!.$%+$<*$-2(=!'(!2+2.,4$+!,Y<,(0$%,!2-.!0(2$-$-B!(,E/$(,.!0'!&'()!$-!
,-B$-,,($-B8!"#$%!42=!6,!$-.$+20$3,!'>!2!#$B#,(!*,3,*!'>!2&2(,-,%%!.,4'-%0(20,.!6=!0#,%,!
%0/.,-0%!$-!(,*20$'-!0'!0#,!2((2=!'>!<,(%'-2*!2-.!<('>,%%$'-2*!200($6/0,%!0#20!D"HGP(,*20,.!
<('>,%%$'-%!(,E/$(,!0'!'<,(20,!$-!0#,!4'.,(-!&'()>'(+,8!"#,%,!2(,!0#,!3,(=!%)$**%!&#$+#!2(,!
%'/B#0!2>0,(!6=!,4<*'=,(%!2-.!'>0,-!*24,-0,.!0'!6,!*2+)$-B!$-!B(2./20,%!RD2-.,(?!T9C]S8!
5**!0#,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!<,(+,$3,.!%0('-B!*$-)%!6,0&,,-!D"HG!2-.!0#,!)$-.%!'>!^'6%!0#,=!4$B#0!
*$),!0'!#23,!$-!0#,!>/0/(,8!"#,=!(,+'B-$%,.!0#,!$4<'(02-+,!'>!%0/.=$-B!D"HG!%/6^,+0%?!
,Y<(,%%,.!#$B#!*,3,*%!'>!+'->$.,-+,!$-!D"HG?!2-.!$-!5(0%?!2-.!&,(,!+'->$.,-0!0#20!0#,=!+'/*.!
.'!&#20,3,(!0#,=!</0!0#,$(!4$-.!0'8!"#,=!>,*0!0#20!&'4,-!&'/*.!42),!B''.!,-B$-,,(%?!6/0!20!
0#,!%24,!0$4,!>,*0!0#20!0#,(,!&,(,!%$B-$>$+2-0!62(($,(%!0'!&'4,-!&'()$-B!$-!+,(02$-!D"HG!
('*,%!%/+#!2%!,-B$-,,($-B8!"#$%!42=!$4<*=!0#20!2*0#'/B#!0#,!%0/.,-0%!42=!<'%%,%%!$-0,(,%0!
2-.!2+2.,4$+!2<0$0/.,?!0#,=!-,3,(0#,*,%%!>,*0!*,%%!+'->$.,-0!26'/0!0#,$(!<'0,-0$2*!<('>,%%$'-2*!
%,*>P,>>$+2+=!$-!D"HG!>$,*.%8!5*$B-,.!&$0#!0#$%!>$-.$-B?!1'(6,00!2-.!f$**!RT9CVS!(,>,(!0'!0#,!
/-+'-%+$'/%!B,-.,(!6$2%!R,3,-!.,4'-%0(20,.!6=!&'4,-S!+'-+,(-$-B!&'4,-!$-!D"HG!>$,*.%8!
"#,!2/0#'(%!>'/-.!0#20!2!%$B-$>$+2-0!<,(+,-02B,!'>!='/-B!&'4,-!&,(,!<,%%$4$%0$+!26'/0!
'3,(+'4$-B!0#,!62(($,(%!0'!</(%/$-B!,-B$-,,($-B!2-.!:"!+2(,,(%8!"#,!<(,%,-0!%0/.=!2*%'!
>'/-.!0#20!='/-B!&'4,-!&,(,!2&2(,!'>!%'+$,02*!<,(+,<0$'-%!0#20!>,42*,%!<'%%,%%!*,%%,(!
2+/4,-!'(!*,%%,(!2<0$0/.,!>'(!D"HG!>$,*.%?!'(!#23,!%)$**%!0#20!2(,!*,%%!%/$0,.!0'!D"HG8!
X$-.$-B%!(,B2(.$-B!%0/.,-0?!<2(,-02*AB/2(.$2-!2-.!0,2+#,(!<,(+,<0$'-%!'>!0#,!$4<'(02-+,!'>!
%0/.=$-B!D"HG!2-.!2(0%!%/6^,+0%!(,3,2*,.!%$4$*2(!'<$-$'-%!>('4!0#,%,!.$>>,(,-0!%02),#'*.,(%!
(,B2(.$-B!0#,!$4<'(02-+,!'>!%0/.=$-B!D"HG!R$8,8!-,2(!/-2-$4'/%!2B(,,4,-0!0#20!$0!&2%!
$4<'(02-0S?!6/0!>2(!*,%%!+'-B(/,-+,!(,B2(.$-B!0#,!$4<'(02-+,!'>!2(0%8!D0/.,-0%K!'&-!3$,&%!
26'/0!0#,!$4<'(02-+,!'>!%0/.=$-B!2(0%!&2%!#$B#,(!0#2-!0#,$(!<,(+,<0$'-!'>!0#,$(!0,2+#,(%K!
,-+'/(2B,4,-0?!2-.!0#,$(!<2(,-0%KAB/2(.$2-%K!%/<<'(08!"#$%!42=!$-.$+20,!0#20!4'(,!+'/*.!6,!
.'-,!0'!(2$%,!2&2(,-,%%!24'-B!<2(,-0%AB/2(.$2-%!26'/0!0#,!6,-,>$0%!2-.!/0$*$0=!'>!
$-0,B(20$-B!0#,!2(0%!$-0'!D"HG!*,2(-$-B8!X/(0#,(4'(,?!.,%<$0,!6,$-B!2!4'(,!D"HGP$-+*$-,.!
+'#'(0!R2%!$-.$+0,.!6=!0#,$(!<('>,%%,.!>23'/($0,!%/6^,+0%S!4'(,!%0/.,-0%!,Y<(,%%,.!2-!
$-0,(,%0!$-!%0/.=$-B!2(0%!%/6^,+0%!20!/-$3,(%$0=!#4.*/!<2(0$+$<20$-B!$-!0#,!<('B(248!c,>*,+0$-B!0#,!
Z('+,,.$-B%?!55HHT9C]!1'->,(,-+,!
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6(,2.0#P62%,.!4'.,*!'>!>,42*,!2<0$0/.,!Rd2**2!`!1,+$*?!T9C7S?!0#$%!'/0+'4,!+'/*.!6,!./,!0'!
0#,!%0/.,-0%!6,$-B!4'(,!'<,-!0'!$-0,B(20$-B!-'-PD"HG!,*,4,-0%!$-0'!0#,$(!/-$3,(%$0=!
<('B(24%!6,+2/%,!'>!2!-,&*=!32*$.20,.!'(!(,$->'(+,.!$-0,(,%0!2-.!2<0$0/.,!$-!2(0%8!
:-0,(,%0$-B*=?!>,&,(!%0/.,-0%!$-.$+20,.!0#20!0#,=!&$%#,.!0'!&'()!$-!,-B$-,,($-B!'(!:"?!.,%<$0,!
4'(,!%0/.,-0%!$-.$+20$-B!0#,=!&2-0,.!0'!%0/.=!,-B$-,,($-B!20!/-$3,(%$0=!2>0,(!0#,!<('B(248!:0!
2<<,2(,.!0#20!$-0,(,%0!$-!%0/.=$-B!,-B$-,,($-B!.$.!-'0!2/0'420$+2**=!0(2-%*20,!$-0'!&$**$-B-,%%!
0'!&'()!$-!,-B$-,,($-B8!5B2$-?!0#,!,Y<*2-20$'-!+'/*.!6,!2!*2+)!'>!<,(+,$3,.!<'0,-0$2*!
<('>,%%$'-2*!%,*>P,>>$+2+=!&#,-!$0!+'4,%!0'!,-B$-,,($-B!2%!2!+2(,,(8!X/(0#,(!(,%,2(+#!+'/*.!
6,!/-.,(02),-!$-!0#$%!2(,2?!0'!'602$-!4'(,!-/2-+,.!>$-.$-B%!0'!,*/+$.20,!0#$%!.$%+(,<2-+=8!!
L3,(2**?!0#,!>$-.$-B%!+'-0($6/0,!0'!,Y02-0!,Y<*2-20$'-%!'>!&'4,-K%!/-.,((,<(,%,-020$'-!$-!
>$,*.%!%/+#!2%!,-B$-,,($-B!2%!6,$-B!4'(,!0#2-!^/%0!26'/0!2+2.,4$+!2002$-4,-0!2-.!2<0$0/.,?!
6/0!2*%'!26'/0!2&2(,-,%%?!2++,%%!0'!'<<'(0/-$0$,%?!<,(+,<0$'-%!'>!%,*>P,>>$+2+=?!2-.!%'+$,02*!
-'(4%8!O$3$-B!='/-B!&'4,-!2!%2>,!%<2+,!0'!,Y<,($4,-0!2-.!>2$*?!2-.!0'!&'()!'-!<('^,+0%!
2-.!<('6*,4%!0#20!2(,!4,2-$-B>/*!0'!0#,4?!+'/*.!&'()!0'!4$0$B20,!0#,!.,+*$-,!$-!&'4,-K%!
D"HG!,-B2B,4,-08!5%!2!*,2(-$-B!2-.!0,2+#$-B!4,0#'.'*'B=?!D"H5G!,./+20$'-!<('3$.,%!2!
<('4$%$-B!'<,(20$'-2*!>(24,&'()!0'!2+#$,3,!0#$%8!!
HY0,(-2*!>2+0'(%!2(,!2*%'!20!<*2=?!<2(0$+/*2(*=!%0/.,-0%K!%'/(+,%!'>!%/<<'(0!2-.!$->*/,-+,!%/+#!
2%!<2(,-0%AB/2(.$2-%?!%+#''*%?!0,2+#,(%?!<,,(%?!('*,!4'.,*%?!2-.!0#,!'(B2-$%20$'-%!2-.!
,4<*'=,(%!0#,=!42=!,3,-0/2**=!&'()!>'(8!O(,20,(!2&2(,-,%%!(,B2(.$-B!0#,!32*/,!'>!
$-0,(.$%+$<*$-2($0=!2-.!.$3,(%$0=!$-!D"HG!24'-B!0#,%,!'0#,(!%02),#'*.,(%!&'/*.!+'-0($6/0,!
,-'(4'/%*=!0'!+(,20$-B!D"HG!+*2%%(''4%!2-.!&'()<*2+,%!0#20!2(,!4'(,!&,*+'4$-B!>'(!2**!
%0/.,-0%!R$-+*/.$-B!&'4,-S8!D"H5G!+2-!6,!/0$*$%,.!2%!2!32*/26*,!2<<('2+#!2-.!$-!M(,P
6(2-.$-BK!+'-0,4<'(2(=!D"HG!,./+20$'-!2-.!&'()<*2+,!+/*0/(,%8!!

01(=.'/,1(*
"#,!+'P.,%$B-!'>!0#,!D"H5G</-)!O$(*%!<('B(24!#2%!6,,-!$-32*/26*,!$-!,-26*$-B!,3$.,-+,P
62%,.!.,%$B-!'>!0#,!%/6%,E/,-0!<$*'0!<('B(24!$-!T9C]?!2-.!$-!2..$-B!0'!2!B('&$-B!6'.=!'>!
)-'&*,.B,!26'/0!D"H5G!<('B(24!.,%$B-!2-.!'/0+'4,%8!"#,%,!>$-.$-B%!42=!2*%'!#23,!
&$.,(!$4<*$+20$'-%!>'(!D"HG!2-.!D"H5G!,./+20$'-!2-.!D"H5G!<('B(24!2-.!(,%'/(+,!
.,%$B-8!X'(!,Y24<*,?!,./+20$'-!.,3,*'<,(%!2-.!$-%0(/+0'(%!.,%$B-$-B!<('B(24%!2-.!
(,%'/(+,%!$-!,-B$-,,($-B!42=!&$%#!0'!2.'<0!2!4'(,!$-0,(.$%+$<*$-2(=!2<<('2+#?!,4<#2%$%$-B!
0#,!%'+$2*!2-.!#/42-!+'-0,Y0%!2%!0#,=!(,*20,!0'!0#,!0'<$+%!20!#2-.8!"#'/B#!0#,!+'4<2($%'-!
'>!*'-B$0/.$-2*!%0/.,-0!%/(3,=!.202!$%!/%,>/*!$-!$.,-0$>=$-B!<('B(24!'/0+'4,%?!0#,!>$-.$-B%!
(,<'(0,.!$-!0#$%!%0/.=!2(,!'>!*$4$0,.!B,-,(2*$%26$*$0=!./,!0'!0#,!/%,!'>!0#,!+'-3,-$,-+,!
%24<*$-B!4,0#'.8!X/(0#,(?!+'((,*20$'-2*!2-2*=%$%!&2%!-'0!/-.,(02),-!./,!0'!0#,!%42**!%24<*,!
%$e,8!N#20!0#$%!<,(4$00,.?!#'&,3,(?!&2%!+'-%$.,(20$'-!'>!0#,!6(,2.0#P62%,.!4'.,*!'>!>,42*,!
/-.,((,<(,%,-020$'-!$-!D"HG8!:>!='/-B!B$(*%!<,(+,$3,!0#,4%,*3,%!2%!#23$-B!#$B#!$-0,(,%0!2-.!
2<0$0/.,!$-!6'0#!D"HGP62%,.!%/6^,+0%!2-.!2(0%!%/6^,+0%?!,./+20'(%!%#'/*.!+2<$02*$%,!'-!0#$%!
%=44,0(=!&$0#!+/(($+/*/4!.,%$B-!0#20!+2-!#2(-,%%!0#$%!$-+*$-20$'-8!"#$%!$%!0#,!2$4!'>!0#,!<$*'0!
<#2%,!'>!0#,!<('^,+08!"#,!<$*'0!<#2%,!&$**!2..$0$'-2**=!,Y<*'(,!0#,!$-0($-%$+!2-.!,Y0,(-2*!>2+0'(%!
0#20!+'-0($6/0,!0'!B$(*%K!$-0,(,%0!2-.!,-B2B,4,-0!$-!6'0#!D"HG!%0/.=!2-.!+2(,,(?!2-.!$>!2!
D"H5G!2<<('2+#!$%!*$),*=!0'!#23,!2-!$4<2+0!'-!0#$%!$-0,(,%08!X$-.$-B%!>('4!0#,!<$*'0!<#2%,!
2(,!+/((,-0*=!6,$-B!2-2*=%,.!2-.!&$**!6,!(,<'(0,.!$-!>/0/(,!</6*$+20$'-%8!!

*
!
!
!
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H4?4-4(=4/*
5#-?!n8?!2-.!I8!_&'-8!RT9CgS8!5-!2-2*=%$%!'-!D"H5G!,./+20$'-!0,2+#$-B!2-.!*,2(-$-B!<('B(24!'-!
0,+#-'*'B=!2-.!,-B$-,,($-BK!R3,/$#%!34!.7*!S3/*#$!+--360#.03$!43/!T*-*#/67!0$!(60*$6*!;),6#.03$'!
ggR7S@!]9iW]C]8!
b2((?!58?!O$**2(.?!n8?!X$(0#?!d8?!D+(=4B'/(?!G8?!N,*>'(.?!c8?!;'42YPD4$0#?!n8?!b2(0*,00?!Q8?!Z$),?!b8?!2-.!
1'-%026*,?!H8!RT99iS8!G,*6'/(-,!Q,+*2(20$'-!'-!H./+20$'-2*!O'2*%!>'(!o'/-B!5/%0(2*$2-%8!
G$-$%0,($2*!1'/-+$*!'-!H./+20$'-?!H4<*'=4,-0?!"(2$-$-B!2-.!o'/0#!5>>2$(%8!c,0($,3,.!D,<0,46,(!
T9C]!>('4@!#00<@AA>$*,%8,($+8,.8B'3A>/**0,Y0AHQVg777[8<.>!
b*$+),-%02>>?!n818!RT99VS8!N'4,-!2-.!%+$,-+,!+2(,,(%@!*,2)=!<$<,*$-,!'(!B,-.,(!>$*0,(?!U*$)*/!#$)!
;),6#.03$?!C]R7S?!gU[WgiU8!
b('2.*,=?!_8!RT9CVS8!H-0(,-+#,.!B,-.,(,.!<20#&2=%!$-!%+$,-+,?!0,+#-'*'B=?!,-B$-,,($-B!2-.!
420#,420$+%@!H-B2B$-B!B$(*%!0#('/B#!+'**26'(20$3,!+2(,,(!.,3,*'<4,-08!+,-./#%0#$!R3,/$#%!34!
9#/**/!>*2*%3:<*$.?!T7RCS?!T]Pgi8!1#$+2B'! !
12(,?!H8!`!;/'?!c8!RT9CUS?!5%%,%%4,-0!'>!"(2-%3,(%2*!1'4<,0,-+$,%@!Z'*$+=!2-.!Z(2+0$+,!$-!0#,!5%$2P!
Z2+$>$+!c,B$'-8!h-$0,.!I20$'-%!H./+20$'-2*?!D+$,-0$>$+!2-.!1/*0/(2*!L(B2-$e20$'-8!c,0($,3,.!
D,<0,46,(!T9C]!>('4@!#00<@AA/-,%.'+8/-,%+'8'(BA$42B,%A99T7A99T7UVAT7UV[9H8<.>!
1,+$?!D8!n8?!N$**$24%?!N8!G8!`!b2(-,00?!D8!G8!RT99[S8!N'4,-K%!/-.,(P(,<(,%,-020$'-!$-!%+$,-+,@!
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SESSION C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process. S1: Is
Integrated Engineering Education Necessary?

CONTEXT At the University of Technology Sydney, engineering students undergo a 2
phase internship program consisting of a junior and a senior 6 month internship. Students
are taught a framework for reflecting on their internship experiences based on an adaption of
the 4 stage Kolb cycle process informed by the work of Schon and Jarvis. Previously
reported analysis of students’ reflective writing has established that such writing can be
taught. However, further study is required to determine if the framework used is actually
achieving the intended goals of students identifying their learning, widening their
understanding of its application, affecting transformation of behaviour and adopting reflection
into practice as a lifelong learning skill.

PURPOSE This paper seeks to answer the question: How can rigorous research be
undertaken to test whether this reflective framework is achieving its intended goals and
where may teaching processes need to be improved?
APPROACH The research design in this paper is based on multiple data collection
methods. Grades, reflective writing submissions, interviews, questionnaire survey, and
observations serve as the major sources of data.

RESULTS Grades can be related to feedback from students and their employers and plots
made from which implications about the efficacy of the framework and teaching methods can
be drawn. Correlation between students’ reflective writing and observation can also reveal if
the framework is creating “reflective-learners”. Other observation may help reveal if reflection
is adopted to establish a lifelong learning skill.
CONCLUSIONS Whilst it has been established that frameworks for reflection can be
taught, this may not necessarily indicate the framework used is actually achieving the
intended goals. The research approach proposed in this paper may help to answer the
question of how rigorous research can be undertaken to test whether the reflective
framework used is achieving its intended goals and where teaching processes may need to
be improved.
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Introduction
In their book “A whole new engineer”, Goldberg and Sommerville (2014) describe the need
for engineers to be equipped with six minds: analytical, design, linguistic, people, body and
mindful. From a practical perspective these largely intellectual and cognitive features are
highly relevant to the shaping of future engineering professional identities. Goldberg et al.
(2014) also contend that transforming engineering education to reveal the happiness of
engineering is critical and that engineering education is now standing at the edge of
transformation. Building life-long learning skills and self-agency through mindfulness and
reflection are key components in the education of young engineers. Some of these
educational transformations have already been introduced in Australian engineering
education. One obvious example is perhaps the adoption of reflective learning in tertiary
engineering education (Kavanagh & O’Moore, 2008).
Reflective learning aims to enhance people’s insight into their practice (Dewey, 1939), which
in today’s more human resource oriented terms might be considered a lifelong learning skill.
Kolb (1984) explored experiential learning and proposed a 4 stage cycle for reflection. Schön
(1983) discussed reflective practice as key for developing professional competence, in
particular “reflection-in-action” and “reflection-on-action”. Jarvis (1992) made a distinction
between non-learning, non-reflective learning and reflective learning, and examined
reflection in practice based environments.
Engineering students the University of Technology Sydney undertake a substantial twophase internship program where a framework based on an adaption of the Kolb cycle
informed by the ideas of Schön and Jarvis is taught and practiced. The motivation derived
from a recognition that reflective learning would be an effective approach for developing
engineering competencies in the “transferable” or “professional” skills areas used extensively
by engineers in the workplace. Such skills are not always easily developed through technical
coursework. Past analysis of students’ reflective writing has been done to ascertain that the
reflective writing framework can be taught (Figueroa, Parker & Kadi, 2014). However, it must
be acknowledged that reflective writing done in an assessment based context could be
“normative” in that students may be coerced into writing what they believe the assessor
wants to read (Boud, 2001). Therefore, analysis of student writing may not necessarily be
strong evidence that the framework used is actually achieving the intended goals, these
being: identifying their learning, widening their understanding of its application, affecting
transformation of behaviour and adopting reflection into practice as a lifelong learning skill.
Further study is required to determine the efficacy of the framework in these respects by
answering such questions as:
1) Is there evidence students understand the wider application of their experiential
learning and change behaviour as a result of implementing this reflective framework?
2) Do students and their internship employers perceive improved development in skill
areas that have been the basis of a reflection – are learning outcomes improved?
3) Is reflection genuinely adopted and integrated into students’ thinking forming the
basis of a lifelong learning skill – is it used voluntarily or spontaneously?
This article seeks to answer the question: How can rigorous research be undertaken to test
whether this reflective framework is achieving its intended goals and where may teaching
processes need to be improved?

Approach of Teaching
At the University of Technology Sydney, engineering students undergo a 2 phase internship
program consisting of a junior and a senior 6 month internship bookended by preparation
and review subjects. This paper focuses on the first internship phase where reflection is first
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taught. Prior to undertaking the first internship, students do a preparation subject in which,
amongst other things, they are introduced to the reflective framework.
A 4 stage process based on Kolb’s learning cycle was chosen as it was considered to be a
simple, intuitive, and logical process founded in strong theory. It has been adapted to suit a
practice based engineering environment based on the ideas of Schön and Jarvis. In
particular, the framework focuses the “Abstraction” and “Experimentation” stages as being a
way to translate what has been learned in a specific situation into a wider context so as to
recognise its broad application and then to plan for future improvement.
During their first internship, students are required to maintain a reflective learning journal in
which they must write, as a minimum, one reflection every 4 weeks. In Weeks 4, 12 and 20,
students are free to reflect on an experience they have had recently at work where they
encountered and learnt about a transferable or professional engineering skill used in the
workplace. Some topic prompting is provided including communication, time management,
stress management, assertiveness, problem solving, teamwork, and others. In Week 8,
students are required to reflect on one aspect of their performance they have learnt about
through a Performance Review they are required to arrange with their workplace supervisor
in the preceding week. In Week 16, students are required to reflect on how successful their
plan was to improve in the skill area reflected on in Week 8 – i.e. what did they learn about
their approach to learning and how might they improve.
Boud (2001) argues that it is not appropriate to grade reflective writing based on whether or
not the experience being reflected on and the learning derived from it is “important” or
“good”. However, assessment and feedback in this phase of the internship program is largely
based on how fully and consistently the student has applied the framework taught as
opposed to the “quality” of the experience being reflected on or the writing itself.
Assessment is done via a rubric and tutors are trained about the framework and how to
assess its application in students’ reflective writing. A set of standardised feedback
comments is circulated to tutors. Whilst tutors can make their own comments if required, they
are encouraged to use the standard comments (or combinations and adaptions of them)
whenever possible to ensure consistency. The rubric and feedback comments are designed
to focus on the structure of the reflection and how completely the student has addressed the
guideline questions and criteria in the framework. The rubric comprises 5 columns going from
Very Poor (0%), Poor (25%), Adequate (50%), Good (75%), to Excellent (100%). The
framework and assessment rubric are discussed below.
In stage 1 of the framework, students are asked to document a recent workplace experience,
their role in it, what they expected would happen going in to the experience and what the
actual outcome was. This is assessed as a single row in the rubric worth 13% based on how
clearly they describe the experience, their expectations and the actual outcome.
Stage 2 of the framework is covered in two parts. Firstly, students should analyse why this
outcome occurred. They are asked to consider what actions of theirs and what actions of
those around them might have contributed to the outcome. They should discuss the
emotions and feelings they were experiencing at the time of the experience and also when
considering it in hindsight. This is intended to create awareness in students that their
emotional reactions during an experience influence how they handle it and their emotions
when remembering it later may influence how they approach this type of situation in future. If
appropriate, there should be discussion of any external, or non-human, factors that may have
contributed to the outcome (such as hardware or software issues, weather events,
procedural requirements, etc). Finally, they should evaluate their performance given the
circumstances at play. This is assessed as one row of the rubric worth 13% based on how
thoroughly these prompts have been discussed. The second part of Stage 2 requires the
student to focus on one main thing they have learnt from this experience and articulate this
concisely as a skill relevant to professional engineering practice - establishing a skill area
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“theme” for the reflection. This is assessed as one row in the rubric worth 13% based on
whether they can focus on one key “lesson” and how relevant this is to engineering practice.
Stage 3 of the framework is covered in two parts. Firstly, students are asked to abstract their
“lesson” by describing two engineering related situations in which they think it could be
applied that are different to each other and to the original experience. This is designed to
help them recognise that learning obtained in a specific situation has wider application. This
is assessed as one row in the rubric worth 17.5% based on whether the examples are
consistent with the “lesson” from Stage 2, the relevance of the examples to professional
engineering, if they have at least two examples and how different and wide ranging the
examples are (the degree of abstraction). The second part requires students to do some
research (get external input) into a tool or method to improve performance in this skill area. It
is considered that once they recognise the broader implications and application of their
“lesson” they are well placed to find a method or tool that can be applied widely. This is
assessed as one row in the rubric worth 17.5% based on whether or not a tool or method is
identified and whether there is evidence this has been found through research (i.e. it is new
to the student and a citation is provided) or if it is something they thought of themselves or
already knew.
Stage 4 of the framework is covered in two parts. Firstly, students are required to discuss
their plan for future improvement based on how they will implement the tool or method they
have found from research. This is assessed as one row in the rubric worth 13% based on
how clearly the plan is articulated, if it consistent with the skill area “theme” originally
identified and if it is based on research findings. Secondly, students are required to discuss
what evidence they have that the plan is likely to work, to discuss why they think it is a plan
they are likely to want to use in future and why it is a plan that suits the situations in which
they expect to work. This is assessed as one row in the rubric worth 13% based on how fully
these points are discussed.
Extra weighting is placed on the Stage 3 “Abstraction” part as this is considered to be the key
that enables “reflection-on-action” or true “reflective learning” to occur, leading to
understanding of the wider application of learning and the subsequent generalised
transformation of behaviour. To borrow form Gray, Cundell, Hay & O’Neill (2004), only when
experience or route learning are “integrated with practice, evaluation and/or reasoning and
reflection does it lead to reflective learning that includes the ability to apply skills and
knowledge to unique or novel situations”.

Hypothesis
Referring to Jarvis (1992), the distinction between non–learners and learners draws upon the
ability of learners to avoid repeating the same mistakes. Further, reflective learners differ
from non-reflective learners in their ability to recognise the wider application of this learning,
consider ways to improve and then manifest this generally in their practice. Schön (1983)
discusses “reflection-on-action” as being a process of analysing the causes of an unexpected
outcome to help recognise what needs to be changed in order to improve future
performance. Gray et al. (2004) also contend that reflective learning leads to the application
of acquired knowledge into solving new problems. In this respect, students who have been
taught the reflective framework outlined in this paper can be differentiated into non-learners,
non-reflective learners and reflective learners.
With the definitions above, compliance to the reflective framework, perceptions of benefits
and evidence of application of learning into a new contexts serve as the indicators of
measurements toward a relatively more comprehensive evaluation of effectiveness
concerning the teaching and learning of the framework. Students may also be differentiated
into adopters and non-adopters if evidence of voluntary or spontaneous application of the
framework can be found.
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Because of the way assessment is conducted, marks can be used as an indicator of how
fully and correctly the framework has been applied and also contributes to understanding the
effectiveness of the teaching and feedback approach.

Marks

Marks

Students’ feedback or their self-evaluation of the learning experience reflected in this
proposed research derives from their perceptions of benefits – in terms of competency
development – gained from exercising the reflective framework. Similarly, employer
evaluation of the effectiveness of the framework derives from their perceptions of students’
improvement which can be correlated against skill areas that students reflected on. In this
way, feedback can be mapped against marks with individual students represented in a node
differentiated by a particular shape, as follows:

II

I

II

Student Feedback

III

I

Employer Feedback

IV

III

Figure 1: Student Data

IV

Figure 2: Employer Data

Figure 1 shows possible illustrations of student performance of reflective learning. Each
quadrant indicates a scenario of performance. In this diagram, Quadrant I, indicates positive
recognition of benefits together with high conformance with the reflective thinking framework.
Quadrant II depicts negative recognition of benefits but conformance with teaching
requirements. Quadrant III shows both negative results. Quadrant IV reveals positive
recognition but negative conformance.
Figure 2 shows the student’s performance from the employer perspective. The horizontal
axis is replaced by employer feedback toward the benefits of reflective learning. It is noticed
that employer may not have the same recognition of benefits as the student. Therefore,
nodes may move horizontally as illustrated by the triangular node in the above diagrams.
The hypothesis is that a high density of student or employer feedback nodes located in
quadrant I coupled with observation of learning applied in novel situations is an indicator that
the framework is producing reflective-learners. Higher correlation between student and
employer feedback increases confidence in the data.
A corollary is that observation of students encountering new skills and later applying these in
novel situations during times they are not required to undertake reflections as part of
assessment activities, may imply that adoption of the framework has occurred inferring
acquisition of a lifelong learning ability.
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Data Collection Methods
Data collection for this research consists of two parts: firstly, a collection of feedback from
both students and their employers and secondly, observation of students following
internships.
The first part of empirical data can be collected from questionnaire surveys and/or open
ended one-to-one interviews – to ensure independent response. Similar surveys and/or
interviews with different questions can be done with their internship employers.
Observation can be carried out during student group projects done in subjects undertaken
after their internship. Provided a student demonstrates an ability to problematize new
situations and expresses a solution developed through a past reflective thinking process, his
or her benefit from the reflective learning framework can be positively identified. Supported
by student’s learning journals in the first internship, abstraction of learning into novel
situations can thus be traced.
The adoption of observation as a research methodology in this study can also be supported
by some empirical evidence such as students’ self-evaluation of their skills development
mentioned in their reports submitted in the review subject undertaken following their
internship. Although, it is not mandatory for students to claim for their progress using the
framework taught, substantial evidence exists to show they demonstrate such progression
with claims of adopting learning gained during their internship.

Expected Results and Discussion
The analysis of plotting student and employer feedback against marks should allow a
number of conclusions to be drawn regarding how effectively the framework is being taught
and whether the framework improves skills development. The distribution or density of
results across the quadrants will be of particular interest. Some possible implications from
this analysis might be as described in the tables below:
Table1: Feedback Plot Interpretation

Quadrant

Meaning

I

Framework has been
applied reasonably correctly
Reflection is perceived to
be useful

II

Framework has been
applied reasonably correctly
Reflection is not perceived
to be useful

Implications
Framework application is taught effectively.
Framework appears to benefit learning outcomes.
Student is reporting what they think is expected
of them (rather than real opinion).
Framework application is taught effectively.
Framework appears to require change (is not
benefitting learning outcomes).
Student does not value learning that the
framework facilitates.
Employer is not satisfied with skill advancement
demonstrated by student to-date.

III

Framework has not been
applied correctly
Reflection is not perceived
to be useful

Student is disengaged from process
(communication and teaching around reflection
and the framework need improving).
Student does not value learning that the
framework facilitates.
Employer is not satisfied with skill advancement
demonstrated by student to-date.
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IV

Framework has not been
applied correctly

Reflection is beneficial even if not done in
accordance with the framework.

Reflection is perceived to
be useful

Teaching of framework application needs
improving.
Student is reporting what they think is expected
of them (rather than real opinion).

Additionally, analysis of any divergence between employer data and student data, both
individual and collective, can also be examined. Divergence will only occur in the horizontal
plane as the mark for a student will not change between student and employer plots.
Provided general agreement exists between the student perception and the employer
perception (i.e. the data nodes are in the same quadrant) then there can be high confidence
in that node. However, two possible divergences can occur, as outlined in the following table:
Table 2: Student/Employer Plot Comparison

Quadrant
Student II or III
Employer I or IV

Implication
Student does not value the “soft” skills that the reflective framework
facilitates.
Employer does value “soft” skills.
Student does not recognise their level of progress.
Student considers reflective writing is not engineering relevant.

Student I or IV
Employer II or III

Student is reporting what they think is expected of them (rather than
real opinion).
Employer has not had sufficient time to evaluate student progress.
Employer feels student has not progressed skill to a high enough level
even if student sees progress in themselves.
Student and employer have different perception of what various skills
mean.

Observation of a student in post-internship group work situations in university subjects can
be correlated with reflections they have written whilst on internship. Skill areas they have
reflected on can be identified and their behaviour observed to see if there is evidence that
the learning described in reflections is abstracted and its application to new contexts is
recognised, with the plan prepared during reflection applied into the new context.
Further, observation of students could also reveal if new learning encountered in these group
work situations is subsequently applied by students into other future new situations. If this
can be detected, it may infer that the reflection framework is being applied by students
voluntarily or spontaneously, which would indicate the goal of establishing a lifelong learning
technique through reflection may have been achieved.

Conclusions
Whilst it has been established that frameworks for reflection can be taught, this may not
necessarily indicate the framework used is actually achieving the intended goals. The
research approach proposed in this paper may help to answer the question of how rigorous
research can be undertaken to test whether the reflective framework used is achieving its
intended goals and where teaching processes may need to be improved.
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>('4!0#,!($B$.$0=!'>!0#,!+*2%%$+2*!,N248!!
H,!-,N0!'/0*$-,!0#,!32($'/%!4'./*,%!2%!<(,%,-0,.!$-!0#,!B(2./20,!+,(0$>$+20,!<('B(248!

:6&,#$H))
!#I3")JK):6&,#$H)2.0&$4)

H#20!$%!<($32+=`!
¥! L,>$-$0$'-!
¥! aN24<*,%!'>!<($32+=!6(,2+#,%!
Y($32+=!#$%0'(=!
¥! L$.!<,'<*,!,-D'=!<($32+=!0#('/B#'/0!#$%0'(=!'(!$%!$0!2!4'.,(-!$-3,-0$'-`!
Y%=+#'*'B$+2*!2%<,+0%!
¥! L'!&,?!2%!$-.$3$./2*%?!-,,.!<($32+=!>'(!'/(!4,-02*!&,**6,$-B`!
Y($32+=!2-.!#/42-!($B#0%!
¥! Y($32+=!:-0,(-20$'-2*!
Y($32+=!*2&%?!(,B/*20$'-%!2-.!2+0%!$-!.$>>,(,-0!+'/-0($,%!!
¥! 5/%0(2*$2!RY($32+=!5+0!2-.!$0%!24,-.4,-0%b!5/%0(2*$2-!Y($32+=!Y($-+$<*,%T!
¥! WF5!
¥! a/('<,2-!W-$'-!
F,+/($0=!3%!<($32+=!
¥! W-.,(%02-.$-B!0#,!(,*20$'-%#$<!6,0&,,-!%,+/($0=!2-.!<($32+=!
L202!+'**,+0$'-?!</6*$%#$-B!2-.!4$-$-B?!2-.!2%%'+$20,.!<($32+=!$%%/,%!
¥! Y($32+=!<(,%,(3$-B!.202!</6*$%#$-B!R)K2-'-=4$0=?!.$>>,(,-0$2*!<($32+=?!,0+8T!
¥! E2*2-+,!6,0&,,-!<($32+=!2-.!/0$*$0=!
Y($32+=K,-#2-+$-B!0,+#-'*'B$,%!2-.!0''*%!
¥! c$(0/2*!Y($320,!I,0&'()%!
¥! 1'44/-$+20$'-!2-'-=4$%,(%?!<($320,!6('&%$-B!2-.!%,2(+#!,-B$-,%!
¥! a-+(=<0!='/(!,42$*%!K!YOY!!
¥! Y($320,!G,%%2B$-B!
@/59**)0$<-'!++==ABCD!:5$6*/*$9*!
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W-.,(%02-.$-B!<($32+=!<($-+$<*,%!2-.!<($32+=!'6*$B20$'-%!0'&2(.%!+*$,-0%!$%!3,(=!$4<'(02-0!>'(!
0#'%,!6/%$-,%%!2-.!B'3,(-4,-0!%,+0'(%!0#20!+'**,+0!2-.!42-2B,!2-=!)$-.!'>!<,(%'-2*!.2028!
"#,!%0/.,-0%!2(,!02/B#0!0#,$(!*,B2*!'6*$B20$'-%!$-!0,(4%!'>!#2-.*$-B!%/+#!.2028!"#,!%0/.,-0%!
2(,!2*%'!$-3$0,.!0'!,N<*'(,!<($32+=!2%!$-.$3$./2*%?!>('4!2!%'+$'K<%=+#'*'B$+2*!<,(%<,+0$3,?!0'!
6,!26*,!0'!>/**=!/-.,(%02-.!0#,!<'$-0!'>!3$,&!'>!'(B2-$%20$'-2*!+*$,-0%8!:-!"26*,!C?!0#,!<($32+=!
0'<$+%! 2(,! B('/<,.! $-0'! %'+$'K<%=+#'*'B$+2*?! *,B2*! 2-.! 0,+#-'*'B$+2*! 2%<,+0%! 2-.! +'.,.! 2%!
=,**'&?!(,.!2-.!6*/,?!(,%<,+0$3,*=?!&#$*,!0#,$(!'3,(*2<%!2(,!<(,%,-0,.!$-!'(2-B,!2-.!</(<*,8!

-./012"6)-6&/"))
:-! 0#,! +'4</0,(! +($4,! 4'./*,?! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! B2$-! %=%0,420$+! )-'&*,.B,! '>! 0=<,%! 2-.!
0,+#-$M/,%!/%$-B!$-!+'4</0,(!+($4,?!2%!&,**!2%!0#,!4'%0!$4<'(02-0!+'/-0,(K4,2%/(,%8!
!#I3")LK)-./012"6)$6&/")2.0&$4)

H#20!$%!+'4</0,(!+($4,`!
¥! L,>$-$0$'-!
¥! aN24<*,%!'>!+'4</0,(!+($4,!
"=<,%!'>!1=6,(+($4,!
¥! 1'4</0,(%!2%!02(B,0%!
¥! 1'4</0,(%!2%!%0'(2B,!.,3$+,%!
¥! 1'4</0,(%!2%!+'44/-$+20$'-%!0''*%!
1=6,(+($4,!",+#-$M/,%!
¥! _2+)$-B!R/-2/0#'($^,.!2++,%%T!K!1'4</0,(!a4,(B,-+=!U,%<'-%,!",24%!R1aU"%T8!!
¥! G2*&2(,!R"=<,%!'>!42*&2(,@!3$(/%,%?!&'(4%?!"('D2-!#'(%,%?!*'B$+!6'46%?!0(2<.''(%?!
^'46$,%!R6'0%T?!,0+8b!2-0$3$(/%!%'>0&2(,T!
¥! L$%0($6/0,.!L,-$2*!'>!F,(3$+,!5002+)!RLL'FT!2-.!LL'F!1'/-0,(4,2%/(,%!
¥! F<24!
¥! Y#$%#$-B!
¥! F'+$2*!a-B$-,,($-B!
1=6,(+($4,!+*2%%$>$+20$'-!
¥! J(2/.?!d-*$-,!F+24%!2-.!d0#,(!"#,>0!
¥! :**,B2*A/-2/0#'($^,.!5.3,(0$%$-B!
¥! aN0'(0$'-A"#(,20!
¥! a%<$'-2B,!2-.!1=6,(&2(>2(,!
1=6,(+($4,!2-.!0#,!:-0,(-,0!'>!"#$-B%!
¥! aN24<*,%!
1'%0!'>!1'4</0,(!1($4,!
:-0,**,+0/2*!Y('<,(0=!R:YT!
¥! 1'<=($B#0%b!0(2.,42()%b!<20,-0%!

-./012"6)82%&$4))
!#I3")MK)-./012"6)"2%&$4)2.0&$4)

H#20!$%!,0#$+%`!
¥! L,>$-$0$'-b!,N24<*,%!
a0#$+2*!0#,'($,%!
¥! G,02,0#$+%!!
¥! I'4$-20$3,!a0#$+%!!
o! W0$*$02($2-$%4b!L,'-0'*'B=b!c$(0/,!a0#$+%!
¥! 5<<*$,.!a0#$+%!
1'4</0,(!a0#$+%!
¥! H#20!2(,!0#,!%<,+$>$+%!'>!+'4</0,(!,0#$+%!
aN24<*,%!
1'.,!'>!1'-./+0!
¥! 51G?!:aaa!2-.!5:"Y!+'.,%b!O''B*,?!;,B'?!W6,(!
@/59**)0$<-'!++==ABCD!:5$6*/*$9*!
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d-! %/++,%%>/*! +'4<*,0$'-! '>! 0#$%! 4'./*,?! %0/.,-0%! 2(,! 26*,! 0'! /-.,(%02-.! 62%$+! ,0#$+2*!
+'-+,<0%! 2-.! 0#,'($,%?! 2-.! .,%$B-! <($-+$<*,%! '>! +'-./+0! 0#20! +2-! B/$.,! ,0#$+2*! .,+$%$'-!
42)$-B! $-! 32($'/%! +'-0,N0%8! F0/.,-0%! >$(%0! *,2(-! 0#,! 62%$+! ,0#$+2*! 0#,'($,%! 2-.! 0#,-! *,2(-!
26'/0!%<,+$>$+!+'-0,N0%!+(,20,.!6=!0#,!<('*$>,(20$'-!'>!+'4</0,(!2-.!-,0&'()$-B!0,+#-'*'B$,%8!!

-./012"6)@"$16&2H))
"#$%! 4'./*,! <(,<2(,%! %0/.,-0%! 0'! /-.,(%02-.! 2! 32($,0=! '>! :"! %,+/($0=! 2002+)%?! 4,+#2-$%4%!
2-.!%,(3$+,%?!2<<*=!>/-.24,-02*!0,+#-$+2*!%)$**%!0'!2%%,%%!%,+/($0=!0#(,20%?!3/*-,(26$*$0$,%!2-.!
($%)%?! 2-.! 2<<*=! 0#,! -,+,%%2(=! %)$**%! >'(! 6($.B$-B! 0#,! B2<! 6,0&,,-! 42-2B,(%! 2-.! 0,+#-$+2*!
<,(%'--,*!0'!,-26*,!,>>$+$,-0!+'44/-$+20$'-!2-.!.,+$%$'-!42)$-B8!"#,!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!02/B#0!
0#,!62%$+!<($-+$<*,%!'>!+(=<0'B(2<#=?!-,0&'()!%,+/($0=?!42*&2(,?!$-0(/%$'-!2-.!>$(,&2**%8!5>0,(!
,2+#! 0'<$+! &,! +'-./+0,.! 2! #2-.%K'-! &'()%#'<! &#,(,! 0#,=! 6('),! +$<#,(%?! 2-.! &$0#! '/(!
$-./%0(=!<2(0-,(%!0#,=!<,(>'(4,.!%'4,!62%$+!,0#$+2*!#2+)$-B!2-.!%0/.$,.!2!<$,+,!'>!42*&2(,!
%<,+$2**=!+(,20,.!>'(!0#,!/%,!$-!0#,!+*2%%8!!
!
!#I3")NK)-./012"6)4"$16&2H)2.0&$4)

F,+/($0=!2002+)%?!%,(3$+,%!2-.!4,+#2-$%4%!
1*2%%$+2*!+$<#,(%!
E(,2)$-B!+*2%%$+2*!+$<#,(%!#2-.%K'-!
E(,2)$-B!+*2%%$+2*!+$<#,(%!#2-.K'-!&'()%#'<!
G'.,(-!1(=<0'B(2<#=!
¥! F0(,24!2-.!6*'+)!+$<#,(%!
¥! Y/6*$+!),=!+(=<0'B(2<#=!
¥! G51!2-.!#2%#!>/-+0$'-!!
¥! L$B$02*!%$B-20/(,!
I,0&'()!F,+/($0=!!
¥! G,%%2B,!2/0#,-0$+20$'-!
¥! a3'*/0$'-!'>!I,0&'()%!2-.!I,0&'()!F,+/($0=!
¥! "1YA:Y!F,+/($0=!
¥! H$(,*,%%!I,0&'()!F,+/($0=!
a0#$+2*!_2+)$-B!#2-.%K'-!&'()%#'<!
G2*&2(,!
¥! :-0(/.,(%!
¥! !J$(,&2**%!
¥! !W%26*,!F,+/($0=!
¥! !G2*&2(,!
G2*&2(,!#2-.%K'-!&'()%#'<!

@"$16&2H)?&4O)5#'#("/"'2))
d-!%/++,%%>/*!+'4<*,0$'-!'>!0#$%!4'./*,?!%0/.,-0%!2(,!26*,!0'!/-.,(%02-.!0#,!0#,'(=!'>!2-.!
.$>>,(,-0!2<<('2+#,%!0'!($%)!42-2B,4,-0?!2-.!+'44/-$+20,!($%)!0'!:"!<('>,%%$'-2*%!2-.!
%,-$'(!42-2B,(%!0'!>2+$*$020,!.,+$%$'-K42)$-B8!
!
!#I3")PK)@"$16&2H)6&4O)/#'#("/"'2)2.0&$4)

H#20!$%!U$%)`!
aN<'%/(,!0'!U$%)!!
U$%)!G2-2B,4,-0!F02-.2(.%!
U$%)!G2-2B,4,-0!Y('+,%%!
U$%)!5%%,%%4,-0!
U$%)!U,<'(0$-B!
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-3.1+)-./012&'()))
:-! 0#$%! 4'./*,! 0#,! %0/.,-0%! *,2(-! 0#,! 62%$+%! '>! +*'/.! +'4</0$-B! 2-.! #'&! $0! +2-! 6,-,>$0! 2-!
'(B2-$%20$'-!$-!0,(4%!'>!+'4</0$-B!<'&,(?!%0'(2B,!2-.!2<<*$+20$'-%8!
!
!#I3")QK)-3.1+)$./012&'()2.0&$4)
5!(,3$,&!'>!+*2%%$+!%0'(2B,!%=%0,4%!
H#20!$%!0#,!1*'/.`!
_'&!6/%$-,%%!+2-!*,3,(2B,!0#,!1*'/.!>'(!%0'(2B,8!
5!(,3$,&!'>!d<,-!2-.!1'44,(+$2*!1*'/.!'>>,($-B%!
O(,,->$,*.%!3%!G$B(20$'-!0'!0#,!1*'/.!
_2-.%K'-!+'4</0,(!,N<,($4,-0%!$-!B/$.,.!*26!&'()%#'<%!
!
H,!%<,+$>$+2**=!2%)!%0/.,-0%!$-!0#$%!4'./*,!0'!2<<*=!0#,$(!.'42$-!)-'&*,.B,!2-.!#'&!1*'/.!
1'4</0$-B!+2-!6,!/%,.!$-!2(,2%!0#,=!2(,!>24$*$2(!&$0#8!"#,(,!$%!2!>'+/%!'-!6'0#!$-0('./+$-B!
0#,!0,+#-'*'B$,%!/%,.!&$0#$-!0#,!1*'/.!2%!&,**!2%!/%,K+2%,%!'>!+'44'-!1*'/.!.,<*'=4,-0%8!
"#,!%0/.,-0%!&,(,!B$3,-!0#,!02%)!'>!<('3$.$-B!2!+'%0A6,-,>$0!2-2*=%$%!'>!2!<2(0$+/*2(!+'44'-!
$%%/,! &$0#! 1*'/.! 1'4</0$-B! &#,(,! 0#,=! #2.! 0#,! '<<'(0/-$0=! 0'! (,%,2(+#! 2-.! ,N<2-.! /<'-!
0#,!+'/(%,!*,2(-$-B%!>/(0#,(8!

R&()G#2#)*'#3H2&$4))
"#,!E$B!L202!5-2*=0$+%!4'./*,!0,2+#,%!%0/.,-0%!0#,!4'%0!$4<'(02-0!+'-+,<0%!2-.!0''*%!0#20!
2(,!(,M/$(,.!0'!/-.,(%02-.!0#,!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!2-.!+#2**,-B,%!0#20!E$B!L202!5-2*=0$+%!>2+,%!$-!
0#,! +/((,-0! .,3,*'<4,-0! '>! 0#,! >$,*.! 2-.! $-! +*'%,! +'--,+0$'-! 0'! (,*,32-0! 2%<,+0%! '>! <($32+=?!
%,+/($0=!2-.!%0'(2B,!0,+#-'*'B$,%8!!!
"#,! '>>,($-B%! '>! 0#,! 4'./*,! $-! P9CX! 2-.! P9CS! #2.! %,3,(2*! %0/.,-0%! >('4! ,-B$-,,($-B!
42-2B,4,-0! .,B(,,%! 6/0! 2*%'! :"! <('>,%%$'-2*%8! H#$*,! 4'%0! %0/.,-0%! &,(,! %/>>$+$,-0*=!
0,+#-$+2**=! +'4<,0,-0! 2-.! '<,-! 0'! (,+,$3,! 0#,! 0,+#-$+2*! 2%<,+0%! '>! 0#,! +'/(%,! 0#,=! &,(,!
%<,+$>$+2**=!$-0,(,%0,.!$-!0'<$+%!0#20!&,(,!%'+$2**=!2-.!,0#$+2**=!+($0$+2*8!J'(!,N24<*,?!6$B!.202!
2-2*=0$+%!<('3$.,%!,-'(4'/%!-,&!'<<'(0/-$0$,%!2-.!<'&,(!0'!+'4<2-$,%!%/+#!2%!J2+,6'')?!
O''B*,?!I,0>*$N!2-.!542^'-!&#,(,!0#,!>/**!,N0,-0!'>!$4<2+0!2-.!>/0/(,!+'-%,M/,-+,%!>'(!0#,!
B*'62*!%'+$,0=!2(,!%0$**!/-)-'&-8!!!
H$0#!0#,!$-+(,2%$-B!<'&,(!2-.!26$*$0$,%!'>!.202!2-2*=0$+%!0''*%!+'4,%!2*%'!2!#$B#,(!($%)!&$0#!
(,%<,+0! 0'! <($32+=! 2-.! %,+/($0=! 2-.! $-+(,2%$-B! +#2**,-B,%! >'(! -,0&'()$-B! 2-.! %0'(2B,8! "#$%!
4'./*,!+'46$-,.!0'<$+%!$-!2**!0#(,,!.'42$-%8!
!
!#I3")QK)R&()+#2#)#'#3H2&$4)2.0&$4)

:-0('./+0$'-!0'!G2+#$-,!;,2(-$-B!2-.!L202!G$-$-B!
:-0('./+0$'-!0'!L,,<!;,2(-$-B!
E$B!L202!+2%,!%0/.$,%b!F0'($-B!E$B!L202!2-.!F,+/($0=!:%%/,%!
E$B!L202!+2%,!%0/.$,%b!_2-.%K'-!H'()!$-!Y=0#'-!2-.!G2+#$-,!;,2(-$-B!5<<*$+20$'-%!
!
L202!2-2*=0$+%!2*B'($0#4%?!0#,$(!,32*/20$'-!2-.!0#,!+'((,+0!$-0,(<(,020$'-!'>!(,%/*0%!+2-!$-3'*3,!
2.32-+,.! 420#,420$+2*! +'-+,<0%8! 5! +#2**,-B,! $-! +'/(%,! .,*$3,(=! &2%! 0#,! .$3,(%,?! 2-.! >'(!
%'4,!+'/(%,!<2(0$+$<2-0%!-'-K,N$%0,-0?!420#,420$+2*!62+)B('/-.!$-!62%$+!%020$%0$+%?!+2*+/*/%!
2-.! 3,+0'(! B,'4,0(=8! "#,(,>'(,?! 2! 4'.,! '>! "2$*'(,.! E*,-.,.! ;,2(-$-B! R"E;T! &2%! 2<<*$,.!
&#,(,!,2+#!%0/.,-0!+'/*.!6,!$-.$3$./2**=!4,-0'(,.!./($-B!0#,!$-0,-%,!>2+,K0'K>2+,!%,%%$'-%!
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'-! 0#,! &,,),-.%! 2-.! 3$2! '-K*$-,! +'44/-$+20$'-! &#$*,! &'()$-B! '-! 2%%$B-4,-0%! ./($-B! 0#,!
&,,)8!!
L/,! 0'! "E;! 2! %20$%>=$-B! <('B(24! '>! 0'<$+%! 20! 5fJ! *,3,*! g! +'/*.! 6,! %,*,+0,.! >'(! ,2+#!
$-.$3$./2*!%0/.,-0!2-.!#,(A#$%!+'/(%,!<('D,+08!
54'-B! 0#,! +'-+,<0%! 2-.! 0'<$+%! 0'! 6,! 2..(,%%,.! &,(,! %'4,! '>! 0#,! 62%$+! 2-.! >/-.24,-02*!
+'-+,<0%! '>! 42+#$-,! *,2(-$-B! %/+#! 2%! %/<,(3$%,.! +*2%%$>$+20$'-?! B,-,(2*$%20$'-?! +('%%K
32*$.20$'-?! #=<,(<*2-,! B,'4,0(=?! <,(+,<0('-%?! ,3'*/0$'-2(=! 2*B'($0#4%?! %/<<'(0! 3,+0'(!
42+#$-,%8!J/(0#,(!(,M/$(,.!&2%!)-'&*,.B,!'>!<'0,-0$2*!$%%/,%!0#20!+2-!+2/%,!,(('(%!%/+#!2%!
'3,(>$00$-B! 2-.! 0#,! +/(%,! '>! .$4,-%$'-2*$0=8! "#$%! &2%! <2$(,.! &$0#! 0,2+#$-B! 0,+#-$M/,%! 2-.!
+'-+,<0%!>'(!+*2%%$>$,(!,32*/20$'-!2-.!M/2*$0=!2%%,%%4,-0!'>!'/0+'4,%!%/+#!2%!<(,+$%$'-!2-.!
(,+2**!2-.!(,+,$3,(!'<,(20$-B!+#2(2+0,($%0$+%8!!
H$0#! (,%<,+0! 0'! <(2+0$+2*! 0/0'($2*%! 0#,! +'/(%,! $-+*/.,.! 2! 6($,>! $-0('./+0$'-! 0'! Y=0#'-?! F+$)$0K
;,2(-?!",-%'(>*'&!2-.![,(2%!ROh('-?!P9CST8!"#,%,!&,(,!02/B#0!2-.!<(2+0$+,.!/%$-B!i/<=0,(!
-'0,6'')%8! J'(! 2++,*,(20$-B! 0#,! L,,<! ;,2(-$-B! ,N,(+$%,%! 2-.! 2**'&$-B! 2! "E;! 2<<('2+#! >'(!
*2(B,(!+*2%%,%!&,!<*2-!0'!,4<*'=!0#,!WdI!OYW!>2+$*$0$,%!$-!>/0/(,!'>>,($-B%8!
I,N0! 0'! 2! B,-,(2*! /-.,(%02-.$-B! '>! .202! 2-2*=0$+%! 0,+#-'*'B$,%?! 2%%'+$20,.! <'0,-0$2*! <$0>2**%!
2-.! M/2*$0=! 2%%/(2-+,! 0,+#-$M/,%! 2! <(2+0$+2*! ,N<,($,-+,! &$0#! .,,<! *,2(-$-B! RO''.>,**'&! ,0!
2*8?!P9CXT!&2%!2!42D'(!*,2(-$-B!B'2*!'>!0#,!+'/(%,8![-'&*,.B,!'>!0#,!.$%(/<0$3,!$4<2+0!0#20!
.,,<! *,2(-$-B! +/((,-0*=! #2%! '-! 6/%$-,%%,%! 0#20! /%,! E$B! L202! 5-2*=0$+%! $%! <2(0$+/*2(*=!
$4<'(02-0!>'(!%02(0K/<%!$-!0#$%!.'42$-8!!

G&4$144&.')))
J('4! 2-! ,./+20$'-2*! <,(%<,+0$3,?! 0#,(,! $%! 2! +#2**,-B,! >'(! 5/%0(2*$2-! W-$3,(%$0$,%! 0'! 2.D/%0!
M/$+)*=!,-'/B#!0'!<('3$.,!2**!0#,!B(2./20,%!0#20!$-./%0(=!(,M/$(,%!0'!%02=!/<K0'K.20,!&$0#!0#,!
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CONTEXT The academic areas of Materials Science and Materials Engineering have
different emphasis at different universities. Some would argue that the former is more
focused on understanding materials (the why) while the latter is more focused on making use
of them (the how). Together, they constitute an important part of many engineering programs
and may therefore be treated jointly as Materials Science and Engineering (MS&E).
Teaching resources that integrate these perspectives, spanning the microscopic aspects
(structure) of materials and the macroscopic aspects (properties) would be very useful to
educators.
PURPOSE In this paper, we describe the development and implementation of a new
prototype database with tools for the teaching of MS&E, based on a standard software
package for materials-related teaching, with the intention of getting feedback on our ideas.

APPROACH We have investigated a number of curricula and syllabi to identify a list of
topics/concepts that appear central to the learning objectives of MS&E and
surveyed/interviewed educators teaching MS&E to understand their priorities on the
introductory course. Some relevant existing online resources were also reviewed with the
aim to strengthen these areas with a more visual and engaging teaching tool. The results
from this analysis constituted the basis for the development of a new prototype MS&E
software tool.
RESULTS Among the top candidate areas that came out of the syllabus analysis and
surveys were: Microstructure processing (thermal/mechanical), Material characterization and
micrographs, Binary phase diagrams, Crystal structures, and Material properties. The
resulting prototype cover several of these topics and is part of a long-term effort to facilitate
materials teaching. It integrates a multitude of teaching approaches and is currently being
evaluated by professors.

CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we report on the background, development, and content of a
new ambitious MS&E software tool for engineering education. The purpose is not to
investigate the teaching outcome (yet), but to share our efforts and findings with educators in
the field hoping to get feed-back and inspire educational ideas.

KEYWORDS Materials, Software, Teaching.
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Introduction
Material Science and Engineering (MS&E) teaching forms part of a number of engineering
programs relating to materials teaching, e.g., mechanical (see Figure 1, coloured circles).

Tampere
University of
technology

University
of Illinois

Cambridge University
Materials Science
department

McMaster
University

Figure 1: Venn-diagram of educational disciplines showing the emphasis placed on the
subsets in the MS&E Curricula/Syllabi at four of the Universities included in this study

Traditional Materials Science courses tend to be Science-driven, focussing on the atomic
and microscopic scales to develop an understanding of material behaviour. Materials
courses in engineering tend instead to be Design-driven (see Figure 2), with more focus on
applications and selection (Ashby, 2016). This paper considers the further development of an
existing software teaching resource, CES EduPack (Granta Design, 2017), to provide a tool
that can support integrated teaching with either or both of these approaches.

Figure 2: Design-driven and a Science-driven teaching approaches to the teaching of Materials
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Background and Methodology
Syllabus Comparison
Globally, University Curricula of Materials Science and Engineering vary considerably. Six
relevant syllabi (see Table 1) were studied to identify target areas and key learning
outcomes. The selection was designed to reflect both geographical differences and the
differences in approach depicted in Figure 2. Figure 1 indicates how they compare.
Table 1: Description of the courses selected to represent relevant syllabi
# University

Degree

Course Syllabus

1 Tampere University of Technology (Finland)

MSci

Materials Engineering

2 Cambridge University (UK), Material Science

MSci

Materials Science

3 University of Illinois (US)

BSc

Materials Science and Engineering

4 McMaster University (Canada)

BSc

Materials Engineering

5 University of New South Wales (Australia)

BE

Materials Science and Engineering

6 Kyushu University (Japan)

MSci

International Materials Science and
Engineering

Outcome of Curriculum/Syllabus Analysis
The learning outcomes, or in some cases the corresponding content of the syllabus, were
compared and analysed for the six courses mentioned above. These are summarized in
Table 2, below.
Some concepts that appear important to the desired learning outcomes (see marking in
Table 2) were extracted and summarized below. These areas become main candidates for
components of a MS&E resource:
x Microstructure processing (heat treatments etc.)
x Material characterization and micrographs
x Phase diagrams
x Crystal structures
x Material properties
In this paper, we have extended a previous study (Fredriksson, 2015), where the
methodology is described in greater detail. In that study, a small survey (n=10) of professors
that were experienced users of the software platform was conducted to probe the relevance
of main concept areas similar to these key learning outcomes. A number of informal
interviews have also been conducted to clarify the findings.The results of the survey, shown
in Table 3 further down, was therefore also used to guide the development described in this
work. It represents software development that is a first major step towards an integrated tool
for integrated teaching of the materials science and engineering subject. Depending on
feedback, further development will be guided by these outcomes.
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Table 2. Learning outcomes from selected syllabi (from web) projected onto discipline:
1 Tampere University of Technology (Finland), 2 Cambridge University (UK), Materials Science
Dep, 3 University of Illinois (US), 4 McMaster University (Canada) 5 University of New South
Wales (Australia), 6 Kyushu University (Japan). Key concepts are marked in bold font.
#

1

2

Learning outcomes/content relating
to Materials Engineering
• Broad knowledge of the material
properties, their utilization, and
development of these properties to
meet the requirements set by different
applications.
• Broad knowledge on the
development, properties and
behaviour of metallic and ceramic
materials under various conditions
and in different applications.
• Understanding of manufacturing
technologies and how they are used
to affect properties and structure
• Some attention to processing and
what are the results of that. Often
analysed through microstructural
behaviour as well

3 • Materials Synthesis and processing
cover the methods to alter the
microstructure

4 • Minerals and materials preparation,

extraction, manufacturing,
processing.
• Polymer synthesis, metallurgy.
• Selection of processes for industrial
applications (with much attention to
Iron and Steel making processes
and their selection).
• Application of materials in electronics
and fabrication techniques for
electronics.
• Corrosion protection.

5 • Microstructure control and its

application to commercial materials.
• Sustainable materials processing
(design of sustainable systems).
• Common methods of metal forming.
• Behaviour of common aluminium and
nickel alloys to illustrate
microstructural principles.
• Ceramic processing methods.
• Heat and mass transfer in
metallurgy

6 • Innovations and rapid advancements
in materials to achieve ultimate
performance

• Develop new advanced materials
• Processes for developing advanced
materials

…relating to Materials Science

…relating to Mechanical Engineering

• Understand basic structure-property
relationships.
• Understand research techniques and
methods.
• Knowledge with emphasis on
structure/properties of polymers and
biomaterials

• Understanding how to utilize
properties in practice, apply
knowledge in materials selection

• Property relations to microstructure,
material analysis methods,
microstructure processing.
• Understanding the cause of the
properties/results.
• Investigating material behaviour
• Understanding of materials via
microstructure, predicting properties
and looking at their causes.
• Techniques of microstructural
analysis
• Atomic bonds
• Nature of defects in microstructure,
functional properties, crystal structure,
bonding.
• Thermodynamics in materials, Phase
diagrams
• Crystal structure properties and
analysis.
• Being able to mathematically model
diffusion processes, creep, corrosion
(separate course on corrosion and
sustainability).
• Microstructure and mechanical
property relations (especially for
failure)
• Microstructure and structure-property
relationships. Crystallography

• Very brief introduction to material
selection and merit indices

• Many courses eventually lead to the
application of material properties in
design.
• Courses on pure mechanics

• Materials selection based on
materials properties.
• Laws of thermodynamics

Micromechanisms of deformations,
fracture, fatigue, creep.
• Functional properties of materials.

• Deformation and yielding, failure,
mechanical behaviour of materials
(with references to microstructure
where applicable).
• Pure thermofluid dynamics and heat
transfer.

• Materials characterization,
• Diffusion and kinetics.
• Phase transformations (see web).
• Polymer science ranges from
chemistry to full scale commercial
manufacturing.
• Understanding the structures and
properties of various materials

• Mechanical properties of advanced
structural materials

• Knowledge about metals, alloys,
ceramics, semiconductors, and
composites

• Casting and Weld Process
Technology
• Smelting and resource recycling
• Solving environmental problems.
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Survey of Current Resources Available
We have reviewed the content of some online resources for MS&E teaching. These included:
DoITPoMS, Dissemination of IT for the Promotion of Materials Science, a freely available
teaching resource created by the Materials Science Department of Cambridge University
(2017). It offers teaching and learning packages, lecture demonstrations, a library of
micrographs and short videos.
ASM International offers an extensive library of Micrographs, Phase diagrams,
Crystallographic structures and Failure Case Studies (ASM International, 2017).
F*A*C*T, the Facility for the Analysis of Chemical Thermodynamics, created by Ecole
Polytechnique and McGill University in Montreal (Bélisle, 2015), provides thermodynamic
data for engineering alloys and compounds.
MATTER is a resource for Materials Science created by the University of Liverpool
(MATTER, 2015).
These all cover important parts of MS&E but cannot act as integrating tools for general
materials teaching. A previous small survey of actual needs and priorities for MS&E
databases among teaching professors (Fredriksson, 2015) can be useful for guidance.

Survey of Needs and Priorities
Table 3. Outcome of survey concerning critical preferences of data tables in EduPack (n=10)
3. Considering your needs and competition with alternative tools on the market (critically), would
data tables on the following properties be valuable to you?

Alternatives explained:
Yes=Valuable, or No=Not valuable enough (no need/added value)
[frequency]
Suggested Data Tables for a Level 2 Database

Yes

No

1 Microstructure Processing Data Table (heat treatments etc.)

[10]

[ ]

2 Materials Characterization and Testing (SEM, Tensile testing, etc.)

[6]

[2]

3 Micrograph Images Data Table (Optical/SEM etc.)

[10]

[ ]

4 Phase Diagram Data Table (Binary alloys)

[7]

[2]

5 Crystal Structure Data Table (Images etc.)

[6]

[3]

6 Functional materials in the MaterialUniverse (piezoelectric etc.)

[7]

[3]

7 Nanomaterials Data Table (1D, 2D, 3D etc.)

[5]

[3]

8 Material Failure Data Table (Case Studies etc.)

[7]

[1]

9 Your own suggestion: Thermodynamic Data, Case studies on manufacturing progress ratio

We conclude from this (non-comprehensive) background research that, although large
databases of phase diagrams and micrographs are available, these are focused on
research and are likely to be overwhelming to students rather than engaging. A resource that
connects the two together and provided a sensible journey/narrative through the material by
way of microstructure processing, such as heat treatments, is still needed. Data on
material properties, such as the functional materials, were also found desirable.
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Results
The Existing Software Platform
The methodology for (linked) materials and process selection was originally developed to
support the basic steps in the technical design process, suitable for engineers. It is
implemented in the CES EduPack platform and it is described extensively elsewhere (Ashby,
2016). The tools available, to store, find, display, compare, link and use materials data work
equally well with other types of data; indeed, they have been used to create databases as
widely diverse as French wines, Sustainable Development and Garden plants.
The structural hierarchy of the software is shown schematically in Figure 3. It is based on a
set of high quality Data tables that are maintained and expanded in a way that is not reliant
on academic funding for long-term stability. The second tier, Visualization (the ability to make
property Charts) is part of the software framework and provides opportunities for better
understanding of data. New advanced and interactive software Tools enable material
selection and Eco Audits (streamlined environmental life-cycle investigations). Projects
based on the use of the software meet many of the assessment criteria of ABET
accreditation and the CDIO Syllabus.

Figure 3: Structural hierarchy of the software: Data as the basis, Visualization to enhance
understanding and Tools or Links to make decisions in creative tasks, such as design

The Materials Science and Engineering Extension
Based in part on the work described in the Background and Methodology section above, we
have developed a prototype add-on database to support the teaching of MS&E,
schematically illustrated by the tetrahedral icon at the centre of Figure 4. The database
contains a set of linked data-tables (outer ring of Figure 4) that connect key information and
concepts from the atomic to engineering scale, from processing to performance, and from
science to application, spanning the spectrum displayed in Figure 2. These concepts were all
identified in the survey as being of underlying importance in the teaching of MS&E. Some
data-tables are expanded versions of those already found in the basic (Level 2) database of
the software; others are unique to the MS&E Package.
The Materials and Processes data-tables lie at the heart of the set. The first contains data
records for the properties of structural, functional and biological materials. The second gives
access to data records for shaping, joining and finishing processes, with schematics and
images of processes. The Elements data-table contains data records for the basic properties
of the elements of the Periodic Table; they are linked, where appropriate, to records in the
other tables giving one-click access to relevant fundamental atomic properties. The Phase
Diagrams data-table contains 14 of the most common binary phase diagrams. The ProcessProperty Profiles data-table allows the effect of processing on properties to be explored and
the associated Structure and Mechanism Notes give insight into structural changes that
are used to manipulate properties.
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The Homepage (Figure 4), acts as an interactive portal to the data-tables and the associated
student resources and tools.

Figure 4: The data-structure of the MS&E database. This schematic appears as the Home Page
of the database. Clicking on any one of the six icons activates that component of the database

The content, in more detail, takes the following form:
The Elements data-table provides fundamental data about the elements of the Periodic
Table: nuclear, electronic, atomic and crystallographic data, and mechanical and thermal
properties, environmental characteristics as well as global geo-economic and criticality
standing. It is linked to the other data-tables giving direct access from their records to the
relevant element-records.
The Materials data-table has the same format as the Level 2 Materials database, with two
major expansions. They are:
x

Records for functional materials, including magnetic, magneto-caloric,
piezo/pyro/ferroelectric, semiconducting and thermoelectric materials.

x

Records and data for biological materials, including molecular building blocks,
natural fibres, tissues (both soft and mineralized), woods and wood-like materials.

The Process data-table contains records for 109 shaping, joining and surface treatment
processes with schematics and images of the processes as well as their data and text
descriptions. For engineers, a cost model allows the costs of alternative processes to be
compared. Links between Materials and Processes allow selection of materials by their
processing options and vice-versa.
The Phase Diagram data-table gives access to phase diagrams for 14 of the most widely
used engineering alloys. There is also a tool to explore microstructures of selected phases.
The Process-Property Profiles data-table illustrates control of properties by processing. It
contains seven sets of records chosen to illustrate how processes such as alloying, heat
treatment, mechanical working, sintering and foaming, change mechanical, thermal and
electrical properties. These can be visualized in trajectory charts.
Comprehensive sets of Science Notes are accessed from the Home Page (Figure 4, bottom
left). They give background to material properties, to processes attributes, and to the
mechanisms that underlie properties and the way processes change them.
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Summary and Conclusions
As outlined above, we have used initial research and feedback to create a prototype add-on
structure for a potential Material Science and Engineering teaching resource based on CES
EduPack. This database combines information on microstructure processing, binary phase
diagrams and Functional- and Nanomaterials added to the existing data on engineering
structural materials and processes in the software. It takes advantage of the interactive and
visual information, and the linking of data tables, already available in the software.
The database is already a working prototype, but the tools could be further developed and
improved, for example, an extended phase diagram tool or processing-property visualizer, to
name a couple of possibilities, with details still to be determined from user feed-back.
In conclusion, the authors hope that this paper and subsequent interaction, will give us the
opportunity to better understand Materials Science and Engineering teaching in Universities,
what resources are already in current use and what new resources would be most valued.
Our next step is to encourage people to give feedback and comments on our new resources.
This can be contributed at: http://teachingresources.grantadesign.com/databasesdevelopment-ongoing/material-science where also the latest development of this database is
posted.
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CONTEXT This article shares the experience of a persistence (student retention) program
articulated with the Academic Advisory of the School of Engineering in the Pontifical
Bolivarian University (UPB) - Medellín, through the case study "Ser Pilo Paga", including the
educational lag of those favored by the program and the main strategies to mitigate it.
PURPOSE Identify the main factors leading to dropout in engineering students.
APPROACH Documentation regarding the main influential factors for dropouts in Colombia
and worldwide, and strategies to mitigate it in the UPB.

RESULTS Articulating the different efforts made in higher education institutions to control
lag and dropout is fundamental. Likewise, success indicators that favor a higher quality in
education must be generated. It must be noted that this is the first article regarding the Ser
Pilo Paga program in the UPB. This suggests that there is not sufficient data concerning
students nor strategy results. These will be showed in a second version of this paper.

CONCLUSIONS Efforts must be made answering the different problems that lead to
student dropout and lag, so that they are not merely regarded as academical, but rather
multidimensional issues.
KEYWORDS

Dropout; Student retention; higher education; attrition.
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Introduction
According to statistics from the Ministry of National Education (MEN), approximately half of
the students entering a higher education institution fail to complete their academic cycle and
obtain their degree (MEN, 2009). According to statistics provided by the System for the
Prevention of Higher Education Dropout (SPADIES), 48.47% of students who entered higher
education in the first half of 2000 did not reach the 10th semester, and neither did 57.2% of
those who entered during the first half of 2008 (SPADIES, 2014). Sultana, Khan & Abbas
(2017) argue that, even in the most developed European countries, engineering students
drop out at a rate of 40% to 50% during their first year, and they may even reach 80% in
some engineering disciplines. Paura & Arhipova (2016) studied the reasons for dropout in
the Latvian Agriculture University and found similar rates in engineering faculties between
2012 and 2014 (47.6%). Parkin & Baldwin’s (2009) results are much lower than those
typically found, ranging between 10% and 20% of higher education students who fail to
obtain their degree. Generally, Engineering, Architecture and Fine Arts have the highest
attrition rates, reaching 50%. Engineering programs show high dropout rates both in Latin
America and Colombia (MEN, 2009).
The School of Engineering of the Pontifical Bolivarian University (UPB) - Medellín created a
new project called "Academic Advisory" in 2015 as a result of the massive enrollment of
students in that year. It was based on a National Government strategy (Ser Pilo Paga) which
sought to give access to high-quality higher education institutions to high performing
students with scarce economic resources. From that historical moment, different strategies academic, socioeconomic, institutional, etc.- have been set forth to accompany students.
This article presents a particularity in higher education since the government’s initiative, the
program "Ser Pilo Paga", and its implementation through the Student Retention Program
and Academic Advisory of the School of Engineering for the mitigation of lag and student
dropout at the UPB.

LITERATURE REVISION
Both national and international literature was reviewed, since college student dropout is a
concern in Latin America as well as worldwide.
Several authors define student dropout as the definitive abandonment of the institution after
interrupting studies for two consecutive periods. Changing programs within the institution
cannot be considered as dropping out, as these are simple cases of intra-institutional
mobility (SPADIES, 2014; MEN, 2009).
Among the main factors identified in the literature as determining for student dropout are
individual, institutional, socioeconomic and academic factors.

Individual Factors
Individual factors are related to essential elements such as the career choice (influenced in
many cases by family environment, social groups, social prestige of certain professions,
etc.), the student's analysis of his or her university life, the individual's perspective on a
chosen career, expectations of success, failure intolerance, sex (dropout risk decreases in
female groups), age, and others (Fishbein & Ajzen (1975); Attinasi (1986); Ethingon (1990);
Franco (1991), cited by SPADIES (2014); Castaño et al., 2004; MEN, 2009; SPADIES
(2014)).
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Institutional Factors
Different authors confirm the importance of student integration to campus life and their
accompaniment in different processes. Academic records -such as previous academic
performance and the institution attended- are relevant to attrition rates. Students who
studied in private schools seem to be less likely to drop out. Institution commitment in
student training is key since the beginning of the programs in order to create a sense of
belonging and integrate the student in their environment. Welfare programs are also
considered as an influential factor in student dropout (Ethingon (1990); Spady, 1970; Tinto,
1975; Cabrera, Nora & Castañeda, (1993); Gresia, Porto & Ripani (2002)).

Academic Factors
Several authors confirm that students drop out more frequently during the first semesters of
their career. This is affected by their academic performance in high school, academic
integration and academic performance in general when entering college. Interaction with
teachers and other students is also important, as it has been verified that those who interact
more have a lower risk of dropping out. Among the academic factors that increase the risk of
dropping out, it is possible to identify flexible curricula, pedagogical modalities, repetition
rate, learning styles, time management, and others (Bank, Slavings, & Biddle,(1990);
Castaño et al., (2004); MEN, (2009); SPADIES, (2014); Sultana, Khan & Abbas (2017);
Sittichai, (2012); Acevedo, Torres & Tirado, (2015); Paura & Archipova, (2016); Iam-On &
Boongoen (2017)).

Socioeconomic Factors
The literature points to socioeconomic factors such as: parents’ educational level, for the
higher the parents’ education is, there appears to be a lower dropout risk for the student;
family income, for a lower income represents a higher dropout risk; work, for students who
have jobs have a higher dropout risk; career preference, for being enrolled in a program that
is not of their preference creates a higher dropout risk; adaptation to the institution regarding
personal socio-economic situation; among others (Acevedo, Torres & Tirado, (2015);
Sittichai, (2012); Ministerio de Educación, (2009); SPADIES, (2014)).
Furthermore, these factors and dropout per se affect the institution's reputation, as well as
the relationship of families with institutions, not to mention that national economic
inequalities may increase (Raviv & Bar-Am (2014); MEN, (2009); Castaño et al., (2004)).

Methodology
The main objective of this article was to share the experience gathered from the Student
Retention Program from the UPB - Medellín in the School of Engineering and revise similar
experiences nationally and internationally, through:
!

Reviewing literature on the main causes worldwide for student dropout and strategies to
mitigate it

!

Documenting the Student Retention Program in the UPB, considering its evolution in the
institution and the articulation with the School of Engineering for the mitigation of student
dropout with its different programs

!

Identifying the root causes of student dropout

!

Determining strategies for the mitigation of student dropout
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Student Retention Program in the Pontifical Bolivarian
University (UPB) - Medellín
The Student Retention Program in the UPB - Medellín, its evolution, support team,
strategies, and the particular case of dropout management at the School of Engineering are
presented below.

Description of the Student Retention Program in the UPB - Medellín
The Student Retention Program in the UPB - Medellín first started in specific areas. By the
year 2010, a group that began to think about the persistence of good students in a
centralized way was created. In 2015, the program became official and was led by the
Pastoral Vice-Ministry. Finally, it became part of the Academic Vice-Ministry in 2016.
The program aims to strengthen the integral accompaniment of undergraduate students
through the implementation of strategies that increase their persistence and success. Some
of the subprocesses that are managed from the Student Retention Program in the UPB are:
i) school-university articulation, through integrated curricula, academic internships,
professional orientation, among others; ii) adjustment to university life, with psychopedagogical, psychosocial and economic support; iii) preparation for professional life; and iv)
return to the UPB.
Student retention or persistence is understood as the scenario that shows the decision of the
college student to carry out the program offered by the university, favored by institutional,
academic, psychosocial and economic conditions. In these conditions, multiple opportunities
of accompaniment to the student have been detected, given the high risk factor that they
represent in student dropout as it was observed in the literature review.
Some of the strategies generated in the face of risk factors for the community in general are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Strategies according to risk factors

Risk factor
Academic

Strategy
!

Professional orientation

!

Intervention in most failed or dropped-out
courses

!

Academic follow-up

!

Workshops for learning, psychopedagogical accompaniment, others
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Psychosocial

Economic

Institutional

!

Psychological and spiritual counseling

!

Programs for the detection and
management of mental health risk factors in
the university community

!

Programs to strengthen the student's
abilities and resources in their training
process

!

Solidary supports (food, transport,
photocopies, materials)

!

Follow-up and orientation in scholarships
and discounts

!

Case analysis of calamitous situations for
financial aid and others

!

Strengthening and positioning of retention
program

!

Improvement of the quality of data related
to information on attrition and institutional
persistence

!

Articulate work among areas related to
students

Source: Own elaboration.

“Ser Pilo Paga” Program
The "Ser Pilo Paga" program was conceived when a doctoral thesis confirmed that, in
Colombia, around 17,000 youths of strata 1, 2 and 3 with excellent results in the Saber 11º
tests, but with low economic resources, could not access high-quality higher education.
Based on this analysis and within the "Agreement for the Superior 2034" framework, the
National Government announced the "Ser Pilo Paga" program in order to give these young
people from different regions of the national territory access to accredited universities,
seeking to narrow educational gaps
(http://aprende.colombiaaprende.edu.co/es/pilopaga/91610):
This program grants 100% subsidized credits. The condition for acquiring them is the
graduation of the student from the academic program in which he or she was approved. The
requirements to apply to this program are the following
(http://aprende.colombiaaprende.edu.co/es/pilopaga/91610):
• Being Colombian
• Having a score in the Saber 11º test equal or higher to: 310 (Ser Pilo Paga 1); 318 (Being
Pilo Paga 2); 342 (Ser Pilo Paga 3)
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• Having attended and approved the 11th grade during call year (this only applies only for
SPP 2 and SPP 3)
• Being admitted to an academic program, in face-to-face mode, offered at a higher
education institution with high-quality accreditation (or in the process of renewing
accreditation)
• Being registered in the Sisbén database within the due date and with the score established
in each of the calls. In the case of being indigenous, students must be in the Ministry of the
Interior database within time frames established by each call.
Each call has different regulations. However, some remain the same, such as receiving
100% subsidized credit if the degree is obtained in the expected time, having the right to two
postponements periods throughout the career, having at least one transfer opportunity with
due justification, among others.

Ser Pilo Paga in the Pontifical Bolivarian University (UPB) - Medellín
Since the Pontifical Bolivarian University is one of the most prestigious accredited
universities in the country, when this government program was started in 2015 there was an
income of approximately 600 "Pilos". In 2016, there were 650 and, in 2017, 400. As much as
51% of them chose the different programs offered in the School of Engineering (Aeronautics,
Industrial, Administrative, Chemical, Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics, Agroindustrial,
Textile, Nanotechnology, Telecommunications, Design of Digital Entertainment, and
Systems and Computing). The UPB was the higher education institution most requested by
the beneficiaries of the program in Antioquia.
The scenario was quite positive as it fulfilled its main objective, yet some neuralgic points to
be adjusted were identified in order to better achieve goals as well as mitigate dropout rates:
• Program selection without previously reviewing said program
• Difficulties adjusting to the city
• Failure intolerance
• Admission to college at an early age
• Issues with basic skills such as reading comprehension
• Economic conditions that limit the training process of some favored students
• Basic competences in mathematics
The University and, especially, the School of Engineering have generated strategies to
accompany students in their training process, e.g. the creation and strengthening of the
Student Retention Program for the entire university, and the Academic Advisory from the
School of Engineering, directly articulated with the Student Retention Program, and through
which the different School strategies are intended to be managed.
The aforementioned factors have been mitigated as much as possible with the program,
which is the central axis for the accompaniment and follow-up of all those activities in favor
of the student, as well as with College Wellfare through psychological and economic support
programs (such as food aid and transport aid), and time management and study technique
workshops, and the Academic Advisory through direct counseling in the management of the
curriculum and redirecting, whenever it is considered pertinent.
Several accompanying strategies have been implemented prior to the Student Retention
Program and the Academic Advisory in the School of Engineering, both in the area and the
physics center, since 2008. One of the most successful projects within students was the
creation and ideation of "useless machines”, also known as "Goldemberg Machines”, with
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which students develop research skills and understand physics in a more dynamic way.
Similarly, as an initiative of some science teachers, the Academic Action and Intervention
Group (GAIA) was created. It aims to provide accompanying resources, strengthen and
generate basic mathematical skills, specially for those students diagnosed with particular
difficulties for understanding concepts or mathematical algorithms. It helps them acquire
basic skills that improve their academic performance through personalized attention (López,
Cardozo, Posada, & Cano, 2015).
Through the joint efforts of the Student Retention Program and the Academic Advisory of the
School of Engineering, dropout risk factors, not too different from those found in the
literature, were identified and can be classified in four major groups: individual,
socioeconomic, academic and institutional.
The case of the "Ser Pilo Paga” Program is presented and the opportunities it has provided
to the institution in the analysis of student dropout and lag. As previously stated, the School
of Engineering has received approximately 51% of the "Pilos" who have entered the
institution since the year 2015.
22% of the students that joined the university since 2015 have dropped out, while 50% of
them have lagged behind. The students who attended the meetings convened in October of
this year, which were 50% of those invited, expressed that the main reasons for academic
lag are inadequate study methods, low previous academic competences, time management
difficulties, low motivation and academic commitment, academic stress, and others.
The student dropout rate in the "Ser Pilo Paga" Program does not correspond to the
numbers typically found in literature. Possibly due to the nature of the program, students
focus on completing their degrees in order to cancel 100% of the credit. Nevertheless, lag
percentage is higher than 50%. Students who started in 2015 and 2016 have a delay of two
to four semesters. The main weaknesses within the academic factor were: lack of previous
knowledge, critical readings and, in addition, lack of student motivation. As a consequence,
there was considerable difficulty in overcoming the basic sciences. Table 2 shows the
courses that are most repeated.
Table 2. Most repeated courses

Course Department

Course
Differential calculus
Analytic geometry
Integral calculus
Linear algebra
Mechanic physics
Basic mathematics
Humanism and citizen culture

CENTER FOR BASIC
SCIENCES

Electricity and magnetism
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Geometry and trigonometry
Basic chemistry and laboratory

Engineering drawing
Vector calculation
Vector geometry
Differential equations
Mechanical and lab foundations

Discrete mathematics
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Statistics and experi design
Chemistry fundamentals

CENTER FOR HUMANITIES

General ethics
Basic christology

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Language and culture (education)

Source: Own elaboration.
It is important to note that, from the courses shown in Table 2, approximately 76% of them
are basic sciences. From this percentage, 32% of the courses belong to the first semester
(Differential Calculus and Analytical Geometry), 24% to the second semester (Integral
Calculus and Linear Algebra), and 7% to the third semester (Vector Calculus and Differential
Equations). That is, approximately 63% of most failed basic science courses take place
within the first three semesters of an engineer's training career. This fact corroborated what
existing literature shows.
Analysis carried out by the System for Dropout Prevention in Higher Education (SPADIES)
have identified the first four semesters as the period with the highest dropout numbers. In
the case of Colombia, the main factors associated with this phenomenon are related to low
academic entry skills, economic difficulties and aspects related to socio-occupational
orientation and adjustment to the university environment (MEN, 2015).
Academic preparation is one of the most powerful predictors of student persistence in higher
education. Low-quality secondary schools that tend disadvantaged populations fail to
properly prepare youths for higher level education challenges. Therefore, they are unlikely to
earn an undergraduate degree. Educational initiatives that seek to compensate this aim to
increase the amount of students that can enter and remain in higher education systems
(Savitz-Romer et al., 2010). Although this is ideal, it is important to consider the issue of
inclusion and understand attrition in a holistic way. Therefore, from the School of
Engineering through the Academic Advisory and in articulation with the University's Student
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Retention Program, some strategies have been proposed to mitigate lag and possible
dropout of the "Pilos" (Table 3).
Table 3. Risk factors and strategies to mitigate student lag and dropout.

RISK FACTORS

Strategy to mitigate lag and dropout

Low access to vocational guidance
processes since middle school:
students’ vocational choice is mainly
guided by a teacher or a family
member, according to the skills they
saw in them

Provide vocational guidance tests online at the
UPB Portal for students interested in entering the
institution

Students with conceptual gaps
since middle school: 85% of students
report academic difficulties (basic
science)

Perform a diagnostic and leveling process in
critical reading and basic math for all students
entering the University. This strategy was
designed for the School of Engineering in the first
three semesters, offering courses with the basic
knowledge required to tackle the corresponding
courses at each level.

Carry out a Vocational Orientation process for all
potential beneficiaries of the "Ser Pilo Paga”
program who will join the UPB

Strengthen academic accompaniment strategies
(Monitoring, Tutoring, GAIA, Academic Support to
Student, among others)
Adaptation difficulties: Some
students come from municipalities or
neighborhoods that have very different
cultures and social dynamics from
those experienced in the city of
Medellin. Likewise, many young people
have spent their whole lives with their
families and when they move from
remote regions, they must learn to live
alone and take on new responsibilities,
i.e. money management

Broaden guidance day objectives in order to
include informative strategies regarding campus
and city life and facilitate the adjustment of new
students and, especially, foreigners: they will
become more familiar to college early on and,
thus, favor their adaptation and the search for
timely support.
Provide information about access routes,
transportation, nearby neighborhoods where they
can look for student residences, among other
important issues regarding the city since the
admission

Source: Own elaboration.
Most of the strategies proposed above correspond to the Prevention Phase, during which
the UPB - Medellín and, in general, the Colombian educational system must strengthen
processes of articulation between schools and universities, and emphasize strategies of
academic and integral growth during the First Year. According to the literature, this is the key
point to prevent dropout and promote persistence and successful egresses.
The financial investment in these strategies is compensated by the persistence of each
student, for having to invest in remedial strategies or late intervention in students who drop
out is more expensive.
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Finally, it is important to note that this article is the first documentation of the “Ser Pilo Paga”
Program in the UPB. This implies that there is no sufficient data regarding students nor
strategy results. These will be addressed in a following version of this research.

CONCLUSIONS
The main reasons behind student lag mentioned by students that belong to the “Ser Pilo,
Paga” Program in the UPB were: inadequate study methods, low previous academic
competences, time management difficulties, low motivation and academic commitment,
stress, adjustment difficulties, economic hardship, among others.
Efforts must be made answering the different problems that lead to student dropout and lag,
so that they are not merely regarded as academical, but rather multidimensional issues.
Some of the efforts that must be considered in the academic factor are leveling courses,
transition programs, monitoring, tutoring, support courses in different modalities and the use
of different teaching and learning methodologies.
Continuing programs, academic counseling, and other support schemes in student training
should join efforts in order to provide better student orientation. Individual efforts have been
registered as failing to achieve the goal and rather losing resources. Furthermore, it is key
that the actions are preventive and planned according to each context.
Institutions of higher education must work on strategies to create a sense of belonging in
students, since it has been proved as a key element in persistence.
It is important that universities design student retention success indicators, without
compromising their standards.
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C1: Integration of theory and practice in the learning and teaching process.
CONTEXT
Several approaches to improving the student experience and learning outcomes in engineering
education have been proposed, including active learning (e.g. flipped classrooms), projectbased learning, problem-based learning (PBL), peer-assisted learning (classroom or projectbased), peer convening, etc. Some of these approaches have been shown to be very effective
at motivating student learning, whilst also developing generic skills (e.g. communication,
teamwork) and professional engineering skills (e.g. design, project management).
However, there are some trade-offs, e.g. the latter approaches are often either fragmented in
their introduction, or are accompanied by a complete overhaul of the curriculum. It is also often
not clear how to effectively mix different forms of pedagogy in an integrated curriculum, nor
how to transition a curriculum to incorporate new forms of pedagogy without disruption.
PURPOSE
This paper proposes a curriculum framework with a significant proportion of problem-based
and peer-assisted learning within an otherwise ‘traditional’ engineering curriculum. The aim of
the framework is to provide a practical transition pathway for substantially increasing the
proportion of project-based and peer-assisted learning into an established engineering
program without major disruption.
APPROACH
The proposed framework is an extension of the ‘Macquarie model’ of engineering curriculum,
in which core technical units sit around a spine of professional development units. The key
innovation is the proposed restructuring of the program from a single spine to an array of
“pillars”, including a pillar of non-discipline-specific project-based units designed to develop
both technical and professional competencies and facilitate peer-assisted learning between
students with different specialisations or majors and at different stages of their studies. This
will allow the introduction a substantial proportion of project-based and peer assisted learning,
and future evolution of the curriculum with minimal disruption.
RESULTS
An integrated curriculum for undergraduate engineering education is proposed that we believe
combines the best aspects of a ‘traditional’ engineering curriculum with project-based and
peer-assisted approaches to learning, whilst also providing a practical pathway for transition
to engaging methods of pedagogy within existing curriculum frameworks.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose an integrated model of engineering curriculum design based on ‘pillars’ that
combines a range of learning approaches, linked as appropriate for the development of
contextual and professional and technical knowledge and skills. The framework should also
facilitate future evolution of the engineering curriculum, and the development of the broad
range of competencies needed by modern engineers.
KEYWORDS
Curriculum, project-based learning, peer-assisted learning, multidisciplinary engineering.
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Introduction
Instructional system design is a longstanding but nevertheless dynamic area of research. One
of the drivers of change has been new technology (e.g. social media, computation and
visualisation tools, virtual environments), which opens new ways for students to engage with
their teachers, their peers, and the core knowledge and concepts with which they are expected
to become familiar during their studies (Facer & Sandford, 2010). Other drivers include
changing demands and expectations within the profession and broader society (Froyd,
Wankat, & Smith, 2012).
A fundamental aspect of instructional design that continues to focus the attention of educators
is the interrelationship between theory and practice in education, especially in the professional
disciplines, such as engineering. Which comes first; theory or practice, understanding or
competency? These are perennial questions which probably have no definitive answer – like
wave-particle duality of light, it depends on the situation as to whether theory or practice may
be more important, nevertheless both are equally necessary in engineering and their
development should be integrated. (Alias, Lashari, Akasah, & Kesot, 2014)
To some extent the tension between theory and practice in engineering derives from how
engineering has evolved over the last century or more, i.e. from a primarily practice-based ‘art’
learnt on the job, to one built on fundamental understandings of nature derived from
mathematics and basic sciences. (Froyd et al., 2012) More recently, curriculum design and
learning activities have evolved in response to an increased demand by stakeholders for the
development of generic skills and attributes in graduates (including engineering), such as
teamwork, communication, ability to self-learn, and also professional engineering skills and
competencies (more specific to engineering), such as design, systems thinking, practical
ability, project management, ethical behaviour and leadership (Moore & Voltmer, 2003). This
has focused attention on approaches to developing both generic and professional engineering
skills and competencies, at least within specific units (G. E. Town & Mcgill, 2008), and to the
particular challenges in doing so in very large cohorts of students. (Schröder, Janßen, Leisten,
Vossen, & Isenhardt, 2013)
A related and equally important question is then; how can we best structure a program of
learning that properly balances the fundamental elements of engineering training, and
furthermore, how best to implement such as program within the constraints of an existing
curriculum framework and an evolving tertiary education system? A strategic framework of
modern engineering education providing integrated development of relevant skills and
knowledge has been proposed, based on three pillars of science, design and
commercialisation (Quayle, 2010).
In this work we briefly review the approaches taken to date for integrating theory with practice,
and technical with professional competencies in engineering curricula, and then propose a
curriculum framework similar to that proposed by Quayle (Quayle, 2010), but instead
integrating the following four ‘pillars’ in a 4-year engineering degree program;
i)
specialist technical knowledge and skills,
ii)
professional and generic skills,
iii)
multi-year cross-disciplinary projects,
iv)
contextual knowledge and electives outside engineering.
We believe the latter framework will facilitate a staged transition with minimal disruption from
a ‘traditional’ engineering curriculum (Johnson, Ulseth, Smith, & Fox, 2015; Prasad, 2011) to
a curriculum providing more balanced integration of theory with practice, technical with
professional skills development, and specialist engineering with contextual knowledge, as has
been argued is necessary to prepare future engineers for professional practice (Barakat, 2014;
Buelin, J., Clark, A. C., Ernst, 2016; Cheville & Bunting, 2010; Director, Khosla, Rohrer, &
Rutenbar, 1995; Pratley & Whitty, 2007; Quayle, 2010).
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Furthermore, a broad-based engineering curriculum designed to train ‘Renaissance engineers’
will better prepare students for an ever-changing and increasingly complex world (Akay, 2003;
Moore & Voltmer, 2003; Rainey, 2002) and is also likely to benefit society by attracting a wider
diversity of students and preparing them for positions of responsibility.

Curriculum design
In learning, as in everything else we do, there is no doubt that how we learn has a large impact
on what we learn, and that the best learning occurs when there is constructive alignment
between learning outcomes, activities and assessment, as elucidated by Biggs (Biggs, 2012,
2014). The focus on the student and learning outcomes is consistent with systems approaches
to education in designing learning programs (Godfrey, P.; Crick, R. Deakin; Huang, 2014;
Rompelman & De Graaff, 2006).
It has long been recognised that engineering students require practical learning experiences,
and consequently in most engineering programs i) laboratory classes are used to support the
assimilation of theoretical concepts, ii) a ‘capstone’ project unit must be completed in which
engineering skills are applied to a real problem, and iii) a minimum amount of industry
experience must be accumulated before graduation. With some notable exceptions, the
industry experience is usually not embedded in the curriculum, and often is not well managed,
and hence the benefits are highly variable.
More generally, the links between content, process, and outcomes in learning have motivated
the development of a variety of approaches to what may generally be described as ‘learning
in action’, ranging in scope from the relatively narrow active learning in the classroom (Lage,
M.J., Platt, G.J., Treglia, 2000; Zuber, 2016), to more wholistic approaches requiring deeper
and more prolonged student engagement throughout entire units and programs of study
(Biggs, 2012; Frank, Lavy, & Elata, 2003; Johnson et al., 2015; Kanigolla, 2013; Mills, J. E.,
and Treagust, 2003; Perrenet, Bouhuijs, & Smits, 2000; Prasad, 2011), including immersive
engineering (Blashki, Nichol, Jia, & Prompramote, 2007).
The latter approaches aim to provide relatively open learning experiences which can integrate
the development of technical, practical and professional competences. They can also assist
learning by increasing student motivation, through projects with real and useful outcomes
beyond the learning process, and possibly outside the formal learning environment, e.g. as in
Engineers Without Borders (Wittig, 2013).
Taking the learning in action approach further and shifting to a completely project-based
learning program would often require a complete overhaul of the engineering curriculum. The
engineering program offered by Olin College is an early, notable, and successful example of
this, in which the educators had substantial financial support and the rare opportunity to
develop a largely project-based curriculum from the beginning with clear goals in mind (Guizzo,
2006; Somerville et al., 2005).
However, for a variety of reasons most engineering schools would find It difficult to undergo
such a radical transformation, and would instead prefer to evolve their curricula and avoid
major upheavals. Access to limited resources (e.g. learning spaces), dependence upon service
units, university rules and regulations, may all work against radical curriculum changes. Which
raises the question, is there a curriculum structure that would facilitate evolution, or continuous
improvement of the curriculum, rather than a more radical approach to curriculum
development?

Proposed Curriculum Framework
The curriculum framework shown in Figure 1 below is proposed to i) introduce a well-defined
stream of problem and project-based learning into the curriculum, and ii) to reduce the amount
of technical engineering content (i.e. from 90% to 75%) and add breadth by allowing an
increased number of ‘non-engineering’ units, all with minimal disruption to existing programs.
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Specifically, the changes are designed to introduce a new and structured PBL experience, and
the benefits this mode of learning has been shown to bring, especially in engineering (Alias et
al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015; Mills, J. E., and Treagust, 2003; Perrenet et al., 2000;
Somerville et al., 2005; Wittig, 2013). The framework is also intended to facilitate staged
development of specific areas of competency (e.g. professional skills) throughout the 4 year
engineering program.
Table 1: Proposed engineering curriculum based on ‘pillars’
Foundation units
12.5%
+
Minor units
12.5%
+
Context units
12.5%

Professional
units 12.5%

PBL units
12.5%

Generic and
professional skill
development.

Cross-year,
multi-disciplinary
projects.

(Current ‘spine’)

(Proposed new
‘pillar’.)

MATH, PHYS

ENGG100

ENGG150

COMP, etc.

Generic

MATH, PHYS,

ENGG200

COMP, etc.

Design

ELECTIVES

ENGG300

Technical units
12.5%
+
Technical major
12.5%
+
Final year project
12.5%

ENGG250

ENGG350

Research
ELECTIVES

ENGG400

ENGG450

Systems
The above framework may be regarded as an extension of the ‘Macquarie model’ of
engineering curriculum, in which a ‘spine’ of professional units (ENGG100 - ENGG400) runs
throughout the 4 year program, the aim of which was and is to address a need for professional
development content in a program which, at least initially, was heavily loaded with Science
units. These units have been evolving end becoming more coherent over time, with the general
aim to progressively develop a hierarchy of professional skills throughout the program, e.g.
teamwork and communication (ENGG100 – ENGG400), design (ENGG200-ENGG400), selflearning (ENGG300 - ENGG400), and systems thinking (ENGG400).
The curriculum structure naturally lends itself to the introduction of a second ‘spine’ or ‘pillar’
of problem and project-based learning units (ENGG150-450), one per year. The introduction
of a PBL-pillar will require a 10% reduction in the number of technical lecture-style units,
however we believe this will be more than compensated by the benefits of engaging students
in multi-year and multi-disciplinary project-based units, such as has recently been trialled (G.
Town & Tse, 2016).
A similar curriculum model structured as ‘pillars’, was recently proposed by Quayle (Quayle,
2010), however in that case the pillars targeted distinct discipline areas (i.e. science,
engineering design, and commercialisation, respectively). We have adopted a similar
approach, but grouped skills development into pillars by type (practical, theoretical, technical,
professional, etc.) in which the development of the associated skills and competencies can be
more deliberately staged (as in ENGG100-ENGG400). Coordination between pillars would
also be required in a properly integrated curriculum.
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The advantages of the pillars, each extending throughout the 4 year program as shown
schematically in Figure 1, are as follows;
i) allows introduction of a distinct ‘pillar’ of project-based learning activities engaging
students across all 4 years in multidisciplinary projects,
ii) better accommodates a range of learning styles and interests by providing mix of
classroom and project-based learning activities,
iii) sets aside clear space for broader contextual content (e.g. elective and minor units),
iv) provides a clear balance between technical and non-technical content, and between
foundational science versus engineering content, etc.
Another advantage of the structure is that any pillar may be developed and revised from
beginning to end without significant disruption to the other pillars in the program, facilitating
coordinated and sustained development of the associated competencies.

Conclusion
An engineering curriculum framework has been proposed which incorporates distinct but
connected streams (or pillars) focused on staged development of specific groups of
competencies within an engineering program. The framework provides a number of
advantages, including facilitating staged development and improvement of particular classes
of skills (e.g. generic and technical), and the ability to overhaul or introduce new pillars into an
established curriculum with minimal disruption (e.g. such as a dedicated project-based learning
pillar). In a truly integrated curriculum the learning progress in each pillar would need to be
coordinated, i.e. to utilise and reinforce the learning outcomes occurring in other pillars. The
approach proposed here sees coordination across pillars as a secondary rather than primary
task in curriculum design, and consequently is different to most current practice in which
curricula are primarily built and structured around years of study.
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